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'fwo important decisJOns of the Judicial Committee, which
have already furnished material for much discussion in India,
will be found in ~ § 563A and 674. In other respects the large
number of new cases, which are included in this edition, have
been of more interest to the individual suitors than to the students
of law.
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PREFAOE.

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.
THE increased bulk of this volume is chiefly owing to the
considerable amount of new material which I have found at my
disposal. Both the Privy Council and the Indian Courts have
been rich in decisions of unusual importance, particularly in regard
to the law of adoption and wills. My friend Rajah Dharma Pravina
Thmnboo Chetty, of the l\I[ysore Council of Regency, has been
good enough to furnish me with a complete series of the reports
of the Chief Court of l\I[ysore. The recent works of M. Leon
Borg, Chief Justice of the COUl't of First Instance in Pondicherry,
have for the first time supplied us with a connected view of the
mode in which questions of Hindu Law are dealt with by French
jurists. These are of especial value, as they are based, not merely
upon the writings of the Hindu lawyers, but upon formal enquil'Y
as to the usage at pl'esent prevailing upon each disputed point
among the natives subject to the Pondicherl'Y COUl'ts.

The investigations of the Malabal' Marriage Commission have
thrown a flood of light upon the existence of polyandry on the
West Coast of India, and upon the character of the unions
contracted under its influence. These are further supplemented
by the Census Reports for 1891 of the States of Cochin and
Travancore, and by Mr. Logan's most valuable Manual of the
Malabal' District. I have utilised these SOUl'ces for the purpose
of giving a bl'ief, and I hope fairly accurate view of a rather
obscure subject. I have also taken advantage of this opportunity
to glean from the invaluable repol'ts of the Census of India for
1891, and from the singularly leal'ned work by Dr. Maclean on the
administration of Madras, many curious and interesting instances
of local usage on matters of domestic law. The District Manuals
of South Canara and North Arcot abound in similar information
to which I am indebted.
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Dr . Jolly has again placed Indian enquirers heavily in his
debt by IllS ne,,: work, Recht 1lncl Bitte, itself only a segment of
an Encyclopmdra of Indo-Aryan research, which is being edited
by Dr. Bllhler. The first chapter, in which the combined results
of German and British research in reference to Sanskrit la w books
are focused into one view, is of immense value.
After I had completed this edition I received, through the
courtesy of Mr. S. Sitarama Sastri, a learned scholar of Madras
a proof sheet of a translation of a portion of the commentary of
VMVW'1lpa on Yajnavalk/j({, of which even Dr. Jolly only knew
from citations that it existed, and was earlier than the Mitakshara.
It is :er~ curious, especially as showing' the gradual development
of h81rshlp among women. As to daughters, he expressly states,
what I have long suggested was probable, that only" appointed
daughters" took by inheritance [titer a widow; while he seems
to limit the term widow, as meaning a pregnant widow, who
WOUld. apparently take only as guardian for her possible son.
The dIScovery at so late a IJeriod of a copy of this work is very
remar kable.
The delay in the appearance of this edition which has been so
long promised, arises from my having, in consequence of the large
amount of new matter, requested my pnblishers to allow all the
sheets to pass through my own hands. The cross-references in
the body of the work, and in the contents, are still to the paragraphs, but those in the index: and table of cases are for the
first til~le, to the pages-a change which, I hope, will b~ found a
convemence to the reader.
INNER TEMPLE,

A ug'llst 1900.

JOHN D. MAYNE.

PREFACE.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION·
---''''--~SINOE the publication of the last edition of this work, many neW
materials for the study of Hindu Law have been placed within
the reach of those, who, like myself, are unable to examine the
authorities in their original Sanskrit. Professor 1Ybx Mt1ller's
Series of the Sacred Books of the East has given us translations
of the entire texts of Apastamba, Gautama, and Vishnu, by
Dr. Bl'thler and Dr. Jolly. Mr. Narayan Mandlik has supplied
us with a translation of the whole of Yajl1lwalkya, and a neW
rendering of the Mayukha; while the Sarasvati Vilasa and the
Viramitrodaya have, been rendered accessible by the labours or
Mr. Foullms and or Golapchandra Sarkar.
Juclging from an examination of these works, I eloubt whether
we need expect to receive m.uch more light upon the existing
Hindu Law from the works of the purely legal writers. They
seem to 111.e merely to reproduce with slavish fidelity the same
texts of the ancient writers, and then to criticise them, as if they
were algebraic forrr1"n1as, without any attempt to shoW what relation, if any, they have to the actual facts of 11fe. When, for
instance, so modern a work as the Viramitrodaya gravely discusses
marriages between persons of different castes, or the twelve species
of sons, it is impossible to imagine that the author is talking of
anything which really existed in his time. Yet he dilates upon
an these distinctions with as much apparent faith in their value,
as would be exhibited by an English lawyer in expounding the
l)ecnliarities of a bill of exchange, From the extracts given by
Mr. Narayan MancUik, I imagine that the modern writers of
Western India are more willing to recognise realities than those
of Bengal and Benares, Probably, much that is useful and
interesting might be found (amid an infinity of rubbish) in the
works on ceremonial law. But what we really want is that well-
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humour which cannot be too much admired. Ooming from an
opponent it might have been considered malicious. I fancy that
lVIr. Nelson, as a Judge, would be the first to resist the application
of his own proposal.
An unusual number of important decisions have been recorded
since the publication of the last' edition, and it will be seen
that several portions of this work have bcen re-written in conseql1ence. The law, as to the liability of a son for his father's debts,
~nd.as to the father's power of dealing with family property to
~lqu~~a~e su~h debts, seems. at last to be settling down into an
mtelhglble, If not a very satisfactory, shape. The controversies
arising out of the text of the lVIitakshara defining stridhamull
a~pear also to ,be .quieted by direct decision, and the conflicting
VIeW of woman s l'lghts taken by the Bombay High Oourt has at
last been restricted and defined, and made to rest upon inveterate
usage, rather than upon written law. A single decision of the
~ri~y OO~ll1cil has established the heritable right of female
Sapmc1as m ~ombay, and recognized the all-important principle,
t~at ~uccesslOn under the lVIitakshara law is based upon propmqUlty, and not upon degrees of religious merit.
INNER TEMPLE,

January 1883.

JOHN D. lVIAYNE.

PRE F AC E·
I HAVE endeavoured in this work to show, not only what the
Hindu Law is, but how it came to be what it is. Probably many
of my professional readers may think that the latter part of the
enquiry is only a waste of time and trouble, and that, in pursuing
it I have added to the bulk of the volume without increasing its
utility. It might be sufficient to say thatI have aimed at writing
a book, which should be something ,different from a mere practitioner's manual.
Hindu Law has the oldest pedigree of any known system of
jurisprudence, and even now it shows no signs of decrepitude.
At this day it governs races of men, extending from Oashmere to
Oape Oomorin, who'agl'ee in nothing dse excep.t th~ir subm~ssj?n
to it. No time or trouble can be wasted, WhICh IS spent m mvestigating the origin and development of such a system, and the
causes of its influence. I cannot but indulge a hope that the very
parts of this work, which seem of least value to a ~ractising lawyer,
may be read with interest by some who never mtend to enter a
Oourt. I also hope that the same discussions, which appear to
. have only an antiquarian and theoretical interest, ma'y be found of
real service, if not to the counsel who has to WIn a case, at
all events to the judge who has to decide it.
The great diffi.culty which meets a judge is to choose between
the conflicting texts which can be presented to him on almost
every question. This diHiculty is constantly increased by the
labours of those scholars who are yearly opening up fresh sources
of information. The works which they have made accessible are,
naturally, the works pf the very early writers, who had passed into
oblivion, because the substance of their teaching was embodied in
more modern treatises. lVIany of these early texts are in conflict
with each other, and still more are in conflict with the
general body of law as it has been administered in our Courts.
An opinion seems to be growing up that we have been going
tJ!1l wrong; that we have been mistaken in taking the law from its
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more recent interpreters, and that our only safe course is to rev81l t
to antiquity, and, wherever it may be necessary, to correct the
Mitakshara 01' the Daya Bhaga by Manu, Gautama, or Vasishtha.
Such a view omits to notice that some of these authors are perhaps
two thousand years old, and that even the East does change,
though slowly. The real task of the lawyer is not to reconcile
these contradictions, which is impossible, but to account for them.
He will best help a judge who is pressed, for instance, by a text
which forbids a partition, or 'which makes a father the absolute
despot of his family, by showing him that these texts were once
literally true, but that the state of society, in which they were true,
has long since passed away. This has been done to a consiilerable
extent by Dr. Mayr in h's most valuable work, Das Inrlische
E?·bre[)ht. He seems, however, not to have been aCCjuainted with
the writers of the Bengal scliool, and of course had no Imowlerlge
of the developments which the law has received thl'ough nearly a
century of jUd;cial decisions. I have tried to follow in the course
marked out by him, and by Sir H. S. Maine in his well-known
writings. It would be presumption to hope that I have done so
with complete, or even with any considerable, success. But Ihope
the attempt may lead the way to criticism, which will end in the
discovery of truth.
Another, and completely different CUlTent of opinion, is that of
those who think that Hindu Law, as represented in the Sanskrit
writings, has little application to any but Brahmans, or those who
accept the ministrations of Brahmans, and that it has no bearing
upon the life of the inferior castes, and of the non-Aryan mces.
This view has been put forward by Mr. Nelson in his" View of
the Hindu Law as administered by the Madras High OOUl't." In
much that he says I thoroughly agree with him. I quite agl'ee
with him in thinking that rules, founded on the religious doctrines
of Brahmanism, cannot be properly applIed to tribes who have
never received those doctrines, merely upon evidence that they are
contained in a Sanskrit law book. But it seems to me that the
influence of Brahmanism upon even the Sanskrit writers has been
greatly exaggerated, and that those parts of the Sanskrit law,
which are of any practical importance, are mainly baEled upon usage

which, in substance, though not in detail, is common, both to
Aryan and non-Aryan tribes. Much of the present work is devoted
to the elucidation Elf this view. I also think that he has underestimated the influence ,vhich the Sanskrit law has exercised, in
moulding to its own model the somewhat similar usages even of
non-Aryan races. This influence has been exercised throughout
the whole of Doutherll India dUl'ing the present century by means
of our Oomts and Pundits, by Vakils, and officials, l)oth judicial
and revenue, almost all of whom, till very lately, ,vere Brahmans.
That the Dravidian mces have any conscimls belief that they
are foHowing the Mitakshara, I do not at all suppose. Nor has an
Englishman fU1Y conscious belief that his life is guided by
Lord Ooke and Lord Ma,nsfield. But it is Cjuite possible that thE,lse
races mfLy be trying unconscionsly to follow the comse of life 'which
is adopted by the most respectable, the most intellectual, and the
best educated among thoir neighbol1l's. The result would be
exactly the same as if: they sturlierl the MitaksluLm fOl' themselves.
That this really is the case is an opinion which I arrived at, after
fifteen years' acqnaintfLnco with the [itigationof every part of the
Madras Presidency. Rvon in MfLla.bar I have witnessed continued
efforts on the part of the natives to cast off thei]' own customs
and to deal with their property by partition, alienation, and
devise, as if it were govel'l1ec1 by the ordinary Hinc1n Law. These
efforts were constantly successful in the provincial COUl'ts, bnt were
invariably foiled on appeal to the Sudder OOUl't at Madras, the
objection being frequently taken for the first time by an Bnglish
barrister. It so happened that, dming the whole time of this
silent revolt, the Sudder Oourt possessed one or more judges, who
were thoroughly acquaintec1 with Malabar customs, and by whom
cases from that district were invariably heard. Had the OOUl't
been without such special experience, the pl'Ocess would probably
have gone on with snch mpic1ity that, by this time, every Malabar
taJ'wdcl would have been broken np. The revolt would have been
a revolution.
A third class of opinion is that of the C0111mon-sense Eng-lishman, whose views are very ably represented by Mr. Ounningham
~110W a Judge of the Bengal High OOlu't- in the preface
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to his recent" Digest of Hindu Law." He appears to look upon
the entire law with a mixture of wonder and pity. He is amused
at the absurdity of the rule which forbids an orphan to be adopted.
He is shocked at finding that a man's great-grandson is his
ilnmediate heir, while the son of that great-grandson is a ve~y
remote heir, and his own sister is hardly an heir at all. He thinks
everything would be set right by a short and simple code, which
would please everybody, and upon the meaning of \vl~ich the
judges are not expected to differ. These of course are questions
for the legislator, not for the lawyer. I have attempted to offer
materials for the discussion by showing how the rules in question
originated, and how much would have to be removed if they were
altered. The age of miracles has passed, and I hardly expect to
see a code of Hindu Law which shall satisfy the trader and the
agriculturist, the Punjabi and the Beng'ali, the pundits of Benares
and Ramaiswaram, of Umritsnr and of Poona. But I can easily
imagine a very beautiful and specious code, which should product
much more dissatisfaction and expense than the law as at present
administered.
I cannot conclude without expressing my painful consciousness of the disadvantage under which I have laboured from my
ignorance of Ranskrit. This has made me completely dependent on translated wOl'ks. A really satisfactory treabse on Hindu
Law would require its author to be equally leamed as a lawyer
and an Orientalist. Such a work could have been produced by
Mr. Oolebrooke, or by the editors of the Bombay Digest, if the
Government had not restricted the scope of their labours.
Hitherto, unfortunately, those who have possessed the neeessal'Y
qualificati.ons have wanted either the inclination or the time.
The lawyers have not been Orientalists. and the Orientalists
have not been lawyers. For the correction of the many mistakes
into which my i.gnorance has let me, I can only most cordially
say: Exo1"iaJ'e aliquis nostl'is ex ossio-us 'nltoJ'.
JOHN D. MAYNE.
INNER TEMPLE,

.Jnlv 1878.
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ADDENDA.
Cases upon the following subjects have appeared while
this edition was passing through the Press. The
references in brackets show the page in the text
whel'e the matter is disoussed.
ADOPTION, evidenc'e of (p. 203)Achal Ram v. Kasim HI/sain, 32 LA., p. 121; S. C., 32 All., p. 290.
authority to adopt operates like power of appointment (p. 259)Yethimj1tl-n v. M1t7c1mth1t, 28 Mad., 363.
estate of widow with authority before she adopts (p. 153)-Am1tlya v. Kalidas, 32 Cal., 861.
relationship of adoptingmother to natural father immaterial IP. 177)Jaisingh pal v. Bijai Pal, 27 All., 417.
reason for consent to act of widow (p. 156)Namyanasami v. Mangammal, 28 Mad., 315.
evidence of oonsent (p. 161)Bhimappa v. Basawa, 29 Bom., 40.
consent by father-in-law ineffectual, after his death (p. 156 . La7cshmibai v. Yishn1t, 29 Bom., 410.
authority incapable of execution (p. 146)A'Iltnlya v. Kalidas, 32 Cal., 861.
devf)sting estate of coparcener (p. 241)Bachoo v. Man/col'eba'i, 29 Bom., 51.
of junior widow (p. 240)Namyanasami v. MangaJmnal, 28 Mad., a15.
BENAMIDAR, his right to sue (p. 599)M'nttttmyan Vo Sttl'1t(t Samavaiyan, 28 Mad., 526.
CLASS, grant to, where some l11tll1lbers incapahle of taking (p. 506)Bhagabati v. ](nlichal'(I;n, 32 Cal., 992.
CONJUGAl, RIGHTS, restitution ~f (po 119)Sahadu1' v. Rajwcmtn, 27 All., 06.
GIFT, what amounts to change of possession (p. 500)-Bibi ](havcl' v Rttkhia S1tltan, 29 Bom., 46H.
to a mother involves no p~eslUllption that it is only for life (p. 525)At,ltl ](1"ishnn v. Sanyasi Ohurn, 32 Cal., 1051.

ADDENDA.
words creftting estftte of in grant to female (p, 522)Basltnta v. ](mnakshya 32 I A 181' At-l'l TT,' ,
,
"'"
u
11,1 bSltna v, Sanyast
,
0 l!Urn, 32 Oa!., 1051.

INHERITANOE,

MAINTE~AN,CE, presumption as to its dmation (p, 524)T~tltlam v. Oohen, 32 I. A., 185; 8.0., 28 Mad" 508.
OUDH TALUQDARS

Shea Singh

(p, 358 note)-

v. Raghltbans, 32 I. A" 203.

HINDU LAW AND USAGE.

PRnroGENITURE AND I~rp
,
,
'ARTIBILITY,

custom and proof of (p, (1)](aclH ](nhynnn y, I(nchi- Yuvn, 32 I. A" 2G9; S, 0" 28 Had 508'
Shyn1!lanand v. Ram I(nnta, 32 CaL, 6; Sambjit v, Inde;jU 2;
AIl.,96.
'

SOI~'S liability for father's debt as (p, 389)Ohett~kltlctm v. Ohettikltlctrn, 28 Mad" .377,

SURETY,

WILL,

what document cannot he proved af.(p, 579)Ohctitnnyn v. Dayal, 32 Cal., 1082.

ERRATA.
-

PAGE

----..----

91, 9th line from bottom, for "father-in-law" l'ead "mother's
father."
6th line from bottom, for "the father-ill-law" l'ead " her
father,"

CHAPTER I.
ON THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF HINDU LAW,

§ 1. UNTIL v~ry lat.ely, writers upon Hindu Law have AnthOl'ity of
Sanskrit lawyers
assumed, not only that it was recorded exclusively in the
Sanskrit texts of the early sages, and the commentaries
upon them, but that those sages were the actual originators
and founders of that law. The earliest work which attracted European attention was that which is known as the
Institutes of Manu. People talk of this as the legislation
of Manu; as if it was something which came into force on
a particular day, like the Indian Penal Code, and which
derived all its authority from being promulgated by him.
Even those who are aware that it never had any legislative
authority, and that it only described what its author believed to be, or wished to be, the law, seem to imagine that
those rules which govern civil rights among Hindus, and
which we roughly speak of as Hindu law, are solely of
Brahmanical origin, They admit that conflicting customs
exist, and must be respected. But these are looked on as
local violations of a law which is of general obligation, and
which ought to be universally observed; as something to
be checked and put down, if possible, and to be apologised
for, if the existence of the usage is proved beyond dispute.

§ 2. On the other hand, those who derived their
knowledge of law not from books, but from acquaintance
with Hindus in their own homes, did not admit that
the Brahmanicallaw had any such universal sway. Mr,
Ellis, speaking of Southern India, says: " The law of the

not universal,
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Smritis, unless under various modifications, has never been
the law of the Tamil and cognate nations" (a). The same
opinion is stated in equally strong terms by Dr. Burnell and
by Mr. Nelson in recent works (b). And Sir H. S. Maine,
writing with special reference to the N orth- West of India;
savs: " The conclusion arrived at by the persons who
to me of highest authority is, first, that'the codified
laW-Manu and his glossators-embraced originally a
lUuch smaller bOdy of usage than had been imagined, and,
next, that the customary rules, reduced to writing, have
been very greatly altered by Brahmanical expositors, constantly in spirit, sometimes in tenor. Indian law may be
in fact affirmed to consist of a very great number of local
bodies of usage, and of one set of customs reduced to
writing, pretending to a diviner authority than the rest,
exercising consequently a' great influence over them, and
tending, if not checked, to absorb them. You must not
understand that these bodies of custom are fundamentally
distinct. They are all marked by the Sftme general features; but there are considerable differences of detftil " (0).

se~m

Written and
umVl'itten law
substantially

shnilal'.

§ 3. I believe that even those who hold to their full extent
the opinions stated by Mr. Ellis and Mr. Nelson would
admit that the earliest Sanskrit writings evidence a state
of law which, allowing for the lapse of time, is the natural
antecedent of that which now exists. Also, that the lftter
commentators describe a state of things which, in its general features, though not in all its details, corresponds fairly
enough with the broad facts of Hindu life. For instance, in
reference to the condition of the undivided family, the order
of inheritance, the practice of adoption, and the like. The
proof of the latter assertion seems to me to be ample. As
regards vVestern India, we have a body of customs, which
cover the whole surface of domestic law, laboriously ascer(a) 2 Stra. H. L., 163. See the futwahs of the pundits, Inde1'l<1! v. Rama-'
sawmy, 13 M. 1. A., 149; S. C., 3 B. L. R., 1; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 4l.
(b) Introduction to the Daya,Vibhaga, 13; Varadar"jah, 7; Nelson's View

of Hindu Law, Preface and Chap. i. ; Nelson's Scientific Study of Hindn Law
(c) Village Commnnities, 52.

(1881).
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religious efficacy is the test of succession according to
Brahmanical principles. If, then, one of two rival clah~.
ants appears to be preferable in every respect, except that
of religious efficacy, the judge will have to determine
whether the system which he is administering is based
on Brabmanical principles at all. So as regards adoption.
A Brahman tests its necessity and its validity solely by
religious motives. If an adoption is made with an utter
absence of religious necessity or motive, a judge would
have to decide wbether religion was an essential element in
the transaction or not.
Sanskrit law
basec1 on usage:

not on direct
authority,

§ 5. My view is that Hindu law is based upon immemorial customs, which existed prior to, and independent of,
Brahmanism. Tbat, when the Aryans penetrated into
India, tbey fo~md there a number of usages either the same
as, 01' not wholly unlike, theil' own, That they accepted
theEe, with or without modifications, rejecting only those
which were incapable of being assimilated, such as polyandry, incestuous marriages, and the like, That the latter
lived on a merely ]ocallife, while the former became incorporated among the customs of the ruling race. That when
Brahmanism arose, and the Brahman writers turned their
attention to law, they at first simply stated the facts as they
found them, without attaching to them any religious significance. Thai the religious element subsequently grew up,
and entwined itself with legal conceptions, and then distorted them in three ways. First, by attributing a pious pur-·
pose to acts of purely secular nature. Secondly, by clogging those acts with rules and restrictions suitable to the
assumed pious purpose, And, tJiirdly, by graduallyaltering the customs themselves, so as to further the special
objects of religion, or policy, favoured by Brahmanism.
§ 6, I think it is impossible to imagine that any body
of usage could have obtained general acceptance throughout,
India, merely because it was inculcated by Brahman
writers, or even because it was held by the Aryan tribes, In
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without restraint" (i). And they retain this character to
the present day, as we shall see that with them the religious element has never entered into their secular law. Next
to the punjab the strongest traces of the Village Community are found among the Dravidian races of the South.
l::iimilarly as regards the Joint Family. It still flourishes in
its purest form, not only undivic1ec1 but indivisible, among
the polyandrous castes of Malabar and Canara, over whom
Brahmanism has never attempted to cast even the hem 01
its garment. Next to them, probably, the strictest survival
of the undivided family is to be found in northern Oeylon,
8Jmong the Tamil emigrants from the South of India. It
is only when the family system begins to break up that we
can trace the influence of Brahmanism, and then the
break up proceeds in the direct ratio of that influence (k).
Lln;, of inherit-

§ 9. The case of inheritance is even more strongly in ance.
favour of the same view. The principle that" the right of
inheritance, according to Hindu law, is wholly regulated
with reference to the spiritual benefits to be conferred on
the deceased proprietor," has been laid down on the highest
judicial authority as an article of the legal creed which is
universally true, anc1 which it would be heresy to doubt.
It is strictly and absolutely true in Bengal. It is not so
elsewhere (l), Among the Hinc1us of the Punjab, the o1'(ler
of succession is determined by custom, and not by spiritual
considerations (?n). Throughout the Presidency of Bombay, numeroUS relations, and especially females, inherit, to
whom no ingenuity can ascribe the slightest religious merit.
According to the Mitakshara, consanguinity in the male
line is the test of heirship, not religious merit, All those
who follow its authority accept agnates to the fourteenth
degree, whose religious efficacy is infinitesimal, in preferIi)

~Iuil',

S. 1'., ii.,

4g~,

SeC', too, B,Lllen_Powell-

the

Indian Village Com-

munity, 1896, 131-136,
(h'l This
See post
chttp. vii., § '2Gl.
(l)
W,lS long since point,eel vut by Professor ,Viloon.
See his Works
14. Sir H. S. 11'lille
,,180 Ihlcl the hudihooc1 to hint a disbelief of the

1""

trine.

Villfl!:!e Connl1unif,ies, 58.
\m) Punjab
Customs, 11 ; PUllj[lb Cns\,Olllury Jaw, ii., 100-142.
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[CHAP. I,
PARAS.

ence to cog'nates, such as a sister's son, whose capacity
for offering sacrifices ranks very high. The doctrine that
.heirs are to be placed in the direct order of their spiritual
merit was announced, for the first time, by Jimuta Vahana,
and has been expanded by his successors. But it rendered
necessary a complete remodelling of the order of Succession.
Oognates are now shuffied in among the agnates, instead
of coming after them; and the very definition of cognates
is altered, so as to exclude those who are actually named
as such by the Mitakshara. The result is a system whose
essence is Brahmanism, and whose logic is faultless; but
which is no more the system of early India, 01' of the rest
of India, than the English Statute of Distributions (n). In
Bengal, the inheritance follows the duty of offering saci'ifices. ElseWhere, the duty follows the inheritance.
Law of adopolon.

L'

§ 10. The law of adoption has been even more success_
fully appropriated by the Brahmans, and in this instance
they have almost succeeded in blotting out all trace of a
usage existing previous to their own. There can be no
doubt that, among those Aryan races who have practised
ancestor-worship, the existence of a son to offer up the
religious rites has always been a matter of primary importance. Where no natural-born son exists, a substituted son
takes his place. This naturally leads to the practice of
adoption. But apart from all religious considerations, the
advantages of having a son to assist a father in his life, to
protect him in his old age, and to step into his property
after his death would be equally felt, and are equally felt,
by other races. We know that the Sudras practised adoption, for even the Brahmanical writers provide special rules
for their case. The inhabitants of the Punjab and NorthWest Provinces, whether Hindus proper, Jains,Jats, Sikhs,
or even M uhammedans, practise adoption, without religious
rites, 01' the slightest reference to religious purposes. The
same may be said of the Tamils in Oeylon. Eeven the Brahmanical works admit that the celebration of the name, and
(n) As to the whole of this, see chap. xvi,
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r"

gion (p), are not necel;lsarily governed by any of the written
treatises on law, which are founded upon, and developed
from, the Sllwitis, Theil' usages may be very similar, but.
may be based on principles so different as to make the,
developments wholly inapplicable, Possibly all Brahmans"
however doubtful their pedigree, may be precluded, by a,
sort of estoppel, from denying the authority of the Brahmanical writings which are current in their district (q), But
there can be no pretence for any such estoppel with regard
to persons who are not only not Brahmans, but not Aryans"
In one instance, a very learned judge, after discussing a,
question of inheritance among Tamil litigants, on the most
technical principles of Sanskrit law, wound up his judgment
by saying, "I must be allowed to add that I feel the grotesque absurdity of applying to these lJi(l}'cwers the doctrine
of Hindu Law, It would be just as reasonable to give them
the benefit of the Feudal Law of real property, At this late
dayit is ,however, impossible to act upon one's consciousness
of the absul'dity " (1'), I must own I cannot see the impossibility, In N orthel'l1 and vVestel'll India, the Courts have
never considered themselves bound to apply these principles
to sects who did not profess submission to the Sllwitis, In
the case of the J ains, for instance, research has established
that their usages, while closely resembling those of orthodox Hinduism, diverge exactly where they might be expected to do, from being based on secular, and not on religious,
principles (8), The Bengal Court, as might be anticipated,
is less tolerant of heresy, But it is certainly rather startling to find it assumed a"s a matter of course that the natives
of Assam, the rudest of our provinces, are governed by the
Hindu law as modified by Jimuta Va han a (t), It would be
curious to enquire whether there was any reason whatever
for this belief, except the fact th~t appeals lay to the High
11) Th'laIlY of the Drtwic1ian !'aees, who are called Hillelus, are worshil?pers of
~Hlakes and devils, find a.re as inc1Jfft'!rent to Vishnu Il1ld Si",l as Hre t.he InhabIt·
ant,s of \Vhiteclmpel.
"
(q) See GopaiapgnJ/ v, Bag71UpntiaYY({JI, 7 Ma(l. H. C., 255,
(1') Hollowny, J" Mnttu Vizia v. DO?·asillga., 6 Mad. H, C., 341,
(s) Post § 46,
(tl Deepo Debia Y. Gobindo Deb, 16 Suth" 42; S, C., 11 B. L. TL, 131,
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judges were also Brahmans. Both writers and judges
would naturally tinge native usages with their own views,
and supplement them by their own doctrines. '1'he change
must have gone on with great rapidity during the last
century, when so many disputes were referred to the
decision of our Oourts, and settled in those Oourts solely
in accordance with the opinions of the pundits (w).
Pl'actico,l infer~ 13. The practical result of this discussion, so far as it
ences.
may turn out to be well founded, seems to be-Pi1'st, that
we should be very careful before we apply all the so-called
Hindu Law to all the so-called Hindus. Secondly, that in
considering the applicability of that law, we should not be
too strongly influenced by an undoubted similarity of usage.
TlziiJ'clly, that we should be prepared to find that rules, such
as rules of inheritance, adoption, and the like~ may have
been accepted from the Brahmans by classes of persons who
never accepted the principles, or motives, from which these
rules originally sprung; and therefore, lastly, that we
should not rashly infer that a usage, which leads to necessary developments, when practised by Brahmans, will lead
to the same developments, when practised by alien races.
It will not do so, unless they have adopted the principle as
well as the practice. Without both, the usage is merely a
branch severed from the trunk. The sap is wanting, which
can alone produce growth (x).
(10) See post ~ ,10, The follolviug renULrko, dmwn from t,he Ceusus of 1831, appeal' to
have ,\,n ilnpOl'tant bea.ring all the subject:-" Hincluis111 includes u.fiuctnatillg lllass

of be-liefs} opinions, usages and

ObS81'Vi.1.1lCes,

social and religious ideas, the exact

details of which it is impossible to rerluce to allY thing like oreler, and in the most
diverse aspects of \"h10h it is ilupossible to recognise fl.,llything that is OOnl11}On.
A belief in the religious superiority of Brahnums, veneration for the cow, and
respect for the distribution of cllstes, are the elements of Hinduism, which ,u'emost
generally recogniseoi as fllll(ll1mental. But elwh and all of these has been rejected,
01' is rejected by tribes, c,tstes 01' sects, whose title to be included amongst Hindus
is not denied," -(CeusuR of 1891, N,-'V. P"0l'ince Report, 192, "As a genemlrule
it woulr1 seem that it is more the effect of the exclnsiyeness of their Hindu neighbours than the efforts of the Gosaens, which induces these rude tribes to change
their soci,,1 stittus, For, ",Iter all, it is a matter of socbl st"tus more than anything
else. Hinduism asks for very little in the way of dogma 01' belie!' Aman may be
a theist 01' shamanist; it is iJ.,ll one so long' as he COnfOl'lllS to certain prescribed
usnges; and if he conBents to conform to them he is l'ew,trded by a recognised
place in the Hindu system, without being troublec1 by questions regarding the
orthodoxy of his religious beliefs."--Oensus of 1891, Assam Report L, 84,
(x) For a full discussion as to the Otoses in which Hindn law is mltile tlte rule
of decision in the Courts of British IntIia, see ,V. & B. (3rd ed.), 1-7, Where 0,
person fails to establish that he conforms to any religion which Cltrries with it
any special form of law, his rights will be Ileltlt with according to" justice,
equity anrl good conscience," Raj Baluulm' y, Rishell. DI/al, 4 AlL, 343,

OHAFfER II.
THE SOUBOES OF HINDU LAW.
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The Sm1,itis, § 15,

2.

The 001mnenta,t01'S, § 25.
.'

33,
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Schools of LaW, §

4,

J'1I(/.ici(l,/ Decisions, § 38,
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They deal in a vast, general, way with cycles of fabulous
length, which, of course, have no relation to anything real.
It is impossible to ascertain when the earliest sages lived,
or whether they ever lived. Most of the recorded nameS are
probably purely mythical. Tradition is of no value when
it has a fable for its source. N ames of indefinite antiquity
are assumed by comparatively recent writers, or edito~'s,
or collectors of texts. ]£ven when we can ascertain the
sequence of certain works, it is unsafe to assume that any
statement of law represented an existing fact. To a Hindu
writer, every sacred text is equally true. Maxims, which
have long since ceased to correspond with actual life, are
reproduced, either without comment, or with a non-natural
interpretation. Extinct usages are detailed, without a suggestion that they are extinct, from an idea that it is sacrilegious to omit anything that has once found a place in Holy
Writ. In short we have exactly the same difficulty in dealing with our materials as a palffiontologist would find, if
all the archaic organisms which he compares had been
discovered, not reposing in their successive strata, but
Jumbled together in a museum.
SI'Ilti and
SIn1#i.

§ 16. The two great categories of primeval authority are
the Hndi and the S1nl'it'i. Somewhere in the order of precedence, either between the S1"ldis and the S7nl'itis, or more
probably after them, come the Puranas, which, according
to Colebrooke, "are reckoned as a supplement to the
Scripture, and, as such, constitute a fifth Veda" (b). The
Sndi is that which was seen or perceived in a revelation,
and includes the four Vedas. The S7nJ'iti is the recollection handed down by the Rishis, or sages of antiquity (c).
The former is of divine, the latter of human, origin. Where
the two conflict, if such a conflict is conceivable, the latter
must give way. Practically, however, the Sndi has little,
01' no, legal value. It contains no statements of law,as such,
though its statements of facts are occasionally referred to
(b) POI' M,!,.'w!Oo[z, J" Ganga Sahai y, Lekhl'a;j Sing~~, 9 All" p, 289.
(0) Manu, n., §§ 9, 10; W, & B., 25; Jolly, Recht u, Sitte, 2.
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Max M,iller places the Slttm period roughly as ranging,
from B.C. 600-200. But the composition of these works
may have continued longer, and it cannot be asserted of
any particular Sllt1'a now in existence that it is of the age
above specified.
Relative age of
the Suh'as.

§ 18. The Dh(l1'1na-Sut1'as, which bear the names of Gimtama, Bauc1hayana, Apastamba,Vasishtha and Vishnu have
been translated, the last named by Dr. Jolly and the others
by Dr. B11hler (f). As to their relative antiquity, Gautama
is the oldest of all, being quoted by Baudhayana who ranks
next in order of time. He belonged to the school of the
Sarna Veda, His use of the word Yavana, a term applied
in very early Indian parlance to the Greeks, bas been
supposed to mark his period as not earlier than 300 B.C.
The word, however, appears to have had other applications,
and Dr. Btihler considers that it would be unsafe to found
any opinion upon its use. At present nothing else is known
by which the date of Gautama can be even approximately
fixed (g). Next in point oHime is Baudhayana. His Sutras
were originally studied by the followers of the Black Yajurveda alone, but subsequently were accepted by all Brahmans as an authority on the bacred Law. He was
probably of Southern origin. Dr. Bi:ihler considers that
a period counted by centuries elapsed between his date
I1nd that of Apastamba, whom he places before the first
century B.C. (h). Apastamba was also an inhabitant of
Southern India, probably of the Andhra district, and a
follower of the same Veda as Baudhayana. He is remarkable for the uncompromising vigour with which
he rejects certain practices recognized by the early
Hindu Law, such as the various species of sons, the
Niyoga and the Paisacha form of marriage (i). Ex(f) Sacred Booh of the East, Vols. II., VII and XIV.
(11) BUhler's Iutroduction to Gautllma, 45, 49, 56; Jolly, Recht u. Sitte,5.
(h) BUhler's Introcluction to Baudhayana. 29, 35, and to Apastamba, 18,22,40.
Dr. Jolly con Riders that the 4th P"usna of Baudhayaoa, which is almost wholly
written in verse, is probably a later addition, and that the 3rcl is also open t,o
susJ?icion, Recht u. Sitte, 4.
(iJ BUbIer's Introduction to Apastambll, 16,18,30,34; Jolly, Recht u. Sitte, 3.
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contains much upon ceremonial matters, moral precepts,
impurity, penance and the like: but it does not lead us to
suppose that we should derive from the complete work
anything of a legal character, except, perhaps, indications
of the dawning of secular law (n).
§ 19. The Dharma-Sastras, which are wholly in verse,
Professor Max Milner considers to be merely metrical versions of previously-existing Dharma-Sutras. Dr. Biihler,
after pointing out" that almost in every branch of Hindu
science, where we find text-books in prose and inverse,
the latter are only recent redactions of works of the
former class," proceeds to say: "This view may be supported by some other general reasons. Firstly, if we
take off the above-mentioned Introductions, the contents
of the poetical Dharma-Sastras agree entirely with those
of the Dharma-Sutras, whilst the arrangement of the
subject-matter differs only slightly, not more than the
Dhal'lnu-Sutras differ amongst each other. Secondly, the
language of the poetical Dharma-Sutras and DharmaSastras is nearly the same. Both show archaic fOl'ms,
and in many instances the same. Th1:1'dly, the poetical
Dharma-Sastras contain many of the Slokas 01' Gathas
given in the Dharma-Sutras, and some in an apparently
modified forlll. Instances of the former kind are exceedingly numerous. A comparison of the Gathas from
Vasishtha, Baudhayana, Apastamba and Hiranyakesin
with the Manu Smriti, shows that more than a hundred
of the former are incorporated in the latter." And he
goes on to point out other instances in which passages
of Manu are only modernised versions of passages now
existing in Vasishtha's Sutra. In one case Manu (viii.,
§ 140) quotes Vasishtha on a question of lawful jnterest,
and the passage so quoted is still extant in the Sutras
of that author. The result in Dr. Bilhler's opinion is
that" it would seem probable that Dharma-Sastras, like
that ascribed to Manu and Yajnavalkya, are versifica(n) Recht u. Sitto,8.
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and representative man. vVhat is certain is, that among
the Brahmanical schools was one known as the school ()f
the Manavas, and that they used as their text for teaching a
series of Sutras, entitled the Manava-Sutras. The Dharma_
Sutras of this series are unfortunately lost, but it may
be supposed that they were, to a great extent, the concen_
trated essence from which the Manava Dharma-Sastras.
were distilled. vVhether the sect took its name from a,
real teacher called Manu, 01' from the mythical being, cannot now be known (s).
:His age.

Yarious ver.
.siems.

§ 21. The age of the work in its present form is placed by
Sir VV. Jones at 1280 B.O. ; by Schlegel at about 1000 B.O ..;
by Mr. Elphinstone at about 900 B.O. ; and by Professor ]VI.
vVilliams at about the 5th centmy B.O. (t). Professor Ma~
M imer would apparently place it as a post-Vedic work, at a
date not earlier than 200 B.O. ('ll). One of his reasons for
this view, viz., that the continuous slokas in which it is.
writtell did not come into use until after that date, has been
shown not to be beyond doubt, as Professor Goldstilcker has.
established their existence at an earlier period (v). In order
to determine the question of age, it is necessary to settle
whether the present rescension of Manu is the earliest 01'
the latest of the many which undoubtedly existed. The
introduction to N arada states that the work of Manu Ol'iginallyconsisted ofl,OOO chapters and 100,000 slokas. N arad11,
abridged it to 12,000 slokas, and SUlllati again reduced it.
to 4,000. The treatise which we possess has been supposed
to be a third abridgment, as it only extends to 2,685. vVe
also find a Vriddlta, 01' old, Manu quoted, as well as a BJ'.ihant, ()r great, Manu (10). Further, while the existing Maml
quotes from Vasishtha a rule which is actually found in his
(8) A. S. Lit., 532; 1 111. Dig. Introd., 197; Ind. Wisd., 213; Jolly, Lect. 47,
Recht u. Sitte; 18 BUhler's Introduction to j\[anu, 14, 40, 91,57,63.
(t) Ind. Wisd., 215; Elphinstone, 227; Stenz. Pref. to YajnaYalkya, 10.
(n) A. S. Lit., 61, 244.
(v) W. &- B., 42.
(10) Ill'. Jolly shows that these epithets haye no historical significance, and
that in general the authors to Whose names they are appended are more recent
han those with the same names Ilnd without the epithet, Lect., 65.
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Telies on the discovery first made by Dr. Jolly that the
Dharma-Sastra of Vrihaspati (Oirc. 600, A.D.), of which
only fragments now exist, was founded on a text of Manu
apparently the same as that which we have. On the whole
he al'l'ives at the conclusion that Bhrigu's Samhita is th~
first and most ancient recast of a Dharma-Sastra, attributed
to Manu, which latter must be identified with the Manava,
Dharma-Sutra. Though this recast must be considered
the work of one hand, the possibility that single verses may
have been added later 01' altered is of course not excluded.
The age of this version he places between the 2nd century
B.C., and the 2nd century A.D. (c).
YajnavlIlkya.
§ 22. Next to Manu in date and authority is Yajnavalkya.
N o Sutras corresponding to it have been discovered, and
the work is considered by Professor Stenzler to have been
founded on that of Manu. It has been the subject of
numerous commentaries, the most celebrated of which is
th~ Mitakshara, and is practically the starting point of
Hmdu law for those provinces which are governed by
the latter. Of the actual author nothing is known. A
Yajnavalkya is mentioned as the person who received the
White !ajur-veda from the Sun, and this mythical personage 1S apparently put forwu,rd as the author of the law
bool~. Of course the two works are widely distant in point
of tmle, but Dr. Bithler is disposed to think that the
Dharma-Sastras, known by the name of Yajnavalkya, may
have been based on Sutras which proceeded from the
school which followed the Vedic author, 01' perhaps even
from that author himself (el). This, of course, is mere
conjecture. As in the case of Manu, an "old" and a
" great" Yajnavalkya are spoken of, evidencing the existence of several editions of the same work. Its date can
?nly be determined approximately within wide limits. It
1S undoubtedly much later than Manu, as is shown by
references to the worship of Ganesa and the planets, to
(e) BUhler's Introduction tollIanu 75-90,92-117. Introduction to Vasishtha
18-20: Jolly, Lect, 6(); Recht u. Bitte 14--18 21
(d) Yaj., i., § 1; iii., § 110; A. B, Lit" 329; 'W: & B" 47.
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the use of deeds on metal plates, and t~e endowment of
lllonasteries, while other passages, speakmg o~ bald heads
d reUow robes, are supposed to be a11uslOns to the
an J
"
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Buddhists (e). Professor WIlson pomts O~lt ~t. pas.sfrom it have been found on mscnptlOns • m
ages taken
c
l)a rt of India dated in the 10th and 11th centul'les.
~~,
.
To have been so widely diffused, and t~ have then. attamed a general character as an authol'lty. a cons1derable
time must have elapsed, and the work must ~ate therefore
1 g l)rior to those inscriptions." He conSIders that the
on
.
.
lk
mention of a coin, Nanaka, which occurs m Ya]nava .va,
fers to one of the coins of Kanerki, and therefore
re
. . f
establishes a date later than 200 A.D. TlllS m erence,
however, is considered by Professor Max ML1ller to ~e very
doubtful. Passages from Yajnavalkya are found m the
Panchatantra, which cannot be more modern than t~e
end of the 5th century, (f), and it is quoted wholesale m
the Agni Purana,. which is supposed to be earlier th~n
the 8th century (g). It seems therefore tolerably oel·tam
that the work is more than 1,400 years old, but how
much older, it is impossible to state (h).
" 23. The last of the complete metrical Dharma-Sastras
w~ich we possess is the Narada-Smriti, which has bee.n
recently translated by Dr. Jolly. rrhe work, as usual, IS
(e) Y"j., i., ~ 270. 271, 272. 2l:l4, 01t!; ii., ti Id5,
(f) Wilson's Work", iv" t!\),
S L't 330
(g) Wilson's Works iii. 87 90, See Stenzler's Preface, 10: A, . ,I"
'
(h) The ",bove eonclusio'ns 'lire Bubst,,"tially the smne ",8 those """I~'e,(}"~ by
Mr. V, :-I, M"'H(l1i1<, ill his Introduction, 1'1', 48-;-59, He s~ys (p, ,51), F:om
an eXfLluination or the Yujull,valkya SU1l'iti anc11t~ COlnpltr}Son. WIth others, I
m",y t'oughly stltte th",t I consider it to be later than ilillllU, V~slshtha, Gauta·
Ina 9an}{ha Likhitu ttlld Hal'ita, nearly contenlporullPous WIth ~lshnu und
pri~l' to Par"U~l\.nt ilnd others. It does not. seeDl to hose ltt II"ny one bl,me,fol'llIed
the distinct \)ltsis of the Al'y"n IIIII', like ilianu, G",utalll", 9,,"kha, LIUnta',.'llld

PU"l'tl..Sara; but ItS hearing t,he hnp1'8SS of ~he. leudll1:} exponent. of the doctrInes
of the 'White y"jur-veLlll, it forllletl the p1'1I101p,,1 gltlde of the fifteen Sakhas o~
th"t. Vedll, These S"I<lI"H, IlS we fina ,from the CIH~ralllt Vyaha ~nd ~t~"ler
authorities, 11L\\'e chiefly prec10111inllted III the ,countl:les to the NOlth 0
',e
Narlll"c1"," At, p, 49 he SIlYS: Y"j,mvn,lkya Imnself IS only one of the :1Un~el'
QUs Slnritiklll':-;, ,tud h'is n,nthority
t:-;ide l~is OWl~ Sa.JdHt i,R of 110 peenh,:l' 1111pOI·tan"e," Tlds I..tter et,ntement seems lllCollsistent WIth the filet t.klt ~he
aonllnentator~ of every dh;trict of India refer to, Rnd re~y all, ,1118 [\,nthOl'lty,
Dr Jollv 8 lV" "'rhe' composition of the metrical Smrit] of Yn]na\'ulkya cal,'not be referreel'to fin e"die,' d"te than the first centuries A,n," Lect, 49, In Ius
late 1V0rk he pllLees the pl'Ob"ble dato somewhere "bout the 4th century A,D.
Recht u, Sitte, 21.
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ascribed to the Divine sage N arada, and purports to have
been a.bstracted by him from the second abridgment of
~anu III 4,OO~ slokas. It differs from Manu, however,
III many ~~lOSt Important respects, which are enumerated
?y Dr. Buhler and Dr. Jolly. One point of even greater
ll~lportance than any me:qtioned by them is the rank he
gIVes to the adopted son. Manu places him third in the
orde~ of s~ns, and N arada places him ninth, thereby excludlllg hlll~ from the list of collateral heirs (i). It is, of
course, possIble, and I think probably, that in this respect
N ara~a may be really following what was the original and
genume text of Manu. vVith this exception if it be one
the who~e of Narada is marked by a model'l~ air as com~
p.ared .wIth Manu .. ~ome of his rules for procedure in partlCula.r seem to antICIpate the English principles of special
~leadlllg (k).
The same mode of comparison also establIshes that Narad~ is m~re recent than Yajnavalkya. On
th~ other hand, Ins age IS so much greater than that of the
MItakshara that he is not only quoted throughout that
work, but quoted as one of the inspired writers. His views
also appear to be of a more ancient character than those
ann~u.nced by Katyayana, Vrihaspati, Yama, and other
Smr~tIs referred to by the commentators.
The result, accordlllg to Dr. Jolly, is that the Narada-Smriti should be
placed abOl:t the 5th or 6th century, or perhaps a little
later ; tha~ IS to say, about midway between Yajnavalkya
and
the tUlle when the Smritis ceased to be compose.
d
D' BOOll
r.. .U 1 er has recently made. the interesting discovery of
a fragment of a larger rescenSlOn of N arada than the one
translated by Dr. Jolly. It is evidently the edition which
was .used by the earliest commentators,· as it contains texts
aS~l'l?ed by then: to Narada which are not found in the
eXlStlllg and abl'ldged form of the work. U nfoftunately
the fragment does not extend be"ond
v •19
N'
.
.7
•
ara da IS
supposed by Dr. Jolly to have been a native of Nepal (l).
(i) Mallu, ix., § 159; N,,,·., xiii., ~ 46.
(kl See Nal' i < 50
(l) Jolly, Leot. 54; Recht u. Sitte, 21.
.,.,.
~57.
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of many
nletrical Dharma-Sastras,f Fragmentary
b
' . ' •
DhltrJna-S,tstras.
§
which are noW lost, are to be found III the wntlllgS 0
commentators and in Digests. The most ancient and
important of these are the verses of Vrih~spati and
J{atyayana. Both appear to belong to nearly the same
epoch, probably about the 6th or 7th century, and to be
founded upon Manu, with such enlargements and developments as a later form of society demanded ('in). Of still
later date is a class of Smritis, which are described by
Dr. BLlhler as " secondary redactions of metrical Dharma- ~~I~~·ft~:?
Sastras." Under this head he en umera tes "the various
Smritis which go under the names of Angims, Atri,
IJaksha, Devala, Pmjapati, Yama, Likhita, Vyasa, Sankha,
Sankha Likhita, Vriddha-Satatapa. All these works are
very small and of little significance. That they are really
extracts from, or modern versions of, more extensive
treatises, and not simply forgeries, as has been supposed,
seems to follow from this, that some of the verses quoted
by the older commentators of Y~"inavalkya and lVIanu,
such as Vijnanesvara, are actually found in them, whilst
they cannot be the original works which those lawyers
had before them, because other verses quoted are not
found in them. In the case of the Vriddha-Satatapa
Smriti, the author himself states in the beginning that he
only gives an extract from the larger work" (n). Of
course, the texts contained in these works may be very
ancient, though the editions which contain them are comparatively modern. Many of the names in the above list
are actually enumerated by Yajnayalkya as original sources
of law (0). They must, therefore, have existed, though.
not in their pres~llt shape, long before his time. Dr. Jolly
treats it as " certain that the most recent metrical Slllriti

-pARA.

(m) Jolly, Lect. 60-64; Recht u. Sitte, 26.
(11) W. &; Boo 50. For 001111,18(.e list of the Smritis, see ihill., 13; 1 ilIorl. Dig.,
193; l'tokes, H. L. B., 5; Iud. Wisd., 211; V. N. M"ndlik, xiv.; Solly, Leot. 51;
Recht u. Sitte, 23.
(0) " l\Ia,nu, At,ri, Vishnu, Hltl'itn" Ya]lH\..Yltlk~'I1, Usall11"S, Augil'lts, YanuL,
ApastuJuhn, SflmV~tl'tfl" I{utYllyana, Vl'illaspati, Pal'a~arH" VyttSI1, Sankho. . Likhita, Dttksha, Gn,utRlll;t, Sll..t,(t,tapa, Dnd Vasishtha, are they who have prOlllulgated Dhttl'lna.SHstrtls." Yaj., i., § 4,5. See an eIn,borate eXl1lnination of these
works. V. N. 1Iiandli)r, Appx. I.
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fragments must be older than the 11th and 12th centuries
in"which most of them are quoted as inspired writers b;
VIJnanesvara and Apararka, and older for the most part
even than the 8th 01' 9th century in which many of them
are quoted by Medhatilhi" (p).
. 25 II T HE 0 OMMENTATORS.-All the works which come
~..

under the hea.d of Smritis agree in this-that they claim,
and are ~~ll1Itte~ to possess, an independent authority.
One S~ll~Iti occasIOnally quotes another, as one judge cites
the opIllIOn of another judge, but every part of the work
~as t~le same weight, and is regarded as the utterance of
l~falhble tr,uth. ~ 0 doubt these Smritis exhibit the greatest
dIfference III theu' statements, owing to the lapse of time,
and, probably, in part to local peculiarities. Parasara, one
of the latest of this class, recognized this difference, and its
cause, and is recorded as laying down that the Institutes
of Manu were appropriate to the Kritu Yll[j((" 01' first age;
t~ose of Gaut~m~ to the Treta, or second age; those of
Sankha and Llldllta to the DVClPCl1'Cl, 01' third age; and his
own to .the J(ali, or sinful age, which still continues (q).
nh~ppily the legal portion of his work, which we may
ll;uagme was ~ounded on some attempt at historical prinCIples, has dIsappeared. Later writers assume that the
Smritis constitute a single body of law, one pa~·t of which
supplements the other, and every part of which, if properly understood, is capable of being reconciled with the
other (1'). To a certain extent this may, perhaps, be true,
as none of the Dharma-Sutras, or Dharma-Sastras, purport to covel' the whole boc1y of law (s). But the variances
between them are not, and coulc1 not in the nature of thino's
be, reconcilable. The unquestioning acceptance of the
Their antiquity. whole m~ss of. Sl~1l'itis in bulk coulc1 only arise-jil'st,
when then' antIqmty hac1 become so great that the real
(p) Joll)', Lect, tif:!,
(q) ,1 Stl"t, H; L, Pre/, , 12, l\1nnu, ItS we now possess it, mentions ail foul'
age", 1., § 8I-f:!ti.
(1') It seems donbtful wbp;t,hel' l\lttnu considere<1 tImt, !tlly texts, except those
of the VedHs, were n8cesslll'lly true, ,tn<1 therefore reconcilable, See ii § JJ 15
s) IV, & B. (2nd ed,), Introd" 3, 32; Stenz. Preface, 6,
'"
.
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ts which they representec1 had been forgotten, and
t~:t a halo of semi-divinity had encircled their authors;
and, secondly, when the existing law had come to rest
an indeI)endent foundation of belief, so as .to be able
on
't'
l' 1
t maintain itself in defiance of the authorl Ies on w liC 1
i~ was based. A direct analogy may be fom:d .in modern
theology, where systems of the most con~ICtIllg nature
are all referred to the same documents, whICh are equ~lly
at variance with each other and with the c10gmas whIch
thev are made to support.
Visvarupa.
§" 26. The earliest commentary on Yajnavalkya is that
ery
of Visvarupa. "The author of the Mitakshara at tl:e,v
beginning of his work says that Yajnavalkya ~n1l'ltl h~d
before his term been explainec1 at length. by Vlsvarupa I~
words rather difficult to unc1erstand." HIS commentary ~s
about two centuries older than that of Viinal~esvara. TIll
very lately it was supposed to be lost, but qUlte recently a
cop'y was c1iscovered in Malabar, whicl~ has been trans:ated and published by S. Sitarama Sastl'l, a learned Vakil at
the Madras Bar (t), who mac1e it known to me.
l\1itakshara.
Far the weightiest of all the commentaries is that b~ Vi~
nanesvara known as the Mitakshara ('ll), Its authol'lty IS
supreme i~ the city and province of Benares, and it stands
at the head of the works referred to as settling the law in
the South and West of India. It is the basis of the works
which set out the law in Mithila. In Bengal alone it is,
to a certain extent, superseded by the writings of Jimut
Vahana and his follmvers, while in Guzerat the Mayukha
is accepted in preference to it, in the very few points on
which they differ (v). The age of Vijnanesval'a has been
, (t) VisvarnplL Preface,
'
'
',
(ll) The portion of this work, whic!, treats of l,,;herltance., ~~ fan~lh!tr t.o
students bv l\ft., Colebrooke's tmn,ll1tIOn, The portIOn on ,JUc1IC1!tl Plocedure
h"S been t~l1llsh,ted by 0'11', W. ~L1C~"ghten, and forms th~ latter P~l:t of tI~k fil:~{
volume of his wOl'k on Himlu h,w, A table of cOl~t,ents of the en~lle wor \VI
be found "t the c,,,1 of the fil'st volume of BOl'roditlle's Repol't~ (foll?,1825),
(v) Colebrooke's note, 1 Ktm. H. L., 317; ,V, '" B" 10; Kl'ls!,na.J' v, Pandn1'QlIg. 12 EOll1, H, C" 60; Collectm' of M-Q(lll1'Q v. l1foottoo Ramal.ng~" 12 ~r. 1. A"
437' S C 10 Suth, (P, C,) 17; S, C., 1 B. L, R, (P, C,), 1; Gndlw?"t Lal v,
Gov~l'I;m;;"t of Bellgal, 12111, 1. A" 44R; S, C" 1.3, L, R, (P, C.), 4J; Jagannath
Prasad y, Ranjit Singh, 25 Cal., p. 367,
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fixed ~y recent r~search to be the latter part of the 11th
century .('W). HIS work is followed, with occasional
though slIght. variances, by the writers to whom
. l'
weigH' tt'b
.
speCla
1 IS a 1'1 utedm the other provinces.
Apl1rl1rirl1.

Another
of.
little
. . A commentator
.
' latel' date tlIan V"
IJnancsva1a
IS pararka, a sovel'81gn who reigned in the Konkan
b etween 1140 and 1186 H'
.
tl
f
.
.
IS VIeWS are very similar to
lOse. 0 the Mltakshara, which, however 11e never
mentIOns
bv
' authority
. K
. . nallle. . H'IS Worl( 'IS o.f paramount
~~1 tslll~llr,. and IS refel'l'e~ to vvith respect by many of
Ie . atel ~lgests. A portIOn of it, stating the order
of sUCC~SSlOll, has been transb1tec1 by Mr R'k
.
Sarvac1hIkal'i (x).
.
aJ umar
Authorities in
~ 27
Tl
'.
Southern India.
•
'.
Ie. p1'1nClpal of the supplementary works in
SOl~thell1 IndIa ar~ t~le Smriti Chandrika, the Daya-Vib~~gas th~. ~ar~svatl :rl1asa, and the Vyavahara Nil'l1aya (y).
1~ ) mIltl ~handl'lka was written by Devanda Bhatta
du1'1ng the eXIstence f tl V"
" .
0
18
lJayanagara dynasty in the
Deccan, and hIS date is stated by Dr. Bmnell and by Dr.
J ol~y to have been about the middle of the 13th ce~t .
RaJlnun~r . Sarva~lhikari places him a centmy ear~~:~;
The on I} translatIOn as yet published is that by Kristna~a,;n! Iy~r, Madras, 1867. Dr. Goldsti:icker is stated
. y i 1. Bumell (z) to have left an edition and translation
leac
. y for the Pre ss,. bU t 1't appears never to havE; been
p1'1nted.
The Sal'
.
.
) asva t'1- V'l1 asa was W1'1tten
in the begin
mng of the 16th or
. i' .
.
'.
' aCCOIC mg to Mr. RaJkumar Sarvaci hIlm1'1, early in the 14tl
t
b
1 cen ury
y Pratapa Ruda
D
.
eva, one of the kings of Orissa. It has recentl r been
translated by the ~ev. Mr. Foulkes (a). To Dr. ~mnell
we t~we translations of the two other works above
men
IOned • The D
V'bI
.
,. r
• aya- 1 laga was wrItten by MadhaU} a, who was prllne minister of several kings of the
(10)

w. &; B.,

17.

(x) Snrvadhikari, 426' W &; B

IS' J 11

L

(!I) See GollerJtol' of Mad;.
"M' 0 y, eet .. 13.
(z) Pl·ef. to Vumdrajlt. ila v. 1 oottoo Bamalwga, ante, § 26, note (v.)
(a) Foulkes'

Prefltc~ to Snrasvati-Vilasa, vii.
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Vijayanagara dynasty, and who flourished during the latter
half of the 14th century. The Vyavahara-Nirnaya was
written by Varadaraja, of whom his editor remarks: "it is
impossible to say any more than that he was .probably a
native of the Tamil country, and lived at the end of the
16th or beginning of the 17th century."
§ 28. The works which supplement the Mitakshara in
Western India are the Vyavahara Mayukha, and the Viramitrodaya. Of these, the IVIitakshara ranks first and paramount in the Maratha country and in Northern Kanara,
and Ratnagiri, while in Guzerat, and apparently also in the
Island of Bombay, the Mayukha is considered as the overruling authority when there is a difference of opinion (b).
In Ahmec1nagar, Poona ana Khanc1esh the Mayukha
appears to be an authority equal to, though not capable
of, over-ruling the Mitakshara (0). The Mayukha has
been translated by Mr. BOl'l'odaile, and quite recently by
Mr. V. N. Mancllik. It is written by Nilakantha, whose
family appears to have been of Mahratta. origin, but settled
in Benares. He lived about 1600 A.D., and his works came
into general use about 1700. The Viramitrodaya was
written by Mitra Misra, and, like the Mayukha, foUovvs the
Mitakshara in most points. Its composition may be assigned to the beginning of the 17th century (cl). It has
lately (1879) been translated by Golapchandra Sarkar
Sastri. It is rather a Benares than a Bombay authorit'y,
and of inferior weight to the Mayukha in Westel'l1 India (e).
Other works of authority in Western India are mentioned
by Dr. Bi'thler in his Introduction, but being untranslated
I have not referred to them any further.
§ 29. In Mithila (or Tirhut and North Behar) the Mitak(b) W. & E, 39, 11, H); ]{rish'l1aJiv. Palll/lImng,ante, ~ 26,note (v); Lallllbhal v. Mankuva?·ba·i, 2 Bom., 41S; Balk?'ishna Y. Lakshman, 14 Bom., 605;
Janki Bal v. SUIlI/ra, -lb., 612, 6gB. The i\Ltyulrha is also said to bo an aut,hority
paramount to the llIitaksham in the North Ronlmn. Sakha1'am v. Sitabai,3
Bom., 353; Jankibai Y. S/l.nd?·a, 14 Bom., 624.
(e) Bhagi'rthi Bha·i v. Kahnujirav, 11 Bom., 285, 294.
(d) W. & B., 22.
(e) Oolleeto?' of Madum Y. Moottoo Ramalinga, 12 llI. 1. A" 438, 466, ante,
§ 26, note (v); Dhol1Wll Gurav v. Gangabai, 3 Bom., 369.

Western India.

Mithila.
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shara is also an authority, though the pundits of that district appear to be in the habit rather of referring to the
Vivada Chintamani and Vyavahara Chintamani of Vacllespati Misra, whose laws they say « are to this day venerated
above all others by the Mithihs," and the Ratnakara and
the Vivada Chandra (j). The date of the first-named work
is put by Mr. Colebrooke, writing in 1796, as ten or twelve
generations previously, that is, about the middle of the
15th century. The Vivada Chintamani has been translated
by Prossonno Coomar Tagore. The Ratnakara has been
translated by Golapchandra Sarkar 8astri. It purports to
be composed by Chandesvara Thakkura, prime minister and
son of another Prime Minister Viresvara Thakkura. He
styled himself the Conqueror of the Chiefs of Nepal, and
from internal evidence is shown to have flourished in A.D.
1314. Of what king he was prime minister he vouchsafes
no information. Of the other works, I only know the name.
Treatises on
Adoption.

§ 30. The two special works on adoption, viz., the Dattaka Chandrika and the Dattaka Mimamsa, possess at
present an authority over other works on the same subject,
which is, perhaps, attributable to the fact that they became
early accessible to English lawyers and judges from being
translated by Mr. Sutherland. Mr. W. H. MacNaghten
says of them (g): "In questions relative to the law of
adoption, the Dattaka Mimamsa and Dattaka Chandrika
are equally respected all over India; and, where th~y differ,
the doctrine of the latter is adhered to in Bengal and by
the Southern jurists, while the former is held to be the
infallible guide in the provinces of Mithila and Benares."
This statement was accepted by the Judicial Committee in
the Ramnad case (h), and has no doubt largely added to the
weight which the works would otherwise have possessed.
On tho other hand, Mr. V. N. Mandlik states positively, as
(f) Rntchepntty v. RaJnnde?', 2 l\I. 1. A., 134, 146; Caleb. Pref. to Dig .. 19.
(g) YV. l\IacN. Preface, xxiii. and p. 74.
.
(h) Golleeto?' of Madn1'a v. Moottao Ra?na.linga, 12l\£. I. A., 437; S. C., 10
Suth. (P. C.), 17; S. C., 1 B. L. R. (P. C.), 1. See also Rungama v. Atehama,
4. l\£. 1. A., p. 27.
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to the Bombay Presidency, that the Dattaka Mimamsa
" was not even known to the people in original for many
years after the publication of its translation under the
auspices of GovernmeM. And now the people are guided
by the Nirnaya Sindhu, the Viramitrodaya, the Kaustubha,
the Dharma Sindhu, the Mayukhas, and not by the
l\1:imamsa or the Chandrika "(i). Mr. \V. H. MacN aghten
had no special knowledge of Southern India. It is possible
that he was equally mistaken as to the acceptance of these
works in the Madras Presidency (k). Probably his belief
that the Dattaka Chandrika was an authority in Southern
India arose from hi" supposing that it was written by
Devanda Bhatta, the author of the great southern work the
Smriti Chandrika. But there seems strong reason to doubt
this. The last verse of the original work expressly states
that the author's nan'le was Kuvera, but because the author
avowed himself to be the writer of the Smriti Chandrika,
which was supposed to be the well known production of
Devanda Bhatta, the latter name was substituted by Mr.
Sutherland in his translation (l). Now Mr. V. N. Mandlik
points out that there were several works named Smriti
Chandrika bv• different authors, and that there is stronob
internal evidence for supposing that the Dattaka Chandrika
and the Smriti Chandrika of Devanda Bhatta were by
different writers. while the influence possessed by the
(i) v. N. llfandlik, Introdnctiou, 73. Soe pel' Mahmood, J., 9 All., 322. West
and Buhler sav of th~ Dattalra l\'limamsa ~nd Dattaka Chandrika and the position
to wl11cb they are entItled III \Vestern India thRt " as snpplementary to the Mitakshar", and l\ln,yukh", these may fairly be regarded as the principal authorities"
p. 864. In a Full Bench decision of the Bombay High Court the judges stated th~t
the Dattaka Mimamsa !!onel Dattaka Chandrika were regarded by the Court as the
leading authorities on adoption, and they: declined to allow the reasonings of
Mr. Mandhl, to alter the usage of the Court III that respect. T¥aman Raghupati
v. Krishnaji, 14 Bom., 259. The same question, as to the weight to be ascribed
to these works, arose still more recently in two cases from Allahabad. Beni
P1'asad v. Hardai Bibi, l4All., 67. Bha,qwan Sin,qh v. Bhagwan Singh, 17 All.
(F. B., ~94), in both of which the two treatises were held to be of slight authority
while, in the latter, Edge, C. J., entered into an elaborate argument to prov~
that N anda Pandita was not an authority at all in Benare.. Both these cases
were considered on appeal by the Judicial Committee, and in each it WJ,S held
tha~, although caution was req.uir.ed ill accepting their glosses where they
deVIate from, or add to the SmrltJs, It was clear that both works must be accepted
as bearing high authority for so long a time that they have become embedded in
the generallaw. 261. A., pp. 131, 161.
(k) See Nelson's Scientific Study,S7 n., citing a native of Madras on this point.
(l) Stokes H. L. B., 662.
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fonner work in Bengal could only be accounted for by
supposing that it was really written by Kuvera, who was
a Bengal author (m).
N anc1a Panc1ita, the author of the Dattaka Mimamsa, was
a member of a Benares family, whose c1escenc1ants of the
ninth generation are stated by Mr. V. N. Manc11ik to be
still flourishing in Upper Inc1ia. He must, therefore, have
livec1 about 250 01' 300 years ago (n). The Dattalm Ohanc1rika is said to be the earlier work, though, of course, the
doubt, as to its authorship, makes it impossible to fIX the
c1ate with certainty (0).
A collection of texts on adoption from the Dattaka Mimamsa, the Dattaka Ohandrika, and five other works on
adoption has been published by :Mr. P. O. Tagore (Oalcutta,
1867) under the title Dattaka Oiromani. It is not yet
translated. Dr. Jolly, as an appendix to his lectures, has
translatec1 the most important passages of this work.
Authorities in
l3engal.

§ 31. In Bengal the Mitakshara, and the works which
follow it, have no authority, except upon points where the
law of that province is in har1110ny with the rest of India.
In respect to all the points on which they disagree, the
treatise of Jimuta Vahana is the starting point, jnst as that
of Vijnanesvara is elsewhere. Little is known either of his
ic1entity 01' of his age. Mr. Oolebrooke's snggestion that
he may be ic1entified with the founder of the dynasty of
Oil ahara in Western India is no longer tenable, as Oil ahara
himself has been proved to be a merely fabulous character.
Many portions of his work are supposed to be a refutation
of the Mitakshara, and he is expressly named anc1 followed
by Haghunanc1ana, who lived in the beginning of the 16th
century. On the other hand, he quotes the c0111mentary of
('/IL) V. N. Mandlik, Introduction, 73. In this opinion he is supported by Dr.
BUhler (W & B., 10 n.) and by Dr. Jolly. The latter writer says that, in the
opinion of eminent Bengal pundits, the name K HI-era is itself merely a 110m de
plume, Jolly, Leeb. 22.
(n) V. N. l\Iandlik, Introduction, 72 and p. 488.
(0) Jolly, Lect. 22, pe?' Banerji, J., 17 All., p. 313, Sutherland's Preface. Stokes
H, L. B., 527.
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Govindaraja, which was written in the 12th century. His
date must lie between the 13th and 15th centuries (p). His
authority must have been over-powering, as no attempt
seems ever to have been mac1e to question his views, except
in minute details; and the principal works of the Bengal
lawyers, since his time, have consistec1 in commentaries on
his treatise. Particulars of these works will be founc1 in
Mr. Colebrooke's Prefaces to the Daya Bhaga and to J agannatha's Digest. The Dayatatwa by Raghunandana has
been translated by Golap Chandra Sarkar. The only other
work of the Bengal school, which I know of in an English
£orm, is the Daya Krama-Sangraha by Sri Krishna Tarlmlankara, translated by Mr. Wynch. It is very modem, its
author having lived in the beginning of the last century;
but it is considered as of high authority. It follows, and
develops, the peculiarly Brahmanical views of the D~~a
Bhaga.
Dr. Jolly suggests that the isolation: of the Bengal scho~l
may be more apparent than real, and may be accountec1 for
by the loss of many works quoted in the Daya Bbaga" which
may have formed intermediate links between the Bengal
doctrines and the teaching of the other schools. Many of
his doctrines may be traced to texts which are controverted
in the Mitakshara, and some are identical with those of the
Mithila writers (q).
§ 32. Before quitting this part of the subject, a few words
should be said as regards two digests made under European
influence. I mean the Viv(l(lal'nav(~ Set1l, compiled at the
request of Warren Hastings, and commonly known as
Halhed's Gentoo Code, from the name of its translator;
and the Vivada Bhanga/'nava, compiled at the instance of
Sir William Jones by J agannatha Turkapunchanana, and
translated by Mr. Colebrooke, which is generally spoken of
ItS J agannatha's or Colebl'ooke's Digest. The former work, Rl,lhed's Code.
in its English garb, is quite worthless. It was translated
""'\

(p) Jolly, Lect. 22; Sal'vllc1hilmri (,103).
(q) Jolly, Lect. 25.
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by ~r. Halhed, not from the original Sanskrit, of which he
was ~gn.arant, but from a Persian version supplied to him
by Ius mterpreter, which Sir W. Jones describes as " a
loose,injudicious, epitome of the original Sanskrit, in which
abstract ma~y essential passages are omitted, though seve~al notes of little conset}uence are interpolated from a vain
Idea of elucidating, 01' improving, the text" (1'). No such
drawback exists in tho case of the latter work, .which was
translated by one who was not only the greatest Sanskrit
scholar, but the greatest Sanskrit lawyer, whom England
h~s ever .produced. But Mr. Colebrooke himsel£ early
hl.nted a. dlSappro:al ~f.J ~gannatha's laboUl's as abounding
wIth. frIvolous d~S~UlsltIOns, and as discussing together
the dIscordant 0pullons maintained by the lawyers of the
several schools, without distinguishing which of them is the
received doctr~ne of each school, or whether any of them
actual!y prevall at present. This feature drew down upon
the DIgest the criticism of being" the best law-book for a
Counsel and the worst for a Judge" (s). On the other hand
Mr: Justice Dwarkanath ]YIitter, who was of the greatest
ellllll~nce as a Bengal lawyer, lately pronounced a high
eulognun upon J agannatha and his work, of whom he says:
" I venture to affirm that, with the exception of the three
leading writers of the Bengal school, namely, the author
of the Daya Bhaga, the author of the Dayatatwa and
the author of the Daya-luamasangraha, the' authority of
J agannatha TUl'kapunchanana is, so 1ar as that school is
concerned, higher than that of any other writer on Hindu
law, living or dead, not even excluding Ml'. Colebrooke
himself" (t). It certainly seems to me that Jagannatha's
work has fallen into rather undeserved odium. As a
repertory of ancient texts, many of which are nowhere else
accessible to the English reader, it is simply invaluable.
His own comlllentary is marked by the minute balancing
(1') Pref. to Oolebrooke's Digest, 10.
(8) Pre£. to Digest, 11; Pref. to Daya Bhaga; 2 Btra. H. L. 176' Pref t
Stra. H. L., 18.
'
,
. 0
(t) KM',II KoUtany v. MOnee1'a1n, 13 B. L. R., 50; S. C .• 19 Sllth., 394.
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£ conflicting views, whichis common to all Hindu lawyers.
;ut as he always gives the names of his authori~ies, a very
little trouble will enable the reader to ascertam to wh~t
school of law they belong. His own opinion, whenevel'lt
can be ascertained, may generally be relied on as'representing the orthodox view of the Bengal school.

§ 33. The Mimamsa of J aimini "consi~ts chiefl~ of a
critical commentary on the Brahmana or rItual portIOn of
the Veda in its connection with thejMantras." "It does not
concern itself, like the other systems, with investigations
into the nature of Soul, Mind, and Matter; but with a
correct in terpreta tion of the ritual of the Veda, and the solution of doubts and discrepancies in regard to Vedic texts
caused bv the discordant explanations of opposite schools.
Its only claim to the title of a philosophy consists in its mode
of inte'rpretation, the topics being arranged according to
particular categories (such as authoritativeness, indirect
precept, etc.), and treated according to a kind of logical
method, commencing with the proposition to be discussed,
the PnrvapaJ(sha or prime!. facie and wrong view of the
question, the UttCtJ'Ct-]Jctkshct a refutation of the wrong
views, and the conclusion" (tt). His age is unknown, but
it must have been earlier than the Mitakshara, as passages
from his works are referred to by Vijnaneswara as the
Sutras of a venerable author (v). Though primarily intended for exposition of the Vedas, the rules laid down by
J aimini have been considered by later writers as authoritative in discussing doubtful questions of law (w).

Mimamsa.

In Mr. Siromani's Commentary on Hindu law (x), he
. suc h
gives 26 rules of interpretation, many of them b emg

Rlllesof
Interpretation.

(It) Indian Wisdom, 198: J\!imams.", n~eans investigation of the meaning of t.he
Veda, ib. 214, note. Jau1llm's treatIse IS also spoken of as the PU1'va 01' earlIer
Mimamsa, in opposition to the Utta1'a 01' later Mimamsa by Vyasa.
(v) Mit. I., 1, § 10 ; 1., 9, §. 11; II., 1, § 34:.
.
(w) (Oolebrooke's 1'ransactItonS of Roy"l ASIatIC SOCIety, II., 457. Golo.~chandra
Sarkar on adoption, 74. Cited 14 All , p. 71). It has been partly edIted and
trl111slated by Dr. Bt~llantyne; but is practically inaccessible to any but Sanskrit
scholars.
(x) Oalcutta, 1885, pp. 47-54.
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Jaimini's Rule.

as would be applied by any lawyer in the construction of a
statute .01'. document; as for instance, that an apparent
c~ntradICtlOn of texts is to be ascribed to their applying to
dIfferent fields of law, or by supposing that the one contains
the general rule, and the other a special rule, or, in a very
ext:eme case, by holding that the matter in question is
optlOn~l, to do or not to do.
As regards that apparent
balancmg of conflicting opinions, which is so common
among Hindu writers, he states that" if the same text is
interpreted in different ways, in the same work then the
interpretation Iast proposed is to be accepted as 'correct in
the opinion of the author." "If two reasons are given, in
the same clause, for any particular proposition, the reason
last given is said to be by way of SacZhak or additional
~upport, and the l~st reason may be rejected."
"vVhen,
m order to establIsh any particular proposition, several
reasons are given in successive clauses, each successive
reason being preceded by such words as anrl, 01', etc., then
the reason last given is to be accepted as correct in the
opinion of the author."
§ 34. In a recent case, one of J aimini's rules assumed
great importance. The text to be interpreted was that of
Vasishtha" Let no man give or receive an only son since
he must remain to raise up a progeny for the obseql~ies of
ancestors." In reference to this text, Mr. Mandlik savs
(p. 499) : "It is a rule'of the Purva-Mimamsa that all tm,"ts
supported by the assigning of a reason are to be deemed
not as viclhi (an injunction), but simply as ((1'tha-vacZa
(recommendatory). When a text is treated as an fl1'thavarlet., it follows that it has no obligatory force whatever."
Accordingly, in the case which turned upon this text, it was
treated as having no binding a uthori ty. When the Judicial
ComI~it.te.~ h~d to ~eal wit~ this matter in appeal, they say
of J aImlllI s Iule : That If sound, would be conclusive as
to Vasishtha's text. But it is rather startling and a vel'
. t"
,y
m nnate acquamtance with the Smritis would be needed
before admitting its truth. It has not been brought fo1'-
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ward in any case prior to this case from Allahabad. It
may, however, fairly be argued that on~ who, ~a~ing ~he
power to give an absolute command, gIVes an lll]llllctlOn
not expressed in unambiguous terms of absolute command,
but resting on a reason, is addressing hilllself rather to the
moral sense of his hearers than to their duty of implicit
obedience" (y).
Discussion of
The rule, if finally accepted as a govel'l1ing principle of the
Rule.
interpretation, would be of such a far-reaching character,
that it may be advisable to examine whether such a novel
and disturbing element should be added to the difficulties
which already encompass every discussion upon Hindu law.
It n1Ust be admitted that the rule does not cany its own
evidence with it, like a rule of grammar. Nor can it be
shown that it was ever accepted by the Rishis, to whose
words it is applied, or that it was thought of by anybody
before it was evolved by J aimini. N or can it rest on his
personal authority, unless it can be shown that it has
received general acceptance as part of the law of the
country. And here it is remarkable that during the present
century, no previous instance can be produced in which
it has been relied on by any pundit, or vakil, 01' Native
Judge, though numberless cases must have arisen in which
it would have settled the controversy. It must, therefore,
rest upon some obvious accordance with natural logic, and
must apparently harmonise with the style of the early
sages. In the case of a merely earthly judge, if he states a
rule of law without anything more, his statement carries
with it exactly the weight due to his authority. If he
proceeds to say why he states the law to be so, his
reasons can be discussed and rejected. But in the case
of the earlv sages, who are either themselves Divine,
or are speaking the language of the Deity, every word,
whether rule or reason, is equally inspired, and is entitled
to equal respect. It is still necessary to put a construc(y) Beni Pmsa,z v. Hal',Zai Bibi, 14 All., pp. 73, 106, 126 j Ra,Zha Moh1tn v.
Hm'dai Bibi, 26 1. A., p. 146 j S. C., 21 All., 460.
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tion upon the words, and to see whether the speaker
intended to order, 01' to advise. But it is difficult to see
how an apparent order, which it is impossible to disobey,
.can be deprived of its character, because it is followed
by a reason, which it is impossible to dispute. The
second branch of the test wonld involve an exhaustive
examination of all the Smritis. A few instances, however,
lie upon the surface, which suggest a doubt as to the
practical value of the rule. Probably the earliest Rishi,
who spoke of a widow as heir to her husband, is Vrihas~
patio He states her right distinctly and positively, and
then follows it up with the very satisfactory reason-" Of
him whose wife is not 'deceased half the body sUl'vives.
How should another take the property, while half the
body of the owner lives?" (z). So Manu gives a reason
for the position which he assigns to the son of an appointed daughter, and to the son of an ordinary daughter (a).
No one, I suppose, doubts that these texts are mandatory.
It is also to be remarked that, when a commentator cites
a text which contains a reason, he generally leaves the
reason out, as for instance, in quoting Vasishtha as to the
adoption of an only son, and Vrihaspati as to the succession of a widow (b). This would indicate that he did not
suppose that the reason nullified the text. Apparently
the reason was intended to strengthen the injunction,
where the sage was stating a rule which had not been laid
down by his predecessors. It is probable that J aimini's
principles of interpretation, which were intended to
elucidate Vedic ritual, are incapable of universal application to secular law.
§ 35. III. DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF LAw.-The term
Only two
schools of IJaw. " school of law," as applied to the different legal opinions
prevalent in different parts of Inlha, seems to have been
first used by Mr. Colebrooke (6). He points out that there
(z) 3 Dig., 458. (a) Manu IX., 130, 133, 139. (b) Mit. 1.,11, § 11; II., 11, § 6
(e) 1 Stl'a. H. L., 315. As to the mode in which such divergellces sprung up,
see the remarks of the Judicial (·ommittee in the Hamng,r] case, Col/eolm' of
Ma(Zurav. Mootoo Ramalinga, 12 M. 1. A., 435; S. C., 10 Suth. (P. C.), 17; S. C.,
1 B. L. R. (P. C.), 1.
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really are only two schools marked by a vital difference of
opinion, viz., those who follow the Mitakshara, and those
who follow the Daya Bhaga. Those who fall under the
former head are again divided by minor differences of
opinion, but are in principle substantially the same. ~f
COUl'se in every part of India, though governed by practIcally the same law, the pundits refer by preference to the
writers who lived nearest to, and are best known to, themselves; just as English, Irish, and American lawyers refer
to their own authorities, when attainable, on any point of
general jurisprudence. This has given rise to the idea
that there are as many schools of law as there are sets of
local writers, and the sub-division has been carried to an
extent for which it is impossible to suggest any reason or
foundation. For instance, Mr. Morley speaks of a Bengal,
a Mithila, a Benares, a Maharashtra, and a Dravida School,
and sub-divides the latter into a Dravida, a Karnataka
and an Andhra division (el). So the Madras High COUl't
and the Judicial Committee distinguish between the
Benares and the Dravida schools of law (e), !1nd a
distinction between an Andhra and a Dravida School has
also received a sort of qtt((.si-recognition U). On the other
hand, Dr. BUl'nellridicules the use of the terms Karnataka
and Andhra, which he declares to be wholly destitute of
meaning, while the term Dravidian has a very good
philological sense, but no legal signification whatever.
Practically he agrees with Mr. Colebrooke in thinking that
the only distinction of real importance is between the
followers of the Mitakshara and the followers of the Daya
Bhaga (g).
&

36. In discussing' this subject, it seems to me that we Causes of

t')

M. Dig. Introd., 221. In this he. i~ supp'.'rtecl by Mr; ~ajlnllnar Sa~'va
clhikari (1'.409), who (I'. 334) traces the ol'lgm of dIvergent ,-,pillIOns on questIOns
of law to the teaching of Srikal'lt in the 11th century.
(e) See the Ramna(l adoption swit, 2 Macl. H. C., 206; 12 M. I. A., 397, wpm.
lIote (c).
U) NamsammaZ v. Bala?·amachat·Zu., 1 Macl. H. C., 420.
(g) Pre£. to Varaclarajah, 5; Nelson's View of Hmcln Law, 21: V. N. Mandlik. Introduction, 7(). See the remarks of Mahmood, J., in Ga.nga. Sahai y.
«l) 1

Lekhmj Singh, !l All., p. 290.
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must distinguish between differences of law arising from
differences of opinion among the Sanskrit writers, and
differences of law arising from the fact that their opinions
have never been received at all, or only to a limited extent. In the fonner case there are really different schools
of law; in the latter case there are simply no schools.
I think it will be fonnd that the differences between the
law of Bengal and Benares come under the former head,
while the 10eJai vitril1nces, which exist in the Punjab, in
Western, and in Southern, India, come under the latter
head.
The Daya
Bhaga.

§ 37. Anyone who compares the Daya Bhaga with the
Mitakshara will observe that the two works differ in the
most vital points, and that they do so rrom the conscious
application or completely different principles. These will
be discussed in their appropriate places through this work,
but may be shortly summarised here.
F'il'st: the Daya Bhaga lays down the principle or
religious efficacy as the ruling canon in determining the
order or succession; consequently it rejects the preference
of agnates to cognates, which distinguishes the other
systems, and arranges and limits the cognates upon principles peculiar to itself (h).
Secondly: it wholly denies the doctrine that property
is by birth, which is the comer-stone of the joint family
system. Hence it treats the father as the absolute owner
of the property, and authorises him to dispose of it at
his pleasure. It also refuses to recognize any right in
the son to a partition dnring his father's life ('i).
Thirdly: it considers the brothers, or other collateral
members of the joint family, as holding their shares in
quasi-severalty, and consequently recognizes their right to
dispose of them at their pleasure, while still undivided (k).
Fourthly: whether, as a result of the last principle, 01'
upon independent grounds, it recognizes the right of a
(Ii) See post Ulwp. xvi.

(i) Bee ]lost § 24tl, 259.

(k) See post ~ 265.
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widow in an undivided family to succeed to her husb~n.d's
share if he dies without issue, and to enforce a partltlOn
on her own account (l).
It is usual to speak of the doctrine jactwm vcdet as ~~e Factum valet.
of universal application in the Bengal school. But. thlSIS
a mistake. ~When it suits Jimuta Vahana, he :lses It. as a
means of O'etting over a distinct prohibition agamst ahenation by a father without the permission o~ hi~ sons (1n). I
am not aware of his applying the doctl'lne m any other
case. No Bengal lawyer would admit of any such subterfuge as sanctioning, for instance, the l:ight of an U~ldivided brothel' to dispose of more than IllS own share .m
the family property for his priva,te benefit, 01' as authol'lsing' a wielow to adopt without her husband's cO~lsent, 01' a
boy to be adopted afterllpanayctnct, 01' marl'lage. The
principle is only a,pplieel where a lega~ precept has bee~l
already reduced by inc1epenelent reasonmg t? a moral suggestion. Dr. ~Wilson points out that even Jlllluta V ~ha~a
never applies this principle, except to cas~s whe~e, ll~ IllS
view of the law, a person is doing that whlCh he IS strIctly
entitled to do, though the exercise of the right violates
a moral obligation to others (n).

§ 38. Now in all the above points, the .rellla~ning'parts
of India agree with each other in disagreemg WIth Jlllluta
Va,hana and his followers. Theil' variances inte'l' se are
comparatively few and slight. For the most illl~ortant is
the difference, which exists between Westerll InelIa and the
other provinces which follow the Mitak~hal'a, as to t~e
right of females to inherit. A sister, for mstan?e, ho IS
excludeel in Benares and Bengal, ranks very l11gh m the
order of succession in the Bombay Presidency, and many
other heiresses are admitted, who would have no locns

:v

(l) See post § 26~! 479.
(m) Daya Bhaga, n., ~ 30; Jolly, Lect. 113.
.
.
(n) Dr Wilson's Works V., 71-74, Baa Balwant 8uzgh y. Kesho!·~,. 25.1. A.,
p. 69 ; S. C., 20 All., p. 285. See a discussion upon the meanlllgand lrnutatlOll of
this doctrine, post § 155, 156.
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standi elsewhere (0). Any reader of Indian history will
have observed the public and prominent position assumed
by 1!aharatt.a Princesses, and it seems probable that the
doct~me, whICh prevails in other districts, that women
are mcapable of inheriting, without a special text, has
~ever been received at all in vVestern India. Women
mh~rit there, not by reason, but in defiance, of the rules
Wh.ICh regulate their admission elsewhere. In their case,
wl'ltten law has never superseded immemorial custom (p).
Law of adoption. "39 A t l '
tt
.
.
:<
•
no leI ma er as to whICh there IS much varia::lC8 is the ~aw of adoption. For instance, as regards the
nght of a wIdow to adopt a son to her deceased husband
In Mithila .no widow can adopt. In Bengal and Benares:
she. caIi wl.th her husband's permission. In Southern
IndIa: a~d m the Punjab, she can adopt, even without his
pen:1ISSI?n, by the consent of his sapindas. In Western
IndIa, S11e can adopt without any consent (q). So as
regards ~he perso.n to be adopted. The adoption of a
daughter s or a SIster's son is forbidden to the higher
cla~ses by the Sanskrit writers. It is legal in the Punjab.
It IS commonly practised in the South of India (1'). In
all th~se cas~s we may probably trace a survival of ancient
~rac.tICes whIch existed before adoption had any religious
sIgmfi?ance, unfettered by the rules which were introduced
when It bec~me a religious rite. The similarity of usage
on ~hese pOInts between the Punjab and the South of
In~ha seem.s to me strongly to confirm this view. It is
qUIte certam that neither borrowed from the other It'
I t ' tl
.
.
IS
a rS~ cer am lat m the Punjab adoption is a purely secular
.a Iangeme.nt. ~h~r~ seems. strong reason to suppose that
~n Southelll I~lcha It IS nothmg' more (s). But what is of
Import~nce WIth regard to the present discussion is that
these chfferences find no support in the writings of the
(0)

(p)
Iq)

'?')
(s)

Vyavaha1'!1 Mayulrha, iv.,
See LlOst ~ 517, 529, 531.
See post § 112.
See post ~ 135, ]36.
See post ~ 106.

8 § 19' W. &; B. 127-132
"
,
.
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early sages, 01' even of the early commentators. They
appeal', for the first time, in treatises which are absolutely
modern, or merely in recorded customs. To speak of such
variances as arising from different schools of law would be
, to invert the relation of cause and effect. We might just
as well invent rlifferent schools of law for Kent and Middle~
sex, to account for Gavelkind and the customs of London.,
Even Hindu lawyers cannot alter facts. In some instances, they try to wrest some holy precept into conformity with the facts (t) ; but in other cases, and especially
in Western India, the facts are too stubborn. The more
closely we study the works of the different so-called:
schools of law, other than those of Bongal, the more shall
we be convinced that the principles of all are precisely
the same. The local usages of the different districts vary.
Some of these usages the writers struggle to bring within
their rules; others they silently abandon as hopeless.
What they cannot account for, they simply ignore (1t).

§ 40. IV. JUDICIAL DECISIONS.-A great deal has been Influence of
. often by no means m
'f
l"'
t 0 f th e deel. English Judges.
saId,
a attenng
spIn,
sions upon Native Law of our Comts, whether presided
over by civilian, or by professional, judges. It seems to
be supposed that they imported Emopean, notions into the
questions discussed before them, and that the divergences
between the law, which they administered, and that which
is to be found in the Sanskrit law-books, are to be ascribed
to their influence. In one or two remarkable instances, no
doubt, this was the case; but those instances are rare. My
belief is that their influence was exerted in the opposite
direction, and that it rather showed itself in the pedantic
maintenance of doctrines whose letter was still existing,
but whose spirit was dying away. It could hardly have
been otherwise. It seelllS to be forgotten that upon all
(t) See, for instance, the mode in which four conflicting views ItS to the
right of a widow to adopt have been deduced from a single textof Vasishtha,
Oollecto?' of 11IacZUI'a \',l1Iootoo Ramaringa, 12 M. I. A., 435; S. C., 10 Suth.
(P.O.). 17 ; S. C., 1 B. L. R. ,P. C.), 1.
(u) For installce, second l1Htrrill,~. . es of wic1ows, or wives which aloe equally
practised in the North, the West, and the South of India, see post § U4,
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disputed poi.nts of ,law, the English judges were merely
the mouthpIeces of the pundits who were attached to their
O?urts, and whom they were bound to consult (v). The
shghtest examination of the earliest reports, at a time
w~1en all poiuts of law were treated as open questions,
WIll show that the pundits were invariably consulted,
wherev~r a d~ubt .a~'ose, and that their opinions were, for
a long tIme, llnphCltly follo·wed. If, then, the decisions
w~l'e not in accordance with Hindu law, the fault rested
w.lth the pu.ndits, and not with the judges. The tendency
of the ,PundIts would naturally be to magnify the authority
of the~r o~n law-books; and, accordingly, we find that
th~y. mvanably quoted some text in support of their
opmlOn, evOl~ when the text had no bearing whatever
upon the pomt. The tendency of the judges was even
more strongly in the same direction. The pundit, howe.v~r bigoted he might be, was, at all events, a Hindu,
hvmg amongst Hindus, and advising upon a layv which
actually governed the every-day lives of himself and His
family and his friends. He w~uld torture a sacred text
into an authority for his opinion; but his opinion would
prob~bly be l'igh~, though unsustained by, or even opposed
to, hIS text. \Vlth the English Judge there was no such
restraining influence. He was sworn to administer Hindu
law to the Hindus, and he was determined to do so, how€ver strange or ulll'easonable it might appear. At first he
.a~cepted his law unhesitatingly from the lips of the pundIts ; and, so long as he did so, probably no great harm
. was done. But knowledge increased, and the fountains
were openeel up, and he began to enquire into the matter
for himself. The pundits were made to quote chapter and
verse for their opinions, and it was found that their
premises did not warrant their conclusions. Or their
opinions upon one point were compared with their opinions
upon an analogous point, and found not to harmonise ,
(v) The pundits, as official referees of the Courts were only abolished bv
AGt XI of 1864.
' J
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and logic demanded that they should be brought into
conformity with each other. Sometimes the variance
between the futwahs and the texts was so great that it
was ascribed to ignorance, or to corruption .. The fact
really was that the law had outgrown the authorities.
Native judges would have recognized the fact. English
judges were unable to do so, or else remarked (to use a
phrase which I have often heard from the Bench), " that
they were bound to maintain the integrity of the law. "
This was a matter of less importance in Bengal, where
Jimuta Vahana had already burst the fetters. But in
Southern India, it came to be accepted that Mitakshara
was the last word that could be listened to on Hindu law.
The consequence was a state of arrested progress, in which
no voices were heard unless they came fr0111 the tomb. It
was as if a German were to administer English law from
the resources of a library furnished with Fleta, Glanville
and Bracton, and terminating with Lord Ooke (10).

§ 41. In Western and Northern India, the ,differences
between the written and the unwritten law were too palpable to be passed over. Accordingly, in many important
cases in Borrodaile's Reports, we find that the Court did
not merely ask the opinion of their pundits, but took the
evidence of the heads of the castes concerned as to their
actual usage. The collection of laws and customs of the
Hindu castes, made by Mr. Steele under the orders of
Government, was another step in the same direction. It
is probable that the laxity, which has been remarked as
the characteristic of Hindu law in the Bombay Presidency,
would be found equally to exist in many other districts, if
the Courts had taken the trouble to look for it. In quite
recent times the Courts of the N.-W. Provinces and of the
Punjab have acted on the same principle of taking nothing
(w) The substance of this paragraph was written by me in an Indian journul so long ago as 1863. I mentioll the fact, lest it should be supposed that I
have borrowed, without acknowledgment, from a very interesting passage in
Sir H. S. Maine's Village Communities, p. 44.
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for granted. The result has been the discovery that, while
the actual usages existing in those districts are remarkably
:similar to those which are declared in the Mitakshara and
the kindred works, there is a complete absence of those
religious principles, which are so prominent in Brahmanical law. Consequently, the usages themselves have diverg.ed exactly at the points where they might have been
.expected to do so (x). Absente eanstl, abest et lex.
(x) See Pnnjltb Customs, 5, 11, 78. Sheo Singh Ea'; v. Mt. Dakho, 6
N.-W. P., 382; af/d, 51. A., 87; S. C., 1 All .. 688; Ohotay Lall v. Ohnnno Lall,
61. A., 15; S. 0., 4 Cit!', 744.

CHAPTER III.
THE SOUROES OF HINDU LAW.
G~lst01n.

§ 42. IF I am right in supposing that the great body of Oustom binding.
.existing law consists of ancient usages, more 01' less modified by Aryan or Brahmanical influence, it would follow
that the mere fact that a custom was not in accordance
with written law, that is, with the Brahmanical code,
would be no reason whatever why it should not be binding
upon those by whom it was shown to be observed. This
js admitted in the strongest terms by the Brahmanical
writers themselves. Manu says that" immemorial usage
is transcendant law," and that" holy sages, well knowing
that law is grounded on immemorial custom, embraced, as
the root of all piety, good usages long established" (a).
And he lays it down that" a king who knows the revealed
law must enquire into the particular laws of classes,
the laws or usages of districts, the customs of traders,
and the rules of certain families, and establish their peculiar
laws" (b) : to which KuUuka Bhatta adds, as his gloss,
"If they (that is, the laws) be not repugnant to the
law of God," by which no doubt he means the text
.of the Vedas as interpreted by the Brahmans. But that
Manu contemplated no such restriction is evident by
what follows a little after the above passage. " What
has been practised by good men and by virtuous Brahmans, if it be not inconsistent with the legal customs
of provinces 01' districts, of classes or families, let him
establish" (e). So Yajnavalkya says (d): "Of a newlysubjugated territory, the monarch shall preserve the social
and religious usages, also the judicial system, and the state
of classes, as they already obtained." And the Mitakshara
(a) Thfanu, i., § 108, 110.
See, too, Vrihaspati, cited Vyavahara Mayukha, i., 1
§ HI, and Vasishtha and other authorities, cited M. MUller, A. S. Lit. 50.
'
(0) Manu, viii., § 46.
(d) Yajnavalkya, i., § 342.'

(b) lVlanu, viii., § 41.
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quotes texts to the effect that even practices expressJy
inculcated by the sacred ordinances may become obsolete;
and should be abandoned if opposed to public opinion (e).
Recognized by
modern law

§ 43. The fullest effect is given to custom both by our
Comts and by legislation. The Judicial Oommittee in
the Ramnad case said: "Under the Hindu system of law,
clear proof of usage will outweigh the written text of the
law" (j). And all the recent Acts which provide for the
administration of the law dictate a similar reference to
. usage, unless it is contrary to justice, equity 01' good
conscience, 01' has been actually declared to be void (g).

Records of local
customs.

§ 44. It is much to be regretted that so little has been
done in the way of collecting authentic records of local
customs. The belief that Brahmanism was the law of
India was so much fostered by the pundits and judges,
that it came to be admitted conventionally, even by those
who knew better. The revenue authorities, who were in
daily intercourse with the people, were aware that ma.ny
rules which were held sacred in the Oomt, had never
been heard of in the cottage. But their local knowledge
appears rarely to have been made accessible to, or valued
by, the judicial department. I have already mentioned,
as an exception, JVIl'. Steele's collection of customs in
force in the Deccan. In the Punjab and in Oudh most
valuable records of village and tribal customs, relating to
the succession to, and disposition of, land have been collected under the authority of the settlement officers, and
these have been brought into relation with the judicial
system by an enactment that the entries contained in
them should be presumed to be true (h). JVIany most
(e) Mitakshara, i., 3, § 4. See V. N. Mandlik, Intl'odlwt,ion, 43,70. RagllUBandana, i., 33.
(f) Colleet01' of MarZu.1'a v. Mootoo Ramalinga, 12 M. 1. A., 436;
C.,10
Suth. (P.O.), ]7; S. 0., lB. L. R. (P.O.), 1.
(g) See, as to Bombay, Bom, Heg, IV of 1827, g, 26; Act II of 1864, s, ]5.
As to Burmah, Act XVII of IS75, g, 5, Oentral Provinces, Act XX of 1875,
s.5, lIindms, Act, III of 1R73, g. 16. Oudh, Act XVIII of ]876, g,3. Punjab
Act XII of 1878, s, L See Su.n(7a1· v. Khuma'l1 Singh, 1. AI1., 613.
'
(h) These records are known by the terms, 'Yajib- ul·arz (a writton representation 01' petition) and Riwuzi·i-am (common practice 01' custom). See Punjab
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. terestinO' peculiarities of Punjab law will be found in a
b
.
.
th
b
book to which I shall frequently refer, whlCh glVes e suo nce of these customs, and of the decisions of the Ohlef
sta
. '
d
Court of Lahore upon them, andm three volul1-1es lssue
under the authority of the Punjab Government on the
same subject (i). The special interest of these customs
arises from the fact, already noticed (k), that Brahmanism seems never to have succeeded in the Punjab.
Accordingly, when we find a particular usage common to
the l'unjab and to Sanskrit law, we may infer that there
is nothing necessarily Brahmanical in its origin (l).
Another work of the greatest interest, which I believe no
previous writer has ever noticed, is the ~h~sawa~eme, or
description of the Customs of the Tannl mhabl,tants of
Jaffna, on the Island of Oeylon. The collectlOn was
made in 1707, under the orders of the Dutch Government,
and was then submitted to, and approved by, twelve
Moodelliars, or leading natives and finally promulgated as
an authoritative exposition of their usages (m). Now,

In

~ustoms

19' Act XXXIII of 1871, s. 6] ; XVII of 1876, s.17,

LeMaj Kuar

v. Mahp~1 Singh, 71. A" 63; S. 0" 5 Oal.,.744; HG;1'ba;i v. Gll."w~ri, 2 All., 493;

ISl'i Singh v. Ganga, ib., 876; Thalln1' Nttepal S"'gl. .v. JM Smgll, 2fl 1. A"
147; S. U" 19 All., 1; 1I1u.ha'nmad Imam v, Sa')'{laT HlISq,tn, 25 LA" 161; S. 0.,26
Ca1.,81. In the case.of Uma.n ,Panhad v. Gan(~h(L1"p SIngh, ,14 LA., 127; S: 0"
15 Oal., 20, the J udiClal Oommittee called attentI~m to a p~'actice wlucli had9'.lOwn
up in Oudh of allowing the proprietor to enter IllS own vIe~vs upon the 'YaJI~-,;,I
arz, whereas it ought to be an officialrec?l'Cl of customs, nrl'lved at by the mqlU~'~es
ofanimpl\rtialofticer. See, too,pe1'cU1'Ia71l, 12 All" 335, ~oAll., p, 152, A :WaJlbul-al'z which h[1. long stood on record, and been unquestIOned by the pal:tIes who
woulil'be affected by it, is prima fade evid~nce of cus.tom, though not SIgned by
auy landholder in the village, Rustam Ah v, Abba8~, 13 All., 407.
.
(i) Notes on Customary IJaw as administered in the Courts of the PU?Jab,
by Oharles Boulnois, Esq., Judge of the Ohief OOUl't, and 'V: H. Rltttigan,
Esq., L"hore, 1876. I cite it shortly as PunjRb Oustoms. Punjab Oustomary
Law. Edited by O. L. Tupper, O.S., Oalcutta, 1881.
(k) Ante § 8.
. tl
(I) Mr. O. L, Tupper snys of the Punjab, "The Br~lll~Htl1S are not III Ie
Punjab the deposij,ories of Oustomal'Y Ittw. To ascertam It,. we must !fo to the
Tribal Oouncil, if there be one, 01' to the elders, of the trIbe." . It IS not, I
think Ule oustom which has modified the law, It IS the Brahmttlllcallaw occasionail y and the Muhammedan ],tW more often, which has modified the custom." Punjab Oustomary Law, II.! 82, 86, lV~r, Baden·Powell says" wlu,:teve,~
early A.ryan clans may 11ftve settled III the ~unJab, they ,,:ore non-Bra.hmamca1.
"In the Punjab clans there are no anCIent ~rahnll'mcl\l monuments, ~he
Hindu law of the books is unknown, and to thIS day 10C111 customs of val'IOUS
kinds, sometimes quite opposed to the later Hindu ideals, are in vogue." The
Indian Village Oomm,!nity, 1896, 102.
..
.
..
(m) The edition wInch I possess was 'publIshed 111 ]8~2, WIth ~he deCISIOns of
the English Oourt, by Mr. H. F. lIiutulnstna, who gllove It to me.
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we know that from the earliest time there has been
a constant stream of emigration of Taniulians into
Ceylon, formerly for conquest, and latterly for purposes
of commerce. We also know that the influence of
Brahmans, or even of Aryans, among the Dravidian races
of the South has been of the very slightest, at all events
until the English officials introduced their Brahman
advisers (n). The customs recorded in the Thesawaleme
may, therefore, be taken as very strong evidence of the
usages of the Tamil inhabitants of the South of India two
01' three centuries ago, at a time when it is certain that
those usages could not be traced to the Sanskrit writers.
The suggestions derivable from the Thesawaleme may now
be supplemented from information drawn from the records
of the Pondicherry Courts. The early tribunals of this
settlement, being gifted with a fortunate ignorance of
Hindu law, had been in the habit of referring questions
depending upon that law for the decision of the leaders of
the caste, 01' of other persons supposed to possess a special
knowledge of the laws 01' usages bearing on the case.
This practice was formally recognised by a regulation of
1769, and in 1827 the Government established a Consultative Committee of Indian Jurisprudence to assist the
administration and the tribunals in questions involving a
knowledge of the Indian laws and usages. This committee consisted of nine Natives, selected with reference
to their integrity and their Imowledge of the laws, usages
and customs, with a special preference for those whose
fortunes guaranteed their independence. A great deal of'
most interesting information derived from these sources
has lately been made available by the labours of Leon
Sorg,J uge President du Tribunal de Ire Instance de Pondicherry (0). Undoubted evidence of the condition of Hindu
law at a very much earlier period may also be found in the
usages of the N ambudri Brahmans on the West Coast in
(n) See ante, § 6,
(0) Introduction a l'Etude du Droit Hindou, TraWl Theorique et Pratique du
Droit Hindau, 1897, Avis du Comite Consultatif de Jurisprudence Indienne, 1896.
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prevails upon the Malabar coast is, however, both so inter- '
esting in itself, and is so mixed up with, and bears so'
strongly upon Hindu Law proper, that I have discussed it,
at greater length in the present than in former editions.,
The distinction between the second and third classes is,
most important, as the deceptive similarity between the
two is likely to lead to erroneous conclusions in cases where'
they really differ. For instance, in an old case in Oalcutta, where a question of heirship to a Sikh was concerned, this question again turning upon the validity of a,
Sikh marriage, the Oourt laid it down generally that" the
Sikhs, being a sect of Hindus, mnst be governed by Hindu
Law" (q). Numerous cases in the Punjab show that the
law of the Sikhs differs materially from the Hindu law,.
in the very points, such as adoption and the like, in
which the difference of religion might be expected to
cause a difference of usage. Similar differences are found
among the J ats (r), and even among the orthodox Hinc1us
of the extreme north-west of India (s). So as regards
the J ains, it is now well recognised that, though of Hindu
origin, and generally adhering to ordinary Hinc1u law y
that is the law of the three superior castes. (t), they
recognize no divine authority in the Vedas, and do not
practise the Shradhs, 01' ceremony for the dead, which is
the religious element in the Sanskrit law. Oonsequentlyp
that the principles which arise out of this element do not
bind them, and therefore, that their usages in many respects are completely different (tt). I strongly suspect that
(q) Jnggomohlln v, Sa.u1ncoomal', 2 l\I, Dig., 43, followed Bha.g1Oankua1· v.
Jogelldm Ohandra., 30 LA., 249; S. C., 31 Cal., 11.
(1') The Jats (Sanskrit, Yadava) are the descendants of an aboriginal mce.
Manning's Ancien t India, i., 66.
(s) S80 Pnnjab cllstoms, ]Jassim, As to the effect of the introduction of the
Punjab Code as crenting a lex loci, see MulkahDo v. Mirza Jchan, 10 lII. I, A.,
252; S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), 55.
(t) Sheo Sin,gll Rr:i v, Mt. Dakho, 6 ~.-W. p" 882; affd. 5 I, A., 87; S. 0" 1
All., 688; Ambabm v. Govind, 23 Bam" 257.
(n) Bltagvandas v. Rajmal, 10 BOIll, H. C:,' 241; see cases where such differenoe of us"ge was helcl not to be made out, Lalla Mohabeel' Y. llit. Kundun, 8
Suth., 116; afitl. S~lb nomine DOQ1·.gaPrashad v. li![t. Kundun, II. A" 55; S. C"
21 Suth., 21~; S. C., 13 B, I" R., 235, Bachebi v. Malchan, 3 All., 55, Mm'; Devamma v., hna1nma, 10 My~ore, 384. ,!,he l'eligio,n of the Jains is a compound
of BuddhIsm und Bmlunamsm. Elphll1stone HIstory of India, 108, Dubois
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most of the Dravidian tribes of Southern India come under
the same head.
, Dravidian
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immemorial usage (x). The Abbe Dubois writing in re-·
ference to Mysore and the Southern parts of the Madras
Presidency in the beginning of this century, says that.
there are two or three Hindu works which contain rules
and directions concerning the administration of justice
both civil and criminal, and mentions as the best known of
these the Dhal'ma-Sastras, theNiti-Sastras, and the ManuSastl'as ; but he remarks that these books are quite beyond
the comprehension of the majority of Hindus, and that.
their disputes are settled by common-sense and by customs
handed down from father to son (y). :LVI. Leon Sorg states:
that the decisions of the Pondicherl'Y Court in the last
century show that the Tamil population was ignorant of
the Sanskrit law books, and even of the Sanskrit terms.
such as Brahma, or Asura marriage, Stridhan, Sapinda 01"
Bandhu. Only two cases are to be found which were
referred to the pundits of (Jonjeveram, and in these the
parties were Brahmans (z). At the present day all classes.
even the majority of the hill and forest races, who are
Mul~ammedans, call themselves Hindus, and even offer a,.
nominal allegiance to the Vedic deities; but the real worship of the greater number is offered to the village deities.
whose priests are never Brahmans, and who are propitiated
by blood-sacrifices which are repugnant to Brahmanical
feeling. Demons, serpents and even plants are also the
object of an adoration, which is as much intended to propitiate against evil as to procure good (a). As regards a,
principle which is at the root of much of the Brahman
law, it is stated "Homage to remote ancestors is not a·
practice among the Dravidians, though observances are
paid to relatives lately deceased with the intent that they
may not return to do harm to the living. Hero-worship is
unknown to the Dravidians. They do not act with any
hope of reward, 01' any fear of punishment, which will
(x) Cited Borg Int., 8.
(z) Borg Int., 9.
((t) Oensus of 1891, XIII, 56-60 j N. Arcot Mall., I, 186-189 j Man. Adm .•
(y) Dubois, 661-63.

Mad., I, 70-84.
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relations. The reason is that in India there is no lex loci
every person being governed by the law of his personai
sta~us. The same rule as above would apply to any family
whICh, .by legal usage, had acquired any special custom of.
successIOn, ?r the like, peculiar to itself, though differing
from
that eIther of its original, or acquired, domicil (j).
Cha.nge of per.
sonallaw,
§ 49. When such an original variance of law is once
established, the presumption arises that it continues; and
the onus of making out their contention lies Upon those
who assert that it has ceased by conformity to the law
of the new domi~il (g). But this presumption may be
rebutted, by showmg that the family has conformed in its
religious or social usages to the locality in which it has
settl~d; or .that, while retaining its religious rites, it has
acqmesced III a course of devolution of property, according
t~ tl~e common course of descent of property in that
dIStl'lCt,
among persons of the same class (h).
Act of Government.
Of course the mere fact that, by the act of Government
a district, which is governed by one system of law is an~
nexed to ?ne which is governed by a different system,
cannot raIse any presumption that the inhabitants of
Evidence of Ya, either district have adopted the usages of the other (i).
lid custom.
. ~ 5.0' The next question is as to the validity of customs
dIffel'lng from the general Hindu law, when practised by
persons who admit that they are subject to that la";.
Acco:'ding to the view of customary law taken by Mr.
Au~tl1~ (k), a custom can never be considered binding
untIl It has become a law by some act, legislative 01'
Judicial, of ~he ~overeign power., Lang'uage pointing to
the same VIew IS to be found in one judgment of the
(f) B"tchepll~ty v. R(,jlllllier, 2 JILL. A., 1il2; ByJll(th v. Kopilmon ~4 ~
95, and per ell?,wm., Soo1'ella1'onath v, 11ft. Heeram.o)lee, 12 M. I. A,,'91 infra'
note (g); MalHk Ohand v. Ja.qai &ettani. 17 nul., 51S.
' . ,
(g) Soorell~l'onathv, Mt, Heemnwnee, 12 :If. I. A .. S1; S. Co, 1 B, L, R. (P. C.),
26; S. 0" 10 Suth. (P.O.), 30; Oblln~.eSSII·ITee v. Kisllel1, 4 ,VYlll., 226; SOllatun
y. Buttlll!, Suth. Sp., 9S ; P,rtliee SI1I,qh v. Mt, Slieo, k Suth., 61.
(h) Ra.lcli.llnaer v, Gocnll'linna, 1 S, D., 43 (56); Ohll11a1'0 Y. Nobin Soolld1l1',
2 Suth" ~97.j Ramurilino v. K(/.IIl1:l1ee, 6 Suth" 295: S, Co, 3 'YYI11" 3: Jllna.l'ud_
deen Y ]I. obtn Ohm/{lel', Mnrsh., 232; 1'81' cll1'iwn, SOO1'en(ll'onath v, Mt. Heel'amOl1ee, 12 M. 1. A., 96, SlIl'l'a note (g).
(i) Pdt"ee Singh v. 00111'/ ~f Wa1'as 23 Suth 272
(k) Austin, i., 11S, ii., 229. .
,
.,.
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Madras High Oourt (l). But such a view can.not now ~e
to the obvious objectIOn that, bm
· d . It is 01)en
sus t ame
1:
the absence of legislation, no ~ustom coul~. ev~r ,e
judicially recognized for the first tllue. A ~eCl~~on m Its
favour would assume that it was already bmdmg. The
under view appears to be that law and usa~e act, and
~~-act, upon each other, A belief in the propl'lety, 01' the
.' Y)erative nature of a particular course of conduct, proUU]:
.
't
d
duces a uniformity of behaviour in follo,:mg 1 ; an a
uniformity of behaviour in following a partl~ular course of
conduct produces a belief that it is imperatIVe, 01' prover,
t o d 0 s0 . W hen from either cause, 01' from both ,causes,
d
a uniform and persistent usage l~as moulded tl:e hfe, an
reo'ulated the dealings, of a partlCular class of the. comm~nity, it becomes a custom, which is a part of t~ell' personal law. Such a custom deserves to be recogmzed a~d
enforced by the Oourts, unless it is injurious to the publIc
interests, or is in conflict with any express law of the
ruling power (m). Hence, where a special usage of S~lC
cession was set up, the High Oourt of Madras saId:
"'\Vhat the law requires before an alleged cust?m can
receive the recognition of the Oourt, and so acqmr: leg~l
force, is satisfactory prool of usage, so long a~d mval'lably acted upon in practice, as to show that It h~s, by
COlll.lUOn consent, been submitted to as the est.abl~shed
governing rule of the particular f~mily, class, ~r dIstrlCt of
country; and the course of practICe upon whlCh the c;rstom rests must not be left in doubt, but be proved WIth
certainty" (n). This decision was affirmed on appeal, and
(l) Narasmnma.l

Y.

B:,zammaoharl!L, ~ :Mad, H, ~,.' 424. 0

(m\ See the sl1bject cl1scllssec1,

J(hOJ(t~8 ca~eThl~n;;t,

HnW(ll'(Z v.
g' "6': 110'
Bhdll Nanaji

PS.e8td'\i~
i!),lf3~~n~(li't
gha;~~ .'··11;:,~,L1':)~: Esn~ 4B~m:: ~45;
nn
L

Y.

Sltvigny, Droit
r,! a3 3' __ 36 165- i75 ': Intr~c1uction to Punjab Oustoms. As to the eflec t
R
om"1.,
,
"
t
87,
nblw
Nath
of judicial decisions in evidenClng u. CllS 0111, see
e1,
'Y
. Gayan

Ohan(Z, 16 All., 3~9,
Z'
3 liT d H C 75 77' !tffirme<l 011 ap(n) SivanananJa y, Mnttu Rama wga,
a . . . , '1'
14 M I A
peal' 81tb nomine, Ramalakshmi v. Siv(tnantha, the Oo1'ca( ;~e, tl BOI~ba~
O 'S 0 12 B L R 396' S 0 17 Ruth" 55H. A pproye
y Ie
.
57.; , . ,
. . . ,.:' y Naiko :!1'av 10 Bom H, Co, 234, See also Bhufa.ngHighv.°Mourlt'!Plldh50}BV'~~
Vamdal'a.jltllb,
?'av
a,(J}~'1'av,
0.,.
. 0 • " 16'.... ,'OhinnammaZv.
,

H c (i :r)

15 Mad., 307.
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the Judicial Committee observed (0),' "Theil' Lordships
are. fully sensible of the importance and justice of giving
e~ec~ to long established usages existing in particular
dIstrICts and families in India, but it is of the essence of
special usages, modifying the ordinary law of succession,
that they should be ancient and invariable; and it is further essential that they should be established to be so by
clear and unambiguous evidence. It is only by means of
such evidence that the Courts can be assured of their existence, and that they possess the conditions of antiquity and
certainty on which alone their legal title to recognition
depends." Accordingly, the Madras High Court, when
directing an inquiry as to an alleged custom in the south of
!ndia that Brahmans should adopt their sister's sons, laid
It down that: "I. The evidence should be such as to
prov~ t~le uniformity and continuity of the usage, and the
convICtIOn of those following it that they were acting in
accordance with law, and this conviction must be inferred
from the evidence; II. Evidence of acts of the kind'
.
.
'
'
acqUIescence
III those acts; decisions of Courts, or even of
panchayets, upholding such acts; the statements of experienced and competent persons of their belief that such
acts were legal and valid, will all be admissible' but it is
obvious that, although admissible, evidence of this latter
kind will be of little weight if unsupported by actual
examples of the usage asserted" (p). Finally, the custom
s~t u~ must be definite, so that its application in any
gIVen lllstance may be clear and certain, and reasonable (q).
Ollusof
proof
of
§ 51
' l yare a d
'
custom.
. . Whe'
Ie a t 11,'b e or. famI
Imttedly
governed
?y Hllldu .law, but assert the existence of a special CustOlU
m derogatIOn of that law, the onus of course rests upon
d (f~ 14 M. 1. A., 585 .. A ~ong c'mtintle~ practice which appears to lut\'e originate . rOln, ttnd to be 11l,tUntalued .b~, t1 Sel'leH of erroneous deC'iRions cannot be RUp~
P,?lted as a custom, If the deCIsIOns themsell'es are ultimatel v revel sed. The
.
P IHaptl!' m,se, 261. A., 83, post § 341.
M(PkbGopala!l!/an v. Raghnpatia1J!/all, 7 Mad. H. C., 250, 2M. See toO,jJM'
~'I' • y, J., H'wanath v. Baboo Ram, 9. B. L. R., 294; S. C.,17 Suth., 316; Golle~tol
Madul'a v. MooiooRamalinya, 12M. LA.,43B; S. C., 10i:luth.(P. C.),
17, ,S. C., 1 B.l!. R. (P. C,).' 1 andBIt1'Plt1'sha.dv. Sheo Dyal, 3 1. A., 285; S. C.,
26 Snth., 55; VMli.nn v. K1'tshnan, 7 Mad., 3; Hrl1'l1abh v. Mandil, 27 CaL 379.
(q) Luohlllan v. Al,hal', 1 All., 440; Lala v. Hira, 2 All., 49.
'

0t
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,t the custom to make it out. For inthose who aSser
. '
.
.
stance, a custom forbidding adoptIOn: or barrmg mh~nta.nce by adoption, might be e'3tabhsh~d, though, m a
family otherwise subject to Hindu law, ~t woul.d pro?ably
require very strong evidenc~ ~o support It ~]'). But If the
tribe or family had been ongmally non-Hmdu, and. only
Hindu usages in 1) art, the o'wns would be sh1£ted,
a dop ted
1:
•
h' h
the burthen of 1)1'00£ would rest upon the SIde w lC
d
a.n
1:
t f
alleged that any particular doc~rine had bec?me par 0
the personal law. A case of thIS sort al:o~e III reg~rd to
the Baikantpur family, who were not onglllally Hlll.dus,
but who had in part, though not entirely, adopted Hmdu
customs. On a qnestion of succession, when the estate
was claimed by an adopted son, it was held by the
Judicial Committee that the on'ns rested upon those who
relied on the adoption to show that this was one of the
Hindu cnstoms which had been taken into the family law.
If the family was generally governed by Hindu law ~he
claimant might rely on that, and then the onus of provmg
a family custom would be on him who asserted it (s).
Custom cannot
§ 52. It follows from the very nature of the case that .a be createil by
mere agreement among certain persons to adopt a partI- agreement,
cular rule cannot create a new custom binding on others,
whatever its effect may be upon themselves (t). Nor can
a family custom ever be binding where the family, or
estate, to which it attaches is so modern as to preclude
the very idea of immemorial usage (t~). Nor does a
custom, such as that of primogeniture, WhICh has gov~rned
the devolution of an estate in the hands of a partlCular
family, follow it into the hands of another family, b!
whom it may have been purchased. In other words, It
does not run with the land (v).
(1') Bi"hnath S,nrl h v. R,!"n O!U/.1'n Mlljmodal', i:l. D. of U:l50, 20; Patel
Vanrl1'avan Jekison v. Man,/al, 16 Bam., 470.
(s) F'anilulra Deb v. Ra}e8wa"', 121. A., 72;8. C., 11 CaL, 463. ,
(t) Pel' Oil?'., Myna Boyee v. Oota7mn, 81\01. L A",420; S. C., 2 S~th: (~. 9·),
4; Abraham v. Abmhmn. 9 M. 1. A., .242; S. C., ~ Syth. (P. C.), 1, Sal 1tP~ v.
Mltkh Ram, 2 N.-W. P., 227; Bhaont Y. Maha?'a} St>lrl h , 3 AlL, 738.(
,
(,,) Um1'ithnath v. Gou.l·cenath, 13 M. LA., 541l, 549; S. C., 15Suth. ,P. C.), 10.
(v) Gopal DaBS v. Nlt1'otltm, 7 S. D., 195 (230).
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§ 53. Continuity is as essential to the validity of a
custom as antiquity. In the cases of a widely-spread
local custom, want of continuity would be evidence that it
had never had a legal existence; but it is difficult to
imagine that such a custom, once thoroughly established,
should come to a sudden end. It is different, however, in
the case of family usage, which is founded on the consent
of a smaller number of persons. Therefore, where it appeared that the members of a family, interested in an estate
in the nature of a Raj, had for twenty years dealt with it
as joint family property, as if the ordinary laws of succes~ion go:erned the descent, the Privy Council held that any
ImpartIble character which it had originally possessed, was
determined. They said: "Theil' Lordships cannot find
any principle, or authority, for holding that in point of
law a manner of descent of an ordinary estate, depending
solely on family usage, may not be discontinued, so as to
let in the ordinary law of succession. Such family usages
are in their nature different from a territorial custom which
is the lex loci binding all persons within the local limits in
which it prevails. It 'is of the essence of family usages
that they should be certain, invariable, and continuous;
and well established discontinuance must be held to
destroy them. This would be 'so when the discontinuance
has arisen from accidental causes; and the effect cannot
be less when it has been intentionally brought about by
the concurrent will ofthe family. It would lead to much
confusion, and abundant litigation, if the law attempted
to revive and give effect to usages of this kind after
they had been clearly abandoned, and the abandonment
had been, as in this case, long acted upon" (w).
§ 54. The above cases settle a question, as to which
there was at first some doubt entertained, viz., whether a
particular family could have a usage differing from the
law of the surrounding district applicable to similar per(W) Rajkishen v, Rctmjoy, 1 Cal., 186; S. C., 19 Suth., 8.
See,also,l'e'l'czt.1'.,
Abmhmn v. Abraham, () IlL 1. A., 243; S. C.,l Suth. (P. C.), 1.
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sons (X). There is n'othing to prevent proof of such a
family usage. But in the case of a single family, and
especially a family of no great importance, there will of
course be very great difficulty in proving that, the usage
possesses the antiquity and c?ntinuo~s:r:ess, .and arises
from the sense of legal neceSSIty as dIstmgUlshed from
conventional arrangement, that is required to make out
a binding usage (y). Where the family is a very great
one, whose records are capable of being verified for a
number of generations, the difficulty disappears. In the
case of the Tipperah Raj, usage has been repeatedly
established by which the Raja nominates from amongst
the members of his family the J obraj (young sovereign)
and the Bar(1 Thakoor (chief lord), of whom the former
succeeds to the Raj on a demise of the Raja, and the second
takes the place of J obmj (z). Also a custom in the Raj
of Tirhoot, by which the Raja in possession abdicates
during his lifetime, and assigns the Raj to his eldest son,
or nearest male heir «(l). Many of the cases of estates
descending by primogeniture appear to rest on the nature
of the estate itself, as being a sort of sovereignty, which
from its constitution is impartible (b). But family custom
alone will be sufficient, even if the estate is not of the
nature of the Raj, provided it is made out (c). And where
an impartible Raj has been confiscated by Government,
and then granted out again, either to a stranger, or to a
member of the same ramily, the presumption is that it
(x) See Basvant'l'av v. Mantappa, 1 Bom. H. C., Appx.42(2ndell.); p,81·CIW.,
Tam Gha'IUZ v. Reeb Rmll, 3 .\lad. H. C., 58; Ma.cZha.vm'v v. Balknshna, 4
Bom. H CJ, (A. C. J.), 113.
(y) See the subject discussec1, Bhan Na.naj-i v. Snncl1'abai, 11 Bom. H. C.,
269; ISlIlaU v. Fidayat, 3 All., 723.
(z) Neelkisto Deb v. Beel'chnnclel', 12 M. I. 5.,,523; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 21;
S. C" 3 B. L. R. (P. C.), 13.
(a) Gunesh v. MoheshwI', 6 M. 1. A., 164, which see in the Court below,
7 S, D., 228 (271) ; see the Pachete Raj, Gzt1'unclna1'ain v. Unzmcl, 6 S. D., 282
(354), alf(l. sub nomine, AnwncZ v. Dh81'aj, 5 M. 1. A., 82.
(b) There lllay, however, be a partible Raj See Ghi1'dha1'ee v. Koolahul, 2
M. 1. A., 344; S. 0" 6 Suth. (P. C.), 1.
(0) Ra.wut U,'jnn v. Rawnt Ghlt'lzsiam, 5 M. I. A., 169; Ghowclllll'Y Ohinta·
?nun v. Nowlukho, 2 1. A., 263; S. C., 24 Suth., 255; Ya1·lagadcla. Mallika1;jtma
v. Y. DZl1',qa, l71. A., 134; S. C., 13 Mac1., 406; Thakm: NitopaZ Singh v. J.ai
Singh, 23 1. A., 147; S. C., 19 All., 1; G((f}'ttruclhwaJa v. Sapamncllvwa.Ja,
271. A., 238; S. C., 23 All. 37; Laks711nil'ati I'. Kanclasami, 16 Mad., 54.
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has been granted with its incidents as a Raj, of which the
most prominent are impartibility and descent by primogeniture (d). This presumption, however, will not prevail,
when the mode of dealing with the Raj after its confiscation, and the mode of its re-grant are consistent with an
intention that it should for the future possess the ordinary
incidents of partibility (e).
§ 55. Oustoms which are immoral, or contrary to public
Immoral usages, policy, will neither be enforced, nor sanctioned (1). For instance, prostitution is not only recognized by Hindu usage
and honoured in the class of dancing girls, but the relations
between the prostitute and her paramour were regulated
by law, just as any other species of contract (g). Even
according to Hindu views, however, it is immoral, and
entails degradation from caste (h). It is quite clear,
therefore, that no English Oourt would look upon prostitution as a consideration that would support a contract;
and it has been held that the English rule will also be
enforced to the extent of defeating an action against a
prostitute for lodgings, or the like, supplied to her for the
express purpose of enabling her to carryon her trade (i).
On the other hand, until the passing of the Penal Oode in
1861, no aspect of prostitution was illeg'al ; and the Oourts
recognised, and gave effect to the usages of that class as
relating to rights of property, power of adoption, and
special rules of inheritance intel' se (k); the first element
(el) Be?)' Pe'rtab v. MaJlamjedi Rajendaj· (Hnnsapa1'e case), 12 M. I. A., 1;
S. C., 9 Suth. (P. C.), 15; Mn~ta VacZugcwathav. Domsinga, 8 1. A., 99; S. C.,
3 Mad., 290; Rmn Nundlln Smgh v. Janki Kaej', 29 I. A., 178; S. C., 29 Ca!.,
828; MuhmnmacIAfz!,Z Khan v. GhuZautKasim, 301. A., ]90; S. C., 30 C,,!., 843.
(e) V~nkat~' Na1''!sIm71(' v. Namll1Ja (NnzvicZ case), 7 I. A., 38; S. C., 2 Mad.,
1,28; Mwan.ql Zam~ndaj' v. Satnlcha'rla Ramabhadu" 18 1. A., 45; S. C., 14
Mad., 237; the R<IInnacZ case, 24 Mad., p. 626.
(.f) Manu, viii .. ~ 41; 1If. lIIiiller, A. S. h,50. See statutes citecl, ante, § 43,
note (g).
(g) Dubois, 592; see Vivo Chint., 101.
(h) 2 W. MacN., 132; Sivasnngll v. MinaZ, ]2 Iliad., 277; Tam Nailcin v.
Nana. Lalcshman, 14 Bam., 90; Kamalam v. Sadagapa Sami, 1 Mad. 356'
Ml~ttulcannll Y. Pm'amasa1lli, 12 Macl.; 214.
'
,
(t) Gauj'eenatli Madhool1!onee,18 Suth., 445; S. C., 9 B. L. R., appx. 37'
see Sutao Y. HWree1'(t1l1, Bellasis I.
'
(Ic) Tam Munnee Y. Motiee, 7 S. D., 273 (325); Shiday. Snnshiclapa lIiarri.
Pt. 1.,,137; Venkatachalm1/v. Venkatasami, Mad., Dec. 1856, p. 65; Olialalcondd
y. Ra,nachalam, 2 M?-(~. H. C., 58; Kamaleshi v. Nagamthnaln, 5 lI1ad. H. C.,
J6] ; Nanee Tm'a Natlem v. Allamkia, 4 Bam., 573
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of illegality was introduced by s~cs. 372 and 373 ?f the
Penal Oode, which made it a pumshable offence to dIspose
or obtain 1Jossession of, a minor under sixteen for
0f,
. h
the purposes of prostitution. In 1876 the Madras H~g
Court refused to recognise a right alleged by the dancmg
girls of a pagoda to exclude all new dancing girls, except
such as were approved by themselves. The decision went
upon o'eneral principles of morality, and upon the ground
that tIle right alleged would countenance such a traffic in
minors as was prohibited by the Penal Oode (l). In the
same year, however, the same Oourt held that a dancing
girl, who had been disn:issed fro~ll her. offic~, because s~e
had refused to recogmse dancmg gIl'ls mtroduced m
violation of the right alleged in the previous case, had a
good cause of action. The two cases were distinguished
on the ground that, in the later case, it was alleged that
the plaintiff's office was an hereditary one, with endo,wments and emoluments attached (m). In 1879 Mr. JustICe
,Vest in a very elaborate judgment, decided that the
adoption of a daughter by a dancing girl, though undoubtedly practised and recognised, was invalid on general
grounds of morality and public policy. The ruling was
absolutely unnecessary, as the suit was brought by the
adopted daughter and it was found that there were natural
daughters who would bar her claim (n). The grounds of
the decision were disapproved by the Madras Oourts in a
case where the validity of such an adoption was raised
and affirmed, and were certainly not adopted in their
entirety in a later Bombay case, where the validity of an
endowment, in favour of the dancing girls of a pagoda,
was disputed (0). The Madras Oourt has now, by a series
of decisions, adopted the rule laid down by Justice
Muttusami Aiyar in 11 Mad., 492, which limits the
illegality of adoptions to cases where they involve the
(l)
(m)
(n)
(a)

Ohinna U1n1l1ai1Ji v. Tega1'Cli, 1 Mr..d., 168.
J(anutlam v. Sadagapa., 111iad., 356.
MatlHl1'a Naikin v. ES1', 4 Bam., 545.
Venlcn v. Ma.halinga, 11 Mad., 393; T(///'{/ Naikin y. Nana, 14 Bam., 90.
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commission or an offence under the Penal Oode. ""We.,
may set aside, 01' decline to enforce, a contract 01' dis~
position which has for its immediate object the prostitution during her minority, so as to leave her no choice
of married life when she is over sixteen years." vVher8
no such result is contemplated, the usages of the caste,.
if established, will be enforced (p). A very similar
question came before the Privy Oouncil where the rights
of females adopted into what were called family brothels
were discussed. The case arose between Muhammedans,
and the Oommittee held that the customs proved were
contrary to the policy of that community since, by the
law of the Koran, intercourse with prostitutes is unlawful,.
prohibited, and punishable. The difference of the view
taken by Hindus was glanced at, but did not call for
consideration (q).
1I1arriage enslimns.

So it has been held in Bombay that caste customs
authorising a woman to abandon her husband, andmal'l'Y
again without his consent, were void for innnorality (r).
And it was doubted whether a custom authol'ising her to
marry again during the lifetime of her husband, and with
his consent, would have been valid (s). In Madras, it has
been held that there is nothing immoral in a custom by
which divorce andre-marriage are permissible by mutual
agreement, on repayment by one party to the other, of
the expenses of the original marriage (t). Among the
Nail'S, as is well knovvn, the marriage relation involves no
obligation to chastity on the part of the woman, and gives
no rights to the man. But here what the law recognizes is
not a custom to break the marriage bond, but the fact
(p) Expm·te Paclmavati, 5 Mild. 1I. C., 415; Reg. Y. R'1'1nmanJla, 12Macl. 273'
Srinivasa v. Annasam'i, 15 Mad., 328; Kamalakshmi v. Ramasami 19 ~iuc1.'
127; SaJ~iivi v. Jalajakshi, 21 ~iucl., 229; R. v. Ja~ln, 6 Bom., 6 H. 'C. (0. 0.);
60; Ma.nja.mnw v. Sheshgi,i"no, 26 Bom., 491.
(q) Glwsite v. U?nmo Jan, 20 1. A., 193 ; S. 0.,21 Oal., 149.
(,.) R. v. Km·sa.n, 2 Bom. H. 0., 124; see R. v. Manohm', 5 Bom. H. O.
(0.0.),17; Uji v. Ha.thi, 7 Bom. H. O. (A. O. J.), 133; Na"ayan v. Lnving,
2 BOln., 140.

(s) Khemkol' v. Umiashankar, 10 Bom. H. 0., 381.
(t) Sankamlingam Ohetti v. Subban Ohetty, 17 Mad., 479.
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that there is no marriage bond at all (n). In a case before
the Privy Oouncil, a custom was set up as existing on the
West Ooast of India, whereby the trustees of a religious
institution were allowed to sell their trust. The Judicial
Oommittee found that no such custom was made out, but
intimated that in any case they would have held it to be
invalid, as being opposed to public policy (v). An agreement to assist a Hindu for money to obtain a wife has
also been held valid on the same ground (to).

65

Public policy.

§ 56. The fourth class of cases mentioned before (§ 45)
arises when circumstances occur which make the law,
which has previously governed a family, no longer applicable. In one sense any new law, which is adopted for
the governance of such a family, must be wanting, as
regards that family, in the element of anti(l'nity necessary
to constitute a custom. On the other hand, the law itself
which is adopted may be of immemorial character: the
only question would be as to the power of the family to
adopt it. We have already seen that a fanlily migrating
from one part of India to another may either retain the
law of its origin, 01' adopt that of its domicil (x). The
same rule applies to a family which has changed its stat'us.
If the new sta.tns carries with it an obligation to submit
to a particular form of law, such form of law is binding
upon it. If, however, it carries with it no such obligation,
then the family is at liberty, either to retain so much of
its old law as is consistent with its change of stCttllS, 01' to
adopt the usages of any other class with which the new
stat1tS allows it to associate itself.

Ohange of
family uso.ge.

§ 57. Where a Hindu has become converted to Muham.
medanism, he accepts a new mode of hfe, which is
governed by a law recognized, and enforced, in India. It
has been stated that the property, which he was possessed

Conversion to
Muho.mmedo.llism.

Komga v. Reg., 6 Mo.c1., 374, post § § 100, 101.
(v) Rajah V1l?<mah Y. Ra'V'i Vzwmah, 4 I. A.., 76; S. 0.,1 Mad., 235.
Vaithyanathn?n v. Gnnga'l'az It , 17 iVlac1., 9, Act IX of 1872, s. 28.
(x) Ante § 48.

(u) See
(w)

5
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of at the time of his conversion, will devolve upon those
who were entitled to it at that time, by the Hindu Law,
but that the property, which he may subsequently acquire,
will devolve according to Muhammedan law (y). '1'he
former proposition, however, must, I should think, be
limited to cases where by the Hindu law his heirs had
acquired an interest which he could not defeat. If he was
able to disinherit any of his relations by alienation, or by
will, it is difficult to see why he should not disinherit them
by adopting a Jaw which gave him a different line of heirs.
The latter part of the proposition, however, has been
affirmed by the Privy Council, in a case where it was contended that a family, which had been converted several
generations back to Muhammedanism, was still governed
by Hindu law. Theil' Lordships said: "This case is
distinguishable from that of AbmhcolL v. Abmhc(1n (.0').
There the parties were native Christians, not having, as
such, any law of inheritance defined by statute; and, in the
absence of one, this Committee applied the law by which,
as the evidence proved, the particular family intended to be
governed. But the written law of Indio, has prescribed
broadly that in questions of succession and inheritance,
the Hindu law is to be applied to Hindus, and the
Muhammedan law to Muhammedans; and in the judgment
delivered by Lord Kingsdown in Abraham v. Abmha1n,
p. 239, it is said that 'this rule must be understood to
refer to Hindus and Muhammedans, not by birth merely
but by religion also.' The two cases in W. H. MacNaghten's Principles of Hind. L., Vol. II., pp. 131, 132,
which deal with the case of converts from the Hindu to
the Muhammedan faith, and rule that the heirs according
to Hindu law will take all the property which the deceased
had at the time of his conversion, are also authorities for
the proposition that his subsequently acqui:red property is
to be governed by the Muhammedan law. Here there is
\1/) 2 lvV. Mac N., 13], 132; Jowala v. Dha1'am, 10 IV!. I. A., 537.
(z) 9 M. 1. A., 195 j S. C., 1 Suth. (P. C.), 1.
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nothing to show conclusively when 01' how the proper.ty
was acquired by , the great ancestor ;' there was ~10 confhct
as in the cases just referred to, between. Hmdus and
Muhammedans touching the succession to hUll. Whatever
he had is admitted to have passed to his descendants, of
whom all, like himself, were Muhaml1ledans ; and it seems
to be contrary to principle that, as between them, the
succession should be governed by any but Muhammedan
law. Whether it is competent for a family converted from
the Hindu to the Muhammedan faith to retain for seyeral
generations Hindu usages a~ld customs.' and by virtue of
that retention to set up for Itself a specIal and customary
law of inheritance is a question which, so far as their
Lordships are aware, has never been decided. It is not
absolutely necessary for the determination of this appeal
to decide that question in the negative, and their Lordships abstain from doing so. They must, however, observe
that. to control the general law, if indeed the Muhammed~n law admits of such control, much stronger proof of
special usage would be required than has been given in
this case" (cO·
§ 58. These remarks of the Judicial Committee were
not necessary for the decision of the case before them, as
they held that the plaintiff would equally have failed if the
principles of Hindu law had been applied to his claim.
Nor did they profess absolutely to decide that a convert to
Muhammedanism might not still retain Hindu usages,
and they partly rest their view against such retention
of usage upon the ground that there was no decision upon
the subject. The point, however, has been repeatedly
decided the other way in Bombay, with regard to a sect
called }{hojahs. These are a class of persons who were
originally Hindus, but who became converts to M uham(a) Jowala v. Dha1'am, 10 M. 1. A., 511, 537. See Hakim Khan v; C;:-oo~ Khan
8 Cal

826 in which the Court with much reason, doubted the deCISlOn III Rupc7w,nd v. Latlt Ohowdlwy, 3 C: L. R., 9~, where it was laid down as ~ettled.l!1w
that, with Muhammedans living in a Hmdu conntry, the presumptlOn of Jomt
family and commensality arises. See next pal'l1graph.
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medanism about four hundred veal'S ago, retaining,
however, many Hindu usages, am;ngst others an order
of .succession
opposed to that I)l'escribed bv
Jthe
aKor
n.
.
A. sU1111ar sect named the JJimnon Gntohees had a similar
hIstory and usage. In 1847, the question was raised in
the Supreme Court of Bombay, whether this order of
succeSSIOn c~uld be supported, and Sir Erskine Perry, in
an elaborate Judgment, decided that it could. His decision
has been followed in numerous cases in Bombay, both in
the Supreme and High Comt, and may be considered as
thoroughly established (b). It has, however, been held
that these decis~ons ~id not establish that the Khojahs had
adopted the entue Hmdu family law, and that it could not
be assumed, without sufficient evidence, that they were
bOl~nd by the law of partition, so far as it allows a son to
c~au11 a share of the family property in his father's lifetU11e 0): Similar rulings have lately been given as regards
the Sum Borahs of Guzerat, and the lYIolesalem Girasias
of. Broach, both of which tribes were originally Rajput
Hll1dus converted to Muhammedanism (d). In the fOl'l11er
?f these cases, Rcmade, J., said" the principles laid down
m these decisions may be thus stated: (1) that though the
M.uhammedan law generally governs converts to that
faIth from the Hindu religion, yet (2) a well-established
?UstO~11 of such converts following the Hindu law of
mhentance would over-ride the general presumption'
(3) that this cus~om should, however, be confined strictly t~
cases of succeSSIOn and inheritance; (4) and that, if an r
part~cular usage, at variance with the general Hindu la~
applIcable to these communities in matters of succession
be alleged to exist, the burthen of proof lie on the part;

.r

(b) KhDj'.'J~'S case, Perry, O. C., 110; Gal/gbn'i v, Thcwu?' 1 Bom II C 71
73; Ml/lba'~, 2}, :lw G~o'ls (!t',.2 BO!". ~. C., 2'92; Rahi1nbai, ',II the Goo,ls ,;'. 1 '
~o{n. ~4 ~i'r2~~ 'rRah.,{:,at'~~~llv. H'"'ba~, 3 Bam., 34; Sud,Znrtolllwssa v. Maj~~ln2
,a., J. , aJI smal S " , , 6 Bam." 452; Ashabai \'. HaJ; Tl eb 9 B
'
15 ; Ab,!ul Cadar v. TIL?'lIer, ibid., 15S ; Mahomed Si(tiel" v.
All1ne(r
am., 1 , Re Ha1'DOn MahDlIIed, 14 Bam., 19.
"
(c) AhmedboIJ v. Cassllmbholj, 13 Bam, 534 over-ruling· S C 2 B
280
" 53, ~t p. 57; Fatesangji
, . .,
om.,
(ell:
.. ' Bai ..Ba'"
tl'~ v. B'
at Sall t 0. k'" 20 B am.,
Y. Rewa;'
allsan[J.j~, ~O Bam., 181. In the latter the ClaIm, which was ,dunned was b,
a SOlI for lllftll1tenance.
'
~
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alleging such special custom." But, although these cases
may probably be taken as settling that an adherence to
the religion of the Koran does not necessarily entail an
adherence to its civil law, there may be cases in which
religion and law are inseparable. In such a case the
ruling of the Privy Council would be strictly in point,
and would debar anyone who had accepted the religion
from relying on a custom opposed to the law. For
instance, monogamy is an essential part of the law of
Christianity.
A Muhammedan, 01' Hindu convert to
Christianity could not possibly marry a second wife after
his conversion, dming the life of his first, and, if he did
so, the issue by such second mal'l'iage would certainly not
be legitimate, any Hindu 01' Muhammedan usage to the
contrary notwithstanding (e). His conversion would not
invalidate marriages celebrated, 01' affect the legitimacy
of issue bol'll before that event. "What its effect might
be upon issue proceeding from a plmality of wives retained
after he became a Christian would be a very interesting
question, which has never arisen.
§ 59. The second part 0'£ the rule above stated (f) is Case of the
Abrahams.
illustrated by the case of Abmham v. Abraham (g) referred
to above. There it appeared that there were different classes
of native Christians of Hindu origin. Some retained
Hindu manners and usages, wholly 01' chiefly, while others,
who were known as East Indians, and who are generally
of mixed blood, conformed in all respects to European
customs. The founder of the family in question was of
pure Hindu blood, and belonged to a class ,of native
Ohristians which retained native customs. But as he rose
in the world and accumulated property, he assumed the
dress and usages of Europeans. He married an East
Indian wife, and was admitted into, and recognized as a
(e) See Hyde v. Hyde, L. R., 1 :2. &; D., 130; SMnne?' v. 01'de, 14 M. 1. A
309,324; S. C., 10 B. L. B., ] 25; S. C., 17 Suth., 77.
.,
(f) Ante § 56.
(g) 9 M. 1. A., 195; S. C., 1 Suth. (P. C.), 1. Native Christia})8 are now govel'ned by.the Indian Snccession Act. Ponnllsmni v. D01'asmni, 2 Mad., 209.
See Sa1'hes v. Prosonomoyee, 6 Cal., 794.
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member of, the East Indian community. After his death
the question arose whether his proper~y was to be treated
as the joint property of an undivided Hindu family, and
governed by pure Hindu law; 01' if not, whether it was to
be govel'l1ed by a law of usage, similar to Hindu or to
European law. The former proposition was at once
rejected. Theil' Lordships said (h) "It is a question of
parcenership and not of heirship. Heirship may be
govel'l1ed by the Hindu law, 01' by any other law to which
~he ancestor may be subject; but parcenership, understood
m the sense
. in which their Lordships here use the term,
as expressmg the rights and obligations growing out of the
sta.hts of an undivided family, is the creature of, and must
be governed by, the Hindu law. Considering the case
then, with reference to parcenership, what is the positio~.
of a member of a Hindu family who has become a convert
to Ohristianity? He becomes, as their Lordships apprehend, at once severed from the family and regarded
by them as an outcast,
The tie which bound the
family together is, so far as he is concerned, not
only loosened but dissolved. The obligations consequent
upon, and connected with, the tie must, as it seems to
their Lordships, be dissolved with it. Parcenership may
?e put an end to by a severance effected by partition;
It must, as their Lordships think, equally be put an
end to by severance which the Hindu law recognizes
and creates. Theil' Lordships, therefore, are of opinion
th.at, upon the conversion of a Hindu to Ohristianity, the
Hmdu law ceases to have any continuing obligatory force
upon the convert. He may renounce the old law by which
he w~s bound, as he has renounced his old religion; or, if
he tlunks fit, he may abide by the old law, notwithstanding he h~s renounced the old religion." Their Lordships
tl:en revIewed the facts, showing the different usages of
dIfferent classes of Ohristians, and the evidence that
(h) 9 M. I. A., 237; S. 0., 1 Suth. (P.O.), 5; Jalbhai A1·,zeshi1' v. Louis
ManDel, 19 Born., 680.
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Abraham had, in fact, passed from one class into another,
and proceeded to' say (i) : "That it is not competent to
parties to create, as to property, an~ new la",: to regula~e
the succession to it ab intestato, thelr Lordslups entertam
no doubt; but that is not the question on which this case
depends. The qllestion is, whether, when there are
different laws as to property applying to different classes,
parties ought not to be considered to have adopted the
law as to propertJ(w 'whether in respect of succession
.
ab 'intestato or in other respects, of the class to WhICh they
belong. In this particular case the question is, whether
the property was bound by the Hindu law of parcenership.' " The law has not, so far as their Lordsh.ips ca~
see, prohibited a Ohristian convert from changmg Ius
class. The inconvenience resulting from a change of
succession consequent on a change of class is no greater
than that which often results from a change of domicil.
The (l1·0·ltmenttt1n ab inconven'ienti connot therefore be
used against the legality of such a change. If such
change takes place in fact, why should it be regarded as
non-existing in law? Their Lordships are of opinion
that it was competent for Matthew Abraham, though
himself both by origin and actually in his youth a ' native
Ohristian,, following the Hindu laws and customs on
matters relating to property, to change his class of
Christians, and become of the Ohristian class to which his
wife belonged. His family was managed and lived in all
respects like an East Indian family. In such a family the
undivided family union, in the sense before mentioned, is
unknown (k).

§ 60. On the same 1)1'inci1)le where a European had
,
illegitimate sons by two Hindu women, and they conformed in all respects to Hindu habits and usages, it was

t

(i) 9 ill. 1. A .• 242, 244; S. 0.,1 Suth. (P.O.). 6.
..
(Ie) A Hindu convert to OhriHtianity may revert to HllldUlsm, ,,:nd may as
guardian of his infant son treat him as having also reverted, .as for Instance for
the purpose of being given away in adoption. Kusum Truman y, Satya. Rangan,
30 Oal., 999.

Illegitimate issue of European.
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held that they must for all purposes be treated as Hindus,
and governed by Hindu law as such. " They were not an
united Hindu family in the ordinary sense in which that
term is used by the text writers on Hindu law; a family
of which the father was in his lifetime the head, and the
sons in a sense parceners in birth, by an inchoate, though,
alterable, title; but they were sons of a Christian father
by different Hindu mothers, constituting themselves
parceners in the enjoyment of their property, after the
manner of a Hindu joint family" (l). And it was held
that their rights of succession intm' se and to their mother,
must be judged by Hindu law, which recognized such
rights, and not by English law, which denied them (rn).
On the other hand, the vast majority of the class known
as East Indians, and referred to in the judgment in
Abmh{Mn v. Abmham, have been the illegitimate sons of
Europeans by natives or half-caste women, who, from
being acknowledged and cared for by their fathers, have
adopted European modes of life. These, as already stated,
would be governed by European law.

CHAPTER IV.
PAMILY RELATIONS.

M{(1'1"iage and Sonship.

§ 61. No part of the Hindu Law is more anomalous
than that which governs the family relations. Not only
does there appear to be a complete break of continuity
between the ancient system and that which now prevails,
but the different parts of the ancient system appeal' in
this respect to be in direct conflict with each other. We
find a law of inheritance, which assumes the possibility of
tracing male ancestors in an unbroken pedigree extending
to fourteen generations; while coupled with it is a family
law, in which several admitted forms of marriage are only
euphemisms for seduction and rape, and in which twelve
sorts of sons are recognized, the majority of whom have
no blood relationship to their own father. I am not
aware that any attempt has hitherto been made to
harmonise, or to account for, these apparent inconsistencies. It has been suggested, however, that some of the
peculiarities of the system may be referred to the practice
of polyandry, which is supposed to have been once
universal (a). It seems to me that the proved existence
of such a practice would not account for the facts. I also
doubt whether polyandry, properly so called (6), eVGr

Myna Boyee v. Oota1'alll, 8 ill. 1. A" 400, 420; S, C., 2 Suth. (P, C.),4.
(.,,) Same ca,se, 2 lIIad. H, C" 196.

(l)

~

(a) I refer, of course, to the views put forward by MT' lVI'.lcLenmtll throu~hout
his Stuilies in Ancient History, 1876. Also in two .artICles ~ll the "-Fortmghtly
Review," May and June, 1877. McIjennan. Pu,trHtl'chal ,[heory, ~b85.
(b) By polyanclTy, properly so called, I mean It system under wlllch a woman
is the legal property of several husbltllfls at once, as al1long the T~)(las; or,undel'
which a woman, who is legally marrieil to one husbana, has the rIght, Wlll,ch he
cannot dispute, to admit other men at her own pleasure, as :!lnong the Null'S. I
exclude cases of mere dissoluteness. Noone would apply the term poly,uldry to
the institution of the ca'valie>' 8m' vente in Italy or Spain. I also exclude cases
in which a woman is allowed to offer herself to ," man, who claims a sort of
semi. divinity, as in the case of the Maharajas of Bombay; and the. D:nalog?us
cases of promiscuous pl'osnitutioll of luarriec1 walllen ttR fi sort of. relIglOus ,rIte.
See Dubois 601, Man. :i\Iadras i., 106; Oochin Census 1891, § 176; Wllson
Works i., 263.
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prevailed among the races who were governed by the
system now under discussion, while they were governed
by it. It is quite possible that it may have prevailed
among them at a still earlier stage of their history. But
this circumstance would he immaterial, if there is reason
to suppose that they had escaped from its influence before
the introduction of the Family law, which we find in force
at the time of the earliest Sanskrit wl'itings. Still more,
if that law can be accounted for on principles which have
nothing to do with polyandry. It will be well, however,
to clear the ground for the discussion, by enquiring what
are the actual facts.
Polyandry
<!11nong

non~

Aryan races.

§ 6'2. Among the non-Arvan races of India both the
former and the present existence of polyandry'is beyond
dispute. It is peculiarly common among the Hill tribes,
who are probably aboriginal; but it is also widely diffused
among the inhabitants of the plains (0). Among the
Nail's, the women remains in her own home after her marriage, and there associates with as many men as she
pleases (cl). The Teehurs of Oude " live together almost
indiscrimilfately in large communities, and even where two
people are regarded as marl'ied, the tie is but nominal" (0).
Among the Western Kallans of Madura, "it constantly
happens that a woman is the wife of either ten, eight, six,
01' two husbands, who are held to be the fathers jointly
and severally of any children that may be bol'll of her body.
And still more curiously, when the children of such a
family grow up, they, for some unknown reason, style
themselves the children, not of ten, eight, or six fathers, as
the case may be, but of eight and two, or six and two, or
four and two fathers" (1). Among the Kannuvans of
Madura, " a woman may legally marry any number of men
. (0) In the Punjab it is still found existing in Seoraj, Lahoul and Spiti. PunJab Oustomary LiLw, II, 186, 187, 191. Here the joint hnsbands are always
brothers.
«(l) See post § 99.
(e) Lubbock, Origin of iVIiLn led. 1870), 73, citing the People of IndiD., by
Kaye and 'Watson, ii., 85.
'
(f) Madura Manual, Pt. II, 54.
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in succession, though she may not have two husbands at
one and the same time. She may, however, bestow favours
on paramours without hindrance, provided they be of
equal caste with her" (g). Among the 'Todas of the
Nilgiris, as in Thibet, the wife is the property of all the
brothers, and lives in their home (h). A similar custom
prevails among the Tiyars, or palm cultivators of Malabar
and Travancore (i), and among the low caste Malyalis of
Cochin. It formcrly existed, but has now almost died out,
among the astrologer caste on the Malabar Ooast (k).
Among the Badagas of the Nilgiris "Immorality within
the family circle is not regarded very harshly-a tolerance
that is no doubt a survival of polyandrous customs" (Z).
Mr. O. Ohanda Menon, in his Memorandum annexed to
the Malabar Marriage Report, p. 103, says: "Among the
carpenter and blacksmith classes in Malabar, polyandry
exists as an institution, and we see every day the foUl' or
five chosen husbands among this class celebrating their
polyandrous marriage openly according to their caste
rules and with much ceremony and pomp." Polyandry
in its patriarchal and simplest form is found in the Himalayan valleys, chiefly wherever the food-supply of the
SUl'l'ounding country is scarce. It is found in the N orthWest Provinces among both Buddhist and Brahmanic
tribes. In the Northern plains of India, there are also
traces of this custom in certain tribes (1n).
In the
Punjab, polyandry is confined to the Kulu sub-division.
The rule of inheritance is that of three 01' foUl' brothers
who have a wife in common, the eldest is deemed the father
of the first-born son, the second of the next, and so on.
This is an absolute presumption of law, even though the
facts are opposed to it. Among the monks of Lahul,
polyandry arises from the fact tll'l,t monks who have no vow
of celibacy en tel' in to monasteries, andremain in communion
(g) Madura Manual, Part II, 34.

(h) Breeks Primitive Tribes, 10.
(i) Madras Oensus Report, 162.
(k\ Oochin Census, 1091, § 180; Census,
(l) Oensus, 1891, xiii" 243,
1891, xiii., 272, Mal. 'Man., I, 141.
(m) Census of 1891, General Report, 254.
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with their elder brothel', who stops at home and manages
the estate (n). In Assam polyandry is stated to be of
rare occurrence, but not unknown. The form in which a
woman enters a family as the wife of several brothers 01'
other neal' relations, still flourishes among the Bhutias '(0).
Among the Tottiyars, a caste of Madura, it is the usage
for brothers, uncles, nephews and other relations, to hold
their wives in common, and their priests compel'them to
kee~ up the custom, if they are unwilling; outside the
famIly they are chaste (p). An indication of similar
p~'actices is pr~bably to be found in the license given to
gIrlS before theU' marriage in some of the inferior castes on
the West Coast (q). Among many tribes in Assam, so long
as a woman remains unmarried, chastity is not usually
expected of her, and she may dispense her favours to whom
she pleases. But when once she is married, this freedom is
no longer tolerated. Adultery is very severely punished (1').
among Aryans.

§ 63. It is difficult to believe that polyandry in its lowest
form, as authorising the union of women with a plurality of
husbands of differont family, could ever have been common
among the Aryan Hindus. Such a system, as Mr. McLenn~n p.oints out (s), would necessarily produce a system of
kmshIp through females, such as actually exists among the
polyandr~us tribes of the West Coast of India.
Among
the Khasls and Garos of Assam, inheritance goes through
th.e f~male. Th.e tribe~ are divided into clans. Marriage
wIthm the clan IS forbIdden. In most cases the children
enter into the clan of their father, but among the Khasis
and Garos they enter into the clan of their mother, who
remains with her own people instead of living in the family
of her husband (t). This seems to have nothing to do
(n) Census of 11;91, Punjab Report, xix., 224.
(0) Censns of lS91, Assam Report, I, 119.

(p) Dubois, IS, Madura Mann"l, Part II, S2.
(q) S. Can., Man" I, 162, 170.
(1') Census of 1891, Assam Report IllS.
(s) Studies in Ancient His~~ry, 124, 135. Mr. L. H. Morgan's objections
(p. 515) to the general propositIOn stated by Mr. McLennan as to kinship through
females seem not to apply to the limited form of that proposition, as stated in
the text.
(t) Censns of IS91, Assam Report, I, 119, 122.
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with polyandry, which apparently only exists among
the Bhutias (It). Now, the most striking feature in the
Aryan Hindu customs is the strictness with which kinship is traced through males. Except in Bengal, where
the change is comparatively modern, agnates'to the fourteenth degree exclude cognates. This rule is connected
with, if it is not based upon, their religious system, the
first principle of which was the practice of worshipping
deceased male ancestors to the remotest degree (v). This,
of course, involved the assumption that those ancestors
could be identified with the most perfect certainty. The
female ancestors were only worshipped in conjunction
with their deceased husbands. We can be quite certain
that this system was one of enormous antiquity, since
we find exactly the same pracbce of religious offerings
to the dead prevailing among the Greeks and Romans.
We may assert with confidence that a usage common to
the three races had previously existed in that ancient stock
from which Hindus, Greeks, and Romans alike proceeded.
No doubt Ml'. McLennan points out numerous indications
of kinship through females among the Greeks, especially
in the case of the Trial of Orestes. But, if I may be
allowed to say so, all these instances seem to be less the
voice of a living law, than the feeble echoes of one sounding from a past that was dead (w). I by no means deny
that polyandry of the second, 01' Thibet, type, may have
existed among the Hindu Aryans. But I think that at
the earliest times of which we have any evidence it had
become very rare, and had fallen into cOlnplete discredit
even where it existed. Also, that everything which we
(n) Census of 1891, Assam Report, I, 119.
. (v) M,Ulu, iii., ~ 81-91,122-1115, 1b9, 193-231, 282-284; Spenc8r, Sociology,
1.,304, Appx. 1; ]\'1. :l1tiller, A. S., Lit., 386; Incl. Wiscl., 255.
(w) See Teulon, L,~ ,\Tere, 7. "Sous les conqu81'ttllts Aryas et Semites s'etend
SOllvent, 8uivant l'heureuse expression de l\f. cl'Eckstein, un hHm~lls 8cienti,fique.
So?-s ~ette couche d't3tl'es l11unains, d'u,utres, races ont vecn, ol,eissant a de~ lois
qlU, 81 ellos n'ont ete genel'ales, ont rogne du llloins sur d'imluenses etendues
Leurs civilisations reposaient sur Ie dl'oit de In mere, &0." See also Teulon 62'
63. "P~rtout, ou ~es Aryas se sont etubHs, ils ont introcluit avec eux 1a fal;'in~
gouV81'ne8 pal' Ie pere."
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find in the oldest Hindu laws can be accounted for without any reference to it.
§ 64. What then is the actual evidence upon the
subject? The earliest indication of polyandry of which I
am a ware is to be found in a hymn in the Rig-Veda,
which is addressed to the two Asvins. "Asvins, your
admirable horses bore the cal' which you have harnessed
first to the goal for the sake of honour; and the damsel
who was the prize came through affection to you, and
acknowledged your husbandship, saying, you are my
lords" (x). This evidently points to the practice of
Sv(tywnva}'((, when a maiden of high rank used to offer
herself as the prize to the conqueror in a contest of skill,
and in this instance became the wife of several suitors at
once. It is exactly in conformity with the well-known
case of Draupadi, who, as the Mahabharata relates, was
won at an archery match by the eldest of the five Pandava
princes, and then became the wife of all. As far as I
know, this is the only definite instance in which an Aryan
woman is recorded to have become the legal permanent
wife of several men. Undoubtedly, as Professor Max
Mi:iller remarks (y) the epic tradition must have been
very strong to compel the authors to record a proceeding
so violently opposed to Brahmanical law. Yet the very
description of the transaction represents it as one which
was opposed to public opinion, and which was rather
justified by very remote tradition than by existing practice.
I take the account of it given by Mr. McLennan (z).
" The father of Draupadi is represented by the compilers
of the epic as shocked at the proposal of the princes
to marry his daughter. 'You who know the law,' he
is made to say, ' must not commit an unlawful act which
is contrary to usage and the Vedas.' The reply is, 'The
law, 0 King, is subtle. We do not know its way. We
follow the path which has been trodden by our ancestors
in succession.' One of the princes then pleads precedent.
(x) Oited Wheeler, Rist. of India, ii., 50\!.
(z) Fort. Rev., ;\fay 1S77, 698.

(y) A. S., Lit., 46.
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, In an old tradition it is recorded that Iatila, of the family
of Gotama, that most excellent of moral women, dwelt
with seven saints; and that Varski, the daughter of a
Muni, cohabited with ten brothers, all of them called
Prachetas, whose souls had been purified with penance.' "
N ow, upon this statement the alleged ancestral usage
appears really to have been non-existent. The only
specific instances that could be adduced were certainly not
cases of marriage. They were instances of special indulgence allowed to Rishis, who had passed out of the order
of married men, and whose greatness of spiritual merit
made it impossible for them to commit sin (a). It is also·
to be remembered that the Pandava princes were
Kshatriyas, to whom greater license was allowed in their
dealings with the sex, and for whom the loosest forms of
marriage were sanctioned (b). If polyandrous practices
existed among the aborigines whom they conquered, these
would naturally be imitated by them. Just as the English
knights who settled beyond the Pale became Hibe1'nis
Hibe1'nio'l'es. On the other hand, in a passage of the
Ramayana (0), where the Rakshasa meets Rama and his
brothel' wandering with Sita, the wife of the former, the Rama and Sita ..
giant accosts them in language of much moral indignation,
saying, "Oh little dwarfs, why do you come with your
wife into the forest of Dandaka, clad in the habit of
devotees, and armed with arrows, bow and scimitar? Why
do you two devotees remain with one woman? Why are
you, oh profligate wretches, corrupting the devout sages? "
The giant seems to have looked upon polyandry with the
same abhorrence as Draupadi's father.
§ 65. Other passages of the Mahabharata are referred
Looseness of
to, which seem rather to evidence the greatest grossness marriage
tie.
and want of chastity in the relations between the sexes,
than anything like polyandry. It is said that "women
(a.) See Apastamba, ii., vi., 13, § 8-10, and post § 65.
(b) Manu, iii., § 26.
(e) Oited Wheeler, Rist. of India, ii., 241. Mr, V, N. Milndlik (p, 397) 'says
that the original passage contains nothing to show that the giant accused the
brothers of having a joint wife.
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were formerly unconfined, and roamed about at their
pleasure independent.
Though in their youthful in~
nocence they abandoned their husbands, they were guilty
of no offence; for such was the rule in early times. This
ancient custom is even now the law for creatures born as
brutes, which are free from lust and anger. This custom
is supported by authority, and is observed by great Rishis,
and it is still practised among the northern Kurus."
Dr. Muir goes on to add, "A stop was, however, put to
the practice by Svetaketu, whose indignation was on one
occasion aroused by a Brahman taking his mother by the
hand, and inviting her to go away with him, although his
father, in whose presence this occurred, informed him that
there was no reason for his displeasure, as the custom was
one which had prevailed from time immemorial. But
Svetaketu could not tolerate the practice, and introduced
the existing rule. A wife and a husband indulging in
promiscuous intercourse were thenceforward guilty of
sin" (el). So the Gandhara Brahmans of the Punjab are
said" to corrupt their own sisters and daughters-in-law,
and to offer their wives to others, hiring and selling them
like commodities for money. Theil' women, being thus
given up to strangers, are consequently shameless;" as
might have been expected (e). In exactly the same way,
the Koravers of Southern India, who are not polyandrous,
sell and mortgage their wives and daughters when they
are in want of money (j). Of course, delicacy, or chastity,
must be utterly unknown in such a state of society. But
these very texts seem to show that each wife was appropriated to a single husband, though he was willing to
allow her the greatest freedom of action. (g).
(il) Muir, A. S. T., ii., 418 (2nd ed.). The first passage is cited by lYlr. McLennan, p. 173, n., from the 1st ed., ii., 336. See also other passages from the Mahabharattt, cited 2 Dig., 392---394.
(e) Muir, A. S. T., ii., 482, 483.
(f) Madras Census Report, 167.
(g) Mr. V. N. Mandlik says of the pass:tges cited from Dr. lIIuir "To me ihe
whole chapter shows that the northel'n Kurus were then what the Nail's in
lIfalabar are now; so tlHtt a man did not know his own father." But he admits
that these [mol similar pttssages "point to times anterior to the compilation of
the Vedas. For even in the ea.rliest Veda marriage appears to have become a
well-established institution," PI'. 395-397.
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EARLY FAMILY LAW.

§ 66. When we come to the law writers it is quite certain
that a woman could neV81;11aVe more than one husband at
a time. But we also find that sonship and marriage seem
to stand in no relation to each other. A man's son need
not have been begotten by his father, nor need he have
been produced by his father's wife. How is such a state
of the family, which appears to set genealogy at defiance,
reconcilable with a system of property which is based
upon the strictest ascertainment of pedigree? I believe
the answer is simply this-that a son was always assigned
in law to the male who was the legal owner of the mother.
Further, that the filial relation was itself capable of being
assigned over by the person to whom the son was subject,
or by the son himself if emancipated. If I am right in
this view, the theory that the levi1'ate is invariably a
survival of polyandry will fall to the ground.
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§ 67. The various sorts of sons recognized by the early Different sorts
. writers were the following :-The legitimate son (altTasa) , of sons .
the son of an appointed daughter (putrika p7dra), the son
begotten on the wife (kshetmja) , the son born secretly
(g7lelhaja), the damsel's son (kanin(t) , the son taken with
the bride (sahoclhct) , the son of a twice-married woman
(pa7tna1'bhav(t), the son by a Sudra woman (nishacla), or by
a concubine (pamsava) , the adopted son (clattaka), the son
made (krit?'i1nct), the son bought (kl'itaka), the son cast off
(apaviddha) , and the son self-given (svaya1nclattaka) (h).
Of these it will be at once seen that the five last never could
be the actual sons of their father, and of the other nine
only the first and the last two need be. Of the remaining
seven, some necessarily, and others probably, were not
begotten by him at all. Further, many of these were not
even the offspring of his wife. The problem for solution
is, how they came to be considered as his sons? To answer
this, we must enquire into the Hindu idea of paternity.
(h) B"ndhayltna, xvii., 2, § 10-24; Gantama, xxviii., § 32, 33; Vasishtha xvii.
§ 9-22; Vishnu, xv., § 1-27; Namda, xiii., § 17-20, 45-47; Manu, ix.; ~ 127
-140,158-184; Dev,,1a, 3 Dig., 153; Yam", ib., 154; Yajnavallrya, ii., § 128-

6
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§ 68. In modern times children are a luxury to the rich,
an encumbrance to the poor. In early ages female offspring
132; Mit., i., 11. Apastamba sttLnds alone among the etLrlier writers 'in only
recognizing the legitimate son, ii., d., 13, § 1-11.
The following table shows the order in which the different sons are .placed
by the yarious authors.
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stood in the sam.e position, but male issue was passionately
prized. The very existence of a tribe, surrounded by
enemies, would depend upon the continual multiplication
of its males. The sonless father would find himself without
protection or support in sickness or old age, and would see
his land passing into other hands, when he became unable
to cultivate it. The necessity for male offspring extended
in the case of the Aryan even beyond this world. His
happiness in the next depended upon his having a continu0us line of male descendants, whose duty it would be to
make the periodical offerings for the repose of his soul.
Hence the works of the Sanskrit sages state it to be the
first duty of man to become the possessor of male offspring,
and iIllprecate curses upon those who die without a son (i) .
Where a son was so indispensable, we might expect that
every contrivance would be exhausted to procure one.
What has been already said about the relations between
the sexes in early times would make it certain that neither
delicacy, nor sentiment, would stand in the way.

§ 69. A frequent subject for discussion in Manu is as to Theol'~ of
. a c111.
'ld H e says: " Tlley consl'der th e Hindus.
paterllltyamong
the property III
male issue of a woman as the son of the lord; but on the
subject of that lord, a difference of opinion is mentioned in
the Veda, some giving that name to the real procreator of
the child, and others applying it to the married possessor
of the woman." He argues the point on the analogy of
seed sown by a stranger on the land of another, or of flocks
impregnated by a strange male. He sums up by declaring: "Thus men who have no marital property in women,
but sow in the fields owned by others, may raise up fruit to
the husbands, but the procreator can have no advantage
from it. Unless there be a special agreement between the
owners of the land and of the seed, the fruit belongs clearly
to the landowner, for the receptacle is more important
than the seed. But the owners of the seed and of the soil
(i) Vasish.,xyii., § 1-5; Vish.,xy., §43-46; Mal111,vi.,§ 36,37; ix., ~45
Atr1., D. M., i., § 3.

.
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ma~ be considered in this world as joint owners of the crop,
WhICh they agree by special compact, 'in consideration of
th~ ~eed, to divide between them" (k).
The conflicting
opmlOns referred to by Manu are probably the texts mentioned by the early Sutra writers (l). In one of these
passages quoted from the Vedas, a husband is reported as
announcing, with considerable naivete, that he will not any
longer allow his wives to be approached by other men,
since he has received an opinion" that a son belongs to him
who begot him in the world of Yama." In this world it is
to be observed, there seems to be no doubt entertained that
. the son begotten by others on his wife would be his own.
§ 70. It was upon this principle-viz., that a son by
whomsoever begotten, was the property of the husband of
t~e mother-that the kshet1'a}a, or son begotten upon a
wIfe, ranked so high in the list of subsidiary sons. The
Mahabharata and Vishnu Purana relate how king Saudasa,
being childless, induced Vasishtha to beget for him a
son upon his wife Damayanti. So king Kalinga is
represented as requesting the old Rishi Dirghatamas to
beget offspring for him; and Pandu, when he became
a Sunnyasi, accepted, as his own, sons begotten upon
his wife by strangers. The same passage of the Mahabharata which relates how Svetaketu put an end to
promiscuous intercourse on the part of husbands and
wives, also states that a wife, when appointed by her
husband to raise up seed to him by connection with
another man, is guilty of sin if she refuses (1n). And so the
law-books expressly sanction the begetting of offspring by
another on the wife of a man, who was impotent, 01' disordered in mind, 01' incurably diseased; and the son so
begotten belonged to the incapacitated husband (n). No
P.(t64~t~~' ix" § 32-44, 4S-56, lSI; x., ~ 70; Nar., xii., § 56-60.

Viramit.,

(l) Apast., !!:' v!, lB, § 6,7,andnote; Baudh., ii., 2, §25;Vasish., xvi., § 67'
' ,
G autama, XYll1., ~ 11.
.(1n) Muir.,. A. S. T., i., 418,419; Wilson, Works, v., 310: ill. l\fiiller, A. S.,
LIt., 66; 3 D,g., 262.
(n) ~andh., ii" 2, § 12; Manu, ix., § 162,167, 203. Section l6~ shows that a
man mIght have a son begotten by procuration, and also ason begotten by himself.
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ruleis laid down that the person employed to beget offspring
during the husband's life should be a·near relation, or any
relation (0). In fact, in the instances just mentioned, the
procreator, who was.called in aid, was not only not of the
same family, but was~not even of the same caste, the
owner of the wife being a Kshatriya, and his assistant
being a Brahman.

§ 71. The begetting of offspring upon the widow of a
man who had left no issue is, of course, merely an extension of the practice just discussed (p). But there was
this difference between the two cases; that in the latter,
for the first time, the element of fiction was introduced.
In the former casEl, the husband became the father, not
by any fiction of paternity, but by the simple fact that
he was the owner of the mother. But after his death the
ownership had ceased; unless, indeed, by anOther fiction,
he was considered as still surviving in her (q). Therefore,
unless the husband had given express directions during
his lifetime, the process to be adopted was to be as like as
possible to an actual begetting by him, 01' was to be such
a substituted begetting as he would probably ~ave
sanctioned. Hence, such a connection was never permitted when the widow had issue already. Nor was it to
be continued further than was necessary for the purpose
of conception. Nor was it allowable to procreate more
than one son, though at one time it was thought that a
second might lawfully be produced (1'). Nor was the widow
allowed to consort with anyone she pleased, or to do so at
all merely of her own free will. The procreator was to be
the brothel' of the deceased if possible, or, if he was not
(v) Apast"lllb~, who is strongly opposed to the Niyoga, says (ii., x., 27, § 2)
,. husband shojI not make over 111s wife, who occupies the position of a genU.lis, to othel:" than to his genti!is in order to cause children to be begotteIl for
hImself. It IS probable that tIns refers to an authority to beget after the husband's d~ath. If. not, it is !'1erely a restriction on the old usage.
(p) TillS a!one IS the levwate referre:i to by lIfr. McLeunan, see Fort. Rev.,
May 1S77. The general usage of beget.tlllg a son upon the wiff, of anoth"r on his
bell.aU was known by the term Niyoga, (that is order or commission) of which
levwate was only a sppcia1 instance:
'
(q) Mann,.ix., § 45; Vrihaspati, 3 Dig., 458.
(r) Manu, IX., § 5H-63, 143,117; Namd", xii., § 62, SO-88; Yama, 2 Dig., 46S.
t~~t

Offspring
begotten upon
widow.
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attainable a near sapinda (s). This was either to enhance
the fiction of paternity; or, perhaps, still further to'
exclude any personal feeling on the part of the widow ..
Further some authorisation was. necessary, though it is
not very clearly stated by whom it was to be given. In a
le~end mentioned in the Mahabharata, Vyasabegets
chIldren on both the widows of his brothel', at the request
of Satyavat, the mother of the deceased (t). Gautama,
asserts that the widow must obtain the permission of her
Gurus, ,N arada speaks of the authorisation as being g'iven
to the WIdow by her spiritual parents, or by her relations.
Manu merely speaks of her being authorised, to which
Ku.lluka Bhatta adds by the husband 01' spil'it1Jal g'uide.
Yajnavalkya refers to the authority of the latter ('ll). It
is qui~e plain that even the brothel' could not perform the
act wIthout some external authority.
Niyoga not
connected with
polyandl'y,

§ 72. If I am right in this view, it is evident th~t the
levirate, as practised among the Aryan Hindus, was not a
survival of polyandry. The levi?' did not take his brother's
widow as his wife, He simply did for his brothel', or other
neal' relation, when deceased, what the latter might have
authorised him, 01' any other person, to do during his lifetime. And this, of COUl'se, explains why the issue so raised
belonged to the deceased and not to the begetter. If it
were a relic of polyandry, the issue would belong to the
surviving polyandrous husband, and the wife would pass
over to him as his wife. Such a course would have been
natural enough even among Hindus, and, as we shall see
presently, the practice actually existed (v). But itis something completely different from the Hindu Niyoga. And
the same explanation which accounts for the origin of the
(~) Gautalll~! x:iii". § 4--7, xxviii., § 23; Manu, ix., § 59; Narada, xiL, § 80-88;
~aJn",valkya,.lI" § 128, Manupel')nits either a brother 01' another, Yajlhwalkya,.

eIther ." ,relatlYe 01' another, Kulluka Bhatta in his gloss adds the word sapincla
as hlllltlllg tbe vague word a!llothM',
(t) Ind, Wisd" 376,
.
.. ("§)6GSautallla, xviii., §5; Narltda, xii" §80-87; Manu, ix" § 58; YajnavaUrya,.
11"

t

'

(v) Post § 73,
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levimte accounts also for its extinction. As soon as any
idea of mutual fidelity, sentiment, 01' delicacy, arose as an
element in the marriage union, the notion of allowing
issue to be begotten on a wife would become. most repulsive. And as that practice died away, the usage of
authorising it in regard to a widow would natUl'ally die
away also, though it might continue longer in the latter
case than in the former. We can see that a considerable
amount of refinement in the relations between man and
wife had already sprung up at the date of Oul' compilation
of Manu (to) ; and we can understand how it came about
that texts were interpolated forbidding a practice which
the preceding texts had sanctioned and regulated (x). '1'he
Niyoga. would also become unpopular, as partition became
more common. So long as the family remained undivided,
the afterborn son would be merely an additional mouth to
feed, accompanied by a pail' of hands to work, and he
would take upon himself the entire duty of performing the
recurring ceremonies to his quasi-father. But as soon as
the practice of division sprang up, he would be entitled to
claim a share, and to stand generally in his parent's place.
At one time, too, it appears that the widow had a right to
manage the property of her deceased husband on his
behalf (y). NatUl'ally the relations would cease to authorise
an act which tended to defeat their own rights.
§ 73. The actual marriage of a widow with the brothel'
•
.
.
of her deceased husband is, of course, somethll1g qUIte
dl'fferent f
rom l
the '
eVM·a.te. Th'IS was sanc t'lOne d b y M anu
in the single case of a girl who had been left a vil'gin
widow (z). The practice still exists in many parts of India.
It has been found among the Ideiyars, a pastoral race of
Southern India; among the Gaudas of South Canara, and
the Savaras of Vizagapatam and Ganjam ; in Orissa, among
the J at families of the Punjab, both Brahman and Rajputs
(w) Manu, iiL, § 45, 55-G2; ix" § 101-105,
(y) Manu, ix" § 210,146,190.

(W) Mltnu, ix" § 64-68,
(e) Manu, ix" ~ 60, 70.

~arriage,of

WIdow With
husband's
brother,
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and among some of the Rajput class of Oentral India (a).
In the Punjab suoh marriages are considered of an inferior
class, and do not give the issue full right of inheritance (b).
Marriages to the husband's brother may in some cases be a
relic of polyandry, but they seem to me capable of a much
simpler explanation. There is nothing in the usage of itself
unnatural and revolting. The marriage of a woman with
two brothers successively is merely the converse of the
marriage of a man with two sisters successively, a sort of
union which, though illegal, is by no means uncommon in
Great Britain, and which is absolutely legal in several of
our colonies. Marriage with a deceased wife's sister is believed to be very common among the lower orders, from the
simple fact that a sister-in-law very frequently becomes a
permanent member of the family during the life of the sister,
and continues in it after her death. She naturally takes
the place of her sister as mother and wife. Exactly the
same facts would lead to the converse result in a Hindu undivided family. On the death of the husband the widow
would continue to reside in the same house with her
brother-in-law. He would take possession of all the
effects of his deceased brother, not as heir but as manager
of the family porporation by virtue of seniority (c). At a
time when women were regarded merely as chattels (d),
the wives of the deceased would naturally pass over to the
manager, who was bound to support them. To take
(a) Madras Census Rep., 149; S. Can. JUan., 1.,162; Census 1891, xiii., 254,
257. Punjab Cust., 94; Lyall, Fort Rev., Jan. 1877, 103; Sarvadhikari, 528, n.
(b) Census of 1891 General Report, 255.
(e) Among some tribes of the Punjab the custom is that the widow should
marry not her husband's elder brother but his younger brother. Punjab Customary Law, II., 94.
(d) The prohibition against dividing women at a partition (l\'[anu, ix., § 219 ;
Gautama, xxviii., § 45) seems to point to a time when they had been looked upon
merely as a part of the family property. Perhaps those curious texts which
state the liability of a man who had taken the wife, 01' widow, of another to pay
his debts, may be founded on the same principle (1 Dig., 321-323, 2 Dig., 476;
Namda, iii., § 21-26; V. May, v., 4, § 16,17; Spencer, i., 680; post § 327).
Accordingly N amda says (iii., § 23, 24) :-" In all the foUl' classes, wives and
goods go together; he who takes a man's wives takes his property also." "The
wife is considered as lhe dead man's property." In Assam the heir to a l\iiri
estate inhe~its with it the whole body of 1,i. fat.her's wives, with the exception of
his own actual mother. Among the Gal'Os the bridegroom hy his marriage pledges
himself to the reversion of his mother-in·hew.
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the illustration from Scandinavian history cited by Mr.
McLennan: "Now Bork set up his abode with Mordissa,
and takes his brother's widow to wife with his brother's
goods; that was the rule in those days, and. wives were
heritage like other things." 'rhe only difference is that
the Hindu Mordissa would have been living all along in
the house with the Hindu Bork, and that on the death of
her husband the latter would have become her natural
protector and legal guardian. 'rhe transition to husband
is so natural that it is strange it did not more universally
take place.
§ 74. The same principle, viz., that the son belongs to SOil born in
the owner of the mother, can be shown with greater ease secret.
in the other cases. The secretly born son is described by
Vishnu as follows: "The son who is secretly born in the
house is the sixth. He belongs to him on whose bed he
was born" (e). Manu is to the same effect, and the gloss
of Kulluka Bhatta shows that the mother is supposed to
be a married woman, whose husband's absence makes it
certain that he was not the father. Yet the child belongs
to him (j). In the case of the son of a damsel (Kanina) Son of damsel;
born in her father's house, if she marries, the son belongs
to the husband, and inherits to him. If she does not
marry, he belongs to, and is the heir of, her father, under
whose dominion she remains (g). SO," if a pregnant or bride;
young woman marry, whether her pregnancy be known or
unknown, the male child in her womb belongs to the
bridegroom, and is called a son received with his bride"
(Sahodha) (h). As regards the sons of twice-married or twiee-married
women (pa1tnarbhava), and of disloyal wives, N arada lays woman.
down the same rule. "Theil' offspring belongs to the
begetter, if they have come under his dominion, in con-

*

(el V~shnll, xv., § 13, 14.
(I) Mr"uu, ix., § 170; Viramit., ii., 2, 5.
.(g) Ylshnu, xv., § 10-12; Vasishtha, xvii., §14; Narada, xiii., § 17, 18. The
Vll'amltrodaya, ~. 113, say" that the child belongs to the father of the woman or
husb,!,nd, accordl11g as she was affianced or not at the time of bidh. This is 'also
the VIew t!<lre.n by N,tnda ,Pandita in t.he Vaijayanti. J'olly, § 152.
(h) Manu, IX., § 173; VIshnu, xv., 15-17; Nartida, xiii., § 17.

*
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sidemtion of a price he had paid to the husband. But the
children of one who has not been sold' belong to her
husband" (i).' Of course the children of a woman who,
had actually been married to a second husband would, a
f01·tiori, have belonged to him (k).
Son bya COncubine.

§ 75. The same considerations seem to govern the case
of a child by a concubine, who is cla.ssed by some writers
with the child by a Sudra (l). The union oia man of the
higher classes with a Sudra was, in the later law, though
not originally, looked upon as so odious that the son was
only entitled to maintenance, and not to inheritance (m) ..
And the PQsition of a son born to him by a concubine was
no better (n). But the son of a Sudra by a concubine was·
always entitled to inherit under certain events. The distinction, however, seems to have been taken that, in order
to do so, he must have been begotten upon a woman who·
was under the absolute control of the begetter. Manu.
speaks of the son begotten by a man of the servile class
" on his female slave, or on the female slave of his male
slave" (0). And so Narada says: "there is no issue if a
man has had intercourse with a woman in the house of
another man; and it is termed fornication by the learned
if a woman has intercourse with a man in the house of
a stranger" (p) obviously, because in the latter case the
woman is not under his dominion. Her issue would
belong to the pel'son who was her owner.

Son of an
appointed
dttughter.

~ 76. The case of the son of the appointed daughter is a
little more complicated, but appears to me to be. explicable
in the same way. She was lawfully married to her husband. Yet her son became the son of her father, if he had
no nlale issue; and he became so, not only by agreement
with her husband, but by a mere act of intention on the

U) Namdtt, xii., § 55. ]'01' the .definition of a " paunarbhava," see Vishnu,
xv., § 7-9; Manu, ix., § 175; Nttrada, xii., § ,16-49; Vasishtha, xvii., § 13.
k) Katyayan!1, 3 Dig., 236.
I) See Bandhttyana, ii., 2, § 21, 22; Vishnu, xv., § 27, note.
1m) Cf. Mamt, iii., § 11l-19, ix., § 145-155, 178; Gautttma, xxviii., § 39; Devala,
3 Dig., ]35, and other authorities cited 3 Dig., 115-133; Yajnttvttlkytt, ii., § 125.
(n) Mitalrsham, i., 12, § 3.
(0) Mann, ix., § 179.
(p) Nara<la, xii., § 61.
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part of her father, without any consent asked for or
obtained. Hence a man was warned not to marry a girl
without brothers, lest her father should take her first son
as his own (q). Now Vasishtha quotes a text of the Vedas
as showing that" the girl who has no brothel' comes back
to the males of her own family, to her father and the rest.
Returning she becomes their son" (1'). In her case, therefore, the father seems to have retained his dominion over
her, to the extent of being able to appropriate her son if
he wished it (8). The same result of course followed, where
the mal'l'iage took place with an express agreement that
this dominion should be reserved (t).
A custom precisely similar to that of the son of an ~amb\ldl'iBra};
appointed daughter still exists among the N ambudri Brah- Il'l!1ns.
mans of the Malabar Ooast in Madras. They are believed
to have emigrated from E~astel'l1 India about 1200 or 1500
years ago, bearing with them a system of Hindu law of an
archaic character, more nearly representing that of the
Sutra writers than the later form to be found in the
Mitakshara (u). Where a N ambudri has no male issue, he
may give his daughter in Sarvasvadhanam marriage. The
result of such a mal'l'iage is that, if a son is born, he
inherits to, and is for all pUl'poses the son of, his father-inlaw, If there is no male issue, or on failUl'e of such issue,
the property of the wife's family does not belong to the
husband, but reverts to the family of the father-in-law (v),
unless the marriage has been accompanied by a formal
appointment of the son-in-law as heir of the I110m ('/0).
§ 77. The remainillg sons are all adopted sons, and Adopted SOllS.
avowedly the original property of their natUl'al parents.
Theil' case will be sepamtely treated in the next chapter.
(q) Gantamtt, xxviii., ~ 19,20; Manu, iii., § 11.
(,.) Vusishtha xvii. § 12.
(s) In Rn~sia, a fathe~ retains. his dominio~ Over his daugh.ter aft~r m!1l"riage,
and may claIm her serVICes ltt Ius own home If they are req mred in case of illness, or by the death of his wife. See an !11'ticle on l\larriage Customs, in the
Pall Mall BndgHt, xix., 249, one of It series on the Russia.ns of to-day.
(t) Banrllmyaua, ii., 2, ~ 11.
(Il) VasltdevcU! v. Seuretn,'Y of State, 11 ::Iiad., 157, ]60.
(v) 11 Mad., 151>, 162; I{I/,ma'ran v. Na'l'ayanen, 9 Mad., 260; Chemnantha
v. Palakllzhll, 25 Mad., 662, p. 664.
(w) Mad .. H. Ct. S. A., 247 of 1881, cited Wigl'a1n, 16.
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The only matter of remark bearing on the present enquiry
is this: that in two of the cases, viz., the son given
(dcdtctka) and the son bought (kritaka) , the boy was a
minor, and the right in him 'was given over by those who
had dominion over him, and could be given over by no one
else (~ 132). In the case of the son made (kritJ"i1nct) the
youth was of full age, and therefore able to dispose or
himself; and in the case of the son self-given (svaYa1nclattaka) or cast off (aprf,Viclclha) he had been abandoned,
or ill-treated by his parents, or had lost them. Their
dominion had accordingly come to an end (x).
~ 78. All of these sons, except the legitimate and the
adopted, are long since obsolete (y). Possibly traces of the
old usage may still linger on in remote districts. J agannatha says that in Orissa it is still the practice with some
people to raise up issue on the wife of a brother, but his
own opinion is strongly expressed against the legality of
such a proceeding. Mr. Oolebl'ooke states that, in his time,
the practice of appointing brothers to raise up male issue
to deceased, impotent, or even absent brothers, still prevailed in Orissa. Mr. Rajkumar Sarvadhikari says in
reference to this statement,-" From all the enquiries we
h~ve made on the subject, it appears that the practice is
~ll~hly ~'eprobated among the higher classes in Orissa, and
If It eXIsts among the lower classes at all, it exists in such
a fOl'l~l that it is of no importance whatever from a juridical pomt of view." He adds that, among some of the rich
and noble classes in Orissa, the practice of Niyoga has probably assumed tho modernised form of marriage with an
elder brother's widow (z). The same reason which
caused the Kshetraja son to fall into disrepute, neces(x) Bauilhayana, ii.! 2, § 13, 14, 16, 19, 21; Vasishthp., xvii., § 17-20; Vishnu
xv". § 18:-26; Manu, IX., § 1~8, 169, 17~, 177; post, ~ 105. Simihwly in Rome
there were two. s'.'rts of adoptlDn ; adoptzo, properly so called of a child who Was
nuder the donlllllou of another, !lnnad'l'ogatio of a person who was ""i Juris
(~) Vr!lutspati, 3 Dig" 2.71; A~Htya Puran~, ib., 272,288; Apararka, cit~d,
~~.radlllk.arI, 512 ; V. ~fay, IV., 4, § 46; Dattal", l\Hmamsa, i., § 64; Smriti Chanr! ra, x., § 5; D. Ch., 1., 9; 2 Bar., 456; post, § 105.
The mention of them in
works s.o late as the Daya Bhaga cannot be taken as any evidence that they
were ~tIlI.recognized at t.hat time. See ante, § 15. Sarvadhilrari, G19.
(z) il DIg., 288, 289, 276, note; Sarvudhilml'i, 528.
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sarily led to the disappearance of several of the others also.
The increasing strictness of the marriage tie made a
husband refuse to recognize as his son any issue which
was not begotten upon his own wife by himself , or , at all
events, might not be supposed to have bAen so begotten.
This would eliminate from the list of sons the Kanina, the
Gttclhaja, and the Sahoclha, unless, in the latter case, the
son conceived before marriage was born after marriage (a).
When a second marriage came to be forbidden (§ 93),
the PCt1lncu'bh(wa would follow the same fate (b). The
practice of appointing a daughter would also fall into
disuse since, so long as it lasted, there would be a difficulty
in finding a husband for a girl who had no brothers. It
was probably at this period that the son of a daughter not
appointed came to take the high rank which he at present
occupies in the list of heirs (0). Among the Nambudris
in Malabar, the son of the appointed daughter is still
recognised as heir to his maternal grandfather, where the
marriage of the daughter has taken place according to the
form known as Sa1'vasvaclhana1n; the formula used
being, "I give unto thee this virgin, who has no brother,
decked with jewels; the son who may be born of her shall
be my son" (d). The validity of such an appointment
was recognised in Pondicherry on at least two occasions
so lately as 1830 ; but in 1868 the Oivil Oourt decided that
the usage had become obsolete from time immemorial (e).
In one case the Judicial Oommittee intimated a doubt
whether such a son might not even now be lawfully created in the orthodox parts of India (j). It is improbable,
(a) See Oollector of Tr-ichinopol1/ v. Lekkmnani, 11. A., 283, 293; S. C., 14
B. L. R., 115; S. C., 21 ::-;uth., 358.
(b) TI~e Sl~ddel',Court of Beng~l, how.ever, udmitted that, by local usage, such
0. son mIght mhe1'1t. In the partlCulal' mstance, that of the N agnl' Brahmans of
Benal'es, the Custom was negatived, Mohun Singh v. Ohu1nan Ra; 1 U D A
28 (37).
., ". . .,
(c) See post, § 519.
(d) Ku?naran v. Na?-a1/an, 9 Mad., 260; Vasudevan v. Seoretary of State 11
Mad., 157 ; Travancol'e Census, 1891, p. 687; Ohemnaldha v. Pala.kuzhl~,' 25
Mad., 662.
(e) Sorg H. L., 109 ; Co. Con., 55, 62, 69.
(I) Thalmr Jeebnath Singh v OOU1·t 0"" War-ds 21. A. 163' 23 Suth P C
409; S. C., 15 B. L. R., 19(1.
~",
.,",
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however, that this doubt will be found to have any substantial founda~ion. The cessation of marriage between
persons of different classes (§ 88) would similarly put an
end to the Nishada. The five sorts of adopted sons would
alone remain. These are reserved for future discussion
(§ 104).
Eight forms of
marriage.

§ 79. The above statements will show that, in the
view of early Hindu law, sonship was not by any means
founded on marriage. A consideration of the marriage
iaw itself will show that, in ancient times, it meant something very different from what it does at present. Eight
forms of marriage are described by Manu, and in less
detail by Narada and Yajnavalkya (g). "The ceremony
·of Brahma, of the Devas, of the Rishis, of the Prajapatis,
of the Asuras, of the Gandharvas, and of the Rakshasas;
the eighth, and basest, is that of the Pisachas. The gift
of a daughter, clothed only with a single robe, to a man
learned in the Veda, whom her father voluntarily invites,
and respectfully receives, is the nuptial rite called Brahma.
'The rite which sages call Daiva is the gift of a daughter,
whom her father has decked in gay attire, when the
sacrifice is already begun, to the officiating priest, who
performs that act of religion. When the father gives his'
daughter away, having received from the bridegroom one
pair of kine, 01' two pairs, for uses prescribed by law, that
marriage is termed Arsha. The nuptial rite called Prajapatya is when the father gives away his daughter with
due honour, saying distinctly, 'May both of you perform
together your civil and religious duties.' When the bridegroom, having given as much wealth as he can afford to
the father and paternal kinsmen, and to the damsel herself, takes her voluntarily as his bride, that marriage is
named Asura. The reciprocal connection of a youth and
a damsel with mutual desire is the marriage denominated
(g) l\[,,:'~U, iii., § 20-42; Na;ada, xi!., 39-45; Yajnavalkya, i., § 58-6] ; Apastamba, 11.,11 aud]2, and Vaslshtha, 1., 28-36, omit the Prajapaty" and Pisacha
forms.
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Go,ndharva, contracted for the purpose of amorous embraces, and proceeding from sensual inclination. The
seizure of a maiden by force from her house, while she
weeps and calls for assistance, after her kinsmen and
friends have been slain in battle or wounded, and their
houses broken open, is the marriage styled Rakshasa.
When the lover secretly embraces the damsel, either
sleeping or flushed with strong liquor, or disordered in
her intellect, that sinful marriage, called Pisacha, is the
eighth and the basest."
§ 80. It is obvious that these forms are founded upon Different stages
of law marked
different views of the marriage relation, that they belong by:
to different stages of society, and that their relative
antiquity is exactly in the inverse ratio to tho order in
which they are mentioned. The last three point to a time
when the rights of parents over their daughters were unknown 01' disrega1'ded, and when men procured for themselves women (they can hardly yet be called wives) by
force, fraud 01' enticement. But even these three show
variations of barbarism. The Pisacha form is more like The Pisacha;
the sudden lust of the ourang-outang than anything
human. The first dawning of the conjugal idea cannot
have arisen, when the name of marriage could be given
to a connection, which it would be an exaggeration to
describe as temporary. The Rakshasa form)s simply the The Ro,kshas[1,;
marriage by capture, the existence of which, coupled with
the practice of exogamy, Mr. McLennan has tracked out
in the most remote ages and regions. It is at the present
day practised among the ¥eenas, a robber tribe of Central
India, and among the Gonds of Berar, not as a symbol but
a matter of real earnest-as real as any other form of
robbery (h). The connection between the Rakshasa and
the Gandharva forms is evidenced by the fact that both TIIe Gandllarva
were considered lawful for the warrior tribe (i). The forms.
(h) .Ly!"U , Asiatic. Studies, 163. V. N. Maudlik, 441. As to survivals of this
praottce III the Punl'lb, see Punjab Uustomu.ry Law, ii., 91, and in Assam Census
of 1891 ; Assam Report I ll8.
'
(i) lIfanu, iii., § 26.
'
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latter is an advance beyond the fOl'lner in this respect, that
it assumes a state of society in which a friendly, though
perhaps stealthy, intercourse was possible between man
and woman before their union, and in which the inclinations of the female were consulted. Both forms admitted of a permanent connection, though there is certainly
nothing in the definition to show that permanence was a,
necessary element in either transaction. The remaining
forms of marriage all agree in this, that the dominion of
the parents over the daughter was fully recognized, and
that the essence of the marriage consisted in a formal
transfer of this dominion to the husband.
The Asuraform. § 81. The Asura form, or marriage by purchase, which
the Sanskrit writers so much condemn (k), was probably
the next in order of antiquity to those already mentioned.
When it became impossible, 01' inconvenient, to obtain
wives by robbery or stealth, and when it was still necessary
to obtain them from another tribe (l), the only other mode
would be to obtain them by purchase. And, of course, the
same system would survive even when marriage was permitted within the tribe, though not within the family, if an
unmarried girl was a valuable ·commodity in the hands of
her own family, either as a servant, while she remained
unmarried, or as a possible wife, where the balance of the
sexes rendered it difficult to obtain wives. As delicacy
increased in the relation between the sexes, marriage by
sale would fall into disrepute from its resemblance to prostitution (m). Hence Manu says: "Let no father, who
knows the law, receive a gratuity, however small, for giving
his daughter in marriage, since the man who, through
avarice, takes a gratuity for that purpose is a seller of his
The Arsha form. offspring" (n). The Arsha form, which is one of the
(k) M"nu, iii., § 41.
(1) See as to this necessity, post § !:i6.
(In) See Teulon, 12. Tuseo mm'e tute tibi dOte1!L qU'!'1'is cO,1'Pore. "Am~lI1g
the TiyarB of North Malabar, a sum of money. IS, paId dUl'lng ~he marrIage
ceremony to the bride's karnavan, called the brIde s .lmnom. TIlls shows ~h~~
the bride was once treated as mortgageil for use untIl th~ kanom WI'S repaId.
Mal. Mar Rep., 52.
(11.) Manu, iii., § 5; ix., ~ 98, 100.
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.approved forms, appears to be simply a survival from the
Asura, the substantial price paid for the girl having
dwindled down to a gift of slight, or nominal, value (0).
Another mode of preserving the symbol of sale, while
rejecting the reality, appears to have been the receipt of a
gift of real value, such as a chariot and a hunch'ed cows,
which was immediately retul'ned to the giver, much in
the same way as our Indian officials touch a valuable
1LlliiZltl', which is at once removed by the servants of the
donor. This arrangement is said by Apastamba to have
been prescribed by the Vedas "in order to fulfil the law,"
-that is, appal'ently, the ancient law, by which the binding form of maniage was a sale (p). The ultimate Ol'iginof c1owl'y.
compromise, howevGl', appears to have been that the
present given by the suitor was received by the parents
for the benefit of the bride, and became her dowry. Manu
says: "vVhellmoney 01' goods are given to damsels, whose
kinsmen receive them not for theil' own use, it is no sale;
it is merely a token of courtesy and affection to the
brides" (q). This gift, which was called her fee (\'lllka) ,
passed in a peculiar course of devolution to the woman's
own brothers; that is, back again into her original family,
instead of to her own female heirs. One rendering of the
text of Gautama which regulates this succession, even
allowed the fee to go to her brothers during her life. In
either view, it was evidently considered to be something
over which her family had special rights. If they abandoned the possession, they retained the reversion (1').
This was probably the reason that where a girl, who hacl
been allowed to pass matmity, exercised her right of
choosing a husband for herself, the bridegroom "vas not to
give a nuptial present to her father, " since he had lost his
dOluinion over her, by detaining her at a time when she
(01 Mn/un, iii., ~ ~u j Yajntl.vallrytt, i., § 59.
(p) Ap":st~,lllba, ii., vi., 13, § 12. See Mayl', 155,
COBlnpbo, HInd the German" Fl'aukauf. tI

who COlllplwes the Roman
(q) Mallll, iii:, fi 54 i iVI."yl', 157. See a case held to be of this sort ill Bombay.
In the guods 0,( .NatlHba!, :l B)lll., 9 Mr. iVlcGahun mentions an exltctly simihtl'
usage as prev.tllmg lLlllong the Kil'ghiz, Campaigning on the Oxus 60.
(r') M,tyl', 170.
'
/!
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might have been a parent." But, on the other hand, as·
the reversion was thus lost, she was not allowed to carry
with her the ornaments she had received from her own
family (8). If the girl died before marriage, the gif.ts made·
by the brideoToom reverted to him, after deductmg any
expenses th:t might have been already incurred (t).
.
Essence of reo
§ 82. The essential difference between the three remammainingforms!s.
' s VI>'",., the Brahma'
Daiva
nbsence of eqm- lng'f OInl,
.and Prajapatya, and
vfilent.
. those just described, is this: that whIle, on the one hand,.
the girl is voluntarily handed over by her paren~s, they, o?,
the other hand, receive no equivalent. The DalVa form IS
eXlwessly stated to be appropriate .to an offlCi~ting prie~t,
that is a Brahman. Manu descrIbes the brIdegroom 111
B'mhmfi form. the B;ahma form as " a man learned in the Vedas," therefore presumably a Brahman also. It is probable that t~lese
forms first arose in the case of Brahmans. vVhen Illlxed
marriao'es were allowed, the great reverence shown to the
Brahm~n would naturally have led to his being accepted
upon his own merits, without any payment. In time, the
same practice would be adopted, even when he was marrying a girl of his own caste. vVhen these forms came to
be universally adopted by the Brahmans, they would be
followed by the inferior classes also as a mark of respectability: just as a marriage in St. George's, Hanover Square,
is specially prized by persons who do not hap.pen to have
houses in that fashionable district. Pri1J[,f1 fac~e one v:~uld
imagine that a Braluua marriage, from its very.defimtlOn,
was inadmissible for a Sudra; and Manu certamly seems
to contemplate only the last four as applicable to the case of
the three lower classes (1~). But there is no doubt that the
Brahma marriage has long since ceased to be the property
of any class; anc1 the Mac1ras Suc1c1er Court have. hel.d
that in the case of Suc1ras, the mere fact that the brIc1e IS
give~l without the bestowal of any gift by the bridegroom
constitutes the marriage one of the Brahma form (v).
(8) Manu, ix., ~ 90-93; Gaut.! xviii., § 2~.
(t) YajnavalhYll, ii., ~ 146: l\'Ilbtkshara, 11.,11, § 30.
" 4A
(u) 3I,ulU, iii., ~ 22-26. (v) Siva1'ama v. Bagavan, ilI[l(1ras Dec. of 1809, .•..
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§ 83. Of these various forms of marriage all but tvvo, the
Brahma and the Asura, are now obsolete. Manu treats the
first foul' as the approved forms, and the latter four as
disapproved. He permits the Gandharva and the Rakshasa
to a military man. N arada forbids the Rakshasa in all cases.
Both absolutely forbid the Asura and the Pisacha (10).
The existence of the disapproved forms, 01' some of them,
at a period much later than N arada, is evidenced by the
rules which provide a peculiar descent for the 8tricZhanc[ of
a woman so married (.r). It is stated generally that the
Brahma is the only legal form at present, and probably this
lllay be so among the hIgher classes, to whom the assertion
is limited by Mr. Steele (y). But there is no doubt that the
Asura is still practised; and in Southern India, among the
Sudras, it is a very common, if not the prevailing, form (z).
In Assam, " as a rule, women are looked on as a species of
property to be bought with a price, or by service in the
father's house." The Gharos and Khasis alone do not purchase their wives (a). Even in Madras, however, and
among Sudras, jt has been held that the presumption will
be against the assertion that a mal'l'iage is in a disapproved
form, and that it lllustbe proved by those who rely on it
for any purpose. The same point has been decided by the
High Court in Calcutta, as regards Bengal, and seems to
have been assumed by the Judicial Committee m a case

*

lIfanu, iii., 23, 24, ~6-41; Narao1"., xii., § 45.
Mitllksham, ii., 11, § 11.
Gibelin, i., 63; Colebrooke, Essays, 142 (eo1. of IS58) ; Steele, ] 59; V. N.
Mano1lilr, 301.
(z) 3 Dig., 605; 1 Stra. H. L., 43; Mayr, 155. I lHLve often hellro1 the Sfime
statement mao1e, arguendo, in the lIIao1ras Courts by the lfite Mr. J. 'V. Branson;
a Barrister of grefit local and professional experience, ano1 thoronghly versed in
the languages ano1 customs of Southern India. The statement seemeo1 to be
accepteo1 by the Bar anc1 the Bench. Jagannatlm quotes a text £rOlll Y"jnavalkya, stating thllt the Asura ceremony is peculiar to the mercantile ano1 seryile classes, which is not to be found in Stenzler's eo1ition. It ought to come
In after L, ~ 61. See 3 Dig., 604; In the goods of Nathibct'i, 2 Bom., 9. Even between Brahmans such" marriage hfis been helo1 valid in Mao1l'fis. Visvanathan
v. Saminatlwn, 13 l\'lfic1., 8H. 'Vhere uno1er the form of an Asum marriage the
pltr~n~s contracted for fi maintenance to be paio1 to themselves in consideration
of glvmg their o1aughter to an ineligible suitor, the Allahabao1 High Courthelo1 that
the agreemeut for mfiintenanee was contl'firy to pl1blic policy ano1 coulo1 not be
enforced. It was not conteno1eo1, however, that the marriage itsel£ was invalio1.
Baldeo Sah(/.')· v. J1l1nna KWllOa1', 23 All., 495.
(a) Census of 1891 ; ASSfilll Report, I, 117, 118.
(w)
(al)
(y)

99
Brahmfi [lnd
Asura nlone
Burvive.

Presumption as
to form.
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from Tirhoot (b). In a case in vVestern India, the Shastras
stated that, although Asura marriages were forbidden, it
had nevertheless been the custom of the world for Brahmans and others to celebrate such marriages, and that no
one had ever been expelled from caste for such an act (0).
M. Sorg states that among the Tamil population the Asura
form of marriage is universal, and that the Brahma form,
which is known as CClnnigaelrtnmJL, 01' gift of a virgin, is not
thought reputable, and that the son-in-law so married is
considered to become adopted into the family of his fatherin-law, and loses his right of succession in his natural
family (el). In fact a marriage, in which the bridegroom
gets his bride for nothing, is looked upon as a purchase of
Gandlllwvaform. the bridegroom.
The vahdity of a Gandharva marriage
between Kshatriyas appears to have been declared by the
Bengal Sudder Oourt in 1817, and to have been assumed
both by the District and Sudder Oourt so late as 1850 and
1853 (e). It seems to me, however, that this form belongs
to a time when the notion of marriage involved no idea
of permanence 01' exclusiveness. Its definition implies
nothinGb more than fornication. It is diHicult to see
how such a connection could be treated at present as
constituting a malTiage, with the incidents and results of
such a union. This view was unhesitatingly laid down by
the Allahabad High Oourt in a case between Rajputs,
when the offspring of such a marriage claimed as, but was
held not to be, legitimate (f). The Madras High Oomt
considers that a Gandharva marriage would be legal, if
celebrated with nuptial rites, of which the hOlnccln ceremony, 01' sacrifice by fire is an essential part (g). It is obvious that such a ceremonial proceeding is something very
(b) Haithi v. Kul/aliasi, Madras Dec. of 1l:l6U, 20L; Jar/oonath v. Busswnt
Goomm',l1 B. L. R.. 28u, 288, 8. C., Hl Suth., 264; Jaga/llwth Prasadv. Ralljit
Singh, 25 Cal., 854; Mt. Tha1wol' v. Rai Balu,k Ram, 11 M. 1. A., 175, S. C., 10
Suth. (P. C.), S.
(e) Reshow Bao Y. Na,l'o, 2 Dol'., 198 [2.15, 2;!1] , and see NUlldlal \', Tapee{Zas,
1 Bar., 18 [lG, 20].
"
•
(el) S01'&~. L., 30-33.
(e) Bujlnu Ohltl v. Ra.nee Bha(ZOO1'lln, Cited S. D. of 1846, 040; S. C.,7
B. S. D., 355, 3 Dig., 606; Jogen(Z?'O Deb v. Funend'ro Deb, 14 M. 1. A., 375.
(f) Bhaoni Y. Mahamj Singh,. 3 All., 738.
.
(g) Brindavuna". Rarlhalllam, 12 Mad., 72, pel' ClInam, 13 M. 1. A" 506.
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different from the unconventional arrangement described
by Manu. No doubt the texts referred to in the Judgment
of the High Oourt result from the attempt of later writers
to reconcile a respect for ancient usages with the greater
formality of modern society.
§ 84. As regards the persons who are authorised to Po,~erto dispose
dispose of a girl, N arada says: "A father shall give his of gu·!.
daughter in marriage himself, or a brothel' with the father's
consent, or a grandfather, maternal uncle, kinsmen, 01'
relatives. In default of all these, the mother, jf she is
qualified; if she is not, the remoter relations should give a
girl in marriage. If there be none of these, the girl shall
apply to the king, and having obtained his permission to
make her own choice, choose a husband for herself" (h).
Where a father had abandoned his wife and daughtel', the
mother would be capable to give away her daughter ('i).
But under no other circumstances would a mal'riage contract be binding without the father's consent (k). And the
maternal grandfather has a right of disposal superior to
that of the stepmother (l). vVhere the natmal guardian
is a female, she is not necessal'ily in vested with exclusive
authority in the matter, as is cle'al' from the fact that the
mother, who ranks next to the fathel' as natural guardian,
ranks low in the list of relations for the purpose of disposing of her daughter in mal'riage (m). But the High Oourt
of Madras refused to allow a divided uncle to dispose of
his niece in marriage without consulting her mother.
They admitted that the text of Yajnavalkya (i., § (3) could
not be limited to the case of a divided family, but they
thought that the object of placing the male relations
before the mother was mel'ely to supply that protection
and advice which the Hindu system considered to be neces(!/,) Narada, xii., § 20-22; Ynjnal'[llkytt, L, § GB.
(,) Baee Blill/ntv. JlJl/chlln(7. Belln.siR, 4tl; S. C., ll1io1'. (N. S.), 181; Khllshalchan(Z v. Bni Mal/i, 11 Bom., 247.
(k) NundlllZ v. 'l'nl'eedas, 1 Bo1'., 14 [16]; Nanabhai Y. Jal/a1'd1/an, 12
Bam., 110; Silel/kal'" Setiapa Y. Bevana, 17 lVlyso1'e, 38.
(l) Bam Bnnsee v. Suoul! J(oonwa1'ee, 7 Suth., 321; S. C., il Wym., 219;
S. C., 2 In, Jlll'., 19S.
(m) Pel' 0/11'., 7 Suth., 323.
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sary on account of the dependent condition of women.
That dependence had now practically ceased to be enforced
by the lll:w. Where the mother was at once the guardian of
the girl, and the legal possessor of the estate out of which
the marriage expenses must be defrayed, they considered
that she was entitled to be consulted on the one hand, and
the male relations on the other, but that the Oourt would
probably interfere to compel the marriage of a girl to a
suitable husband, if chosen by either party, and rejected
without reasonable cause by the other (n). vVhere the
guardian is about to effect a mal'l'iage which is obviously
injurious to the girl, the Oourt has power to interfere,
especially where his conduct is actuated by improper or
interested motives. Such interference, however, would
very rarely, and only in extreme cases, be allowed, where
the guardian was the father (0).
Interference of
COlll't.

S 85. The above rules are of importance so long as the
mal'l'iage rests in contract, and an attempt to give away a
girl in mal'l'iage by a person not authorised to do so would
be over-ruled by the Oourt upon a proper application by
the person in whom the right was reposed (p). A very
different question arises where the mal'l'iage has actually
.been celebrated. A very strong case of that sort recently
arose in Madras (q). There the mother had caused her
daughter's marriage to be celebrated without her husband's
permission. The Brahman who celebrated the mal'l'iage
was falsely infonned by her that the father's consent had
been given. It was found as a fact that the mother acted
bon,! fide in the interest of her daughter, and, as her natural
guardian, desiring to secure her a suitable husband. The
father repudiated the mal'l'iage. The husband sued for a
declaration that the marriage was irrevocable. The High
Oourt decided in his favour. They said: " two propositions
(n) Nnmasevaljan, Y. Anna.mal, 4 Mad., H. C., 339 ; Mt. Rul·iyat Y. jl1adkowjee,
2 Hor., 680 [7391'; Kamia Buhoo v. lfIuneeshuukll", ·ib., 689 [746J.
(0) ShridlUlI' Y. Hiraial, 12 Bam., 480.
(p) PCI' G"'rialn, 11 Bam., 253.
(1]) Velllml(wlul?'ynZn Y. Rangaeha?'yuln, 14 Mad., 316.
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.of law may be taken to be established beyond controversy,
.viz., (1) where there is a gift by a legal guardian, and the
marriage rite is duly solemnised (r) the marriage is irrevo.cable, and (2) where the girl is abducted by.fraud or force
,and married, and there is no gift either by a natural or
legal guardian, there is a fraud upon the policy of the
religious ceremony, and there is therefore no valid religious
.ceremony" (s). "The third proposition of law, which is
material to the case before us, is that when the mother of
the girl, acting as her natural guardian, in view to her
welfare, and without force 01' fraud, gives away the girl in
marriage, and the marriage rite is duly solemnised, the
mal'l'iage is not to be set aside. This view is supported by
authority (t) and is sound in principle."

§ 86. The selection of persons to be married is limited
by two rules: first, that they must be chosen outside the
family: seconcZly, that they must be chosen inside the caste.
The first of these rules is only a special instance of that
singular prohibition against marriage between persons belonging to the same family or tribe, which is to be found in
almost every part of the worlc1, and to which Mr. McLennan
has given the name of Exogamy. According to the Sanskrit
writel~s, persons are forbidden to marry who are related as
sapindas. This relationship extends to six degrees where
the common ancestor is a male. vVhere the common ancestor is a female there is a difference of opinion; Manu and
Apastamba extending the prohibition in her case also to
six degrees, while Gautama, Vishnu, Vasishtha, S(1nkha,
Namda and Yajnavalkya limit it to four degrees. To this
restriction some of the above writers add a further rule
that the bride and the bridegroom must not be of the same
(I') ::)ee as to pl.'CSnlllption in a {tLVOlli' of due pl'efOl'lna.nee of a, llHl..l'l'ia.ge
actually celebl'ttted. Bl'indabnn Chnndl'a Y. Chnn(Z'I'(' J(zwmakcw', 12 UuL, HU.
IS, ::lee per Nonnan, J., AUl1jann Dnsi Y. Pl'ahl("Z Chand"n, (j n. L. R.,
p.254.
\t) Uitiilg B,'iRnliyat Y. Jeychand Rewal, Belhtsis, 43; S. C., 1 Morley N. S.,
181; ltfotlhoosoadhun v. J(ulao Clmndel', il Sllth., 194; Bl'il1dab"n Chzmdl'a v.
Ollnn(l),(L KIU'rnakCLI', 12 C_tl., 140; Khnshal Cha.nd Y. Bui k[al1i, 11 BO\Jl., 247;
Ghuzi v. 8«kl'lIo, HI AlL, 515; B"i DHvnli Y. 1110ti Knl'sun, 22 Bam., 509; il£ul·
c!tcmd Kabel' 1'. Bhlldea, ibid., oj 2.

Persons to be
selected.

ExogltlllY.

Forbic1c1en
"ffinities .
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got'J'a or ]Jmvara. That is, that they must not be of the
same family, nor invoke the same ancestor (H). In counting
according to the above rules the person under consideration
is to be excluded. That is to say, begin from the bride or
bridegroom, and count, exculsive of both, six or fom'
degrees upwards according as their relationship with the
common ancestor is through the father or the mother respectively, and if the common ancestor is not reached within
those degrees on both sides, they are not sapindas, and
marriage between them can be solemnised (v). In this·
way 2,121 possible relations are rendered ineligible fOl'
marriage; while further complications, rendered more complex by differences of opinion among the commentators.
arise in the case of an adopted son, who is excluded from
marriage in two families, or where relationship is traced
through stepmothers (w). Where the relationship arises
from mere affinity, as distinguished from consanguinity, a
marriage may be improper, but is not forbidden, in the sense:
of being invalid. For instance, a man may marry the
daughter of his wife's sister; or his wife's sister, niece 01'
aunt; or the sister or niece of his stepmother; or a paternal
uncle's wife's sister, 01' niece (x). On the other hand, the
strictness of these rules is relaxed as regards vVestern and
Southern India by writers who recognise the validity of
distl'ict 01' family custom permitting intermarriages within
the forbidden degrees. They expressly refer to marriages
between first cousins, such as that of a man with the
daughter of his mother's brothel' or of his father's sister (y).
U sage, unsupported by direct authority, permits the union
(II.) Man", iii., 5; A1Jastamba., ii., v., 11, ~15, 16; Gaufama, iv., § 2-5; Yishnu,
xxiv., ~ 9, 10; Nam.da, xii., <i 7. YaJn., i., § 52, 53; V. N. Mandlik, 411. It is
said t])'lt a woman HHtlTiec1 within the forbidden degrees, thongh she cannot be
the wife of the hl'iclegl'OOll1 for any conjugal or religious IHll'poses, yet c annot be.
married by Hnother anc1muRt be maintained by her attempted hURbann., V. N.
!\In.ndlik, ~08. See' tiS to the prohibited degrees in the Punjab Customary
Law, II, 120, 174.
(u) V. N. illrtncllik, 347; Mitakshara, cited iV. & B., 121. The apparent.
Y!1l'iance in the ILuthol'ities quotec1 above a.rises f1'Ol11 smne counting exclusively
al1cl othel'H iuclusi rely.
(w) See \T. N. ilL,ndlik, 352.

(x) Raqnve'lld'}'(/. Ran v. Jaya"mn Em/., 20 Mad., 283.
See the "uthorities citeel by Mr. V. N. l\bncUik, 403,

(y)

413, 416-424, 44S.
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of a man with his own sister's daughter (z). Marriage
with a niece has, however, been held by the Bombay
High Court to be ince8tuous, and the Madras High Court,
while ac1mitting that the rules among Sudras were not as
strict as among Brahmans, anc1 that instances existed of
a man. marrying his brother's daughter, intimated that
such a practice was not wal'l'an tec1 by usage (a).
§ 87. The restrictive Sanskrit texts, which have been Limited applica·
.
.
tion of l·ules.
referred to above, only apply to the tWICe-born classes.
Even amongst these it is statec1 by Mr. V. N. Manc1lik,
that the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas have neither gotr(( nor
]Jmva.1'a, and that thousanc1s of Brahmans, in different
parts of the country, are in the same position. As regards
Sudras, the restraint upon intermarriage must !1rise from
usage, 01' from voluntary ac1option of the Sanskrit rules,
not from any inherent efficacy of the rules themselves (b).
But exactly the same rule against intermarriages between
members of the same family has been observec1 among the
Kurumbas of the Nilgiris, the Meenas of Central India,
the Kanc1hs of Orissa, anc1 !1mong the Dravidian races of
Southern India (0). Most of the Canarese castes are
divided into sects, called balis, and members of the same
bali cannot intermarry (el). In Madura, the women of
the Chakkili tribe belong to the right-hand faction, and
the men to the left-hand (e). Evidently a relic of the
time when men had to marry women of a different tribe.
So the chiefs of the Maravers are accustomed to marry
Ahambac1yan ,Yomen, and of the chilc1ren born of such
marriages, the males must marry Ahambadyans, and the
females must marry Maravers (j). Exactly the opposite
rule of Endogamy is founc1 to exist among other tribes in Enelogamy.
the same c1istrict. For instance, among the Kallans, the
most proper marriage for a man is with hi8 first cousin, that
(z) v. N. MUllc1lik.
(a) Ra,?/w'II(/Civdo, v. Shivaji, citecl V. N. l\'lflllcllik, 438; Vl/thilin(/a v. VUiaIh) V. N. Mftllellik, ·112, 431.
tlalmwnnl, 6 :i\iafl., 43.
) Breeks, 51; Ly"U, Fort. Rev., Jan. 1877, 106; Hnnter, Oriss", ii., til.
(I) S. 0"". Man., I, 143, 160.
(e) l\Jac1. JlIanual, Pt. II, 7.
.) Mad. Manual, Pt. II, 42.
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is, the daughter of his father's sisters or brother, and failing
her, with his own aunt or niece. Among the Maravers, also,
marriage is permitted between the children of brothers (g).
The Konga caste in Southern India look upon a marriage
with a maternal uncle's daughter as so desirable that
a mere child is often married to such a girl who is twice
his age (h). Among some of the Tamil castes, the children of a brother can intermarry with those of_ his sister,
but neither the children of two brothers, nor those of
two sisters can intermarry, the relationship in such cases
being considered nearer, by some obscure process of
reasoning (i). Among the Pullavans, 01' medicine men, of
Malabar, brothers and sisters are said to marry (k). In
many of the Dravidian castes it is said thlLt the father will
marry the son's widow (l). In ancient times, the incestuous
marriages of the Sakya princes with their own sisters, and
the similar intercourse 0: the Gandhara Brahmans with
their OWIl sisters and daughters-in-law ('in), present an
illustration of the same curious conflict of principle.
Mixed marriages § 88. The prohibition against marriages between persons
~~it~,erly permit. of different castes is comparatively modern. Originally,
marriages between men of one class and womeIl of a lower,
even of the Sudra class, were recognized (n), and must have
tended strongly to produce that amalgamation of the
customs of the Aryans and the aborigines, which I have
already suggested as probable (0). The sons of such
unequal unions were said to rank and to inherit, not
equally, but in proportions regulated according to the class'
of their mother (p). Even this rule, however, appears to
have been an innovation. Baudhayana lays it down
(g) 1I1.1d. Manllal, Pt. II, 40, 50.
Ii) Sorg Int., 10.
(k) Census 1891, xiii.,
(In) Wheeler Hist. Ind., iii., 102; :lIuir, A.
(n)

(h) Census 1091, xiii., 233.
272. (l) Man. Adm. Madras, 106.
S. T., iL, 483.
Al'astmnba st,,,,ds alone among the ef1rly write.rs in 110t recognizing

unequal 111al'l'iages, ii., vi., 13, § 4, 5. It will be l'81nelubel'ec1 thtLt he cloes not
recognize the subsic1i,n'y S011S either. I cannot account £01' this difference, unless
S0111e pctsHages hn.ve ftl.llen out in the text.
(0) 1 tf1ke the Slldr"s as representing the !1borigines in early times, but I am
o.\\,.t1'8 there is 111nch controversy upon th8 point. 8ee l\Illil', A. S. T., i., 110159, 2d9-·2Ho, iI., U68, 455,485; Lt,ssen, Inc!. Alt., i. 799.
(p) ilItUlu, ix., § 149-154.
-,
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genemlly that" in case of a competition of a son born from
a wife of equal class, and of one born from a wife of a
lower class, the son of the wife of lower class may take
the share of the eldest, in case he be possessed of good
qualities" (q). All the writers allow Inarri~ges between
.a Sudra WOlllan and a Kshatriya or Vaisya, but there is
much conflict as to marriages bet,yeen a Brahman and a
.Sudm woman. Among the Sutra writers the validity of
.such marriages seems to be undisputed, but there is much
variance as to the position of the offspring. Some texts
represent him as sharing with the higher SOllS; others as
.only inheriting in defaul t of them; others as never taking
more than a small fraction of the estate; and others as
never entitled to more than maintenance (1'). The conflict
in Manu is still greater, and shows that the present compilation is made up of texts of different periods. Some texts
forbid the marriage, some permit it. Some allow the son to
inherit, others forbid him to do so (8). But perhaps the
.strongest possible recognition of such marriages is that
.afforded by Manu himself, when he admits that the
offspring resulting from them might in seven generations
rise to the highest clas8 (t). It seems, howevel', to have
been always admitted that a Sudra man could not lawfully
many a woman of a higher class than his own (n).
§ 89. W[arriages between persons of different classes are Mixed marriages
long since obsolete (v). No doubt from the same process obsolete.
of ideas which has split up the whole native community
into countless castes, which neither eat, chink, nor marry
with each other (w). It is impossible now to say when
(q) B~llHlhtl"yan<t1 ii., 2, ~ 8. See Glllutallltl' I xxviii., ~ 00-08.
B,nlc1h,"yttl1l" ii., 2, § 6,7,21; Gaub1nlt" xxviii., § 89; Vftsishth", xvii., 21,25 .
iii:, § 12-1.9, ix:! § 149-155; Ntt"ada, xii., § ,1-6; y"jnavalkya,
1., ~ 56, 57; SlUl'ltl Cht1l1c11'1lm, n., 2, § 8.
(t) il-hnu, x., ~ 64; see, too, § 42.
(/I) Manu, iii., § 13, ix., § 157.
(v) Vl'iha.t Na.m,ziyn PIl?'a.lln, 3 Dig., 141; D, K. S., i., 2, ~ 7.
(w) MII,l'l'in,ges between persons in different sub~c1iYisions of the sallIe caste,
e.g., of Bl'alul1t\,l1S 01' SUUl'US, have been said to be invnJid, unless sanctioned by
local custom. MaZn-l'llI"v. ThnnoQ?'am, 9 Suth., 552; Na.,'l'a-inDltl/l·n v. Rakhal,
10..1.,1; S. C., 23 Suth., 334. Contr", Pa.ndaiya 'l'ala.,vel' v. Pull 'l'alave?',
1 iliad. H C., 478; a.lfel.,]3;VI. LA., 141; S. C., 4 iliad ..Tlll'., l:l2tl; S. C.,
B B. L. R. (P. C.), 1; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 41; Rwnamani v. Kulnl1thai, 14
ill. 1. A., 346,352; UI'0ma Kllclwin v. BllOlamln Dhllbi, 15 CaL, 708; Fnki?'
Ga-nda v. Gnllgi, 22 Bom .. 277.
(?')

. (~) Of. ilft1lltl,
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mixed marriages first became extinct. The Mitakshara,
follows Yajnavalkya in recognizing such marriages, though
the phrase, "under the sanction of the law instances do
occur," seems to show that they were dying out (x). They
are also mentioned without disapproval by the Daya,
Bhaga, Smriti Ohandrika, Rarasvati Vilasa, Vil'amitrodaya.
Madhaviya, and Varadrajah (y). But in the case of the
later authors, at all events, it is probable the discussion
was merely introduced to give completeness to the subject,
and not because such a practice really subsisted. Illegitimacy is of itself no disqualification for marriage. Where
one 01' both parties to a marriage are illegitimate, it will
be valid if they are in fact recognised by their caste men
as belonging to the same caste (z).
Physical or ,
mental capaCIty,

§ 90. As the great and primary object of marriage is the
procuring of male issue, physical capacity is an essential
requisite, so long as mere selection of a bridegroom is
concerned; but a mal'l'iage with a eunuch is not an
absolute nullity as with us (a). Mental incapacity stands
in the same position. '#hi1e the matter rested in contract,
no Court, I imagine, would treat a promise to marry a,
lunatic 01' an idiot as binding; but the marriage, if
celebrated, would bevalic1. The lunatic, 01' idiot, would
be incapable of inheriting; but his issue would receive
their shares (b). A Hindu marriage is the performance
of a relIgions duty (0), not a contract; therefore the
consenting mind is not necessary, and its absence, whether
from infancy or incapacity, is immaterial (d).
A curious custom exists among the Ayodhya (Oudh)
Reddis of Tinnevelly and Madura, the Kammas, a widely
(x) ilfitakshnra, L, 8, ~ 2,
(y) D!ty" Bha~a, ix,; Smriti Ch!tndrika, ii" 2, § 6-9; Vil'mnit., p. 101, § 2;
M,vllmviya, ~ 24; Vamdmjah, 18; Sanlsvati Vilasn, ~ 163-167,
(z) In 1'8 Rl1111 KUl1lari, 18 CaL, 264.
({~) Of. NaJ'ada, xii" ~ 8-Hl; Manu, ix" § 79,203; Jolly, Lect, 280,
See uS
to withdmwal fro111 contract, 1)08t § 111; I({waiti y, Bi{Wya, 1 All., 54fJ.
(b) See Gttutuma, xxviiL, ~ 44; Nam(h" xiii" § 22; ThilUlU, ix" § 201-203;
W, & B" 90S; Dnbychll1'n y Rada.duM'n, 2 M. Dig., 99,
(0) Manu, ii" ~ 66, 67, vi" ~ 36,37, See, however, v., ~ 159.
(d) SU1J)'a, 21\1. Dig" 99, '\Y, & B" 903, 1)e1' om'iam, 5 All" 513.
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prevalent caste in the Mao.ms Presidency, and the Ravandans, a small caste of Oanarese farmers. Among these it
1S a common thing that an adult girl is married to l1 mere
child. Till he grows up the wife may assooiate with any
member of her husband's family or caste, a,nd if children
result they are recognised as the husband's lawful offspring (0).
§ 91. All the early writers inculcate the giving of a Inf,tnt marrioge.
girl in marriage before she attains puberty; the father
who fails to do so incurs the guilt of slaying an embryo
after the evidences of maturity have appeared. According
to Gautama, a marriageable maiden who has not been
given in marriage may take the matter into her own hands
after three months have passed, and select a husband lor
herself. Manu, Baudhayana and Vasishtha require her to
wait three years. If, however, she chooses for herself, she
is not to take with her any ornaments given by her father
or her mother or brothers (/), In Southern India this
practice of jnfant marriage is recognised among the Brahmans and the higher a,ndmlddle classes; infact among those
who, by origin 01' imitation, claim to be considered orthodox
Hindus. Early marriage, and its concomitant enforced
widowhood, are most common among the Telugu people
and least prevalent among the Malayalam and Tamil castes.
In the lower castes it is neither required nor usual (g).
In the Punjab child mal'l'iages are little known except in
the Eastern districts. Elsewhere the marriage ceremony
between infants is merely an inviolable betrothal, followed
by a further ceremony named lJi'llklr(.w([ at puberty (h).
In the N.-vV. Provinces it is an occasional custom of
SOIUe castes to betroth children before they are born,
subject to the condition of turning out of opposite sexes (i).
(8) Census 1891, xiiL, 2~6, 2~H, 1l~9.
(/) Gttut" xviii., §§ 20-23; VlLsishtha, xvii., §~ 67-71; Baudh., iv" 1, §~ 1114; lIIall" ix" § 4, §§ S8-91; Vrihaspat,i, 2 Dig., 386; Pttithinttsi, -ib" 387.
(g) Census Report, 1891, xiii., 128, 151; t;, Can, Ml1n" I, 143, 151, 160, 166, 167;
1\1,,1. Mal', Rep" 57; Oochin Oensus Hep., 1891, ~§ ISO, 181; Census of 1891.
General Report, 264, see post § 94,
(h) Census of 1891, Punjab Report, xix" 221, 225,
(~) Census of lS91, N.·W, Provinces Heport, XVI, 246,
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In Assanl child marriage is not permitted, except possibly
among some of the higher castes. "Sometimes a father'
bespeaks for his son the daughter of another man as soon
as she is born, and the two are looked upon as married;'
But the arrangement is nothing more than a betrothal..
Cohabitation is not permitted before maturity, and the·
actual p!.1rtners can, if they so desire, refuse to carry
out the arrangements entered in,to by their parents" (k).
As reg!.1rds the Bengal Provinces, the marriage of inf!.1nt
girls "is found to an appreciable extent" only in the·
western half of the Province, that is, in Behar and vVestern
Bengal; the practice may be said not to exist among the
non-Hinduized Dravidi!.1n tribes (l). In Burmah, juvenile
marriage does not exist (m).
§ 9'2. The efficacy of the marriage tle, as binding either'
party to the transaction, is a matter upon which there has
been a considerable change in the Hindu law, while its
earlier stage was evidently in accordance with usages which
we find at present existing among the non-Aryan races.
Among the Kandhs, " so long as a woman remains true to·
her husband, he cannot contract a second marriage, or
even keep a concubine, without her permission" (n), The·
same rule prevails among the caste of musicians in Ahmedabad, and in the Vadanagara Nagar caste (0), and seems,.
from the evidence of the Thesawaleme, to have beenin force·
among the Tamil emigrants into Ceylon UJ). The Pondicherry Courts, upon the advice of their Consultative Committee, have decided so lately as 1893, that the husband
cannot without the consent of the first wife take a second,.
unless the first is suffering from some incurable disease, 01'
has failed to produce male offspring. A wife "vho is
barren may be replaced after eight years; one whose
children are dead after ten years, and one who has only
(k) Censns of 1891, AsstlIn Report, I, 113, 110.
(I) Censns of 1&91, Bengtll Tteport, III, 185,
(m,) Census of 1891, General Report 269.
(n) Hnnter's Orissa, II, 84.
'
(0) Mllhash-u.nkU?· Y. 1lIt. OoitUJIl, 2 Bar., 524 [572J, Y. N. ]\[ancUik, 406.
(1') Thesawaleme, i., § 11.
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given birth to females after eleven years, A second
marriage, contracted otherwise than under the above
conditions, may be annulled at the instance of the first
wife, and when annulled neither the 8econd.wife, nor her
children, can inherit (q), These decisions appeal' to have
been given on the authority of Manu and other native
writers, as well as upon actual usage, They accord with
the observation of the Abbe Dubois; he says that polygamy
was tolerated among persons of high rank; though even
among them it was looked upon as an infraction of law
and custom, in fact an abuse (r). One text of Manu
seems to indicate that there was a time when a second
marriage was only allowed to a man after the death of his
former wife (s). Another set of texts lays down special
grounds which justify a husband in taking a second wife,
and except for such causes it appears she could not be
superseded without her consent (t). Other passages
provide for a plurality of wives, even of different classes,
without any restriction (ll). A peculiar sanctity, however,
seems to have been attributed to the first marriage, as
being that which was contracted from a sense of duty,
and not merely for persollal gratification, The first
married wife had precedence over the others, and her firstborn son over his half-brothers (v). It is probable that
originally the secondary wives were considered as merely
a superior class of concubines, like the handmaids of the
Jewish patriarchs. It is now quite settled in the Courts
of British India that a Hindu is absolutely "vithout restriction as to the number of his wives, and may marry
. again without his wife's consent, or any justification,
(q) Sorg H. L., 51: Co. Can., 265, 306, 364, 371.
\1') Dubois, 210.
(8) "Haying this kindled sltCrecl fires and pevformec1 funeral rites to his wife,
who died before him, he ll~ay "gain m[trry, und ag"in light the nuptinl fire."
Mann, y., ~ 168; and see IX., § 101,102. Monogamy is one of the tenets of the
lUodern Brahmo-Somnj sect. Sona-luxmi y. Vishm, p.rasa(Z, 28 Bam., 597.
(t) ]Iobnu, ix., ~ 77-tl2, Apastamba, ii., Y., ii., ~ 12-13. This seems still to be
the usage llmong some C[tstes of the Deccan. Steele, 30, 168, and in Beng"l.
Rally Oh,WJI, v. Dllkhee, 5 C,,1., G92.
(1t) MmlU, iii., ~ 12, viii., § 20,1, ix., § 85-87.
(v) See 1ITann, iii., § 12, 14, ix., § 107, 122-125.
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except his own wish (tv). He cannot, however, divorce
his wife, except by special local usage; nor does conversion
to Christianity, with its consequence of expulsion from
caste, operate as a dissolution of the union (:rJ).
Second marri·
§ 93. The prohibition against second malTiages of
ages of women
women, either after divorce or upon widowhood, has no
formerly 0,1·
lowed.
foundation either in early Hindu law or custom. Passages
of the Vedas quoted by Dr. Mayr sanction the remarriage
of widows (y). And the second mal'l'iage of women "vho
have left their husbands for justifiable cause, or who have
been deserted by them, or whose husbands are dead, is
expressly sanctioned by the early writers (z). The
authority of Manu is strongly on the other side; but I
think it is plain that this is one of the many instances in
which the existing text has suffered from interpolations
and omissions. Manu declares that a man may only
marry a virgin, and that a widow may not malTY again (a).
The only exception which he appears to allow is in the
case of a girl whose husband has died before consummation, who may be mal'l'ied again to the brother of the
decea,sed bridegroom (b). On the other hand, two other
texts appear to recognize and sailction the second marriage,
Pl'obable omis· either of a widow, or of a wife forsaken by her husband (c).
sion in present
text of Mann. The contradiction appears to arise from the deliberate
omission of part of the original text in an earlier portion
of the same chapter. At ix., § 76, a wife, whose husband
resides abroad, is directed to wait for him eight, six, or
three, years according to the reason for his original absence,
Nothing is said as to what is to happen at the end of
the time. Kulluka Bhatta inserts a gloss :-" after these
(w) Daya Bhaga, ix., ~ 6, note; 1 Stm. H. L., 56; St.eele, Hit>; Hane Dlu/ee v.
Nathoo, 1 ~~r., 59 [65J; Vimsvamy v. Apl'usvamy, I :i'lhd. H. C., 375.
(x) A(lm",!st'l'atol'·Genel'al Y. Ana.lIdaelw'l·i, 9 Maa., 466. See Act XXI of
1866.
(if) Mayr, 181. It is now restored by Act XV of 1856.
(e) Namaa, xii., ~ 97-lOl; see, too, § 18,19,24, 4fi-·49, 62,; Devaln, 2Dig.,
470; Btmdlu!y,ula, iL, ~ 20; Vasishtha, xvii., § 18; Katyayana, (3 Dig., 236.
«(t) Maun, viii., § 226, v., § 161-163. See, to the same effect, Ap!1stamba, ii.,
vi., 13, ~ 4.
(b) Mann, ix., § 69, 70; ante, § 73. Vasishtha, xvii., 74, places no restriction
on her second choice.
(e) Manu, ix., ~ 175, 176. See 1 Gib., 34,104.
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terms have expired, she must follow him" (d). N ow if we
look to the corresponding part of Narada, who had an
earlier text of Manu before him (e), we find that he lays
down that" there are five cases in which a woman m~y
take another husband; her first husband haVIng perished,
or died naturally or gone abroad, or if he be impotent, 01'
have lost his caste." Then follow the periods during which
a woman is to wait for her absent husband, and the whole
thing is made into sense by the direction that, when the time
has expired, she may betake herself to another man (j).
Nothing is said about her following him, which after
such an absence would probably be impossible or useless.
If a similar passage had followed § 76 in Manu, the texts
at § 175, 176 would be intelligible and consistent. When
second marriages were no longer allowed, these passages
seem to have been left out, and others of an exactly opposite character were inserted; the texts at § 175, 17 6 then
became unmeaning, but they were retained to explain the
phrase, "son of an unmarried woman," which had already
appeared in the list of subs~diary sons. It is probable that
the change of usage on this point arose from the influence
of Brahmanical opinion, marriage coming to be looked upon
as a sort of sacrament, the effect of which was indelible.
A similar cause has produced that difference of opinion
upon the legality of marriage following upon divorce which
prevails in Protestant and Roman Catholic countries. If
it is asked why the law varied in exactly the opposite
direction in regard to second marriages of men, the only
answer I can suggest is that men have always moulded the
law of marriage so as to be most agreeable to themselves.
§ 94. When we examine the usages of the aboriginal Usage of other
races, 01' of those who have not come under Brahmanical tribes.
influence, we find a system prevailing exactly like that
described by N arada. Among the J at population of the
(~) ~his is apparently fonnded on a text attributed to Yasishtha, xvii., 75-80,
wInch IS to the Raine effect.
(e) See ante § 21 ; Intl'od. to Namda.
(/) Namda, xii., § 97-101. See also anthorities, ante § 92, note (t).
8
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Punjab, not only a widow, but a wife who has been deserted or put away by her husband, may marry again, and'
will have all the rights of a lawful wife. The same rule
exists amongtheLingaits of SouthOanara (g). In Western
India, the second marriage of a wife or widow (called Pat
by the Mahrattas, and N atra in Guzerat) is allowed among
all the lower castes. The cases in which a wife may remarry are stated by Mr. Steele as being, if the husband
prove impotent, or the parties continually quarrel; if the
marriage were irregularly concluded; if by mutual consent
the husband breaks his wife's neck-ornament, and gives
her a cho1'chittee (writing of divorcement), or if he has been
absent and unheard of for twelve years. Should he afterwards return, she may live with either party at her own
option, the person deserted being reimbursed his marriage
expenses. A widow's pat is considered more honourable
than a wife's, but children by pat are equally legitimate
with those by a first marriage (h). 'rhe right of a divorce
and second marriage has been repeatedly affirmed by the
Bombay Oourts (i). So, in 80uthern India, including
Oochin and Travancore, "the re-marriage of widows is not
forbidden by either religious or caste custom to the majority
of the population. The prohibition exists among the
Brahmans and among castes desirous of obtaining a high
relative position by close observance of Bralunanical
customs, but the restriction is entirely foreign to Dravidian
ideas" (k). vVidow marriage and divorce is common among
many of the lower castes, such as the Vellalans of the
(g) Punjab Customary Law, II, 131,174,190,192,193; Punjab Cust., 95;
Vimsan.qappa v. itudmpfJ<O, tl Mati., 440.
(h) Steele, 26, 159, Hit); W. &; B. (2nd ed.), 139 to 146,162, 163,167. The
iutwahs reco.dea at pp. 112, 114, ltJ9, 141, were evidently given by Shastries,
who treated such secondmal'l'iages as illegal. See, too, Hit/'ee Bhaee v. Nuthoo,
1 Bor., 59 [65J, note.
til As to tlivoree, see Kase'/,am v. Umbm'mn, 1 Bor., 3S7l429] ; KaseeDhoollubh v. Rutton Baee, ib., 410 [-I52J ; MuhashunkC1' v. Mt. OottUln, 2 Bor., 524
[572J ; Dym'(w, v. BaeelMnba, Belh,sis, 36; R v. Kanan, 2 Bom. H. C., 124;
R. v. Sambhu, 1 Bom., 347; Gove"mnent of Bombay v. Ganga, 4 Bom., 3W;
Empress v. Umi, G Bom., 126. As to widow marriage, Hlwkoonww' v. Rutton
Baee,l Bor., 431 [475J ; Tnelmmjee v. Mt. Lm/,oLm'oo, 2 Bor., 361 [397J ; Baee
Rutton v. Lalla M'unnoohu,', Bellasis, 86; Baee Sheo v. Ruttonjee, Morris, PL. I,
103. See PercU/riam, BalH v. Goviml, 1 Bom., 114.
(ki Census of1891, xiii.,l2tl; Mysore Census of 1871, p. 71, of 1891, xxv., 226, 229.
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Palanis, the Maravers (except in the case of the women of Divorce and
widow IDl1l'l'itlge,
the Sambhu N attan division), the Kallans, the PaHans (l),
the tank diggers, the potters, the barbers, and the pariahs
generally (1n). So in numerous castes in N o.rth Arcot, in
South Canara and in Oochin (n). In many such cases,
what is called a divorce is really nothing more than an
abandonment by one party or the other of a marriage union
whi:ch, from the first, was merely an 'agreement to live together as long as the arrangement suited both parties (0).
Among the Malyalis of North Arcot " a wife may, at her
pleasure, desert her lawful husban~, and live wit~l any
other man of the caste, but all her chIldren are consldered
to be those of her husband alone" (p). In the better
classes, such as the oil-mongers, the weavers, and a wandering class of minstrels, called the Bhat Rajahs, who claim
to be Kshatriyas, divorce is found in some localities, and
not in others (q). It is not practised at all among the
Brahmans and Kshatriyas, 01' among the higher classes of
Sudms, such as the shepherds, the Komaty caste,the writors
or the five artisan classes, who claim equality with the Brahmans and weal' the thread (r). Similarly the Bengal High
Court has recognised the validity of widow marriage among
the Nomosudras (8). The degl'ee in which divorce and
widow mal'l'iage prevails is probably in the direct ratio to
the degree in which the respective castes have imitated
Brahman habits. The Thesawaleme treats widow marriage
as a matter of course (t), 'and we may fairly assume that
it was so originally among all the Dravidian races. This
is the view taken by the author of the ~eport on Madras
(l) :ilIarl. Manual, Pt. II, 33, 40, 58; Kattama Nackia,' v. DO'l'asinga Teva?',
6 Mad. H. C., 329; M1tj·lI.gayi v. Vi"a?nakali, 1 Mad., 226.
(m) Madras Censlls Report, 157, 159, 164, 171 ; Borg H. I,., 50., Co Con., 878;
Sankamlill,qam Ohettl/ Y. Subban Ohettl/, 17 Mad., 47D.
/'
(n) N. Arcot Man., I, 204, 227, 229, 236; B. Can. Mall., I, 143, 159, 161, 16~,
16.6,169-171 ; Oochin Census, 1891, ~ 180.
(0) Census of 1891, XIII, 216, 218, 239, 241), 245, 257, 304; N. Arcot Man., I,
245, 246, 250.
(p) N. Areot MlllJ., I, 213.
(q) MadrlLs Census Report, 141, 143,155.
(1') Ibid., 137, 140, 143, 149, 152; N. Areot Man., I, 205; B. Can.1\oIan., I, 1~7·,
165, 166; Coehin Census, 1891, § 181; Travancore Census, 1891, 685; Sorg
H. L. C., 49.
(s) B,wry Ohwm v. Nunai Ohand, 10 Cat, 138.
(t) ThesawaleJne, i, § 10.
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in the Censns of 1891. He gives a list of sixty castes, in
none of which, as far as he had been able to ascertain, was.
the remarriage of widows prohibited. On the other hand,
he says, that the Brahman marriage system, which requires.
that every girl should be married before puberty, prohibits
the remarriage of widows, and allows a dissolution of
marriage only on the ground of the adultery of the wife,
has been adopted in its entirety by many Telugu and a
few other castes, and there is hardly a caste or tribe in
which its influence has not been felt to some extent. Aftel"
an examination of statistics, he says, "we shall probably
not be far wrong, if we assume that the marriage of
widows is permitted and practised by about 60 pel' cent. of
the total population" (It). The same rule appears to prevail
in Upper India and from the same cause. In the NorthWest Provinces amongst HinclLls remarriage is in the
higher castes permitted only for males (v). In the Lower
Provinces of Bengal, and in Eastern and vVestern Bengal,
widow-marriage is not practised by Brahmans, or those
castes which aim at imitating them. In Behar the whole
sub~castes of Baniyas adopt widow-marriage. In Western
Bengal the Dravidian tribes, whether Hinduized or not,
adopt widow-marriage. In north Behar, Orissa and
Chutia Nagpur, it is generally practised, except an~ong the
Brahmans, Kayasth, Bania and Rajputs. It is universal
among the Darjeeling tribes (10). In Assam snch marriages
prevail among all, except a few of the higher castes, though
it is observed that Brahmanism is tending to bring them
into disrepute, and to lower the general opinion as to their
solemnity and validity (x). In Burmah divorce is available
to both classes alike, and is apparently more often initiated
by the wife than by the husband (y).
§ 95. Marriage is not to be confounded with betrothal.
(1£) Oensus of 1891, XIII, 148-151, General Report, 264.
(v) Census of 1'391, N .-'iV. P. Report, XVI, 249.
(70) Census of 18f!l, Bengal Report, III, 186,191, 194, 200, 203.

(00) Census of 1891, Assam Report, I, 111, 114, 115, 118. Kudomee v. JoteeOn the l'emand in that case, the finding was that the custom
of divorce had not been established, Assam Report, 115.
(y) Census of 1891, General Report, 269.

1'am, 3 Cal., 305.
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The one is a completed transaction; the oth(3r is onl a
contract. Manu says, "Neither ancients nor
who were good men have ever given a damsel in marriage
:after she has b~en promised to another man" (z). But
Narada and Ya]navalkya both admit the right of a father is revocable.
to annul a. betrothal to one suitor, if a better match
presents h1111self; and either party to the contract is
allow.ed to withdraw from it, where certain specified defects
.are
. dIscovered
f.
1 . (a). Narada .states that a man ' who with- R esult of breacll
raws
ronl
11S contract. WIthout propel' cause, may be of contract.
d
,compelled to marry the gIrl even against his will. But it
js now settled by decision that a contract to marry will
not be sp.ecifi~ally enforced, and that the only remedy is
by an act~on for damages (b). All expenses resulting from
the abortIVe contract would be recoverable in such a
.
)
n
actIOn (0. Of course, no such clailll could be maintained
where the contract failed from the wilful or negligent
(l~nduct of the complaining party (d).
Probably the real
dI~culty has ofte~ been to distinguish between two things
WhICh are sOl~etll~es called by the same name, viz., the
betro~hal, WhICh IS only a promise to marry, and the
pledgmg of troth, which forms part of the marriage itself.
The former class of betrothal is often celebrated with
mu~h ceremony; but this does not alter its character.
So, m the actual marriage' there are numerous formalities
:and many r~citals of holy texts; but the operative part of
th~ tran~actlOn consists in the seven steps taken by the
brlda.l pall" On the completion of the last ster), the actllal Saptapati.
marrIage has taken place (e). Till then it is imperfect

mode~ns

(Zl

ilIann, ix., § 99.

49b(b)a. I~~~~~~,;i\§
3~91~knjl~avltlk1.a, i., § 65, 66; VlIsi8htha, 2 Dig. 487
N
d a,','
11, § 27.
'
,
<

§"

•

, f I l l (S Htt", 11"

Lr'~ a, X11.? 35; Uma1 v. Nagindas, 7 Bom. H. C. O. C., 122' Nowbnt
; a J(oop, 5 N.-W. p" 102; "e Gnl/put Namin Singh 1 Ual
J( "
a8salca, v. Kanba8sana, 3 lVlysore 153.
'
'"
a?~(0) lVIIt
1 J'~r,!" 11.,
" 1 1, §'28. MuUi
,
Ramb
at~
Thakersell v. Gomti, 11 Bom., 412'
21 B01~ 23' T",w~alllla, 16 Bom., 673; P1t?'Shotanu1as v. Pn'l'Shotanulas'

v. Mt

74'

b

"

.

'

~d) I?ivi V:il'Ctsa1inga')n v, A1cttwl'ti, 1\1"c1. Dec. of 1860 274
Colee)b Jl1E,tnn, lX"1§2~27 Si, Namd", xii., § 2 i Y"mll, 2 Dig., 438; Vil'ltmit ii 2 R 4 .
•
SS,tys
0
ee cas
I t 't 1 A
" ., ," ,
Brahman man:ia"e' see Va-i,: es t as ClKec 1'1' ,s to the ceremonies essential to a
" ,
,an am v, a;p!1'an, 26 lVIad., -197.
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and revocable. Even this proceeding, however, is not
absolutely essentiaL It is a form which, if complied with,
is conclnsive. But if jt is shown that by the custom' of
the caste, or district, any other form is considered as
constituting a marriage, then the adoption of that form,
with the intention of thereby completing the marriage
union, is sufficient (f), In some communities there is !h
cnstom that after the actual marriage has taken place, a,
further cere~nony must be performed before cohabitation,
and if the man who has gone through the first ceremony
declines to perform the second, the girl may lawfully marry
again (g). In Bombay, a custom w~s pr~ved, and. l:eld
valid, that mere babies should be marl'led wIth all rehgIOUs.
ceremonies, but that the marriage should not be treate~ as
effectual, unless certain conditions agreed on at the tune
were performed on either side (h). But the ~egal re,sul~ of
such custom would appeal' to be that there IS no bmdmg
and complete marriage until after the second ceremony, 01'
the performance of the condition pr~cede.nt. In the
absence of any such cnstom the marl'lage IS complete,.
even though never followed by consummat.iOl: aI:d though,
in consequence of the conversion to ChnstIamty. of o~e
party, the other renounces the obligations of marl'lag~ (~).
§ 96. A marriage actually and properly celebr.ate~ wIl~ be
legal and binding, although it has taken place m VIOlatIOn
of a previous agreement to marry another person (k) ; 01'
although it has been performed without the c?nsent of the
person whose consent oug:ht to ~ave been o~ta111ed (l). For
this is one of the cases 111 whICh neceSSIty compels the
application of the maxim, Fact1l1nvalet q7lOd.fie]'~non deb7tit.
When the marriage is once completed, If eIther party
(f) j\'I!tnn, iii .. ~ R5; Ree futwah, 2 l\L Dig., 45; ·Gatha· Bam. v. ~ali~ita
Kacll'i?l. 14 B. L. R., 298; S. C., 23 Suth., 179: KalfY Oh1l1'n v.
ll· 18~,
5 Cal., 692: V. N. Mll1l(llik, 404; Hn?'/'!! Ohu,rn v. N'/.I~,a·, 07~anr!, 10 C.a\., 13t;,

'When the fact of the celebration ofm!ll'rinl'e is establIshed, It WIll be pI~sullJed,
in the absence of eviaence to the contrary, that ,,11 the necessary cel'e11l0CI~S 1;~Oe
been complied with. B?'indablln Olnm(7?'a v. Olmnd?·a. K,t?'malm?', 12 a.,
•
(0) Bnalchand v. JanaA'ee, 25 "V. R., 386.
(71) Bai U,ql'i v. Patel p,t?'8hattam, 17 BOI~l., 400.
(i) AdminisM'ata?'-Geneml v Anandac71an, 9 Mad., 466.
(7.:) IOlOa871al v. Blm..qwan Matee, 1 Bor., 138 [155J.
te § 85
(ll Baee Bul1lat v. Jeychwul, Bellasis, 43; S. C., 1 Mol'. N. S., 181, an.,
•
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refuses to live with the other, the case is no longer one for
specific performance of a contract, but for restitution of
conjugal rights. It has long since been settled that such
a suit would lie between Hindus, but there was much how enforced.
conflict of authority as to the mode in which the decree
was to be enforced (1n). The point has now been settled
by s. 260 of the Civil Procedure Code (ActXIV of 1882),
which provides that where the party against whom the
decree has been made has had an opportunity of obeying
it, and has wilfully failed to do so, it may be enforced by
imprisonment, 01' by attachment of property, or by both (n).
Any person who assists a wife in leaving, or remaining
away from her husband without a justifying cause, and,
(/, f orti01'i, anyone who enters into a criminal connection
with her, by which he seduces her from her home, is
liable to an action for damages (0). Pri1nrl facie, the
husband is the legal gnardian of his wife, and is entitled Custody of wife.
to require her to live in his house from the moment of. the
marriage, however young she may be. But this right
does not exist where, by custom, or agreement, the wife
is to remain in her parents' house, until puberty is established (p). It has been held in Allahabad in a case
between M uhammedans that a suit for jactitation of
marriage was cognisable in a Civil Court (q).
(m) See Gatlla Ram-y. Moohifa.Kochin,14B. L. R., 298; S. C.,2~ Suth., 179;
Jogend1'omtn(Uni v. Hu?'!'.'! Doss, 5 Cal. .. 500; Pa.k7w.n.d!, v. Mank/., 3 ~ll., 506;
Dadaji v. Rnkmabai., 10 Bom., 301; Btn~7a;. ~(a1f.ns'ha, 13. AI.I., 126; ~esl!a
Lal y. BrI'i Pa /'vati, Hi Bam., 3Q7: the Slut heR m the (loud wltllJll whose JUl'lSdiction t.ho husband r~sjdes. Lalita,qa1' v. Bai 8'll?'Cl;i, 18 Bom., 316. As to the
evidence required in slteh a suit, see S?I1:illamoni v. I,(alikant.a, 28 Cal:, 37 ..

(1') Under this secticlll, fiS in England, the Court. wI!1 take mto consldel'!1t~on
allY cil'cumstllnccs which eshbliRh a reasonable objectIOn O~l thepnrt of t.he WIfe,
a11(1 will impose proper conditions upon the !msband 111 reference to. snch
objection. Paigi Y. Sheo'/w?"rr,h" 8 All., 78. It IS no defence t? sucl~ a SUIt that
the tle!!1ulting party is, from illness or other caURe, uufit for. Call] ni\"l111ter~ourse,
though if t,he compla,inant was the part:: so nnfitted,.ltn~d If .the lllcapaCity was
of it perlllanent anr1 meurnble na:m'p, I.t would, 71nma facw, be a bar to the
relief sought for. PlI?'871ata.1I1das ". Bm Ma?l'l., 21 Bom., 610.
(0) Zamoona BOllee Y. Na·I'<l.'len, 1 Bom., 164; Linga v Goqi'ia, 2 Mysore,
144. As to the assesmlent of damages, see Sir/r7a.h Y. Daddannah, 12 lVIysore,
54, following Kelly y. Kelll!, 3 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 67.
(p) Kateel'an v. ]{t. Gendhenee, 23 W. R., 178; Snnt?sh Rm?, v. Gm:a Pattucl~, ib., 22, re Dh1l1'O"idhll?' Gl1Ose, 17 Cal., 298; SIl?:nW1nOm v. Kahkanta,
28 Ca\., 37; Teka# lion Mohini Y. Basanta. Kuma?', 28 Cal., 751. Cf. A?'llmuga
v. Vi,·a·/·aghava., 24 ]\fad., 255.
(q) Mi?'asmat Ali v. Mahmoad-?ll-Nissa, 20 All., 96.
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~ 97. The legal, or rather the legalised, relations between the sexes on the Vvest Coast of India are sO dependent upon the system which governs family property in
that region, that it is impossible to examine the one
without understanding the other; that system, which is
called in Canara, Alya Santana,in the more southern
districts, Manunakkathayam (r), has for its central'
principle that descent is always traced through the female
line to a female ancestor. "The relation of husband and
wife, or of father and child is not inherent in the conception
of a Marumakkathayam family" (s). Each male who is
born into the family acquires a personal position as a
member of the tarwad and a claimant upon its property,
but he never becomes a stock of descent; the family is
perpetuated by the female members. The person who
occupies the position of a son to him is not his own son,
who is a stranger to the family, but the son of his sister.

Such a system, which ignores paternity, must have originated either in absolute sexual license, or in polyandry.
A mythical source is ascribed both to the Marumakkathayam
and the Alya Rantana law. The fonner is attributed to
Sri-Parasu Rama, one of the incarnations of Vishnu who,
by the exercise of his supernatural powers, reclaimed from
the sea the land which now lies between it and the Western
Ghats, and peopled it partly with Brahmans, and partly
with an inferior race, who ministered to their pleasures
and wants (t). The present teaching of the Nambudri
priesthood, and the beliefs and practice of the leaders of
society in lVIanunakkathayam families, are derived from a
vvork called the Kerala Mahatmyam, which is supposed
to embody the teaching of Parasu Rama. " It recites how
Parasu Rama pronounced his commandment to the women
(not being of the Brahman caste) to satisfy the desires of
Brahmans, enjoining upon them to put off chastity and
(,.) Each term has exactly the same meaning, descent in the liue of a Nephew
or sister's son. Mal. )1,,1'. Rep., 105.
(8) Mal. Mttl'. Rep., 49.
(t) Mal. Mun., 121; Tmvancore Census, 1891, 178.
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the cloth which covered their breasts, and declaring that
.promiscuous intercourse with three or foul' men in common, was void of the least taint of sin" (It). ShaikhZui-ud-din, who wrote about the middle of the sixteenth
century, and Hamilton in his New Account of the East
Indies (1727),each speaks of the N ayar women as cohabiting
with a plurality of husbands. Hamilton says as many as
twelve but not more, with whom they shared their time
by mutual arrangement (v).
The Alya Santana system is said to have been introduced OfAlyaSa~t!tna.
into South Canara A. D. 77 by Bhutala Pandya. He had
been surrendered, as a sacrifice, to Kundodara, the king of
the demons. When Kundodara demanded another sacrifice,
the reigning prince, his uncle, refused to grant one, upon
which Kundodara compelled the prince to bestow his
Jdngdom upon his nephew, and not upon his sons, and
this example was made compulso.ry by Bhutala Pandya
llpon his subjects (10).
§ 98. The lVIarumakkathayam system is followed by all Classes governed
.
'
by Mal'umalrlra. 11 the so1e exceptlOn
th e N ayars (x ) WIt
of the M
annadlyars
thayam.
in Palghat, and by the great majority of the Tiyans and
Mukkavans in North Malabar, and by a very small number
.of the same castes in South Malabar and vVynaad (y).
The great bulk.of the population o~ Travancore follow the
same rule, which has been adopted by a few families of
the N ambudris and M uhammedans and by the Ambalavasis,
a caste peculiar to Travancore, consisting of Brahmans
who, from one cause or another, have lost caste (z).

The Alya Santana law is followed in South Canara "by
all the old THlu land-owning, cultivating, and labourer
(1~) Mal. Ai,ar. Hep., 10. The Kemla i\ft\hatmyam is said not to be really ,m
ancient trelLtlse, but to h,we been c0111p08eo1 about 11i0 years ago by a Nambno1ri
Brahman, ibid., 51.
(v) l\fal. Man., I, 136; Cochin Census Rep., 1891, ~ 177.
(Wi Mal. MM. Rep., 105. The legeno1 is given in a cl ifferent form in the South
Canal'l1 MalHHtl, I, 14l.
(x) As to the origin and eurly position of the Nayars, see the Mao1rus Census
of 1891, VIII, 222; Mal. Man., I, 111, 131.
(y) Mal. MalO., 1, 134, 154; M,,!. Mal'. Rep., 5.
R (z) Travancore Census Rep., 1891, Pl'. 253, 743; Cochin Cellsus Rep., 1891,
>i 176.
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castes, as well as by the Moplahs, who are the descendants,
of Arab settlers who formed connections with Tulu women
of the land-owning classes, and adopted the prevailing rule
of inheritance (a). Also by the majority of the Bants, a.
military class, who correspond to the N ayars (b).
The Makkathavam system is followed by all the Brahmans, with the f~w ex~eptions above noticed, and by t.he
low-class Malayalis, the agrestal slaves and the lll11tribes (c).
§ 99. Among the Nayars polyandry, as the recognition
by a woman of several men, each having a legal claim
to be her husband, seems to have now died out, existing,
if it exists at all, only as a survival in some nooks and
corners of the district (el). It seems also to be clear that,
amono' the better classes at all events, the N ayar marriage
has b:gun to assume a permanence which giv~s it all the
appearance of a binding contract. "Accordmg . to the
North Malabar witnesses the rule is that the umon of a.
man and woman lasts for life. The wife lives with herhusband. Divorces are almost unheard of, or are extremely
rare. Respectable people set their faces against polygamy."
The same rule seems to prevail throughout the grea~er
part of South Malabar (e). A similar ~hange. of prac~ICe
is observed in Oochin (j). The questIOn stIll remams.
however what is the jural relation created by a N ayarmarriag~, as regards the restric~ions :vhich it imposes
upon the parties, and as affectmg thll'd per~ons w~o
interfere between the parties? The answer WIll reqmre
an examination of the various forms which are spoken of
as actual or quasi-marriages (g).
( ) R Can Man. I 135.
(b) S. Can. Man., 1, 158.
~ial. M·an., 1,'155; Co chin Census Rep., 1891, § 180; Tra:an~ore ,Cellsu~
lRlll
. 253 770-776 The mere fact that a commumty III Malahar
fo~f;~vs til~ fu~kkatilayam sy;tem of succession by SOllS does not£ 1.e'1<1 ~~ any
U8ceRSn,l'Y inference thu,t it i~ gov81'necl by the entire Hindu 10..\" 0 111181'1 [tIlee.
Ra?'ic)w,,- Y. Pemeh-i, 15 MaLl., 281.
( ) 1\-' 1 M . l'
36
(a) Mal. Mal'. Rep., 103.
e ",1. ,tL .• ep., .
(f) Co chin C6l1SUS Rep., 1891, § 17i:l.
.
1 ttl.
.
(iT) All initial elifficulty aTises from the siglllficBllt fact" t 1a
1e J~o~er
M~la:valam terms fOT m";Tiage are not applied by the MarUln"klmthaya~l~ 111 us.
to the union of man ana \VOllum among themselves. Mal. M,lr. Rep.,
.
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"As regards the freedom either to marry, or not to
marry, it is conceded to women as well as to men; the
rule of Hindu law, which prescribes marriage as indispensable to women, having no obligatory force either among
Nambudri Brahmans, or among Nayars and rl'iyars" (h).

l\Tal'l'iage is
optional.

The only ceremonial savouring of matrimony, which
appears to be indispensable to aN ayar girl, is that known
as the tali-kettu-kalyanam, or marriage by tying the tali.
It ought to be performed before puberty, generally about
eleven. The bridegroom (manavalan) is a boy whose
horoscope is suitable to hers. The ceremonial, which
lasts four days, follows out the whole drama of an actual
marriage, going even to the length of a fictitious cohabitation. It terminates with the tearing of a cloth, the pieces
of which are given to the boy and to the girl, and which
typifies a divorce. The whole thing is then at an end.
The parties separate, and may possibly never see each
other again. The effect of the ceremony is to give the
girl a marriageable status, without which she cannot
enter into any matrimonial contract. Failure to perform
it is said to involve excommunication from caste ('1:). The
symbolical character of the ceremony is sho'\vn by the
fact that the same manavalan will tie the tali on a
number of girls at the same time, which naturally reduces
the cost to each. Where extreme economy is required,
the manavalan is dispensed with. The girl's mother
makes an idol of clay, adorns it with flowers, and invests
her daughter with the tali in the presence of the idol (k).

T,tli-kettu·
kalyanam.

§ 100. The difference between the tali-kettu-kalyanam,
and the various forms of marriage, which come within

SambhandhUlll.

(Ib) lYIal. ll1ar. Rep., 57.
(il Mal. Mar. Rep., 18, 54,90, 101; llIal. Man., 1, 134; Cochin Census, 1&91,
It has
been suggested that the effect of this ceremony is to free the girl from the goels
who are supposeel to lay cltdm to every virgin. ilial. Mar. Rep., 18, HI.
(k) Mal. Mar. Rep., 19, 20, 54. Among the Tiyars of North ll1alnbar, but
not of South Malabar, the tali-kettn-lmlyanam exists, and is subsequently
followed by the practical marriage Cltlled manvalam. Madrlls Census of 1891,
XIII,298.

§ 176; TraYancore Census, 1891, 7G7; Madras Census, 1891, XlII, 225.
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the generic name sambhandham, or marriage properly so
called,;s that the latter is intended to be followed by
cohabitation and the former is not, This being so, the
persons who can enter into this relation with each other
are strictly defined, All sexual relations between N ayars
and Tiyars, or members of any other caste, are absolutely
forbidden on penalty of excommunication, The man can
associate with a Nayar woman of sub-divisions of the caste
inferior to his own, A Nayar woman can associate with
men of castes superior to her own, but not with men of
lower castes, or of sub-divisions of the Nayar caste inferior
to her own (l), There is an exception to the latter part
of the rule in the case of Nayar women in and around the
Cochin taluq, As regards relationship, the limit within
which one may not marry, is for both males and females
in South Malabar the circle of one's own tarwad, meaning by tarwad all members tracing descent from a common
female ancestor in the female line only, In North
Malabar, this limit is wider, and includes all the members
of the same illom, which consists of several tarwads, with
no community of interest or even pollution, provided they
can all be traced back to a common ancestor, however
remote (m),
Cel'emollies,

As to the essentials of a sambhandham, the Malabar
Marriage Report says: "Many respectable witnesses tell
us that no formality, religious or secular, need attach to
sambhandham, and that in very many cases the consent
of the girl and of her guardian are all that is thought
necessary, But it is also an undoubted fact that recent
usage (especially in North Malabar) tends to surround
the occasion of first cohabitation with a more or less
elaborate ceremonial." -'1'he ceremonies usual with various
forms of sambhandham are then described in much detail,
the most solemn and fashionable being the "podamuri"
form,
Of these, the Commissioners say: "it is an
essential part of the podamuri ceremony that there should
(I) Mal.

]11",1',

Hep" 5, 7, 55,

(>n) Madms Census, Ul91, XIII, 227,
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be a gift of cloth by the bridegroom to the bride, and of
no other form of sambhandham can it be said that
any formality is of its essence" (n),
With reference to the legal results of a sambhandham
,it is admitted ~ha~ exactly the same form is' frequentl;
adopted as sanctlOmng the connection between a N ambudri
Brahman and a Nayal' woman, which is not asserted to
constitute a marriage; that a Nayar woman, who consorts
with ,a N~yar man of suitable rank without any form of
marnage,ls not put out of casto, even in respectable families
that the religious teaching of the N ambudri Brahmans w h;
are the priests of the N ayars, actually denounces ch~stity
in the women; that there is no religious element in the
marriage itself; and that the right of divorce, thouo'h becoming gradually restricted among the higher cla:ses to
fairly justifying causes, practically puts it in the power of
either party to ,the union to dissolve it at pleasure, the
other party, havmg no remedy (0), From these premises
the coneluslOn was drawn by the Malabar Marriage Law
Commission, "that Mal'umakkathayam was and still is
destitute of the institl,.1tion of marriage," The same conclusi~n is reached by those who have investigated the
workl,ng ,of ,the s):stem in Cochin and Travancore (p),
ThIS VIew IS not mconsistent with the equally admitted
fact tha~ such unions are tending to become as permanent
as marl'lages under the strictest system, that thev are
~uarded with the utmost jealousy, and that their violation
IS most savagely avenged (q),
Jealousy and venaeance
are not limited to unions which are binding by law~
(nl Mal. Mar, Rep" 21-24, 98,
(0), i\lal. Mal', Rep" 24, 27, 58, 64; Madms Census, XIII, 228, 'I'here is
:?tlllng to prevent ,t woman, who has been sepltrated from her husband 01' ft '
IS de",t.h, from 111"'l'l'yin[! ag",in, Tmvancore Censns 1891 770' M' 1
e,'
R~p" 57 b The child ~orl1 during the continllance of '" sa;llbha,,:dha,l1: m:";iag:f~
pre~uJ11t"'l ,Iy the ofisprll1g of, th,e male partner 80 Its to sust"in '" 111aintenance order
agams 11ll~ nnder the C1'1111111,,1 Proced lire Code Act V of 1898
488
Venka,ta,knshlla, Pl.tta,,' y, Ohimma K,.tti 22 i\fotd' 246
,s"
(p)
MIM'R
27'CI"
'
'
,
'
'
767.
a. at, ep"
, ocnnUensns, 1891, § 178; TtayancoreOen sus,1891,

Rt

f (q) Mal., Man" 136 ; ~al: Mal', Rep" 102. In North Malabal', it is the ractice
dor~ayarfemal~s to resIde 111 the tarwad of themen with whom theycohatit
d
tlnrtn~ sndch fresldence, they and t~leiT children ure maintained at the expe;I:~'o£

. Ie

arlVlt

0

the males,

Pa,1'vat.

y,

Ku 111 a1'a,h , 6 Mud" 341.

Whether it
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§ 101. The sexual relations of those who are governed
by Alya Santana law bear upon their face less marks of
license than those of the Manul1akkathayam classes; the
legendary teaching of unchastity by Parasu Rama is no
part of their religion. The Brahman chronicles record
that the Brahmans introduced by Parasu Ramawere driven
out, and that the first establishment of Brahmans took
place in the eighth centmy under the auspices of Kadamba,
the Jain sovereign of North Canara. When introduced,
they never assumed the position in regard to the women
of the country to which the N ayars submitted in regard to
t,he N ambudris ('/'). The fictitious marriage of the southern
districts was unknown in Canara, even to the Bants, who
most closely resemble the N ayars. Betrothal was the first
step towards an actual marriage, and the marriage was
followed by cohabitation in the house of the husband (s).
Mr. M. Bangera, District M unsif of Mangalore, and
a member of the Malabar Marriage Law Commission,
says that the mal'l'iage is held sa~red by the society to
which the parties belong, and Mr. Sturrock, O. S., formerly
Collector and Magistrate of the district, reported to the
Commission as follows: "The impression formed by me
during thirteen years' residence in South Canara was th(1t,
among the higher classes, the Tulu women, who follow the
Alya Santana rules, enjoyed a reputation for singular
fidelity and that even the lower classes 'did not regard the
marriage tie more lightly than their neighboms, governed
by other laws." It seems clear, however, that both the
strictness of the marriage bond, and the facility for escaping
from it by divorce, are more matters of high-class feeling
than of absolute obligation. Men and women have an equal
right to effect a divorce. It is said that divorce is effected
generally on reasonable grounds, such as adultery, and disobedience on the part of the wife, and cruelty on the part of
the husband. "But it is not uncommon among the lower
classes to get divorce effected on insufficient grounds, or at
(-r) S. Oan. Man., I, 134, 142, As to the Bants, see ibi(Z., 54, 156.
IS) S. Oan. MlLn., I, 160; MlLl. MlLr. Rep., 107, 109.
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the mere will and pleasme of either the husband or the
wife. Such conduct is, however, looked down upon by
society with disapprobation" (t). This was the view
upon which the High Court acted in two cases, where it
.decided that the relation of husband and wife under Alya
Santana law did not constitute a marriage which coulo be
either enforced or protected (ll). The Alya Santana races
do not intermarry with N ayars or Tiyars, and the rules
of (Lnldomct and pratiloma, which allow men of superior
dasses to enter into sambhandham with women of inferior
dasses are not practised among them. Persons of the
same bali 01' gotra are also incapable of marriage union,
and even sexual intercourse between persons so connected
entails loss of caste (v).
Widows are allowed to marry, but the exercise of the Widow marriage.
:privilege is generally confined to young widows. Those who
have had children by the first husbands do not ordinarily
remarry. In no case can a widow marry anyone but a
widower. The gradual tendency to follow Hindu practices
is causing permanent widowhood to be looked upon as
more respectable ('10).
§ 102. The Nambudri Brahmans, with only rare excep- Numbndri
tions, follow the Makkathayam law, in which descent from marriages.
:father to son proceeds on the usual principles. The
:peculiarity' of their marriage system is that only ~he
eldest son can marry (x). This rule is supplemented by
the practice that the younger members should form connections with the Nayar women. Such unions are frequently dignified with the ceremonials of aN ayar marriage ,
but they have no binding efficacy. Among the kovilogams,
or families of the ancient rulers, the laches go through a
(t, Mal. l'I1ar. Hep., 10fl, 109, 110; S. Can. Man., I, l42.
(16) Higadi Y. Tonga, 4 MILd. H. 0., 196; J(omga Y. Beg., 6 Ml1d., 374. An
"at to cnable persons following the Mal'unll,klmth"yam 01' Alya Santana law to
"dopt a form of marriage, whi"h shall be considered legally binding, has now
been passed by the Madms Legislature, Mac1rus Act IV of 1896.
(v) Mal. Mar. Rep., 37, 75,106; S. Can. Man., I, 143,160.
(w) Mal Mal'. Rep., 75,]0; S. e,m. Mn,Il., 1, 143,161.
(xl This is the 59th of the 64 rules called Remit, Anacharam, said to Illwe
been promulg~ted by Sanlmm Achnrya in A. D. 825. Mal. Man., I, 155. The
peculiarities of the law, which governs Nambudri Brahmans, were discusBed in
the case of Vasl/(levan Y. Secretary of State, 11ll1nd., 157.
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ceremony before maturity similar to the tali-kettu-kalyanam. Anyone who wishes to do so may then consort
with the person who ties on the tali. "If not, she consorts '''lith a Nambudri Brahman without anv further'
formality 01' ceremony, and, after a time, she is f~ee to put
him away at her pleasure, and take another Nambudri in
his place with the consent of her karnavan and protector,
the senior Rajah of the kovilogam, for the time being.".
In any case the Nambudri is maintained 'by his own
family, while his offspring is incorporated into the family
of its mother (y).
Adult
marriage
It follows from this arrangement that the Namblldrl'
of women.
WOl1.1en find it difficult toprovide themselves with husbands,
Accordingly the rule of Hindu law, which requires every
girl to be married before puberty, does not exist in their case,
They can be married at any age, and frequently never are
married. In the case of those who die unmarried, the corpse
cannot be burnt till a marriage ceremony is performed,
which, in the time of the Abbe Dubois, was carried out to
the extreme limits of realism; but at present is .said to
consist in the tying of a tali string round the neck of the
corpse while lying at the funeral pile (z).
Among the limited class of Nambudri Brahmans, who
follow Marumakkathayam law, marriage is said to be
"solemnised with all the religious ceremonies that are
undergone with every Brahman marriage in India. The
homam, the 11umt'l'ct1ns, the Saptapruli ceremonies are
rigidly and strictly observed" (a).
In the case of all Brahman marriages, whether of Nambudris 01' others, widow marriages are strictly forbidden (b),
Neither husband nor wife can divorce the other except on
the ground of excommunication from cast8 (0).
Mal'. Rep., 24, 53; Cochin Cellsus, 1891, ~ 175; Travancol'e Census,
(z) Mal. MU1·. Rep., 8, 57; Mal. Man., 127; Dubois, 17; Co chin Census,
1891, ~ 175.
(a) Mal. Mal'. Rep., 103.
(b) Mltl. MM. Rel'., 57,103; Trltvancore Census, 1891, 685; Cochin Census,
1891,. § 181.
(0) Travancore Census, 1891, 683; Mal. Man., 125.
(y) ]\'[0,1.
1891,683.

CHAPTER V.
1!'AMILY REL,\.TIONS.

AcZoption.
§ 103. THERE is a singular disproportion between the Little noticed in
space necessarily devoted to adoption in the English early writings.
works on Hindu law, and tllat which it occupies in the
early law-books. One might read through all the texts
from the Rutra writers down to the Daya Bhaga without
discovering that adoption is a matter of any prominence
in the Hindu system. But for the two treatises translated
by Mr. Sutherland, it may almost be affirmed that Englishmen would never have discovered the fact at all.
Even in J agannatha's Digest, the subject only takes up
thirty-two pages. The fact is that the law of adoption, as
at present administered, is a purely modern development
from a very few old texts. The very absence of direct
authority has caused an immense growth of subtleties and
refinements. The effect that every adoption must have
upon the devolution of property causes every case that
can be disputed to be brought into Court. Fresh rules
are imagined, or invented. Notwithstanding the spiritual
benefits, which are supposed to follow from the practice, it
is doubtful whether it would ever be heard of, if an adopted son was not also an heir. Paupers have souls to be
saved; but they are not in the habit of adopting.

9. 104. I have already (§ 68) pointed out the advantages Importance of
which all early races would derive from the possession of sons.
sons, and the peculiar necessity for male offspring which
would press upon the Aryans, on account of their religious
system. This want was amply met by the early Hindu
law, which provided twelve sorts of sons, all of whom were
competent to prevent a failure of obsequies, in the absence
9
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of legitimate issue (a). For religious purposes, the son of
the appointed daughter s~ems to have been completely
equal in efficacy with the natural-born son (b), and where
anyone of several brothers had a son, the latter was considered to be the son of all the brothers; Kulluka Bhatta
actually adds a gloss: "80 that if such nephew would be
the heir, the uncles have no power to adopt a son" ; and
the same view was maintained by Chandesvara and oth~r
commentators (e). It is evident, therefore, 'that in early
times the five sorts of adopted sons must have been of
very secondary importance. Apastamba expressly states
that " the gift or acceptance of a son, and the right to buy
or sell a child, is not recognized" (d). And Katyayana
permits the gift, 01' sale, of a son during a season of
distress, but not otherwise (e). The san~e low estimation
of adopted sons is evidenced by the rank which they
occupied in the order of sons. A reference to the table
which accompanies § 68 will show that, out of fourteen
authorities there quoted, only five place even the (Zattaka
among the first six. N ow this is not a mere matter of
arrangement, for they all, without exception, give rights
of inheritance to the first six sons, which are denied to the
rema~ning six. No doubt Manu is one of the five who
thus favours the adopted son. But it may be questioned whether his text has not undergone an alteration
in that respect. Both Yajnavalkya and Narada, who were
subseq uent to Manu, place the adopted among the later six.
Narada expressly states that he took Manu as the basis of
his work. An examination of the marginal references in
Stenzler's Yajnavalkya will establish that he did the same.
It will be seen by the table that these two agree much
more closely with each other than either does with Manu
(a) Manu, ix., ~ 180; cf. § 161, which, as exphtineel hy Kulluka Bhatta, seems
to be "n interpolation, introeluceel when suhsieliary sons hael become obsolete.
Vrihaspati, Dattalm Chanelrilm, i., § 8.
(b) Vishnu, xv., § 47; Manu, ix., § 217·-139.
(0) Vasishtha, xvii., § 8; Vishnu, xv., § 42, Manu, ix., t 182; 3 Dig., 266; Dattaka Chanc1l'ika, i., § 21.
(d) Apastamba, ii., 13; vi, § 11.
(e) Dattaka Mimamsa, L, § 7, 8; Mitakshara, i., 11, § 10 refel's this prohibition
to the giver not the taker of the son. A contrary view Was taken by Apl1rarka.
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as it noW stands. It is difficult to account for their differing from so high an authority, if they had before them the
text which we possess. In any case, the mere fact that
differences of opinion did exist on such a point would seem
. ~o show that it had not assumed any great prominence.,

§ 105. When the number of subsidiary sons was dimi- Diminisheel
nished
from the causes I have already sug'g'ested (§ 78) ' number,?fmoeles
.
of aeloptlOn.
the Importance of the adopted sons, who alone were left,
would naturally increase. Even where a brother's son
existed, though he might procure lor his uncle all the
required spiritual blessings, still an adoption would be
necessary, "for the celebration of name, and the due
perpetuation of lineage" (j). As partition and selfacquisition became more common, the latter objects would
naturally be more desired. It is singular, then, that we
should find the same diminution exhibiting itself in the
forms of adoption (g). The explanation is probably to be
found in the growth of Brahmanical influence, and the
consequent prominence given to the religious principle. If
the primary object of adoption was to gratify the manes of
the ancestors by annual offerings, it was necessary to
delude the ?nanes, as it were, into the idea that the offerer
really was their descendant. He was to look as much like
a real son as possible, and certainly not to be one who
couldne-:er have been a son. Hence arose that body of
rules WhICh were evolved out of the phrase of Qaunaka,
that he must be " the reflection of a son" (h). He was to
(.f) Dattal~": Chanclrilm, i., § 22; V. Darp., 739.
(g) In adelltlOn tl? the general o.uthodties citeel, ante § 78, see as to the obsoof the Knta fOl'm,1 Stra. H. L., 132; 1 N. C., 72; Eshan Kisho1' v
Hans Ohalld?'0, 13 B. L. ~., Appx. 42; S. C., 21 Suth., 381. As to the Svitvam:
datta, Ba.s7,ctlappa v. Shwz.ingappa, 10 Bom. H. C., 266. As to a form c'alIeel
palllkpat?·o, K,;,.lee Ohunde?' v. Sheeb OhulIcle1', 2 Suth., 281. Other forms might
p~rhaps b.e vithel, when sanc~ionec1 by local cllstom, as the K1'ita system is saiel
stIll to eXIst among the Gosams, 1 IV. MucN., 101.
(h) Dattaka MiT?;amsa, v., \\ 15. It seems possible that this metaphor is itself
a 1~lstake. Dr. Buhler translates the verse, "He then shoulel aelorn the chilcl
whICh (now) resembles a s~n of the receive~'s. b.oely; that is, which has come t~
resemble a son by the prevIOus ceremony of gJVl11g anelreceiving. See Journal
As. Soc. Be~lgill, 186~, art. Oaunaka 81m·iii. The translation, as given in th~
Dattakit M~mamslt, IS, how~ver, followeel by Mr. Golapchandl'it Sarkar at
p. 308 of lU8 work on aeloptIOn, anel by Mr. lVlandlik, p. 52, in his transl~tion
letel~es8
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be a person whose mother might have been married by
the adopter (i); he was to be of the same class; he was
to be so young that his ceremonies might all be performed
in the adoptive family; he was to be absolutely severed
from his natural family, and to become so completely a
part of his new family as to be unable to marry within its
limits. His introduction into the family must appes,r
to be a matter of love and free-will, unsullied by every
mercenary element. All these restrictions had the effect
of eliminating the other forms of adoption, and leaving the
dattakc( alone in force.
Influence of
secular motives.

§ 106. It must not be supposed that the religious
motive for adoption ever excluded the secular motive.
The spiritual theory operated strongly upon the Shastries
who invented the rule; but those who followed them were,
in all probability, generally unconscious of any other aim
than that of securing an heir, on whom to lavish the family
affection which is so strong among Hind us. The propriety
of this motive was admitted by the Sanskrit writers themselves. In the ceremonial for adoption given by Baudhayana, the adopter receives the child with the words:
" I take thee for the fulfilment of religious duties. I take
thee to continue the line of my ancestors" (k). A text
which is by some attributed to Manu states that" a son of
any description must be anxiously adopted by one who has
none, for the sake of the funeral cake, water and solemn
rites, ancZ for the celebrity of his nCWM" (l). And the
author of the Dattaka Chandrika admits that even where
no spiritual necessity exists, a son may, and even ought to be
adopted, for" the celebration of name, and the due perpetuation of lineage" (m). In fact, the earliest instances
of the Mayukha where the passage occurs in full, and was accepted in preference
to th&t of Dr. BUhler hy Banerji,J., 17 All., p. 321. Edge, C. J., was of the
opposite opinion, ib·icZ., p. 3ti6.
(i) It- will be seen (post § 135) t.hat the origin and scope of this rule is open
to llluch doubt.
(I~) The whole passage is translr,ted by Dr. Buhler in his article on \Jannalm,
Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 1866, and in his edition of Banclhayana, vii., 5.
(l) Dattaka Chandrika, L, § 9; 3 Dig., 297.
(m) Ibid., § 22.
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of adoption found in Hindu legend are adoption of
daughters (n). The Thesawaleme shows that such adoptions were practised among the Tamil races of Southern
India (0). At the present day the Bheels carry away girls
by force for wives, and then, with a zeal for fiction which
is interesting among savages, adopt them into one family,
that they may marry them into another (p). The Krit1'i1na
form of adoption, which is still in force in Mithila, and Adoptions
which, in several particulars, strongly resembles that B~:h!~~~~l
which is practised in J affna, has no connection with reli _ r&06S,
gious ideas, and is wholly non-Brahmanical. Among the
tribes who have not come under Brahmanical influence,
we find that adoption is equally practised; bltt without
any of those rules which spring from the religious fiction.
One Sanskrit purist actually laid it down that Sudras
could not adopt, as they were incompetent to perform the
propel' religious rites (q). As a matter of fact they always
did adopt; but were expressly freed from the restrictions
which fettered the higher classes. They not only might,
but ought to, adopt the son of a sister, 01' of a daughter,
who was forbidden to others; and they might take, as
their son, a person of any age, and even a married man ('I') ;
that is to say, they adopted persons who made no pretence
to religious fitness, but who were perfectly suitable for all
other objects. So, in the Punjab, adoption is common to
the J ats, Sikhs, and even to the Muhammedans, just as in
other parts of India. But with them the object is simply
to make an heir. "The religious notion of a mystical
second birth is not imported into the transaction." No
religious ceremonies are used. There is no exclusion of
an only SOl1, 01' of the son of a daughter, 01' of a sister, nor
is there any limit of age. Of later years, however, a tendency to introduce these Brahmanical rules is showing
itself. The explanation given by Mr. Justice Campbell is
interesting, as illustrating the way in which the process
(on) See DtLttaka Milllmnsa, viL, § 30--38.

(0) Thes&walellle, iL, § 4.

(p) LY!111, Asi!1tic Studies, 163.

(q) Vachespati, cited Datt&ka Milllamsa, i., § 26.

(j') See post § 136, 141.
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has often taken place :-" In Sikh times when the land
was of little value, and young men of much value, the
introduction of a new boy into the community was probablv looked on with satisfaction. But by the time of 'our
re~'ular settlements the value of land was discovered, and
the brotherhood would naturally look to the chances of
dividing the land of an heirless co-sharer, rather than to
the introduction of an extra hand to share in the profits,
which had begun to be considerable. Hence the maih
body of a tribe would be inclined to enter as a custom
what they wished should be the custom, and unless there
were me~l with interests to defend, the general wish for
the future was entered without protest" (8). Among the
Jain dissenters, and in the rralabda Koli caste in Western
India, adoption is also practised, but without any religious
significance attached to it (t). It is now, however, established by decision that the J ains have so complet~ly
adopted Hindu law, that even rules of the law of a:loptl?n
which depend on principles quite foreign to theu' belIef
will be applied to them, in the absence of proof of s?me
contrary usage (tt). Among the Ooriya Rajahs of Gan]am,
who are Kshatriyas, the exequialrites are always performed by a Brahman official, who is permanently attached to
the family, and who is called the son-Brahman (v). Yet
these Rajahs invariably adopt, as might be expected,
where an old feudality has to be maintained. In Jaffna,
the Tamil people adopt both boys and girls, and so little
is there any idea of a new birth into the family, that the
adopted son can marry a natural-born daughter .of the
adopting parents; and, where both a boy and gul arE'
adopted, they can intermarry (10). The secular character
(s) Punjab Cust., 7f:!-b3.
.
.. S 0
(t) Sheo 8-ingh v. Mt. Dakho, 6 N.-W. P., 3S2, 392, affd. 5 1. A., b7, . .,
1 All., 688; Bllala Nahana v. Pa1'bhu, 2 Bo.m., 67.

(t.) Amava v. Mahallganda, 22.Bom., 416, p. 422.
(v) This usage waS frequently proved in cases in which I was c?unsel.. For
instance in the case of the Seerghur succession, and th .. t of the Olllnml Knnedy
taluq (,rammiJ'azu v. Pani'i1Ia, 6 Mail. H. C., 3ul; Raqhama(lha v. B1'ozokishoro, 3 I. A., 154; S. C., I Mad., 69; S. C., 25 Suth., 291), but. the cust':lIn has
not been noticed in either of the report.s. It was fully set out 111 the ev~?en.ce.
It is stated in a 1I10re recent case, 11 Mad., 289.
(!O) Thesawaleme, n., § 4.
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of the transaction is even more forcibly shown by the
circumstance that the person who makes the adoption
must obtain the consent of his heirs. If they withhold
it, their rights of inheritance will be una:ffected (x).
These facts appear to be of much weight in support of
the suggestion I have already made (~ 10), that the spiritual theory is not the sole object of an adoption, even upon
Brahmanical prlllciples, and that it can only be !tpplied
with the greatest possible caution in the case of non-Aryan
tribes, 01' such as dissent from orthodox Hinduism (y).

§ 107. The whole Sanskrit law of adoption is evolved
from two texts and a metaphor. The metaphor (if it is
not itself a mis-translation) is that of C;'aun\1ka, that the boy
to be adopted must be " the reflection of a son" (§ 105,
note (h)). The texts a.re those of :Manu and Vasishtha.
Manu says (z): "He whom his father or mother gives
to another as his son, provided that the donee have no
issue, if the boy be of the same class, and affectionately
disposed, IS considered as a son giYen, the gift being
confirmed by pouring water. "
Vasishtha says (a): "A son formed of seminal fluids
and of blood, proceeds from his father and mother as an
effect from its cause. Both parents have power to sell, 01'
to desert him. But let no man give, or accept, an only
son, since he must remain to raise up a progeny for the
obsequies of ancestors. Nor let a woman give, or accept,
a son, unless with the assent of her lord. He who means
to adopt a son must assemble his kinsmen, give humble

*

(x) Ihi(l., ii., Ii 1, 5, ti; see post 12\), note.
(y) 'Vhere the family, being non-Hinclu by origin, has adopted Hinduism in
part, though not entirely, the olluslies on those who Bet up an adoption to show
that this part of the Hindu law has been incorporated in the family usage.
Where a family is governed by Hindu law, it may be possible to m~ke out ..
usage forbidding adoption. It is evident, however, that it would be very difficult to establish a negative usltge of Buch a nature. Fan-ind1'a Deb v. Rajeswar
DaB, 12 1. A., 72; S. 0.,11 0,,1.,463.
. (z) Manu, ix., § Hi8.
(a) xv., 1-8; 3 Dig., 242. The passage from the Grihyasutra of Baudlutyaua,
translated by Dr. BUhler in the Journal As. Soc. Bengal,1866, art. Oa1tnaka
S'In?'iti, is ahnostword for word the same, but contains nolimitation as to'relationship of class. See also the passage from 9aunaka on Adoption, translated in the
same article, which is also given V, May., iv., 5, § 8.
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notice to the king and then having made an oblation to
fire with words from the Veda, in the midst of his
dwelling-house, he may receive, as his son by adoption, a
boy nearly allied to him, or (on failure of such) even one
remotely allied. But if doubt arise, let him treat the
remote kinsman as a Sudra. The class ought to be
known, for through one son the adopter rescues many
ancestors. "
These texts only apply to the Dattaka form. The
Il.rit1'ima, which prevails in Mithila, but nowhere else,.
will be treated of subsequently. From this small
beginning a body of law has been developed, which will
be considered under the following heads :-FIRST, who
may take in adoption; SEOOND, who may give in
adoption (§ 131); THIRD, who may be adopted (§ 135);
FOURTH, the ceremonies necessary to an adoption (§ 150) ;
FIFTH, the evidence of adoption (§ 157); SIXTH, the
results of adoption (§ 164).
Adopter must be § 108. FIRST, WHO MAY ADoPT.-An adoption may
witbout issue. either be made by the man himself, or by his widow on
his behalf. But in eIther case it is a condition precedent
that he should be without issue at the time of
adoption (b). Issue is taken in the wide sense peculiar
to the term in Hindu law, as mcluding three direct
descents in the male line. Accordingly, if a man has a
son, grandson, or great-grandson actually alive, he is
precluded from adopting. Because anyone of such
persons is his immediate heir, and is capable of performing his funeral rites with full efficacy (c). But the
existence of a great-great-grandson, or of a daughter's
Only one son at son is no bar to an adoption (d). Still less the previous
II. time.
existence of issue who are now dead (e). Nanda Pandita
(b) The same rule prevailed as regards adoption both
lt is singular that the earliest instttnce of adoption is that

in Greece and Rome.
in the Rigvedu, where
Visvamitm, who had at the time a hundred living sons, adopted Sunahsepa.
V. N. Mandlik, 454.
(c) Dattaka Mimamsa, i., ~ 13; Dttttalm Ohandrilw., i., 96.
(d) F. MacN., 149; 1 W. MacN., 66, note.
(e) Oankha. Dattaka Mimamsa, i., § 4; D"ttaka Chandrika, i., § 4.
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in discussing this subject suggests, upon the authority of a
legend in the Purana, that an adoption might be valid even
during the life of a natural-born son, if made with the
consent of the latter; and in Bengal the validity of such
an adoption has been maintained, and also that of two
successive adoptions, the latter of which was made while
the son first adopted was still alive (f). But the contrary
rule is now established; and it is settled that a man cannot
have two adopted sons at the same time, though of course
he may adopt as often as he likes if, at the time of each
successive adoption, he is without issue (g). On the same
principle, the simultaneous adoption of two or more sons
is invalid as to all (h). And where an adoption is invalid
by reason of the concurrent existence of a son, natural or
adopted, the death of the latter will not give validity to a
transaction which was an absolute nUllity from the first (i).
It is suggested by Mr. Sutherland and assented to by Mr.
MacN aghten, that if the son, natural or adopted, became
an outcast, and therefore unable to perform the necessary
funeral rites, an adoption would be lawful; and a practice
to that effect is stated to exist in Bombay (k). But since
Act XXI of 1850 a son would not forfeit any legal right
by loss of caste. Therefore an adopted son could not, by
virtue of his adoption, step into his place on the ground
that he had lost his caste. If the question were to arise,
it is possible the Courts would refuse to recogmze an
adoption which could confer no civil rights. rrhe question
might, however, become of importance on the death of
the natural son without issue.
§ 109. It has been suggested that an adoption by a Bacheloror
_________________________
widower.
~

(f) Mt. Salnklla v. Rnllulolal, 1 S. D., 324 (434); Gawl'eepc1'S7Iwl v. Mt.
JymaZa, 2 S. D., 136 (174); Steelo, 45,183.
(g) flwngama v. Atcha'lna, 4 M. I. A., 1; S. C., 7 Suth. (P.O.), 57; Mahesh
Nam·m v. Ta?'lwl, Nath, 20 I. A., 30; S.O., 20 Oal., 487. But· an adoption

will not be invalid because it is made in breach of an agreement to adopt another
person, where such agreement has not been carried out. 2 Stra. H. L., 115.
(h) Akhoy Olmnclm' v. Kalapm' Haji, 121. A., 198; S. C., 12 Oal., 406;
Dool',qa Sundal'i v. Sm'eucl1'a Kesha.v, 12 Oal., 686; Slwend1'a Keshav Y.
Doo1'ga Snnda1'i, H) I. A., 108; S. C., 19 Ottl., 513.
(i) Basoo v. Basoo, Mad. Dec. of 1856, 20.
(k) 2 W. MacN., 200; Steele, 42, lSI.
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bachelor, or a widower, would be invalid, either on the
ground that such a person was not in the order of gl'ihrlstha (house-holder or married man) , or that the right'o:E
adoption was only allowed where the legitimate mode of
procreation had failed. But it mav now be taken as settled
in British India that an [Ldoptio~, in either of the above
cases, would be valid (l). In Pondicherrv a Brahman
bachelor is considered to be incapable of 'adopting (m).'
In one case the Madras Sudder Court held that an
adoption was illegal which had been effected dl1l'ing the
pregnancy of the adopter's wife; not on the ground that
she afterwards produced a son, which it does not appeal'
that she did, but because it was "of the essence of the
power to adopt that the party adopting should be hopeless
of having issue" ('11.). This principle, if sound, would
preclude a man ever adopting until extreme old age, or
until he was on his c1eath-beel It is also opposed to the
rules which provide for the case of a son born after an
adoption (§ 168). Accordingly, in a later case (1881),
where an adoption had been held invalid on the ground
that the wife was at the time pregnant, and known to be
so by her husband, the COl1l't, after an examination of the
above decision, over-ruled it, [md held the adoption to be
valid. They pointed out that the logical result of such a
rule would be to suspend an adoption during the pregnancy, not only of the adopter's wife, but also of the
wives of his sons and grandsons, since the existence of
issue, in the most extended sense of the word, is a bar to
an adoption (0).

Adoption by dis~ 110. "Where a person is disqualified from inheriting
qunlified heir, by any personal disability, such as blindness, impotence,
(l) Suth, Syn., 664,,671; 3 Dig., 252; 1 W, ~[acN" 66; 2W. MacN., 175;
(l'1lllllappa v. Sanlwppa, Bam. Sel. Rp-p, , 202; NagCil'pa v, Sllbba Sash'y,
2 Mail. H. C" 367 ; Oha.ndvasekha1'lulz. v, B1'amhanna, 4 Mad, H. C., 270 ; Gapal
An(tnt v, Na1'ayan Ganesh, 12 Bam., 329; pe1' .liahmaocl, J., 12 All., 352.
(-m) Sorg H. L., 121, Co. Can., 375.
(n) Na1'ayana v. Vedachala, Mad. Dec. of 1860, 97; see Steele, 43.
(0) Na,gabhllshal1am v. Seshamma, i:J l\Ind., 100; acc. Ha.nmallt Ramcha.ncl1·a v Bhimachn1'ya,,]2 Bmu., 105.
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,leprosy, or the like, a son whom he may adopt c~n have
no hio'her
rights than himself, and would be entItled
to·
b
..
maintenance only (p). Mr. Sutherland was of 0pullon
that the adoption itself would be valid, in which case, of
course, the adopted son would succeed to the s'elf-acquired
or separate property of his adopt-ive father (q). On ~he
other hand, in two cases which Ml'. MacN aghten Cltes
with approbation, the Bengal pundits held that the capacity of a leper to adopt depended upon his having performed the necessary expiation. vVhen he had done so the
adoption was valid. vVhen llP had not done so, or where
the disease was snch as to be inexpiable, the adoptlOn was
invalid (/'). This opinion rested on the gronnd that until
expiation he was unable to perform the n~cessary relig~ous
ceremonies. Accordingly, the Bengal HIgh Court deClded
that an adoption was invalid when effected by a widow
who was living in concubinage, as this made her unfit
take part in any religious ceremony (s). In Bombay It
was contended that an adoption by a widow was invalid,
as she had not undergone tonsure, and was therefo~'e
impure. It appeared, however, that she had made Cel'tam
expiatory gifts, which the Shastras, on being consulted
previous to the adoption, had pronounced sufficient. The
Court refused to allow their opinion to be questioned. In
a later case, where no such expiation was proved, the
Court treated the obstruction as a mere matter of religious
ceremony, which was not of the essence of the adoption (t). In a case before the Privy Council it was argued,
and seems to have been assumed, that an adoption wonld
have been invalid, if it had been made while the adopter

t.a

(pJ Dattakt, Ch,mc1rilm, yi., §'~l; Sevache.twnba1·a. v. Pa;l'(bsncty, NIa~1. Dec.
of 1857, 210. This incapacity is not recogmsed by the Cu~tom. of Ponchcherry,
Sorg H. L" l20, Co. Can., 375. In the Punjab a m~ll who IS bl1lld, Impotent, or
lame can adopt, though the Bmhml\ns deny thcl nght of one who was always
impotent. Punjab Customary Law, II, 154.
(q) Suth. Syn., 664,671.
(1') 2 W. MacN., 201, acc.; Mitnkshara, ii., 10, § 11 ; Molwnt BhagavCin v.
Mahunt Raghmmndu1!, 22 1. A., 94; S. C., 22 Cal., 843.
(s) Sa;yamalal v. Saudamini, 5 ~.1;. R., 3 6 2 . .
. .
(t) RCbvji Vina.!faMa v. La.kshl1ubm, 11 Bam., 381, H92; Lakshm~ba! v. Ram·
chand1'a, 22 Bom., 590; W. & B., 998,
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was still in a state of pollution (-U). No decision was
given upon the point, as the facts which would hav.e
raised it were negatived. When the case arises it will
require a previous determination of the question, What
religious ceremonies are necessary to an adoption, and
who must take part in them? (v). This was the distinction which formed the ratio decidendi in two cases, in onf}
of which a Sudra leper was held entitled to adopt, as among
Sudras no religious ceremonies are required for adoption (10). In the other a Hindu father who had become a
convert to Muhammedanism gave his son, who had remained a Hindu, in adoption. In this case the father
exercised the right of giving by virtue of his authority as
guardian, but delegated to the uncle of the boy the function of handing him over. The Court doubted whether
this could have been done if the parties were Brahmans,
so that datta hOl1U(1Ib would be essential (x).
§ 111. The law as to the capacity of a minor to adopt,
or to authorise an adoption, seems also unsettled. The
various Acts which constitute a Court of Wards all contain provisions forbidding a disqualified landholder to
adopt without the consent of the Court (y). It has been
held that these provisions do not apply at all unless actual
possession has been taken by the Courts of vVards; but
that where they do apply, they equally forbid the giving
of an authority to adopt, and that an adoption made in
violation of them is absolutely invalid (z). U naer Act
(n) Rmnalinga

I'. SadaSI'V(L, 9 lYL I. A., 506 ; S. C., 1 Suth. (P. C.), 25..
.
(v) See as to this, post § 152, 153, and as to the grounds upon wInch (11s-

ability to inheritance aTises, lJost chap. xix.
(w) S01~1·i'lld'i'a. Moluln Y. Hi"omon-i, 28 CaL, 171.
(xl Shallls-ing v. Salltaba,i, 25 Bom., 551.
(y) Beng. Reg. X of 1793, s. 33; LII of ]803, s. 37 (N.-W. P.); Mad. Reg. V
01 1804, s. 25; Act XXXV of 1S58, s. 74; Act IV of 1&70, s. 74 (B. C,); Act
IX of 1879 lB. C.), s. 61. This last Act also extends the prohibition t.o an
authority to adopt.
(z) J'Wnoona v. Bamasoonderai, 3 I. A., 72; 1 Cal., 289; Neelkaunt v,
Anwulmoyee S. D. of 1855, 218; Ammdmoyee v. Sheebchllndel', 9lVl. I. A., 287 j
S. C., 2 Suth. '(P. C.), 19. But see pC?' Pontifex, J., Banee Pe?'8h<;,(l v. ll:I?o.nsh~e
Syud, 25 Suth., 192, 198. It has been held that the correspoHdmg prOV181On III
Bombay, Act II of 1863, 8. 6, cl. 2, only applies as between Government ~nd the
person claiming as adopted son, and cannot be taken advantage of by tllll'~ P!1l'ties fol' the purpose of invalidating the adoption. Vasllclevanant v. Ramknshna,
2 Bam., 529.
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IX of 1875 (Majority), § 3, minority in the case of Hindus
now extends to the end of the eighteenth year, unless in
cases where a guardian has been appointed by a Court of
Justice, or where the minor is under the jurjsdiction of
the Court of Wards, in which case it lasts till the end of
the twenty-first year. It has, however, been held in
Bengal and Bombay that both an actual adoption effected
by a minor, and an authority to adopt given by him, will
be valid, provided he has attained years of discretion, and
this opinion appears to have been approved by the
Judicial Committee. Mr. Justice lJiittel' said: "}jjvery
act done by a minor is not necessarily null and void.
Those acts only which are prejudicial to his interest can
be questioned and avoided by him after he reaches his
majority. But no such prejudicial character can be predicated of adoption in the case of a childless Hindu, and as
under the Hindu Shastras a minor who has arrived at the
age of discretion is not only competent but bound to
perform the religious ceremonies prescribed for his salvation, we cannot hold the adoption made in this case to he
invalid, merely because the adoptive father was in the eye
of the law a minor" (a). The judgment does not state
when a Hindu al'l'ives at years of discretion; whether the Age of discreperiod is a fixed one, or whether it depends upon the tion.
special capacity of each individual. In general, the Hindu
law-books speak of the age of discretion and majority as
convertible terms, and treat each period as being attained
at the sixteenth year. But a further sub-division is stated, viz., infancy to the end of the fourth year, boyhood to
the end of the ninth, and adolescence to the end of the
fifteenth. This distinction, according to J agannatha,
regards penance, expiation, and the like. An opinion is
also mentioned by him that the period of legal capacity
may be determined with reference to the degree in which
(a) Rajend1'O Na?'a'in v. 3m'oda, 15 Bnth., 548; Patel Vmidmvan Jekisal/ v.
ManUal, ]5 Born., 565; per clwimn, JUlnoona v. BamasoondC?'ai, tl 1. A., 83;
S. C., 1 CaL, 289 j Mt. Pea?'ee v. Mt. Hn1'bunsee, 19 Buth., 127; V. Darp., 770,
where conflicting opinions are cited.
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a youth has actually become conversant with affairs ~b).
It may be that Ml'. Justice JJ1ittel' meant that an adoptI~~
would be valid if effected by a boy between the ages of
ten and sixteen, who was shown to be capable of Ul~d~r
standing the nature of his act (c). :rhe actual ~eclslOn
appears to have been as to an authorIty to .adopt gIven .by
the minor. Of course he could not authOrIse an ado~t~on.
which he could not effect. The converse of the proposl~lOn
does not seem necessarily to follow. An act done ll11ght
be valid, though an authority to do it might be invalid.
Adop Lion by
wife.

Adoption by

-widow,

1I1ithila.

Bengn,l.

~ 11'2. As an adoption is made solely to the husband

an~ for his benefit, he is competent to effect it without his
wife's assent, and notwithstanding her dissent (d). For
the same reason, she can adopt to no one but her husband.
An adoption made to herself, excep~ wh~re the B1'itl"ima
form is allowed, would be wholly 1l1vahd (e). N or can
she ever adopt to her husband during his lifetim~, exc~pt
with his assent (j). Her capacity to adopt to l~lm, af~er
his death whether with or without his assent, IS a P01l1t
which ha~ given rise to four different opinion~, each. of
which is settled to be law in the province where It prevaIls.
"All the schools accept as authoritative the text of
Vasishtha, which says, 'Nor let a woman give or accept a
son unless with the assent of her lord' (§ 107). But the
Mithila school apparently takes this to mean that the
assent of the husband must be given at the time of the
adoption, and therefore that a widow cannot receive a son
in adoption, according to the dattaka form, at. ~ll (g).
The Bengal school interprets the text as reqmr1l1g an
1 Dig., 291-293; 2 Dig., 115-117; Mitakshara on Loans, cited V.
D(~l('A~i1'x of 1875 (MJ,jority) do~s not settle the point, as 8. 2 provides that
the Act is not to affect any person III the matter of adoptIOn.
.
(el) Dattal", JliIimamsa, i., § 22; R1tngama v. Atohama, 4 i'iI. 1. A., 2, S. C.,
7 Suth.
(I:'. 0.),57.
356 ;S.0. 12SU.tl1. (P.' 0). , l',
e) Ghowd1'y Paelul1' v. Koe]' Oodey, 12 M. 1. A.,
S. (C., 2 B. L. R. (P. C.), 101. Ad,?ptions by women of the danCIng-girl caste
rest on a different footing, see post § 199.
(f) Dattal", Mimamsa, i., § 27.
.
N 95 100'
(g) Dattaka Mimamsa, i.! § 16; Vivada Chintamam, 74 ; 1 W. Mac ., ,
,
(b)

Jai Rf/ln v. Musan Dhamt, 5 S. D., 3.
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express permission given by the husband in his lifetime,
but capable of taking effect after his death (h); whilst the
Mayukha, Kaustubha, and other treatises which govern
the Mahratta school, explain the text away by saying, Mahratta.
" that it applies only to an adoption made in the husband's
lifetime, and is not to be taken to restrict the widow's
power to do that which the general law prescribes as
beneficial to her husband's soul " (i). The same inte1'pretation is put upon the text by the Nambudry Brahmans
of the West Ooast (§ 45) with the sallle result (k). A
fourth and intermediate view was established by the
Judicial Oommittee in the case from which this quotation
is taken, viz., that in Southern India the want of the Southern India.
husband's assent may be supplied by that of his sapindas.
The doctrine of the Bena1'8s school,as itprevails in Northern Benares.
India, appears to be the same as that of Bengal, as to the
necessity for the husband's assent; though upon this
point a greater difference of opinion has prevailed, from
the circumstance that the Viramitl'odaya, which allows
the assent of the kinsmen to be sufficient, is an authority
in that province (l). The result is that, in the case of an
adoption by a widow, in Mithila, no consent is sufficient;
in ,!Ifestern India no consent is required; in Bengal and
Benares the husband's assent is required; in Southern
India the consent either of the husband 01' of the sapindas is
sufficient. The cases of Western and Southern India alone
require any further discussion. Before examining them,
it will be well to dispose of the other matters relating to
an adoption by a widow upon which the law is uniform.
(h) 1 W. MacN., 91, 100; 2 IV. MacN., 175,182,183; Janki Dibeh v. Suda
Sheo, 1 S. D., 197 (262); Mt. Tm'a lJiunee v. Dev. NM'ay'un, 3 S. D., 387 (516).
(i) P81' cll1'iam, Gollecto?' of 111adlwa v. MootooRallwlinga, 12M. 1. A., 435;
S. C., 1 B. L. R. (P. C.), ] ; S. C., 10 Suth. (P. C.), 17; V. N. fifanc1lil', 463

(k) 11 Mad., 167, 178, 187. A similar custom has been decidect to exist in
yarious sects of the Jains. Ha1'nabh v. llianroil, 27 Cal., 379.
(I) Viramit., ii., 2, ~ 8; 1 W. Mac~., 91, 100; 2 W. 1\facN., 189; Shwnshe1·ev.
PUn/d, 2 S. D., 169 (216); Haiman Y. J(oomaJ', 2 Kn., 203; Ghowel1'y Paelwin
Singh v. Godey Singh, 12 M. 1. A., 350; ZJ81' clwiam, GoUector of Madm'a v.
Mootoo Ramalinga, 12M. I. A., 440; iil. C. in Court below, 2 Mad. H. C., 216;
2 Ktra. H. L., 92; Tulshi Ram v. Beha]'i Lal, 12 All. (F. B.), 328, where it was
also held that the want of proper authoJ'ity could not be cured on the principle
ofjactlt1n valet. Semble, Lala Pa1'bhlt Lal v. Mylne, 14 Oal., 401-415.
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§ 113. No particular form of authority is required. It
may be given in writing 01' in words (In), or by will (n).,
It may also be conditional; that is, an authority to adopt
upon the happening of a particular event, provided an
adoption made when the event happened would be legal.
For instance, an authority to a widow to adopt, in the
event of a disagreement between herself and a surviving
son, would be invalid, because the father himself could
not adopt so long as the son lived (0). But an authority
to adopt in the event of the death of a son then living
would be good, and so it would be if the authority were to
adopt several sons in succession, provided one was not to
be adopted till the other was dead (p).
§ 114. The authority given must be strictly pursued,
and can neither be varied from nor extended (q). If the
widow is directed to adopt a particular boy, she cannot
adopt any other, even though he should be unattainable,
If she is directed to adopt a son, her authority is exhausted
as soon as she has made a single adoption; and she cannot
adopt a second time, even on the failure of the son first
adopted (/'). In Madras, however, where want of authority
by a husband can be supplied by the assent of sapindas, it
has been held that where the husband's will authorised the
widow to make an adoption, which she made, an'd on the
death of the adopted son she made another adoption with
the consent of the sapindas, the latter adoption was also
(m) Fntwah, 1 Mao1. Dec., 104; pel' cltl'imn, 800nam' Komnm'ee Y. GzuZa,lhm',
M.1. A., 64; S. C., 4 Suth. (P. C.), 116.
(n) 8m'oela Y. T·incow·ry, 1 Hyo1e, 21m.
(0) Mt. Solllklla Y. Ramaolal, 1 S. D., 824 (434); Gopee Lall Y.Mt. Ohllna"aolee, 19 Ruth., 12 (a Privy Council case).
\1)) Shamolmnder Y. NM'ayni, 2 S. D., 209 (279); Bhoobun Moyee Y. Ram
K1shol'e, 10 M. 1. A., 279; S. C., 3 Ruth. (P. C.), 15; J1l1no 011 a v. Bamasoonele"ai
3 1. A., 72; S. C., 1 Cal., 2b9; Vella.nki v. Vonkata Rama (Guntur case), 4 1. A.:
1; S. C., 1 Mao1., 174; S. C., 26 Suth., 21.
(q) Even though the acb o1irecteo1 will be illegal when o1one as for instance
thtLb two wio1ow.s shoulo1 simultaneously uo1opt two boys. 8u;'end"a Keshav
Dom·,ql1sl/lIel(/.1'/., 19 T. A .. 108. p. 122; S. C., 19 Cal., 513.
(1') Pm' oW'iam, OlI07Oel,'y Pa(l'wI! v. Koer Oo(ley, 12 M. 1. A., 356; S. C., 12
Suth. (P. C.), ; 1 F. MacN." 156,175; 1 W. MacN., 89, ell/b.; Plwmallu'1!l v.
Oo')~aknnt, 4 S. D., 318 (404); Gournath v. A1'1zapoo,'na, S. D, of 1852, 332;
A1n'llrthayyan v. Ketha1'amayyan, 14 Mao1., 65; but see oont1'<l, 8m'yana"u1jano,
v. Venkata"a1nana, 26 Mao1., 681.
"
.

v:
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valid. It would have been different if a second adoption
had been forbidden by the husband (s). Where a man
died,leaving his wife pregnant,and authorised her to adopt,
in case the son to be born should die, and she had a daughter,
it was held she could not adopt (t). And so it was decided
that a direction to a widow to adopt a boy along with a
living son, which was illegal and could not be carried out,
did not authorise her to adopt after the death of that son (tt).
But an authority to adopt generally authorises the
adoption of any person whose affiliation would be legal (v).
A direction by a testator that his widow should adopt a
son" with the good advice and opinion of the manager,"
whom he had appointed as a sort of agent, was held only
as a direction,and that an adoption made without consulting
him was valid (10); on the other hand an authority to adopt
given by a testator to his wife and executors,bein~ bad as to
the executors was held to be incapable of executlOn by the
widow, the entire authority being single and indivisible(x).
In one case decided at Madras, the authority to the C~se of 1ya11
f 1 Pillay.
·
d
widow was contained in the fo Ilowmg wor s a 1er
husband's will :-" If Iyah Pillay beget a son, beside his
present son, you are to keep him to my lineage." At the
testator's death, Iyah Pillay had no second son. Sir
.Tho11Las Strange decided that the widow was not bound
to wait indefinitely, and he affirmed the validity of the
adoption by hey of another boy (y). This decisi?n is c.anvassed with much vigour by the author of Oons~de1'((twns
on Rindil Law (z), who argues that the authority was
specific; that under it no one could be adopted but ~ s~n
of Iyah Pillay; that the widow was ~ound to ~a1t tIll
after possibility was extinct of further Issue by hUll, and
(8) Pm'as{1jl'a BhattD.?' v. Hanga'l'a,}a, 2 Mao1., 202 ..
(t) Moizen(/r'o Lan v. RooJc.inny, 1 Cory ton, 42; Clteo1 V. Darp" 814.
(11) JO!fChn"ll1'o v. Bh1/1'lIb, S. D. of 1849, 41.
(v) 1 Mao1. Dec., 105.
."
.
(70) 8m'endra Nandan v. SatlnJa Iw.nt, 18 Cal., 335.
(x) Am.l'i.to Lall DlItt v. 8Zl1'11OIILoyee, 24 Cal., 589 ; 25 Cal, 662; 27 T. A., 128;

S. C., 27 Cal .. 996,
.
'11
1 N C 91
(y) VeeJ'aper'l1lall v. Na1'atn Pt ay,
,., .

10

(z) F MacN 197
..,
.
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then that the authority would lapse, from the failure of
any object upon whom it could be exercised. Sir Thomas
Strange, however, construed the document as evidencing'
a primary desire to be represented by an adopted son,
coupled with a subsidiary desire that that son should have
been begotten by Iyah Pillay. In this construction he is
supported by Bombay authorities. "It ~s commo~ for a
husband authorising an adoption to speCIfy the chIld he
wishes to be taken. Should that child die, or be refused
by his parents, the authority will be held, ~t least in
Bombay, to warrant the adoption of another chlld, unless,
indeed, he said, 'such a child and no other.' The
presumption is that he desired an adoption and by
specifying the object merely indicated a preference" (n).
When power of
Ilodoption beoomes incapab,e of being
exercised.

§ 115. Another limitation to the right of adoption has
been laid down by the Privy Council, in some cases
which decide that a widow cannot adopt to her deceased
husband where he has left a son, who has himself died,
leaving'. an heir to his estate. The first case, in whichI
this point arose, was that of Bhoob~tn lYloyee v. Rn1J~
I1.ishoTe Aohnri (b). There GOUl' Kishore died leaving a
son, Bhowani, and a widow, Chundrabullee, to whom he
gave an express authority to adop~ in tl:e ev~n~ of his
son's death. Bhowani married, attamed Ins ma]onty, and
died, leaving a widow, but no issue. Chundrabullee then
adopted a son, Ram Kishore, who sued Bhowani's widow
to recover the estate. The Privy Council held that her
estate could not be divested by the subsequent adoption.
Lord Kingsdown, however, went on to say" that at the
time when Chundrabullee professed to exercipe it the
power was incapable of execution." Theil'. ~ordships
admitted that GOUl' Kishore had fixed no lIm1ts to the
period during which his power might be acte~ o.n by his
widow, but they said, "it is plain that some lllmts must
(a) W. & B., 965, followed; Lakshmibai v. Rajaji, 22.Bom., 996.
.
(b) 10 M. 1. A., 279; s. C., 3 Suth. (P. C.), 15. See tIllS case referred to on
another point, § 185.
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be assigned. It might well have been that Bhowani had
left a son, natural born or adopted, and that such son
had died himself, leaving a son, and that such son had
attained his majority in the lifetime of Chundrabullee.
It could hardly have been intended that, after the lapse of
several successive heirs, a son should be adopted to the
great-grandfather of the last taker, when all the spiritual
purposes of a son, according to the largest construction of
them, would have been satisfied. But whatever may be
the intention, would the law allow it to be effected? '. We
rather understand the Judges below to have been of
opinion that, if Bhowani Kishore had left a son, or if a
son had been lawfully adopted to him by his wife under a
power legally conferred upon her, the power of adoption
given to Chundrabullee would have been at an end. . But
it is difficult to see what reasons could be assigned for such
a result which would not equally apply to the case before
us." The same question arose again after the deaths of
Bhowani's widow and of Chundrabullee. Ram Kishore
got into possession of the property left by Gour Kishore
and Bhowani. He was sued for its recovery by a more
distant relation. It was admitted that he was entitled to
hold it, if his adoption was valid, and the High Court of
Bengal decided in his favoUl' (0). They limited the effect
of the Privy Council judgment to that which it had
actually decided, viz., that the plaintiff in the suit had no
right to the property which he claimed. This decision,
however, was in its turn reversed by the Judicial Oommittee (d). They said: "the substitution of a new heir for
the widow was no doubt the question to be decided, and
such substitution might have been disallowed, the adoption being held valid for all other purposes, which is
the view the Lower Courts have taken of the judgment, but their Lordships do not think that this was
intended. They consider the decision to be that, upon
(e) Puddo Kumm'ee v. Juggut Kish01'e, 5 Ca1., 615.
(d) Pudma Oooma1'i v. OOWl't of Wa1'ds, 81. A., 229.
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the vesting of the estate in the widow of Bhow ani , the
power of adoption was at an end, and incapable of execution and if the question had come before them without any
previous decision upon it they would have been of that
opinion. " Both these cases were again considered and
followed in a subsequent case from Madras (e), when the
facts were exactly similar, except that the widow acted
upon an authority from her husband's sapi~das, giv~n
after the death of the natural born son, but durmg the hfe
of his widow. After her death the distant collaterals sued
for , and obtained a declaration that the adoption was
.
wholly invalid, and could not stand in the w~y of theIr
reversionary rights. Of course the same doctrme would
apply (), j01·ti01·i as against the independent right of a
widow in Bombay to adopt to her late husband (j).
§ 116. The applicability of this doctrine to cases differing in their facts has been considered in later cases
in Bengal and Bombay. In the first (g) a husband had
left his widow authority to adopt five sons in succession.
She adopted Kristo Chul'll who died twelve years afte:t
his adoption, apparently unmarried. She then adopted
another boy, whose right to succeed to the husband's property was disputed by a collateralrela~ion of .the husband.
Before the High Court, the only pomt raISed was that
under the decision in Bhoobun Moyee's case (h) the power
to the widow to make a second adoption was incapable of
execution, inasmuch as Kristo Churn had lived long
enough to perform all acts of spiritual benefit for t:p.e
deceased, and it must be assumed he had performed them.
The High Court found that the second adoption was valid.
They said that "an adopted son attaini1:g. an age. of
sufficient maturity, and performing the relIgIOUS serVICes
enjoined by the Shastras cannot exhaust the whole of the
spiritual benefit which a son is capable of conferring upon
(e) Thayammal v. Venkatrama, 141. A., 67; S. C., 10 Mad., 205; Tamchnrn
v. Snresh Oh1l11(le1', 161. A., 166; S. C., 17 Cal., 122.
(f) See W. & B., 987-991. Ramji v. Graman, 6 Bom., 498 jJ(eshav Ramkristna v. Govind Ganesh, 9 Bam., 94.
(g) Ram Boonda?' v. Blwbanee Dossee, 22 Suth., 121.
(h) Ante § 115.
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the soul of his deceased father. Because these services
are enjoined to be repeated at certain stated intervals, and
the performance of them on each successive occasion
secures fresh spiritual benefit to the soul of the deceased
father." As regards Bhoobun Moyee's case, they proceeded to state their opinion that the Privy Council had not
meant to hold that the power was incapable of execution
for all purposes, but only for the purpose of divesting the
widow of Bhowani Kishore of her proprietary rights.
This view can no longer be maintained after the more
recent decisions of the Judicial Committee. But the case
before the High Court differed from the three cases in the
Privy Council which followed and explained Bhoobun
Moyee's case (i), in this respect that, on the death of
Kristo Chul'll, the estate vested in no one as his heir ,
other than the widow who exercised the power of adoption. In this respect, the case may well stand along
with the four already discussed. In fact, it comes within
the express words of Lord Kingsdown, when he said (k)"If Bhowani Kishore had died unmarried, his mother,
Chundrabullee Debia, would have been his heir, and the
question of adoption would have stood on quite different
grounds. By exercising the power of adoption she would
have divested no estate but her own, and this would
have brought the case within the ordinary rule." This
language was adopted by the Judicial Oommittee in a
similar case (l) and was acted on by the Bombay Court,
where after the death of a son, who was succeeded by the
widow as his mother, she made an adoption, and so did
her mother-in-law. The adoption by the mother-in-law
was held invalid as it would have divested the right of the
mother. That of the mother was held good, as it devested
no right but her own (In). Where, howfwer, a man had
(i) 81. A., 2~9; 14 1. A., 67 j 16 1. A., 166.
(k) 10 1\'1. 1. A., p. 311.
tl,} Vellankl Venkata Y. Venkat(l Ba/nlx, 4 1. A., 1, p. 9, and see Verabhai Y.
Bal Hwaba, 301. A., 234; S. C., 27 Bam., 492.
(m) G,:v :Ia""pa Y. Gi'l'imal(-app,a, 19 Bam., 331 ; Payappa Y. Appal/na, 23 Bam.,
327, p. 331; T enka-ppa- Y • •Jt'",V!' 25 Bam., 306. See, too, Jamnabai Y. Raycha-nd, 7 Bam., 225; RaVj'l Vtna-yakrav Y. La-kshmiba-i, 11 Bam., 383, p. 397.
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died leaving a married son, and his own widow, and the
estate passed first to the son, and on his death to his.
widow, and on her death, the father's widow succeeded as
heir to her son, it was held that her power of adopting to
her own husband was gone (n).
Lord Kingsdown's cZict1l1n was the ground of the later
decision of the Bengal High Court (0). There Jagat Sett
died in 1865 leaving an adopted son, Gopal Chaild, and a
widow, Pran Kumari. Gopal Chand died in 1868, leaving
a son Gopi Chand, and he again died unmarried. and
without issue. On his death Pran Kumari, who was his
heir, a;dopted Jibun Mull. The plaintiff, a distant collateral
relation of Gopi Chand, sued for a declaration that he was
entitled to succeed to the estate on the death of Pran
Kumari, and that the adoption of Jibun Mull was invalid.
The High Court appears to have admitted that the adoption would have been invalid if it had been based upon an
authority to adopt granted by Jagat Sett. In this case,
however, the parties were Jains, and by Jain law a widow
can adopt without authority from her husband (P). They
held that this distinguished the case from that of Puelma
Kwnvl.'l'i Debi v. The Oow·t of W([rcZs (q), and brought'it
within the dictum of Lord Kingsdown above quoted.
But, although a Jain widow can adopt without any
authoritv from her husband, it is difficult to suppose that
she can' do what her husband could not have authorised
her to do. Both in Madras and Bombay a widow is
precluded trom adoption where a prohibition from her
husband can be proved or inferred (1'). Can she be in a
better position, where the law would have prohibited her
to act upon his directions, if they had been given? (s).

§ 117. A widow who is duly authorised by her husband,
may adopt while she is a minor, because the act is her
(n) K1'ishna1'av v. Shankar/'av, 17 Bom., 164,/ollcl.; Ramk1'ishna Y. Sham1'ao, 26Bom., 526 . .
(0) Manick Ghand v. Jagat Settani, 17 CaL, 518, p. 536.
(p) Post ~ 131.
Iq) 81. A., 229.
(1') ]2 M. LA., p. 443, post ~ 122 and ~ 130.
(s) Ace. K·rishn(l1'av v. Shanka1Tav, 17 Bom., 164.
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husband's, and she is only the instrument (t). I presume
the same rule would apply in cases where an authority by
his sapindas is requisite, and is given. In Western India
it is stated that a widow under the age of puberty cannot
adopt (ll). I suppose the reason for the difference is that
there the adoption is the act of the widow, for which no
authority, 01' consent, is required.
An unchaste widow cannot adopt even with the express
authority of her husband, because her dissolute life entails
a degradation which renders her unable to perform the
necessary ceremonies. This incapacity may, it is said, be
removed by performing the penances propel' for expiation.
But these cannot be performed during pregnancy; thCl'efore, while it lasts, an unchaste widow cannot possibly
adopt (v). In the case of an adoption by a Vaisya widow,
under authority from her husband, it seems to have been
considered. by thelYIadras High Court, though it was not
necessary to decide the point, that the adoption was bad,
being made while the corpse was still in house, and the
widow was therefore in a state of pollution (to). Whether
this ground of incapacity would apply in the case of Sudras,
depends upon the question, whether in their case any
religious ceremonies are necessary (x).
§ 118. Where there are several widows, if a special
authority has been given to one of them to adopt, she, of
course, can act upon it without the assent of the others,
and, I presume, she alone could act upon it (y). If the
authority has been given to the widows severally, the
junior may adopt without the consent of the senior, if the
(t).2 W. MacN., 180; V. Darp., 769; Monclakini v. Adinath,18Cal., 69. Ina
case III Mysore a questIOn was rllised but not decided whether the minor widow
could. repudiate the adoption on coming of age. In the absence of circumstances
showlIlg that the adoption was bac1 ab initio I cannot imagine such a repuc1iation
possible. Nanammah v. Rcuniah, 5 Mysore, 24.
(1t) Steele, 48 W. & B., 996.
(v) Thukoo V. RUl1ta, 2 Bor., 446, 456 [488J; Sayamalal v. Scuulmnini /)
B. L R., 362, approved by Mitter, J., Km'lI Kolit(my v. Moneeram, 13 B. L.
14; S. C., 19 Snth., 367. As to the possibility of removing by penance the results
of unchastity, see per Mitte?', J. ; S. C., 13 B, L. R., 39.
(10) Rangan.a.yakamma. v. Altva?' S8tU, 13 MAd., p. 222.
(x) As to tIllS, St'e post § 152.
(y) 2 Stru. H. L., 91.
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latter refuses to adopt (z). In Bombay, it is said, that
where there are several widows, the elder has the right to
adopt even without the consent of the junior widow,·
but that the junior widow cannot adopt without the consent of the elder, unless the latter is leading an irregular
life, which would wholly incapacitate her (a,). This rule,
however, only applies where both widows are holding
as heirs of the husband.· Jivanrav left two widows,
Lakshmibai and Kashibai, and died leaving them and a son
by Kashibai; on the son's death Kashibai inherited as his
mother. Lakshmibai then adopted a son to her husband
without the consent of Kashibai. It was held that her
adoption was invalid, and se1nble that it would not have
been valid even if she had obtained that consent (b).
Widow alone
oan adopt for
husband.

Her disoretion
absolute.

§ 119. It is a curious thing, that while the husband's
right is recognized to delegate to his widow an authority
to adopt, he can delegate it to no one else, nor can he join
anyone else with her, as for instance, his executors, as
joint adopters (c). In cases where the assent of sapindas
will supply the place of an authority by the husband,
that assent must be sought for and acted upon by the
widow. Where no authority is given 01' required, equally
the widow alone can perform the act (d). The reason
probably is, that she is looked upon, not merely as his
agent, but as the surviving half of himself (e), and, therefore, exercising an independent discretion, which can
neither be supplied, nor controlled, by anyone else. It
is no doubt upon the same principle, that an express
authority, or even direction, by a husband to his widow to
adopt, is, for all legal purposes, absolutely non-existent
(z) Mondakini v. AcUnath, 18 Cal., 69.
(a) Steele, 48, 1!:l7 j W. & H., 977,999
H. C. (A.

j

Rakhmabai v. Raclltabai, 5 Bom.

c. J.), 181.

(b) Anandibai v. Kashiba·i, 28 Bom., 461, see post § 195.
(e) A?n1'ito Lal v. Slwnomoyee, 25 Cal., 662, affd. 271. A.., 128 j S. C., 27 Cal.,
996, e.g., a direction by a testator to his son's widow to adopt might justify an
adophion to the son, but not to hhe testator. Ka1'8andas v. Ladkavahu, 12 Bom.,
185.
(d) F. l\'[acN., 202 j 2 Stra. H. L., 94 j 17em'apm'mall v. Namin P.illay, 1 N. C.,
103 j Bhagvandas v. Rajmal, 10 Bom. H. C., 241.
'
(e) See Vrihaspati, 3 Dig., 458.
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until it is acted upon. She cannot be compelled to act
upon it unless, and until, she chooses to do so (j). If she
acts upon it, not voluntarily, but under the influence of
coercion, physical or moral, the adoption is. invalid (g).
And so it has been held in a case where a widow adopted
in ignorance of the legal effect of her acts in divesting
her estate (Jz). The Court will not even recognize the
authority to the extent of making a declaration as to its
validity (i). Till she does act, her position is exactly the
same as it would be, if the authority had never been given.
If she would be the heir to her husband's estate in the
absence of a son, she is such heir until she chooses to descend from that position; and she is in of her own right, and
not as trustee for any son to be adopted hereafter (k).
If she IS not the heir, she can claim no greater right to
interfere with the management of the estate, 01' to control
the persons in possession, than if she had no authority. The
only mode of giving it effect is to act upon it (l). If a
husband directs his widow to adopt a particular boy, 01' the
child of a particular father, she is under no obligation to
~ubmit to any conditions which the latter may attempt to
Impose (1n). A question has arisen, but not been decided ,
whether a widow with power to adopt can bind herself not
to adopt. . The Court refused an interi1n injunction aO'ainst
b
the adoptIOn, but there the matter ended (n). Should the
case arise again, it might affect the decision to consider the
n~ture of the widow's power; whether she was expressly
dll'ected by her husband to adopt, or only allowed to do so
at her own discretion, 01' whether her husband had been
wholly silent on the point, and her authority to adopt arose
(.f) Dyamoyee v.Rasbelta1·ee, S.D. oj 1852, 1013 j Ba1mmdossv. Mt. Tarinee,
7 llL 1. A., 190 j Uma Snndw'i v. Son1'obinee, 7 Cal., 288.
(g) Rangana;ycckamma. v. Alw01' Setti, 13 Mad., 214 220
(~,) Boyabai v. Bala., 7 Bom. H. C., Appx. 1.
,.
(~) Mt. Pea.ne v. 21ft. B1/.?'b·unsee, 19 Suth., 127 j S1'emmdty Rajkooma1'~e v.
Noboeooma1',l Bonl., 137 j Sev. 641, note.
(k) Bamwndo88 v. Mt. T01'inee, 7 M. I. A., 169, overruling Bijaya Y. Shall/a,
S. D. of 1848, 762.
.
(l) Mt. Snbudm v. Golnknath,7 S. D., 14tl (166).
(In) Shamavahoo Y. Dwa1'kadas, 12 130m., 202.
(n) Assa?' PU1'Shota.m v. Ratanbai, 13 Bom., ·56.
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from consent of sapindas, or, in the West Coast, from her
own independent power. Nor is there any limit to t.he ,
time during which a widow may act upon the authorIty
given to her (0). In a Bengal case, an adoption made
fifteen years after the husband's death was supported; and
in Bombay cases, the periods were twenty, twenty-five,.
fifty-two, and even seventy-one ye[1rs (p).
§ 120. Having now seen the effect of an [1uthority to
adopt when given by the husband, it remains to examin<:
the mode in which it may be supplied when wanting.
This can only be in Southern and Western India and in
some parts of Northern India (§§ 112, 121, 130). ~n
Madras the balance of opinion had always been that, m
the absence of authority from the husband, the assent of
sapinclas was sufficient. Till lately, however, the point
was certainly open to argument. It has now been
definitively settled by the judgment of the Privy Council
in the case of the Ramnaad Zemindary, and in several
other cases which followed, and were founded upon, that
decision.
§ 121. In the Ramnaad case (q), the adoption in dispute
was made by a widow, who had taken as heir to her late
husband a Zell1indary, which was his separate estate.
The adoption was made with the assent, original 01'
subsequent, of a number of sapindas of the last male
holder, who were certainly the majority of the whole
number then alive, if, indeed, they did not constitute the
entire body of sapindas. The only question, therefore,
which required decision was, whether in Southern India
any amount of assent on the part of sapindas could give
validity to an adoption made by a widow without her
(0) F. MacN., 157; 1 N. C., Ill; Ramkishen v. 111t. St,.,lnuttee, 3 S. D., 367
(489,494).
(p) Anon., 2. M. Dig., 18; Bha~ke1' v. Na1'l'0 Ragoonat!,., Bam. Sel. Rep., 2.4;
B1'ijbllOokunjee v. GokoolootsaoJee, 1 Bar., 181 [2.02.J ; N.mba lka1' v. Jayavantrav, 4 Bam. H. C. (A. C. J.), 191; Gi1·.jowa v. Bhi~naji Ragll1wth,9 Bmn.! 58.
See Dukhina v. Rash Beharee, 6 Suth., 2.2.1, where It was suggested that a Widow
could not act upon an authority aftel' twelve years. Sed q1tOJ1'e.
(q) OoZlector of 111adura v. 111oottoo Ramalinga, 2. Mad. H. C., 2.06; affd., 12.
M. 1. A., 397; S. C., 1 B. L. R. (P. C.), 1; S. C., 10 Suth ..(P. C.), 17.
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husband's consent. The High Court of Madras, after an
elaborate examination of all the authorities, came to the
conclusion that such an adoption was valid. They relied
much on the theory that the law of adoption was founded
upon, and a development from, the old principle of actual
begetting by a brother or sapinda. Arguing from this
analogy, they proceeded to say (1'): "On the reason of
the rule, then, it seems to us that if the requirement of
consent is more than a moral precept, and it must never
be forgotten that in all Hindu authors, as in the works
of all authors who expound a system of positive law, professing to be based upon divine revelation, ethical and jural
notions are inextricably intermixed, the assent of anyone
of the sapindas will suffice. If, however, the sapindas are
by a fanciful, rather than a solid, analogy to be treated as
a juridical person in which the whole authority of the
husband is to be vested, it would be wholly co~trary to
sound jurisprudence to treat the assent of every individual
member as necessary. On the contrary, the will of the
majority of individual members must be taken as the will
of the body, in any matter not manifestly repugnant to
the purpose for which the body was created."

155
High Court.

§ 122. The Judicial Committee confirmed this decision
upon the ground of positive authority and precedent, while
declining to accept the supposed analogy between adoptions according to the Dattaka form, and the obsolete
practice of raising up issue to the deceased husband by
carnal intercourse with the widow. They then proceeded
as follows (s) : -

"It must, however, be admitted that the doctrine is Judicial Comstated in the old treatises, and even by Mr. Colebrooke, mittee.
with a decree of vagueness that may occasion considerable
difficulties and inconveniences in its practical application.
The question,who are the kinsmen whose assent will supply
(r) 2 M,td. H. C., 231 I have "ll'e'tdy sug<1estecl my belief that the two things
were perfectly independent of each other. See ante ~ 66, et seq.
(s) 12. ill. 1. A., 441 ; S. 0.,1 B. L. R. (P. C.), 1 ; S. C., 10 Suth. (P. C ), 17.
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the want of positive authority from the deceased husband,
is the first to suggest itself. Where the husband's family
is in the normal condition of a Hindu family, i.e., undivided,
that question is of comparatively easy solution. In such
a case, the widow, under the law of all the schools which
admit this disputed power of adoption, takes no interest in
her husband's share of the joint estate, except a right to
maintenance. And though the father of the husband, if
alive, might, as the head of the family and the natural
guardian of the widow, be competent by his sole assent to
authorise an adoption by her, yet, if there be no father, the
assent of all the brothers, who, in default of adoption,
would take the husband's share, would probably be required,
since it would be unjust to allow the widow to defeat their
interest by introducing a new co-parcener against their will.
Where, however, as in the present case, the widow has
taken by inheritance the separate estate of her husband,
there is greater difficulty in laying down a rule. The
power to adopt, when not actually given by the husband,
can only be exercised when a foundation is laid for it in the
otherwise neglected observance of religious duty, as understood bv Hindus. Theil' Lordships do not think there is
any ground for saying that the consent of every kinsman,
however remote, is essential. The assent of kinsmen
seems to be required by reason of the presumed incapacity
of women for independence, rather than the necessity of
procuring the consent of all those whose possible and
reversionarv interest in the estate would be defeated by 'the
adoption. "In such a case, therefore, their Lordships think
that the consent of the father-in-law, to whom the law
points as the natural guardian and' venerable protector' of
the widow, would be sufficient (t). It is not easy to lay
down an inflexible rule for the case in which no father-inlaw is in existence. Every such case must depend on the
circumstances of the family. All that can be said is, that
there should be such evidence of the assent of kinsmen as
(t) So held in Bombay where the case arose. Vithoba v. Bapu, 15 Bom., no.
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suffices to show that the act is done by the widow in the
propel' and bona ficle performance of a religious duty, and
neither capriciously, nor from a corrupt motive. In this
case no iGsue raises the question that the consents were
purchased, and not bond fide obtained. The rights of an
adopted son are not prejudiced by any unauthorised alienation by the widow which precedes the adoption which she
makes; and though gifts improperly made to procure
assent might be powerful evidence to show no adoption
needed, they do not in themselves go to the root of the
legality of an adoption.
" Again, it appears to their Lordships that, inasmuch as
the authorities in favour of the widow's power to adopt,
with the assent of her husband's kinsmen, proceed, in a
great measure, upon the assumption that his assent to this
meritorious act is to be implied wherever he has not forbidden it, so the power cannot be inferred when a prohibition by the husband either has been directly expressed by
him, or can be reasonably deduced from his disposition of
his property, or the existence of a direct line competent
to the full performance of religious duties, or from other
circumstances of his family, which afford no plea for a
supersession of heirs, on the ground of religious obligation
to adopt a son in order to complete, 01' fulfil, defective
religious rites" (1t).

Express or implied prohibition.

§ 123. Of course, in all subsequent instances of adoption
by a widow without express authority from her husband,
the effort has been to bring the case within, or to exclude
it from, some of the above dicta. I say clicta, because the
only point actually decided was that the assent of the
majority of the sapindas was sufficient.

Ramnaad doctrine not to be
extended.

Accordingly, in a Madras case, which followed shortly
after the decision of the Ramnaad suit, an attempt was
(u) The practice in the Punjab appears to be exactly the same as that laid
down in th,,; Ramnaad case. An adoption is there looked upon merely as a mode
of tmnsferrmg, or creating, a title to property. A widow may adopt either with
her husband's permission, or bv consent of his kinsmen but in no case against
an express prohibition by him: Punjab Gust., 83.
'
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made to push that doctrine to the extent of holding that the
consent of sapindas was wholly unnecessary, and that the.
widow might adopt of her own authority. But the Cou~t
refused to carry the law further than had been laid down
in that judgment, in which" there had been the assent of
a majority of the husband's sapindas to the adoption on
his behalf" (v).
~ 124. The next case arose in the Travancore Courts,
where a widow had made an adoption without the consent
of her husband's undivided brothel', but with the consent
of her divided kinsmen. The Court, after weighing the
jUdgments of the High Court and the Privy Council in
the R((lnnaad case, decided against the sufficiency of the
authorization. The Chief Judge, after observing that a
woman under Hindu law was in a perfect state of tutelage,
passing from the control of her father to that of her husband, and after his death to that of the head of his family.,
pointed out that, in the absence of the father-in-law, the
eldest sUl'viving brothel' must necessarily be that head.
He said: "it is clear to me, then, that the kinsman whose
assent the law requires for this act, is the one who would
be liable to support her through her widowhood, and to
defray the marriage expenses of her female issue. In the
case of divided kinsmen the case may be different, because
no one in particular can claim to control her, or is chargeable for her maintenance; but it seems to be clear that,
united as the family is, the natural head and venerable
protector, contemplated by the Shastras is the surviving
brother, or if there are more than one, the eldest of them.
It seems to me itnpossible to affirm that the liability to
maintain the widow, and undertake the other duties of the
family, is not coupled with a right to advise and control
her act in so important a matter as the introduction of a
stranger into the family, with claims to the family pro-

Travancore case.

Head of family
must assent.

(V) Arunda(li v. Kltppmnmal, 3 M. H. C., 283 j and pM' cU1'iam, Parasa1'(J, v.
Rangaraja,2 Mad., 206. V8nkata K1'ishna1nma v. Annapurnamma, 23 Mad.,
486.
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pedy" (10). It will be seen that this reasoning was
approved and followed by the Privy Oouncil in the case
which follows.
§ 125 .. The next case was one of the class contemplated
by the Judicial Committee in their remarks above quoted,
and exactly similar to that in the Travancore suit, the
family being an undivided family, and the consent of the
father-in-law being wanting. In it (x) the Zamindar of
Chinna Kimedy died, leaving a wife, a brother, and a distant and divided sapinda, the Zamindar of Pedda Kimedy ;
there were no other sapindas. The deceased and his
brother were undivided. Therefore, in default of an adoption, the brother was the heir. The widow adopted the son
of the Pedda Kimedy Zamindar, admittedly without the
consent of the brother. She alleged a written authority
from her husband, but pleaded that, even without such
authority, she had sufficient assent of sapindas within the
meaning of the Rcunnaad decision. The Lower Court
found against her on both points. On appeal, the High
Court was inclined to think the authority proved, but
reversed the decision of the Lower Court, on the ground
that the assent of the Pedda Kimedy Zamindar, evidenced
by his giving his son, was sufficient. The Court expressly
ruled (y) and it was necessary so to rule,-lst. That the
consent of one sapinda was sufJicient; 2nd. That proximitv to the deceased with regard to rights of property
was" wholly beside the question. In the particular instance the assenting sapinda was not only not the nearest
heir but was not an immediate heir at all, because, being
divided, he could not take till after the widow.
§ 126. The Judicial Committee, on appeal, held that the
. was made out. It was theref ore unneceswritten authorIty
sary to go into the question of law, but being of opinion
that the views laid down by the High Court were unsound,
they proceeded to intimate their dissent from them (z).
(w) Ramaswami Iyen v Bhaqati Ammal, 8 Mad. Jur., 68.
(re) Raghunadha v. PI'O~O Kis7wro, 3 1. A., 154 j S. C., 1 Mad., 69 j 8. 0.,25
Suth.,291.
(y) 7 M. H. 0., 301.
(.~) 3 I. A., 190,192.

Berhampore
case.

High Court.

J~dioial Commlttee.
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In the first place, they reiterated their opinion that.
speculations derived from t~e practice 0.£ begetting a so~
upon the widow, upon wluch Mr. J:ls~lce Holloway h.a~
again founded his opinion, were inachlllsSlble as a ground for
judicial decision. They also stated tha~ the analogy of th~t
practice would not support the conclu.slOns, dr~wn from It,
" Most of the texts speak of ' the appomted klnsman~ By
whom appointed? If we arc to travel back beyond the
Kali age, and speculate upon what.then took pl~ce, we.have
no reasonable grounds for supposmg that a Hmdu wldow,
desirous of raising up seed to her deceased. husband, was
ever at liberty to invite to her bed any sapm~a, however
,
te at her own discretion (a) ; and that hIS consent of
telno ,
.'
.
"
itself constituted a sufficient authOl'lZatlOn of hIS act.
"Positive authority, then, does not do more than establish
that, according to the law of Madras, which in. this respect
is something intermediate between the. strlcter law. of
Bengal and the wider law of Bombay, a wIdow, not l~avm?
her husband's permission, may adopt. a son to hUll, If
duly authorized by his kindred. If It ~ere ne~essary,
.
f
'Ill'cll l'n this case it is not, to decide the pomt, then LordAuthorIty 0
Vi
. '
.'
. I
. sepl1:t;l1te kin~h' S would be unwilhng to dlssent from the pnnC1l? e
ml1n ll1SUffiClent. SIp
. th a t t h
'
. te
. d'In the Tl'av
e requIsl
recognIze
. r 'ncore case VM.
authority is, in the case of an undivided £~T~1l1y, to b~ s~ught
within that family, The joint and undIVIded .f~mlly l~ the
normal condition of Hindu society, An und1V~ded Hll1du
family is ordinarily joint, not only in estate, but 1~ foo~ ~nd
worship; therefore, not only all the c,oncel'lls of tl~e jOll1t
ever relates to then commensahty and
propel' t y, but what
their religions duties and observances, must be regulated
by its members, 01' by the manager to whom they have
e~pressly, 01' by implication, delegate~ the task o~ regulaThe Hindu wife upon her marrIage passes mto, and
'
t lOn,
.
f
'1
becomes a member of, that family, It IS u~on that amI y
that, as a widow, she has her claim for mall1tenance. It
LV

I

" .

tl t "

11

h~~~a~d,~tb';~h~~P~i::~; :;ca~~~:h81~~nore
inheritance," xxviiL, § 23.

See ante § 71.

son begotten on 11 widow whose
distant rel,ttion, is excluded from
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is in that family that, in the strict contemplation of law,
she ought to reside, It is in the members of that family
that she must presumably find such counsellors and
protectors as the law makes requisite for her. These seem
to be strong reasons against the conclusion that for such
a pll1'pose as that now under consideration, she can, at her
will, travel out of that undivided family, and obtain the
authorization required from a separated and remote kinsman of her husband (b),
"In the present case there is an additional reason
against the sufficiency of such an assent. It is admitted
on all hands that an authorization by some kinsman of the
husband is required. To authorize an act implies the
exercise of some discretion whether the act ought or ought
not to be done, In the present case there is no trace of
such an exercise of discretion. All we know is that the
Mahadevi, representing herself as having the written
permission of her husband to adopt, asked the Rajah of
Pedda Kimedy to give her a son in adoption, and succeeded
in getting one. There is nothing to show that the Rajah
ever supposed that he was giving' the authority to adopt
which a widow, not having' her husband's permission,
would require."
The remarks last quoted would probably make it difficult
hereafter for a widow to plead, as she did in this case,
first, that she had express authority from her husband to
adopt, and, secondly, that if she had not such authority,
the want of it was supplied by authority from kinsmen.
Accordingly, in a later case, decided by the Judicial Oommittee (c), an adoption was set aside intel' (llia on the ground
that tha consent of the managing member of the family,
(b) ,Vhere, however, ltll the branches of the family [lre divided ftom the
deceltsed hushand tmd from each other, the ilI.tdras High Court has held that
the bond. ji(l" COll,ent of one divided member i, sufficient where the assent of
the other is withh~ld from impl'.opcr motives. Pa,.as~1·a v. Rangm'aja,
2 Mltd., 202. The w"low, however, IS bound to apply to each sapinda for his
consent ,md the knowledge that he would refuse does not relieve her fro III Ihi
oblig""tion. 8nb1'ah1l1anyam v. Venka1n1l1a, 26 Mud., 627.
(e) KarllnabrZhi v. Ratnamaiya1', 7 I. A., 173; S. C., 2 Mad., 270; Venkafalaksh1na1nma v. Narasayya, 8 Mud., 545.
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which might in other respects have been suffici~nt, had
been obtained by the widow upon a representatIOn that
she had received authority to adopt from her deceased
husband, no such authority having been in fact given.
§ 127. In a case, subsequent to the Berhampore case,
one would have imagined that everything had concurred
to place the validity of the adoption beyond dispute. The
family was divided; all the sapindas had assented, ~nd
the persons in possession of the property l:ad n~ tItle
whatever. But the High Court set the adoptIOn aSIde on
the gronnd "that it was not made out. that there had
been snch an assent on the part of the wIdow as to show,
to quote the words of the judgment of the Privy Council
in the RCl1nnaad case, 'that the act was done by the
widow in the propel' and banff, fide performance of a
religious duty' "; and that there was no a~pearance of
any anxiety 01' desire on the part of the ':l~OW for the
propel' and bona fide performance of any relIgIOUS duty to
her husband. Her object appeared to have been to hold
the estate till her death, and then continue the line in the
person of the plaintiff. This judgme~t :vas reversed on
appeal. The Privy Council, after ~omtmg out that the
facts of the case did not justify the mference drawn from
them by the High Court, proceeded to say : . ,
" This being so, is there any ground fo~' the apphcatl~n
which the High Court has made of a partICular passage ~n
the judgment in the RwnnaacZ case? ~he passage m
question, perhaps, is not so clear as It Illlg~t hav.e been
made. The Committee, however, was dealmg wIth. the
nature of the authority of the kinsman that was reqUlr~d.
After dealing with the vexcda q·lla3stio., which does not ar~se
. tl'
In
11S c ase . whether such an adoptIOn can be made wIth
.
the assent· of one 01' more sapindas in the case of Jomt
family property, they proceed to consider what assent
would be necessary in the case of separate p:operty ; and
after stating that the authority ?f tl~e fa~her-m-law would
probably be sufficient, they saId: It IS not easy to lay
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down an inflexible rule for the case in which no father-inlaw is in existence. Every such case must depend upon
the circumstances of the family. All that can be said is,
that there should be such evidence,' not, be it observed,
of-the widow's motives, but' of the assent of kinsmen, as
suffices to show that the act is done by the widow in the
propel' and bond, fide performance of a religious duty, and
neither capriciously nor from a corrupt motive. .In this
case no issue raises the question that the consents were
purchased and not bond fide attained.' Theil' Lordships
think it would be very dangerous to introduce into the
consideration of these cases of adoption, nice questions as
to the particular motives operating on the mind of the
widow, and that all which this Committee in the former
case meant to lay down was, that there should be such
proof of assent on the part of the sapindas as should be
sufficient to support the inference that the adoption was
made by the widow, not from capricious or corrupt
motives, 01' in order to defeat the interest of this 01' that
sapinda, but upon a fail' consideration by what may be
called a family council, of the expediency of substituting
an heir by adoption to the deceased husband. If that be
so, there seems to be every reason to suppose that in the
present case there was such a consideration, both on the
part of the widow and on the part of the sapindas; and
their Lordships think that in such a case, it must be
presumed that she acted from the propel' motives which
ought to actuate a Hindu female, and that, at all events,
such presumption should be made until the contrary is
shown" (d).
§ 128. It does not seem quite clear, even now, whether Discussion as to
motive.
theirLordships are of opinion that the motive which operates
upon the mind of a widow in making an adoption, can be
material upon the question of its validity, where she has
(d) Vellanlciv. VenlcataRama, iI.A., 113; S. C., IMad.,174j S. C., 26 Suth.,
In this case the husb,md haa died, leaving a son. The decision established
that sapilldas had the same power of authorising an adoption in lieu of a son
who diea, as they wonld have had if there had never been a son.

21.
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obtained the necessary amount of assent: that is, whether
evidence would be admissible which went to show that the
widow was indifferent to the religious benefits supposed to
flow from an adoption to her husband, 01' even disbelieved
in the efficacv of such an adoption; and that her real and
only object i~ making an adoption was to enhance her
own importance and position, and to prevent the property
of her late husband from passing away to distant relations.
With the greatest defer~nce to any conclusions to t~e
contrary, which may be drawn from the above passages, It.
seems to me that the Judicial Committee did not mean
to lay down that such evidence would be material 01'
admissible. The fail' result of all their judgments appears
to be , that the assent of one or more sapindas is necessary,
. .
as a sort of judicial decision that the act of adoptIOn IS
a propel' one. That decision, like any other, may be
impeached, by showing that it was procured by fraud
01' corruption.
But if it was arrived at bona fide by the
propel' judges, it is conclusive as to the propriety of the
adoption. The judgment of the Court cannot be affec~ed
by the motives of the suitor. .The reasons .w~ICh
influence the widow may be puenle or even malICIOUS.
But what the family decide upon is the propriety of her
act, not the propriety of her reasons. Accordingly it has
been lately decided by the Privy Council that the fact
that a widow in Madras made an adoption, viz., that of
an only son, which was sinful and irreligious, though
not illegal. did not affect its validity when she had
obtained the necessary consent of sapindas. This consent
invested her with a power co-extensive with that of her
husband (e).
In Bombay, where the widow acts on her own discretion, it was for sometime laid down that proof that
. she had been acting from sinful or corrupt motives in
making an adoption would vitiate it. The Courts, ~
(0) Balasu GU1'ltlingaswami v, B. Ramalakshmamma, 26 1. A., lltl i S, C.,
22 Mad., 3~8,
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however, were so liberal in placing the most favourable
construction upon her acts and motives, that no case
appears to have arisen in which an adoption was set
aside for such a reason (f). The whole question was
referred to a Full Bench in 1898 when it was decided
that, inasmuch as the adoption procured for her husband
all the religious benefits which he could have desired, any
discussion of her motives was ir~'elevant (g).
§ 129. As might have been anticipated, the ingenuity
of Hindu litigants was next directed to invalidating the
assent of the sapindas. Accordingly an adoption by a
widow, with the consent of the managing member and
only adult sapinda of an undivided family, was set aside
on the ground ('inter alia) that his consent was given from
interested motives (h), But where the assent is fail' and
bonct fide, I would submit that it could not be ob.iected to
on the ground that it did not arise from religious motives.
I have already suggested that, even according to Brahmanical views, religious grounds were not the only ones for
making an adoption, and that among the dissenting sects
of Aryans, and all the non-Aryan races, religious motives
had absolutely nothing to do with the matter (i). But
further, when a religious act comes to be indissolubly
connected with civil consequences. it follows that the act
may be properly performed, either with a view to the
(f) V-ithoba y, Ba.pll, 15 Bom., 134; Patel Vallcl'ra'van Jekisan v, Manilal,
ibicl" 565 i Maha.bleshva1' Y. Dlwgabai, 22 Bom" 199 ; BhillZnwa y, Sangmoa,
ibicl" 206,
(g) Rwnchanclm Blwgnva.n y, MItZii Nana.bhni, 22 Bom., 558,
(h) ]{nl'l/.}wbilhi v. RatnmmaiYM', 71. A" 173, 2 Mael., ,170, and see Pa1'nsa1'a
y. Rnnga'ra:ia, 2 ~Iad., 202. It will be presumed, in the absence of proof to the
contl'ary, tlmt the consent of the lllttjority was giyen bOlld fide, Venkc.takl'ishnn,mnn v, Annapll1'Ila.mmn, 23 Mad., 486,
'
(i) See coile § 105, lOG. 1lu1\'e already stet ted (§ 106) that among the Tamil
inhabittmts of Northem Ceylon even the husband, when r1esirous to adopt, must
obtain the con sen t of his heirs, fLUel they lllust evidence their assent by dippinf(
their fingers in the saffron water, If such consent is withheld, the Tights of the
dissenting p"rbles to the inherit<Cllco will not be affected, Thesltwaleme, ii., 1,
5, B. Probably this was the originalletw in Southern In<1ia, though it ma.), have
passed !tway when the Bra.hmanical view of adoption, etS a duty and not merely
a right, was introduced, But the necessity for obtaining the consent of sapilldas
to "'11 ac1option by a wielow, and the sufficiency of such consent, may be a survival from the o~d law. If 80, it WOllld be an additional reaS011 fol' supposing
that l'eligiOLls motives had nothing to do with the adoption itsel£, 01' with the consent gi ven to it by kinsmen, See as to the N ambndri Brahmans, 11 Mad" 188,
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religious or the civil results. Not only SO, but that if the
act is in fact performed, the civil consequences must
follow, whatever be the motive of the actor. Marriage is·
just as much a duty with a Hindu as adoption. It could
not be contended that the validity of a marriage, or
any of its legal results, could be in the slightest degree
affected by the motives of either of the parties to the
transaction. When the Test and Corporation Acts rendered it necessary that a candidate for office should have
taken the sacrament, it was not material or permissible
to enquire, whether the communicant had spiritual or
temporal benefits in view.
§ 130. In \Vestern India the widow's power of adoption
is even greater than in Southern India. The Mayukha,
commenting on the same text of Vasishtha, draws from it,
as already remarked (§ 11'2), exactly the opposite conclusion from that arrived at by N anda Pandita. The latter
infers that a widow can never adopt, as she can never
obtain her husband's assent; the former infers that the
prohibition can only extend to a married woman, as she
onlv can receive such an assent (k). The whole of the
authorities are collected and reviewed in several cases in the
Bombay High Court which have established, ji'rst, that in
the Mahratta country and in Gujerat, a widow, who is sole
or joint heir to her husband's estate, may adopt a son to
her deceased husband, without authorityfrom her husband,
and without the consent of his kindred, or of the caste or
of the ruling authority. The qualification is added,
borrowed from the dictum of the Privy Council in the
Ramnctad case, provided "the act is done by her in the
proper and bona fide performance of a religious duty, and
neither capriciously nor from a corrupt motive" (l).
(k) V. May., iv., 5, § 17, lB .. Dr. Biihl~r s~ys t!ut the p,rincipaI ltrgument
tldvtll1ced by the l\iahmttlL WrIters for tIlls view 18 a versIOn of the text of
9aunaka, where they read" a WOlllan ,,;'ho is chndless, o~· whose. son~ ho. ve died "
(may adopt), insteacl of" a man," etc. The error of tIns r~lad11lg IS sho\~'n by
the fact thnt in the subseqnent verses (13,14) the tldopter IS refeJ'l'ed to 111 the
masculine gender. See art, «a.unaka S'I/witi, J ourn. As. Soc. Bel1gl1I, 1e6?,
(l) Rakhmabai v. Ra(Zhnba'i, 5 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 181, l1CC, Pel' c1l1·wm.;
Bhngvandas v. Rnjmnl, 10 Bom. H. C" 21)7; Ramji y, Ghamnll, 6 Bom" 49S;

I
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Secondly, that she cannot do so, where her husband has
expressly forbidden an adoption (l1~),or where she has ceased
to possess the character of his widow, as for instance by
re-marriage (n). Thirdly, that she can never adopt during
his lifetime without his assent (0). Fowrthly, that a widow,
who has not the estate vested in her, and whose husband
was not separated at the tiille of his death, is not competent to adopt a son to her husband without his authority,
or the consent of her father-in-law, or her husband's
undivided co-pal'ceners (p). A further qualification is
suggested by the Bombay High Court, viz., that where
the adoption by a widow would have the effect of divesting an estate already vested in a third person, the consent
of that person must be obtained (q). This will be considered subsequently under the head of effects of an adoption (r). Fifthly, that an adoption made by a widow,
which in other respects is valid, is not rendered invalid by
the fact that the husband to whom she adopted was a
minor (s).

Under the second of the above rules, it was held by Sir
·
. the case 0 f Lctkshmappa
. v.
M lC h ae I ,"\:,7
Vyestropp, C . J ., In
Rcunctppa (t), that where a widow lll.ade an adoption
which, though legal was sinful, as tor instance that of an
only son, her husba,nd's assent could not be assumed, and
therefore the adoption would be invalid. This decision
was relied on in a recent case from Madras, where the
widow, having no express authority from her husband,
had adopted an only son with the consent of the husband's
sapindas. The Judicial Committee said "we are not
Dinkm' 8itm'mn v. Ga,nesh Shiv1'a.nt, ib" 505; Gh'iown v. Bhimaji Raghnnnth,
9 B0111" 58. The onlls of proving such a corrupt motive lies heavily on him who
alleges it, Pntel VnncZ'ravnn Jekisnn Y. Mnnila.l, 15 Bom., 565, and the
importance of her motive is now denied. See ante § 128, note (d.),
(m) Bnyab,~i Y. Bnla Venkatesh, 7 Bam. H, C., A];.px. L
(n) Pnnchappa. Y. 8nngnnba.sa.'lVa., 24 Bom., 89.
.
O) Nm'a,yan Y. Nww Manohm', '7 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 153.
p) Rmnji v. Ghnman; Dinka1' v, Gnnesh, nb. sup.
q) Rupchund v, Rnkhmnbai, 8 Bom. H. C. (A. c, J.), 114; Gopal Ba.lMishnu v. Vishnu., 23 Bom., 250.
(1') SeelJOst § 184, et seq.
(8) Pntnl Va.n(Z1·nvnn Jekisan v, Mnnilnl, 15 Rom., 565.
(t) 12 Bom. H. C" 364.

!
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retrying this Bombay decision. In Madras it is established
that, unless there is some express prohibition by the
husband, the wife's power, at least with concurrence of
sapindas in cases where that is required, is co-extensive with
that of the husband. That is certainly the simplest rule
and it seems to their Lordships most consistent with principle. The distinction taken by Westropp, C.J., appears to
have been quite novel and also at variance with a decision
by his predecessor Sir Matthew Sausse. There may be
some peculiarity in the school of law which prevails at·
Bombay to support it, though it h,1s not been brought to
their Lordships' notice; but if there is any such it does
not apply to these parties in Madras" (n).
Jo.ins.

Punjo.b.

§ 131. Among the Jains, a sonless widow has the same
power of adoption as her husband would have had, if he
chose to exercise it. N either his sanction, nor that of
any other person is necessary (v). rrhe Court said of this
class :-" They differ particularly from the Brahmanical
Hindus in their conduct towards the dead, omitting all
obsequies after the corpse is burnt or buried. They also
regard the birth of a son as having no effect on the
future state of his progenitor, and consequently adoption
is a merely temporal arrangement, and has no spiritual
objects (10)." In the Punjab the custom appears to vary.
In Gurgaon a widow can adopt without any consent, if
she selects a son from her husband's agnates. She cannot
adopt anyone else without the consent of slwh agnates.
InRohtak and several other districts,the husband's consent
is necessary. In three cases, the Punjab Courts set aside
adoptions by a widow for 1Vmnt of her husband's permlSSlOn. Two of these cases came from Lahore and
Delhi respectively. It does not appeal' Where the third
(u) Balasn Gm'nlingaswamy v. B. LakshmalJpa., 26 1. A., p. 128; S. 0., 22
lILla., p. 408.

(v) Govindna.th Ray Y. GIIlal Ohand,5 S. D., 276 (322); Sheo Singh Y. Mt.
Dakho, 6 N.-W. P., 3B2; [,ffa., 5 I A., 87; S. 0., 1 AlL, 688; Lakmi Ohand Y.
Gatto Bai, I:l AlL, 319; Manik Ohand v. Jagat Settan·i, 17 Cal., 518; Ha?'nabh
Y Maa.cUl, 27 CaL, 37H.
(w) i'M' ell?'., 6 N.-W. P., 392.
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case arose (x). In Madras the High Court has held
that the right of a Jain widow to adopt without her husband's permission must be proved, like any other special
custom (J1).
.

,

t

9' 132. SEOOND, WHO MAY GIVE IN ADOPTION.-As the Only parents
act of a.doption ha~ the effect of removing the adopted son can give.
from hIS n~tural mto. the adoptive family, and thereby
~ost matenally and Irrevocably affects his prospects in
hfe, and as the ceremony almost invariably takes place
when the adoptee is of tender years, and unable to exercise any discretion of his own in the matter, it follows that
only. t~ose ,:ho have dominion over the child have the power
of gwmg hllll in adoption. According to Vasishtha (,0'),
both parents have power to give a son, but a woman
cannot give one without the assent of her lord. Manu
says (a): "He whom his father or mother (with her
husband's assent) gives to another, etc., is considered as a
son given." The words in parenthesis are the gloss of
Kullul~a Bha,tta. Different explanations have been given
to Vaslshtha s text (b). Some say that the wife's assent Assent of wife.
is absolutely necessary; others, that if not given, the
adopted son remains the son of his natural mother and
performs her obsequies: others that the words mean that,
either parent has the power to give, but that the wife can
only exercise this power during her husband's life with his
assent. The last explanation is the one which is now
accepted. It is quite settled that the father alone has
a~solute authority to dispose of his son in adoption, even
:"Ithout the consent of his wife, though her consent
IS generally sought and obtained (c). The wife cannot
give away her son while her husband is alive and capable
of consenting, without his consent; but she may do so
(x) Pnnjetb CnstoI~U'l'Y IJ':w, II, 154, 17B, 205; III, 87,89,90.
(y) ~e)'~a Ammam Y. Knshnasmni, 16 Mad., 182.
(z) T astshtl1a, XY., ~ 2, 5; 3 Dig., 212.
(a) :l1anu ix 168
(b) 3 Dig., 2541 257, 261; V. May., Y.; Steele, 45, 183.
' ,.,
.
(e). ?attaka MlI:"m1S~,"iv., 13-17; .v., H, n.; 3 Dig., 244; Alank Mania?'i Y.
Fa""?Ohand, 5 ~. D., do6 (41tl); Oll1tko Raghunath v. Janaki 11 Bam. H C
99; j\f,takshal'a, L, 11, § 9.
, . .,
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after his death, or when he is permanently absent, as for
instance an emigrant, or has entered a religious order, or
has lost his reason (el), provided the husband was legally
competent to give away his son, and has not expressly
prohibited his being adopted (e). But in a Bengal case
the pundits laid it down, and it was held accordingly, that
an adoption was bad where a widow had given away her
only son as elwya.'})l!llshyaya:lw without the express consent
of her late husband (j). It does not, however, appear
from the report whether the decision went upon the ground
that the adopted son was an only son, or upon the ground
that he was given away without sufficient authority. The
former seems rather to have been the case. It has been
expressly ruled in Bombay, that whether the giving in
adoption of an only son by his father is valid 01' invalid, it
is at all events so improper that a widow, without the
direct sanction of her husband, cannot be assumed to have
authority to give such a son away (g). It was evidently
the opinion of the High Oourt that a widow, in giving
her son, exercises not an independent but a delegated
authority, and that such an authol'ity will be negatived
when it is exercised in a manner which it may be supposed
the husband would have disapproved. No other relation
but the father or mother can give away a boy. For
instance, a stepmother cannot give away her stepson (lL), a
brother cannot give away his brother (i). Nor can the
paternal grandfather, or any other person (k). Nor can the
parents delegate their authority to another person, for
(d) Dattaka Mimamsa, iv., 10-12; Dattaka Olmndl'ika, i.. ill, il2; Mitakshara,
L, 11, § 9; At'nachellwn v. Iyasamll, 1 Mad. Dec., 154; Hm'o Soondree v.
Chnndm'money, Sevest., 938; Rangllbai Y. Bil.agirthibai, 2 Bam., 377; Mhal.
sa.bai v. Vitl/Oba, 7 Bam. H. C., Appx. 26; Jogesh Clwll(l"a v. Nrityakali,
30 Cal., 965.
(e) Na)'allaJwsami v. Kuppllsmni, 11 Mad., 113; GII·rlllingaswami v. Ram/{(iakshlllamma, 18 ~Iad., 53, p. 5i:l; affd. 26 1. A., 113; 8. 0.,22 Mad., 198.
(I) Debee Dial v. H!l1' Har Singh, 4 S. D., 320 (407).
(g) La.kshmappa v. Ramappa, 12 Bam. H. C., 364; Samasekham v. S!!badmmaJi, 6Bom., 524. See, however, as to this decision per Privy Council, ante § 130.
(h) Papamma v. V. Appa Row, 16 Mad., 384.
(i) V. Darp., 825; Mt. Ta?'a Munee v. Dev Namyull, 3 S. D., 387 (516); Moottoosamy v. L1,tchmeedavu1nmah, Mad. Dec., 1852, p. 97. See F. MacN., 2:W,
combating Veet'alJe1'mal v. Na·)·ain PUlall, 1 N. C., 91.
(k) Collccto)' of Snmt v. Dhi'l'Singj£, 10 Bam. H. 0., 235.
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instance a son, so as to enable him, after their death, to
give away his brother in adoption, for the act when done
must have parental sanction (l). And, therefore, even an
adult orphan cannot be adopted, because he can neither
give himself away, nor be given by anyone with authority
to do so (1n). But what the law declines to sanction is th~
delegation by an authorised person to an unauthorised
person of the discretion to give in adoption which is
vested solely in the former. Where the necessary sanction has been given by an authorised person, the physical
act of giving away in pursuance of that sanction may be
delegated to another (n).

S 183. The person who is authol'lsfld to give away a boy
in adoption may make his consent de1)endent on the
t
fulfilment of certalll condItIOns; and it has been held
that, where these conditions are not complied with, the
adoption is invalid. For instance, where a father by letter
authorised the giving of his son in adoption, provided the
adopting party first obtained the assent of the British
Government, an adoption made without such assent was
held invalid, though the assent was not in other respects
necessary (0).
<.

•

•

§ 134. The consent of the Revenue Board is necessary
to an adoption by a person whose estate is under the actual
management of the Oourt of Wards (p). It was once
supposed that the consent of Government was also necessary in the case of Inamdars, Zemindars, and feudal
chieftains whose estates would fall into the hands of the
Government in the event of their dying without heirs, and
in the time of Lord Dalhousie this principle was frequently
acted on. But it seems clear that, though it was customary
(l) Bashetiappa v. 8hivlingappa, 10 Bam. H. C., 26t!.
(m) Subbaluvammalv. A1Iww.kutti, 2\\1. H. 0.,129; Balvantm.v v. Bayabai,
6J;lom. H. C. (0. q..T.), ~3 i Wp1'a, 10 Bam. H. C., 268. So held even iu t~ec[,seof
Jaln8 wl~~~'e there IS no Inmt of age.
Ma)'i Devmnma v. Jivamma, 10 Mysore, 384.
(n) V~7zm'anga1n v. Laks7mmnn, 8 Bam. H. C. (0. c. J.), 244; Venkata Y.
Subad1'a, 7. Mad., 549; Subbamya)' v. S1tbbam1l1al, 21 i\iad., 497; Shamsing
1'.

Santaba~, 25 Bam. 551, p. 553.
(0) Rangubai v. Bhagirthibai, 2 Bam., 377.

(p) See antc § 111.

Conditions
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in such cases to ask for the sanction of the ruling power,
and to pay a nazzur on receiving it, still the sanction was
considered to be due as a matter of right, and was not a
condition precedent to the validity of the adoption itself,
although in some cases the native power, with a high hand,
may have refused to allow the adopted son to succeed (q).
§ 185. THIRD, WHO MAY BE TAKEN IN ADOPTION.-The
Origin of
"restriotions.
restrictions upon the selection of a person for adoption
appeal' all to be of Brahmanical origin, and to rest upon
the theory, that as the object of adoption was the per~
formance of religious rites to deceased ancestors, the fiction
of sonship must be as close as possible (§ 105), Hence, in
~eltrestsapinda. the first place, the nearest male sapinda should be selected,
if suitable in other respects, and, if possible, a brother's son,
as he was already, in contemplation of law, a son to his
uncle. If no such neal' sapinda was available, then one who
was more remote; 01' in default of any such, then one who
was of a family vvhich followed the same spiritual guide, or,
in the case of Sudras, any member of the caste (r). Probably this rule was strengthened by the feeling that it ~as
unjust to the members of the family to introduce a stranger
if a neal' relative was available. Originally it seems to
have been a positive precept. Subsequently it sunk to a
mere recommendation. It is now settled that the adoption
of a stranger is valid, even though neal' relatives, otherwise suitable, are in existence (s). In the second place,
no one can be adopted whose mother the adopter could
One whose
mother oould not have legally married (t). The origin and binding
htwe been
married,
(q) Steele 183; Bitaske?' Bit(witajee y, Na(I'I'o Ragauath, Bon;. Sel. ~ep., 24;
Ramc/wn(l?-a.y.Nauaj'i,7 Bam. H. O. (A. O.J.), 26; N((,1'ita?' Govm{Zv. }I.araya:n,
1 Bam" 607; RaJ1gubai Y. Bliagi?'titiba"i, 2 Bam., 377.; Bell's Empire III I~H1I",
127; Bell's Indian Policy 10; Sir O. J acleson's VimlicatlOn of Lord Dalhonsle, 9;
see BaZa:iiR(ullchand'/'a ~,DattnBamcitand?'n, 27 Bam., 75. By Lord C1t111ling's
proclamation the right to adopt has now been recognized in the case of fendal
chiefs and jaghiredal's.
.
(?) D"ttaka ~Iimamsa, ii., § 2, 28, 29, 67, 74, 76, 80; D,~ttalm Cham1rIlm,
i., ~ 10, 20, ii., § 11; iliitltksham, i., 11, §13, 14, 36; V, M"y" IY., 6, § D, 16, 19.
(s) 1 ,V. ,[cN " 68; 2 Stra. H. L., 93, 102; GocooZwlUud Y. WOO/lla Daee, 15
B. L. R., 405; S. C., 23 Suth., 340; affd, sub ?WlltiJ1e, [J/Ila Deyi y. GokooZanuud,
5 LA., 40; S.C., 30011.,587; Babajiv, Bha.gi'l'tliiZwi, 6 Bam. H. C. (A.L,J,), 70;
Da'l'Inn Dagl' Y. Ramkl'ishna 10 Bam 80. These tlllthorities must be "dmn as
over-ruling' the case of Ooma;, Dnt Y. Knllhio, 8ingh, 3 S. D., 14-1. (1\)2), which
We'" also a K-I'itl'im<l ac1option.
(t) Dettt,alm ~1im"msa, v., § 20.
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character of this rule have been criticised -with great learning and force by Mr. V. N. Mandlik (tl). He admits that
"the Dattaka Chandrika, the Dattaka Mimamsa, the Samskara Kaustubha, the Dharma Sindhu and the Dattaka
Nil'llaya contain this prohibition." These authorities base
their opinion, first, on the text of Qaunaka that the adopted
boy must bear the reflection of a son, to which they append
the gloss" that is the capability to have been begotten by
the adopter through niyoga and so forth" (v). Many
objections are offered to this gloss by Mr. V. N. Mandlik,
and, as I have already pointed out (§ 105, note), it is possible that the text itself had originally a different meaning.
Secondly, they rely upon a text which is attributed variously to Qaunaka, Vriddha Gautama, and Narada, which
states that a sister's son and a daughter's son may be
adopted by Sudras, but not by members of the three higher
classes, and upon a text of Qakala which explicitly forbids the adoption by one of the regenerate classes of
"a daughter's son, a sister's son, and the son of the mother's
sister" (70). As to the former text, Mr. Mandlik argues that
the correct translation is" Sudras should adopt a daughter's
son, or a sister's son. A sister's son is in some places
not adopted as a son among the three classes beginning
with a Brahmana." He points out that the Mayukha,
as properly rendered, interprets the text as meaning that
Sudras should adopt only, or primarily, a daughter's 01' a
sister's son, but not as forbidding such adoptions by Brahmans. This view is also supportpd by the Dvaita Nil'llaya,
and the Nil'llaya Sindhu (x). The text of Qakala he dis(I') ~~ges 478-~9.5. 514. Dr. Jolly also says that "a close examination of
the 0~Ig111al,tuthol'1tIes shows, that there is very little, if anything, in the Sanskrit
~reatlses to warrant the formatlon of snch a rule as this," Lect. 163, The rule
Itself was r~-affir11led by the HIgh Comt of Madrus after a fnll examination of
Mr: Manc1hk:s aI'gllment, Minakshi, y. Bamanada. 11 Mad., 49, and by the
PrIVY CounCIl. Bhagwan 8ingh Y. Bhagwa.n 8ingh, 26 I. A. ' 153', .
S .C, 21
All., 412,
(v) Dattalra Mimamsa, v., § 15-17; Dattaka Chandrika, ii., § 7, t;, I am
unable to refer to the other authol'ities, bnt Mr. V, N. Man<1lik says that they
rely upon the same texts, p. 489.
(10) Dattl1lm ~imamsa, ii., § 32, 74, 107; Dattalra Ohan<1rika, i., § 17, 7.
(m) V. May., IV., 5, § 9, 10; V. N. Mandlik, pp. 5H-56,
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poses of (p. 495) by treating its authority as of nb weight
in opposition to usage and cOllfiicting authorities. The fact
still remains, however, that the five digests above referred'
to lay down the rule in distinct and positive terms. The
rule so laid down was stated by Mr. Hutherland, both the
MacNaghtens, and both the Stranges (y) ; and, as limited
to the three regenerate classes, it has been affirmed by a
singularly strong series of authorities in all parts of India
as forbidding the adoption of the son of a daughter, 01' of
a sister, 01' of an aunt (z). In a recent case the Allahabad
Court by a Full Bench ruling held that the Dattaka Mimamsa
was not an authol'ity in Provinces governed by Benares
law, and that, in the absence of any prohibition of such
adoptions in works earlier than it and the Dattaka Ohandrika, such adoptions were valid. This decision, however,
was reversed by the Judicial Oommittee in a judgment
which has finally established the invalidity of adoptions
of that class in all cases to which the general Hindu law
applies, and in which no countervailing custom is established (Ct). On the same ground, it is unlawful to adopt
a brothel', 01' step-brothel', 01' an uncle, whether paternal
01' matel'llal (b).
And it makes no difference that the
adopter has himself been removed from his natural
family by adoption; for adoption does not remove the
bar of consanguinity which would operate to prevent
inter-mal'l'iage within the prohibited degrees (c). This rule
must, of course, be understood as excluding only the sons
(v) Suth. Syn., 664; F. lVlacN., 150; 1 W !VIllcN., 67; 1 Stra. H. L., 83, S.!VI.,
§ 84.
I B I
(z) HaeeGnn.gav.BaeeSheokooyn'1',Bolll;Sel. Rep.,73;Na'1'a~(l'/nma v. a~1'an>rt Gha>'ln, llVl. H. C., 420; hvan~ Y. J,WlI, 2lV~. H. ,?, 462: Gopala·v¥an;.
Raghllp(btiavvnn, 7 M. H C., 250; Ramalwga v. Sadc:stvn, ~ !VI.LA., 506, S.C.,
1 Suth. (P.C.), 25, where the side-note calls the p,ntles VlHSYOS, though they
were really Smlras. See snpl'a, 2 M. H. C., 467; Em'a Shunkov. Bebee Mlln?l~e,
20'1. Dig.:S2; GopaINm'hm' Y. Bamnnnt,. S BOlll., 273, where all t!,e authorIt,es
are eXt'mined; Bhagi·,.thibai v. Radhnba1, 3 Bam., 298; Pa>'batt Y. Hllnda1',
8 All., 1; affd. 161. A., 186; S. C., 12 All., 51.
(a) Bhagwan Hin.gh Y. Bhagwan Sinr;h, 1~ All., 294, 26 1. A., 153.
.
(b) Dattaka Mimamsa, v., § 17; RllnJeet Stngh v. Obhyn,2 S.
245 (S15),
Moottoosamy Y. Llltchmer1nvllmmah, Mad. Dec. of 1852,96; Sn1'amul~~ v. Ramaivv a , 3 Mad., 15 ; Minakshi v. Ramanada, 11 Mad., 49. The adoptwn of an
uncle's son was sanctioned in Madras, apparently on the ground that Buch
adoptions were sanctioned by usage. Vi1'ayva v. Hanumanta, 14 Mad., 459.
(0) Moothia v. Uppell, Mad. Dec. of 1858, 117.
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of woman whose original relationship to the adopter was
such as to render them unfit to be his wives. A man
could not'lawfully marry his brother's 01' nephew's wife,
but a brother's son is the most propel' person to pe adopted,
and so is a grand-nephew (cl). A wife's brothel', 01' his
son, may be adopted (e), and so may the son of a wife's
sister (j'), 01' of a matel'llal aunt's daughter (g).
)1)ears to be of Brahmanical Rules
not
§ 136. This rule ag'ain a1.t.t
versal.
ongm. The same authorities which lay it down as regards
the higher classes state that Sudras (h) may adopt a
daughter's, 01' sister's son. The Mayukha even states
that, as regards them, such a person is the most propel' to
be adopted (i). He is obviously the most natural person
to be selected. A mother's sister's son may also be
adopted among Sudras (k). In the Punjab such adoptions
are common among the J ats, and this laxity has spread
even to Brahmans, and to the orthodox Hindu inhabitants
of towns, such as Delhi (l). They are also permitted
among the J ains (1n), and in Southern India even among
the Brahmans such adoptions are undoubtedly very
common. It was decided, so late as 1873, that the
practice had not attained the force of a legal custom (n).
But in 1881, upon a renewed enquiry, the High Oourt
pronounced that in Southern India such adoptions were
valid among Brahmans. A similar practice among the
N ambudri Brahmans of Malabar has also received judicial
(d) M01'lIn Moee Y. Bujoy, Suth. Sp., No. 122.
.
(e) I(1·istnien.qn)' \'. Vfl.nmnnllla.lav, l\Iad. Dec. of 1856, 21S ; Rungana',qnm v.
Nalllesevoya, Mac1..Dec. of 1857, 94; Rnvee Bhll(I·}' I'. Roopshnnke1', 2 Bor., 662
[713J ; Sriramulu 1'. Rwmayya., 3 I\'hcl., 15.
(f) Bnee Gwnga Y. Bnee 8heokoovu}', Bam. Sel. Rep., 73, 76.
(g) Venkala Y. Snbha(11'o, 7 Mael .. 549.
(h) The ICayasthaB in Beng,\l are Smlras, and may mf,lre such adoptions.
Ra,icoomm' Lall Y. ViRsess,l'I' Dyal, 10 Cal., 688.
(-i) V. i\[rty., il'., 5, § 10, 11.
(k) Ghimw. NagaYl/n y. Pe(lcla. l'ia.ga!!!!lI, 1 Mad., 62.
(l) Punjab Cust., 79-83; Punjab Customary Law, II, 111, 154, 205, 210.
(Ill) Sheo S,:n.g71 Y. ]vrt. Dnkho, 6 N.-W.P., 3H2, a/fd. 51. A., 87; S. C;,
1 All., 6tlS; Hassan Ali v. NagmJl.al, 1 All., 288; Lakhmi Ghand v. Datto Bm,
8 All., 319.
(n) Gopalayyan v. Raglmpatiayynn, 7 M. H. C., 250; 2 Stra. H. L., 101;
1 Gibelin, 89; ~elson's View of the Hindu Law, 90.
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sanction (0). In the North-West Provinces the adoption.
of a step-brother is allowed among the unregenerate
classes (p), and among the Borah Brahmans even sister's
sons may be adopted (q). In Pondicherry the rule, as a
general principle, is not recognised. A man rna.y a~opt
his daughter's, or his sister's son, or anyone of hIS wIfe's
relations, but he may not adopt his own brot~er (1'). I;n
Western India also they appeal' to be permItted. It IS
also said that in the Deccan a younger brothel' may be
adopted, and, though the adoption of uncles is forbidden,
a different reason is alleged for the prohibition (s).
Extension of
rule to son of
wife's brothel'.

§ 137. A singular extension has been given to this rule
by Nanda Pandita. He quotes a text of Vriddha Gautama :
-"In the three superior tribes a sister's son is nowhere
mentioned as a son," -and says that here a sister's son is
inclusive of a brother's son. But as the brother's son is
not only not prohibited, but is expressly enjoined, for
adoption, he draws the remarkable conclusion that .a
brother's son must not be adopted by a sister. And tIns
opinion was acted upon in the North-W ester~ Provin~es,
where the Court set aside an adoption by a wIdow, actmg
under her husband's authority, where she had selected the
son of her own brothel' (t). If the adoption had been
made by her husband, and not by herself, it would have
been perfectly valid (n). The same principle seems to
have been the ground of a case which is reported, and
discussed at much length, by Sir F. MacNaghten (vJ.
There a man died leaving three widows, and an authority
to them to adopt. As they could not agree, a reference
was made to the Mastel', who reported in favour of a boy
(0) Val/idinacZa v. Appu, 9 Mac1., 14; Vishnu v. Krishnan, 7 Mad., 3; perCll1'iam, 11 lVlac1., 55.
(n) Phu'II(lo v. ;rangi Nath, 15 Afl., 327.
(q) Chain Sukh Ram v. Pm'bat" 14 All., 53.
(1') Sm'g H. h, 130; 00. ('Oll., 377.
.
(.,) Ste~le, 44; Huebut Rao Y. Govi-Ildmo, 2 Bor., 85; V. N. lVlanc1hk, 474,
495 ; W. & B., 887.
L 7
S' Z
(t) Dattaka Mimamsa, iL, § 33, 34; Mt. Battas v.
ae 'man wg /-,
N.-W. P., 117.
(tt) See ,mthorities quotec1, § 135, notes (e) ,(d).
(v) Da.qu1nba-1·ee Y. Ta-ramonee, F. l'IIacN., 170, App. 10.
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who was the son of the second widow's uncle. The next
question thatal'Ose was, whet~ler the boy could be received
in adoption by the second WIdow. It was .argued. that
this was impossible, because she could not wIthout mcest
have been the mother of a boy by her own uncle. The
pandits differed, and no. decision ~vas ~ver given, the
second widow having warved her rIght m favour of the
elder. Sir F. MacNaghten, however, pronounces unhesitatinaly in favour of the objection. It seems to me,
howe~~r, with the greatest respect, that this is introducing
into the Hindu theory of adoption a second fiction, for
which there is no foundation. The real fiction is, that
the adopting father had begotten the child upon its natural
mother; therefore, it is necessary that she should be a
person who might lawfully have been his wife. There is
no fiction that the natural father had also begotten the
child upon the adopting mother. The natural son becomes the son, not merely of the particular wife from
whom he is born, but of all the wives; and the authors of
the Dattaka Mimamsa and Dattaka Challlll'ika seem to
think that the same result follows in the case of several
wives from an adoption (10). The fiction can hal'dly
extend to the length of his being conceived by all. In
fact it would appeal' that the Hindu law takes no notice
of the wife in reference to adoption. The relation of the
adopted son to ner arises upon adoption. But the balance
of authority and reasoning appeal'S to be opposed to the
idea that relationship to her has any effect upon the
choice of the boy to be adopted (x).
§ 138. The adopted son must be of the same class as Ic1entityofcaste.
his adopting father, that is, a Brahman may not adopt a
Kshatriya, or v'ioe VM'S(~ (y). This rule is probably an
innovation upon ancient usage, as Medhatithi and others

*

(10) Manu, ix".B 11l3; D~ttak~ l\iim!Unsa, ii., 69; Dattal", Chnnc1J'ika, L, § 23.
Anc1 so the pan,l; ts stated III tIllS case, F. MacN" App. 11,
,
(x) 'fhis view was o,pproved by the Madra" HIgh Oomt, Sn1'a1nulu Y.
Ralnrtyya, 3 l\I ,a" p. 17; anil in Bombay, Ba.i Nani v. Chzlo1Iilal, 22 Bom., 973.
(y) An orthodox Hindu may ltc10pt the Son 0.£ a member 01 the Sac1h"l'nm
Brahmo Somaj. J(1lSll'/n J(nman v. Satyan Ram]an, 30 OaL, 999.
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interpret the words of Manu" being alike" (translated by
Sir W. Jones "being of the same class") as meaning
merely, possessing suitable qualities, though of a different
class (z). In the time of Manu a man might have
married wives of different class, and the sons of all such
wives would have been legitimate, and would have inherited together, though in different proportions (a). Each of
such sons must have been competent to perform his .
father's obsequies, though perhaps with varying merit.
It would have been remarkable, therefore, if a man could
not have adopted the son of a woman whom he might
l1ave married. Baudhayana makes no reference to caste,
and Vasishtha merely says, "the class ought to be
Imown" (§ 107), which is natural enollgh, as determining
a preference. The other authors (Katyayana, Qaunaka,
Yajnavalkya, and Yaska), who forbid the adoption of one of
unequal class, admit that such adoptions do take place,
and are effectual as prolonging the line, though not for
purposes of oblations. They, therefore, declare that a son
so adopted is entitled to receive maintenance (b). From
this, I presume, they considered that he was effectually
severed from his natural family. It is probable, therefore,
that, as long as mixed marriages were lawful the adoption of sons of inferior caste was also lawful (c). \Vhen
the former ceased, the latter also ceased. At present, I
imagine that the adoption of a Kshatriya by a Brahman
would be a mere nullity, and would neither take the boy
out of his natural family, nor give him any claim upon the
family of the adopter. The case has never occurred, and
is quite certain never to occur.
§ 139. As the chief reason for adoption is the performance of funeral ceremonies, it follows that one who from
any personal disqualification would be incapable of per(z) Manu, ix., § 168; Mitaksham, i., 11, § 9; V. May., v., 5, § 4; D"ttaka
Mimamsa, ii., ~ 23--25; Dattaka Chandrika, i., § 12-16.
(a) Manu, ix., ~ 14S-156. (b) See, too, D. Ie S , yii., § 23,24, citing Namda.
(e) In Northern Ceylon this is the case still. The SOil, if adopted by a man,
passes int" his caste. If adopted by a woman, he remains in the caste of his
natuml father. Thesawaleme, ii., ~ 7.
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forming them, would be an unfit person to be adopted (d).
Nothing is said upon the point by Hindu law writers.
Probably the idea that such an adoption could be made
would never have occurred to their minds. As a person so
adopted would also be incapable of succeeding to the
property of the adopter, and so continuing his name and
lineage, every object would fail which an adoption is
intended to serve.
§ 140. A further limitation upon the selection of a son
for' adoption arises from age, and the previous performance
of ceremonies in the natural family (e). The leading
authority upon this point is a passage from the Kalikapuraila, which is relIed on by N anda Pandita, but which is
treated as spmious by the author of the Dattaka Ohandrika,
Nilakanta, and others, and which is admittedly wanting
in many copies of that work. It lays down absolutely
that a child must not be adopted whose age exceeds five
years, or upon whom the ceremony of tonsure has been
performed in the natmal family (j). The result of a
lengthened commentary on this passage in the Dattaka
. . f
Mimamsa appears to be: first, that the hnnt 0 age as not
exceeding five is absolute; secondly, that one who has had
the tonsure performed ought not to be adopted, as he will
at the outside be the son of two fathers; but, thirdZy,
that if no other is procurable, a boy on whom tonsure has
been performed may be received. In that case, however,
the previous rites must be annulled by the performance of
the p'td1'esMi, 01' sacrifice for male issue. As regards other
Cd) Suth. Syn., 665; V. Darp., 828,830.
(e) As to the eight ceremonies for a male, see Ooleb1'ooke, note to Dattalm
iYIimamsa, iI-., § 23; 3 Dig., 104. Of ~hese t?"sure is the fifth, aI;dupanctya'l1':',
01' investiture with the saCl'ed thread, IS the eighth.
The former IS performed III
the seeonel or third year after birth, the lll,tter, in the case of Brahmans, in the
eighth year from cOI~ception. Bnt it n~ay be per!ormed so early as tl~p, fifth, 01'
dehlyed till thp sixteenth yea". The prImary perlO(ls for upmzaya'l1ct III the case
of a Kshatriy>t are eleven, and of a Vaisya twelye years, hut it may be delayed
till the ages' of twent~-two and twenty-four respectively. For Sudms there is
no ceremony but 1l1arl'luge.
(f) Datt~lra MimllmBa, iy., § 22; Dattalra Chandrika, ii., ~ 25; V. l\Iay.,
v., 5, § 20; Mitakshara, i., 11, § 13, note; Jolly, ~ 161.
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rites, those previous to tonsure are immaterial, the per"
formance of the 1tpanCtyanct is an absolute bar (g).
Jagannatha.

J agannatha appears to accept the text as literally binding, and not to recognize the right of performing the.
tonsure over again. He, therefore, considers an adoption
to be invalid, if it is made after tonsure, or after the fifth
year (h).

Dattaka Chandrika.

On the other hand, the author of the Dattaka Ohandrika
refuses to accept the text of the Kalika-purana as authentic.
But even if it should be genuine, he explains it away by
the possibility of performing tonsure a second time in the
adoptive family. The result he arrives at is , that aO'e
is
b
only material as determining the term at which 1tpanayann
may be performed. So long as this rite in the case of the
three higher classes, and mal'l'iage in the case of Sudms,
can be performed in the family of the adopter, there is
no limit of any particular time (i).
Mr. VV. MacNaghten is of opinion that the rules laid
down by the Dattaka Mimamsa and the Dattaka Ohandrika
should be followed in the Provinces in which they are
respectively in force: that is, the Dattaka Mimamsa in
Benares, and the Dattaka Ohandrika in Bengal and
Southern India (k). From what has been already stated
(§ 30) as to the authorship of the Dattaka Ohandrika
there seems to be no reason for ascribing to it any special
authority in Southem India. The authority of the
Dattaka Mimamsa in Benares, after much hostile criticism,
has been recently recognised by the Privy Oouncil as
having acquired by long acceptance an independent
authority (l).

Benares law.

§ 141. The only decisions upon this point under Benares
(g) n"ttalm Minmll1sa, 30-56; 1 W. MacN., 72. )\fl'. Sutherhtnd's gloss
upon Dat~alra lI!ill1all1sa, § 53, that the wOl'ds "a boy five yeal'A old" means
under SIX IS a lUIstake. It means one 'who has not passed his fifth birthday.
Pe>' MaJ,,?wod, J., Ga.nga Sohai v. Lekh"aj Si"gh, 9 AI1., 310.
(h) 3 DIg., 148,249-25],263. SeA, too, F. Mac., 139--146 J94.
(i) Dattaka Chandrilm, ii., § 20-88; 1 W. lIineN., 72.
'
(k) 1 W. :\facN., 78.
(l) Bhagwall Singh v. Bhagwan Sin,r;h, 261. A., 153; S. C., 21 All., 412.
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law have been given in the Oourts of the North-West
Provinces. The first of these was in 1868 (11t), when it
was held that under the Dattaka Mimamsa an adoption
. was valid so long as the boy was below six years. Here
the Oourt accepted the authority of the Dattaka Mimamsa,
and of the Kalika-purana on which the rule is based, but
fell into a mistake as to the meaning of the rule, in
consequence of the gloss put upon it by Mr. Sutherland
[§ 140 U)]. 'rhe question arose again in 1886, and was
examined in the most elaborate manner by Mr. Justice
Mahmood (n). The conclusions he arrived at are stated
as follows: "I hold that the passage of the Kalika-purana
upon which the limitation of five years for adoption is
entirely founded, is not proved to be authentic; that even
if it be taken to be authentic, the interpretation adopted
by Nanda Pandita in his Dattaka Mimamsa is not shown
to be universally applicable; that the interpretation may
be restricted only to Brahmans intended for priesthood;
that this interpretation would bring the Dattaka Mimamsa
in accord with the Dattaka Ohandrika ; that various other
plausible interpretations of the passage have been adopted
by other authorities; that such authorities may be referred
to for the purposes of this question; and that the matter
being so dealt with by those authorities, it would be unsafe to set aside the plaintiff's adoption upon the solitary
ground that he was older than five years at that time."
He then proceeded to express his opinion that, as regards
the twice-bol'll classes, age was only material as determining the time at which the 'ltpctnnyana may be performed,
and that its performance was the ultimate limit for a
valid adoption. As regards Sudras adoption could be performed effectually till marriage.

§ 142. In Bengal and Southern India the decisions are
in favour of the view laid down by the Dattaka Ohandrika.
(m) Thakool' Oommo Sin,r;h v. T7u~kool'Onee Mehtab Koonwer, N.- W. P.,
H. C. Rep., 1868, 103a. See pe')' Mahmood, J., 9 All., p. 312.
(n) Gan,r;a Sahai v. Lekl/ll'ai Sin,r;h, 9 All., 25i;l, pp. 316-324, 327, 328.
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In some of the earlier Bengal cases, the pundits, while
agreeing that the age of five years was not an absolute
limit which could not be exceeded, seem to have thought
that if tonsure had already been performed in the natural.
family and in the name of the natural father, a subsequent
adoption would be invalid (0). In 1838, however, the
Sudder Court Pundit, in reply to a question as to age,
answered" that the period fixed for adoption with respect
to thG three superior tribes, Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and
Vaisyas, was prior to their investiture with their respective
cords: and with respect to Sudras, prior to their contracting marriage" (p) . This opinion has been affirmed in
several subsequent cases, and may now be treatedas beyond
doubt (q). The same rule has been repeatedly laid down
in Madras, both by the pundits and the Court (1'). It is
also suggested by Mr. Ellis that, even after 1tpanaYltna, an
adoption would be valid, if the person adopted was of the
same gotm as his adopter. He bases this view on the
ground that where the gotm is different, the 'ltpanayana
is a bar, since by it the person is definitely settled in his
natural family, and this renders the performance of the
dcdt(t h01nam (§ 151) impossible. But where the gotm
is the same, the performance of the clatta h01nct.1n, though
propel', is not necessary for an adoption. And this view
was adopted by the Travancore Oourt in a case between
Brahmans. There the 1tpanayana had been perfol'll1ed
previous to adoption. But the Court held the objection
to be immaterial since the person adopted was the son of
(0) Km'utna1'aen v. Mt. BhobineNl'ee, 1 S. D., 161 (213) (IlS to the renUL1·k
appended to this decision, see 1 W. MacN" 75); 2 W. MacN., 180; Mt. DuZlabh
v. Mamt, S. D., 50 (61).
(p) Bullabakant v. Kishenp"ea, 6 S. D., 219 (270).
(q) NitmcZayee v. Bholanath, S. D. of 1853, 553; Bamkishore v. Bl100bull,
S. D. of 1859, 229,236; affirmed on review, S. D. of 1860, i., 485, 490; reversed
on a different point in the Privy Council sub nomine Bhoobnn Moyee v.
Eamkish01'e, where, however, the ruling as to the validity of the adoption on
the ground of age was not disputed, 10 M. 1. A., 279; S. C., 3 Suth. (P. C.), 15.
(,.) 1 Stra. H. L., 87, 91; 2 Stra. H. L., 87, no; Mootoo Yizia RaghoonacZha
Satooputty, alias Annasamy v, Sevagmny Nachia,', 1 Mad. Dec., 106; affirmed
by Privy Conncil on the 28th April, 1828, Ohetty Oolum P"llS1tnna v. Ghetty
Goltun MoocZoo, 1 Mad. Dec., 406; Snenevassien v. SaShlj1t1nmal, Mad. Dec.
of 1859,118; Veempermallv. Nm'min Pillay, 1 N.C" 133; V1/thilil1ga v. Vyia.tlw11111!al, 6 Me.d., 43 ; Pichuvayyan v. Snbbayyan, 13 Mad., 128.
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the adopter's brothel' (8). This ruling was followed by
the High Court of Madras after a very full investigation
of the authorities, and upon evidence of local usage (t).
In a later case the fact that the person taken in adoption
was an unmarried man aged forty, who had succeeded to
his father's estate, was held to be no valid objection to
the adoption Cn). The statement by M. Gibelin, that
usage in Pondichel'l'Y admits of adoption after the
upanayana in any case, appears to be incorrect as regards
Brahmans (v).
§ 143. This restriction again does not exist where the
Brahmanical fiction of ~1n altered paternity is unknown.
In the Punjab there is no restriction of age (10). Among
the Jains the period extends to thirty-two, and it is said
by Holloway, J., that there is no limit of age (;r). So in
Western India, the author of the Mayukha says: " And
my father has said that a married man, who has even had
a son born, may become an adopted son" (y). In accordance with this cb:ctwn the pundits of the Surat Sudder
Court reported that" the rule that a hoy should be adopted under five years related to cases where no relationship
exists; but when a relation is to be adopted, no obstacle
exists on account of his being of mature age, married and
having a family, provided he possesses common ability,
and is beloved by the person who adopts him" (z). So
Mr. Steele states, "the Poona Shastl'ies do not recognize
the necessity that adoption should precede moon;' and
mal'l'iage." And he gives various statements as to the
propel' age for adoption ranging from five to fifty, and
ending, " there is no limit as to age. The adoptee should
(s) 2 Stra. H. L., 104; Ha.maswa.mi Iyen v. Bhagati Ammal, 8 Mad. JUl'. , 58.
(t) Yi1'U1'aga,va B(tmalinga, 9 Mad., 148, overruling YenkatasalY(L v. Venkata. Ghayln, 3 lVIad. H. C., 2tL
Cn) P(LpallmW v, V. Appa. Bau, Hi ;Had., 384, p, 396.
(v) l Gibelin, 94; Sorg H. h, 1:32; Co. Con., 170,377.
(w) Pnnj.tb Gust., 82,
(x) Ritlwltrn Y. Soojnll, 9 ilIttd. Jur., 21, cited in Sheo Sillgh v. Mt. Daklw,
6 N.-W. P., 402; Govinclnath v. Gulalchnnd, 5 S, D" 276 (322).
(1/) V. May., iv., 5, § 19, His father was Shanker Bhatt, Imthor ofthe Dvait
Nirnaya, a work of special authority in the Deccun. NathaJi v. Hm'i, 8 Bam.
H. O. (A. C. J.), 70.
(z) B"(jbhooknnjee v. Gokoolootsaojee,] Bor., 195 [217J.
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not be older than the adopter" (a). N one of these
authorities make any distinction as to the caste of the
person adopted. In the Surat case the parti,es appear to
have been Brahmans, or at least Kshatriyas. In some of
the cases in which the adoption of a mal'l'ied man has
been held valid by the Bombay High Court, the parties
happened to be SL1dras, bL1t the decision did not tUl'll
upon that circL1mstance (b). It has been settled by recent
cases, aftet· some doubt; that a married Brahman may
be lawfL1lly adopted, and that it makes no difference as to
the legality of the transaction whether he belongs to a
different 01' to the sallle gotra as the adopter (0).
Only son.

Eldest son.

S 144. The prohibition against adopting an only son
rests on the texts of Vas1shtha, Baudhayana and c;:'aunaka,
(§ 107). "Let no man give 01' accept an only son, since
he must remain for the obsequies of his ancestor" (el).
So Qannaka says, "By no lllan having an only son is
the gift of a son to be ever made." From these Nanda
Pandita infers a prohibition against accepting also, and
says that the offence of extinction of lineage, denounced
by Vasishtha, is incurred by both giver and receiver (e).
This prohibition is by some authorities extended to the
adoption of an eldest son, since his merits are specially
appropriated in the interests of his own father (/). And
even to the adoption of one of two sons, since such an act
would leave the father with an only son, and thereby
(a) SLeele, 44, 1b2; V. N. j\i.Llldllk, 471; 1 W. ~IacN., 75. Ttlis was also
the ciLse in Rome. The rule as to diff~rence of "'ge, if it IULs any force ,tt aU, does

not ltpply a" between ,"n adopting widow lind the adoptee. Gopal Balkrishna Y.
Vishnu, Raghunath, 2;; Bom., 250, p, 256.
(b! Ra,jo Nimbalka1' v. Jayavantl'av, 4 Bom. H. C. (A. C ..J .), 191; N(dhay'i
v. Ha'ri, 8 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 67.
(0) Sildashiv Y. Hal·i Ilfoneslwar, 11 Bom. H. C., 190; Lakshmappa Y.
Ramappa, Ii! Bom. H. C., 364; Dharma Da.qn Y. Bamkrishna, 10 Bom., 80.
Among the N amblldri flmhmans (} 44), the power to adopL a m,u'rierl man
appeltrs only to exist when the adoption is of the Krit?'ima form, 11 Mad., p. 176.
(d) So in Rome, the only nlltle of his genlls conJd not be Itdopted, for the sacra
would in such It case be lost.
(e) D,"tL,d"" MinH1msa, iv., § 1-6; Dltttalm Chandrika, i., § 27, 2R; Mitaksham, i., 11, § 11; V. M"y., iv., 5, § 9, 16; V. N. Mandlik, 502.
(f) Mitakshara, i., 11, ~ 12, citing Manu, ix., ~ 106; Virumit., ii., 2, § 8; Sarasvati Vil"sa, § 868,369; 2 Stm. H. L" 105 ; 2 W. MacN., 182; Y. IVlay., iv., 5,
4; Permaul Naioken v. Pottee Amlllal, Mad. Dec. of 1851, 284.
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subject him to the chance of being left wholly without
. issue. But this final precept is admittedly only dissuasive,
and not peremptory (g). And the same decision has lately
been given as regards the adoption of an eldest son (h).
The value to be placed upon these texts, according to
Hindu rules of interpretation, is discussed at length by
Mr. V. N. Mandlik. His view is that they are recommendatory only, and not prohibitory, and that a violation of
them affects the offender, but cloes not detract from the
validity of the rite (,i).

S 145. It seeJllS to be admitted everywhere that there is
no objection to the adoption of an only son, when he is
taken as clWYa'll1/11shyayana, or the son of two fathers;
either by an express agreement that his relationship to his
natural family shall continue (k), or by the fact that the
only son of one brother is taken in adoption by another
brothel', in which case the double relationship appears to
be established without any special contract (l). The
remaining qne3tion, as to the validity of the adoption of
an only son, has given rise to an extraordinary amount of
discussion, and has been treated with a series of conflicting judgments commencing from the beginning of the
last century, and only settled in its closing year by a
final decision of the Judicial Committee (m). The
(g) D.Lt,~,Lk" Mimamsa, iv., ~ i:l; 1 Stm. H. L., tl5; 1 W. }IncN., 77.
(1).) Janokee v. Gopaul, 2 Ca!., 365 ; a/!d. on facts 10 1. A., 32; S. C., 9 Ctt!', 766 ;

Kashibai v. Tatia, 7 Bom., 221; Jamnabai v. Raiohmul, ib., 225.
(iJ V . .'<. ilitlndlilr, 496-508, where he gives instances of the adoption of only
sons from the Ve(lic ages downwttrds.
(k) 2 W. IVIacN., 192; J Stra. H. L., 86; futwah", 2 Jen., 206; Slmmshere Y.
DUraj, 2 S. D" 189 (i!16); JO!Jmonee v. Sibosoond,'y, Fulton, 75; Behari Lal Y.
Shib Lnl, 26 All., 472.
(I) D,~Lt.tk,t Mim,"msa, iL, 87, 38, vi., § iH-36, 47,48; Datt"lm CIH11ldrilm,
i., § 27, 28, iii., § 17, Y., § 83; 1 Stra. H. L., 86; 2 Stra. H. L., 107; Steele, 45,
183; Sanadhilmri, 535; Pm'maul Naioleen Y. Pot tee Ammal, Mad. Dec. of
1851, 2:34; pel' olt'l'iam, GooDolannnd Y. Wooma Daee, 15 B. L. R., 415; S. C.,
23 Suth., 840; Nilnuidhnb v. Bishumber, 13 lIL 1. A., 101; S. C., 12 Suth.
(P. C.), 29; Ghinna Ganndan Y. Knma1'a, 1 Mad. H. C" 57; Ullla Deyi v.
GoeoolalPtncl, 51. A., 42; S. C,' 3 C,,!., 587; V. Mtty., iv., 5, § 21, 22. The power
of giving 01' taking It SOIl in ac1option in the dWJj{(,l1LUshyayana for111 111.ay in
Bombay be exoroised not only by the broLhers but also by their widows. K1'ishna
Y. Pa1'ltmsh?'i, 25 Bom., 537.
(m) In the last and previous oclition3 of this work the whole law bearing upon
this subject, which h"8 now only a,historical interest, was given in great detail:
5th ed., §§ 133-138.
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decisions in the Bengal Sudder and High Courts were
uniformly against the adoption. The earlier cases were
decided, as was the habit in those days, upon the futwahs
of the pundits, but in two later cases in the High Court
the whole subject received a thorough discussion, in the
former of the two by that great Hindu htwyer Mr. Justice
Dwarkanath Mittel' (n). In Madras there was no case
which directly raised the question till 18G2.. It arose
incidentally in various cases from 1801, and during the
time Sir Thomas Strange was collecting materials for his
work on Hindu Law, he consulted Mr. Colebrooke and
Mr. Ellis, and laid before them various futwahs of Madras
pundits upon the subject. Mr. Colebrooke was of opinion
that such an adoption was invalid. Mr. Ellis, a Madras
civilian, and the pundits thought that the adoption was
forbidden, but that if made it would be effectual (0).
This was the view which Sir Thomas Strange himself
took, and which he put forward from the Bench, and in
his own book (1))' In 18G2 a direct decision to the same
effect was given on appeal by the Madras High Court (q).
The judgment was not a satisfactory one. The Chief
Justice professed to hold by decided cases, and for these
he referred to several earlier Madras cases in which
the point had not been decided at all, and to a Bengal
case in which the decision was exactly the opposite to
what he supposed it was. The decision, however, appears
to have been accepted as final, and was followed as such,
and without argument in two later cases, the last of which
gave rise to the final appeal to the Privy Council (1').
In Allahabad the question had a very short history.
The case came before a Full Bench in 1879, when the
(11) Nal1dmmv. Cashee Pal1de,~tl.D. 2~2(~10,; 4 tl.D., 70 (cHI); DebeeDicd
Y. HIt?' 1lo?' S'il1gh, 4 S. D., 320 (407) j UpemZ"a Lal y. lrani pJ'asamw Mayt,
1 B. L. R. (A. d. J.), 221; S. C., 10 Suth., 347; ]fauick Chllllde1' Y. Bh1lggoba#Ij,3 CaL, 443.
(oj 2 Stra. H. L., 87, 88, 105, 106, 107.
(p) Veej'apm'maU v. Narra';n Pil/clll, 1 N. C., 91, 125; 1 St,ra. H. L , 86.
(q) Chinna Ga.1tncZan v. Kumara a.allndal1, 1 Mad. H. C., 5 4 . .
.
(1') Naj'aYMLaSWamy Y. K1IPpUSa1/l'1., 11 Mud., 43; Balasl' GlI1'1l111lgaswa1ll~
v. Rama Lakshmannna, 18 Mad., 53 j affd., 261. A., 113; S. C., 22 Mad., 398.
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rival views of the Bengal and Madras Courts were considered, and the view taken by the latter was preferred.
This would naturally have closed the discussion in that
Presidency, but in consequence of doubts, .expressed by
Straight and Mahmood, JJ., in a later case, the question
when it next arose was a second time referred to a Full
Bench. There it received a most exhaustive examination
from Edge, C. J., and J(no:c, J., with the result that the
Court adhered to its former opinion. The last case came
on appeal before the Privy Council, where it was heard
separately from the Madras case, both, however, being
dealt with and aifll'Jlled in a single judgment (s).
§ 14G. In Bombay the current of events was much more
varied. The earliest case, as far as I am aware, in which
the point was discussed, was one which arose in 1819.
There the legality of adoption of an eldest son was disputed, but it appeared that the natural father had given
away both his sons, and the Shastries were asked whether
this wa,s lawful. Their opinion was that the sin lay with
the giver, not with the receiver, and that when made the
adoption was valid (t). This view was followed in several
cases in the Bombay High Court where the adoption of
an only son was disputed, and it is stated by Mr. Mandlik
that this had been the comse of decision in the Sud del'
Court in cases which are not recorded ('U); the current
began to change under the influence of Sir M. Westropp,
C. J., in 1875. The case before him was, whether the
giving by a widow of an only son in adoption was valid 01'
invalid. The only question necessary to be decided was,
whether the authority of the deceased husband could be
presumed. The whole law, and all the precedents upon
the point, were minutely examined, and the conclusion he
arrived at was that the giving or receiving of an only son
(s) Ham''IIla.n Y. 07l';m;', 2 All. (F. B.), 164; Beni Pm'shad v. Mt. Hm',lai
Bibi, 14 All. (F. D.), 67; affd. RacZhmnohlln Y. Hmrdai Bibi, 261. A., 113.
(t) Hllebut Rao Y. Govindmo, 2 Bol'., 75,86.
(It) MhaZsa.bai Y. Vithoba, 7 Bom., A. C., Appx. 26; Rade Nimba.lka1· v. Jaya·
vant"av, 4 ~Bom. H. c. (A.. C. J.), 191 j Rangubai Y. Bhaghij'Ubai, 2 BOlU.,
p. 379; M!ludlik, 507.
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was so Improper that the consent of the husband could
not be presumed. The Ohief Justice, however, expressed
himself most unfavourably to the validity of such an adoption, though he admitted that such cases had been recognised as legal under the old Sudder Oourt (v). This view
was followed in an unreported case between Lingayets,
where the validity of such an adoption had to be decided
on an application for a certificate of heirship under Act'
XXVII of 1860. The case was referred to a Full Bench
presided over by Sir Michael vVestropp and the adoption
was set aside ('10). Finally, in 1889, in a formal litigation
between parties, the Full Bench treated the decision in
the Lingayet case as binding upon them, and held that
the adoption of an only son was absolutely invalid (x).
Privy Council
Decision.

§ 147. It is singular that a case of constant occurrence,
upon which such varying views had been expressed during
an entire century, should never have come befo~e the
Privy OmmciI till 1898, and should then have appeared
simultaneously in two cases, one from Madras and the
other from Allahabad. Each case was argued separately,
the Oourt which had heard the Madras case beingreinforced by Lords Herschell and Watson on the hearing of
that from Allahabad, and it is believed that every available
material on either side was produced during the discussion. The result was that the validity of the adoption was
finally affirmed, in a judgment which certainly avoided
none, and dealt with all the difficulties of the case (y).
The committee first grappled with the clict'll1n of Mr.
Justice Dwarkanath Mittel' in his judgment in 1868 (z),
(v) Lakshmappa v. Bamappa, 12 Bam. II. C., (2nel eel.), 364. ThisdeciRion,
though delivereel in 1875, was not reporteel till 187~, lolld. Kosh-iba'; v. Tatia,
7 Bam., 221. See as to the point actually decided, B. Gnrulingaswa'in'; Y.
B. Lakshmappa, 261. A., 113; S, C., 22 Mael., a98, ante § 130.
('IV) Bamclwnd1'<l v. Vithoba, W. &; B., 129.
.
(x) lVcunan Baghupat·i v. Kj'ishnaji, 14 Bam. (F. B.), 249,jolld. Bat Jaclar v.
Ba'; ]£a.tll'lwa, 19 Bam., 658.
.
(y) Balam Glwlllingaswa'lni v. B. Lakshmappa i Baclha Mohnn v. Hm'cla~
Bibi, 261. A., ll3 i S. C., 22 illad., 398.
(z) 1 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 221. See, too, Rajenclj'o Nm'ain v. Sa1'ocla Sooncla:ri,
15 'V. R., 1)48, where the same Judge hael enunciateel the same views in even
strouger language.
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"that the subject of adoption is inseparable from the
, Hindu religion itself, and all distinction between religious
and legal injunctions must be inapplicable to it." They
pointed out that in various instances in ~he texts on
adoption, where directions or prohibitions of an undoubtedlv religious character were given in regard to particular
act~, the distinction had been taken; that in some such
cases it had never been suggested that the precept had
any binding legal operation, and that in other cases,
where the suggestion had been made, it was set aside.
They examined the two leading texts of Vasishtha and
Qaunaka, and expressed their opinion that neither of the
sages intended that an adoption of an only son should be
an absolute nUllity. They pointed out that, in Mr. Colebrooke's translation of Mit. I, 11, §§ 10, 11, 12, he had
used the words" should not" as regards two prohibitions
which are certainly recommendatory, and the words
" must not" in reference to the prohibition of an only son,
whereas the words were identical, and equaHy capable of
expressing obligation or recommendation. This weakened
the judgment of Sir M. vVestropp in 1875, where he had
relied on the express language of the Mitakshara, and had
apparently also influenced Sir W. Markby in his decision
in 1877 (a). They also reliecl on the widespread and
recognised usage of making such adoptions in many parts
of India, and on the circumstance that such adoptions,
when made by orthodox Hindus, had never been followed
by any social penalties from the authorities of their caste.
Finally, as to the argument that it was unsafe to disturb
a long series of decisions, they said" But their Lordships
are placed in the position of being forced to cliffer with one
set of Oourts or the other. And so far as the fear of
disturbance can affect the question, if it can rightly affect
it at all, it inclines in favour of the law which gives freedom
of choice. People may be disturbed at finding themselves
deprived of a power which they believed themselves to
(a) Manick Oh1L11clm' v. Bhuggobatty, 3 Cal., 443.
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possess, and may want to use. But they can hardly be
disturbed at being told that they possess a power which
they did not suspect, and need not exercise unless they
choose." This decision, which did not profess to govern
cases in Bombay, was subsequently followed in a case
from Guzerat where the Mayukha lranks as an authority
higher than the Mitakshara (b).
Disoussion as
to reason of
<lon flicting
usage.

§ 148. The whole of this judgment was directed to
orthodox Hindus, who were anxious to obey every positive
order of their ancient law, and were only anxious to know,
what was positive precept and what was moral advice.
Theil' Lordships did not enquire, and it was not necessary
to enquire, how it happens that, as a matter of fact, in
wide districts, and among large classes of the community,
this and similar passages in the Sanskrit law books are
treated as absolutely binding, while in other equally
large districts and classes they are utterly disregarded.
No Hindu lawyer denies the moral and religious weight
of these precepts, whatever may be their legal force.
Why does one set of Hindus bow to these precepts, and
another set fly in their face? The answer seems to me
to be of some interest, not as bearing on Hindu law but
on Hindu usages, and as strengthening the views advanced
in Chapter I of this work. To one set Hinduism is a
religion, the whole of which they are bound to obey. To
the other it is merely a secular condition, of which they
adopt and reject exactly as much as they like.
The absolute unanimity of pundits and Judges in Bengal,
b:roken only by a rather unsatisfactory decision of the
Supreme Court (0) is the natural result of the fact that
in Bengal Hindu Law, as distinguished from Hindu
usage, is a living principle which governs every-day life.
In Bengal alone the heir to an intestate is determined by
ascertaining the religious benefits which he is capable of
conferring on the deceased. Mr. Justice Dwarkanath
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. Mittel' may have been wrong in the statement criticised
by the Judicial Committee, but there can be no doubt he
was sincere, and that his language reflected the opinions
·of educated Hindus in Bengal. He would have been
unable to understand that different degrees of obedience
could be due to different precepts proceeding from the
same inspired lips, or that an act which drew its whole
authority from a sacred utterance could be yalid, if it was
done in a manner which the speaker had pronounced to
be a sin. Jagannatha (d) seems to stand alone among
Bengal lawyers in taking such a view:
When, however, we pass to Madras the case is just the
reverse. The pundits, who were all Brahmans, unite in
saying that such an adoption is prohibited; but they
almost invariably add that when done it is effectual.
The reason was that they could not shut their eyes to the
fact that such adoptions were practised all round them,
and this practice; like many others equally opposed to the
teaching of the sages, was due to the fact that the
Dravidians had adopted Hindu law without any of the
beliefs from which it originated. Especially are the ideas
wanting upon which the religious theory of adoption is
founded. "The fear of hell and the hope of heaven
appeal' in the puranic beliefs; but this doctrine has very
little currency beyond the Brahmans and a few of the
higher castes, and even among these classes the moral
code of their religion is but vaguely known and of no
great influence." "It is part of the Bralunanical doctrine
that a man must have a: son to save him from hell but
this belief obtains little currency among the generali~y of
the people." "Homage to remote ancestors is not a
practice among the Dravidians, though observances are
paid to relatives recently deceased with the intent that
they may not return to do harm to the living" (e).
(d) 3 Dig., 243.
(e) Census Report of 1891, VIII, 60, 128.

~b)

Vyns Ghimanlal v. Vyas Ramchmul1'a, 24 Born., 473.
\c) Joymoney v. Sibosoonde1'i, Fulton, 75.
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The Pondicherry Oourt sanctions the disputed adoption
on the express ground that, though it is opposed to the
Sanskrit law, it is in conformity with popular usage (f).
In Western India, so far as the Mayukha is recognised,
it is evident that the Brahmanical theol'Y can have no
fOl'ce when a malTied man, who has even had a son born
to him, may become an adopted son (g). Until the
adoption of an only son was tested by the rule of Vasishtha;
the Bombay Oourts wel'e in the habit of allo~ing it, and
Ml'. Mandlik says" this is consonant to the daily practice
and the usages of the people" (h). It is a curious thing
that the first authoritative decision in Bombay, that such
adoptions were invalid, was in a case between Lingayets,
a sect which originated in a religious movement of an
anti-Brahmanical charactel' (i). When a similal' case
arose subsequently between members of the same sect in
a regulal' suit, it was proved conclusively that such
adoptions were allowed by local custom, and the adoption
was supported (k).
In the leading case from Allahabad, Edge, C. J., supports
his intel'pretation of the Sanskrit authorities by asking
how it happened that if such adoptions were sinful, the
persons who shared in them were not outcasted, "particularly as they belong to a caste, the members of which
are such stick1ers for caste, and for keeping their caste pure,
as are the Agarwala Banias of Benares" (l). It never
OCCUlTed to anyone to ask what the l'eal l'elief of these
people was. N ow it is certain that the majol'ity of these
Agarwala Banias are of Jain origin (1n), and that the
---------~.

Pi;;us works that men have practised in this world procure for their souls in
t.he othel' world, according to their merit, one of the foul' dpgrees of beatitudeSalogmn (to be with god), Sumibam (to be neal' gael), Saroubulll (to be like god)
Sltyoutclumn (to be indentifiec1 with god). As for. the soul of a simler, it passes
into the body of a q uadrnped or of a bird, nccording to the heinousness of its
offences, and when it has expiated its faults, it proceeds agltin to animate a
hUlllan body. :-\nch is the llelief of Hindus of ll11 castes una of 1111 sects in regard
to tl luture life." Sorg Co. ron., 383, ~ it
(f) Sorg H. L., 131, Co. Con., 376.
(g) V. ::\IIlty., iv., 5 § 19.
(i) Census Report, 1b91, XXV, 238.
(h) Mandlik, 500.
(k) Basavav. Lingangmula., 19 Hom., 428.
(ll Belli Prasad v. Hm'dai Bibi, 14 All., p. 86.
(m) Shel'l'ing, Castes of the Hindus, 285.
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J ains do not practise any of the shr[(ds or religious
ceremonies for the dead, the due perfol'mance of which
lies at the base of the l'e1igious theory of adoption (n). If
then the litigants in that case were J ain/'l, they would
certainly not be outcasted for doing an act which, from
the Jain point of view, could not be sinful or capable of
any moral qua1ity. Whether they were J ains or not it is
impossible to say. But it is curious that the mind of the
Court was never directed to a question of fact which, if
answered in one way, would have rendered the whole
discussion absolutely irrelevant.
§ 149. Two persons cannot adopt the same boy, even
if the persons adopting are brothel'S. It is, however,
suggested by the author of the Dattaka Mimamsa that two
brothers may jointly adopt the son of a third brothel',
so that he may be the dwyci1n'lishyayana, or son of both.
'Ml'. vV. MacN aghten expresses a stl'ong opinion against
the legality of such a proceeding (0).
~

150.

FOURTH,

THE

CEREMONIES

NECESSARY

TO AN Ritual

are stated by Vasishtha as follows: "A person
beIng about to adopt a son, should take an unremote
kins~na~, Ol' the neal' relation of a kinsman, having convened hIS
kIndl'ed, and announced his intention to the kino't:", and
•
haVIng offered a burnt offel'ing, with l'ecitation of the holy
words in the middle of his c1welling" (p.) A fullel' l'ituai
which, howevel', is merely an enlargement of the above i~
givenby Qaunaka and Baudhayana, in passages which ~re
l'ef~l'l'ed to by writers as the leading authol'ities upon the
subject (~).' In these much stress is laid upon the giving
~nd rece1vl~g of the boy.
Upon this Baudhayana says,
Then haVIng pel'formed the ceremonies beginnino' with
drawing the lines on the altal', and ending with the ~acing
AD.OPTION

(n) Blia,qval/{i~'s Y. llajllla/., 10 Bum. H. C., pp 250, 252, 253~. ~~
(0) Dattak" i\illmlmRa,i.,§UO,ii.,~40-'i7; 1 W.l\facN.,77. WhereaboyhnR
bTe.eu ,,,lopt,e,,l by Olle brother, he cannot he adopted agdn by another br~thel'.
l-}nma v,, 81(7dam//Jln, 4 M),sore, 80.
(1') VtLslshthll, xv., ~ 6; lI'Iitaksham i. 11 ~ 13
( ) B 11
..
'T
'
,
,.,
•
D
jau,( 1..vl~.,5;.,\.M"y.,iv.,5,§8,36-42;DIltt,akai\limumRn,y. ~2 42'
a am Uhlllldl'llm, 11. See, too, 2 St,m. H. L., 218; Steele, 45.
..,'
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of the water vessels, he should go to the giver of the
child, and ask him, saying, Give me thy son. The other
answers, I give him. He receives him with these words,
I take thee for the fulfilment of my religious duties. I
take thee to continue the line of my ancestors" ('/').
" The expression' king,' in these texts has been explained
by commentators to signify the chief of the town, 01' village.
They seem, however. agreed that the notice enjoined, and
the invitation of kinsmen are no legal essentials to the
validity of the adoption, being merely intended to give
greater pUblicity to the act, and to obviate doubt regarding
the succession" (8).

S 151. The giving and receiving are absolutely necessary; they are the opemtive part of the ceremony, being
that part of it which tmnsfers the boy from one family
into another (t). Where this part was performed by the
widow, a girl of fifteen who had just lost her husband, it
was held to be no objection to the adoption that she
remained in an inner room, and deputed a relation to perform the hOlnci and other parts of the religious ceremony (Ii),
and even the physical act of giving away may be similarly
delegated by a person who would be entitled to perforlU the
act himself (v). According to some authorities, nothing
else is so essential that the want of it will absolutely
invalidate an adoption. Evep. the dcdta h01nam, 01' oblation
to fire, though a most important part of the rite in the
case of the three higher classes, has been held to be a
mere matter of unessential ceremonial (w). On this
point, however, there is a conflict of authority. The
(1') B~uc1hayana, ii., § 7-H; Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 1080, "rt. 9a.nllaka
8m1'iti..
(s) Snth. Syn., 067, 675; 1 N. 0.,117; as to assent of GOl'emmcnt, anie,

°

(~)'Mahashuya Shosinath v. Sl'wnaU K1'islwa, 7 I. A., 250; 8. 0., Oa!.,
381; Ran(Jalla.yakamliw. v. A/.w<t)' Sett·i, 13 Mac1., 214.
(n) La.kshmiba.·i v. BallZcha.nd·/'CL, 22 Bam., 590.
(v) See ante ~ 132., note (n).
\w) VeC1'al'e'l'maUv. Nan'ain Pilla.y, IN. C., 91, 117; 1 Stra H. L., 95; 3
Dig. 2.44 248' Singa1nma v. Venkata.cha1'lll,4 M. H. 0., 165; PC?' Cll?'. SOOt1'Ogll1!
v. S~bit;'a, 2'Kn., 2.90; lO W. MacN., 19(); 1 Gib., 93; see the native authorities

§

citec1, Jolly, Lect. 159.
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Dattaka Mimamsa, after reciting the ritual prescribed
by Vasishtha. and Qaunaka., both of which include the
oblation to fire, says: "Therefore the filial relation of
these five sons proceeds from adoption only. with observance of the £orms of either Vasishtha 01' Qaunaka; not
otherwise" (x). And he winds up the chapter on the
mode of adoption by saying, "It is, therefore, established
that the filial relation of adopted sons is occasioned only
by the (propel') ceremonies. Of gift, acceptance, a bmnt
sacrament, and so forth, should either be wanting, the
filial relation even fails" (y). So the Dattalm Chandrika,
after giving the ritual of Baudhayana for the followers of
the Taittiri Veda, which also includes the da.tta homa1n,
says, "In case no form, as propounded, should be observed,
it will be declared that the adopted 80n is entitled to
assets sufficient for his marriage" (z). A Madras Pundit
says, clatta h01nfi1n is essential to Brahmans, but not to
the other classes; and his opinion is stated to be correct
by Mr. Colebrooke and Ml'. Ellis (a). So Mr. Steele says,
" Suc1ras cannot perform any ceremonies requiring lJiwn~1'(iS from the
edas " (b). Judging from these passages,
It would certamly seem that the sacrifice to fire was
essential to those classes for whom it was prescribed, and
probable that it was not prescribed for the Sudras.
§ 152. After a good deal of conflict of decisions it
appears to be now settled that for Sudras, at all eve~ts
no religious c~remony is necessary; whether this applie~
to the superIOr classes seems to be still unsettled. In
18~4 the Judicial Committee said, "Although neither
wr~t~en acknowle~gments, nor the performance of any
rehgl~us ceremomals, are essential to the validity of
adoptIOns, SUC~l acknowledgments are usually given, and
such ceremomes observed, and notices given of the times
when adoptions are to take place, in all families of distinction, as those of Zemindars or opulent Brahmans; so that
(x) Dattalm Mimamsa, Y., 50.
(y) Dattaka Mimamsa y '6
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(z) Dltttaka Chanc1rika, ii., 16, 17, vi., 3; 2.
(a) 2. Stra. H. L., 87-89.

,V. MaoN., 198.

(b) Steele, 46.

' ., ~ .
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wherever these have been omitted, it behoves the Court
to regard with extreme suspicion the proof offered in
support of an adoption" (c). It appears from the report
of the case in Bengal that the parties were Brahmans.
It was admitted that no religious ceremonies were performed. But both in the Sudder Court and in the Privy
Council their absence was treated as merely a matter of·
evidence, and not as in itself invalidating the adoption.
As a matter of fact both Courts found that the adoption
had not taken place. In a much later case before the
Privy Council, where a Sudra adoption was concerned,
the High Court of Bengal had treated it as an open
question whether or not a Sudra could be adopted without
the performance of religious ceremonies, viz., the offering
of burnt sacrifice and the like. On appeal, the Judicial
Committee said, "In the case of Streemutty J oymonee v.
Streemutty Sibosoonderee (Fult., 75), it was held by the
Supreme Court in Calcutta that amongst Sudras no religious ceremony, except in the case of marriage, is necessary" (clj. In the view taken of the case by their Lordships point did not arise, and was not decided. The next
time the point arose in Bengal between Such-as the High
Court decided, on the authority of a passage in the
Dattaka Nirnaya, cited in the Vayavastha Darpana, that
the performance of the clatta homtl1n was essential to an
adoption even amongst Sudras, and as no such ceremony
had been performed in the particular case, held the adoption invalid (ej. In a later case, however, which was also
between Such'as, the Court professed to treat this decision
as having gone upon the special facts, which it certainly
had not done; and drew a fl1l'ther distinction between
the two cases, on the ground that "in the present
(0) SootI'OY"1/. Y. Sabii1'a, 2 1I:u., 287, 290; S. C. in the timBer Aclnwlut, slIb
nomine, Sabit1'eea. Y. S"tll" Gll1m, 2 S. D., 21 (26).
([l) S"eel/amin MUter Y. S?'eeJIIIltty, 11 B. L. R (P. C.), 171, 187; S. C.,

19 Suth., 133; S. C. 1. A. Sup. Vol. 149: in the High Court, 2 B. L. R (A. o..T.),
279; S. C., 11 Suth., 196. .
(e) Bhaimbnath Y. MalieschwlI[lHI, 4 B. L. R (A. c. J.), 162; S. C., Suth.,
16B cited and approved, Saya111alal Y. Sau.dmnini., 5 B. L. R., 366.
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case, the adopted son is a brother's son, a member
of the same family, in regard to whom the mere giving
and taking may be sufficient to give validity to the
adoption" (fj. Finally, express point was refel'l:ed to
a Full Bench. It was then found that the passage III the
Dattaka Nirnaya, which had formerly been relied upon as
showing that a 8udra should adopt with the clatta homa.m,
proved exactly the opposite; an essential part of the
passage having been omitted. The Court accordingly
answered the question put by saying, "Amongst Sudras
in Bengal no ceremonies are necessary in addition to the
giving and taking of the child in adoption" (g j •
§ 153. Whether the same rule holds good in the three Case of superior
classes.
superior classes is, of course, a different question. In
Madras, it has been expressly decided that even among
Brahmans the clattct h01n[(Jn, 01' any other religious ceremony, is unnecessary (h). The same rule is certainly
implied in the case in Knapp, cited in the last section,
though not decided, and the opinion of J agannatha is to
the same effect (i). The ruling in the Madras case was
affirmed in a later decision where the parties were
Kshatrias (k), and again in the adoption of a Nambudri
Brahman (l) . In other cases where the parties were
Brahmans, the same Court doubted the authority of the
ruling; but affirmed the adoption on the ground that the
clatta h01na17b had in fact been performed, though at an
interval of five years after the giving and receiving (m).
In those cases it would appeal' that the giving andl'eceiving had been made with reference to a formal adoption to
(f) Nittinl/nllll Y. IG,,11lla. D!lal, 7 B. L. R., 1; s. C., 15 Suth., 300. As to the
lnst puiu\ Huggestecl, sec ante § 14,!.
(g) Behar; Lal Y. Indmmani, 13 B. L. R, 401; S. 0.,21 Suth., 285, ajJd. in
PriVY Council sub nomine Ind"amani Y. Behewi LaU, 7 1. A., 24; S. C., 5 Cal.,
770, aco. Dyamoyee Y. Rasbeha"ee, S. D. of 1852, 1001; Perkash Ohuncle,. Y.
Dlt1tmnonnee, S. D. oflS53, 96; Alwa,' v. Ramasaml/, 2Mad. Dec., 67; Than.qathanni v. Rllmu Muclali, 5 Mad., 358.
(h) Sin.qamma Y. Venoa.taoha1·lu, 4 Mad. H. C., 165; 1 Stl'a. H. L., 96 ; oont.,.a,
2 Stl'a. H. L., 131.
i) 3 Dig., 244,248.
(k) Ohand1·amala. Y. M1tktamala, 6 Mad., 20.
l) Shankaran Y. Kesavan, 15 Mad., 7.
In) Ven7cata Y. Subhacl"a, 7 Mad., 548; Subba"ayar v. Subbamma.l,
21 Mad., 497.

~
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take place afterwards. This adoption, when it took place,
was duly accompanied by the datta homcpn. It may .
be a question whether the decision would have been the
same if the adoption had been completed without performing 01' intending to perform the datta homam, and
that ceremony had been appended ata later period, p1'0
majori cauteld. In 1884 a case arose in which a Brahman
had adopted a boy of the same gotm as himself without
the homam ceremony. The Court seemed to treat the case
of Singam?na v. Venkatacharltt as of little weight, pointing out that it was not argued on both sides, and that
J agannatha, who was cited, was no authority in Southern
India. They held that in this case the adoption was good,
because both parties were of the same got1'a, relying upon
the authority of Mr. Ellis in 2 Strange's Hindu Law,
p. 155 (n). Both in this case and in the later one of
Ranga.naynka1nma v. Alwar Setti (0), the Judges relied on
the dictum of the Judicial Committee in lYIahashoya
Shosinath v. SrimCtti Il:rishna (p), where their Lordships
say: "All that has been decided is that amongst Sl1dras
no ceremonies are necessary in addition to the giving and
taking of the child in adoption. The mode of giving and
taking a child in adoption continues to stand as Hindu
law and usage, and it is perfectly clear that amongst the
twice-born classes there could be no such adoption by
deed, because certain religious ceremonies, the datta
homam in particular, are in their case requisite." So the
pundits in two Bengal cases seem to have laid down that
the datta homam was essential in the case of an adoption
among the three superior classes (q), and. the same statement was made more recently by Mr. Justice lJII1:tter (1').
It seems also to have been assumed that this was the
general rule in a Bombay case. There it had been omitted
(n) GovindaYI/a?' Y. DOl'G8(1.1ni, 11 Mad., 5.
(0) ]3 Mad., 214,219.
(p) 71. A., 250, p. (256).
(q) Alank Mania1'i Y. FaM)' Ghand, 5 S. D., 356 (418); Bullubakant Y.
Ki8henp"ea, (j S. D., 219 (270).
(r) Luchmlln Y. Muhun, 16 Suth., 179; SOP, too, Thakoor OOl1wao Y. Tkakoo.
ranee, N.·W. P. H. C., 1868, 103.
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in the case of an adoption of a brother's son. The pundits
held the adoption nevertheless valid under a special text
of Yama. "It is not expressly required that burnt sacrifice
and other ceremonies should be performed .on adopting
the sou of a daughter, or of a brothel', for it is accomplished
in tlJ.ose cases by word of mouth alone" (s). In Allahabad,
where a similar case arose among Dakhani Brahmans,
the inclination of some of the members of the Court spems
to have been to hold that no religious ceremonies were
necessary. The decision, however, was limited to holding
that, when the boy was the son of a daughter 01' ·of a
brothel', a gift and acceptance was sufficient (t).
The Pondicherry Court has repeatedly laid down that
the performance of the (l(dta h01na'ln, and the accompanying religious ceremonies, is essential to the validity
of an adoption. M. Sorg, however, doubts the application
of this rule to a,ny elasses which can be shown not to have
adopted the Brahmanicallaw in its religious bearing (tt).
So far as it is possible to reconcile these conflicting
decisions, they seem to point to the conclusion that, among
the twice-born classes, the datta homam is necessary,
unless the adopted boy is of the same gotra as his adopter,
01' unless a usage to the contrary can be established.
In
Madras there is also high authority for limiting the application of the rule to Brahmans.
§ 154. In any case it is quite elear that if the omission Iut~n~ional
of the ceremonies has been intentional, with a view to omiSSIOn,
leaving the adoption absolutely unfinished; 01', if from
death. 01' any other cause, a ceremony which had been
intended has not been carried out, no change of condition
will take place, even though the ceremonies which have
(8) Huebut Rao Y. Govindrao, 2 Bar., 75, 87 [S3] ; Steele, 45. This is in
accordance with many authorities cited by Dr. Jolly, § 159. See W. & B., 923,
1083. In Ra.vji Vinayakl'llv v. Lakshmibai, 11 Bam., 381 (393), the Court,
while not deciding the point" expressed It strong opinion that the datta l101IIa.m
WitS essentittl among Brahmans.
In It later case the Bombay High Court followed
the authorities stated in the earlier port of thi" nc,te; Valllba.i Y. GOVil1d,
24 Bam., 218.
(t) Ay",« Ram v. Madl", Rao, 6 All.. 276.
(n) Sorg H. h, 133; Co. Con., 110,170,374.
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been omitted might lawfully have been left out. Because
the mutual assent, which is necessary to a valid and'
completed adoption, has never taken place (v). So an
adopti0.rr by ,:"i11, ,:ithout the performance of the necessary
acts, :"'111 .be l11vahd as an adoption. If the testamentary
adoptIOn IS followed by a bequest to the person intended
to be adopted, its validity will depend on the question"
whether it was made to the devisee on the· assumption
that he Was clothed with the character of an adopted son,
or was an unconditional bequest to him, as persona
designa,ta (70). And even in cases where giving and
receiving are sufficient, there must be an actual giving
and receiving. A mere symbolical transfer by the exchange
of deeds would not be sufficient (x).
Punjab.

Ceylon.

In the Punjab and among the J ains, no ceremonial
whatever is required, the transaction being purely a matter
of civil contract (y). Among the Moodellial's of N orthel'll
Ceylon the only ceremonial appeal's to be the drinking of
saffron water by the adopting person (z).

Dootrine of

factum valet.

§ 155. In many of the cases previously discussed, where
it was necessary to admit that an adoption had been made
in violation of a rule laid down by ancient authorities,
an attempt has been made to support the adoption on
the principle of FaotwJn valet quoeZ fieri non debnit. The
existence of this rule in other districts than that of Bengal
has been expressly affinned by the Privy Council (a). The
limits within which the rule can be applied have been
much discussed in several cases in Bombay and in Allahabad. In the former Presidency it has been said of this
rule" That its propel' application must be limited to cases
(~) 2 W. ~~"cN., 197; Lssel'Chllllllm' v. Rasbe/w'I'ee, S. D,of li:l52, 1001; Bance
Pe1shad v. lWool1shee SYlId, 25 Suth" 192; PM' curiam 24 Bom., p. 226.
(w) SOl'g H. ~., 13.5; Co. Con., 171, post § 180-.182.
(x) Sl'eenarMn M~ttM' v, S/'eemutty Kishen, 2 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 279; S. C.,
11 Suth , 196; Mhasholja Shosinath v. S1·i?na.ti K1'ishna 7 I A 250' S U
6 Ca1., 3 8 1 . '
,
..,
,..,
(y) Punjab Customs, 82, Punjab Customal'Y Law, III, 82.
Gatto Bab, 8 All., au).

Lakmi Ghancl v.

(z) TheBawaleme, ii.
(a) Uma Delli v. Gokoolanllnd, 5 I. A., p. 53; 8. C., 3 Ctt!., p. 601.
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in which there is neither want of authority to give nor to
accept, nor imperative interdiction of adoption. In cases
. which the Shastra is merely directory and not mandaIII
. 'bl
e
tory, 01' only indicates particular r:ersons as ll~ore ehg1
for adoption than others, the maxnll may be usefully and
properly applie~, if the m~,ral precept 01' recommended
preference be dlsregarded (b).
In an Allahabad case (0) where all the previous decisions were reviewed by lJlah'lnood, J., he said: "In th.e
case of adoption there are, of course, questions of formalIties, ceremonies, preference in the matter of .s~lection, and
other points which amount to moral andrehglOus sugg~s
tions. 8uch matters, speaking generally, are dealt WIth
in the texts in a directory manner, relating to what I may
perhaps call the moclns opemndi of adoption. f!.'o s:lch
matters, which do not affect the essence of the adoptlOn,
the doctrine of fc~ot'Wm ve~let would undoubtedly apply
upon general grounds of justice, equity and good CO~l
science, and irrespective of the authority of any text III
the Hindu law itself. There may, indeed, be codes where
the express letter of the texts renders that which would
in other systems be regarded as a matter of form, a matter
of imperative mandate 01' prohibition affecting the very
essence of the transaction." "Adoption under the Hindu
law being in the nature of gift, three main matters constitute its elements apart from questions of form. The
capacity to give, the capacity to take, and the cap~city to
be the subject of adoption, seem to me to be matters
essential to the validity of the transaction, and, as such,
beyond the province 'of the doctrine of jaotmn valet."
And similarly, in a case where the Judicial Committee
had to consider the application of this maxim to the adoption of an only son, they said: "No system of law makes
(b) Lakshmal'l'a v, Ramava, 12 Bom, H. C., p. 391', approved and fol1o~e~;
l'e'l' olwiam, 3 Bom., 293; 10 BOIll, , P 86; 'V.&B., 90, tend hytheJudICla1

COlllmittee, 26 I. A., p. 144, where they say" the .tru th ig thld "he two halves of
the maxim apply to 'wo different departmonts of hfe,"
(0) Ganga Sallai v. Lekhmj Singh, 9 All., 25B, 1'1" 296,297,
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the province of legal obligation co-extensive with that of
religious or moral obligation. A man may, in his conduct
o~ in the disposition of his property, violate the plainest
dIctates of duty. And yet he may be within his legal
rights. The Hindu sages doubtless saw this distinction as
clearly as we do, and the precepts they have given for the
guidance of life must be construed with reference to it. If.
a transaction is declared to be null and void in law,
whether on a religious ground or another, it is so; and if
its nullity is a necessary implication from a condemnation
of it the law must be so declared. But the mere fact that
a transaction is condemned in books like the Sml'itis does
. not necessarily prove it to be void. 'It raises the q lle~tion,
What kind of condemnation is meant" (d).
Application of

these rules.

§ 156. In accordance with these rules, the principle of
/actnm valet has been held to be ineffectual where the son
was given or received by a mother who was destitute of
the necessary authority (e), or where the boy taken in
adoption was one whose mother could not have been
married by the adopting father (/). It has been held to be
effectual where a preferential relation has been passed over
in favour of the son of a stranger (g), or where the limit of
age fixed by the Dattalm Mimamsa has been exceeded (h).
On the other hand, the above principles give no help in a·
case where it is possible to hold different views on the
question, whether a particular direction is, or is not so
imperative as to be of the essence of an adoption. For
instance, not only different Courts, but the same Court
at different times, have disagreed as to the applicability of
the doctrine of jacttMn valet in cases of the adoption of an
only son (i), or of a member of the superior classes, wh~re
the prescribed religious ceremonies were omitted (k). Of
(d) Balasu G;1l1·u.Un,qas~oa"'·i v: B. RamalakshmallllJla, 26 1. A., 1'. lil9.
(e) Ran,qaba~ Y. Bha,qn-th1bat, 2 Bam., 377; Namyam Babaj-i v. lYalla
Manohm', 7 Bam. H. C. A C., 153.
(f) Gopal Nad,al' v. Hanlllant Ganesh, R Bam. 273
(,q) Uma Deyi v,. Gokoolanu.nd, 5 I. A., 40; S.
3 CaL, 587.
(h) G(w.ga. Sallal v. Lekhmi Si11gh. 9 AlL, 254
(i) Ante ~§ 144-148.
.
..
.
(k) Ante § 15B.

C:,
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course, completely different considerations arise w~er.e a
direct prohibition has been worn away by confhctmg
usaD'e. Probably no Court, except one governed by the
authority of the Mayukha, and of the pr.actices recogni~ed
by it, would give effect to the adoptIOn of a marl'led
Brahman (l).
l e Presumption as·
§ 157. FIFTH, THE EVIDENCE OF AN ADOPTION.- T ~er to adoption.
is no particular evidence required to prove an adoptIOn.
Those who rely on it must establish it like any other fact,
whether they are plaintiffs, or defendants (m). ~n one
respect they are in a favourable position; th~t is, m consequence of the peculiar religious .views o~ Hmdus. The
probability is that a son.l~ss . ~mdu wIl.l co~telllplate
adoption; and this probabIlIty IS lllcreasedlf he IS adv~nc.ed in years, or sickly; if he has property t.o leave be~md,
.as regards which he would naturall~ wIs.h for. a lmeal
successor; and still more if, from famIly dIssenSIOns, the
person who would otherwi.se be his suc.cessor is a pers~n
whom he would not be lIkely to deSIre. In countl'les
governed by the Mitakshara Jaw the .fmth~r circumstance
would arise that his widow, SUppOS1l1g hllll to leave one,
would be dependent for her maintenance on a collateral,
perhaps a distant, member of the family. If, therefore,
he was on affectionate terms with her, he would naturally
wish to leave her in the more advantageous position of
mother and guardian of an adopted son (n). Similarly,. an
opposite state of things, such as tl~e yo.uth of the. ado,Pt1l1g
father, the probability of his hav1l1g Issue by hIS. WIfe, or
the like would render the fact oHhe adoption unlIkely (0).
No writing is necessary; though, of comse, in case of a Writing.
(t) Dlut'nna Daglt v. Ramlc1'ishna Chill,://aji, 10 Bam., 80;

. S C 11
(11/) Tarin·i Chat'an Y. 8m'oda S/lll~m'" 3 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 146, . .,
Suth 468' H1tl' Dyal Nag v. Roy K1'lshto, 24 Suth., 107.
(n)"1 Hyde, 249; Humdhlln v. Muthomnath, 4 M. I. A., ~1.4; S. C., 7 Su~h.
(P C) 71' where the Privy Council re"ersed concurrent deClslOns of the La" er
Co'urts' fi~(ling ltf(ainst the lldoption; 8oo1/(lm' Koomat'ee v. Gllf~fI1t1',
7 M.r.'A., 64; S. C., 4 Suth. (P. C.), 116; Ra.yhulladha v. BI'Of!O .18101'0,
31. A 177; S. G., 1 M"d., 69; S. C., 25 Suth., 291. See a.s to force of presumption in'favoUl' of adoption, pe?' Mittel', J., Ra/end')'{) Na')'atll v. Saroda, 15Suth.,
548; Hm'/IWl1 GhllU Singh y. Kooma)' GlllIshea1ll,. ~ J{n:, p. 220.
(0) Mt. Sahih'eea v. SutUT GI/lI'/I, 2 S. D., 21 (26), "ffilmed, 2 J{n., 267.
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large property, or of a person of high position the absence
of a writing would be a circumstance which would call
for strict scrutiny, and for strong evidence of the actual
f~ct (p) . . Nor is it even in all cases necessary to produce
dIrect eVIdence of the fact of the adoption; where it has
taken place long since, and vvhere the adopted son has
been. treated as. such by the members of the family and ill
publIc transactIOns, every presumption will be made that
every circumstance has taken place which is necessary to
account for such a state of things as is proved, or admitted,
to exist (q).
Effect of res
judicata.

~ot a judgment
"/!'n1'em,.

§ 158. It has been held that a decision in favour of an
adoptio~, in a suit in which it was in dispute, is pl'imci
fame eVIdence of the fact of the adoption, even as against
persons who were no parties to the suit (r). It has even
been held that a valid regular judgment of a competent
~ourt Upon the status of an alleged adopted son is a
Judgment in rem, which is binding and conclusive as against
the whole world, unless fraud, or collusion, can be made
out; and that a SUlllmary adjudication of the same nature,
though not conclusive, is prima fac'ie evidence of the facts
adjudicated upon, sufficient to throw the burthen of
disproving the same upon the opposite party (s). But
thi~ doctrine is now over-ruled. The binding character
of Judgments of the Courts of India upon guestions of
personal status was exhaustively examined by Mr. Justice
F!0llowa~ ~n. a Madras case, where a decree upon a questIon of dIv~sIOn was relied upon as a judgment in rem (t),
and later 111 a Bengal case, where the point decided in 3
Suth., 14, was referred to a Full Bench. It had been held
(p) 2 1(n., 290; Ondy Karlm'on v. A1'00naclwlla, Mac1. Dec. of 1857, p. 53
Y. Dhu11'Inonnee, S. D. of I8G3, 96; NitUanm"i v.
,shna Dyal, 7 B. L. R., 1; S. C., 15 Snth., 300; Ra,iend?"o Nath v. JO(Jl'nr71'0
1 uth, 14 M. 1. A., 67; S. C., 15 Suth. (P. C.), 41; H1/?' Dyal Y. Roy K:rishto,
24 Suth., 107; Sab,! Bewu v. Nliboghll'l!, 11 Suth., 880; S. C., 2 B. L. R.,
Appx., 51; Vyas Olmnanlal v. Vyas R(l'Inchand1'a, 24 BOIll., 47d.
(1') S~eta?"am v. Juggobundoo, 2 Suth., I6H.
(s) .K~8to",onee v. Oolleelo?" of MOO1'shednbad, S. D. of 1859 550' ila,ikri,to
v. K,sh01'ee, 3. Suth., 14.
'
,
"' 8
(t) Ym·!1.leal.amma v. Annkala, 2 'Mad. H. C., 276; see also Gopalayynn v.
Raglwpat' A'yynn, 3 Mad. H. C., 217.

\'I) Pm'leash Olwnde?'

{i'
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upon the authority of ~hat dec.ision, wh~re a reversio~er
had brought a suit aga111st a wIdo",: as h~ll'es.s, to set aSIde
alienations by her, and to establIsh hIS tItle as reversioner and the Court had found that her h\lsband had
been ~dopted, and therefore that the plaintiff was next heir,
that this finding was conclusive against a person who was
no party to that suit, and who denied ~he adoption., .Peacock C. J., after referring to Mr. JustICe Holloway s ]udgmeu't, saId: "I concur with him entirely in the conclusion
at which he arrived, viz., that a decision by a competent
Court that a Hindu family was joint and undivided, or, upon
a question of legitimacy, adoption, partibility of property,
rule of descent in a particular family, or upon any other
question of the same nature in a suit inter p((.~·tes, or, more
properly speaking, in an action in pe]'sO}w.1J~, 18 not l1 Judgment 1>n Tem or binding upon strangers, 01', III other words,
upon persons who were neither parties to the s:lit nor
privies. I would go further, and say ~h~t a decree III suc~
a case is not, and ought not be, adllllSSlble at all as eVIdence .against strangers " (1£).
But though the decree itself might neither be conclusive, Important as
evidence.
nor admissible, as evidence, the proceeding in which the
decree took place might be very important. For instance,
when the fact of any adoption at all having taken place
was in dispute, it would be most important to show that
the alleged adopted son had put forward his title as owner
of, or interested in, the property, by preferring or defending suits, or proceedings in the Revenue 01' Magisterial
C011l'ts, relating to the property; just as his failing to do
so would be important the other way. Again, if those who
now denied his title were shown to have been cognisant
of, or to have joined him in, such transactions, the
evidence would be still stronger in his favo11l'.
(u) J(anhyn v. Bndhn Ohl/.1'n, 7 Snth., 338; S. C., B. L. R., Snp. Vol., 662
followed in JogenrJ1'o Deb v. FUlI-il1d1'0, 14 1\1. I. A., 367; S.C., 11 B. L. R , 244
S. C., 17 Suth., 104 ; l{aia111a N(wh,;",/' v, Rajah (If 8lzivagUilga, 9 ~'l. 1. A., 539
S. C. 2 Suth. (P. C.), 31; Jllmoo'l1a Dasb1lG v. BmnGWOl1demi, 3 LA" 72, 84
S. C.; 1 Cn,]" 289. Sneh a decree would now he admissible in evidence uuder s. 1
of the lUllian Eyidence Act, to the extent Htlltecl in th"t ~f( tiCl·.
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§ 159. Lapse of time ma,y operate in two ways: Fi1'st
as stre~gthening the probability of an adoption. Secondly'
as barrmg any attempt to set it aside. In the first case, it
goes ~o show that the adoption was valid; in the second
~ase, It p~'events the results which would follow from holdmg that It was invalid.
First, ~t is evident that where a length of time ha~
elapsed Slllce an alleged adoption, and that ~doption has
be81: treated by the family, and by the society in which the
~amily moves,. as a valid and sUbsisting one, this is in
It~elf stro~g evidence of the opinion of those acquainted
WIth th~ facts t~lat ever~th~ng had taken place necessary
to a valId ac~optlOn: It IS lIke that repute which is always
so much relIed on m cases of disputed marriage,or legitiI:lac~T (v). But it is.e.vident that the force of the testimony
lIes m repute prevaIlmg through a long period of time not
upon .the time itself. If, therefore, it appears that'the
adoptIOn was kept a secret, or that beino' asserted on one
side, it was simply ignored on the other, a~d that no action
was ever taken ·upon it, nor any course of treatment
pursued in respect to the alleged adopted son different
from that which would have prevailed if no ad;ption had
b.een set ~lP, the.n there is no repute, and the longer the
~Ime dur~ng whICh such a state of things lasts the greater
IS the eVlClence against the adoption.

Secondly, such repute can have no effect whatever when
the admitted facts show that there has been no valid
adoption, e.g., in the case of the adoption of a sister's son
by a Brahm~n, 01' of a son by a man who had one living.
But there mIght be facts, or a course of dealing which,
though they ~ould not render the adoption valid, would
prevent certam persons from disputing it. A bar of this
sort would arise in two ways: (1) by way of estoppel;
(2) by way of the Statute of Limitations.
(v) RajenlZ'l'o Na,th v, Jojend1'o Nath, 14 M. I. A., 67 ; ::;, C., 15 Snth (p C )
41; S. 0" 7 B. L. R., 216; Anandmv Sivaji Y. Ganesh Eshvant 7 Ball: H' 0" ,
Appx. 33.
'
. ,. . .,
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AOQUIESOENOE AND ESTOPPEL.

§ HiO. FIRST.-A merely passive acquiescence by one
person in an infringement of his r.ights by another person,
or in an assertion of an adverse rIght by another person,
will not prevent the former from afterwards maintaining
his own strictly legal right in a Oourt of law, provided
he does so within the period of limitation fixed by the
law. The reason is that the law gives him a specified
period during which he may, if he c~loo~e, submit with
impunity to an encroachment on Ius rIghts, and there
is nothing inequitable in his availing himself of this
period. But it is different if his acquiescence amounts
to an active consent to conduct on the part of another of
which he might justly complain. If by his own behaviour
he encourages another to believe that he has not the
right which he really possesses, 0)' that he has waived
that right; 01' if by representa,tions, or acts, he induces another to enter upon a course which he would not otherwise
have entered on, or leads him to believe that he may enter
on that course with safety, then he will not afterwards be
allowed to assert any rights which are inconsistent with,
or infringed upon by, that new state of things which he
himself has been influential in bringing about. And this
is equally so whether the right he is asserting is a legal,
01' an equitable, right.
For it would be unjust that after
he had by his own conduct induced another to alter his
position, he should afterwards be allowed to complain of
the very thing which he had himself brought about (to).
This doctrine has been applied in India to cases of invalid
adoption. In one, the adoption, being that of a sister's
son by a Brahman, was held to be absolutely invalid. In
another, in Western India, being the case of a Brahman
adopted after 'upannynnci and marriage, the Oourt declined
to decide the question of invalidity. In both cases they
(w) RamaRltlty, Raja Ra,n, 2 Mad. H, C" 114; Ped[lalnu.thnlatll y, N, ThnllW
Reddil, ~b 270; Rrjan \', Basltva Ohett'i, ib. 428, where the English cases are
eXI11111ned, and the distinction between legal and equitable rights and the mode
ill which they are harred, is pointed out; Ta"uck Chnnde1' v. HIl1'o Snnkwl', 2:&
Suth., 267; Moh01'i Bibee v. Dharmadas, 301. A" 114; Na1'8ing[las y, Rahimanbai, 28 Bam" 410.
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were of opmIOn that the objecting party was estopped
from disputing the adoption, since he had himself not
only acquiesced in it, but in one case had encouragec1 it,
and concurred in it, at the time it took place; and in
another had, by treating the adoptec1 son as a member
of the ramily, inc1ucec1 him to abanc10n the right in his
natural family which he might otherwise have claimec1 (.v).
The law of estoppel in India now rests on ,the Evidence
Act, I of 1872, s. 115, as to which the Judicial Oommittee
say (y) : "the section of the Evidence Act by which the
question must be determined does not make it a condition
of estoppel resulting that the person, who by his declaration'
01; act has induced the belief on which another has acted,
was either committing or seeking to commit a frauc1, or
that he was acting with a full lmowledge of the circumstances, and under no mistake of apprehension." ",Vhat
the law and the Inchan statute mainly regard is the
position of the person who was inc1uced to act; and the
principle on which the law anc1 the statute rest is, that it
would be most inequitable and unjust to him that if
another, by a representation made, 01' by conduct amounting to a representation, has induced him to act as he would
not otherwise have done, the person who made the representation should be allowed to deny 01' repudiate the
effect of his former statement, to the loss and injury of the
person who acted on it. If the person who made the statement did so without full knowledge or under errol', sibi
i1nputet. It may in the result be unfortunate for him, but
it would be unjust, even though he acted under errol', to
(x) GopaJaY!lan Y. Tiaghllpati.a!J!I({I1, 7 Mad. H. C., 2GO; Sar/ashi'" Y. Hor;
MO')'eshvo'i', 11 Bom .R. C., IDO; Ba'~ii Ven aya ,..,." " v.Lakslimiba·i, II Bom., BSl,
396; lCa.nll(l1llal Y. Vemsalld, 15 ilIad., 486; Sant"z,])"yya Y. Banga.l'papya, IS
M'L<l., 897, 54; see Sllkhbnsi v. Gnnum, 2 All., 366, where lt is not clear whether
the Court In8itnt t\) lay down that (l, valid adoption once nuule could not be

cancelled, or that a person, who bud o11ce deliberately mude an u(loption, WfiS
estopped from asserting that it was originully invalid. In X,we1'ji v. Babrl'i., 19
Bom., 374, the Court Heemcd to think that no change of position had been
pl'Dllucecl by t.he Hets of the WlaOW" ill putt,ing forward un adoption.
(!/) Sa.1·it Cj111I1lde?' Y. Gopal Ohu)/(le1', 19 1. A" 203, p. 2]'5; S. C., 20 Cal.,
20(;, overrulmg Ganga Sa/wi Y. Hi'}'a Singh, 2 AlL, 809, ancl Vishnu and
Krishnan, 7 Mad, 3. See ,,180 Moho?'i BilJi v, Dha?'lilor/as, 30 I. A., ll4 ; S. C.,
30 Cal., 539.
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affect anyone who claims by· an mdependent tItle, and
h'
ot bound by the acts of the person estopped (b).
w 0 IS n .
. . . t'
'll Statute of Limi§ 1Gl. SEOONDLY.-The Statute of Lnmta IOns. WI tations:
also be a bar in some cases to an attempt t.a set aSIde a
disputeil adoption, that is, it will b~r a smt ~o recover
property held under colour of an adop~IOn. The Important
question here will be,. from what tnu~ does the, statute
run'? The answer WIll be, from the tIme t~e party seeking to set it aside is injuriol:sly aff~cted by It.. Where ~
person would be entitled t~ n~med1ate possesSlOn, but ~or
the intervention of one Cla11l11ng as adopted son, of comse
the statute must run at the very latest from the time at
which the title to possession accrues; because from this
time at all events, the possession of the adopted son must
be adverse (c). But there are cases of greater difficulty,
where an adopted son is in possession, but th~ pe~son
whose rights would be affected ~y the. adoptIOn IS a
reversioner, who is not entitled to llumedmte posseSSIOn.

';"8,

(z) See a case in which sue~l a view
I t,hink, erroneously laid down.
Pm'vati.bw/jrwllIw v. Bama K?'Ishna, IS Mail., 145.
.
(a.) See 1)8?' C)w., Bajen(l?'o Na.th v. Jogen,z1'o Nnth, 14 M. I. A , 77, S. 0., 15
Snth. (1'. C.), ,n; s. C., 7 B. L. R., 216.
(b) Lala Prwbhn Ln/ v. Mylne, 14 CaL, 401, 191. A., pp. 209-212.
(c) Malapn v. N(t1·n.8a.uw, 17 Mysore, 180.
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An instance of this sort is the case of an adoption by a
widow who is in as heir to her husband,
time from which
§ 162, On this point there was a direct conflict of autho-.
it runs,
rity, In several cases previous to 1869 it was held that
the statute ran from the time at which the adopted son
was put in possession as such, with the cognisance of
those whose rights would be affected by his adoption, and.
in such a public manner as to call upon the~ll to defend
their rights (el), The whole series of authorities, however,
was reviewed in a case which was referred to the decision
of the Full Bench of the High Court of Bengal. There the
ancestor died leaving a widow, who adopted in 1824, and
survived him till 18(H, In 1866 the suit was commenced
by the daughter's son of the ancestor, who claimed the
property, alleging that the adoption was invalid, It was
admitted that the adopted son and his son, the then
defAndant, had been in possession by virtue of the adoption since 1824, The plaintiff's suit was dismissed as
barred by limitation, But this decision was reversed by
the Full Bench, who held that the statute did not begin
to run till the death of the widow (e), That decision was
given under the Limitation Act XIV of 1859, Act IX of
1871, Sched, II, contained the following provision Art,
129: ,. To establish 01' set aside an adoption-twelve years
frQ1H the date of the adoption, or (at the option of the
plaintiff) the date of the death of the adoptive father,"
A suit was brought to l'ecover pl'operty held adversely to
the claimant by a pel'son who had been admittedly adopted by the widow of the last male holder, Much more
than twelve yeal'S had elapsed since the death of the
husband, Ol' since the adoption, but much less since the
death of the widow, The adopted son had admittedly
been placed in open adverse possession more than twelve
years before suit and had been recognized by the plaintiffs
(d.) Bhyrllb Ohltuder v, J(a.lee J(i8h7ll1W, S, D, of 1850,369, followed in v"rious
other cases which were exa,luinecl in the one next cited.
(e) Srina.th G{LngojJa.llhya v, Mahes Ohan{Z,)'a, 4 B, L, R. (F, B.), 3; S, 0" 12
Suth, (F, B,), 14; sub nomhle, S)'eenath Gangooly v, luohes" Ohunde1',
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apply two different periods of ,lm1 a IOn 01' a, SUI
declaring the invalidity of an adoptIOn, ~nd ~ .smt to
recover possession of land founded on such lllvahdlt~ (j),
In a later case upon the same statute, where ,the smt was
also to recover possession against a person holdlllg, under an
invalid adoption, and where it had been argued llleffectually that the suit was governed by Act XV of 1877.' ~l't, 118,
and not by Al't, 129 of Act IX of 1871, the J udlClal Com- .
'mittee said: "It seems to be more than doubtful whether,
if these wel'e the words of the statute applicable to the
case, the plaintiff would thereby take any advantage (g) ,
(f) Jagada.Jnba OhowclMani v. Da.7~hil1{b Mohnn, 13 1. A" 84, 94,

li"pl~ining

Raj Ba7uuln?' v. Achll?nbit La.l, 6 1. A., 110; folld, 1)0)' CW'" Ma (a?:J'/n y,
Nm'ha.ri, 27 1. A." p, 230; S, 0,,25 Bom" p, 352"
'S C 20 Cal 487
(g) Mohesh Na'min y, Tarlwk Nath, 20 1. A." 30, at p, 37, , , "
",
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§ 163. The only case in which the effect of Art. 118
of Act XV of 1877 in a suit for possession of property
has arisen before the Privy Council was that of Luchman
Lal v. Kanhya Lal (h). There the plaintiff sued after the
death of the widow for a declaration of her rights and fo~
possession of the husband's estate, notwithstanding an
adoption by the widow. The argument rested upon Art.
118, which was assumed to govern the case. It was held;
however, to be inapplicable, first, because the widow had
adopted to herself and not to her husband'" and secondly ,
because the plaintiff was not shown to have had knowledge
of the adoption within six years of the suit. No argument
was raised as to whether Art. 118, 01' Art. 141 ought to be
applied. In a Madras case (,i) a widow sued for possession
of her husband's property as against a son alleged to have
a.dopted by him. The husband died in 1884. The adoption
came to the knowledge of the widow in 1885, and the
suit was begun in 1893. The defence was limitation
under Art. 118. The High Court adopted the views of
the Privy Council as laid down in 13 and 20 I. A., and
decided that Arts. 129 of the Act of 1871 and 118 of the
Act of 1877 meant exactly the same thing, and should be
construed in the same way. On the other hand, in the
case of suits brought by reversioners for possession of
property simply, or for a declaration that an adoption was
invalid followed by a prayer for possession, the COUl'ts of
Allahabad and Calcutta have held that Art. 118 was intended only to apply to a suit for a declaration of rights,
and that the failUl'e to bring such a suit within SIX years
was no bar to a suit for possession within twelve years
under Arts. 140 and 141 (k). The High COUl't of Bombay
has varied in its decisions. It first ruled in accordance
with the last named COUl'ts in the case of Fannyamma v.
(h) 221. A., 51; S. 0.,22 Oal., 609.
(i) Pa?'lJ(~the Y. Samillat7!(~, 20 Mad., 40; folld. Ayyad01'ai Y. Sola; 24 Mad
405; Ratlla'lllasari y, Akilanda?nmal,26 Mad" 291,
,.,
(k) Basdeo Gopal, 8 All" 644; Nattlm Singh \', Gulab Singh, 17 All" 167 j
Parbhu Lal v, Myille, 14 Ca!., 401; Ramchand?'a. M'nkel'jee v, Ranjit Singh,

27 CaL, 242,

'
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,
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if he were adopted, by shutting the mouths of particular
people, if they propose to deny his adoption; or, by stopping short [my suit which might be brought to eject him
from his position as adopted. But if it becomes necessary
for the person who alleges himself to have _been adopted,
to prefer a suit to enforce rights of which he is not in
possession, he would be compelled strictly to prove ·the
validity of his adoption, as against all persons but the
special individuals who were precluded from disputing it.
Results of adoption.

§ 164. SrxTH.-THE RESULT OF ADOPTION mav be
J
stated generally to be, that it transfers the adopted son
out of his natural family into the adopting family, so far
as regards all rights of inheritance, and the duties and
obligations connected therewith. But it does not obliterate the tie of blood, or the disabilities arising from it,
Therefore, an adopted son is just as much incapacitated
from marrying in his natural family as if he had never
left it. N or can he himself adopt a person out of his
natural family, whom he could not have adonted if he
had remained in it (§ 172).
~

Questions of inheritance arise, ji'}'st,' where there is
only an adopted son; secondly, where there is also legitimate issue of the adoptive father. Under the first head,
succession is either to the paternal line, lineally or
collaterally, or to the maternal line.
'
Lineal succession.

§ 165.Whel'e there is only an adopted son, properly
constituted, he is beyond all doubt entitled to inherit to
his adoptive father, and to the father and grandfather
and other more distant lineal ancestors of such adoptive
father, just as if he was his natural-born son (p). But
there has been considerable discussion as to whether he
(p) Dattaka Mimamsa, vi., ~ 3,8; Dattalm Chandrilm, v., §26, iii., § 20; G01l1'bnllllb v. Japgenoth, ~ ..MacN., 159; Mokumdo v. Bykll1lf, 6 Cal., 289. Sir F.
!\Ia~~aghten was of Opll1l0n that an adopted son in Bengal wus even in a better
pOSItIOn than a natural-born 80n, as having an indefeooihle right to his father's
est:a~e, which": natnml-borll son wonld not haye F. !\IacN., 157,228. This
opU1lon .-~vas rejected by the Privy COlmeil in the Pittapur Case, 26 I. A., 83;
S. C., 2~ !\Iad., 383.
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. was entitled to inherit to collaterals. A refel'ence to the Collateral succession.
table of sonship (q) will show that eight of the fourteen
authorities referred to place the adopted son beyond the
sixth' in number. Now, all of these say that· the first six
sons inherit to the father, and to collaterals ; the last six
only to the father. From this it is argued by those who
rely on the eight, that he only succeerrs lineally; by those
who rely on the remaining six, that he inherits collaterally also. The real fact, of course, is that the two sets
of authorities represent different historical periods of the
law of adoption; the former relating to a period when the
adopted son had not obtained the full rights which he
was recognized as possessing at a later period. The
Dattaka Ohandrika as usual tries to make all the passages
harmonise by saying: " In the same manner the doctrine
of one holy saint that the son given is an heir to kinsmen-and that of another that he is not such heir-are
to be reconciled by referring to the distinction of his
being endowed with good qualities 01' otherwise," and
concludes the controversy by saying that wherever a
legitimate son would succeed to the estate of a brothel'
or other kinsmen, the adopted son will succeed in the
absence of such legitimate son CI'). The Mitakshara
follows Manu, who places the adopted among the first
class of sons, and, of course, makes him a general and
not merely a special heir, while it explains away the
conflicting texts as being founded on the difference of
good and bad qualities (8), The Daya Bhaga, on the
othel' hand, follows Devala, who has been supposed to
make the adopted son only heir to his father, and not to
collaterals (t). But it seems that is a misapprehension.
Devala no doubt enumerates the different sons so as to
bring in the adopted son as ninth. But then he goes on,
" These twelve sons have been propounded fat' the purpose of offspring, being sons begotten by a nmll himself,
(q) Ante

*68.

~s) !\Iitakshara, i., 11, § HO-34.

Dattakn C1Hwdrika, v.,
(t) Daya Bhugft, x., ~ 7, 8.

(1')

~ 22-!2<1.
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01' procreated by another man, or received for adoption,
01' voluntarily given. Among these the first six are
heirs of kinsmen, and the other six inherit only from
the fathel'." Now, if the words" the first six" refer, not
to the original enumeration, but to the new arrangement
by classes, the adopted son comes within the first six (n).
J agannatha, after appearing to rest the claim of an
adopted son to collateral succession upon endowment with
transcendent good (lUalities, finally states the present
practice to be (. for a son given in adoption, who performs
the acts prescribed to his class, to take the inheritance of
his paternal uncles and the rest" (1)). This is also the
opinion of Sir F. 1\1acN aghten, of 1\11'. vV. 1\1acNaghten,
of Sir Thomas Strange, and of 1\11'. Sutherland (10). The
right has also been affi.rmed by express decision. In two
cases, the right of an adopted son to succeed to another
adopted son was declared (x). In other cases, the adopted
son was held entitled to share an estate of his adoptive
father's brothel' (y). In a later case, the adoptive son
was held entitled to share in the property of one who was
first cousin to his grandfather by adoption. And he takes
exactly the same share as a legitimate son, when he is
sharing with all other heirs than the legitimate son of his
adoptive father (z). And so do his descendants, whether
male 01' female (((). In the latest case upon the point,
the right of an adopted son was maintained to succeed to
all his adoptive father's sapindas, whether the latter were
(n) See D. Bh., x., 7, note, pe1' I!ll'riam; PlI,ddo ]{u1I1a1'ee v. JU{j{jllt ]{isho?'e~
5 CaL, 630.
(v) 3 Dig., 270,27:2; F. M,tcN., 162.
('IV) F. MacN., 128, 132; 1 W. :\'IacN., 78; 2 W. MacN.,187; 1 Stra. H. L., 97;
2 81ra. H. L., 116; Suth. Syn., 668, 677.
(x) Sham.'chU?~d.el' v. Na'l'ayni, 1 S. D., 209 (~79); uffirnHld 3 1(n., 55. (So
much of tIllS deCISIOn has allowed", second adoptIOn to take place during the life
of the first adopted son ll111S\; be taken as bad. But a note states that it was
considered us settling the right of an adopted son to inheri t from the callatemls
of his adoptive father.) G01{'rh,W'ree v. ]It. RntnasIl?'ee, 6 S. D" 203 (250); Joy
Chnnd?'o v. B,hY"nb Chllndro, S. D. of 1849,461; see also the Jndgment of
Hob7~ollse, ~',_,lll the Full Bench case of Gunt Gobind \'. Anand Lal, 5 B. IJ. R.,
15; S.C., 13 tluth. IF. B.), 49.
(y) I:0kenath v. Sha'llwsoondlwee, S. D. of 185b, 1863; K-ishena,th v. Htt?'reegobtnd, S. D, of 1859, 18; GOO1'oolJe1'Sliad v. Rasbeh{wy, S D. of 1860, i., 411.
(z) Taramohun v. K"ipa Moyee, 9 Suth., 423.
(a) S. D, of 1858, 1863; of 1859, 18.
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related to the former through males only or through
famales (b).
.
t
1 . 1 tl"
s till Succession ew
~ 166. Another qnestIOn as 0 W 11C 1
1ete w~ ,
pa,·te materna.
\
a sing'ular conflict of opinion, is as to the l'1ght. of
1a t e y,
'1
f h'IS a dop t lYe
d ted son to succeed to the fam1 y 0
wa~
..
father's wife, 01' wives. Prim(/' fa.cie one woulc~ llnag~ne
tl t he must necessarily do so. The theory of adoptIOn
isla that it makes the son adopted to all int~nts and
rposes the son of his father, as completely as If he had
~~~otten him in lavvful wedlock. .The authors of the N",tive writers.
Dattaka Ohandrika and Dattaka 1\111nalllsa seem to lay
the point down with the most perfect clean~ess. . The
former states that "where there may be a dIVerSIty .of
mothers, the sires of the natural mothers are first deSIgnated by a son, who is son to two fathers, at the funeral
repast in honour of the maternal grandsires ; subsequently
the sires of her who is the adoptive mother. But the
absolutely adopted son presents oblations to the father
and to the other ancestors of his adoptive mother only;
for he is capable of performing the funeral rites of that
mother only" (c). And the latter says: " The forefathers
of the adoptive mother only are also the maternal grandsires of sons given and the rest; for the rule regarding the
paternal is equally applic~ble to the l~laternal grandsi~es of
adopted sons (d); and 111 an earlIer chapter (I, ~ ~2)
Nanda Pandita says' "In consequence of the supenol'1ty
of the husband, by his mere act of acloption, the filiation
of the adopted, as son of the wife, is complete in the same
manner as h~l' property in any other thing accepted by
her husband~'" So 1\11'. Sutherland states as the effect of
these passages that-" He likewise represents the real
leaitimate son in relationship to his adoptive mother,
b
whose ancestors are his maternal grandsires " (e). To the
same effect is a futwah recorded by 1\11'. 1\1acNaghten,
(b) Pn(ldo XlI-llla"ee v JlIg,fJ1tt ~(ishol'e, 5 ,CaL, 615, affd: sub nomine Plldma
Cooma"iv. Court of Wa'l'cls, 111 Pl'lvy OouncIl, 8 I. A., 229, S, 0., 8 Cal., 302.
(e) D"tt"lm Chandrilm, iii., ~ 16, 17.
(d) DR,ttal", l\fimalllsa, vi., ~ 50--52.
(e) Suth. Syn., 668.
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where the adopted son of a sister was held to be an heir
to that sister's brother, that is to say, he inherited to
his adoptive mother's fami] y (j). On the other hand,
Mr. W. lVIacNaghten himself decides against the right of
an adopted son to succeed to property, which the wife of
the adopting father had received from her relations. For
this he refers to a case in Bengal, where he says the point
was determined (r;). This, however, was a mistake, as
has been repeatedly pointed out. There was no decision
of the Sudder Oouet such as lVIr. lVIf1cNaghten supposed,
but there was an unnecessary opinion of the pundits,
which Itself rested only upon an irrelevant text of the
Daya Bhaga. Upon this supposed decision, hovvever, two
express rulings, negativing the right of the adoptec1 son
to succeed to property e"r paTte ma.terna, were subsequently given in Bengal and in lVIadras (h). Yet, in
direct conflict with the only principle which could have
justified such a decision, it was settled that the next-ofkin of an adoptive mother would be the heirs of her
adopted son (i) and that an adopted son would succeed
to the st1"icZha?l!llm of his adoptive mother (Ii:). Finally it
was decided by the Allahabflld High Oourt that an adopted
son had all the rights of a natural-bol'll son in the
materna] line as well as in the paternal line, and would
therefore succeed to property which his adoptive mother
had inherited from her father (7). This decision was
followed by the High Oourt of Bengal in a case where the
plaintiff claimed property which had devolved UPOll the
son of A, by virtue of his adoption by the daughter of A.
In their judgment the fon11er Bengal decision and that
which followed it in lVIadras were formally over-ruled,
and the general principle laid down by the Allahabad
High Court was appmved and adopted to the fullest
(f) 2 W. JVlncN., 88,
(g) 1 W. MftuN., 78, citing Gnllga llll/{/.

Kishml KisilO}'e, 3 fl D., 12H (170).
Suth. Sp. No. 121; Ohinl/{/. Ralllak!';"il/(/. \'
1'.

(h) MaJ'1t1! ilia"" Y. B~joy,
Jlnlla.chi, 7 Mllel. H. C., 245.
(i) Gllnga Forsad Y. B,·oje88a.1'ee, S. D. of 1859, 1091.
(k) Teen Gow,.ie v. Dinollath, 3 Suth., 49 nnd so ]aic1 clown b;' the pundits in
13ol11bny, VV. & 13.,513.
(l) Sham Kua . ,. 1'. Gaya, 1 All., 256.
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his ruling was supported on appeal by the
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Judicial Oommittee, and has finally. settled a con roversy
h' h had lasted for upwards of eIghty years ('in). In
W IC
'ty with it the adopted son of a daughter has
conf 01'1111
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ano tlleI
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grandfather (on).
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~nother
question which has only lately reCeIved
sfllc~essloI£
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.
0 WIves 0
· 1 d l' ,ion is that or the rights inter se of the WIves ltcloptedo
a fi na ec i:i
,
.
b
adopted SOl1.
'd
of
a
l)erSOn
to
whom
an
adoptIOn
has
een
or WI ows
1:
•
made to succeed to the property of the adopted son. ThIS
question cannot be settled by any analog! drawn from the
text of lVIanu. "If among all t~e WIves of the same
husband, one bring forth a male chIld, Manu has declared
11 by means of that son, to be mothers. .of male
.
th eIU a ,
.Issue " ()
o. Ther'e is a natural and insuperable dIstmctIOn,
which no fiction can destroy, between an actl~al m?ther
and a stepmother, and accordingly the former mhents to
her son where the other does not (p). vVhere, howe~er,
the adoption is made by the husband himself, and nothmg
is done to O'ive one wife pre-eminence over the others,
there seems bto be no ground of distinction between them.
The ceremonial of adoption utterly ignores t~e wi~e, wh.o
need not be present and to whom no part IS aSSlgned If
she is present (q). She becomes the mother of th~ adopted
son by the mere fact of his adoption (:r). N eIther the
Dattaka Chanclrika nor the Dattaka Mllllan~sa allu~e to
the questions that may arise from a pll1l'ahty of WIves.
Jagannatha recognises the difficulty, .but do~s not settle
it (8). vVhere the succession is to an llllpartIble proped?,
the senior widow would of course take just as she would If
the succession were to her husband (t); but where the
property was partible the rights of all would pri1ni'ljCtcie be
l'

(1J~)

7
z'~ IS. om.n,l 6 C[J",
I 2"6'
atJ'(l • 10 I . "
A
Uma Ehtnke'J' v. Ii-a
'-,

l°i'~jl1~'n;';~k(lnt
NlllI(li Y.
.
183

I3b; fl. C.,

Mohesh Ghunder, 9 C,,!., 70.
) B 11
," "
(.)Post~566.
(q
nl~(l.,\lI.,D.
o IX.,
.
P"
(s) 3 D,g., 253.
('1') D. 1\1 , I, 22.
246' S C 23 Mad 1
(t) Annap1l1·l1a·i Nachia?' Y. Forbes, 26 1. A.,
, . ",
., .
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equal. This was the view taken by Mr. VV. MacNaghten (11),
though his opinion to the full extent to which it was
pu~hed, has lately been over-ruled by the Privy Oouncil.
It IS supported by the opinion of the pundit in a Bengal
case, where he says that, even in the case of an adoption
by one of several widows, the child becomes the child
o~ ~ll ~hre~ (v). There is, however, a very obvious'
dlStmctIOn m a case where the adoption is' made not
by the husband, but by his widow, acting under his
authority, express 01' implied. In such a case, though
she only represents her husband, the act is her own.
She. cannot be compelled to perform it; and when
performing it she takes his place in the ceremonial, and
is the person who actually receives the child. Accordingly the pundit, in the case last quoted, said that, if the
adopted boy died, the wir10w adopting him will be called
the mother, and the others the stepmothers (10). The
principle was followed in another case to the extent of
~olding that where one of several widows made an adoptIOn not only would she alone inherit to her adopted son,
but on her death the estate would pass, not to the other
widow, but to the collateral next in the order of suc.cession (.1;). A less obvious distinction is the case of a
husband who, while himself making the adoption, professes to make it in conjunction with one of several wives
specially selected to assume the part of the mother. In
such a case, where the wife so selected was the second
wife of the adopter, and the adoptive mother died before
the adopted son, it was held that on his death the eldest
widow was not his heir as mother, being only a stepmother, and that the succession went to a nephew of
1;he husband (y). This decision was followed by the
JudicialOommittee on an appeal from Madras. There the
("/I) 1 W'. MacN., Preliminary Remarks, x.
(v) DelJamber!/ v. Ta1'amony, F. ilIacN., Appx., xi.
(10) Ib. ub., Sup. F. MacN., J71; W. & B, 1181.
(x) 1 W. l\facN., II, 62.
'
(y) Kashishlt1'ee Debia v. (heesh Ohltnde1', 'Y. R., JaIl.-July, 1864, 71.
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had been adopted in that form by a special agreement
between the natural and adopting fathers, who were
distant relations, that he should remain the sons of both.
He succeeded to the estate of the adopter, and subsequently died leaving only a widow, on whose death the
succession was claimed by his natural mother, and by the
yy

•

Q

(z) Annap!tl'lla.i Naehim' v. Fm'bes, 18 Mad., 277, a;D'il. 261. A., 246; S. 0.,
23 Mad., 1.
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grandnephew of the adoptive father. It was admitted
that but for the special form of adoption the male claimant
would succeed. It was held by the Allahabad High Oourt
that by virtue of the special agreement the relationship
of the natnnl;l mother was unaffected by the adoption, and
therefore her right of succession (a). If she had died
leaving property it follows that Raghunandan might have
been her heir. If the adoptive mother had survived hilu
apparently both mothers would have been co-heiresses.
§ 168. Oases where a legitimate and an adopted son
exist together can only occul' lawfully, where a legitimate
son has been born after an adoption. The adoption of a
son by one who had male issue would be absolutely
invalid (~ 108), and the son so adopted would be entitled
to no share whatever. It may be suggested, on the
authority of a text ascribed to Manu, that he would be
entitled to have his marriage ceremony performed, which
I suppose includes maintenance also. But the text, if in
force at all at present, seems to me to relate rather to
informal than to wholly invalid adoptions, which would
create no change of status (b). vVhere, however, a legitimate son is born after an adoption, which was valid when
it took place, the latter is entitled to share along with the
legitimate son, taking a portion which is sometimes spoken
of as being one-fourth, and sometimes as being onethird of that of the after-born son (0). Dr. vVilson says
that the variance is only apparent, and that all the texts
mean the same thing, viz., that the property should be
divided into four shares, of which the adopted son gets
one. That is to say, he gets one-fourth of the whole, or
one-third of the portion of the natural-born son (d).
Whatever may have been the original meaning of the
texts, a difference of usage seems to have sprung up,
(a) Beha"i Lal v. Shib Lal, 26 All., 472.
(b) Dattaka l\Iimamsa, vi., § 1,2; Di1ttaka Ohandrilm, vi., ~ B.
(0) Dattalm Mimumsa, x., § 1; Dattaka Chandrilm,v., § 16, 17 ; Mitaksll'U'a, i.,
11, § 24, 25; Daya Bhaga, x., § 9; 3 Dig., 154, 179, 290; V. iliay., iv., 5, § 25 ;
2 W. lVIaoN., 1S4.
,Vilson's ,Vorks, v., 52.
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according to which the adopted son ,takes one-third of the
whole in Bengal, and one-fourth of the whole in other
Provinces which follow Benares law (e). The Madras Madras.
Hiah Oomt, however, have decided on the authority of the
b
Sarasvati-Vilasa, that the fourth which he is to take is not
a fourth of the whole, but a fourth of the share taken by
the legitimate son. Oonsequently, the estate would be
divided into five shares, of which he ,vould take one, and
the legitimate son the remainder. A similar construction
has been put upon the texts in Bombay (j). N anda Bombay.
Pandita suggests a fUl'ther explanation, that he is to take a
quarter share; 'i.e., a fourth of what he would have taken
as a legitimate son; that is to say, a fourth of one-half, 01'
one-eighth (g). vVhere there are several after-born sons,
of conrse the shares will vary according to the principle
adopted. Supposing them were two legitimate sons, then,
upon the principle laid down by Mr. MacNaghten, the
estate would be divided into seven shares in Benares, and
into five shares in Bengal. According to the SarasvatiVilasa it would be divided into nine shares, the adopted
son taking one share in each case. According to N anda
Pandita he would take one-twelfth (h). Among various
castes in Western India the rights of the adopted son
vary from one-half, one-third, and one-fourth to next
to nothing, the adoptive father being at liberty, on the
birth of a legitimate son, to give him a present and turn
him adrift (i).
According to a text of Vriddha Gautama, an adopted Sudras.
and an after-born son share equally. This text is said, in
.the Dattaka Ohandrika, to apply only to Suc1ras, anc1 in
.the Dattaka Mimamsa it is explained away altogether, as
referring to an after-born son c1estitute of good qualities.
(8) D. K. S., vii., § 23; 1 W. lIIaoN., 70; 2 W. M,wN., 104; F. MaoN., 137;
:L·a,·mno/w·,,,,v. K"ipa, llio!!ee, 9 Suth" 42il; 1 Stra, H, L" 99, p,nd so amongst
; Rnkhal Y. OllllnilaZ, 16 Bam" ~47,
Ayyavn v, Nila(Zat"ki, 1 Mad H, 0., 45; 'V. &; B., 373; Gi?'ial'a y,
'Nil'wll""" 17 Bom" 100.
l1iimlLl1lsa, v., § 40; Snth. Syn" 678,
F, JlboN., 151; I MlIcN" 70; Jolly, Leot, 182,
Steele, 47, 186,
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The High Oourt of Madras, following Mr. W. MacNaghten
and Sir Thomas Strange, say it is in lorce among all
Sudras in Southern India, and M. Gibelin says it is the
rule among all classes in Pondicherry. It is the rule still in
Northern Oeylon. Baboo Samachurn says that in Bengal
this rule only applies to the lower class of Such-as (k).
The above rules all apply to partible property. It is
stated by the Madras High Oourt that" the f;luccession t~
impartible property devolves on the after-born son in
preference to the adopted son, the reason being that the
adopted son is a substitute for the a:1WctSel son, and that,
when the latter comes into existence, he excludes the
substitute" (l).
Rights of adopt.
§ 169. A curious question as to which there has been a
ed son on parti.
..
.
.
.
"
tion with colla· deClSlOn m Oalcutta (m), IS, whether the mfenonty of
terala.
1
t
d
f
f
.
1
.
t
.
l'
.
an aClop e son 01' purposes 0 In len ance IS 1m1ted
to
the case of the subsequent birth of natural sons to the
adopting father, or whether it applies also tor the benefit
of the brothers of such adopting father and their issue.
In the particular case the pedigree was as follows : A

i

.B
,------ I

1 deft.

2 deft.

\

-- -

-1

3 cleft.

I

<I,1dt.

D
Adopts
8n,<1hll Churn,
plaintiff.

The family was governed by Mitakshara law. The
plaintiff sued for a partition after the deaths of A, B,
0, and D. In the Original and Appellate Oourts the only
points taken were to establish that he was not entitled to
any share. The defendants being defeated in this contention urged on appeal to the High Oourt that his share
would not be one-third but one-sixth. The High Oourt
(7e) Datta1"" Mimmllsa. Y., § 43; Dattaka Chandri!,a. Y., § 32; 1 St.ra. H. L.,
fi9; 1 W. i\i(wN .• 70, n.; 1,(+ib., 82; .TheRawu~e.me. ii., ~ 2; V. Darp .. 979; Ra,ja
v. Snbb(w'(l;II(l;, 7 :I\'lad., 253. A 8011-1n·1aw ,titillated III the Ill(l;tO?n form which
is in use in some of the Telub"u·speaking districts of Madras takes a;, equal
slutl'e with a nat:U'a1.born son. Hanllll!al1t(l,1Jl?l~a Y. Hami. Heddi, 4 Maa., 272.
(l) Bmnasmm Bamaya Y. 811.nda,1·a,Zmgasa'lll'l-, 17 i\lIad., p. 435.
(11') Ra,ghnba,na,nd Doss Y. 8ad.hn 071.11.1'/1, 4 0,,1., 425.
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a.ffirmed this view, relying .upon the DattakaOhandrika, V"
24 t'V, 25. J1ial'kby, J., pomted out that Mr. Sutherland's
translation of s. 24 omitted some lines, and that the two
sections really ran as follows :-" 24. 'Therefpre by the
sa.me relationship of brother and so forth, in virtue of
which the reallegitima.te son would succeed to the esta.te
of a. brother 01' other kinsman, the (l.clopted son of the
sante description obta'ins his cZ'lle share. Ancl ~n the event
of the ancestor having other sons, Ct grandson by (tcloption
whose father is deacl obtains the shctre of an adoptecl son.
Where such son may not exist, the adopted son takes the
whole esta.te even.' The words in italics are omitted
by Mr. Sutherland.
"There is no dispute between the parties to this
a.ppea.l that this emenda.tion of NIl'. Sutherland's transla.tion ought to be ma.de.
"Pamgmph 2.5 is as follows :-' Since it is a restrictive
rule that a grandson succeeds to the appropriate sha.re of
his own father, the son given, where his adopter is the real
legitimate son of the pa.ternal grandfather, is entitled to
an equal share even with 30 paterna.l uncle, who is also such
description of son: therefore a grandson who is an adopted
son ma.y (in all ca.ses) inherit an equal sha.re even with an
uncle. This must not be alleged (as a. general rule). For
there would be this discrepancy where the father of the
grandson were an adopted son, he would receive a fourth
sha.re; but the gmndson, if he were such son (of him)
would receive an equal share (with an uncle in the
herita.ge of the grandfather) and accordingly, wha.tever
sha.re may be established. by law for a father of the same
description a.s himself, to such appropria.te share of his
fa.ther does the individual in question (viz., the adopted
son of one a.dopted) succeed. Thus, what had been
adva.nced only is correct. The same rtlle is to be applied.
by inference to the great-grandson also.' The words, viz.,
'the adopted. son of one adopted' do not occur in the
origina.l. But even if we strike out these words, and take
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the two paragraphs according to their more correct version
they clearly enunciate that, upon partition, an adopted
son and the adoptea son of a natural son stand exndly in
the same position, and that each takes only the share
proper for an adopted son,-i.e., half of the share which
he would have taken had he been a natural son."
The learned Judge then proceeded to deal with the
objection, that under Mitakshara law the plaintiff's
adoptive father D acquired by birth a vested interest in
one-third of the estate, and that the whole of this interest
descended to the plaintiff by right of representation. This
he answered by pointing out (p. 430), that under Mitakshara law no definite share vested in any member of the
family so long as it remained joint, and that the share of
each must be determined by the state of the family, and
the position of each individual member at the time of
partition. If then the sole adopted son of a natural-born
son was only entitled to half the share that a natural-born
son of the same father would have been entitled to, it
made no difference that his father, if he had sought for a
partition earlier, would have obtained twice that share, and
that the whole share so obtained would have descended
to him. It came back again to the same question, what
were his own personal rights at the time of partition.
'~170. The text of Vasishtha upon which all the authorities rely is as follows (XV., 9): "when a son has been
adopted, if a legitimate son be afterwards born, the given
son shares a fourth part." To which the author of the
Dattaka Mimamsa adds (X., 1) : "on the default of him he
is entitled to the whole." That is to say, to the whole
of the property of his adoptive parent. This is quite
intelligible. An adopted son is a substitute for a natural
son, and cannot come legally into existence if there is a
natural son. But a man may adopt under the belief that
he will never have a natural son, and find himself mistaken. Then justice is done by giving a larger share to
the natural son, and a smaller to the son who would

ADOPTION AND AFTER-BORN SONS.

never have been adopted, if it could have been foreseen
how matters would really have turned out. But is there
anything in the wording or principle of the rule to suggest
that a person who has become by adoption the sole son of
his adopter shall have his rights in the fami(y diminished,
because other legitimate sons have been born, not to his
adopter but to the brothers of that adopter? It is admitted
that no authority can be found for such a position in the
text of Vasishtha itself, 01' in any commentary except
that of the Dattaka Ohandrika as cited. But the latter
seems to me to bear a very different interpretation. The
clauses 24 and 25 relate to the general rights of all adopted
sons, not to the special position of an adopted son where
there are after-bomlegitimate sons of his adoptive parent.
The author is commenting not only on the text of
Vasishtha, but on texts of Manu and others, some of
which lay down that an adopted son only inherits to
lineals, others that he inherits to lineals and coUaterals
also. He reconciles these by the usual formula that a
son with good qualities is meant in the latter case (§ 168).
It seems to me that § 24 merely states the general
principle that, however distant from the common ancestor,
an adopted son has the full rights of an adopted son as
such; not merely of an adopted son who is driven to
share with legitimate sons. The commencement of § 25
lays down explicitly that the adopted son of one natural
son inherits equally with the natural-bol'll brother of such
son. Then the author meets the question whether every
grandson by adoption would inherit in the same manner.
To this he answers, not necessarily. If an adopted son
himself adopted, then his son could take no more than
himself; i.e., if there were legitimate sons along with
the first adopted son he himself would only take onefourth, and therefore his son by adoption could take no
more. 01' as the Smriti Chandrika expresses it "the
individual in question (an assumed grandson by adoption)
only take whatever share may be established for a
father of the same description as himself" (a son by
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adoption). What share that is would depend upon whether
legitimate sons were afterwards bol'll to the first adopting
father or common anc~stor. If there were he would only
take one-fourth, and Ius son, whether natural or adopted,
could take no more.
Survivorship.

Removal from
natural family.

§ 171. When the legitimate and adopted son surviv.e
the father, and then the legitimate son dies without issue
it has been held in Madras that the adopted son takes th~
whole property by sUl'vivorship (n). Of course, it would
be different in Bengal, if the legitimate son left a widow
daughter, etc.
'
§ 172. By adoption the boy is completely removed frOIn
his natural family as regards all civil rights or obligations,
He ceases to perform funeral ceremonies for those of his
family for whom he would otherwise have offered oblations
~nd he loses all rights of inheritance as completely a~
If he had .never be~n b~l'll (0) . . And, conversely, his
naturallal11lly cannot mhel'lt from hun (p), nor is he liable
for their debts ~q). Of course, however, if the adopter was
already.a relatIOn of ~he adoptee, the latter by adoption
would sImply alter hIS degree of relationship, and, as the
son of his adopting father, would become the relative of
~1is n~tural pa.rents, . and. in this way mutual rights of
ll1hel'ltanc~ mIght ~tl11 eXlSt. The rule is merely that he
loses the l'lghts wl1lch he possessed, q'llrl, natural son. And
the tie of blood, with its attendant disabilities, is never extinguished. Therefore, he cannot after adoption marry
(n) 1 Mad. H. C., 49, note.
(0) lVIa~lU"ix., 142; J?attak?, llfimamsa, ,:i., ~ 6-8; Dattaka Chandrika, ii.
§ 18-20,. MI,t,a;,shara, 1., 11, §. 31l; V, M~y., IY., 5,. § Ill; see cont1'a, 1 Gib. 95 a;
to P~ndlChe~lJ' In part~ or, the PUllJltb the "~ghts or the adopted
in his
natUlltl fltlt;lly take effect If Ius natural father dIes without leaving legitimate
sons. PUIlJltb, Custol1la~y Law, III, 83. A son-in-law, affiliated by the Cu~tom
of Illat om , wlllcl~ pr,:valls among SO!lle classes, of Sudras in Mad~,ts, does not
lose IllS rIghts Il1 Ius natuml faIUlly.
Bala1'ami Y. Pe1'a 6 M d 267'
Hanmnantam1na Y. Rami Redel'i, 4 lIbd., 272. An adoption ;nade :nder th~
\'ery lax cust,om~ of ~he ~ect of GYlLwa.ls in Gya does not deprive the erson
adopted of Ius rIghts III Ius natural fanuly. Llloh1/l1~n Lal v K 7
L P 7 22
I. A., 51; S. C., Illl CaL, 609.
. an ,va a.,
(p) 1 W. Ma~N., 69) 8trinivasa Y. Kuppanayyanga1' 1 Mad H C 180'
Mnthayya v. Mmaksht, IlS Mad., 394.
. , . ..,
,
(q) PmnvuUnbh v. Deocristin, Bam. Sel. Rep. 4' Kasheepe1'sl d B
lZhu'l', 4 N .-'W. P. (S. D.), 343.
' ,
la v. nnsee-

SOl;
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one' whom he could not have married before adop('1'), N or can he adopt out of his own natural family
a, person whom, by reason of relationship, he could not
haNe adopted had he remained in it (8). He is equally
•.... ''''rnnAT.pillt to marry within his adoptive family within
forbidden degrees (t).
§ 173. An exception to the rule that adoption severs a
son from his natural family exists in the case of what is
called a d1Oyamtt8hyayana, or son of two fathers. This term
has a two-fold acceptation. Originally it appears to have
been applied to a son who was begotten by one man upon
the wife of another, but for and on behalf of that other.
He was held to be entitled to inherit in both famHies, and
was bound to perform the funeral oblations of both his
actual and his fictitious fathers (u). This is the meaning
in which the term is used in the Mitakshara, but sons of
this class are now obsolete (v). Another meaning is that
of a son who has been adopted with an express or implied
understanding that he is to be the son of both fathers.
This again seems to take place under different circumstances. One is what is caned the Anitya, or temporary
I,tdoption, where the boy is taken from a different gotra,
after the tonsure has been performed in his natural family.
He performs the ceremonies of both fathers, and inherits
in both families, but hiB son returns to his original
gotra (10). This form of adoption seems now to be obsolete. At all events I know of no decided case affirming
its existence. Another case is that of an adoption by one
brothel' of the son of another brothel'. He is already for
certain purpose considered to be the son of his uncle.
When he is the only son, the law appears to reconcile the
t1') Dattaka Minmmslt, vi., ~ 10; Dattaka Chandl'ilm, iv., § 8; V. May., iy.,
0, § 30.
(s) Moottia Maodelly v. Ul'7'on, Maa. Dec. of 1858, p. 117.
(t) Datta1<a l\1imamBa, vi., G 25, 38.
1t ) B~nrlhl\yaJla: ii., 2, § 11l; Namrla, ]3, ~ 23; Dl\ttaka Chanrlrika, ii., § 35.
v\ Mltaksho,ra. I., 10; Il St.rlL. H. L., RIl, 118.
w) Il Stl'a. H, L., lllO: 1 'V. MoeN., 71; see fntwah of Pandits in 8humshe1'e
v. DUm}, 2 S. D., 169 (Illfi); Dattaka Mima11lRn, vi" § 41-43; Dftttalm
Ohumlrika, ii., § 37; Beha1'i Lal v. 8hib Lal, 26 All., 471l.
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conflicting principles that a man should not give away his
only ~on. and that.a brother's son should be adopted, by
allowl~g the adoptIon, but requiring the boy so adopted
t~ perf~lm tl:e ceremo~ies of both fathers, and admitting
hm~ to mhent to both m the absence of legitimate issue.
It IS stated by Mr. Strange in his Manual that the
~wya1n1t~hyayana in this sense also is obsolete. And so
It was ~ald .down in .o~e Madras case. But the weight of
authonty I.n OppOSItIOn to that statement seems to be
overwhelmmg(x). Among the Nambudri Brahmans of the
Wes.t Coast (§ 44) the clWYCWn'llshyayanr( form prevails
generally without any special circulllstances as the.
ordinary incident of an adoption (y).
'
After-born son.

§ 174. Where a legitimate son is born to the natural
father of a clwya1n1tshynynnn, subsequently to the adoption
the latt~r. takes half .the share of the former; if, however:
the legItImate son IS born to the adopting father, the
adop~ed son takes half the share which is prescribed by
l,aw for an adopt~d. son, ~xclusively related to his adoptive
father, where legltllnate Issue may be subsequently born to
that person (z), that is half of one-fourth or one-third
according to the doctrines of different schools (~168):
:rhe ~~yukha, however, seems only to allow him to
mhent 111 the adoptive family, if there are legitimate sons
subsequently born in both, and then gives him the share
usual in such a case where the adoption has been in the
ordinary form, that is, one-fourth or one-third (a). It lays
down no rule for the case of legitimate sons arising in o~e
family only.
(x) Stl'~. Mall:, § 9f); lIi[tc1. Dec. of 1859, p. 81; Dattal"" Ch',ndrika y ~ 33'
V, May., IV., 5,.* .22, ~5; Dattal"" l\iimal11sa, vi., § 34-36, 47' 48'
B.' 898'
and see authorltles mted ante ~ 145. Mr. Y. N. l\landlik Ra~'s that wh~teve~
the theo~y ~nay be, su~h adoptic.ll1s are in practice obsol~te, p.
In the
~.- 'I~6 OVlllces, Ildopt,;~ns of tIllS c!mmcter "re said to be very (lommon, Jolly,
~ ec ' .
. The proposltlOn st"teil 111 the text WltS adopted by the Bombay
uo~.rt 111 a ~ecent cas~ l~etween Lingaye~s. Ohinapa Y. BasaJlfJuvda, 21 Bom.
100 , f~llow1l1g the Op111101~S of J ndges of the same Court in a iormer case in th~
8ame ~ect. Basava v. L!I!fJallfJanda 19 Bom pp 454 466
(y)) '111 M1\'';'c1., ~67, 178,
' (z) Dattak~ Uh,:nc1l'ii", v § 33 3-1
. 1.ay., IV., 5, § 25.
I
0'
"
(a

i:
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§ 175. It is probable that the rule which deprived an Origin ohule.
adopted son of the right to inherit in his natural family
originated, not from an~ frcti?n of a change of paternity,
but simply from an eqUItable Idea, that one who. had been
sent to seek his fortunes in another family, and whose
services were lost to the family in which he was born,
ought not to inherit in both. This is the view taken of
the matter in the Punjab, where it is said that if the
natural father dies without heirs, the village custom would
be in favour of the child's double succession (b). In
Pondicherry, a boy, notwithstanding adoption, preserves
his rights of inheritance in his natural family, if he has
not found a sufficient fortune in his acquired family, and
in all cases if his natural father and brothers have died
without issue. This doctrine, however, is based not upon
any special usage, but upon the view which the French
jurists have taken of the Hindu texts (c). The Thesawale1ne merely states that" an adoptecl child, being thus
brought up and instituted as an heir, loses all claim to
the inheritance of his own parents, as he is no longer
considered to belong to that family, so that he may not
inherit from them." It is not stated whether his right
would revive if there were no heirs in his natural family.
But he only forfeits rights to the extent to which he
acquires others; therefore, if his adoption is only by the
husband, he continues to inherit to his natural mother;
if it is only by the wife, he continues to inherit to his
natural father (el).
§ 176. A question of very great importance, which Effect of an inseems plain enough in theory, but which appears to be valid adoption.
still unsettled, is as to the effect of an invalid adoption.
.P1'ima, jewie one would imagine that it would confer no
rights in the adoptive family, and take away no rights in
the natural family. The claim to enforce rights in the
(b) Punjllb Gust., 81; Punjab custoll1l1ry Law, III, 83.
(011 Gib., 95, citing Datt"ka l"Iil11al11sa, i., § 31, 32; vi., § !J; Mitakshara, L,
10, § 1, note, ~ i:l2, note.
(d) Thesawalell1e, iL, § 2.
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former family, 01' to resist them in the latter, must depend
upon a change of stattlS, and if the adoption, upon which
.such change depended, were invalid, it would seem as if
no change could have taken place. But there certainly is .
much authority the other way. I have already (§ 138)
,noticed the texts which award maintenance to a son
adopted out of an inferior class, and suggested that they.
are merely a survival from a time when such adoptions
were in fact valid, though less efficacious than others (e).
A text is also ascribed to Manu which lays down that
" He who adopts a son without observing the rules
ordained, should make him a participator of the rites of
marriage, not a sharer of wealth." This text seems to be
interpreted as applying to a person who makes an adoption
without observing the propel' forms (j). Sir Thomas
Strange cites these texts, as establishing that a person
may be adopted under circumstances which will deprive
him of his rights in one family, without entitling him to
more than maintenance in the other. But he questions
the proposition in a note, and refers to Mr. Sutherland as
being of opinion that if the adoption were void the natural
rights would remain (g). In one old case the pundits of
the Sudder Court of Madras laid it down that an adoption
of a married man over thirty years of age, and with
three children, was invalid, but that he was entitled to
maintenance in the family of his adopting father. The
proposition was cited before the High Court, and approved
of. The approval, however, was extra-judicial, as the
High Court considered that they were bound by former
decrees to treat the adoption as valid, and actually awarded
the plaintiff his full rights as adopted son (h). In a later
case, where a boy had been adopted by a widow without
any authority, it was held that the adoption was wholly
invalid, and gave the boy no right to maintenance. The
(e) See

pM'

enl'. Bawani

Y.

A1nbnbay, lll!ad. H: C.,.~67.
ll., § 17;

(/) Dattal", !\fimamsa, Y., § 45; D'lttaka Chandrll",.
(g) I Stl'a. H. L., 82.
(;,) AVilavlI Y. Nilaclatelii, 1 !\fad. H. C., 45.

."
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C. urt said: " in reason and good sense it would hardly
o m a matter of doubt that where no valid adoption, in
see
.
f
ther words, no adoption, has taken place, no claIm 0
~i ht in respect of the legal relationship of adoption can
~ perly be enforced at law." The Court also expressed
pro
.
f t h e p l'
their opinion that the natural nghts
0
am t'ff
I
remained quite unaffected (i).
§ 177. In Bengal the case has twice arisen incidental~y, Bengal.
though in neither instance in such a :nanner as to reqUIre
a decision. In the first case, WhICh was befor~ the
Supreme Court, Golvile, C. J., said: ': It ha~ been sald .on
one side and denied on the other (neIther SIde producmg
either evidence or authority in support of their contention)
that a Dattaka, 01' son given, would forfeit the right to
inherit to his natural father, even though he might not,
for want of sufficient power, have been duly adopted into
the other family. This proposition seems to be contrary
to reason, but for all that may be very good Hindu law.
But from the enquiries we have made, we believe the true
state of the law on the subject to be this. There may
undoubtedly be cases in which a person, whose adoption
proves invalid, may have forfeited his right to be regarded
as a member of his natural family. In such a case some
of the old texts speak of him as a slave, entitled only to
maintenance in the family into which he was imperfectly
Dependsonper.
adopte d • But one vervJ learned 1)erson has assured nle
•
formllnce of
that the impossibility of returning to his natural fannly ceremonies.
depends not on the mere gift or even acceptance of a s~n,
..
on the degree in which the ceremomes of adoptIOn
. pave been performed; and that there is a difference in t.his
respect between Brahmans and S udras : a Brahman b~mg
Ie to return to his natural family if he has receIved
Brahmanical thread in the other family; the Sudra, if
validly adopted, being able to return to his natural
at any time before his marriage in the other family.

VI.,

Y.

Amba.ba.1f 1 !\fad. H. C., 363.

Approyed by TVesh'opp, C. J

ualC,8nm.ap~lay. Ra1navci,'1211om. H. C., p. 397.
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Even if it be granted that a person, merely because he is
a DcdtCLkct, or son given, apart from the performance of
any further ceremony, becomes incapable of returning to
his natural family, that rule would not govern the case of
an adoption that was invalid because the widow had not
power to adopt. For to constitute a Dcdtctka, there must
be both gift and acceptance. A widow cannot accept' a.
son for her husband unless she is duly empowered to do
so, and, therefore, her want of authority, if it invalidates
the adoption, also invalidates the gift" (k).
§ 178. In the above passage, the words" ceremonies
Rule suggested.
ctjte'J' adoption" ought apparently to be substituted for the
words" ceremonies oj adoption." The principle of the
rule suggested seems to be that a man cannot take his
place in his natural family unless the es~ential ceremo~ies
have been performed in it, and that If performed III a.
wrong family, they cannot be performed over again in the
right one. But that where no such ceremonies have
followed upon the adoption, he can return, if there has
not been a valid giving and receiving. VVhere there has
been a valid giving and receiving, then, apparently, he
could not return, even though, in consequence of some
other defect, the adoption may have been so far invalid,
as not to invest the person taken with the full privileges
of an adopted son.
§ 179. In the other Bengal case, the Court refused to
enforce specific performance of a contract to give a boy in
adoption in consideration of an annuity. They said that
this would be a Hritctka adoption which is now invalid,
therefore that the contract, " if it were capable of being
cal'l'ied out, and were recognized by the Court, would
involve an injury to the person and property of the
adopted son, inasmuch as if it could be proved that the
boy was purchased and not given, it is very probable t~at
the adoption would be set aside; and if such adoptIOn
(k) S/'eemlltty Rnfcoomm'ee v. NobocOOIIUO', 1 Bou!., 137 ; S, C" Sevest" 64,

note,
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we' e set aside, he would not only lose his stat,us ,in the
fa!ily of his adopting father, but also lose, hIS rIght of
inheritance to his natural pare~t~ " (l), In thIS c,ase there
ld have been a complete gWlllg and acceptance. But
wou
1 f I ' ,
'f th mode of doing so had ceased to be aw u, It IS
1
e
,..
d
difficult to see how there could be a valId gWlllg an
acceptance, any more than if the son had been a se1£given or a casta way. It may be, sug~ested w het,her the
h Ie theory of imI)erfect adoptIOn IS not a relIc of the
w' 0es when some sorts of adoption were fallmg
,
' t d'
m
0 1St 1m
,
Tl'
lavour, though still practised and permItted.
,le VIew
taken by the Madras High Court that an adoptIOn must
'ther be effectual for all purposes, 01' a nullIty, has the
el
merit of being practical and intelligible, Wh1'I e d'
Olng
substantial justice to all parties.
§ 180. The valid,it~ of an a~l0.ption ofte~ be~on~es ~:~~~Is~~ ~ift
material as detel'll1lnmg the vabd1ty of a pf,t or, of a whose adoptIOn
d is in valid.
bequest. Suppose a gift made to a per~on W110 IS b ei
1eve
to be an adopted son, but whose adoptIOn turns out to be
invalid; is the gift to fail 01' to stand good? ~he ans,:er
to this question does not depend upon any speCIal doctnne
of Hindu law, but upon general principles applicable to
all similar cases. VVhere a gift is bestowed upon a person
who is described as possessing a particular character 01'
relationship, the gift may be to him absolutely as an
individual, th0 addition of his supposed character 01' relationship being simply a matter of descripti~n. In this
case, if the identification is complete, the gIft
prevaIls,
,
though the descriptIOn is incorrect, For lllstance, a
bequest to Charles Millar Standen and Caroline Elizabeth
Standen, legitimate son and daughter of Charles Stande~.
It appeared that they were really illegitin~ate, but the~r
claim was supported (11/,). So where a WIll was to tlns
effect, "I declare that I give my property to Hoib'llllo
whom I have adopted. My wives shall perform the cere(l) EshanKisho1'V, Hal'is Ohandm, 13 B, L, R., Appro, 42;
(m) Sfnnden v, Stnnden, 2 Ves, Jun" 589,

s, 0,,21 Suth"
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monies according to the Shastras and bring him up."
Then followed a clause showing that no other adoption
was to be made till after his death. It was held in the
Privy Council that even if the widows never performed
the contemplated ceremonies, or performed them ineffectually, the bequest was valid (n). '1~he two following cases"
went on the same principle: a testator recited that he'
had loved and supp0rted A. C. and had intended to give
him a large share of his property; and that he had
subsequently adopted him. He then proceeded to devise
substantially the whole of his property to him by name.
The adoption was found to be invalid, but the bequest
was held good (0). In the Pittapur Case, the Rajah, after
many years of childlessness, adopted the plaintiff. He
subsequently quarrelled with him, and some years later it
was announced that one of his wives had given birth. The
Rajah then made a series of wills in which, after stating
that by Hindu law the property should go to the rt'lll'aSa
son, he proceeded to devise the whole of his property
to his aW'asa son, naming him, subject to legacies and to
maintenance for the adopted son. After the Rajah's death
the plaintiff sued to set aside the will as invalid on various
grounds, and to recover the property, alleging that the
son was suppositious. The Original Court decreed in his
favour on all grounds. The case was argued in the High
Court on the will only, on the assumption that the son was
not the Rajah's. It was admitted that the Rajah must
have known that this was so, and that for the purpose of
argument it must be taken that the contrary assertions
in the will were fraudulent. The High Court, finding that
the will was in law valid, held that the boy took as·
persona designatr{', and this decision was confirmed by the
Privy Council (p). So a foster child, that is, one who
has been taken into the family of another, nurtured,
('II) Nidhoomoni Dehya v. 8m'oela Pel's7w.(Z, 31. A., 253; S. C., 26 Suth., 91.
(0) Bil'eswa.)· v. A"ela ClI1l.lIele>·, 19 1. A., 101 ; S. C., 19 Cal., 452.
Ip) Venkata 8m'!la Ma7dpati v. The OOlwt of Wan/s, 20 Mad., 167; a/I'd.,
261. A., 83; S. C., 22Mltd., 3fJ3; ace. 8ubbaraY81·v. Subba11lmal, 27 1. A., 162;
S. C., 24 Mad., 214.
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educated, married and put forward in life as his son, but
w~bhout the performance of an actual adoption, does not
obtain any rights of inheritance thereby (q). But a gift
made to such a person by his foster-father, if in other
respects valid, will not be made void, merely because he
was under the mistaken belief that the foster-son would
be able to perform his funeral obsequies (r).

§ 181. Again a gift may be made to a person who is
. li
Supposed to possess some speCla
re ta 'IOns1"
up, In suc h a
manner that the existence of the relationship is a condition
precedent to the coming into operation of the gift, or is an
essential limitation as determining the person who is to
benefit by it. Here if the relationship does not exist the
gift cannot take effect. A Hindu made an adoption under
circumstances which were held not to justify him in
making any adoption. At the same time he executed in
favour of the boy so adopted an a.ngika I'-pat'l'rt , which,
after reciting the adoption, provided as follows: "I
authorize you by this angika'l'-patra to offer oblations of
water and pinda to me and my ancestors after my death,
by virtue of your being my adopted son. Moreover you
shall become the proprietor of all the movable and immovable properties which I own and which I may leave
behind." The Judicial Committee held that the gift failed
with the adoption, as it was evidently the intention of the
donor to give his property to the boy as his adopted son,
capable of inheriting by the adoption (s). A testator by
his will made the following provisions: "I have t.vo wives
living. Each of the two Ranees will !1dopt one son. The
two adopted sons of both wives shall remain the shebaits
of the whole of the property dedicated to Annapurnah,
the Kuranee." The Hanees adopted simultaneously as
(q) 2 Stra. H. L., 111, 113; Steele, 154; Bhimana v. Tayappa, Mad. Dec. of
1861; 124 Sorg H. L., 142; Co. Con., 369.
(,.) Abhachm'i v. Ramachendra.lfya, 1 iliad. H. C., 393.
(s) Fan'ineln~ Deb v. Rajeswrt?· Dass, 121. A., 72; S. C., 11 C",1., 463; Dom'ga
Sunela"i v. Sll,'elul'ra Kes7/(/.'V, 12 CaL, 686; Ka'l'Sanelas v. L(ulkavahn, 12 BOUl.,
185; Shall!avahoov. Dwa"kaclas, ib. 202; Patel VwuZ"avan Jekisnn v. Manilal,
15 Bom., p. 573; Abba v. ](llppmnmaZ, 16 ilio.d., 355.

Gift to a sup·
posed relation
o.s such.
'
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directed. The Judicial Committee, affirming on this point
the decision of the High Court, held that the adopted
sons could not take under the will either as adopted,
or as shebaits ; the adoptions were bad. "There is no gift
to the adopted sons except in their character as shebaits;
and it would require very strong and clear expressions to
show that a Hindu contemplated introducing as shebaits'
of his family Thakoor, two persons unknown to himself,
and strangers to his family. There is not a trace in this
will to show any such intention, 01' to show that the
testator doubted the legality of his scheme, or thought of
any adoption but a legal one (t). In a later case the
testator had named his nephew Karamsi as a boy whom
he had wished to adopt, and whom he authorized his
widow to adopt. He then proceeded to bequeath the
residue of his property to this boy as his inheritance, and
to appoint him his heir. The widow never did adopt him
and her subsequent death made his adoption impossible.,
The High Court of Bombay held that he could not take
except as adopted son, and this decision was supported,
though with considerable hesitation, by the Privy Council.
The argument to which they yielded was" that the testator
assumed as a basis of his dispositions that there would be
an adoption, and that the alternative did not occur to him.
Thus, it is urged, with the failure of adoption the whole
structure of the will fails; and there ensues an intestacy,
not as desired or contemplated by the testator, but because
he took for granted the existence of a condition which has
not come to pass" (tt). So where a testator left an
annuity to his wife, " So long as she shall continue my
widow and unmarried." After the date of the will, and
before his death she obtained a divorce ab initio on the
ground of nullity of marriage. It was held that she could
not take the annuity, as it was only capable of being held
by a person who occupied the position of widow of the
(t) S,well(l1'a Keshav v. DOOJ',qasltnda1'i Dassee, 19 1. A., lOS j S. C., 19
Cal.,513.
(1t) KammsiMadhowjeev. Ka1'Sondas, 20Bom., 71S j affd., 23 Bom. (P.O.), 271.
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In all su?h cases,.~f the right of the donee
on his possessmg a partlcular character, and the
""'II.iA1GeILC€ or non-existence of such character depends upon
'Y\", .... LVU.~L fact,
the onttS of proving that fact lies upon
Jarty who will fail if it is not made out (11)).
§ \82. An intermediate state of things is where the
character of the donee is the motive, but not
the onlv motive, for the disposition inhisfavonr.
a man makes aU gift to one whom he erroneously supto be his son or his wife, he does so, partly because
is his duty to provide for such neal' relations, partly
}>11eClI:bLLt;t) feelings of affection have arisen in reference to
Here the gift w:ill be valid though the relationship
never existed; (f, fm,tiori if the relationship had existed at
time the gift was made, though it had ceased before
gift came into effect (x). Where, however, "a legacy
. given to a person under a particular character which he
falsely assumed, and which alone can be assumed to
be the motive for the bounty, the law will not permit him
to avail himself of it, and therefore he cannot demand
legacy." Hence a bequest to a person ,;ho had
fraudulently induced the testator to contract a bIgamous
marriage with him or her, the testator being ignorant of
facts, is invalid (y).
b:i<rr.!UtJL
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(V).

§ 183. The case of an adoption made by a widow to her
'.u.u.UU~'~CL. after her husband's death, raises special considerations, owing to the double fact that the person adopted
has in general a better title than the person in possession,
on the other hand, the title of the person so in
possession has been a perfectly valid title up to the date
of adoption. Questions of this sort arise in two ways:
. Fi1'st, with regard to title to an estate; secondly, with
(v) In 1'e BOIZilillg'on, 22 Ch. D., 1i97. affd .. 21i Ch. D., 6S".
(w) Bango Ba.lMi Y. Jj{1Irlie}J1)II" 23 Bom., 29fl; 871mn Chand Pal Y. P"ota,b
(Jhu.l!rlp,l', 24 1. A.,'186; S. C., 21i C"I., 7R; In~. Eyidence Act, BR. 101-~04:
(m) R" Boilrlington uh. 8111'. B1IUno),9 Y. T1VyntM', 22 Ch. D., 619; TfTtlkmson
doughln, 2 Eq:. 319. See, however, 1'8 Mm'1'isson. 40
D., 30.
(1/) Per Lord Cottenhmn, 5 My!. &; Cr., 150, followmg Kennel y. Abbott,
Ves., 802; TVilkinson Y. dough-in, ub. sup.

011.

'Vhere relation·
ship is u,lllotive,
but not the
essence of the
gift.

Adoption by
widow:

184' & 185.J
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regard to the validity of acts done between the date of the
husband's death and the date of adoption.
.
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. the Mahratta country, where no authority is required,

~n. h ld that the elder widow may of her own accord

It IS t e d therebv destroy the estate 0 f
' .
the younger
adop
,
an
"
1
t
Tl
I '0 ,·t S"'l' d .
.
'thout obtaInInG ler consen .
le v lh w •
Widow, WI
t>
,
t
.
ld seem to be unjust to allow the elder wldow 0
' .
" It wou
,
interest of the younger by an ado~tlOn agamst
de£eat .the
' the a d op t'lOn IS
.
h
But on the other hand, 1£
her WlS .
,
, .
d
the performance of a rehglOuS duty an a
d S
regar de
a ·
't,' s act to which the assent of the husband IS to
men onou
,
""
ld
. I' d wherever he has not forbldden It, It wou
be nup Ie
.
'
e younael' widow is bound to glVe her consent,
seem th a t th
b
.
d
.
t'tled to a due provision for her mallltenance. an
belllg en 1
.
. " l)
'f h 'eruses the elder widoW may
adopt WIthout It (c.
1 s e I,
' . .
It
s not decided, but it seems to be an m£el'en:e from
th::anguag e of the Court, that they di~ notthmk the
. ' . widoW would have had the same nght. Of course,
JunlO l
l' 1
a,n a,doption would (~ fortiori devest all estates w 11C 1
follow that of the widow, such as the right of a daughter
v

act optional.

its effect.

Devests estate
of widow;

§ 184. It has already been pointed out (z) that a
with authority to adopt cannot be compelled to act upon
it unless she likes. Consequently, the vesting of the
inheritance callnot be suspended until she exercises hel:
right. Immediately upon her husband's death it passes t~
the next heir, whether that heir be herself 01' some
person, and that heir takes with as full rights as if
such power to adopt existed, subject only to the possi
of his estate being devested by the exercise of that power.
But as soon as the power is exercised, the adopted son
stands exactly in the same position as if he had been born
to his adoptive father, and his title relates back to the
death of his father to this extent, that he will devest the
estate of any person in possession of the property of that
father to whom he would have had a preferable title, if he
had been in existence at his adoptive father's death (rt).
One of the most common cases is an adoption by a widow,
who is herself heir to her husband. The result of such
an adoption is that her limited. estate as widow at once
ceases. The adopted son at once becomes full heir to the
property; the widow's rights are reduced to a claim for
maintenance; and if, as would generally happen, the
adopted son is a minor, she will continue to hold as his
guardian in trust for him (b). '\iVhere there are several
widows, holding jointly, one who has authority from her
husband to adopt would, of course, by exercising it
devest both her own estate and that of her co-widows,
and no co-widow can, by refusing her consent, prevent the
adoption, 01' destroy its effect upon her estate (c). And
(z) A.nte § 119.

(a) Bab" A.noji v. RILtnoJi, 21 Bom., 319.
(b) Dhn",n DILs PILndeyv. Mt. 8ha.·ma 800n(/,.i, 3 M. 1. A., 229; S. C" 6 Suth.
(P. \:.),43. Of course, the adopted SOil does not take any of the property which
is held by the widow as her 8t'l'i(llwlla, IV. I';; B., 11'74. The Com't in awarding the property to the adopted son, will take all necessary steps for determining
alHl seeuriug the llutintenftllCe of the widow. TT.ran(Uvandas v. Yam,unabai, 12
Bom. H. C., 229; JallLnILbwi v. Ryeham(l, 12 Bom., 225.
(e) Mon(/akini Dasi v. Atlinath, 18 CaL, 69.

or a daughter's son (e).
§ 185. An adoption will equall? devest the estate of one f,:i~~ inferior
who takes before the widow, prOVided he would ta~e after
the son .. For instance, where, in the Madras ~res1den:y,
a,n undivided brothel' succeeded to an imp~l't1ble Zemllldary in Berhampore, 011 the ~ecease of hIS brothel', the
st holder it was held that hIS estate was devested by an
1a,
,
' d h
a,doption made by the widow of the latter, after Ius eat.'
d under his authority (j). And so It would be, 111 Estate of llrean
b
b th . th forable heir not
rega,rd to partible property, held y two 1'0 eIS
e devested.
whole of which 011 the death of one brothel', vests by
('I) Rakhmabwi v. R(L(lhabai" 5 Bom. H. C. (A. O. J .), 181, 192. Pc,. cll'riam,
18 CI11., p. 74. See post ~ 1:'9.
.
(e) Rmnkishen v. Mt. 8,,·, M1ttee, 3 S. D, 3(\7 (489).
. .
"
(I) Raghnl,a,<1ha v. Bl'ozo Kisho,.o, 31. A., 1M; S .. C., 1 Mad., 69, fl. C".20
Suth.,291. The facts of this case seem to have been nllsnnder~tood byth~ HIgh
C011l.t of Bengal in Kally Prosonno v. Goeool Oh'IWcZe7',post § 191" ,-.:here th.ey
y (2 Cal 309)'" The property in ai_pute in that case was not a Jomt fau,:'ly
~~ol;erty, ;nd tl;e survi'ving members of the j,oint family "!,jnstly took p.oRsesslO:'
of it by excluc1ing the wielow of the owner, who waS ent,'~led by. the ,liItakshul'lt
law to sncceecl to it." The property waR joint, though .)lnpILrtIble, Hild. It was
admitted that, as the brothers were undivi~ed, the WId?", had no rIght j,o
anything beyond maintemLDce. Nnyn'/nmmlt v. Deva, Raja, 3 Mysore, 174.
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survivorship in the other. An adoption made to the deceased b~other. by, a duly authorised widow puts an end to
the survIvorshIp, .lust as a posthulllous birth would do (g).
On the other hand, if the estate has once vested in a
person who would have had a preferable title to that of a
natural-bol'll son, an adoption will not defeat his title or
that of his successor, whether male 01' female, uilless the
successor be herself the widow who makes the adoption.
Both branches of this rule are illustrated by decisions
of the Priv.v Oouncil. In the first case, GOUl' Kishore a
Chundrabullee's
Zemindar in Bengal,
died a
leavI'ng
oase.
WI'd ow Oh un d'rabullee and a son Bhowanee, Previous to his death he '
executed a document whereby he directed his wife to
adopt a son in the event of failure of her own issue.
Bhowanee succeeded to the Zemindary, married. came to
full age and died, leaving no issue, but a widow Bhoobun
Moyee. Ohundrabullee then adopted Ram Kishore under
her authority, He sued the widow of Bhowanee for the
estate, It will be remembered that, under the jaw of
~engal, a widow is the heir of her husband, dying without
Issue, even though he has an undivided brothel', The
,Judicial Oommittee held that the plaintiff's suit must be
dismissed, since his adoption gave him no title that was
valid against Bhowanee's widow, They said: "In this
case Bhowanee Kishore had lived to an ao'e which enabled
,
°
111m to perform, and it is to be presumed that he had performed, all the religious services which a son could perform
for a ~ather. He had succeeded to the ancestral property
as heIr ,: he had full power of disposition over it ; he might
have alIenated it: he might have adopted a son to succeed
to it if he had no male issue of his body, He could have
defeated every intention which his father entertained
with respect to the property, On the death of Bhowanee
Kishore, his wife succeeded as heir to him, and would
have equally succeeded in that character in exclusion of
his brothers, if he had had any, 8h& took a vested estate
-------~

185.J

[CHAP. V,

,

(g) S,,/'elld1'a Naudan. v, Sa,ilaja, 18 C",I., 385; Vithobav, Bal'u, 15Bom" 110,
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'dow in the whole of his property. It will be
]l1S WI
,
.
d
h bv
.
l ' 'f brothel' of Bhowanee Klshore, ma e suc
•
smgu .ar 1 a uld take from his widow the woe
h 1 0f h'IS
co
.a.doptIOn,
.
.t when
a natural-born brothel' could h ave t a k en
plope~/ If Ram Kishore is to take any of the ancestra.l
no pa\, 1 must take all he takes by substitution for the
properlYb' ~e son and not jointly with him, Whether
natura - orn
,
,
' ,
K' h '
' t stamentarv I)ower of chsposltIOn Gour IS 01'e
under h IS e
J
•
h'
e restricted the interest of Bhowanee III IS
oould h aV
. ' d 't
('f
'£e interest 01' could have hnllte lOver 1
lI
t
estate 0 a
'
,
't
,
I ft no issue male. or such ISsue male faIled) 0
hIS son e
~ , .
'd .,
n of his own It IS not necessary to conSl e1',
so
ted
a.n a dop
"
t
.'
fficient to say that he has neIther done, nor attemp It IS SU
'1
th
t t f
e e~ a e 0
ed to do, this. The question IS, whet le,r,
h'
beina unlimited, and that son havlllg marl'led and
son
lfSt
'dowo his heir and that heir having acquired a
e
I,'
,
I t a dW
estate in her husband's property as WIdow, a new
yeS e n be substituted by adoption, who is to defeat that
ca
'
"
t
estate, and take as an adopted son what a legltI~na e son
of Gour Kishore would not have tak,en" 'rIllS se,ems
oontrary to all reason, and to all the prlllClples of Hmdu
as far as we can collect them, It must b8 recollected
l aw,
b '1 't
d
that the adopted son, as such, takes Y III ~el'l anc~ an
not by devise, Now the rule of Hindu law IS, that III the
case of inheritance, the person to succeed must be the
heir of the last full owner, In this case Bhowanee
Kishore was the last full owner, and his wife succeeds, as
his heir, to a,. widow's estate, On her death the person to
succeed will again be the heir at the death of Bhowane,e
If Bhowanee Kishore had died "
unmarried,
hIS Unles~heir,ess is
' h'
" , d o p t l l l g wIdow.
K IS ore.
mother Chundrabullee would have been IllS hell', and the
question of adoption would have stood on quite ~ifferent
grounds. By exercising the power of adoptIOn, sl~e
would have devested no estate but her own, and thIS
would have brought the case within the ordinary l'l~le ;
but no case has been produced, no decision has been Cited
from the text books, and no principle has been stated, to
show that by the mere gift of a power of adoption to a
.
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widow, .the estate of the heir of a deceased son, vested in
possesslOn, can be defeated or devested " (h).

GUntur cage.

, § 186. The case suggested by their Lordships at the
close of ~he above quotation, was the case which actuaU
came before them for decision in 1876. There a ZeIn' Y
. G
.
,
In1 1ll
car
untur 1ll the Madras Presidencv
died ,eaVIng
I
. a
' .
J
:WIdow, an .1llfant son, and daughters. The son was placed
III possesslOn, but died a minor, and unmarried.
His
m.other was then placed in possession, and adopted a son
w~thout any authority from her deceased husband, but
WIth the cons~n.t of.all the husband's sapindas. This was
before the deCISIOn 1ll the Rrt1nnlwd case (~ 121), and the
Government refused to recognize the adoption, anc1 the
adopted son was never put in possession. On the death
of ~he mother, the Oolle~tor placed the daughters in possesslOn,. apparently treatlllg the heirship as one which
had ~tlll to be traced to their father, the last full-aged
Zem111dar.
The Madras High
Oourt treatec1
. '.
.
. th e a d op t'IOn
as 111vahd, on gTol~nds w hlCh have been already discussed.
On appeal, the Pnvy Oouncil maintained the ado t'
d .
P lOn,
an l?ght of the adopte~1 son to take as heir. They held
that 111 the M~c1ras PresIdency the consent of the sapinc1as
t
was as efficaClous for the purpose of enabling a wicl
d
. l'
ow 0
a 0P.t 1ll leu of a son who had died without issue, as it
ac1tmttedly was where there never had been issue at all.
.
As to the effect of the adoption they proceeded t
"If th
"
.
a say.
.'
en, thele had been a wntten authority to the
WIdow to adopt,. the fact of the descent being c~st would
have ~ac1e no dIfference, unless the ca,se fell within the
authOl'lty of that of Ohundrabullee reported in 10 M
.
h"
.
'
oore,
111 ': lCh .1t was deCIded, that the son having died leaving
a, WIdow 111 whom the inheritance had vested, the mother
could n?t defeat the estate which had so become vested
by ma~111g an adoption, though in pursuance of a written
authol'lty from her husband. That authority does
(h) Bhoobun Moyee v. Ram Rish01'e 10 M I. A., 279, 310; S. C., 3
P. C.), 15.
'
.
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~~~''''n the present case, in which the adoption is made
in derogation of the adoptive mother's estate; and indeed
expressly recognizes the distinction" ('i).
§ 187. It will be observed that, in both of. the Madras Principle of
. t 1Ie l'lg
. 11 t 0 f th e a d op t e d son was affi nIle d above oases.
in WhlCh
by the Privy Council, the property had descended lineally
from the person to whom the adoption was made. In the
Berhampore case (§ 185), the last male holder was the
'person to whom the adoption was made. In the Guntur Cases in which
d' t d
t t l ' eHtl1te will not
.
(~ 186), there had b een an 111terme la e esc en 0 11S be devested.
own son, and on his death without issue the Zemindary
had reverted to the person making the adoption, who was
at once his mother and his father's widow. Two different
oases, howeve~', have arisen: F'irst, where tlie property
'has descended to A, the son of B, to whom the adoption
is made, as in the Guntur case, but has passed at his death
to a person different from the widow who makes the adop; secondly, where the property has descended from A,
and the adoption has been made to B, a collateral relation
of A, Let it be assumed that the adopted son of B
would in each case have been the heir to A, if he had been
adopted previously to the death of A. The question' arises,
whether, if he is adopted subsequently to the death, he
will devest the estate of the person who has taken as heir
of A. It has been held that he will not.
~ 188. The first point was decided in a Madras case. Madras decision.
There N had died, leaving a widow, the first defendant,
and a son, Sitappah, by another wife. Sitappah died unmarried, and thereupon his step-mother, the first defendant, adopted lVlunisawmy, who was the son of one Bali.
Bali sued as guardian of his son to establish the adoption.
Its validity was conceded by the High Coutt. It seems
to have been admitted in argument that the first defendant, as step-mother, was not the heir of Sitappah, and
that Bali was his heir. Upon this the High Court held
(i) Vellanki v. Venkata Raina, 4 1. A., 1; S. C., 1 Ml1d., 174; S. C., 26
Suth., 21; Boicllnt MOll"Y v. Rishel! Soonde·r, 7 Suth., 392.
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decision.
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that th~ ad~rtion c.o~veyed no title to the property.
Thev saId:
Even If It be considered that N's wid
ow
d
.
possesse or acqUIred in 1870 (the date of Sitappah's
death) power to adopt a son to her husband, it has to be
~etermllled whether, according to Hindu law, anyadop_
tIOn could then be lawfully made bv her. The prI'n . I
l' .
.
Clp e
?f
t Ie deClsI~n of t?e Privy Council in the case reported
III 10 Moore s IndI.an Appeals, 279 (a.nte § 185), appears
to ~s to g~vel'll tlus case, and show that it could not.
?hmna SItappah had inherited his father's propertv'
He ha.d full l:ower of. disposition over it; he might
have ahe.nat~d It; he nuglIt have adopted a son to succee~ to It, If he had no male issue of his body. He
cO?ld ha~e defeated every intention which his father entertaI:~18d wI~h respect to the property.' On the death of
ChI~na SItappah, the next heir, it is here admitted, was
J?ah Reddy, who is the natUl'al father of the minor plaintIff, an~ who has also o~her sons. The inheritance having
passedlll 1870 to Ba.h Reddy still remains in him; and
:.e must hold, upon the authority cited, that the estate of
e deceased son, thus vested in possession, cannot be
d~feated .and d~vested "(kl. Accordingly, where a father
dIed leavmg WIdows, aild also the widow of a predeceased
son, who made an ado~tion to her husband, the adoption
was held bad, as the WIdow's power of adoption, for the
pUl'pose of representation, was gone as soon as the estate
of the father became vested in his widows (lJ.
§ 189. The second point arose both in BombaI' and in
Bengal. In the Bomba'y case the facts were as follows :_
r-

Anandrum

= ~nl'jabft,i!

I adopts
Hadrirlas.

A
I

----------,
Sobharam
= Ralrhmabai.

Anandram and Sobharam were

189.J
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leaving widows, but no male issue. Anandram died
therefore his whole interest passed to Sobharam,
on the death of the latter, the entire property vested
:in his widow Rakhmabai. After the death of Sobharam,
Sarjabai, widow of Anandram, adopted a son. Thereupon
. creditor raised the question, whether he took the estate
of Sobharam. It was argued that the case in 10 M. 1. A.,
279 (ante ~ 185) established that an adoption can never
held valid, which has the effect of devesting an estate
vested. Upon that, however, lJieZvill, J., remarked:
" In that case A claimed, by virtue of adoption, an estate
which B had inherited from C. Even if A had been a
natural-born son, B and not A would have been the heir
of C ; and it was held that, under such circumstances, A
could not defeat B's estate. There would seem to be no
for donbt on this point, and the decision in that case
certainly does not support the argument (which is moreover at variance with the decision in Rakhmabai v.
Badhabai) (m), that an adoption can in no case operate to
defeat an interest once vested." The same Judge, however, expressed a strong opinion that the adoption would
tlOt be valid on the ground suggested by the Judicial
Qommittee in the Rmnncwcl case (n). He summarised
their views as follows :-" In other words, when the estate
is vested in the widow, she may adopt without the consent
of reversioners, but when the estate is vested in persons
other than the widow, and the immediate effect of an
adoption would be to defeat the interest of those persons,
then justice requires that their consent should be obtained.
This proposition seems very reasonable and just." He
distinguished the case from that of Hakhmabai v. Radhabai
by saying: " The two widows being equally bound to take
the measures necessary to secure their husbands' .future
beatitude, the younger widow, who by withholding her
consent, ignores the religious obligation imposed upon her,
(m) 5 Born. H. C. (A. c. J.), 181, allte § 184.
(n) Oollect01' of M({.(/'WI'(!.v.MoottooRamalinga, 12M.I.A.,1l97; s. C., 1
B. L. R. (P. C.), 1; S. C,' 10 Suth. (P. C.), 17, ante § 122.

Rupchand v.
Ralrhmabai.
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has no right to complain of injustice if the adoption be
made by the elder without her consent. But it does not
follow that the plea of injustice is to be equally disregarded
where it is put forward by a person who is under no snch
religious obligation. In Rakhmabai v. Radhabai, it was
certainly laid down in the broadest terms that, in the
W[ahratta country, a Hindu widow may, without th'e
consent of her husband's kindred. adopt a' son to him,
if the act is done by her in the propel' and bona fide
performance of a religious cluty, and neither capricio~sly
nor from a COl'l'Upt motive. But the J udcres 0" WhOl~
b
.'
tha".t case was decided were not dealing with an adoption
WhICh would have had the effect of devesting an estate
vested in a relative other than a widow, nor in any of
the decided cases on which they relied was the validity
of such an adoption in issue. It does not appear t~
me that the authorities quoted would be sufficient to
support the validity of an adoption working such manifest
injustice" (0).
differs from
MMras ruling.

§ 190. As a matter of fact, the Court found that Sobhar.am's widow had given her consent to the adoption,
WhICh, on the ?Tound which has been frequently taken by
the :r:omb~y HIgh Oourt, would have rendered it valid (p).
It WIll, of course, be observed that the Madras and the
Bombay Oourts went upon different grounds. The Madras
Oourt .considered that the question was decided by the
authOrIty of the Privy Oouncil. But there was this difference between the two cases that, in Gh'llncll'a~ullee's
case, the adopted son, if natural-born, would not have been
heir to the property he claimed. In the Madras case
he certainly would have been. This was pointed out by
the Bombay HIgh Oourt (q). Theil' judgment proceeded
upon the ground that the adoption itself was invalid. No
(0) Rupoha.,ul v. Rokhll<"bo£, I:) 80m. H. C. (A. c. J.), 114. This rellsouin
~vas £o~lowed III the case of RO'll\j£ v. Ghmnan, 6 Bmu., 4U8; Dink",' Y. Gm18sl
lb., 50,,; Potel Vom[.,·ovon Jekison Y. Momlal, 15 Bom., 565.
'
(p) Post ~ 193.
(q) See also the remark" made upon it by the Bengal High OOllrt in Ram
Boandu?' v. 8m'hamee Dossel), 22 Sllth., 121.
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ob'ection of that sort could be take~ in the Bengal case,
Jd there the judgment went upon dlfferent grounds from
~:ose taken in either of the cases last cited. The facts of
it were as follows : § HJ1. P and B, na:med in the annexed. table, wer.e Bengal decision.
undivided brothers, who held their property III the quasIseveralty of the Bengal law. P, by his will, bequeathed
A dids 1825.
,---

=

P elies 185 J
B D dies 1864,

I

daughter
dies childless "fter her
futhel' ai1d before her mother.

I

------,

B dies 1845

I

K die." 1855
= Bamasoondery
who in 1876 adopts
KALLY Pno,oNNo, the I'laint~{f.

his share to his widow B D fol' life, and after her to the
sons of his daughter, if any, subject to trusts, legacies and
annuities. The daughter died without issue during t~e
widow's life, and at her death the widow made a wlll,
bequeathing the Pl'OP81·ty to the defendant, a~ executo~',
for religious purposes. K died in 1885, leavmg to ius
widow authority to adopt. If she had exercised that
authority prior to the death of B D, there can be no
doubt that the son adopted to K would have been the
heir of his grand-uncle P, and would have been entitled
to set aside the will of B D, and to claim the pl'Operty of
P so far as he had not disposed of it by his will. But
the power was not exercised till 1875. When the suit
was bl'Ought by the adopted son, the Oourt held that he
could not succeed. At the death of B D, the whole
property of P must have vested in some one who. w~s
then the heir of P; Ot' if there was no such hell' 111
existence, it must have passed to Government by escheat,
The Oourt held, upon a review of all the cases, that there
was no authority for holding that an estate, which had
once vested in a person as heir of the last full owner,
could be subsequently devested by the adoption of. a person
who would have bee.n a nearer neil', had his adoptIOn taken
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place previously to the death. They considered that the
inheritance could not remain in a sort of latent abeyance"
subject to be changed from one heir to another, on the
happening of an event which might never take place, or
only at some indefinite future time (1'). 80me passages
in the judgment are more broadly expressed than they
would have been, if the Court had not misconceived the
facts of the case in the Privy Council fro111 Berhampore (8).
But the decision itself, coupled with the other cases cited,.
seems to lead to the following conclusions: First, w her8
an adoption is made to the last male holder, the adopted.
son will devest the estate of any person, whose title would.
have been inferior to his, if he had been adopted prior to
the death. Secondly, where the adoption is not made to,
the last male holder, but is made by the widow of any
previous holder, it wili, if in other respects valid, devest
her estate. Thirdly, under no other circumstances will
an adoption made to one person devest the estate of anv
one who has taken that estate as heir of another perso~.
All these rules seem to be consistent with natural ,justice.
In the first case, the object of an adoption is to supply an
heir to the deceased. That heir, when created, properly
takes precedence over anyone who is a less remote heir.
Further, the services which he renders to the deceased.
are fitly rewarded by the estate. In the second case, the
widow who makes the adoption exercises a discretion
which may be intended to produce a preferable heir to
herself. Naturally she takes the consequences. But in
the third case, there can be no reason why an adoption,
which is intended to benefit A, should distUl'b the succession to the estate of B, who receives no benefit fr0111 it, and
who has not been consulted upon it, 01' been instrumental
in bl'inging it about (t).
(,') Kallv F1'08(mllO Y', Gocool Ohl/Jldel', 2 CaL, mJ5, followeu in ;]"te~case
wl;en It was, held th"t It made no difference th"t the deby in adoption had
al'~sen trom tJJe fraud of the person who took the est"te in dehult of aduption.
N21conwl y, JoteJlal'o, 7 Cal., 178, Affd. Bhubanesw(t?'i v. Nilkolnlll, 121. A.,
137; S. ~" .12 Cal., 18; Faizlladin y, Tincowl'i Salla, 22 CaL, 565; Ananaibai
v. KasMbal, 28 Bom., 461.
(s) See ante § 185, note (f).
(t) Approved and followeilpel'cll1'iam, 18CaL, 74, 398; 20 Bom., p, 257. In
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§ 192. 'rhe effect of assent by the parties interested,
when given to an adoption whICh would have been invalid
under the previous rules, has been much considered in
Bombay, though it does not appeal' to be finally settled.
The simplest case is that of an adoption to an undivided
coparcener. Such an f1doption, when made by the man
himself, prevents survivorship, and, when made after his
death, destroys the result of the survivorship. Yet it is
quite ceetain that, except under Mithila law, whatever
adoption the man himself might have made, may be
made by his widow duly authorised (rude § 185). In
such a case, however, it is laid clown in Bombay that the
ordinary authority, which, in West.ern India, a widow
possesses to adopt for the benefit of her husband, does not
enable her to adopt so as to nullify the operation of
survivorship in an um1ividec1 fitmily. That authority,
where its exercise would devest any estate but her own,
must be supplemented by such an authority of her fatherin-law, or the undivided sapincbs of her husbanc1 as would,
in the Madras Presidency, suffice for a widow who had
received no authority from her husband. This doctrine
was not based on the idea that the consent of those who
were prejudiced by an adoption was necessary to bar their
interests. It was put upon the ground that the Maratha
rule only applied to widows to whom the property had
descended, and ought not to be extended. Where the
Maratha rule dic1 not apply, the only authority which
could supply the want of one directly given by the husband was to be found in the decisions of the Judicial
Committee in the Ranmaad and Bel'hampore cases (u).
OluLnci'l'lI Y. Gojm'aoai, 14 Bom., pp. 41j9, 470. '['d.allg, J.! st",ted thp; following
rules which seem suhstantially the same :-(1) tha t adoptIOn by it WIdow under
her husband's authority has the effect of de vesting- an es!ate vested IlJ any 111en:bel' of the undivided fmnil)'. of which the husband was IUJ11self it member; but It
does not devest the estate if one on whom the inlwritallce lms devolved from it
lineal heir of the husband; (2) that t,he acloption, though. authorised by the
husband, cannot devest the estate which has "heady vested III a c?llateral relation of the husband, in succession to some other person, who had hllllself become
owner in the lllefmtilne.
(u) Ramii v. Gham({.n, 6 Bom., 498; Vithobav. Bap'u, 15 Bom., 110, p.119;
Amav({. v. Ma.h({.(l Gal/aa, ~2 Bom., 416, p. 415.
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§ 193. On the other hand, there are cases where the
Courts have held that an adoption by a widow, which did
not come within the Maratlla rule, and which was not
authorised by sapindas under the Madras decisions, might
be rendered valid by the consent of the person whose estate
would be devested by it. In Rupchand v. Rukhmabai (v)
the Court, after laying down the law as to the incapacity'
of a widow to adopt so as to devest the estate of the
widow of the Jast holder, proceeded to find" that the adoption had been made with the consent of Rukhmabai, and
with the intention on her part that it should have its full
legal effect. Having been made with such consent and
intention, I am or opinion that the adoption is valid." In
a later case (10), the facts were exactly the same as those
in Annamah v. Mabbu Bali Reddy (x). Atmaram and
Sakharam were divided brothers. Atmaram had a son,
Govind, who died before his father, leaving a widow,
Ganga Bai. On the death of Atmaram without widow or,
children, his estate passed to Sakharam, who subsequently
gave his son in adoption to Ganga Bai, who adopted to her
deceased husband, Govind. It was held that as Sakharam
had consented to the adoption, his estate was devested.
This was what had happened in the Madras case, where
the consent of the father was held not to operate in
favour of his son. It may be suggested that, as there
was no undivided family, the consent of the divided
coparcener was sufticiently within the ruling in the
Ramnaad case and those which followed it in the Privy
Council. '.rhis, however, does not appear to have been the
ground on which the decision went, and was not alleged
to be so in the next case which followed it (y). There;
Bhimaji had a son who predeceased him, leaving a widow,
Sarasvati. He died leaving a widow, Umava, and Sarasvati, his daughter-in-law. The estate, of course, descended
( v) I:l Bam, H. C, (A. C, J.), 114, 122, ante § 1S9.
('10) BalJU Anaji y, Batnaji, 21 Bam., 319.
(x) 8 Mad. H. C., 1U8, ante ~ 188,
(1/1 Payappa y, Appanna, 23 Bom., 327, p. 329,
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ava and on her de~th, would have passed to the
to U In
"
. ..
0
t' d t d
.stant kindred, if any, of BhImaJI. oarasva 1 a op e
'th the consent of Umava. It was held that the adopWI
h
., 1
.
tlOn wa s valid.Here
, it is plain that, on t e ,pr111Clp es
. Isly laid down in Bombay, Sarasvat1. had no
'
prev101
:ty under Maratha law to adopt, and Umava had no
anthon
.
l' to supply her own authonty.
RanrtcZe, J., stated
~~:;eneral rule to be that "it is only the wi~ow of ~he
last full owner who has the right to take a son 111 adoptlOn
.
h owner , and that a person in w1lom the estate does
t o suc,
not vest cannot make a valid adoption so as to devest (w1thout their consent) third parties in whom t?e estate h~~
vested of their proprietary rights." To thIS rule he sal
there were foul' exceptions: First, the power ~f the elder of
several co-widows who had succeeded to theIr husband, to
adopt to him without the consent of the others. SeconcZ,
the power of a widow to adopt to 1:er husband, tho~lgh s1~e
has not succeeded to him immed1ately, but as ~ell' of 111s
unmarried son. Third, that, when the ac1optlOn takes
lace with the full assent of the party in whom the estate
tas vested by inherit[1nce, the adoption is valic1at.ed by
such assent. The FOltrth exception is clearly allIed to
the one discussed above, and is based on the principle of
ratification by conduct 01' acquiescence. In a previous
case where it was found that no consent ha.d been given,
the same Judge assumed that, if given, it would have
made such an adoption valid (z).
§ 194. There are, however, cases w h.ere this ,Position Oonflioting
cases,
was doubted. In one case (a.) Dharllldhar left three
widows and a daughter-in-law, Venubai, the widow of a
predeceased son, Chintaman. The estate ultimately :rested
in the surviving widow, Luxumibai. In 1871, whIle she
was in possession, Venubai adopted the plainti~ to her
own husband. In 1874 Chinto obtained posseSSIOn of the
estate by decree against Luxumibai. Then the plaintiff
(z) Gopa~ y, Yishnll, 23 Bom., 250,
. , .
(a) D7za"1!'idhar v, Ohinto, 20 B~lln., 250, p,25S. See, too, Krlshlla,av v.
Shankc1'1'aV, 17 BOln" 164; Rmnkr1shna v. Shamraa, 26 Bom" 526.
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su ed to establish his adoption. The Court held that
" from the moment that Dharnidhar died and his estate
was vested in his widows, the right of his daughter-inlaw, Venubai, to adopt, for the pmpose of inheritance was
at an ~n~." " Even if Luxumibai assented to the adoption
of plamtlff by Venubai, the plaintiff's claim would not
stand against the rights of Dharnidhal"s collaterals who
have come in now that Luxumibai is dead; and though
sh~ .may have assented to Venubai taking a son for
spIl'ltual purposes, and agreed to recog'nise him as the
principal ministrant at the Chinchwad shrine, whether as
Venubai's adopted son, 01' as the son of Chinto who
established his title as trustee, it is clear that these facts
could not validate for the purpose of inheritance an
ado~ti.o~l "~hic~, as regards the rights to property, was'
ab ~mtw mvahd." This decision was the cause of a
reference to a Full Bench in the subsequent case of
V~sudeo Vishnu v. Ramchendra Vinayek (b). There,
VIshnu had died leaving two daughters, Dwarka and
Godi, and Ravitri the widow of his predeceased son
Vinayek. 8avihi adopted the plaintiff after VishnL1'~
death. It was found as a fact that the daughters had
consented to the adoption. No decision was given by the
Full Bench as to the effect of the assent as one of the
daughters who had assented was a minor whose assent
was, of course, invalid, Fan·((.n, C. J., who had been a
party to the decision in Bapu Anaji v. Ratnoji (c) admitted
that it had been passed in ignorance of the Madras case
Annamah v. Mabbu (d) and of the d'ictt('1n in Dhc('1·n'idhal'v.
G7~into just quoted. In consequence of the minority of
Godi it was unnecessary to consider the effect of cons~nt
if given by persons of full age, though he considered that
the question was not concluded by any judO'ment of the
Privy Council. He was of opinion that in bany case the
subsequent ratification of the adoption by the minor after
s~le came .of ag~ was worthless. The adoption must be
eIther valId OL' mvalid when it takes place, and cannot be
(b)

2 Bom., 551.

(c) 21 Hom., 319.

(d) 8 Mad. H. C'':108.~
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made good by matter subsequent. Ranade, J.,. thought
that a complete consent would make the adoptIOn good.
M ere presence at the ceremony and the absence of any
'ection might imply an acquiescence, but it has been
that mere acquiescence is not consent." .
~ 195. It is not quite clear whether the Judges in all
thJse cases had present to their minds, the distinction
"",',"">PlI an assent which made the adoption valid ab in'itio
aaainst the world, and one which estopped the asserting
p:rty from resisting it (ante § 160). To make the adoption valid ab initio, the widow must have had a sufficient
authority, which was capable of being acted on at the
time it was exercised. If the Bombay Courts have been
right in holding that a widow in Western India can only
adopt at her own discretion where the estate has vested
'in her, and where she affects no interest but her own and
'those of her co-widows, then, in every other case, she will
''require such an authority as is sufficient in the case of a
in Madras. Noone can give her such an authority
her husband, her father-in-law, or the male sapindas.
If she has not received such an authority she has none,
and her adoption is a mere nullity, and any consent to it
would be ineffectual (e). The same difficulty would arise
under the series of Privy Oouncil decisions beginning with
Bhoobun Moyee's case (ante § 115). These establish that
even an authority to adopt, which was pedectly valid
when it was given, comes to an end and becomes incapable of being executed, when by successive devolutions
,the actual holders of the property cease to occupy a
relation to the giver of the authority which entitles him
to affect their rights. In the case of Thayammal v.
Venkatarama Aiyan (f), it was argued that the adoption
itself might be perfectly good, though it was ineffectual
a.gainst the person in possession. This view was rejected
by the Judicial Oommittee, who treated the adoption
invalid for every purpose. It is clear that a consent to
l e) Anandiba'i v, Kashibai, 28 Bom., 461.
(f) 14 r. A., 67; s. C., 10 Mad., 205.

Question
discussed.
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the doing of an absolutely void act, which the consenti
party
authorise, can give no validity to the
though It may prevent the consenting party from insistin •
on its invalidity, ,Lastly, if it were possible to
consent as amountmg to authority, it would be necessary
to show that the consenting party knew that the adopti '
was worthless without consent, and assented to it,
as a lawful, but as an unlawful act (g), In the majority
?f the ~ases, where assent was treated as curing the defect
III an a optIOn, there seems no reason to suppose that a
doubt as to its legality was entertained,
ny
§ 196, I1~ B~ngal, whel'e a father has the absolute
P?wer of ~ISpOSll1g of, his pl'operty, he may couple with
hIS auth~l'1ty to .the WIdow to adopt, a direction that the
estate of the WIdow shall not be interfered witll d "
h
l'f
'
mmg
er ,I e, 01' ll1de~d any other condition derogating from
the mterest whICh would otherwise be taken by th
adopted son (h), In provinces governed by the Mitakshal':
law, where a son obtains by birth a vested interest '
h'IS f at h er ' s ancestral property, a person who has o~ce
In
made a c~mple~e and unconditional adoption could not
derogate
from Its operation either bv
deed (uun
1 " O. h'IS
,
•
,!
lIfetIme 01' by will, unless, according to recent deci'''i
th
t . .
sons,
. e pl'?~er y IS 1ll1parti?le ('i). But where a man made a
dlSposltIOn of part of h18 property which was valid when
made,. and as part of the same transaction took a bov in
adoptlOn,
," f
th
. the
. father of the adopted boy' beinO'
b awale 0
e p.rovlsIOns of the will, and assenting to them, and
k.nowll1.g that the" testator would not have made the adoptIon'd WIthout
. such assent, it was held that th e WI'11 was
va
. I1 agall1st the adopted son (k) . If , how ever, a WI'II

c~nnot

a~;
trea~

n:~

Son's estate
postponed,

(.q) Raghllnntha Y. Broso K-i871O')'0 3 I A 1"4 ) J9Q S
(h) RatZluunonee Y. Jadnbnam-iJ: S· Ii'
I,'
~; . C., l.l\lacl, 69; p. 82,
Ralnsoonder, 8. D. of 1859 162' Ii.:
:.655, 139; P?'osllllno1l1oyee v,
t> CiLl., ;157.
.
• epU! e "'? Y. B?'o}o}wth Mook7lOpadya,

f'

B '/

(i) Sa'rta) X,la},i.

Deomjleumri J5 I A 51' S C
SIt?'ya Mahipcdi Y. The Gourt of' Wads' 26'1 A' S3' ".10, All., 272; Venkata
(le) Laleshm'i Y. Sllbnwwm a' 12
d' 49" ., .' 8. C., 2~ l\Iad., 383.
14 ~a.d., 172; Ganapathi Aita;, Y. Sa~itiwi °2i if~?l aYI0~a.;,c~1I1" Yk Ramasmni,
Gomndra'v Ghin/mnam 6 Born H CAe 224 c 'B' , maye' Na"ayanv,
19 BOlll., 428.
'
. . . , . . , ; asava v. Lingan.qauda,
Y.

1\/

disposed of the whole of the tes~ator's property, making
no provision for an a.dopted son, It would probably be held
that. a subsequent adoption operated as a revocation of
the will (l), It has been held in Bombay that if the
parent of the boy: when giving him in ado?ti?ll, expres.sly
agree with the WIdow that she shaU remalll III possesslOn
of the property during her lifetime, and she only accepts
the boy 011 those terms, the agreement will bind him, as
being made by his natural guardian, and within the
powers given to such guardian by law (1n). In ~ later
case, however, before the Privy Council, the effect of a
similar agreement was much cliscnssed, and not determined, 'rhe Committee refused to decide more than that
such an agreement was not absolutely void, and therefore
might be ratified by the youth on arriving at full age ('11).
In a subsequent case the Committee intimated a considerable leaning against snch an agreenlent. though nnder
special circumstances, The Maharajah of Balrampur
gave his widow an authority and order to adopt a son
" according to the custom of the family and according to
the Hindu law," The adopted son was" to be in place
or an actual son, the owner of the entire riasat and the
assets, moveable and immoveable," the widow taking a
provision for maintenance, The wiclow arranged for an
adoption, and obtained from the father of the boy to be
adopted a document in which it was declared that she
should have fuU control, during her lifetime, over the
property left by the late Maharajah. A subsequent adoption deed containecl no condition of the kind, nor did
anything take place at the adoption pointing to any such
condition. Subsequent to the adoption the widow executed
a second deed purporting to revoke the deed of adoption,
on the allegation that it ought to have contained a
-----~~------

--

-_.-' --

----

(/.) Per Gonch, C. ,T., 6 Bam. H. C., A. C., p. 280, ciiingflltwail of a pundit;
(j Ill. 1. A., p. 520.
('111) Ghitko liaghllnath v, J(l'/laki, 11 Bom. H. C., 199; followed Ravji
V
lla.k?'av Y. Laksmibai. 11 Bam., 38J, p. 39t>. See as to the effect of such
ina
an arrangement; r.inta,}i v. Dattafi, 19 Bam., 35.
(n) Ramasa.w111i Y. Vencaim·«?naiyan, 5 1. A., 196; S. C., 2 Mad., 91.
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proVlsIOn postponing the interest of the adopted son till
after her death. Lord MacN aghten said: "It is difficult
to understand how a declaration by Gaman Singh, or an
agreement by him, if it was an agreement, could prejudice
or affect the rights of his son, which could only arise
when his parental control and authority determined. The
ceremonies of adoption are unimpeached, the deed of
adoptIOn is open to no objection, the second deed is admittedly inoperative. No conditlOns were attached to the
adoption. Had it been otherwise, the analogy, such as it
is, presented by the doctrines of Courts of Equity in this
country relating to the execution of powers of appointment
wo'uld rather suggest that, even in that case, the adoption
would have been valid and the conditions void" (0). The
Madras Oourt has in several cases refused to recognise
the validity of such agreements (p). The question
recently arose again before the Madras High Oourt in
circumstances exactly similar to those in J agannada v.
Papamma, and was referred to a Full Bench. It decided
that such an agreement when it formed part of the
negotiation preceding the adoption, and was embodied
in the deed of adoption, came within the powers of the
father acting as guardian of his son in granting him
in adoption, and would bind the son if "the agreement
in regard to the property was in itself a fair and reasonable
one, and one which, taken as part of the contract for the
adoption, was for the minor's benefit, as being a condition on which alone the adoption would be made." As
regards the language of Lord MacN aghten above quoted,
jt was pointed out that in the case before the Judicial
Oommittee the agreement was previous to the adoption,
and was not embodied in the adoption deed, or referred
to at the time of f1doption, and that the object of the suit
was not to enforce the agreement, but to annul the adop(0) Blwiya. Radibat Sin.qh Y. IlIderK"a')', 161. A., 53, p. 59; s. C., 16 CuL,
56.
(p) Na1'ainah Y. Savaabhady, Mad. Dec. of 1854, 117; Lakshillana. Ra.lb Y,.
Lakslllni A1nlllal, 4 Mad., 160; Jagamwda Y. Papalll'llla, 16 Mad., 400.
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by the adopted son himself when
An aOTeement
b '
'd
waiving his rights in favour of the Wl ow,
fu 11 age,
.
be valid (1'). And he may after ~dop.tlOn renounce
. ht 'n his adol)ted family; but tlus wIll not destroy
a.ll rlg S 1
1:
't'
·
dOI)tedson nor restore him to the POS1 lOn
his status as a
,.
. .
1.
doned in Ius' natural famIly. Upon lIS
he has a b an
.
iation the next heir will succeed (s).
renunc
.
. tl
f S ' . ht uat
§ 197. The second question, which anses 111 le .case 0 fr~:~,s:~~ption. e
· a.doption by a widow. after her husband's death,.. ls as to
the date at which the l'lghts of the adopted son anse. .It
;
b
s'lg'g'ested that a son so adopted must be consldha.s een,
Id
osthumous son and that Ius nghts wou
ere d as a I)
'
to the death of the father when he ought to
· re1a t e b ac k
r
be considered as having been born, or even to th~ d~te 0
the authority to adopt, when he ought to be cons1~e~ed as
having been conceived. The whole of th.e authontles on
the point were examined in an elaborate ]udgme~t of the
Sudder Oourt of Bengal, which w~s appeale~ agamst, ~nd
in its entirety
acop
, hvJ the Pnvy OounCIl,• and WhlOh
1 t ed
having
settled the questlOn (t). The
e
considered
as
may b
'd
1
Joint for decision in the case was, whether a Wl ow, w 10
~ad received an authority .to adopt, was. thereby deba.ned
from suing for her husband's estates m her own nght.
It was argued that she must be considered as a pregnant
of the son whom
WI'dow, and could onl".1 sue on behalf
'
she was about to bring forth. The Oou~t ~efused to act
upon any such fancyful analogy, and laId It do,":n that,
although a son, when adopted, enter~d ~t once mto the
full rights of a natural-born ~on, h1~ nghts could not
relate back to any earlier perlOd. TIll he was adopted,
it might happen that he never would .be ~dopte~; and
when he was adopted, his fictitious bll'th mto hIS new
(q ) .

L

. '

('I) Visalahhi Y. Sivamln;en, '27 Mad.,. 5~7, p. 585'("16)' Q W Mac l'\ 183'
(1') Mt. Tan,. MUllee Y. Dev Nm'aYIlII, 3 8. D., 3b7 .:'
,~.
",
Mi. Bhltgobntty '". Chowdhry Bhalanath, 195~u~~2' ~~5 [713J' lYlahade?' Gault
(8) Rllvee Bluu/.r \'. Roo/ishllnker, '2 Bor., ."
,
v. Rayafi {:ii{lll, 19 Bom., 239:
0
D f 1850 533' 7 M 1. A. 169. See cases
(t) Bamundoss Y. Mi. Tarvnee, o. .0
,
' . ' , l' 2"1 R
bl t
collected, 3 l'II. Dig., 186; Na·)'{!.·in Mal v. Kooer Na'raU!, 5 Ca., D; am~ ,a·
v. Lakshlnall, 5 Bom., 630.
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family could not be ante-dated. It must not, however, be
supposed that an adopted son would necessarily have to
acquiesce in all the dealings with the estate between the
death of his adoptive father and his own adoption. The
:s:ow far he l?ay validity of those acts would have to be judged of with
dIspute prevIOUS
.
acts of widow.
reference to theu' own character, and the nature of the
estfLte held by the person whom he supersedes. Where
that person, as frequently happens, is a female, either a
widow, a daughter, or a mother, her estate is limited by
the usual restrictions which fetter an estate which
descends by inheritance from a man to a woman. These
restrictions exist quite independently of the adoption.
The only effect of the adoption is that the person who can
question them springs into existence at once, whereas, in
the absence of an adoption, he would not be ascertained
till the death of the woman. If she has created any
incumbrances, or made any alienations which go beyond
her legal powers, the son can set them aside at once. If
they are within her powers, he is as much bound by them
as any other reversioner would be (n). And he is also
bound, even though they were not fully within her powers,
provided she obtained the consent of the persons who, at
the tim0 of the alienation, were the next heirs, and
competent to give validity to the transaction (v). One
case goes a good deal beyond this. A widow adopted a
son under the authority of her hasband. She succeeded
him as his heir, and made an alienation, and then adopted
another son. The Court held that the alienation was
good as against the second adopted son (w). The decision
was given without any inquiry as to the propriety of the
alienation, and was rested on the authority of Ohwnd'l'a(It) Kishemnunllee v. Oodwll'l1t, 8 s. D., 220 (304); Ramkishen v . .Mt.

St'ri-mutee, 3 S. D., 3G7 (489), explained 7 hl. I. A., 178; Do01·ya. Soond'lt1'ee v.
Gow·eepe1·s{/.(Z, S. D. of 1856, 170; S1'eli'nath Roy v. Ruttunll!ll11a, S. D. of 1859,
421' Maniklllll11a v. Pm'buttee, ib., 515; Lakshma'l1<1. R"u v. Lakshmi
A-m;nal, 4 ])iud., 160; pe1' curiam, 8 M. 1. A., p. 443; Laksll1lwn Bhau v.
R"dhabai, 11 Bem., 609; Antaji v. Dattaji, 19 Bom., 36; Mo'l'O Na.1·ayen v.
Bala}i Raghunath, ih., 809.
(v) Rajkl"isi.o v. Kisho1'ee, 3 Sut.h., 14.
(w) Gobilldonath v. Ramkanay, 24 Suth., 183, approved 1)e'1' CIl1'., Kally
p,'osnnno v. Goeool Ol/ltllde1', 2 Cal., 307. Seepe1' C1t1'W11l, Jl Bom., 614.
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se (X)
'
b'ull ee s ca
.

It does not seem to have occurred to the
. .
Conrt that a mother had no more tha~ a llllllted estate,
. 1
)on the authoritv of the case Clted, was devested
wIuc 1, UI
J
•
11' ht
b the adoption. The son t.hen came III for a l'lg .. s
~lich had not been lawfully dIsposed of, or barred, dUrIng
the continuance of that estate (y).

A recent decision in Madras was founded up~n a view
· 1 if finall v established, cuts at the root of much of
wh lC
1,
J
.
tl
the above reasoning. It was there laId down, upon. Ie
ry high authority of Bhashye-m Iyengar, J., that a11en'Ie
. d h
ations made by a widow before she exerClse
er power
f doption could not be set aside by the adopted son
°d ':ng her life. The decision rested on the view that
UI
.
'f
previous to the adoption the widow ,:as III ~ossessIOn 0 an
estate which enabled her, first, to alIenate It pel'ln~nently
for necessary purposes; seconclly, to alienate It durlllg her
widowhood £01' purposes which were not necessary. It
as held that the adopted son was equally bound by each
~ien:a.tion to the extent to which it was val~d. It was
dmitted that no such decision had ever been gIven before,
~ecause the point had never been raised and ~onsidered. (z).
When the case arises again it will be materIal to .conslder
whether the widowhood, meaning the posseSSIOn o~ a
widow's estate, was not terminated by the act of adoptIOn
as much as by civil death.
A different case which has arisen is where a widow gets
and retains bond fide possession of her husband's estate,
and is subsequently met by a claimant who asserts that
he is entitled as adopted son. In this case the Court held
that in the absence of negligence, the plaintiff who
obtained a decree for mesne profits was only entitled to
the rents actually collected, and that the widow was en=
(x) Bhoobwn MOl/ee

Y.

R(£I1! Kishore, 10 M. 1. A., 279; S. C., 3 Snth. (P. C.),

15 ; ante § 172.
.
Itt f
"ost < 625
ell) See as to the effect Ot acts clone dur1l1g t 1e es "' eo" wom"~', f"
~
'.
as to the effect of a decree passed ag"inst a widow b~fore t~e adoptIOn, see Han
Saran MoUra v. Bhuba.nes'Wari, 15 LA., 195; S. C., 16 Gal .. 40.
(z) S1'eemmaiu Y. K'1'istamma, 26 )Iad., 113, p. 14b.
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titled to set off her claim for maintenance, and for
sums as she had lawfully expended on. behalf of
husband's funeral ceremonies, If she could have shown
that she had incurred other proper and necessary outlay,
within a widow's authority, the decree would no doubt
have declared her right to set off in respect or it also (a).
In this case it will be observed that the adoption which
was subsequently established must have been made by
the husband in his life, Therefore the widow's estate
never existed, and she was all along in the position of a
trespasser, who falsely but bond fide thought she had a
good title.
Acta of previous
§ 198. I am not aware of any case which has raised
male holder.
.
the same questIOn, where the person whose estate was
devested by adoption was a male, and therefore a full owner.
But I conceive the same principles would apply. Until
adoption has taken place he is lawfully in possession,
holding an estate which gives him the ordinary powers of
alienation of a Hindu proprietor. No doubt he is liable
to be superseded; but, on the other hand, he never may
be supersede<1. It would be intolerable that he should be
prevented from dealing with his own, on account of a
contingency which may never happen. When the contingency has happened, it would be most inequitable that
the purchaser should be d8prived of rights which he
obtained from one who, at the time, was perfectly
competent to grant them. Accordingly, where the brother
of the last holder of a Zemindary was placed in possession
in 1869, and subsequently ousted by an adoption to the
late Zemindal', the Privy Council held that he could not
be made accountable for mesne profits from the former
date. Theil' Lordships said: "At that time Raghunada
was, in default of a son of Adikonda, natural or adopted,
unquestionably entitled to the Zemindal'Y. The adoption
took place on the 20th November,1870, and the plaint
states that the cause of action then accrued to the plaintiff.
(a) Da.te KlI'lIlva?' v. Ambika Pm'tab, 25 All., 266.
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s filed on the 15th December, 1870, ~nd
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the commencement of the
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. h 'dly necessary to say a, a
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d
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d for his benefit, an adoptIOn ma e
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t give the adopted child
. t h rself alone wou no
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. by her 0 e
. h . 1 th to l)rOperty mIen e
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. 1t
ven after er ( ea,
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In Calcutta and Bom ay,
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' . ' I " 154 193; S. C., 1 ilIad., 69; S. C.,
(b) Raghlll1a(17w; B,I'OZO Kls7'ti~~il
;1~t dee'ic1eel uy BI/[/s7!i'ell~I!I:{'g~"'i/~~
25 Snth., 291. TillS pOllltwas n0:26 ill Lel P 152. As to alienatlOns Y 1e lL 1
in fi, decision nJl'eady referred to
""
,
C )
himself •.see I)Ost ' 252. ,Koe;' Ooeley, 121\1. 1. ..1..,350; S. C., I\', Suth. (P. .,

v.

tnt

d ill
( ) Oho!V(7.llry p /1./1

,.

(P.O.), 101.
iII el Dec. of 1S56, 65; Sbra. illan.,
1 ., aS, 0 ., 2 B. L.7 R.
I a .
124 337 3,11 In the
(I) Venkat(tc Ie,11./Mn \.,Ve/lkatnswaiilY,
~
H L 32.4' Co C(,n.,90,
,
, -:
1

"9R \)9' Sbeele 105,186; Sorg . .,'
, 1 " of an ordinal'Y ",elophon, on Y
'\ "
'of " spe~i"l custom, am] on thle ~:"l Ogou 1\1-1<1 393' 'Mnttl/lwnn" v,
a s8n.ee
.
' t 1 Venkll v. 1Va la</.}/ga,
< .• ,
,
one gu'l C.111 he <1ClOP ec ,
1'::45 .
Pm·amasami., 12 Mad" 214. ;' 2 M. Dig., 133; Mathlli'a v. Em, 4 Bom., ;) , ,
(e) Henco1Ve~' v. Jinil~coW~)'~et, nil!p tS 55.
see the eliscUSSlO: on thIs
B ')1. 690.
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[CHAP.. V

,

to recognize any sons except the legitimate son and the
son given, includes the j('J"itri1na under the latter term (g).
But the better opinion seems to be that this form is now
obsolete, except in the Mithila country where it is the
prevalent species (h), and among the N ambudri Brahmans
of the West Coast where it exists along with the usual
forlll (i). The cause of its continuance in Mithila is
attributed by Mr. MacNaghten to the rule which exists
there, which forbids an adoption by a widow even with
her husband's authority. As the tendency of man is to
defer an ad'Option until the last moment, the form which
could be most rapidly and suddenly carried out naturally
found most favoUl' (k). This cannot be the reason for
the existence of this form among the N ambudl'i Brahmans, who allow a 'widow to adopt without her husband's
consent (l). Probably, in each case, the Kl"it'l"i1Jl.f! has
maintained a successful competition with the Dattaka
for,m as being laxer in its rules, and therefore easier of
application.
§ 201. The ](1'itl'i'lll,a son is thus described by Manu (1n) :
" He is considered as a son made (01' adopted) whom a man
takes as his own son, the boy being equal in class, endued
with filial virtues, acquainted with (the) merit (of pedorming obsequies to his adopter) and with (the) sin (of omitting them)." The Mitakshara adds the further definition
" being enticed by the show of money 01' land, and being
an orphan without father 01' mother; for, if they be living,
he is subject to their control" (n).
§ 202. The consent of the adoptee is necessary to an
adoption in this form (0), and the cpnsent must
given
in the lifetime of the adopting father (p). This involves

be

(g) Dattaka l\1imRmsa, ii.,

§ 65.

.---~--.-.-.--

(h) Suth. Syn., 66il, 674; 3 Dig., 276; 2 Stl'a. H. L., 202; note to Sntputteev.
2 S. D., 17.il (2.21);. Madho,yiya,. § 32. Mr. SlIl'vadhikari says (526)
that tIllS forlll of adoptIOn IS stIll practIsed III Behar Ben arcs and other places
citing the note to S~'iklwt Sa')''/na v. Radhakant, 1~. D. A., 15 (19).
•
(i) 1] Mad., 174,176. ante § 44.
(k) 1 W. MacN., 97.
(7,) 11 ;\'["d., 174.176.
(m) Mon .• ix .• § ]69.
(n) Mitakshara i. 11 § ]7.
(0) Suth. Syn .• 673; BR.udhayana, ii .• 2. 14; 2 W. MacN., 196.
• , •.
(p) Snfl'nttee v. Inrim,nulld, 2 S. D., 173 (221) ; Dll'-flOI'ol v. ROOl>11l1, 6 S. D .•
271 (340); Lllchman v. Ma'um, 16 Suth .• 179.
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t being an adult. Consequently there appears Only o.dult,
adop el~ 't f age The initiatory rites need n'ot be
be no Hnl 0
.
.
t
· tl e £amilv of the adopter, and the fact tha
d
dorIne III 1
J
~
•
0. b
't
including the npa'llIlY'Jna, have alrea. y een
those 1'1 ~s'. the natural family is no obstacle (q). Even
pel'£O:Ule III b
bstacle £01' it is stated by Xeskuba
arnag e call e no 0
, .
.
;'is'(Ct in treating of this speCles of adoptIOn that a man
adol)t his own father (1').
may everl
1:
..'
.'
•
f No restrictions
• § 203 rrhe great dlstlllctIOn between tIns spec.les 0 on choice,
. . 0. the duttakct a1)1)ears to be that the fictIOn of
adoptIOn an
, 1: t
.
.
..'
. n~w birth into the adoptive famIly, Wlt~l the 11lmt~tl~ns
a nsequent upon that fiction. do not eXIst: A J(ntl"w~a
co "does not lose his claim to his own famIly. nor assume
~~n surname of his adoptive father; he merely performs
le
uies and takes the inheritance
(s). Hence an?
obseq
,
. f tl
t :be as hIS
.
may be adopted who IS 0
Ie same n
;~~~o:er, ev~n a father as a1m~e ~tate.d, or a brothel'. In
'olll the 1VIithila chstnct, It was stated by the
one ca.se , fr
0. t'
f
d't and held by the Court that an a op IOn 0
;:nel~:r brother by the younger was invalid. .(t). ~ut
1VI' MacN ao-hten points out that the authontles rel18d
1lpr~n in tha: case related exclusively to the cZattaka, form.
A daughter's son may be adopted. and so m~y. t~le son ~f a
st
For the same reason, the prohIbItIOn agalll
. t . ('1)
SIS et t.
t
1 to a
adopting an only or an eldest son does .no app Y
.'
d t'
() It has beAn held 111 the case last
X./'~tn1lLa a op IOn v.
~
b
cited that, where a brother's son exist~, no othe: c~n e
adopted. But the opinion.of the pundits was pl'l~cIPall~
founded upon texts apply111g to the drtttaka form, .an
which, with reference to that torm, have been long SlllC~
II

- ,- H L 204' 2 W i\lacN. 196' Shibo KOB,.ee v. JOOgllll, i:l Suth.,
lql 2 Stra.
..,
,
.
.'
155' s. n., 4 Wym., 121.
H
6 S D 19:1 (235)' OOll1all DI/t
(1') 1 W. ~IacN .. 76; Ohowdj'ee ,". lWOOm((1I, . .,
,
v. Kwilzia, 3 S. D., 145 (192).
6
(8) 3 Di~., 27?! 11; 1 W. Mac~s \) 2451315). Soe 1 W. MacN., 76. n.
(t) RnnJ.eet S1I!giz Yo qbll!1.",
144 (192)' OhoI8il1'ee v. HW1Ioo III an.
(,,) 001l1al1 Dllf v. r.... lIn7ua. 3 L.·.
'
6 S. D .• 192 (2:15).
. 3 S D (197)' 2 \V MacN .• 197, where, however.
(v) Oam'Ll! Dllt ,'. KlwlIla.
.., d
• th 'fact that the adopter WO,R the
the opinion of the pumlltg waS base upon e
uncle of the Ildoptee.
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held to be no longer in force. It is probable, therefore
that they would be held inapplicable to the 11.ritrim((, form'
which is so much laxer in its rules.
'
fi:~Ult8 of adop~ 204. As regards succession, the Kritrima son loses no
.
rights of inheritance in his natural family. He becomes
the son of two fathers to this extent, that he takes the
inheritance of his adoptive father, but not of that father's
1'ather, or other collateral relations, nor of the wife of his
adoptive father, or her relations (10). N or do his sons, etc.,
take any interest in the property of the adoptive father
the relationship between adopter and adoptee being lill1it~
ed .to the contracting parties themselves, and not extending further on either side (x). Among the Nambudri
Brahmans (ante § 44), where it is desired to perpetuat~
the line of the adopter, the adopted son receives a special
appointment to marry and raise up issue for the £llo1n or
line of the adopter (.I}).
Female may
.
~ 205. It has already been stated that in Mithilaa
adopt to hers eli .
woman cannot adopt to her husband, after his death,
whether she has obtained his permission or not. But she
is a,t liberty to do in MithiJa, what she can do nowhere
else: viz., adopt a son to herself, and this she ma,y do either
durmg her husband's life, 01' after his death. And husband
and wife may jointly adopt a son, or each may adopt
separately. "If a woman appoint an adopted son, he
stands in the rEllation to her of a son, offers to her funeral
oblations, and is heir to her estate: but he does not become
the adopted son of her husband, nor offer to him funeral
oblations, nor succeed to his property. If a husband and
wife jointly appoint an adopted son, he stands in the
relation of son to both, and is heir to the estate of both.
If the husba,nd appoint one, and the wife another adopted
son, they stand in the relation of sons to ea,ch of them
respectively, and do nol'_Rerform the ceremony of offering
(.w) See note to 8rinn/1i. 8enlla.v. Bar/hal(l",t, 1 S. D.,]5 (19); 1 W. )lacN.,
Y. Gow1'ees!mllkeT, 3 S, D., 307 (410) ; 8reel1<l1'a;1I Ea.'; v. BhY(1 Jlta,
2 S. D., 23 (29, 34); 8hwo Kouee Y. JUg"", 8 Sutb., 155; S. 0.,4 IVym., 121.
(x) .Jnswn'llt Duolee, 25 Snt.lJ., 255.
(y) II Mail., 15S:]75, 179.
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~a>"l.1 oblations, nor succeed to the estate of the husband
wife jointly" (z). A similar usage ca~ be traced

e records of the Pondichel'l'Y Courts 1ll 1790 and
3IU1ong th
.
.
So lately as 1893 the right of a WIdow t9 adopt an
heir to her own property has been asserted (a).
Ceremonies ..
§ 206. No ceremonies 01' sacrifices are necessary to the
. 'tv of a Kritl"ima adoption. "The form to ~e
obser~ed in this: At an auspicious time, the adopter of a
.....
having bathed, addressing the person to b.e adopted,
. who has also bathed, and to whom he has gw.en. some
,acceptable chattel, says: 'Be my son.' He reph.es I.am
become thy son.' The giving of some chattel to hUll ar:ses
merely from custom. It is not necessary t~ ~he adoptIOn.
consent of both parties is the only rerrmslte : and a set
of speech is not essentlal" (b).
Among the Buddhists of Burma the term J(}.'itriJn(('
adoption is applied to cases where one 01' more ~ll'ls are
adopted into a family as daughters. rrhe. essen,tlal part
of such an adoption is publicity a,nel notol'lety of the fact
6f adoption-publicity of the rAlatiol1ship and of the
intention of the adoptive parents in regal'll to the
inheritance of their estate by the adoptive child. rrhel:e
are two kinds of adoption-the J(ritrimCl child who. IS
obtained from its own parents and openly brought up wIth
31 view to inherit; the Apcditha, who has no parents and
has been casually picked up and adopted. The fonner
stands in the same position as a natural child for all
purposes, including the right to inherit. The lat.t81; is
excluded from inheritance by either natural or J(ntnmCl

1796.

children (c).
. It is a curious thing that this form of adoption, which
now only exists in lVIithila and among the N ambudris of
(z) Futwfth of pu n c1it.s S'I'ee Nm'~in Ea:j:,,-:Bl;a Jha, 2 S. D., 20 (29, 34);
1 W. l\iacN., 101; Oolle~tm' of Ti1'lwot Y. llllropersh,uZ, 7 Suth., 500; Slu.bo
Koe)'ee Y. Jngu'l!, 8 Suth., 155; S. C., 4 'Vym., 121.
(n) Sorg H. L., 116, 126,]40; Co. Can., 376:
:
9 .K Z
(b) Ruiimdhm'n, cited note to j11.it"kslw)'a, l., 11, § 17 ; 1 IV. J\LW(.X ") 8, 1l.
lean Y. Kirpa, 1 S. D., 9 (ll); Dllrgop((Z v. EOOpWI, 6 S. D., 271 il40.
(e) Mn Me Gale v. J1£a Sa ¥oi, R2 1. A., 78.
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Western India, is almosb idenbical in its leading features
with that at presenb practised in J affna. There is bhe
same absence of religious ceremonies, bhe same absence of
any assulIled new birbh, and the same right of adoptio'n
both by husband and wife, followed by the same resuHs of
heirship only to the adopbel' (d). The explanation given
by Mr. MacNaghben ( § 200) may accounb for the survival
of the J(ritl"i'lna adoption; but it does not explain its
origin. It seems plain that both the Mithila and the
Ceylon forlIl arose from purely secular lIlotives,.and
existed anterior to, and independent of Brahmanical
theories. The growth of these put the J(ritl"ima form out
of fashion. But the similar type continued to flourish in
Ceylon, where no such influence prevailed. An enquiry
into the usages of the Tamil races in Southern India
would probably disclose the existence of analogous
customs, as already appears to be the case in Pondichel'l'Y.
llla,tom adop·
'tion.

ILLATOM ADOPTION.

~ 207. A custom known as that of Illatom adoption
prevails among the Redd·i caste in the Madras Presidency.
It consists in the affiliation of a son-in-law,in consideration
of assistance in the management of the family property.
No religious significance appears to attach to the act. It
seems uncertain whether such an affiliation can take place
where there is already a son, 01' whether the person so
affiliated can claim a partition during the life of his adopbing father. Apparently the right to a partition, Ijke every
other incident of this peculiar status, must be proved as a
special custom. After the death of the adopter he is
entitled to the full rights of a son, even as against natural
sons subsequently bol'll or a son subsequently adopbed in
the usual 111anner (e). The Ill.·d01IL son is not a coparcener
of the natural-bol'll 01' adopted son, though they lIlay live
together like an undivided family. Oonsequently there is
no survivorship between bhem. His share passes to his
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make a valid adoption without the consent of his anan_
draven. The record of the case, however, contains some
interesting evidence not referred to in the report, which
is worth preserving. Three adoptions in 1867, 1885 and
1889 were proved, in two of which the last males oi the
tanvaad adopted three females, and in the last the mother
and the last four males adopted one female. In a fOlll'th'
case in 1886 a female, the last member of the ta,rwaad ,
adopted a male and a female. In the case itself the
karnaven had adopt.ed his own son and daughter, and the
son and daughter of his daughter. One witness said that
this was improper, because it was the custom that the
sons of the adopter should marry the females who were
adopted. Three other witnesses, one of whom was the
Zamorin Rajah of Calicut, said that such adoptions were
usual, and two instances of the kind were stated. As to
the result of an adoption, one witness said that the
adoptee lost her interest in her natural tarwaad, Two
other witnesses were Vaidiks, to whom religious questions were referred for decision. Of these, one said: "In
the case of an adoption by a Nail' the adoptee retains
his or her interest, in his or her own tarwaad or not,
according to agreement entered into at the time of
adoption between the two families; but among Malabar
Brahmans the adoptee does retain his interest in his Illo1lb.,
, Dwyamushyayana ' is the usual form of adoption among
Nambudris." The other said: "Among Nairsif the sole
female of a tarwaad be adopted, she retains her interest
in her natural tarwaad, and also acquires interest as a
member of her new tarwaad."
MakattayalU
ai1options.

§ 209. Among families which trace descent by sons,
three systems of adoption prevail (n). The first strongly
resembles the J{ritl'imct. In it "ten hands, or five
persons take part, v'iz., the parents who adopt, the parents
giving away, and the boy given away. If the boy should
(11) This RCCotlllt is drawn from the Reporb of the TI'itYO,llcore Census of 1891,
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guardian so appointed continues to act or not, or has or
has not taken out a certificate (e). But where the Court
of Wards has assnmed jmisdiction, the disability of
minority only continues so long as the Court .of Wards
retains charge of the minor's property, and no longer (j).
.The Act is not to affect any person in respect of marriage,
dower, divorce, or adoption. Where the fact of minority
is itselI in dispute, a certificate of guardianship is not
evidence of the fact, nor is a horoscope admissible for' that
purpose (g) .
§ 211. GUARDIANSHIP.-The Hindu law vests the guardianship of the minor in the sovereign as parens pahire.
Necessarily this duty is delegated to the child's relations.
Of these the father, and next to him the mother, is his
natural guardian. In default of her, 01' if she is untit to
exercise the trust, his nearest male kinsmen should be
appointed, the paternal kindred having the preference
the maternal (h). Of course, in an undivided family,
.governed by Mitakshara law, the management of the
whole property, including the minor's share, would be
vested in the nearest male, and not in the mother. It
would be otherwise where the famHy was divided (i). But
(e) Rl![1Ta PI'oknsh v. BllOlnnath Mnkhe1'jee, 12 Ca!., 612; Gi1'ish Ohumdel' v.
Abdnl Selmn, 14 CaL, 55; G01'ClhanDasv. Ha'''ivnlubh Das, 21 Bom., 281. Asto
the duration of it guardianship ad litem, see Jtv(lz,~ Dei v. Pi1'nbhu, 14 AI!., 35.
(f) Birjmohnn Lal v. Bndm Perknsh, 17 Cal., 944,
(g) Salisohnnde?' v, Mohend1'o Lal, 17 CuI., 849; Gunmj Ii'lIm' v. Ablokh
Panele, 18 All., 478.
(h) Manu, viii., § 27; ix., § 146, 190, 191; 3 Dig., 542-544; F. MucN., 25;
"1 Stra. H. L., 71; 2 Stra. H, L., 72-75 ; Gungmnn v. Ohend1'appn, Mad. Dec. of
1859,100; 1 W. MacN., 103; NloodelooMishnn v. Tandavn,'oy, nIad. Dec. of
1852,105; Mllhtnboo v. Gunesh, S. D. of 1854,329. Under lI[ithila law, however, it has been held that the mothe1' is entitled to be gual'dian of the person of
her minor SOn in preference to t,he fathel'. Jussoda v. Lnllah Nettya, 5 Cal., 43.
As to the claim of the step. mother, see L·nkmee v. [hml1'chU1UZ, 2 Bol'., 144
[163] j Ram B1t1!see v. Soobh Iioonwm'ee, 7 Suth., 321; S. C., 3 Wym., 219'
S. C., 2 In, Jur., 103; Baee Sheo Vo Rutto'lljee, Morris, Pt. I, 103. As to th~
Punjab, see Punjab Customary Law, II, 133. A Hindu mother cannot, appoint
a guardian for her child by will. Where she has professetl to do so, the actual
appointmentmu.t be made under Act VIII ofl890, ss. 7,8; Venkn1/1jo, v. Venkata
21 Mad., 401; see Palhan Alikhan v. Bai Panibni, 19 Bom., 832. Where th~
father has appointed a guardian by will, no other gual'dhm can be appointed
uuder Act VIII of 1890, B. 7 (3), until it is established that the will is invalid.
Sayail Shahu v. Hapija., 17 Bam., 560,
,(i) AlimelammaZ v. A1'unachella1n, B Mad. H. C., 69; Bis8onauthv. Doorgape1'sail, 2 M. Dig., 49; Gou1'ahkoeri v. Glbjadhu1', 5 Cal., 219. But she can
sue On his behalf if the propel' guardian refuses to .do so, Mok1'unil Deb v. Banee
Bissessn1'ee, S. D. of 1853,159.
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this would not interfere with her right to the custody of
the child itself (k). The husband, if of full age, is the
guardian of his wife, and the fact that she has not attained
puberty is immaterial. The' practice that married girls
should reside with their parents till puberty is a matter
of special m;age which cannot over-ride the husband's
right unless pleaded and proved (l). The husband'srela_
tions, if any exist within the degree of a sapinda, are
the guardians of a minor widow, in preference to her
father and his relations (m). A mother loses her right
b~r ~ seco~d marr~age (n), .and a father loses his right by
glvmg hIS son m adoptIOn (0). And, of course, any
guardian, however appointed, may be removed for proper
cause (p). Little is to be found on the subject of
guardianship in works on Hindu law. The matter is
principally regulated by statute (q).
§ 212. The right of the guardian to the possession
of the infant is an absolute right, of which he cannot be
deprived, even by the desire of the minor himself, except
upon sufficient grounds. In the case of parents, especially,
(k) J(ooldeep v. Bajbnl/See, S. D. of IH47, 657.
( l) A/Willa v. P/ltta/va,

a il'IYSOl'fJ, 119.

(/11) lOll1(liramllluoke>:iee v. BOllwa,'}'i, 16 etc!', 584.
('1/) Bane Shea v. B/litol1jee, Moni" Pt. I, 103.
(0) La.kshm-iba-i v. SII·ridll1', 3 Bam., 1.
(1') Alime!".JI1l1wlv. kl'lll1achellam,S}\bd.H. C.,69; G01l1'l1l0'l1eev.Ba'llllt_
80011(781'88, S. D. of 1860, i, 5H~; Skilllle,' v. 0"'d8,14 lVL 1. A., 809' S. C. 10
B. L. R., 125; S. C., 17 Suth., 77; Kallaidv. Bidd!la, 1 Alt., 049; Aba;;' v. DlI:111e,
1 All., 598.
(q) See Ct. of Wllrds Acts, Beng. Reg. XXVI of 1793, LU of 1803, VI of 1822'
1\'[,,<1. Reg. V of 1804; Act XX of 1864; Bengal Act IV of 1870. Minors not
under Court of "VardR, Acts XL of 1858, IV of 1872. Edllca.tioll and marriage of minor.;, Act XXVI of 1854, XXI of 1855, XIV 01 lS58. Bam Bunsee
v. Soobh J(oonwaree, 7 Suth., 321; S. C., 3 Wym., 219; S. C., 2 In. Jm., 193;
R(I'Incl~nnder v. B'I'ojonath, 4 CaL, 929. See as to Procedure, Act IX of 18G1;
Glutrdulll and Warels Act, XIII of 1874, VIII of 1890. Under Aut VIn 01
1890 it guardian cannot be "ppointerl of the property of it minor who is it member
of a joint Hindu family nnder Mitakshara lllw, tend who has no seplll'ltte
pr?perty. Shamku(l'l- v. Mohanu/lI/a, 19 C.a1.,.801; Jhab!JII Singh v. Ga.nga.
Blsi1en, 17 All., 529; Bandhll P1·asad. v. Dhl"a,JL, 20 All., 400; Gharib Ull£dl v.
Khalnk, 30r. A., 165; S. C.,·25 \11.,407. But a gUllrcli~n of the persoll of such a
minor mayhe so appointed. Vi,.upakshappa v. NUgangava, 19 Bom. F. B ,309.
The High Courts still retain the powers confe' red upon them by the High Combs
Act of itppointiug gUllrdians to the estate or person of infants, and are not limited
by Act VIII of Ib90 in the exercise of those powers: 1'e Jai1·am. Lux'lUon, 16·
Bom.,634. Where the Law requires the appointment of a guardian under any
statute, no greater powers Can be exorcised by a guardian de facto than would
luLVe been vested ill him by statute, if he had been duly appointed. Abha~8i
Begam v. Bajroop Koonwar, 4 Cal., 33.

CUSTODY OF MINOR.

i~ is obvious that the custody of their child is a ma,tter of
grea~er

moment to them tha,n the custody of a,ny a,rticle
of property. Oases, however, have frequently occurred in
the India,n Oourts, where the right of apa,rent_ to recover
his child has been contested, on the ground that the parent
had changed his religion, and was therefore no longer a,
fit guardian for his child; or that the child had changed
its religion, and was no longer willing to live with its
parent. On the former point it has been decided that the
fact that a father has changed his religion, whether the
change be one to Ohristianity or from Ohristianity, is
of itself no reason for depriving him of the cu~tody of his
children. It would be different, of course, if the change
were attended with circumstances of immorality, which
showed that his home was no longer fit for the residence
of the child (1'); or if he were applying to the Court fo]'
assistance in regaining possession of a child, whom at
the time of conversion, he had voluntarily given up to
his relation for the purpose of being brought up in the
Hindu religion. The Court would then consider whether
the granting of his request would be for the benefit of
~he i~fant (s).
The case of a change of religion by the
mother might, however, be different. The religion of the
father settles the law which governs himself, his family,
and his property. "From the very necessity of the
case, a child in India, under ordinary circumstances,
must be presumed to have his father's religion, and his
corresponding civil and social stat·us ; and it is, therefore,
ordinarily, and in tite absence of controlling circumstances,
the duty of a guardian to train his infant ward in such
religion." Therefore, where a change of religion on the
part of the mother would have the effect of changing
the religion, and therefore the legal status of the infant,
the Oourt would remove her from her position as guardian,
(,.) R. v. Bezonji, Perry, 0: C., 9l.
(s) Mokoond Lal v. Nobodbp Oh"ndm', 25 Cal., 881. Such a suit is not barred
by the provisions of the Guardian allc1 Wards Act, Vln of 1890. Sha,,·ifa. v
Mumekhan, 25 Bom., 574 contra; Sha.m Lal Y. Bindo, 26 AlL, 594.
.
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A.nd t~e. ass~rted wish ?f the' minor, also, to change
h18 relIgIOn, III conformIty with that of the mother
would not necessarily alter the case; unless, perhaps;.
where the advanced age of the minor, and the settled
character of his religious convictions would render it improper, or impossible, to attempt to restore him to his
former position (t). The right of a father to direct the
religion in which his children shall be brought up is so
inseparable from his character as parent, that he cannot be
bound by an agreement renouncing the right, even though
the agreement is made before marriage and was a sine qua
'Iwn to the marriage t~king place Cit). But where the father
has allowed his agreement to be acted on during his life,
and has died without expressing any contrary wish, these
circumstances will be taken into consideration as showing
that he had abandoned any desire that his children should
be brought up in his own religion, especially if it appears
that it would be for their temporal benefit to continue in
the religion of their mother (v).
of reli§ 218. The case of a child voluntarily leaving' its I)arents
infant.
has frequently occurred where there has been a conversion
to Christianity. It seems at one time to have been the
practice of the Courts of Calcutta and Madras to allow the
child to exercise his discretion, if, upon a personal exami·
nation, they were satisfied that his wish was to remain
. away from his parents, and that he was capable of
exercising an intelligent judgment upon the point. The
contrary rule was for the first time laid down by the
Supreme Court of Bombay, when they directed a boy
of twelve years old to be given back to his father, and
refused to examine him as to his capacity and knowledge
of the Christian religion, 01' as to his wish to remain with
pis Christian instructors (w). This course was approved by
(t) Skinner v. OJ'de, 14 M. 1. A., 309; s. C., 10 B. L. R., 125; S. C.,
17 Suth., 77.
(u) Be Agar Ellis, 10 Ch. D., 49. This right of th" father continues in
England till the child is 21. Be Aga?' Ellis, 24 Ch. D., 317.
(v) Be Cla'l'ke, 21 Ch. D., 817; 1'e Violet Nevin, 2 Ch. (1891),299; re McG1'ath,
1 Ch. (1893), 143.
(w) R. v. Nesbitt, Perry, O. C., 103.'

CUSTODY OF MINOR.

Justice Patteson, to whom Sir Erskine Perry referred
point (X). That decision was followed in the Supreme
of Madras in 1858, in the case of Kt£lloor N a?"l'ain(1/), when Sir Christophe?' Rawl'inson and Sir Adwn
'U•. ,tr.I.P',.~r,U'lb decided that a Hindu youth of the age of fourwho had gone to the Scottish missionaries, should be
up to his father, though he had become a convert to
'ty, and was most anxious to remain with his
protectors. A similar decision was given in Calcutta
181i3, by Sir lYlol'dcwnt 'Wells, where a boy of fifteen
and two months had voluntarily gone to reside with
missionaries (z). All these cases were lately examined
affirmed by the Madras High Court, which held that
Act IX of 1875 the period of parental control and
lasted until 18 (n). It may also be observed that
t is a criminal offence under the Indian Penal Code
to entice from the keeping of its lawful guardian a male
minor under the age of fourteen, 01' a female minor under
the age of sixteen (b).
§ 214. More recently the Indian Courts, following the Becentdecisions.
rules of equity as administered in England, have refused
to give effect to any inflexible application of paternal
rights over minor children. The English practice, a~
deduced from recent cases, is laid down as follows in
Seton on Decrees (0). "In equity a discretionary power
has been exercised to control the fathers' 01' guardians'
legal rights of custody, where their capricious exercise
would materially interfere with the happiness and welfare
of the child, or where such rights have been forfeited by
misconduct or acquiescence, 01' where the father has so~
conducted himself, or is placed in such a position as to
(x) Ib., p. 109.
(y) Not reported. I was counsel for the missionaries in the case.-J. D. ilL
(z) Re Himnallth Bose, 1 Hyde, 111.
(a) Reade v. K"ishna, 9 ~Iad., 391. No agreement by which a parent sur"/
renders to another the l'ight to the custody of the child is bincing, and in
this respect the mother of lin illegitimate child is in the same position us the
father 01 one that isiegitilllate. Rell. v. Bal'lloJ'do, A. C. (1891), 381:3.
(b) 1. P.O., § 361, 363. The consent, or wish, of the minor is quite illllll,'terhd. Reg. v. Bluwllee, 2 Snth. Cr., 5; Rell. v. Sookn, 7 Suth. Or., 36
(0) II, 8H4., Rell. v. G!ll1llaU, 2 Q. B. (1893),232; l'e Newton, 1 Oh. (1896), 74.0 ;
1'e A amrl B, 1 Oh. (Hl97), 786.
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render it not merely better for the children, but essential
. to their welfare in some very serious and important
respect that their rights should be superseded or interferEl.d
with." In the first case, which arose in Bombay, the girl
was fifteen, of Hindu birth, but had been left by her
mother for eight years in an American Mission, where she
had become a Christian, and had been trained up to earn
her own living as a teacher (d). In the second case,
the parents who were Chinese ha,d, when about to lea,ve
Calcutta, handed over their infant daughter to a converted
Chinaman and hi 13 wife to be adopted by them, and
brought up as a Christian. They returned in a year and
six months when the child was nine years old, and
demanded it back again (e). In the third case, also from
Calcutta" a Hindu father on his conversion to Christianity,
left his son with its Hindu uncles to be brought up as a
Hindu. When he tried to regain possession of the child
it was twelve or thirteen years old, having been apparently
four or five years in their chal'ge U). In all these cases
there had been a voluntary abandonment of parental
rights. The child had remained long enough in its new
home to form new habits; and, from a worldly point of
view, the child would undoubtedly have suffered by being
restored to its parent. In the first two cases there were
strong reasons to suppose that the parent was acting
entirely with some indirect motives for his own benefit.
In all, the application was refused on the ground that the
Court, in the circumstances, was bound to consider what
was most for the benefit of the minor. In the Bombay
case Bayley, J., seemed to think that a, boy at .14 or a girl
at 16 was old enough to choose its own residence. There
is nothing in any of these decisions to countenance the
idea that a minor under this age could voluntarily leave or
could be t!J,ken away from a parent who, however mean
his position, was honestly endeavouring to perform his
duties to his child, or that the fact that he had changed
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religion, or that the child wanted. t~ ado~t a ne:v
could be any ground for depl'lvmg hIm of hIS
over his child.
§ 215. Exa,ctly s'~c~ a case d~d, however, .rise in ~~!~ c~nv~~:if~
and the deCISIOn, though It would certamly not Mysore.
fono~ed in British India, deserves consideration trom
influence it may exercise in Native States. The facts
that case were sjmple. The suit was brought by a
to recover possession or his infant children-one a
d at the breast, and the other a girl of about two years
-who had been carried away from him by their
mother. He had become a convert to Christianity by
baptism on the 22nd November, and his wire had deserted
carryinab the children with her on the 27th.
An
.
. that she had joined him in his converSIOn was
by her, and round against as a fact. There is
i~l the report to show the social position or the
/>n",l't.ll~8, or what property, if any, the father, while unconverted, possessed, or was interested in as a coparcener or
. . It was held by the Chief COUl't of Mysore
(Ramachendra lye'/' and Ii.1"istna M'lU'ti, JJ., T7z.lt1~bboo
Ohcttlj, C. J., dissenting) that the father was not e~t~tled
. to the custody of his children (g). The legal condItIOns,
ltnder which the case was argued, were these: that Act
XXI of 1850 (Freedom of Religion) had not been extended
to Mysore; that the Native Converts' Mal'l'iage Dissolution Act, XXI of 1866, had been so extended, and that
the Government had, by executive proceedings, in a
case in whi~h Hindus had disputed the right of Native
Christians to make use of a well, "affirmed the principle
that-a mere chanae
of religion did not deprive a citizen
of
b
.
.
the civil rights or social status he possessed prIOr to ?IS
changing his religion." The rule of procedure govermng
the GOUl't was laid down by the 11th section of the Chief
Court Regulation as follows : " Where in any suit 01' proceeding it is necessary for the
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Chief Court to decide any question regarding succession.
inheritance, marriage, or caste, or any religious u'sage or"
institution, (a) the Hindu law where the parties are
Hindus, or (b) any custom if such there be, having the
force of law and governing the parties or property concerned, shall form the rule of decision unless such .law ,
or custom, has, by legislative enactment, been altered or
abolished (c). In cases where no specific rule exists, the
Chief Court shall act according to justice, equity, and
good conscience."
I{1'istnc( M'u1'ti, J., who pronounced the leading judgment, admitted that the case must be governed by the
last rule. The ratio decidendi of his judgment will be
found in the following passages :-" The rules of other
systems of jurispmdence that a child belongs to his father,
and that he should be educated and brought up in the
religion of the father, do not seem to apply where the
father has done something which the law declares shall
sever him from all existing ties" (p. 342). "A Hindu
son owes as much to his grandfather and great-grandfather in his observance of ancestral rites as to his own
father. According to accepted Hindu notions, a father
is one of the three fore-fathers or ascendants in one group,
and all the three are equally interested in the religion of
the son. We are now dealing with Hindu children, and
as applied to them the rule that their religion should be
that of their father must be read in an extended sense, so
as to include the religion of all three of their ascendants.
The father has no right by his act of conversion alone to
do anything derogatory of his son's usefulness to his
grandfather and great-grandfather" (p. 346). "Whatever
we may do, we ought not to place them in a manifest
disadvantage. The ,rule of the father's religion must be
construed so as to mean his religion before conversion, 01'
that of the infant's grandfather and great-grandfather ..
~he father's right to the custody of his child ought not
to entail upon the infant any sacrifice, social, religious or
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i;emporal, and no father has a right to change the -pesition
of an infant to his prejudice after his birth by anything he
lllay do" (p. 348). Another argument was derived from
the provisions of Act XXI of 1866, ss. 27, 28, ~nd from the
fact that the mother would necessarily be deprived of the
society of her children, which it Was said was contrary
to the principles laid down by Sir James Hannen in
D' Alton v. D' Alton (h). "With regard to the rights of the
petitioner the principle which guides the Oourt is, that
the innocent party shall suffer as little as possible from
the dissolution of the marriage, and be preserved as far as
the Court can do so, in the same position in which she
was while the mal'l'iage continued-first by giving her
a sufficient pecuniary allowance for her support, and,
secondly, by providing that she should not be deprived of the
society of her children unnecessarily." Sir R. J. Phillimore
thought "that the first duty of the Court is to consider
what is for the benefit of the children" (pp. 349-351).
§ 2113. It may be doubted whether this argument,
however plausible and ingenious, is satisfactory. It is
quite clear that apostasy from Hinduism operates as a
complete severance of the offender from the Hindu community and destroys all legal rights which he may possess
under Hindu law. He could not sue for an inheritance
or a partition, and it may be that, if he held property
as member of a joint family, his coparceners might be
able to oust him from a joint interest which Hindu law
would no longer recognise. But though apostasy may
make a man an outcaste, it does not make him an outlaw.
When Hindu law has done its worst, he may still appeal
to the rules of justice, equity, and good conscience. It
cannot be suggested that anyone can plunder his house,
or expel him from his land. It probably would not be
asserted that anyone who met his child out of doors
could take possession of it, and hold it in defiance of
him. The Court does not rest its judgment on anything
(h) L. R., 4 P. D" t:lt:I, 89.
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less than high views of equity. The first is, that the
father will be depriving his own ancestors of the religious
advantages which they may procure hereafter from the
ceremonial services of his own children. If he may
lawfully deprive them of his own services, it seems difficult
to see why he may not also deprive them of the rather
less effective services of his children. But no Court of
Equity, such as those to which the lea,rned judge appeals,
would ever think of curtailing an admitted legal right,
because its lawful exercise might trench on the ha,ppiness
of ancestors who had passed, or when they passed, into
another world. As regards the children, the rule asserted
that" no father has a right to change the position of an
infant to his prejudice after his birth by anything he
may do" is too wide. It must at once be limited to
acts of an unla,wful a,nd immoral or inequitable character.
Suppose a father gives up an estate to which he discovers
that he has no legal title, or resigns a lucrative office
to become a Missiona,ry in China" would any Court
take his children from him'? When it is said that the
father's right of custody ought not to entail upon the
infant any sacrifice, social, religious or temporal, it rests
on no foundation of fact. It is of course absurd to talk of
the religious sa,crifice of babies, the eldest of whom was
not three years old. As to social and temporal sacrifices,
the learned judge seems to forget that the very act,
which exiled the plaintiff from the Hindu community,
introduced him to another, where his act was looked
upon as meritorious and laudable. It is singular that,
in using this argument, it did not occur to him that the
Chief Justice, who presided at the hearing, was himself
a NatIve Christian, whose change of religion had not
prevented him reaching the highest offices in a Native
State. As regards the rights of the wife, the answer is
equally obvious. The judgment quoted referred to the
caf)e of a wife who, by the illegal and immoral acts of her
husband, was compelled to break off all intercourse with
hiIp. It can have no application to the case of a wife,
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§ 217. The mother is the na,tural gnardlan ~f an ~~~il~i.timate
m~gitimate child. But where she has allowed, the chIld to
be separated from her and brought up by ~he father, or b~
arsons appointed by him, the Court Wll! not allow her
enforce her riahts, Especially if the result would be
~sadvantageous b to the child by depriving it .0£ tl~e
advantages of a higher mode of life and ed~lcatIOn (~).
Her own continued immorality would of Itself be. a
sufficient reason against handing oyer to her a chIld
which was otherwise properly provided ,for (k).
ned Effect of con.
§ 218. The Contractual acts 0 f a mlllor are gover
tracts,
by the provisions of the Indian Contract A~t IX of 1872,
but until very recently that Act has heen lllterpl'ete~ by
the Courts in India as if it had not altered the d~ctrmes
of the Common law. In 1902, however, the questl?n was
fully discussed by the Judicial Committee, and It was
held that upon the true meaning of ss. 2, 1? and. 11 of that
Act the contract of a minor was absolutelY VOId and ~ot
merely voic1able, and that even if he had been supplIed
with ~ecessaries suited to his condition in life no remedy
could' be obtained auainst himself personally, though
under s. !S8 the perso~ who supplied the articles would be
entitled to be reimbursed from his property (l). Dnder
s. 183 no minor can employ an agent, bm a perso~. uP~Il

who

n1.

/f

'Ii) Ex pal'ie IJ/tiazz~;11 Nis~a Be!/al~l, N,Q,-2~Rv. Fl~q~i,£~~rr~:
109' Mitt-ibhltyi \'. Kottekwl'at'l, ]\,[,,,1, Dec. of 1860, 154,
4~'
Nekl,;,jo, 4' Cal., 374; Kariya.dan Pokknr Y. Knya.t Bee'ra,lI, 19 Mad., ".
(k) VBnka.mma v. Sa:v·itTmnIlW, 12 Mad" 67. , , C 30 C 1 539
(l) Moho'ri, Bibee Y. Dhu·rmodas, 801. A" 11-1, S " ,
" "
'
O. C.
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whom the law confers an authority to act as his agent can
bind the minor, so long as he only exercises the authority
for the purposes for which it is conferred. Hence
contracts for such purposes will bind him when made
by his guardian, though his name is not mentioned (rn).
He will also be bound by the act of his guardian, in the
Powe~ of
.
management of his estate, when bonii fide and for his
€ull.rdul.u to bmd .
. .
. ,
infa.nt
mterest, and when It IS such as the mfant nnght reasonably
and prudently have done for himself, if he had been of
full age (n). But not where the act appears not to have
been for his benefit (0) and the person who so deals with
the guardian is bound to enquire into the property of his
act (p). And where the act is done by a person who is
('In) Ral/mal Si,\ji v. Vadilal, 20 Bom., 61, p. 70; M'l/.1'm·i v. Taymla 20
Bom., 286, contra if nob necessltry or manifestly beneficittl. Sunda"m'ai~ v
Pattanathusamli, 17 Mad., 306.
.
(n) OalMninany v. Pe"wmma" Mad, Dec, of 1885, 99; Te'llllllakal v. Subba.;nmal, 2 ;\'Iad. H. C" 47; Manishan7ca.t· v. Bai Mnli, 12 Bom., 686; Nathwl'am v,
Shoma Ohhagan, 14 Bom., 562; KWll'lwooddeen v, Shaikh BIIadoo, 11 Suth.·
134; Makbll/. y, Srimati Masnad, 3 B, L. R. (A. C. J,), 54; S. C" 11 Sath., 396;
Goo1'00pm'sad y. Mllddnn, S. D. of 1056,980; Soon de?' Nm'ain v. Bennud Ra,n
4 Cal., 76; Roshan S'ingh y. Ha1' Kishan, 3 All., 535; Siklle,' Ohm"l v. Dlll~
putty, 5 Cal., 363; Nh'vannya v.Ni'l'vanaya" 9 Bom., 365. See astoa guarcli!ln's
power of leasing, N1lbokishen v. Kaieepe'l'Sad, S. D. of 1859, 607; Gopeeno.th
RamjeewlWl, ib., 913; Beebee So'W11ltoonisa v. Robt. Savi, ib., 1575; Sllb1'amama Ayya'l' v. A"'wnu,gn Ohetty, 26 Mad., 380. See "Iso as to coutracts requil'ing st!Ltutory sanction, Debi Dlltt v. Subod"a, Il Cal., 1l8S. Manii Ram v
'l'm'a Singh, 3 All., 851l; Doo'rg<t Pe1'Sad v. Keslzo Pe1'sacl, 9 1. A., 27 ; S. C.,
Cal., 656; Rai B<tlkrishllo v. Mt. Masllmw Bibi, 9 1. A., 1R2; S. C., 5 All., 141l'
Dllnpnt Singh y. Shoobud,l'n, 8 Cal., 61l0; Bm'end'l'aNa'rwi" Y. Moran, 15 Oal.:
40; B/wl'encl,'o NcO'ay<t1! v. NeillY" Oha'lld, 15 Cal., G1l7; Gin'a} Baksh Y. Kasi
Ham~~d, 9 All., 340, as to ilealings with the property of a minor by a guardian
wiGhout sanction of Conrt, Act VIII of 1890, s. 29, 'Lala Hu1'1'o \'. Basa1'1lth
25 Cal., 999; Datta"om Y. Gwnga,mlll, 113 Bom., 287; T~i)Jaly. G<tJl,q61, 25 All.:
59; Ghanb Ullah v. Klwlak, 301. A., 165; S. C., 115 AI1., 407, as to the power of
a gUt'.rdi:m when carrying Oll D,n ftncestral trading establishment, Ramp',·tab'v.
Fooltba'~, 20 BOlli., 767, p. 777. Documents executed by a Hilldu widow who
described herself as " mother "f A, minor," were held in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, to be executed by her in her cttpacity as >.;uarditm of the infant
'Watson y. Shain Lal Mittel', 14 1. A., 178; S. C., 15 Ca1., 8. AR to the power of
the comlliitt~e of a lunatic, see Abi/<tkh Blw,qut Y. Bhekhi MaJdo, Illl CaL, 864;
Anl'u"naba~ Y. DU"'gapa, 20 Bom., 150.
(0) Sambasivien Y K1'istnien, M"d. Dec. of 1858, 1l52; Nawab Syu<l AsM1/.Joodaeen Y. Mi SlwlllCt Soonde"ee, S. D. of 1;:,53, 531; l'vllbokishen y. KaleepB1'sacl, S. D. of 1659, 607; Lalla Bnnseedhll1' v. Koomoa'r Hindeseree, 10 1Y1. I. A.,
454; Sal/It Y. Dh01nl'll, IlS BOlU., 330 ; JJf<thomed v .. Sakat'w<tt, 281. A., 190 ; S. C.,
113 All., 394. See as to suits for speciJic periormttnce by 01' agttinst an intant on
contracts entered into by guardian Fatima Bibi y, Debna,uth Sha,h, 110 Ca1.,
508; Jnglllkishori v. Ana1l(Za Lal, 112 Cal., 54.5; Krislllwsam"i y, Sund<t,·ap.
l'ayah, 18 Mad., 415.
(p) D<tUbai v. Gopebai, 116 Bom., 433. See as to carrying out, after the removal
of a personal disability, a contract which was agl'Aed upon while the diRI1LilHy
~asted, Gregson v. Aditlla Deb, 16 I. A., 21l1; S. C., 17 C"l ,21l3. Where i't
IS open to a minor to repudiate a cOlltrlLct after attttitling majol'iLy, the l'epudilL-
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not his guardian, but who is the manager of the estate in
which he has an interest, he will equally be bound, if
11nder the circumstances the step taken Was necessary,
propel', or ~rudent (q). It has been held that a guardian
has authol'lty to pay a debt barred by the statute, if
really due (1'). A widow certainly may, but that is on
account of her religious duty to satisfy her husband's
debts (post § 634). It has been held that an ordinary
manager of a Hindu family cannot, as such, and without
special authority, revive by acknowledgment a debt that
is already time-barred (s). A jorti07'i, it would appear
that he could not pay it, and the guardian, who is a
mere trustee, can still less do so. In the same case it
was held that a manager had the same authority to
acknowledge an existing debt that he had to create
debts. This doctrine was extended by the Madras Court
to the case of the guardian of a minor (t) ; but in this
respect the Calcutta High Court disagreed on the ground
that the guardian of a minor cannot be considered his
agent within the meaning of s. 19 of the Limitation
Act (~~), The Bombay High Court for some time took the
same view, but subsequently on reference to the Full
Bench, held that the guardian of a minor, acting properly
for his benefit, was his agent within the meaning of the
statute (v).
tion must be nmde within a l'easonltble time "fter his coming of age. Ocwter
v. SiltB1', Il Ch. (1892), 278; a/rd. A, C. (1893),360; re Jones, Ilg Ch. (1893),461.
A mtificlLtion will be of no effect, if the property has already pltssed away from
the person who mtifics the transaction, Lallah Raw'ltth y. Oha,mlee S. D. of
1858,312.
'
(q) HUl!oomnnl'el'saud v. Mt. Babooee, 6 1YI. 1. A., 393; Mohal!und Mondnl
v. Nafll1' Monel-ul, 26 CaL, 820; BalaJi Na"ayen Y. Na1ta, 27 Bom" 287. So
held also in a case where the joint member was a lunatic, and the manager had
no certifiCate under Act XXXV of 185fl, KWl'ti Olwnder v. Bisheshwm'
Gaswami, 115 Cal. F. B., 585. As to the acts of a de facto guardian see
Mad-ida'll Y. Ran Nar"in, 116 All., 21l.
'
(,.) Ohoudhry Ohtdte1'sal v. GovB1'nment, 3 Suth., 57.
(s) Ohinnalla Y. GU1'ltllathan,5 Mad. F. B., 169; Bhasker Ta/ya v. Vij<tZ<t1
Natlut, 17 Bom., 512.
(t) Sobhanadri v. S1'immttI1l, ]7 Mad., 221; folld. 8ubmmania Ayy'J.'· Y.
A1'umuga Ohetty, 116 Mad., 330.
'
(tt) Wajibttn Y. Kaden Buksh, 13 Cal., 292.
(v) Ramnal Singji v. Vadilal, 110 Bam., 61, p. 74; Annapa.gaud(/, v. Kent,
26 Bam., 21l1,
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barred by time.
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~ 219. In all cases the power of the guardian or
manager is limited to the disposal of the estate with
which he is entrusted. He cannot bind the minor by any
purely personal covenant. For instance, a guardian in
order to payoff a charge upon the estate sold part of it,
and was held to have acted properly in so doing. The
part was sold as free of all Government claim for revenue,
and naturally fetched a higher price on that account.
The conveyance contained a covenant binding the minor
and his heirs to indemnify the purchaser against any
claims for revenue which the Government might make at
any future time) and provided that the amount of such
inderilllity should be a charge upon the unsold portion of
th8 estate, and should also be payable personally by the
vendor and his heirs. After the termination of the
minority Government assessed the land, and an action
was brought upon the covenant by the purchaser. The
Privy Council held that the personal covenant was not
binding on the minor after he attained majority, such
a covenant being beyond the guardian's powers. They
thought that possibly it might bind the land, as the resuU
of the covenant was to save part of the land which would
otherwise have to be ,sold. It was unnecessary to decide
this point, as under a special statute the land was made
free from incumbrance (w). The following case was
decided on the same principle: The suit was founded
upon an alleged agreement by one Durga Pel' shad to
maintain, educate and bring up one Ramanuj Dyal, son
·0£ Ganga Saran, and to constitute him his heir. Before
the alleged agreement Durga Pershad had kept Ramanuj
Dyal, who was his sister's son, in his house, and had
formed a strong attachment to him. The agreement was
made to induce Ganga Saran to give up his intention of
taking the boy, and educating him in his own way. The
father yielded. "I finally left the boy, saying that I
waived all claim to the boy, and the thought of taking
(w) Waghela Raj,Sal\ii I'. Shekh Ma,.ludin, 14 1. A., 89; s. C., 11 Bom., 551 j

Ba"nmalsingf~ Y.

Va.llilal, 20 Bom., 61.
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bim did not remain in my mind." No deed or will was
executed by Dnrga Pershad, and on his death the property
was taken by his widows, as heirs. The Judicial Com111ittee held that there was no contract or ag"L'eell1ent,
only an' expectation on each side. Ganga Saran could
only bind Ramanuj during his minority and it was
improbable that Dnrga could have entered into an absolute
agreement to make Ramanuj his heir, when the latter was
under no obligation to remain with him after attaining
majority (x).
Where the act is done by a person in possession of
property, who does not profess to be acting on behalf of
the minor, but who claims to be independent owner, and to
be acting on his own behalf, it will not bind the infant
who is really entitled (y).
Of course the objection to an act on the groun d of
minority must be taken by the minor himself. Those who
deal with him are always bound, though he may not be (.0').
Where a minor on coming of age sues to set a sale or
mortgage aside, he isbound to refund the purchase money,
when his estate has benefited by it, Ol' to hold th6 property
charged with the amount of debt from which it has been
freed by the sale (a). But the authorities cited in this
and the preceding paragraph must now be limited to cases
where the contract was made by some one who Was p1'imr(
facie entitled to bind the minor. Where the contract
relied on has been made by the minor himself it is void ab
in'it'io, (ante § 218) and therefore can form no consideration
which would render the agreement binding on the other
party. N or can it raise any equities against the minor.
(xl Lala. Namin y, Lal<l Ramanll,i, 251. A., 46; S. C., 20 A~~., 200.
(y) Bahnl' Ali,Y, Sookeea, 13, Suth" 63; Gadgeppa y, Apajt, 3 Bom., 2~7 ;
Indm'chundeJ' Stilgh Y" Radha1mhol'e, 191. A., 90; s, C., 19 Ca,!', 507.
(z) Ganakn Y. Gotiaval'pah, M"d. Dec. lIf lR55. 184; Hanll1o,nt Lakshmn'/l.
Y. JayaJ'ao, 12 Bom., 50; Mahwned Arkf v. Sal'aswati Debya, 18 Co.!., 25\),
(a) Buk8hll11 1'. Doolhh," 12 Sutil.', 337 ; S. C., 3 B~ L, R. (~, C. J), 423; PaJ'am.
Ghnndl'a v, KaJ'lInamall', 7 B. L. R., 90; S. C., 15 Suth" 268; Blt~ Kesar 1'. Ba,
Gnnga, S Bom, H. C. ~A. c, .J,), 81; Mi'l'za Pana. y. Snia.d S,adik, 7 :t:<,.W; p"
201; Kllvwrji 1', Mut~ Handas, 3 Bom" 234; Swaya P,lla~ v. Mumsa,Jn~, 29Mad"289,
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As Rome'r, L. J., said in a case which was affirmed by the
Hou~e of Lords, "The short answel' is that a Court of
Eqmty cannot say that it is equitable to compel a person
to ~ay any moneys in respect of a transaction which, as
agamst that person, the Legislature has declared ,to be
void" (b).
False statement
§ 220
Anoth'
'
by minor asto his .
.'
e1 ques t'lOn, w h'lC h
upon I
t 1e Indian
deciage.
SlOnS
IS
left
uncertain,
is
this.
Whether
a
minOl'
,
, who has
mduced another, to contract with him by a fraudulently
false rep~ese~tatlOn that he was of full age, can set up his
actual mmor~ty when he is sued upon, or tries to repUdiate
the transactIOn. In the first case (c) the minor had
bOl'l'?wed money from the pJaintiff and executec1 a mortgage
to hun. At the tria,l of the suit, which was for the usual
mortgage decree and for a money decree, the plaintiff'Jl
counsel admitted that he could not obtain a mortgage
dec~'ee, but that on proof of the false representation he was
eJ;ltltled to a money decree. The High Oourt held that
the infant might be compelled to make restitution, where
that was possible, of anything he had obtained by deceit
but that the deceit itself could not make the contract a~
e~e?tual ground of suit. The seconc1 case (d) was exactly
SImIlar, except that the suit was expressly to enforce the
mortgage by decree. Jenkins, J., distinguished the case
from that last cited on the ground that there only a money
decree was sought. He treated the admission as one that
ought never to have been made, and then cited a series
of de?isions from Lord Cowper to the present day, to show
that mfancy cannot in equity be used as a defence to fraud
where the suit is for foreclosure or sale by virtue of ~
mortgage. This decision was brought before the High
Court on appeal and was confirmed. The decision in
Dhanmull v. Ramchunder was treated as doubtful the
Court intimating that, if the plaintiff had objected t~ the
(b) Th1t1'8tan v. N ot,tinf!7ux1n Building Society (19J2), 1 Oh., p. 13, a:lJil. (1903)
A. C. 6, folld. Mohon B.bee v. Dh'll1'modas, 301. A., p. 125.
.
(c) Dhanmull v. Ramchunder Gllose 24 Cal. 265.
(d) SMal Ohwnd'Mitter v. Mohun Bibi, 25 Cal., 371.
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that no money decree had been granted, they Would
referred the question to a Full Bench. Both caSes
ILrgued upon English decisions, it being ILdmitted that
were binding upon the point. In the llLst cILse (e) the
tiff sued to set ILside IL deed of sale which ,he hILd
executed while a minor, and which contlLined IL recital that
he was 22 yeILrs of age. The High Court of Bombay dis:'
missed the suit, not on the grounds discussed in the
CILlcutta decision, but upon the principle that, under
s. 115 of the Evidence Act, he was estopped from contravening the assertion of fact upon which he had induced
the defendant to act. In Mohori Bibee's case the same
ground of estoppel was relied on as against the minor who
had expressly alleged in writing that he was a major. The
Judicial Committee declined to say whether the section
would apply to infants, but held that in the particular
instance it could not prevail, as the person to whom the
statement was addressed knew the truth, and was not
misled by it (j).

§ 221. A minor, who is properly represented in a suit, Decrees.
will be bound by its result, whether that result is arrived
at by hostile decree, or by compromise or by withdrawal (g).
But the Court will not make a decree by consent without
ascertaining whether it is for the benefit of the infant.
Without such approval by the Court, the compromise will
not bind the infant, and the decree passed in accordance
therewith will be set aside at his instance (h). It is
(e) Ga-nesh La.la v. Brtpn, 21 Bom., 198.
(f) 301. A., p. 122.
(g) Kamamjnv. Sec1'eta?'y a/State, 11 MQil., 309; Ohengal Reddiv. Venlcata
Reddi, 12 Mad., 483; Tm'inee Ohnrn v. 'Watson, 12 Suth., 414; S. C., 3 B. L. R.
(A. C. J.), 437; Morlhoo Sootlun v. P?'ithee Bullub, 16 Suth., 231 ; Jungee Lall
v. Sham Lall, 20 Suth., 20; Lelcrai v, Mahtab, 14 M. 1. A., 393; s. C., 10
B. L. R., 35; S, C., 17 Buth., 117; M?ina-moyi v. Jo.qo DishlM'i, 5 Cal., 450. As
to mode of re'opening such a compromise, see Vi1'lllJalcsilOppa v. Shidappa, 23
Bom.,62O. And the guardian may equltlly compromise cl"ims before snit;
Gopeenath v. Ramjeewnn, S. D. of 185~, 913, or sue for pInt only relinquishing
the rest, Gopal Rao v. Na'/'asinga, 22 Mad., 308. As to effect of withdrawal of
suit, Eshan Ohundej' v. NtMda;noni, 10 CaL, 357.
(it) Rain Oit/wn v. Mttngul, 16 Suth., 282, Civil Procedure Code, Act XIV of
1882, § 462; Rajagopal v. Mltttnpalem, 3 Mad., 103; Kal'lnaliv, Ra.himbhoy, 13
Bom., 137; Kalavati v. Ohedi Lal, 17 All., 531; Ranga Rao y. Raiagopala,
22 Mad., 378; Vimpalcshapa v. Shidapa, 26 Bom., 109. Where, ho,vever, t,1le
decree on the compromise hl\d become a final decree, the Court refused to entel'-
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necessary that one who rests his case on a decree
by consent against an infant should show that the c
was given by somebody having authority to bind the
infant; and even then the consent will not be binding, ifit
was given in reliance upon the false statements of a person
who had an interest opposed to that of the infant (i).
Where a decree binding on a minor has once been
obtained, the creditor will not be deprived of the benefit
of his decree, because he has by mistake taken out execu~
tion against the guardian by name instead of against the
minor as represented by the guardian (k), And the mere
fact that a proceeding was partly conducted through the
intervention of a Civil Court-as for instance, a decree on
a foreclosure-does not give it any additional validity
against a minor, unless he is properly made a party to the
proceeding at a stage when he can question it on its
merits (l), Of course a compromise or a decree can
always be set aside if obtained by fraud (lI~), Cases might
also arise in which a guarc1ian, by mere carelessness,
amounting to gross neglect of c1uty, but without fraud,
failed properly to support the interests of his ward, and
thereby failec1 in a suit which he ought to have won,
Where such negligence amounts to actual misconduct, the
c1ecree will not be held binding upon the infant, and may
be set aside by suit (n),
The natural father of an adopted son is not his guarc1ian,
tain a,suit,by the infant on attainhg majority ~o set it aside, Aman Sin.'ll. y,
Na1'a'm Smgh, 20 All" 98, The proper course IS to apply by way of )'edew to
reverse the decree, Rakhal y, Aflwyta, 36 CaL, 6Ul, As to reference to
arbitrlttion and "ward, where infant is concerned, see Roman J(issen Sett y,
HU1')'O Lal,]9 Ca1., 334,
(l) M'nhammad Mumtaz y Sheo Rattangh', 23 I. A" 5; S, C" 23 CaL, 934;
Ram Anta?' y, Raja Mnhammafl Mwntaz, 24 I. A" 107; S, C" 24 Cu.]" 853,
(k) Hari y, Nal'ltyan, 12 Bam" 427,
(l) Buzl'nng y, Mt, Mantom, 22 Suth" 119,
(11') LeMa) y, Mal.tab, 14 M, 1. A" 393; S, C" 10 B, L, R., 35; S, 0,,17 Suth"
117; Bibee Solomon y, Abflul Azeez, 6 Oal., 687; Eshan Ghnnde1' y, Nllnfla1noni, 10 C"1.,, 357; Ragl.llba1' Dyal y, Bhikya Lall, 12 Cal., 69,
(n) Mnn,qmml11 y, Mohnnt Glll'sahai, 16 I, A"p, 204; S, C" 17 Cal., p, 361;
Lalla Sheo Gl.lwn y, Ramnandan, 22 Cal., 8; OU1'8andas y, Ladkaval.u, 1 \I Bom"
571 j Gopal Rao y, Namsin"qa, 22 Mad" 308, per Lord Watson, R"'1n Attla1' y,
Raja Mnham1na(l Mll1ntaz, 24 I, A" 107, p, 114; S, C" 24 CaL, p, 861, or by
review Ram Saruv Lal y, Shah Lata/at, 29 Cal., 735,

' d h'1m b y his
, 11
aI)pointed so as to bIII
h
speCla Y s o '
' 't l'n his behalf (0), And although t e
of a sm
'
,
'\ be represented by the manager of the
may proper y ,
"d t d
'I th mere fact that the smt IS con uc. e
faml y, e
"ffi '
d b th manager is not III Itself su clent to
or defehndte th y mi:or is adequately representec1 (p), If,
hoW t a
e
, 't
one
s
, the Court has in fact given permIsSIon, 0 a~y
however,
1
' . his acts will not be lnvahd for
'esent t Ie mInor,
to r~prf a certificate unc1er Act XL of 1858, though the
wan ~e of such certificate may, if not reb:ltt,ed, be
ab~en
th t there never has been such a perllllSSlO~ (q),
eVIdence at of form in the moc1e of describing the mmors
A ,mere wffan t the valic1ity of the c1ecree, if they have been
WIll no t a ec
rea.lly representec1 anc1 sued (1'),
A c1ecree in a suit in which a ~inor is properlY,repre-.
ma be liable to set aSlc1e for franc1 or, other
sentec1 bl?t till set asic1e it binc1s him, and proceec1111gs to
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d 'tl '
ear from
'c1 f 't must be commence WI nn a Y
't'
f th
g et 1'1 0 1
the c1ate of the c1ecree 01' from the tenl1111a Ion 0
e
, ,'t () Where the minor has not been properly
mlnoIl Y s,
h '
ec1
1'e resentec1 the c1ecree is a nullity, as far as e IS concern ,
e ~eec1 ta~e ~o
p without any allegation of frauc1 (t),
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no lCe 0
,
l' bl 'f
the perioc1 of limitation which woulc1 be app lCa e 1 no
decree hac1 been passec1 (1£) ,

r:r

~

.
it J('}t lIB L R 171(P,C,),
(a) S1'inara'in Mi~tel' y, Bl'eem'l Y ~,i~;l;!a 10 B'on;:,21. Doubting Gan
(p) Pa(lmakar Vtnayeklv'7M;lta(le~67' Vish;IU Jiesha't' y, Rallwhan(l?'a, 11
Savant y, Na?'a;yen Dhan("
0111"
,
Bom" ]30,
, ' It 11 C 1 509' Alhn Bttksh y, Jhala Bibi, 12
(q) Jagi Singh y, Beha1't Str g " ,}
'in A~ 27' S, C,' 80,,1.,656; Sw'esh
CaL, 48; Dlt1'gapers}Hld y Jies toPels la, 'Pa;'me~lta~ Das y, Bela, 9 All" 508;
4
Ohu}l(Ze?' y, Jll,qat Ohnnde?', 14, ~~1.:t 21 , 182', S
bO 0,,1. 1021, As to suits
Bibi Waliwn y, Banke B~ha1'I, 'th 't the s~nctio~'of the Court of Wards, see

d

brought on behalf of a l111110r

WI

on

0 1 89

°

Dinesh Oh'tnder y, Gala1!" JJ;lastltpha, 16 B71~'ba Pe?'sitad y, Secreta?'y of State,
(1') Jogi Singh, Behan Stngh ub Slt~'b7
d I' 14 Cal 204' Natesvayyan y,
Jllg '!' Sal'~~~1 Maitra y, B}l1tb~ne8tlJa1'i Debi, 15
14 Oa1., 159; Sw'esh Olwndm'OY:H
Namsi11lmayym', 13 Mttd" 48, an '
I, A" 195; S, 0., 16 Oal.'14~ II A't'2
M'lngni?'a11l Mm'wa1i y, Mohunt
r
(3) Act XV of 1877, SOS,e ' 17'C I '3-47' As to the mode of setting aside such
C
it'
16
I
A
203'
,
.
,
It "
'
Guna <tt, M" 'U" Ra'}lwlbhay y Rehnwabhay, 15 Bom" 594 '
a decree, see 'l?'a
'
9
(t) Sham Lal y, Ghasita, 23 AlL, 45 ,
(u) Daji Himat v' Dhi?'ajm11l, 12 Born" 18,
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~. guardian i.s liable to be sued by his ward for damages
arIsIng from hIS fraudulent or illegal acts (v). For debts
due by the ward, the guardian of course is only liable t
the extent of the funds which have reached his hands (W)~
(v) IssU?·07/ltncle1·v.Ragab,S.D of1860 1 349' Ben aIR e
(w) Sheikh Azeemooddeen v. Mo~n8hee All'll?', SutYl., 13

3
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0

~

793, s. 32.

CHAPTER VII.
EARLY LAW OF,PROPERTY.

§ ,222. THE student who wishes to understand the
.
. b y f reemg
.
h'IS
:amdu system 0 f proper ty mus t b egm

Misleading
effect of English
analogies.

mind from all previous notions drawn from English law.
They would not only be useless, but misleading. In
England ownership, as a rule, is single, independent, and
unrestricted. It may be joint, but the presumption will
be to the contrary. It nny be restricted, but only in
special instances, and under special provisions. In India,
on the contrary, joint ownership is the rule, and will be
presumed to exist in each individual case until the contrary is proved. If an individual holds property in
severalty, it will, in the next generation, relapse into a
state of joint tenancy. Absolute, unrestricted ownership,
such as enables the owner to do anything he likes with
his property, is the exception. The father is restrained
by his sons, the brothel' by his brothers, the woman by
her successors. If property is free in the hands of its
acquirer, it will resume its fetters in the hands of his
heirs. Individual property is the rule in the West.
Corporate property is the rule in the East. And yet,
although the difference between the two systems can now
only be expressed in terms of direct antithesis, it is
pretty certain that both had a common origin (a). But
in India the past and the present are continuous. In
England they are separated by a wide gulf. Of the bridge
by which they were formerly connected, a few planks,
only visible to the eye of the antiquarian, are all that now
remaln.

§ 223. Three forms of the corporate system of property Different forms
exist in India: the Patriarchal Family, the Joint Family ~~~t';.porate pro, and the Village Community. The two former, in one
(a) See Maine, Village Communities, 82.
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shape 01' other, may be said to prevail throughout the
length and breadth of India. The last still flourishes in
th~ north-.west of Hindostan. It is traceable, though
dYIng out, In Southern India. It has disappeared, though
we may be sure it formerly existed, in Bengal and the
Upper part of the peninsula. In some regions, Such as
~mong' the Hill tribes and the Nail'S of the Western Coast,
It appears never to have arisen at all. The analogy
between the two latter forms is complete. The Villaae
Community is a corporate body, of which the membe~'s
are. families. The Joint Family is a corporate bOdy, of
WhICh the. members are individuals. The process of
chan.g~ whICh has been undergone both by Village Commumtles and Families is similar, and the causes of this
ch~ng~ are generally identical. It seems a tempting generalIsatIon to lay down that one must have sprung from
the other; that the Village Community has grown out
of the extension of the Joint Family, 01' that the Joint
Fami~y h~s resulted from the dissolving of the larger
body Into ItS component parts. But such a generalisation
would be un~afe. The same causes have no doubt pro~u~ed the .vIllage system and the Family system. But
It IS certam that there are many Villages which have
nevei' sprung f.rom the same Family, and many places
where the FamIly system has shpwn no tendency to grow
into the Village system.
Village com.
. § 224. The Village system of India may be studied
munities in the
.f:>unjab.
WIth most advantage in the Punjab, as it is there that we
find it in its most perfect, as well as in its transitional
forms (b). It presents three marked phases, which ex~
actly correspond to the changes in an undivided family.
The closest form of union is that which is known as the
001n11~Unal Zeminda1'i village. Under this system "the
land IS so held that all the village co-sharers have each
The results of the latest information Upon this subject will be found
two works by Mr: B. H. Baden·Powell Upon Indian Villnge Communities'
!" large and exhaustIve volume published in 1896, and a smaller work whieJ;
IS a summary of the former dated 1899.
. (b)

III

pARA.

224.J
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th " proportionate share in it as common property, wi~heu
. . t porIOns
t'
ft.
ossession of, 01' title to, d18tmc
0 1 ,
out any P
.
,.
. h' h '
d the measure of each propl'letor s mterest IS IS S are
an fi d by the customary law of inheritance. , The rents
M ~
,
. t
.
'd b the cultivators are thrown m 0 a common
pal k Y 'th all other I)rofits from the village lands,
. d' 'd d
stoc , WI
d fter deduction of the expenses the balance IS IVI e
ana the I)roprietors accordmg
.
' s h ares " (c,
) Punla,
'b
to t lleIr
among
'1 . .t
t
This corresponds to the undivided famI y ~n I.S ~ures
t t e. The second stage is called the pattula'l"~h VIllage,
sa
h
In it the holdings are all in severalty, and elW s ,arer
of the
manages hI'S own I)ortion of land . . But the extent
.
'e
is
determined
by
ancestral
l'lght,
and
IS
capable
of
sh ar
.
. . I ( l)
·
,
odified
from
time
to
time
upon
thIS
pnnClp
e
c
b e111g 111
. .
.. .
This corresponds to the state of an undlvI~~d famll~ l~
Bengal. The transitional stage betwee.n ]omt holdmgs
d holdings in severalty is to be found m the system of
::distribution, which is still practised in the
munities of Peshawar. According to that practlCe,
com
, .. d 1
the holdings were originally allotted ~o the mdlvl. ua
families on the principle of strict equalIty. But as tune
introduced inequalities with reference to the nun~be~s
settled on each holding, a periodical transfer and re-dIstl'lbution of holdings took place (e). This practice naturally
dies out as the sense of individual property strengthens,
and as the habit of dealing with the shares by mortgage
and sale is introduced. The share of each family then
becomes its own. The third and final stage is. kn~wn as
the bhaicha1'i village. It agrees with the patt·~dan form,
inasmuch as each owner holds his share in severalty.
But it differs from it, inaslTmch as the extent of the
holding is strictly defined by the amount. actually .held
in possession. All reference to ancestrall'lght has dIsappeared, and no change in the number of the co-share~s can
(e) Puu'ab Customs, 105,161. This stage is the ,s,:n~e as ~h"t, descrIbed, by
Sir H. S,l i\fttine, as exist.~ng in Ser"ia llnil the( l)(1J~~:~!~b ~'~!~~~!~, lt~~c~~'6~
Law 267' see Elv[tl1S, Bosn"" 44,
(,
l
M'
A
'. bOt
SRe Correspondmg
faille,
nco
(e)' Pun]a
us oms, 12D" , 170, "
. WCustoms,
' , ltl!l
Law,
267 ; Village Communities, 81 ; Lavaleye, eh. VI.;
a11 ace, R uss]a,
1.,
' •

Pat~an
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entitle any member to have his share enlarged. His rights
have become absolute instead of relative, and have ceased
to be n~easUl'ed by any reference to the extent of the
whole vIllage, and the numbers of those by whom it .
held (j). rrhis is exactly the state of a family after
members have come to a partition.
~ 225. ~he same causes which have broken UI) th
J omt FamIly
of Ben'
1h
Id
e
0 the'
dIsappearance of
.
.ga.
ave
e t
the VIllage ~ystem m that province. In Western and
Central IndIa, the wars and devastations of Muham~e~ans.' Mahrattas, and Pindarries swept away the Village
mstlt~tlOns, ~s well as almost every other form of ancie' t
Southern India.
l'lght (g). But in Southern India alllong t:
TamIL .races, we find traces of similar
(h)e
The VIllage landholders are there reI)l'esented b
l'
k
111"
Y a c ass
.nown as
~'I'as~dal's, the extent and nature of wh
12.ghts are far from being clearly ascertained. It is
~owe:er, that they have a preferential right over othe~
mhabltants
.
. to be acceI)ted as tenants by tile G overnment
a l'lght whlCh ~hey do not even lose by neglecting to avaii
~~emselves. of It at each fresh settlement (i).
They are
Jomtly
entItled
to
receive
certain
fees
a
d
' .
f.
tl'
n perqmsltes
rom le occupymg tenants, and to share in the common
lands. (k). Some villages are even at the pl'esent time
~el~ m shares ~~ a body of proprietors who claim to
~eplesent the ol'lgmal owners, and a practice of e 1
m
d' d' 'b .
xc langg an .le~ IStl'l utmg these shares is known still to exist
though It IS fast dying out (l). In Madras the Govern~
(f) Puujab Customs, 106 ]61.
(g) See speech of Sir J J ~ .,
't d
.
(h) Elphiustone India' 6~ "~4~lCe, Cl e PunJ,tb Customs, 138.
(,i) Ramanooja ;•. Feetd/fe,;. M,,:l D ec f 1
I
M:ad.
Dec. of 1859 " 101' 5'tll R" epor t H ouse
. 0 of850,121;
v. Ramasamy
T d
COllllllonAlagapl'a
·t d M' t
'
Y.
on aven, 1 N. C., 320 [275J S F k'. M 7
s, C1 ~
00 ooperll/all
1 Mad., 205.
.
ee a 1·1 1 11- I (l1mnad Y. 'l'tr11-maht Oha,.iaj·,

i~:

prop~'letary

coml~unities

certa~~e

(lc) Mootoopermall v. Tondavcn 1 Stra N C
•
Ragava, Mad. Dec. of 1852 38' V'·
17 . .,300 [260J ; Iiaomanlsawlnyy.
1~54, 141; Mnn-iappa v. K~st1t'I'i 'Malia, la v. MonUaa Moodely, lIIad. Dec. of
:'ght may be retained by Po co.slta; r ~11. Dec. of 1862, 50. In the Punjab this
In

the yillftge. Punjab CU8tOlllS, 1~8. lOugh he has cBllsed to possess any land

(l) Anandayyan
Madura Manual'
Pt V 12' j7;e~l " ,ata~v~ml.Y.
.
1,5;
Y. 'nev'an'~."a, /
Snh.ba R,w, 211fad. H. C.,
411fad. H. C. 159' Sitti . J .yya.n, ~b., 17,. ~aJmnatha~yan v. Saminathai'I'all
,
,
a/am~yal Y. Alag~j·t, 3 lIIad. Rey. Reg., 189.
,J'

PARAS. '3'35 & 226.J VILLAGE COMMUNITIES.
ment claim is made upon each occupant separately, not
upon the whole village, as in the Punjab; but the contrary usage must once have existed. Sir G. Campbell
me~tions an instance in which the Government supposed
that they were receiving their l'evenue as usual, from the
individual ryots. It was ascertained that the village had
really taken the matter into its own hands, and regularly
re_distributed the burthen according to ancient practice
among the several occupants (m).
~o 226.
The co-sharers in many of these Village Com- Tradition
of
•
common demunit18s are persons who are actually descended from a scent.
common ancestor. In many other cases they profess a
common descent, for which there is probably no foundation (n). In some cases it is quite cel'tain there can be
nO common descent, as they are of different castes, or even
of different religions (0). But it is well known that in
India the mere fact of association produces a belief in a
common origin, unless there are circumstances which
make such an identity plainly impossible. I have often
heard a witness say of another man that he was his
relation, and then upon cross-examination explain that he
was of the same caste. The ideas presented themselves
to his mind, not as two but as one. An instance is given
by Sir H. S. Maine, in which some missionaries planted
in villages converts collectec1 from all sorts of different
regions. They rapidly adopted the language and habits
of a brotherhood, and will no doubt before long frame a
pedigree to account for their juxta-position (p). It is
evident that an actual community of descent must depend
upon mere accident. If a family settled in an unoccupied
district, it might spread out till it formed one community,
01' several Village Communities.
The same result might
happen if a family became sufficiently powerful~~_t~
(m) L,md Tenures, Cobrlen Club, 97.
(It) Punjab Customs, 1B6, 164: Maine, Vill. Com., 12,175; Early Instit., 1,
64; Lyall, Asiatic Studies, eh. vii.: Hunter's Orissa, ii., 72; M:eLennall, 214. It
must 'he yemembered t.lll,t the co·sharers of "village are a much smaller body
than
inhabitants.
(0) the
M:aine,
Vill. Com., 176; MUl1iappa y. Kastlwi, M:ad. Dec. of 1862, 50.
(p) M:aine, Eltdy Instit., 238.
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out its neighbours, 01' to reduce them to submission.
Where the country was more thickly peopled, several
families would have to unite from the first for mutual
protection, and would in time begin to account in the
usual way for the fact that tl{ey found themselves united
in interest. Families which' settled, 01' sprung up, in
regions that were fully occupied never could form new
communities based on the possession of land.
Joint families
do not always
§ 227. As it is certain that Village Communities have
expand into
village com.
not always sprung from a single Joint Family, so it is
munities.
equally certain that a Joint Family does not necessarily
tend to expand into a Village Community. For instance,
the Nail's, whose domestic system p~esents the most
perfect form of the Joint Family now existing, never
have formed Village Communities. Each ta'l'wdcl lived
in its own mansion, nestling among its palm trees, and surrounded by its rice lands, but apart from, and independent
of,its neighbours. This arises from the peculiar structure of
the family, which traces its origin in each generation to
females, who live on in the same ancestral house and not
to males, who would naturall~ radiate from it, as'separate
but kindred branches of the same tree. In a lesser degree
K!l.ndhs.
the same thing may be said of the Kandhs. Among
them the Patriarchal Family is found in its sternest type.
But though the families live together in septs and tribes,
tracing from a COlUmon ancestor, and acknowledging a
common head, and although their hamlets have a deceptive similarity to a Hindu village, they want the one
element of union-there is no unity of authority, and no
community of rights. Each family holds its property in
severalty, and never held it in any other way. It is absolute
Owner of the land it occupies; and it ceases to have any
interest in the land which it abandons. The chieftain has
influence, but not authority. The families live in proximity,
but not in cohesion. They are not branches of one tree,
but a collection of twigs (q). This, again, seems to arise
(q) Hunter's Orissa, ii., 72, 204.
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111 the circumstances of their position.
With them
l'°d
is
so
abundant,
and
their
wants
so
few,
that it has
l a.n
. the mulVl
. ;]. 'dual for t h e
necessarv
to
restram
been
never
J
•
b enefit of the community. Where the common
.
. stock. IS
limited, it is necessary to make rules for Its enJoyment;
but where all can have as much as they want, no one
would take the trouble to make rules, and no one would
submit to them if made.
oos The same causes which have prevented the Arre~ted ex.
S ..,.., .
. . panSIOll of the.
FamiJy from extending into the VIllage Commumty Patl'!archal
.
t
J
OIn
pe al' also to check the Patriarcha,l F amI'J y a t th e st a g e Family.
a.p
. . F
'1
a.t which it would naturally expand mto the J omt amI y.
For instance, among the Kandhs, at the death of the
fa.ther, the family union, which pre:iou~l? was absolute,
a.ppears to dissolve. The property IS dlVlded, .an~ each
son sets up for himself as a new head of a famIly (1').
Among the Hill Tribes of the Nilgiris, and among the
Kols, the same practice prevails (8).
l'

§ 229. It would appeal', therefore, that i.n tr.acing
society backwards to its cradle, one of the e~rhest, If not
the earliest, unit, is the Patriarchal FamIly. In the
la.nguage of Sir H. S. Maine (t), "Thus all the branches
of human society may, or may not, have been dev~lo'ped
from joint families which arose out of an orl!?mal
Pa.tria~chal cell; but, wherever the Joint Famil? IS. an
institution of an Aryan race (1l) , we see it spnng~ng
from such a cell, and, when it dissolves, we see it dlSsolvmg
into a number of such cells."
& 230. The Patriarchal Family may be defined as " a
o
group
of natural 01' adoptive descendants, hel d t oge th er
(1') Hunter's Orissa, ii., 79.
. "
(8) Brpeks Primitive Tribes of the NIlgll'ls, 9, 39, 42, 68..
ltered
(t) Earlv InHtitutions 118. I have retained the follOWing p~ge~ un.",. b'
.
.
'
,
'
S
·
·
H
S
W[allle
s
vle"s
y
notwithstanding the attack lately mane upon It
•
• h t work so Iar a~
Mr. McTJennan. Patriarchal Theory, 1855. For", relll y t<,> t
Ltl." 'Quarterly
it affects Hindu Law, see ",n article by th~ pl'esent~,u . lOr 111 tlee Lo:,don QUitl'Review, I, 486. For" genera reply by Sn' H. S. hame, see 1
terly Review, Jan. 1886.
.
1 d
where the Joint
(u) This qualification was no doubt mtended to exc u e cases
Family is of '" polyandrous type.

th

Its origin and'
nature.
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by subjection to the eldest living ascendant, father,.grand_
father, great-grandfather. Whatever be the formal prescription of the law, the head of such a group is always
in practice despotic; and he is the object of a respect, if
not always of an affection, which is probably seated,
deeper than any positive institution" (v). The absolute
authority over his family possessed by the .Roman father
in virtue of this position is well known. A very similar
authority was once possessed by the Hindu father:' Manu
says: "Three persons, a wife, a son, and a slave are
declared by law to have in general no wealth exclusively
their own; the wealth which they may earn is regularly
acqui:red for the man to whom they belong" (tv). And
~o N arad~ says of a son, "he is of age and independent,
III case h18 parents be dead; during their lifetime he is
dependent, even though he be grown old" (x). But this
doctrine was not peculiar to the Aryan races. Among
the Kandhs it is stated that" in each family the absolute
authority rests with the house father. Thus, the sons
have no property during their father's lifetime; and all
the male
children, with their wives and descendants ,
.
contmue to share the father's meal, prepared by the
common mother" (y). An indication of a similar usage
still exists among the Tamil inhabitants of J affna, where
all acquisitions made by the sons while unmarried, except
mere presents given to them, fall into the common stock(z).
The records of the Pondicherry Courts show that the
same rule was recognised there in 1788 (et). As soon as
they are married, it would appear that each becomes the
head of a new family.
'Origin of Joint
AJ'amily,

§ 281. The transition from the Patriarchal to the Joint
Family arises (where it does arise) at the death of the
,(v) Early Ins~itutions, 116; ,Allci~llt Law, 13tl. Here "eellls to be the origin
of. th~ great
HmcluSeecanon
of lllheritance, that the funeral cake stops llt the
tlnrcllll
clescent.
post § 515,
(w) manu, Yiii:, ~ 416; Naracla, Y" § 39; Sancha &; Lich., 2 Dig., 526.
(x) Namcla,. m.,. § 38 ... See, too, Sltncha &; Lich" 2 Dig, 533.
(y) Hunter s Orissa, n., 72,
(z) Thesawaleme, iy., 5,
(a) Sorgo H. L., 173.
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common ancestor, 01' head of the house. If the family
choose to continue united, the ~ldest son wO:lld b~ ~he
head
na t u1 r
a(b)
. But it is eVIdent that hIS posltlOn
.
different
from that of the deceased Patnarch. Differencpe t .
U ld be Very
WO
.
.
between a nareh,!,! and Joint
The f or'mel' was head of the family by a natural. authonty.
H' FamIly.
The latter can only be so by a delegat.ed authonty.
e IS
prin~tts but intc1' pa1'cs, Therefore, 111 t~e first place, he
is head by choice, 01' by natural selectIOn, and not by
. ht The eldest is the most natural, but not the neces,.
f
h
rIg .
' head and he may be set aSIde 111 favour 0 one w 0
sary
,
() "L t
is better suited for the post. Hence Narada say~ c:
e
the eldest brothel', by consent, support the rest lIke a father;
. let a younger brothel', who is capable, do so; the proso:rity of the family depends on ability." And so, the old
~oda, when asked which of his sons would take hIS place,
replied, "the wisest" (d). In .the next place the extent of
his authority is altered. He IS no l?nger looked upon as
the owner of the property, but as ItS m.anager (c): He
may b e an autocrat as regards
. his own WIfe and chIldren,
. .
but as regards collaterals he IS no more than the Preslde~t
of a Republic. Even as regards his own descendants, It
, evident that his 1)ower will tend gradually
IS
. to become
.
weaker. The property which he manages IS property 111
w hich they have the same interest as the other members
..
of the family. The restrictions which fetter h~m III
dealings with the property as ag~ins.t co11ate~als, ':111, by
degrees, attach to his dealings WIth It as agams~ h18 own
children. They also will come to look upon hIm as t~e
manager, and not as the father.
The apparent conflIct
between many of the texts of Hindu sages as to t~e
authority of the father may, perhaps, be traced to thlS
source. Those which refer to the father as head of the
Patriarchal Family will attribute to him higher powers
than those which refer to him as head of a Joint Family.
§ 232 We have already seen (j) that the step from Not in necessary
.
sequence.
(b) Mllnn, ix,.'J ]05.
(e) Namdll, X111., § 5.
(d) Breeks, Primitive Tribes, 9.
(e) See Maine, Early Institutions, 116.
(f) Ante § 228.
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the Patriarchal
to the Joint Family is one whI'~h
l'
.
~ , n some
state~ of .soclety, never takes place. Conversely the Joint
Fam.Ily IS by no means necessarily preceded by th
PatrIarchal Family. For instance, the Nail' syste'm ab~
solu~ely ex~ludes the Patriarchal idea. Its essence is the
traCIng of Innship through females, and not throuah males
PolY£\lldrous
origin of family Mr. McLennan considers that the Nail' system" was th~
.system,
ne?essary ant~cedent of the patriarchal form of relation~
shIp. A~cordmg to his view, the loose relation between
~he s.exes ~n ~arly ages first settled into polyandry. Where
It .exISted mlts rudest shape, in which a woman associated
wIth men unrelated to each other, the only family group
th~t CQuid be formed would be that of the mother and her
Chl~dl:en, and t~le children of such of them as were females.
hIS IS the ~aIr type, and still exists, at least in theory,
I.n the Canarese and Malabar ta'}'W(lds. Here kinship by
~emales was alone possible. When the woman passed
mto ~he possession of several males of the same family
tl~e CIrcle o~ possible paternity became narrowed. Th~
wI~e then IlVed in the house of her husbands, and the
chIldren were born in their home as well as hers Tl
ld
.
.
.
ley
cou be IdentIfied as the offspring of som.e one of the
husband~, though not with certainty as the offspring of
an: partICular one .. This was the first dawning of kinship
through ma,les. It IS the species of polyandry that . t
. Th'b
.
eXlS s
m
I et, Ceylon, among the Todas on the Nilgiri Hills
and elsewhere. vVhere the woman was the wife of several
brothers, the eldest, to whom she was first married
would nat~rally have a special claim upon her, and could
be ascertamed to be the father of the children who were
~rst born. By degrees this special claim would change
mto an exclusive claim, and so a system of absolute
monandry. would arise, and the Patriarchal Family become pOSSIble (g). Substantially the same view i~put

:r

~~~~~lS~~~e~F~~ht ~ .~tla~~~e:~~j!c~cf~t~!:::Z::~' p~,~~i~1~~1~~ ~~~i~~~g' S~e fc~lhratlplesr

y
lll.-Vlll.·
or mg Itly Rev'e
M
d J
".
" Ancient' Society" Part Iirw, MayCan
~le, 1877; and in Mr. Morgan's
St
.of marriage and ki;,ship," chap' tersrii 'viii an,·x' anxd WMar!re , d ". TdheWde't'elopment
OJ
I, 4 I' 4'
J.', E war
es erlnarck,
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forward by Dr. Mayr in a less elaborate form (h). Now,
as the tenure of property always moulds itseH to the
family relations of the persons by whom it is held, the
result would be that property would fust be held by the
entire tribe; next by those who claimed relationship to
a common mother; and next by a family, tracing either
from several males, or from a single male. According to
this theory, the Patriarchal Family would always be
evolved from a wider Joint Family, instead of the reverse.
§ 233. It seems to me that the fallacy of these specula- Theory distions consists in assuming that a cause, which is sufficient cussed.
to produce a particular result, is the cause which has
invariably produced that result. It is certain that
polyandry, and the female-group system of property, has
a tendency to change into monandry, and individual
property. We have seen the process going on among the
Kandyan chiefs of Ceylon, and the Todas evince the same
tendency (i). Fidelity to a single husband is becoming
common among the Nail' women of the better class (k).
And it is certain that the Malabar tct1'wttds would long
since have broken up into families, each headed by a male,
if our Courts had allowed them to do so. It is equally
certain that the Patriarchal Family is capable of expanding, and has a tendency to expand into the wider Joint
Family, for we see instances of it every day. Every
Hindu who starts with nothing, and makes a seH-acquired
fortune, is a pure and irresponsible patriarch. But we
know that in a couple of generations his offspring have
ramified into a Joint Family, exactly, to use Mr. McLennan's simile, like a banian tree which has started with
a single shoot. It may possibly be that the Village
"The History of Human Marriage," chapters iv., v. Maxime Kovalevsky,
"Tableau des Origines et de l'I<Jvolution de lit Fltlnille et de la Propriete,"
Lecons i.-vo
(h) Ind. Erbrecht, pp. 72-76, He appears not to have been acquainted with
Mr. McLennan's work on Primitive Marriage, and bases his tbeory on the
cruder speculations of Sir J, Lubbock, as to the early prevalence of what the
latter terms "Communal Marriage." Lubbock, Origin of Civilislttion, chap. iii.
(i) McLennan, 195; Breeks, Primitive Tribes, 9. MI', Lewis H. Morgan give s
numerous instances of the Si/.llle tl'ltnsition among the American Indian tribes .
(1;) Ante § 99.
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Communities
and undivided families of Southern Ind'la,
. .
h ~ve orIgma,ted a,mong polya,ndrous tribes, for we ha,ve
eVlde~~e of the existence of polya,ndry a,mong the
~ravIdIan and. other primitive races (§ 6'2). But it is
d.Iffi.cult to at~rIb~te to the same cause the existence of
sIm~lar orgamzatIOns among the Aryan races of Northern
IndIa. We know that the village and family system in
these races must be of enormous antiquity, because We
find an exactly similar system existing among tf~e kindred
races which branched off from them before history
commenced. It is impossible to say that the ancestors of
the common race were not polyandrous, but it is almost
certain that their descendants neither are nor have been
so during any period known to tradition (§ 63). It is
difficult therefore to imagine that polyandry could have
been the necessary antecedent of a system of property
which is able to flourish in every part of the world unde;
exactly opposite conditions.

Tribal rights.

§ '234. .The following suggestions seem to me capable
of accountmg for all the known facts, and are equall
y
applicable to any families, however formed.
I assume that an original tribe, finding themselves in
any tra,ct of country, would consider that tract to be the
property of the tribe; that is to say, they would consider
that the tribe, as a body, had a right to the enjoyment of
t~e .whole of the tract,. i~ the ~ense of excluding any
SImIlar body from a SImIlar enjoyment (l). It would
never occur to them that any individual member of the
tribe had a right to exclude any other member permanently from any part of it; they would hunt OVer it
and. graze over it in common. When they came to
cultl:ate the land, each would cultivate the portion he
reqUIred. The produce would go to support himself and
his family, but the land would be the common property
of all. So long a,s the ratio between population and land
(l) This is the. sort of right which the Red Indians are ahvays asserting
agamst the AmerICans.
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was such as to enable anyone to occupy as much as he
liked, and when the land was exhausted, to throw it up
and exhaust another patch, the community would have no
lllotive for restraining him in so doing. His rights would
appeal' to be unlimited, merely because no one had an
interest in limiting them. The same cause would produce
the continual break-up of families. They might cling
together for mutual protection; but as soon as each fraction
grew strong enough to protect itself, it would wandel' apart
to seek fresh pasturage for its flbcks, or virgin soil for its
crops (171,). This is the condition of the hill tribes of India
at present. But it would be different when popUlation GrO\~th. of
.
.
h .
l'estl·lotlOns.
began to press upon subSIstence, eIther from t e Increase
of the original tribe, 01' from the closing in of adjoining
tribes. Then the unlimited use of the land by one would
be a limitation of its use by another. An individual 01' a
family might be sufficiently strong to enforce an exclusive
possession, but everyone could not encroach upon everyone else. The community would assert.its right to put
each of its members upon an allowance. That allowance
would be apportioned on principles of equality, giving
to each family according to its wants. The mode of
apportionment might be, either by throwing all the produce Private prointo a common stock, and then re-distl'ibuting it, as in a perty.
communal Zemindari village; or by allotting separate
portions of land to each family, with reference to the
number of its members, as in a pcLttidcwi village. In
the latter case equality would probably be from time to
time restored by an exchange and re-distribution of shares,
as in the Russian Mil', and the Pathan communities. In
time this periodical dislocation of society would cease:
it would tend to die out when the members began to
improve their own shares. In the Punjab it is found
that community has died out in spots whose cultivation
depends entirely upon wells (n). Gradually the shares
would come to be looked upon as private property. The
(111) See the separation of Abraham and Lot,.in Genesis, xiii.
(n) Punjltb Customs, 128.
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idea of community would be limited to a joint interest in
the village waste, and a joint responsibility for the claims
of Government. This is the bhaiacha1TY village. If
Government chose to settle with each individual instead of
with the village, the members would be exactly in the
same position as the Mirasidars of Southern India.
§ 235 .. During t~e whole of this time the family
system mIght be gomg through a series of analogous
changes. The same causes which led to the compression
o~ disl'1:ption of the tribe would lead to the compression 01'
dIsruptIOn of the family. The same feeling of common
ownership which caused the tribe to look upon the whole
district as their joint property, would cause the family to
look upon their allotment in the same way. The s~me
sense of individual property which led to the break-up of
the village into shares, would lead to the break-up of
the family by partition. But as the motives for union
are stronger in a family than in a village, the union of
the family would be more durable than that of the village.
And this, in fact, we find to be the case.
§ 236. The ancient Hindu writers give us little information as to the earlier stages of the law of property. So
far as property consisted in land, they found a system
in force which had probably existed long before their
ancestors entered the country, and they make little mention of it, unless upon points as to which they witnessed,
or were attempting innovations. No allusion to the
village coparcenary is found in any passage that I have
met. Manu refers to the common pasturage, and to the
mode of settling boundary disputes between villages, but
seems to speak of a state of things when property was
already held in severalty (0). But we do find scattered
textsw~ich evidence the continuance of the village system,
~y s.howmg that the rights of a family in their property were
lImlted by the rights of others outside the family. For
instance, as long as th~ land held by a family was only
(0) Th1anu, viii., § 237-265.

Jolly, Lect. 88.
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portioned out by the community for their use, it is evident
that they could not dispose of it to a stranger without the
consent of the general body. This is probably the real
import of two anonymous texts cited in the Mitakshara:
" Land passes by six formalities; by consent of townsmen,
of kinsmen, of neighbours and of heirs, and by gift of
gold and water." "In regard to the immovable estate,
sale is not allowed; it may be mortgaged by consent of
parties interested" (p). This would also explain the
text of Vrihaspati, cited Mitakshara, i., 1, § 30. "Separated
kinsmen, as those who are unseparated, are equal in
respect of immovables, for one has not power over the
whole, to make a gift, sale or mortgage." It is evident
that partition would put an end to further rights within
the family, but would not affect the rights which the
divided members, in common with the rest of the village
sharers, might possess as ultimate reversioners. Consequently they would retain the right to forbid acts by which
that reversion might be affected. And this is the law in
the Punjab to the present day (q). Perhaps the text of
U9anas, who states that land was" indivisible among
kinsmen even· to the thousandth degree" (1'), may be
referred to the same cause.
§ 237. A further extension of the rights of co-sharers nlgIt
1 0 f pretook place, when each sub-division was saleable, but the emption.
members of the community had a right of pre-emption,
so as to keep the land within their own body. This right
exists, and is recognized at present by statute, in the
Punjab (s). The existence of an exactly similar right
among the Tamil inhabitants of Northern Ceylon is
recorded in the Thesawaleme (t).
•
U'

(pl. ~Iit,,'](sham, i"
obs~lr,ed t~at here,

1,.~ 31, 32; see, too,.Yivitda Chintamani, p. 309. It will be
as 1ll other c"ses, VI]naneswara gives the texts an explanatIOn whICh makes them harmonize with the law as known to him. But it is
n;ol'e 1'robable that t!'ey were onc,e literal statements of a law which in his
tllne h"d c.e'tsed to eXist. See Mayr, 24, 30.
q) Pun~ab Customs, 73.
(1') Mit,tkshara, i" 4, § 26. Soe Wlayr, 31.
s) Punjab Customs, 186; Act XII of 1878, ~ 2.
t) Thesawo,leme, vii., ~ 1, 2. The right of pre-emption is there said to
e~tend to the v~ndol"s 11 h,eirs or partners, an~ to such of his neighbours whose
grounds are ,~d]ltCent to IllS hild, and who nught have the same in mortgage
should they have been mortgaged."
'

i
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:pARAS. 238-240.J

§ 238. With the exception of these scattered and doubtful hints, the Sanskrit writers take up the history of the
family at a period when it had become an independent
unit, unrestrained by any rights external to itself .. As
regards the rights of the members, inter se, their statements are vel;y meagre. The status of the undivided
family was, apparently, too familial' to everyone to require
discussion. They only notice those new conditions which
were destined to bring about the dissolution of the family
itself. These were Self-Acqnisition, Partition and AlienaOrigin of selfacquired property.

~09

SO, and thenceforward pursue his own special occupation
for his own exclusive profit (w). But it might be for the
advantage of all to keep the specially gifted member in
the community by allowing him to retain for himself the
fruits of his special industry. On the other hand, an
injury would be done to the family, if, while living at its
expense, he did not contribute his fail' share of labour to
its support, or if he used any appreciable portion of the
family property for the purpose of producing that which
he afterwards claimed as exclusively his own. The
doctrine of self-acquired property sprung from a desire
to reconcile these conflicting interests.

tion.
§ 239. SELF-ACQUIRED PROPERTY in the earliest state
of Indian society did not exist (1l). So where the family
was of the purely Patriarchal type, the whole of the
property was owned by the father, and all acquisitions
made by the members of the family were made for him,
and fell into the common stoc~ (v). When the Joint
Family arose, self-acquisition became possible, but was
gradual in its rise. While the family lived together in a
single house, supported by the produce of the common
land, there could be no room for separate acquisition.
The labour of all went to the common stock, and if one
possessed any special aptitude for making clothes 01'
implements of husbandry, his skill was exercised for the
common benefit, and was rewarded by an interchange
of similar good offlCes, 01' by the improvement of the
famjly property, and the increased comfort of the family
home. But as civilization advanced, and commerce arose,
new modes of industry were discovered, which had no
application to the joint property. As the family had only
a claim upon its members for their assistance in the cultivation of the land, and the ordinary labours of the
household, they could not compel the exertion of any
special form of skill, unless it was to meet with a special
reward. It was recognized that a member, who chose to
abandon his claims upon the family property, might do
(v) Manu, viii., § 416;" ante § 230.
(u) SeE, Mayr, 28.

SELF-ACQUISITION.

+

§ 240. The earliest forms of self-acquisition appeal' to Its earliest
have been the gains of science and valour, peculiar to the forms.
Brahman and the Kshatriya. Wealth acquired with a
wife, gifts from relations or friends, and ancestral property,
lost to the family and recovered by the independent
exertions of a single member, were also included in the
list; and Manu laid down the general rule, " What a
brother has acquired by labour or skill, without using the
patrimony, he shall not give up without his assent, fot it
was gained by his own exertion" (x). But we can see
that self-acquisitions were at first not favoured, and
that Manu's formula was rather strained against the Not favoured.
acquirer than for him. Kat yay ana and Vrihaspati refuse
to recognize the gains of science as self-acquisition, when
they were earned by means of instruction imparted at the
expense of the family (y) ; and Vyasa similarly limits the
gains of valour, if they were obtained with supplies from
the common estate, such as a vehicle, a weapon, 01' the
like, only allowing the acquirer to retain a double share (z).
It would also seem doubtful whether the acquirer was
originally entitled to the exclusive possession of the whole
of his acquisitions. Vasishtha says, "If any of the
(w) Manu, ix., § 207; Y"jnavallrya, ii., 116; Mayr, 29, 43.
(x) ]\ft'HU, ix., ~ 206-209; G"utama, xxviii., § 27, 28; Narada, xiii., § 6, 10,
11 ; Vyasa, 3 Dig., 333.
(1/) 3 Dig., 333, 340.
(z) 3 Dig., 71 ; V. May., iv., 7, § 12
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§ 241. It does not appeal' that an acquirer had from
the first an absolute property in his acquisition, to the
extent of disposing of it in any way he thought
Originally the benefit which he derived from a special
acquisition seems to have come to him in the form of a
special share at the time of partition (c). While the
family remained undivided, he would be entitled to the
exclusive use of his separate gains. If he died undivided,
they would probably fall into the common stock (cZ).
Probably he was only allowed to alienate, where such
alienation was the propel' mode of enjoying the use of the

m.

Vasishtha, xvii:, § 51; Mayr, 29, 30; Dr. Burnell's t.l'al1slatioll of Varadl'ttJah (p. 31) l'enders It, "If any of them have self-Ilcquired property Ic;t him
take two shar~~." The~ext seems to be similarly interpreted by Jimut~ Vahana.
D~ya B~laga, 11., § 41. ~ee post ~ 289.
(b) lV~Itakshara.'.i., 4, § 29; Daya Bhaga, vi., 1, § 24-29.
(e) V,shnu, XVI1., § 1; Yajnavalkya, ii., 118-12D, and texts referred to at
note (x).
(d) This is at present the Ca,e with t.he Nambudri Bnthmans of the West
Coast (11 lVlad., 162), as to whom, see ante § 44.
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property. This would account for the distinction which
is drawn between self-acquired movables and immovables.
rrhe right to alienate the former is universally admitted by
the commentators, but the Mitakshara cites 'Yith approval
a text, which states that, " Though immovables or bipeds
have been acquired by a man himself, a gift 01' sale of
them should not be made without convening all the
sons" (e). According to the existing Malabar law, a
member of a tarw(ld may make separate acquisitions, and
dispose of them as he pleases during his Jife ; but anything
that remains undisposed of at his death becomes part of
the family property (f). According to the Thesawaleme
a member of an undivided fa~nily appea,rs to have more
power of disposal over self-acquired than he has over
ancestral property, but not an absolute power (gL
§ 242. PARTITION of family property, so far as that Originally unknown.
property consisted of land, could not arise until the land
possessed by each family had come to be considered the
absolute property of the family, free from all claims upon
it by the community. Nor would there be any very
strong reason for partition, as long as the bulk of the
property consisted of land. It would furnish a better
means of subsistence to the members when it remained in
a mass, than when it was broken up into fragments: The
influence of the head of the family, and the strong spirit
of union which is characteristic of Eastern races, would
tend to preserve the family coparcenary, long after the
(e) Mit.,kshll.l'll., i., 1, § 27. This text is ascribcd by Mr. Cole brooke to V.v"S['.
In the Vivada Chintalllalli, p. 309, it is IIttributed to Pmlmsha., while Jagalln·,t1", qnotes it, ,'s from Y"jnavltlkya. 2 Dig., 110. How f"r this is still the Ittw
in Southern Inr1ia appears unsetf.led. See post § 344. Tlie Viramitl'odltytt
trettl,:) the consent of the sons to the n,lieuu,tion of self·ucquil'ec1 H,nel illl1110Vable
proporty, like thltt of sep ,rated members (.0 the alien"tion of sepltl'fltea im-

brothers has gained something by his own efforts, he
receives a double share." This text is supposed by
Dr. Mayr to mark a stage at which the only benefit
obtained by the acquirer was a right to retain, on partition,
an extra portion of the fruits of his special industry (a).
If that be the COl'l'ect explanation, the text of Vyasa just
quoted shows a further step in advance. He restricts the
rights of the acquirer, only in cases where assistance,
however slight, has been obtained from the family funds'
as where a warrior has won spoil in battle, by l~sing th~
family sword or chariot. In later times all trace of such a
restric.tion had passed away. The text of Vasishtha had
lost its original meaning, and was explained as extending
Manu's rule, not as restricting it ; and as establishing that
a member of a family, who made use of the patrimony to
obtain special gains, was entitled to a double portion as
his reward (b). This is evidently opposed both to the
spirit and the letter of the ancient law. It has, however,
come to be the present rule in Bengal, as we shall see
hereafter (§ 288).
Right over selfacquisitions.

PARTITION.

1110vable pl'operty iLH beillg desirable for ptll'pOS8R of evidence, but not neCm;SHl'Y
as" mltt.tel' of lltw. Vimmit.., p. 87, ~ 22.
(.f) Kallati v. Palat, 2 Maa. H. \ ~., 162; Vim Rayen y. Va-ua BeL'ni, 3 1\1ad.,
141; R!lJ'(wpen NwnbiaJ' v. Keln KuJ'ul', 4 Mad., 160; Kllll/uwha v. KlItti
lIfallun';, 16 l\iud., 20l. The s"nle rule ltpplies in "[apilllt fltmilieH which are

~a)

governed by Ma"nmakhatayem law. Illikka Palwanu/?' v. Klltti Knllha.mid,
By the Alylt,,,nt,,,na h,w of Sonth Canara, such acquisitions pass to
the person",l rppl'esent",tives of tl]e >lCCjuirer. AntammQ. Y. Kave"i, 7 Mad., 575.
The rule as to Nltmbudl'is "'ppe",l's to be still llnsettled. Ohemnantha Y. Pa.lakuzhll.. 25 Mltd., 662, 1'.666.
(g) Thesawll.leme, ii., § 1.

17 Mlta., 69.

\
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looser village bond had been dissolved. In Malabar and
Canara, at the present day, no right of partition exists. In
some cases, where the family has become very numerous,
and owns property in different districts, the different
branches have split into distinct ta1'wdds, and become
permanently separated in estate. But this can only be
done by common consent. No one member, nor even all
but one, can enforce a division upon any who object (h).
The text of Uyanas, already quoted (i), which forbids the
division of land among kinsmen, seems to evidence a time
when the Hindu joint family was as indivisible as the
Malabar tanoad (k).
Its origin.

Stimulated by
Bra.hmanism.

§ 243. Partition would begin to be desired, when sel£acquisitions became common and secure. A man who
found that he was earning wealth more rapidly than the
other members of his family, would naturally desire to
get rid of their claims upon his industry, and to transmit
his fortune entire to his own descendants. This is one of
the commonest motives which brings about divisions at
present. But the family feeling against partition is so
strong (l), since what one gains all the others lose, that
it is probable the usage would have had a painful struggle
for existence, if it had not been supported by the strongest
external influence, viz., that of the Brahmans. This
support it certainly had. As long as a family remained
joint, all its religious ceremonies were performed by the
head. But as soon as it broke up, a multiplication of
ceremonies took place, in exact ratio to the number of
fractions into which it was resolved. Hence a prop 01'(h) MU!I1rZa Ohetty v. Timllla;jn, 1 Mad. H. C., 380; 'l'·imllwl'pa Y. Malialil1ga,
4 Mad. H. C., 28. The same rule applies in the case of the Nambudl'i Brahmans who are ~oyerned by Hinc1n law of a primitive character, 11 l\Iad" 162' and
of the Tiyuns of lIfalabn,r who fo\low Lhe il'Inklmtayem law, Ea.",e?! Mel1~n Y.
Ohathn?!ni, 17 Mad., 184; p.U'tibility exists among tho Illuyuns of Pulghat who
were originally Tiyans, but who have sepltmted frolll tlH,t class. Yeln y. Oh~11!n,
22 Mad., 297.
(i) Ant" § 236.
(k) See Mayr, 31, 43.
(l) I have been assured that even in Beng"l, where the family tie is so loose,
no one can enforoe a division except at the cost of all natural 10\'0 and harlllony,
In l\1adras I have invariably {onnit that a family feud wa, either the canse or
the consequence, of a suitf or p a r t i t i o n . '
,
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tionate increase of employment and emolument for the
'Brahmans. The Sanskrit writers are perfectly frank in
advocating partition on this very ground. Manu says (m) :
" Either let them live together, 01' if they desire religious
rites, let them live apart; since religious' duties are
mUltiplied in separate houses, their separation is therefore
legal," -to which Kulluka adds, in a gloss, "([nd even
la1ld(~ble !" And so Gautama says (n): "If a division take
place, more spiritual merit is acquired."
§ 244. It was, however, by very slow steps that the right Itsdevelopmeut.
to a partition reached its present form. At first it is possible that a member who insisted on leaving the family for
his own purposes, went out with only a nominal share, 01'
such an amount as the other members were willing to part
with (0). This is the more probable, since, so long as the
family retained its Patriarchal form, the son could certainly
not have compelled his father to give him. a share at all, 01'
any larger portion than he chose. The doctrine that
property was by birth-in the sense that each son was
the equal of his father-had then no existence. The son
was a mere appendage to his father, and had no rights of
property as opposed to him (p). The family was then Malabar
in the same condition as a Malabar trtl"wdd is now. There ta1·wdtl.
the property is vested in the head of the family, not
merely as agent 01' principal partner, but almost as an
absolute ruler. The right of the other members is only a
right to be maintained in the family house, so long as Originally subj ect to conseut
that house is capable of holding them. The scale of of
father.
expenditure to be adopted, and its distribution among the
different members, is a matter wholly within the discretion
of the kctrnaven. No Junior member can claim an account,
or call for an appropriation to himself of any special
share of the income. Partition, as we have already seen,
can never be demanded (q). It is quite certain that
(In) ix., § 111.
(n) xxviii., § 4.
(0) Alit" § 239, note IIV). See Pe(Z(la1fya y. Bamalingam, 11 Mad., 406.
(p) Malln, yiii., ~ 416; ante ~ 230.
(q) Kunigml'atll y. A1'ra.lIgaden, 2 Mad. H. C., 12; Subbn HegarZ·i v. Tongn,
4 Mad. H. C., 196; ante ~ 242, note (h); Y""anakot y. Y""anakot, 2 i\1ac1., 328.
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in the earlier period of Hindu law, no son could compel his
father to come to a partition with him. Manu speaks
only of a division after the death of the father, and says
expressly that the brothers have no power over the property while the parents live. Kulluka Bhatta adds in a
gloss, "unless the father chooses to distribute it" (1').
This was no doubt added because the actual 01' mythical
Manu did himself divide his property among his sons, 01'
was alleged by the Veda to have done so, and the fact is:
put forward by the sages as an authority for such a
division (s). The consent of the father is also stated by
Baudhayana, Gautama, and Devala to be indispensable to.
a partition of ancestral property (t), and Sancha and
Lichita even make his consent necessary where the sons
desire to have a partition of their own self-acquired property (n). The usage among the Tamil population in the
eighteenth century, that no partition could take place
during the life of the father without his consent, seems to
be equally clear (v). Subsequently a partition was allowed
even without the father's wish, if he was old, disturbed
in intellect, or diseased; that is, if he was no longer fit to
exercise his paternal authority (w). A final step was
taken when it was aclmowledged that father and son had
equal ownership in ancestral property; that is to say"
when the Patriarchal Family had changed into the Joint
As to separate 111l1intenauee, see Pera NaYG'I' v. AYY«l!1)WIl, ib., 282. NW}'(lYIt71i
v. Govi.llda, 7110..<1., 852. AR to power of l'8111oving the J{flJl'naVell fOl'ilnprudent
management, see POllambilath ](unlulIllod v. POIIG1IIbiiath ]inttiath, 3 :Mad.,
169. As to C.lses whe1'e a tarwdd is split up illto Re\'el'ul tnvel'ltis, 01' sub-rlivisions,
see Ghal"yil Kandotha v. Ghathn, 4 M"d., 169; Mall/maliv. PaUci, 7 iYIac1., 428.
As to one 1116111bc1' having separate propert.y, ttS affecting hiH right to mnintenance, see Tlwya v. 81I11ngnn'l1'i, 5 lIfac1., 71.
(,.) ilIauu, ix., ~ 104; see also Vasishtha, xvii., § 28 - 29. A text of lIIanu (ix.,
§ 209) is, however, cited in l.he :\Iit"kshara, (i .. 6, § 11) as evi(lencing the right
of Rons to compel a partition of the ancestral propert,.\' he1<1 by their lather.
The tmllR]',tion given by Sir 'V. Jones (bntll1'f!1I for SOliS) is incorrect, Ree 2
VV. &; B., xxiv., 1st ed. The text itsel£ refers, not to pnrLition, hut to selfacquisition. It contmnplutes the cOlltinU:ll1Ce of the CCplLl'Cenllry, not its dissolution, anc1 points out what property falls into the COllllllon stock, HIll! wlutt
does not.
(s) Apnstamba, xiv., § 11; Baudhayltna, ii., 2, § I.
(t) BiludhayanIL, ii., 2, § 4: Gautnma, xxl'iii., 2; Del'tI)n, 2 Dig., 522.
(II) 2 Dig., 526, ;j33.
(v) Sorg H. L., 173, Bouchet, cited Man. Adm. !\IlIc1ras, I, 107.
(w) Sltnkha, 01' Hndtn" cited Mit"kshnra, i., 2, § 7.
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Family (x). It then became the rule that the sons could
require a division of the ancestr~l. prop81:ty, but not of
the acquired property (y).
The Jomt fal:llly then ceased
to be a corporation with perpetual succeSSIOn, and became
a mere partnership, terminable at will.
045 • The above sequence of rig'hts is perfectly intelli- Parti~ion
defer·of
')!..,
red tIll death
ible. It is more difficult to account for the early limita- mothe".
. ~ions upon partitioI). with reference to the l~other. There
seems to be no doubt that originally the l'lght of brothers
to divide the family estate was deferred till after the death,
not onlv of the father, but of the mother (z).
Gautama,
Narada" and Vrihaspati allow of partition during the
mother's life, but make it an essential that she should have·
become incapable of child-bearing, or that cohabitation on
the part of the father should have ceased (a). Th~ latter
limitation, which is also the later, may be explamed as
intended to protect the interests of after-bol'll children (b) ..
It would operate a,s forbidding partition until after possibility of further issue was extinct. But why extend the
prohibition to the death of the mother when the fatll~r
was already dead? It might be suggested that thIS
prohibition was necessary at a time ~vhen a wi~ow was
authorized to raise up issue by a relatIOn. But It seems
to me that it nmyevidence a time when the widow had a
life estate in her husband's property, even though he left
issue. It has often been said that the ground on which a
widow's right of inheritance is rested, viz., that she is the
surviving half of her husband, would be a reason for her
inheriting before her sons, instead of after them (0). Now
according to the Thesawaleme this is actually the rule.
Where the father dies leaving children, the mother takes
all the property and gives the daughters their dowry, but

!,

See alit" ~ 281 ; post § 253.
Vyasa, 3 Dig., 35; Vishnu, xvii., ~ 1,2. .
.
.. ~
Manu, ix., § 104; Samha &; Lichi~~'.' 2 PIg., .533; YaJllllYalkya, 11., ~ 117 ;
Mitakshn,l'[t, i., 3, § ] -3; Day'" Hhnga, m., ~ 1. .
(a) Gautama, xxviii., ~ 2; Namd", xiii.,.§~; 3 DIg., 48..
., .
(b) Do,ya Bhaga, i., § 45.
The Sarasvatl VI!nsa, p: 12, ~ 61 treats It as I.n~to.
dnced in the father's iuterest, 80 as to secure h1111 agH']llst it cOlnpu!:::mry pft!·tHlon"
so long as he might wish to marry again.
(e) See 3 Dle'" 79.
( OJ)

(y)

(z 1
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the sons may not demand anything as long as she lives (d).
An indication of such a state of things having once
existed may perhaps be found in the text of Sancha and
Lichita (e), which, after forbidding partition without the
f~t~er's consent, goes on to say: "Sons who have parents
hVl11g are not independent, nor even after the death of
their father while their mother lives." And similarly
N arada makes the dependence of sons, however old, last
during the life of both parents; and, in default of the
father, places the authority of the mother before that of
her first- bol'll (j).
Rbestrictiobns t
§ 246. When we come to the commentators who wrote
) eCOlueo 80 l e e,
.at a tIme when all these restrictions had passed [l,way, we
find that the above passages had lost all meaning for them.
But no Hindu lawyer admits that any sacred text can
conflict with existing law. As usual, they attempt to
reconcile the irreconcilable, either by forced explanations,
or by simple collocation of contradictory passages, without
any effort to explain their bearing upon each other. The
Mitakshara,
Mitakshara, in dealing with the time of partition, quotes
several of the texts just cited, as establishing that partition,
during the father's lifetime, can only. be made in three
cases, viz., first, when he himself desires it·" or secondly ,
even against his will, when both parents are incapable of
producing issue; or, thirdly, when the father is addicted
to vice, or afflicted with mental 01" bodily disease (g).
And so he quotes, without any objection or explanation,
the passage which directs partition to take place after the
death of both parents (h). But in treating of the rights
of father and son to ancestral property, he explains these
texts as referring only to the self-acquired property of
«l) 'l'~,c~,,\\'al~~l~A, i.,' § 9. " .
.
. (e) 2 Dig., ,:;S3.
U) Narada, .. lll., § B8, .40: He IH of aRe and mdependent 111 CltHe his p',rents
be delta. DurIng their lIfetime he is dependent, even though he be RI'O\\'l1 old.
Of the two parents th~ fa.thRI' has the gl'8!Ltel' ttuthority, since the seea is worth
more than the field; 1ll deflUllt of the father, the mother; in her deflcult the
first-bol'll. Thes~ are never subject to any control from dependent pel'~Ol1S .
they ttr8. fully entlt)ed to give urdel's, and mttke gilts 01' sales."
'
Ig) Mltakshara, 1., 2, § 7. The Virttmitl'oilaya only recognises the 1st anil
Bril cases (p. 49, § 4).
(h) Mit"ksllllra, i., 3, § 1, 2.
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the father, and concludes that "while the l110~her ~s
capable of bearing more sons, and. the fa~~er ret~l11s. Ius
worldly affections, and does not desll'e partItIOn, a dIstrIbution of the grandfather's estate does nevertheless take
place by the will of the son" (i).
Smriti Chan§ 247. The S1n'riti Oha.ndrika explains the passage of drika.
Manu, ix., § 104, which defers partition till after the death
of both parents, as meaning that the property of each
parent can only be ~ivided aft~r ~i~ ?r her decease. (k).
But the result of an l11volved dIsqUISItIOn as to the nght
of sons to exact partition during the father's life, appears
to be that, as long as the father is competent to beget
children, and to manage the family affairs, the sons have
not such independent power as entitles them to compel
him to proceed to a division (l).
It will be seen hereafter (m), that, until quite lately,
the point was still open to discussion in Routhel'll India.

§ 248. The writers of the Bengal school had to perform Bengal wl'iters.
an exactly opposite feat of interpretation to that accomplished by those of the .Benares schools. The latter considered the sons to be joint owners with their father, and
h~d to explain away the texts which restricted 01' delayed
their right to a partition. The former considered that the
father was the exclusive owner, and had to explain away
the other texts which authorised a partition. The mode
in which they attained this result will be found in the first
chapter of the Daya Bhaga. Jimuta Vahana takes up all
the texts which assert that sons cannot compel a partition
during the father's lifetime, as snpporting his view that
property in the sons arises not by birth, but by the death
of the father. Oonsequently, even in the case of ancestral
property, there can be no partition during the father's life,
without his consent. Upon his death, whether actual or
(-i) MitakshlLl'll, i., 6, ~ fl, 7, 8, 11. To tl~e s~l11e effect is the ;lIIayu.kha, iv., ~ 1-4.
(k) SmritiOhandrilra, i., § 12-17. ThIS VIew W[LS ailopted by V,SVal'Upa, It very
much earlier authority, s. 4.
(l) Sml'iti Chanilrika, i., § 19-23, 28--38.
(m) Post § 471.
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civil, the property of the sons arises for the first time, and
with it their right to a division (n).
Rights of
mother.

§ 249. The condition that the mother should be. past
child-bearing is taken by the writers of this school to be a
limitation upon the father's power to make a partition,
where the property is ancestral, on the ground that,if the
ancestral estate were divided while the mother was still
productive, the after-born children would be deprived of
s:lbslSte~ce (0). They also interpret literally the prohi]:Jitlon agaInst partition even after the father's death, while
the mother is still alive, and repudiate the explanation
that this prohibition relates to the separate property of
the mother (p). Later commentators, however, do not
allow that the rule is still in force, or get out of it, by the
usual Bengal formula, that it is morally wrong but legally
valid. In practice neither the mother's death nor consent
is now required (q).

:Results.

§ 250. The result of this long history is that the right
to a partition at any time, between co-sharers, is now
admitted universally. But the writers of the Bengal
school do not allow that sons are co-sharers with their
father. Elsewhere all members of a Joint Family are
considered to be co-sharers, whether they are related to
each other lineally or collaterally.
§ 251. THE RIGHT OF ALIENATION of course proceeds
.'
.
pal'''' pass'll WIth the development of property from its
cOllummal to its individual form. As each new phase of
property arose, there was a transitional period before it
absolutely escaped from the fetters which had ceased to be
properly binding upon it. We have already seen reason
to believe that there was a time when the shares of
,separated kinsmen in land Were not absolutely at their
.. (11) D~ya BhRg~, i., § 11-31, 38-44, 50; ii., § 8. Raghunandalla, i., 6-14;
n., 26, 3<.,35. Tills appeal's to be therlliein the Punjab. See Punjab Customary
Law, II, 168, III, 122.
(0) DaYI1 Bhaga, i., 945; D. K. S., vi., § 1.
(1) Daya Bhagtt, iii., § 1-11; D. K. S., viL, § 1. See F. :\faeN., 37, 57;
J W. MueN., ;19.
(q) 8 Dig., 78; 1 W.RIDeN., 50.

Development of
<right to alienate.
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own disposal. But all such restrictions had passed away
before the time of N arada (01'). 80 it would appear that at
first sons were not at liberty to dispose of their own selfacquired property, and it was till lately an u~settled point
whether, under Mitakshara law, a father has absolute
control over self-acquired land (s). Oonversely, a relic of
the supreme power of the father, as head of the family,
may, perhaps, be found in his asserted right to dispose of
ancestral movables at pleasure (t). Possibly the absolute
obligation of the sons to pay his debts may be traceable to
the same source ('It).
§ 252. As regards joint property, it necessarily followed, Joint property.
from the very essence of the idea, that no one owner could
dispose of that which belonged to others along with himself, unless with their consent, or under circumstances of
necessity, from which their assent might be implied (v).
But a most important difference of opinion arose, as to who
were joint owners in property, and as to the power of disposal each joint owner had over his own share.
The former point arose with reference to the position of Power offather.
a father in regard to his sons. Where the Joint Family
was an enlargement of the Patriarchal Family, the power
of the head would necessarily be different, according as he
was looked upon as the father of his children, or merely
as the manager of a partnership (w). The texts which
had their origin in the forlller stage of the family would
necessarily ascribe to him wider powers than those which
originated in its later stage. For instance, when N arada
savs, " women, sons, slaves, and attendants are dependent;
bl{t the head of a family is subject to no control in disposing of his hereditary property" (x) ; he is evidently quoting
a text which had once been true of the father as a domestic
despot, but which had long since ceased to be true of him
as the head of a Joint Family. At each stage of the
(1') Ante § 236;
(t) Post § 255.
(w) Ante § 231.

Namc1a, xiii.,

~ 43.
(Il) Post § 302.

(s) Ante § 230;. post § 253,

Cv)
(x)

Vyasa,l,p.lg., 455;
Namc1a, 111., § 36.

~57,

044.

2 DIg., 1b9.
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transition, 'the original writers, who spoke merely with
reference to the facts which were under their own eyes,
would speak clearly and unhesitatingly. When the era
of commentators arrived, who had to weave a consistent
theory out of .conflicting texts, all of which they were
bound to conslder as equally holy and equally true, controversy would begin. Those who wished to diminish the
father's authority would quote the later texts. Those who
wished to enlarge his authority would quote the earlier
texts. This is exactly what took place.
§ 253. The author of the Mitakshara enters into an
elaborate disquisition, as to whether property in the son
anses for the first time by partition, 01' the death of the
previous owner, or exists previously by birth (y). He
quotes two anonymous texts, " The father is master of the
gems, ~earls, corals, and of all other (movable property),
but n61ther the father nor the grandfathel' is of the whole
immovable estate; " and this other passage, " By favour of
the father, clothes and ornaments are used, but immovable
property may not be consumed even with the father's
indulgence" (z). He sums up his views in § 27, 28 as
follows :-" Therefore it is a settled point that property in
the paterna~ 01' ancestral. estate is by birth, although the
father has mdependent power in the dispOf;:al of effects
other than immova~les for indispensable acts of duty, and
for pl:rposes prescnbed by texts of law, as gifts through
affectlOn, support of the family, relief from distress, and
so forth; but he is subject to the control of his sons and
the rest in regard to the immovable estate, whether
acquired by himself 01' inherited from his father 01' other
predecessor; since it is ordained, 'though immovables or
bipeds have been acquired by a man himself, a gift 01' sale
of them should not be made without convening all the
sons. They who are born, and they who are yet unbegot(y) ~litalrshara, L, 1, § 17-21; Viramit., eh. i.
Mit.~lrshara, i., 1, § 2~. The former of these
V "'~lana, n., § 22, as fro~ YaJnavl11l<yu. but cannot be

(.e)

It

IS

texts is eited by Jimuta
found in the existing text.
also opposed to YaJnavalkya, ii., § 121, quoted post § 256.
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ten, arid they who are still in the womb, require the
means of support. No gift or sale should therefore be
made.''' An exception to it follows: " Even a single
individual may conclude a donation, mortgage, or sale of
immovable property during a season of distress, for the
sake of the family, and especially for pious purposes."
§ 25 /1. The opinion of Vijnanesvara that sons had by
birth an equal ownership with the father, in respect of
ancestral immovable property, is followed by all writers,
except those of the Bengal school, and is now quite beyond
dispute ((~). But upon the other points, viz., as to the
extent of the father's power over ancestral movables, and
the limitation upon his power over self-acquired land,
there is no such harmony, and his own views appear to
have been in a state of flux upon the subject.
~.
255. As regards movables. '
it is
evident that the head over
Father's power
o
.
movables.
of the family, whether in h18 capaClty as father or as
manager, must necessarily have a very largl:l control over
them. Money and articles produced to be sold or bartered, he must have the power to dispose of, in the ordinary
management of the property. Clothes, jewels, and the
like he would apportion to and reclaim from the various
members of the family at his discretion. Household
utensils, and implements of trade or husbandry, he would
buy, exchange and dispose of as the occasion arose. Now,
'in early times, movable property would be limited to
such articles. Even at the present day, not one Hindu
family in a thousand possesses any other species of chattel
property. The very instance adduced by the text-gems,
pearls and corals-points to things over which the father
would necessarily have a special control. And the
Mayukha says of this very text, " it means the father's
independence only in the wearing and other use of earrings, rings, etc., but not so far as gift 01' other alienation.
(a) Smdti Ohandrikil, viii., § 17-20; MadlUlviya, § 15, 16; Varadrajah,
pp. 4-6; 'V, May., iv., 1, § 3, 4; Vivada Ohintamani, 309. As .to. whether
land purchase(l with ancestral movable property possesses the lllCldellts of
ancestral immovable, see § 275.
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Neither is it with a view to the cessation of the cause of
his 0.wne~:ship in th~ production of a son. This very
meamng IS made mamfest also by the text noticing only
gems and such things as are not injured by use" (b).
§ 256. In another portion of the Mitakshara (0) he
quotes without comment a text of Yajnavalkya (ii., § 121).
" The ownership of father and son is the same in land
which was ~cquired by t~e grandfather, 01' in a corrody
(~r ~,ettled. lllco~lle), 01' m chattels which belonged to
hIm.
ThIS eVIdently contradicts the idea that the
father had any absolute power of disposal over ancestral
movables. FUl'thel·,. al~hough in ch. i., 1, § 24, he lays
down the general pnnClple that ., the father has power,
unde: the sam~ text, to give away such effects, though
acqull'ed by Ius father;" in § 27, already quoted, he
seems to limit this power to the right of disposing of
movables for such necessary or suitable purposes as would
come within the ordinary powers of the head of a household. It is evidently one thing to bestow a rupee on a
beggar, and another to give away the balance at the bank.
Lastly, it is important to observe that none of the later
writers in 80utheru India, who follow the Mitakshara
make any such distinction. They quote the above text
of Yajnavalkya, and a similar one from Vrihaspati, which
place anc~stral movables and immovables on exactly the
same footmg as regards the son's right by birth (d).

Over self·ao·

quired land.

§ 257. As regards the second point, viz., the restriction
upon a ~~ther's power to dispose of his own sel£-acquil;ed
land, VIJnanesvara is equally at variance with himself.
He asserts the restriction in the most unqualified terms
in the passage already quoted. He denies it in equally
unqualified terms in a later passage (e). "The grandson
(b) V. ~"'y., iv , 1,. § 5. '"
(0) llfitakshara, i., 5 § 3
(d) Smrrtr Ohand:'rk~, Vlll., .§ 17-~0 i Madhaviya, § 15, 16; Varac1r~j'ah;
§ 4-:-6. ~xl\ctly a snUllar c.?nfhct of opm.lOn to that which is fonnd in the Mitak.

shara as regards the father B power of alsposal over movable prop .t
in t)l~ Viramitr.oday.a, at p. 6, § 9; p. 74, § 17, and p. 16, § 30. Seee~l;;' ~fPaea~s
deCISIOns on tIllS pOint, post § 335.
0 ern
(e) Mitaksham, i., 5, § 9, 10, 11.
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has a right of prohibition,· if his unseparated father is Mitakshara.
making a donation, or a sale of effects inherited from the
grandfather; but he has no right of interference, if the
effects were acquired by the father. On the contrary, he
must acquiesce, because he is dependent. Oonsequently
the difference is this: although he has a right by birth
in his father's and inhis grandfather'S property, still, since
he is dependent on his father in regard to the paternal
estate, and since the father has a predominant interest, as
it waS acquired by himself, the son lllUst acquiesce in the
father's disposal of his own acquired prol)erty; but since
both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfather's
estate, the son has a power of interdiction." And in the
next paragraph he quotes Manu, ix., § 209, as showing
that the father was not compelled to share self-acquired
wealth with his. sons. The 8111riti Chandrika is explicit Sl~ll'iti Chan·
on the point that as regards all self-acquired property, drrka.
without any exception, the father has independent powe'r,
to the extent of giving it away at his pleasUl'e, or enjoying
it himself, and he cites texts of Katyayana and Vrihaspati,
which state this to be the rule as plainly as can be (/).
On the other hand, the Vivada Chintamani, which always Viv"aa Chinta.
maintains the rights of the family in their strictest form, mani.
cites with approval the same text as that which is relied
on by the Mitakshara, as restraining the dealings of the
father with self-acquired land (g). But in an earlier
chapter the author states the unqualified rule, " 8elfacquired property can be given by its owner at his
pleasure" (p. 76), and at p. 229 he repeats the same rule
expressly as to a father.
§ 258. It is probable that the text, which is relied on Explanation of
both by the Mitakshara and the Vivada Chintamani, was text.
one of a class of texts which forbid the alienation by a
man of his entire property, so as to leave his family
(f) Smriti Chandrika, viii" § 22-28. Mr, Oolebrooke refers to both the
Smribi Ohandrika and the Madha viya us laying dOWll exactly the opposite doc·
trine (2 Stro.. H, L., 439,441). I suppose the passages he refers to are in por.
tiolls which have not yet been translated. I have been nnable to find them.
(g) Vivada Chilltamani, p. 309.
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destitute (h). To our ideas such a prohibition would seem
to be unnecessary. But in India, where generosity to
Brahmans was inculcated as the first of virtues, and a life
of asceticism and mendicancy was pointed out as the
fitting termination of a virtuous career (i), a direction that
a man should be just before he was generous, might not
have been uncalled for. VVhether the direction, so fuJr as
it regards self-acquired land, is anything more than a'
moral precept, is a point which has only been finally
settled by a decision of the Privy Council in 1898 (k).
The Daya
Bhaga.

§ 259. When we come to Jimuta Vahana, we find that
by a little dexterous juggling he arrives at exactly the
opposite conclusion from that of the lVIitakshara, out of
precisely the same premises. He, too, discusses the origin
of a son's right in property, with the same elaborate
subtlety as Vijnanesvara, and announces. as the result of
the texts, " That sons have not a right of ownership in the
wealth of the living parents, but in the estate of both
when deceased" (1). The process he adopts is as follows.
He relies on the texts of Manu and Devala which prohibit
partition in the father's lifetime, without his consent, as
showing that the father was the absolute owner of the
property (In). He then grapples with the text-" The
father is master of the gems, pearls and corals, and of all
other (movable property), but neither the father nor the
grandfather is so of the whole immovable estate." From
this he argues: (1) That since the grandfather is mentioned, the text must relate to his effects, viz., to ancestral,
property; (2) That with regard to such property, "the
father has authority to make a gift or other similar disposition of all effects other than land, etc., but not of
immovables, a corrody, and chattels (i.e., slaves);"
(3) That
even as to land" the prohibition is not against
,
(h) See Narada, iv., ~ 4, 5; Vrihusputi, 2 Dig., 98; Daksha, 2 Dig., 110;
Viramit., p. t:!9.
i) Manu, vi.
k) See the mode~'n decisions, post § ~44.
.
..
Daya Bhaga, 1., § 30 ;D. K. S., v!., § 18; Raghunandana,1., 5-14; n., 26.
(110) Dayu Bhagll, i., § 12-34.
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a donation or other transfer of a small part not incompatible with the support of the family. For the insertion
of the word 'whole' would be unmeaning (if the gift of
even a small part were forbidden)." The 'other texts
which forbid a transfer by one of several joint owners, or
even the sale by a father of his own self-acquisitions
without the consent of his sons, he dismisses with the
simple remark, that they only show a moral offence:
"Therefore, since it is denied that a gift or sale should be
made, the precept is infringed by making one. But the
gift or transfer is not null, for a fact cannot be altered by
a hundred texts" (n).

§ 260. Of course this argument is opposed to the first Atteml?t to
.
..
.
reconCIle uBage
prinClples both of hlstorlCal and legal reasolllng. Manu with texts.
and Devala forbid compulsory partition at the will of the
sons, in order to prevent the family corporation being
broken up. The whole object of the prohibition would be
frustrated if the father was at liberty to dispose of its property, in whole or in part, at his own pleasure. Not a suggestion is to be found in any writer earlier than Jimuta
Vahana himself, that he possessed such a right, or anything
approaching to it (0). Every authority which speaks of
alienation, directly negatives the existence of such a right.
It might with equal logic be argued that the karnaven of
a Malabar tarwad at the present day is absolute owner of
its property, because nOlle of the junior members can
demand a share. The indissoluble character of the property would furnish as complete an answer to the former
claim as it does to the latter. As to the suggestion that
what is forbidden may still be valid, Mr. W. MacNaghten
points out that there is a distinction between an improper
but legal mode of dealing with a man's self-acquisition,
which is wholly his own, and an improper and illegal
manner of dealing with ancestral land which is only shared
(n) Day" Bhaga, ii., ~ 22, 30; D. K. S., vi., ~ 18--20.
(0) The only exception is the text of Naruda, cited ante § 252, which, even
if it is to be taken literally, plainly refers to a time anterior to that of the Joint
Family.
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by him with his sons. He was of opinion that, as to the
former, the father could dispose of it as he liked, while as
to the latter he could only dispose of his own share (p).
But the badness of the reasoning arose from the fact that
Jimuta Vahana considered it necessary to reconcile the.
usage, which had sprung up in Bengal, with the letter of
texts which applied to a state of things that had ceased to
exist. He was the apologist of a revolution which must
have been completed long before he wrote. But from his
writings that revolution derived the stability due to a
supposed accordance with tradition. If no law-books of a
later tone than the Mitakshara had been in existence
when our Courts were established, there can be little
doubt that the conscientious logic of English judges would
have refused to recognize that the revolution had ever
taken place.
Suggested explanation of
Bengal doctrines.

\i 261. There are probably no materials in existence
which would enable us to trace the causes of that change
in popular feeling and family law, which is marked by the
difference between the Mitakshara and the Daya Bhaga.
Much was of course due to the natural progress of society.
A race so full of commercial activity as the Hindus who
were settled along the lower course of the Ganges, would
find their growth cramped by the Procrustean bed of
ancient tradition. As soon as land came to be looked on
as an object of mortgage and sale, the restraints upon
alienation imposed by the early law would be found insufferable. But I imagine that the Braillnanical influence
helped most strongly in the same direction. Sir H. S.
Maine, while di~cussing a similar transition in Celtic Jaw,
says: "When this writer affirms that, under certain
circumstances, a tribesman may grant 01' contract away
~riballand, his ecclesiastical leaning constantly suggests a
doubt as to his legal doctrine. Does he mean to lay down
(p) 1,1'. l\IacN. Pre!., vi., 2-15. See pej' East, C. J., 2 M. Dig., 200-204;
per Peacock, C. J., MangaZa v. Dillanath, ,1 B. L. R. (0. c. J.), 78; S. C., 12
Suth. (A. o. J.), 35. As to the modern decisions, see post ~ 371.
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. that the land may be parted with generally, or only that
it may be alienated in favour of the Ohurch?
This
difficulty of construction has an interest of its own. I am
myself persuaded that the influence of the Christian
Church on law has been very generally sought for in a
wrong quarter, and that historians of law have too much
overlooked its share in diffusing the conceptions of free
oontract, individual property, and testamentary succession,
through the regions beyond the Roman Empire, whioh
were.peopled by communities held together by the primitive tie of oonsanguinity. It is generally agreed among
soholars that churchmen introduced these races to wills
and bequests. The Brehon tracts suggest to me at least
that, along with the sacredness of bequests, they insisted
upon the sacredness of contracts; and it is well known
that, in the Germanic countries, their ecclesiastical societies were among the .earliest and largest grantees of
public or 'folk' land. The Will, the Contract, and the
Separate Ownership, were in fact indispensable to the
church as the donee of pious gifts" (q).
§ 262. It seems to me that every word of this passage is Influeuce 01
..
Brahmans.
applicable to the effect caused by Brahmalllcal mfluence
upon Hindu law. The moral law, as promulgated byManu,
might be described as a law of gifts to Brahmans. Every
step of a man's life, from his birth to his death, required
gifts to Brahmans.
Every sin which he committed
might be expiated by gifts to Brahmans. The huge
endowments for religious purposes which are found in
every part of India show that these precepts were not a
dead letter. Every day's experience of present Indian
life shows the practical belief in the flfficacy of such gifts.
Naturally, every rule of law which threw an impediment
in their way would be swept aside as far as possible.
And when we remember that the Brahman was the
King's minister in his Oabinet, the King's judge in his
Court, it is obvious that it was a mere question of the
(q) ;\I[1,ine, Early Instit., 104.
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means that would be adopted to secure the end. Even
the earlier writers had led the way, by mingling pious
gifts with the necessary purposes which would justify an
alienation of family property (1'). It was a further step to
emancipate the holder of the estate from all control
whatever. This was effected in Bengal by the doctrin~
that a father was absolute owner of the property; and,
by its further extension, that every collateral member
held his share as tenant in common, and not as joint
tenant. The favour shown to women, who are always
the pets of the priesthood, by allowing them to inherit
and to enforce partition in an undivided family, seems to
me an additional stage in the same direction. The validity
attributed to death-bed gifts for religious objects, which
gradually ripened into a complete system of devise (8),
completed the downfall of the common law of property
in India.
§ 263. There can be no doubt that Brahmanism was
rampant among the Jaw writers of Bengal. I think it
can be shown that it was this influence which completely
remodelled the law of inheritance in that Province, by .
applying tests of religious efficacy which were of absolutely modern introduction (t). We can easily see why
this influence was more powerful in Bengal than in
Southern and Western India, where the Brahmans had
never been so numerous; and than it was in the Punjab,
where Brahmanism seems from the first to have been a
failure (7l). But it is difficult to see why a similar system
should never have been developed in Benares, which is the
very hot-bed of Brahmanism. Much may, perhaps, have
been due to the personal character and influence of
Jimuta Vahana. It has been supposed that the Daya.
Bhaga was written under the influence of one of the
Hindu sovereigns of Bengal, and perhaps even received
his name, much as the great work of Tribonian came to
(1') Katyayalla, 2 Dig., 96; ~IiLalrshal'll, i., 1, § 28; Daya Bhoga, xL, 1, § 63.
(s) See post § 405.
(t) See post § 509, et seq.
(1/) See 2 Muir S. T., 482, ante § 8.
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bear the name of Justinian (v). It would be unphilosophical to suppose that he originated the changes we have
referred to. But if he had had the acuteness to see that
these changes actually had taken place, the wisdom to
adopt them, and the courage to avow that adoption, it is
obvious that a work written under such inspiration
would take precisely the form of the Daya Bhaga. It
would be based upon the new system as a fact, while its
arguments would be directed to show that the new system
was the old one. Its authority would necessarily be
accepted as absolute throughout the kingdom, and it
would become a fresh starting point for all subsequent
treatises on law. On the other hand, the Benares jurists,
in consequence of the very strength of their Brahmanism,
would continue slavishly to reproduce their old law
books, without caring, 01' daring, to consider how far they
had ceased to correspond with facts; just as we find comparatively modern works discussing elaborately the twelve
sorts of sons, long after any but two had ceased to be recognized. Conversely, of course, the treatises themselves,
both in Bengal and Benares, would alter the current of
usage, by affecting the opinion of pundits and judges upon
any concrete case that was presented lor their decision.
If any writer of equal authority with Jimuta Vahana had
arisen in Southern India,had represented plainly the usages
which he found in force, and painted up the picture with
a plausible colouring of texts, we should probably find the
Mitakshara as obsolete in Madras as it is in Bengal.
S 264. When Jimuta Vahana had established to his Pow.er ,?ffather
o
to dlstl'lbute.
own satisfaction that a father was the absolute owner of
property, and that the sons had no right in it till his
death, it would seem to follow, as a necessary consequence,
(v) See 00leb1'00ke'8 Introduction to the D,cya Bhaga. Dr. Jolly, however,
states that the fabulous chamcter of the supposed mOil arch is now established,
Lect. 22. He suggests th"t the difference between the doctrines of the Day"
Bhaga [mel the Mitt,lrsham nH'y [trise from the fact that Jimuta Vahana followeel
the views 01 commentatol'S etCl'liel' than Vijll[,nesw[tra. Ibill. 25. It seelUS to
me difficnlt to account for the uniformly progressive chamcter of his c10ctrines
by allY such supposition.
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t~at . if the :lather chose to make a partition, he might
dlstl'lb~te IllS est~te among his sons exactly as he liked.
But thIS 'cO~cl~slOn he declined to draw. Nothing can
show the al'tlfiClal character of his reasoning more strongl
than this fact. In the very chapter in which he lays dow~
that the absolute ownership of the father enables him to
deal with his ancestral property as he likes, he also lays
down that if he chooses to distribute it, he must do ~o
upon general principles of equality, and cannot, even for
hImself, reserve more than a double share (10). He
affirms ~or one purpose the very ownership by birth which
he demes. fo~ a~other. The reason probably was that
unequal dIstl'lbutlOns of a man's property during his life
had .not become common, and that there was no particular
motIve for enconraging them. The result however
~ossib~y ,,:as to preserve the family union in l~any case~
III whICh It would otherwise have been broken up.
Interest of
coparcener in
his share.

§ '265. The second point upon which Jimuta Vahana
differed from the earlier writers was as to the nature of
the interest which each person, who was admitted to be a
co-sharer, had in the joint property. The point will have
to be fully discussed hereafter (::e). It is enough to say
here that the Mitakshara, and those who follow it's
authority, consider that no coparcener has such an ascerta~ned sh~re, prior to partition, as admits of being dealt
wIth by hImself, apart from his fellow-sharers (y). They
look upon every co-sharer as having a proprietary right in
the whole estate, subject to a similar right on the part of
all the. others. Jimuta Vahana, on the other hand, denies
the eXIstence of such a general right, and says that their
property consists in unascertained portions of the
agg:regate (~)'. Hence he argues that the text of Vyasa
whICh prohIbIts sale, gift or mortgage by one of several
(w) Daylt Bhuga, ii., § 15-20, 47, 56-82.
post § 490-492.
(xl See lJost § 373.
(z) Day", Bhaga, xi., 1, § 26.

See the whole subject discussed,
(if) See IT yaBlt, 1 Dig., 455.
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coparceners, cannot be taken literally, for each has a
property consisting in the power of disposal at pleasure (a).
§ '266. Another feature of Bengal law, which must have Rights of
'
helped much to b reak up tl1e f ann'y1
Ulllon,
was tl1e f avour women.
with which it regarded the rights of women .. According
to the Benares school, a widow could never inherit unless
her husband had been a sole 01' a separated owner (b).
This resulted from the nature of his interest in the
property. So long as he was undivided, he had not a share
but a right to obtain a share by partition. If he died
without exercising this right, his interest merged, and
went to enlarge the possible shar8s of the survivors. But
according to the Daya Bhaga, a widow inherits to an
issueless husband whether he dies divided 01' undivided.
This would have been a logical result of holding that each
coparcener during his lifetime held a definite though
unascertained share. But though Jimuta Vahana relies
upon this as an answer to his opponents, he grounds the
right itself upon the texts of early sages. It is probable
that in this respect he may have been really reviving the
old law (c). Certainly he was so in allowing the mother
a right to obtain a share. But the result is that in Bengal
property falls far more frequently under female control
than it does in other parts of India, and we may be certain,
with proportionate advantage to the Brahmans.
§ '267. I have now traced the changes which the law of Wills.
property underwent in India, up to the time when its
administration fell into English hands. I have not
touched upon the subject of wills. The fruitful germ of a
system of bequest can be seen in very early writers, but
all the evic1ences of its growth are to be found in the
records of the British Courts.
The succeeding chapters will be devoted to a fuller
examination of this law, as it has been developed and
applied by our tribunals.
(a) D?,ya Bhllga,..ii., § ~7; 2 Dig., 99-105, 189; D. K. S., xi.
(b) Mltakshara, 11.,1, § 30.
(0) D"ya Bhaglt, xi., 1, § 1-26; see ante ~ 245.
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE JOINT FAMILY.
Division of
subject.

§ 268. IN discussing the Joint Family or coparcenary
which forms the subject of this chapter, we shall have to
consider: first, who are its members; secondly, what is
coparcenary property; th-£rcUy, self-acquisition, and the
burthenof proof when it is set up; jO'U'I'thly, the mode in
which the joint property is enjoyed. The historicaf
discussion contained in the previous chapter has shown
that originally every Hindu family, and all its property,
was not only joint but indivisible. This state of things
ceased when partition broke up the family, and when
property came to be held in severalty, either as being the
share of a divided member, or as being the separate
acquisition of one who was still living in a state of union.
Presumption of But the presumption still continues that the members of a
union.
Hindu family are living in a state of union, unless the
contrary is established. " The strength of the presumption necessarily varies in every case. The presumption
of union is stronger in the case of brothers than in the
case of cousins, and the farther you go from the founder
of the family, the presumption becomes weaker and
weaker' (a). Even where separation, either of person 01'
estate, is established, it can never be more than temporary ..
The man who has severed his union with his brothers, if
he has children, becomes the head of a new joint family,
composed of himself and his children, and their issue.
And so property, which was the self-acquisition of the
first owner, as soon as it descends to his heirs becomes
their joint property, with all the incidents of that
condition (b).
(a) Moro Yisvanath v. Ganesh, 10 Bom. H. C., 444, 468; 2 Stra. H. L., 347;
P1'itkoe1' v. Mal1adeo Persl1ad, 21 1. A., 134; S. C., 22 Cal., 85.
(b) RamNam·in Singh y. PM'lwl! Singh 11 B. L. R., 397; S. C., 20 Suth., 189.
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§ 269. It is evident that there can be no limit to the Itsme01bers
number of persons of whom a Hindu joint family consists,
or to the remoteness of their descent from the common
ancestor, and consequently to the distance of their relationship from each other. But the Hindu coparcenary,
properly so called, constitutes a much narrower body.
When we speak of a Hindu joint family as constituting a
~oparcenary, we refer not to the entire number of persons
who can trace from a common ancestor, and amongst
whom no partition has ever taken place; we include only
those persons who, by virtue of relationship, have the
right to enjoy and hold the joint property, to restrain the
acts of each other in respect of it, to burthen it with their
debts, and at their pleasure to enforce its partition.
Outside this body there is a fringe of persons who possess
inferior rights such as that of maintenance, or who may,
under certain contingencies, hope to enter into the coparcenary. In defining the coparcenary, therefore, it will be
necessary somewhat to anticipate matters which have to
be more fully treated of hereafter.
§ 2~0. The Hindu lawyers always treat partition and
inheritance as part of the same subject (c). The reason of
this is that the normal state of the property, with which
they have to deal is to be joint property, and that they can
only explain the amount of interest which each member
has in the property, by, pointing out what share he would
be entitled to in the event of a partition.

There is no such thing as succession, properly so called, do not succeed
. an un d'IVI'de d 'R'In d u f ann'1'y (l)
Tl1e woe
h 1 b 0 dy 0 f to each other.
In
(i.
such a family, consisting of males and females, constitutes
a sort of corporation, some of the members of which are
(0) The works of Jimuta Vahana and Madhaviya are known by llames (Dayabhaga and Daya-vibhHga) which mean simply partition of heritRge. See
Bhinwl Doss v. Ghoonee Lall, 2 Cal., 379, where the right of a nephew to share
in the property with his uncles was argued as if he was claiming to succeed
to the property before his uncles.
(d) Coparcenary and survivorship are incidents of Hindu law, which are
repealed by the Succession Act, except as to rights previously vested, in the
case of Native Christians. Tellis v. Saldanha, 10 ]\iRd., 69.
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copal'ceners, that is, persons w~o on partition woul? be
entitled to demand a share, wlllie others are only entltled
to maintenance. In Malabar and Canara, where partition
is not allowed, the idea of heirship would never present
itself to the mind of any member of the family. Each
person is simply entitled to reside and be maintained in
the family house, and to enjoy that am.ount of a,muence
and consideration which arises from hIS belonglllg to a
family possessed of greater or less wealth (§ '244). As ~e
dies out his claims cease, and as others are born thElll'
claims arise. But the claims of each spring from the
mere fact of their entrance into the family, not from their
taking the place of any particular individ.ual. Dea.th~ 1~1ay
enlarge the beneficial interest of the survIVors, by dlmllllshing the number who have a claim upon the com~llon fu~d,
just as births may diminish their interests by lllcreaslllg
the number of claimants. But although the fact that A
is the child of B introduces him into the family, it does
not give him any definite share of the property, for B
himself has none. Nor upon the death of B does he
succeed to anything, for B has left noth~ng beh!nd to
succeed to. Now in every part of IndIa where the
Mitakshara prevails the position of ~n undi~ide~ f~mily is
he c
saille
tly ta
ex
, excer)t that withlll certalll lImIts each
.
male member has a right to claim a partition, If ~le lIkes.
But until they elect to do so, the property co~tlllues. to
devolve upon the members of the family for the tnll~ .belllg
by survivorship and not by succession. The p~sltIOn of
any particular person as son, grand~on, or the ~lke, or as
one of many sons or grandsons, wIll be ver.y l1~portant
when the time for partition arrives, because It WIll determine the share to which he is then entitled. But until that
time arrives he can never say, I am entitled to such a
definite portion of the property; becau~e next ye.a~ ~he
proportion he would have a right to claIm on a dIvISIOn
might be much smaller, and the year after much larger, .as
births or deaths supervene. For instance, suppose a famIly
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to consist only of A and his sons Band C, on a partition
each would take one-third. But if D was· born while the
family remained joint, each would take one-fourth. SupA
\
I

o

B

D

I

E

if

x
H

I

G
I

posing the family still to remain undivided, on the death
of A, the possible shares of the three sons would be
enlarged to one-third; and if B were subsequently to die
without issue, they would again be enlarged to one-half.
As C and D married, their sons E, F and G would enter Mitakshara.
into the family and acquire an interest in the property.
But that interest again would be a shifting interest,
depending on the state of the family. If C were to die,
leaving only two sons E and F, and they claimed a partition, each would take one-half of one-half. But if X had
previously been born, each would only take one-third of onehalf. If they put off their claim for a division till D, G, H
and I had all died, they would each take one-third of the
whole. It is common to say that in an undivided family
each member transmits to his issue his own share in the
joint property, and that such issue takes pel' capitcb inter
se, but pel' stirpes as regards the issue of other members.
But it must always be remembered that this is only a
statement of what would be their rights on a partition.
Until a partition their rights consist merely in a common
enjoyment of the common property, to which is further
added the right of male issue to forbid alienations, made
by their direct ancestors (e). These observations, however,
require modification in Bengal. There," admitting the Bengal.
family to have been joint, and the sons joint in estate,
(8) See this Bubje.ct discussed, Appovi81' v. Ram.a Subbaiyan, 11 M. 1. A., 75 ;
S. 0.,8 Suth. (P. C.), I ; SadabM·t Pmsad v. Foolbash KOM', 3 B. L. R. (F, B.),
fll; S. 0., 14 Suth., 340; Ra.mNamin v. Pe'l'tu'ln Singh, 20 Suth., 189; S. 0., 11
B. L. R., 3~7; Rajna?'ain v. Heemlal, 5 Cal., 142; BhimulDos8 v. Ohoonee Lall,
2 Oal., 379; Debi Pa?'Shad v. Thaku?' Dial, 1 All., 105; Raol GO?'ain Y. Teza
Gomin, 4 B. L. R., Appx. 90; Slule1'8anam v. Na?'asi?nhullt, 25 Mad., 149.
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the right of anyone of the co-sharers would not, under
the Hindu law, pass over, upon his death, to the other
co-sharers. It would be part of the estate of the deceased
co-sharer and would devolve upon his legatees or natural
heirs" (I). The share of an undivided brother dying
without issue will pass to his widow, daughter and
daughter's son, and may thus vest in a family completely
different from his own (§ 5'27).
The coparcenary
§ '271. Now it is at this point that we see one of the
most important distinctions between the coparcenary and
the general body of the undivided family. Suppose the
property to have all descended from one ancestor, who is
still alive, with five generations of descendants. It by no
means follows that on a partition everyone of these five
generations will be entitled to a share. And if the common
ancestor dies, so that the property descends a step, it by
no means tollows that it will go by survivorship to all these
generations. It may go to the representatives of one or
more branches, or even to the widow of the survivor of
several branches, to the total exclusion of the representatives of other branches. The question in each case will be;
who are the persons who have taken an interest in the pro~
limited to those perty by birth (g).
The answer will be, that they are
who partake in the I)ersons who offer the funeral cake to the owner of the
the funeral cake.
property. That is to say, the three generations next to the
owner in unbroken male descent (h). Therefore, if a man
has living, sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons, all of
these constitute a single coparcenary with himself. Every
one of these descendants is entitled to offer the funeral cake
to him, and therefore everyone of them obtains by birth
(f) PeJ' Tm'lleJ', L. J., SOO1;jeemoney Dossee Y. Denobnndo, 6 M. I. A., 553;
s. C., 4 Sut.h. (P. C.), 1L4. Sub'1'amaniya Pal1d'iya Y. Sivasubrama,niya"
17 ilflt.i., p. 330. This seems also to l,ave been the view of Apararka. Partition,
he says, does not create a new l'ight; it has but the effect to render visible the
right of each of the former joint owners to his share of the estate. Jolly, IJect.
87,114, n.
(g) This principle will not apply in Bengal, where sons take no interest by
birth in their father's property. See ante § 259.
(h) Manu, ix., § 186; Viramit., p. 72, §16,post §50J. I may as well state once
for all, that the word" issue" will be used throughout this work as embracing
son, grandson, and great.grandson.
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an interest in his property. But the son of one of the
great-grandsons would not offer the cake to him, and therefore is out of the coparcenary, so long as the common
ancestor is alive. But while fresh links are continually
being added to the chain of descendants by birth, so earlier
links are being constantly removed from the upper end of
the chain by death. So long as the principle of survivorship continues to operate, the right to the property will
devolve from those who are higher in the line to those who
are lower down. As each fresh member takes a share, his
descendants to the third generation below him take an
interest in that share by birth. So the coparcenary may
go on widening and extending, until its members may
include persons who are removed by indefinite distanc~s
from the common ancestor. But this is always subject to
the condition that no person who claims to take a share is
more than three steps removed from a direct ascendant
who has taken a share. Whenever a break of more than
three degrees occurs between any holder of property and
the person who claims to take next after that holder, the
line ceases in that direction, and the survivorship is
confined to those collaterals and descendants who are
within the limit of three degrees. This was laid down in
two cases in Bombay and Madras.
§ '27'2. In the former case the claim to partition was
'. t e d ,on th e groun d tlla t the paIn
l' t'ff
reSIS
1 was b eyon d th e
fourth degree from the acquirer of the property in dispute,
the defendant being within that degree. It was argued
that the analogy of the law of inheritance prevented a
lineal descendant, beyond the great-grandson, from claiming partition at the hands of those who are legally in
possession, as descendants from the original sole owner of
the family property or any part of it (i). West, J., said:
"The Hindu law does not contemplate a partition as
absolutely necessary at any stage of the descent from a
common ancestor; yet the result of the construction
U)

11:[0)'0

'2'2

Vishvanath

y.

Genesh, 10 Bom. H. C., 444, 449.
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pressed on us would be to force the great-grandson in
e:ery case to divide from his coparceners, unless he desired
Ius own offspring to be left destitute. Where two greatgrandsons IlVed together as a united family, the son of
e~~h would, accordi~g to. the ~itakshara law, acquire by
buth a co-ownershIp wIth hIs father in the ancestral
estate; yet if the argument is sound, this co-ownership
would pass altogether from the son of A or B as either
happened to die before the other. If a coparce~er should
die, leaving no nearer descendant than a great-greatgrandson, then the latter would np doubt be excluded at
on:e from inheritance and from partition by any nearer
hell'S of the deceased, as, for instance, brothers and their
sons; but where there has not been such an interval asto
cause a break in the course of lineal succession, neither has
there been a~ exti.nguishment of the right to a partition of
thepropertylll wluch the deceased was a co-sharer in actual
P?ssessionand enjoyment (k). Each descendant in succesSIOn becomes co-owner with his father of the latter's share
and there is never such a gap in the series as to prevent th~
nex~ fro111 fully representing the preceding one in the successIOn.". The same principles were illustrated in detail by
Mr. JustICe Nanabhai Raridas. Resaid (l): " Take for
instance, the following case. A, the original owner of'the
property in dispute, dies, leaving a son B and a grandson
C, both members of an undivided family. B dies, leaving
C a~d D, son and grandson respectively; and C dies,
leavlllg a son D and two grandsons by him, E and F. No
partition of the family property has taken place, and D E
and F are living in a state of union. Can E and F com~el
A

~
I

c
I

(k) Beeper Jagannatha, 3 Dig., 446-450.

272.J·

A
I

B

I

o
,------~-------

DI

D

,--------'._-

E
G·

devolves upon D, who thereafter has two sons, E and F.
They, 01' either of them, can like-:ise ~ue their father D for
partition of the sa~d prop~rty, It belllg an~estral. Now
suppose Band C che, leavlllg .A, D a~d D, members of
an undivided family, after WhICh A dIes, whereupon the
whole of his property devolves upon D and DI jointly, and
that D thereafter has two sons, E and :F, leaving whom
D dies. A suit against DI for partition of the joint ancestral property of the family would be perfectly open to E
and F, 01' even to G and F, if E died before the suit. It
would be a suit against. Dl by a deceased brother's sons 01'
son and grandson (n). But E and F are both fifth, and
G sixth in descent from the original owner of the property,
whereas D and Dl are only fourth. Suppose, however,
that A dies after D leaving a great-grandson, DI and the
two sons of D, E and F. In this case E and F could not
sue DI for partition of property descending from A, because
it is inherIted by DI alone, since E and F being sons
of a great-grandson, are excluded by D\ A's surviving
great-grandson, the right of representation extending no
further (0). The rule, then, which I deduce from the
1 Stra. H. L., 177; 2 ibid., 316; Mitakshara, i., 1,

~

27; i., 5, § 3,5,8,11;

.
N
L C
text, ccclxx.; 3 DIg., 388; 1 ort. . .,
292; Stra. 'Man., § 323; 2 Stm. H. L., 327.
(0) See Jagr"nnatha's Oomment,

(l) 10 Bom. H. C., 463.

F

I

Y. May., iv., 6, § 13.
(n) V. May., iv., 4, § 21.

F
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D to make over to them their share of the ancestral property? Accordin~ to the law ~revailing o~ this si~e of Ind~a.
they can, sons belllg equally lllterested wIth the~r father III
ncestral property (tn). In the same way, suppose Band
~ die, leaving A and D members of an undivid.ed family,
and then A dies, whereupon the whole of tlus property

(II~)

D
, - - - - - ' - ,- - - - - ,

E
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authorities on this subject is, not that a partition cannot
be demanded by one more than four degrees removed frOln
t~le. acquirer 01' original owne')' of the property sought to be
dIvIded, but that it cannot be demanded by one more than
foul' degrees removed from the last owner, however remote
he may be from the original owner thereof.
.§ 273. This principle was also affirmed by the MadrR,S
HIgh Oourt, and its application put to a more violent test.
The question was as to the right of succession to an impartible Zemindary. The original owner and common
ancestor of the claimant was A. The Zemindal'Y had
descended thmughout in the line of H, and was la,st
held by N, who died without issue, leaving a widow, the
A
~--------~--------~

B

I

o

~

I
E
I
F

I

G, plaintiff.

H

I

J

l

I
L
I

:M

I

N = defendant,
wic1o·w.

defendant. The plaintiff was G, who was admittedly the
nearest male of kin to N. The family was undivided. It
was conceded that, according to the law of the Mitakshal'a
an u.ndivided coparcener would take before the widow:
But It was contended on her behalf, " that only those of
the ~nseparated kinsmen were co-heirs, who by birth had
acqUIred a proprietary interest in the estate in common
with the deceased; his coparcellers, who, on a division in
his lifetime, would have been sharers of the estate, and
that such a coparcenership can exist only between kindred
who are neal' sapindas (i.e., not beyond the fourth degree\,
and co~sequently, that the respondent (plaintiff) was not
a co-hell' of the deceased." The Oourt assented to the
first branch of the ar~ument, but denied the second. They
held that the Zemmdary, though impartible, was still
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coparcenary property, and that th~ memb~rs of ~he undivided family acquired the same nght to It by bIrth, as
they would have done to any other property, subject only
to the limitation of the enjoyment to one. Then as to who
were coparceners, they said: "It appears to us equally
certain that the limit of the co-heirs must be held to
include undivided collateral relations, who are descendants
in the male line of one who was a coparcener with an
ancestor of the last possessor. For, in the undivided
coparcenary interest which. vested in such co~arcener,
his neal' sapindas were co-hens, and when on Ins death,
the interest vested in his sons, 01' son, 01' other neal'
sapinda in the male line, the ne~r s~pindas of such ~e
scendants 01' descendant became 111 lIke manner co-hens
with them 01' him, and so on, the co-heirship became
extended through the new sa pindas down to the last
descendant. Obviously, therefore, as long as the status
of non-division continues, the members of the family who
have, in this way, succeeded to a coparcenary interest, are
co-heirs with their kindred who possess the other undivided
interests of the entire estate, and one of such kindred and
his neal' sapindas in the male line cannot be the only
co-heirs, until by the death of all the others without descendants in the male line to the third degree, he has, 01' he
and they have, by survivorship acquired the entire right
to the heritage, as effectually as if the estate had passed
upon an actual partition with the co-heirs." The court,
therefore, held that the plaintiff, as undivided coparcener,
would succeed before the widow (p). In this case it will
be observed the plaintiff was sixth in descent irom the
common ancestor, the defendant's husband being equally
distant.
§ 274:. The same principle, viz., that property vests in
certain relations by birth, and not in other relations, gives
rise to a division of property into two classes, which are
(p) YennlnnZa v. Rnllwnrlo1'(L, 6 Mad. H. C., 94, 106. See also in Beng"l,
Gi"wlwdhrwee v. Kulnhul,4 S. D., 9 (12), whel'e property was divided among
persons foul', five, il"lld six degrees renl0ved £1'0111 the C01111110n anoestor.
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spoken of by Hindu lawyers as Apl'atib(~ndha and Sapratibandha; terms which have been translated, not very happily, ,unobstructed and obstructed, or liable to obstruction.
These terms are thus explained in the Mitakshara (q), " The
wealth of the father or of the paternal grandfather becomes
the property of his sons or of his grandsons, in right of their
being his sons or his grandsons; and that is an inheritance
not liable to obstruction. But property devolves on parents
or uncles, brothers, or the rest, upon the demise of the,
owner, if there be no male issue; and thw~ the actual
existence of a son, and the survival of the owner are impediments to the succession; and on their ceasing, the property
devolves on the successor in right of his being uncle or
brother. This is an inheritance subject to obstruction."
The distinction is the same as that which is present to the
mind of an English lawyer, when he speaks of estates as
being vested or contingent, or of an heir as being the heir-atlaw, or the heir presumptive. The unobstructed, or rather
the unobstructible, estate is that in which the future heir
has already an interest by the mere fact of his existence.
If he lives long enough he must necessarily succeed to the
inheritance, unless his rights are defeated by alienation or
devise; and if he dies, his rights will pass on to his son,
unless he is himself in the last rank of sapindas, in which
case his son is out of the line of unobstructed heirs. On
the other hand, the person who is next in apparent succession to an obstructed, or rather an obstructible estate, may
at any moment find himself cut out by the interposition of
a prior heir, as for instance a son, widow or the like. His
rights will accrue for the first time at the death of the actual
holder, and will be judged of according to the existing
state of the family at that time. Any nearer heir who may~
then be in existence will completely exclude him; and if
he should die before the succession opens, even though he
(q) Mitakshar .. , i., 1, ~ 3; Vil'amit., p. 3, V. May., iv., 2, § 2. See per clt,·ia.m,
Nund Ooomar Lall v. Ruzziooddeen, 10 B. L. R., 191 ; s. C., 18 Suth., 47'1;
Debi Pm·sha.d v. Thakm' Dietl, 1 AIl.,112. These terms a.re not used by the
writers ofthe Bellg'al

01'

Mithila School.

V. N. Mandlilr, 359; JoUy, Tject. 176.
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would have succeeded, had he survived, his heirs will not
take at all, unless they happen themselves to be the ne~t
heirs to the deceased. In other w,ords: he ?annot transmIt
to others rights which had not ansen III hImself (1'). ~ or
contract bar the rights of those who, after
can I1 e by any
,
.
his death, are the actual reversioners when the s~1CcesslOn
opens (s). On the same ~rinc.iples, rights 'whlCh have
once vested in such an hell' WIll not be affected by the
sequent birth of a person who would have taken along
sub
.
1
with him, 01' in preference to him, if in eXIStence w len
the succession opened (t).
~ 2715. The second question is as to the coparcenary Ancestral pro~
t . perty
property. The first species of coparcenary proper y IS
that which is known as ancestral property. The me~ning of this phrase might be taken to be, property wInch
descended upon another from an ancestor, however remote,
or of whatever sex. Where property so descended upon
several persons simultaneously, and with equal rights both
of 1)OSSeSS10n and enjoyment, as for instance upon several
br;thers, sons, grandsons, nephews or the like, i.t would
generally be joint property, by the. very hypotheSIS. But
this is not what is known for thIS purpose as ancestral
property. That term, in its technical sense, is.applied to
property which descends upon ~ne. pers~n . III su.c~ a
manner that his issue acquire certam nghts m It as agamst
him (ou). For instance, if a father under 1'IIit~kshara law
is attempting to dispose of property, we enq.mre wI~eth~r
it is ancestral property. The answer to tIns ql:estlO~ IS
that property is ancestral property if it has been ll~h~rlted
unobstruoted
as '"lnobstructed proI)ertv that it is not ancestral If It has isproperty.
been inherited as obstructed property(§ 274). The reason
L

•

,

".) Bapn Allaji v. RatnoJi, 21 !;I0lli., 3I\!.
I
(8) Balwdwl' Sillgh v. JJlohar Stll.ql1. 29 I A .. 1; S. C., 24 AI., 94.
(t) NGll'asilnha v. Yeerabadll1'a., 17 :lIIad., 287.
.
. . t
(u.) Property clevised by a manlo his widow nndllls son does :lOt bec~llle
,
property win, its attrib'ltes of survivorship oml lllutual restramt °lll a1 e natlOn.
Jo e;wl';' Nara·ill . v. Ramo/mild Datt, 23 I. A. , 37; S. C., 23 Ca ., 67o, over-

]':"11

rutnb' Yydi.lla,za v. Naga:mma.7., 11 "Mttd., 2fiR. Nor property ~ettled on hus~and
a11(l wife lllarried nnder Alya Santana law, the interest of wlllch was payab e to
both jointly. Kant/w v. Yittamma, 25 Mad., 385. See post § 568A.
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of this distinction is that, in the former case, the.heir had
an actual vested interest in the property, before the
inheritance fell in, and therefore his own issue acquired
by birth an interest in that interest. Hence, when the
property actually devolved upon him, he took it subject to
the interest they had alre.ady acquired. But in the latter
case, he had no interest whatever in the property, before
the descent took place; therefore, when that event occur- .
red, he received the property free of all claims upon it by
his issue, and CL jo,/,tim··i, by any other person. Hence all
property which a man inherits from a direct male ancestor,
not exceeding three degrees higher than himself, is
ancestral property, and is at once held by himself in
coparcenary with his own issue. But whol'e he has
inherited from a collateral relation, as for instance from a
brothel', nephew, cousin 01' uncle, it is not ancestral
property (v) ; consequently his own descendants are not
coparceners in it with him. They cannot restrain him in
dealing with it, nor compel him to give them a share of
it (to). On the same principle property, which a man
inherits from a female, 01' through a female, as for instance
a daughter's son, or which he has taken from an ancestor
more remote than three degrees, 01' which he has taken as
heir to a priest 01' a fellow-student, would not be ancestral
property (x). And that which is ancestral, and therefore
It i8 hardly necess"ry to re)]utrl< that I am speaking of inheritan';;--;:;;;;;-;;-f
8nrvivol'sbi p. The enla,l'ged share 1yhich accrues to the l'elllainilw bl'otl~erd on
(V)

~be.'le ,th

of "" undi dded brother is Itncestr,,1 proper!.y, ana subrect to all its

Gill/goo ilfnll Y. Bllllseedhz"" 1 N.·IV. P., 170.
(10) Ra.yad."l' NaUrdnmbi Y. ilfulmllr/ct. iJ Marl. H. C., 455; Nw/(l COOllza,'
Lnll Y. Rllzzwoddeen, 10 B. L. R.. IS3; S. C., 16 Suth., 477; Jwwa./zir v. Guyan,
3 Agrn H. C., 78; Lochun Y. Nemdha"ee,20 Suth., 170; Pitam v. Ujaga.l',
1 All ,65g; Jolly, Lect. 121.
.
(:v) 3Dig.,61; II'. &B.,710,lLpproYedl'e?·cu,,..,lOD.L. R., 19:2, s//pm.. The

IJlCldents.

H,igh Court of j.\'lachas has held that property which descended to Il mlln from
Ins 1l1l't~rnal gr'H1~father was anr:estml property, which he could not "lienate to
the detl'lment of Ins son. NOlle of the "bove aulhorities wert· referred to. The
decision IV,"S reversed b,' the Priy), Council on ullothp1' point Uf[utllayan Chetti Y.
Sangili, 3 Mad .. ~70, 9 I..A.,.12~; Sivagunr;a Y. Laksh1llG"lIa, 9 Mad., 18b, 190).
'Vhen the case arises agttlll It WIll he ll1aterHd -to 1'e1118111be1' that property only
becomes joint property by l'eason of being ancestral property, where the ·"neeB.
tor from whom it was deriver! was a paternal "!lcest.or. See l\fit. i. 1 ~ 3 5
21,24,27,33; i., 5, ~ 2,3,5,9--11; pe"Mitte,', J., Gnnga P"OSfl(l
Penha{l,8 Cal., 131, p. 134; 1Je?' cZl7'imn, Jasoda Ko€?' y. Shea Pm'shad 17
CaL, p. 3&; Nanablwi v. AclZ?'nfbai,12 Bam., p. 133; Kal'ul'l'ai Y. Sanlc~"a
Namyanan, 27 Mad., p. 310; post § 276.

v'. Ajlulldd
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rcenary l)roI)erty, as regards a man's own issue, is not
cop a
.
t'
so as regards his collaterals. For they have no lllteres III
it by birth (y). On the other hand. property is not .the
less ancestral because it was the separate 01' self-acqlured
property of the ancestor from .whoT~ ~t c~m.e. (z). ~hen
it has once made a descent, Its orIglll IS Immatenal ~s
regards those persons to whom it has descended. It IS
very material, however, as regar~s those who have not
taken it by descent. A father WIth two sons, A and. B,
had self-acquired property. A died in his lifetime leavlllg
a widow, and upon his death B took the property. A's
widow calimed maintenance out of it as ancestral pl'operty.
The Oourt admitted that, in any question between Band
his sons, it would be ancestral property. But it was not
so as regards A. Dl1l'ing his life the property w~s
absohttely at the disposal of the father. As regards A It
was neither ancestral nor coparcenary property, and on
his death his widow had no higher claim over it than her
husband. Her rights were not enlarged by its change of
character when it reached the hands of B (((,). All savings
made out of ancestral property, and all purchases 01'
profits made from the income 01' sale of ancestral p.roperty,
would follow the character of the fund from wll1ch they
proceeded (b). On the same principle accretions to a
(y) AjoorZhia Y. Kashee Gil', 4 N .-W. p., 31; .Gop{:l S1II.'I1I Y. BheekunZal,
S. D. of 18ij9, 294; Gopal Dntt Y. GOl'al Lnll, !.Ind., Ull.4.
,
(10) lInm Nara.ill Y. Pe>'tum Sillgh, 20 Suth., 189; S. C., 11 B. L. R., 3D7,pC?'
em';am, 9 BOlli., 450.
(It I Ja.nki Y. Nllnr/'}'{un, 11 All. F. D., 194, P 198.
.
.
(b) Slwr/anll.nd y. BonoInG/ee, G Sll~tll.: 2,i6; ~. C.011, r.eY.Ie~y! snli nomme,.
Slldanllnn. Y. Sool:i o 1l!lollce, 8 :-;~lth., "~5:) ;,S. C., 11 Sl~th" 43u, 16\ elserl on (tno~,he~
point in Privy Conncil; sub "Olnz.ne, 800l:IOJIZonee v. S"{/'dn",{)~d, ]2 B~ L. R., 304,
S C 20 Suth 377' S C H \lad. Jur 466' Glw.l1shal)l. v. Guvz.,,{/., ,) S. D., 202
(240)'; Umi,.tl;.;za.fh ;" Go·,;·re;,,((tlz., 13k 1. 'A, 542; S. C., 5 Suth. (P. C.), 10;
Kri.stlZnppa Y. Brwz.nsl(.1Oml/,H iliad. H. C., 25; J,~gmo!"'ndasy. Mu:nga.1,'las, 10
Bom.,5gl)' In the C[\SP. of Gnnga P"oNnd Y. A.Jlu7lna. PtJ'sizad, the HIgh Court of
Bengltl treated it as a puint still unsettled, whether property pUl'chaser1 out of
the income of ancestml properby before. the birth of a son was ance'~r,,:ll'l'opert.Y
yesterl in the "fter-bom Ron. illr. JUBtIce Mz.tier WI'S strongly of Opllllon tlll,t It
Wlls not..
It was atlm'toted thltt it. WOllld he otherwise as to property so l'lll'chased
after his birth, H Cal., 131; S. C., 9 C. L. R., 417. ~ll Madras it has been h~ld
that property pm'chased frolll the income ~f ltncestrall~ ancestml property, WlllC.h
Citllllot be given to tt Rtl'[t.nger in aerogatlOl1 of the rIght of [t. son ",;rho ,,:as '2/11grem.io ma.tn" at the time of the gift. The Court refused to follow the rhctulll
of Mitte)', J., cited above Bmnn,,"IZa Y. Vel/latta, 11 ),["d., 2-16. As to sa,:mgs
£roin inC0111e of ilnpu.rtible Zelllinc1,u',Y, or pnrchases Illfule ont of such saVIngs,
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riparian village are ancestral property, if the village itself
was such (0). Property which has been conferred on
a widow for her maintenance retains its character as
ancestral when it reverts to the family on her death (el).
Similarly where a member of a joint family has assigned
his undivided interest to a creditor to satisfy claims which
do not exhaust the entire value of the interest, any
residue continues to be ancestral property (e).
Divided property.

Property
obtained from
ancestor by gift

§ 276. Where ancestral property has been divided between several joint owners, there can be no doubt that if
any of them have issue living at the time of the partition,
the share which falls to him will continue to be ancestral
property in his hands, as regards his issue, for their rights
had already attached upon it, and the partition only cuts
off the claims of the dividing members. The father and
his issue still remain joint (j). But it is not so clearly
settled whether the same rule would apply where the partition had been made before the birth of issue. In a case
in Calcutta it was held that where a father bv various
deeds of gift had distributed his property among <his sons,
the portion obtained by each was ancestral property as
regards his issue. It does not appeal' whether the issue
had been in existence at the time of the gift. But the son
co~tended that it was by the gift his self-acquired property.
ThIs the Court refused to admit. After a full examination
of the Hindu authorities, they said: "We think that, according to the Mitakshara, landed property acquired by a
grandfather and distributed by him amongst his sons, does
not by such gift become the self-acquired property of the
sons so as to enable them to dispose of it by gift or sale
~ee ])08t ~ 28G. S~mhle, tlUtt movablo propel·t)' which hUR m,lde " descent, and
1s then converted Into laud, posseSS8H all the illnidents of [t,l]cestrnJ in1l1l0vable

property. Sham Na1'ain \'. RaIIi1o()bw/', 3 Oa1., liOR.
(c) Rmnm'asad v. Radha PTasad, 7 All., 402.
(d) BenFPe/'shn v. PU:/'an Oh"lI(l. 23 Oa1., 262.
(e) K"ishnnsami v. R"jah,q~pal(., 18 :11 ad. , 73, p. 83.
(f) ~aks7~mibaiv. Ga,npatMo"oba, 5 B.om. H. O. (0. O. J.), 12~; O!tattel'bhooj
v. Dha,amst, 9 Bom., 488. The SfLme. pOInt. was very lately demdedlll Ol1lcutta.
The report does not state whether the son was born before 01' after the partition
bnt L think the latter seems to have been the case. Adu?'Inolli Ohowil71?'Y;
3 CaL, 1.
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without the consent, and to the prejudice of, the grandsons.
The property cannot be said to have been acquired without
detriment to the father's (i.e., ancestral) estate, because it
was not only given out of that estate, but in substitution
for the undivided share of that estate to which the father
appears to have been entitled. It cannot ~herefore be
taken to have been given simply by the favour of the
father, but upon consideration of the father surrendering
some interest or right to share in the grandfather's estate,
which he did by the acceptance of this separate parcel.
We think that the father took it with the incidents to
which the undivided share for which it was substituted
would have been subject" (g). This reasoning would
appeal' to apply equally in favour of issue unborn at the
time of the gift. Similarly it was held in Madras, that a
father did not take his share of the estate as self-acquir8d
property, in consequence of having received it under the
will of his own father. The Court said: "It seems to us
that there is no reason whatever in the contention that its
quality was changed by his choosing to accept it, apparently under the terms of his father's will. Still less gronnd
would there be for the contention that his acquiescence
in that mode of receiving it would vest in himself a larger
interest than he would have taken by descent" (h). The
same principle was followed in a case under Mitakshara
law, where a father bequeathed his self-acquired property
to his widow and his three sons jointly. Two of the sons
separated. The third continued to live in union with his
mother, and on her death took her share by survivorship.
The Court, after reviewing the above decisions, held that
the share of the widow which came to the son must be
(g) MlI.ddnn Gopal v. Ram Bnksh, 6 Buth., 71, 73; followed Nanomi Bablta.sin v. ,liodn!! Moh!lll, 131. A., 5. In Mohabeer Kooerv. Joobhn, 16 Snth., 221;
S. 0., 8 B. L. R., 38; a contmry opinion seems to have been expresRed by
Jackson, J. Bnt in that case the property appel11's not to have been nne estral at
all. See as to Wllltt is" a gift through affection," Lakshman v. Ramachalldra,
1 Bom., 561.
.
(h) TM'U Ohand v. Reeb Ram, 3 ilfad. H. C., 50, 55; Nagahn.qa.?lt v. RamachancZ?'<b Tevaj', 24 Mad., 429. In this case an alienation by the clevisee was held
bad as against an after-born son.

or by wilD
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co~~idered

in his hands as ancestral property, since it had
ongmally formed part of his father's estate (i). Whatever the nature of the widow's interest may have been, its
descent was governed by the incidents attaching to the
source from which it arose. Where a man had obtained a
share of family property on partition, which was mortgaged to its full value, and which he had subsequently
cleared from the mortgage by his own seH-acquisitions, it
was held that the unencumbered property was ancestral
property in his hands (7c).
In Bombay it has been recently decided, after a review
of all the cases, that where a grandfather bequeaths his
self-acquired property to a son, who has at the time male
issue, in terms showing an intention that the devisee
should take an absolute estate, the property so devised
does not vest in the issue as ancestral estate so as to
entitle them to sue their father for a partition (l).
:rop~~ty jointly

.~cquued

§ 277. Secondly, property may be ]'oint l)rOl)ertv withh .
1:
1:
.'
out avmg been ancestral. VVhere the members of a Joint
Family acquire property by or with the assistance of joint
funds, 01' by their joint labour, such property is the joint
~rope:·ty of the persons who have acquired it, whether it
IS an mcrement to ancestral property, or whether it has
arise~ without any nucleus of desc~nded property (In).
And It makes no difference that the form of the conveyance
to them would make them tenants in common and not joint
tenants (n). "Whether the issue of such joint acquirers
U) "i/Nallnoitai v. Aehratuai, 12 Bom., 12~, p. 100; Beni Persl",,/ v Pu'ran
.
.,
OlIWI ,23 Cal., 262.
(~I) Visa/atchy Y. Amws({I/lY, 5 lVIad. H. (:.,150; Krishnasa,mi Y Bnjahgopa/(,
HJ n' ,1(1., 78, p. 63.
. , ,
.,
(l.) Jugmohlllldas Y. 11Ia,ugaldas, 10 Bom" 528; acc. Nagalillgam v Ball aelle,ul,}'(f Tevw', 24 iliad., 428.
. '
I
(;'.') 111anu, ~x" \215.; Y"jnavulkyu, ii .. , 120; lVIitakshal'H, i., 4, 15; 3 Dig.,
386, F. ilI[tcN., 03,,1, il":!.; BaIJ/asiteslwI,y(l. v. Bhagnvat, 4 mad H C 5'
~aml~ershad Y. Sheocitll'rl1, 10 ~'I. I. A., 490; R({{litaba, v. Nannr;IIJ, '3 B~lll'
It)~. 1.n B~nfial no such 11l'eSUlllptioll woulJ ul'ise. Sarada Y. j}[oho1la IIda.. HI CIIl.';
~40,
By § 40 of the Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882) persons who purchase

*

J1111110Yf\ble proper,t.y out of a C0111111011 fund nrc) in the absence of H.llY contract to
the contmry, entitled to hold it in shares proportionec1 to their interest, in the
C011;1110n fundR ; and Slllll~tU'ly where!t jOl11 t purchase is 11lade by several with
then' seplt)'ate funds.
.
(n) Puker",,,U's gooe/s, 23 Cal., 980.
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would by birth alone acquire an interest in such property,
without evidence that they had in any way contributed to
it, is a question which, as far as I know, has never arisen.
1£ a single individual acquired a fortune by his own
exertions, without any assistance from ancestral property,
his iss~le would certainly take no interest in it. If several
brothers did the same, the property would be joint as
between themselves. It would certainly be self-acquired
as regards all collaterals, and it is difficult to see why it
should not be the same as regards their issue, unless they
chose voluntarily to admit the latter to a share of it. This
seems to have been the view taken by the High Court of
Bombay in a case where property had been acquired by
trade. They said: " There is no evidence to show that the
parties were members of an ordinary trade p~rtnership
resting on contract. If the sons had a joint interest with
their father in the piece-goods business, it was apparently
because they were members of an undivided family
carrying on business jointly in that capacity. If the
property of the family firm had been acquired by the equal
exertions of the three members, without the aid of any
nucleus of property other than acquired by themselves,
then, no doubt, the property of the firm with its accumulations would be self-acquired property even though
it was owned jointly, And on a partition such property
would apparently remain self-acquired 'property in the
hands of the several members, even though one of them
was the father of the other two" (0). In a later Madras
case BhashYe1n Tyenga:/' , J., seemed to think that the issue
would acquire an interest by birth if the acquirers intended
to hold the property as joint family property, but not if
they only intended to hold it as co-owners inte1' se,
SudctJ'sana1n v. Narasimh1Lln, 25 Mad., p. 155.
§ 278. Thirclly, property which was originally self-ac- or thrown into
. db"
'f 't h b
I
common stoek,.
qUl~e ,may
ecome ]omt property, l I a s een vo untarily thrown by the owner into the joint stock, with the
(0) Ohattel'bhooj v. Dlzn1'lll1!Si, 9 Bam., 438, p. 445.
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intention of abandoning all separate claims upon it. This
doctrine has been repeatedly recognized by the Privv
Oouncil. Perhaps the strongest case Was one, where th~
owner had actually obtained a statutory title to the property under the Oudh Talukdars Act Iof 1869. He was
held by his conduct to have restored it to the condition
of ancestral property (p). To create such a new title,
however, a clear intention to waive the separate rights of
the owner must be established, and will not be inferred
from acts which may have been done out of kindness and
affection. A younger brothel' who was insane from birth
had for many years been treated by his elder brothel' as if
he was under no incapacity. His name was entered in
the revenue records as joint owner, and documents were
issued and taken in his name. It appeared that for many
years his case had been treated by the family as one th~t
might be cured. Finally a family arrangement was entered
into by which he was set aside as incapacitated. The
Privy Oouncil held that the previous course of conduct
could not be treated as amounting to a fresh grant of
rights which the youth was incapable of taking by
inheritance (q).
§ 279. Liability to partition is one of the commonest
incidents of joint property, but it must not be supposed that
joint property and partible property are mutually convertible terms. If it were so, an impartible Zemindary
could never be joint property. The reverse, however, is
the case. The mode of its enjoyment necessarily cuts
(p) Hll1'pll1'Shad Y. Sheo Dyal, 3 I. A., 259; S. C., 26 Suth., 55; Shankm'
Baksh Y. Haj'deo Baksh, 16 I. A., 71; S. c., Ifi Gal., 397; (as to cases in which
such a 'raluqdar was held to have takee the Statutory estate on trust for the
other member. of the family, see Mt. Thukrain Sookraj Y. Government, 14
M. I. A., 112; Thakoo1' Haj'deo Bum v. Jowahij' Singh., 41. A., 178 ; 6 I. A., 161;
Thaku1'am Ra1nanund Y. Rap7mnathKoe1', 9 I. A., 41; S. C., 8 Cal., 769; Hasan
Jafa.j· Y. MuhmmnadAska1'1o, 26 I. A., 229) ; pe1' em'., Bmnpe1'S7w.d Sheoehll1'n,
10 M ..1. A .• 506; GheUayamal v. Mntialmnal, 6 Mad., Jur. P. C., 108; Sham
Na.m·m v. Con·j·t ofWm'ds, 20 Sutb., 197 ; pe1' em';am, ] Ii Bam., p. 39; 10 Cul., pp.
.392,398,401.; Madhava1'av Manohaj·,v. Atmam1n, 15 Bam., 5]9; Tj'ibovanda3
-Y. Y~1'ke Sm,th, 21 Bam:, 349; j'eve1'stng; S. C., 20 Bom., 316, the same rule was
'applIed to property WhICh, though not self-acquired, had descended from a.
maternal ances~or t~ ?aughter's SOilS. They would not be coparceners, but had
",lected to treat It as lomt property, Gopalasami Y. Ghinnasami, 7 Mad., 458.
(q) Lala Muddlln Gopal v. Khikhinda Koe1', 18 I. A., 9; S. C., 18 Ca.l.,341.
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down to a very small point the. rights of the other memb~~s
f the family with respect to It. But there are t.wo partIo 1 . which its joint character becomes matel'lal-first,
·cu ars 111
.
d.
dl
with reference to the order of succeSSlOn; an , secon . y,
the powers of alienation possessed by each succeSSIve
astldo , Now as to the first point, it has been repeatedly
~
M.
,
.
ld b the Privy Oouncil that the order of suc.cesslO~ to
he
~ndary depended upon whether" though llnpartIble
a Z elU
.
t "
th
it was part of the common Ia1mly propel' y, or was e
separate or self-acquired property of the holder (1'). As.
to the second point, the Courts of Madras, Oalcutta and
Allahabad till very lately rulec~ that the holder of an
.
,t1'ble Zemindarv under Mltakshara law would be
llupar
dt
under the same restrictions as to ahenatlOn ~n regal' 0
it as to any other ancestral property. .Thls course of
.' s has , ho"'ever
"
, been intel'l'UI)ted In consequence
.
'
deC1s10n
of a recent ruling of the Privy Oouncil. The subject WIll
have to be c1iscussed more fully hereafter (8).
§ 280. An examination into t.heprop~rt~ of the joint ~,';f;"t,~~~e;~o'1 would not be comI)lete WIthout POll1tll1g out what pertyseparate1y.
. .,
. '
f amI y
.
ertv may be held by the ll1dlV1duai members WhICh IS
prop
b
not joint property. Property WhICh IS .not JOll1t must e
either separate property or self-acqUIred, or property
which has c1evolved upon another in such a manner as to
be held by him free of all claims by members of the same
unc1ivided family. The last of the three cases has alreac1y.
been discussec1 (§ 275, 276). Separate property, ex ~'/,
tm'1nini assumes that the holder of it has ceased to be I?union with those in reference to whom the property IS
separate. But a man is very commonly separated from
v

v

. . '

. '

Sh~'7V~gl~~g;i

.

•

~~~,.5~:C~1~~ ~~,~;:

(1') Katwna Natchierv. R[Ljah of
9IMAI·tas
2 Suth. (P. \i.),31; Yamwnnla Y. Booc Ha,
, . , .,
' . ! ' C 2.4 S Ith
(P C) 21' 07IOWdh'r1/ Ghinlamnn v. Nowl.nkho, 2 I. A.,.263, i:l. ., . t
.,
255' Y~};u;l1alav. Ra;nan(lora, 6 Mad. H. C., 93. 103; Pe)'1~samy Y. P8')'wS[Ln/1{,
5 I 'A., 61; S. C., 1 Mad., 312; Runga.naya7ca./lima Y. Bull, !,~.1n[Ly[L, P. C., ~
Jui 1879' Jogendm Bhwpati v. Nityanand, 17 I. A., 128, S. C., 18t C
a1 ·, 15 '
y,
., .
R 7
t7 31 C 1 224 It has been sugges e d b y tlIe
Kali [(1'ishl1[L v. ag wna ~,
a .,
.
d b R
XXIX of 1814
Calcutta High Court that Ghatwali t.enures create
Y eg..
.'
though hereditary are th~ e"dn~ive property of each succeSSIve owner.
Ghal'l'adha1'i Singh v. Kn,,) Beha1'~, 22 C,tl., 156.
(8) See post § 338.
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one
f . Instance
' .
'
. . set of persons , as ,or
h b th
IS III union with th'
.' IS 1'0 81'S, while he
A
0 ers, as for Inst
h'
.'is regards the former' 1 .
. ance, IS own issue
lIS property I S '
'
th e latter, it is joint ' (~276)
•
separ~~e.; as regards
other hand may be
d' b . Self-acqmsltlOll, 011 the
,
Ina e y an 17 0
1 '1
.
d ' J ne w 11 e stIll in a state
of union and V'II
,
" en llla e WIll b
f'e .
. whole world l I e e L8ctIve against th
.'
lave already (~ 239.
e
the earlv hIstory of thO b
'
241) pOlllted out
.
IS ranch of tl I
'
remarks will show h
't 1 .
Ie aw. The following
"
ow 1 las been d It .
deCISIons:
ea WIth by modern
Self-acquisition.
S 281 TI
~
. Ie whole doctrine f lf
..
stated by YaJ'navalIr
f II 0 se -acqmsltion is briefly
b
,ya as 0 ows '-" Wh
.
y the coparcener himself:
ate.ver IS acquired
father's estate
' WIthout detrIment to th
.
,as a present f'
"
e
nuptIals, does not appertain t 1t~m a fr~end, or a gift at
he who recovers heredI't,
0 Ie coheIrs (t), Nor shall
a1 y property l' 1 h
.
awa,Y gIve it UI) to th
w llC 1 as been taken
.
e coparceners'
, 1
gamed by science" (,)
U
.
'
1101 Wlat has been
ll
pon
remarks that the est t' f t
thIS the Smriti Chandrika
a e 0 he fat 1lel'
any undivided coheir (v)
IiVhile mean.s the estate of
that the words"
w'tl
t
d'
,
1 IOU
et "
t tthe Mltakshara adds
must be connected
'th
lImen 0 the father's estate"
"C
WI
each mem b ' f t1
onsequently what is obt .
e1 0 Ie sentence.
return of an oblig'at'
amed from a friend as the
.
' IOn conferred t t1
patl'lmony; what is r '
a
Ie oharge of the
th f
eC81ved at a malT' a
e orm AsurfL or th I')
lao e concluded in
'
e 1 {e (70)'
1 t'
·
h eredltary
estate b th
: w la IS recovered of the
what is earned {, e .expendltm:e of the father's goods'
} SCIence acqUIred t tI
'
ancestral 'wealth' all tl t
a Ie expense of
,
l
a
must
be
sl
'1
.
of .tIle brethren and the father"
la1ee WIth the Whole
MItakshara enlaraes th t
(x),, The anthor of the
e
self-acquisition as0" th t Ie~t of YaJnavalkya by defining
~a WIICh had be
'
(t) See as to presents f .
~-.
en acqUIred by the
~ 6, 7; MWldnn Goo l rOlllrel"LlOns 01' friends M ,"
'.
~
1., ii, ~ 9,
1 a v. B,w, Bilksh, 6 Suth' 71' .m, IX" ~ 206 ; Naradu xiii
allte
"276'
j\.,.
'
"
.
.,
,
( ) YIlJll[walkyrt ii ~ llA' 1
.
"
,hltalrshrtra
D. Ie. S., i,." 2, ~ 1-'-.12: T ' 19; I\Lltnkshara, i. 4 § 1
'
(v) Sllll'iti Chandl'ik~ ':.M;y., 11'.,7, § 1'-14.' Rag,' See Faya Bhaga , vi. I,
('10) S~,eo Gobind V ,~j,;,~~"" 28..
' . maliC ana, 1'.,1-12.' ,
(x) Mltukshara, i, 4, ~ 6.
Na·/'rtlll, 7 N.·W. P., 75.
1{.
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coparcener himself without any detriment to the goods of
his father 01' mother." Hence the Madras High Court
has recently decided that property inherited by a man
from his mother's father is not his self-acquisition, and
this ruling has been affirmed by the Privy Oouncil (y),
The whole contest in each instance is to show that the
gain has been without" detriment to the estate." In earlv
times the slightest assistance from the joint patrimony,
however indirect, was considered to be such a detriment ,
and the possession of any joint property was considered as
conclusively proving that there had been such an assistance. The Madras Oourt has always leant very strongly
against self-acquisition. But the recent tendency of decisions seems to be towards a more sensible view of the law,
following out its spirit rather than its letter,
§ 282. For instance, the gains of science 01' valour, Gains of soienee.
which seem to have been the earliest forms of self-acquisition, were held to be joint property, if the learning had
been imparted at the expense of the Joint Family, 01' if
the warrior had used hisfathel"s sword (§ 240), The law
upon this point was examined with great fulness in a case
where the adoptive mother of a dancing girl claimed her
property, on the ground that it had been acquired by skill
imparted at the mother's expense. The High Court of
Madras, over-ruling a very elaborate judgment of the Civil
Judge, decided that if these gains were to be considered
the gains of science, they were joint property of the acquirer
and her mother (z), It would admittedly have been otherwise if her gains had merely been the result of prostitution,
unaided by any special education (a), In a later case the
gains of a Vakil were held to be divisible, on the ground
that they had been obtained by education imparted at the
family expense, although it was found that he had received
(y) Mit., i., 4, ~ 2; IWC. Ba.g7mnan(lal.la, v., 5; J!:l",tla1jan Chetty v .. Sa;ngil'i, 9
Mad., 370, It!82. The Pl'lvy CounCIl declmed to COlllnllt Itself to
the consequence drawn hy tile Madras High Court that jJroperty so inherited
became the joint properLy of the taker and his son. See ante ~ 275, note.
(,,) Ohalakonda v, RatnachaIam, 2 Mad. H. C., 56. See 2 W. MacN" 167.
(a) Boologam v Swo1'llam, 4 Mad., 330.
23

I. A., 127; 3
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from his father nothing more than a general education.
Holloway, J., referring to the dancing girl's case, said:
" I fully adhere to the judgment of the Hight Oourt, for
which I am responsible, and especially to the statement
that the ordinary gains of science by one who has received
a family maintenance are certainly partible" (b). The
decisions in the above cases were adopted in general terms
by the Ohief Justice in Bombay in another case of a
Vakil. '1.'here, however, the point really did not arise, as
it appeared that he united the business of money-lender
with that of Vakil, and that there was joint family property of which he had the use (0).
§ 283. It is, however, difficult to see why a person who
has made gains by science, after having been educated or
maintained at the family expense, should be in a worse
position than any other person who has been so educated
or maintained, and who has afterwards made self-acquisitions. Jimuta Vahana lays it down, that where it is
attempted to reduce a separate acquisition into common
property on the ground that it was obtained with the aid
,of common property, it must be shown that the joint stock
was used for the express purpose of gain. "It becomes
not common merely because property may have been
used for food or other necessaries, since that is similar
;1;0 the sucking of the mother's breast" (cl).
This seems
to be good sense. If a member of a Hindu family were
sent to England at the joint expense, to be educated for
the Bar or the Oivil 8m'vice, it seems fail' enough that his
extra gains should fall into the common stock, as a recompense for the extra outlay incurred. It might be assumed
that when the outlay was incurred the reimbursement
was contemplated. But it is different where all start on
exactly the same level, with nothing but the ordinary
maintenance and education which is common to nersons
of that class of life. Accordingly in a Madras case: where
(b) Gunga(Zha1'!ld'u v. Nl1!rasammah, 7 Mad. H. C., 47.
(a) Bai Manahha v. Nal'otamdas, 6 Born. H. C. (A. C. J.), 1, 6.
(d) Daya Bhaga, vi., 1, § 44-50; 1 Btl'a. H. L., 214; 2 Btm. H. L., 347.
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a Hindu had made a large mercantile fortune, his claim to
hold it as self-acquired was allowed, though he had
admittedly been maintained in his earlier years, educated
and married out of patrimonial means (e). So in a Bengal
case where self-acquisition was set up, and the defendant
had been maintained at the family expense, but it was
proved that in acquiring his property he did not use any
funds which belonged to the joint family, his gains
apparently being derived from some lucrative employment,
it was held that the plea was made out. lJlitter, J.,
said: "The plaintiff's case in the Oourt below was that
the defendant received his education from the joint
estate, and that he is consequently entitled to participate
in every property that has been acquired by the defendant by the aid of such education. But this contention is nowhere sanctioned by the Hindu law, and I see
nothing in justice to recommend it " (j). This case was
approved by the Privy Oouncil in an appeal where it had
been contended that the property acquired by a successful merchant was joint property, because he had
been educated out of the joint funds. The fact was
negatived, upon which the Oommittee observed, "This
being their Lordships' view, it does not become necessary
to consider whether the somewhat startling proposition
of law put forward by the appellant, which, stated in
plain terms, amonnts to this-that if a member of a
joint Hindu family receives any education whatever
from the joint funds, he becomes for ever after incapable
of aC<Iuiring by his own skill and industry any separate
property-is 01' is not maintainable. Very strong and
clear authority would be required to support such a
proposition. For the reasons that they have given, it
does not appeal' to them necessary to review the textbooks 01' the authorities which have been cited on this
subject. It may be enough to say that, according to their
. (e) Ohellape1'oomall

Y.

~b.,

240.
(f) Dhunookdal'ee

Y.

Veel'apel'o01lUtll, 4 M"d. JUl'., 54, affd., on appeal,
Gunpllt, 11 B. L. R., 201, note; S. C., 10 Buth., 122.
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Lordships' view, no texts which have been cited go to
the full extent of the proposition contended." Then, after
referring with approval to the Bengal case as laying the
law ~own less broadly than those in Madras and Bombay,
the judgment concluded by saying: "It may hereafter
possibly become necessary for this Board to consider,
whether 01' not the more limited and guarded expression
of the law upon this subject of the Courts of Bengal, is
not more correct than what appears to be the doctrine of
the Oourts of Madras" (g).
§ 284. All of the above cases were recently examined by
.
the HIgh Court of Bombay (h). They said: " It certainly
appears to us that the dictum of Mittel', J., that the I)l'OPOsition which we are considering' is nowhere sanctioned by
Hindu law,' is not strictly accurate. The texts which
have been cited to us do, in our opinion, establish it as a
rule of Hindu law that the ordinary gains of science are
divisible, when such science has been imparted at the
fall~jly expense, and acquired while receiving a family
mamtenance, but that it is otherwise when the science
has been imparted at the expense of persons who are not
members of the student's family. But the question still
remains, whether the term 'Science,' as used in the
texts, is, in modern days, to be construed as meaning
a mere general education, and not rather a special
training for a particular profession. The words 'any
education whatever' in the judgment of the Judicial
Committee in Pattliem v. Pa.ttliem, as well as an observation of one of their Lordships in the course of the
argument, that the Madras case of the dancing girl was a
case of a special training, and not necessarily applicable to
a case of general training, may seem to indicate that, if the
question again comes before their Lordships, it will be
considered chiefly with reference to the nature and extent
(.'7) Pauliem Valoo v. PaztUem Som'YI ah ' 4 I. A '" 109 117', S
C I Mad 'J
. 0,
(!I) LG;~shman v . •Julnnabai, 6 Bam., 225, p. 242. Approved and followed,
K,·tsh,zatt Mahadev v. M01'0 Mahadev. 15 Bam., 32' Lakshman Kua,· v. Debi
Prasad, 20 All., 435.
'

252.
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f the education imparted at the family expense."

The

~ourt, after citing with. approval the re~arks a~ th~
.'
f the precedlllg paragraph, proceed to say.
beglllnlllg 0
. 1
h
"We think that we shall be doing no VlO er: ce to t e
Hindu texts, but shall be only adapting them to the
't'
of modern society if we hold that, when they
con d1 lOn
. .'.
··t d
s eak of the gains of Selence whlCh has be~n Impar e
~ the family expense, they intend the speelal br.anch of
.
'''hich is the immediate source of the gams, and
SCIence "
.
.
.
t the elementary education WhICh IS the necessary
::epping stone to the acquisition of all 'lcienc8,"
§ 285. On the same principle, alth~ugh the admitted rai!~efs!~dS ~ot
. or existence of ioint funds WIll throw upon the conolUSIve.
possesSlO n
.
d d' d t
self-acquirer the onus of proving that such fu?- s ~ no
form the nucleus of his fortune (i), the fact Itself IS not
·
In a case in the Supreme Court of Bengal,
conc1USIve.
.
G1'a1d, J., saia: "Where the property desc~nded IS
incapable of being considered as the germ whose Improvement has constituted the wealth subsequently ~ossessedf
this wealth must evidently be deemed acqUIred. ~n
ancestral cottage never converted, or capable of converSIOn
to an avilable amount into money, in whi?~ the .maker
f the wealth had the trifling benefit of resldlllg WIth the
~est of the family when he commenced turning his industry
to profit,-so of other things of a tri~i~g nature" (k).
Of course the contrary would be held, ]f It appeared that
the income of the joint property was large enough to leave
a surplus, after discharging the. ~e?essary. expenses of the
familv out of which the acqUISItions nught have been
mad~ (l). And purchases made with mo~ey borrowed on
the security or the common property WIll belong to the
Joint Family, the members of which will be jointly liable
(i) Shib Pel'sharl v. Gltngnlnonee, 16 Snth., 291 j P"anK"isto v. Bhagee1'zttee,
.
20 Snth 158' Sztbbnyya v. Sltl'ayya, 10 Mud., 251.
(k) d:J01'odohum v. Golllolcmoney, 1!'nlton, 165, 181 j pM' clt,·t~I~'BMefnat6b~~
v. Olzetnlllb1'a, Mad. Dec. of l853, 63 j Jadoomol/e e v. G 1lngaldt1 ~
on n.,
,
V D,tl'p 521' Ahmedbholj Y. Oassllmbho,l}, 13 Bam., 534 j 1dO. i\Vf. Ii ~., P 505.
'( ~) 8;;dnnz:ncl v. SOOI/0 111onee, 11 Snth., 436 j Tottemplt I ell w am .nam
v. Sesham.ma., 27 Mad., p. 234.

t
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for the debt (m). But it would be otherwise if the loan
was made on the sole credit of the borrower, or eveN if
the loan was made out of the common fund, under a special
agreement that it was to be at the sole risk of the borrower
and for his sole benefit (n).
'
Government
grants.

359
286.J
SELF-AOQUISITION.
Savings from
A oint which has noW been finally decided is, whether impartible
property.
the s~vings made by the holder of an i.mpartible estate
under Mitakshara law, are his self-acqUlred pl:operty: or
t It is quite settled that, although an nnpart1ble
nZo .. dary may be ]'oint I)l'operty, in the sense that all the
e1111n.
.
.
.'
.
'1 have a ]'oint and vested mterest m the reverSIOn
y
.'
.
h
f amI
(; 279) its annual income, and the accumulatIOns of suc
~'S
e' are the absolute and exclusive property of the
InCOn1 ,
.
'
ssor of the Zel11indary for the tune bemg. None of
l' 1 1
posse
.
his l{indred can claim an account o~ the mode III w nc 1 1e
nt his income, nor a share m the profits annually
l't I f
h as spe
accruing or laid by. He may spend a~ muc~1 ~r as I teo
his income as he likes. If he spends It aU,. It IS not .waste,
and whatever he invests is absolutely at Ius own dIsposal
during his life (t). There could theref.are be.no coparcenary
.
h sa"1'ng's and therefore no survIVorshIp ('n). If, there1nsUC
'
,
.
.
Zemindar in Madras left no Issue, It seems to me
'
. .
'
f ore, a
that his widow would take Ius savmg s before hIS brothers,
or their issue, and if he left issue, they ould take exclusively. This appears to have been the VIeW of the 1VIadr~s
· '1 Court in one of the two eases quoted above, where
. d
H 19l
. « ~vVhether regarded as the separately aeqUlre
'
.
. ..
they saYf .the Zemindar, or as .
It really IS, hIS acqUlsltIOn
..
f un ds o ·
.ived from ancestral property owned by hIm solely, It IS
d er
1.
" ( )
equally divisible family property as betw~en lIS sons .v.
Accordingly when a Poligar died le~vlllg debts wh~ch
would not bind the family, but also leavlllg pro,Pe.rty WhIC~
had been purchased out of the savi~gs of hIS mcome, It
s held that such purchases were hIS separate property,
wa
.
. d' 1
to which his creditors would be entItled III 1SC large
of their debts ('IV). Of course savings l~~nded down from
previous Zemindars would follow a dIfferent rule; they

PARA.

§ 286. Estates conferred by Government in the exercise
of their sovereign power become the self-acquired propm'ty
of the donee, whether such gifts are absolutely new grants
or only the r~stOl'ation to one member of the family of
property prevIOusly held by another, but confiscated (0),
unless some contrary intention appears from the grant (p).
But where one member of a family forcibly dispossesses
another who is in possession of an ancestral Zemindary
and there is no legal forfeiture, nor any fresh grant
a person competent to confer a legal title, the new
occupant takes, not by self-acquisition, but in continuation
of the former title (q). And where a confiscation made
by Gover~lInent was subsequently annulled, and no grant
to any thIrd person was ever made, it was held that the
old. ti~le revived, for the benefit of all persons capable of
clannmg under it (1'). So a grant made by Government
to the holder of an estate, which merely operates as an
ascertainment of the State claim for revenue, and a
release of the reversionary right of the crown, is a mere
continuance of the old estate (8).

b;

Sh~opel'shael v. KllllOnZel', 1 S. D., 76 (101).
(n) Ra, Nllrsi".qh ,:. Rai New'ain, 3 N.-'V. P., 218.
(0) Ka!(~ma, NcdclHar y, RaJah of Shiva.qan,qa, 9 M. LA" 606; S. C" 2 Suth.
(P. C.!, 81; Bee!' Pel'ta,b y. Mahamjah Rajender, 12 M. I. A., 1 (Hullsapore

(m)

Citse) , S. C" 2 Suth. (P. C.), 81; Venkata.I·a.yadn v. Venka.tal'ama.ya., 15

~Iad.,

284, (tnte § ,54, As to gr,mts 1ll Oudh "fter the Confiscation of 1858, and ull(ler
Act I of 1869 (Oudh Estate. Act), see Thaku1'rlin Sookraj \". The Government

14 M. I. A" 112; HIl1'p,ztrsha(Z y, Shea DyaZ, 3 I. A., 259; S. C. 26 Suth, 55!
Hm'eleo Bllx y. Jawa.I",·, 4 LA., 178; 6 I. A., Hi!; Bl'ijinela'i' ~. Jnnk': kae,.'
5 I: A., 1; 'l'lwkllr Shere y, Thnkll1'ain, fl Cal., 615 ; Gam'; Shunker y. Maha:
"a,Jah 0/ 1!lll1·a.II~/lore, 6 LA:, 1; S, C". 4 Cal., 839; Mullea Jahan v. Deputy
OOInIl"sstolle1' Of Lnclenow, ,b" 63; M'!1'zn Jelwn v. Nawnb .1fnt", Balm ib
76; S. C., 4 Cal., 727; Seth Jaielial v. Seth Siteemm, 8 LA., 215; Ramn':lInd
v. Ra..qhnna.th, 91. A., 41; S. C., 8 Cd., 769; Pi,·thi Pnl y. Jewahi?' Singh ]4
I, A., 37. 11 grant of a jaghire is presumably ollly fOl' life. Gnlab(Za~ v.
Oollecto,' of Sm'at, 6 LA., 54; S, C., 3 Bam., 11:16.
(p) Mahant Govi,nel Rno v. Sita,mnt, 25 1. A., 195 ; S. 0.,21 All., 53.
(q) Y,,:monuZa. Boochia" 13 M. 1. A" 333; S. C ,]3 Snth. (P.O.), 21,
("J Mwza Jelzan y, Baclshoo Bahoo, 12 1. A., 124; S. C" 12 CaL, 1.
(8) Na?'ayana y, Ohen.qalamma, 10 Mad., 1,

:v

(t) Ma7lG1'1IjnZlwgm'll y, Rajah Row Pa.ntaZa, 5 Mttd. H, 0,,31,41; Llltch?nana Row v, TerillwZ Row, 4 M,u1 JUl'.,241.
•
S C r B L R
(It) See NeeZkisto Deb v. Beel'ch/oIc7~'1" 12 iiI. 1. A., 010; . ., 0 ' . ,
(P. C.), 13; S. 0., 12 ';nth. (P. C.), 21 (TIpperah Cltse).
H 0 ., 41''. supm
note (t).
.
Ba 19"";
R 1\,[,,,1 145 Both JudGes agreee1 that tlllS
(v ) 5 M al1'R'
"
., <
.,
' .
I 1aw WIele
l'
(10) Kottn a,masa.mt
. '1 v.{le)'11'1'"
Poligor
but
they
dIffered as to t,e
wouId b e tlle case we" 1 a
,.
,
.
155 165 P 'b t'
the Poligal' WitS one ele facto hut not ele jll?·e. Sec Pl"
J,
•
a1 at
Kwnm'i v, Jaga{lis 07wneleJ', 2\l I . .'1..,82; S. C., 29 Cal., 433.
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would become the joint property of his descendants, of
whom the succeeding Zemindar was only one, his brothers
and their issue being the others.
Recovery of
a.ncestra.l property.

Result to recoverer,

§ 287. Another mode of self-acquisition, which is not
very likely to arise now, is where one coparcener unaided
by the others 01' by the family funds, recovers, with the
acquiescence of his co-heirs, ancestral property which had
been seized by others, and which his family had been
unable to recover (x). In order to bring a case within
this rule, the property must have passed into the possession of strangers, and be held by them adversely to the
family. It is not sufficient that it should be held by a
person claiming title to hold it as a member of the family,
01' by a stranger claiming under the family, as for instance
by mortgage. So also the recovery by one co-heir for his
own special benefit is only permissible where" the neglect
of the coparceners to assert their title had been such as to
show that they had no intention to seek to recover the
property, 01' were at least indifferent as to its recovery,
and thus tacitly assented to the recoverer using his means
and exertions for that purpose, 01' upon an express
understanding with the recoverer's coparceners." " The
recovery, if not made with the privity of the co-heirs,
must at least have been bond fide, and not in fraud of
their title, 01' by anticipating them in their intention of
recovering the lost property." Finally, it must be an
actual recovery of possession, and not merely the obtaining
of a decree for possession (y).
As to the result of such a recovery, there seems to be a
conflict in the Mitakshara. At ch. i., 5, § 11, the author,
'rererring to Manu, ix., § 209, makes the property which
has been recovered belong exclusively to the recoverer. At
(x) Manu, ix" § 209; iliitalrsham, i., 4, ~ 2, Ij; Daya Bhaga, vi" 2, ~ 31-37;
D. K. s. iv., 2, § 6-9; Rltghnnl1nrlana, v,, 29-31.
(y) VisnZatchy v. Annnsamy, 5 Mad. H, C., 150; Bisheswa1' v. ShitltZ, S Snth.,
13; S. C., confirmed on review; sllb nom'ille, Bissessnr v. Seetul, 9 Suth., 69;
BoZa,kee v. 00111't of TYa1'ds, 14 Suth., 34; Jugmohnndas v. lvIangaZdas, 10
Born., 1)'28; Mn'f1t Vadhllga'l/(/dha v Dor(!singa, 8 I. A., 99; S. C., 3 ilIad., 300;
Nara,qan# v. Venkatac/zaZal'ati, 4 1Iil1a., p. 259.
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}. , 4 , y,~ 11 , he quotes a text of Sankha as establishing
c h ..
that, "if it be land, he takes the fourth part, and th~
remainder is equally shared among all the. brethren.
Dr. MayI' reconciles the discrepancy by supposIUg that the
former text refers to the case of a recovery by the rathel',
while the latter refers to one of several brethren 01' other
coparceners, who all stand on the same level (z). The
Bengal authorities, however, take the latter rule as applying to every recoverer, but only in the case of land (a). It
is to be observed that the recoverer takes one-fourth first,
and then shares equally with the others in the residue (b).
:\ 288 . An intermediate case between self-acquired
and ~oquiaiti?n.8
~
.
aided by JOlllt
joint property is the case, resting upon a text of Vaslshtha, funda.
in which property acquired by a single coparcener, at the
expense of the patrimony, is said to be subject to partition,
the acquirer being entitled to a double share (c). It has
already been suggested (§ 240) that this text probably
applied originally to self-acquisition properl! so. called,
and that it cut down the rights of a self-acqUlrer, lllstead
of enlarging the rights of one who has made use of common property. The Smriti Ohandrika and Madhaviya
both restrict the text to the gains of learning, when considered to be partible in consequence of the education from
which they sprung having been imparted at the expense
of the family (d). The general principles laid down by
Vijnanesvara seem to exclude the idea that any special
and exclusive benefit can be obtained to any co-heir by a
use of the family property (e). Me. W. MacNaghten
states that under Benares law no such benefit can be
obtained, whatever may have been the personal exertions
(z) Mayl', 25; Vrihasp"ti. 8 Dig" 32.
,
(a) D!1Y", Bhltg,L, vi., 2, § 36-39; D. K. S., iv., 2, § 7, 8; 1 "vV. l\IacN., 52;
2 W. l\'lacN., 157.
(b) D. 1\. S., iv., 2, § 9; 3 Dig" 365.,
'
,
(01 "And if one of the brothers has galllBlt Bometlung' by hiS own effol'.t, he
shall 1'eceive [t double share," Va.sishthll, xyii., 51; MHalrslutl'a, i., 4, ~ 29 ;
D~lyfi. Bbaga, vi., 1, ~ 27 -29; RaghuIHtnc1ltnn, i., 20, Y., 18.
(d) Sml'iti ChttndrikL, vii., ) 9; Madhaviya, p. 49, ana see fntwah, 2
W. ll'IacN , 167.
(e) Mito,kshal'll, i., 4, § I-I\,
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of any ~ndividual, but that the rule does exist in Be:L;J.gal (j).
There IS no doubt that in that province the rule has been
repeatedly laid down (g), but little attempt has been
made to define its extent, 01' the cases to which it applies.
In a case before the Supreme Comt of Bengal, Sir Law'renee Peel, C. J., laid down the law as follows: "The
~uth?rities establish, and the uniform course of practiye
m tIns ~?Ul't is co~formable to them, that the sole manager
of the ]omt stock IS thereby entitled to no increased share
and tl~at skill and labour contributed by one joint sharer
alone ll1 the augmentation or improvement of the common
stock, establishes no right to a larger share; that the
acquisition of a distinct property without aid of the joint
funds 01' joint labom gives a separate right, and creates a
separate estate; that the acquisition of a clistinet property,
wIth the aid of joint funds, or of joint labour, gives the
acquirer a right to a double share, and prevents the
character of separate estate from attaching to such an
acquisition; and, lastly, that the union with the commOn
stock of that which might otherwise have been held in
severalty, gives it the character of a joint and not of a
separate property." Grant, J., held to the same effect,
adding that in this respect the law of Bengal and the
Mitakshara coincide, and that to entitle the acquirer to a
double share, he must only be "aided by means drawn
from the joint funds of little consideration" (h). This
decision is cited with approval by the Supreme Court of
Bengal (i) as laying down both the rule and the exception
as to joint and separate acquisitions. The first principle
laid down by Sir Lawrence Peel that, in order to entitle
the acquire: to a double share, the property acquired
must be a dIstinct one, is in accordance with the Mitak(f) 1 W. MacN., 52; 2 W. iYlllcN .. 7, n., 15B, 160, n., 162. n.
--. 3(!I) GIl.eladhu:· v. Ajodl!ewrwn, 1 S. D:, 6 (7); ](0"71-1.ll v. ~at7JlI/llntl!, 1 S. D.,
36 (448), Doo.,pllttee v. Hn?'ndhun, H S. D., 98; ](?'Il'a S,.,,,lh,, v. ](anl!aya,
5 S. D., 335 (093); l'e1' curwm., Uma Snndm'i v. DWCl'J'k'lnath, 2 B. L. R.
(A. C. J.), 287.
(If.) GOO1:oocl/o"l<1''' Y. GolJlckmoney, Fulton, 165.
(t) post
SOO1:/eemoney
Dos.see Y. Del/obzmelo ' 6 M .I. .
A, 539',S. .C, 4 Stltl, .(P, .
C) ,
114;
§ 292.
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shara, which, after citing Vasishtha's text, proceeds:
"The author (Yajnavalkya) propounds an exception to
that maxim. But if the common stock be improved
an equal division is ordained;" and says that in such
!II case, a double share is n'ot allotted to the acquirer (k).
rrhe second principle laid down by Grant, J., that the
assistance derived from the joint funds must be of little
consideration, seems also to be in accordance with the
Daya Bhaga. It will be seen that Jimuta Vahana rests
the doctrine of the double share of the acquirer, not upon
the text of ~s~shtha, which he seems to take as applying
to self-acqmsItIOn, properly so called, but upon a text of
Vyasa. " The brethren participate in that wealth, which
one of then~ gains by valour 01' the like, using any COlllmon
property, eIther a weapon or a vehicle" (l). Here the
merito~ious cause of the acquisition is the brothel' himself,
the aSSIstance derived from the joint funds being insignificant. This view is in accordance with the futwah of the
Pundits in Pt(J'tab Br(hWllcl'wr v. Til'llkclharee ('In), "of
several brothers. living togetller in family partnership,
should one acqUIre property by means of funds common
to the whole, the property so acquired belongs jointly to
a~l the brothers.
Should, however, the means of acquisitIOn, drawn from the joint funds, be of little consideration,
and the personal exertions considerablf', two shares belong
to the acquirer, and one to each of the other brothers."
Both points have been affirmed by later decisions of the
Bengal High Court (n).

:r

§ 289. There is a good deal of conflict, probably more
apparent than real, between the decisions of the High
Court of Bengal as to the question upon whom lies the
onus ~f pr?~f, where proper,ty is claimed by one person
as bemg Jomt property, and withheld by another as
(k) Mitaksharn, i., '1, § 30, 31.
(I) Daya Bhagl1, ii., ~ 41, vi., 1, § 28, 14.
(m) 1 S. D., 179 (236).
.
(11) S1'~e Nam·in Y. G?01'O Persha(Z, 6 Su~h., 219; 8heo Dyat v. JIUZool1ath,
9 Suth., 61; and pe1' Golvlle, O ..J., Jadoo11!onee v. Ga/llgadhzl1',l BOllln., 600;
V. Darp., 521.

Burthen
proof.

or
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being self-acquired, or vice Ve1'S(t rrhe general prindple
undoubtedly is that, as every Hindu family is supposed to
be joint unless the contrary is proved, so if nothing appears
upon the case except that a member of a family, admittedly
or presumably joint, is in possession of property, if he
alleges that it is his own self-acquisition, he is alleging
something which is an exception to the general rule, and it
lies upon him to prove the exception (0). But on the other
hand, the case of a plaintiff who seeks to establish a claim
to Joint Family property, is no exception to the rule, that
the plaintiff must make out his case. He starts with a
presumption in his favour. But this presumption must be
taken along with the other facts, proved or admitted, and
those facts may so far remove the presumption arising
from the ordinary condition of a Hindu family, as to throw
back the burthen of proof on the other side (p). What,
then, is the extent of the presumption as to the condition
of a Hindu family? " The normal state of every Hindu
family is joint. Presumably every such family is joint in
food, worship, and estate. In the absence of proof of
division, such is the legal presumption. . But the members
of the family may sever in all or any of these three
things" (q). Of course there is no presumption that a
family, because it is joint, possesses joint property or any
property. But where it is proved or admitted that a
J oint Family possesses some joint property, and the
property in dispute has been acquired or is held in a
manner consistent with that character, "the presumption
of law is that all the property they were possessed of was
joint property, until it was shown by evidence that
one member of the family was possessed of separate
(0) LlImimon Row v. Mnlla,' RolV, 2 Kn., 60, 63; P'l'it Koe'/' v. MallOdeo
Pe1'sllOd,21 1. A , 134; S. C., 22 CI1.I., 85; Ram Gllllimn v. Rmn Bellm'i, It;
AIl.,90.
(p) Bholanath v. Ajoodhia, 12 R. L. R., 336; S. C., 20 Sulh., 65 ; Bo(lll Singh
v. Gnnesh, 12B. L. R. (P. C.), 317; s. C., 19 Sllth., 356; l'el'>:ll?'iam, 12 Bo';",
Pl'. 131,309, 13 Bam .. p. 66.
(q) Pe?' clwiam, Neelkisto Deb v. Bee'l'chundel' (Tipperah case), 12 1\1. 1. A.,
540; S. C., 3 B. h R. (P. C.), 13; S. C., 12 Sllth. (P. C.), ~1 ; Nal'a,qnllty v.
Vell,qama, 91\1. I. A., 9:2; S. C., 1 Suth. (P. C.), 30.
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property." And tl~is presumption is ~ot rebutted merely
by showing "that It was purchased m the na~ne ~f o~e
member of the family, and that there are receIpts mIllS
name respecting it ; for all that is perfectly consistent with
the notion of its having been joint property, and even if it
had been joint property, it still would have been treated
in exactly the same manner" (1'). The difference of
opinion seems to arise as to the degree to .w h~ch ~he
presumption is to be pushed, where tl:e ~aImly IS J?mt,
but where no nucleus of joint property IS eIther admItted
or proved, and where some property is hel~ by on~ ?r
more members in a manner, as regards eIther ongm
or enjoyment, apparently, though not necessarily. inconsistent with the idea of a joint interest.
§ 2130. The law upon this point was laid down as
follows by the Sudder Court of Bengal :-" Where, by the
plaintiff's own admission, the pro'perti~s in dispute were
not acquired by the use of patnmomal funds, and .the
defendants never acknowledged that they were acqUlred
by the joint exertions and aid of the. plaintiff and. his
father, it was for the plaintiff to prove hIS own allegatIOns
as to the original joint interest in the purchase of the
property. The mere circumstance of tl~e parties hav~ng
been united in food, arises no such suffiCIent presumptIOn
of a joint interest as to relieve the plaintiffs from the onus
of proof" (s). And the Bengal.High. Court ~aid : " To
render it joint property, the consIderatIOn for ItS purchase
must have proceeded either out of ancestral funds, or
have been produced out of the joint property, or by joint
labour. But neither of these alternatives is matter of legal
presumption. It can only be brought to the cognizance
of a Court of justice in the same way as any other fact,
(,') Dhlo'ln Das v. Mt. Sha.1na SOOIl(I1'i, 3 M. 1. A., 229, 240; S. f)., 6 Sllth.
(P. C.), 43; Umi,·thnath v. GOlt1'eenath, 13 M. I. A.,54'l; S. ~., 15 Suth.,lP. C.),
10' Rampel'shad. v. Sheochu"n,10 M. 1. A., 490, 505. TIllS presumptlOn ~oes
not apply in the case of a joint family governed by Daya Bhaga law. Sa? a.da
. .
1 2 156'
v. Mahananda., 31 Cal., ,148.
(s) KisllO?'ee v. Ohltmmmt. S. D. of 1852. 111, Cltmg 2 ·W. MacN., 5 ,
F. MacN., 60, approved; Soobhedu?' v. Bolo,'a1Il, Suth., Sp. No. 57.
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Consequently, whoever's interest it if'i
to establish it, he must be able to produce the evidence.
The plaintiff coming in to Court to claim a share in
property as being Joint Family property, must lay some
foundation before he can succeed in his suit. He must,
at least, show that the defendants whom he sues constitute
a Joint Family, and that the property in question became
joint property when acquired, or that at some period since
its acquisition it has been enjoyed jointly by the family.
It will be sufficient for this purpose for him to show that
the family, of which the defendants came, was at some
antecedent period, not unreasonably great, living joint in
estate; and that the property in question was either a
portion of the patrimonial estate, so enjoyed by the family,
or that it has been since acquired by joint funds. In this
case the Principal Sudder Amin has found that the
plaintiff has given no proof of the family being joint,
beyond the admitted fact of the three persons being
brothers, and the plaintiff has also given no sort of proof
that these brothers ever were living in the joint enjoyment
of any property, still less that this property was acquired
by the use and employment of any joint funds. It seems
to us that he was entirely right, on this finding, to
dismiss the plaintiff's suit without looking further into the
case" (t). The principles laid down in this case as to
onus prob(l'ncli were, however, denied to be law by the
Chief Justice Sir Richa)'cZ Gauch, in T(1;)'twk Gh'Wnclel' v.
J ocleskll1' (76). He laid down the rule to be that, "as the
presumption of law is that all the property the family is in
possession of is joint property, the rule that the possession
of one of the joint owners is the possession of all would
apply to this extent, that if one of them was found to be
in possession of any property, the family being presumed
to be joint in estate, the presumption would be, not that
(t) Shiu, Gola'ln y, B(/;ran, 1 B. L. R (A. c. J.), 164; S. C., 10 Suth., 198;
8nb nomine, Sheo Golam Y. B1i1'ra"
(11,) 11 B. L. R., 193; S. C., 19 Sllth., 178; ace. Annnndo Mohun y. Lamb,
1 Marsh., 169; Hait Singh y. Dabee Singh, 2 N.-W. P., 308; Nuningh Dos y.
Namin Das, 3 N.-W. P., 217; Sidapa Y. Pooneakootll, Morris, 100.
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s in possession of it as separate property acquired by
h e wa
.
. F amI'1"
y. Th'
. IS rulmg,
. but as a member of the J omt
hun, ve" was considered and differed from by other Judges
howe ~'.
.
of the High Court m two subsequent cases,,(v),. and was
. considered by the High Court and affirmed by two
agam
. .
f C
t f
later cases. One of these wa~ the decIsIon 0 a om', 0,
and in the second a smgle Judge. refused to refer
Appe al ,
the point to a full bench as being concluslVely settled (w).
o 001 It seems to me that the difficulty arises from SUlggt~s\ed
S
., v .
so U IOn.
mI)ting' to lay down an abstract proposition of law
tt
awhich
e will govern every case.' howeve~ dI,'fferen t"m ItS f ac t s.
It is correct to say that a Hmdu famIly IS presumed to. be
t It is merely equivalent to saying.that,
where. nothmg
0m . .
1..
.,
Ise is known of a family, the probabIlIty IS that Its mem~ers have never entered into a partition w~t~l each o~her.
It is a definite statement as to the probabIlIty of a smgle
fact. But to say generally of any piece. of prope~·ty. in the
possession of any member of the famIly, that It IS presumably joint estate, is to assert one or otl:er. of a great
many different propositions. Either that. m ItS pre~ent
condition it was ancestral property, or that It was acqull'ed
by means 01' with the assistance of ancestral property,
or bv means of joint labour, 01' joint funds, 01' both, or
that" it was acquired by a single member without aid
from other funds 01' from other members, and then thrown
into the common stock. Now, these propositi.ons are
each different in their probability, and different in the
facts which would establish them. The very statement
of the plaintiff's case, 01' his evidence, may neg~tive some
of them, just as the defendant's case may admIt som~ of
them. It seems impossible to say what the presumptlOn
is until it is known what proposition the plaintiff and
d~fendant respectively put forward. This seems to be all
that is laid down by the Bengal cases, which go most
(v) Bhola,nath y. A.ioocZhia, 12 B. L. R, 336; 8. C., 20 Suth., 65; Denonath
HWl'l'ljnarain, 12 B, L. R., 349.
(70) aobind Ohlbllde)·y.Dool',qapersacZ, 14 B. L. R., 337; S. C., 22 Sllth.,24B;
Shnshee Molmn Y. Ankhil, 25 Sllth., 232; Vedavall~ Y. Naj'allana, 2 Mad., 19.
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strongly against the rights of an undivided family. The
Judges say: "Tell us what your case is: when we find
how much of it is admitted by the other side, we will then
be able ~o say whether you are relieved of the necessity
of provlllg any part of your case, and how much of it."
For instance, if the plaintiff's case was that the property
was ancestral, and the defendant admitted that it wa
purchased with his father's money, but alleged that th:
purchase was made in his own name, and for his own
excl~siv.e benefit, the burthen of proof would lie on him (x).
Agam, If the case was that the property was purchased
out of the proceeds of the family estate, and it was admitted that there was family property of which the defendant
was manager, the On1lS would also lie on him to show a.
sepa.ra,te acquisition (y). And so it would be where the
~l~operty was a.cquired by any member, if the fa.mily wa.s
JOlllt, and there. was a.n ~dmitted nucleus of fa.mily
property (z). If It. wa.s demed that there ever ha.d been
any family property, 01' a.dmitted that the defendant was
not the person in possession of it, the plaintiff would I
imagine, fail if he offered no evidence whatever. The
amount of evidence necessary to shift upon the other side
the burthen of displacing it might be very small, but
would necessarily vary a.ccording to the facts of each case.
On the other hand, if the property was admitted to be
originally self-acquisition, but stated to have been thrown
into the common stock, this would be a very good case, if
made out (§ '278), but the on'us of proving it would be
heavily on the pa.rty asserting it. And so it would be if
the property were admitted to have been acquired bv one
member without the use of family funds, but the pl~intiff
asserted that he had rendered such assistance as made it
joint property. Even where it appeared that the family
Gungapena.lI(l, 6 M. I. A., 5.~; Bissessll')' v. LnehmeSSlt1',
61. A., 233; S. C., 5 C. Ii. R., 477; Balm'am Bhaske,.ji v. Ba.l)whand,·a 22
Bom.,922.
'
(y) LlIximon Bow Y. ¥ulla1' Bow, 2 Kn., 60; Ped,·u v. Domingo, Mad. Dec.
of 1860, 8; Ja~wkee Y. K·tsto, Marsh., 1; Khadmppa Y. Bun.qaJ!pa, 5 Mysore, 94.
(z) Pmnknsto Y. Bhage1'utee, 20 Suth., 158; Moolji Ltlla Y. Gokltldas,
8 Bom., 154; Lakshman Y. Jamnabai, 6 Bom., 225.
(x) GOl?eek"ist
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had ancestral property in their joint possession, but that
some of the family acquired sepa.rate property from their
own funds, and dealt with it as their own without reference to the other members of the family, the Privy Council
held" that such a state of things may be fairly held to
weaken, if not altogether to rebut, the ordinary presumption of Hindu law as to property in the name of one
member of a Joint Family, and to throw upon those who
claim as joint property that of which they have allowed
their coparcener, tra,ding and incurring liabilities on his
separate account ~o .appear .to ?e the sole owner, the
obligation of estabhshlllg thell' tItle by clear and cogent
reasons" (Cl). A fortiol'i, where there had been admitted
self-acquisitions, and an actual partition, ifone of the members sued subsequently for a sha.re of property left in the
hands of one of the members as his self-acquired property,
alleging that it was really joint property; 01' if a member
of the family admitted a partition among some of the members, but asserted that the others had remained undivided,
the omlS would he upon him to make out such a. case (b).
§ '292. The fourth subject of examination relates to the Enjoyment of
mode in which the Joint Fa.mily property is to be enjoyed family property.
by the coparcenel's. This must necessarily vary according
to the view ta.ken of the nature of the family corpora,tion.
In Mala.bar and Oanara, where the property is indissoluble, Malabar.
the members of the family may be said ra,ther to ha.ve
rights out of the property than rights to the property.
The head of the family is entitled to its entire possession,
a.nd is absolute in its ma.na.gement. The junior members
ha.ve only a. right to ma.intenance and residence. They
ca.nnot ca.ll for an account, except a.s incident to a pra,yer
for the removal of the mana.ger for misconduct, nor claim
(a) Bodh Sillgh Y. Gnnesh, 12 B. L. R., 317,327; S. 0., 19 Suth., tl56; M,wm'i
Vithoji v. Mnk'L/ul 8hivai'i, 15 BOUl., 201.
(b) Badnl Y. Ohuttel'd71a"ee, 9 SuLh.,558; Banoo y. Kashee Baln (P. C.),
3 Crt1., 315; Rarlha, Ohll.1·n v ]("ipn, 5 0,,1.,474; C/bJwy Ohu?'n v. G~bind
Ohnnrle1', 9 0,,1., 237; Upe1Ul"a Na"ah! v. GOl'allath, :tbul., 817; Bata ](nshna
Y. Ohin/nmani, 1200.1.,262. In the two latter caSes It wa~ ~leld that tl~e mere
fact that one member of the f'llllily 1ULd separ.... tec1 from the Jomt stock, raIsed no
presumption that the other members had sepumted intM' se. See the converse
CUBe, Kristnappa Y. Bamasaw11lY, S Mud. H. C., 25.
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an~ spec.ific share of the income, nor even require that
theI~ mallltenan?e or the family outlay should be in proMitakBhara.

Bengal.

portIOn. to the ll1come. An absolute discretion in' this
respe~t IS vested in the manager (c). A family governed
by MI.tak~hara law is in a very similar position, except as
to th81r ~'Ight to a partition, and to an account as incident
to that rIght. In a jtldgment, which is constantly referred'
to, Lor~l .Westbury said: " According to the true notion of
a~ undIvIcl~d family in Hindu law, no individual member
of tha~ f.aImly, while it remains undivided, can predicate
of the ]Olllt and undivided property that he, that particular
member, has a certain definite share. No individual
member .of an undivided family could go to the place of
the l'ec81pt of rent, and claim to take fl'om the collector
Ol' l'eceiver of the rents a certain definite share. The
proceeds of undivided p~o~erty must be brought, according
to the theory of an undlVIded family, to the common chest
or ,Purse, and there dealt with according to the modes of
enJoyme~t. by the members of an undivided family" (cZ).
The pOSItIOn of a Joint Family under Bengal law is in
some respects less favourable, and in other respects,
apparently, more favourable than that of a family under
MItakshara law. Where property is held by a father as
head of .an undivided family, his issues have no legal claim
upon hU11 01' the property, except for their maintenance.
He .can dispos~. of it as he pleases, and they cannot
re~ull'e a partItIOn (§ 248).
Consequently they can
n81ther control, nor call for an account of his management. But as soon as it has made a descent, the brothers
or other co-~eirs hO.ld their shares 'in a sort of quasiseveralty,
. . WhICh admIts of the interest of each , while still
undIVIded, passing on to his own representatives, male or
females, or even to his assignees (6). How far this
(0) §.2;(4, Tod v. Kltnhamod, 3 lliacl., 175, adopted by Malabar l\'l:arriarre
C 01111111SSlOn Report, p. 28, § 52.
"
(d) Appovie.?· v: RamaSttbb.aAiyan, 11M. LA., 89; S. 0.,8 Suth. (P. C.), 1.
(e) Per Tlt?ne?, L. J., SOO?'jeemoney Dossee v. Denobundo 6 M I A 553'
S; 0.,4 Suth. (P.O.), 114; Daya Bhaga ii. § 28 note xi. 1 § 25 26··D 'k S'
Xl., § 2, 3, 7; 2 Dig., 104; ante § 265.
' ,.,
" " . . .,
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'ple enlarges the rights of the co-sharers inter se is a
,lllg,tter of some obscurity. P7'i1nci, facie one would imagine
thg,t it would entitle each coparcen81' under Bengal law
to do what, according to Lord VVestbury no coparcener
og,n do under Benares law, viz., " to predicate of the joint
g,nd undivided family property that he, that partioular
lllelllber, has a certain definite share." But this seems
hardly to be admitted by the SUpr8111e Comt of Bengal, in
g, pg,ssage where they laid down the following propositions
g,s setting forth the characteristics of joint property held by
g,n undivided family in Bengal. " First, each of the coparceners has a right to call for a partition, but until such
pg,rtition takes place, and even an inchoate partition does
not seem to vary the rights of the co-sharers, the whole
remains common stock; the co-sharers being equally
interested in every part of it (f). Second, on the death
of an original co-sharer, his heirs stand in his place, and
suooeed to his rights as they stood at his death; his rights
mg,y g,lso in his life-time pass to strangers, either by alienation, or as in the case of creditors, by operation of law;
but ill all cases those who come in, in the place of the
original co-sharer, by inheritance, assignment or operation
of law, can take only his rights as they stand, including of
course the right to call for a partition. Third, whatever
increment is made to the common stock whilst the estate
continues joint, falls into and becomes part of that stock.
On a partition it is divisible equally, no matter by what
application of the common funds, or by whose exertions
it may have been made; the single exception to the rule
being, that on the acquisition by one co-sharer of a distinct
property, with the aid only of the joint funds, the acquirer
may take a double share in that property. The increment
arising from the accumulations of undrawn income IS
obviously within the general rule" (g).
(I)

Tilis view is distinctly laid down by Raghunandana, i., 21-29.
w) SoO'>jeemoney Dossee v. DenobU/lldo, 6 M. 1. A., 526, 539; S. 0., 4 Suth.
(P. C.), 114, reversed by the Privy Council upon the construction of a will,
but these propositions were not disputed. See, too, Ohuokzm v. PO?'an,9 Suth.,

483.
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§ 293. So long as the manager of the Joint Family
administers it for the purposes of the family, he is not
under the same obligation to economise or to save, as
would be the case with a paid agent or trustee. For
instance, where the family concern is being wound up on
a partition, the account must be taken upon the footing
of what has been spent, and what remains, and not upon
the footing of what might have been spent, if frugality
and skill had been employed (h). The reason is that the
manager is dealing with his own property, and if he
chooses to live expensively, the remedy of the others is to
come to a partition. On the other hand" he is certainly
liable to make good to them their shares of all sums which
he has actually misappropriated, or which he has spent
for purposes other than those in which the Joint Family
was interested. Of course, no member of a joint Hindu
family is liable to his coparceners for anything which
might have been actually consumed by him in consequence
of his having a larger family to support, or of his being
subject to greater expenses than the others; but this is
simply because all such expenses are justly considered to
be the legitimate expenses of the whole family. Thus,
for instance, one member of a joint Hindu family may
have a larger number of daughters to marry than the
others. The marriage of each of these daughters to a
suitable bridegroom is an obligation incumbent upon the
whole family, so long as they continue to be joint, and
the expenses incurred on account of such marriages must
be necessarily borne by all the members, without any
reference whatever to respective interests in the family
estate" (i). Observations to the same effect were made
by the Supreme Court of Bengal in the case from which I
have already quoted, and they add: "We apprehend that
at the present day, when personal luxury has increased,
(h) Ta1'a, Ohand y. Reeb Ram, 3 Mad. H. C., 177; Ohoonee y, P1'osllnno,
Sey., 231; Jugmolwn,zas y, l',o[allgaldas, 10 Bom., 52S; D(lJlIloile1'das y,
Uttaml'am, 17 Bom., 271.
(i) Pel' Mitte1', J., Abhaychandm y. Pym'i, 5 B, L. R., 347,349.
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the change of manners has somewhat modified the
relations of the members of a Joint Family, it is by no
ans unusual that in the common Khatta book an
me
.
b
.
ace ount of the separate expendIture of each mem
. . er IS
. ened and kept against him; and that on a partItIOn, even
op
.
t
'
. the absence of fraud or exclUSIOn, those accoun senter
~:to the general account on which the final partition and
allotment are made" (k).
t; 294 The right of each member of an undivided Right to an
\)
.
account.
Hindu family to require an account of the management
has been both affirmed and denied in decisions which are
not very easy to reconcile. Possibly, however, the appar'ent conflict may be explained, by considering the various
.
purposes for which an account may be demanded. It ~s
quite clear that every member of the coparcenary, who IS
entitled to demand a partition, is also entitled to an account,
as a necessary preliminary to such partition. A different
question arises, wh~re th~ ~ccount is sa.ught by a m:m"?er
who desires to remalll undIVIded. A claIm by a contlllulllg
coparcener to have a statement furnished t? him .of the
amount standing to his separate account, WIth a VIew to
having that amount or any portion of it paid over to him,
or carried over to a fresh account, as in the case of an
ordinary partnership, would, in a famIly governed by
Mitakshara law, be wholly inadmissible. The answer to
such a demand would be, "You have no separate account.
Your claim is limited to the use of the family property,
and everything that has not been specifically set apart for
you belongs to the family and not to its members." It
was a claim to an account of this sort to which Jackson,
J., referred. when he said: "It appears to be admitted
that, although a son has a joint interest in the ancestral
estate with his father, he cannot, as long as that estate
remains joint, call upon his father for an account of his
management of that estate; that he, for instance, could
(Tt) Soo)'jeemonel/ Dossee v, Denab/melo, 6 lYI. I, A., 540; S. C., 4 Suth.
(P. C.), 114,
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not sue his father for mesne profits for years during which
it was under his father's management" (l). But it would
be very different if he said: "I wish to know how the
affairs of the corporation to which I belong are being
managed." It certainly seems a matter of natural justice
that such a demand should be complied with. The
remedy which any coparcener has against mismanagement
of the family property is his right to a partition. But'he
cannot know whether it would be wise to exercise this
right, unless he can be informed as to the state of the
affairs of the family. Yet even a right to an account of
this nature has in some cases been denied. The Supreme
Court of Bengal in the case already referred to (m) say:
" the l'lght to demand such an account, when it exists, is
incident to ~he right to require partition; the liability to
account can o!lly be enforced upon a partition." In one
case of a Bengal family, Phew', J., drew a distinction as
to the liability to account between the case of a management on behalf of a minor and on behalf of one of full
years. In the former case he considered that the manager
was strictly a trustee, and was bound, when his tmst came
to an end, that is, at the end of the minonty, to account
for the manner in which he had discharged it. But as
regards adult members, he said: "the manager IS merely
the chairman of a committee, of which the family were
the members. They manage the property together, and
the' kcu·ta ' is but the mouthpiece of the body, chosen and
capable of being changed by themselves. Therefore,
unless something is shown to the contrary, every adult
member of an undivided Joint Family, lIVing in COillmensality with the' kctrta,' must be taken, as between
himself and the 'ka.1·ta' to be a participator in, and
authoriser of, all that is from time to time done in the
management of the joint property to this extent, namely,
that he cannot, without further cause, call the' kmrta ' to
(ll Sl11td{L1Innd v, Bonomalee, 6 Snth" 256, 259; Ganpat Y. Annaji, 23
Bom., 144,
(1n) Som:jeemoney Dossee y, Denobll11do, 6 M. I, A" 540; S. C" 4 Snth.
(P. C.), 114.
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for it. Of course, it may, as a matter of fact, be
the case in a given ~amily that the' karta.' is ~he agent of,
or. stands in a fiduCIary and accountable relatlOn
.
. to one or
of the members. It wonld be easy to llllagme a state
£ thingfl under which he had bec01ne the trustee of the
o
relative to his adult coparcener, or in which, by
reason of his fraud or other behaviour, they, some or one
of them, had acquired an equity to call upon him for an
. account. All that I desire to say is that, in my judgment,
he does not wear this character of accountability, merely
because he occupies the position of ' ka1·t17, ' " (n). In this
case, the plaintiff sought for the account, not merely for
information, but as incidental to a claim for his share of
the surpluses which such an account would show that the
manager had received. The suit was not one for partition.
as is evident from the fact that the entire suit was dismissed. Had he sued for a partition he would of course
been entitled to it, though on different terms as to
accounting from those which he tried to impose.
§ 295. This decision was relied on in a later case, where
widow (in Bengal) sued for a partition of the property,
as incidental thereto, for the dissolution of a banking
and that the defendant, the manager, should
render an account of the estate of the common ancestor,
,and of the banking business (0). JJictrkby, J., said: "I
am clearly of opinion that, in the ordinary case of a joint
u family, the manager of the 'whole, or any portion
the family property, is not, by reason of his occupying
that position, bound to render any accounts whatever to
the members of the family." He granted an account in
.the special case on the ground that the banking business
was carried on, not as a common family business in the
sense, the profits of which were all to sink into the
,.Cc~mlnon family fund, but rather on the footing of a
v. Poran, 9 Snth., 48U. See this e"se expbined by Phewr, J.,
Abl'tay,ohan,z"'a v. Pya1'i, 5 B. L. R., 354; S. C., snb nomine, ObllOY OhUlule1·Y.
(F. B.), 7.5.
mnani v. Kasi'llath, 3 B. r.. R. (0, c, J.), 1; S. C., L3 Snth, (F, B.),
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partnership, the profits of which, when realised, were to
be divided among the individual members in certain
proportions. This decision, however, was directly overruled by the Full Bench, in a case where the following
Full Bench
decision.
questions were referred for decision :-(1) Whether the
managing member of a joint Hindu family can be sued by
the other members for an account, and (it appearing that
one of the plaintiffs was a minor); (2) Whether such'a
suit would not lie, even if the parties suing were minors,
Right to an
during the period for which the accounts were asked.
account.
Mr. J usticeMitter,in making the reference said: "suppose,
for instance, that one of the members of a Joint Family,
with a view to separate from the others, asks the manager
what portion of the family income has been actually saved
by him during the period of his managership. If the
manager chooses to say that nothing has been saved, but
at the same time refuses to give any account of the receipts
and disbursements, which were entirely under his control,
how is the member, who is desirous of separation, to know
what funds are actually available for partitidn? And
according to what principle of law or justice can it be said
that he is bonnd to accept the ·ipse dixit of the manager
as a correct representation of the actual state of things '? "
Both questions accordingly were answered in the affirmative. The previous decision was overruled, and that of
Oh1lck1ln v. Foran was reconciled and explained, as meaning only that joint managers mnst be taken to have
authorized each other's acts,and, therefore, could not, after
a lapse of years, call for an account by one of themselvGs
of dealings which were in fact their own (p).
Relief incidental
§ 296. The decision upon the two questions referred is
to account.
no doubt perfectly sound. But I cannot understand the
framework of the suit. The plaint alleged that there was
real and personal property, the management of which was
taken by the defendant in 1863; that, although the
(11) Abhaychand?'a, v. Pya)'i, 5 B. L. R, il47; S, C., 13 Buth, (F, B,), 75; 8ub
nomine, Obhoy Ghllnciel' Y. Pea?'ee; Damo(Zel'drw' y, Ullaml'am, 17 Bum., 271.
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, rofits were large, yet the plaintiffs had not been properly
~aintained; that the elder plaintiff had tak~n upon
himself, in 1866, the mana,gem,ent of the one-thud share
belonging to himself and Ins mmor brothel' ; he pr~yed for
recovery of one-third share of the profits, durmg the
defendant's management from 1863 to 1866, and also for
one-third share of pM'sonal property. No share of the
real property was asked for. The account was asked for
'ncidental to this claim. The defendant pleaded a
as 1
"
1
partition in 1849 which .was fou~d ~gainst. The ongma
Court gave a decree for the plamtlff for a share of the
. fits of the real and personal property, but not for , a
pro
share of the corplts. This decree seems to have been m
principle affirmed on app,eal: It wonld appear then that
the claim made by the piamtiff was that a separate a~count
should be kept in the name of each co-sharer, in WhIC~ he
should be credited with an aliquot share of the s~vmgs,
and debited with the amount actually expended on hImself,
and that the balance should be paid over to him annually,
or as it accumulated, whenever he chose to ask for it. It
is evident that if this principle were carried out, no additions could ever be made to the family property, If the
entire family chose to live up to their income, of course
they could do so, But would anyone member of the family
have a right to insist upon living upon a scale higher than
was thought suitable by the other members? Would he
have a right to withdraw his own share of the income
annually from the family system of management or
trade, and to deal with it on his own account? If he did so,
would the accumulations of such annual withdrawals and
the profits made by means of them, be his own separate
property, or would they continue to be joint property?
Either supposition involves a contradiction. If they
became separate property, that would be in conflict with
the rule that the savings of joint property, and acquisitions
made solely by means of joint property, continue to be
Joint. If they became separate, it would follow that a
member of an undivided family might accumulate large
pARA.
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separate acquisitions by simply investing portions of the
family property. On the other hand, if such accumulations
remained joint property, the absurdity would arise th at
A might sue B and get a decree for a thousand rupees,
and B might sue A the very next week, to enforce a
partition of that sum and recover a moiety of it.
§ 297. It is, however, quite possible that the plaint
was based upon a system of family management, which
is by no means uncommon, when the family continues
undivided, but each member holds a portion of the
property separately, and applies the income arising from
it to his own use. Of course, if the portion appropriated
toA was placed in charge of B, the income would be
held by him for the use of A, and he would be entitled to
an account of its application, and to payment over of the
balance. But this would be, not by virtue of the general
usage of an undivided Hindu family, but in opposition to
that usage, by virtue of a special arrangement for the
apportionment of the income among the individual
branches. It must be owned, however, that the language
of Couch, C. J., lo.oks as if he took a different view. He
says (q): "It appears to me that the principle upon
which the right to call for an account rests is not, as has
been supposed, the existence of a direct agency, or of a
partnership where the managing partner may be considered as the agent for his co-partners. It depends upon
the right which the members of a joint Hindu family have
to a share of the property; and where there is a joint
int(3l'est in the property, and one party receives all the
profits, he is bound to account to the other parties who
have an interest in it, for the profits of their respective
shares, after making such deductions as he may have the
right to make." If by this the leal'l1ed Chief Justice
meant that he was bound to account for these profits, in
the sense of paying them over, 01' holding them at the
disposal of the individual members, the opinion must be
(q) AbhaychmuM'a Y. Pym';', 5 13. L. R., 358; S. C., 8nb
OhulI,ze?' Y. Pearee, 13 Suth. (F. B.), 75.

11 O1l1i'l1e,

Obhoy
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founded upon a distinction between the rights of co-sharers
under Bengal and Mitakshara law. It must proceed
upon the idea that the entire share of each member, and
therefore its entire income, is appropriated to him, free of
all claims by the others, and therefore that tIle manager
only receives it as his agent and trustee. Such a view is
certainly the logical result of Jimuta Vahana's theory of
joint-ownership. But it is opposed to many of the judicial
dicta already quoted.
§ 298. Anecessary consequence ofthe corporate charac- .~eceBBi~y for
. th a,
t w 1lerever any t
'
Jomt actIOn.
tel' of t1Ie f amI'1 y hId'
0 mg IS
ransactlOn
affects that property, all the members must be privy to it,
and whatever is done must be done for the benefit of all,
and not of any single individual. For instance, a single
member cannot sue, or proceed by way of execution (1'), to
recover a particular portion of the family property for
himself, whether his claim is preferred against a stranger
who is asserted to be wrongfully in possession, 01' against
his coparceners. If the former, all the members must
join, and the suit must be brought to recover the whole
property for the benefit of all. And this, whether the
stranger is in possession without a shadow of title, or by
the act of one of the sharers, in excess of his power (s), 01'
by the lawful act of the manager (t). If any of the
members refuse to join as plaintiffs, 01' are colluding with
('/') Ballal's;' Da8 Y. JJ:hduvl'ani Knal', 5 All., 27.
(8) S:,e~ Ohll'/'/L v. Ohulcl'a.'·ec, 15 Suth., ,136; Oheyt Nal'ain v. BIIJlwa'l'ee, 23
Suth., a9D; Pal'ooma Y. Va.la,llooda, Mlea. Dec. o£ 1Rb3, 35; Raojwl'nm Tewm·;'y.
Luchmnn, 4 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 118; S. C., 12 Suth., 478 approved in 1'hoolbas PO~II1I'a. l' y: Lnlla Jogeshn?', 3 1. A. at p. 26; S. C., I CaL, ,26; S. C., 25
~ut!l., 2~5; B,swallath Y. (Jollecto/' of J1IYll1en8in.q, 7 B. L. R., Appx. 42;
S. C., 21 ~uth., 6~, note; affirmed by F. B. U'//.lIodn I'. E?'skille, ]2 B. L. n., 370;
S. ~., 21 Snth., 6H; Dewnku1' Y. Na.1'oo, Bam. Se1. Hep., 190; NUl/dun Y. Lloljil,
22 ~l1tl:., 74; Teeln!.: y. Ral~ljus, 5 N.- W. 1;',.,182; Nathuni Y. Ma II raj, 2 C;,1.,
140, A/unachela \', Vythwltll,qa, 6 Mad., 21; Anga.mntllll v. KolandaveZ1/. 23
M"~l.,. 190. The joinder of all necessary partie~ is the right not only o£ 'the
plamtlff bnt oI the de£81~dant, [LS it is his interest that the decree shol11<1 bind
the wh~le £.,nllly. Ba1'1gopnl y. Gokaldas, Ll Bam., 158; Balkl'ishna Y.
M01'ok/'!~h'"((, 21 Bam., 154. If the object.ion for non-joinder is not raised in
the or.lgmal stage o£ the suit, it cannot be l'et up on appeal. Pn1'"masivn
Y. K,n8hna, 14 j\~ad., 498. ~s t.o amm1ding the plaint by adding the propel'
p.wtles, where ~llls would prejUdICe the defence, see Alagappn Y. Vellin'n, 18
Mad., 33; VadtlaZ y. Shah Kushal, 27 Bam., 157.
(t) Alagnpl~a y. VeW"", 18 iliad., 33, where the snit was brought against
a person appomted to carl'Y on a tl'llcling business £01' b1'e"ch o£ his contract.
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the defendant, they should be made co-defendants, so that
the interests of all may be bound (It). One member
cannot sue by himself, without joining or asking the
consent of the others, and make the defect good by joining
the others as defendants (v). If from any cause, such as
lapse of time, the other members cannot be joined as
plaintiffs the whole suit will fail (10). If the suit is against.
the coparceners, it is vicious at its root. The only remedy
by one member against his co-sharer for possession is by a
suit for partition, as until then he has no right to the
exclusive possession of any part of the property (x). Sllits
for injunction iIi cases of family property, as between
members of the family are confined to acts of waste,
illegitimate use of the family property, and ouster (y).
The same rule forbids one of several sharers to sue alone
for the ejectment of a tenant (z), unless, perhaps, in a case
where by arrangement with his coparceners the plaintiff
has been placed in the exclusive possession of the
whole (a) ; or for enhancement of rent (b) 01' lor his share
of the rent (0), unless where the defendants have paid
(Il) Baja,,·a,m Tew{l1"i v. L(wh1l1an, ub Sill'; JlIggoclllmba Y. E!m;an,]O Suth.,
109' Gokool Y. Etwa.1·ee 20 Suth. 138; Kattushen v. Va,llof'!l, 3 ilIad., 234;
Becltl/. La,l Y. Olilllla": 11 C,,1., 'U3b; Ka,lic71a,ndm Y. Raj Kish01'e, ib., 615;
Dwarka,l1ath l11ittel' Y. Ta"a Prosl/.nno, 17 Cttl., 160.
(v) Pm'{W!'SwM'm! v. Shangam.n, 1<1 Mad., 489; SavUl'i v. Raman, 21

lI'Iad.,2V6.

(w) ][a,lidas Kevaldas v. Natlw B1I(I.gvan, 7 Bam., 217.
(x) PlIoalbas KOOl17Ol/.1' v. La,lI(, Joges!",.,., 3 T. A., 7; ~. C., 1 CaL, 226;
S. C., 25 Suth., 285; Dadjee v. ITTitia/., Bom. Se1. RejJ., 151; T"'/nbakv. Namllan,
11 Bom. H. C., 69; Gubin(Z 071.,1111181' Y. RMIl 0001l1({1', 2,1 Suth., 393; Ra.1l1anlljav. Vi1'a,ppa, 6i\I"d.,90. See,however,Na.1·anbizaiv.RancllOd,26 Bam., 141.(y) A'uaut Bal111'av v. Kopal Bal7Oant, 19 Bam., 269; Ganpnt v. Annut!,
23 Bam., 144. As to the fOl'lll of the decree to be mal]e where aile of the. cosharers has t,ukcn exclusive POHs8sEOion for hitnsp}f or. part .o~ the land, see
Jnge1'nath Y. Ja,.nath, 27 All., 88; Rmncha1'nn Y. ][an/lshe'l', ·,bld., 153.
(z) S"e8 Chand Y. Nhn Ohand, 18 Suth., 337; S. C., 5 B. L ..R, Appx. 25;
Al'lIn v. Aslta(Z, 16 Snth., 13b; illllodh",' Y. G001'00, 20 Suth., 126; H",sl",a1'a:~
Y. Gr,Villd., 12 Bom. H. C., 85; Souhamm 1'. Gll'J7ga, 2 N.-vV. P., 260; Ba./a;7t
Y. Gopal, 3 Bom., 23; Beawt Y. Ohol'wa'l', 7 Cd., 470. See also GOl'al v. MncNagiltcn, 7 C:"1., 751.
.
(<1.) Andl' Swgh Y. Moazzll11, 7 N.-vV. P., 5 8 . .
.
(h) Jog8nd'l'0 v. Nobin Chllndel', 8 C,d., 853; Bnll;'I'1sh,!a Y: Mm·oknshna,.21
BOln., IfJ4, where the snit W<lS brought by the nutl1nger III Ins own l1ill1l8, WIth
the consent of the co·sharers.
(0) Indl'olnollce y S1I1'00P, 15 Suth., 395; S. C., 12 n. L. R., 294 (note); Hm'
Hislz01'e Y. Joognl, 16 Suth., 2Rl; S. C., 12 B. h R, 293 (notel; BhY'1'1IU Y. Guga,1'Cun, 17 Suth., 408; S. C., 12 B. L. R., 290 (note); Annoda, Y. Hall Ooomar,
4 ClLl 88' lIianohm' Das Y Manza1' Ali 5 All., 40. As to c"ses where the
other" co-~lu'rers are colluding' with th~ def"ulting ten"nt, Of. Jadl1 v.
Suther'land,4 Cal., 556 and JadoD Y. ][adwnbinee, 7 Cal., 150.
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their rent to him separately, or agreed to do so, in which
case they at all events could not raise the objection.
Even in such a case, however, it would clearly be open to
any of the other sharers to intervene, if they considered
that their rights were being endangered (d). And so
where one member of a Joint Family has laid out money
upon any portion of the joint estate, he cannot sue his cosharers for repayment, unless there has been an express
agreement that he should be repaid. Otherwise his outlay
is only a matter to be taken into account on a partition (e).
On the other hand, where the act of a third party with
respect to the joint property has caused any personal and
special loss to one of the co-sharers, which does not affect
the others, he can sue for it separately, and they need not
be joined (j). And it would seem that one co-sharer may
sue to eject a mere trespasser, when his object is to remove
an intruder from the joint property, without at the same
time claiming any special portion of it for himself (g), and
so may the manager of a joint family, when he sues as
manager on behalf of the family (h). Or where he is the
official representative of the family as for intance the
registered Zemindar of an estate (i). Ajortiori, a member
of a Joint Family, who has contracted in hi!'! own name
£01' the benefit of the family, may sue upon the contract
on their behalf, without joining the others (k).
~ 299. The right of shareholders inter se depend upon

Rights of
coparceners

(d) Ganga v. Sa.'I'oda, 3 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 2HO; S. C., 12 Suth., 50; Ham- inter se.
dll1ln v. E'a,1I! Ne7Oa.z, 17 Suth., 414; Saleehooniss{{ Y. Mohesh, ·ib., 452; Sree
MissC1' v. 01'Owdll, 15 Suth., 2M3; Dinobllndhoo v. Dinonafh, 19 Suth., 168; by
F. B. Doorga v. Jampa, 12 B. L. R., 289; S. C., 21 Sut.h., 46; Eakhn.l Y. Ma,htab,
25 Suth., 2l11. Of course the co-sharers might n,gree thttt the ten"nt should p"y
each of them" portion of the rent, "nd wonld then be entitled to sue sep"rately
for their respective portions. Gnniv. Momn, 4 0,,1., 96; Lootj'nlhucky. Gopee,
15 Oa1., 941.
(e) Nubkooma1' v. Jye Deo, 2 S. D., 247 (317); Jalaludda,ula v. Sumsa,muddaula, Mad. Dec. of 1860, 161; Mutt1lsvam£ v. Subbi""",an-iy{t, 1 Mud. H. C.,
30~.

f) Gopee v. Rilla,neZ, 9 Suth., 279; Glmndee v. Ma,cNaf/hten, 23 Suth., 386.
g) Ra,dha· P,'oshad y. ESllf, 7 C<l1., 414.
h) A'l'unachella v. VlIthia,lin.qa" 6 Mud., 27; Rmna,yya, Y. Venkatm'a,tna,,,,,
17 Mad., 122; Jothi v. Tlinma Gowda, I:i Mysore, 119.
(£) AlIyappa, v. Venkata,k1'ishna,11la Rnz, 1,7 Mad., 122.
.
(k) Bnngsee v. SOO(Ust, 7 Cal., 730; Ada,kkaZa,m Ohetty Y. Ma,n1nuthll, 23
Mad., 326
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the view taken by the law which governs them of their
interest in the property. In the early conception of a
Hindu family, the right of any member consisted simply
in a general right to have the property fairly managed, in
such a manner as to enable himself and his family to be
suitably maintained out of its proceeds. rrhe duties which
he was to perform, and the profits which he was to
receive, would be regulated by the discretion of the he~d
of the family.
This is at present the case in a Malabar
_tarwdcl (l). 'mxcept so far as it is varied by special
agreement or usage, the members of a family governed by
Mitakshal'a law are still in much the same position (m).
It is laid down in Bombay that each joint owner is entitled
to. a joint possession of every part of the property equally
WIth every other member (n). This of course can only
refer to the very limited number of subjects which are
capable of being jointly possessed by several persons. It
cannot be held to interfere with the right of the manager
to allot to the several members the use of such portions
of the property as are necessary for their personal enjoyment. Still less can it be held to entitle any member to
take possession at his own discretion of any portion of the
joint funds or joint income.
In Bengal, where the
members hold rather as tenants in common than as joint
tenants, a greater degree of independence is possessed by
each (0). There, each member is entitled to a full and
complete enjoyment of his undivided share, in any proper
and reasonable manner, which is not inconsistent with a
similar enjoyment by the other members, and which does
not infringe upon their right to an equal disposal and management of the property (.v.). But he cannot, without
(l) Knnigm'atn v. A1'I'angaden, 2 Mad. H. 0., 12; Subbn Be.qadi v. Tongn,
4 Mad. H. 0., 196.
(m) See pe,' Lord Westblwy, Appovie1' v. Banza Snbbaiyan.ll M. I. A., p. 69 j
S. C., 8 Suth. (P.O.), 1; ante § 292.
(n) Bamchand,·(~ v. Damode-r(las, 20 Born., 467.
(0) See pm' Phem', J., Ghuckun v. P01'l:tn, 9 Snth., 483 j ante § 294.
(p) Eshan Ghunde1' v. Nlmd Goo",a1', 8 Suth., 239; Gopee Kishen v. Hemc7..mde?·, 13 Suth., 322; Nundlm v. Llo.'!(Z, 22 Suth., 74 j Stalka,·tt v. GopaZ, 12
B. L. R., 197; S. 0.,20 Smh., 168 j Watson v. Bam Ghand Dutt, 17 I. A., 110.
And he may lease out his share, BmndebuZ v. Mitte?jeet, 17 Suth., 420.
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permission, do a~ything wh~ch alter~ the nature of the
property; as, for lllstance, bUlld upon It (q). Where such
a.n act is an injury to hi8 coparceners the Oourt will, as a
matter of discretion, though not as a matter of absolute
tight, direct the removal of the building (1'). In exercising
-bhis discretion it is material to consider, whether the
defendant is building on land in excess of that which
would come to him on a partition, and whether on a
partition the plaintiff could be adequately compensated (8).
And the same rule has been applied when an entire change
of cropS has been introduced, where the produce would
be valueless unless followed up by manufacture (t).
There is nothing to prevent one co-sharer being the Ooparcenermay
tenant of all the others, and paying rent to them as such. be tenant.
But. the mere fact that one member of the family holds
exclusive occupation of any part of the property, carries
with it no undertaking to pay rent, in the absence of some
agreement to that effect, either express 01' implied (n).
So several joint owners may mortgage their interest to
a.nother coparcener, but, unless a partition has intervened
all must unite in a suit to redeem (v).
'

§ 300. A very important species of joint property Family tradint
a.mo~g the comI~lerClal

classes consists of hereditary pal·tnerships.
tradmg partnershIps. These sometiines consist exclusively
of membe:s of the joint family. Sometimes they are
composed III part of persons of another family. Where
(q) See as to merely trivial acts, Mohanchand v. Isakbha-i, 25 Bam. 248.
(1') Jankee v.,.!!"kho01·ee, S. D. of 1856, 761; IndenZeona?'ain v. Tool;eena?'atn, S. J? of 1007,765; Glt?:n Dass v. Bijaya. 1 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 108; S. C.,
sub ~lOm.."e, Go?·oodossv. Be/o!!, 10 Suth., 171 ; .Sheopersa(Z v. Leela, 12B. L. R.,
18~, S. C., 20 Suth., .160; Na;Ju Khan v. I1nt-laZ-U(Z-(Un, 18 All., 115 (see Lala
Btshwambh(b" v. BaJa-mill, 3 B. L. R., Appx. 67; S. C., 16 Suth. 140 (note)
where such [t decree was refused, and Nobin Glmn(Ze?' v. Mohe;h Ohwlile,.'
12 Suth., 63); Ifolloway v, Mahomed, 16 Suth. 140; S. C., 12 B. L. R., 191
{note), snb nomme, Holloway Y. Sheik TVahed (see apparently cont?'a Dwa-r7canat!! v. Gopeellath, 16 Sutl~., 10; S. C., 12 B. h R., 1b9, note). Me7ulee v.
An]1td, 6 N.-W. P., 259; B:,!<Jen(Zro v. Shama Ghum, 5 Cal., 188.
(s) PM'as Ramo v. Sh8l'J,t, 9 All., 061; Shadi Y. Anup Singh 12 All (F B )

486.

(t)
(n)

'
. . ','
8 B. L. R., Appx. 45; S. C., 16 Suth., 41.
20 Suth., 258; Gobind Ohmule?' v Bam Goolna?'
"
Ramanatha, 20 Mad., 295.

G?'ow~lee v. Bhekda?'i,
AZad~nee v. i'J-reenath,

24 Suth., 898.

(v) ThUlai Ghetty v.
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one or m~re ~oint members trade by themselves, or in
p~rtn~rsillp wIth strangers ~n capital, which is not family
propelty, the profits resultmg are of course exclusively
thelr own (w). If the capital is drawn frolll family
prop~rty, the trade and profits are also family property (x).
The .ll1tere.st of the family in the partnership passses by
survlvor~hI~, and the partners are liable to account on the
san~e prll1Clples, and to the same extent, a,s in respect of
theIr ].~anagement of any other portion of the property
(ante .§§ 294~297). This is all plain enough. A different
questIOn, WhICh has been very little discussed in India is
as to the right of other members of the Joint Familv 'or
of th~ descendants of one of the trading partners, to ~iaim
the rIght of a partner, as a matter of law and not byagreement. In 1i]ngland, of course, such a right could never be
put forward by any relation of an existing partner. In the
case of death of one partner, the well known law on the
subject is laid down as follows (y): "Subject to anyagreement between the partners, every partnership is dissolved
as regards all the partners by the death of any partner'
and, unless all the p~rtner.s have agreed to the contrary;
when one of them dIes, hIS executors have no riaht to
become ~artners with the surviving partners, nOl~ to interfere WIth the partnership business. But the executors
of the deceased represent him for all purposes of account
and, unless r~st~'ained by special agreement, they have th~
power by. brmgmg an action to have the affairs of the
~a~·tnersl~1p wound up in a manner which is generally
lumous uO the other partners." The obvious reason is
that, as regards the outer world, each partner is a manager
possessed of the full authority of all, and capable of bindmg them by his acts. Naturally no one can be a partner,
except one.'~ho is accepted by all as a person to whom
they are wIllIng to delegate their authority. The same

principle seems equally to apply in India. vVhere some of
the partners belong to a different family, the confidence
which they repose in Ramasami, whom they know, cannot
by implication be extended to his brothers or sons whom
they do not know. vVhel'e the partnership is confined to
members of the family, it £orms an exception to the general
rule .that the whole property is governed by a single
·manager. For the convenience of trade there are several
managers with equal powers. Here again these persons
are chosen with regard to special fitness, and it would
appear that no new person can be obtruded into the
management without special agreement. As far as I know
this question has only arisen in three cases in India. In
one from Bombay (z), one of two brothers, who are described as being possesserl of joint ancestral property,
consisting ,inter alia, of a shop at Poona, obtained an
injunction restraining the other brothel' from preventing
him entering the shop, inspecting the accounts, and taking
partin the management. CancZy, J" said: "The plaintiff,
claiming to be a member of a joint Hindu family, cannot
maintain a suit for an account of the profits of the Poona
partnership which, he alleges, to be joint family property
and an award of his share in such profits when ascertained."
" The rule of Hindu law does not prevent an injunction
being granted in cases of the ouster of one member of the
family from an item of family property." Here it would
appeal' that both brothers were not only coparceners, but
also partners in trade. The distinction, however, does
not seem to have been present to anyone's mind. In
another case (a), from Calcutta. Sede, J., said: "A trade
like other personal property is descendible amongst
Hindus, but it does not follow that a Hindu infant who
by birth or inheritance, becomes entitled to an interest i~
a joint family business, becomes at the SaIne time a

(w) Valli/al v. Shah KlIshal, 27 Bom., 1,,7.
(x) Hence re~er~ioner.B will be bO.'llld by the proper nets of" widow who has
~~c~eeded2~~ a t~admg pI?p~rty ns heiress of her hM.sband. SaMabi v. Maqanlal
0111 •• ,
, wnel'e the l11C1dents of Buch a property are discussed.
.
,
( y ) Ltnclley on Pa1·tnenhtp, 6th eil., 606.

(z) Gallpa.t v. Anna/i. 23 Bom., 144.
(a;).LlItchmqmen. Ghetty Y. Si'vaPTokasn, 26 Cal.,349, p. 354. A similar
deClslOn was gwen III a case where the members 01 tbe trading fir111 belonged to
different families, Anant Ram Y. Ohannn Lal, 25 All., 378.
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m6I~ber of the trading partnership which carries on the
busmess. He can only become a member of the partn .
h' b '
ers Ip y a consent16nt act on the part of himself and h'
partners, and it was on this ground held by the la~s
Supreme Court ~hat an infant of tender years, whos:
~~me was used m a partnership business need not b
Jomed as a co-plaintiff in a suit by the father to recover e
trade debt" (b). I presume that in this, as in all othe~'·
cases amon~ Hindus, a proved usage that all adult
members o~ the coparcenary, and the sons of Such
members, 6Ither on birth or at majority, should be
treated as partners, would be carried into effect b th
Courts.
y e
(b) Petllll! Duss v. Rall!dhone D
T ,I . 279' R
1 Bom. H. C., Arp. 51.
oss, It) or,
,alltlctl v. Lakhmichand,

CHAPTER IX.
DEBTS.

§ 301. I have thought it well to treat the subject of
as affecting property, before that of voluntary
>1>,,'.o,L'-'».'-'--' as it illustrates a principle which is constantly
rec}url'lUlg in Hindu law, viz., that moral obligations take
of legal rights ; or, to put the same idea in
words, that legal rights are taken subject to the
of moral obligations.
The liability of one person to pay debts contracted Threesourcesof
.
from th ree comp1et e1y d'ff
another al'lses
1 eren t sources, liability.
'''''.LLLU'~ must be carefully distinguished. These are: First,
religious duty of discharging the debtor from the sin
his debts; secondly, the moral duty of paying a debt
contracted by one whose assets have passed into the
possession of another; thirdly, the legal duty of paying
a debt contracted by one person as the agent, express
or implied, of another. Cases may often occur in which
mOl'e than one of these grounds of liability are found
co-existing; but anyone is sufficient.
§ 302. The first ground of liability only arises in the Debts ofiathel':
case of a debtor and his own sons and grandsons. In the
view of Hindu lawyers, a debt is not merely an obligation
but a sin, the consequences of which follow the debtor
into the next world. Vrihaspati says: "He who having
received a sum lent 01' the like does not repay it to the
owner will be born hereafter in his creditor's' house, a
slave, a servant, a woman, or a quadruped" (a). And
Narada says: " When a devotee, or a man who maintained
a sacrificial fire, dies without having discharged his debt,
the whole merit of his devotions, or of his perpetual fire
(n) 1 Dig., 334.
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independent of belongs to his creditors" (6). The duty of relieving the
assets.
debtor from these evil conse-quences falls on his male
descendants, to the second generation, and Was originally
quite independent of the receipts of assets. Narada says:
" The grandsons shall pay the debt of their grandfather,
which having been legitimately inherited by the sons has
not been paid by them; the obligation ceases with the
fourth descendant (c). Fathers desire offspring for their
own sake, reflecting, 'this son will redeem. me from every
debt whatsoever due to superior and inferior beings.'
Therefore a son begotten by him should relinquish his own
property, and assiduously redeem his father from deht, lest.
he fall into a region of torment" (el). Vrihaspati states a
further distinction as to the degrees of liability which
attached to the descendants. " The father's debt must be
first paid, and next a debt contracted by the man himself ;
but the debt of the paternal grandfather must even be
paid before either of these. The sons must pay the debt
of their father, when proved, as if it were their own, or
with interest; the son's son must pay the debt of his
grandfather, but without interest; and his son shall not
be compelled to discharge it" ; to which the gloss is added,
"unless he be heir and have assets" (e). Finally Yajnavalkya adds an exception to these rules: that the son is
not liable to pay if the father's estate is actually held by
another; as, for instance, if he is from any causeincapacitated fro111 succession (1).
Obligation is
§ 303. '1'he liability to pay the father's debt arises from
religious.
the moral and religious obligation to rescue him from the
(b) Namda, iii., § 10. The text of 1\1anu, xi., ~ 60, which Jagannath" cites
(1 Dig., 267) as l'eferring to a money debt, seems to l'efel' to j,he three debts which
are elsewhere spoken of, ·viz., l'eading the Vedas, begetting a SOll, and perfol'm_
ing sacrifices. See fiLulU, yi., ~ 3f>, 37, ix., § 106; Vishnu, XY., § 45.
(0) This is counte(1 inc1usiYe of the debtor, 1 Dig., 302; YajnaYa11rj'lt, ii., § 90.
Id) N'W'Hh, iii., § 4-6. Accol'ding to the Thesawa1el1le (i., § 7), SOllS were.
also bound to pR.? theil' fathel"s debts, even without assets.
(e) 1 Dig., 265; lCatyayana, 1 Dig., 301; V. May., Y', 4, § ]7.
(f) 1 Dig., 270; V: :if ay ., 1'., 4, ~ 16; IC"tyltj'!tM, 1 Dig., 273. It has been
held that this pl'iucip1e of Hindu l!twdoes not apply to the Nal1lbudriBr!thm!tus.
of Malab!tr, who are ROyemecl by a combinat,ion of Hindu !tnd ]l1!tl't1ln!tkatayen~
lttw, Nilakal/dan v. lIfadl/(l1'an, '10 ]l1ad., 9; Got'inda Y. K'rishnan, ] 5 ])1!td., 333.
See!ts
to 11
their
usages,
of
State,
Mad.,
157.Vislum y. J('rishnan, 7 Mad., 15; Vasudevan v. Sec7'etm'Y
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.
···n . from the non-payment of his debts. And
penaltIes ar~Sl g
lly COluIJels the son to carry out what
()
It
hi' bligatlOn equa
t s o . has romised for religious purposes g,
the ancestor
p
1
the debt creates no such moral
then that, w len .
.
h
h
tallows,
,
.
t
bOTlnd
to reIJay it, even t oug
. t"
the son IS no
th
obhga lOn,
t
This arises in two cases: 1st, when e
sesses asse s,
.t' of a
f
n
immoral
character; 2nd, when 1 IS
debt IS 0 a

hepo~

"eody-money character.

.

by theIr
e sons are not cOlupeUable to pay sums.d ue.
.
itCases
docs in
notwhich
arise,
Th 's )irituous liquors, for losses at play, for prOllllses
father for
I
. tion , or under the influence oft
any conSI'dem
1 ithout
mac e w f wrath' 01' SUlUS. f or' w hich he was a surety (excep
h
lust
. thor 0 ses bef'ore luen tl'oned) , or a fine or a toll, or t e
III
.
. lly "anv
J debt for
• a cause
1 e ecaof either, " nor genera,
ba anc
~ . J ag'anna tha demes that da
gnant to good moraIs "(7)
repuis not l'la ble
f l' the debts
of his.
father as surety,
an
o
t
son.
h
'
that
if
by
a
toll
IS
mean
one
pays WIth muc reason
,
. t t
th
J.

"

'"

~on~.ls ~no~~er
.

::e at a wharf or the like,. that is a cause
. nd 'ood morals and It ought to be paId (~!.
usage.a
g
'd " Q'lllka, " translated toll, IS a nuptIal
meamng of the wotr
.
f a bride and this has been
'present, given as h e pnce 0
,
) I

((h)

Catv'1valla,
1 Dig., 29\)..
O. v'
';b 305' YaJ'nam1kYt1,
ib., 311;
~
.
Vrihttspatl
lTtLUta,lll!t, 1 Dig., 3" Q '210Y(LSO"".,
Ae to wlmt'ttre
Illlmor,,J deLts~, see
'b 300 D09' Il IV 1\1lLC.,.,
.,
N J
258uth
3ll'
J{,ltyay,Ultc,·'"
't 238:h 260·WajellHosseinv . .L~"wo~'K .;'Qhe~
B,uM'ee Lall v. Ka.n ee, . :'~ ~ c '25 8uth., 421; SnmJ BI~Il", oel ~. 231 .
Luchmiy.Awwn, 2 C~LI.,,:H~,O i i"I!:!' Sita;ra.1n v. Zall.1n Smyh, HAl., . 16
1?7·osliwl,6I.A.,88; 8.C.,D a."
.'1 67~' NntaSltyynny.Punnllsa~m,
Pareillwil DCISS v. Bhnttn ll:Iuhton, ~4 Cit .,
J26 J. 304. A clecl'ee ltg.mlst .!t
Mad 9'J' JallZsetji v. Kaslmwth,. 26 B~;H.,. ' J~oprh,tet1 does not lnnd 1us
flLth~:' fo~' money' which \le h"cl orllluna ! n~~~;:~l to p"y. Mahabir Praslul
on'" est"te as being a ,1eb, wInch they w,ere
a 27 1\1!td.,71. The. onus of
Bnslleo Singh, 6 All., 231; McDowell:
or illeg,tl purpose
proving that the debt was contnwt.ed fa: t~. I r"ed by showing tlmt the f"ther
those who allege it, ltnc~ the onn~ 1S no cI:s~;t'~
Pe"sharl Y. G-i1:ja [(oe'l', 15 1. ~.,
11
"'6c1an extmvltgltnt 01'1mlllom1hfe. Bh g ' u ~I.'d 75; Ohmtfl.,lnnmav
S
9\)' ti. C., 15 C,d., 717; , ·Ii b'"}(lll~(li' ya iv S
l al Za",va"
GaI'1l7'lulrlhiv(lj(l, 21 All ., 238 "
Y. K(lsh-inath, 14 Ball!. , 320; I(f" !fin" (l Y.
As re ardB suretyship, th~ son s
(i) 1 Dig., 30,i, (tee. Manu, VIll:, § 1,)9, 1l0'lehllnrZ ~" J("ishna, Bellasls, 64;
liability h"s been expros"ly n~rl1led. 1r o~ Si al'amal /j(t y. Velll.:ntl'(lll1nnn!!,
Tn7cnl'(lmbltatt Y. Gangm·.l1m, ,,3 Bom., 4,)4 :'''1':,7' 26 kil., 611. A gmndson IS
11 i\:["d 83' M,l71(lI'(lja of Ben<ll'es Y. Ramk., 'tio for ltCCeptlllg the smetyonly 1i!tb1e ":hore the grandfather received con~O~rp, A;~eg[L["ds fines, the l'elt.so~1 is
shill Nal'aya,n y. Venkatacha'l'yn, 28 Bolu}". . red by his f!tther in expl"tlOn
give;, "th!tt a son is not liable for It pen" ty ":C~~
f them are hel'editary."
of an offence; ror neither sins nor the lexpm ~~'~h~ prillci~.le of English Ll\w
Nhanee Y. Hll1'eeI'Wn, 1 Bor., \)0 [101 ,."niL ogous
oJ

,)

•

-j

•

"

~.

'~~:i~:~~!ti
0

J

thRt, ltn action for a tort aoes not surVIve.

hes.upol~
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determined not to be repayable by the son, apparently 011
the ground that it constitutes the essence of one of th
unlawful forms of marriage (k), Sir Thomas Strange
takes ,th~ ~erm in its natural signification, and explains th:
non-lIabIlIty on the ground that such payments are of
ready-money character, for which no credit is or at ~
events, ought to be given (l),
'
a
It ~I so f 0 II ows that the obligation of the son to pay the
debt IS not founded on any assumed benefit to himself •
to the estate, arising from the origin of the debt, t'll l' or
, tl t b'
,
' SIess
IS ,la 0 lIgatIOn affected by the nature of the estate
Ancestral
estate wInch
equ(1Jlyliable,
, has desc
"enddt
e 0 tl18 son, as b eing ancestral, or se1£-'
acqUIred,
Unless the debt was of such a nature that it
was not the ~uty of the son to pay it, the discharge of It,
even thO;lgh It affected ancestral estate, would still be an
act of pIOUS duty in the son. By the Hindu law the
freedom of the son from the obligation to discharg'e the
,. father's debt has reference to the nature of the debt and
not ~o the nature of the estate, whether ancestr~l or
acqUIred by the creator of the debt" (Jib ) •

Debt
need not
be benefioial.

Origin of
obligation.

Now limited to
assets,

. Alth~ugh .the obligation of
dIscuss~ng, I~ placed entirely

the son, which we have been
upon religious duty by the
Sanskrr~ wrrters, exactly the same obligation seems to
h~ve eXIsted among the Tamil tribes.
It can hardly have
arIsen among them from religious grounds, as the father
appears to have been equally bound to pay the debts of his
sons (n). Probably at a time when partition could not be
enfo.rced, all fail' debts contracted by any member of the
famIly were treated as a charge upon its property.
§ 304 .. ,The law as administered in our Courts in all
the IJrOVlIiC es excep t B om b ay, has for many years' held
(k) Reshnw

Bao

y,

Na1'0, 2 Bor.

(l) I Stm, H. L., 166.

194 L215J
'
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.

l' Ta:k: i21~ s. c., 18 Suth., 81

(71/.) HI/I/OO/1/(/1lpel'll(UZ Y Mt B b
6 1\
(note); GinZhm'c Lall y. 'I{a'llto() '~(7fri I

~4~;''f:',~~~~'d1~~,;~~ll;a<!1I~I;f,~O~1'Y:
8h~e P:l'Osl,,;d, ;, tA~\~:' ~'C~'5 ~~1.:
? !.

6 1\fad., 293' Bha"but'vpeo"sZla', .qlh ,
AT[" 128; Na.1'a?/auasa11/i y. 8amidas,
,,'
,
a. Y. G"'fa oe1' 15 I A 99' S C
,
L 173', M· Ull. A~un}. 1\'r"
. ., 15 Cal., 717,
('11 ) BOllchet cited Sorg . H . "
'rt.dl'flS, ,I, 107.

the heir is only liable to the extent of the assets he
inherited from the person whose debts he is called on
pay (0). But as soon as the property is inherited a
.
pro tanto arises, and is not remo'Y ed by t~e
, loss or destruction of the property, and stIll
of course, by the fact that the heir has not chosen to
possess himself of it, 01' has alienated it after the death (p).
Bombay, however, the stricter rule was applied, that a
son was liable to pay his father's debts with interest, and
", a grandson those of his gra~dfat~ler without interest, even
though no assets had been mhel'lted ; but the Courts held
that the rights of the creditor could only be enfOl:ced
against the property of the descendant, and not agamst
,his person (q). But in that Pr~sidency, also: the l~w has,
bv legislation, been brought mto confo1'l11lty w1th the
~ore equitable rule observed elsewhere (1'). In Allahabad
it has been held that a son 01' grandson with assets is
under exactly the same liability as his ancestor, and is
therefore bound to pay the debt with interest (s).
Evidence of
§ 30t). As regards the onus of proof tha.tasse.ts have come asset •.
to the hands of the heir, it has been ruled by the Madras
High Court that the plaintiff must, in the first instance,
give such evidence as woul d priJn(t facie afford reasonable
grounds for an inference that assets had, 01' ought to have,
come to the hands of the defendant. But when the

~36:

1
R({1''']J111P v. Vp1'ipo/: 4 l'Ifad.
Jamoo1loh v.1 Mllilr/en, ,,, .. 927;
'vi/Ilmo
Y. Bril1ilnll1l11. R. D. of 1856. 97; Klln/17/(I Y. Bllk >trl'10({1·. 1 N .'IV, P.
5
(8. D.), nee
3: Pmn>m11w Y. P n l J111/,1Jn1/1/nll(fn1·. 4 i\T"il., ,;'" 9,21,1 : S. C". 5 Ind"
'J'nr .. Rnnn1enlPnt; nn,l so in l\'Iysore, Yellka7'7'f11.Ya. y. V'SIJASVn1·(//.!l0, ID

(0) Bo?/n1J?JII Y. Az.; 8/lI1ib, 2 Morl. H. C ..
1: Ago. H".iee Y. ,T"gn1lt. MontI' .. 272:

H.

n ..

Rlln/'';'''p(/di, i\T·,a. Dec. oflRnO, 75 ; [Jnlln"~01'"a, v. GlfJlga, 2. R11t1.1.,
B/lI1glival1 v. Gan1w/i, 8 Dom., 220: G101'dharlal Y. EM 871,.v,

MYSOl'e,
196.
Kn,.,i,
y.

i,,)
2~6; Kp/wl,

ibid
309.
.
fa).. Prn111J1/7/lIbh
v. Denc1'istil1, Bam. Sel, Rep .. 4; H1I1'bnjee \'. H1I1·(fOV111d.,

n"u"sis, 76: Nal·n,.;m/I(f)·a1J v. Awia.i;, 2 Bom. H. C .. 64.
(1') Bomh"v Ant VII 011 Rflfl fHinil11s li"hi1ity for "ncesto),'8 c1ebtsl·
v. GMJillri. 10 Bom. H. (1 .. 361: Urinm,m v. Han1/.. 11 Bom. H. C .. 76. ~n
Bomh",v U,A Court.s appenr shill t,o hold tho,t t1,p crec1it~r is entitled 10 obtnlll
a dpcreA with eMt.s ftf"ninst, t.l1e SO'l "" 101(u1 represent"t,wP of th~ £"t.be1' for t·11e
deMs of the 1uMpr, t,h0111(h thA rlec,)'eA c"nnot 1w Anforcerl WIthout proof of
a8.ets. Ln1771 R/1I1(f1J{!1' v. T"ih/",,,f/l1 Mnfi.1·{/111. 13 13 0 111." 653. It soems h"rd,
howcve", th"t t,]1P >011 should be put to the cost 01 provlIlg a merely worthless

8ak71(f1'(pn

01"1m.
(s) Lachman Dns

Y.

Klwmw Lnl, 19 All., 26.
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~laintiff

has laid this foundation for his case, it will then
he on the defendant to show that the amount of the
assets is not sufficient to satisfy the plaintiff's claim, or
tha~ they were of such a nature that the plaintiff was not
entItled to be satisfied out of them (t), or that there never
were any assets, or that they have been dulvadministered
and disposed of in satisfaction of other clai~s. The mere
fact of a certificate having been taken out was held not to
be even prim,( jewie evidence of the possession of assets.
But the Oourt refused to offer any opinion whether the
~ame rule would apply since the Stamp Act, which made
It necessary that the amount of assets to be administered
under the certificate should be apparent from it ('ll). As
to the doubt expressed by the High Oourt as to the effect
of the stamp, it is probable that they would have given
the same decision had it been necessary to decide the
point. The primary object of a certific~te is to collect
debts, and the stamp would be assessed on the value of
these. But this would be no evidence that the assets had
been realised.
Assets include
tho whole joint
property.

§ 306. Another very important question which was
formerly much discussed is this: where property has
descended from father to son, is the whole, or any lesser
part, of such property to be treated as assets which are
liable to be taken in payment of the father's debts? In
Bengal no such question could arise, as the rights of the
son come into existence for the first time on the father's
death. He takes the ancestor's property strictly as heir,
and all that he so takes is necessarily assets of him from
whom it descends (~ 259). But it is different in districts
governed by the Mitakshara. There each son takes at his
birth a co-ordinate interest with his father in all ancestral
property held by the latter, and on the death of the father
the so~ t~kes, not. as his hei~, but by survivorship, the
father s mterest sImply lapsmg, and so enlarging the
(t) I(,.;shnava.

(u) Kottala

Y.

Chinua.ya, 7 ~Iad., 597.
Shangara.,3 ]l1"d. H. C., 161; Joogld Y. Kalee, 25 Suth., 2Z4.

Y.

:PARAS.
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shares of his descendants (~ '253, '270). It is evid~nt .then
that three views might be taken of the son's lIabIlIty:
.. t that it only attached to the separate, or se1£. ' I
J!'us ., 'ed I)rOI)ert v of the father whlCh
the son stnct y
acqulI,
J
• '
.
•
took as his heir; secondly, that It a~tached to that ~hare ~f
the joint property which, accordmg to the ru.lmgs m
Madras and Bombay (§ 356-3~1), afa~her can dIspose of
in his lifetime; thirdly, that It applIed to the. whole
property in the hands of the £a~her as re~r.esentll1g the
Joint Family. After some conflIct of deCISlOns the .last
.
has recently been decided to be the correct one, m a
.
.
view
case where the property was of the o~'c1ll1ary partl?le
-oharacter (v) ; and the same rule was applIed b~ the P~1Vy
Council where the estate was an ancient impartible pol hem
of the nature of a Raj (10).
~ 307 . .rrhe liabilitvJ of the son is stated by the old writers Liability
arises
S
after father's
to arise not only after the actual d81tth of the father, but death.
after his civil death, as when he has become an anchoret;
or when he has been twenty years abroad, in which case
his death may be presumed; or when he is wholly immersed in vice, which is explained by J agannatha as
:indicatino' a state of combined insolvency and insolence,
in which°the father being devoted to sensual gratifications,
gives up all attempts to satisfy his credito~s, and s:ts them
at defiance (x). And so when the father IS snffermg from
some incurable disease, 01' is mad, or is extremely aged (y).
In a Madras case where a son, living apart from his father,
was sued for his father's debt during the life of the latter,
the pundits being questioned as to his liability replied:
(oJ Ponllappa. v. Pappnva.ll!Jangal', 4 ~r,ld., 1; S. C., 5 Ind. J.l~l'., SllpplenH;nt;
Shea Proshad Y. Jnng Ba7uidlil' 9 C,tl., 389. In snch a elISe, If a decree agHlll~t
the f,\ther has been f~llowecl by :,ttachmentduring his life, the proper cOlll'Se IS

-to enforce the decree a,crainst ttH:~ sons by way of execution. If, h~wevel'.' tlle1'8
lutS been no u.ttl1chraent then the father's interest lapsBs by SUl'vJ\~()l'ShIP, nnc1
the remerly "",tins, the ~ons is by suit to enforce the liabilit.y estltbl1shed by the
<lecree. Lllch~ni Na1'ain Y. I(nnji Letl, 16 All., ,149; Venkata,j'ama Y. Sentbvelll,
13 M"d., Z65 ; Natasa.Vllan v. Ponnnsam:i, 16 J\Iad., 99. .
.
0.
(wJ Mnttallan C7wtti Y. Sangili, 9 I. A., 128, r'JYersmg S. C., 3 Mad., 37 ,
Sivagi"i Y. Th'/wcngaela, 7 1I1;1.d., 33\).
.
(m) Vishnu, 1 Dig., 266; Y,tjllavalkya, ·Lb., 268; Z Stl'a. H. L., 277; 2

W. MacN., 28Z.
(V) Katyayana; Vdhaspati, 1 Dig., 277, 278.
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" The Hindu law-books, Vijnanesvareyum, etc" do not
declare that the debt contracted by a person shall be
discharged by his wife and son, while the said person is
alive, is residing in his own village, and is still capable of
carrying on business" (z), And in a later case, where the
plaintiff sought to recover from the wife and brothers of
the obligor of a bond, not on the ground of any personal
liability, but as the representatives of the obligor, who
was supposed to be dead, the Court held that no suit could
be maintained before the lapse of the time which raised
the legal presumption of the death of the obligor, unless
there was proof of special circumstances which warranted
the inference of the death within a shorter period (a), In
Bombay a son had taken a share of the ancestral property
by partition with his father, and held it as separate
property for twenty years, A suit was brought against
the son during his father's life to compel him to pay a
debt of his father out of his share, The Poona Shastri
gave his opinion that the son was liable, on the ground
that" the expression 'incurable disease' is to be understood as referring to disease either mental 01' bodily, and a
father having the anxiety of his debts III his mind may be
considered as suffering from mental disease, and therefore
it is binding on his son to discharge them," On appeal
the Shastri of the Sudder Adawlut stated in his futwah
"that if a son has taken possession of his share of the
ancestral property, and a re lease has been passed, and if
his father be free from any incurable disease, the father's
debt cannot be recovered from the share allotted to his
son," also, "that during the father's lifetime, his Son is
not obliged to liquidate his father's debts," This futwah
was accepted by the Sudder Adawlut, and a decision was
passed exempting the property of the son from liability (b),
(e) Ghennapah v, GIIUl/amanah, lIiael, Dec, of 1851, p, 33,
(a) Ka,'uppan y, Ve"'!!ai, .( Mad, H, C" 1. Here, however the "npposeit
liability r"steil on possession of the e8t"te,
'
(b) Anl1'ltt v, T'l'imullck, Bam. Sel. Hep" 218, See POlillapI'a v, P"l'Pllvayyangal',.(
libel" PI', 13,18,26; Gnnlsallli y, Ghinna Ma'll?1m', 5 iliad" 37, p. 46;
'N, &; B" 643.
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Y. ~o~'Jl~(7)~ P~'~;~rl ,. .'Maclan Lal, 15 ,~ll, F. B., 75;
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Go,,'inrl K)'ishnn v, Sakhal'am, 28 jBO;"'B il92' Nm'singh jI,{is)'(/ v. LalJi, 23
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tliese he was sued in 1867, and to satisfy the decree he
entered into an arrangement for payments by instalments,
hypothecating part of his Zemindary as security for the
debt. Upon default of payment this portion of the
Zemindary was attached during his life. Upon his death
the Court released the attachment. The creditor then sued
the son and successor of his original debtor for the double
purpose of restoring the attachment, and of making the
entire property liable for payment of his debt. The High
Court held that the estate was liable for so much of the
debt as was contracted for necessary purposes, but refused
to make it liable to any extent for the remainder of the debt
contracted subsequent to the birth of the son, and not for
the benefit of the family. On appeal the Privy Council
refused to restore the attachment upon the portion of the
estate which was specifically pledged, but held that the
whole estate was liable in the hands of the heir for all the
debts, which though neither necessary nor beneficial to
him were free from any taint of im,morality (j).
§ 309. The principle of these decisions has recently
received a considerable extension by its application by the
Privy Council to cases where the father has mortgaged or
sold the family property to liquidate his private debts, or
where it has been sold in execution of decrees against him
for such debts. vVhere such transactions affect a larger
share of the property than his own interest in it, the
result evidently is that the sons are compelled indirectly
to discharge during the father's life an obligation which
in strictness only attaches upon them at his death. The
body of law deducible from the rulings of the Judicial
Committee seems to rest upon a series of exceptions to a
general rule. The general rule is that no member of an
(f) ,11illtta,Jjnn Ghetti y, Snl1gili, 3llhd" 370; S, C, on "1'1'e,L1, "L A" 128,
followlIlg GinZhml'ee Lull v, Kautou Lnll, 1 L A" 3~1; 8, C,' 14 B. L. R, 187;
S, C" I!:l Sath" 66; Sltl'aj Bit/I"; 1(oer v, Shea P,'o"ilad, 6 LA" 8S; S, C,'
5 C,Il" 148; ,md "ffirl1ling Ponnapl'a )', POPPUV(!JjJjollga'l', 4 )1"d" L Where
the f,1,ther's property h"s f"Uen to the son by sUl'vil'Orsilip, the 1i"bility of the
ltLtter lllllst be enf~rced by fre"h suit, [Lllcl not by execution of the decree [L£(ainst
the fttther, ullless It had been enforced by "tt!whment dnring his life, in which
Cltse It becomes a elmrge npon the estILte. Ante § 306, note (v),

,
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birth Bhikaree executed a bone upon w lC , ,
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rd'
except as to a small portion whlCh was app Ie III pay~ent of Government revenue. Kantoo Lall sl;ed to set
aside the sale, as not having been n~ade for Ins benefit
01' with his consent.
A similar smt wa.s brought
Mahabeer, the son of Bhujrung The HIgh Court dISmissed Mahabeer's suit, on the ground that he was not
born at the time the deed of sale was executed, but awar~ed
to Kantoo Lall one-half of his father's share. T~e Pl'lv,Y
Council reversed this decree. They remarked m. then
judgment: "It is said that they (Bhilmree and Bhu]l'llllg)
could not sell the property, because before the deed of
sale was executed, Kantoo Lall was born, and by reason
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of his birth, under the Mithila law, he had acquired an
interest in that property. N ow it is important to consider
what was the interest which Kantoo Lall acquired. Did
he gain such an interest in this property as prevented
it from being liable to pay a debt which his father had
contracted? If his father had died, and had left him
as his heir, and the property had come into his hands,
could he have said that because this was ancestral property" which descended to his father from his grandfather,
it was not liable at all to pay his father's debts?" They
then quoted the passage above referred to (6 M. 1. A.,
421, § 808) and proceeded, "that is an authority to show
that ancestral property which descended to a fat'i18r under
the Mitakshara law is not exempted from liability to pay
his debts because a son is born to him. It would be a pious
duty on the part of the son to pay his father's debts, and
it being the pious duty to pay his father's debts, the ancestral property, in which the son, as the son of his father,
acquires an interest by birth, is liable to the father's debts.
The rule is, as stated by Lord Justice Knight Brllce, "the
freedom of the son from the obligation to discharge the
father's debt has respect to the nature of the debt, and not
to the nature of the estate, whether ancestral or acquired
by the creator of the debt." It is necessary, therefore, to
see what was the nature of the debt for the payment of
which it was necessary to raise money by the sale of the
property in question. If the debt of the father had been
contracted for an immoral purpose, the son might not
have been under any pious obligation to pay it; and he
might possibly object to those estates which had come to
the father as ancestral property being made liable to the
debt. That was not the case here. It was not shown
that the bond upon which the decree was obtained
was given for an immoral purpose: it was a bond given
apparently for an advance of money, upon which an
action was brought. The bond had been substantiated in
a Court of Justice; there was nothing to show that it was
given for an immoral purpose; and the holder recovered a
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~i' ~i~ddU'n Gopal v. Mt. Gowl'unbultJl, 15 B. L. R., 264 j S. C., ~34~t~.,
365' Adnn)!oni Y. Ohowdh?·y. 3 C"l., 1 ; Pannappa Y. PappuvI1~~~I.lga?.' .. lt~'
l' Gangull1 Y. Ancha, 4 Maa" 73; Na1'Uyana v. Nano, 1 BO~ ,
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Ma~ v. Eknath, 2,1 BOIll., 313; Ponllal'l'{~ v .. Pal'puvQ/Jyan~a')
, ~ i\fa~b" 1.!4~,
162
Kottala Rilnganathan v. Pnlicat Rmnasaml" 27 M "d·.'D '1~'glltI39~ Th~
Kootha Pel'lwwl, 27 Mad., 326; Koer Hasmal v. SW)!.d eI ,as, . ,I:,
.
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They hold that such a transaction is valid' against the
other members of the family as being" an alienation for
the performance of indispensable duties within the mean~
ing of para. ~9, Ohap. I, § 1 of the Mitakshara." But
they also hold that even such an alienation, though it
binds minors, cannot bind adults without their consent,
express or implied. Oonsequently, that a sale or mortgage,
by a father to satisfy his antecedent debt cannot per se
bind his adult sons, though it would bind any who were
minors at the time (i). Practically, however, the Oourt
seems to get rid of its own distmction by holding that
'even in such a case, "the property would be bound; not
indeed by virtue of the mortgage but by virtue of the
father's debt antecedent to the suit being enforceable
against the joint ancestral estate, and therefore against
the mortgaged property as part of it. Strictly speaking,
perhaps, the suit should be in the form of a suit
upon the mortgage as against the father, and upon the
debt as an antecedent debt as against the interests of the
sons in the joint ancestral estate. But this would be
merely matter of form" (k). Similarly, though the Bengal
Oourt holds that the rule laid down by Gi1'clh((l'ee Lall
v. Rantoo Lall only applies where the sale or mortgage was
made in consideration of a debt antecedent to the transaction
purporting to deal with the property (l), they practically
arrive at the same result in cases where there has been no
antecedent debt, by holding that the money, which is the
consideration for the sale or mortgage, constitutes a debt to
the purchaser or mortgagee, which, in a suit properly
framed against the son, might be enforced by a decree
directing the debt to be raised out of the whole ancestral
family, us a whole, Dasappa v, Nnnjun{Zia, 16 1\1ysore, 103, This decision
seems to be opposed to [In earlier decision of thA same Oourt [1882J, ChaneZra.
sekh{W" Dava1'oo v, SiddaUngappa" 5 Mysor8, HOO,
('i) Upooroop v, La.lla BanlZhiee, 6 Cal., 749, 753; see Mltt7w01'a v, Bootun,
13 Suth" 30; contriL, Phlllchall(Z y, Mansingh, 4 All., 309.
(Ii) La/jee v, lJ'akem', 6 0,,1., 135, 138, See Baso Kooer y, Hurry Dass, 9
Ca1.,495,
(I) Supra (note) (k), 6 C[l1., 138; Hannman Kamat v, Dowlut Munder, 10
Cal., 528; L{d Singh v, Deo Nft1'ft'in, 8 All., 279; A1'1l11aohelft v, MunisG/wmy,
7 1\1ad" 39,
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Air'

Hurr/ev Na.1'oin y, ROOlle1'P;{ C~{/'t7z""~ Pms'ad v, Bamohamcl1'a, ~5
U 'j
8 All" 2 ; 1 a
The decisions of the Pl'lVY, ounCi
Sl/l1d1·({.1'a.jft y, Jagftnna<l((", 4 ~aa'a ~ettachi Ohett-lj v, Sivagi1'i Zem11ulft1', 14
in 'Simbhi, Na.th v, Golab S'1~g t, t~l h iLre stated, post 318, 319.
I A 77 84 rested on gralln s w lIC 01
65' 17 I A, p, 16,
. (oj' Pe'" m;'J'iwn, 8 Bom" 1" 486, 4 1\14' M' 1[' l ' 69 'Th~ High Court of Bengal
lll1
(op) Ponnapl'f' v' PappftUVYV ,qft1·" R~~,;ph;tl Singh v, Deg Namin, 8 Oal.,
app~ars to have taken the same Ylew 11\

v Mahamj Singh,

p.525.
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of Bombay had occasion to consider the same question in
a case where there had been a partition between father
and sons after the mortgage and before suit. They refrained from deciding the general question as to the
effect of such a decree against the father alone in binding
the sons. They considered it quite clear that after the
partition the father could not be treated as representing
the intcrests of his sons in the suit, and that, therefm:e,
their right to redeem was unaffected by the decree (q).
Effect of TransA further question has arisen since the Transfer Act IV
fer Act, s. 85.
of 1882 came into operation, whether the rule above stated
was altered by s. 85 of that Act. Upon this the Court of
Allahabad and Madras differ; the former Court holds that
nO decree for a sale under s. 88 can be made against
the sons unless they have been made parties to the suit;
the latter Court takes an opposite view (r). The propel'
remedy in the opinion of the Allahabad Court is to bring
a fresh action against the son to enforce a liability which
the previous decree against the father has shown that he
was bound to discharge (s). If in any proceeding brought
against the son to enforce the decree upon the mortgage,
01' by the son for a declaration that it does not bind him,
the only issue set up is as to the validity of a decree
passed nnder s. 88 of the Indian Transfer Act to which
the son was not a party as directed by s. 85, the son will
succeed if the original plaintiff had notice of his interest.
But if a further issue is raised, viz., that the mortgage
was in itself ineffectual against him as being tainted by
immoral OJ: illegal consideration, and this issue is fonnd
against the son, he will then be placed in the same
position as if he had been a party to the suit on the
mortgage, and the only relief that can be given is to
allow him a right to redeem (t).
(q) T,'i-mba,k BaUwishna y. Nm'aynn Damod01', 8 Bom" 481.
Cr) Bhawai!·i Pe1'sa,el y, Kall,lt, 17 All. (F. B.), 537. See, how eyer, Him La,l y.
Pm'meslia,', 21 All., 356; cont7-a" Ramasa7nayyan y, Yi,-asmni, 21 Mad" 222;
Palmli Gounden y, Rangayya, 22 Mad" 207,
(s) Dlza,'am Singh y, Angan Lal, 21 All" 301.
(t) Kanhaia Lal y, Raj Bahadlt7', MAll" 211; Lala SM-a) P,'osacl y, Golab
Ohand, 28 Oal., 517,
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conflict of decision in the Indian Money debt.
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the creditor against the father to enforce a mere mo~ey
v him although the sons are not made partIes
'
•
"
f
d ebt d ue b J
le
suit.
The leading case upon tIllS POlllt IS that 0
tI
to
f th t MudcZUln ThaMttcZd'll'n Thakoor v. J(r(ntoo Lctll (·It ) , Tlle f ac t s o , a 7coo)'V, Kantoo
Lall died in 1843 Ieavlllg Lall.
case weI 'e as follows '-Kunhya
'
two sons Bhikaree and Bhujrung. Kantoo L~ll, the son
of Bhikaree, was bol'll in 1844. In 1855 BhIka~ae and
Bhujrung borrowed Rs, 3,540 from Mt. Asmuta~Issa ~nd
' and executed 8: bond for the amount, III whICh
oth elS,
"
" t
they hypothecated certain specIfied Mouzahs of th~ Jom
family property. In 1857 the b~ndhol~ers obtallled ~
decree against Bhikaree and BllUJnmg III these terms.
"Plaintiffs sue defendants for the recovery of Rs, 3,540
del' a bond duly registered, and Rs. 1,189 lllterest thereun
' a t one pel' cent .
on from date of bond to date 0 f smt
aggregating Es. 4,729." An aclmowledgment b~ def~ndartts was recited, and it was" ORDERED that tIllS SUlt be
decreed to plaintiffs according to acknowledgment filed by
defendants. The plaintiffs do recover from defendants
the money claimed with costs and interests from the date
of suit to that of realisation." It is evident that, thol:gh
the plaintiffs might have sued to enforce the hypothecatIOn
as such, they choose to treat the bond as a mere money
claim, upon which they sought a simple decree for money.
Kantoo Lall who was then of full age, was not made a
party to th~ suit, nor was Mahabeer, an infant so~ of
Bhujrung, who was bol'll after 1856. In. 1859 tl:e ngh~,
title and interest of the judgment-debtors III certalll speCIfied properties was sold in execution of the decree, and
was purchased by a benamidar for Muddun Thakoor.
( ) 1 I A 321 333' S C 14 B L R. 187; S, 0" 22 Suth" 56, ante § 309,
Th! fact~ oi'the ~ase ~re'llot' set O~,t in ti,e report, but ttre fully. sta~ed by tile
"Chief J nstice of -/dadr"s (9 Mad" 347) from a personal exammatlOn of the
original record,
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Judging from the names of the properties it would appear
that, although most of those which were hypothecated'
.
In'
1 8 5 5 were sold under the execution, yet some
which were
hypothecated were not solc1, and some which were sold
had not been hypothecated. The whole execution appears
to have proceeded upon the footing of an ordinary money
decree, and not of a mortgage. Kantoo Lall sued Muddu~
Thakoor to recover the whole property, a relief to whiCh
he would have been entitled if his share had been improp~rly sold (§ 365). The High Oourt of Bengal awarded
hun the share to which he would have been entitled on
partition. This decree was reversed by the Judicial
Oommittee. The judgment followed that in Girdhar
Lall's case (§ 309) of which it formed part. It rested on
t~e principle laid down in that case that, " It would be a
pIOUS duty on the part of the son to pay his father's debts
and it being the pious duty of the son to pay his father'~
debts, the ancestral property, in which the son, as the son
of his father, acquires an interest by birth, is liable to the
father's debts." It applied that principle to the particular
case by saying: "It has already been shown that, if the
decree was a proper one, the interest of the sons as well
as the interest of the father's in the property, although it
was ancestral, were liable for the payment of the father's
debts." Their Lordships were of opinion that in favour
of the auction purchaser the propriety of the sale must be
assumed. It has been suggested (v) that the decree in
Muddun Thakoor's case was given on the footing of a
mortgage or, at all events, that the Privy Oouncil acted
on Ylat view. I think it is quite clear that such a suppOSItIOn would have been a mistake, and that there is no
reason to SUppose that their Lordships were under any
misapprehension.
Affirmed by

Privy Council.

§ 313. This case again has been approved and followed
to its full extent by the Judicial Oommittee in more
recent cases. In the case of Sura} B'llnsi v. Sheo Pershad,
(v) By Ke~nan, Offg. C. J., 9 Mad., 196.
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their Lordships quote 1J1'lldd1~n Thakoor's case with
approval, and cite it as establishing" that where joint
ancestral property has passed out of a joint family, either
under a conveyance executed by a father, in consideration
of an antecedent debt, or in order to raise money to pay
off an antecedent debt, or under a sale in execution of a
decree for the father's debt, his sons, by reason of theIr
duty to pay their father's debts, cannot recover that
property unless they show that the debts were contrac~ed
for immoral purposes, and that the purchasers had notICe
they were so contracted" (10).

§ 314. These rules are subject, as already stated (§ 309) Exception under
.
.
v.
to a further exceptIOn,
of whICh
the fi rst b ranc h'IS tllat. Deendyat
Jugde.ep
.
l ' agams
. t the Nal'a~n.
the creditor, who WIshes
to enf
orce'
hIS calm
interests of the sons, must show that he intended to do so
by his proceedings in execution. The leading case upon
this point is that of Deenclyal v. Jugcleep Namin (x).
There Toofani Singh, the father of the respondent, being
indebted to the appellant to the amount of Rs. 5,000,
e:iecuted to him a Bengali mortgage bond for securing
the repayment of that sum with interest. The appellant
afterwards put that bond in suit, and obtained a decree
against Toofani Singh for Rs. 6,328. The decree was
an ordinary decree for money, and no proceedings were
taken to enfore it against the property specially hypothecated. So far the case seems identical with that of
M1~cZcl'l~n Thakoor.
Six years after decree, the appellant
caused" the rights and proprietary and Mokurruri title
and share of Toofani the judgment-debtor," in the joint
family property to be sold for the amount then alleged
to be due, and bought it himself and got into possession
of the whole. The son then sued to recover the whole
(w) 6 I. A., SS, p. 106; S. C., 5 Cal., 148, p. 171; followed Bhagbllt Pe1'Siladv
Gil:ja KOB?" 15 I. A., 99; S.O., 15 00,1.,717; Minakshi Naillu v. r1lwwdi
Kan"ka. 16 I. A., 1; S. 0., 1Zl\iotd., 142..
(00) 4 I. A., 2.47; S. 0., 3 Oal., 193. Some of the facts of this C!,se are 1110re fully
set out by nIl'. Justice MUt91' in 8 CaL, p. 903 than they are in tile Privy
Council report. See also Ju.gdeep v. Dee1l(Zyal, 12 B. L. R., 100, the case
appealed from.
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property, on the ground that being under Mitakshara
law the joint property of his father and himself, it could
not be sold for his father's debts, which were incurred
without any necessity. An issue was recorded as to
whether rroofani Singh borrowed from the defendant
under a legal necessity 01' not. No special issue was
recorded as to whether the debt was of an immoral
character, though evidence to that effect was given as
bearing on the question of necessity. The Original Court
appears to have considered that it could not go behind
the order of sale, and that as that purported only to deal
with the interests of Toofani Singh, the son was entitled
to possession of the other moiety. The Zillah Judge
dismissed the suit, being of opinion that a legal necessity
was made out, that therefore the debt was binding on the
son, and his share as well as the father's was liable for
the debt. This finding of fact was binding on the High
Court on special appeal. It held, however, upon the
construction of the sale proceedings that the purchaser
could get nothing more than what was put up to sale,
viz., the rights and share of Toofani Singh. They further
were of opinion that such an interest was not saleable
under Mitakshara law (§ 356), and therefore decreed for
the plaintiff. This was treated by the Judicial Committee as "the first and principal question," and, after
an elaborate examination of the authorities, they decided
that the father's interest could be sold, so as to enable
the purchaser at the execution sale to compel such a
partition as the debtor might have compelled, if no sale
had taken place. In dealing with the conclusive finding
of the Zillah Judge that the debt was contracted under a
legal necessity, the Judicial Oommittee say :-" This issue,
however, seems to their Lordships to be immaterial to
the present suit, because, whatever may have been the
nature of the debt, the appellant cannot be taken to
have acquired by the execution sale more than the right,
title and interest of the judgment-debtor. If he had sought
to go further, and to enforce the debt against the whole

- - - M I A.

241' 2 I A. 275' Bl'lljnLal Sen v. Jihnnkrishnn, 26 Cal., 235.

(~) l~ fto' ti,i;iltst point', se~ alR~ }-lui'dey Na,1'{l'in Y. Hoode?' P81Jras/i, 11 1. A.,
626'
y. £o).lnc/lnl"Z, 6 Bam., 64.
) Mn)'uti Nnra'l/""
.
26 ,')8 .C. ) 10 C'a.1' )
(a) 11 1. A., 26; S. C., 10 C"l., 626.
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mortgaged property." No such distinction existed as to
the case of Mudcbm Thakool' v. I(antoo Lall, which does
not seem to have been referred to.
§ 310. These cases were for some time taken by the
Oourts in India as, to a certain extent, over-ruling ]Jthtddm~
Thakoor's case, and as laying down the general principle,
that where a decree has been obtained agamst a father on.
a mere mon~y debt it could not be executed so as to bind
the l'lghts of the sons, unless they were parties to the
decree. It is abundantly clear, however, that the Judicial
Oommittee did not intend to over-rule that decision. It
was never referred to from beginning to end of Deendyal's
decision. It never seems to have occurred to anyone that
it had any bearing upon the decision. Both the Original
Oourt and the High Oourt had accepted as an undisputed
fact that the judgment-creditor chose, for reasons of his
own, to sell only the right, title and interest of the
father (b). The Privy Oouncil adopted this finding and
acted upon it. Between the hearing of Deendyal's case
and that of HnrcZey Narctin the decision in Suraj Bwnsi v.
Sheo P'l'asad (§ 813) had been given, in which the rulings
in M'ndd~ln Thakoo1" s case had been fully adopted. Yet
in Hwrdey Narain's case neither M~tddun ThakooJ' nor
Hnra,j Bllnsi were noticed in the judgment as being at all
in point. In a much later case, in which the Privy
OounCIl over-ruled a decision of the Madras High Oourt
founded on this mistake, they say: "The High Oourt
seems to have acted on the rule of law so laid down as a
rigid rule of law apparently applicable to this particular
case. But the distinction is obvious. InH·wrdey Nm'ain's
case, all the documents show that the Oourt intended to
sell, and that it did sell nothing but the father's sharethe share and interest that he would take on partition,
and nothing beyond it-and this tribunal in that case puts
it entirely upon the ground that everything showed that
the thing sold was' whatever rights and interests the said
(b) See 12 B. L. R., pp, 101,103.
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'udgment-debtor had in the premises' and nothin~ else" (0).
~ccordingly in the case in which those observ~tlOns wer.e
made, and also in a previous one (cl), the Pl'lvy OounCIl
ffirmed sales under a money decree against the father
~o which the sons were no parties, being of 'opinion that
the creditor and the Oourt both intended to put up for sale
the entirety of the family property (e).
(.~ 317 . A further branch of the same exception (§ 309) ~anomiBabu(lsmv. Modun
is that the purchaser of family property for t~e debt, of Moh~tn.
the father, whether he takes by a conveyance dll'ect from
the father, or by a sale at Oourt auction, must have
intended to take, and must believe that he is taking the
entire estate, and not merely the father's interest in it.
This was laid down in several cases before the PrivyOouncil,
the first of which was that of Nan01/b'i Bc(bltasin v. Mod'un
MolL-nn (f) . There a father with minor son~ was l~anager
of an ancestral estate. In an ejectment smt agamst the
father the plaintiff obtained a decree for mesne profits.
The High Oourt stated the execution proceedings .which
ensued as follows: "In the petition for executlOn an
inventory of the judgment-debtor's property was given,
which described it as ' The share of 8 annas 11 gundahs
out of the entire 16 annas, right and interest of the judgment-debtor in Mouzah Rampore,' and prayed that this
might be attached and sold. The proceeding confirming
the sale, and the certificate of sale are to the same effect,
viz., describing the property as 8 annas 11 gundahs share,
and stating it to be the right and interest of .the
judgment-debtor in the whole estate. This language Illlght
be regarded as specifically stating the object of the sale,
(e) Mil1a'/cshi Na'id" y, Imm1l(ti ](a7laka, 16 I A., 1, p. 5; S. C., 12 Macl" 142,

p.H7,
9
'C 15C1 717
(l) Bhagbut PeJ'sha(l, Y. Gi'rja; ](0,"'-.,151. A., 9,: ,';'.,
": .,
'
.
(e) In con8idering tIllS questIOn It IS not sufficIeI~t to eXll,1l1me the decree
without ,,1so considering the proceedings in executIOn, ](aga,l Ganpaya v.
Manjal'pa, 12 Bam., 691.
7
l
(f') 13 1. A., 1; [.\ G., 10 Cal., 21; followed, Dalilet B.am y. Melw C 1f"1< ,
14 i, A., 187; S, C., 15 Cal., 70; Mal1a.bi1·, Penl1ad v. Mohesw~l:~' Nath, 17 1. ~.:
11 ; S. C., 17 Cal., 584; Ullin", Hath-, Smgh Y. Goman Blw'?2, 2? .s0m., 38.),
Abdul Aziz y, Apoayasnmi Naic7cel', 22 Tlbd., 110; Cooven" H,,'J'/' y. Dewsey
BllOja, 17 Bom., 718.
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v'iz., an 8 annas 11 gundahs share, and the statement
as to its being the right and interest of the creditor as mere
description. Section '249 of the Civil Procedure Code
however, provides that the proclamation of sale shall declar~
that the sale extends only to the right, title, and interest
of the juclgment-debtor in the property specified, and it
may be contended that, read in the light of this section .
this was the proper meaning of the petition and certificate: .
This is the view taken by the Original Court." The High
Court then proceeded to state that in its opinion the intention .of al~ pa:,ties was to bring the whole property to sale,
andm thIS VIew the Privy Council agreed. They said: (g)
" It appears to their Lordships that sufficient care has not
always been taken to distinguish between the question,
how far the entirety of the estate is liable to answer the
father's debt, and the question how far the sons can be
precluded by proceedings taken by or against the father
alone from disputing that liability. Destructive as it may
be of the principle of independent coparcenary rights in
the sons, the decisions have for some time established the
priI:ciple, that the sons cannot set up their rights against
t~81r fat.her's alienation for an antecedent debt, or against
hIS credItors' remedies for their debts, if not tainted with
immor~l~ty. On this important question of the liability
of the ]omt estate, their Lordships think that there is now
no conflict of authority. The circumstances of the present
case do not call for any en<1uiry as to the exact extent to
which sons are precluded by a decree against their father
from calling into question the validity of the sale, on the
ground that the debt which formed the foundation of it
was incl~r~ed for immoral purposes, or was merely illusory
and fictltIOUS. Theil' Lordships do not think that the
authority of Deendyal's case bound the Court to hold
~hat nothing but Girdhari's (the father's) coparcenary
mterest passed by the sale. If his debt was of a nature
to support a sale of the entirety, he might legally have
(g) 131. A., p, 17; 13 CaL, 35.
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sold it without suit, or the creditor might legally procure
a sale of it by suit. All the sons can claim is, that not
being parties to the sale or execution proceedings, they
ought not to be barred from trying the fact .01' the nature
of the debt in a suit of their own. As sumll1g' they have
such a right, it will avail them nothing unless they can
prove that the debt was not sucl~ as to justify the sale. If the
expressions by which the estate 1~ conveyed to th~ purchaser
are susceptible of application 8lther to the entll'ety, or to
the father's coparcenary interest alone (and in Deendynl's
case there certainly was an ambiguity of that kind), the
absence of the sons from the proceedings may be one
material consideration. But if the fact be thf1t the purchaser has bargained and paid for the entirety, he may
clearly d~fend his title to it upon any ground which ,:ould
have justified a sale if the sons had been brought III to
oppose the execution proceedings." The ?ommittee then
pronounced its opinion that the debt for whl~h the pr~p~rty
had been sold was a joint family debt, add1llg, "If It IS a
joint family debt, a sale to a~swer ~t effe?ted either by
Girdhari himself, 01' in a smt agamst hun eannot be
successfully impeached." Finally they agreed with. the
Courts below " that the execution and sale proceedlllgs
was such that the purchaser must have thought that he
was buying the entirety. It is equally clear that all parties
thought the same. The purchaser therefore has succee~ed
in showing that he bought the entirety of the estate whlCh
could lawfully be sold to him, the suit fails upon its
merits" (h).
:,'i 318 . T wo later decisions of the Judicial Committee
Simblm
.
v.
Golab Na;th
Stngh.
are in accordance with the view of the law statedlll the
last case. In one (i) Luchmun, who had foul' sons, was
sued for a money debt by one Bhichook. The suit was
terminated by a decree for a specified sum, to secure
(h) See the construction put upon this case by the Jlih<1rcts High Court in

Narasanna. Y. GU?'(tppa, 9 iliac1" 424.
"
(i) Simbhu Na,th v. Golab Singh, 14 1. A" 77; 14 Ott]', 072; Sakhaj·{I./n Shet
v. Sita?'am Sizet, 11 Bom" 42.
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which the debtor mortgaged "his right and interest in
Mouzah Kindwar." The sons assented to this arrangement. Upon default execution was taken out upon the
decree; and the property was sold to Bhichook, who
received a certificate stating that "whatever right, title,
and interest the said judgment-debtor had in the said
property, being extinguished from the date of the sale, is
transferred to Bhichook." The purchaser got into possession of the entire family property in the Mouzah. The
sons sued to recover their shares. The Subordinate Judge
held, upon the authority of UpOOl'OOp Tewa'l'Y v. Lallct
Bandajee (1£) that the mortgage by Luchmun with his
sons' assent bound the whole family property. This
decision was reversed by the High Court, and their
reversal was affirmed by the Judicial Committee in the
following judgment:
" Theil' Lordships cannot agree with the Subordinate
Judge. Whatever part any of the sons may have taken
in negotiating between Luchmun and Bhichook, there is
no evidence whatever of their proposing to mortgage their
own interests. The sons may have assented to what was
done, but the question is, what was done? That must be
answered by the documents.
" Moreover if Bhichook relied on assent by the sons
he should have taken care to make them parties to the
execution proceedings. In Deendyal's case, where the
expressions used by the mortgagor were much more
favourable to the conveyance of the entirety than they are
here, the creditor's omission of the' sons from the
proceedings was made a material circumstance against
11im. And in Nanomi Bab1lasin's case, where the decision
was in favour of the purchaser, the same circumstance
was recognized as being material when the expressions by
which the estate is conveyed to the purchaser are
susceptible of application either to the entirety or to the
father's coparcenary interest alone.
(!.o) 60,,1., 749,

---
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" In the case of UpOOl'OOp Tewary, Mr, J,~~tice Mittel'
thought that the words" my propriet.ary share ma ~ouz~h
were calculated to describe. t~e en.tll'ety of the ~almly p:roerty in dispute; and he dIstmgmshed them from the ~~p
, "I'I'gllt title and interest." In H·nrde.y N a1'mn s
pressIOn
"
1 I d App 26 there was no conveyance, but a
1
case,
n .
.,
,
"" 1 t
sale on a money decree. The only descnptIOn was w la " ever rights and interests the said judgment-debtor had
"in the property," these were purc~ased by Hurdey
.'
The High Court held that nothmg passed beyond
.
't'
N aram.
the debtor's interest which gave him a nght t~ partI lOn,
and which perhaps may for brevity be called. ~lS personal
interest, and this Committee affirmed the deCISIOn. Each
se must depend on its own circumstances, It appears
~~ their Lordships that in all the cases, at le~st the recent
cases, the inquiry has been what the partIes contracte~
about if there was a conveyance, or. what the purchaser
had reason to think he was buying If there was no conveyance, but only a sale in execution of a money decree.
" Their Lordships are sorry that they can.not foll~w ~he
learned Judges of the High Court into thelr ex.anunatlOn
of the vernacular petition. But they find qmte enon.gh
,
d 'n the decree to express a clear agreement WIth
groun 1
.
'ht
hey conceive that when a man conveys .hISA.(
ng •
tllem. T
and interest and nothing more, he do~s not P1'MIW J aeM
intend to convey away also rights and mteres~s pr~sently
vested in others, even though the law may gIVe hIm the
so Nor do they think that a purchaser who
power t 0 d 0
.
. fi d
is bargaining for the entire family estate would be ,satlS e
ith a document purporting to convey only the nght and
:terest of the father. It is true that the language of the
te is intluenced by. that of the Procedure
Code.
cer,t'fi
1 ca
.
h
But it is the instrument which confers tItl~ on t, e
Its language like that of the certIficate 111
purc h a s e r . '
1 th
Hll1'dey N a1'Clin' s case, is calculated to express on y . e
pe~sonal interest of Luchmun. It exactly accords WIth
the expressions used in the decree of August 1869, founded
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onLuchmun's own vernacular expressions, which the High
Oourt construe as pointing to his personal interest alone.
The other circumstances of the case aid the prillu], facie
conclusion instead of counteracting it. For the creditor
took no steps to bind the other members of the family, and
the Rs. 625 which he got for his purchase appears to be
nearer the value of one-sixth than of the entirety. "
Pett,?,chi.O/wtty
§ 319.
In a later case (l) ' from Madras the 8i
au' "
v. Swag,n Ze.
, V oHI
mindm·.
Zemmdar had contracted numerous debts to different
creditors, in respect of the majority of which he had consent~d to decrees by which specific portions of his impartible
Zemmdary were hypothecated as security for payment.
The debts in question were neither illegal nor immoral,
but were not shown to be necessary 01' beneficial to the
family. He had one son who was born before these decrees
commenced. During the life of the judgment-debtor his
whole Zemindary was attached and ordered to be sold at
the demand of 13 creditors, of whom all but two held specific
mortgages on the Z emindary. The sale did not take place till
after his death. There can be little doubt that, if propel'
steps had been taken, it would have been possible to sell
the Zemindary in such a manner as absolutelv to bind the
son's interest. But during the whole course ~f the execution proceedings the Oivil Judge, acting upon the view of
the law which was taken by the High Oourt previous to the
decision in JJIllttayan Chetty v. Sc(ngili (m), announced his
opinion that the sale could only bind the father's lifeinterest, and that it would only pass to the purchaser the
rents in ~l'l'ear at .his death. The son was made a party
t~ the smt after Ins father's death as his legalrepresenta_
tlve. Upon these facts both the Indian Oourts were of
opinion that nothing was intended to pass and therefore
that nothing did pass, to the auction purchaser except the
father's life-interest, and this opinion was affirmed on
appeal by the Privy Oouncil.
(l) Pettachi Ohetty. v. f!angili Vim, 14 I. A., 84, JO iliad., 241 i
Khan v. Apl'ayasam, Nazelce'l', 31 I. A., 1 i S. C., 27 Mad., 131.
("') 9 1. A., 12/j i S. C., 6 iliad., 1.

Abdul Aziz
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~ 320. Lastly there is a ~lass of cases which has an in- Exe?utio~ pro':\
. ' .
ceedmgs ltheraldirect, though Important, beanng upon the present ques- Iy construed.
tion, in which the Privy Oouncil has laid down the rule
" that in execution proceedings the Oourt will look at the
substance of the transaction, and will not be digposed to
set aside an execution upon mere technical grounds, when
thev find that it is substantially right." Where therefore
a d~fendant possesses both an individual and a representative character, and wl~ere he has been sued for a debt
which would bind the whole family which he represents,
and where execution is taken out against him under the
decree, the Oourt is at liberty to look at the judgment to
see what was intended to be sold under his right, title, and
interest, and may treat the decree as binding the whole
family which is represented by the defendant, and as properly executed against the joint family property (n).
§ 321. It appears to me that the above decisions lay Suggested ~um.
.
.
mary of deCldown the followmg rules:
sious.
I. That in cases governed by Mitakshara law a father
may sell or mortgage not only his own share, but his sons'
shares in family property, in order to satisfy an antecedent debt of his own, not being of an illegal or imllloral
character, and that such transaction may be enforced
against his sons by a suit and by proceedings in execution
to which they are no parties (0).
II. That the mere fact that the father might have transferred his sons' interest, affords no presumption that he has
done so, and that those who assert that he has done so
must make out, not only that the words in the conveyance
are capable of passing the larger interest, but that they
are such words as a purchaser, who intended to bargain for
(n) Bi"seS8ll1' Lall v. L1Ich'l1!8SS111' Si'lIgh, 6 I. A., ~33 is. C., 5 .C. L. R., 477 i
Da'l'blwnga v. Oooma'l', 14 M. 1. A., 605; Jugal, Kls/101'e v. Joi-Lnd'l'n Malmn,
11 1. A., 66 i S. C., 10 CaL, 985; Jni1-am Babafn Shet v. Jo~n(L KO'l1clia, 11 Bom.,
361 i Ja,n7ciua,i v. Mnhadev, it:! Bam., 147; Rwnaohenclnnh v. K. K. (Jeetha,'a1niah, 1 Mysore, 60; La.la Pat'bll1l Lnl v. Myl'lle, 14 Cal., 401; Han Sa;1'nn
MoUrn v. Bhubn'lleswa1'i, 151. A., 195 i S. C., 16 Cal., 40; Shea Penh ad S~ngh
v. Enikll1nn1' Lnl, 20 Cal., 453 i Eadhn Perslwrl v. Eamkhelnwnn, 23 Cal., 302 i
Devii v. Sambhn, 24 Bom., 135.
(0) Ginlhnl'i Lall y, Kantoo Lnll, allte § 309.
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such a larger interest, might be reasonably expected to
reqUIre (P).
III. That a creditor may enforce payment of the perso~al debt of a father, no~ being illegal or immoral, by

S81zure and sale of the entll'e interest of father and sons
in the family property, and that it is not absolutely necessary that the sons should be a party either to the Sllit
itself or to the proceedings in execution (q). .
.
IV. That it will not be assumed that a creditor intends·
to exact payment for a personal debt of the father by
execution against the interest of the sons, unless such
intention appears from the form of the suit, or of the execution proceedings, or from the description of the property
put up for sale; and the fact that the sons have not been·
made parties to the proceedings in execution is a material
element in considering whether the creditor aimed at
the larger, or was willing to limit himself to the mmor
remedy (1').
V. That the words" right, title. and interest of the
judgment-debtor" are ambiguous words, which may either
mean the share which he would have obtained on a
partition, or the amount which he might have sold to
.
satisfy his debt (8).
VI. That it is in each case a mixed question of law and
fa~t ~o determine what the Court intended to sell at public
auctIOn, and what the purchasers expected to buy. That
the Court cannot sell more than the law allows. If it
appears as a fact that the Court intended to sell less than
it might have sold, or even less than it ought to have sold,
(1') Simbhll Natll v. Golab Singh, ante § 318.
(q) Muddnn TllakoQ?' v. Kantoo Lall, ante § 313; Nanomi Babttasin v.
Modnn Molw1!, ante § 317; Bhad!a v. Chin dIm , 21 Bom., 616.
(,.) Dcendyal Y. Jll.qdRep Na1'cdn, ante § 314; HII/I'dey Na.,·ain v. RoodeI'
Pel'kash:.ante ~ 316; Nan01l1~ Babllasin v. jl£odll11 Molmn, ante ~ 317; M{l1'nti
v. BabaJ" 15 Bom.,. 87; B~m Pm'shad v. Plt1'clll Chand, 23 Cal., 262, p. 277;
Muh.G/lnmad Husam v. D,p Ohand, 14 All., 190; Oooverji Hi1'ji v. Dewsey
Bho;a, 17 Bom., 718.
(s) Same caSes et per c!"iam, 17 I. A., p. 16; S. C., 17 Cal., p. 589; 8 Bam.,
p. 4t!6; 4 Mad., p. 65; 15 Bam., p. 18.
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and that this was known to the purchasers, no more will
pass than what was in fact offered for sale (t).

§ 322. Another very important point which does not ~an son~ set up
. settled IS
.thIS.
.
A ssummg.
. th a t a d ecree llnmorahty
of
appeal' to be qmte
debt against
against a father alone for a debt no~ immoral or i.lle.gal can ~~~::.,arrunder
be enforced against the whole famIly property, IS It open
to the sons to set up such immorality or illegality against
the auction purchaser '? Upon this point there have been
three very important decisions of the Privy Council.
In the first case a son sought to set aside a sale made
.
.
under a decree of Court agamst hIS father, the debt not
being for the family benefit on one hand, nor immoral on
the other. The Judicial Committee held that he had no
.
. " I t appears th a t j'Mu dd un M 0 h un
such l'lght.
They salCl:
Thakoor purchased at a sale under an execution of a
decree against the two fathers. He found that a suit had
been brought against two fathers; that a Court of J nstice
had given a decree against them in favour of a creditor;
that the Court had given an order for this particular
prop~rty to be put up for sale under the execution; and
therefore it appears to their Lordships that he was
perfectly justified, within the principle of the case which
has already been referred to in 6th Moore's Indian appeal
cases, p. 423 (tt), in purchasing the property, and paying
the purchase money bonr1 fide for the purchase of the
estate. The same rule has been applied in the case of a
purchaser of joint ancestral property. A purchaser under
an execution is surely not bound to go back beyond the
decree to ascertain whether the Court was right in giving
the decree, or, having given it, in putting up the property
for sale under an execution upon it. It has already been
shewn that if the decree was a propel' one, the interest of
the sons, as well as the interest of the fathers, in the
(t) Nanolni Babuasin v. ]',[o(/un MolUl11 , nnte ~.317; AbC/ill Az·iz Khan v:
Appallaso:mi Naicker; Simbh1t Nath \'. Golab Stngh, nnte § 318; Peitac/l1
Oheity v. 8nngili Vira, ante ~ 319; Mnhammad Abdul v. K1thtl Hu sewn ,
9 All., 135.
(It) Hunooma·/Vpe1·saud v. Mt. Babooee; S. C., 18 Suth., 81 (note).
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property, although it was ancestral, were lia:ble for the
payment of the father's debts. The purchaser under that
execution, it appears to their Lordships, was not bound
to go further back than to see that there was a decree
against those two gentlemen; that the property was
property liable to satisfy the decree, if the decree had been
properly given against them; and, having inquired into
that, and having bon fide. purchased the estate under the
execution, and bonct ficle paid a valuable consideration for
the property, the plaintiffs are not entitled to come in .
and to set aside all that has been done under the decree
and execution, and recover back the estate from the
defendant" (v).
l;

Discuasion of
case.

. ~ 323. It is evident that the general principle laid
down in this judgment went very much beyond the
necessities of the case. Even if the son had been allowed
to rip up the decree, it appears that the evidence showed
the debt to have been one which he was liable to pay, at
all events after his father's death, and therefore the sale
to satisfy it came within the ruling in Gil'dhal'ee LClll
v. J{antoo Lall. But it might happen that the debt was
contracted for purposes which would prevent its binding
the son. These circumstances might fail to afford any
defence to an action against the father, or they might not
be set up by the father. In either case the decree ~ould
have been a proper one as against the father, and properly
enforced against his interest in the property. But when
the creditor tried to enforce it against the son's interest
also, would the son be allowed to show that, although the
decree was properly given against the debtor, the property,
that is the son's interest in it, was not property liable to
satisfy the decree? In other words, can he show that the
facts do not exist which would entitle the creditor to seize
the property of B in execution of a personal decree
against A? A later decision of the Judicial Committee
(v) MuclclujI. Thakoor v. Rantoo LaU, 1 1. A., 321, 333 i S. C., 14 B. L. R.,
78 i s. C., 22 Suth., 56.
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seemS to show that he cannot do even this as against a
b01UJ, fide purchaser at the execution sale, who has no
notice of the original taint affecting the debt. In that case Effect of notice
the sons sued to set
aside a sale of joint I)roI)erty· made numora.l.
~hat debt was
.
to the defendant m execution of decree against the .father. S!t?'aj B!tnsi
The lower Co~rts found that the debt was not for the bene- :~~!7:~lheo
fit of the famIly, and that the money borrowed was spent
by the father for immoral purposes. The High Court upon
these findings held that, although the original creditor
the sons , the
could not have enforced his claim aO'ainst
b
purchaser at the sale, having purchased bonct fide for value
without notice, was entitled to hold. the property free of
3111 cla,ims by the sons. For this view· they relied upon the
decision la,st cited. The J udicia,l Committee quoted the
pa,ss~ge a,lre~dy set out, rema,rking that they desired to say
nothmg WhICh could be taken to affect the a,UthOl'ity of
M'/tdwnn Thakool"s case, or of the cases which mi{yht
.
b
b
have smce een decided in India in conformity with it.
They sUllllllarised the jUdgments in that case and in the
kindred case of Gi'I'Clharee Lall v. J{cmtoo Lall as being
"undoubtedly an authority for these propositions : first, tha,t
where joint ancestral property has passed out of a Joint
Fa,mily, either under a conveyance executed by a, father
in considemtion of an antecedent debt, or in order to raise
money to payoff an antecedent debt, or under a sale in execution of a decree for the father's debt, his sons, by reason
of their duty to pay their father's debts, cannot recover
tha,t property, unless they show that the debts were
contracted for immoral purposes, and that the purcha,sers
ha,d notice that they were so contracted; and, secondly,
tha,t the purchasers at an execution sale, being strangers
to the suit, if they have not notice that the debts were so
contracted, are not bound to make inquiry beyond what
appea,rs on the face of the proceedings." Their Lordships,
however, proceeded to distinguish the case before them
from that of M'/tddwn Thclkool', on the ground of notice,
actual or constructive, of the plaintiffs' objections before
the sa,le, by virtue of which the respondents must be held
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to have purchased with knowledge of the plaintiffs' claim,
and subject to the result of the suit to which the plaintiffs
had been referred. It followed, therefore, that as against
them, as wen as against the original creditor, the plaintiffs
had established that by reason of the nature of the debt
neither they nor their interests in the joint ancestral
estate were liable to satisfy their father's debt (10).
§ 3'24. It certainly does appeal' singular that a purchaser under a decree should be entitled, as against third
parties, to assume the existence of a state of facts which
was not, and perhaps could not have been, adjudicated
upon in the suit which led to the decree. The primary
effect of a personal decree against a father is to bind his
interest alone. It might be imagined that a purchaser
under such a decree, who claimed to extend its operation
to the interests of others, would have to make out such
facts as would warrant its extension. Even if it were
held that he started with a presumption in his favol1l', it
NanomiBabua. might have been thought that the presumption would
~h~~oawn have been rebuttable. In the case before the Privy Council, which has already been cited at length (§ 317), their
Lordshipst reated this point as still open to argument.
They said: "all the sons can claim is, that not being.
parties to the sale or execution proceedings, they ought not
to be barred from trying the fact 01' the nature of the
debt in a suit of their own. Assuming they have such a
right, it will avail them nothing unless they can prove
that the debt was not such as to justify the sale" (x).
This of course is all they could desire. In some later
cases the Judicial Committee appears to have laid down
in general terms, and without any l;eference to the necessity of notice, that sons could successfully impeach a sale
merely by proof of the immorality of the debt (y). But
(to) Szwad Bnnsi KOB?' v. She.o P1'osha,z! 61. A., 88,106,108; S. C., 5 Cal.,
148' K1';shnaj'i Lakshman v. V~thal RavJ'!, 12 Bom., 625.
"
(x') 13 1. A., p. 18; J<!gabhc'!i Y. Vijbhookundas, 11 Bom., 37; Ooove1:1~ v.
Dewself Bizoja, 17 Bom., 718.
"
.
(y) Bhagb"tPe~'sizad v. Gi1:ja Koer, 15 1. A., 99; S. C., 15 :al., 717;. jl1n!~ksh~
Naid,! Y. Im11tltd'! Kamaka, 16 1. A., 1; S. C., 12 M"d., 142, Mahabtr Pe1Sizaa
v. MohesIVa?' Nath, 17 I. A., 11; S. C., 17 Cal., 584.
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in all these cases, a,s in that of N anomi Bab'llasin, the fact
of immorality had been disproved, so that, the question
of notice could not have arisen. In India it has been
repeatedly held that where a son is resisting a suit brought
against him to enforce a decree obtained agaInst his
father, or where he is assailing an execution threatened or
enforced in pursuance of such a decree, it rests upon him
to establish that the debt was of such a character that he
as the son of a Hindu, would not be under a pious obliga~
tion to discharge it (z). In one of these cases the claim of
the creditor was dismissed, the COl1l't having found that
the debt was immoral. In other cases (a) the rule was laid
down that the sons were not entitled to go behind the
decree, except for the purpose of showing that the judgment debt was immoral or illegal in its origin, In a later
case, also from Madras, where a son sued to, set aside a
sale decreed under a mortgage executed by the father, and
alleged that there had been no consideration for the mortgage, it was held that the plaintiff was entitled to have
the question tried, whether there was really a debt owing
by the father to support the mortgage (b). Where the
execution creditor is himself the purchaser at the auction,
he cannot protect himself under the plea of being a purchaser without notice, if there is any flaw in the natl1l'e
of the debt (0). Where the purchaser was the son of the
execution creditor, it was considered to be a question of
fact, whether he was such a stranger to the suit as to
be entitled to rely upon the decree without fl1l'ther
enquiry (el).

§ 3'25. Even if the strictest view should ultimately be Remediesunder
taken of the rights of the purchaser under an execution, it g~1!.Procedure
must be remembered that under the Civil Procedure Code

12

(z) Belli Ma,}ulo v. Base/eo Patnk,
All., 99; Bhaw(Lni Baksh Y. Ram Dai
13 All., 216; Pan Singh Y. Pa1'tnb Singh, 14 All. F. B., 179,
'
(n) Natasayyan v. Ponnl/sami,16 Mad., 99; Periasami Y. Seetha1·a.ma, 27
Mad"243.
(b) liwna,samayyan v. Vimsami, 21 Mad., 222.
D (0) L1/.07~"'1U! Dass v. Gi1'i(lh111' 07~o1lJ(17w1f' 5 CaL, 855; Ramphu.l Singh v.
eg Na1'C1;~n, 8 CaL, 5],7, p. 522; Bem Pe1'sha(1 v. PU1'an Ohand, 23 Cal., 262.
((1) T1'Hllbak Balknshna v. Namyan Domoclm', 8 Bom., 481.
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the sons have ample opportunity of protecting themselves.
When property is about to be sold for a money de.cree it is
always attached before sale. The propel' course IS for the
sons to come in under sect. 278, and object to the sale of
their interests on the ground that the debt was immoral
or i1leo'al.The party against whom the order is made
will tl~en, under sect. 283, be entitled to bring a suit in
which the whole question can be determined (e). -Where
the property is put up for sale under a decree enforcing a
mortaaae
no attachment need take place (f), but the' sale
b b
,
is always notified beforehand by proclamation. By g1Vmg
public notice at the time of sale to all intendin~ pu:chasers, the sons will obtain the benefit of the rulmg m
their favour in Suraj Bunsi's case, as stated above (§ 323),
has been held by the Allahabad High Court that the
decree must be read with the plaint, and that where the
latter contains express statements showing that the debt.
is one which could not bind the sons,-in the particular
instance, a claim for the refund of money criminally
misappropriated by the father,- this is in itself a constl'Ucti~e notice to the purchaser, which brings his case
within that of Suraj Bunsi (g).
§ 326. A father's debts are a first charge upon the
Mode of adjustment.
inheritancE', and must be paid in full before there can be
any surplus for division (h). As be~ween the par~eners
themselves the burthen of the debts 1S to be shared m the
same proportion as the benefit of the inheritance. But,
except by special arrangement with the creditors, the
whole property, and all the heirs are liable jointly and
severally (i). Where however, a father has separated

It

(e) UmaJIIWi/88Wm'a v. Singaperllmal,? i\[ltil" 370.
(t') K1'ishna1lL1IZa v. Pen.,nal, 8 i\llotcl., 388.
(il) Mahabi1' Pnlsad v. Basdeo Singh, 6 All., 234.
.
(h) Naro.iht, xiii., § 32; Dltya Bl"tga, i., § 47,48; V. i\Iay., IV., § 6; Tamchand
v. Reeb Ram, 3 Mad .. H. C., 177, 181. ...
.
.
.
(i) Ko.tyayo.l1tt, 1 DIg., 291; Namdo., m., § 2; VIshnu, 1 DI!5" 288, D. R. S.,
vii., § 26-28; 2 Stm. H. L., 283. The CltSe of DOO1'gaP~'rshad v. Kesl~o. Pm:shad,
91. A., 27; S. C., 8 CA,!., 656, which see!,1s t? contrHchct the proposltlOll 111 tl!e
text must, I think, depend on the speCIal cll'c.un~stan~es of the case. C~rta1l1
minors had been decreed to pay money 111 a SUlt 111 whICh they \I ere not leal~y
represented.
The High Court, however, appltrently prevent a fre~h SUIt
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from his sons, the whole of his property will descend at
his death to an after-born son. Therefore all debts
contracted by him subsequent to the partition will, in
the first instance, be payable by that son. But J agannatha is of opinion that even in such a case, if the
after-born son has not property sufficient to pay the debts,
they should be discharged by the separated sons (k).
This would certainly have been the case under the old
law, when the possession of assets was not necessary in
order to render the sons liable. But it is probable that a
different view would be taken now, when the creditor
must show that the sons' estate has been enlarged by
the death, to the full extent of the liability attempted to
be imposed (l).
§ 327. Secondly, the obligation to pay the debts of the Oblig"tion
arising from
person whose estate a man has taken is declared with possession
of
equal positiveness. It does not rest, as in the case of assets.
sons, upon any duty to relieve the deceased at any cost,
but upon the broad equity that he who takes the benefit
should take the burthen also (1n). And it is evident that
this obligation attached whether the property devolved
upon an heir by operation of law, 01' whether it was taken
by him voluntarily, as an executor de son tort as an
English lawyer would say; for the liability is said to arise
equally whether a Illan takes possession of the estate of
another or only of his wife. As Narada says: "He who
takes the wife of a poor and sonless dead man becomes
held them lhtlJle for so much of the decree as Tepresl3nted their father's debt.
ThILt. debt originally due by him,eli Itnd other members of the joint. family to a
stranger, hall been apportioned at a. partition. j,,, betwpen the father and his
SOllS the sum so "lIotted to him was t.he only uebt they could be eCluit.ably
bounel to pay,
(Ic) Vrihaspati,l Dig., 279; D. K. S., y., § 16--18.
(l) K""87ma8aJ1l~.z Kouall \', RaJlllOsami,22 Mad., 519, where thA decision was
rested all the prJl1?lple thllt the creditor could only >size for the debt of the
father property wluch the fatheT could haye sold to disclllll'ge his c1el,t; Ramachamd1·a. v. Konclayya., 24 l\lad., 555.
(11/) "He who has receil'ed the estate of a proprietor leaying no Ron lllust
pay the debts of t.he estate, or, on fllilme of him, the person who talres the wife
of t~l~ deceased;:' Yujnav<1.lkyu, 1 Dig., 270; Kat.)ayana, ib., 273, 330; VrihaRpatl, lb., ~1.74,
Of the snccessor to the estate, the guardian of the widow, or
the son, he who takes the estute becomes liable Jar the debts." Namda, iii., 3,
18,25; Gautama, CIted 2 W. ;)illcN., 2b4; 1 Dig., 314. This rule also applies to
Rhojl1hs. Rashid v. Sherbanoo, 29 Bam., 411.
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liable for his debts, for the wife is considered as the dead
man's property" (n). Even the widow is not bound to
pay her husband's debts, unless she is his heir, 01' has
promised to pay them, 01' has been a joint contractor with
him (0).
§ 328. "Assets are to be pursued into whatever hands.
See N arada, cited by J agannatha, 1 Dig., 272. And innumerable other authorities may be cited were it requisite'
in so plain a case." This is the remark ot Ml'. Oolebrooke, approving of a Madras pundit's fntwah, that
where uncle and nephew were undivided members, and
the nephew borrowed money and died, leaving his propetty in the hands oUhe uncle's widow; she might. be ~ued
for the debt (p). bo in Bombay, a SlUt was mamtamed
on an account current with a deceasecl debtor against his
widow and three other persons, strangers by family, on the
ground that they had taken possession of his prop81~ty,
but they were held only liable to the extent to whlCh
they became possessed of the property (q). Similarly in
Madras, where a suit was brought against the rep.resentatives of two deceased co-debtors to recover a debt mcuned
for family purposes, it was decided that the son-in-law of
one of the deceased co-debtors and his brothers were
properly joined as defendants, on the ground that they in
collusion with the widow of the deceased, had, as volunteers, intermeddled with, and substantially possessed
themselves of, the whole property of the family of the
deceased co-debtor (/'). In each of these cases the person
in possession of the property held it without. any title 01'
consideration, like an executor de son t01·t m England.
On the other hand, in a Madras case, where the plaintiff
sued on a bond bv the first defendant's husband, and
joined the second" defendant, his son-in-law, as being
(II,) Namda, iii., ~ 21-26; ante § 74. .
'. .
(0) Namela. iii., ~ 17; y"jnavallrya, Vlshnu, 1 DIg., 313;
315' 2 W. MacN., 283, 210m.
(p) 2 Stm. H. L., 282.
.
( ) Kn ?/"'chun<l v. Dadabhoy, Morl'ls, Pt. II, 126.
(;.) Ma~aln"i v. Na?'all<l1w, 3 Mad., 359; KanakamIHa
Mad., 586.

.

Kat.yayana,1 Dlg.,
Y.

Venkata1'atn<l1n,
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in possession of the property, and judgment was g:i~en
against both, the Sudder Oourt rever~ed t,~e deClslO.n
against the second defendant, observmg,
that he IS
not in the line of the first defendant's husband's heirs,
and that although property derived by hilll from the
deceased debtor may in execution be made liable for the
debt, his possession of the property does not render him
personally responsible" (8). Now, if a decree had been
obtained during his lifetime against the debtor, it might,
of cOUl'se, have been executed against his property in the
hands of the son-in-law. But it is difficult to see in
what way the property could have been got at in the
hands of the second defendant, except by a suit to which
he was a party (t). In a suit against the widow she could
only have been made liable to the extent of the assets she
. had received. According to English law, an administratrix might also be made liable to the extent of the
assets which, but for her wilful default, she might have
received, and if she chose to leave them in the hands of
her son-in-law, this would be a wilful default. But I
doubt whether a Hindu widow is bound to bring suits
against third parties to recover assets for the benefit of
creditors (tt). It seems to me that the son-in-law was
properly joined in order to enable him to show that he had
no property of the deceased, 01' that he held the property
for value. And so in Oalcutta, where the half-brothel' of
the deceased was sned jointly with his sons for a debt, the
Oourt held that he could not be liable as heir, which he
manifestly was not, but that he would have been liable
if it had been shown that he had possessed himself of any
of the property of the deceased (v).
§ 329. In some early cases this principle was pushed so Li"bility is
far that it was even held that an heir could not alienate personal.
(8) Ammwhi v. Mallchimz, Mad. Dec. of 1861,73.
(t) See post § 643.
.
.
.
.
en) See 2 W. MacN., 285, where a 1:,,,n Ief~ a Wldow, who was cle"~'Iy h.1S hell',
but his father and brothers approp"lltted Ins property. The puncht SlWI that
they and not the widow wel'e bonnc1 to ptey his debts.
(v) Ralnpel'tab v. Gopeekis7wn, S,w., 101.
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property which had descended to him, while the debts of
the deceased were unpaid. That is, that a simple debt
immediately on death acquired all the force of a specific
mortgage (w). But this view has been denounced by
more recent decisions, and it is now held, "that the
property of a deceased Hindu is not so hypothecated for
his debt as to prevent his heir from disposing o.f it to l1
third party, or to allow a creditor to follow it,and take it
out of the hands of a third party, who has purchased in
good faith and for valuable consideration. The creditor
may hold the heir personally liable for the debt, if he
have alienated the property, but he cannot follow the
property" (x). The same ruling has been applied by the
High Court of Bengal, in a case where it was attempted
to make a devisee liable for the debts of the testator, in
respect of his possession of part of the estate. The Court
held that no such liability attached, whether his possession
had commenced before the death as by gift, or after the
death as by bequest (y). The case was argued purely
upon principles of English law, which, of course, had
little bearing upon the point. It has, however, been held
in Madras that a voluntary transfer of property by way
of gift, if made bon l ( fide, and not with the intention qf
defrauding creditors, is valid against creditors (z). 'What
the deceased could have done during his life, it would
probably be held, he could also do by will, unless a specific
lien had attached to the property. And so a gift by the
heir would probably also be held valid in favour of the
{1IJI Lnggah v. T'I'!lnbnck, Bom. Sel. Rep., 33; J(i,slwndass v. ]{cslwo TYlllnd,
Morris, Pt. II, lOS.
(x) Unnopoor'lw v. GIL'Ilga, 2 Suth., 296; Jamiyatl'a.m v. PCb'l'bl",das, 9 Bom.
H. C., 116; Lakshl1lan v. Sarasv«tibai, 12 BOlll. H. L., 78; Veel'aso/',ka.,'·«]1I. I'.
Pal,iall, 2(; M'ld., 792. As to whtl.t circtllllst.tnces wIll neg.<tlV8 good htlth, see
Greenc/er v. Mackintosh, 4 Cal., 897.
. .
(iI) Baln Oottwn v. Oomesh, 21 Sut.h., 155. A contrary 01'1111011, also ~?l11lded
upon arguments dmwll from English statutes, was eXl'l'e~'ed by POlltl/ew, J.,
in Gl'eellr/ol' v. Mackintosh, ·1 C«I., <>97. The case was ultllll«tely deCIded upon
the law of Limitation.
, .
.
(z) Gllanabh«i v. Sl'iniv(l.S«, 4 M"a. H. C., 84; Reub/shell- OheuuZ v. Asmaula
J(oe?', 111. A., 164; S. C., 6 All, 560. By the Tr[Ulsfel' of Prop.eJ't): Act (IV of
1882) a person who takes by gift th~ whole pr0l'~rty of anoth"r IS hable for all
the debts due hy t,he donor «t the tune of th e gIft to the extent of tIle property
received, s, 128.
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donee, though, of course, such a gift would in no degree
lessen his own liability to the creditors (§ 303). The
Bombay High Court, in J a1niyatra'ln v. Parbh?lclas (a),
says that Mr. Colebrooke laid the proposition down too
broadly that the assets of the debtor may be 'pursued into
whatsoever hands they may come, and they rather indicate
an opinion that this rule only applies to those who take
the inheritance as heirs. The case before them, however,
was one of a purchaser for value. ,}'he1'e is nothing to
show that they would have exonerated a person who took
the estate after the death by his own voluntary act, and
without a title derived either from the deceased, or from
the representatives of the deceased.
~ 330. Another question arises, how far the liability to
pay debts out of assets prevails against the right of survivorship, in cases where the debtor does not stand in the
relation of paternal ancestor to the heir. In this case
the moral and religious obligation has vanished, and it is
a mere conflict of two legal rights. It will be seen hereafter (~ 357) that in cases under the Mitakshara law there
is a strong body of authority in favour of the view, that an
undivided coparcener cannot dispose of his share of the
joint property, unless in a case of necessity, without the
consent of his coparceners. But it may now be taken as
settled by the Privy Council, that even if this be so, still a
creditor who has obtained a judgment against him for his
separate debt may enforce it during his life by seizure and
sale of his undivided interest in the joint property (b).
But that decision left open the further question, whether
the creditor loses his rights against the undivided share
of the debtor, if the latter dies before judgment against
him, and seizure in satisfaction of it? In other words,
do those who take by survivorship take subject to the
equities existing between their deceased co-sharer and his
(a) 9 Bam. H, C., 116.
(b) Deelldyal Y. Jligdeep, 41. A., 217;
enforcing such a decree, see post 355.

s. C., 3 Ca1., 198.
'

As to the mode of
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creditors? I say eq'llit'ies, because it is quite clear that a
debt is not a lien, but only a cause of action which may
be enforced by way of execution.
This question, after being decided against the creditor
by the High Oourts of Bombay, Madras, and the NorthWest Provinces, has now been definitely settled in the
same way by the Privy Oouncil.
~ 331. The first case in which the point arose directly
for decision was in the North--West Provinces (e). There
the share of Mahadev in a house, which was undivided
family property, was attached in his lifetime, under a
decree obtained against him for his separate bond. ~e
died before any sale under the attachment.
The HIgh
Oourt affirmed the ruling of the Oourts below, which discharged the attachment on the ground that Mahadev at
his death" left no right at all in the house, and that there
was nothino', therefore, in connection with it which was
liable to be :old" for the purpose of satisfying the plaintiff's
claim. The principle of this decision was followed in
Bombav in the case of Uela1'a1n v. Rantl (el). There a
father ~nd son were in possession of a shop which was
ancestral property.
The son contracted a separ~te debt
and died, !'Lnd the creditor obtained ad ecree agamst the
father and widow for payment of the debt "out of the
property and effects" of the deceased son, and then sued
the father for a declaration that the son's share of the
shop was liable in the father's hands for th~ son's debt.
The High Oourt held that no such d':lclaratJOn could.be
made. After reviewing and approving of the cases whlCh
decided that an undivided Hindu might sell his share, and
that it might be seized in execution during his lifetime,
and admitting that the divided 01' separate estate of a
Hindu would be liable to be sold after his death in execu(e) GOO1' PeJ'silad

1'. Sheor/een, 4 N.-W. P., 137.
(il) 11 Bam. H. C., 76; followed in Na?'asimbllat v. Olle.,.'a1'(I,:l Bom., ~79;
Balbaclha.,' v. Bishesha,', 8 All., 495; Jag"n"thP),(lsad v. S~ta'ra1l1, l~ All.,302.
See also 1'e')' Peacock, C. J., in Sadaba.j·t Prasad v. FoalbashKoe'r, 3 B. L. R.
(F. B.), 34-:l7; S. C., 12 Suth. (F. B.), I; and pel' Mitter, J., Goblmlhon v.
Singessll1',7 Cal., 52, 54
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tion of a decree against his heir, they noticed the doctrine
. that, except in certalll special cases, the whole of the
undivided family estate would be, when in the hands of
the sons 01' grandsons, liable to the debts of the father 01'
grandfather. They then pointed out that" there is not any
authority for the converse of that proposition, viz., that the
father 01' grandfather is responsible for the debts of the son
or grandson independently of the receipt of assets." Finally,
they held that the son's interest in the shop could not
be held to be assets in the hands of the father, since" the
right of the son to share in it, as being ancestral property,
had come into existence at his birth and it died with him."
The Madras case was intermediate between the above two.
There a decree had been obtained against a member of a
Joint Family for his separate debt. He died before execution, and a suit was then brought by the decree holder,
against his undivided cousin, to enforce the decree against
the share of the property to which the deceased had been
entitled. The decisions in the N orth-West Provinces and
Bombay were cited, and the plaintiff's suit dismissed.
The Ohief Justice said: "I am not aware that it can be contended that the undivided interest of a coparcener, which
passes by survivorship to the other coparceners by his
death, can be proceeded against in execution. A distinction must be made between a specific charge on the land,
and a general decree which is merely personal. Every
debt which a man incurs is not necessarily a charge upon
the estate, and there is no reason for saying that
a man who has obtained judgment against an undivided
member of a Joint Family, has established a charge
upon the property" (e). The result is that if the deceased
debtor is an ordinary coparcener, who has left neither
separate nor self-acquired property, the creditor who has
not attached his share before his death, is absolutely
without a remedy (j). If he stood in the relation of
(e) Koopookonan 1'. OlnnllaY(ln, 1 Mad., Law Reporter, 63.
(f) Attachment before judgment is ineffectual. Ramana'Y'Ja v. Ral1gap1'a.ya,
17 Mad., 144.
.
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father to the survivors, his liability can only be enforced
by a separate suit against the sons (g). If, however, the
estate of a coparcener has vested in the Official Assignee
under an insolvency, that estate would continue after his
death, and would not be defeated by survivorship (h).
Privy Council
,decision.

~ 332. Most of the above cases were reviewed, and, .
except as to one point, affirmed by the Privy Council in
the case of Sw}'((i Bunsi }{oer v. Sheo Proshad (i), already
referred to. There the Court held that the father's debt
as being of an immoral character was not binding upon
the sons, and that the purchaser under:. the decree was
affected with notice of the fact, so that he could claim no
protection under the decree. The result was that the
special liability of the sons for their father's debt was
swept away, and depended solely upon their possession
of assets. On the other hand, the case agreed with that
in the North-West Provinces, and differed from those in
Madras and Bombay in this respect, that the sale after
the father's death had taken place in pursuance of an
attachment and order for sale during his life. Upon this
state of facts their Lordships said: "The question
remains,whether they (the purchasers) are entitled to
any and what relief as regards the father's share in this
suit? It seems to be clear upon the authorities that if
the debt had been a mere bond debt, not binding on the
sons by virtue of their liability to pay their father's debts,
and no sufficient proceedings had been taken to enforce it
in the father's lifetime, his interest in the property would
have survived on his death to his sons, so that it could
not afterwards be reached by the creditor in their hands.
On the other hand, if the law of the Presidency of Fort
William were identical with that of Madras, the mmtgage
executed by Adit Sahai (the father) in his lifetime, as a
(g) Sivagi"i v. AllOa?' AyyangaJ', B Mad., 42; Kamataka Himwnantha v.
Hanumayya, 5 Mad., 2B2; Llwillmi Namin v. Kunji Lal, 16 All., 449; Beni
Penhad v. PaJ'bati Kom', 20 CaL, 895.
(1L) Fa.kirchand v. Motiohand, 7 Born., 4B8.
(i) 6 I. A., 8B, lOB; S. C., 5 Cal., 148; a·nte § BOB, B08,
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security for the debt, might operate after his death as a
-vahd charge upon Mouzah Bissll1nbhwpore to the extent
of his own then share. The difficulty is that so far as the
decisions have ye~ gone, the l~,:, as understood in Bengal,
does. not rec.ogmse the valIdIty of such an alienation.
T~el1' LordshIps ar~ of opinion that it is not necessary in
thlS case to determme that vexed question, which their
Iormer decis~ons have hitherto left open. They think Attaclunent
that,. at the tUlle o~ Adit Sahai's death, the execution pro- binds estate.
ceedmgs under whICh the Mouzah had been attached and
ordered fto be. sold had gone so far as to constitute , ir1
favour 0 the Judgment-creditor, a valid charge upon the
land, to the extent of Adit Sahai's undivided share and
interest therein, which could not be defeated by his death
?efore the actual sale. Th~y are aware that this opinion
IS op~osed to that of the HIgh Court of the North-West
ProvlUces (k), already referred to. But it is to be observed
that the COllrt by which that decision was passed does
not see~ll. to have recognised the seizable character of
an undlvld~d share in joint property, which has since
been establIshed by the before mentioned decisi
f
"b
.
on 0
thIS tn unal m the case of Deendyal (l). If this be so,
the effect of the execution sale was to transfer to the
respondents the undivided share in the Mouzah, which had
formed! belonged to Adit Sah(l'i in his Lifetime; and their
LordshIps are of opinion that, notwithstanding his death
the respondents are ~mtitled to work out the rights which
they have thus acqUIred by means of a partition." (m).

~ 333. The third, and only remaining ground of liabill'ty c ases 0 £ agency.

th

at of agency, express or i~pli~d. Mere relationship,
close,. creates no obhgatlOn. Parents are not
to pay the debts of their son, nor a son the debt of
mother. A husband is not bound to pay the debts of

nIYWP''''C'l'

(k) Goo}' PenitalZ v. Sheoileen 4 N . W P 137
(l) 4 I. A" 247; 8, C., 3 Cal. 198."
. ., -' .
('n~f~e.e t~~isacfecision followed in .the conyel'se case, where the property of the
~ B ·lzmeIK,t ~lazc1 vestec1 111 the father. Rai BaZkishen v. Sitara'lli
,
, a~ lW j'ts t.na v, Laks hmana, 4 Mad., B02.
'
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his wife, nor the wife the debts of her husband (n). Still
less, of course, can any member of a family be bound to
pay the debts of a divided member, contracted after
partition, for such a state of things wholly negatives the
idea of agency (0). It would be different if he had become .
the heir of the debtor, or taken possession of his assets,
On the other hand, all the members of the family. and
therefore all their property, divided or undivided, will he
liable for debts which have been contract.ed on behalf of
the family by one who was authorised to contract them (p).
The most common case is that of debts created by the
manager of the family. He is, ex-officio, the accredited
agent of the family, and authorised to bind them, even
when minors, for all proper and necessary purposes, within
the scope of his agency (q). If a decree is passed against
him in respect of a liability properly contracted for the
necessities of the family, the binding character of this
decree upon the interests of the other members depends,
not upon their having 01' not having been parties to the
suit, but upon the authority of the manager to contract
the liabihty (/'). So if the manager has borrowed money
for family necessities upon his personal security, he
will have a right to contribution from the other members,
which will arise at the time when he expends the money
for their benefit (8). But the liability of the family
is not limited to contracts made, 01' debts incurred by
him. "The householder is liable for whatever has been
spent for the benefit of the family by the pupil, apprentice,
(n) Namda, iii., § 11, 17, 19; Ya;navalkya, Vishnu,] Dig., 313; Vrihaspati,
1 Dig., 316; ](atyayana, 1 Dig., 317; Mootoocooman'l'lJa v. Hinnoo, Mad. Dec.
01 1855, 183.
(0) Namya.nn v. Ra!lal'pa., Thiad. Dec. of 1860,51.
(p) Mann, viii" § 166; RaghlUlttndallll, v., 33-36. Ipl'esume that, as in the
case of partnership debts, the joint propm'ty wonld be prinull'i!y liable, and the
separato property only in case if proved insllffiuien t.
(q) Ghnrib-nllahv.KhalakSingh,30I. A., 165; S. C., 25 All"407, Whatare
such necessary purposes will be examil1ed fully in the next chapter, § 346,
(1') Hm'; Vithalv. Jai1'nm Vithnl, 14 Bom" 597; over-ruling Ma1·"ti NM'nyan
v, Lilaclwllc1, 6 Bom" 564, and LakRhman Fellkatesh v, Kashinath, 11 Bmn.,
703; Sa,khm'am v. Dev}i, 23 Bom" 372; Baldeo v, Moba;1'ak, 29 Cal., 5R3. An
executor cannot bind the estate by debts contracted by hnllself for the purposes
of the estate. Debend1'n Nath v. Hem Ohnndm, 31 CaL, 253.
(s) Aghore Nnth Mukhopaclhya v. G1'ish Ohunc/er, 20 Cal., 18.
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slave, wife, agent, 01' conunissioned servant" (t) Of
'
"
l'
'
coulse,
, th,IS lInp les that the p~rsons referred to have acted either
WIth ~n express ,authorIty, or under circumstances of such
press111g neceSSIty
,. .• that an authorit".) may, be . I't np l'Ie d (ll.)
Narada says: 'Debts contracted by the wife never fall upon
v were contracted fOl'
the husband,
unless theJ
.
"
.
necessanes
at a tIme of dIstress, for the household expenses have to be
defrayed by the man" (v). A fortiori the husband is liable
for any d~bts contracted by a wife in a business which
he.has
assIgned
to her to manaO'e
('10)
And 0n tlIe sanle
,
'
to·
pl'll~Clple l,t has ?een stated "that persons carrying on a
famIly bus111es8,
III the IJrofits of whicll all th
.
e lnenl1Jers 0f
the fa~:l1ly wou.ld participate, must have authority topledge
the J Ol~lt FamJly property and crec1i t for the ol'Clinary PUl'~oses of t~le bus111:ss. And, therefore, that debts honestly
l~cUl'red, III carrylllg on such business must over-ride the
rIghts"of. all
the'Joint FalnI'I'
' members of
.
y 111 propel' t y
aC1uned
WIth
funds
derIved
from
tIle
J'OI'llt
b
'
"(x.
)
'.
,
USlness
This powe~', when exercised by an agent, 01' personal
manaO'er
canllot , 110Wever, excee d
representatIVe
of the ,
"
b
,
that -:hICh l~ vested III the pl'incipal. For instance when
a famIly tradmg business has devolved upon a widow,'her
agent cannot ~xceecl the limited powers of dealing with
the ~state .whICh are possessed by the wi<1ow (y). The
~ffiClal ASSIgnee of ~ managing' member of a family cannot
dlS~ose of t~le ,famJly estate except in discharge of debts
whICh are b111dll~g on the whole family (z). Similarly a
~ortgag~ of faI~lll~ property by the managers of a faI;lily
trade partnership for the pUl'poses of the partnership binds
~----

--------
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all the other members of the family,. and if the p,rope.rt!
. sold under a decree obtained agamst the mortgagors
~one, the sale cannot be set aside by the other ~nembers,
merely on the ground that they were not partIes to the
suit (a). Debts contracted or conveyan?es execu~ed by
any individual member of a Joint .Famlly , £01' hIS ow~
u'l'll not bind the mterests .of the other
persona1· b enl' fit ,n
(b)
It
is said however, that a subsequent
'
lnelnb e r s · '
. d' . 1 1
. b
nember of a family to pay the m lVlC ua
promIse y one I
.
d
ld
debt of another member, previously contracte , wou
bind him (c). But such a promise would now be held
invalid £01' want of consideration (c1).

ltl7;s.-c:,

- - - , - n £ 7 . Ohan(l 14 1. A.,
15 CnJ., 70., .
(a) DauZ,at Bnm, ,. 1 e 11
•
' 1 M 1
354' Gm·//.'Va)Jpa. Y. T"w!)}w, 10
(b) Venit:atasmn'i v. Kuppa"!fan, f ac.,
,

j\h(tc1)·'N31~. l' iii ~ 17' Vl'ilmspati, I,,,ty,,y[.na, 1 Dig., 316, 317.
" r ,tI ,tc ,t,
',,'
(d.) Illc1i[LU Contmct Act, (IX

0

I 1 '72) "2t;

,"

iJ.

CHAPTER X.
ALIENATIONS.

§ 334. THE law of alienation falls naturally into two Division of Sub·
br~nches, according as the property in question is joint or ject.
several. Further distinctions arise under each head with
respect to the nature of the property, as being movable or
immovable. Again; under the first branch, the person
who makes the alienation may do so, in his capacity of
father of the family, 01' manager of the corporation, 01'
merely as a private member of the corporation. Again;
the act in dispute mfty purport to dispose of more than
the alienor's share in the entire property, or of a portion
equal to, or less than, his share. Finally; in each particular instance the validity of the transaction will vary,
according as it is decided by the law of the Mitakshara or
of the Daya Bhaga. I shall first examine the position
, of the father of the family under Mitakshara law.
§ 335. I have already explained the process by which the Power of father
.
over movables,
. the head 0 £ t h e PatrIarchal
father descended from b emg
Family to be the manager of a Joint Jj~amily, in which
the sons acquired by birth rights almost equal to his
own (a). But in respect of movables he was still asserted
by Vijnanesvara to possess a larger power of disposition,
even though they were ancestral. The texts upon which
he founds this opinion may either be a survival from the
period when the father actually possessed a higher power
than belongs to him at present, 01', more probably, merely
indicate the authority which the manager of a family
would necessarily possess over the class of articles which
would come under the head of movables in early times (b).
In fact Vijnanesvara himself does not claim for the father
an absolute power of disposing of movables at his own Power over
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ancestral
Ca) See ante § 231, 2<!1.
(b) See nnte § 255, 256.
movables.
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pleasure, but only an " independent power in the disposal
of them for indispensable acts of duty, [md for purposes
prescribed by texts of law, as gifts through affection, support of the family, relief from distress and so forth,"
and this is the view taken by Sir Thomas Strange and
Dr. Mayr (c). 1VIr. Colebrookeand Mr. 1VIacNaghten, however, appeal' to lay it down that, in regard to ancestral mov-'
ables, the power of the father is only limited' by his own
discretion, and by a sense of spiritual responsibility (cl).
The point has arisen incidentally in several cases, but
until recemly has never received a full discussion. In a
case in the High Court of Bengal, it was said: " By the
1VIitakshara law the son has a vested right of inherit'1nce
in the ancestral immovable property; on the other hand,
the father has it in his power to dispose as he likes of
all acquired and all personal property" (e). This latter
remark, however, was merely obite/' cZichl11L In Madras
a son sued his father for a partition of property, partly
house property and partly jewels. As regards the latter,
Bittleston, J., quoted the texts of the 1VIitakshara
(I, i., ~ '21, '24) as showing that" it does not follow that
the plaintiff has any right to complain of his fathn having
made an unjust and partial distribution of them" (j).
What the father was said by the plaintiff himself to have
done was, that he gave the bulk of the jewels to the
daughters of the family, only giving one to the wife of
his son. Possibly this was only the sort of family arrangement which the 1VIayukha intimates as being within the
powers of the head of the family (g). In any case the
(0) Mittlkshltm, i., 1, ~ 27; Vil'ltl1lit.. , p. 16, ~ 30; 1 Stt-a. H. I". 20, 261; i\[ayr,
p. 40. In the Pnnjah it fat,lIel' if; Sllic1 to l)e at libel'ty to 111ake gifts of it,ncestrttl
lllovable pl'opel't,y ,yithout the consent of hit:; muJe heirs, but not of innllovable
property, \vhethel' £Lllcestl'u,l or Sclf-,lcqnil'ec1. Pl1'Lijo.h Custonull'y Lit"', ii., 102,
163, 178.
(el) Q Stm. H. L., g, 436,441; 1 W. ~lucN" 3. The l,ette]' passage WflS cited
with ccpprovul hythe Pri"y Council in Gopeek'J'istv. Gn'l1galJe1'saud, 61\1.1. A., 77,
but this point w!ts not then hefore them. ilL Gibelin states the law with the same
gellemlity. 1 Gill., 126; 2 Gill., 14; >111(1 Dr. 'Wilson, Works, v., 69,
(e) Surlanllnd. v. BonoJJluZZee, ilIal'sh., 320; S. 0.,2 Hay, ~05.
(f) NaZ/atam,bi v. Mil knnrl", R Mud. H. C., 455, See, too, IJlJT Tm'IIA'I', G, J.,
Ponlll1.'f'lJ(l v. P(ll'pll'VaYYftllga,)', 4 Mall., '17.
(g) V. ilIay., iv., 1, § 5; ante § 255.
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remark was extra-judicial, as the learned Judge went on
to decide that none of the property sued for was ancestral.
In a later Madras case, a son had sued for a declaration
of his right to succeed to the whole o~ the ancestral property, mov~b~e an~ immovable, in his father's possession,
and for an lJl.lunctlOn against waste. The original and
appellate Comts decreed in his favom as regards the immovable, but not as regards the movable, property, "on
the ground that the defendant had the absolute rio'ht to
dispose of such portion." The High Comt dismiss:d the
suit, considering that t~e plaintiff was claiming a right to
the wh~le prope~·tJ> whlCh he elid not possess. They did
not notlCe the chstl11ction taken below between movables
and immovables, .si111pl~ observing, "as only son he
has a present propnetary 111terest in one undivieleelmoiety
of. th~ property, al~d nothing 111ore. Consequently, the
smt
for
the estabhshment of an existino'
reve"SI' onary
.
•
" .
b
rIght 1~ hUll as h81r to the whole property on the death of
the defendant, anel the decrees declarino' such rl'g'llts .
"1
b , are
gronn dl ess (L). .In the. North-West Provinces the point
has
been
spoken of as bel11g " the subJ'ect of much d'ISCUS _
.
" .
SlOn.
The questIOn then before the Comt was whether
ancestral movables were charg'eable with maint
Th' .
enance.
IS. It wa,s held that they were, since whatever Inight be
the father s power of elisposal, they were not the subject
of ~uch separate ownership by him as to be free from the
ordll1.ary char~'es affecting Hindu inheritance (i). In one
case 111 t~le ~nvy Council, where the extent of a father's
p~w~r of. dIsposal intel' vivos became material, as determ~mng lll~ testamentary power, the Judicial Committee
saId that 111 cases under the Mitakshal'a law " H' d
'M
' a In u
WI lOut male descendants may dispose by will of his
~eparate and self-acquired property, whether movable 01'
Imn~ovable; and that one having male descendant.s mav
so dIspose of If
. d
J Power over
se -acqmre property, if movable subject ancestral
p~rhaps tothe restriction that~e cannot wholly disinherit lUovables.
.L

(/)) !!;agaJ}"o'ln v. Venkat(lJ'wnaniah, .\ Mad. H. C.
l
H
nyee .v. Doo"ga PClwharl, 4 N .-IV. P., 63. '

60. ---------.
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anyone of such descendants" (k). Here it is not suggested that he had any such power over movables, when
not self-acquired but ancestral. A case of exactly that
nature was recently before the Privy Oouncil on appeal
from Madras. There it was attempted to set aside a will
by which the testator left only about one-eleventh of hiS.
whole property to his only son, bequeathing the rest to his
divided brother. The property was all movable (l). The
lower Oourt found that the property was self-acquired,
and therefore held the will valid. On appeal the entire
argument before the Judicial Oommittee was directed to
overthrow, 01' support, this finding. It was never contended on behalf of the respondent in any of the Oourts
that the father would have had an absolute power of
disposition over the property, as being movable, even if it
was ancestral-though such an argument, if well founded,
would have been a complete answer to the contention of.
the appellant (m). Of course this is only a negative
infel'ence. But considering the experience of the Oounsel
who appeared for the respondent, it seems' deserving of
much weight. The point was raised in a somewhat
similar case in Bombay, and decidecl There a Hindu
under the Mitakshara law died possessed of a large amount
of ancestral movable property, leaving two undivided sons.
By his will he bequeathed to one of his sons nearly the
whole of the property. The OOl1l't, after reviewing the
provisions of the Mitakshara and Mayukha, and the cZ'ictct
in Marshall and 1'2 Moore I. A. already quoted (ante
notes (e, k) ), set aside the will. They held that it could
not be valid either as a gift or a partition. They said: "It
would be impossible to hold a gift of the great bulk of the
family property to one son, to the exclusion of the other,
to be a gift prescribed by texts of law; for the texts which
(k) Beer PC1·tab v. Mahwl'ajah RaJellder (Hullsltpore), III nI. I. A., 38; S. C.,
9 Suth. (P. C.), i5.
(I) It is not so statecl in tbe report, probably because 110 argument was directed
to the point, but the fact was so. It was all in Goverl1mellt paper, except two
01' three houses of trifling nllue.-J. D. N.
(111) Pauliem Talloo \'. Pauliem SOO1'yah, 4 I. A., 109; S. C., 1 1\1Rd., 252.
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we next quote distinctly prohibit such an unequal distribution" (n). That is to say, the Oourt adopted. the opinion
of Sir Thomas Strange, that the father has a special power
of dealing with ancestral movable property, but only for
certain very special pUl'poses, specified by the Mitakshara,
Whenever the case arises again, the contention probably
will be to bring the alienation within those purposes (n').
In Pondichel'1'Y in 1893 the Oonsultative Oommittee laid
it down that in regard to ancestral property, whether
movable 01' immovable, the rights of the sons were equal
to those of their father (0).
§ S3G. Except in this instance, and in regard to the Authority of
liability for his debts (§ 308), there is under Mitakshara father
law no distinction between a father and his sons. They
are simply coparceners (p). So long as he is capable, the
father is the head and manager of the family. He is
entitled to the possession of the joint property. He
directs the concerns of the family within itself, and
represents it to the world (g). But as regards substantial
proprietorship, he has no greater interest in the jOl11t
property than any of his sons. If the property is ancestral, r~stricted. by
"
"
rIghts of IS8ue.
· 1
each b y b lrt 1 acqUlres an l11terest equal to h18 own. If It
is acquired by joint labour 01' joint funds, then, from the
very natUl'e of the case, all stand on the same footing.
And in the same manner his grandsons and great-grandsons severally take an interest on their respective births in
the rights of their fathers who represent them, and therefore in unascertained shares of the entire property (§ '271).
It is, therefore, an established rule that a father can make
no disposition of the joint property which will prejUdice
(1/) L.a7cshlllan v . .Ral/l."/l(tIl.,l,·a,.l BOIll., 561, lIll'd. 71. 1~., 181; practically
the pl'eYlfH1S deCISIon III RwmcluuuZ1'(l v. ]faluuZc'V, 1 Bmu. R. C.,
Appx. 'IG (2nd eel.) ; ace. Chattu.')'bllooj Y. Dharalllsi, 9 Bam., 138. See also PM'
CII1'lWn, H! Bam., 1" 5'J5; Bab« v. Timma, 7 ;VIad., 857; Uathnam Y. Sivasub1'((lI1nma, 16 "Iotc1., 353.
(nI) Bachoo Y. Man7corebai, 29 130m., 51.
(0) Borg H. L., 191; Co. Con., <lSI.
(p) See 1'81' ewria"" Sumj Bllnsi v. 811eo Pms/wcl, 6 I. A., p. 100; Palnnivelappa v. 1lianna"n, 2 Mad. H. \ : .. 417; Rayauh(wln v. Ven7catm'alllllniah, 4l\Iu<1.,
H. Cr' 61; S/l1ulan"nrl v. BOl1omalee, 6 Suth., 256; Lalli. KU((1' v. Ganga, 7
N.-". P., 279.
.
(q) BnZ(leo v. Slim" Lal, 1 All., 77.
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his issue, unless he obtains their assent, if they are able
to give it, or unless there is some established necessity,
01' moral, or religious obligation to justify the transaction.
Where his acts are questioned, he has not even the benefit
of a presumption in his favour that they were necessary
01' justifiable (r).
And it makes not the least differ81ic~
whether the disposition is in favour of a stranger, 01' one
of the family themselves. The test is, whether it is an
infringem81~t upon their vested rights (s). For instance,
where the father had given a lease of land to the family
dewan as a reward for faithful services, during th"
minority, and therefore without the consent, of his sons,
the lease was set aside (t). On the same principle, it has
been held that one of several coparceners has a right to
forbid the common property being dealt with in any way
that alters its character; as, for instance, by building
upon it ('Il); or that places any part of it in the exclusive
possession of one, so as to bar the .ioin~ ri?"hts of the
others (v). Of comse, it would be otherwlSe If such acts
were done in the ordinary course of management, as by
building on building-land, or leasing out houses held as
an investment.
§ 337. In some cases property is vested in its holder
only for life, or during good behaviour, as remuneration
for services to be rendered from time to time to the
Government, the village or the like. For instance, lands
held on GhatwaIi tenme in Bengal, or on Vata,n tenure in
Bombay, 01' by Karnams in Madras. Here, from the
natme of the tenme, the land is neither alienable by the
('}') Gn1'lISallli. Y. Gall mpathia, , 5 ilIau., 337; Subm,'lIw71iya, Y. Sal/asiva, 8
MiCc1. 75' Ohinnllya, Y. Pel·nlJl.a7, 13 i\Incl., 51. _ ,
'
,
(S) 'shd", S!Ilgh v. Mt. U"'7'llotce,2 S. D., 70 192); Mot~e.Ll{IIY·lJ£>tte'l'jeet,.
6 S. D. 71 (82) . Raj{!'/'alll '1'cwn", Y. La,"/II1/{{'II, 8 Snth., 10, Ganga Blshesha?
Y. Ph·tld, il AU:, 6,i5 ; Ba}", \'. Baillji, 22 Bom ,825; Rayaklw/. y. Subbll,IIU({"
16 JYIac1., 84.
(
J) 01 B O b
(t) Pl'at[Limll.1·a!lall Y'. COII)'t of TVa'l'.ds, 3 B. L. R; A.~.: .. , ~ ; . :: Sll,
nOlilille, Pl'Otab NarMII I'. 001l'l't 0/ TVa'}'c/s, 11 Buth., 343, krllttamman ,.
Lalcs/wni, l\'I[l,c1. Dec. of 1 5 6 0 , 2 2 7 . .
(tI,) Jankee Y. Balchoo'}'ee, S. D. of 1856, 761; Inlill,·,zeOn[l'l'alll Y. Toolsefnam;ll, B. D. of Ul57, 765; Gn)'u Das y, Bijaya, 1 B. L. R. (L~) o. J.), 108; S. C.,
10 Suth., 171; Slzenpe'l'Sail Y. Lee/a, 12 B. L. It:, 18c': S. C,' ~o Suth., 160.
('v) StaUw'}'tt Y. Gop[ll, 12 B. L. R, 197; S. I,., 20 ~utll., 1(j~.
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holder, nor capable of being seized in execution of a decree
against him. If upon his death it passes to his heir as
, successor, the latter takes it as successor, and not as heir.
Consequently, it is not liable in his hands as assets for
payment of the debts of the last holder (w).
§ 338. Until lately it was the settled usage of those Rights of the
provinces of India which ac1minister Mitakshara law, that ~~~,~ili;Zfe~~~:,u
the holder of an ancestral imlJartible estate could not alien under
lI'Iit[l,JrShal'iL law.
01' encumber it beyond his own life, so as to bind his
coparceners, except for purposes beneficial to the family
and not merely to hirnself. It is very possible that a
usage to this effect may have sprung up quite independently of the Mitakshara 01' any other law. The leading
examples of estates of this class were in the natme of
Royalties, whose owners did pretty much what they
pleased under Native rule. A grant by one of these
feudal sOVf~reigns to a subject, not too powerful to be
affronted with impunity, would natmally be set aside by
his successor; not on any refined considerations of law,
but simply because the power to grant could not rank
higher than the power to revoke. Many others were
granted on Military ctenure, when of comse no one of the
successive tenants could deal with the land so as to c1eprive
the next holder of the source from which his c1uties might
be discharged. Even a larger number originated from the
practice of the Muhanunedan rulers of entrusting districts
to the charge and administration of revenue officials.
These collected the Government share of the produce from
the r,Yots, keeping a considerable portion to pay themselves. Gradually these offices came to be held for life,
then they became hereditary, and finally the officials came
to be regarded as proprietors of the districts which they
(w) Nilmoni Sillyh v. Bakl'anath, 91. A., 104; Jagjivandas v. III/dad, 6 Bom.,
211; Anl/llllv Rai \'. Xali PI'03111i, 10 CaL, 677; MIII'pidi Papaya v, Uall/a!}a,
7 Jlttcl., 85, See as to the l'Asult of [l,n aholition of the services lhalhabni y.
Ananl'}'av, 9 Bmu., 19~; Al'paji BajJllji \'. Kesha'v Shwn?'llo'V, 15 Bam., 13.
AkJlal'agpol'e Ghatw1l1i, which is held undel' a ZeJlliut1a.l' iLllc1 not uncleI' t.he
Gove::l1lllent, is ul'elml,lc absolutely, and not merely for the life of the Gh"twal.
Teka'lt Xah v. An/1I1I7 EO!I, 15 I. ,\., 18; S. 0" 113 Cal., 471; post ~~ 3%-401.
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administered. Here again, the restriction on alienation,
which had been a matter of course so long as the official
character of the holder was recognised, continued after
the officer had gradually raised himself into a head landlord. 'When these estates came under the control of
British tribunals, the exercise of such a right had to be
placed upon a legal basis. The decisions of the Mach·.as·
Sudder Court, in the early part of the century, whIle
uniformly maintaining the substantive doctrine, varied
from time to time in the gronnds upon which it was
supported. Ultimately, in the case of Hindns,it was rested
upon the general principles by ,,,,hich the Mitakshara law
restrains the head of a family in his dealings with the
joint property. Where the impartible estate wa~ ancestral
it became the property, not only of each succeSSlVe holder,
but of him and of those who in respect of partible property
would be his coparceners. It was true that they could
not claim a share of either the corpus 01' the annual
income, but it was contended that they had a vested
interest in the succession which the holder for the time
being could not defeat at his pleasure. It was held that
these conflicting rights could be reconciled by allowing
each holder to alienate for his own life, but not longer,
unless for purposes of family necessity. In support of this
view it was pointed out that the Privy Council had
frequently treated an ancestral impartible estate as joi~t
property when questions of succession arose, and that It
miO'ht with equal propriety be treated as such for purposes
of balienation (x). A doctrine which was in this way
removed from the basis of usage, and rested upon certain
definite propositions of law, naturally became open to
attack. The first assault upon it was delivered by Gouch,
C. J., in a case before the High Court of Bengal. _There
(,v) 1 haNe not thonrrht it 11eC888(\'1'>1 to set ol~t ag:tlll the sel'ie~ o£ decisions in
the llIttel""8 Preside1lcy which e8!.rtblidleel the practIce above rei erred to .. They
will be fonnel in ~§ e12 ltnd 313 of the ·Hh ed. of this work, ?,nd the mo,t
them
"re discussed in the judgment of the Privy Oonnctllll the :",tttupur ca,;e, 26 I. ~.,
p. 91, pas/. § 341. See as to the effect 01 a long conrse ot]UdlCl:lldeClStonswh;.c~
are wbsequently held to have been erroneous 13 M. 1. A., 000; 21. A., 200,
3 App. Olt., p. 787; 5 App. Ca., p. 239 r1898] ; A. C., p. 605.
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an impartible estate, which descended by the law of
primogeniture, was held dnring the mutiny by a rebel.
.He was sentenced to death, and his estate confiscated
under Act XXV of 1857. (N ative Army, F'orieiture for
mutiny.) The family was governed by }yIjtakshara law.
The son of the rebel claimed the estate, on the ground that
by birth a joint interest in the estate vested in him, and
that the confiscation could only apply to the life interest
of his father. This contention was overruled. The Chief
Justice said: "The question appears to be reduced to
this :-Is the law of Mitakshara, by which each son has
by birth a properLy in the paternal 01' ancestral estate Right of son to
impal·tibl~ pro(ch. i. , s. 1 " v. '27) consistent with the custom that the perty
elemeel.
estate is impartible, and descends to the eldest son? The
property by birth gives to each son a right to compel the
father to divide the estate, which is inconsistent with the
estate being impartible. On the father's death the whole
estate goes to the eldest son, and the preperty by birth in
the others has no effect. Property by birth in such an
estate is a right which can never be enjoyed by the younger
sons. It is not only not necessary to secure the estate to
the eldest son, but if it had effect in respect to the younger
SOllS, it would prevent it.
This part of the Mitakshara
law cannot be reconciled with the custom, and we think
we should holc1 it is not applicable to this estate." "The
plaintiff's case, III truth, is that only the eldest son
becomes a co-owner with his father, which is not the Jaw
of the Mitakshara. Either all the sons must become so
01' none of them do, and the right of the eldest is only to
inherit on his father's death" (y).
§ 339. The same question arose again in the case of the Effects of grants
Patkoom Raj in Chota Nagpore (z), where upon the death formuintenance.
of one 'Rajah his successor claimed the right to set aside
grants which had been made by the deceased for the
(y) Thnkom' Kapilllnnth v. l'he Gove,.,wwnt, 18 B. L. R., 445,458, 460; S. C.,
22 Suth., 17. The Court in fact fonnel that the suit was barreel by limitation.
(z) Uddoy Adittlla. Deb v. Jacillblal, 5 CIlI., 113. See as to the law which
governed the family, p. 116.
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maintenance of the junior members. No question of
Mitakshara law arose, and it seems to have been assumed
that the case was governed by Bengal law, so far as that
law was applicable to the case. The argument appear~ to
have been that "the very nature of the grant whICh
created a Raj of this descrip~ion, only gave each. succeSSIve:
owner of the grant restricted rights." N 0 eVJdenc~ ~vas
adduced of any special terms annexed to the onglllal
grant, and it a'ppeared that similar alien~tions had b~en
customary in the family. The Court rejected the smts,
saying: " The estate is an impa.rtible one, ~ut the eff~ct of
impartibility does not seem to mterfere wIth the ordlllary
law as to rights beyond this, that it makes the estate. pass
to the eldest son. His right to alienate under the ordlllary
law can only be restrained by some family custom, which
has the effect of ovel'l'iding and controlling the general
law." This of course would be so under Bengal law ..
This decislOn was affirmed on appeal. The Judicial
Committee referred to a former decision of their own 111
the case of the Pacheet Raj, as showing that the mere
impartibility of an estate did not render it inalienable, ~ut
that inalienability depended upon family custom wInch
would require to be proved «((,). Here again the case was
under Bengal law. In a later case a dispute arose between
several members of a Mitakshara priestly family, to whom
a grant had been made by the Raj ah of Chota N agpore of
a nature known as pttt'J'o pldrodik, which was said to be an
hereditary grant, in which all the members of a Mitakshara
family would share, and which would descend from father
to son like any other l1ncestral property. One of the
members asserted that a succeeding Raiah had revoked
the joint grant, and conferred the whole property u~on
himself. The High Comt held that such a revocatIOn
was unlawful. Ga'J'th, C. J., said: "The fact that the Raj
is impartible does not prevent the Maharajah for the time
(n) U,Zitya Deb v. Jadnu Lal, S 1. A., 24d, citing Annnil Lal
Dheraj GW"l'OO(Z, 5 ~I. 1. A., b2.
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being from making grants of the land in perpetuity" (1,).
Here again it does not appeal' that the Raj of Chota
Nagpore was governed by any law but that of Bengal.
From the remarks of Mr. Justice JJi'itteJ' in the previous
case that is the law which seems to govern the district in
question (e).
~ 340. In 1888, however, a decision was given by the Rani .Sartaj
,
. .
.
KuarI's case.
Privy CounCllm a case governed by the Mltakshara law,
whidh struck at the root of all the previous rulings (el).
The Rajah of Maholi in the North - Westel'll Provinces had
alienated seventeen of the most valuable villages of his
estate in perpetuity in favour of his junior wife. His son
,sued for a declaration that the Rajah had, according to
Hindu law, no right" under any circumstances except to
enjoy possession of the estate during his lifetime," and
had no power to alien any part of it. This claim of course
was stated too widely to be correct, but the proposition
really contended for was rightly laid down by the Court a.s
follows: " In other words the plaintiff claims that, except
in so far as from the natme of the estate they are
inapplicable, his case must be determmed according to the
principles of the Hindl1law, whichgovel'll joint families and
,their property." After exa.mining the prevlOus decisions
of the Judicial Committee, the Court said: " If we have
cOl'l'ectly held that the Maholi Raj estate is joint family
property, then, save for urgent or necessary expenses of
the family, no one member, even though he stands in the
position of father, 01' manager, can alienate it, 01' any part
of it, without the consent of all. Such at least is the view
of the Hindu Law that has been always recognised by this
Court in a long, and as far as we know, unbroken series of
decisions from which we should hesitate to depart." On
,~-------,-----,----

(b) Nw)'nin Khootin Y. LOh'el/nth, 7 0,,1., 461.
(c) fj Ca1., p. 116. This deciHion seerns to h,lve 1l881l Inisnnc1el'Rtooc1 in the
.cftse next discnsserl whel'e Sir Richu,l'cl Couch refers t,o it as the CR,se of it }litak~
shlt"", family, I1S if it Wets goyel'ned by lIIit,,]{sluml Ia.w (15 1. A., p. 65) ; that
Was the Ill,\\, which governed the rights of the gnl,ntees i,,!el' "", but the Yllliclity
and effect of the grant depended on t,he hl,w of the gralltOl'.
(rl) Rani 8al't(~j KU((l'i v. Baui Deol'a), 15 T. A., 51 ; S. 0.,10 All., 272.
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appeal to the Judicial Oommittee no reference was made
to the numerous lVIadras decisions on the subject, which
of course added nothing to the argument relied on by the
Allahabad High Oourt, but were important as showing
the wide extent and persistency of a course of rlecisions,
now held to be erroneous. N or does the attention of the
Oommittee appeal' to have been drawn to the fact that all
the cases on which they seem to rely, except the forfeiture
case, were really beside the question, as being either cases
under Bengal law, 01' alienations of self-acquired property.
Theil' Lordships said: "The property in the paternal 01'
ancestral estate acquired by birth under the lVIitakshara
law is, in their Lordships' opinion, so connected with the.
right to a partition, that it does not exist where there is
no right to it. In the Hunsapore case (e) there was a
right to have bnbll((.nrt allowances as there is in this case,
but that was not thought to create a community of interest
which would be a restraint upon alienation. By the
custom or usage the eldest son succeeds to the whole estate
on the death of the father, as he would if the property
were held in severalty. It is difficult to reconcile this
mode of succession with the rights of a Joint Family and
to hold that there is a joint ownership which is a restraint .
upon alienation. It is not so difficult where the holder of
the estate has no son, and it is necessary to decide who is
to succeed." "If, as their Lordships are of opinion, the
eldest son, where the lVIitakshara law prevails, and there is
the custom of primogeniture, does not become a co-sharer
with his father in the estate, the inalienability of the
estate depends upon custom, which must be proved, 01', it
may be in some cases, upon the nature of the tenure."
"The absence of evidence of an alienation without any
evidence of facts which would make it probable that an
alienation would have been made, cannot be accepted as
proof of a custom of inalienability."
(e) 12 ill. 1. A., 1. There the Raj was the self.acquirec1 property of ~he.[\lienor
(p. 34), anc1, therefore, even unc1er Mitaksharalaw, was ahsolutely at Ius c1Isposal.
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~ 341. This decision was, of course, followed, though Followec1 in
rel~1Ctantly, by the lVIadras High Court. The son of the lIiac1ras.
Shivagunga Zemindar sued to set aside a mining lease for
20 years granted by his late father. The High Oourt
lound "that the transaction was not one which the
manager of a Joint Hindu Family, acting with ordinary
care and prudence, in the exercise of his qualified power
of dealing with family property should conclude." They
said in reference to the recent decisions of the Privy
Council: " These decisions are in direct conflict with the
principle upon which the whole series of decisions in this
Presidency as to the -right of a zemindar to alienate
depends. It has been invariably held that acts and
alienations by the holder of an impartible Zemindary
made to enure beyond his lifetime will, if otherwise than
bonl!, fide, and if prejudicial to the family, be set aside."
Yielding, however, to the authority of the Judicial Committee, they directed an issue to enquire whether any
family custom to restrain alienation could be made out.
Of course none such could be established, and the plaintiff's
suit was dismissed (j).
The same question arose again in a different form. The Pittapur case.
Rajah of Pittapur, after a long period of childless marriage,
adopted a son. lVIany years after the adoption it was
announced that one of his wives had given birth to a son.
The Rajah died shortly afterwards, leaving a will by which
all his property was bequeathed to the infant, subject to
a maintenance for the adopted son. The latter brought a
suit in which he contended that the child was supposititious
and that the will was invalid. The original Court found
both contentions in favour of the plaintiff. On appeal the
High Court did not enter upon the question of legitimacy,
but decided in favour of the defendant on the strength of
the will. They held that the Privy Council having decided
(f') Be1'esjol'{Z v. Rama S"bba, 18 Mad., 197; Rn]) Singh v. Pi1'bhll Na1'ain,
20 All., 537. See Sivasui>rall1adlia v. K1'ishnammal, 18 Macl., 287, where a
of inalienability \VHS l1utde onto Even where such el, (JllstOlll is pl'ovec
the proprietor lllo.y still alienate for legal necessity. Gopal P"osacl v. Ra.qlm"coth,
32 Cal., l58.
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in Sartaj Kuari's case that the Rajah might have given
away any part of his estate to a strange~, he could equally
do so by a will and therefore the plaintiff had no title. The
question arising out of the will 1S noticed in its p~oper
place (post ~ 418). On appeal to the Privy Council, it was.
of course impossible to contend against its own decision,
but it was argued that a course of decisions extending over
nearly three-quarters of [t century, even assuming them to
be all wrong, had created a new state of things on the
principle OOIn?n'wnis er}'ol' facit legem, which the Privy
Council would not disturb. It was further argued that the
decisions themsclves evidenced a custom restricting alienation by the possessor of an impartible estate which
attached itself to every such estate, and therefore brought
it within the cxception stated by the Judicial Committee
in Sartaj Kuari's case. Both these contentions were
rejected. As to the fonner, the Committee said that the
series of Madras decisions had varied from time to time in
the grounds upon which they were based, and, therefore
" in their Lordships' opinion, this is not a case to which
they should apply the doctrine that, where there is a long
course of decisions, they onght not to be reversed, and the
law thus altered." As to the second contention the
Committee considered that this was not a case of an ancient
and invariable usage modifying the common law. "This
cnstom now relied upon did not modify the law. It had
no force independent of the law. There is no proof here
of any custom 01' usage against alienation which the Courts
in India should recognise as having the force of law" (g).
~ 342. Dispositions of property by a father can, of
course, only be objected to by those who have a joint

interest with hilll in the property, either by joint aCC1.'.lisition, 01' by birth. VVhere the objection is based 011 the
latter ground, it is necessary to show that such an interest
vested in the objector at his birth, 01' by his birth. Therefore, a son cannot object to alienations validly made by
his father before he was born or begotten, because he could
only by birth obtaill an interest in property which was
then existing in his ancestor. Hence, if at the tillle of the
alienation there had been no one in existence whose assent
was necessary, or if those who were then in existence had
consented, he could not afterwards object on the ground
that there was no necessity for the transtwtion (h). 'Where,
however, the father had contracted to sell family land, of
which h~ was not in possession, as soon as he obtained
possession, and after the contract, but before possession, a
son was bol'll, it was held that a decree for specific performance was not bmding on the son, who had not been
made a party to the suit. The Court held that the same
decision would have been propel' in the case of a son born
after contract for sale, but before actual transfer (i). On
the other hand, if the alienation was made by a father with~
out necessity, and without the consent of sons then living,
it would not only be invalid against them, but also against
any son born before they had ratified the transaction; and
no consent given by them after his birth would render it
binding upon him (k). In one case the pundits advised
the Madras Sudder Court that the rule as to the rights of
sons extended so far, that a man "had not the power ~o
dispose of all his property so long as he was able to beget
children, but that he might alienate a smaH portion of the
same, if by so doing he did not deprive his issue then born,
01' that might be bol'll to him, of the means of support" (l).

(g) Yellkata S"?'ya lIfnh-ipati Rn",n Kl'Ishl1a Raa \'. The Gaud of TVn1'l/s,
261. A., 83 ; S. C., 22 Mad., 388; "fIg. 20 M"c1., 167. These decisions were
1'8ceiverl with snch d.issa,tisfaction in 1:In.c1l'as, that the Local LefJ'islatul'e intervAned, [wil pl'actw"lly repealec1 them as l'egltl'c1s tlmt PreRide~cy (Malh ..
Acts II of 1902, II of 1903, II of 1904). IlldepelHlently of legihlation, the effect of
the Allahabad and Madms 1'l11ings. as regards transactions enterec1 into before
they were passed, haR heen nnlCh HJttenutttecl by the recent decision of the
•Tndicial Committee in Abd"l Azi.z li7ta.n v. Al'P«yas(wzi Naiek",', 31 I. A., ] j
S. C., 27 "'lad., 131.

(IL) Jndo v. Mt. Rance, 5 N.-W. P., 113; Raja Ram Tewa?'1j v. Lll0711nll'l1 8
Suth.,.16: 21; r;h·d:1a,.~e Lnll v. J('y"too Lali, J I. .A., 321; S: C , 15 B. I,:
1.87; is. { .. , 2;l Suth., 56. A mere rIght to hring a suit, or to make a representatIOn to Gover.nment for the.enlarf'ement .of a grant, on t,he ground of fl'alld, is
nO.t such a rlbht as vest,s III a SOil by bIrth. Ohnud7/.1'·i UJa.qa?· v. Ghmullwi
Pd.am., S I. A., 190 j S. C., 81tb nomine, UJaga1' v. P~ta1n, 4 All .. 120.
(.) Ponnambaln v. S~m:la1'a;P}Jn.ya.1·, 20 Mad., 354 .
(k) llzl/}'odoot v. Bee1' NanHn, 11 Suth., 480.
(I) Soobbn}Jntten v. Jllngnmeeah, Mad. Dec. of 1851, 3.

R.,
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This futwah evidently rested on a text of VyasCl cited in
the lVIitakshara (I, i., ~ 27): "They who are bol'll, and
they who are yet unbegotteu, and they who are still in tl+e
womb, require the means of support. No gift 01' sale
should therefore be made." But this text, so far as it
applies to sons yet unbegotten was treated by the Madras
High OOl1l't as merely a moral precept, and they held
that the rights of an unbol'll son only extended to the
case of one who was in the womb at the time of the
transaction complained of (11~). vVhether a son could defeat
an alienation for value made when he was ,in gremio
llLcdris, as he could a gift 01' devise, was a point which,
after some indecision, the same OOl1l't has finally settled in
favol1l' of the son (n).
.~ 343. An adopted son stands 111 exactly the same
position as a natural-born son, and has the same right to
object to his father's alienations. In two cases pundits
have relied on the above text of Vyas(l, as enabling a son
vvho had been adopted under an authority from the father
Alienation.
to set aside alienations made by the father himself before
after a u t h o r I t y . .
. '
the adoptlOn, but after the authorIty; the ground being
that the possession of an authority to adopt by the widow
was equivalent to a pregnancy (0). But this principle
must now be taken as being overruled (p), and there can
be no doubt that the interest of an adopted son arises for
the first time on his adoption, and that he cannot after
his adoption set aside any transaction which was valid
when it took place, at all events as against his adopting
father (q).
Adopted son.

(m.) Yekeyalllia.n Y. Agniswa1'ian, 4 31ad. H. 0., 807. See Pa'l'ichat Y. Zalim
1 I. A., 159,. whel'e tbe Ic'l·jvy Council declined to pl'onounce upon the point ,md
Balwant S""ph Y. Ralloi Ki,h01'i, 25 1. A., 54, p. 68; S. C., 20 All., 267, p. 285,
where the Pl'lvy CoullcIll'efnsed to applr tho texts against ulienatioll to the case
of unbegottell childl'en, lJOst § 344.
(n) Jd'illakshi Y. Vi'/'{/-1'l'a,' R Nad., 89; 8abapathi I'. 80ll1aslllldamm 16
Mad.,76.
'
(0) RamI(ishen Y. Mt. 811'; Muttee, 3 S. D., 367 (489,495); NagctZlltch-meev.
Gopoo, 61\1. 1. A., 320, ltnd 1)01' cWl'ia.m" Dlll'ma Y. Coomal'a, Mad. Dec. of
]852, 117.
(1') See ante § 197, 198.
(q) Slulannnd 8001'jooJl1.onee, II Suth., 436; Rwnbhat Y. Lakshman, 5
Bom., 630.
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§ 344. A father who is separated from his sons can, of Separate property.
~ourse, dispose at pleasure, not only of his share, but of all
property acquired after partition; since as to the former
the sons have relinquished the rights they. obtained by
birth, and as to the latter they never had any such
rights (1'). Pl'i'llu). facie one would imagine the same rule
must apply as to self-acquisition, and on the same
grounds. Self-acquisition ex vi tel'm'in'i does not belong to Self-acquisitions.
the co-heirs (s), and in one passage Vifnanesv([1'c~ expressly
states that "the son must acquiesce in the father's
disposal of his own self-acquired property" (t). In an
earlier passage, however, he states that the father" is
subject to the control of his sons and the rest, in regard Self-acquired
immovable proto the immovable estate, whether acquired by himself, 01' perty.
inherited from his father 01' other predecessor," citing as
an authority the text of Vyasa above quoted ('Il). Hence,
a conflict of decision has arisen as to whether self-acquired
immovables are absolutely at the father's disposal, or not.
In Madn1s it has been held that they are not, and in
this opinion Mr. Oolebrooke and Sir Thomas Strange
concur (v). There is also a decision of the High Oourt of
the North -vVest Provinces to the same effect (10). In
Pondicherry the law was laid down in 1859 without any
restriction that a father could dispose absolutely, at his
own pleasure, of all his self-acquired property, movable
01' immovable, even as against his children.
Subsequently
the Oourts appeal' to have leant to the rules which
prohibit a father absolutely to disinherit his children,
01' to make an unequal partition among them.
They
then set themselves to fix what was the disposable
(1') Namd"" xiii., § 48; Vivuda Chintam,mi, 314; ~iit",kshara, ~., 1, § 30;
Jnvav v. J({.ki, i\fad. Dec. of 1862, 1. See ltS to the eady law, a.nte ~ 236.
(8) l\Iitakshara, i., 4, ~ 1, 2.
(I) J-litaksh,trH, i., 5, § 1 0 . ,
.
.
(Il) l\litukshal'U, L, 1, ~ 27; ante ~ 842. !:lee the earlIer law dlscnssec1, ({'lIte
§ 257,258.
.
• (v) 1 Stra. H. L., 261 ; 2 Stm. H. h, 436-441, 450; Mnttnmaml/. v Lcdl'sh,m,
i1iIac1. Dee. of 1860, 227; Komala v. Ga'ngn(17wra, Mad. D~c. of 1862, 41. See
Meenatchee Y. Ohetnmb"/'", Mad. Dec. of 1853,61; IJel' ollnam, Ta?,,,.Ohand Y.
Beeb Ram, 3 Mad. H. C., 55.
(w) Maclhasookh Y. BwZne, 1 N .-'W. P., 153.
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fraction of his property which was excluded from this
rule, and they ended by fixing it arbitrarily at one-eighth,
the rights of his family being available against the
residue (x). On the other hand, Mr. W. MacNaghten
says, in speaking of a father's powers, " with respect to
real property acquired 01' recovered by the occupant, he
is at liberty to make any alienation or distribution which
he may think fit, subject only to spiritual responsibility " (y). And this was expressly determined to be
the law by the High Oourt of Bengal on a full examination of all the native texts. They said that ., the apparent conflict between the passages of the Mitakshara is
reconciled, if the right of the sons in the self-acquired
property of the father is treated as an imperfect right
incapable of being enforced" (z). The Vivada Ohintamani, which is the ruling authority in the Mithila, but
which is really little more than a compendium of the
Mitakshara, states without any exception that a father
may dispose of his self-acquired property at his pleasure,
and this has been affirmed to be the law of that district
by the Privy Council, and was assumed to be the law on
appeal from the Sudder Court of the North-West Provinces (Ct). The same rule has been laid down by the
High Oourts of Bombay, Allahabad and Madras (b).
Finally the case came on for direct decision on appeal
from the High Oourt of Allahabad, and the Judicial
Oommittee, on a review of all the texts and rulings, held
that the fat herof an undivided family subject to the
Mitakshara law, had full power of disposition over his
(x) Sorg H. L., 196--199.
(y) 1 YV. ~1acN., 2 cited with approval in the Privy Council, but as to a,
different poin~; Gopeek1'ist v. GnngapenG lid, 6 i\L 1. A., 77. Sec, too, Rllngama
v. Atclla111a, 4 M. 1. A., 1, 103; S. C., 7 Suth. IP. C.), 57.
(z) M,llddll11 Gopa,l v. Ram Bnksh, 6 Suth., 71; Ojoodhyn v. Ramsn1'lIn, ib.,
77; Ra.J({c)·am~ Tewa?'Y v. L,whmlln, 8 Suth., 15; 811danund v. 8001'jO Monee,
11 Suth., 486.
.
(a) Vivada Ohintalllani, 76, 229, but see p. 309; Bisllen Perkash v. Bnwa
(P.O.), ]2 B. L. R., 430; S. 0.,20 Sut,h., 137; aftirming the decision of the lowe;
Court, 10 Suth., 287, from which it appears that the property in dispute was
immovable. Nana Nm'llin v. Hune P'tnth, 9 M. I A, 96, 121.
(b) Gllngabai v. Vamanaji, 2 Bom. H. 0.,318; 8ital v. Madllo, 1 AlL, 394 j
81tbbayya v. 81lrayya 10 Mad., 251.
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self-acquired immovable property. They said of the conflicting texts of the Mitakshara " all these old text books
and commentaries are apt to mingle religious and moral
considerations, not being positive laws with rules intended
for positive laws. It is, as their Lordships' think, the
most reasonable iIlference that the precepts in Mit" I,
sect. 1, belong to the former class of precepts, and those
of Sections 4 &; 5 to the lattel'" (0). And similarly a man
is at perfect liberty to dispose of property which he has
inherited collaterally, 01' in such a mode that his descendants do not by hirth acquire an interest in it (d). And
Persons:vho
. have no mterest
whatever be the nature of the property, or the mode III by birth.
which it has been acquired, a man without issue may
dispose of it at his pleasure, as against his wife, 01'
daughters, 01' his remote descendants, 01' his collateral
relations (e). Of course, as regards collaterals, it is assumed
that it has not been acquired by him in such a way as to
make them coparceners with him in respect of it (f)·
§ 345. Any want of capacity on the part of the father Consent.
to alienate the family property may be supplied by the
consent of the coparcencl's. Such consent may either be
express, 01' implied from their conduct at 01' after the time
of the transaction (g). Where the property is invested
in trade, or in any other mercantile business, the manager
of the property will be assumed to possess the authority
usually exercised by persons carrying on such business (h).
And, of comse, ratification will supply the want of an
original consent; such a ratification will be inferred where
(c) Roo nnZwant Singh v. Rnni Keshori, 20 1. A., 54, p. 67; S. C., 20 All., 267.
(I) See "'lite § 275; Jngmoi1.nnilas Y. ,YIu.uguldas, 10 Boll'., 528.
("), Jl1l1lra.z,' C/wlekan!!, ~ iVI. 1. A., 54; Na.gallltchmee v . .Gol'e~, 6 M.l. A.,
309; Namttoln Y. Na1'8nl1dns. 3 Bom. Ii. C. (A. O. J.), 6; AjoodlHa v. Knshee,
4 N.-W. P., ilL. These we1'e iLll ",lSeS of wills, which of course are less fcwoured
thltl1 n,lien,l,tion", hde1' vinos.
(f) Tn!!"'/I",.na v. Perumal, 1 "'!au. H, C., 51.
.
(gi AI'/{./JIlIga v, R",maswn·i, ilIad. Dec. of 1860, 25R; V,ttnZ Y. Ananta, :.IIad.
Dec, of 1.i6L, 37; Vi'rasa-In; v. VamrZa, ib., 146; ][ii.le1·Y. Rllng(wath, 12 Oa1.,
389, See "s to the presumption arising from the fitct that the f"ther lms been
sue,]. upon, ,tnd lllt~ properly defemled the interests of the family B.S l~e!l'aT~s a
partlCu]n. l' transactIon and thttt the sons have been aware of t,he . . 1tIgH. tlon.

Knnja.n Cliett-; Y. HicZda Pilla.i, 22 ]\fa'l., 461.
(hi BelnJnola v. Mohwl1, 5 Oa1., 792; Sml1alb7zni v. 8olneshvar,5 Bom., 38;
in 1'e Hm'oon llIohamed, 14 Bom., 189, p. 194; ante ~ 333.
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a son, with full knowledge of all the facts, takes possession of, and retains that which has been purchased with'
the proceeds of the property disposed of (i). Whether the
consent of all the coparceners is necessary will depend
upon the question, which will be discussed hereafter, as to
the power of one of several to dispose of his share (§ 353).
If it is the law that he can do so, then, of COUl'se, the
consent of some would bind their own shares, though not
the shares of the dissenting members. If the contrary is
the law, then the consent of all would be required to give
any validity to the transaction (k). 'Where a grandfather
alienates with the consent of his son, that consent binds
an after-born grandson. But where the grandson is
already in existence, and has taken a vested interest, his
father's consent would not of itself bind him (l).
Necessity.

§ 346. Oircumstances of necessity will also justify a
father, as head of the family, in disposing of any part of
the family property. In the Mitakshara the explanation
which follows the text of Vyasa-" Even a single individual may conclude a donation, mortgage, 01' sale of
nnmovable property, during a season of distress, for the
sake of the family, and especially for pious purposes"seems to limit this authority to cases where the other
coparceners are minors and incapable of giving their
consent ('in). And it has been held in Bengal that the
consent of those who are of age cannot be dispensed with,
even where the transaction is for the benefit of the
family (n). The contrary, however, was held in other
cases, and seems to have been Mr. Oolebrooke's opinion (0).
(i) GlllIgaba-i Y. Va mnl/aji, 2 Bam. H. (:., 31S; 1''''' C1l1'iam, Modlioo Dyal v.
Kolbu'/', B. L. R., Sup. Vol., 1020; S. 1 '.,9 Suth., 511.
. (Ie) See tl.. CiLse where the consent or one lllelllbel' was given on tbe undel'stand_
Illg th'tt th',' others would also COlloent. 8ivasami I'. 8evlIgrl11, 25 }fad., 3S9.
(l) B/waJ,k Y. G1'eedlim'ee, 9 Sulk, 337, where the second proposition seems
to follow from the st.atement that the gmndson, if alive at the alienation would
ha~Te hu,;1. a Cn,US8 of, actio~l, not,withsi;ul1ciing his father's consent.
'
(m) Mlt"kshara, 1., 1, § 2B, 29.
(n) Mllthoora Y. Bootnl/., 13 Suth., 30, ace. 1 Stra. H. L., 20, a.ute ~ 310.
(0) Jugg/w'Ilnth Y. Doobo, 14 Suth., SO; 2Stm. H. L, 340, 34S; Dishalllbll1'1'
Y. 8uclnsheeb, 1 Buth., 96, pe1' Muttusawmy IY81" J., Ponnappa. Y. Pappuva.yyangm', 4 11ad., p, 18.
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'1'he whole current of authorities appears to support the
view that the manager of the family property 11[1s an
implied authority to do whatever is be~t for all concerned,
and that no inc1ividual can defeat tIllS power merely by
withholding his consent. He can refer a partition to
arbitration, and the award, if in other respects valid,
will bind the family (p). His authority, however, only
extenc1s to the family property, His contracts within his
authority bind the entire family property, but they impose
no personal liability upon any who do not sign them, 01'
upon their separate property (q). The POW81:s of the
manager of a Hindu estate were very fully conSIdered by
the Privy Oouncil in a case which is always referred to as
settling the law on the subject (r). That was the case of
a mother managing as guardian for an infant heir. Of
course, a father, and head of the family, might have
greater powers, but could not have less, and it has been
repeatedly held that the principles laid d~v:n in that
judgment apply equally to fathers, 01' other ]01l1~ owners,
when managing property governed by the Mltakshara
law (s). Theil' Lordships said (p. 436): "The power of
the manager for an infant heir to charge an estate not his
own is. under the Hindu law, a limited anc1 qualified power.
It can 'only be exercised rightly in case of need, or for the
beneftt of the estate. But where, in the particular instance, the charge is one that a prudent owner would
luake, in order to benefit the estate, the bon(! jicle. lender
is not affected by the precedent mismanagement of the
(1') .Jng(/.III/atli Y. MannI/. Lnl, 16 All, 231; Glw1·;b·nlla.iI Y. Khnlak, ~O I. A.,
Hili; C. E., 25 All., ,107.
(q) Chnlnll/(I,Ij.'/(/. Y. Famr/n!/yn, 22 M"d., 1G6.
. ..•
11') Hn II oOllla"l'ena II d Y, 11It. Bnbooee, 6 M. I. A., d9d, S. C, 18 Suth., 81,
Hote. The snl11u l'uleH apply to the cttse of one who is de facto, though~ not de
jnre m,tnagel', ibid., 412; Shea Sho'llkel' v. Bum 8h.ewak, ~4 Oal, 77. See~as;o
'the poeition of one who de,,18 wit'~l the h01(\e1' of "11 .1l~11~artlble e"taLe, ~Wlt; ~ ~39.
(s) Deotwl'ee Y. IJa.llloo,zhnl', B. D. of IH59, 16<13, Ta,lIdl1,v,!'G!la:. T a.U~, 1
Mad. H. C., 3aB; SOQ1'ell(/'m ". NIII·d,,", :21 Snth., 196.; t.o wlCl'1\vS 1ll dealIng
with their limited 8state KII IIIPS/car Y. Bn'l/ Brlha<io01', h LA., l:\; Lal" Ama1'""thy. Ac7wnKII(l.1·. 19 I. A., 196; S. C., 14 A:l., 420; 11£"he.1wl' Bnksh v. Batan
Singh, 2ll I. A .. 57; S. C., 230a1., 766; Chot!1'a'/JIY. N""n!lnlldl1s, 11 Bam., 605.
As to alienations by manager for idol, Konwa1' Dool'gallath Y. Ra,lIIchnn(/e1', 4
I. A., 52, p. 63. The l1laJHle;er for" lunatic has the s",ne power. Gom'eellath Y.
Collecto1' of Monghy1', 7 Sulh., 5.
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estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to
be averted, 01' the benefit to be conferred upon it, in the
particular instance, is the thing to be regarded (t). But,
of course, if that danger arises, or has arisen, from any
misconduct to which the lender is 01' has been a party, he
cannot take advantage of his own wrong, to support a
charge in his own favour against the heir, grounded oil a
necessity which his wrong has helped to cause; therefore
the lender in this case, unless he is shown to have acted
metl,! fide, will not be affected, though it be shown that,
with better management, the estate might have been kept
free from debt. Theil' Lorrlships think that the lender is
bound to enquire into the necessities for the loan, and to
satisfy himself as well as he can, with reference to the
parties with whom he is dealing, that the manager is
acting in the particular instance for the benefit of the
estate (n). But they think that if he does so enquire,
and acts honestly, the real existence of an alleged sufficient
and reasonably credited necessity is not a condition
precedent to the validity of his charge (v), and they do not
think that under such circumstance he is bound to see to
the application of the money (10). It is obvious that
money to be secured on any estate is likely to be obtained
(t) See Dea/ane v. Damoodllu1', ub. Slip. A mere nutnager cannot l'evi,-e 01'
pay time-barred rlebts, except against himself, and it fa1'fia'l'i conldnot pledge or
sell the est"teoll their account. Chinna.ya v. GU1'wwtlwlII, 5 Mad., 169; Diuk{/')'
v. Ap1wji, 20 Bam., 150. But it is said that" widow may do so as rerrurds debts
of her husbtLlld, post § 634. It is within the power of tL m"ntlg('l' or guarc1itln
to continue to pay interest upon" debt which is nnt btt; red or to acknowledge
its exi~bence, though the effect of such an [l,et is togi,'e u, fr8sh starting point lor
the st"tute. API) II. Row v. Venkw/I/a., 14 ~fysore, 107; Basalillgap]JII V.
G1i1'1isrlnthappa, 16 ll1ysore, 38; Bhosker 'l'a.tya v. Vi/alal, 17 Bam, 512.
(11.) See Nowl'lItton '-. B,,/Joo BO"'l'ee, 6 Suth., 193; Pm'lab Ba,hadll1' 1'. Ohitpal
Singh, 191. A., 3e; LalilA'IIIa1·l1athv. Anha:" Kna1', 19 1. A., 196; R. C" 14All.,
420. He is not bound to inquire into the causes 'I'hich produced the necessity,
Mohl,be81' Y. Joobha, 16 Suth., 221; S. C., bE. L,.R., 38; ShiJ01'CIj v. NlIkchedee,
14 Suth., 72. A str;vlger l)Ul'chltsing frOln a gnal'Cliau who sellf.3 01' 1110rtgilges
unrlet the lwthol'ityof the Court, gil'en uncler Act XL of 1858, ~ 18 (Beng"lMinors), is protected ullless he himself has been guilty of actlllll fraud. Sikhe?'
Ghund v. D1ill'nlti/, 5 CnJ , 363. And see Act V of lS81, ~ 90 (pmbtlte etnd
Administmtion), as to the powers of aliBl",tion of an execntor b>' lea,ve of the
Court.
(v) See SOO'l'el/eZro v. Nnndun, 21 Suth., 196; Ratnam v. GovincZa1'ajulll,
2 Mad., 339.
'
\'10) See Sunda1'ayan Y. Sitm'amayan, ]\faJ. Dec of I8fiI, 1, where the he"d
of the family mistlppropriated the money which he Imrlraised.
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easier terms than a loan which rests on mere
upon
h
t'
f
1 secUl'ity and that therefore, t e mere crea IOn 0
persona
"
1
.
d
a charge securing a propel' debt, cannot )e ~Iewe as
.
vident manaO'ement· the purposes for WhICh a loan
nnpro
b '
t I
l'
is wanted al'e often future, as respects the ac ua app 1·
ld a lender can rarely have, unless he enters on
ca t lOn, al
. '
'.
the management, the means ~f controll.mg and (hrect~ng
the actual application. Then LordshIps do not thmk
that a bond /icZe creditor should suff.er ,:hen ~le ha~ act,~d
honestly and with due caution, but IS lllmself decerve~.
f Necessity justi~ 347. The case before the Privy Oouncil was one 0 fying 9"le.
moSrtgao'e and not of sale. But it is evident that the same
principles would apply in either case. A prudent manager
should, of course, where it is possible, payoff a debt from
savings rather than by a sale of part of the estate (x), and
it might be more prudent to raise money by mortgage than
bv sale. On the other hand, where the mortgage was at
hiO'h interest, it might be more prudent to sell than to
re~ew (y). In every case the question is one of fact,
whether the transaction was one which a prudent owner,
acting for his own benefit, would e~ter into. A sale of
part of the property in order to ralS~ money to pay. off
debts which bound the family, or to dIscharge the cla1~ns
of Govel'llment upon the land, 01' to mainta~n the faI11l~y,
or to perform the necessary funer~l o~ marl'lage or faI11ll~
ceremonies, would be proper If It was prudent. or
necessary (z). And where there ar~ bindi.ng ~ebts, whIch
cannot otherwise be met, a sale WIll be JustIfiable to pay
Y Donlhin B T\ L. R. (A. C ..T.), ,123; S. C., 12 ';UtlL, 337.
\;/) ]JIntlwoJ'a ;" Boofnn', 13 Sllth., 30, Whether there IS " :,ecef~l~Y 0r
1
bOl:rowiuO" nt, an 11lHlslHllly lligh l'lt.te of interest, is itself a HIHtter, '~ '~T l~C 171 .~e
Ie-ntlel' s]~onla apply his luitlcl l Rnd the Court .nlaJ~ l'eaUC~ t 18 III ~le~ ~ llJ~
allirming the lottn. H!l1·)'un(l.lh Boy y. Blindhl1' 8-mgh, II:l 1. A., 1, S. .,

(x) Bllkshull

C'~~; ~bw.JJ1b1tn1' v. S/{<ia.Hiteeb, 1 Suth., Hn;
o C 129' S({1'a'V"na Y k[uttalji, 6 M"d H_

f

Sac({J)'mn v.

t'Jt:!'YJI,,;tldj Pe~rY2

C., 371; Ba afl, I'. 1'IS /./WJ',
B~m" 6(\6'· Na1'SimJl!'iah v Na'l'~siah, 8 lVll'sorB, 71. See Ku 1l,,'1' Y. ModhoDhyal,
5 vVj:;n
whel'~ it is s;d~ the transttctio~~l UUlst be necessary, ana n~t 11l81'ely
tl..dY<illtt~,geo{ls. The Inal'l'iagc exp,enscs of a daughter's son a~'e ~~t a~ToJl~ cllf~g(:
on Ihe ftlmily property. AHwa.tw: Y • .s.nbbaroya, 2 l\~YAOl~ '.~', t.,. . . or
app"l'ently thc maintellance of [\n Illegltlllll'te daughter, Pm vatl'. Ganpat? au,
18 Bom, 177.
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tl1en~ 0ff'. even though there was no actual pressure at
the tIme 111 t~e shape of suits by the creditors (a). For
the manager IS not bound, and indeed ought not, to put
the estate. to the. expense of actions. A fOl'tion:, of course,
su~h deahngs wIll be justified where there are decrees in
eXIStence, whether, e:l; parte 01' otherwiRe, which could at
any ll10meI~t be enforced against the property (b). And
the same CIrcUlnstances which would justify the sale of
part, mig'ht justify the sale of the whole prop~rty, though
probably a very strong case would have to be made out.

§ 348. It must be owned that the principle of the 1VIitakshara that sons have a right to control their fath8r in the
alienati~n ~f the family property, is almost nullified by the
o~her prlllClple that they are bounel after his death to pay
IllS debts, .even though contracted without necessity; and
by the logIcal e.xtension of that pl'lneiple, recentlv laId
Right of fdhel' d
b tl P
J
to sell to satisfy own y 1e. l'lvy Oouncil, that the father is entitled to
l,is own debts. sell. the family property in order to pay of his own debts,
whlCh :vere not contracted for the benefit of the family,
b:lt WhICh the sons would be under moral obligation to
dIscharge (c). The mode of reconciling what is now,
undoubtedly, ~ conflict of principles, may perhaps be
sought by traclllg back the law tu a time when no such
cOl1fiict existed. vVhile the family continued in what I
have called (§ 230) its Patriarchal State the head of the
family was not n~erely the manager of ~ partnership; he
-v:as the autocratIC ruler of the family and of its possesSIOns. Its property was his property. His debts were its
debts .. Pr~bably it would seldom happen in a primitive
state of SOCIety that any debts would be incurred which
would require a sale of the property, but such a sale, if
necessary, would be within the functions of the head of
the house. If he died leaving debts unpaid, they would be
Ancestral debts.

(a) Kaih(tv Y. Roop Singh, 3 N.:W, P., 4.
(bl) PU1'/lWSSlll' Y. Mt. Goo/bee, 11 Suth., 446; Sheo1'aj v. Nllkl'liedee, 14
S ut 1.,72.
(0) Gi1·dl/(weeLaUv.KantooLnU lI.A. 321'R C HE L R 187'S C
22 Suth., 56, ante 309.
"'~' ."
. ..,
,
.,

*
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discharged by the survivors, without any enquiry whether
theY had been contracted for the joint benefit, 01' for the
spe~ial purposes, of the original debtor. The notion of a
religious as well as a civil obligation to pay debts evidences
the introduction of Brahmanical theories into a law which
was previously founded upon merely natural lustice. The
kindred theory that the soul of a deceased debtor couldllOt
find repose till his debts were discharged probably grew up
still later. The religious theory of obligation could well
co-exist with the civil theory, as affording an additional
sanction for a ljability which was ali'eftdy recognised. The
antiquity of the texts which' state this religious theory
shows that it had sprung up before the family bonds were
relaxed, by allowing the sons to possess a co-ordinate
interest in the property, and a right to restrain their
father in his dealings with it. But even after this later
development, natural equity and convenience would continue to attach a specially hinding character to debts
which were contracted by the official head and representative of the family, while the religious obligation would
assume greater prominence in proportion as the secular
obligation was weakened. The tendency would be to
reconcile a conflict of rights, which was becoming important, by allowing the sons to restrain their father in his
dealings with the property before they matured into transactions which conferred rights upon others. Where such
rights had been created, it might fairly be held, if a struggle
ensued between the interest of a son in the paternal
property and the interest of a creditor 01' a purchaser claiming by virtue of the father's acts, that the latter interest
should prevail, as being the holder, and enforced by a
double sanction. ,Vhere the rival interest was that of a
collateral coparcener, who was under no religious obligation to discharge the liabilities of the debtor, a contrary
decision would result (dl.
(el) See I'e/' ll£nthllsawlI/.l/ Iyf1', J., POI!'I1ap]J(t
p. 33, and pe'l' T1I1'nel', C. J., ibid., p. H et seq.
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Anot~er ground uP.on ~vl~ich alienations are valid, though
made wIthout necessIty, IS m the case of pious gifts. These,
no doubt, were looked upon by the Brahmans as beino' of
general benefit to the family from the store of reliui~us
merit. which they procured. The subject will be tr:ated
fully m the chapter on religious endowments (§ 434).
. §. 849: Thos~ who deal with a person who has only a
11ll1ltedmterest m property, and who I)l'ofesses to disI)O
fl'
se
o a arger mterest, are lJl"imc2 faeie bound to make out the
facts which authorise such a disposition. But the nature
and ex.tent of the proof which they must offer will vary
accor~mg to the facts of the case. In H'lmOOlnanp61:sciUd's
case, .It was contended that the bUl'then was discharged by
showmg ~n advan~e to the manager, and the factwm of 'a
deed by hUll, and m support of this a clietl~m of the Agra
Sudde~ Court was quoted (e). Upon this the Judicial
CommIttee remarked: " It miuht be a very correct course
to ~dopt with reference to suitsbof that particular character,
~lllCh was one where the sons of a living father were, with
hIS ~uspected col~usion, attempting, in a suit against a
credItor, to get nd of the charge on an ancestral estate
created by the father, on the ground of the alleged misconduct of the father in extravao'ant waste of the estate
Now, it is to be observed, that a ~nder of money may rea~
sonably be expected to prove thE' circumstances connected
with his own particular loan, but cannot reasonably be
expected to know, or come prepared with proof of, the
anteceden t economy and good conduct of the owner of an
ancestral estate, whilst the antecedents of their father's
career would be more likely to be in the knowledge of the
sons, members of the same family, than of a stranger;
(e).It I~as been bid clown ill BombtLy tht,t there is no jll'C'Slllll tion tlult a
for II. htl11ily pUl'p~se, 'JOi-J'll Y
F.,rl':aY rl.1l'J'ao • 8, BOlll" 520. \Vhere, however, the debt is tb~ bit,l!ll1ce Ol~ it run-'
IUD a ,U,CCOOllt It 18 not n8ces?ttl'Y for the creditor to ~how the purpose for which
eaeil ltenl WitS b?l'l'owecl. It IS :-;uffieient to \5how thn,t the fl11nily Wtl,S in a chronic
neE:'c1 of 1110ney for t~le CUl'1'ent au tgoings of the fo..nlily lifo, 01' its'tro..llc llecessiti ef!.)
~~(\ t{tt the mOllles were iltlvttneec1 On the repreRentation of thc mttllagel'
t,
ley wel'e needed lor sueh objects. K?'ishna ]la,lIIa'''n v Vas1Ulev 21
.
.7"
,
B om 808.

l~tln IA)ntractec1 b,Y the llut,lltl,ger has been contracted

.1
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consequently this eliet'li?n may perhaps be supported on the
general prin~iple. that the allegation .and proof of facts,
presumably III Ius better 'knowledge, IS to be looked for
from the party who possess that better knowledge. as
well as on the obvious ground in such suits of thG' danger
of collusion between father and sons in fraud of the creditor
01 the former. Their Lordships think that the question
on whom does the OntiS of proof lie in such suits as the
present is one not capable of a general and inflexible answer.
The presnmption propel' to be made will vary with circumstances, and must be regulated by and dependent on them.
Thus, where the mortgagee himself, with whom the transaction took place, is setting up a charge in his favour made
by one whose title to alienate he necessarily knew to be
li'roited and qualified, he may be reasonably expected to
allege and prove facts presumably better known to him than
to the infant heir, namely, those facts which embody the
representations made to him of the alleged needs of the
estate, and the motives influencing his immediate loan (f).
It is to be observed that the representations by the manager accompanying the loan as part of the res gestCE, and as
the contemporaneous declarations of an agent, thongh not
actually selected by the principal, have been held to be
evidence against the heir; a·nd as their, Lordships are
informed that such pl'illu] facie proof has been generally
required in the Supreme Court of Calcutta, between the
lender and the heir, where the lender is enforcing his
security against the heir, they think it reasonable and right
that it should be required. It is obvious, however, that it
might be unreasonable to require such proof from one not
an original party, after a lapse of time and enjoyment, and
apparent acquiescence; consequently, if, as is the case here
as to p'l1rt of the charge, it be created by substitution of a
new security for an older one, where the consideration for
the older one was an old precedent debt of an ancestor not
(f) As to the case where a suit is brought by the beir of a mortgagee against
rev'ersionary heirs, to enforce a mort~:oge by a widow. See Mohes71m' Bnksh v.
Ratan Singh, 23 1. A., 57; S. C., 23 Cal., 766.
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previously questioned, a presumption of thekind conten'ded
for by the appellant would be reasonable" (g). It appears
to have been the intention of the Legislature to sUlUmarise
the above rulings in ~ 38 of the Transfer of Property Act
IV of 1882. "Where any person, authorised only under
circllmstances in their nature variable to dispose of immovable property, transfers such property for consider-.
ation, alleging the existence of such circumstances, they
shall, as between the transferee on the one part and the
transferor and other persons (if any) affected by the transfer on the other part, be deemed to have existed, if the
transferee, after using reasonable care to ascertain the
existence of such circumstances, has acted in good faith."
in case of
, decrees.

§ 350. One point as to which there seems at first to be a
conflict of decisions, is as to the amount of proof incumbent
upon a purchaser under a decree, or upon one who lends
money to the manager of an estate to payoff a decree, or
who pnrchases a part of an estate from the manager to
supply him with funds for that purpose. Is the production
of a bond fide decree sufficient of itself to establish a case of
necessity; or is it incumbent upon the purchaser 01' creditor
to go further, and to show that the decree was passed for a
purpose which would bind the estate? The result of the
decisions appears to be, that the party who relies on the
decree is entitled to assume that it was properly passed, and
that everything done under it was properly done. But the
extent to which this will benefit him depends upon the
nature of the decree, and the person against whom it was
given, and upon the form of the proceedings taken in
execution of the decree. It is evident that a decree may
((1) HwwOIltnnpe1'snull Y. Mt. Babooee, 6 ill. I. A., )'1'. 418---420; S. C., 18
Suth., ill, note; TnIlCZrIlJf/?'nya, Y. Valli, 1 Macl. H. 0., 398; YwZn[i v. Mandn,
2 il'Iitd. H. 0., 407; Snmvull<l ,-.iI111ttnyi, 61\1ad. H. C., 371; Lnlln Bililseedhll'l'
Y. Kooll/VII'l' Bindese/'/'ee, 10 M.l. 11..,454; Malwshwa.1' Si/IUZ Tasoow(L1' v. Koollj
Belw'/'ee, 3 N.-'V. P , ~; Ohowdh/'Y Y. 13.1·ojo SooI1l11(,1', 18 Suth., 77; Sikhm'
Olill-lIcZ Y. DallJ11hy, 5 (oal., 363; JY[akllndt Y. Sambsll!"h, 6 11.11., 417; Lal Singh
Y. Deo Nm·atll, 8 All., 279; Gll1'asawllvi Y. Ganapathia, 5 ':\fad., 337. ,Vher" a
son fL.ttel:,pts to c~efeftt. an ,tli~ll<ttio.ll by his father, or to escape from his dcbts by
allegmg nnlllOl'fLhty onllegahty, the bm·then of establishing such a state ofthings
Tests upon him. Snb1'Ct1l1an-iya Y. Sallasiva, 8 Mad., 75, ante § 303.
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be one which upon its face, and by the lllere fact that
it' was passed, binds the person against whom it is
enforced. Or it may be one which will not bind him unless something was proved in the course of the case, and
that something nmy or may not have been proved. Again;
the form of the decree, anel of the proceedings taken nnder
it mav show that the crec1itor, while only suing his debtor
b~ naI~le, suec1 him as the representative of the family, in
order to bind its property. Or, conversely, it may appear
that, although the creditor had a remedy, which he might
have enforced, against the whole family and its property,
he chose to restrict his claim to his original debtor and the
interests of that debtor. Where the decree is against a
father, it conclusively establishes that there was a debt due
by him, and as against his issue, unless the debt is founded
on imI1loralit)T, nothing more is necessary. It is not, as
we have seen, nect:ssary to show that the debt was for the
benefit of the family. 'Where property is sold under such
a decree, " the purchaser is not bound to go back beyond
the decree to ascertain whether the Oourt was right in
giving the decree, or having given it, in putting up the
property for sale under an execution upon it " (h). And,
'of course, the same rule would apply where a minor sought
to set aside a sale made by his guardian in order to payoff
a decree against the minor himself (i) '; 01' where the transaction was disputed by an heir, not being a coparcener, for
he is bound to pay the debts of the person whose estate he
takes (§ 327). But it would be otherwise where the decree
was given against a simple coparcener. It would be a
(h) Per em'ia})!, 11£/1(ZcZun 'L'hnkoor Y. Kalltoo Lal, 1 L A., ~21, 334; S. C., 14
B. L. R., 187; S. 0., 22 Suth., 56, a.nte §~ 313, 322; Bhagbnt Pe'l'Shad \'. Mt.
Girja ][oer, 151. A., 99; S. C., 15 CiL!., 317. See numerous cases following this
deci,ion; R!wwlla v. 1/00pki8hol'e, 5 N.-'V. P., 89; Bllcl1'ee v. Kantee, 23 Sutli.,
260; Kooldeep Y. BII'IIj"et, 24 Suth., 231 ; Sheo Pershall v. Soo'l:ibnllsee, lb., 281;
Bu)'too y. Balli PUrlneSSIl'I', ib., 364; {-lIoom,gee \'. BlwgobllUy, 25 Sutll., 148;
Ra.msa.holj Y. Molwbeel', ib., It:l5; 'fVajed. Hossein Y. Nankoo, -iI)., 311; Luelillli
Y. ASllimn; 2 Ca!., 213; S. 0., 25 Suth., 421; 8ivasankara Y. Pm'vati, ,1 Mac1., 96.
As to how far it is necessary to make the sons parties to suit against" father
b enforce his s"les 01' mortgages 01' to recover debts due by him, see ante
§§ 309-321. As to extent to which clecrees are conclusive against the sons,
see mite §§ 322-324,
(i) Sheamj Y. Nnkehedee, 14 Suth., 72.
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~~rfectly valid decree against him, and might during his
lIfe be enforced by execution and sale of his interest in the
property (§.380). B.ut as his debt would not bind his coparceners 01' then share m the property, unless it was contracted
by their consent 01' for their benefit (§ 838) so a decree'
a~'ainst him can create no higher liabilit)'. It ascertains
hIS debt, but does no more. If it is intended to procure
payment of the debt, directly or indirectly, out of the
shares of the other members, the creditor must show that
the c1ebts themselves were such as to be properly binding
up~n those who have not personally inculTed them (k).
ThIS proof mus.t be given in a suit to which the joint members of the famIly are parties, and in which they can resist
the allegation~ made against them. If the managing member of the famIly executes a document which would bind the
other members, the proper course is to sue th~m all. If the
creditor chooses, he may only sue the person who executed
the document to enforce his liability as executant. But if
he adopts this course, his execution will onlv take effect
upon the share of the execution debtor. . He cannot
enforce it against the other members (not being the sons
of the debtor) merely by proving that the transaction was
entered into for the benefit of the family. This only
shows that he had a larger remedy, of which he did not
avail himself (l). On the other hand, the manager who
has executed in his own name, but in his capacity as'
manager, a document for a debt avowedly contracted for
family purposes, may be sued upon the document in his
re~r~sent.ative cha~'acter, and on proof that he was acting
wlthm hIS authOrIty a decree will be given which will
(k~ 8m'avan(L v. j\:[uttayi, (j Uad. H. C., 371 ; Pa1·ey(/sa.1ni v. 8alllcka.i, 8 Uad.
H. C., 157; Reotee v. Rail/Jed, 2 N.:W. P., 50; Venkatasami \'. Kwppahjan
] Ma~., 354; Venl.,.afaTamayyan v. VenkataslIb1'aman-iya, ib., 358; Lo;,i
A,qli01ee, 5 Ca!., 144, Ga.n,qulnv. Ancila,4 Mad., 73; J(r islm a Reddiv. Thalllbu
26 l\Iad., 28.
,
(I) Deendyal v. Ju.qlleep Narain, 4 I. A., 247; S. C., 3 Ca!., 108, a.niB § 314'
A1'II1u{llLln v. 8aba,pathy, 5 Uad., 12; 8ubnf.1l1anien v. /:)ub"alllanien ib. 125:
D01'asawlnY v. AtH'at1:a, 7 lVIad., 1Z6; Vi"a?'a,qavamma v. 8amud,·al~., 8 Mad.;
208; G1L?'Vappa v. Tl!'!1mna., 10 Und., 316; Abilak ROJJ Y. Rubby Roy 11 Cal.
293; Ma"ut~ Namyan v. LLlachan(l, 6 Bam., 564; Kisansin,q v. MO";shwM .;
Bam., 91; Doolm' OhlL1/(1 Y. LlLlla Ohabul, (; 1. A., 47.
'
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bind the whole property, and not merely his interest in
it ('in). Finally there is a class of cases in which it has been
held that a suit against one member of the family must be
taken as a proceeding against the family rep~esented by
him, so that the decree binds them, and may be enforced
by execution against the shares of all (n) . . In a case
where several brothers were jointly interested in a tenure,
bu:t the manager alone was registered as the owner, and
he was sued for arrears of rent, and his right, title, and
interest was sold in execution, it was held that the whole
tenure passed to the purchaser. Garth, C. J., said:
"Where it is clear from the proceedings, that what is
sold, and intended to be sold, is the interest of the judgment-debtor only, the sale must be confined to that
interest, although the decree-holder might have sold the
whole tenure if he had taken propel' steps to do so, or
although the purchaser may have obtained possession of
the whole tenure under the sale. But if, I)n the other
hand, it appears that the judgment-debtor has been sued
as representing the ownership of the entire tenure, and
that the sale, although purporting to be of the right and
interest of the judgment-debtor only, was intended to be,
and in justice and equity ought to operate, as a sale of the
tenure,the whole tenure then must be considered as having
passed by the sale. And if the question is a doubtful one
on the face of the proceedings, or one part of the proceedings may appeal' inconsistent with another, the Court
must look to the substance of the matter, and not the
form 01' language of the proceedings" (0).
(m) HlL·,.i. Vilhal Y. JaJ}'a.m Vitlw1, 14 Bom., 097. alit" ~ 338. As t.o II ense
whf.'re the contl'cwt by the nuullLgel' did not pl'OIeRH to billll Hny ulle but hitll:-:el£,
Bee KOSI/?'i Y. Invrzlll'l'i, 26 llIlld., 74.
(II) 'Bissess",(' v. Lnt;111I1essIL)',6 !. ,\., 2B3; 5 C. L. R., 477 ; Deva v. RlLm
Manohn}', 2 All., 74G; I1lLm 8evak Y. l/lL,qnuiJa}', il All., 72; Rndhn Kishen v.
Bachh","al/, ibid., 118; Gn!!a. Y. Rajballsi, ·ibid., 191; Raml/w)'win v.Blwwalli,
F. E., ibill., 443; Hn'}'i Sa.mn Moil·/'(/. Y. Bhubal/eswa1'iDebi, 1" 1. A., 195; 8. C.,
16 Cal., 40; Eel/"" P"os1(nl/o Y. Y)'otab OhnndeT, 20 Cal., 11; NOl'end?'lL Nath v.

Bhll1'811(lm, 23 Cal., 374.
(0) Jeo L(d /:)illgh v. GIlI/,qa Pe?'Shad, 10 Cal., 996.100] ; Kombi v. Lakshmi,
5 Mad., 201,205.
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§ 851. It has been said that, where a debt is ancestral',
and property is sold to meet it, ,the purchaser is not bound'
to enquire whether the debt could have been met from
other sources (p). But, I imagine, this can only apply
where there is at all events an apparent necessity for the
sale. In the case where the rule was laid down, the Oourt
went on to say, "Nor is it indicated from what sources.it
would have been met." In a Bengal case, the Sudder
Oourt laid down nearly the opposite principle. They
said: "It may be shown that the ostensible object of the
loan was to payoff Government revenue, but, to render
such a loan binding upon those who had reversionary
interests upon the property, it must also be satisfactorily
proved that such loan was absolutely necessary from
failure of the resources of the estate itself, and was not
raised through the caprice or extravagance of the proprietor" (q). Here the law seems to be laid down rather
too strictly. The person who deals with the manager of a
joint family property has to consider the propriety and
necessity of the transaction in which he is engaged, not
merely the propriety and necessity of paying the debt
which is the pretext for the transaction. If the debt is
improper or unnecessary, and known to be so by the lender,
the transaction is, of course, invalid. If the payment of
the debt is proper and necessary, the transaction will
stIll be invalid, unless the lender has reasonable ground
for supposing that it cannot be met without his assistance.
The caprice or extravagance of the proprietor is only
material as showing, either that the object of the transaction was an improper one, or that the necessity for it was
non-existent.
Where it is once established that there was a debt
which ought to be paid, and which could not be paid
without a loan 01' sale, if the validity of the transaction is
disputed on the ground that the debt had previously been
(1') AJeyv. Gi"dhal'ee, 4 N.-W. P., 110.
(q) Da'lnoodlw7' v. BhYo Molw.pattlw, S. D. of 1858, 802.
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of a corporatIOn m w 10
.-'
l t
f Ma8ltl'vpatam, ll MIA
m,.·, 61\1 , 633;8,C"
Venkata v. Gol ee or q
('I' ) Gaval-y
(P' C) 61

b tl mere absence of his father
2 suth'nd ~ee 'a~!te'§ 33R, 346, , A SOil do~s not vrste',;' in the n;,tnltging ,:,emb,m',
(8),.t: tl e powers of alienatlOn or mor6t~ug~"
us to the powers of lthBllatlO~1
acqu,H
Hakmnchand, 10 Bam., 3 . • ~e
d
Kombi y, Lak8hmt,
Pa.hl an v, th Kamavan of a Malabar arwau,
possessed by K ell'
. v Na"a-yana, 9 Mad., 266.
5 Mad., 201; a tyam '
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~hares.

The famyy corporation remains 11nchanged, but'
Its members are m a continual state of flux. No one has
any share until partition, because until then it is impossible
to say what the share of each may be. It will be larger
one day, .when a member dies; smaller the next, when a
~l~mber IS bol'll (t).
The right of the members to a partIt~on. has be~n slowly and reluctantly admitted. But
thIS nght carnes with it the consequence of being cut off
fron: ~he .ben~fit~ of sharing in the family property, and
partIClpatmg 111 ItS future gains. If any member were
allo:ved, from tim~ to time, to sell his share in the joint
famIly ~l:operty, wIthout severing himself from the family
b! p~rtItIO~, he woul~ b.e securing the advantages of a
dIVIsIOn wIthout submIttmg to its inconveniences. He
would be benefiting himself by the exclusive appropriation
of a part of the property which had never become his.
He would be injuring the family by diminishing their
e~tate, and, at the same time, he would be retaining the .
l'Ight to profit by the fut.me gains of their industry. No
doubt tl~e amount so dIsposed of might be taken into
account m .the event of a subsequent partition. But the
rule~ of :a:mdu law contemplate the continuance of the
famIly ulllon, not its disruption. Until a partition took
place he would have been in a position of exceptional
ad~antage.
~t would be like the case of a partner who
claImed the rIght to withdraw his capital from the concern
at pleasure,
without withdrawing himself. Ev en b ef Ole
.
. .
Rights of.co:. partItIOn such alienations would be subversive of the f
'1
parcener III Jomt
alnl y
property.
syst~m.. That ~ystel11 assumes that each member of the
faml~y IS supplIed out of its funds in proportion to his
reqUlrements, ~s often. as they arise, the unspent balance
of each year bel~g carned over to the capital for the benefit
of all. ?here.Is no such thing as a system of individual
accountmg, WIth a ledger opened in the name of each
member, and a debiting to him of his expenses, and a
(t) ~eepe'r cll'riam, Sadaba.rt P"asad v. Foolbash Kooer 3 B L R (F B)
44; S. 0., 12 Suth. (F. B.), 1.
'
'"
• .,
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crediting of his proportion of the income. But if any
member were allowed to dispose of his share, such a
system would be necessary; and upon taking t~e annual
account, it might turn out that the amount of mcome to
which he was entitled was not sufficient to defray his
expenses. The anomaly would ~hen arise, that .31 member
of the undivided family would eIther not be entItled to be
maintained at all, or would be maintained as a matter of
charity, and not of right. Finally, the permission to
alienate without a partition would necessarily have the
effect of introducing strangers into the coparcenary,
without the consent of its members, and defeating the
right of survivorship, which they would otherwise possess.
Hia power of
§ 354. Of course, nothing is to be found in the earlier alienation.
writers upon the subject. They did not notice the point,
because such an occurrence did not present itself to their
minds at all. An alienation of family property, even with
the consent of all, was probably a very rare event. But
as property began more frequently to pass from hand to
hand, the circumstances which would justify an alienation
began to be defined. Vyasa says: "A single parcener
ought not, without the consent of his coparceners, to sell
01' give away immovable property of any sort, which the
family hold in coparcenary. But at a time of distress,
for the support of his household, and particularly for the
performance of religious duties, even a single coparcener
may give, mortgage or sell the immovable estate" (u).
Not, be it observed, his own share for his own private
benefit. 80 Narada mentions joint property among the
eight kinds of things that may not be given, though he
expressly authorizes divided brothers to dispose of their
shares as they like (v). And the author of the Vivada
Ckintmna'wi, while commenting on, and approving, these
texts, gives as his reason, "for none has any right over
(n) 1 Dig., 455; 2 Dig., 169.
(v) Narada, Pt. II, iv., § 4, 5;

Dacshll, ib., 110.

xiii.,

§ 42-43; (we.

Vrihaspati,

2

Dig.,

98;
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them accarding to. camman sense." He adds in another
pas~age: "What belangs to. many may be given with
theu' assent. J aint ancestral praperty may be given with
~o~h:!~diBPose the assent af all the heirs" (w). Prabably all these
passag~s referred to. the pawel's af the father 0.1' manager.
:r~e M.ltakshara and Mayukha in laying dawn the right af
alIenatIOn are evidently dealing with the case af the
father as representing the entire family (x). The idea af
any individual acting salely an his awn accal~nt daes not
seem to. have accurred to. them. The same view is laid
dawn unhesitatingly by Mr. W. MacN aghten. He says,
"A caparcener is prahibited fram dispasing af his awn
share of jaint ancestral praperty; and such an act where
the dactrine of the Mitakshara prevails (which does not
re?og~ize any several right until after partition, or on the
?rmClple of,faot'lt1n valet), would unquestianably be both
lll~g~l and mvalid" (y). On the other hand, Mr. Ellis,
wntmg of the Madras Presidency, thought a sale would'
be valid to the extent of the alienor's own share (.0').
Mr. Oolebro.oke seems to have been in much uncertainty
upon the POlllt: The result of his various opinions appears
to be, that a gIft by one co-heir of his own share would be
certainly invalid, and that a sale or mortgage would in
strictness b~ also illegal; but that in the latter case "equity
would reqmre redress to be afforded to the purchaser
by enforcing partition of the whole or of a sufficient por~
tion of it, so as to make amends to the purchaser out of
t~e vendor's share" (a). This opinion was adopted by
SU' Thomas Strange in his book, and acted on by him
from the Bench (b).

§ 355. It is' probable that the first inraad Upon the
strict law took place in enforcing debts by way of exe(w) Viva':h, Chintall1ani, pp. 72, 77.
(x) Mitakshul'a, i., 1, ~ 27,32; V. May., iv., 1, ~ 3, 5.
(!J) 1 W. MacN., 5.
(z) 2 Stl'tt. H. L., 350.
(a.) 2 Stra. H. L., 344, 349,433, 439.
(b) 1 8tl·a. H. L., 200,202; 8Cishachella v. RamCisamy 2 N C 234 [74J'
post § 357.
'
..,
,
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·
III strict log'ic , of caurse, what a man cannot do
cut IOn.
directly by way of sale, he ought not to be allowed to do
'd'nec tly through the interventian af
a decree-halc1er.
In
.
,
e
have
already
seen
that
the
Hmdu
law
But w
. ascnbed
great sanctity to. the o.bligation of a debt.' and-, m t.he case
father enabled h11n to defeat the nghts af hIS sons,
of a
,
.
. 11'
through the medium af his creditors, though It demec mn Sha1'e may be
seized in executhe power to do so by an express alienatia~ (§ ~O~). It tion.
would be a natural transition to. extend ~lllS prlll~Iple to
all coparceners, so far as to allow a credItor to ~81ze ~he .
interest of anyone in the joint property as a satIsfactIOn
of his separate debt. There are decisions in which it has
been held that even this cannot be allowed in cases under
the Mitakshara law (0). But the cantrary rule has been
repeatedly laid dawn in all ~he Presid.encies, and has been
recently affirmed by the Pnvy OauncIl. It may be taken
as settled that under a decree, against any individual
coparcener, for his separate debt, a c~edito~ ~ay,. during
the life of the debtor, seize and sell hIS unchvIded mterest
in the family property (cl). The decisions which show
that this cannot be dane after the death of the debtor,
have been already stated (§ 330). There may be greater
difficulty in determining how the right of the purchaser at
the sale under the decree is actually to be enforced. In
Bengal, where the caparcenel's hold in quasi-severalty,
each member has a right before partition to mark aut his
own share, and to hold it to the exclusion of the others.
Accardingly, it has been held that the purchaser at a Court Right of purchaser.
sale af the rights of one member is entitled to be put into
(,,) lYnn" 'I'ooUa'mlll v. TY"Znbilas, ]\ionis, 40; Bliyro Pe'J'.>i1a<i v. Basisto, 16
Sllth., 31.
Z
(d.) Yola.!londa v. Chei/.,ullb(l1·a., ;l1a<1: Dec. o~ 1~55, Q34; S.ubba?,<l//uLIi v.
GOl'ava.jj/l.lll., 11a(1. Dec. of 1060, 247; VWOSV0111?oV, A!lyasuamt, 1 Mild. H. C.,
47J' 17c/sudev v, Venkotesh, 10 Bam. H, C., liJ9; PO"l/(l",'a'lIg v. B7'oska?', 11
Bo;;, H. C., 7Q; Udanun Y. Ran", -iii .. 76; GOII"!' Pel'sltad v. 8lteoilee./~, 4
N.-W. P., 137;DeelldJla.1 Y • .lllfldeel), 4 I. A., 247; 8. C.. flCa~., 198; ovel'l'uJ11lg
.lug deep Y. Deenddal, ~2 B. L. R., 1?0; s. C., QO But.h:, 174;. T.en1c,ata,·a "~aJlyan
v. Venkata.sllb,·aman'a., J Mad .. H5S; SII'-a;} Bm/st EOe? '. Site? P1os!/ad,
6 I, A., 88; S, C., 5 CaL, 148; .lalli(/a1· Y. Ramlal, 4 CaL, 723; Bat N(l1'aln v.
Nownit, 4 (' a1., 809. The pUJ'chaHer does not become a coparcen~r.whose assent
is required to any fut.ure dealings with t!Hl property by the rema11111lg members.
BaZlabh v. Sunile,', 1 All., 429; Gam-a,] Y. Slzeoz01'e, 2 All., 898.
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physical possession even of a part of the family house ,: the
only remedy of the other members being to purchas~ the
rights of the debtor at the auction sale (e). But it is otherwise in cases under Mitakshara law, where no member
has a right, without express agreement, to say that any
specific portion is exclusively his. Oonsequently, the purchaser at a Oourt auction cannot claim to be put into
possession of any definite piece of property (j). As the
Judicial Oommittee said in one case, "No doubt can be
entertained that such a share is property, and that a decl'eeholder can reap it. It is specific, existing and definite;
but it is not properly the subject of seizure undel' this
particular process, but rather by process direct against the
owner of it, by seizure, or sequestration, 01' appointment
of a receiver" (g). In cases which have occurred in Bombay, the High Oourt has held that the only mode in which
the execution purchaser can enforce his rights is by a suit
for a partition of the debtor's share in tlw whole estate, to
which, of course, he must make all the members of the
family parties. In carrying out the decree for partition,
the Oourt will, as far as they can with regard to the interests of others, try to award to the purchaser any specific
portion which the debtor may have originally pledged,
mortgaged, 01' sold (h). The purchaser cannot sue for a
partition of part of the property only, because an account
of the whole estate must be taken, in order to see what
interest, if any, the debtor possesses (i). Where,however,
there is no dispute as to the share to which the execution
debtor is entitled, the process by which the creditor is put
in possession of that share need not extend to a partition
(el Ramtamoo Y. Ishn1'Chll'l1del', S D. of lG57 ]585' KOOI1WII'1' Y. Shalll~
Soo!lliu1'ee,:l Buth ..(Mis,), 80; Eohall 0111111 d87 , Y Nt/lid 'Ooolllm', tl Buth., 239.
If i Kalee Y. 0lwdun. 22 Buth., 214; KaU,llHt Y. Veukateslt, 2 Bam, fi76,
(1/) Byad Tlljf'lIzzool \', Rng/wonath, 14 M. 1. A., 50.
(/I.) ~ee U, Ot1,,,e where, predous to the croditor's suit, it- partitioll hall taken
plcwe, III WhIch the property 1l101'tgagAc1 hl.td been assigned to a,Hother 11181Ube1' of
the family. Hem Ohll'l1der Y. T/",ko Moul, 20 ClI" 533; A1IIoia k Y. Ohalldan,
24 All., 488.
(i) Pandwl'{I'IIfl y, Bhaskar, 11 BOIll, H, C., 72; Udm'am Y. Ran//.. ib., 76;
Nal'Cfya,n y. RaJm'mn, 28 B m., 201; a(la. Lall Jha y, Jl{]lIa, 22 Suth., 116;
Jallula1' Y. Ramlnl, 4. CaL, 723; M((.1·uti Y. Ltlnaltanil. 6 Bom" 564; Venlta,ta1'allW Y. Mee1'a Laba,~, 13 ilhl1., 275; Palaniko/HI1I v. Mal'akol1nn, 20 l\fad., 243.
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between the other members of the family, unless they
desire it (k). On the 'other hand, even prior to partition,
the purchaser of the interests of on~ coparcener is a te~ant
in common with the others. Therefore, if he has got mto
possession of what was formerly. enjoyed by the debtor,
the other members cannot treat h11n as a mere tresp:"Bser.
If they are willmg to continue the tenancy in com111on,
they may compel him so to enjoy his share as not to
interfere with a similar enjoyment by themselves. If they
object to the tenancy 111 common, they must sue for a
partition (l).
Oonflict of au& 356. The step from holding that the share of one thority o.s to voluntary
m:mber can be sold under a decree, to holding that he ation, alienca~ sell it himself, is such an easy one, that it is surprising
that those who admit t.he fonner right should deny the
other. Yet it will be found that it is denied by the High
Oourts of Bengal and tho North-West Provinces, while it
is admitted by the High Oourts of Madras and Bombay.
Bengal.
The reason appears to be that in Bengal the right of even
an execution creditor was originally not admitted. It
was denied in 1871 in a decision which was not appealed
against (1n), and was only finally established by. ~he
Privy Oouncil in an appeal which reversed a later de.ClslO~
of 1873 (n).Oonsequently, an unbroken CUl'rent of deClsions maintained a practice in conformity with the theory.
In Madras and Bombay the earlier decisions negatived
the rio'ht of a coparcener to alien his share. But the
right ~f the execution creditor was admitted, an~ therefore the analogous right of the coparcener was ultImately
recognized. As the question may still be treated as uncertain, it will be advisable to show rather fully what the
state of the authorities really is.
(k) Mlll'a"TaO Y. 8ifa1'alll, 23 Bom" 1 8 4 . "
\1) iJ£ahnbalnyn v. Tlm,,!/(/, 12 Bom, H. 0." 13S; !3abap Y. Vaslldev, 1 Bom.,
\'15' Kalla'l'a y, Venkalesh, 2 Bom" 676; Patti Har! Y. Haka.>nahand, 10 Bam.

363. See post ~ 498.
(m) Bh.l/1·O Pershnd, Y. Ba,sisto, 16 Suth:, 31.,
(n D3el1ilya,l y, Jnlldeel', ! 1. A., M7; o. C., 3 CaL, 198.
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§ 357. The earliest case actually decided in Madras was
one before Sir Thomas Strange in 1813. There, one of
two undivided brothers had mortgaged family property
for his private pmposes. A suit was first brought by the
other brothel' to declare that the mortgage was not
binding upon his share of the property. In this suit an
account and partition was decreed. A cross suit was
brought by the mortgagee against both brothers for pay- '
ment and sale of the property mortgaged. The decree
was that the suit should be dismissed against the second
brothel', that the share of the mortgagor should be held
bound for payment of whatever was due upon the mortgage,
but that no part of the property comprised in the bond
and mortgage should be sold, until the account and partition directed under the original decree was completed.
These proceedings were submitted to Ml'. Oolebrooke,
and were approved of by him, subject to a doubt whether
the charge was valid even for the share of the alienor (0).
In a case in 1853 the Madras Sudder Oomt appears to
have held a sale by one of several members to be valid for
his share, even without a partition (p). On the other
hand, the opinion of a pundit of the Tellichel'l'Y Oomt is
recorded, which supports the doubt expressed by Mr.
Oolebrooke. In reply to a question, "Oan one of an
undivided family, consisting of two only, dispose of half the
property, leaving his coparcener's moiety unilisturbed '? "
he answered: "It is stated in the text of Narada that it
is necessary that a division should be previously made,
with the concmrence of all the members; wherefore the
disposing to the extent of one's share at discretion is not
legal" (q). This principle was followed by the Sudder
Oourt in three cases in 1859 and 1860, when they held that
a sale by an undivided member was not vaild, even within
the limits of his individual share, unless made under
emergent circumstances (1').
Ba7l1asmny v, Sashachella, 2 N, C., 234, 240 [74J.
(I') Ohinnapi,el v. Ohocken"MRd, Dec, of 1853,2;10.
(q) 2 Stra. H. L.,. 451.
(,.) Bomkultt v, Kallatul'a."1JflJn, Mad. Dec. of 11)59, 270; ~allokasabha.2ya v.
Seslwchella, Mad. Dec. of 1860, 17; SWnaaTO v. Tega"'a;}a, 2b., 67.
(0)
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Sanction by
358. In this state of things the question came befOl~e High
Court ot
th! High Oomt of Madras. One of two brothers, members Madras.
'vided family had mortgaged one of two houses
of an un dl
.,
1.
h' h formed part of the family property, for lIS own
W 1C
personaI debt . He was then sued in an action
. for .damages
for a tort, and judgment was reco,:,ered agalllst l~lm. ,':1'he
. d ment-creditor took out executlOn, and, under a wnt .of
~
the Sheriff seized and s?ld the debtor's int~rest ,I~
the mortgaged house and also III anot.her. The purchaser
sued both brothers to recover possesslOn. Seotlm.Ld, 0. J.,
decided that both the mortgage and th.e executlOn stood
on the same footing; that each was valIc1 to the extent of
the alienor's share, and that " Wha~ the 'purcha~er or
execution creditor of the coparcener IS entItled to IS the
share to which, if a partition took place, the coparcener
· nself would be inc1ividually entitlec1, the amount of such
h 11
share, of course, depending upon the state ofthe f~ml'1 y "()
s.
This decision has since been treated as the rullllg authority in Madras, anc1 has been re~eatedl.y foll.owed (t!. And
the Oourt enjoined a father agalllst ahenatlllg m.ore than
his share of the unc1ivided property, but refusec1 to lllterfere
with alienations which appeared to be within his sh~re (on).
In all these cases the transaction was enforced dUl'lng the Extent of power ..
life of the alienor, anc1 the principle was stated t~ ~e, that
as the alienor could himself have obtained a partItIOn, the
Oourt would compel him" to give to his ~reditor all .the
remedies to which he would himself be entItled as agalllst
the object matter of his agreement" (v). T~e sam.e
ruling was applied where a partition h.ad becom~ 1mpossIble by death. There, a father had gIVen a portIOn of the

l\

Jct.,

(s) TfiTasvalll·i v. A!lyosvall1:i, 1 M,lCl. II, C" 471; ace. Tr,msfcr of, Property
Act (IV of IS,\')')' ~ 44. But, 11 the t.ransleree of " "hMB of It dw~lIJl1g.hous~
belonging to Illl llndiviclec1 fiUnily i~ lL strHnger, he WIll not be entItled to (I..11J
'oint POSR8ssioll or enjoyment of sHch house.
,
.
:
,
J (t) PHdda "'nthlllat!! y. Timlna Beeldu, 21\'[,.<1. H .. C., 270, Palalg.vef.~}Jp~,y~
MannaI'll, Ib" 416; Rn!lnc7la,.Z", Y. Yenkat""lImal~lIlh, 4 llLlrl. H .. ". ,. ) 0,
illstttl1Ce on8 of Fl8v81'al cOptlr('ellen~ lllay rellounce IllS sh.are Ul fav<;nll o~ tlllot .:~t·
Pecldal!I;" 1'. Balnalillgam, 11 iii",)., ·106. No such r1ght ~f Rben[ttlOn mos
nuder'MaLtblU' litw, '~Thel'e no vartition is allowed. Eya'}'/; y, Pllttanlla, ]

1

Mad.,38.
M d J
251
(II) Kanttkw'ty v. Yenenia,·am.aas.;, 4 1'" ,ur.,
.
(v) 2 ll'lttd. H. C., 417.
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property which was less than half of the whole to his \wife
by a registered deed followed oy possession. After hi~
death, his only son sued to set it aside. The Oourt refused
even to listen to discussion as to the father's power to
make such a gift; " because the law is quite settled that
a Hindu can make a gift to the extent of his power, and
in this case the deceased has done no more than that" (w).
This case has, however, been overruled on the principl~
that the equity to enforce a partition which exists in
favour of a purchaser for value cannot arise in favour of a
mere donee (x). On the other hand, the High Oourt held
that no coparcener could give his alienee a title to any
specific portion of the joint property, even though such
portion was less than his share. Each coparcener had an
undivided share in every part of the property, and all that
any member could sell was his interest in that part (y).
~ 359. The above decisions were all passed before that
given by the Full Bench in Bengal, which will be men-·
tioned hereafter (§ 363). The same point, however, arose
again after that decision. The question was, whether a
devise by a father of ancestral immovable property was
valid as against his only son. It was contended: first,
that the father conld, during his life, have given away his
cJhare of the family property; secondly, that his devise was
valid to the same extent as his gift would have been. The
Oourt admitted the first proposition, but denied the
second. After referring to the view taken by the High
Oourt of Bengal that no one could assign his share until it
was ascertained by a partition, the Oourt said: " If by the
word' share' is intended specific share, the argument is,
of course, valid, that a coparcener cannot, before partition,
convey his share to another, because before partition it
cannot be ascertained what it is. It is equaHy the law in
(w) Vencatapathy Y. Lutchmee, 6 iliad .. j ur., 215.
(x) Baba Y. Tim""", 7 Mad., 057; POlIlIllsmni v. ,['hatlw, 9 iVI[td., 273;
R",,!anna Y. Venkata, 11 iliad., 246; Rattala liunganatham v. PuZioat Ra1na.sa"", 27 Alad., 162.
(y) Venkatachella Y. Chinnaiya, 5 Mad. H. C., 196.
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Madras that a coparcener canno~, before ~art~tion, co~~ey
a as his interest, any speClfic portIOn of the ]omt
aw y,
1''<:
.
.
property. Oonsidered in this li.ght, the ( If~cultles WhICh
The
h av e influenced the Oalcutta HIgh Oourt
. dISappear.
.
person in whose favol1l' a conveyance IS m~~e of a coparcen er's interest takes .what may, on a partItIOn, be found
to be the interest of the coparcener. What he so takes
. at the moment of taking, and until
and
IS,
. ascertained
.
severed, subject to the same fluctuatIOns as It would be
subject to, if it continued to subsist as the .interest of the
coparcener. But it can, at the propel' perIOd, be ascertained without difficulty, and there appears to be no reason,
either derived from the Hindu law current in this Presidency, 01' founded upon general principles, for saying
that such an interest is inalienable. vVith regard to the
third question, we are of opinion that the will in the case
refened to cannot take effect. At the moment of death,
the right of survivorship is in conflict with the right by
devise. Then the title by survivorship, being the prior title,
takes precedence to the exclusion of that by devise" (z).
§ 360. In Bombay the decisions have taken very much
the same course as in Madras. The earlier cases appear
to be opposed to the right of alienation by a coparcener,
and it has been laid down that a sale or mortgage by
one of two undivided brothers was invalid, evenfOl' his
own share of the undivided property (a.). "In subsequent cases it appears that the Bombay Sudder Adawlut,
although holding that the purchaser of the share of a
parcener in Hindu family property cannot before partition
sue for possession of any particular part of that property,
or predicate that it belongs to him exclusively, yet was of
opinion that he may maintain a suit for partition, and
thus obtain the share which he has purchased" (b). The
(z) Vitla Butten Y. Yamenamm{L, 8 Mad. H. C., 6.
(a) BlLl/ojee Y. Vel/Tcapa, Bam. Sel. Rep., 216; BaJee v. Pmulwrwng, Morris,
Pt. II, \l3 But lOe" the ('.!twah in Bam. Sel. Rep., 41l, which 8eem" to Rdmit
the right.
.
(b) Per curiam, Vasu,zev Y. Venk{Ltesh, 10 Bom. H. C., p. 156, where the
cases lue cited.

Bombay
decisions.

Co-heir may sell'
his share.
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Supreme Court, and subsequently the High OOl~rt,
recognized the right of an undivided member to sell or
mortgage his undivided share, and the usage that he
should do so. The whole of the previous cases are collected in an elaborate judgment pronounced by TYestropp,
C. J., in 1873 (c). He admitted that the strict law of the
Mitakshara, and the usage following it in Mithila and
Benares, was in accordance with the law laid down by the
Full Oourt of Bengal, but stated that the opposite practice
had prevfLiled in Western India. He concluded his review
of the authorities by saying: "On the principle stare
decisis, which induced Sir Barnes Peacock and his colleaglles strictly to adhere to the anti-alienation doctrine of
the Mitakshara in the provinces subject to their jurisdiction where the authority of that treatise prevails, we, at
this side of India, find ourselves compelled to depart fl:om
that doctrine, so far as it denies the right of a Hindu
parcener, for valuable consideration, to sell, incumber, 01'
otherwise alien his share in undivided family property.
The foregoing authorities lead us to the conclusion that it
must be regarded as the settled law of this Presidency,·
not only that one of several coparceners in a Hindu family
may, before partition, and without the assent of his coparceners, sell, mortgage, 01' otherwise alien, for valuable
consideration, his share in the undivided family estate,
movable 01' immovable, but also that such a share may be
taken in execution under a judgment against him at the
suit of his personal creditor. Were we to hold otherwise,
we should undermine many titles which rest upon the
course of decision, that, for a long period of time, the
Oourts at this side of India have steadily taken. Stability
01 decision is, in our estimation, of far greater importance
than a deviation from the special doctrine of the Mitakshara upon the right of alienation."
The mode in which the Bombay Oourt enforces this
(e) Vasuclev Y. Ven7catesh, 10 Bom. H. C., 139, followed Fa7cimpc~ Y. Ohanapa,
ib., 16:2 (F. B.) j Rangaya'"a Y. Ganapabhatta., 15 Bom., 673.
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. ht IS
. by a decree for an account and partition, as
rIg
already sta.te d (cl).
· h 0 om.'
·t I10 wever , whl'le Gift
or devise
§ 361. The Bomb ay H Ig
invalid .
.' g tIle rig'hts of a I)urchaser for value, .show
favourm
.. no
. d I . nce to a volunteer' they hold that an undIVIded
ln u ge
"..
.
f
. ner cannot make a gIft of Ius share, oe chspose 0
~oIb)arce'll (e)' . In both I)oints thevJ
agree with the High
It Y WI
.
Oourt of Madras, no doubt on the groun~ that 111 the case
of a gift there is no equity up?n whICh a decre~ for
partition would depend .. The HIgh Court, howeve~, put
their decision upon the slluple ground that they were not
·
d to carrv the assiO'nability of the slmre of a
dlSpose
v
~
' .
1
coparcener in undividecl famIly property any farther t Ian
they felt compelled to do by the precedents refened to:
the traditions of the Supreme Oourt and Sudder
an d by
..
I
N 0 deClslOl~ ~as
Adawlut in the Bombay Presidency
as yet been given by the Privy Oouncil as to the vahd.lt y.
f gift of his shaee by a coparcener, though the leanmg
~f :heir Lordships' lllinds seems, rather to be against it (g).
, 31'~ If as the Oourts of Madras and Bombay lay Extent of sl~ared
~
l).<J.
,
how ascertame .
down, the rights of a purchaser from a coparcener can o~ly
be worked out by means of a partition, a further questIOn
arises, what date lllUSt be taken as fixing the al~ount of
interest he possesses in the family property? For mstance,
suppose one of two brothers grants a lllortgage upon the
family property for his own private benefit, and the transaction runS on until after three more brothers are born, and
the father is dead, and then the creditor sues to enforce
his claim-has he a lien upon one-third of the property,
which was the interest of his debtor at the time of the
mortgage, or only upon one-fifth, which is his interest at
the time of suit? The latter view has been taken by the

(j!.

~

--------------------(d) Ante ~ 355.
)
. T k "
• R
(e) Gangnbai Y. Ramamw, 3 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J. , 66, It ,aj aiR" 'C' a7~"·
B
II
C
(A
C
J)
249'
Udaj'am
v.
Ran1~,
11
Bom.
.
.,
,
C 7:a·n d j'a, 6
om. . .
. . ."
l
B
19 Bom 803
Vl'a ndavandas v. Yamuna., 12 Bom. H. C., 229 j Ka It Y. aSlb,.
.,.
(f) 12 Bom. H. C., 231.
7~ A 195 S 0 5B
(iJ) See pel' clwiam, Llt!cshman v. Ramehancl1-a, 1..,
j.., om., 48 .
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Contral'Y doctrine in Bengal
and N,·W. Provinces.

Madras High Court (h). In a later case where the same
question arose, but did not require decision, Bhc(shyem
Iyengar, J" dissented from this view, and stated that
both on principle and in accordance with previous dicta
of the Privy Council, a member of an undivided Hindu'
family under the lVIitakshara law as administered in
Madras, had a right to alienate the interest which he
possessed at the time of alienation, and that it was this
amount of interest which the alienee had a right to
obtain by subsequent suit, and that such interest would
neither be diminished by an increase nor increased by a
diminution in the number of co-sharers (i). Both in
Madras and in Bombay it is settled that an actual
alienation for value is enforceable to the same extent by
suit after the death of the alienor as it would have
been bv suit during his life (k). A contrary decision of
the P~'ivy Council in the case of Madho PeJ'8hacl v.
Mehl'bnn Hingh (l) in a case from Oudh restAd on the
expres~ ground that it was governed by the rule of the
Court of Bengal, which holds that under Mitakshara law
all alienations of his share by a member of an undivided
family are invalid.
§ 363. When we come to the Bengal Courts, and that
of the North-West Provinces, there is a complete
unanimity in affirming the early doctrine. In a Mithila
case which was twice referred to the pundits, on account
of a suspicion of the integrity of one of them, they
pronounced, "that a gift of joint undivided property,
whether real 01' personal, was not valid, even to the
extent of the donor's share; for property cannot be sold
or given away until it is defined and ascertained, which
cannot be done without a division" (m). The same
(h) ReJ/gasa>~"i v, K1'ish1wlja1~, 14 ;\1a<1., 408.
(i) Ai·lJYaga.n v, A!yyagan, 2b Macl., 690, p. 716.
(k) A iam~7a. y, RengasG1?d, 7 M."cl., 588.. p. ;;90; Ren.qasami v. K.1·ishna~Ija.>I.,
1<1 Macl., 408; Aiyyagan Y • ./1-!yyaga.1·'" 25 Mad., 690; GU'I'1thn,qa.ppa. v.
Nandappa., 21 Born .. 797, p. 806.
(l) 171. A., 194; S. C., Hl Cal., 157.
(ml Nllnd1'am Y. K(/shee, 3 S. D., 232 (310); S. C., 1 Mor., 17; confirmecl,
4 S. D., 70 (89).

point was expressly decided in other qases from the san~e
district (n). And exactly the same rule was acted on m
cases from other districts, which were governed by the
Mitakshara (0). In 1869 the question was referred to a
Full Bench of the High Court of Bengal in consequence
f some conflicting decisions of the High Courts of Madras
~nd Bombay. The whole of the previous decisions and the
Native texts were elaborately examined, and the Court
replied .that in cases governed by Mitakshara law~ one
sharer had no authority, without the consent of hIS ~o
sharers, to dispose of his undivided share, in order to raISe
money on his own account, and not for the benefit of the
family. The Court stated that an opposite conclusion
could only be arrived at, " by over-ruling that current of
authorities by which, for nearly half a century, the law
appears to have been settled, and in accordance with the
principles of which it appears to ha:e be~n generally
understood and acted upon" (p). ThlS rulmg has been
affirmed by the Privy Oouncil as regards B~ngal, Oudh,
and the North- West Provinces (q). One jomt member
may surrender his interest to the whole coparcena~y, but
he cannot transfer it to any single member for hlS own
benefit (1').
(n) Sheo Ohu'm y. J"mmun, 6 S. D., 176 (214); Sheo Suhaye y .. Snekishen,
7 S. D., 105 (123); Mt. Boopna \'. Ra.y Reotee, S. D. of ItJ53, 344; hvan \'. Rmn
Govind, 5 S. D., 163 (193).
(0) Sheo SU1TWI1 v. Shea Sohai, 4 S. D., 158 (201), see note; Oo~seraty. SJ/dabm·t, 3 Suth., 210. See decisions of the Court of the N.-W. P. Clted, Sada.bG1·t
Pmsa(l y. Foolbash Kooe1', 3 B. L. R. (F. B.), p. 42; S: ~., 12 Suth. (F, B.), 1;
and LaUi Rita?' v Ganga., 7 N.- \v. P., 277 .. These cleClslOns h[l,.v~ been recently
approved,mcl followed by the Allahabad HIgh Court. Oha.mazh y. Ram P1'a.sad, 2 All., 267; Ra.m.al1(;nd Y. Gobind Si.ngh, 5 All., 3R~. That C:0urt, h?wever,
seems to holcl that a member of the family who ha" allenatec1l11s.own mterest
cannot object to a similar alienation by another member. Ga.111·aJ v, Sheozore,
2 All., 898.
) 31
S C
(p) Sadaba?·t P1'asad v. Foolbash Kooe1', 3 B. L. R. (F. B.,
; . .,
12 Suth. (F. B ), 1.
(q) Nathu v. Ohadi, 4 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 15.; S. C., 12 Suth.,
wb

4±?;

nomine, Nllthoo v. Ohedee; Ha.un)}wn v. Baboo Kwhen, 8 B. L. R., 358, S. C.,
15 Suth. (F. B.), 6; sub nomine, HOl1oomnn ": Bhagbllt; Phoolbas Kooer y.
lia.ll Jaggess1l1', 14 Suth., 340; S. C. on reY18W, 18 Sut,h., 48; reversed on
another point, 3 1. A., 7; S. C., 1 Cal., 226; S. C., 25 Suth., 285; Bu:,see Lall
v. Sha(ikh AoZndh, 22 Buth., 552; OImnder Oooma?' v. Bm'bans Sa.hm, 16 Cal.,
137; Ma(/ho Pm'shad v. MeM·ba.n Sil1gh, 171. A., 194; S. C., 18 C,,:I., 1~7;
BaZgobinil Das y. Namin Lal, 20 1. A., 116; S, C., 15 All., 339; Bhagt1'a.th~y.
Sheobhik, 20 All., 325.
(1') Ohanda?' Kishore y. Dml1pat, 16 All" 369.
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§ 364. Even in Bengal, however, and since the Full
Bench decision, the Court has dealt with the equities of
the parties in a manner which, under certain circumstances, brings about exactly the same result as is worked
out by the Madras and Bombay doctrine (8). In that case,
the second defendant, who was father and manager of a
family governed by the Mitakshara, mortgaged the family
property
to the first defendant for a purpose not leoallv
.
.
b
JustIfiable. The elder son sued on his own behalf, and on
that of a minor son, to set aside the deed. The Court
found that the plaintiff had assented to the transaction
consequently only the interest of the minor was concerned:
It did not appeal' that he had been in any way benefited.
The Court, after observing that the result of setting aside
the sale unconditionally woulc1 be "that the property, on
going back, will come to be enjoyed by the joint family as
it was before the mortgage anc1 sale; and of necessity, by
virtue of the provisions of the Mitakshara law, willretul'l1 .
to the management of the very man (seconc1 defendant)
who obtained Rs. 3,000 from the first defendant on the
pretendec1 security afforded by the mortgage, which did
not seem to accorc1 very well with equity and gooc1 conscience" ; also that the Full Bench decision, which settled
[0 B. L. R., (F. B.). 31; S. C., 12 Suth. (F. B.), 1J that
such a deed might be set aside, refrained from saying on
what terms such relief was to be granted, proceeded to
point out that the father might, at any moment, claim a
partition. "And plainly the first defendant is in equity
entitled as against the father to insist upon his calling his
share into being, and realising it for their benefit. He
obtained their money by representing that he had a power
v

enforced by
partition.

(s) Mahabe6l' Pej'sad Y. Rmnya.,z, 12 B. L. R., 90; S. C., 20 Sllbh., 192; lolld.
Jam.una Pej'shll,z Y. Ganga Pe1'sllad, 19 (;,,1., 401. See Uda1·a.'In 1'. Rail'/{.,
11 Bam. H. C., 76. In no case cem ttuy right to set aside a s>tle UpOll ttl1y terms
be enforced, where the member who claims the right is under 'tny disability
IVhic~l would be tt bar to a suit by himself for partition. Ram Sallye Y. Lalla
La.lJee, tl Cal., 149; Rain 8,oon.(/e1' Y. Ra.m Sahye,. ·ibid., 919. Such a right is
perosnal, ttnd does not SUrYlVe III favour of the heIr of a person who has C0111m8l;ced a suit to set aside t\n alieuation, and then died. Padandh Sin.qh v.
RG;]lt'1'a'ln,4 All., 235.
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to charge the joint family property, which he knew at the
time he did not possess: he is, therefore, at least bound to
make good to them that representation, so far as he can,
by the exercise of such proprietary right oV,er the same
property as he individually possesses. SubstantIally
the same reasoning applies to the eldest son (plaintiff),
who aided his father in effecting the mortgage. On the
whole, then, we are of opinion that a decree ought to be
aiven to the plaintiffs to the effect that the property be
;ecovered by the plaintiffs for the joint family, but that
this decree must be accompanied by a declaration that on
recovery, the property be held and enjoyed by the family
in defined shares, v·iz., one-third belonging to the father
(second defendant), one-third to the eldest son (the plaintiff), and one-third to the second son, a minor; and that
it be [11so declared that the shares of the father and of the
eldest son be jointly and severally subject to the lien
thereon of the first defendant for the repayment of the
sum of Rs. 3,000 advanced by the first defendant to the
second defendant, anc1 interest thereon at six pel' cent.
from the c1ate of the loan until repayment."
Upon this decision the Judicial Committee remarked (t), J udieial Committee.
"There appears to be little substantially different between the law thus enunciated and that whieh has been
established at Madras and Bombay; except that the application of the former may depend upon the view the
Judges may take of the equities of the particular case;
whereas the latter establishes a broad and general rule
defining the right of the creditor." In no case, however,
can such an equity be enforced where the coparcener who
made the alienation is dead. Imm8diately on this event
his share passes by sUl'vivorship to persons who are not
liable for the debts and obligations of the deceased (7t).
§ 365. The remedies possessed by one member of a Remedies
against aliellfamily against alienations made by another member, ation.
(t) Deenclyal Y. J"'gdeeZJ, 4 1. A., 2?fi; S. C., 3 Cal., 198.
(n) Ma(lho Pe1's/zad Y. 1lielwban Hmgh, 17 1. A., 194; S. C., 18 Oal., 157.
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depend, of course, upon the view taken by the Oo~U'ts of
the validity of such alienations. According to the law
administered in Madras and Bombay, such alienations,
whatever they may profess to convey, are valid to the
extent of the alienor's own interest in the property.
Hence, no suit could be maintained for the absolute cancelment of such an alienation, still less for recovery of the
whole property, on the ground that the illegal alienation
by the father or other member had given the plaintiff the
right to seek possession for himself. But when the alienee
takes exclusive possession of any specific portion of the
joint property, he will be liable to be turned out at the
suit of the other coparceners ; for till partition each has an
undivided interest in the whole, and, of course, the vendee
claiming under one co-sharer, cannot be in a better position than the person under whom he claims (v). And
even where there has been no dispossession; if one member of an undivided family has, by gift, mortgage, alienation, .
01' devise, disposed of the family property to a greater
extent than the law entitles him to do, the other members
have a right to have the transaction declared illegal, and
set aside so far as it is illegal (w). And in such a suit the
alienation would be set aside, wholly 01' in part, according
as the doctrine of Bengal or Madras and Bombay was
held to govern the case. A j01·tiol"i, a sale which was an
absolute fraud upon the family, and known by the purchaser to be such, would be rescinded by all the Oourts
as the equity by means of which it can be worked out:
would absolutely fail (x).
Not forfeiture.

Even according to the rules laid down by the Bengal
Courts, a son is not entitled upon proof of alienation by
(v) Venkataohella v. Ohinnuiya, 5 Mad, H. C., 166, ante § 299,
(w) Kanuklwty v. Venkata,'amdass, 4 Mad. Jur., 251; Kanth Namin v.
Pre'IL Lr:ll, 3 Suth" 102; Raja, Ram Tewa,'y Y. Luoh-lnun, 8 Suth,. 16; Retoo
v. LaliJee, 24 Suth., 399; Olvmna Sunyasi v. Su,-iya, 5 Mad., 196. As to
declaratory decrees, see Do,·asin.qa v. Katama Naohia,', 2 1. A" 169; S. C,' 15
B. L, R., 83; S. C., 23 Suth., 314. As to the period of limitation, see Act XV
of 1877, S~J,ted. If, § 126; Raja Ra,n Tewa?'y Y. L'llch?n'll?t Pm'shad, 'tb sup.
(tV) RavJ~ Y. Gangadhwl'bhat, 4 Born" 29; Saclashiv v. Dhakubai, 5 Born., 450.
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hIS father, to apply to have his own name substituted on
the registry in place of his father's name, and to have his
own exclusive possession and ownership decreed, in place
of that previously existing in the head of the' family (y).
But he is entitled to sue for possession of the whole property on behalf of the undivided family, although that
whole includes the share of the person who makes the
alienation, leaving the purchaser to take proceedings to
ascertain that share by partition (z).
§ 366. It does not, however, follow that any member
of the family can set aside such alienations unconditionally.
The rule is that the party setting aside the sale must
make good to the purchaser the amount he has paid, so
far as that amount has benefited himself, either by entering
into the joint assets, or from having been applied in paying off charges upon the property which would have been
a lien upon it in his hands (a). In the leading case in
Bengal (b) the following question was referred to a Full
Bench Oourt, " Whether under the Mitakshara law, a son
who l'ecovers his ancestral estate from a purchaser from
the father, on proof that there was no such necessity as
would legalise the sale, and that he never acquiesced in
the alienation, is bound in equity to refund the purchase
money before recovering possession of the alienated property?" Peacock, O. J., replied that" in the absence of
proof of circumstances which would give the purchaser an
equitable right to compel a refund from the son, the
latter would be entitled to recover without refunding the
(y) Ohutter v. Bikaoo, S. D. of HloO, 292; Kanth Narain v, Prem Lall,
3 Suth" 102. See C!Lses ill N.-W. p, cited, LalU lilla?' v. Ganga, 7 N,-'V. P.,
277.
(z) Bann/luu> v. Baboo Kishen, 8 B. L. R., 358; S. C., 15 Suth. (F. B.), 6;
Decnclyal v. Jllgdeep Namin, 41. A., 247; ti. C.,::I C,tl., 19B; Hm'dey Na·ra·in v.
Rooder Perkash, 111. A., 26; S. C., 10 Cal., 626, See as to the right of anyone
to SUe in respect of his own share, Phoolbas J(OOB?' Y. Lalla Jnggessnr, 18
Suth.,4b.
(II) See however Mctl'appa v. Rangasami, 23 J\'Iad., 89.
(b) Modhoo V. Kolhu?', B. L. R. Sup. Vol., 10LS; S, C., 9 Suth" 511, followed
in Hanuman v. Baboo Kishen, 8 B. L. R" 358; S. C., 15 Suth. (F. B,), 6; Makuncl-i Y. Sa?'Ubsukh, 6 All., 417; Tejpal v. Ganga, 25 All., 59; .lfoulvie
Mahomecl Shumsool Y. S"ewuttl'am, 2 1. A.,7, p. 17; Ajit Singh v. Bijai
Bahadwr, 11 1. A" 211; cf. Wenlock v. River Dee Go" 19 Q. B. D., 155,
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purchase money 01' any part of it. ,We ought to add that if
it is proved to the satisfaction of the Oourt that the
purchase money was carried to the assets of the joint
estate, and that the son had the benefit of his share of it
he could not recover his share of the estate without
refunding his share of the purchase money; so if it should
be proved that the sale was effected for the purpose of
paying off a valid incumbrance on the estate which was
binding upon the son, and the purchase money was employed in freeing the estate from the incumbrance, the
purchaser would be entitled to stand in the place of the
incumbrancer, notwithstanding the incumbrance might be
such that the incumbrancer could not have compelled the
immediate discharge of it; and that the decree for the
recovery by the son of the ancestral property, 01' of his
share of it, as the case might be, would be good; but
should be subject to such right of the purchaser to stand
in the place of the incumbrancer. It appears to me, however, that the onus lies upon the defendant to show that
the purchase money was so applied. I do not concur
with the decision which has been referred to (0), in
which it is said that "in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, it must be assumed that the price received by
the father becanle a part of the assets of the joint family."
If the father was not entitled to raise the money by sale
of the estate, and the son is entitled to set aside that sale ,
the mvns lies on the person who contends that the son is
bound to refund the purchase money before he can recover
the estate, to show that the son had the benefit of his
share of that purchase money. If it should appeal' that
h~ consented to take the benefit of the purchase money
WIth a knowledge of the facts, jt would be evidence of
his acquiescence in the sale" (cl).
Where the suit is brought, not by a member of the
family to set aside a sale 01' mortgage, but by the alienee
(e) Muddun Gopal v. Ram Bllksh, 6 Suth., 71.
(d) Ace. Gangabai v. Vwmanaji, 2 limn, R. C., 318.
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who has taken a title which his alienor had no power to
grant, he cannot enforce it against any member of the
family who is entitled to dispute the act of that alienor.
Nor can he obtain a decree with a condition annexed, that
it is only to be executed in case the defendant fails to make
him compensation. His claim for compensation, if he has
any, must be founded on special equities arising from
circumstances applicable to the persons from whom
compensation is claimed (e).
§ 3(37. 'rhe doctrine laid down by the High Oourt of Alienation by
, the a b ove case IS
.stll
' 1 gOOCl~ Iaw were
h
h l'1en- father,
Bengal 111
tea
ation is made by a coparcener other than a father, and is
complained of by coparceners who are not his sons. But
under the actual facts of that case, and since the decision
in Gi1'CZhal'i LetZZ v. Kantoo LctZZ (§ 309), the ruling to
be applied would now be different. If the alienation were
made for an antecedent debt, it would be absolutely
binding on the sons. If it were not made for an antecedent
debt the sons could only set it aside on pa)Ting the full
purchase rnoney, this being a debt for which their father
would be liable to the purchaser as for failure of consideration on the sale being cancelled, and for which in
consequence they and their share of the property would be
ultimately responsible. If the property sold was not more
than would fall to the father on part,ition, it would be
open to the Oourt to award it at once to the purchaser as
'his share, free of all claims and equities from the sons (j).
§ 3(38. vVhen the sale was made to discharge the personal for personal
<1ebt of coheir j
debt of the alienor, it was considered that there was no
equit~T to refund the purchase money, on setting aside the
sale. N or did it make any difference that the defendant
was an innocent purchaser for value at an auction. He
had every opportunity, of making enquiry, and must have
known the extreme danger of purchasing an interest which
bad been originally bought from a single member of a joint
(e) Niznlll-llIl-llin v, Ana,lIdi P'l'asad, 18 All., 373,

If) Koe}' Hnsllwt v. SumZe}' Das, 11

Cal., 396.
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undivided family living under the Mitakshara law (g).
Similarly where a sale has been declared to be ineffectual
as against the interests of members of the family other
than the alienor, such members are not bound to refund
any part of the pmchase money (h). So the value of
improvements made by one who has pmchased with
knowledge 01' fraud, or after such fraud has come to his
knowledge, cannot be recovered. But I apprehend it
would be different where the sale was merely set aside as
being beyond the powers of the vendor ('i).
where sale
partly justifiable.

Equities on
setting aside.

§ 369. An intermediate case is where the sale of the
whole property is not justifiable, but a sale of part would
have been justifiable, or where part of the consideration
was applied to pmposes so beneficial to the family, that in
respect of it an equity arises in favom of the pmchaser as
against a member of the family seeking to set aside the
transaction. In one case (lc) the suit was by a son to set
aside a conditional deed of sale executed by his father
and his father's brothel', so far as it affected his father's
moiety of the property. It appeared that the deed was
executed upon a loan of money, part of which was properly
borrowed on grounds of legal necessity, while the remainder was not. The principal Sudder Amin treated the
deed as valid in respect of a portion of the land in proportion to that part of the consideration money which
was borrowed for and spent in a matter of legal necessity,
and void as to the residue of the land conveyed. Sir
Barnes Peacock, O. J., considered the correctness of this
principle to be very doubtful, and intimated that in such
a case the more reasonable comse would be, that upon
the defendant's establishing the necessity for part of the
loan, the Oomt should decree that the deed should be
(g) Na.thll v. ChadE, 4 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 15; S. 0., 8ub nomine, Nllthoo Y.
Chedee, 12 Suth., 447.
(h) Vimbadhl'a v. Gn"n'Venkata, 22 n'lttd., 342; where a misprint in Sa.bapathi
v. Somaswnda''t~m, 16 :1'[,,01., at p. 79, is corrected.
(i) Saelashiv v. Dhakllbai, 5 Bom., 450.
(It) Rajam1n Tewa)' v. Lnc7111tnl!, 4 B. L. R. (A. O. J.), 118-125; S. C., 12
Suth., 478.
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set aside, and the plaintiff recover possession upon his
paying the amount whi~h was legally taken up for
necessary pmposes recogmzed by law, or that the deed
should be set aside, in proportion. No decision was
given, however, as no relief could be given for want of
necessary parties. In some later cases the course adopted
was to set aside the deed on payment of so much of the
consideration money as was a proper charge upon the
estate (l).
So also, even though the charge has not been created
for family purposes, if there are circumstances of laches
or acquiescence which would render it inequitable that
the deed should be set aside unconditionally, the Oourt
will compel a refund of the purchase money (1I~).
" 370. In some cases where the Oourt considered that
':i
the plaintiff should have offered to refund the pmchase
money, and the plaint contained no such offer, the suit
was dismissed, the plaintiff being at liberty to bring a fresh
suit differently framed (n). This seems to be a mere
question of pleading. If, as Sir Barnes Peacock said ~o),
the OntlS lies on the defendant to allege and establIsh
circumstances whICh entitled him to such repayment, one
would imagine that the proper course would be for the
plaintiff to claim to have the deed set aside, as not being
for a matter of legal necessity or with the consent of the
family, and for the defendant to get rid of this case, wholly
or in part, by showing the Clrcumstances which made out
his equity to repayment. Where the plaintiff deliberately
elected to rest his case upon an allegation of wasteful and
extravagant borrowing, and failed to make out that case,
(I) Shnl')'ltt Y. Bhoianath, 15 n. L. R., 350; S. ()., sltb nomiue, SU1'(tt v. Ashoot08h,24 Suth., 46; '1'~il'al Y. GCinga, 20 All., 59. See. too, the an"logons cases of
alielUttions by a widow, Phooichullel Y. Rnghoobnns, 9 Suth., lW:I; Mntteaam
v. Gopaul, 11 B. r" n., 416; S. C., 20 Suth., 187; Konwll" Y. Ram ChzMlde1',
4 1. A., 52, 66; ". C., 2 C,d., 341; Sad(LShiv Y. Dhaknbai, 5 EOill., 450;
anb1'amania Y. PonnZlsami, 8 l\'Iltd., 92.
(m) Szt'l'ub Y. Shew Gobuul, 11 B. L. R, Apln. 29.
.
(n) 11 B. L. l:t., 4Hj; ·ib., Appx. 29. See Dlt'i'ga Prasad v. Nazuaz!sh,
1 All., 59l.
(a) Modhoo v. Kolbu,', B. L. R. Snp. Vol., 1018; S. C., 9 Suth., 511.
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the Court refused to allow him to repay the purchase
money, and have the deed cancelled (p).
§ 371. vVhen we come to Bengal law, as laid down by
Jimuta Vahana, the whole of the above distinctions at once
vanish. I have already (§ 259) pointed out the process by
which he got rid of the principle which pervades the
Benares law, that property in a son is by birth, and
established the opposite principle, that a so~ is simply
heir presumptive to his father, and entitled to nothing
more than his father chooses to leave him. This doctrine,
in which an admission that alienations by a father of
ancestral property were immoral was coupled with an
assertion that they 'were valid, naturally exercised the
minds of English lawyers a good deal. '['hey would
have accepted the assertion as a matter of course, but
they were perplexed by the admission. Accordingly, we
find that Mr. VV. MacNaghten laid down the law in a
way which was really nothing more than the Mitakshara
over again, and Sir Hyde East in .1819 took very much
the same view (§ 260). The jntw[ths of the pundits
were persistently given in accordance with the doctrines
of Jimuta Vahana. But these futwahs appeared to be
contradictory, because they were applied to two different
states of fact, viz., alienations and distributions. To an
English lawyer it seemed obvious, that if a man could
give his property to strangers, he could also give it to his
sons; and that if he could give everything to one son,
to the exclusion of the others, It jO'rtiol"i he could give it
to all of them in any proportions he wished. But a
Hindu pundit treated one proceeding as an alienation and
the other as a partition. He produced one set of texts
from Jimuta Vahana to show that the former proceeding
was valid, and another set of texts, also from Jimuta
Vahana, to show that the latter was invalid. It is
not surprising that there was a good deal of confusion
before the law was finally settled. As regards the right of
(p) Mlldcl-nn Gopal v. Ram B-nksh, 6 Suth., 74.
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a father in Bengal to make an unequal partition among
his sons, it can hardly be said that the law is satisfactorily
settled even now.
~ 372. The earliest reported case is in 1792, when a
.
. d ar 0 f N
bequest
(q) b y the Zemm
r ncIdea 0 fl'
lIS en t'n'e
ancestral Zemindary to his eldest son·was supported. The
document recited that the Zemindary was impartible, in
which case, of course, it was unnecessary. The opinions
of numerous pundits in different parts of the country are
said to have besn taken, and the majority of them
declared, that whether the Zemindary had been previously
exempt from division 01' not, the gift settling the Zemindary on the eldest son with a provision for the younger ones,
was valicl. This view was affirmed by the Sudder Court.
Mr. Colebrooke appends a note to the case in which he·
agrees with the pundits' opinion, as being in accordance
with the doctrines of Jimuta Vahana. He ends by saying:
"N 0 opinion was taken from the law officers of the Sudder
Court in this case. But it has been received as a precedent
which settles the question of a father's power to make an
actual disposition of his property, even contrary to the
injunctions of the law, whether by gift or by will, 01' by
distribution of shares" (r). This decision was followed
in 1800 by the Supreme Court, which affirmed the
validity of the wills of Rajah Noukissen and N emy Ohwl'n
M'llllick, by which ancestral immovable property had been
disposed of, in the formm case at all events, to the
prejudice of the testator's sons (s). And in 1812 the
Sudder Court, after consulting their pundits, held that a
gift by a father of his whole estate, real and personal,
ancestral and otherwise, to a younger son during the life
of the elder was valid, though immoral, the gift of the
whole ancestral landed property being forbidden (t). In
(q) The c1ocuul('nt iR sOlnetilues spoken of as a will, sOluetimes UR lL deed of
gih; it seems really to have been the f01'1n8l'.
(1') EshallchllJ1(l v. Esito"clwJ1(l, 1 S. D., 2. The judgment of the Snddel'
Conrt will be found in 2 Btl'lt. H. L., ,1{7.
(s) F. lYIacN., 356, 840.
(t) Ra.lllkoomwr v. K-isitel1kunker, 2 S. D., 42 (52) ; F. MacN., 277.
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1816, however, the law was unsettled again by the case of
Bhowctnny Okltl'n v. The He'i1'S of RaJnka'ltnt (It). That
case will be discussed more fully hereafter (§ 491), but it
is sufficient here to point out, that it was a case where a
father had made an unequal partition, among his sons.
The pundits practically found that, as a partition, it was
invalid from its inequality, and that it could not be
supported as a gift, because there had been no delivery of
possession. The result was that the partition was set
aside. The case is followed by an elaborate note in which
the opinions of the pundits in this and the two previous
cases in the Sudder Court are examined, and the writer
intimates that those cases had probably been incorrectly
decided, so far as they respect the ancestral immovable
estate (v). It is evident, however, that the pundits would
not have agreed in this view, for we find that in 1821
they pronounced opinions affirming a gift by a father of
an ancestral taluq to one of his eleven sons (w), and in
1829 they supported a sale by a Zemindar of an ancestral
taluq during the life of his son. They laid down the.
broad principle, "The law as current in Bengal recognizes
no proprietary right in the son, so long as that of the
father is existent; and therefore in the case stated, as
Ram Shttnker's (the father's) right in the soil, was
existent, Moh'ltn Oh'ltnd (the son) could have no claim
upon it" (x). Finally in 1831, the same question arose
again in the Supreme Court of Bengal, and was referred
to the Judges of the Sudder Dewanny, who returned
the following certificate: "On mature consideration of
the points referred to us, we are unanimously of opinion
that the only doctrine that can be held by the 8udder
·Dewanny Adaulut, consistently with the decisions of the
(u) :2 S, D., 202 (259); F. ~L,cN., 283,294.
,
. '
(v) These conflicting opinions were probl,bly be£o1'e SIl' llyele East III 1820,
when he DrollolUlced his jUf1gment in Ousstllald Bysaok v, HU1,"'oosooIl{11'Y (2 M.
Di,(" 191:i) , where he balances against el,eil other two confllCtlng set~ of text~,
with an eviilent conscionsness that he had got into a labyrIllth to winch he dId
CIlOt p08sess the clue.
...
(10) Ral~jkrisno v. Taraneyohlt1'n, F. MacN., 265, Appx. Vlll.
(xl Kwnla v. G001'00, 4 S. D., 322 (410).
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Court, and the customs and usages of the people, is that a
Hindu, who has sons, can sell, give, or pledge., witho~lt
their consent, immovable ancestral property, sItuated III
the province of Bengal; and that without the. consent of
the sons, he can, by will, prevent, alter or affect their
succession to such property" (y). This certificate has
ever since been accepted as settling the law in Bengal, on
the points to which it refers (z), and it makes no difference
that the property is impartible, and descends by the rule
of primogeniture .(Ct) . Of course ther.e never v:as any
doubt as to the right of a Bengal propnetor to dIspose of
his property to the prejUdice of relations other than his
own issue (b), as for instance to deprive his widow of her
share on a partition (c).
§ 373. As regards those who are coparceners in Bengal,
that is brothers, cousins, or the like, who have taken property jointly by descent, or who have acqui~'ed it jointly,
there is also no difficulty. In Bengal the rIght of every
coparcener is to a defini te share, though to an unascertained
portion of the whole property (§ 265). This right passes by
inheritance to female or other relations, just as if it were
already divided, and it may be disposed of by each male
proprietor just as if it were fleparate 01' self-acquired property. And such alienations will be taken into account as
part of his share in the event of a 'partition. But, of
course, no one can dispose of more than his share, unless
by consent of the others, or for necessary purposes «(Z) ,
(1J) Jnggomohu.n, v. Neemoo, Morton, 90; Motee Lal v,Mitterjeet, 6 S. D" 73
(85). A l;ote follows that this certificate overrules the case of Bhowanny Olawn.
It really did nothing of the sort.
(z) See per olwicun, BamkiBho1'e v. Bhoobllmnoyee, S. D. of 1859,250; S. C.,
atlil. on review, S. D. of 1860, i., 489.
. (a) Uelelo1J v. Ja(lnblal, 5 Cal., 113; Namin v. Lokena,th, 6 CaL, 461.,
(b) F. MacN., 360; Bhowanee v. Mt. Tamlnunee, 3 S. D., 138 (184); SheoilaB
v. KnnwlIl, 3 S. D" 234 (313); Tm'nee Ohm'n v. Mt. DaBee, 3 S, D., 397 (530).
As to the rights of an adopted son, see a.nte § 165.
(0) Deb~nel1'a Oooma1' v. B1'ojen(lraooolllQ.1·, 17 Cal., 886.
.
(el) Bajbnlllbh v. Mt. Buneta, 1 S. D., 44 (59) ; P.)'(tnnath v. OaZ,.hunitnr,
1 S D 45 (60)' Annndchunel v, Kishen, 1 S. D., 115 (152), where, see
Mr.' Coi~brooke'8 ;lOtes. Rmnkanhaee v. Bnn.q Ohunn, 3 S. D., 17 (22); Kounla
v. Bam Hm'ee, 4 S. D., 196 (247); Sa/.'lwwa.t TrUok,5 S. D., a38 (397); 2 W
MacN., 29], 294, 296, 306, n., 313.
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And so an undivided coparcener may in Bengal lease out
his own share, and put his lessee'in possession (0). But
as a son has no interest in his father's property during the
father's life, a sale of such property by him during the
father's life would be wholly void, and it has been ruled
that if the purchaser had got into possession, the son
himself might recover the property from him when his·
own title as heir accrued. The purchaser, however, would
have a right to recover the purchase money (j).
§ 374. It has been held in the Allahabad High Court
that an agreement by one coparcener not to alienate his
share to anyone except his coparcener is valid, and may be
enforued, and that an alienation to a stranger made in
violation of such an agreement may be set aside at the
suit of the other coparceners (g). The former part of the
ruling is, of course, beyond doubt. But it may be questioned whether the latter part would be followed by those
Courts which recognize the right of a coparcener to
dispose of his share. Can an agreement by a member of
a family not to exercise his ordinary rights of property be
enforced against a stranger, who has dealt with him in
ignorance of such an agreement? In other words,' can
the agreement operate as anything more than a trust in
favour of the other members of the family, which is
ineffectual against a purchaser for value without notice of
the trust? (h). Such an agreement has been held to be
ineffectual against a purchaser at a sale in execution of a
decree (i).
§ 375. Throughout the preceding paragraphs no distinction has been drawn between gifts and transfers for valuable consideration. The High Courts of Madras and
Bombay, it will be remembered, allow a coparcener to
(e) Ea,,,, De/Jill Y. 1JIUe'rjeet, 17 Suth., 42,0; Ma.cdonald Y. Lalla. Shib,21
Suth,,17.
(f) Gnngal.w,l'Ctin :. Bnl1'fl'lll, 2 M. Dig., 152.,
(g) Lakl/.1m Y. Ton, 1 All., 618. See Laehllwn v. Koteslw1', 2 All., Silo. See
post §§ 426, 486.
. , .
(h) See Kanna Pisit({.1'o(U v. Kombi Acllell, 6 Mad., 381 ; Ah Hasan y, Dhl1'ja
4 All" 518; T1'imbak Jivaji Y. Sakha1'am, 16 Bam., 599.
(i) Goldk Nath Y. Matlmm, 20 Cal., 273.
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alien his undivided share for value, but not by way of
gift (§§ 358, 361), and according to the view taken by the
High Court of Bengal. equities would arise in favour of
a purchaser for value which would not exist in. favour of a
donee. Where a transaction can only be supported on
the rlea of necessity, of course a gift could never be valid.
An exception may exist, perhaps, in favour of gifts of a
certain part of the property for pious purposes. These
will be treated of at length in Chapter XII on Religious
Endowments, Where property is absolutely at the
disposal of its owner, as being the property of a father
under Bengal law, or the separate or self-acquired
property of any person, he may give it away as freely as
he may sell or mortgage it (k), subject to a certain extent
to the claims of those who are entitled to be maintained
by him (l). And where a gift is valid it may be accompanied with conditions, such as that the donor should be
maintained by donee during his lifetime, and that his
exequial ceremonies should be performed after his death
in consideration of the gift (m,) ; that the donee should
forego clain1s against the donor, and should defray expenses
of the worship of the idol (on) ; that the property should
pass to another in a particular event (0). So a clonat·io
mort'is causa, revocable if the donor should recover from an
illness, is valid (p). But a gift will be invalid which
creates any estate unknown to, or forbidden by, Hindu
law (q). Provisions which are repugnant to the nature of
the grant, such as a restraint upon alienation or partition
are invalid (J'). So are all conditions which are immoral
. (k) 8aminadien Y. DIl1'ma'l'ajien, ilIad. Dec. of 1853, 291; and see p""t,jlOrities
CIted a'ilte § 373, note (e); 2 Dig., 159.
(I) As to the extent to which this limitation applies, see post § 4(iJ,
(In) Bam Na.'I'a.ynn v, Mt, Sut Blillsee, 3 S. D., 377 (503); see note.
(n) Madhllbchnncle1' v. EalnllSOOn[Z'l'ee, S. D. of 1853,103; Gokool Hath Y.
ISSU1' Lochllll, 14 C"I., 222.
(0) SUQ}:ieemoncy Dosser, v. Denobllndo, 9]\1. 1. A" 123, 135; pel' c/l.'l'i(l'In
Tagore Y. Ta.go1'e, 4 B. L. R. (0, C. J,), 1911,
'
(p) Visalatch1l1i v. Sllblm, 6 lIiael H. C" 270.
(q) Tapol'ev. Tapol'e, 4 n. L. R. (0. c, J.), 103; S. C., 9 B. L. R. (P. C.), 377 .
S. C., 18 Suth., 359.
'
()') S:,e post § ,426; F. MacN., 327; Venkat'l'{l'lIlanll[lY. B1'mn'l11anna., 4 Mad.
H. C" U45 ; AIIH'l'1lcl(Zclllla v. N ateri,6 Mad. H. C., 356 ; TJwkoo1' Kapilnauth Y.
GovC1'J!11lellt, 13 B. L. R., 445, 457; S. C., 22 Suth" 17; Ananth((v. NagClllllltlm,
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4 Mad., 200; Gokool Nath v. Issnr Lochun, 14 Cal. :l22; AU Hasan v. Dhi')ja, 4
All., 518; Nm·ayananv. Kanuan, 7 Mnd., 315 ; Bhai1'o y.Pa1·medI1·i, 7 "\11.,516;
Herianna v. Gojani, 2 Mysore, 133. Transfer of Property Act(nT of 1882), §~ 10,
12. See as to such conditions in a lease, Vyankat?'oya v. ShiV?'ambat, 7 Bom.,
256; Nil Ma.clhab v. Nm·a.ttmn, 17 Cal., 826, in a mortgage Mztkkanniv. Mana.n
Bhatta,5 Mud., 186. See pm' curiam, Tago?'e v. Tagm'e, 9 B. L. R. (P. C.), 395,
406; S. C., 18 Suth., 359; and Renaucl v. T01l1'allgean, L. 11., 2 P. C., 4. As to
agreements between copo.rceners Hot to divide, see post § 486.
(s) Ram 8m'up v. Mt. Bela, 11 I. A., 44; S. C., 6 All., 313. Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), §§ 25,18; I'e Dugdale, 38 Ch. D., 176, re Moo1'e, 39

ell. D., 116.
(t) Ba.m Sat·up v. Mi. Bela, ub "up.
(n) Ajuclhia. Bnlcsh v. Mi. Rnkmin Kum', 11
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or illegal. Where the gift is in itself good, conditions
which are repugnant, or illegal, or immoral are ineffectual,
but the gift itself remains good. 'Where the illegal
condition is the consideration for the gift, and therefore
forms an essential part of it, both will fail (s). vVhere a
gift is already complete, so that the property has completely passed from the donor to the donee, any conditions
that may be subsequently added are absolutely void; since
the person who attempts to impose them has ceased to
have any right to do so (t). Where a gift to A for life is
followed by a gift of the remainder of the estate to B, if
the gift to A is void, the estate of B is accelerated, and
takes effect at once ell). A gift to A with a condition
postponing his enjoyment to a period beyond majority is
good, but the condition is bad, unless there is an intermediate disposition in favour of some other person (v).
And of course the same principles apply to a transfer for
value.
§ 376. Few propositions have been laid down with more
confidence than the doctrine that under Hindu law a gift
is invalid without possession. Yet Hindu law, properly so
called, appears to lay little stress on any such rule as
specially applicable to gifts. Gifts have b8en always
favoured by the Brahman lawyers, for the obvious reason
that they were generally made to Brahmans. The early
sages discuss the law of gifts with special reference to
their liability to resumption. This depends on the purpose

Act (IV of 1882), § 27.

376.J

r. A., 1. Transfer of Prope~·ty
See also foJ' a case where the subsequent estate falls,

(v) Gosavi 8hivga.t· v. Rivett-Oa.1'1/ac, 13 Bom., 463; Gorclha.ndas v. Ba.i
Mamcoove1', 26 Bom., 449.
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: of the gift 01' the special circmnstances of the giver.
Vrihaspati says: "Things once delivered on the following
eight accounts cannot be resumed; for the pleasure of
hearing poets, musicians or the like, as the price of g'oods
sold, as a nuptial gift to a bride or her family, as an
acknowledgment to a benefactor, as a present to a worthy
man, from natl11'al affection, or from friendship. What is
given by a person in wrath or excessive joy, 01' through
inadvertence, 01' during disease, minority or madness, 01'
under the influence of terror, or by one intoxicated, 01'
extl'emely old, or by an outcast or an idiot, or by a man
afflicted with grief 01' with pain, 01' what is given in sport;
all this is declared ungiven or void. If anything be given
for a consideration unperformed, or to a bad man mistaken
for a good one, or for any illegal act, the owner may take
it back" (10). Katyayana says that" He who delivers
not a present, which he has promised to a priest, shall be
compelled to pay it as a debt, and incurs the first amercement ;' and Harita lays it down broadly that" a promise
legally made in words, but not performed in deed, is a
debt of conscience both in this world and the next" (x).
In one case reported by Mr. MacNaghten (y), where the
facts placed before the pundit stated, "It does not clearly
appear that the donee ever took possession of the property
given; " his futwah asserted that the gift could not be
resumed, qnoting as authority a text of Manu" once is
the partition of an inheritance made; once is a damsel
given in marriage, and once does a man say, "I give."
These three are by good men done once for all and
irrevocably." No doubt the pundit also answered that
even without a gift the donee was entitled to the property
as being adopted in the Il.n:t1'i1nC[ form. The necessity
for acceptance is put morG prominently forward by
(w) \l Dig., 174, 197; Namda, Pt. II, eh. iy. ; ICatyaYILnu, 2 Dig" 197; Manu,
viii., % 212, 210; Gotuma, 2 Dig., 172. See as to reyocat,iol1 of gifts the Transfer
of Property Act (IV of 1882), ~ 126.
(x) 2 Dig., 170,171.
(y) 2 W. ~facN., 249, case xlii. See also case XXXY., p. 243.
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Yajnavalkya (z), who says, "The acceptance of a gift
should be public, especially of immovable property.
vVhatever may be lawfully given and is contracted to be
given, shall not after gift be resumed." So far as this
text makes possession necessary to give valic1ity to a gift,
Yajnavalkya seems to treat it as standing on the 'sa~ne
footing with other modes of transfer. In an earlIer
passage (Cl), he says, " Acquisition by title is stronger than
possession, unless this has come down from ancestors.
But acquisition by title is of no avail without possession
for a short time." The whole subject is discussed at considerable length by the author of the Mitakshara under
two headings, of possession without a title and of a ti~le
without possession (b). As regarc1s gift he says, "glft'
consists in the relinfjuishment of one's own right, and the
creation of the right of another; and the creation of
another man's right is completed on that others acceptance
of the gift but not otherwise. Acceptance is made by
three means, mental, verbal or corporeal. Mental acceptance is the determini1tion to appropriate; verbal acceptance
is the utterance of the expression, this is mine or the like;
corporeal acceptance is manifold, as by touching" (c).
"In the case of land, as there can be no corporeal
acceptance without enjoyment of the produce" it must, be
accompanied by some little possession; otherWIse the gIft,
sale 01' other transfer is not complete. A title, therefore,
without corporeal acceptance, consisting of the en.joyme~t
of the produce, is weaker than a title accomp~nled by It
01' with such corporeal acceptance.
But such IS the case,
only, where of these two the priority is undistinguishable ;
(z) II 176,
(a) II, 27,
(b) Mit" iiL, §§ I) ",,;16, tmnsLtted by Mr. William MttcNughtell, 1 W. MltcN"

21(d) 2~~kder English Itt,W the acceptltllCe of II

gift by ,a dOllee is to b<; presumed
until his dissent is signified, even though the dO~lee 18 :10t n,Wllre of
a:l~l the
presumption has even been held to apply to It gIft wInch th? donor desned to
revoke before the donee knew that it had.been Il1ltde. P,e?' L''IIdley, L. J",21
B D
541 ~Where however .ael!very IS necessary, ",8lll theclLseof ,lpo,I?lgIft
of' It ~i,~ttel ~ap'lble of' gift, mer~ words of giving and acceptltnce, C011l11lulllcuted
by the donor to the doneb, and by the donee to the donor'r,do not pass the
property without delivery. Oooh1'(Lne v, Moon, 25 Q. B. D., 07.

:t,
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but when it is a,scertained which is first in point of date,
and which posterior, then the simple prior title affords the
stronger evidence. Or the interpretation may be as
follows: "Evidence is 'sa,id to consist of documents,
possession, and witnesses."
This having been premised
as the gen6ral l'llle, the text" a title is more powerful than
possession unaccompanied by hereditary succession," and
"where there is not the least possession, there a title is
not sufficient," have been propounded to point out to
which the superiority belongs, where the three descriptions of evidence meet." Apparently, in the view of
Vijnaneswara, acceptance was necessary to complete a
gift because according to a Hindu lawyer property can
never be in abeyance. It cannot pass out of one till it is
received by another (cl). The very nature of a mortgage
01' sale, which is necessarily a bilateral proceeding, assumes
acceptance. No such assumption exists in the case of a
gift. But as regards actual corporeal acceptance, or as he
calls it " some little possession," he appears to put a gift
on the same footing with a sale or other transfer. As to
all three evidence of possession is material in order to
determine priorities between conflicting claims, where any
such dispute exists. Wh'3re no such dispute exists, then
the general rule applies" In the case of a pledge, a gift, 01'
a sale, the prior contract has the greater force" (e).
o
377. It is l)robable that the rule that actuall)ossession
I~lcomplete
' . t
.t
gift Co,llnot be
is necessary to give validity to a gift arose, not from any enforced.
special doctrine of Hindu law, but from the general principle common to all systems of law, that a voluntary promise
cannot be enforced. though the voluntary act, when completed is irrevocable (j). To this extent the doctrine
received very early recognition in our Courts, and has long
since been enforced (g). Whether the English doctrine
(ll) Gonlhandas I', Bai MancooveJ', 26 Bam., 449.
(e) Mit., iii., 2, § 5; 1 W. MacN., 200.
(f) See Pel' oUJ'iam, 11 1. A., p. 233; Stan(Un.q v. Bowring, 31 Ch. D., 282.
(g) 2 Stra. H. L.,426; 2 W. M>lcN., 243, case xxxvi.; Kishto Soonde~'y v. Kishto
Motee, Marshall, 367; Sham Singh v. Mt. Um1'aotee, 2 S. D., 75 (92); HaJ'jivan
v. NWl'an Ha1'ibai, 4 Bam. H. C. (A. c. J.), 31; Vasudev v. Na1'ayan, 7 Bam.,
131; Abaj'i Gangadhu1' v. Mukta, 18 Bam., 688; Ramami1'fha v. Gopala, 19
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of Equity that a declaration of trust, not amounting to a
legal transfer, can be enforced in favour of the object of
the trust would be extended to cases governed by Hindu
law is undecided (h). It is quite certain that no promise
to confer a future benefit upon a priest, however holy,
would be enforced by the secular Courts (i). vVhere,
however, the donor has done everything in his power to
complete the gift, and the resistance to his attempts to
give it full effect arises from a third person, the fact that
possession has not been given is no answer to a suit by
the donee against the obstructing party (k).
§ 378. To complete a gift there must be a transfer of
the apparent evidences of ownership from the donor to
the donee (l). It is, however, sufficient if the change of
possession is such as the nature of the case admits of.
Therefore, where the gift is of land, which is in the possession of tenants, receipt of rent by the donee is enough,
even though it is received through a person who received
it formerly as agent for the donor; or delivery to the donee
of the deed of gift, and of the counterpart lease executed
to the donor by the tenants (m). So a gift may be made
to an absent person, if his acceptance of it is certain, but
if it is unknown whether he will accept or not, the right
Mad., 433. The Transfer of Property Act, (IV of 1882),. § 122 only requires an
ncceptmlCe of the gift by 01' on behalf of the d~llee, ,~lllCh ".cceptance nll~st be
mac1e c1uring the lifetime of the c1onor, 1l1;d ,,:11118 !,e 18 st1ll cap"ble of g;Vllll."
If the donee dies hefore accept.ance, the gtft 18 vOld. But by ~ 129 lJothlllg 111
the above proviBions would affect any rule of Hindu law.
(h) VenkntacheUa v. Tlwth{/m'1lla, ·1 Mad. H. C., 460; Hi"bai V. Jail lIIohomed, 7 Bom., 229; Bhaska.,· Pn'l'8hota'll/. v. Sa?'(tsvatibai, 17 Bom., 486; Ga·/,dlwmilas v. Ba;.lIIa.ncoove?·, 26 BOlu., 449, p. 472.
.
(i) lIIa.//janadhaya V. Tal1lla.?l11l1U, Mac1. Dec. of 1861,24; Nn?'8,l1g v. lIIohllnt,
S. D. of 1857, 1000.
,
1
(k) KaUilas v. Kanhya Lal/., 11 1. A., 21~; S. C., L CLLI., 121. See the facts
of t.his mlse sh.t.e(l, post § 387; followed III cllses uncler ~Iuhannnedall I,,:w.
Mahomed Bnksh v. Hosseini Bibi, 151. A., 81; S. 0.,15 0,,1., 684; Shm.kh
M'llhumecl V. ZlIabida Ja.n, 16 I. A., 205; S. C., 11 All., 460; Balmaknnrl v.
Bhagwa.?! Das, 16 All., 185.
(l) Mere Registration of the deed of gift ~s no~ sufficient, without some possession 01' acceptllllcs by the d~ne:. Lalcs7mno.m. V. N'~hlla.?W?l.r1a, 24 Cal., 4?4.
Any continuance of ownershIp III the donol'}8 InconsIstent ,'nth n perfect gIft.
Na:wabIbmhim AUkhan V. Ummat-lll-Zoh,·a,24I. A.,l; 8. C., 19 All., 267.
('III) Bank of BilltZustan v. P"emehaud, 5 BOl~~. H. C. (0. O. ,j .),83; TVannathan V. Beyakaclath, 6l\fad. H. 0.,194; Ha.?'J1.'Va.?' V. Na.?·an:, 4 Bom. H O.
(A. C. J.). 31; Man Bha.?·i v. Nallni.clh,4 All., 40; Kallynm v. Naravana.,
9 Mad., 267; Anwa.?·! Begam v. Niznm-ud·din, 21 All., 165.
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of the donor continues (n). And it was stated by a pundit
. in Bengal that a gift would be valid, even though the
donor retained possession, if it was expressly stated in the
deed that he was holding the property as a loan from the
donee (a). So it has been held that, where the donee is
incapable of taking possession, as being a minor or a lunatic,
the possession of the donor is enough, if it is expressly
asserted to be in trnst for the donee (p). And when the
donee was in possession either alone, or jointly with the
donor, before the gift, the continuance of his possession
is sufficient, without any new delivery (q). So where one
of several donees is already in possession, a declaration of
gift to him on behalf of all, assented to by himself and the
other donees is sufficient, without putting them in possession ('1'). The gift of an incorporeal right will be sufficient
if it is made in such a manner as would suffice for the
transfer of chases in ((ctian (s). It follows from the above
principles that, whether the gift be in p}'(I3senti or in j1ttuJ'a,
the donee must be a person in existence, and capable of
accepting the gift at the time it takes effect (t). The only
exceptions are the cases of an infant in the womb, or a
person adopted after the death of the husband under an
authority from him. 8uch persons are by a fiction of law
considered to have been in existence at the tillle of the
death ('It). A gift to an idol, which is not in existence at
the death of the testator, is invalid, though the deity
represented by the idol is already in existence (v).
('1/) ~l'lkrislllm, cited with approval by Macphe)'8()I!, J., I(1·ishna.1·alll(/ni v
Ana1!aa., 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 291.
(0) 8h90d({s v. Kllhwlll, 3 S. D., 2~4 (313).
(p) Punjab Cust, 75; 2 W. aIaeN., 2J3.
(q) Me!lajee V. Metlw, BOlll. Sel. Rep., 80, fl9; Sheik Ibrahim V. Sheik Sulel1Utlt, 9 Rom., 146. ThiB, ~nd the previous case, Were decided uucler 1\'1 uhaulllleclan
Ittw, which ill this respect ngl't-'e~ with the Hindu In,\\,.
(/') Bai Bllshal v. L{/khma lVana, 7 Bom., 452.
(s) Ollellamamma v. Snballww, 7 Mad., 23; Khll.r"rulji V. Pestoll)'i 12 Bom.,
573.
'
(/\ 'fhis is the flctual time of giving, th"t is the elate of t,he gift, if inte'/' vivos,
or the de"th of the testf\tol', if by will; not the possible time of receiving. See
Tago?'e v. 'I.'ago)'e, 9 B. L. R., 399; ·S. C., 18 Suth., 359; Sou..da111'iney I'. Jogesh,
2 Cal., 265; Khe?'oclemolley v. Dool'ga?11oney, 4 Cal., 455; B(/~Ma.mllba·i Y. Dossa.
Mo/'a/i, 1;, B om., 443; post § 384.
(n) Tag01'e v. Tagore, 4 B. L. R. (0. O. J.), 103; S. 0., 011 "ppealin the Privy
Council, 9 B. L. R., 377, 397,400,404; S. 0., 18 Suth., 359.
(vJ Ul'el1dra. Lal v. Hem Ohlll1(l1'a, ~5 C ..l., 405; Raj01l10yce v. T1'oylukho,
29 C,,1., 260.
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§ 379. The principle last stated has given rise to a class
of cases as to which there appears to be some conflict of
authority. In England it is well settled that where a
gift 01' bequest is made to a class of persons, some of
whom are incapable of taking, the disposition fails as to
all. This rests not upon any technicality of English law,
but upon the ground that the intention of the donor was
to benefit aU equally, and that it is impossible to know
what shape his wishes would have taken, if he had been
informed that they coulc1 not be carriec1 out as he
intenc1ec1 (10). This rule has been appliec1 in several cases
in Inc1ia, where it has been helc1 that a c1isposition in
favallr of a class of persons, as to some of whom the gift
is voic1 for remoteness, 01' some of whom are 01' may be
incapable of taking as being unborn at the time when the
gift shoulc1 take effect, is voic1 as to all. And the rule
applies even though all the members of the class are in
fact born before the gift 01' bequest takes effect, if it was
antecec1ently possible that they might not have been so
born, since" it is an invariable rule that regarc1 is had to
possible not actual events, and the fact that the gift
might have incluc1ec1 objects too remote, is fatal to its validity irrespective of the event" (x). The existence of such
a rule, as properly applicable to Inc1ia, appears to have
been recognisec1 by the J uc1icial Oommittee in one case,
though they were of opinion that upon the true construction of the instrument the disposition dic1 not come
within the rule (y). The rule itself is expressly made
applicable by the Legislature to transfers which are
invalic1 as offending against the doctrine of perpetuity, 01'
('IV) Leake v. Robinson, g ~iAr., S63, 390; Pem'ks v. lJIoseley, 5 ApI" Ca., 714;
pel' Supreme Conrt of Calcutta, 8 iii. I. A., p. 79.
.
(x) B1'nhmrul111yi V. Ja,qes OhCllIl7.,·(/, 8 B. L. E., 400; 8o/l.r7~wltl1e!J v. Jo,qe8li"
2 Cal 262' Khel'odellloney v. Doo'rqamollelj, 4 C"I., 455; Jawa.1I' v. RlIve'rbM,
9 Bo~;" 491, 5013; Javel'bai v. Xabiibai, 15' Bom., 326; 1 J"rlllltll on Will", 5t~1
ed., g32. 'Where the invaliclit,y of any disposition of pl'~perty t~ll'ns on tlle'p~RsI
hilitv that a pttl'ticnlu.r persoll might have chiliiren, eVl~ence '," ~lOt a(h~I15SIble
to sl~ow thtttfrom advanced age the birth of futu!'e Chlldren IS lllIposslbJe; re
Da'wson, 31l Ch. D., 155. The same rule would, no doubt, apply to any other
physic£LI incapacity.
(y) XUII!(l1' T(w(tkesw(l1' v.KWl1a1' 8hoshi, 10 1. A., at p. 60; S. C., 9 CaL, at
p.960.
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w here an attempt is made to create a series of limitec1
. interests in favour of persons not in existence at the c1ate
of the transfer, after the termination of a previous vestec1
estate (z), Whether it was intenc1ed to exclude the
application of the rule in all other cases is l~1atter of argument 01' inference,
~ 380. A class within the meaning of this rule hf1s been Meaning of the
term' class '
c1efinec1 as follows by Mr. Jarman (a), "A number of
.
persons are popularly said to form a class when they can
be c1esignatec1 by some general term, as children, granc1children, nephews, but in legal language the question
whether a gift is one to a class depends not upon
those considerations, but upon the mode of gift itself, v'iz"
that it is a gift of an aggregate sum to a body of persons
uncertain in number at the time of the gift, to be ascertainec1 at a future time and who are to take in equal or in
some other Gefinite proportions, the share of each being
c1epenc1ent for its amount upon the ultimate number of
persons." The rule does not apply where all the inc1ivic1uals are named, as then the intention of the donor as to
each is defined. ~n such a case, if they are to take as
tenants in common, and the gift fails as to some, the
others take their appointed shares (b). If they are to take
jointly, those who are capable of taking are entitlec1 to the
whole (c). Nor c10es it apply where the nature of the
benefit conferrec1-such as resic1ence in a family houseis not dependent on the number of persons ·who may
ultimately prove that they have a right to share (el).
Where there are indepenc1ent anc1 alternative gifts, of
which one is good at the time the c10cument takes effect,
anc1 the other is voic1, the former will take effect, anel the
latter will be c1isregardec1 (e).
(z) '.CraTHsfe,r of. Pruperty A?t (IV of 1882), ~ 15; Succession Act (X of 18(5),
~ ]02 .. ~otllln!r III these ced-lOlls alters allY prilleiple of Hindu law. Act IV of
1882, § 2; Act XXI of 1670, § B; Alall,qoll1-ol1jol'i v.8ol1(t/nolli, R Cal., 637.
(aJ J'tl'lllltn \Vill8, I, 232, 5th eil.
(b) James v. Lord TV.'III(O},(/., ] S111. &; Giff., 1'. 59.
(0) Hal.uZ; Sin,qh Y. f'h.·t£11·alll, 1 1. A., 44; S. C., 16 CaL, 677.
(d.) Kl'1s1Ja.l1ath \'. Atll1a'mlll, 15 \lom., 543.
(e) Re Ha'l'vey, 39 Ch. D., 28B; Ra.ik-isI101·i Y. Debend1'<ll1ath, 151. A., 37;
S, C., 15 Cal., 409.
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§ 881. Later decisions throw some doubt upon the above
doctrine
as of universal application in India. The fil'st
Rai Bi87um
Ohanil v. Mt.
case
is
a
decision of the Judicial Oommittee, which of
Asmaiila Kae?·.
course is conclusive as to whatever It lays down (f). In
that case there were alive as members of an undivided
family govel'lled by Mitakshara law, Mata D.v al , his son
U dey N arrain, and Satrujit, the only son of U dey N arrain.
To protect the estate against the profligacy of Udey
N arrain, Mata Dyal, with the consent of U dey N arrain, to
whom a sum of Rs. 5,000 was paid, transferred the estate
to Satrujit N arrain and his own brothers who are born or
may be bol'll hereafter. The validity of this gift was
objected to, amongst other reasons, on the ground that as
the unbol'll sons of U dey could not take, the gift to Satrujit
hImself, as a member of the class of Udey's sons, was
invalid. In support of this view reference was made to
§ 102 of the Succession Act (X of 1865). As to this the
Oommittee replied that the gift in question did not come
within the terms of the section (g). Upon the general
question their Lordships he1c1 that the gift was not made
to a class of whom Satrujit was one, but that it was made
to Satrujit as a person in whose favour it was intended to
operate at once, for a purpose which would be absolutely
frustrated if it did not so operate. The further intention
that his younger brothers, if he ever had any, should share
in the benefit of the gift, could not be carried out, but
that was no reason for holding the whole transaction to
be void. They said (h) : " Oases are not rare in which a
Oourt of construction, finding that the whole plan of a
donor of property cannot be carried into effect, will yet give
effect to part of it, rather than hold that it shall fail
entirely. In the present case, there is every reason for
holding that, if Satrujit's possible brothers are not able to

Recent deci·
~ions.

(f)

Ra.i Dishen Ghand y, lI1t. Asma.id'l KOBI', 11 I, A., 164; S 0" ? All" 5?O.
((I) It se~l1lS ver), doubtful whether m~der. the suving cluu.se of the Hmdu :'"l1s
Act. ~ 102 of Act X of It,6r, haR all)' ItpphcutlOn to lImau \V.llIs, See pm' vV:t!son,
J., 12 CuI., p. 669. It 11>\8 no application whutever to gIfts or trltnsiers mter
v'ivos,
(h) 11 1. A" 178; S. C., 6 All., p. 573.
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.take by virtue of the gift, he shall take the whole. He is
there present and able to receive the gift. He is an individual designated in the deed. If the deed stood alone,
it is a question in each case \vhether a designated person
who is coupled with a class described in general terms is
merged into that class or not. But the deed does not
stand alone. It is followed by actions of a kind which,
even without a deed, may work a transfer of property in
India. Satrujit is entered in the Oollector's books as the
sale possessor of the property, and his guardian takes
possession, first in his name and afterwards as his successor. Their Lordships hold that the circumstance that the
parties wished to do something beyond their legal power,
and that they have used un skilful language in the deed of
gift, ought not to invalidate that important part of their
plan which is consistent with one construction of the
deed, and is clearly proved from the transfer of the
property in fact."
§ 382. This decision was followed in a very similar case Culcutta.
in Oalcutta (i), where a man by deed of gift gave certain decisions.
property to Ramlal and Shamlal, the two existing infant
sons of his son Madhub, with a direction that the V and
their uterine brothers who should be born hereafter s]lould
divide the same amongst them in equal shares. He then
proceeded to provide that the two grandsons so named
should be placed in possession and have their names
registered. But the rights of the uterine brothers to be
born in future were not to be extinguished by this possession. The Oourt held on the authority of the Privy
Oouncil case that the gift was good to the persons so
designated, though ineffectual as to those who might be
born hereafter. 'Wilson, J., however, upon an elaborate
examination of all the Indian and English authorities,
arrived at the conclusion (p. 681) that the rule in Lec(ke v.
Robinson was only applied in England to gifts to a class
(i) Ramlal ."lett y. Kwwi Lal, 12 Cal., 6(j3; Bhoba. TiL)'ini \', Pem'// LiLli 21
CuI., MG, p. 658.
.
,
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tainted with the vice of remoteness, and that the Indian
Succession Act, § 102, and the 'J.lransfer 6f Property Act,
S 15, marked the intention that the rule should only be
extended to India in similar cases. He then expressed
his opinion that the decision in Rai Bishen Chand's case
was inconsistent with the rulings in Soudamoney's and
Kherodemoney's cases, and ended by saying (p. 685) "For
these reasons I should be prepared, if necessary, to dissent
wholly from the doctrine laid down in those cases, and to
hold, as the general rule, that where there is a gift to a
class, some of whom are or may be incapacitated from
taking, because not born at the date of gift or the death of
the testator as the case may be, and 'where there is no
other objection to the gift, it should enure for the benefit
of those members of the class who are mtpable of taking."
§ 383. The latter part of the judgment was, of course,
merely obite')' dictum. The views there laid down have,
however, been followed to their full extent by the High
Courts of Madras and Bombay. Pl'Operty was granted to
a man for his life, and at his death to persons (in the
Madras case his bl'others, in the Bombay case his children)
forming a class, whose description would equally embrace
persons born during and after the life of the testator 01'
settler. In each case the person who claimed the property
had been in fact born before the document took effect,
and no one had been born after that date. The Court
held that he was entitled to take in accordance with the
Calcutta judgment (k). The Bombay High Court further
supported its opinion by a reference to the language of
J essel, M. R, (l) where he said: " I think there is a
convenient mode of interpreting this testator's intention
and it is this: The testator may be considered to hlwe a
(k) Mallj(unmlt v. Pa(Zm'Ulabl1ayya, 12 Mad., 1193; ]i((IIYIIZiias \'. Tdl,/lOovallllas, 1[1 BOlU., 562; T'dbhooV(l1ldns v. Gungadolij 10 BOlll., 7; 1(1'lsliua1'O'lt
v. BClla.uni, 20 Bom., 571; Khimji Jui?'wII v MO?'''7'ji, 22 Bom., 53H; GM'dil{l.nilas Y. Bai klallcoov8?', 26 Bom., 44\), p. 46t>. On the ot,]l~r hund Stallley, J.,
in 1901 laid down t.he hw on t.his point h, RajMl10yee Y. '[""Ol/!/(k/IO, 29 Cal., 260,
p. 276 exactly liB stated; allte $ 379.
(Z) In 1'8 Ooloma'll, 4 Oh. D., p. 169.
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primary and a secondary intention. His primary intention is that all members of the class shall take, and his
secondary intention is that if'all cannot take, those who
can shall do so." In the case before J essel, JVI. R., the
testator had given certain propel'ty to "the cflildren of
my late bl'Other Joseph Coleman who shall survive me or
who shall have died in my lifetime leaving issue living at
my death in equa,l shar~s." FoUl' children of Joseph were
living at the testator's death, and one had died leaving
issue living at the death of the testator. The Mastel' of
the I{olls said that he intended somehow to provide for a
child who died leaving issue, but did not know how to do
it. That pad of the gift t,herefore failed; but the supposed
secondary intention was carried out by holding that the
foUl' children took the share among them. The doctrine
of Leake v. Robinson had no application to the case,
which was decided on completely different principles as
regards the child who had predeceased the testator.
§ 384. The sallle question arose in a different form in Exercise of
Bombay, in cases where a power, indefinite in its object, power.
was conferred by will, and where it was objected that the
power might be, and in one case actually was exercised in
favour of a person who was not alive at the death of the
testator. In the first case ('in) the testat.or appointed his
brothel' J amnadas his executor, and left his property on
various trusts for any person or persons whom J amnadas
might by any deed or writing appoint. J amna~1as left the
property by will to his daughters Kabli and Mati, of whom
Moti vvas born after the death of the testator. Farmn, J.,
held that, under the terms of the will, J amnadas had an
absolute estate, and that therefore Kabli and Mati received
the estate from him and not from the testator, and therefore the devise was valid as to both daughters. On appeal
the High COUl't held that J amnadas had never' any estate
but that of a trustee with a power; and that this power
could only be exercised" subject to the same restrictions
(m) Jave,.bai v. Kablibai, 1.5 Bam., 326; 16 .Bom., 492. p. 499.
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as the Hindu testamentary law imposes on the testator
himself, viz., that the appointment should be made during
the life of the tenant for life, so that the appointee may
be ascertained when the event arises on which he is to
take; and also that he should be a person who was alive
at the death of the testator." This decision was followed
by the High Court in the next case (n). There the Coui't .
was asked to administer the estate and construe the will ,
of the testator. He had constituted a trust for the
management Oi his property, the last clause of which was
as follows: "But should there be no children born to the
womb of my daughter Mamu, then, after the death of
Mamu and my wife Motivahu this trust is to become void,
and the property delivered to such persons as my daughter
Mamu may direct it to be delivered by making her will."
Farran, J., held, as in the previous case, that the will had
constituted Mamn absolute owner, and that no question
could arise as to the power, as the appointee would take
from Mamu. 'rhe Court on appeal followed their decision
in the previous case, but restricted the exercise of the
power vested in Mamu by adding to the decree the clause
"And this COl1l't doth further declare that the gift contained in para. 8 of the said vvill to such person in ea;istence
at death of testcLtO'l' as the plaintiff Mamubai may direct
by her will is valid." On appeal to the Privy Council the
decision was affirmed, but the restriction clause, which
inserted in the power words which were not in the will,
was varied by a declaration "that the gifts contained in
these paragraphs respectively to such persons as Mamubai
may direct by making her will are valid gifts, so far as
the same may be directed to be delivered to persons who
were in existence, either actually 01' in contemplation of
law, at the death of the testator, and not further 01' otherwise, but that this Court cannot and doth not determine
11pon whom the property subject to such powers respectively
(II) Bai Mmnubai v. Dassa MOI'm:ii 15 Bom., 443. On appe,,1 Ba'; MaUvalm
v. Blii Mamuba.i. 19 Bmu" 647; affd. 241. A., 93; S. 0., m Bmu" 709; Advacate-Gelle1'al v. Kari'lwU, 29 BOlu., 134, p. 149.
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will devolve, if and so far as such powers are not validly
exercised" (0).
This
a1)1) ears t 0 over-ru I e the opinion of Mr.
, decision
,.
JustICe Starhng (p), that when " the testator intended
the trusts to be set out in a deed, it is to the' date of the
deed that
"
, . we must look for the l)ur!)ose of det el'lll1l1lng
the valIdIty
, d of the limitations and Dot to the dat eo,f tl1e
testator s eath." .It is also an express ruling that, so
far a~ powers ar~l lllt.roduced into Hindu law, they are
gov81ne~ by the E.nghsh rule that a power is not invalid,
because
. It
. may be mvalidly exercised
" , and that w1lere 1't s
~xerC1s~ IS partly valid.and partly invalid, the invalid part,
If separable, may be rejected, and the valid portion left to
stand (q). Of ?OllrSe, this ruling has a matel'ial bearing
upon the questIOn under discussion.

~ ~85.. ~ gift once completed by delivery 01' its equiva- Vali~ against
lent IS bllldlllg upon the donor himself
d
h' credItors.
"
• T
' .
,an upon IS
repr~sent~tn es, and IS vahd even against his creditors;
provIded
It was made
bona .Iv,
.f:de that is , wI'tll th e 1lones t
•
.
.
the
1)ro1)erty
llltentIOn of passlllg
,
, and
n lnot
e r e1y as a
fraudulent contl'lvance to conceal the real ownersl~ip (r).
§ B86. Ano~he,r question which has given rise to numer- Ne~essity for
OUS, and confhctmg
decisions
dehvel'Y where
.
' , is as to tl1e neCeSSI'ty f or transfer
is fO!'
d~hvery of posseSSIOn where the transfer is not by way of consideration.
gt1ft, bu~ by way o.f mortgage 01' sale of land. . Such a
ransactIOn, even WIthout l)ossession Would of
b
I'd
."
course, e
:a 1 and enforceable as agalllst the transferor. But the
lll~portanc.e of the question would arise where the rights of
thud partIes were concerned. For instance
h ' th
(al S
I t ' '1 declaration in un etLl'llel' CI. 24 J' AW ele e
ee. SOlnew 10., , S11111
I

)

<:1,

£1,1'

(p) T·,.,.bhllva.l1das v. Gangadas, 18 BOllI" '1.
I s e , . . , p. 91.
Daklj118 ]0 Ch D 35' S I P
260, 5th ed.
"
' , ' , llgc ell owers, 182, 1 Jarman "'ills,
(1'J Sabapat'lf v. Pall/falldlf Mad Df'c of 18"8 6
'
(ll'ayya, 1 Mad. H. C. '393" G . 'bJ·."
,:>, I; Abltaclw,·n. v. Ra1llacltenY. l11ata, 2 All., S91; RaiBislt~')~"W1a~~a~' ~"l1Ia1!~,sak 4 iliad. H. C .. 84; Nasi?'
~All., 560; Ganga Baksh v. Jagat Baha;lll,."'~~~ (~ ~~~.J ~
164; S. C.,
"i/a1'am v. Game.h, 23 Bam., 131. Of coms~itn·.b
, . ' . , 2 3 C"I., ]6;
whICh shows that it Was void ab initia
't'tl ':,fLJ e set aSIde for anv gl'otmd
.
. p"ga1l1S
le00110r
l 'practIsed
,
on I'
mn 01' d e f ect.lve
knowledge on his
Irt
t"t
ff' as f"on
- 1f
rauc
Na?,ondas, 15Bom., 549, Astotheol1u~of~~oo';;lste ec~, Bai Mal/igav"'; v,
a gIft Was aware of her riahts see Dea K1 I., 111: ' [\ Ka Hmr1u {pmale who me.kes
17 All., 1.
~
,
1a1 \.
.am Ua1',21 1. A., 148; S. C.,
(qj Sta.}'k v.

r'l"
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same property was mortgaged 01' sold twice, and possession
given to the last transferee. If the first transfer was
valid without possession, the first transferee could bring
ejectment for the land. If it required possession, his only
remedy would be against his transferor by suit for specific
performance or for damages. There is a good deal in the
passages from the native writers quoted above (~ 376)
which might have been interpreted as intimating that'
an actual delivery of possession was necessary in order to
give effect to any species of transfer. But the more
natural explanation appears to be that they refer to two
different matters, v'iz., the effect of possession as evidencing
a right, and the effect of possession as destroying a right.
,For instance, Na1'((,clct says: "Written proof, witnesses,
and possession, these are the three kinds of evidence on
which the right to property rests (and by means of which),
a creditor may recover a loan. A dOCUIl1ent remains
always evidence, witnesses as long as they live, and possession after a lapse of time. What a man is not possessed
of, that is not his own, even though there be written proof,
and even though witnesses be living; this is especially
the case with immovables."
But in the next verse he
shows that he is speaking of what we would call the law
of limitations, as he fixes periods after which possession
shall destroy the right to recover; and further on he says:
"Where possession exists, but no title whatever exists,
there a title but not possession (alone) can confer proprietary rights. A title having been substantiated, the
possession becomes valid; it remains invalid without a
proved title." He winds up by saying, "In all business
transactions the latest act shall prevail; but in the case
of a gift, a pledge, 01' a purchase, the prior act has the
greater force." In a subsequent text he says: "What a
man possesses without a title, he must not alienate" (8).
Vijnaneswara in commenting on the same rule, viz., that
" in the case of a pledge, a gift, or a sale, the prior con(s) Narada, iv.,

~§

2.-13, 17.

See also Hl-2.3, 2.7.
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tract has the greater force," expressly points ont that this
applies to the case where a person who has sold or mOl'tgaged to one, afterwards, through delusion or avarice
makes a similar sale 01' mortgage to another (t). Thes~
texts and many others are reviewed by Professor vVilson
in an article on Sir F. MacN aghten's consideration~
on Hindu law, and this article with further texts was
·examined by the Madras High Oourt in reference to a
question of inchoate partition. Dr. Wilson states his view
as follows: "It is therefore in our estimation quite clear
that the Hindu Law and common sense go hand in hand
A man may forego his rights if he pleases, and an~
capricious abandonment of them for an l1l1reasonabl~
time is to be punished by their forfeiture. But he is not
to be deprived of what is legally his, because legal proceedings, interested opposition, accident, distance 01' disease
debar him from taking possession of it when it first
becomes his due." To which the Madras High Oourt
adds: "This seems to us precisely the doctrine derivable
from the text writers" ('ll).
~ 387. The Madras Oourts have always held that a sale Decisions in
by the owner without delivery of possession is valid as Madras.
against a subsequent sale by the original owner followed
by possession, and that the first vendee lllay bring ejectment both against the vendor and the second vendee, " on
the simple principle that, after the conveyance to the first
vendee, the owner of the land had nothing whatever to
convey" (v). Two cases in the Privy Oouncil (w) were for Privy Conncil
(/) iV[ib., iii., 2, ~ 6; 1 \Y. ~fttcN., 200.
18821, ~ 48 lays clown the some rule.

- - - ,_ _ deoisions.
The Tr[l,nsfer of Property Act (nT of

(n) 'Wilson's Works, v,, 88; La,kshmy v. NM'asim71a, 3 Mn,a. H. C. 40 46
a@rmclZ; 13 ThI. I. A:, 113; tl. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 40.
'
,
Cv) VeZa.ynda.v. S,vct/·wna., Mall. Dec. of 1860, 277 ; Vi'l'a.bacl?·a v.Ha1·i R{LI/l{L

3l\fac~. H. C., 38; Vasnrleva Bhatl" v. Nal'as((Inll!n, u M(ld., 6; Bamasami v:
M{Ll'l'blnnttn, 6 Mad:, 404 ; PO~"'{Lyya Gonn(len Y. l1:[",t1O Goul/den, 17 Mad., 146.
In OILse of "UCee'SlI'6 sales of the BlMUS property by decree of Court the jlriOl'ity
of the purchases c1ep~nc1s on the c1ltte of sLLle, not upon the chte
cedificate.
Dagdn v. PanchcPL Smg, 17 Bom., 375.
(w) Pel'hlad Sein Y. Baboo BlUlhoo, 12 M. LA 300 806-R09' S C 2B L R
(P C)
l I S " C ., l? Suth. (P. C.), 6; BhobOSlll!cl?·e.e
."
""""
B'
'n ,1.;
Y. ISslt?'chllncle1', 11
. L. R., 36, S. C., 18 Suth., 140; cOlnl'm'e K{Llnala Y. Pdcltoocooty 10M I A
886,395.
'
...,

;f
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some time supposed to have laid down the rule that a sale
will be invalid,.fi'l'st, if the vendor eannot give possession,
and, secondly, If he does not give possession, In earlier
editions of this work I had suggested that neither of those
cases decided that a document, intended to operate as a
transfer in p}'((}senti of a specific piece of land 'would be
mvahd because possession was not given under it. In
both cases the Judicial Committee held that the document
was not intended so to operate, In both cases, too, the
sale was not of a specific piece of property, blit of a share
in s~mething afterwards to be recovered. Something
remamed to be done between the parties before the
purchaser could say that he had a claim to any definite
~eld or house.
This view was taken by the Privy Council
m a later case when the same question arose (x), There
Romasundari gave to "Ruttonmoni an estate for an
interest whi.~h :vas ultimately decided to be only good for
Ruttonmolll s hfe, and placed her in possession. In 1864
Ruttonmoni's interest wassoldin execution, and purchased
by Kanhya Lall, who also got into possession. She died
in 1867. In 1876 Romasundari by gift bestowed the same
estate upon the wife of Kalidas, Neither Romasundari
nor her second donee ever regained possession from
Kanhya Lall. The suit to recover possession was brought
by the executor of the second donee against the purchase:t;
from the first donee, the donor being joined as defendant.
~t w~s c~mtended that the second deed of gift was utterly.
mvahd, lll~sml1ch as the donor was out of possession, and
no posseSSIOn was ever given to the donee, The Judicial
Committee d.e?ided against this contention, After citing
the two declslOns above referred to, they say (p, 232),
"Neither of these decisions is applicable to the present
case, The ground of them is that the plaintiff was not
entitled under the terms of the contract of sale to possession. In this case the appellant is under the terms of
the gift entitled to possession, and their Lordships see no
•

•

'

J

(x) KctUdcts v. Xanhyct.L.all!.n I. A., 118; S. C., 11 Cal., 121; followed
Maholiled Buksh v. Hossetnt Btbt, 15 1. A., 11; S. C., 15 Cal., 684.
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reason why a gift 01' contrac't of sale of property, whether
movable or immovable, if it is not of a nature which
makes the giving effect to it contrary to public policy,
should not operate to give to the donee 01' purchaser .a
right to obtain possession. This appears to be'consistent
with Hindu Law, On the principle contended for by the
respondent, so long as he prevents the true owner from
taking possession, however violently or wrongfully, that
owner cannot make any title to a grantee."
§ 388, During the period which elapsed between these Decisions in
decisions there was naturally a good deal of confbct in Calcutta,
the rulings of the Courts of Calcutta and Bombay, The
fonner Court always leant against the doctrine that
possession was necessary to complete a transfer for
consideration, In cases decided before the earlier Privy
Council cases, it was held by the Sudder Court, and by the
High Court of Bengal that a person out of possession, but
who had a right to possession, might convey his title to a
third party, and that the latter might bring ejectment
upon that title against anyone who had an inferior
title (y), The same point again came before the High
Court after the Privy Council decisions, and they ruled
that the dicta of the Judicial Committee must be taken
subject to the facts of the particular cases, Where the
vendor had been in peaceable possession, and then been
dispossessed, they ruled that a sale of his title carried with
it ,the right to eject (z), The same decision was given in
stIll later cases, in which it was stated that the vendor
was out of possession, but it does not appeal' whether he
had previously been in possession (a), In 1882, in consequence of a recent decision to the contml'Y, the question
was referred to a Full Bench (b), which stated unhesitatt'Y~ ~'U1'bollll?"l'wi-n v. Maha?'aj, S. D. ?f 185~, 60l; Pmnkl'ishna Y. Bis/V,wt:
bha?, _ B. L. R.. (A. C. J.), 207, ovel'·l'u i.111g Dwomollee Y. GlJl'ntooliah 28uth
138; KI.wl7·oa,Zdeen v. Shaikh Bhad?'o, 11 Buth., 1 3 4 . '
,'"
(z) Btka·1I Y. Mt. Pa'I'bntty,22 S"th" 99' Gu"/!gallll?'I'I/ v. Raghnb1'am 14
B.L.R..,307; S.C.,23Suth.,131; Nittl/amill'Zv Shama'Oh""1I 23811th i63
(a) A/,/ac.k \'. A.u/ook, 26 Sut.h., 48; Bi-sseSS1l1' Y. Joykishol'e, ibid., 2.23."
'
(b) lial'aw Ohnndm' v. Data1'am, 8 Cal., 5\17, 610, over.ruling Dinonath v,
AuZookmonee, 7 Cal., 753.
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authorities and the decisions in the Presidency Courts,
.' dg
was g'iven in favour of the defendant, on the
JU ment
.
.
I'd
. d ground that the sale without posseSSIOn was mva I
b roa
.
f.
)
as against a subsequent purchaser without notICe 0 It (g .
In a later case lVest'l'opp, C. J., said: " Our Bombay rep?rts
from their commencement contain cases, from whlCh,
taken in the aggregate, it may safely be laid d?wn. as a
general, but not an invariable rule, tl~at posseSSIOn I~l the
grantor 01' assignee in deemed essentIal amo~g.st Hmdus
and Mahomedans to the complete transfer of Immovable
property either by gift, sale 01' mortgage." A.mong t~e
exceptions to the above general rule, the ChIef J ustlCe
e n umerated cases arising between the transferor 01' volun.
teers claiming under him and the transferee; cases m
actual
which the second transferee became such with
.
.
notice of the earlier transfer without posseSSIOn; 01' m
which he had implied notice by the fact that the earlier
transfer was registered under any of the Acts XVI of 1861,
XX of 1866, VIII of 1871, or III of 1877 prior to the
execution of the second instrument (li). In adopting
the principle that registration was an imp~ied notice (i): the
Chief Justice admitted that he was followmg the Amel'lcan
in preference to the English 01' ~rish decisi.ons (k), "6thly.
It has been held that posseSSIon by a Judgment-debtor
having a good title is not necessary to validate a judicial
sale of his lands: 7thly. It appears to have been held that
possession by the vendee, who became such. at a judi.cial
sale, is not necessary to validate the sale to hun as agamst
subsequent attachin~ creditors under money decrees, or as
against purchasers at the sales under such decrees: .8thly.
The purchaser at a judicial sale may re-sell WIthout

De~isionB in

Bombay.

(0) Modun Mohun v. Fnttll?'llnn-issa, 13 Or,l" 297.
(d.) Tams()onda?'ee v. OolleGtm' of 11£{jmensin.qh, 13 B. L. R., 495; S. 0.,20
Suth., 446; Bood7mnv. Mt. Latecfan, 22 Suth., 535; Bi87zonrtth v. Ohllllde1', ~3
Suth., 165.
(8) Rall1 Khelawun v. Mt. Olldh, 21 Suth., 101.
(f) Ante § 387; GU'dhar v Daji, 7 Bam. H. O. (A. O. J.), 4; Kach'll v.
Kachoba, 10 Bom. H. 0.,491.

(g) Lalllb7w-i v. Bai AIM'it, 2 _~om., 299; Hasha v. Ra.gho, 6 Bam., 165.
(h) Dina v. Natlm, 26 Bam., 038.
..'
,"
(i) Except in case of frauclulent concealment Dh.ondo Balld tshll(l , . .Ra o.Jl,
20 Bom., 290. Notice of a registerecl aeed i~ not notICe of a former/"lreglsterer~
cleea which is the root of the title, Oh,oulal v. Ra111Cliel1d1'a., 29 Bam., 213,
Sha1j'lulin v. Govincl, 97 Bam., 452.
.
.'
.
. (k) Both in l\'IaclraR ana Oalcutta it is heM that reglshratlOn IS not of Itself
co;'structive notice within s. 3 of the Land Tmnsfe,' Act, IV of IS82, Shan M a.1t1'
Mull Y. Macl1'as Bwilcling 00.,15 Mad., 268; Inderdawan P81'shacl v. G b ~11 d
Lall, 23 Cal., 790.

°
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previously taking possession" (l). A purchaser at a
judicial sale is not a purchaser withqut notice, as he only
buys such an interest as the execution debtor could
equitably sell to him (m).
As regards persons other than purchasers for value
without notice, the Bombay High Oourt laid down the
rule that a Hindu whose estate was in the possession of.a
trespasser or mortgagee might sell his right of entry, as
such, or his equity of redemption, as such, and that the
purchaser might thereupon sue to eject the trespasser, or
to redeem the mortgage. But if he professed to sell the
estate itself, of which he was out of possession, the plaintiff
who proceeded to sue as the owner of the estate would be
defeated, on the ground that the conveyance to him was
ineffectual (n). This was very much like a distinction
without a difference. Accordingly, after the case of
IlilacZc(S v. Ilanhya Lall (0), the Bombay High Oourt
decided that no such distinction could be maintained, and
that it was no objection to an ejectment on the plaintiff's
title as absolute Owner, that his vendor had been kept out
of possession by adverse claim up to the time of his
conveyance (p).
§ 390. The case of mortgages creates greater difflCulty,
as the mortgagor still retains an assignable interest in
himself. Distinctions would also arise a,ccordll1g as the
mortgagor had transfel'l'ed his property in the land, reserv.
ing only a right to redeem, or had retained the property,
merely creating a lien upon it in favour of the creditor; in
the language of English law, according as the mortgage
was legal or equitable. Questions of notice, negligence,
etc., would also largely affect the decision of each case.
(l) Lakshmanilas v. Dasmt, 6 Balli., 163 (F. B.l,pp. 175-177,184-187;
Shiv1'Q,/n v. GelL'1l, 6 Bam., 515; Dnndaya Y. Ohenbasapa, 9 Bom., 427;
Agal'chan(Z v. Bakhma Hanmant, 12 Bom., 678; Na"'"ynnLalcshman v. Bapll,
17 Bom., 741.
(m) Sobhagehnnd v. Elutiehand, 6 Bom., 93; Oldntnmnny. Shiv"am,9 Bam.
H. C., 304; RamaJ'ai(6 v. A"nnaehella, 7l\Iad., 248.
(nl Eni Sltl'nj Y. Dnlpnt'raln, 6 Bam., SEn; VnslMZev Ha'ri Y. Taria Na1'ayan
ibid., 387.
(0) 11 I. A., 218; S. C., 11 Cal., 121, nnte Ii 387.
(p) Ugarehand Y. Madapa Somana, 9 Bam., 324.
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I do not purpose to enter into these matters, which are
beyond the scope of this work, and have been fully treated
by Ml'. Macpherson in his book on Mortgages. I shall
briefly point out the state of the authorities on the one
point of possession. It is evident that the effeCt of want
of possession will depend largely upon whether such non·
possession was in accordance with the terms oithe contract,
or opposed to it. Narada says broadly: "Pledges are
declared to be of two sorts, movable and immovable. Both
are valid when there is actual enjoyment, and not other·
wise' (q). It is possible he may be referring to cases in Morbgage withwhich possession ought to follow the pledge, as it would out possession.
do naturally in regard to movables. In Madras it is quite
settled that a mere hypothecation of land, neither followed
nor intencled to be followed by possession, creates a lien
upon it, which may be enforced against a subsequent
purchaser ('/'). The same point has been decided in Bengal
by the Snpreme Oomt, after taking the opinion of the
Judges of the Sudder Oourt (s). In Bombay the Oourts,
in dealing with the rights of a mortgagee against subse·
quent mortgagees or pmchasers, proceed upon the doctrine
of the position of a purchaser for value without notice.
Except as regards san-mortgages in Guzerat (t), they hold
that a l11ere mortgagee without possession cannot prevail
against a subsequent mortgagee or purchaser who has
.obtained possession without notice ('Il). A purchaser with
,express notice of a previous mortgage takes subject to it,
and either possession under a previous mortgage, or
-registration of it prior to the execution of the subsequent
(q\ NamalL, iv., § M.
.
(r) Val'llell Y. Lnckpathy, 9 M.l. A., 30il, Kada"s(6 v. BnvI,ah, 2 ~Iad. H. C.,
IDS' Gol/,(6 v. Kal;, 4 ~Lld. H. C., 434; Snllagol'ah Y. Rllthlla, 6 lVbd. ,Tnr., 175.
(s) Cualjdoss v. Sibchllnder, Morbon, 111; 8ibchnnder v. Rllssiek, Fulton,
.36. Thes~ cases over-rule contr'try c1ecisionsin Monbriou. 278, and ilIorton, 105.
See Nanaalc v. Telllckdye, 5 Cal., 265.
(t,) As to bhese, see 8ohhagcluwC/ v. Ehn-ichnlld, 6 BOlT•. (F. B.), J93; Jethabni
Dyali-i v. Girdha,', 20 Bam, 158.
(n) Pa'l'lnaya \. Sonde, 4 Bom., 459, 461; Eapnj-i Ea,lal v. Styabha1nnbni, 6
Bam., 490; pel' WIlstl'OjJ}J, C. J., 6 Bom., p. 176. See as .to the eady.Sudc1<:r
.c1ecisiollS, Too/jaHun v. 111cean, 2 ~or., 130 (147); K7l'Jldoo)ee v. EallaJee, BeldasiB., 5; Dondee v. Suntral1L, :.\101'1'18,56.
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transfer, is equivalent to notice (v). The gcneral principle
that possession is not necessary to give validity to a
mortgage as against the mortgagor was affirmed by the
Bombay High Court in a very elaborate judgment, where
all the previous cases were reviewed (w) ; and it has also
been held that such a mortgagee may maintain his claim
against third persons who are wrongfully in possession (x);
or against purchasers at a Court sale, who only take the
right, title, and interest of the debtor (y).
~ 391. Another point as to which there is a conflict of
decisions is as to priority between two documents, the
former of which is unregistered, and the latter is registered.
Where the former document is one of which registration
is compulsory, no question can arise. The unregistcred
documen t creates no rights, and is inadmissible in
evidence (z). But it has been the policy of the Legislature
to allow a certain class of documents, evidencing transactions of a small value, to be registered or not at the option
of the holders. Under the Registration Acts XVI of 186,j,
XX of 1866, and VIII of 1871 there was no competition
in respect of registration between a document compulsorily
registrable, and a document which, being optionally
registrable, was in fact not registered (a). But under the
existing Registration Act, III of 1877, § 50, every document of which registration is compulsory and certain
classes of documents of which registration is optional
"shall, if duly registered, take effect as regards the property
comprised therein, against every unregistered document
relating to the same property, and not being a decree or
order, whether such unregistered document be of the,
same nature as the registered document or not." An
(v) See CEweR in laRt note, also Gopal v. K"i,tnappa, 7 Bom. H. C. IA. C . •T.),.
69; Ha1'; v. l)£a.hadaji, 8 Bam. R. C. (A. C. J.), 50; Balaji v. RallwlutJuZm.,
11 Bam. H. C., 37. See a8 to possession being notice, Act I of 1877, § 27.
(10) Jivandas v. Fmmji, 7 Bam. H. C. (0. C. J.), 45
(xl Krisll1laji v. Go vi'll cZ, 9 Bam. H. C., 275.
(Y) Ohintaman 1'. Shim'am, 9 B01n. H. C., 304. See upon the whole of this.
subject the judgment in Lakshmandas v. Dasrat, 6 Bam., 16t>.
(z) Act III of 1877, ~ 49.
(a) See per TVest?·opp, 0 .•T., 6 Bam., 190, and cases cited.
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Explanation to this section makes it apply retrospectively
in favour of a document registered under Act III of
1877 against documents whose registration was optional
under the previous Acts (b). Upon this section the Madras
High Court formerly held that the subseql~ent regist~red
document must, in all cases, take effect agamst a prevIOUS
document c1ealing with the same property which, being
optionally registrable, has in fact not been registered, and
that neither express notice of the previous instrument,
nor possession under it, operating as implied notice, can
make any difference in the case (0), unless the second
document is merely fraudulent and collusive (d), or
unless the second transaction has been expressly made
subject to the first, so that both documents may have full
operation; as for instance, where property is sold by a
registered instrument subject to the claims of a previous
mortgagee under an unregistered instrument (e). In 1891,
however, the whole series of these decisions was referred
to and reviewed by a Full Bench Court which over-ruled
the decision in Nallappa v. Ibraim and J(onclayya v.
(}ltJ'·ltVappa, and decided in conformity with the rulings
of the Calcutta, Bombay, and Allahabad Courts, that
express notice of a valid but unregistered document,
deprives a purchaser under a registered instrument of the
priority to which he would otherwise be entitled (f).

°

(b) Lak8hman Das v. Di}leiuwd., 2 All., 8;34; GUII.'I"'·(17n v. J(\flli/Il'ado, 11 a!. ,
661; 11£lItllalia v. Al'ibeg, 6 Mild., 174; '1'1'ilwm Madav v. B,"':Jt HI1'gl.,!CW, IS
Bam., 8~2: Ohlliliial Y. Bamehanll'l'(I, 22 BOIll., 213; but tIns eXpla!,atlOl1 il"S
not the effect of girillg regif-;tl'ldion under any of tlw fOl'11101: Ac~s HYl'lOl'lt.y over
an unl'e~istel'(~c1 document undf:l' tiny of the sanle Acts "']l1ch ~t (lId not. possess
umler tllose Ads. HI/Jlelland Y. Davlat,.av, 6 Bom., 495 ; .~hlv'·(!j){. v.8aija., ~3
Dom, 229; S"ira", v. Bhagi'l'a.th. -1 AI!., 227. As to t.he !,ffect of Ill~ntatJOnlU
CflRe of an ul1l'Pgister2d rlocument, see Blldankayala. Y. Vl1wyaka, 26 l\llld., 72.
(e\ Nallilll'l'a GOlindel/ Y. Ib'l'aim., .5 Mad., 7il; KOlldaY!Ja Y. GWI'IIVappa,
(d..) Na'rasunl/l", y, Somnll'lIa, 8 iliad., 167.
[5 l\iail., 139.
(e) Ramchllllil1'(/ 1'. K'l'isluia., 9 M"d., 495,
.
(n ICrishllalllllla v. 8111'0.11//(/,16 Mad. (F. B.), 148; Ram Auta,'''' Dh(1l1all1'L,
81\11.,5-10; Diwan Siuy71 v. Jarilla, 1q All., 145; affd., 20 All., 252; !azllltleen
]0/(/11 v. Fa'/ci1' Mllhomecl, 5 Cal., 336; OilllndE'l'Uath Y • .Bho1/1·/lb OI//lude,.,l0
Cal., 250; Abool Hossein Y. Ra.,qlwnath, 131 ttl., 70; 8I1,.01·a", v .. Geml, 6 Bam.,
Fil&; 11£01'eshwa1' v. Dattll, 12 Bom., 569; Balmllkllndas v. Mot·, Na1'll:Yc/'II, . IF.
Bom.,444. But eee Ba.ma'lIndm'i Y. ](1'isl111(/ OhmuZ1·/I. 10 Oul., 424, III wInch
the Court seemed to tI'elLt tile point as yet. open to queRtion, As to the 1L1ll0unt
of notice necessary, see BlIa./ll Boy v. JakIm Roy, 11 Cal., 667; Oh"ra~l1an v.
BalU, 9 AIL, 591; ActIV of 1882, § 3. It must be pleaded and proved Ohm'napa
v. Ma.nickavasa.ga-m, 25 Mud., 1.
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The High Oourt of Bombay lays it down with equal
distinctness that possession under,an optionally unregistered document is notice to a subsequent purchaser by a
registered document, which of itself deprives him of the
benefits of registration (g). rrhe contrary doctrine was
expressly laid down by the High Oourt of Oalcutta in one
case, in which they over-ruled various decisions of their
own UOlU't in which an opposite view had been taken (h).
In later cases the same Oouet t1ppears to have treated
possession under an unregistered deed as a fact from
which notice of its existence might, but need not
necessarily, be inferred (i).

the registered document. The competition would have
beEm between the decree and the registered document,
and the decree relating to land, though unregistered,
is by s. 50 unaffected by a subsequent registered document (m). No decree can have this effect unless it
establishes the right created by the nnregistered document,
which has been put in issue by the suit in which the
,decree is passed. Where land was conveyed to the defendant by a valid unregistered document ill 1876, and he
immediately leased it to tenants against whom he obtained
a decree for rent in 1878, this decree was held to be no
bar to the priority of a registered deed in 1881 (n).

§ 392. The same question of priority has arisen frequently under the words" not being a decree or order, "
which form an exception to S. 50 of Act III of 1875. These
words provide that the Registration Act shall not apply
to decrees 01' orders which affirm, create 01' extinguish any
interest in land, and therefore that their operation cannot
be affected by any subsequent registered transaction (k).
In order to determine what the operation of the decree is,
it is material to consider the period at which it has been
passed in regard to other transactions. Where a valid
unregistered document has been followed by a registered
document, the latter immediately takes priority by virtue
of S. 50. No decree passed upon the unregistered document can alter this priority when it has once attached (l).
Where, however, the decree upon the unregistered document is passed, before the registered document is executed,
"then the unregistered document would have been merged
in and superseded by the decree, prior to the execution of

§ 893. By s. 48 of the Registration Act III of 1877, ~:ile~f:re:tio~~~s
"All non-testamentary documents duly registered under
the Act, and relating to any property, whether movable
01' immovable, shall take effect against any oral agreement
01' declaration relating to such property, unless where the
agreement 01' declaration has been followed by delivery of
posseSSIOn." A deposit of title deeds under a verbal
arrangement to secure a debt has been held not to be an
oral agreement 01' declaration relating to property within
the meaning of this section (0). Whatever view the
Oourts take as to the effect of notice under s. 50 would
apparently be taken as to this section also (p).
§ 394. Writing is not necessary, under Hindu law, to Formoftransfer.
the validity of any transaction whatever (q). N or is there
any distinction between movable and immovable property
as to the mode of granting it (1'). Nor are any technical
words necessary, provided the intention of the grantor can
be made out. Hence, an estate of inheritance will be con-

(gJ DundnY<l V. Ohellb<ls<lpa, 9 Bom., 427' linthi Sing v. Kn'Verji ]0 BOlll
105; KC;IIlZiba Y. Nalla, 27 Bom., 408 i SIW,,:t',;din Y. Go.o;;,<7, 27 Bon;" 452. Th~
posseSrHon nH~st be Auch as 18 111C0l1Hlstent WIth the tItle 011 which the Becond
purchtCs81'rehes. 111o'!'eshwlL!' Y. JJnttu, 12 Bam., 569.
(~t) Fa~l'!'lleel/ Khan v. Falei!' Mahollterl, 5 etC!', 036.
(,) Na.l'a,n Ohnntie)' v. Data)'am, 8 Ulll., 597; Nani Dibee y, Hafizullah, 10
Cal.,1078.
(le) Kollal'i Naga,busha'llam Y. Rmnunna, 3 lI1arl., 71.
(l) fiillwlaya Bank v Simla. Bank, 8 AlL, 23; revel'"ing Baijnath Y. Lachman Das, 7 All., 88,"; Jethabai Dyulji Y. GinZhar, 20 Bon~., 158; Ishan
Cluuul,'a Y. GOllesh, 28 Cal., 139.

('111) Ji'la.da1· Salieb Y. S'IIbba"aynln, 6 ilIad., 88.
(n) Kesliav Pallll!wang Y. Villa.yak Ha'ri, 18 Bom., 335.
Coggan Y. Pogose, Jl C,d., 158.
(p) Chllnrie'}' Nath Y. BhoY1'icb Chunrier, 10 C"l., 250,
(q) Sri'llivasammrrl v. Vi;ja.ywmmal, 2 Mad. H. C., 37; K,'ishna v. Rayal'pa,
4 Mad. H. C., 98; pe,' cll1'ill'ln, Ji'vandas Y. Fra1nji, 7Bol1l.H. e. (0. O.J.),51;
Bala,'t'am Y. Appa, 9 Bom, H. (;" 121; Bhaska'l' Pn?'8izota'ln v. Samsv(ltibai, 17 Bom., p. 492; Rookho Y. l\Iadho, 1 N -W. P., 59; HU"pm'sizad Y.
Shea Dhyal, 3 1. A, 259; 8. C., 26 Suth., 55. Transfer of Property Act (IV of
1882), ~ 9.
(1') Pel' Peel, C. J., Seebkisto Y. East India 00., 6 M. 1. A., 278,
(0)
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ferred by words which imperfectly describe such an estate
if an intention to create such an estate appears; and if
an estate is given to a man simply without express words.
of inheritance, it would, in the absence of a conflicting
context, carry by Hindu law an estate of inheritance (8).
A grant of the rents and profits of an estate is p1'i'lncL facie
a grant of an estate of inheritance (t). So where a deyisee
states that the donee shall become mal·ik (owner) of all
my estates (·n). So, the grant of an estate to a man and
his children and grandchildren. or from generation to
generation, 01' to a woman and the generations born of
her womb, 01' to her sons and grandsons hereditarily. have
been held to confer an absolute estate (v). The words
"1
.
a ways " 01' " f 01' ever " may accor d'mg to the speclal
circumstances indicate a perpetual grant, 01' one limited
to the life of the grantee (10). So the words" Al Aulad"
which strictly include male and female descendants are
sometimes by custom limited to lineal male desc~nd
ants (x). A grant for years to a particular person enures
to the benefit of that persons's heirs after his death (y).
A bequest to A for life, with unlimited powers of willing
away or appointing to the property, has been treated as a
gift of an absolute estate (z). So a grant from a husband
to his widow was held absolute, where it stated thl1t she
was to take all his rights without exception, and that
neither he nor his heirs were to have any claim to the
(s) Pcr ·Willes, J., Tagoro \'. Tag""e, 9 B. T.. R., 396; S. C., l~ Suth., 35~;
S. C.: I. A., Sup. Vo.!., 65; Lel.-7i,·oj v. Klln),y{/., 4 L .-\." 22iJ; S, C .. 0 Ca!., 210;
Oim'all/an v. Ball>., 9 All., 5f)]; Lain liallijelV"" v. Dalkoel' 2.1 Ca!. 406.
Tmn"fer of Property Act (IV of 1882), ~ R.
"
(tl 1'm' ,'1/. I'ia III , 12 i\:I. 1. A., p. 109; Fa':z ,ill/hall/mad v. Muhammail
,saeed. 25~. A.,. 77; 8. C., 25 CuI., 816.
(0) Laht 11£01"'11 V. 0""":),:,11/ Lal, 241. A., 76: C1. C., 24 Cal., H34.
.(v) Biwolmn v. H'!.?'1·'s!" n 1. A., 138; S. C., J Cal.. 23; Rwn Lal, v. Se'''l'et(,?,!!
a/State, 81. A .. 46; R. C., 7.Cal., H04; Hariha1' v. Umall 1'e 1'3 i((1 <I, 141. A., 7;
S. C., 14 Crt! .. 296; Fa'1'dll"J' Me'/'wall,ji v. Milhiuai, 22 BOI11 .. p. 36(i; LaUt
Moil/In .Y. Ohllkkun Lal, 24 I. A., 76; S. C., 24 Cn1., 834' KTisima Ailjan
v. 1';¥thw."ntha,!8 Mail., 252; Ramami'l'thell Y. Ranga"ath~'II, 24 Mad. ~99.
('lV) Az,z-IlI1·N,ssa Y. TasaddllJ.·, 28 1. A., ( i 5 . '
,
~a,) re~'kash La/, v. ~ameshwa," 31 Cal.. 561.
,y) T~J 07m,,(Z v. Snkanth Ghose, 3 i\:I. 1. A. 261' Gobind Lal v Hemendm
17 Cal. (P. C.), 686.
'"
.
,
(z) Bai Ma1nubai Y. Dosa, IV[ora1ji, Ie Bam., 443; Javerba'i Y. KabUbai, ]5
Bam., 326; Ka1l1a?'l/Zll Y. Venkaia?·athnQ.?l1, 20 Mail., 293.
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e8tate (c~). Where, however, similar words were followed
by a provision that "in case of my wife's death my
daughter is owner of the property," it was held that the
widow only took for life, the daughter having a vested
remainder which passed to her heirs (b). A permanent
grant may be inferred where the object of the grant, e.g.,
£01' building, would be frustrated by a limited possession (0), Ruch an intention would be negatived when the
grantor himself had only a limited estate, and it appeared
that the grant was intended to endure so long as that
interest lasted, but no longer (cZ).
In the case of leases the mere use of the words.
l\'foKurl'Ul'i, or Istemrari, 01' Mokurrul'i Istemrari, though
capable of denoting perpetuity, does not necessarily
involve that idea. These words may mean either pennanent dming the life of the person to whom the grant is
made, 01' permanent as regards hereditary descent (e).
Nor can any necessary inference against the permanent
character of a lease be drawn from the absence of the above
words (f). "The question is, whether the intention of
the parties is shown by the other terms of the instl'ument,
the circumstances under which it was made, or the
subsequent conduct of the parties with sufficient certainty
to enable the Comt in the absence of words importing.
perpetuity to pronounce that the grant was perpetual" (g).
Where the lease is made for the pmpose of reclaiming
jungle land, " If on the one hand it is improbable that the
NQ.?·al,11 v. Pel/')'n!! BhllgllZ, 9 Cal., 8~0.
Y Jngllloill(.lI, 2:3 Bam., 409.
(0' GIII/gndhll/, Y. Ayilllnd(UII, 8 C"l., 960.
,(rZ, Lekhrflj Y. Knnhya" 4 1. A., 223; S. C., :J C"l., 210.
(e) Bwgal Government Y. ·Jan}· Rosse-in, r; M. 1. A., p. 498; Leelal/and
Si,H.gh v. M1lII'I'OOrnllJIlII1 Singh, 1:3 B. 1" R. (P. C.), p. lo~; S. C., :-lUI'. Vol.,
1. A., p. 186.
(f) Promada, Y. Sligobimd, il2 i',,1 , 6..8.
(g) Bilaslllolli Y. Shea Pe1'8iw(Z, 91. A., 33; S. C., 8 elL!., G64; (I:ifg. Sheu
Per.harZ v. Kally Dass, I) Cll.l., 643; 'I'ools71i Pm'shad Y. Rnmalla'ro;.n Sillgh,
12 I. A., 205; S. C., 12 C,,1., 117; Parlneswa?· Pm·tau Y. Par/,llIa.na,n(/. Si#gh,.
15 Cr.1. (P. C.), 342; Rflja mill Y. N""asillga, 15 Ma,l., 199; Beni Penh ad Y •.
Dlldh Nath, 26 1. A., 216, p. 224; Agin v. Moiran, 80 C,t1., 20; Na'rs;.ngh D!lIl1, Y.
Ram Nm'aill, 30 C,d., Btl3; Pllr/mnnan</. v. Rayes, 281. A., 152; S. C ,28 C,,!.,
720. As to the effect of long possession, and acts of ownpr"hip as io(1icating a
permanent tenure, see Oaspe?'Szy. J(ade'rnath, 28 Ca!., 738; Upend"a Y. Isma,il
Khnn, 31 1. A., 14<1; S. C., 32 Cal., 41; Nil'ratan Y. Ismail Khnlt, 311. A.,]49 ;
S. Coo 32 Cal., 54.
(a)

BeL/)/.

(IJ) La,Z(1/
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grantee should undertake such an obligation without some
fixity of tenure, and some assured and permanent interest
in the lands; it is on the other hand equally improbable
that the grantor should part for ever with all his interest
in the improbable value of his lands" (h).
§ 395. The same question as to the absolute, alienable
and heritable character of property which has been granted
without express words to that effect, arises in certain
special cases which may conveniently be collected here.
The obligation imposed upon the head of a family to
maintain its members is generally discharged, either by
defraying out of the common fund the expenses of those
who live in the family house, 01' by allotting to them
sums of money payable periodically; sometimes, however, portions of land 01' separate villages are assigned
to particular members to be held by them for their own
support ('i). PTimci ja.c'ie land so granted is resumable\ at
the death of the grantee (k). SometImes by special
usage such grants are resumable at the pleasure of the
grantor (l). Sometimes they are resumable on the death
of the grantor by his successor (m). Where the head of
the family is the owner of an impartible estate, it is not
uncommon to find an alienation of villages made for the
maintenance of a junior member and his direct male line,
and in such a case it does not revert to the principal
estate until that line becomes extinct (n), and is alienable
by the grantee subject to the c08l'sionary rights of the
grantor (0). A further possibility is that the grant may
have been absolute and il'l'evocable in full satisfaction of
(il) Dila1l7J11.t8ingh v. GoolIZan Singh, lll\L r. A ,p. 465.
(i.1 Rn'll.leet Singh v Filloel' GI/Jraj, 1 1. A., 9.
(k) nroodo,lladitte Y. MukoOllr/., 22 Suth., 225; B7wuannlllllw \'. Rnl1lfl.sa.mi,
4 Mad., HJiJ; J(achwain Y. Sanl]! Chaml, lu ~\ll., 462; lYnnnn Meah Y. K'l'ishnasa/lt·i, 14 iYIacl., 274; Belli 1:'el'sharl v. Durlhuctth, 26 1. A., 216; S. C., 27 Cal.,
156; Ramesilal' Y. ,-ll:jUII, 2d 1. A., 1 ; S. C., 23 All., 194; Karim Y. Hein1'iehs,
231. A., 198; S. C., 25 Bom., 563.
(I) Anund Lal \'. Dhe1'(lj G/wroorl, 5 III. 1. A, 82; Najban Hi"i Y. Oli(wrl
Bibi, lOLA., 133.
.
(-/iL) Url~O,ll Arl-ittya Y Ja.rlnb Lal, 5 Cal., 113 ; t1ffd., 8 1. A., 245.
(n) BhtHya Aj'rl{(wan Swgh v. Udey Pe?'fab, 23 1. A., 64; Vi·rava1'(l.
Thorl1'(llltmal v. T. V. 811-'1'Y{( N{(rayan(l, 241. A., 118; S. C., 20 Mad., 256.
(0) B{(mesw{(?' Y. J2bencZel', 32 ClLl., 683.
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.all claims to futnre maintenance. Such a grant, if
properly made out, vests in the grantee not only an
heritable but an alienable estate, and undisturbed possession for successive generations may justify a presumption
that the grant was of such a nature (p). Sometimes the
transaction takes the form of a partition between the
senior and junior members, which has the same effect (g).
§ 396. There is no rule of Hindu law that a conveyance Grants to
. d nature of a Females.
to a f ema1e can on1y carry WI'tl1 1't tl1e l'mute
female estate by inheritance (1'). Where nothing is
known of the terms of such a grant, there is no presumption of law that it was intended to create either an
absolute estate 01' one for life; and where there is no
other evidence beyond.the mere fact that the grantee has
had possession, the person who has to establish that it
was of either character will fail for want of proof (s).
Where, however, a family arrangement is being made for
a female member, especially if it is stated to be for her
support or maintenance, 01' in satisfaction of her share,
and no distinct words of inheritance or alienability are
used, it is very material in construing the grant to
remember what is the ol'dinary mode in which such
transactions are carried out. This was the priniciple
adopted by the Judicial Oommittee in the following cases.
. In one (t) Dwarkanath Sein, one of two brothers who
had just effected a partition of their property, died leaving
a widow Zoahra and a mother Rabuttee. The widow
claimed possession of her husband's share, and it was
arranged that the share should be treated as being of the
value of Rs. 59,000. The deed by which the arr[Lngement
(JIJ NWl'sing Deb Y. Roy l(oyl{(snath, 9 M. 1. A., 55; Sed"",' Zcm';'uZa'l' Y.
Pedrla. Pakh', 4 i\'Il1d., a7l; Kooldeep lYamin v. Government, 14 i\'I. 1. A., 247;
Raja Jee v. Parthasararlhi, 30 I A., 14 ; S. C., 26 Mad., 202.
(q) Pm'iasam; Y. Periasami, 5 I. A., 61 ; S. C., 1. Mad., B21; 8u?'!!{( R{(/t v.
Ohell{(lI{(mmi, 17 Mad., 150.
\j') Kollany v. Lutohmee, 24 Snth .• il90; Pubit·1'(( Y. D{(?nood/w, ·ib., il97.
(s) Bl'aj{( Kishm'o Y. Knl1rla./1{( Devi, 26 I. A., 66; s. C., 22 Mad. 431;
Rmnasmni Y. P{(p{(yya., 16 Mad., 466.
'
(t) R{(bntee Dossee Y. 8ibohundel' JJ£nllio7c, 6 '~1. I. A., 1, pp. 18-24; G{(l1pnt
Rao Y. RamolLltnde'l',l1 All., 296; p{(j'vat-i Ammal v. SwuZa·ra Moorlelly,20
Mad., 293.
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was carried out recited that it had been agreed between
her and the representative of the entire estate, that
Zoahra should be considered as entitled to Rs. 59,000 in
satisfaction of all claims which she had against such
representative against the joint estate, 01' her part 01'
share 01' interest therein in right of her deceased husband.
It also recited the payment to her of that sum " which
suin was thereby mutually declared to be the sole and
exclusive property of Zoahra for her own absolute and
separate use." She died leaving her father Sibchunc1er
her heir, Rabuttee being the heir of her husband. 8ibchunder possessed himself of the Es. 59,000, claiming'
under a deed of gift from his daughter. The Supreme
Oourt held that the effect of the deed of arrangement was
to buy off Zoahra's claims by a lump sum, which was to be
absolutely at her disposal. The Judicial Oommittee
reversed this decision. They pointed out that the clail~l of
Zoahra was made as widow, heiress and sole representative of Dwarkanath to her husband's share, and that the
deed only professed to pay to her in that capacity the
amount which was agreed on as representing that share.
"It appears to us impossible to come to any other
conclusion; that if these funds were assets, if they
were paid as assets, and are assets in the hands of the
defendant, it seems necessarily to follow that they must
be handed over to the person who now represents the
estate of Dwarkanath Sein."
In a later case (~l), the testator made a will in which
he recited that he left no relations, except Mt. Ranee
Dhunkowar, widow of his own son, and her two daughters.
" Except Mt. Ranee Dhunkowar aforesaid, none other is
nor shall be my heir and malik." " Furthermore to the
said Mt. B,anee too these very two daughters named above
together with their children, who after their marriage mai
(1/) Moulvie Mahomecl Sh"1I!~ool v. Shewalm:lJln, 2 I. A., 7, p. 14 i Lalla v.
Jagmoh1ln, 22 Bom., 409 i Olwmlalv. Bai Mala, 24Bolll., 420 i Bhoba 'l'a·riniv.
Pea?'Y Lall, 24 Oa1., 646 i Tika Ram v. Dep!tty Oommissione!' of Bam Banki,
261. A., 97 i S. 0., 26 Cal., 707.
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be given to them, are and shall be heir and malik." The
Ranee sold part of the lands devised for purposes admittedly
not of necessity, and the suit was brought by the son of
the last surviving daughter to declare that the sale was
ineffectual against him. The Oommittee said: "In construing the will of a Hindu it is not improper to take
inbo consideration what are known to be the ordinary
notions and wishes of Hindus with respect to the devolution of property. It may be assumed that a Hindu
generally desires that an estate, especially an ancestral
estate, shall be retained in his family; and it may be
asmmed that a Hindu knows that, as a general rule at all
events, women do not take absolute estates of inheritance
which they are enabled to alienate. Having reference to
these considerations, together with the whole of the will,
all the expressions of which must be taken together
without anyone being insisted on to the exclusion of
others, their Lordships are of opinion that the two Oourts
in India are right in construing the intention of the
testator to have been that the widow of her son should not
take an absolute estate which she should have power to
dispose of absolutely, but that she took an estate subject
to her daughters succeeding her in that estate; whether
succeeding her as heirs of herself, or succeeding her as
heirs of the testator is immaterial." The first clause stating
of the Ranee " None other is nor shall be my heir and
malik, may be fairly construed as meaning that Sb8 shall
take a life interest immediately succeeding him, without
that interest being shared by her daughters or by any
other person."
§ 397. A provision in a will "that the daughters shall Oonstruction of
be maliks and come in possession of all properties," with- f:;d~~~s~o
out any remainder over, creates an absolute estate, and a
subsequent clause forbidding alienation was rejected as
repugnant (v). The Oourts in India, however, lean very
strongly against treating grants to widows as conveying
(v) Lalla Ramjeewan v. Dalkoe)', 24 Oal., 406.
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anything more than Me estates. As for instance, where a
son gave a hOLlse to his mother; as a provision for her
support; "I have delivered my house to you and made
you the owner thereof. I have no right to it. It entirely
belongs to you. I have no objection to your managing the
house according to your pleasure" ('10). Thero the basis
of the deed was that it was to relieve the son frQm all.
obligation to maintain his mother. The sa~lle decision
was given in another case where a man having a wife and
daughters left a will by which he provided for his daughters,
and then directed his wife to take possession after his death,
adding "Just as I am the owner of the property at present,1
in the same way after my death my wife, Ujam, is the
owner" (.:c). So in cases where property had been left
to the widow and adopted son, it was held that she took
only an interest for life, which would not be enlarged by
survivorship if the son predeceased her (y). Where however, a similar devise was followed by words of inheritance
with power of alienation by sale or gift, it was held by the
Privy Council that the widow and son took absolute estates
in e~ual moieties as tenants in common (z). Gifts by a
husb~nd to his wife of immovable property, even though
accompanied by express words of inheritance, are not
alienable unless distinctly declared to be so. It is a quality
of such gifts that though they descend to the wife's heirs
she cannot alien them (a).
§ 398. A very large class of tenures in India consists of
land held either rent free or on a favomable rent. What
is granted in the great majority of these cases is not the
land itself, but the revenue issuing out of it, such grants

having been made by the person entitled to that revenue,
h ther the soveroign power or the landholder who
:'k:S directly from the sover~i~'n power (b). Many of
these grants were made for relIgIOUS purposes, such as to
Brahmans for their own benefit, or as end9w~e~ts f~r
·,
or charitable 1)Ur1)OSeS
These
are p1'~1nn
JaCM
re 1IgIOUS
1:
1:
•
•
•
absolute grants (c), and are separately dIscussed III Chapter
XII. Others are conferred either as a ~'eward for past
services (cl), or as payment for future serVICes, or for both
purposes.
.
J aghires or Saranjams, as they are called m Mahr~tta
districts, have generally been conferred b! the rulmg
power for political pmposes, and ~re s~lbJect to much
legislation intended to preserve the dIscretIOnary po,:er ~f
the State in respect to them (e). When a J aghire .IS
granted in indefinite terms, it is taken to .be for the lIfe
only of the J aghiredar ; but when there:s a gran~ to a
man and his heirs, and nothing to contradICt the ordmary
meaning of the words, the grantee takes an absol~lte
interest (j). When the Government settled a penSIOn
Ul?on the descendants of a relation of the Nawabs ot Surat,
and allotted a J aghire, expressly declared to be resumable,
as the source from which part of the pension was to be
paid, it was held by the Privy CO~1llcil that th~ descendants
held a succession of life estates m the J aghlre, exactly as
they did in the pension (g).
The word Ena1n, which is the term in use in Southern
India to express beneficial tenures, originally meant a
grant generally, and subsequently, whe~ not qual~fied by
any other word, came to mean a grant m perpetu~ty, not
resumable. An Alt1tmgha Enct1n meant a grant m per-

(w) Anna,iiDattatmya \'. Ol1al/drabai, 17 Bom., 503.
.
(x) Hll1'iZaZ Y. Bni Rewa, 21 Bom., 376; Mathwra Das v. Bnklwl! MaZ, 19
All. 16' Ja1nna Das Y. Rmllantar, 27 All., 36,1. See, however, Rnjnarain v.
AS"':I.to;h, 27 Cal., 44; Rajna1'ain v. Katyayani, 27 C,,1., 649.
(I}) Hirabai v. La.kshmibai, 11 Bom;, 573; Sesl1ayya Y. Na1'asmnma, 22
M~c1., 357; Go01'OO Das v. 8m'ot 0I11IIIilf1', 29 Cal., 699.
(z) Jogeswn1' Nnl'win Y. limn OIwnd Dutt, 23 1. A., 37; S. C., 23 Cal., 670;
Muthn Meenakshi v. Cl1ena.rn Sekl1n1'a, 27 Mac1., 498.
(a) J(001~ibel1a1'i v. P?'mnehand Dutt, 5 C«1., 684; Bhujanga Rnu Y. Rmnayammn, 7 l\f«c1., 387; Bhobn Tnrima Y. Pea.?'Y Lall, 24 C«1., \146; Tlwkm'
Singh Y. Nokl1e, 23 All., 309.

Ib) Bmnehnnrl"l'a Y. Venka.t1'lw, 6 Bom., 598.
Ie) Pe), c1LJ';mn, 7 J\I. 1. A., p. 132.
(d) A gmnt by Government of « Zemindary, not. revenue free, «" « reworc1 for
past services is «lien«ble by tl", gmntee. Laell1m Y. Ma kund, 26 All., 67.
(e) Shekh SnUn» Sani Y. Shekh A.i1l!0(lin, 20 1. A., 50; S. C." 17 Bom., 431.
if) GuZab(la8 JugJivnndns Y. Oollector of Sumt, 61. A., 54; tl. C., 3 Bom.,
186; Dos(ibai v. Ishwnl'dns, 181. A., 22; S. C., 15 Bom., 222.
(g) GuZ(ibdns
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petuity, not resmnable, while A1nctJ"?1n and Ka#nb(lcz,i
En'WM were resumable (h).
Right to resume
§ 399. The principles upon which service tenures of a
Service tenures.
non-political character may be resumed were laid down by
the Privy Oouncil in the case of F01'bes v. Meer MahomecZ
T'ltq'llee (i). 'rhere a rent-free J aghire had been granted
by the East India Oompany in 1775 to the ancestor of
the defendant, in consideration of his past services in
preventing the incursions of elephants upon the cultivated
lands of the Pergunnah, and his future services in the
same way, whereby the cultivation might be extended, and
the ryots be protected. In 1850 the Zemindary in which
the J aghire was situated was sold for arrears of Governl11ent revenue, and the purchaser sued to resume the
J aghire. His claim was rejected. The Oommittee held
that after such a long and undisturbed possession, it lay
upon the purchaser to make out a clear tItle to resumption
which he had failed to do. They stated" that in every
case the right to resume must depend in a great measure
upon the nature of the particular tenure, or the terms of
the particular grant. They agree with the observations of
Mr. Justice Jackson (lc) that there is a clear distinction
between the grant of an estate burdened with a certain
service, and the grant of an office the performance of
whose duties are remunerated by the use of certain lands.
They have already stated that, in their opinion, the grant in
question does not fall within the latter category. Assuming
it to be a grant of the former kind, their Lordships do not
(Ii) UJ1iile Rnjah BomnwI'anze v. Pemmasmny Venh:atac/I'Y, 71\1. I. A., I2S,
p. Hl2. These tel'lllS are defined as follows in Wilson's GJoss,uy. Altnmg7la a
l'oya,} gl'il"nt nncler the seal of S01118 of the fOl'lller native prince:; of HilHhlF;ta'll, a~l<1
reco~llisea by ~he British Governlnent, conferring H, title to rent-free land in pel'petulty,.he1'8chtary a1:~ tl'allsfera~le. A1JUI'J'aul, II grant of 1'ovenue by thepl'ince
01' it pohgi.tl', on COl1ChtlOll of serVICe, g'enel'ally Inilita,l'Y 01' police. Snch gl'ullts
wer~ resnnutble wlH~n the AUlfLrn,}rfLl' or ITl'u,nteo fai!ed to pel'fOl'lll the stipUlated
serVIce. Kattuualu, a revenue tel'lU, usually applIed to it fixed inYHl'iable Hnd
favoumble or quit rent, which has !)ee~l a~sessecl on lands p![\l1tecl to p~lblic
servants. Onttoogootaga lS a term lll(hcatll1g a perpetual tenure at a low rent
for past military services, S ilL 1. A., 327.
(i) 13 M. 1. A., 438, y,p. 464-41?6; Bhimaji Balvant v. Giriappa, 24Bom., S2;
Lnh:hamgavda v. Keshav Annl\J~, 2~ Bom., 305; Nct1'rtsayya v. Venkatagil'i,23
Mad., 262; Amamlll, Sobhanac/n Y. Venh:nta Nm'asimha, 26 Macl., 403,
;.vrokhas[t.
(k) 6 Suth., p. 209.
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dispute that it might have been so ex~ressed as t~ .make
the continued performance of the serVICes a condItIOn to
the continuance of t.he tenure. But, in such a case, either
'the continued performance of the service would be the
whole motive to and consideration for the grant,. or the
instrument would by express words declare that, the service
ceasing, the tenure should determine." Here" the grant
may be said to have been made pro se7'v'it'iis i1npensis et
impencZencZ'is-partly as a reward for past, ~artly as an
inducement for furture services. Agam, neIther sunnad
contains any words which expressly import. that the
tenure shall cease, if and when any of the serVICes cease
to be performed. Such a provision is something very
different from one which merely casts upon the grantee
the performance! of certain duties so long as the.y are
necessary. The former makes the grant deternnnable
when there is no further occasion for the services. But,
in the latter case, if the operation of any natural cause
l'emoves the necessity for the services, the grantee will
hold the lands practically freed from the condition originally imposed upon him. Theil' Lordships are, therefore,
of opinion that upon the true construction of the sunnads
the grantees, though bound to protect the PergullLmh
from the incursions of wild elephants so long as these
incursions lasted; and though still bound to do so should,
by any chance, those incursions be renewed; and t~ough
they may be liable to forfeit the tenure if they WIlfully
fail in the performance ofthis duty, are not liable to have
their lands resumed, because there is no longer any
occasion for the performance of the particular service."
§ 400. Where before the permanent settlement t~e Resumption
clepencls Oil
Government had created a ghatwc(li tenure for the pubhc public 01'
person[tlnature
interest, a purchaser of the Zemindary cannot afterwards of services.
resume it on the ground that the services have ceased to
be necessary, if the Government maintains its claim upon
the tenure holder in case a necessity should arise (l). If a
(l) Kooldeep Na·minv. The GoVe1'1L11lBnt, 14 ?II. 1. A., 247. As to the ghatwali
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tenure involves personal services to the Zemindar and

pl~blic services to the State, the Zemindal' cannot dispense

wIth the personal services and then' take possession of
the lands an~ hold them discharged of their obligations
for the publIc benefit (m). It is otherwise where the
land is granted by the Zemindar in consideration of
merely personal services to be rendered to himself by the
grantee (n).
frant to office
here. an. office has been created, and the perfOi'lnance
older.
of Its dutIes 1S remunerated by a O'rant of land when the
office is terminated the grant mayb be resumed.' If however, the office is hereditary, resumption can onl; take
place when the need of the services altogether ceases.
Where the services of such an official are still required,
those who have an hereditary right to the office cannot be
deprived of the land which they hold as remuneration for
such.office, on the mere ground that the plaintiff prefers to
appomt some one else to officiate in that capacity (0).
Uienation by
§ 401. The remaining questions in regard to holders of
~rm1t,ees.
o~ce and ~ervice tenures relate first to their right to
allen.ate then office or tenure, and, secondly, to their right
to alIenate the emoluments attached to it.
As regards religious institutions and endowments it was
decided by the Privy Council that an alienation of tl~e right
to manage such institutions and the property attached to
them was absolutely void; and if the alienation was for
the pecuniary benefit of the trustee that it could not even
be supported by proof of a custom authorising such a
proceeding (p). The judgment appears to apply equally

:V-

tenure, which is to ,,: great extent the creature of Sttttute, see Leelnllnnd Singh
Benpnl 9ove1'l~'lnent, 61\1:. I. A., 101; NiZmoni Singh v. Bakrannth, 81. A104; 'I. ekn~t !IcLl~ Pe1'SliacZ Y. Anul!cZ Roy, 15 I. A., 18.
'
('Ill) Joy ~'lsh~n Y. GoUeet01' of East Bllydwa-n, 10 M. I. A., 16, p. 45.
(n) SanmllaslRa~lL Y. Sal,w Zeminda?" 7 Mail., 268; Maliadevi Y. VikralllQ,
14 Mfta., 365, p. 375, RC';cllw Pel'Shad S,ngh Y. BucZhnDashad, 22 CAL, 938.
_(0) Radhn Pel'shad S"11gh v. Bllddah Dashad, 22 Cal., 938; Bhimnpaiyn
Y. Rmnehand1'a, 22 Bom., 422.
(p) Rajav1<yma. Valiny. Raja. Vn1'lIlah Matha, 4 I. A., 76; S. C., lllIad., 235.
N,?r can such ttll office be sold in execution of tt decree, Juggm'nath Roy v.
Ktshen P.e1'Shad, 7 Suth., 266; Dubo Missel' Y. S"i1l1bas M·lsse?·, 5 B. L. R.,
:~16talwha1.an v. Ban.qsht Mohun, 6 B. L. R., 727; pM' elwiam, 6 Bam.,
Y.
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to any transfer, whether by sale 01' gift, and their Lordships intimated that no distinction was apparent in this
respect between a religious and a charitable endowment.
As regards civil hereditary offices and the inams anpexed
to them, the law in Bombay is that they are alienable
permanently, the duties and the emoluments passing
together (q). In Bengal the general rule seems to be that
ghatwali hereditary tenures are not alienable either by
sale or decree, and cannot be leased in perpetuity,
but in Karajpore they are alienable by permission of the
Zemindar ('/'). In Madras, so long ago as in 1819, the
Budder Court pronounced, with regard to a sale of his
office by a kurnam, that" all transfers of public duty are
illegal by an ancient usage of the country and by common
reason" (s).
As regards offices 01' tenures, the emoluments of which ~lienation of
. t ed t
l US1ve
. b ene fit sof
'
lIlcome.
are appropna
0 tI
1e exc
eac 1l
succeSSIve
holder, he may alien them for his own life 01' any shorter
period, but cannot separa~e them permanently from the
duties to which they are annexed so as to bind his successor (t). vVhere, however, the manager of a religious 01'
chartitable endowment disposes of property in which he is
only interested as trustee, it is certain that his alienation
is only binding so far as his authority as such manager,
to act for the benefit of the institution, extends (u).
There are decisions in which it seems to have been held
(q) Bhima.ppa.iyn v. Ram.r:l"""ZI'a, ~~ Bam., 1" 427, referring to Bombay Hereuitl,r), Ollieel's Act, 1874. s. 56.
.
.
(.)') NiZm.ani Sillgh v. BakJ'(Llla.th, 9 I. A., 104; Telca.d KaZt Pe'l'sh"cl Y.
AIlIlI'" l!.01/, 15 I. A., 18; Na:)'",:/! jjinllick Y. Bncli noy, 29 Ottl., 227.
As to the
effect upon the Sllccessor to tlll office 01' a service tenure of a,u alienation of such
office 01' tenure by his prcclecessol', 01' an adverse ju(lgn1ent in respect.of it, 01'
the operatioll of the SttltutH of lilllitat,iolls which lu,s concluded the rIghts of
sueh predecessor, see linrlhaoai \'. Allnnt'l'av, 9 Bam., 19~ ;.Gnanasamba.l1dnY.
Velu Pnndwl'aIn, 27 I. A., 69; s. C., 23 il'litcl., 271; PycZlglntnm Y. Ramadoss,

28 MaLl., 1\)7.
(8) DiggeveUy Y. Ooontamoo Kala, 1 Mad. Dec., 214.
.
(t) Mnppi.(li Pnp(L!la Y. llall11Llla, 7 Mad., 85; }.:[acZho KOOC1'y v. Teka~t Ra.m,
90ltI., .. 11; Kaln NCb1'a!la.1l Y. Halllnnpn, 5 Bam., 435; approved Pndapa Y.
Swa')ni'J'(Lo, 27 I. A., 86; 8. C., 24 Bam., 556; Radhabni Y. Ana'llt')'ao Bhagvmnt,
9 Bam .. 198, where the Bombtty legislation in l'egttl'd to vatans is discussed;
AppnjilBap'4ji Y. Keshav Shammv, 15 Bam., 13.
(Il) Nal'aynn Y. Ohentalllan, 5 Bam., 393, pust § 438.
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that even here the alienations are valid for his life (v).
These decisions were mostly upon the statute of limitations; the point being that where the successor did not
take through the alienor, but upon a new title which arose
upon his death, the cause of action dated from that period.
Suits properly framed in the interests of the endowment
could be brought at once by persons qualified to protect
the institution (w). There are, however, cases in which
the validity of such alienations for the life of the manag'el'
is laid down broadly. Possibly, in some instances. the
manager had a beneficial interest in the endowment (x).
Statutoryprovi§ 402. The Transfer of PrOI)erty Act (IV of 1882) consion
s as to alienation.
tains various provisions as to the form of alienation which
will modify the Hindu law as to all transactions subsequent to the 1st July, 1882.
Sales.
~y s. 54 " A transfer by way of sale in the case of tangi-

a valid title, though there was neither registration nor
possession. The Court said: "we are of opinion that s, 54,
cl. 3 of the Transfer of Property Act is not exhaustive or
imperative in requiring that the transfer of immovable
property sold, and of small value, should be made only
under one of these conditions so as to confer a valid tItle.
In clause 2 the law is clear that a transfer of immovable
property of a particular description ccm be 1nade only by a
instrument, but clause 3 uses the expreSSIOn
reo'istered
b
1MW. be 'made.
It does not declare that it can be made

f'

ble unmovable property of the value of one hundred rupees
and upwards, 01' in the case of a reversion or other intangible thing, can be made only by a registered instrument.
In the case of tangible immovable property of a value less
than one hundred rupees, such transfer may be made
either by a registered instrument 01' by delivery of the
property. "
In Na'l':lin Okllnclerv. DcitctJ'Cl1n (y), Ga1·th, C. J., intimated
his opinion that, under this section, optional registration
was virtually abolished, every written instrument requiring
to be registered. This view was, however, disapproved
of by the same Court in a later case. There the plaintiffs
had purchased property below the value of Rs. 100 from
owners who were out of possession, by an unregistered
deed. In a suit to recover the property from persons in
possession without title, it was held that the sale conferred
(v) Mahomed y. GanaJ;a.ti, 13 Mad., 277; Mohunt Bn-nlt SIl1'OOP y, Kllasha
Jha, 20 Suth., 471; Sa.lhlannma v, Sa,'avaurl Brtlji 181'rad 26()
(w) ~ct XX of 1863, s, 14, Civ. P. C., 1882, s, [;39:'
'
"
'
(x) Compare Ramellandj'a Shanker Ba.va \', Kashinilth, 19 Bom" 271 with
pj'osonno KlllluW' v, Saroda. P,'osonno, 22 Oal., 989,
(y) 8 CaL, p. 612.

,

-.': __
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[The decision in 16 Cal. 622, has si!~ce been expressly ove1'-1'nled in 19 Cal.
623, Makban Lal Pal v. Banku Behan Ghose, thus confirming the decision in
8 Cal. 612,]

only by a registered instrument, signed by the mortgagor
and attested by at least two witnesses. Where the
principal money secured is less than one hundred rupees,
a mortgage may be effected either by an instrument signed
and attested as aforesaid, or (except in the case of a simple
mortgage, i.e., hypothecation) by delivery of the property.
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to render invalid
1D.ortgages, made in the towns of Calcutta, Madras,
Bombay, Karachi, and Rangoon, by delivery to a creditor
or his agent of documents of title to immovable property,
with intent to create a security thereon."
By s. 107 " A lease of immovable property from year to
year, 01' for any term exceeding one year, or reserving a
yearly rent, can be made only by a registered instrument.
Al! other leases of immovable property may be made
either by an instrument or by oral agreement."
§ 403. By s. 123 " For the purpose of making a gift of
immovable property, the transfer must be effected by a
registered instrument signed by 01' on behalf of the donor,
and attested by at least two witnesses. For the purpose
, of making a gift of movable property, the transfer may be
(z) lOlatlt Bibi

Y.

MacZhl{.1'a.?n, 16 CaL, 622, p. 626.

Leases

Gifts
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effected either by a registered instrument signed as aforesaid or by delivery. Such delivery may be made in the
same way as goods sold or delivered" (Ct).
!
In cases under the old law of gifts it was held that
registration of the deed of gift did not amount to, or make
up for the want of possession (b). Does the present
section dispense with possession? It certainly does not
dispense with acceptance of the gift, which is essential
under s. 122, If then there can be no valid acceptance
under Hindu law without possession, actual or symbolical,
then s, 122 does not alter the Hindu law. But if there
can be a sufficient acceptance without possession so as to
satisfy s, 122, th'en a registered gift of movable property
would be valid under s. 123 if accepted, even though
Hindu law required delivery of possession by the donor,
as well as acceptance of the gift by the donee. It will be
seen by s. 129 that s. 122 is not to affect any rule of
Hindu layv, but that s. 123 will not be invalid eve~ thouO'h
'"
it should do so. The Oalcutta High Oourt has held that
delivery of possession of property, whether movable 01'
immovable, is unnecessary,' where the deed of gift has
been registered (0), and this ruling has been followed in
Bombay (d), and in Madras in a case between Muhammedans (e).
(a.) As to gifts by T"lu'lchl's of Ouclh, see Act 1 of 18(j9, § 13 ltnd e"ses 11
1. A., 1, 121.
(b) Va.slldev v. NG:~'aya)/, 7 Bam., 131; Da.ga-iDabee v. Mathul'a Natll, 9 Ca!.,
854; ISJna,z, Y. Raml'l" 2il BOlll., 682.
(0) DIw,1'modas v. Nista1'ine, 14 Ott!', 446.
(d) Bai Retlllbeti v. Bai Met!!i, 23 Bom., 234.
(e) AZabi Kaya v. MlIssa Koya, 24 i\Iad., 513.

OHAPTER XI.
WILLS.

Origin of Testwnentm'Y Power.
404 . THE ol'lg'in and gTowth of the testamentary
Will~unknown
.
to Hmdu law.
power among Hindus has alway~ been a p~rp.lexlty to
lawyers. It is admitted that the Idea of.a WIll IS wholly
unknown to Hindu law, and that the natIVe languages do
not even possess a word to express the idea (a). In early
times, when the family property was vested in the family
corporation, and when the members had nothing more
than a right of usufruct, the idea that any individua~ could
'exercise a power of disposal to commence after hIS own
death, would have been a contradiction in terms. Even
in later times, when a greater freedom of disposition had
arisen, the principle that a gift could only take effect by
possession would seem to oppose an absolute bal'. to devis.es.
Yet there can be no doubt that from the earlIest period
of our acquaintance with India we find traces of a struggling towards the testamentary power, often checl~ed, bl:t
constantly renewed. It has been common to ascnbe thIS
to the influence of English lawyers in the Supreme Oourts ;
but this explanation seems to me untenable. It is very
probable that in the Presidency Towns, the exampl~ of
:Englishmen making wills may have stimulated the natIves
in the same direction, but the King's Judges appeal' to
have been quite neutral in the matter. They were conscious of their ignorance of native law, and anxiously
sought the advice of their own pundits (§ 40), and of the
Judges of the Oompany's Oourts, and others who were
experts in the unknown science. So far were they from
grasping at jurisdiction, that they absolutely disclaimed it.
In 1776 the Supreme Oourt of Oalcutta, after taking time El1rlyiustauces
iu Supreme
Courts.
S
~

(et) 2 Dig., 516, n; 2 Stm. H. L., 418, 220, 431.
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to consider, granted administration to the goods of .a
Hindu, but on the terms that the administrator should'
administer according to Hindu law. In 1791 they
reconsidered the matter, and decided that probate of the
will,or administration of the goods of a Hindu 01' Muhammec1an, could not be granted. It was not till July 1832
that a contrary rule was laid down, and from that date
the practice of granting probate and administration to the
property of natives was fully established (b). A similar
alteration of practice is recorded by Sir Thomas Strange
as having taken place at Madras (c). The earliest known
will of a native is that of the celebrated Omichund. It is
dated 17 58, a time when the English arms were more in
the ascendant than the English Oourts (el).
§ 405. It seems to me that the true origin of the testamentary power is to be sought for in that Brahmanical
influence, the working of which I have already traced in
the law of partition and alienation (e). It disp'layed itself
especially in the sanctity attributed to religious gifts, that
is, gifts to religious men, or Brahmans. These were considered valid where even transfers for value would have
been set aside. In other countries gifts try to clothe
themselves with the semblance of a sale. Under Hindu
law, sales claimed protection by assuming the appearance
of a gift (f). It is obvious that a man is never more
disposed to pious generosity than in his last days, when
the approach of death furnishes him with the strongest
motives for investing in the next world that wealth which
he can no longer enjoy in the present. The f1Cuteness of
the Brahman would have readily discovered and utilised
(b) Rf' C,III/mll.l", iliorton, 1; Guuds of Hadjee "lIlId(/p-jl(l, ib., 74; Gauds of
Beebee Mlltim, zb., 75.
(e) 1 Str". H. 1;" 267.
.
(n) This will was discussed ill it elise which menH, before the Supreme Court
of Cnlclltta in 1793. See Montl'ioll, 321; pC'i' PhE'tlr, J., Ta.gVI'6 Y. Tag()1'e,
4 R. L. R. (0 C. J.), 138; Beng. Reg. II (\ ollGciol's nml13ot1rtl 01 Reyenue) ana
XX,x:VI of 1793 (Registry for Wills und Deeels) cited by i\fo,cphersoll, J.,
Kl'lsh'lla?·(l.1I1aIH ". Ana.,u/a, 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J.l, 2S8; pel' c-iol'l1'an, J., 'l'ago)'e v.
Tal/ore, 4 B. L. R. (0, C. J.), 217.
(e1 Ante §§ 243, 261, 262. See pltl'ticnlarly the passage /Tom Sir H. S. Maine,
cited § 261.
if) See Mitaksh(L7'({., L, I, § 32; Raghunandana, v,, 26.
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this fact. Nothing IS more remarkable 111 the earliest wills.
Bengal wills than the enormous amounts which they
bestow for religious purposes. The same thing was
remarked by Sir Thomas Strange in all the wills made by
Hindus in Madras, and he observes somewhat cynically,.
that "the proportion is commonly in the ratio of the
iniquity with which the property has been acquired, or
of the sensuality and corl'l1ption to which it has been
devoted" (g). It is probable that such bequests would
often take the form of a cloncdio Jn01·tis C((,IlSC)" revocable
if the grantor survived, or that they were effected by
death-bed dispositions, followed up by immediate delivery
of possession. But there are texts of the Hindu sages.
which contain the actual germ of a will, and which 'were
capable of being developed into a complete testamentary
system. J(cdynycma says: "vVhat a man has promised
in health or in sickness, for a religious purpose, must
be given; and if he die without giving it his son shall
doubtless be compelled to deliver it." Anc1 again, "After
delivering what is due as a friendly gift (promised by the
father), let the remainder be divided among the heirs."
And so HW'ita says: "A promise made in words, but not
performed in de~d, is a debt of conscience both in this
world and the next" (h). Such promises, being treated
as debts, would be enforced against the heir in exactly
the same manner as an ordinary secular debt. At first
they would be treated as a moral obligation, and then, by
analogy, as a legal obligation. It is significant that the
principle seems first to have been applied in favour of
pious gifts. But it wouldrapic1ly extend to all c1ispositions
of property, to the extent of a man's power of disposing
of it. In case of separate and self-acquired property the
right woulc1 naturally be admitted with little hesitation.
It would afterwards be applied to the undivided share of a

(g) 2 Sbl'lt. H. L., 453.
(I,) 2 Dig., 96; 3 Diii., 3SR; 2 Dig., 171. The only writer, as fur ns I ~(]]m:,
who has remarked the bearing of t,hese texts upon the present questlOll IS
M. Gibelin. See n, very interesting :liscussion (Vol ii., Titre. YiL), in which he
points out tlutt the Hindu will was n native and not all European 111yenhon.
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co-heir, 01' to ancestral property in the hands of a father
or sole owner. In each province the rapidity and extent
of the growth of the testamentary power would depend
upon the degree to which the control of the testator over
his pl:~perty was admitted. This is exactly what took
place.
,Cases in Bengal.
§ 40G. The law of devise was, as mig'ht be expected,
first settled in Bengal, where the power of alienation was
most widely extended. The reported cases commence in
1786, and the first two related to divided and self-acquired
property, as to which, after reference to the pundits, the
wills were maintained (i). In 1792 the N nddea case (k),
which has already been stated (§ 372), was decided in the
Sudder Oourt, and it was followed next year in the
Supreme Oourt by the case of Dialchwncl v. 'I1:issory (l),
where the property appears to have been self-acquired.
In both these cases the pundits affirmed the right of
a father to devise property, whether ancestral or selfacquired, and the former of the two is stated by Mr. Oolebrooke to have been accepted as establishing the point.
Mr. Sutherland, howevei', to whom the latter case was
referred for his opinion, stated that the will would be only
valid as against sons, "provided no part of the property
conferred by it were real ancestral property" (m). This
view was evidently not taken by the profession, for in
1800 a most important case arising out of the Rctjcth
Nobkissen's will was litigated in the Supreme Oourt, where
the R.ajah, who had a natural-born and an adopted son,
bequeathed an ancestral taluq to his adopted son, and the
four brothers of such son, thereby depriving his natural
son of all intGrest in the taluq and his adopted son of
four-fifths of his interGst. The validity of the will was
admitted without dispute, though tile adoption was
contested (n). In 1808 the will of Nemych-urn JJif:llllick
I

(i) 11£UI/'IIOO v. Gopee, Montr., 1l90; RUSII;ck v. Oltaitun, iIJ., 804; 2 :U. Dig., 220.
(kl Eshano/wnc/ v. Eshol'ohn"d, 1 S. D., 2.
(l) ;\lontr., 371; F. MacN., 357.
(In) 2 Stm. H. L., 429. See Jllr. Oolebrooke's own opinions, 2 Stm. H. L., 431,
435,437.
(n) Gopee v. Ra,jkristna, iVLolltr., 3ill; S. 0., P. nitlcN., 356.
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was contested in the Sllpreme Oourt, and the decree
declared "that by the Hindu law N emychurn Mullick
might and could dispose by will of all his property, as
well movable as immovable, and as well ancestorial as
otherwise." This case went on appeal upon another
point to the Privy Oouncil, but the finding as to the
validity of the will was never disputed (0). Accordingly, Theil' validity
established in
the will of a brother of N emychurn, who died possessed Bengal.
of great wealth, ancestral and self-acquired, was never
contested, although by it he almost completely disinherited
one of his sons (p). In 1812 the Sudder pundits, when
consulted as to the validity of an alleged devise by a
widow, laid down the general principle, that" the same
rule applies to bequests as to gifts; every person who has
authority, while in health, to transfer property to another,
possesses the same authority of bequeathing it (q)."
Finally, after the period of doubt caused by the decision
in Blwwanny Ohwrn's case, the matter was set at rest for
ever, as far as Bengal is concerned, by the certificate of
the Sudder Oourt in 1831, which has already been set
out (§ 372). It is now beyond dispute that in Bengal a
father, as regards all his property, and a co-heir, as regards
his share, may dispose of it by will as he likes, whatever
may be its nature (r).
§ 407. A minor has been held in Bengal to be incapable Mino~"
. '
MarrIed woman.
of making a WIll (s). A marl'led woman may make a
will of her st1·iclha.na or any other property which is
absolutely at her own disposal. But she cannot devise
property inherited from males, whether movable 01' immovable, since her interest in It ceases at her death (t).
0) Rwntoolloo v. Ra;mgopanl, F. lliac:\'., 336; S. 0., 1 Kn., 245.
1)) P. ilip,cN., 350.
q) S1'eenamin v. Bhya Jha, 2 S. D., 23 (29, 37).
(,.) Pm' La. Kingsdown, NagaZlttchmee v. Gopoo, 6 M. 1. A:, 344 ; per Peacock,
C. J., Ta.qO?·e v. 'l'agore, 4 B. L. R. (0. O. J.), 159; per WIlles, J., Tagore v.
Tagore, 9 B. JJ. R., 396; S. 0., 18 Suth., 359.
".
(s) Banw,nlZas v. Mt. Tarinee, S. I? of 1850, p. 550; OOSS.l1(/;.1.t Bysack v.
H1I?'1'00800nc/"Ij, F. MacN., 81; 2 M. DIg'., 198, note.
(t) Teencowi'ee v. Dinonath, 3 Suth., 49; OhooneeZalv: ;rUS800, 1Bor., 55 [60J ;
DhoZubh v. Jeevee, ib., 67 [75J j Unwoot v. Kulyandas, 2b., 284 [314J ; Venkatq,
Rama v. Venkata SW'iya, 2 Mad. (P. C ).. 333; GadacZli?' v. Ohand?'a Bhagaba2,
17 Bom., 690 j Sha Ohamanial v. Dosh. Ganesh, 28 Born., 453.
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Both the above points are now affirmec1 by statute as
regarc1s Hinc1us (n). As regarc1s ac1ults the general questions which arise relate to their boc1ily or mental capacity
at the time of ll.laking the will, or to the suggestion that,
in consequence of frauc1. orunc1ue influence, the will
actually executec1 c1ic1 not represent the real wishes of the
testator. The onllS rests on the person who propounc1s a
will to satisfy the OOUl't that it is the will of a free anc1
capable testator, anc1 where circumstances exist which
excite the suspicion of the OOUl't, to remove such suspicion,
and to prove affirmatively that the testator knew anc1
approvec1 of the contents of the c10cument (v).
§ 408. In Southern Inc1ia wills hac1 a much more
chequerec1 career, as might be anticipatec1 from the stricter
views entertainec1 as to the family union. DUl'ing the
time Sir Thomas Strange was on the Bench, no question
as to wills arose in such a form as to require a c1ecision.
He evic1ently consic1erec1 them a mere innovation, though,
after consultation with Mr. Oolebrooke, he was disposec1
to think that they might be allowec1 to the same extent
to which a gift inter vivos woulc1 have been valid ('/0).
He cites several futwahs of Madras punc1its in which
they seem to take the same view. These are all commentec1 upon by Mr. Ellis, whose authority on Mac1ras
law anc1 usage ranked very high. He assertec1 with confic1ence that no Hinc1u coulc1 make a will which woulc1
tUl'n his property after his c1eath into a different course
from that which it woulc1 have taken by Hinc1u law.
He intimatec1 a very strong doubt whether the punc1its .
unc1erstooc1 what was meant when they were questionec1
as to the operation of a will (x). It is quite certain that
en) Act X of 1e65, § 46 [Succession] extended to Hindus by Act XXI of
1870, § 2, and see § 3 [Hindu Wills] and Act V of 1881, § 149 [Probate ".nd
Administration] .
(v) Tljrell Y. Pa-inton [1894], p. 151, at p. 157; Rash Mohvni Y. Vmesh
Ohnndlil', 251. A., 109; S. C., 25 CaL, 824; Sluunachn)'n Y. [(heth'ollwni,
27 I. A. 10; S. C., 27 Oa1., 521 ; Sllkh Dei Y. [(eelm'lwth, 28 I. A., 186; S. 0.,
23 AlL, '405; (1901) A. C., 354; LCiChho Bibi Y. Gopi Na?-a';,n, 23 All., 472. As
to mental capacity, see Wajiel Ali y. Ibacl Ali, 22 1. A., 171; S. C., 23 CaL, I.
As to undue influence, Boyse Y. Rllssbol'Ollgh, 6 H. L. Ca., 6.
(w) Vempe?'mall y. Na?'l'ain, 1 N. 0., 91; 1 Stra. H. L., 267.
(x) 2 Stra. E. L., 217-228.
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in the case which ultimately settlec1 the law, they thought
they were being consultec1 as to the effect of a gift (y).
The course of c1ecisions in Mac1ras for many years was
certainly in accorc1ance with his view. The only case
litigatec1 in the Supreme Oourt was one where a testator
hac1 bequeathec1 part of his self-acquired property for
the performance of religious ceremonies (z). This woulc1
clearly have be6n valic1 unc1er the text of Katyayana
already citec1 (§ 405). In the Sudder Oourt, however,
there were numerous decisions. The first was in 1817, but
as the devise was in favour of an adopted son, the first
question was as to the validity of the ac1option, and as its
valic1ity was established, that of the will never arose (rj,).
The next cases arose in 1824 anc1 1828, anc1 gave rise to
much litigation, extenc1ing ultimately to the Privy Oouncil.
In these a wic10w suec1 to set asic1e two alienations, mac1e
by her c1eceased husband to c1ist~1nt relations, of property
which would have otherwise come to her as his heir. In
the first case the document is spoken of as a will, but was
in terms a deec1 of gift, anc1 recitec1 that possession hac1
been given. This, however, appears not to have been
c1one. The c1ecision was in favour of the widow, but
upon the grounc1 that upon the propel' construction of
the will the devisee only took as manager for the heir, anc1
was now c1ead. In their juc1gment the OOUl't statec1 as
their opinion" that unc1er the Hinc1u law a man is authorisec1 to dispose of his property by will, which under the
sa,me law he coulc1 have alienatec1 c1uring his sUl'vivorship
by any other instrument" (6). This, of course, was
purely obiter eZiet'Il1IL. In the second case, possession
under the gift was established. The property was selfacquired, and the qnestion was cOl'l'ectly put to the pundits,
,whether a gift 6f self-acquired property made by a man
(y) See post ~ 411. It lUllst be remembered t.hat the puncHts diel not spcn,k
En"lish, and tbn,t their langultge contained no equivalmlt for will.
(;) Na?'I'Ci';'nsa.my Y LLl'luwlwlla,1 Stm. H. L., 268, note; Ya-ZUnayagam Y.
Pachche, 1 j\f",d. H. C., Ba6.
(a) A?·nache1lll1n Y. 1yas(£1n1/, 1 Mad. Dec., 154.
(b) Mlll1'Ci1tZe VenkCita Y. Mu.l?·auze Lntchmiah, 1 Mad. Dec., 438,449.
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without male issue was valid as against a widow, who was
left an heir to other property to a large extent. The
pundits answered that the gift was valid, and t.he Oourt ~o
decided. 'rhis case was confirmed by the PrIvy OounCIl.
There, too, though the document is spoken of as a will,
the transaction is treated as an alienation, and its validity
is rested on the opinion of the Hindu law officers, who
had dealt with it purely as such (c). In an intermediate
case the question was whether a will would be valid if it
left the whole of a partible zemindary to one of two sons.
The Oonrt decided that the document really left it to the
two sons as joint heirs. But they said: " The Oourt
have repeatedly decided that the will of a Hindu is of
no validity 01' effect whatever; except so far as it may be
consistent with Hindu law" (el). Later still the same
Oourt treated a will, by which a grandfather was asserted
to have left landed property to his wife to the prejudice
of his sons, as being absolutely invalid as against their
sons, i. e., his own grandsons (e).
§ 409. So far there really had been no actual decisions,
but the tendency of the Sudder Judges had certainly been
to accept the opinions of Sir Thomas Strange, Mr. Oolebrooke, and the pundits, that the legality of a will must
be tried by the same tests as that of a gift; for instance,
that it would be valid if made to the prejudice of a widow,
invalid if made to the prejudice of male issue. At this
time Madras Reg. V of 1820 (Hindu Wills) was passed.
It recited that wills were instruments unknown, and had
been made so as to be totally repugnant to the authorities
prevailing in Madras; it then repealed a fOl'Il~_er regul~tion
which had authorised the executors of the WIll of a Hmdu
to take charge of his property, and enacted that for the
future Hindu wills should have no legal force whatever,
except so far as they were in confor.mity with Hindu la,:,
according to authorities prevalent m the Madras Presl(0) M1tl-rallze v. Ohellakany, 2 Mad. Dec., 12, a;UimneeZ, 2 M. I. A., 54.

(el) Soo1'anany v. Sooranany, 1 Mad. Dec. ,495.
(e) Yeinamoorty v. Ohavaly, 2 Mad. Dec., 16.
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dency. This regulation appears to .have in~uced ~he
..
Judges to regard wills as being wholly ll~op~ratlVe. ~V1lls ~iN:~~ni:d.'
were not only set aside where they pre]uchced the Issue,
as by an unequal distribution of ancestral property
between the sons (j'); but the Oourt also laid down
that where a man without issue bequeathed his property
away from his widow and daughters, such a will would
be absolutely illegal and void, unless they had assented
to it (g). These decisions would appeal' to have put wills
completely out of OOlll't. But in the very next year a case
was decided which ultimately proved to be the commencement of a complete revolution on the point. The circumstances attending it were so singular as to merit a little
detail.
~ 410. The ~uit was by a widow to recover her. husband's ::r~red~t reestate, which consisted in part of ancestral unmovable
property. 'rhe defendants set up a "vill executed by the
deceased, by which he constituted them executors and
managers of his estate, and, after providing for his wife
and daughters, left the rest of his property to religious
and charitable uses, with a proviso that if his wife, then
pregnant, bore a son, the estate should revert to him. on
his coming of age. 'rhe will was found to be genUlne,
but the widow set up an authority to adopt a son in the
event of a daughter being bol'll. The Oivil Judge consulted the Sudder pundits, and asked whether the will
was valid, and if so, whether it would be invalidated by
the authority to adopt, if actually given. The pundits
answered : " The will referred to in the question is valid
under the Hindu law, the testator having thereby
bequeathed a portion of his estate for the maintenance
of his wife, and other members of his family, whom he
was bound to protect, and directed the remainder to be
a ppropriated to charitable purposes in the event of his
wife, who was then pregnant, not being delivered of a so~.
(f) Moottonvengada v. 'l'oombayasa-my, :I'lad. De-c. of 1849,27.
(g) Tnllapragadah v. Grovelly, 2Mad. Dec., 79; Sevaoltwmyv. VaneIJltmmal,
Mud. Dec. of 1850, 50.
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If the testator had really given his WIfe verbal instructions

Nagalutphmy
Nadamla.

to adopt a ~on in the event of her not bearing male issue,
her complIance with those instructions would, of course
~nvalidate the. will according to the Hindu law, it bein~
l~competent f?r the testator who authorised the adoption
?f.a son to alIenate the whole of his estate, and thereby
lllJUl'e the means of the maintenance of his would-be heir."
y. The Civil J udg'e found against the alleged authority to
.
.
adopt, and deClded III favour of the will. His decision
was given in 1849, before the decision of the Sudder
Court last quoted. In appeal to the Sudder U dalut the
widow urged that under Reg. V of 1829 (Hindu Wills)
the wil.l was void. The case was heard by a single Judge,
who affirmed the decree of the Lower Court. In regard
to the validity of the will, he said: " The third objection
taken by the appellant is that the will is illegal, because
the widow is the party to whom the law gives the estate.
The Court hav~ referred to all the authorities quoted by
the appellant III support of this position, and find that
although. th.e opinions regarding wills of Hindus generally
are confhctmg, yet that the ma.iority of them are against
the argument of the appellant. It is unnecessary to cite
all the opinions given on the subject, and the Court will
content itself with referring to the case of Ra'lntoonoo
lYlnllick v. Rct1ngopCl'ld MlllUck (Morl. Dig.. p. 39,
Nos. 3 & 4), in which it was held that a Hindu might,
and could, dispose by will of all his property, movable and
immovable, and as well ancestral as otherwise, and this
decision was affirmed on appeal by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council. Questions, however, regarding the
legality of the will now under discussion were referred to
the law officers of the Court, to whom the legislature
have assigned the duty of declaring the law on such
matters, and they distinctly stated their opinion, that it is
a valid and good instrument. The arguments, therefore,
of the appellant that it is not recognizable under the
provisions of Reg. V of 1829, cannot be sustained" (h).
.

(h) Nagalntchlny y. Naclamja, Mad. Dec. of 1851, 226.

I

~ 411. Upon this decision, Mr. Strange, himself a Judge Criticised by
~
' ]\fr. Strange.
,of. the M a d ras S' u d Cler
an d H'Ig h Cour t s, remarl
(S (t):
." This decision was passed by a single Judge, confessedly
ignorant of the law. He sought to guide himself by
,authorities, but found them conflicting. Supporting him;self by the opinion of the pundits, and a judgment by the
Calcutta Supreme Court, affirmed by the Privy Council, he upheld the will then in issue, which appointed
trustees to the testator's property, to the prejUdice of his
widow. The pundits then applied to are the same who
have since declared that no Hindu can make a will, and
they explain that they gave the opinion rested on in the
above case under the idea that they were called upon to
test the will by the power the testator had to deal with
the property during his lifetime, in the manner he had
done by WIll." Certainly no particular authority can be
allowed to the decision of the Sudder Court. It is impossible to imagine where the learned Judge could have found
the conflicting decisions he referred to, unless among the
Bengal Reports, and the case of Randoonoo v. Rcumgopalll
was, of course, upon this point of no authority whatever
in Madras. The only Madras alithority he could have
found was the dictwn in M1ll1'C(w;e Venccda v. JJIllll'a'uze
Latchmiah, (1 Mad. Dec., 449,) which laid down the
broad principle that whatever a man may do by act inte1'
vivos, he may do by will. Probably this principle accounts Founded 011
for the mode in which the question appears to have been ili~::ake of pnllput to the pundits, and for their misapprehension as to
the point on which their opinion was required. That
there must have been some misapprehension appears, not
only from Mr. Strange's statement, made after personal
consultation with them, but from a subsequent futW(lh of
theirs, in which the very distinction is taken between a
gift and a will. In 1852 they pronounced that" A man
may in his lifetime alienate his property to the prejUdice
of his widow, leaving her the means of maintenance; but
(i) Stra. ]\fall., § 176.
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he cannot make arrangeinents that such arrangemen,t
shall take place after his death, since his widmv would be
entitled to what he died possessed of " (k).
Confirmed on
appeaL

Privy Council
decision.

§ 4~2. However, the case went, on appeal, to the Priv:r
CounCll, and "vas there affirmed. Theil' Lordships said (l) :
"It may be allowed that in the ancient Hindu law, as
it was understood through the whole of Hindustan, testamentary instruments, in the sense affixed by English
lawyers to that expression, were unknown; and it is
stated by a writer of authority (Sir Thomas Strange) that
the Hindu language has no term to express what we mean
by a will. But it does not necessarily follow that what
in effect, though not in form, are testamentary instruments, which are only to come into operation, and affect
property, after the death of the maker of the instrument,
were equally unknown. However this may be, the
strictness of the ancient law has long since been relaxed,
and throughout Bengal a man who is the absolute owner
of property may now dispose of it by will as he pleases.
whether It be ancestral or not. This point, was resolved
several years ago by the concurrence of all the judicial
authorities in Calcutta, as well of the Supreme as of the
Sudder Court (1n), No doubt the law of Madras differs
in, some respects, and amongst others with respect to
WIlls, from that of Bengal. But even in Madras it is
settled that a will of property, not ancestral, may be good.
A decision to this effect has been recognized and ~cted
upon by the Judicial COlllmittee (n), and, indeed, the rule
of law to that extent is not disputed in this case. If,
then, the will does not affect ancestral property, it must
(k) Sndder ]lllnclits, 19th JUly, 1t152; Stm, ilIan., ~ 178,
(/) Naga/ntchmee y, Gopoo,6 ill. LA., 309,344. See, too, pel' Lord Kingsdown
Bhoob,un. Mo.~ee y. Bam Kishore, 10 M. I. A., 308; S. Coo 3 Suth. (P. C.), 15. '
('1/1.) .Thls eYldently refers to t,he certificat,e or the Sudder Judges to the Suprmne
Comt 111 IS31. See allte ~ 372.
,
(1/.) See the Case of M,,/?'Oz v. Oha/eka'lll/, 2llL LA., 54, 11l1(1 the two cases in
the Sudder Court, Mui1'{w ze Venra fa v. M"Z1'allZe Lnlchmiah, 1 ilIad. Dec., 4il8
and MIIZ,l'anze v. Ol~ella1wn7l, 2 Mud. Dec., 12, ante § 408, where it is 8hown that
both were cases of gIft j the 0118 which was affil'lllec1 in the Privy Council huving
undoubtedly been followed by possession given to the a011',e in the life of the
donal'.
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ibe, not because an owner of property by the Madras law
cannot make a will, but because, by some peculiarity of
ancestral property, it is withdrawn from the testamentary
power. It was very ingeniously argued by the respon,dent's counsel, that in all cases where a man is able to
,dispose of his property by act intel' vivos, he may do so
by will; that he cannot do so when he has a son, because
the son, immec1iately on his birth, becomes coparcener
'with his father; that the objection to bequeathing
,ancestral property is founded on the Hindu notion of an
undivided family; but that where there are no males in
the family the liberty of bequeathing is unlimiter1. It is
not necessary for their Lordships to lay down so broad a
proposition, as they think it safer to confine themselves to
the particular case before them. Under the circumstances
,of testator's family when he made his will and codicil, and
having regard to the instruments themselves, the pnndits
to who'll this question was properly refened by the Courtthe pundits of the Sudder Dewanny U dalut-have
,declared their opinion that these instruments are sufficient
to dispose of ancestral estate; that opinion has been
,affinned by two Judges successively, of whom it is but
justice to say that they appeal' to have examined the
subject very carefully, anc1 after much consideration to
have pronounced very satisfactory judgments, though in
,one or two incidental observations which have fallen from
them their Lordships may not entirely concur,"
§ 413. This decision undoubtedly gave a new direction Change effected
to the law of Madras as regards wills. Being a decision by it.
,of the Court of final appeal, it ought to have been
impossible ever again to lay down the principle, that a will
could have no operation, and must he treated as wholly
invalid. if its directions were opposed to the rules of
succession which would have prevailed in its absence.
'The decision, no c1oubt, was expressly based upon the
opinion of the pundits, and the judgments of two Judges.
'The former appears to have been founded on a misco;n-
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ception, and the latter upon the erroneous application of
decisions given under one system .of law, to a case which
ought to have been governed by a wholly different system ..
But there can be little doubt that the decision was in
unconscious conformity to the popular feeling, a feeling
which aimed at increased liberty in regard to property,.
and which showed itself by attempts to alienate it in ways
unknown to the law of the JJiitaksh(()'a. In fact, the
people of Southern India were trying, perhaps without.
knowing what they did, to take upon themselves the.
powers which Ji1n'lltct Vcthctna and his disciples had
conferred upon the Hindus of Bengal. But beyond the.
fact that their Lordships, as it were, gave vitality to wills,.
the actual effect of the decision was very narrow. It
carefully refrained from asserting that "the power of
bequest was co-extensive with that of alienation intm' m:vos ..
It laid down that a man, who had in other ways provided
for his wife and daughters, might devise ancestral immovable property as he pleased to their prejudice. It
seemed to assume that he could not do so as against male,
descendants. It neither affirmed, nor denied, the further
doctrine of the pundits, that, if he had g'iven authority to.
adopt, his devise would be invalid as against a son adopted
in pursuance of such authority (0).
§ 414. The decree of the Judicial Oommittee was pro-.
nounced.in 1856, and in 1852 and subsequent years several
decisions of the Madras Sudder Oourt are recorded, which
seem to have been passed in perfect unconsciousness of
their own decree in 1851. In the first case (p) a person
who is described as the son of the cousin-german of the
testator, sued to set aside a will by the deceased in favour'
of the foster son. The property in this case was certainly
not ancestral. It had come to the testator from his.
brother, to whom it had been bequeathed by his maternal
grandmother. He might therefore have disposed of it by'
(0) See F. Mac:"!'., 151, 228; DIl1'ma v. Goomam, ~raa. Dec. of 1852, p. 111.
(p) Samy Josye/! v. Ramien, Mad. Dec. of 18.52, p. 60.
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gift at his plea,sure (§ 344). The Sudder pundits said:
"As the Hindu law does not recognize a foster son, it was
not legal that F (the testator) should constitute H (the
special appellant) his foster son, and make a will accordingly, nor is it consistent with the Shaster that H should
perform F's funeral rites. Such performance on his part
is legally ineffectual, and cannot entitle him to the property
of F, which must go to F's sapinda kinsmen, who are
included in the order of succession to the property of a
person who died leaving no male issue." The Sudder
Oourt affirmed the correctness of this exposition, but
dismissed the suit on the ground that the plaintiff was not
the testator's heir. In 1855 and 1859 the Sudder Oourt
again broadly laid down the rule that a will was of no
effect unless it took effect by possession during the donor's
lifetime; that as a mere will it created no title, and could
not affect the mheritance (q). In 1861 there were three
cases, in all of which the wills were set aside as being
opposed to Hindu law. In two of these cases the will was
made to the prejUdice of the testator's widow, as in the
Privy Oouncil case. The latest case is said to have been
exactly similar to that of Nagal'lltclwny v. NacZctmja; but
the Sudder Oourt refused to be bound by that decision,
holding that it had been based upon an opinion of the
pundits, which was given under a misapprehension, and
which the law officers had afterwards retracted (1').
§ 415. In 1862 the High Oourt was constituted in Harmony
.
.
stored by
Madras, and the questlOn shortly came agam before a
tribunal which was more willing to be bound by the
decisions of the Privy Oouncil than its predecessor. Here
the testator, who had no male issue, had bequeathed the
bulk of his property, movable and immovable, to a distant
relation, allotting what was admitted to be a sufficient
maintenance to his legal representative, his widow. No
(q) Stm. Man., ~ 177; Ohoca/i.nga Y. lyah. M~d. Dec. of ]859,35; Kasale Y'.
Palaniayi, ih., 247. See, too, Bogol'az Y. TallJore Yenkafa'rav, Mad. Dec. of
1860, 115.
(~.) Mltttu v. An.'/lavaiyanga·}', Mad. Dec. of 1861, 67; Yvraku'lnam Y. Gopallt,
ib., 147; Yallinayaga.>n v. Pllchche, 1 Mad. H. C., 333, note.
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possession had been given, and confessedly the disposition
could only operate as a will. There was no finding
whether the property was ancestral or self-acquired, but
the Chief Justice said it must be assumed to be the
former. The Court reviewed all the previous decisions,
and affirmed the will. They said: "It is not necessary
for us here to consider and lay down any general rule as
to how far, or under what circumstances the law gilTes
to a Hindu the power of disposal by will. But we may
observe, that now that the legal right to make a will is
settled, there seems nothing in principle or reason opposed
to the exercise of the power being allowed co-extensively
(as stated in some of the cases, and forcibly urged in
Nagrdntchmy v. Nadwl'ay'a) with the independent right of
gift 01' other disposaJ by act'inteT vivos, which by law or
established usage, or custom having the force of law, a
native now possesses in Madras. To this extent the
power of disposition can reasonably be considered to be in
conformity with the respective proprietary rights of the
possessor of property, and of heirs and coparceners, as
provided and secured by the provisions of Hindu law" (s).
This decision, of course, put an pnd to all discussion as to
the capacity of a testator in Madras to make a binding
will. The extent of that capacity will be considered
further on (~ 417).
§ 416. The same silent revolution appears to have taken
place in the Bombay Presidency. In a very early case in
which the pundits were consulted they said: "There is no
mention of wills in our Shasters, and therefore they ought
not to be made" ; and proceeded to point out that the owner
of property could only dispose of it in a manner, and to the
persons, directed by law (t). Accordingly, the Shastris
declared wills to be invalid by which a man devised property
away from his wife and daughters, though he provided for
their maintenance, putting it on the general principle that
(s) VaUiIl(/.!/agam Y. Pachelle, 1 Mad. H. C" 326, :'189; Ashutosh
Gh1l1'n, 6 1. A" 182; S. C., 5 C,d., 43b; S. C., 5 C. L. R., 2\16.
(t) 2 Stm. H. L., 44f1.

y,
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the wife was heir, and therefore the will was ineffectual (,n).
And, similarly, where the will was in favour of one of two
.sisters' sons, to the exclusion of a third sister, and the
second son of the second sister (v). In all these cases, it
will be observed, a gift would have been perfectly valid.
'These decisions rangec1from 1806 to 1820. vVhen the cur- yalidity of wills
•
'TT t
.
m Bombfl,Y·
rent changed I am unable to state; but 111 1866 h es )'opp,
J" said: "In the Supreme Court the wills of Hindus have
been alwavs recognised, and also in the High Court, at the
original side. vVhatever questions there may former~y
have been as to the right of a Hindu to make a WIll
relating to his property in the Mofussil, or as to the
_:recognition of wills by the Hindu law, there can be no
doubt that testamentary writings are, as returns ma~1e
within the last few years from the Zillahs show, mad~ 111
all parts of the Mofussil of this Presidency.; but, as.lll1?,ht
have been expected, much morefrequently III some. chstncts
than in others, and this Court at its appellate SIde, has,
on several occasions, recognized and acted on such
,documents" (w).
" 417 The extent of the testamentary pOvver, after Extent of the
).
.'
h
t 1 ·tl b
testamentary
being subject to much dISCUSSIOn, as a eng. 1 ~en power.
finally settled by decisions, and by express legIslatIOn.
vVhatever pl'olJerty is so completely under the control ~f
the testator that he may give it away in specie dnrmg Ius
lifetime, he may also devise by will. Hence, a man may
bequeath his separate, 01' his self-acquired, property; an.d
()ne who by the extinction of coparceners, holds all hIS
property' i1; severalty, may devise i~, even in Malabar, so
as to defeat the claims of remote hell'S (x). So, a woman
(/I.) Dea Baee y, TVa//. BflC", 1 Bar., 27 [29J ; Goola.b y. PllOol, -iv, 154 [173J ;
Y. Tappee, iv., H72 [412J.
I
(v) Ichha'l'l(m I'. P"IIIII-'WItIUl, 2 Bor" 471 [5l5J, ~orc,:se.s wh~reTt ~~per~ons
o(lisinlwl'ite(l nULY pORHibly hnse been eopttl'cenel'R, see T,001:} [.1.1 (f.J~l "l\,lU bhel ~])~'
1 Bar., (l80 [421J ; HI/./'I:ewnZlIvh y. ](esllow'/'UIn, 2 Bn!., 6 L7J, ,tllallInn Baee \.
K1'ishl/ee, ib., 124 [HlJ.
,
(w) N({.'I'ottaln y. Nnrs(f,I/{Ms, 3 B0111. H. C. (A, C.
8. .
p'
(x) Beel' Pe1·tab Y l1Ialial'njahBajenr/er, 1211. 1. A., 38; S. C., 9.Su~, (.. C )2
15: NIL1·;ttam. v'. N~,1'S(",dds: 3 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), (j; Alan" Y. ainU,
M~d., 126; Aeh,d."" Na;,' y, Gherio/ti, 22 Mad., 9. The slime rule uppea"" to
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may dispose by will of such parts of her striclhan'llm as are
during her life absolutely under he+, own control (y). She
cannot dispose of property which she has inherited from a
male, and as to which her estate is limited by the usual
restrictions (z). A member of an undivided family cannot,
bequeath even his own share of the joint property, because
" at the moment of death, the right by survivorship is at
conflict with the right by devise. Then the title by
survivorship, being the prior title, takes preced~nce to the
exclusion of that by devise" (a). And on the same
principle, a devise by one of several widows of property to
which she is entitled jointly with her co-widows. is
invalid (b). The cases which decide the leading point are
all from Madras and Bombay. But they would, ot course,
have been followed by the Bengal Oourts in cases under
the Mitakshara law, since they do not admit the right of
a coparcener even by sale, 1mlch less by gift, to dispose of
his own undivided share during his lifetime, without the
consent of those jointly interested in it (~ 363). The
same result is arrived at by legislation. Act XXI of 1870
(Hindu Wills) extends to Hindus, J ains, Sikhs and
Buddhists various provisions of the Succession Act, X of
1865, which relate to wills; but § 3 provides" that nothing
herein contained shall authorize a testator to bequeath
property which he could not have alienated inter vivos , or
to deprive any persons of any right of maintenance of
which, but for § 2 (the extending section) he could not
deprive them by will ; and that nothing herein contained
shall affect any law of adoption or intestate succession.'"
prev"il ill the Punjab, Punj"b Customs 34, 68; PUlljn.b Custolllill'Y Law III
94. AR to Mysor", see 'I'olasa Bayee v. K'l'islinaclw'l', 1tl 1\1),80I'e, 22.
' "
(y) Ve',!katct Ramct y, V~nkata. 8m·iya., 2 ;Vlad. (P. C.), 333,
(z) Ba. De'Vko}'e y, A'ln1'lt1'aln, 10 BOlll., 372 ; Gadadlll'v, Cllltllr/1'a.ulla.ga.bai,
17 Bom" 690,
(a) Pe}' cl/.1'i"n~" Vitict Butten Y. Yamenalllma, 8 il'Iad. H. C., 6; Goo}'oo'Va v.
Na.?'1'a,tl/ s 'f'WIII.'I, j,b., 13; Nm·ott.am. y, Na.?'sandds, 3 Bam. H, C, (A, C. J.), 6;
Gangl/.b~" y. Ramanna, ilBolll, H, C. (.~. C. J.), 66; Udct}'ctmY. Rallll, 11 Rom.
H. C" 70; Lakshma.n Y. Ramchana'l'a, 7 I. A., 181 ; s, (:.,5 Bam., 48; j11a7laaevap,pcth Y. <j1onapah, 8 Mysore, 219, This rule applies in favour of u son in
g'l'elll'lO matns as n~uch as it doeR in the case of a SOil in esse. Hamil ant
Ramchand1'a v. Bhtmacha'l'ya 12 Bam. 105.
(b) Gm'ivi Redai y, Chinna;11111a, 7 :r.fad" 93.
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The Probate and Administration Act V of 1881, which
also applies to Hindus, provides by § 4, that "nothing
herein contained shall vest in an executor 01' administrator
any property of a deceased person which wonld otherwise
have passed by survivorship to some other person."
~ 418. The restriction of the testamentary power in Impartible'
~
.
estates.
cases of joint family property, has now been deCIded not to
apply to impartible estates. In the Pittapur case (c), the
Rajah made a will to the exclusion of his adopted son who
was admittedly joint in estate with the testator. The
High Oourt of Madras held that the will was valid, on the
ground that according to the decision in the case of Rani
Sctl'taj K'llari v. Rani Deomj Kllari (cZ), the Rajah could
have alienated the whole or any part of his Zemindary at,
pleasure, and that whatever he could alienate he could'
devise. On appeal to the Privy Oouncil it was urged that
it had repeatedly been decided that where an impartible
estate Nas part of the joint family property, it passed by
s1U'vivOl'ship and not by succession. That survivorship
necessarily assumed a previous joint interest, and that
although the case relied on had decided that this joint
interest might be defeated by the holder of the impartible,
estate during his life, if he did not so defeat it the
survivorship would operate at the moment of death for the
.benefit of the survivors, and defeat the will. This contention was over-ruled. The Oourt said: "It was argued
that the decision in 8w·taj K'lla'l'i v. Deoraj Kll((1'i did not,
extend to a will, and a case in 8 Mad. H. Ot., 6 was
referred to. That was a case of an admitted coparcenary
between the maker of the will and his adopted son, and
the latter would take, as the surviving coparcener, a title
which was held to be a prior title to that by devise. It is.
not applicable here, where coparcenary between the Rajah
and the adopted son is not admitted, but the contrary is,
held. In the present case, according to the decision in
(e) 261. A., 83, p. 95; S. C., 22 Marl" 383, ante ~ 341, where the legislation
which followed upon this decision in i\'ladras is st" ted,
(a) 1[i I. A., 51; S, C., 10 All" 272, ante § 340,
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SCiI·taj Iittari v. Deoraj Iiu(l'l'i, the appellant did not
become a coparcener with the Rajah. If the Rajah had
power to alienate he might do it by will, and the title by
the will would have priority to the title by succession.
In the case in17 1. A., 128, it was a question of succession
by an illegitimate son to the legitimate son of his fatl~er.
There was no question of the power of alienation. rrhe
language used was intended to apply only to the succession to the estate." The Oommittee did not explain how
there could be a survivorship if there was no copal'cenary.
The real answer would appeal' to be, that in the present
state of the decisions, the survivorship, which determines
the succession to an impartible estate held by a joint
family, must be treated as itself only a survival from a
theoretical coparcenary, all the other incidents of which
have successively perished.
§ 419. So far we have been treating of the testator's
power to devise as it relates to the persons to whom he
may devise, that is, his power to alter the order of succession as it would arise in the event of intestacy. But a
completely different question arises as to his power to alter
the nature of the estate 'which will vest in his devisee,
that is to create an estate of a different species from that
to which the law would give rise. As to this, the mle is
thEtt, so far as he has the power of bequest at all, he may
not only direct who shall take the estate, hut may also
direct what quantity of estate they shall take, both as
regards the object matter to be taken, and the duration of
time for which it is to be held, and he may also arrange,
so that on the termination of an estate in one person, the
,estate shall pass over, 'wholly 01' in part, to another person.
But this liberty is sh11ckled by the condition that no one
limitation, either as regards the person who is to take, 01'
the estate that is to be taken, shall violate any of the
iundamental principles of the Hindu law (e). Therefore
the person who is to take must be capable of taking, and
(e) See pe?' TU1'l1er, L. J., Sonatun Bysack

Y.

Juggutsoo?ld?'ee, 8

llj,

I. A., 85.
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the estate which he is given must be an estate recognized
by the Hindu law, and not encompassed with limita~ions
01' restrictions opposed to the nature of the estate gwen.
And though trustees may be employed to facili~ate a legal
form of bequest, they cannot be made use of so as to carry
out indirectly what the law cloes not allow to be done
directly (§ 425).
§ 420. The first point was laid down by implication in Shifting estate.
the case of Sooljee'IILoney Dossee v. Denob'Wnclo lVIztUick (f),
and expressly in the case of Tagol'e v. Tago1'e (g). In the
fonner Cl1se the testator, a Hindu resident in Oalcutta, by
the 5th clause of his will left his property to his five sons
in such a manner as would, if there had been nothing
more, have made them absolute owners. By the lIth
clause he declared that if any of his five sons should die
without male issue, his share should pass over to the sons
then living 01' their sons, and that neither his widow nor
his daughter, nor his daughter's son, should get any share
out of his share. The event which he contemplated took
place. One of the sons died, leaving no male issue.
Under the law of Bengal the widow would inherit his
share, and she claimed it, notwithstanding the will, on
the ground that the bequest to t1:le son was absolute, and
the gift over invalid. The claim was rejected in the
Supreme Oourt, and on appeal the Lord Justice Knight
Bmce said (h), "Whatever may have formerly been
considered the state of that law as to the testamentary
power of Hindus over their property, that power has now
long been recognized, and must be considered as completelyestablished. This being so, we are to say, whether
there is anything against public convenience, anything
generally mischievous, 01' anything against the general
principles of Hindu law, in allowing a testator to give
property, whether by way of remainder, or by way of
(f') 6 M. I. A., 526; S. C., 4 Suth. (P. C.), lH; 9 1\1. 1. A.,> 123.
(q) 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J,), 103, on appeal in the Privy CounCil, 9 B. L. R., 877;
S, C., 18 Suth., 359; I. A., Sup. Vol. 47.
(h) 9 lIi. I. A., 135.
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executory bequest upon an event which is to happen, if at
all, illlmediately on the close of ,a life in being. Theil'
Devise wi th gift Lordships think that there is not; that there woutd
,over,
be great general inconvenience and public mischief in
denying such power, and that it is their duty to advise
Her Majesty that such a power does exist. The bequest
above cited was in fact exactly the arrangement which the
Mitakshara law would have made for the devolution of'
the testator's property. If the effect of his will had
been permanently to impress upon his property, in the
hands of all its successive holders, the law of inheritance
prescribed by the Mitakshara in place of that of the Daya
Bhaga which governed the family, the will would undoubtedly have been invalid according to the doctrines laid
down in the Tagore case. But the case which arose for
decision was simply that of a gift to a person in existence,
with a proviso that in a certain event the property should
pass over to another person also in existence. This was
the ordinary case of a gift made with a condition annexed
fixing its d.uration (i). A bequest absolute in one event,
for life in another. It is, however, undecided whether
the Hindu law allows an estate to be given subject to
conditions subsequent, upon the happening of any of
which an estate, which has once vested, would be divested.
And whether the gift over of an estate on events which
may happen, not upon the close of a life in being, but at
some uncertain time during its continuance, would not
also be void (k).
Discussion as to
§ 421. Soorjeemoney Dossee's case has been followed
the effect of the b
. tlle P'
. one of
Hindu Wills Act Y numerous cases III
nvy 0 ounCIl. (l) III
upon this rule. which their Lordships said :-" In stating the rule relating
(i) See the case explained, 4 B, L. R. (0. C ..T.), 192, and 9 B, L. R., 399;
18 Suth., 359; see, also, Bhoobll1n Moyee v. Rain Kish01'e, 10 :\1. 1. A.,
27\1,308, 3Jl; S, C., 3 Suth. (P. C,), 15.
(kl Ram Lall v. Secretary of State, S 1. A" 46, 63; S. C" 7 CaL, 304.
(l) Bissonauth Ohn'l!cleJ' Y. S?'eemutty Bamasoo'//(lery, 12111.1. A., p, 48;
Bhooblln Mohini Y. Hn'l'l'ish O!mnde1', 5 1. A., 138; S, C,' 4 CaL, 23; Kuma?'
Ta?'akeswa?' v. Kmna?' Shosh~, 10 1. A., 51; S. C.,10 Cal., 952' S1'eMmdty
K?'isto'l'omoney y, N01'end?'o Krishna, 16 I, A., 29; S. C., 16 Cal.; 383; Lalit
Mohnn v, Ohukkun Lal, 241. A., 76; S. C., 21 CaL, 834.

s. C"
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to the defeasance of a prior absolute interest by a subsequent event, it is important to add; first, that the event
must happen, if at all, immediately on the close of a life
in being at the time of the gift, as laid down in the
Mullick's case; (9 M. 1. A., 123), and, secondly, that a
defeasance by way of gift over must be in favour of somebody in existence at the time of the gift, as laid down in
the Tagore case" (1n). In all these cases the dispositions
were by wills prior to the coming into operation of the
Hindu Wills Act of 1870. That Act extended to wills to
which it applied various sections of the Indian Succession
Act X of 1865, amongst others § 111, which provides that
"where a legacy is given if a specified uncertain event
shall happen, and no time is mentioned in the will for
the occurrence of that event, the legacy cannot take
effect unless such event happens before the period when
the fund bequeathed is payable or distributable." To
this section are appended various illustrations, of which
(b) and (d) explain its application where a legacy is bequeathed, either on the death of the testator, 01' on the
termination of a previous life estate, to A and on his
death without children to B. That is exactly the limitation in Soorjeemoney Dossee's case. Hara Nath died N01'enM·av.
. 188 0 1eavlng
.'
h' sons, tee
h
Id est 0 f' w 110m was Kamalbasini.
In
tree
J ogendra. His will declared that" my three sons shall
be entitled to enjoy all the movable and immovable propel·ties left by me equally. Anyone of the sons dying
sonless the surviving sons shall be entitled to all the
properties equally." J ogendra died in 1886 sonless,
leaving a widow Kamalbasini. She claimed her husband's
third share, whi10 the other sons asserted that under the
will it had pa~sed to them. The Original Oourt held in
.favour of the sons, considering that the case was governed
by the series of decisions quoted above, and by the law of
England as it prevailed in 1865, and that the framers of
the Succession Act had not intended to repeal that law.
I;';:'

(m) 161. A., p. 39.
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The High Oourt reversed the decree of the first Oourt.
They held that the Act of 1865 had altered the law, and
that according to § 111 as explained by illustration (b)
the original gift to the three sons became indefeasible on
the testator's death. This decision was affirmed on appeal
to the Privy Oouncil. The Judicial Oommittee, adopting
the language of Lord Herschell in Vngliano v. Bank of
Englctncl (n), held that in interpl'etating a codifying law,
the propel' course is in the first instance to e~amine the
language of the Statute, and to ask what is its natural
meaning uninfluenced by any considerations derived from
the previons state of the lay\,. They held that in regard
to contingent or executory bequests, the Indian Succession Act has laid down a hal'd and fast rule which llmst
be applied wherever it is applicable without speculating
on the intention of the testator. In this case the period
of distribution is the death of the testator, and tha t perio d
could not be postponed because the other beneficiaries
were by their minority personally incapable of being put
into physical possession of their shares (0). This decision
must be taken as establishing that the ruling in the
previous Privy Oouncil cases must for the future be
limited by § 111 of the Succession Act, where it applies.
"\Vhere it does not apply, as for instance, in gifts or
settlements inter vivos, their authority will remain untouched (p).
§ 422. The language of the Judicial Oommittee which
might be taken as laying down the general rule that an
executory bequest would always be valid by Hindu law
where it would be valid by the law of England ,was much
relied on in a subsequent case of great importance, where
an attempt was made to push the right of bequest to an
extent greater than would be allowed even in England.
This was the case of Jatindra J1f.ohwn Tagore v. Ganenclra
(Ill [IS91] A. C., 107.
(0) Norend'/'a Nath Y. Kronalbasini, 231. A., Itl; S. C., 23 Cal., 563; Lala
Ra111jcwan Y. Dul Kom', 24 Cal., 406.
(lJ) Vi1'USci11guppa Y. Bucl?'ap)Ju, 19 Mad., no.
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Mohmn Tctgore (q). There
the testator ' who had proI)erty ,
.
anc.estral and self-acqUlred, real and personal, producing
an mcome of 2~ lacs, commenced his will by reciting t.hat
he had already provided for his only son, and that he was
to take nothing w ha tever under his will. He·then vested
the .whole of hi.sestate in trustees with provisions for
~h61r number bemg const.antly maintained. After providmg for numerous legames he proceeded to direct the
course in which the corpus of the property should devolve.
The key to this was to be found in his express wish that
the bulk of the property should neither be diminished nor
divided.
To effect this he directed that the leo'acies
and
. .
b
anmutles should be paid gradually out of the income' and
while this process was going on, the trustees w~re to
~old the p~'~perty, paying o.nly the balance of the yearly
mcome to the person entItled to the beneficial enjoyment of the real property." As soon as all charges upon
the estate were paid off, the trustees were to convey the
real estate to the nse of the pel'son who should under the
l~m~tat~ons of tl~e will, be entitled to it, subj~ct to the
IllmtatlOns therem expressed, so far as the then condition
of circumstances would permit, and so far only as such
limitations could.be introduced into a deed of c~nveyance
or settlement WIthout infringing upon any law aO'ainst
perpetl~ties .which mi~'ht then be in force. The ;erson
benefiCIally mterested m the real estate was to be ascertained by reference to the following limitations ;_
1. To the defendant J atindra for life.
2. To his eldest son, born during the testator's lifetime
for life.
'

3. In strict settlement npon the first and other sons of
such eldest son in tail male.
4. Similar limitations for life and in tail male upon the
other sons of J atindra, born in the testator's life_~._~j~lle, and their sons successively.
(~) 4 B. ,L. U. (0. C. J.), 103, on appeal in the Privy Council, 9 B. L. R., 377;
S. C., 1. A., Sup. Vol. 47.

s. C., 18 Suth., 359;
36
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5. Limitations in tail male upon the sons of J atindra,
born after the testator's death.
6. "After the failure 01' determination of the uses and
estates hereinbefore limited to the defendant
Surendra for life."
7. Like limitations for his sons and their sons.
8. Upon failure 01' determination of that estate, like
limitations in favour of the sons of Lalit Mohun,
who was dead at the making of the wili, and their
sons. The will expressly adopted primogeniture in,
the male line through males, and excluded women
and their descendants, and all rights of provision
or maintenance of either man or woman. It also,
forbade the application of any rule of English law
whereby entails might be barred, showing an intent
that each tenant, though of inheritance, should be
prohibited from alienation. The personalty was
practically to pass under similar limitations to the
person who would from time to time be entitled to
the realty.
rrhe only provision made by the testator for the plaintiff, his son, consisted of property producing Rs. 7,000 per
annum, settled upon him at his mal'l'iage. His being
disinherited arose from his having subsequently become a
Ohristian. Of course under Act XXI of 1850 (Freedom
of Religion) this circumstance was no bar to his claim
as heir.
At the time of the testator's death, J atindra, the head
of the first series of estates, had no son, nor had he any
during the suit.
Surendra, the head of the second series of' estates, had
a son, Promoth Kumar, who was born in the lifetime of
the testator.
Lalit Mohun, the head of the third series, was dead at
the making of the will, but left a grandson, Suttendra,
born during the lifetime of the testator, and capable of
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taking under the will. These were the only persons beneficially interested under the limitations of the real estate.
The son, as might have been expected, sued to set aside
this will, except as to the legacies; contending, 1st, that
it was wholly void as to the ancestral estate; 2'nd, that in
any case the father was bound to provide him with an
adequate maintenance, the adequacy being estimated not
with reference to his own actual wants, but to the m~gnitude of the estate; 3rd, that the whole framework of the
will, resting as it did on a devise to trustees, was void
since the Hindu law recognized no distinction betwee~
legal and equitable estates; 4th, that the life estate to
J ati~dra was void, since a Hindu testator could bequeath
nothmg less than what was termed" his whole bundle of
ri~'hts, " ; 5th, that at all events the estates following upon
tIns hfe estate were void, as infringing the law aaainst
perpetuities; and 6th, that as to everything after tl~e life
estate there was an intestacy, and the plaintiff was entitled
as heir-at-law, notwithstanding the express words of the
will that he was to take nothing under it.
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raised.

§ 423. The first four points were disposed of with little Fatl~er's power
difficulty. The Original and Appeal Oourts were of opinion of devise
that the power of a father in Bengal to bequeath all his
property, of every sort, was beyond discussion, and that it
went so far as to exclude the son even from maintenance (1').
T~e Privy. ?ouncil .did not enter upon this question,
bemg of opmIOn that m any case the maintenance actually
allotted to the .son was adequate (8). The 3rd objection
was also set aSIde (t). The JUdicial Oommittee said (tt) lllay be exer" The anomal
ous law'
whlCh has grown UI) in Eng'land of a, oised through
trustees.
legal estate which is paramount in one set of Oourts, and
an equitable ownerShip which is paramount in Oourts of
L, R. (0. C, J,), 11)2, 159.
~L. R., 413; S, C., .18 Suth" 35~,
.
L, R. (0, c, J,), 134, 161; Knshnam1l!am y, Al1anda <1 B L R
27,8, 284, explaining the remarks of the C. J., ill K'IlIna;'a A;-im~ y'
K uma1'a, Knshna, 2 B. L. R. (0. C, J,), 36.
' ,
(u) 9 B. L: R., 401; S, 0.,18 Suth" 359, Kee Seeflee Naze91' v. Ojoodhz a
8 Suth" 399, Peddamllthulaty y. Timma Bedely, 2 Marl. H. C" 272,
Y ,
(1') 4 B.
(t) 9 B,
( ) 4 B.
(O. 0, J,),
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Equity, does not exist in, and ought not to be introduced
into, Hindu law. But it is obvious that property, whether
movable or immovable, must for m.an;)' purposes be vested
more or less absolutely in some person or persons for the
benefit of other persons, and trusts of various kinds have ..
been recognized and acted on in India in many cases (v).
The distinction between' legal' and' equitable' represents
only the accident of falling under diverse jurisdictions, and'
not the essential characteristic of a possession in one for
the convenience and benefit of another." As to the 4th
objection, the Courts dismissed it also. Peacock, O. J.,
refening to a doubtful expression of the Judicial Oommittee in Bhoobnm JYIoyee's case (w), and the express
decision in ReWlln Pe'l'sacl v. Raclha Beeby (x), said, " If a
testator can disinherit his son by devising the whole of
his estate to a stranger, there seems to be no reason why
he should not be able to divide his estate by giving
particular and limited interests in the whole of the
property to different persons in existence, 01' who may
come into existence during his lifetime, to be taken in
succession, as well as by giving his whole interest. 01'
bundle of rights in particular portions of land included
in his estate to different persons" (y).
§ 424. The 5th point was decided in favour of the
plaintiff, not upon any application of the English doctrine
of perpetuities, which was held to be founded upon special
considerations which had no place in Hindu law (z), but
upon the general principle that the kind of estate tail
which the testator wished to create was one wholly
unknown and repugnant to Hindu law (ct). That he was
(v) See Gopeelw;st

Y. GUlIg«pel'sall(l, 6 M. 1. A., 53.
(10) 10 M. 1. A., 311; S. 0.,3 Suth. (P. 0.1. 15.
(x) 4 M. 1. A., 137; S. 0., 7 Snth. (P.O.). 35.
(yl 4 B. h R. (0. C. J.), 166; on appe£tl in thp. (P.O.) 9 B. L. R. 405' S C
18 Suth., 3 5 9 . ·
"
"
. .,
(z) Tag0n Y. Ta.grn·e, .( B. L. R. (0. C. J.). 167; Gobe1',lhun Y. 8lzamclzand
Bomlre, ~~2; KU'I11a.1'a /!sima. Y. I(u1Ila1'Cl K?'islma, 2 B. L. R. (0. C. J .), 11, 32',
As to rehglOus perp0tmtleS, see lJost § 436.
(a.) 4B.L. R. (0. o. J.), 171,212. Thisl'ulingis[\'!soapp1icabletoanhereditary office and endowment, Gnanasmnballda. Y T1 elu 27 I A 69' S 0 23
Mad.,271.
.
,
.."..,.
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in fact trying to introduce a new law of inheritance, which
should make all the subsequent holders of the estate take
it in an order, and with restrictions and exemptions,
wholly opposed to the principles of law which. governed
the te~tator and his family. '11heir Lordships of the Privy
CounCIl observec: (b) : "The power of parting with property once acqUIred, so as to confer the same property
upon another, must take place either by inheritance or
transfer, each according to law. Inheritance does not
depend on the will of the individual owner, transfer does,
Inheritance is a rule laid down (01', in the case of custom,
recognized) by the State, not merely for the benefit of
individuals, but for reasons of public policy. Domat., 2,413.
It follows directly from this that a private individual who
attemp~s by gift or will to make property inheritable
otherWIse than the law directs, is assuming to legislate, and
that the ~ift must ~ail, and the inheritance take place as Tagore case.
the law duecis. TIns was well expressed by Lord Justice
Turner in SOO1jeemoney Dossee v. Denob~lnclo JJill11ick (c):
, A man cannot create a new form of estate or alter the
line of succession allowed by law, for the pUl'~ose of canving out his own wishes 01' policy.' , . . . It follows that ~1l
esta~es of i.nherita1:ce created by gift or will, so far as they
are ll1COnsIstent WIth the general law of inheritance are
void as such, and that by Hindu law no person can suc~eed
thereunder as heir to estates described in the terms which
in English law would designate estates tail."
§ 425. The result, therefore, was that the life estate to Estate tail
J atindra was valid, but the estates to successive holders invalid.
w?uld be void if they must be held as coming in as heirs in
ta~l. It was, however, contended that successive persons
lmght be regarded as successive donees for life, having
s (b) 9 B. L. R., 394,896; s. C., 18 Suth., 359. See SOllatnn Bljmck y. Juggut
k 0011 (Z'I'88, 8 1\1. 1. A., 78; 8l1oshi Y. Ta?'okesslll', 6 Cal., 421; afT(/. KUJIla?' '1'a'),aeswal' Y. Knma.1' Shoshi, lOLA., 51; S. 0.,10 Cd., 352; 8u..):ija. Row Y. GUl1gadhm·a., 13 1. A., 97; f!hooknwiJ Y. MOl1ohal'i, 7 CoJ., 269; ~fJil. 121. A., 103;
S. C., 11 Cal., 684; Knst01'011l011ey Y. Na?'end~'o 16 I. A 29' S C 16011 38\l
(e) 6 M. 1. ,:,., 555, .sic.; s. C., 4 Snth. (P. C.), 114. ':But 'the'se ~~ordst a~'e n~t
to
be found m the Judgment referred to. Of
p. ~42.
. . S M .I. A
. ,P. 420', 9 M. I. .A,
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the power and subject to the restrictions sought to be
imposed by the will upon the successive heirs in tail (d).
If so, they also would defeat the rights of the plaintiff as
heir-at-Iaw.
These donees fell into two classes: 1st, those not in
existence at the death of the testator, but who might
come into existence before the first life estate fell in ; 2nd,.
those who were in existence at his death.
J atindra had no sons alive at the death of the testator.
But, of course, he might have sons, and in default of
natural-born sons might adopt, as under the will each
successive taker was authorized to do. The second and
third series of estates were also represented by persons
living at the testator's death.
It was held that none of these could take. Not the
Donee must be
in existence at
possible
issue of J atindra; because the donee must be a
death.
person capable of taking at the time when the gift takes
Tagore case.
j3ffect, and must either in fact, or in contemplation oflaw (e),
be in existence at the death of the testator (f). Not
the existing representatives of the second and third series
of estates, because they were only to take "after the
failure or determination" of the previous series, and th~se
words were held to mean the actual exhaustion of the line
of Jatindra in conformity with the will, and not its
incapacity to succeed by reason of the illegality of the will.
Consequently, the event on which they were to take had
Finally, it was
Trust for illegal never arisen and never could arise (g).
purpose invalid.
held that all the bequests must be looked on as if they had
(/,) 9 B. L. R., 396; s. C., 18 Suth., 359.
(e) TIULt is when in embryo at the death, or adopte'l subsequently to death,
under authority given before it B B. L. R. (P. C.), 397; S. C., 18 Suth., 3;'9.
(f) 4 B. L. R (0 C. J.), 188, 191, 221; S. C., on appeal in the Privy Council,
9B. L. R, 396-400; S. U., 18 Suth., 359; K1';shnm'amani v. Ana.l1da, 4 B. L. R
(0. c. J,), 231, 279, oyer.ruling A1',w'''yam v. A'ln1ni A1n1nal, 11\1. H, C., 400;
Bmmamwyi y. Jages, 8 B. L. R, 400; Ramguttee Y. K1'isto, 20 Suth., 472;
Soudmni1ley v. J(l.gesh, 2 C[,l., 262; Ma.ngaldas Y. ]{l'ishnabai,6 Bam., 38;
Jave1'bai Y. Kablibai.; 16 Bam., 492; Ba'; ]Y[oti>'ahoo v. Bai Mamoobai, 19
Bam., 647; Ohundi Ohu1'/! v. Ra.ni Sidheswa1'i, 15 I. A., 149; S. C., 16 CaL, 71.
Succession Act X of 1865, § 82-98. '.rhis principle has been applied in Calcutta
to a dedication of property to an idol which was not in existence at the dm.. th of
the testator.
Upendm LaZ v. Bemohand1'a, 25 CaL, 404.
(,q) 9 B. L. R., 409; S. C., 18 Suth., 359.
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been made directly to the persons who were the subjects
of them, and that the intervention of trustees made no
difference, since that which could not be done directly,
could not be done indirectly by the medium of a trust (h).
The result was that the plaintiff, the heh--at-Iaw, was
held entitled to the whole estate after the life of J atindra,
subject to the payment of legacies and annuities.
§ 426. This case has been cited at great length on Inegulal' suc·
account of the numerous points decided by it, and also as cessions.
establishing in the most authoritative manner that the
power of devise by a Hindu is limited, as to the objects
and subjects of the belluest, by the general purposes of
Hindu law. On this ground, wills directing an estate to go
in an order of succession which should exclude female
.heirs, 01' heirs by adoption, have been held invalid (i).
Restraints on alienation within the limits incidental to the
estate created are also invalid. Where such provisions
indicate an intention that the estate should never be the
property of anyone, but should pass on without any ,
individual ownership for the support and enjoyment of a
series of beneficiaries, the entire disposition is invalid, and
the estate passes as an intestate estate (k). Where an
estate is given, and the grant is followed by restrictions
against alienation, the restrictions are void as being
repugnant to the nature of the estate, and the grant
remains unshackled (l). And they would be equally
ineffectual if they were framed for the purpose of freeing
-----~,~-

Ih) 4 B. L. R. (~. C. J.), 162,195; ?ll appeal, 9 B. L. R, 402; S. 0., 18 Suth"
359; KN.71wl'a As/.IJw I'. Kll1nnm Knsli.no, 2 B. L. R (0. U. J.), 11; K,·islma.
1'allla", Y. lnfi",/a, 4 B. L. R. (0. O. J.), 274; R"jencie1' Y. Sliwn Ol11lnd,
6 Cal., 106.
'
(i) KlIlIla.,· 1'(/.'l'ake"~va,· \'. Kumar SlIOS"i, 10 I. A., 51; S. C., 10 C.1.I., 952;
SIl1',ija Rna Y. GIl11gadl1u'l'a, 13 I. A., 97; S, 0., 9 Matl., 499; K1'isto1'01l1onBY Y.
NOl'en",.o, Hi 1. A., 2\J; S. C., 16 U...1., 33S; SW·!Ja. Ran Y. Ohellnya.lnmi, 17
M",rl., 150; Lakshmaka. v. BOf!g<t1·ai1l(/nna., 19 ]\faa., 501.
(k) Sookhmoy Oh"n(le1' Y. Srimat-i Ma.110hIl1'1'i, 12 I. A., 103; S. C. 11 Cnl.
684.

'

c.

,

J.), 25; Nilai Oha1'an v. Ganga, 2 B. L, R (0. C. J,),
265, note. P1'o11!otlio v. Badhika, 14 B. L. R, 175; Gokool Nath Y. ISS1W
Loch"", 14 Cal., 222; Lalla Ram,ieewan v. Dal Koel', 24 CaL, 406; K1'ishna
Aiya.n v. Vythianatha, 18 Mad., 252; Yetlih'ajuZu Y. Mllku'l1tll, 28 ;\[ad., 363.
Tagore c","e, Sup. Vol. 1. A., p. 65; 8. C,' 9 B. L. R, p. Sa5; Asl11ltosh Dutt v.
Doo1'ga Ohll1'l1 , 6 I. A., 182; S. C., 5 Cal., 438; Ohundi Oh"1')1 v. SideSIOa1'i, 15
I. A., 149; S. C., 16 CaL, 71. 'l'mnsfer of Property Act, IV of 1882, ~~ 10, 11.

(I.) 2 B. L. R \0.
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the estate from its liability to debts, 01' other obligations
attaching to it by law (m), 01' for the prohibition of partition by persons entitled to divide (n). The same principles
govern clauses which postpone the enjoyment of an estate.
It is open to a testator, as to any other donor, to postpone
the en,joyment of a devise by interposing a previous estate.
But if he confers an unintercepted estate upGn a devisee,
any clause which postpones his enjoyment beyond the
period of nmjority when he is by law entitled to take
possession, is ineffectual as repugnant to the estate previously conferred, and it makes no difference that the
property is vested in trustees for the purpose of carrying
out the arrangement (a). The same point was decided by
Hallaway, J., in Madras; there the property was ancestral,
and the devisee was the son, and it was held that a clause,
postponing his enjoyment beyond the period of majority
was invalid, as trenching on his vested right to possession
under Mitakshara law (p).
§ 4'27. Directions that the income of property shall be
accumulated appear to be very common in wills in Bengal.
Sometimes they appear as limitations upon the devise
itself. Sometimes they are carried out by vesting the property in trustees. Practically the effect is the same in
either case, as it was settled by the Tagore case that where
a disposition of property is inherently illegal it cannot be
effected by the intervention of trustees (q). 'Where such
accumulations are to be made for the payment of debts or
legacies, or for the benefit of minor devisees till they
attain majority, they are unobjectionable. They would
amount to a direction that the accumulations should be
(;n) SOllatnll Bysa.vk y, .'!?'eemlltty JU..qglltsoolll/,ree, 8 M. 1. A" p, 76.
(71) Nubkissen y. HU?'I'ISclw7Ic/m', F. M,wN" 323; Molcaonda v, GOlle81!,1
e"l., 10,1; Ra,je/lde'1' v. Shmnchw/l(l, 6 Oal., 106; Raikishori \'. De be 11 cl'1'am ati..,
151. A., 37; S. 0., 15 Orrl., 409.
(a) S'rimat-i, B1'a.hmamayi v. Jagesc/Ul71(Zra, K B. h R., 400; Ca/.lyna.ntfL y,
Chwde1'nath,8 Oal" 378 ; Lloyd v, TFebb, 24 Cal., 44; Gasavi Bhivgwr v. Rivett
Canlac, 13 Bam., 463; Hnse-l1bhoy v. Ahme(lbhol/, 26 Bam., 319,
(p) DevM'a)a y, Venayaga and Ollnniah Chettll v. Lntchma,na'l'asoo, both
tleciiled in the Oribinal Court, iVhy ~3, 1867, M,S, ;,pllcl J. D. l\1.; [tcc. Ha1'ilal
v, Bai Moni, 29 Bom., 351.
(q) Sup. Vol. 1. A" p, 72; S, C., 9 E, L. R., p. 402,
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added to the testator's property, for the purpose of enabling
the lawful disposition8 of his will to be carried out (r).
Suppose however thatpl'Operty was given to a devisee,
with a direction that he should accumulate tl~e profits or
income beyond what was necessary for his maintenance,
and add it to the GO'rp7tS of the estate, this would be an
attempt to dispose of the property of the devisee which
would be beyond the power of the testator (s). A different question would arise if the testator attempted to deal
with the whole or part of his property as something which
was not to vest in anyone as its ovvner, but was to be
treated as a nucleus, from which accumulations were to be
made by which it was to be increased, until some future
occasion arose on which it was to be finally disposed of.
This appears to have been the real intention of the testator
in the singular will which was discussed in Sanatwn Bysack
v. Sree1n"ldty J'llggntsaanclery (t). There the whole property
was granted to an idol, apparently with the view of securing perpetual succession, with directions against partition
and alienation. So long as the family remained in harmony
the eldest member of the family, as manager for the idol,
was to defray the uses of the idol and the maintenance of
the family, and add the surplus to the estate. If no agreement existed among the members, the profits were to be
divided among the male branches, and if any such branch
came to be represented by a daughter 01' daughter's son,
such heir should be entitled only to maintenance. This
gift to the idol was treated by the Supreme Court as
merely illusory, and the subsequent provisions as intended
to establish a novel and invalid line of succession. On
appeal to the Privy Council, it was held that upon the true
construction of the will the property granted to the idol
.was effectually granted for the benefit of the testator's sons
and their offspring in the male line as a joint family,
subject to certain purposes, and that the surplus income
(1') Bissollath Chnn(ZBI' v, S'l'eellllltty Ba.masnolldery, 12 iiI. 1. A" p, 61.
(s) Ibid" PI'. 63, 64.
.
(t) sM. I. A., 66, pp. 68,76,67,
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was similarly granted, and that the widow of the joint
members was entitled to his share as widow and heir. In
Shookhmoy Chunder's case ('It), very similar provisions
were treated by the Judicial Committee as evidencing an
intention by the testator that his estate was not to be
disposed of, which vitiated the entire will. In Bengal
clauses for accumulation have also been treated as
ineffectual. In one case the accumulation was to continue
for 99 years, the money to be employed in the pUl'chase of
Zemindaries, which were not beneficially disposed of (v).
In another the estates actually given were not to be placed
in possession of the beneficiaries until other independent
trusts had been satisfied, and until that event accumulations
were to go on (10). The same point arose very recently in
Calcutta, but unfortunately took a COUl'se which prevented
any final decision (x). There the testator appointed three
executors of whom his wife was one, and vested in them
as such executors and trustees the whole of his estate.
He gave them power to adopt a son, and directed that
they should defray out of the income certain religious and
family expenses, and pay certain monthly sums to the
widow and the adopted son. The bulk of the property
was to remain in the hands of the trustees till after the
death of the widow, when it was to be handed over to the
adopted son, if he had attained or when he attained the
age of eighteen. In default of such adopted son, or male
issue by him existing at the death of the widow, the property was to be divided among the testator's daughters and
their sons. No beneficial interest existed in anyone
dUl'ing the life of the widow, and the trustees held the
property merely to keep it out of the hands of any real
owner. The suit was brought by a person claiming as
adopted son against the widow, asserting his right to
immediate possession of the estate, subject to the trust s

actually declared. Mr. Justice Jenkins held that the
adoption was good, and that the trust for accumulation
was also good, being one in favoUl' of a person or persons
to whom the entire estate was ultimately tQ pass, though
such person could not be ascertained during the life of the
widow. On appeal the High COUl't held that the adoption
was bad, which rendered it unnecessary to consider the
validity of the trust. Mr. Justice Trevelyan, however,
expressed his opinion that the direction to accumulate was
void, while JJiaclectn, C. J., rather intimated that he entertained a contrary view. The Privy Oouncil agreed with
the Appellate Court that the adoption was bad, and declined
to enter upon the other question. Supposing the adoption
had been supported, the plaintiff would of COUl'se have been
entitled as next heir of the testator, and of full age, to
immediate possession of everything which had not been
validly disposed of as against him. It would probably
have beenarguec1, with considerable chance of success, first,
that the testator could not effectually postpone his right
to possession. Secondly, that the ownership of a Hindu
estate cannot be legally kept in suspense until the happening of an indefinitely futUl'e event, on which it is for the
first time to be ascertained to which of the objects of the
testator's bounty his pl'operty is to belong (y).
~ 428. The Privy Council has lately sanctioned a very Creatiofn of . t
.)
' . .
power ° appom great extension of testamentary powers, by recogmsmg the ment by will.
right of a testator to grant a power of appointment to a
person named in his will, by which the final devolution of
his estate should be regulated at the termination of interests previously cl'eated (z). There the will directed that
the whole of his immovable property should be constituted
into a trust, the income of which should be applied by his
trustees for the use of his wife Motivahoo, his daughter
Mamoo, and the children of 1.lis daughter for their lives.

(u) 12 I. A., lOB, p. 110; S. C., 11 CaL, 684.
(v) Kwnm'a Asima v. Kzmz(u'a Krishna, 2 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 11.
(lo) Oallynallth v. Olmnllemautiz, 8 C"I., 378.
(m) Alm'ito LaU Dntt v. SZl'I'nomoyee Dassee, 24 C"I., 589; 25 C,,1., 662; aff(l.
27 I. A., 128; S. C., 27 Cal., 996.

(y) Ace. G01·{/.hanllas Y. Bai Ramcoove'r, 26 Bam., 449,pp. 467, 46!J.
(z) Bai llfotivahoo Y. Bai Mamoobai, 24 I. A., 9B; S. U., 21 Bam., 709; a.l!g.
19 Bam., M7; ,,"d JavcI'bai Y. Kablibai, 15 Bam., 320; Ul'clIdm Lal v.
Hemcl/a,nd1'a, 25 CuI., 405; Man01'ama Y. Kalichal'an, 31 C"I., lfl6
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"Afterwards the heirs of the said children are duly to
apportion and receive the property .. But should there be
no children born of the womb of my daughter Mamoo,
then after the death of Mamoo and of my wife Motivahoo
this trust is to become void, and this property is to be
delivered to such persons as my daughter Mamoo may
direct it to be delivered by making her will."
The Judicial Oommittee affirmed the validity of this
disposition. They said (p. 105): "It appears to them to
follow from the first taker being allowed to have only a
life interest, that her possession is sufficient to complete
the executory bequest which follows the gift for life. The
result of the decisions is, that according to settled law, if
the testator here had himself designated the person who
was to take the property in the event of MfLmoo dying
childless, the bequest would be good. rrhe remaining
question is, whether his substituting Mamoo and giving
11er power to designate the person by her will is contrary
to any principle of Hindu law. There is an analogy to it
in the law of adoption. A man may by will authorise his
widow to adopt a son to him, to do what he had power to
do himself, and although there is here a strong religions
obligation, their Lordships think that the law as to adop. tion shows that such a power as that now in question is
not contrary to any principle of Hindu law. Further, they
think that the reasons which have led to a testamentary
power becoming part of the Hindu law are applicable to
this power, and that it is their duty to hold it to be valid.
But whilst saying this, they think they ought also to say
that in their opinion the English law of powers is not to
be applied generally to English wills." They inserted
a declaration" that the gifts contained in these paragraphs
respectively to such persons as Mamoobai may direct by
making her will are valid gifts, so far as the same may
be directed to be delivered to persons who were in existence, either actually or in contemplation of law at the
death of the testator and not otherwise, but that this
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Oourt cannot and doth not determine upon whom the property subject to such powers respecti":ely will ~evo~;e, if
and so far as such powers are not valIdly exerCIsed.
~ 429. As regards form, the will ofa Hindu may be or~l, r,l~~~t~~i:l~ll
though, of course, in such a case the strictest proof w:ll
be required of its terms (ct). So, a paper drawn up 111
accordance with the instructions of the testator, and
assented to by him, willbe a good will, though not signed (b).
And if a paper contains the testamentary wishes of the
deceased, its form is immaterial. For instance, petitions
addressed to officials, or answers to official enquiries, have
been held to amount to a will (0). Even a statement in a
deed executed by a widow in pursuance of the instructions
of her late husband, and containing an assertion of his last
wishes as to the devolution of his property has been held
to be good evidence of a nuncupative will by thehusbancl (cl).
And a will may be revoked orally, 01' in any other manner
by wb.ich it might have been made (e). Nor are t.ech~ical
words necessary. The single rule of constructIOn 111 a
Hindu, as in an English will, is to try and find out the
meaning of the testator, taking the whole of the document
is thee
together, and to give effect to this meaning. In applying Intention
guide of interthis principle, special care lllust be taken not to judge the pretation
lano'uage used by a Hindu according to the artificial rules
which have been applied to the language of Englishmen,
who live under a different system of law and in a different
state of society (j). A devise in general tenns, without
In) Beel' Pej·tab Y. Mahl/l'{~jah Bajender, 12 ]\I. I. A., .~; S. 0., ~ Snth.
(P, C.), 15, ,pde § 39·± ; see Wlll 01 ~Iaho~nec1 Abb" , 24 Bam" 8, tiee noW the ~!l1du
'Wills Act, XXI of 1870, wlllch applws to lImdus III Beng«l, «nd the tall ns of
j\h,dras and Bombay.
(b) ,['m'a. Ohand Y. Hobin Ohundel', 3 Snth., 138; Ba{Ul!lbai Y. Ga.nesh,
3 Bam., 7.
R nn6 H
7 l
(e) 8hnmsool y, 8hewukram, 21. A., 7; S, 0.,·14 B. L. """; lWpU1'S I!l{
Y. 8heo Dhyal, 3 1. A" 259; S, 0.,26 Suth., 55; KaUan Y. 8amoa.l, 7 All., 163;
Hai,z{u' Ali Y. Tasaddu./.. , 17 I. A., 82; S. C., 18 Oal., 1; Ba.lbhadda1' Y. 8heo
Hamill, 26 1. A,. 194.
,
(d.) Ohintaman y, llf01'o La7cshman, 11 Bom., 89. See as to WIll made hut not
forthcoming AI11Va1' v. 8em'eta.ry of 8t«te, ~l Cal., 885.
(e) Pm·tab v, 81lbhao, 4 1. A., 2:28; S. 0.,3 Cal., 426; Venkayamn","Y.
Venkata1'allw.nayalll1na, 29 I. .\., 156; S, 0.,25 Mud., 678.
(f) Seeper T1l1'nm', L.J., 800r;jeemoney Y. Denobundo,6:il1, 1. A., 550; S.O.,
4 Suth. (P.O.), 114; pBl' L,l. Kingsdown, Bhoobmn Moyee Y. Ba1n K1shM'e, 10
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words of inheritance, or with words imperfectly describing
an estate of inheritance, will pass the entire estate of the
testator, unless a contrary intention appears from the
context (g), even though the estate was limited and
restricted by provisions which were void (h). On the other
hand, stronger words, and a more evident intention, would
be required to pass an absolute estate, where the bequest
was to a woman, and especially where it would operate to
the prejUdice of the testator's issue (i). But although
every effort will be made to carry out the wishes of the
testator, where they are ascertainable and legal, the Oourt
cannot make a new will for them. Therefore, a will must
fail if its terms are so vaguely expressed that it is impossible to ascertain what are the testator's objects (k). The
rule was laid down as follows by Lord Eldon (l). "As it
is a maxim that the execution of a trust shall be under the
control of the Oourt, it must be of such a nature that it
can be under that control so that the administration of it
can be reviewed by the Oourt, 01' if the trustee dies the
Oourt itself can execute the trust-a trust therefore, which

b.

1\I. 1. A., 308; S. C., 3 Suth. (P. C.), 15; Lakshmiuai Y. Gal/pat, 4 Bom. H.
(0. C. J.), 151 ; Lallubai v. l1Ianku,val'uai, 2 Bom., 408.
(g) Per .Vales, J., 'l'a{jol'e v. 'l'agore, 9 B. L. R., 395; S. C., 18 Snth., 359;
Sn1'Sutty Y. POO1'lW, 4 Snth., 55; B'·OIl.qhton v. Pogose, 12 B. L. R, 74; 8. C.,
19 Sntl;_, 18] ; Vnllubh£las Y. 'l'huckel' GOl'dhandas, 14 Bom., 360; Damot/nl'das
Y. T(tpzrias, 251. A., 126; S. C., 22 Bam., 833.
Sncce"sion Act X of 1865 § 82
ante \\ 394. .
' ,
,
(h) Ralilesit.war Y. Lachmi, 31 CaL, Ill.
(i) Babntty v. Sibchllniler, 6\\1. 1. A., 1; Lllkhee Y. Gokool, 13 n:L 1. A., 209;
fl. C., 3 B. L. R. (P. C.), 57; S. C., 12- Snth. (P. C.), 47; Shwnslwl Y. Shewuk-1'(!1I!, 21. A., 7,14; S. 0.,14 B. L. u., 226; Bhaguutt-i 1'. Ghowd'l'l/ 2 I. A. 2IJ6'
S. U., 24 Snth., 168; Lakshmibaiv. Himuai, 11 Bam., 69; a.ljiZ. p. 573; P),o;l/.nl/~
v. Ta-)'rucknath, 10 B. L. R., 267; S. 0., Sub nomine; 'l'arllcknathv. P-l'Osono,
19 Snth., 48; Kollany Y. LUchll1ee, 24 Snth., 395; Jeewll/l. Y. lUt. SOlla, 1
N.-IY. P., 66; Pnllchaolnoney Y. l'roylnckaa, 10 Ctt!., 3'12, nnte §§ 396,397.
(k) Samlial Y. Maitlnnd, Fnlton, 475. See Kllmara Asima Y. Kuma-I'a
](l'ishnn, 2 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 38; 'l'ag01'e v. Tagare, 4 B. r.. R. (0. O. J.), 198 ;
.Jml·mnn's Estate, 8 Ch. D., 5A4; Gaknl Nnth Y. Iss/{.}' Lochun, 14 C"l. 222'
Anamll'ao Vinnyak Y. Administ,·a.tol·-Gene1'al of Bombay, 20 Bam., 450. ' As t~
the application of the cyp"es doctrine to charities ill India, see Mayor of Lyons
v. Advocnte-General '!f Ben.qal, 31. A., 32; 8. 0., 1 Oal., 303.
.
(l) j1iarri~e .Y. Bp. of Du-rham, 9 Ve~., .399,10 Ves., 521, followed hJ,the
Pl'lvy Ooun~l]lll Bllnchordas Y: !'arvat-,bat,.26 1. A., 71 ; 8. C., 23 Bam., 725,
where a deVIse t? Dhn1'n1n (relIgIOUS or charlt-able pmposes) was held void for
""gneness; Bla-!-)' Y. Dnnc(t1} (1902), A. C., 37. So a direction to" legatee to nse
the ,.noney for Swra-Kam (good works) was held void for unCel'taillty. Bni
Bal" v.,Jn1nnndns, 22 Bam., 774; Bni Gha(lunbai Y. Dad-i, 26 Bom., 632; c:f'.
Pa-J'bnt, Y. Ram Bm'un, 31 Oal., 895. A bequest to" Poor rehttions, delJendents
.and serl'ants" is valid; Mn1I01'allla Y. Kalicha?'nl1, 31 Cal., 166.
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in case of maladministration could be reformed and a due
administration directed, and then unless the subject and
Dbjects can be ascertained, upon principles familial' in
other cases, it must be decided that the Oourt can neither
reform maladministration nor direct a due administration."
And if the intention of the testator is obviously to do
something that is illegal, the Oourt will not put a nonnatural construction upon his language, so as to turn an
illegal into a legal arrangement (m). 'rhe result, of course,
will be an intestacy as to so much of the property as has
been ineffectually disposed of, and the residue will go to
the heir-at-Iaw, however positive the expression of the
testator's wish may have been that he should not take.
The estate must go to somebody, and there is no one to
whom it can go except the heir-at-law. As Peacock, O. J.,
said in the Tagore case, "A mere expression in a will
that the heir-at-law shall not take any part of the testator's
estate is not sufficient to disinherit him, without a valid
gift of the estate to some one else. He will take by
descent, and by his right of inheritance, whatever is not
validly disposed of by the will, and given to some other
person" (nL So where unc1er the terms of the will the
corpus of the estate is not to vest until the happening
of a certain event, it will in the meantime vest in the
heir and his heir (0). On the other hand, it is not necessary that a will should contain an express declaration of a
testator's desire 01' intention to disinherit his heirs, if there
IS an actual and complete gift to some other person capable
of taking under it (p).
(m) Tagol'e Y. Tagal'e,9 B. L. R., 407; S. C., 18 Ruth., 859; pel' Lord
SelboI'lJe,' 5 App. Ott., p. 719; pel' curiam, 10 1. A., p. 59; 161. .A., p. 42. See
as to the }Jroper interpreta.t,ion to be pnt upon wills, where questIOns of rem'?teness arise; A"lllnu,qam Y. Amini AmllZall, 1 l\1ad. H. 0.,400; BI'amaIlW!/! Y.
Ja.qes,8 B. L. R., 400; SOlulnminey v. Jagesh,2 Oal.,262; Khe1'odolnoney Y.
Doo)',qnmoney, 4 CaL, 455; Ea.1IZ Lall Sett v. Knna-i Lal, 12 Oal., 663, ante
§ 382.
(n) 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 187; S. C., on appeal. 9 B. L. R., 4~2; S. C., 18 Snth:,
359; P.J'OIllOtlio y. Ba(Zhika, 14 B. L. R., 175; Lallublwt Y. Mnnlmval'ba-t,
2 Bam., 488.
(0) Amulya y. Kalidas, 32 CaL, 561.
(p) Pl'ossnnna Y. TaJ''I'ucknnth, 10 B. L. R., 267; S. C., 19 Sllth., 48, disapproving of Boaploll v. Mohima, ib., 271, note.
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A devise which cannot take effect at all is as if it had
never been made. Oonsequently the property devised
passes to the heir. The rule of the English Oommon law
that an undisposed of residue vests in the executor beneficially, does not apply in case of a Hindu will (q). The
case of a devise to a class of persons, which fails as to
some, has already been discussed (~§ 379-383). \iVhere
a testator leaves a legacy absolutely as regards his estate, .
but restricts the mode of the 'legatee's enjoyment to secure
certain objects for the benefit of the legatee, if the objects
fail, the absolute gift prevails (r).
§ 430. As possession under a devise is not necessary to
its validity, so neither is it necessary that the legatee
should be capable of assenting to it. TherefOl'e, a bequest
in favour of an idiot 01' an infant will be valid. And so it
will be in any other case, although the legatee would
have been incapable of inheriting from some personal
disability (8).
§ 431. Under the combined operation of the Hiddu
Wills Act (XXI of 1870), ~ 2, and the Probate and
Administration Act (V of 1881), § 154, numerous sections
of the Indian Succession Act (X of 1865) (t), are extended
to all wills and codicils made by any Hindu, Jain, Sikh or
Buddhist, on or after the 1st day of September 1870,
within the territories subject to the Lieutenant-Govel'l1or
of Bengal, 01' the local limits of the Ol'dinary original civil
jurisdiction of the High Oourts at Madras and Bombay,
(q) Allte ~ 425, Lallllbilai Y. Manlwva1'bai, 2 Dam., 3tl8.
1'1') Arlminid'l'at07··Genem.l at' BBIIgr,.l v. Apear, 3 Ca!., 553; Rameshwal' Y.
Lllchmi, 31 Ca!., 111. See Indi,',n Succession Act, §§ 125, 126.
(s) ~ooldeblla:rain v. Mt. lYooma, Marsh, 357.
(t) The sections so extended ,we the following: 46, 49, capacity bo make,
revoke or alter a will; 48, effect of fruud, etc.; 50,51, mode of execution; 57-60,
01' Tevocation or reviyal; 55, witness not disqualified by int~rest; 61-67,82,83.
81i, 88-98, construction of will; 99 -103, void bequests; lOB-lOb, yesting of
leg"eies; 109, 110, onerous; 111, 112, contingent; and 113---124, conditional
hequests; 125-127, hequests with rlb-ect-iam as to application or enjoyment;
128, bequests to executor; 129--J36, specific; Iln(l 137, 138, demonstrative
leg(tcies; 139-153, ademption; 15{-157, Iiahilities attaching to le,<ucies; 158
general bequests; 159, bequests of interest or procluce; und 160-163, of
annuities; 164-166, legacies to creditors 01' portioners; 167-177, election; 187,
necessity of probate for executor 01' legatee. See al80 as to the Regist,ration and
Deposit of Wills, Act III of 1877, § 40-46.
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and to all such wills and codicils made outside those
territories and limits, so far as relates to immovable property situate within such territories ~r limits. The
primary result is to abolish all forms of wIlls exce~t those
written and attested as prescribed by the Sl1C"CeSSlOn Act.
To guard against the clangers which might arise fro~u the
application to persons under one law of a complIcated
series of provisions intended for persons governed by a
wholly different law, § 3 of the Hindu vVilIs Act provides Saving olause.
that nothing in the Act shall authorise a testator to
bequeath property which he could not have ~lienated in~e'l'
vivos, or to deprive any persons of any r1ght of mamtenance of which, but for § 2 of the Act, he could not
deprive them by will, 01' shall affect a?iy law of. adoption
01' intestate succession, 01' shall authOl'1se any Hmdu, etc.,
to create in property any interest which he could not have
created before the first of September 1870. Under this
last clause it has been held that notwithstanding the
express words of ~ 99 of the Succession Act, which is one
of those extended by the vVills Act, a Hindu cannot make
a bequest to a person unborn at the death, but born
between that date and the termination of a previous estate
after which his interest is to take effect (u).
Act I of 1869, § 13 also contains a provision requiring Wills of Oudh
.
.
.
t b Tuluqdars.
wills made by taluqdars m Oudh m certam cases 0 e
executed and attested three months before the death of
the testator, ancl registered within one month after
execution (v).
Prob!tt~ and.
§ 432. The Probate and Administration Act (V of 1881) AdlllllllstratlOn
applies to all Hindus (10) and persons exempted. under Act.
§ 332 of the Succession Act, no matter when they dIed, but
does not render invalid any transfer of property duly made
before the 1st of April 1881 ; but, except in ca8es to which

M(v)

AZamga))w"jo'/'i Y'. SOIl,,:mOI1~, 8 Cal., 63?
.'.
.
See fiS to tIllS seel'lOn AJlfdh'la Buksh \'. Mt. Bn/'mm K/l.a?, 11 1. -!--., 1 ,
Ha:i'i Ab(Z"l v. Mnllshi Ami?' Haida?', 11 I. A., 121; Satm.pa Y. HnZas, 20 All.,
121 ; Act X of H:lS5.
. ,
. 1
(w) This term includes Jams, Baeheb, v. Makl·(PI, 3 All., 55 and Slk;lS
Bhagwanklla7' v. Jogen(Zm, 30 I. A., 249; S. C., 31 Ca!., 11.
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the HinduWills Act applies, no Court beyond the limits of
the towns of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay, and the territories of British Burmah shall receive applications for
probate or letters of administration unless authorised by the
Local Government with the sanction of the GovernorGeneral (x). By ~ 149 it is provided that nothing in the Act
shall validate any testamentary disposition which would
otherwise have been invalid; invalidate any such disposition which would otherwise have been valid; dep6ve any
person of any right of maintenance to which he would
otherwise have been entitled; 01' affect the AdministratorGeneral of Bengal, Madras 01' Bombay.
§ 433. Previous to the Hindu Wills Act, it was held that
the executors of a Hindu did not, in the character merely of
executors, take any estate properly so called, in the property
of the deceased ;-or in other words, that the mere nomination of executors, though followed by probate, did not of
itself confer any estate on the executor, further than the
estate he might have by the express words of the will, 01' as
heir of the testator. The grant of probate or letters of
administration to a Hindu took effect only for the purpose
of recovering debts and securing debtors paying the same,
except so far as was otherwise provided by Act XXVII
of 1860 (y). The Hindu Wills Act incorporated § 179 of
Act X of 1865 which provided that "the executor or
administrator, as the case may be, of a deceased person, is
his legal representative for all purposes, and all the property of the deceased vests in him." Also § 187 which
provides that no right as executor or legatee can be established in any Court of Justice unless probate or letters of
administration shall have been granted (z), The Act V
(x) 'l'he High Court cannot gmllt probate or administmtion test"t,e of a person
who did not either die or leave assets within the limits of its jurisr1iction. 'rhe
will of Rosa Learmouth, 24 lVlad., ]21.
(y) Sha1k Moosa, v. Sheik Essa, 8 Bom .., 241, p. 252; Anlesi?' v. Himbai,
ibid., 474, p. 479; Lallubhwi v, Mankuve1·ba·i, 2 Bam., p. 406; Jug?n@hundas v. PaUol/Jee, 22 Hom., 1; S,wat Ohand'l'a v. Bhupend?'a Nath, 25 Cal., 103;
Am.ulya v. KaUclas, 32 Cal., 561.
(z) This section is not incorporated in Act V of 1881. Therefore as regards
Hindu \Vills prior to 1st September 1870 though probate may be gmnted, it is
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of 1881 repeals § 179 as part of Act X~I of 1~70 but reenacts it as part of itself, The result IS that III all cases
coming within the Hindu Wills Act or, the Probate Act,
the executor 01' administrator as such IS the legal repr~
sentative of the deceased, and statutory owiler of h18
property, except such as would otherwise have passed by
survivorship to some other person (a),
not necessary; K?';sh'll(i K·il/kw)" v, Panchllm./n, 17 CaL, 272; Kanhaiya, Lq-l ,:.
Munil'i, 18 All., 200. Pro.bate mtnllot .b~ l'efused all the ground that the ,v,II,s
'lIe al 01' void. HOl'lnusj~ v. Dhanbavt, 12 BOl';'" 164.
.
, (g) AC t V f 1881 94. As to whether it creil1tor can apply for revocatIOn of
)r:1,ate see ~Tilma,'t{ Y. Umunath, lOLA.,. DO. As to wills made belo~'e 1st
1eptem1,er 1870, seeK'l'ishna Kinkn?' v. RC!" Moh:lln, ~4 Cal., ~7. As to prob,at'£
of will made Ollt of India by It person who IS not a Bl'lt,sh sublect, see Act.~ 0
1581 §§ 55, 56,57. As ho Native Christi,,!]s Act VII of 19~1. Bhanmo D.adG;lVi'aa
y. L~i(shmibai, 20 Bom., {l07 .. The. prob~te of", Nat!ve ?ourt ]'eqUl~~s t? be
lemented by proper proceedmgs 111 Ind",. l1£anastng'. Ahn.w:Z Knniu., 17
1,1. Probate cannot be granted by mere consen~, Monmoiwl!'t v. Banga,
StC':1 357' nor of a 'locument which does ,'ot deal Wlth property, but lllere~y
a O;l;ts an~alU,gel'c1uringminol'ity. The will of Bukhtawarlliull,23 M,,,d., 130.
P1.s to t',e liability of an executor de san t01·t, see Na?'ayallasam2 v. Esa
Abbayi, 28 ilfttc1., 351.
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priests, to take effect after the life estate of his widow,
was decided to be good (j).
CHAPTER XII.
RELIGIOUS AND OHARITABLE ENDOWMENTS.
Roligious gifts
favollreil.

§ 434. GIFTS for religious and charitable purposes were
naturally favou~'ed by the Brahmans, as they ai'e everywl:er~ by the prIestly class. Sancha lays down the general
prInClple that "wealth was conferred for the sake of
defraying sacrifices" (a). Gifts for religious purposes are
In~de by Katyayana an exception to the rule that gifts are
VOId when Inade by a man who is afflicted with disease
a~c~ the like, and he says that, if the donor dies wIthout
g'lV~ng ~ffect to his .in~ention, his son shall be compelled to
~el~ver ~t (b): ThIS IS ~n exception to the rule that a gift
IS lll":ahd wIthout :lehv~ry. of possession. The Bengal
pundIts state that thlS prIncIple applies even against a son
un~er the rdj~akshara law, though his assent would be
IndIspensable If the gift was for a secular object; they
see~n, however, to limit the application of the rule t~
a gIft of a sI~lall portion of the land (c). Similarly, in the
N.- W. ~rovInces, the Court affirmed the nght of a father,
even wIthout his son's consent, to make a I)enuan t
l'
.
en
a Iena~lO~ of part ~f the ancestral property as provision for
a fam~ly Idol: prov~ded the grant was made bond fide, and
not .wIth an mtentlOn to injure the Son (cl). In Western
IndIa grants of thi~ nature have been held valid; even
when made by a WIdow, of land which descended to her
from he~ husband, and to the prejUdice of her husband's
male hens (e). And so a grant by a man to his family
(a) 3 Dig., 484.

(b) 2 Dig., 96. See iIlanu, ix., 323; Vvasa 2 Dig ]89' M,'t 1 1
.
§ 27, 32.
J,
.,.,
a <8 10,1''', 1., 1,
(0) See futwfth, Gopal Ohand v. Babll KltJl'lUa7' 5 S D 24 (29)' M't 1 1
i., 1, ~ 2&.
'
",
,1'1 arSlal'a,.
(d) Raghunath v. GobillrZ, 8 All., 76.
(e) ~llgfee'Vlln v. Deosllnk1l1', ] Bar.! 394 [436J ; K1lpoon'. 8eV1lkl'am ib d "
[448J , but see Umbashunke,' v. ToolJa-ra1ll 1 Bor 400 [442J . M 7 l" ., ,,00
J

'I

, I t la UIC1Jlee

v.

§ 435. The principle that such gifts can be enforced Effected by will.
against the donor's heirs would naturally slid6l into a practice of making them by will (~405). It is probable that
as Brahmanical acuteness favoured family partition as a
means of multiplying family ceremonies, so it fostered the
testamentary power as a mode of directing property to
religious uses, at a time when the owner was becoming
indifferent to its secular application. Many of the wills held
valid in the Supreme Court of Calcutta have been remarkable for the large amounts they disposed of for religious
purposes (g). In one case arising out of Goknlchnnde?'
GOJ/o1'1nah's will, where practically the whole property had
been assigned for the use of an idol, the Court declared
the will proved, but wholly inoperative, except as regards
a legacy to the stepmother of the testator (h). Sir F. MacN aghten suggests that the will might properly have been
cancelled as, upon its face, the production of a madman.
No reason can be offered why such a will should be set
aside in Bengal, merely because the whole property was
devoted to religious objects. In the case of Raclhab'nzz,llbh
Tagore v. Gopeemohnn Tagore, which was decided in Calcutta the very next year (1811), the right of a Hindu so to
apply the whole of his property, seems to have been
admitted (·i).
§ 436. The English law, which forbids bequests for Superstitious
.
.
uses not fo1'superstitious USGS, does not apply to grants of thIS character bidden
in India, even in the Presidency towns (k), and such grants
K·ripashooklll, '2 Bar., 510 [557J ; R",ma'll1l1I[Z Y. Ramkissen, 2 iVI. Dig., fut,yuh,
at p. 11 7. See, too, post § 633.
(() Keshool' Y. M't. Ralllkoomval" 2 Bor., 314 [345J.
(il) F. MaoN., 3'23, 331, 336-347, 3,19, 350,.371; Ra.lntonoov. RamgolJal,
1 Ien., 245. The so.me thing was remarked by Sir Thomas 8t1'ange as " feature
ill the wills made by Hindus in Mac1m,,;. 2 Stm. H. L., 453.
(h) F. MaoN., 320, App. 58.
(i) F. iliaoN., 335.
. )
(le) Das Mm'cBs Y. Oones, 2 Hyde, 65; Andrews v. Joak!m, '2 B. L. ~ .. (O. O. J. ,
148' Judah Y. Judah, 5 B. L. R., 433; K711lsaloha11(Z v. Mahaiievg,n, 12 Bam.
H. 6.,214; Ru.pa Jagshet v. K-I'ishnaji, 9 Bam., 169.
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have been repeatedly enforced by the Privy Council (1).
N or are they invalid for transgressing against the rule
which forbids the creation of perpetuities. "It being
'nor perpetuities. assumed to be a principle of Hindu law that a gift can be
made to an idol, which is a C(tPl~t mortwlMIL, and incapable
of aUenating, you cannot break in upon that principle by
engTafting upon it the English law of perpetuities" (1n).
Col()urable reli- In fact both the cases in which the Bengal High Court in
gioue endow1869 set aside the will as creating secular estates of a
ment.
perpetual nature, contained devises of an equally perpetual
nature in favour of idols, which were supported (n). But
where a will, under the form of a devise for religious
purposes, really gives the beneficial interest to the devisees
subject merely to a trust for the performance of th~
rel.igious purposes, it will be governed by the ordinary
Hmdu law. Any provisions for perpetual descent, and
for restraining alienation, will, therefore, be void. The
result will be to set aside the will, as regards the descent
of t~e property, leaving the heirs-at-law liable to keep up
the ldols, and defray the proper expenses of the worship (0).
A j01,ti01'i will this rule apply, where the estate created is
in its nature secular, though the motive for creating it is
religious (p).
§ 437. As an idol cannot itself hold lands, the practice
Tenure in
trustee.
is to :rest the lands in a trustee for the religious purposes,
or to 1l1lpose upon the holder of the lands a trust to defray
the expenses of the worship (q). Sometimes the donor is
(I) Ramtallaa v. RamgopaZ, 1 Kn., :2<15; Jewun v. Shah Kubeel'Oo(l-rZeen,
I. A., 890; S. 0., 6 Su~h. (P.O.), 3; Sanatun B!lsaek \'. JlIgglltsaO}/(/'l'ee,
8 M. I. A., 66;, Ju.ggutmah"n 1'. Mt. Sakhcemaney, 14 M I. A., 289; S. C., 10
B. L. R., 19; S. 0.,17 Suth., 41.
(m) Pe?' Ma?'kby, J., Knm.a1·a.Aiell1e v.](uma1'a.K?·ishlla, 2 B. L. 11. (0. O. J.),
p,47. See as to the appIIC"tlOl1 of the rule to cases not under Hindu law
Fatma Bib·i v. A(!vaca,te-General, Bombay, H Bam., 42; Lim,ii y. Bapnji, Ii
~om . , 441. The Idol Itself must l"",e come mto existence or the gift will be
lllyahrl. Nogend?'a y. Benoy, 30 Cal., 521 ; Rajall10yee v. T'l'oylukha, 29001.,260.
., (n) Tago1'C y. Tafl0l'e, 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 103, in the P. C., 9 B. L. R., 377;
S. ~., 18 Suth, 309; K"ishllaJ'ama.ni Y. Allanda., 4 B. L. R. (0. O. J.), 231;
B"OJoso01UZel'l/ v. Luoll'lll~e KoonwQ1'ee, 15 B. L. R. (P.O.), 176, note.
(0) P"omotho Y. Ra(lhlka, 14 B. L. R., 175; Ph ate y, Da'll1aad(l1', 3 Bam, 84.
(p) Ana.l1tha v. Nagamuthn, 4 iliad., 200.
'
(q) See futw"h in K~nnla Ka.nt.v. Ram HZ"'ec, 4 S. D., 196 (247). It is said
howeve1;' that It trust lS not ret/lUred for this pur[:·ose. Manohtw Ganesh y'
Lakhm11'a.?n, 12 Bom., p. 263; Bhllg.gobuthy v. GOO1'OO P1'osanno, 25 Cal., 112'.
2~.
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himself the trustee. Such a trust is, of course, valid, if
perfectly created, though, being :oluntary, tl~e. donor
cannot be compelled to carry it out If he has left It Imperfect (r). But the effect of the transaction ':I'ill differ
materially, according as the property is absolutely given for
the religious object, or merely burthened with a trust
for its support. And there will be a further c1ifference
where the trust is only an apparent, and not a real one,
and where it creates no rights in anyone except the
holder of the fund (s).
§ 438. The last case arises where the founder applies Tl'UBt imperfect.
his own property to the creation of a pagoda, 01' any other
religious 01' charitable foundation, keeping the property
itself, and the control over it, absolutely in his own hands.
The communitv may be greatly benefited by this anangement, so long ~s it lasts, but its continuance is entirely at
his own pleasure. It is like a private chapel in a gentleman's park, and the fact that the public have been permitted
to resort to it, will not prevent its being closed, or pulled
down, provided there has been no dedication of it to the
public. It will pass equally nnencumbered to his heirs,
01' to his assignees in insolvency.
He may diminish the
funds so appropriated at pleasure, 01' absolutely cease to
apply them to the purpose at all (t). In short, t~le
character of the property will remain unchanged, and ItS
application will be at his own discretion.
Another state of things arises where land or other pro- Property held
.
.
.
b' t
.1 t
under trust.
perty is heldm benefiCIal ownershlp, su Jec mere y 0 a
trust as to part of the income, for the support of some
religious endowment. Here again the land descends and

Sl1:

The pos!:;ession !1ad DHtnn,g~ment of th~ pl'ope.l't.y of the idol, and tl~e right to
in respect of it, are vested 111 the Sebalt, Ja,qund'l'a v. Hell1anta, 31 I. A., 203,
8. 0., 32 O,tl" 129.
(1') See Lewin, Trusts, p. 61.
(s) Ace. lJe'I' cl/'i'imn. 11 All., pp. 22·-27.
.
"
(t) Howao'/'(l y. Pes/onji, Perry, O. C., 535; Tenkatachella.mUlh v. P. Na? ama)a/z. Mad, Dec. of 1tl53, 104; S. C., J\1ttd. Dec. of 1854, 100; Ohelllmalltllatt-H.
l eljene,
,
i\~'
Dec of 1862"
90' 2,
W . MacN." 103',
B?'a/oHoonde1'lj
v. L'nchmee
f:.L[t(l..
.
.
l
M
J(oc!11waree, in the P. C., 15 B. L. R., 176 (note); S. C., 20 ";uth., 95; De 1'OOS Y.
Nawab SYlld, 15 B. L. R., 167, affirmed in P. C., 3 Cal., 324; Sub nOlll11le,
Ash,qar v. Del,·oos.
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is alienable, and partible ('ll), in the ordinary way, the
only difference being that it passes with the charge upon
it (v). The same rule would apply where the owner
retained the property in himself, but granted the community or part of the community an easement over it for
certain specified purposes (w).
.
Absolute
dedication of
property.

Powers of
trustee.

The remaining case is the one first named, where the
whole property is devoted, absolutely and in perpetuity, to
the religious purposes. Here the trustee has no beneficial
interest in the property, beyond what he is given by the
express terms of the trust (x). He cannot encumber or
dispose of it for his own personal benefit, nor can it be
taken in execution for his personal debt. But he may
do any act which is necessary 01' beneficial, in the same
manner and to the same degree as would be allowable in the
case of the manager of an infant heir. He mav, within
those limits, incur debts, mortgage and alien the property,
and bind it by jUdgments properly obtained against him (y).
And he may lease out the property in the usual manner,
but he cannot create any other than propel' derivative
tenures and estates conformable to usage; nor can he
make a lease, or any other arrangement which will bind
(I~) Ra~n Oooll~ar \'. Jogender, 4 Cal., 50; S"ZJpammal Y. Oollector uf Tanjo)'e,

12 Mad., 387, p. 39l.

(·v) kIahatab Y. 11:[,rllall, 5 S. D., 268 (313) appro\'ed by Priyy COllnci] ]5
B. L .. R., p. 178; Sill'. note (t) J?nttoo ". Blm?'l'nt 10 St;th :Z99' Baso~ Y
I(,she", 13 Suth., 200; Sonotltll Bysack Y. Juggntsoonr/1'e;: E:I jl.'l. A., 66:
Shel.kh kIa.1lomerZ y. Alltal'chand, 171. A., 28; S. C., 17 Cal., 49tl; Jagilld.rd
Y. HelllWlta. 31 1. A., p. 209; S C., iJ2 Ca!., 129.
.
(10) Ja.'lganlOlli Y. Nilmon·i. 9 Ca!., 75.

(it)} As to the CcLses il:'- ~dli?h the ~nitllttgel' 01' head of Il religions endowment
has: 01' ha.s llO~ it uellefiC1al ..l11t8i'eS~ l.l~ it.s funds 01' offel'ings) Hee Sathiall({m((. v.
SWI.ayallabagl, 18 1\ [.a(1., ~66; qil.,.;)cL/wnc7 Y. Sldlajanand, 23 CaL, 645. The
POSItIon a.nd powel's of th<;-' ~mfan.ll G.t'tL 11lUtt were elaLol'utely discussed III the
case of Vldynpltl'l/a y. Vulynnu71n, 27 iliad., 435.
(.II) PI'OSnJll1O y. Golab, 21. A., 145; S. ('., 14 B. L. U., 450; KonlOnl'Y.
Ra'~whnJl.,~el', 4 I. A., 52, p. 62; S. C., 2 Cal., 341; Kalee Ohm'lI Y. Bllngsliee,
]5 ::suth., 839; !fhltsale!'llJl,lZ v. ll:Ialiadevgh,-i, 12 BOlli. H. C., 214; J?eY1'edo Y.
kI,alz o med,15 Suth., 70; ,shwnkar Blzal'att \'. Vel1kapa Na.ile, 9 Bom., 422;
B~she!, OhancZ Y. Syecl NalZw, 1,3 r. A., 1 ; S. C., 15 C,d., 329; Pa1'sotalll Y.
Da;tgn', 25 All., 296. In Bombay it has been held that a!thOUi'h tIle. rents of a
~'eh!jlOl1S elHlowment Ill"y be ?-lienleted, the cOJ'pus of the property is lLbsolutely
nmhenttble.; Nm'f!yan Y. Ohm/mnan, 5 B0111., 393; Oolleetol' of Thana y. Hm';,
6 BOIll., 546; Shl'~ Gallc~h Y. Kesliavra·v, )5 ~o~n., 625. Aec. Nallayappa Y.
Am.ba.lavalla, 27 Mad., ·JU6. As to llOt clone by rze facto manege]' see Saminatlia
Y. PI!.1'o.sllOttalllll, 10 .lV~ad., 67; Kasi", SaibcL v'. SlIclliindltrn,' 18 lVIad., 359;
Ralnahn.'l"m Y. Vytiz.!z.tngwn, 20 I. A., 150; S. C .• 16 MlLd., 490.
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his successor, unless the necessity for the transaction is
completely established (Z).
~ 439. The devolution of the trust, upon the death or Deyolution of
.
.
trust.
default of each trustee, depends upon the terms upon WhICh
it was created, or the usage of each particular institution,
where no express trust-deed exists (a). Where nothing is
said in the grant as to the succession, the right of
management passes by inheritance tc the natl1l'al heirs
of the donee, according to the rule, that a grant without
words of limitation conveys an estate of inheritance (b).
The property passes with the office, and neither it nor
the management is divisible among the members of the
family (c). vVhere no other arrangement or usage exists,
the management may be held in turns by the several
heirs (d). Sometimes the constitution of the body vests
the management in several, as representing different
interests, or as a check upon each other, and any act
(z) Rcull",b,,/.lnblz Y. Jllr1.'lIltclnUir/el·, 4 S. D., 151 (192); Shibess(JI!l'ee Yo
kI utlioo1'a.l1atli, 181\1. I. A., 270; S. C., 13 Suth. (P. C.), ltl; JllygCSSWI' \'. Roocrl'D,
12 Suth., 299; Tahbo(lJlissa Y. KoolI/al', 15 Sut.h., 2Q8; Al'l'lIlh '- . .lllggnl'lIath,
18 Suth., 43!); i1iolz nllt Bllnll Y. Kliaslte", 20 Suth., 471; BUllwarf!' v. k[ll(ldell,
21 Suth., 41; Ra.lIlcliallr7m Shallka.ruava y. J{({.s/unath, l~ Iloll.'., 271; Pmsonno
Knmar y, 8n1'oda ProsoJ1IlG. 22 Cal., Uf)9. 'Vhere an unltlwful alIenatIOn hots
been llHtt1e by a tl'tHltcc of a religiouH E'nc10Wlnent the statute of lirnitn,tion begins
to run fr0111 the nppoiubnent of his SUCC8RS01', Mallomc(? Y. GaJlap[ft~, 18 ::Uad.,
277; Feda pll}·a.tli ,'. Va.lla ulz a , ib., 402; Sa.tlt ia ual!w Y. Sarwvo Ilauag!, itl Mad.,
266; the necessity £01' 11" -pel'll1a.nent leQ!:3e Inay 00 luferrec fl'?1l1 lOllg' lLlH1 undISturbed possession un<ler it,. Ohue7<alillga.m Y. i1:[a !I a Ilc/.I , In -'lad.. 4C!5;
Na}'(/s;'1Il7ICL Y. GOllaZa.. 28 :lI"d., 891.
((t) (hee<llinne Y. NUllllkishol'e, Marsh., 578; uff(l., 11 ~I. 1. A., 428; S. C.,
8 Sllth. (P. C.), 25; kIutt" Ralll<dillga. Y. Peri,wayaYNIIl, ] I. A., 20!); ,Jalloki
Y.

Gop"/, 101. A., 3J; S. C., 9 CaL, 766; Geill/av. Oha.tM·, 131 A., 100, (JAll.,

1; Al'pasanfi Y. Ka rJapl' a. , 7 ilIad., 49(J; Ra.llgaclzo·rial· Y. Yeglla. DlleS/Wtlll',
3 Mad., 524.
"
(b) Ohllttm' Seill'sease, 1. S. D., IS (239); Veukaiac7wlZltm.wlz Y. P. NwraUl·
a.l'all, :lIt1.cl. Dec. of ]HG3. 10J. See Taf!(l1'1! cc<se,4 B. L. R. (0. c. J.), 102;.
9 B. h R. (P. C.). 39.5; S. C., 10 Suth., 35!); pel' cnrillm, 9 C,,1., p. 70; NllllltlJlzab
Y. Shl'ima.1l G08w(/.l/I.i, 12 Bom., H31; Gllallasa.lIlbanlia Y. Vdll Palldwl'llll/, 27
1. A., p. 69; 8. C., 23 ilIlH1. As to escheat to Crown, see SeCl'eta.1'!1 of Stnte Y.
Ha';hatrao, 28 Bom., 27fi.
(c) .laa/ar\'. AIi, 2 Mad. H. C., 19; I(lIl1la.?·nsami v. Rcwza.lillgn, 1\Iad. Dec.
of 1860, 261.
(cl) Nubkissell .... HlI1TiscllUl1del', 2 M. Dig'. , 146. See Annl1clll~."yee v. Boykn.ntllath.8 Suth., 193; RnlJlsoonrln1' Y. Ta.l'lIck, 19 Snth., 28; kIdta. Knuth Y.
NMI'IPljllll, 14 B. L. R., 166; S.C., 22 Suth., 437; MancliwI'C!llIy.Prans/za.nka1',
6 Bom.; 298. There is nothing to prevent " fema.le being Illanager. :-;ee kIoottoo
kIeellatchy Y. Villoo, 1\L"l. Dec. of 1858, 136; Jo.y Deb B,lf·l'lI1ah Y. HIl1'OPl/tty,
16 Sut11 .. 232. See Eill8sain Beebee v. Hussa11l Shf'I:~t, 4 i\[~d .. H. C,! 23;
Pun.illb Customs, 88; nnless the actna] c1isclutrge of sp.'1'1tual dutIeS 1S reqUIred;
MuJavf],1' y, HlfSfULill, 3 ilIad., 93. 8pecid eustou1 18 necf'ss1tl'Y, Jal10kee v.
Gopau7, 2 C"I., 365; a/fel., 10 I. A., 3:2; S. C., 9 CaL, 766.
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which alters such a constitution would be invalid (e).
Where the head of a religious ins,titution is bound to
celibacy, it is frequently the usage that he nominates
his successor by appointment during his own lifetime,
01' by will U).
Sometimes this nomination requires confirmation by the members of the religious body. Some~
times the right of election is vested in them (g). In no
case can the trustee sell 01' lease the right of manageme nt,
though coupled with the obligation to manage in ~onform
ity with the trusts annexed thereto (h), nor is the right
saleable in execution under a decree ('i). It has, however,
been held in Bombay that there is no objection to an
alienation of a religious office, made in favour of a person
standing in the lin8 of succession, and not disqualified by'
personal unfitness. Such an alienation is in fact little more
than a renunciation of the right to hold the office (7c). But,
I imagine, that even in such a case, the Court might refuse
to ratify the transaction, if it appeared to have been
actuated by improper motives. 'rhe same rule applies
to the sale of religions offices (7). It has been decided in
Calcutta that a private endowment of a family idol may be
transferred to another family, the idol being a part of the
gift and the property continuing to be appropriated to its
benefit as before (11~).
(e) Rajah V'l1'lIIah \" R/!I!i VrI'l'mnir, ± I. A" 76; S, C., 1 Mad., 2e5. See
Tera",ath Y. Lakshmi, 6 Mad" '270, A fluctuating community of persons lllay
be tlH' managers of "II endowments, SecIJ, (!f' Staie y, Haibatrao, 28 Bom" 276.
(f) Haagl!! \" Kishl/ann,ul, S. D, of 1848,253; Soobl'l(malleya Y. A1'fIO}}(oaga,
lVIad, Dec, of 1858, 83; Gnedha,?'ee y, NlIl/dkisir01'e, 11 j\f. 1. A" 405; S, C,'
S Snth. (P, C.), 25; T'rimbakpu'i'i y. GaoFlnb((i, 11 Bom., 514; Ramafillgam
y. Vythilingall1, ~O 1. A., 150; S. C., Hi j\f"cL, 490; Annasa",; v. Ramakrishlla,
24 i\hd., 2l9.
(g) Mohunt GOjJal v. Ke?'pa?'am, S. D. of 1850, ;]50; Na?'aill I'. B?'indubun,
2 S. D. 151 (192); Gassain Y. BissessllJ', ] 9 8nth., 215; ,}[wlir" Y. Kanda,
] All., 539.
(Ii) Rajah VlI'I'lI1ah v. Ba'vi VII?'I!(ah, 41. A., 76; s. C., 1 j\f~a" '215, oyerruling RfI{JII'lwda v, Chin'llappa, 4 Mad., Rev. Reg" 109; Rallla F((,l'Il1a, v.
Ralllan Nfl';"', 5 Mad., 89; KWlI1an Y. Nila7cwulall, 7 i\'lltd" oil7; Lakshmannswami v. Rn/!gammw, 26 Marl., 31; S""kllmAbll Y. Ral"wwII Bllks/r, 24 CaL,
83; GII(l'llasalllballda Y. Vein PandaTam, 27 I, A., p. 69; S. C., 23 i\l,ld,
U) Dm'ga Y. ChmlClral, 4 AlL, 61; Ha.j(LTam Y. Galresh. 23 Bom., 131.
17c) Sitammbhal v. SUa?'a'll1, 6 Bam. H. O. (A. C. J .), 250; l1Ianch(f.?'CL?n Y.
P?'a?/shankol', 6 Emu., 298; Annasa",i Y. Ramakrishlla, 24 Mad., '219.
(I) Kllppa v. DOl'asa.m'i, 6 M,I([" 76; Namsimmn Y. Anal/fha, '1 i\Tttd., 391;
Ju.qrJel'llnth Boy,;. PC?'8had SII?'mah, 7 Sllth., 266; DI/bo JJIisse?' v. S?'inivas,
5 B. L R., 617; N""aynna Y. Rangfh, 15 llIad., 183.
(m) Khettu'l' ChulldeT Y. Ha?'; Das, 17 CaL, 557.
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§ 440. U nless the founder 1laS reserve

d t himself some
0

.'

Founder's,
rights.

S ecial powers of supervision, removal, 01' n~nlln~t1,on,
!either he nor his heirs have any greater po:v er 111 thlS respectthan any other person whois interested 111 the trust. (n).
And such powers, when reserved, must be' stl'lctly
followed (0). But where the succession to the offic~ .of
trustee has wholly failed, it has been held that the Il~ht
of management reverts to the heirs of the f?under \p).
Where no trust has been created, the law w1ll vest the
trust in the founder and his heirs, unless there h~s been
some usage 01' course of dealing which points to a drfferent

mode of devolution (q).
'f
I f lIy nd COlU- Trust irre··
A trust for religious purposes, 1 O!lCe aw u
a
. vocable.
pletely created, is of course irrevocable (I'). The benefiClal
ownership cannot, under any circumstances, re:r ert to the
founder 01' his family. If any failure in the ob]ec~s of. the
trusts takes place, the only suit which he can br111g 1S to
have the funds applied to their original purpose, 01' to Ol~e
of a similar character (s). If necessary the Court w111
direct that a scheme should be prepared for the future
management in the altered circumstances (t).
.
.
D
1 lS'l 57' Llltchmee v.
(n) Teertal·"""a Y. Soan(lel'a,ilOlI, 1\f,;,l.. ec. 0
D,
,
02
Rooklna,lIee, olaa. Dec. 011857: 152: '2 'I. Ma c N"{9 .
(0) A<lyocate:GenCl'aZ v',.Fct!una, ~ B(~~i .HS.C 1R Suth., 396; SlIb nom"ne,
(1') Ja.1 Ba.,,"' v. Chattal, 5 B. h
~ t XX f 1b63 (Native ReligiouR Enr1owbu t se~i.o
Peet Koonw(p' Y. Ch /lUlU' : B
~,'1 si ~ Seccreta,j'yof Stafe, 5 CaL,
ll1ents),Phatp,"Y,Dnmorla:1',3 0111., I, 011. a
.
221:l.
' 3 7 ' S 0 17C,,1.,3; Jaga./llra.th
(q) Gossamer, y. Buman Loll)e"!, 16 I. A., 1 , 'T~;n Pal'ga,h 1RAIL,227.
P?'a8a(Z Y. Rnllji,t.S!ngh, 25 CaL, 3D4; SheOl·'Ita;.' '~89" S. C., 10' B'. L. R., 19;
, ('1') J/lflglltllwlmn I'. S,?k7,eemo!leJ/, 14 M, . . ,
,
S. C., ]7 Suth" 41; l'ulIJ"b Customs, 9~, I 4,13' Reasut v. Abbott, 12 Suth.,
(8) lWohesh Ch~l?I(lel' v. Koylus/!;o I ~ Sut I., • 'ttOI'nC'l . Gelle'l'al Y. B?'017ie, 4
132' N(unNa'l'am v. RamDan, 23 Suth., 76, A
'B'~'31 A 82' S.O ..
'1 I' A 190' Ma.IJO?· of'Lyons Y. Ad()oe<tte.Ge/(~r({1 of, ellg a " IZ' 3"Cn!" 1)63;
11 . • . . . ,
• ,r
'1863 P I ' ne Y C"II711800 a ' "
" "
,
26 Suth., 1. See Act XX O"l
,a."e ~~~~~lIdn'i:Y, Nobin Chand, 8 Cal.. 7,,8;
B?'ojomohlln v, HU?'?'alall, () Oa1., 700't H t 'I q R Iigions trust· Bar7habaL v.
see 'as to suits by clevot~es or others 111 eres ec ~n 0
22
\..
suits by or
Chinul<zji, H B~)lll:, '27; Dha(lp7wle Y._Gn)'(;~,/' ~e~'C'i;il Pr:c:dur8 Coele, 'x of
with the permiSSIOn of the AellocA"te, Gen.etral " t1,e l'el110Y'11 of the trustee on
t a SUI S O l '
1 11',
1877, "~ 539 ;"XlV a f 18b2 , ~, Ur 39l' t'S 'ee
Molmn y' Lntchnwn, 6 Ca.,
the gronnd of ilnpl'Op81' canc ue s ·
~
Thandv(l.'I'aya v. SnbbaIJ!!u?', 23 l\~ad., 4f~'B
247' a;ffd. Chotala.l Lakhmt(t) Ma'llol",,· Gallesh y. La7ch'lll,1,?'a1n , • S O~'., 24 BO,ll., 50; P?'CLyag Duss Y?'ani v. Malloha.r Ganesh, 261. A., 199, . .,
Th'wII/ala, 28 Mael., 319.
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, rove tllat the 1:l)erson from whom, nominally,
he accepted es
Tetnl1n~l
no
•
opp .

P lease, was on ly a benamidar fora t.lllrd person, to, whom

OHAPTER XIII.
BENAMI TRANSAOTIONS.
·Origin of
,benami.

§ 441. THERE probably is no country in the world except
India, where it would be necessary to write a chapter" On
the practice of putting property into a false name." • Yet
this is the literal explanatioll of a bellami transaction, and
such transactions are so common as to have given rise. to a
very consider~ble body of decisions. Sir George Oampbell
says of the benami system: "The most respectable man
feels that if he has not need to cheat anyone at present,
he may some day have occasion to do so, and it is the
custom of the country. So he puts his estate in the name
of his vvife's grandmother, nnder a secret trust. If he is
pressed by creditors 01' by opposing suitors, it is not his.
If his wife's grandmother plays him false, he brings a suit
to declare the trust" (a). In many cases, however, the
object of masking the real ownership was not to prepare'
the llleans of future fraud, but to avoid personal annoyance
and oppression by providing all ostensible owner who might
appeal' in Oourt, and before the Government officials, to
represent the estate. In some instances the practice can
only be ,accounted for by that mysterious desirG which
exists in the native mind, to make every transaction seem
different from what it really is. vVhatever be the origin
of it, the custom of vesting property in a fictitjous owner,
known as the benall1idar, has been long since recognized
by the Oourts of India, and by the Privy Oouncil. Even
the familial' principle that a tenant cannot dispute his landlord's title has been made to yield to its influence. A tenant,
when sued for rent due to his lessor, has been allowed to
(aJ SYBtems of Land Tenure, 181.
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intended (el). In the English ?OlutS an exceptIOn IS mae,e
to this rule, where the person III whose name the conve). t a"
lren 01' made is a child of the real owner, whenf
ance IS
the transaction is presumed to .have bee~ made by way 0
1 ncement to him. But thIS exceptIOn has not been
ae1va' tt d in India There the rule is well established, that
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money proceeded. 'Whether the nommal owner be a ChI
01' a s'tranger, a pUl'chase made with the money of anot:ler
is pri1ncl facie assumed to be made for the benefit of tnat
other (e). It has been suggested that, where a conveyance
was taken by a Hindu in the name of a daughter, the probabilit that it was intended as an advancement would be
stronger than if it were taken in the
of a son;
"for in a Hindu joint-family the son's holdlllgs would
S .C, 16 Suth. , IS6.
R 720'"
(b) Donzelle Y. Keda'1'n[.t I1,7 .B. I J.,:

ml1~~

nal~e

( e) Debnatl, v. Gudacllllf.1', 18 Suth" 1 3 2 . ,
2 nAt
(ll) L eWln,
' T'rus t s, 127 , 144 ' Sinndoing Y. Bownng, 31 eh. D., bo.
c

II f
0

1882 ~§ ill 82 [Trust"],
I A 38' S 0 26 Cal
(e)' Pand,it Ram Nnmin Y. Maulvi Mnhammad" 26 .' S·' .' I . Mt Bebe~'
'G
k"tv Gungapm·sa,ltd,6M. I. A., 53; Moulme ayyulv.l.
,\'
227, opee 1 ~~2: S C' 13 Suth. (P. C), 1 ; Bissesslt'}' Y. Llwhmessll1', 6 l.~ ,
t.;'5 c.
Ii.,
; Naginbhai, v. Abdulla, 6 Bom., 717; Ashaba, v.
Haji Tyeb, 9 Bmu., 115.
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always remain part of the common stock, whereas the
daughters would, on their marriage, necessarily be separated" (f). But the existence of any distinction of this
sort was denied in a much later case by Mr. Justice
Mittel'. He said: " So far as the ordinary and usual
course of things is concerned, the practice of making
benami purchases in the names of female members of
joint undivided Hindu families is just as much rife in this
country, as that of making such purchases in the names
of male members" (g). It has been also held that, in the
absence of evidence as to the origin of the purchasemoney, there is no presumption either way as to whether
property purchased in the name of a Hindu wife was her
husband's property 01' her own (h). But, I imagine, it
could hardly be said there was an absence of evidence as
to the origin of the purchase-money, unless there was
evidence that both wife and husband possessed funds
from which the purchase might have been made. The
decision was reversed upon the evidence by the Privy
Oouncil, which found that the purchase was benami (1:).
The mere fact that the widow of a rich husband is found
in possession of property of whose acq{lisition no account
is given, raises no presumption that it belonged originally
to her husband (k).
The assertion that a transaction is not really what it
professes to be, is one that will be regarded by the Oourts
with great suspicion, and must be strictly made out by
evidence (l). But when the origin of the purchase-money,
(f) Obhoy 01/,/'1'11- ". Pnnch""lIn, Marsh., 564.
(g) Ohnl1c(er Nnth v. Krista, 15 Suth., il67; Nobin Ohunder Y. Dokhobala,
10 On,)., 686.
(h) Ohowcl1'ani v. '1'a";'lI1/, 8 OnJ., 545; disapproving of Hincloo Y. Pea"ce 6
Suth., 312; Narayanay. K'rishna" 8 i'lIarl., 214; Bcd Motivahoo Y. PII1'81IOta';11
29 Bom., 306.
'
(i) DharaniI(al1t Y. K";sto Kuma'ri, 131. A., 70; S, 0., 13 CaL, 181; cf. Mt.
T1Ulkro Y. Ganga Pe1'8hacl, 151. A., 29; S. 0., 10 11.11.,197.
(7,) Diwan nan Hi}a . i Y. Il1de"pal 8ingh,26 I. A., 226; S. 0.,26 CaL, 871.
(Z) 8'reemanchnnde'/' Y. GopauZchunde1', 11 iii. 1. A., 28; S. 0.,7 Suth. (P.O.),
10; Azinmt v. H1L?'CZWaree, 18 M. I. A., 895; S. 0.,14 Suth. (P.O.), 14; Faez
Buksh Y. Fnkem'oocleen, 14 i'lI. 1. A., 234 ; S. 0.,9 B. L. R., 456; UmanPenhacl
Y. Ganclha,'p Singh, 14 1. A., ]27; S. 0.,15 Oa1., 20; SuZemanKada1' Y. Nawab
MeluU, 25 I. A.,]5; S. C., 25 Cal., 478; Nil'Jnnl Ohnnclm' Y. MahomelZ Siclclick,
25 I. A., 225; S. C., 26 Oal., 11; Ranga A'iYa?' Y. Sh'inavasa AiyangaT,
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or the tictitious character of the ownership, is once made
out" the subsequent acts done in the name of the nominal
owner will be explained by reference to the real nature of
the transaction. The sa·me motive which dictated an
ostensible ownership, would naturally dictate an'apparent
course of dealing in accordance with such ownership ('In).
§ 443. vVhere a transaction is once made out to be Effect given to
f n
I d'la, w111C
. h are b oun d t 0 deCl'de real title.
benan11,. the 0 our t s o
according to equity and good conscience, will deal with it
in the same manner as it would be treated by an English
Court of equity (n). The principle is that effect will be
given to the real and not to the nominal title, unless the
result of doing so would be to violate the provisions of a
statute, 01' to work a fraud upon innocent persons. For
instance, the real may sue the ostensible owner to establish his title, 01' to recover possession (0) ; and, conversely,
if the benamidar attempts to enfol'ce his apparent title
against the beneficial owner, the latter may establish the
'real nature of the transaction by way of defence (p).
Similarly, creditors who are enforcing their claims against
the property of the real owner, will have exactly the same
rights against his property held benami as if it were in
his real name (q) ; and conversely, if they seize this estate
in execution of a decree against the benamidar, the real
owner will be entitled to set aside the execution (1'). On
the other hanel, there are various statutes which provide Violation of
that in sales under a decree of Oourt, 01' for arrears of statute.
revenue, the certified purchaser shall be conclusively
deemed to be the real purchaser, and shall not be liable to
21 Mad., 56, Oral evidence is snfficient, Palaniyappa Y. A"IIo1l1ugam, 2 Mad.
H. C., 26; Tar(tillonee Y. Shibl1ath, fj Sath., 191; Kwna"a v. 8-1'inivasll, 11
Mad., 213.
(11') Beebee NycwLlit v. FuzZ Bossein, S. D. of 1859, 139; Rohec v. DindYlll,
21 Suth., 257.
(n) E,v parte Kahnnclas, 5 Bom., 1.04.
(0) Thukrain Y. Government, 14 M. 1. A., 112,.
(p) RmnllnllgJ'a Y. MahaswILclnr, in the Privy Council, 12 B. L. R., 483.
(q) M1Madee v. Meerza, fi M. 1. A., 27; Hemanginee v. Jogencl1'o, J2 Suth.,
236; Gopi v. Ma1'kanlle, 3 Bom., 80; Abdool Hye v. Mi?' Mahomecl, 11 1. A., 10;
S. C., 10 Ca1.,616.
(,.) Ta1'a Soonclu"ee v. Oajnl, 14 Sath., 111.
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be ousted on the ground that his pUl'chase was really made
on .behalf. of. a~other (8). Such Acts, of course, bar the
eqmtable JUl'IschctlOn of the Conds,but they will be strictly
construed: Therefo.re if the real owner is actually and
honest~y m P?SSeSSlOn, and the benamidar attempts to
oust hIln by VIl'tue of his nominal title, the statute will
not prevent ~he ~ourts from recognizing the unreal
character of hIS. claIm (t). And a purchase made by the
manager of a Hmdu family in his Own name as is usual
would not be considered as coming within the'meanino, of
b
such. .statutes (u). It has also been held tlla t tllese
proVIsIOns
are only intended to 1:l)revent the real owner'
,
d"
Isputmg the tItle ~f the certified purchaser, and that they
do not preclude a thu'd party from enforcmO' a claim against
the tr~le owner in respect of the propert; pUl'chased as
benct17L'~ (v).

Fraud on third
parties.

§ 444. Even independently of statute, the COUl'ts will
not enforce the rights of a real owner where thev would
operate to defraud innocent persons. One familial' instance
occurs, where ~he be~amidar has sold or mortgaged the
property of whlCh he IS the ostensible owner, for value, to
persons who had no knowledge that he was not the real
?wner.. ~n such a case the Judicial Committee said: "It
IS a pnnclple of natural equity, which must be of univel'sal
application, that where one man allows another to hold
himself ou~ as the owner of an estate, and a third person
purchas~s It for value from the apparent owner in the belief
that he IS the real owner, the man who so allows the other
t~ hold hi~sel£ out shall not be permitted to recover upon
hIS secret tItle, l~nless. he can overthrow that of the purchaser, by showmg eIther that he had direct notice, 01'
( D(~t ~~elctiI~I of 1859, ~ 260 (Old Civil Procedure Code)' X of 1877 § 317

1 0,
ct" I of 1882, ~ 317 (New Civil Procedure Cod~)' Act I of iS4"
~ 21 (Bengl1l--Revenue Sl1le)''
Act XI of 1859 § 36 (B 11 I Z '. 1
R
0,
Sale).
, e ga - 8111111( Ul'y evenue

,(t) Bnimns v. Lalla~1/ho01·ee,.14 M.l.A., 496; S.C., 18 8uth., 157' Lokliee
,.(K)al!/l'lIddO, 2l. A., 104; GnvzlIda v. Lalla Kishll'll 28 Cal 370 '
n See Tnndun v. Poleh Na"ain 5 B L R 546' S' C
S' I .
Singh v. GUllesh, in Pril'Y CounCil', 12
317;
19 1'~tu~l~ 3~75kBoclh
N~il, ~~z~:~'~ i~~~nille!/ v. Ralll1'1tttol1, 12 Cal, 302; Ti;'U1I;'alayapp~' Y. S;omni

B. L. R.,
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something which amounts to constructive notice of the real
title, 01' that there were circumstances which ought to have
put him upon an enquiry that, if prosecuted, w~uld have
led to a discovery of it" ('lo). But, of course, notICe of the
trust may be implied as well as express, and if a. man deals
with another who is not in possession, 01' who is unable
to produce the propel' documents of title, these facts may
amount to notice which will make his transaction be
subject to the real state of the title of the person with
whom he deals (x). In such cases there is no deliberate
intention on the part of the real owner to commit a fraud
upon anyone. But if he deliberately places. all the m~ans
of committing a fraud in the hands of l11S benamldar,
Equity will not allow him to assert his title to the detriment of a person who has actually been defrauded.
Where, however, the fact that an ostensible owner is only
a benamidar is known to the person who deals with him,
and the transaction into which he enters is known and
acquiesced in by the real owner, it becomes valid against
him, as if he had been a party to it (y).
~ 445. A still stronger case is that in which property Fra~ds upon
.
has been placecl1 In
a f a1se nalne, f or tlle express purpose 0 f creditors.
shielding it from creditors. As against them, of course, the
transaction is wholly invalid (§ 443). But a very common
form of proceeding is for the real owner to sue the brnamidar, or to resist an action by the benamic1ar, alleging, or the
evidence making out, that the sale was a merely colourable
one, made £01' the express purpose of defrauding creditol's.
(w) R(WICOOIJWI' v. J11cQlleml, 11 B. L. R. (P. C.), 46, ltt p. 52; .il£iz· klalwmed;
KisilO}'i 111011 II 11,221. A., 129 ; S. C .. ~2 CuI., 909 ; Lnchmnn OhILl/riel' Y. Ka1lt
O/IIl"n, 19 Suth. (P. L'.), 292. See, too, pel' I:'heltl'~ .T., Bhllgw"n v'. Upooch,
10 .,nth., 185. Seenllmel'ous ellses, Rackllaldoss v. Bmdoo, l\f",·sh., 293; Obll,!!f
v. Pa/lcllnlwn. ib., 564 ; KaUy Doss v. Gobil/(Z, I.b., 5~9; Rellll1e~. GII'II.qana:mm,
3 Suth., 10; Nun(/Iln v. Tal/lcl', 5 SnLh., 87; BI',uunath v. AO!llash,9 ;'1':th.,
593' Niclilee v. Bisso, 24 Snth., 79; Ohl/wZer OOOlna?' v. HILl'bllllS 8alla" 16
Cal.', 127; 8l/./ldaz· Lal v. Fnl,i"ciwllri, :lii All., 62; of. 8m'nt OhILII<lel'.'·. GOl'al
O/mllder, Ibid., 148, wherd it, was helel, that t.he mere fact of It 1191"'111.' tl'lL~lsfeI'
diel not IU1H)l1nt to a repl'BsentuJ,ion which b'Jund the real owner 01' hIS hen's as
agttinst II, pUl'clittsel' frulH the beIHt111idttl'.
.,
(lV) Hnkeem Y. Beejol}, 2:! Suth., 8; l\f(uwhWl:r' v. Kongseoo, 6 Bam. H. C.
(0. C. J.), 59; I'IIl"mba.nili y. Kmnleswa1'i, 13 1. A., 160, p. 165; S. C., 14
Cal., 109.
.
(1}) 8mjlt Pm's/w(Z v. Bw Bhacldal', 201. A., 108.
Y.

38
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In ot~ler wor~s, the party admits that he has apparently
transferred hIS property to another to effect a fraud, but
asks to have his act undone, now that the object of the
fraud is carried out. The rule was for some time considered to be, that wheL'e this state of things was mada out
the Oourt would inval'iably refuse relief, and would leaN~-
the parties to the consequences of their own misconduct·
dismissing the plaint, when the suit was bl'ought by th~
real owner to get back possession of his property (z) and
refusi~g to listen to the defence, when he set it
in
OppOSItIOn to the person whom he had invested with the
legal title (a). And persons who take under the real
owner, whether as heirs or as purchasers, were treated in
exactly the same manner as he was (b). On the other
hand, a contrary doctrine was laid down in more recent
case.s. In t.he first of these the plaintiff claimed registratIOn of tItle as vendee of certain parties, whom the
defendant asserted to have been merely benamidars
for her: she being actually in possession. The sale by the
benaIllldars was found to be without consideration. It
appeared, howeyer, that in a former suit, to which the
defendant and the benamidars were all parties, she had
maintained that the latter were the real owners. It was
also found that the property had been placed in the name
of the benamidars by the defendant's late husband for the
purpose of defrauding his creditors. On these two grounds
the Judge held that the defendant could not now rely on
the real state of the title. The High Oourt of Bengal
reversed his judgment on both points. On the latter

l:P

(z) RW,l1indli~' Y. Roopl1.m'ain, 2 S', D., 118 \149); ROliShul1 Y. Oa/ledo}' ot
My?nensmgh, 8, D. of 1b4b, 120; B"l1nho Y. Ram Dollib, S. D, of lR49 276:
Rar"wl',,_m Y. Jllgnnnath, S. D, of 1851, 774; Koolljee Y. In.l1kee, S, D, ol1852
~38; BllOl~~a.nny, :' Pn"em, S. D. of 1,,5~, 639; Halllsoonde7' Y. Anlll1dnath'
S. D. of 1006,542, Hun'y Snnkm' y, KaZ-I, Suth. for 1864, 265; Aloksoolld-ry v'
BOI'O, 6 Suth., 287; Keshub v. Vynsmonee, 7 8uth., 118' l,e}' clwiam Azil1lut ,,'
If,liI'1l-ltu,a"l'e4e'B13LMR'I'(pA" 402; 8. C., 14 Snth. (P. C.), 1<1; Snkhimani v. Mnhen:
",nna- 1-,
•••
• C.), 28, 29; S. C., 13 Suth. (P C) 1-1
(n] Obhoychll?'n v: T,·eelocll1tll.. S. D, of 1859, 1639; 'Ran;, Lnll Y. Kishen
S, D of 1860, 1., 436; 1JM' clL1'la?n RammHl1'gn Y. Mnhasllnflwl' 12 B L u'
(P. C,), 438,
'
' . ~,.
(b) Lnckhee v, Ta1'nm,onee, 3 Suth., 92; Plwikheet Y. Rnfllw Kishen ib 221'
Kaleennth Y. Doyal Knsto, 13 Suth., 187.
,.,
,
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point, Cmwh, O. J., said:- :' In. many of.these cases, the
. t of a ben ami transactlOn IS to obtam what may be
ob Jec
"
t d'
called a shield against a credItor; but notwlt,hs an lll.g
this the parties are not precluded from showmg that It
was not intended that the pro~erty shoul~ p~ss b'y t~e
. t "-11nent creating' the benaIlll, and that m truth It stlll
Ins r
h' "
remained in the person who professed to part WIt It.
He then referred to English decisions, and pro~eeded,.
"Although, no doubt, it is improper that transactIOns of
kind should be entered into for the purpose of defeat.
.
thIS
ing creditors, yet the real nature o~ the transactIO~ lS
what is to be discovered, the real l'lghts of the partles.
If the Oourts were to hold that persons were. c~nch:ded
under such circumstances, they would be ass1stmg 111 a
fraud, for they would be giving the estate to a, p~rson
when it was never intended that he should have It (0).
~ 446 . Possibly the real rule is something
intermediate
Pl'i~l~iple
of
~
,
. 1 t
deClslOn.
between that which was laid down broadly 111 thls as case,
and in those which it appears to over-rule. Wl:e~e.a
transaction is once made out to be a mere benaml, It IS
evident that the benamidar absolutely disappears from the
title. His name is simply an ali(~s for that of the person
beneficially interested. The fact that A has assumed
the name of B in order to cheat, X can be
not reason
fra,!-d gone
. B
h t Has
beyond 111ten,
whatever why a Oourt should asslst 01' perllllt ) 0 C ea tion.
A. But if A requires the help of the Oourt to get ~he
estate back into his own possession, or to get the tltle
into his own name, it may be very material to consider
whether A has actually cheated X or not. If he has
done so by means of his alias, then it has ceased to be a
mere mask. and has become a reality. It may be. very
proper for a Oourt to say tha~ it will not allow hIm to
resume the individuality, whlch he has once cast off
L

•

O

(e) 8-reellmtty Debin v, Bimola, 21 Suth., 422, followed Gopeen~!' Yj Jafi&~'
v
23 Suth 42' Bykwnt y. Goboollnh, 24 Snth., 391; Ram $nN"'Ln ,-mig '4 D'
, 13 M' I A 551 See too B-i--rj Mol"m Y. Rn1/! u,'stllg I"
•
.,
"
'mn P ea,'y,
. , " .. '
:.'
' : : . K" I
18 Bam. 372.
P
341 (435) j PnTmn Y. Lnljt, 1 All., 403, BnbnJI'. ,IS mn,
'

S
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in order to defraud others (dl. If, however, he has not
defrauded anyone, there can be no reason why the Oourt
should punish his intention by giving his estate away
to B, whose roguery is even more complicated than his
own (e). This appears to be the principle of the English
decisions. For instance, persons have been allowed to
recover property which they had assigned away in order
to confer a parliamentary qualification upon a friend, who
never sat in parliament; O1,'in order to avoid serving in the
office of a sheriff, where they ultimately paid the fine,
instead of pleading that they had no property in the
country; or where they had intended to defraud creditors,
who in fact were never injured (j); or in order to avoid
the effects of a conviction for a felony, which the grantor
supposed he had committed, but which in fact he hadnot,
and could not have committed (g). But where the fraudulent or illegal pUl'pose has actually been effected bv
means of the colour able grant, then 'the maxim applie~,
" In par'i delicta patial' est candit'ia passiclentis." The
Oourt will help neither party. "Let the estate lie where
it falls" (h). It was, however, suggested by Lord Eldon
that perhaps this rule would not be enforced in case of one
who claimed under the settler, but was himself not a
party to the illegality or fraud (i). And in order to enable
the grantee to retain the property, he must expressly set
up the illegality of the object, and admit that he is holding
(d) R(l,.,~ga.lI~'I1If<1 Y. Venka.fa. ClIa1'i, 18 ilIad., 378; a/fd., 20 Mud., 3QB;
Ym:a.maTZ ICl'ls~na!Jya v. Cl".IIIr/'·1l Papayya., 20 1\1ad., 026; Banka Bella"i v.
Ralkll",f<I', 27 (a1., 201; GOVlII!l" v. Lalakeshllm, 28 etC1., 370.
(e) Sha.m. La.ZZ Mit-ra v. Amel'eJ/iZ,'o Nath, 23 Cal., 460, p. 474; Kalicha.mn
Pa.! v. Rasl.l., L.,l, 23 Cal:, 96~; HOl/apn v, Na.?'Snpn, 23 Bam., 406. See a case
wl1lch hovered 011 the lIne between bot,h branche" of the rule; Louu v. B"ito,

21 Mud., 231.

(f) Bi,·c/i.v. Blag1'nvA,Amb., 264; Ootti'l1gton v. FIAtcher, 2 Atk., 156: Plata.
mane v. Staple, G. Coop., 250; YUlIl/gv. Peachey, 2 Atk., 254; Symes v. Haghes,
L. R., 9 Eg., 475; pel'Lord vVesfb,/?'i', Tennent v. Tennent, L. R., 2 Sc. & D., 9;
Cedl v. Butche,', 2 Jac. &: W., 565.
(g) Dnvies v. Otty, 35 Beav., 208; Mnnning Y. Gill, L. R., 13 Eg., 4S5. See
G1'ent Berlin Steamboat Co., 26 Ch. D., 616.
(h) Duke. of Bedfor(~ y .. Ooke, 2 Ves. 8en., 116; Muckleston Y. B1'own, 6 Ves.,
68; Ohnphn Y. Chnplm, B P. IV., 233; Bm.c7,enbm·y v. B"ackenb""!I, 2 J ac, &
W., 3m ; Doe v. Robe,·ts, 2 B. &: Ald., 367; Lewin, 93' Story Eg. JUl'. ~ 29S
This seems to be the effect of the Iudian 'I'rusts Act, II of 18!32, § 84. Ci,envi~
l'ap'pct y.l(uttappct, lJ Bam., 708.
(~)

Lewlll, 93; 6 Ves., 6S.
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for a different purpose from that for which he took the
property (k). Even when the case is one in which the
Court would not have relieved as matters stood originally, if
fresh dealings have taken place between the real·owner and
the benamidar inconsistent with the ostensible character
of the transaction, the former may be precluded from
relying on his apparent title (l).
Where the benami title has been created in order to
conceal the fact that the real owner had effected a purchase
which was absolutely illegal, either as being forbidden
by statute or contrary to public policy, a suit by £ither the
creator of the benami or his representatives to recover
the property from the benamidar will fail, on the ground
that he has no title, and s. 82 of the Indian Trust Act of
1882 will not prevent this defence being set up (1I~). Of
course the benamidar himself will have no better title,
except from the fact that he is in possession. As to the
value of such a title see Pahlwan v. Ra1n Bha'l'ase (n).
§ 447. Even before the decisions referred to in § 445, it Original pur·
.
.
chase made as
was held m Bengal that there was nothmg to prevent a hellami.
man enforcing his rights against a benamidar, where he had
made a new purchase, taking the conveyance in the name
of a stranger, even though he had done so for the purpose
of preventing the property from being seized by creditors.
The Oourt, after referring to the cases already cited, said,
" In this case the plaintiff does not seek to render void an
act done by him in fraud, or, in other words, to be relieved
from the effect of his own fraudulent act. He simply sues
to have a legal act enforced, an act legal in itself though
in the present instance done with a motive of keeping the
property out of the reach of his creditors" (a). It may also
be well to 1'8member that the rules which govern benami
transactions have no application to the case of gifts made
(k) Hnigh y. Kaye, L, R., 7 Ch., 469.
(l) i\:[alwrlaJi v. Fittil Fallal, 7 Bam" 78.
1m) Shea NMnin v. Matn Pmsct(Z, 27 All., 73.
(n) 27 All., 169.
(0) S"boodm v. Bikl'olnf1dit, S. D. of 165R, 543, 54S.
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in contemplation of insolvency, and with the intention of
defrauding creditors (p). Nor to cases in which property
has been sold 01' handed over to one .creditor, in order to
defeat an expected execution by another cl'editor (q). If
the trallsfer is really intended to operate, and is not colol1l'able, it is not a benami transaction. 'Whether it is valid
01' not, depends upon other considerations.
§ 448. Decrees are conclusive between the parties both
as to the rights declared, and as to the character in which
they sue. It is allowable for a third person, who was not
on the record, to come in and show that a suit was really
cal'J'ied on for his benefit (1'). So, it is allowable for a
person who is on the record, to show that a suit was carried
on really against a person who was not a party to it. But
where judgment is given in an apparently hostile suit, it
is not allowable for either party to come in and assert that
the fight was all a sham, and for the defendant on the
record to show, that so far from being really a defendant
he was the plaintiff, and that so far from judgment having
been recovered against him, he had really recovered j udgment (s). Hence as a general rule it is desirable, if not
necessary, that the benamidar should be a party to all suits
which affect the property of which he is the nominal owner.
But this is not necessary when there is no dispute as to his
title being only apparent (t). In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it is to be presumed that a suit
brought by a benamidar has been instituted with the full
authority of the beneficial owner, and if this is so, any
decision come to in his presence would be as much binding
upon the real owner, as if the suit had been brought by
the real owner himself (11).
(p) See Gnanab7zai Y. Sl'inl2V<tsa, 4 M"a. H. C., 84.
(q) Sanka1'lLppa Y. Kamayya, 3 Macl. H. C., 231; Pllllen v. Ramalin.ga,
5 Mad. H. C., 368; 'L'iZlakchalld Y. Jitnmal, 10 Bom. H. C., 206.
(1') Lachman Y. Patnil'wn, 1 All., 510.
Is) Bhownblll v. BaJendro, 13 Sl1th., 157; Ohenvi1'nppa v. Pnttappa, 11
Bom., 7:;8.
(t) Kll1'l'eemonissa v. Mollabnt, S. D. of 1851, 356.
(n) Gopinath v. Bhllqwat, 10 Cat, 697, 1'. 705; Slln·ngw·a. v. I(1'is7znan
15 Mad., 267; B(wo(la Kanta Y. Olmnde1', 29 Cal., 602.
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§ 449. Upon the question whether it is any defence to a
suit by a benamidar that he is such, and is therefore not
the propel' person to sue, there is a conflict of decisions.
The authorities stand in this way.
In the earliest case on the subject, where the Oourt Right of
· as 'I'es 'mteg'l'Cl,
.
't
l'd down that a to
bCllamidar
treate d tlIe ques t IOn
1 was al
sue.
benamidar could not sue to recover land on his title (1)).
This case was considered and not followed, where a benamidar sued to recover lands entered in his benami lease,
and it was held that the defendant was not entitled to
discuss the reality of the title as between the plaintiff and
a third party (w). In two intermediate cases the abstract
right of a benamidar to bring a suit upon his ostensible
title was not disputed, but it was held that his right to
enforce it was subject to all the equities, limitations and
disabilities, which would have attached to the real owner,
if he had been the plaintiff (x). It seems to be admitted
that where a direct contract has been entered into by a
benamidar by virtue of his ostensible title, as for instance,
where he has taken a mortgage on land, that he lllay sue
to enforce it, and that the rights of other parties who claim
the real title may be protected by including them as
parties under § 32 of the Civil Procedure Code (y). It
has also been held under the Negotiable Instruments Act
(XXVI of 1881) that a benamidar 01' trustee who takes a
note in his own name is the person entitled to possession
of it, and is the propel' person to sue upon it (z), The
conflict arises in cases where the suit is for possession of
land, or on a ground of action which assumes the right to
possession. In four cases the Calcutta High Court has
held that in a suit for possession of property, under a
title which includes that property, the fact that the
v. GQOI'OO Ohm'lI Sei}/., 3 SuLh., 159.
(10) Bam BI11/.1'OSee Y. Bissessi/?' Na'l'ai'/I, 18 Huth., 454.
('v) Fuzeelun Beebee Y. 01lldah Bee"ee, 10 BuLlI., 469; 111.eherooni88n Bibi v.
Bu.,' Oha1'il, 10 Suth., 220.
(y) Bllola, Pe'rsita(l v. Ram Lall, 24 Cal., 34; 8acit-itannnda Y. Bnlm'am,
ibid., 644.
(z) Raman1\ja Y. Sa(lagopa, 28 iVIad., 205.
. (v) PI'OSOllno 000111((1'
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plaintiff is shown to be a benamidar is of itself a sufficient
ground for dismissing the suit, as the finding establishes
that he has no real title to, or possession of the property ..
In the earliest of the four cases, the fact that the real
owner was a defendant to .the suit, and disclaimed title,
was held to make no difference (Ct). Exactly the opposite
ruling was given by the Allahabad High Court in a suit
by a benamidar for possession on his title (b) ; and by the
Bombay High Court in two cases, in the first of which
the plaintiff was suing for trespass to land, and for
obstruction to cultivation, while in the latter he was pursuing the statutory right of a proprietor to redemption (c).
In a still later case, where however the action was
brought by a benamidar to enforce mortgage rights, the
Allahabad High Court reviewed all the conflicting dp.cisions, and adhered to its former ruling (d).
When the case occurs again, it may be material to consider that the benamidar is not merely an alias, 01' even an
agent of the real owner. He is a person whom the owner
for purposes of his own, which are not necessarily fraudulent, has chosen to represent the estate to the outer public,
and whom he has furnished with the indicia of ownership
to enable him to do so effectively. It is difficult to see
why a wrong doer, or a person who claims adversely to the
actual ownership, should be allowed to resist a suit by the
ostensible owner on the ground that he has no title 01'
right of possession against the real owner. He has the
title and right of possession which that person has given
him, which is apparently enough to support the suit. It
would be a different thing if the real owner had repUdiated
the benamidar, 01' had dealt directly with his tenants
01' others in respect of the estate.
They might then plead
(a) J1al'; Gobinrl v. Akholl Kumm', 16 Cn!., 364; Issll'l' Ohalltlra v. Gopa~
Ohanel'ra, 25 C>l1., 9il; Em'od" Sill/elm'i v. Dil/obwndhu, ibid., 874; k[ohend1'a
Nath v. Xali P"oshad, 29 CoL, 265.
(b) NantZ Kisho1'e y •. ~ hmatZ Afa, 18 All., 69.
(c) Ravji Appaji v. Mlthltdev EalJllji, 2Cl Bam., 672; Dagd" v. Ea~vant
Rlt1nchandl'lt, ib., 820.
(el) Yad Ram y. Umrao Singh, 21 All., 380.
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that there was no privity between the benamidar and
themselves, 01' that his position as such had come to an
The" wonld certainly have a right to demand that
en d .
.1
•
t
the real owner shoulc1 be mac1e a party to the SlUt so as 0
be bonnd by the decision (e).
A. 1. [enc1nJnb who hns l'eRiRted a suit by ~. b81unniilar 11})011 the l.nerits,

. (e)ot

:T~duc1ec1 in a subsequent suit of

II

sinnlar ch,c""cteJ' from settlllg up

~11~t th~ plaint.iff is only a benamic1f1I'; Xoilash 11o[wuZnl y. S"'l'oda Sun clan,
24 Cltl., 711.
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MAINTENANCE.
Persons who are
entitled.

~ 450. THE importance and exLent of the right of maintenance necessarily arises from the theory of an undivided
family. Originally, no doubt, no individl~almember of the
family had a right to anything but maintenance. This is
still the law of Malabar (a), and the case is much the same
in an ordinary Hindu family under Mitakshara law prior to
partition (§ 292). The head of the undivided family is
bound to maintain its members, their wives and their
children; to perform their ceremonies, and to defray the
expenses of their marriages (b). In other words, those who
would be entitled to share in the bulk of the property, are
entitled to have all their necessary expenses paid out of its
income. But the right of maintenance goes farther than
this, and includes those who by connection are entitled but
by some defect are disqualIfied'from inheriting. As to ~uch
persons the law is stated as follows by Y c(jncwalkyn.
"An impotent person, an outcast and his issue, one
lame, a madman, an idiot, a blind man, and a person
afflicted with an incurable disease are not entitled to a
share, and are to be maintained. But their blameless sons
whether legitimate, or Ilshetraja, (the offspring by a kinsman) are entitled to inherit. Their daughters should be
maintained until they are provided with husbands. Their
childless wives conducting themselves aright, should also
be supported; but if they are uncha,ste they should be

expelled and similarly those W?o are pe.rvers~" (oj.
Illegitimate sons, when not entItled. as h61rs, ar.e to be
'ntained even though the connectIOn from wInch they
ma I
.
sprung may have been adulterous (clj, and ma1l1tenal~ce
for their lives may be secured by a charge on the famIly
estate (e). This right, however, is purely l)e~son~l. and
does not descend to the legitimate son of the ~llewt~mate
son (f). Nor does it extend apparen~l'y' to IllegItImate
daughters (g). vVhere persons of a dIfferent class have
been taken in adoption, the author of the Datta:m OhandriJm declares that they are en titled to food and rallnent (h).
This case is no longer likely to arise. Th~ only ot.her
rt which refer to an actual but invalId. adoptIOn,
.
.
t ex s
appear to limit the rights of snch person to havmg h~s
marriage performed at the expense of the adopter (~).
Whether the privilege of maintenance extended.to outcastes and their offspring, is a point upon whlCh the
authorities differ (k). Since Act XXI of 1850 (Freed.om
of Religion) it has ceased to be a poin~ of any practlCal
importance. Ooncubines also are entItled to be mallltained, even though the connection with t~em IS an
adulterous one (l). But this liability only eXIsts where
.) y,,'I1. ii. ~~ 140-·14il; Vishnu, xv., 32-34; )Iita];s!Htra, .ii., 1'?n: D7"'5JI''''
(c
J '10'1'1"D IT S iii "7-17'1' )lIf,\'. Iv.ll,~1-9,W.&.,
.
BhaCfH y '"
"
.,:-i
, ' , , 7'
'II (Y tt
a11l
{') :\I't'( 1 '. ,. .12\.. § il'
'J[II/JlrS(/.II"! v. VeJ1lw,tasIlJ III
e e:mpoor
({ •• J 'l'''''S ~a~t~ctH
2.93" at{i.,·llIetl,·n :ill. I. A., 203: H. C., il B. L. R.
Zenll~lClt J),.
C· 11' S"th
C.I 6' Clwotll·I'ila. v. Sahllb PlIl·ludnd., 7
(P C I 15 S..,
,11.
"
G . d 1B
97' Y"l'a
I·l·J!. 18' 8. c. 4 But.h. (P. C.), 132; Ralli. v. .0lJ"',
om.,.,
,,:
~ ' . ' .,', Sill aI'c;velli 1 Mad., 306; J{lIl'pa v. Smgal·(l.l'eLU, 8 ~lf1a:, 32,),
?
tl{lI; \ /'
D.gl'
(' All 3il9
The COllllllon law right only eXIsts
case
Hn-I'go nne v
let/am,)
.,
..
,
.. 1 b
Cl" t'
'.
\\'],0 \\"e1'8 born Hinc1us. rrhe illegitinlate son oc a, HllH 11 .\r {t.
1118. ,I all
of S O l l S '
I
27111 1 13 A to thc staLutory
ulOthel' canllot clainl, Li,ngappa. Y. Esn.( asen,
1 fie 0'. '., s
'Cl'ilUill'll
oblig-1,tion tn 111 tintu,in t1- wife ttllc1chDc1l'el1, legitiInate 01' 111egltl11l~te, see
1 tl
Proc'ealll'eCoae,1898,s.48fl~ J(alllly.Kallseli{/,26All.,326. I ce"sesOllCe,[ 1
of the father Lill{jappa Y. Ewc7as"", 27 lVIltd., 13.
.
A 1·11 Il{/cli e7.a Ill, 27
(el Anantiw!/a. v Vhhn/l, ] 7 ;lIad., 160; GOI,a.Zasa/III·1 v.

(; ,

(P:

",,,II

III

MlLc1.,32.

1.
in) Allte ~ 244. As to the right" of t,he mIlle members of fl i\Ial"bar Tl1rw".'vl t,o mamtemmce, Bee Bappnn Y: jlfn~'ki, 6 Mad., 259: Parvati y Kamal'an,
2bu/.. , 341 ; Knnhammata Y. KIlulnlm#t, 7 Mad., 23~; Kesa?:n v. Ullikkamda,
11 Mad., 307,: Chand" v. Rama?l, ib" 878; Clickku!i v. Pakk;, 12 Mud.,; 05.
(h) Manu, ~x., § 108; Narada. ;:iii:, § 2.6--28, 33; T'nikantal1l Y. ]{allapil'a/l,
23 Mad., .512, 26 !VIad., 197. TIllS l'lght IS nob founded all contract; "nel, therefore, a SUlt f?l' 111aln~el1HnCe, '~he.l'e Ulel'e is l~O specin} COllt.l'ftct, iflllot cognizuble
by ': ~mall ( ause Court. S,dlw{japa Y. StdM'a, 2 Bom., 624; Apaji v. Ga.ngabt, I.b., 632.
.
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(f) Ba.Z.w(lllt Sin{ji,. v. Bosh{m, 18
A., 51 ; S. C., 2il All., 191. "

All

253

.fl'l R

han v B{/.Z.wallt, 27

; a."c. ·os
.
(g) p(('/'vnti. Y; Ga)11~atl'<I;o, ~"Bom., 177, p. 183.
(h) Dntt"lm Chall<11'11m. I., ~ 15.
'k
U) Duth"]",, lVlimamsa, ""
45, 46; Datt[;lm Chandr, a,

§*

.,

.

n'
' •

17' " ~ 3
, \ I., ~ ,

an(tke)§~.1716-17&. R~"5

O(). i\iitakshurlL ii ]0 § 1; D"ya Bhllgll, v., § 11, ]2;
. \ 18 Inu. xv., ::li'l t· ,i),
.'
'."
.
.
D. K S., iii., ~§ 14-16; V May., IV., 11, § 1Q.
..
, , ' t; ~ 5' 1
(I) lVIitakshaTa ii. 1 § 28; DttYlL Bhuga, XI., 1, § 4~, V. Mtt)., IV:, ~ 7.' .
Stl'a. B. L., 174;' 2 W.'i\[acN., 119; 'V. &; B., 164; IOwm/cm' v. Umtas /(/./1 lal,
10 Bam. H. C., 381; T'l'n"{l,,vandas y. Yemnna, 12 Bom. H. C., 229.
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the connection was of a permanent nature, analogous to
that of the female slaves who in 'former times were
recognized members of a man's family (11~). No claim for
maintenance can be made bv a concubine who has been
discarded by her paramom: against him, nor of course
ag'ainst his property after his death (n). A fO'l't'iori the
widows of the members of the family are so entitled, provided they are chaste, and so long as they lead a virtuous life (0) ; and the parents, including the step-mother,
and mother-in-law (p). The sister, 01' step-sister, is entitled to maintenance until her marriage, and to have
her marriage expenses defrayed. After marriage, her
maintenance is a charge upon her husband during his life,
and after his death upon her husband's family. If they
are unable to support her, and the widowed daughter
returns to live with her father 01' brother, there is a
moral and social obligation, but not a legally enforceable right, to charge her maintenance upon her father's
estate in the hands of his heirs (q).
Misbehaviour, 01' excommunication from caste on the
ground of misbehaviour, does not of itself disentitle the
offender to maintenance (1').
~-----.--.,-- ---.,-~. .

_-

---"'---

--.

(III) Sikki Y. VencatasalllY, 8 .ililtd. H. C., 144.
(11) Banwllaj·((su. Y. Bnc)Ul 111 ilia , 23 J\Iad., 282 j Ningare(lili 1'. Laks)unawa,
26 Bam., 163.
(0) ,. Let the~ll "Uow" nmillte11~11ce to his WO.111H,11 for life, provided the"e
presel'\'e t1l1snlhed t.he be(l of thell' lords. But If they beb"ve otherwise, the
br~threll ,Hmy reSUllle tlu(t "llowallce" (N arada, xiii., § 26). This text is
8,,,,d by Jll11Uh'. Vlth[llln to apply to W01110n fictuall~' esponsed wliO have not
the rank of wIves, but nnother passage of Nn'l'tlc1a (cited SUll'iti Chitlldrika
xL,.J, S 34) is ope~I to "';' such objection . . " 'Vhi"hel'cr wife C"atni) bec011le~
a wlclow "nil contmues I'lr',UOns, she IS entItled to be provided with food and
mi'lwnt." See, too, S11lriti Ch[tlldrikll, xi., I, § 47 j 2 W . .i\l"cN., 112 j
llllltta1llmai Y. Kalllaksliy, 2 iliad. H. C., 337 j pel' enj'inm Sintlim/ee Y. Thannknp,/(Znyen, 4 Mad. H C., 185 j Kel'!! Kol-itnJ1Y ,'. jl£oneeram., IH B'. L. R., 72, iJ8 j
S. C., 19 Suth., 367 j 7 J A., p. 151. But see Ronamm(( y. Ti'l1lanJ1"uhat, 1
Bom., 559, whe,re it w~s held that snhsequent ullchttstity riic1llot deprive tl" widow
of <1 11181'e ~tHrVlng n~a1nt.pl1n,nce !lWlll'(led by decree, post ~ 450. See, too, Roma
Nnth v. Bajonimom, 17 Co,]., 674.
(p) 2 \Y . .ilhcN., 113, lltl; W. & g., 234; pe,' Nornlll11, J., !Owlra'/luuz-i Y.
J(ashinatli, 2 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 15 j S. C., 10 Snth. (F. B.). 93 j Ooo!,pllmmal v.
J(OOkIllWJ1!!, i\fttd. Dec. of 1855, 238 j pel' curiam S"v·,tribai Y. Lll;v,:mibai,
'2 Bam., 597.
Iq) Bai jJ:[(/'},gnl v. Ba. i llllid,m-ini, 23 Bam., 291 j MokllOda y. Nundo Lal,
27 Ca!., 555; aff,l. 2tl C,,!., 278.
(or) l:'utn·nvitU Seyal1 y. Pntanvitil. Ba.gnvnn, 4 -"'Lad., 171 j R. v. jJ:[((j'imuttu,
'ibid., 243.
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There is some difference of opinion. as ~o whetl~er. How enforced.
'
.
'ht
of maintenance is an absolute oblIgatIOn, WhICh:
tlle l'lg
.
.
'. , 1
attaches itself upon certam persons by Vll'tue of. t~leH Ie a· 1 . ) to the destitute individual, or whether It IS merely
t IOns
111
.
b
. t
a claim upon the property of those who. hold It, .. y Vll' ue
of their possession of the property. It IS stated 1~ a te~t
ascribed to Manu, that "A mo~her and a father 111 th~ll' ~~~~~te o"r:bliga.
. a virtuous wife , and an 111fant son,. must be ma111old age,
. h bon.
tained, even though doing an hundre~ tunes that WlllC
ought not to be done" (8). So the Mltakshara lays down
tl t "Where there may be no property but what has been
la
.
t f
self-acquired, the only persons whose mamtenanc~ ou, 0,
ch I)roI)ert'" is imperative are aged parents, WIfe, and
su
J
'k 1
1
minor children" (t). The Smriti Chandl'l a a. so express y
st a t es t hat the oblig'ation to maintain widows IS dependent
.
I'
on taking the property of the deceased (-n). ThlS ru e JS
followed in Madras, where suits for maintenan.ce have
been dismissed when brought by a widow agamst her
brothers-in-law, or her father-in-law, who held no. ancest:al
property, or where the only property out of w~llch mall1tenance could be given was a salary (v). So, It has bee~
held in Bengal that the widow of a separated brother IS
not entitled to be maintained by the family of her fatherin-law, and the same opinion was given b)~e Bomba~

-(s)3Di~ffiThe last cl,,:nse is cited in. ""other clu'l:t~r .~s meanin.g .tllll~
these 1'81ahons 111USt be lllllintalnec1 even by C1'l111e. See pe') ell'} uun Savtt1lba~
v LlIx·imiba-i 2 Bam., 597.
S vb
. (t) 'Mil"'kRh~ra on Subtraction nf Gift, cited Stra. MUll., § 20n j • 11 OJ'''!!'''' a
'i bb kl' 8 M"d 236
A step· son is nm bound to support IllS step-mother
y. k 1/ n· .n, fami! ;' )1'0 ~erty. Bai Dnyn Y. Nat7zn Govi.ndl"Z, 9 B()~n., Q7~ ;
;,gi}1i 1'3 C"I 336 As to the nl[Linten,,"ce of clnldren III
naan Pol,kn'" Y.
t Bem'an, J9 ilia.d.,
.
.
J\'Ia(labS" , ··t·
xi. 1 S 34. "Iu ort1m' to lllallltal11 the WIdow, the
11)
Illn
,
1
"
'
"
u
•
1
t
I
t
I
tl
ehler brothel' 01' any (If the others abO\·eluentlOl1.ec lnus. uwe a {en 18})1'or) erty
..
f tl d e"sec1' the duh of m"intaining the ,"'dow bemg depen~ellt 011 taIn11g
ec t y. ,,' It is iI';m"teriul
whether , the
0t 11e Ie
propel'
,
, prop"l'ty is movable or real.
R.lLmal1·i Dassce y. Ohand')'a Pode, 17 CRI., 373.
(v) Vu(/.cla y. Venkw1I111w, Mad. Dec. of 1858! 225 j Oon1("'as'~"m:zJ
Z lIb(l Dec of 1859 [j. Vij'abadj'nclwn y. Kllppnmmnl, ,b., 265 ,
S II
e ,1t'Innwn " ' . ,
"
A"
A
11 ili"d 191
Bj'nhmlLvn"npn Y. Yenkammn., ib., 272 j 111m" ·an",' Y. 11P'."
db" I
See Yisala.tchy y. Annasa1ni, 5 Mad. H. C., 150, where the pomt ha
een ~
nndecided, and Rnngmnmal y. Echa?n,,,,al., 22 Mad., 305, where ~l~~ flu,tl~rltl
f the )reyions C,lses was aoubted, CIting Vii. & B., 245-2.52, 1lIl( • a ~ '. ec.
~34 J3t and where it "'RS expressly held that propertl' wInch the f~ther-lll-I"w
had inh~rited ex l'nj·te ·n.wfe1'n" , though llOt partIble, was subject to the
maintenance of 11is son's WIdow.

~\11'lss I~ l~ls HCI~a
~e(,{/j' ~ '~~~ ~({j'i1
Chol'l~(lI'il([l

"[(a!J~

~6J

Y:
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High Court, in a case where a deserted wife claimed
maintenance from her husband's brothers. Theil' liability
was stated to depend upon their having in their hands any
of her husband's property (w). In a case under the
Mitakshara law in Bengal, Kemp, J., said: " The question
to be decided is, whether the father and son were joint in
estate, and whether any joint estate was left which was
burthened with the payment of proper maintenance to
the plaintiff, the defendant's daughr.er-in-law " (x). The
question was recently examined with great fulness and
care by the Courts of the North -vVest Provinces and of
Bengal. In the former the widow of a deceased member
of a joint family claimed maintenance from her father-in
law and brother-in-law. There was admittedly joint
ancestral property, but it was contended that the widow
could only be maintained out of her husband's property,
and that he left none, his interest in it passing to his
coparceners. The COl1l't affirmed her claim. They rested
it on the ground that the share which her husband had in
the property had passed to the defendants, that she could
not be in a worse position than the wife of a disqualified
heir, who would be admittedly entitled to l1Jaintel18,nce ;
that she might be looked upon as one who, though interested in the property, was disqualifiec1 from inheriting
it by sex; anc1 that where her husbanc1 had an interest in
property, out of which she woulc1 be maintained c1uring
his life, the obligation to maintain her out of that property
continuec1 after his death, whether it passed by inheritance
01' by sUl'vivorship (y).
It will be observed that it was
assumed that there would have been no such obligation if
there had been no joint property, or if it had not passed
into the hands of the defendants, and the judgments relied
much on the passage in the Smriti Chandrika (xi, 1, ~ 34),
(10) Kwnulmolley v. Bodhna?'ain, 2 W. MacN., 119; Bamabai v. T1'imbak,

Bom. H. C., 2SB.
.
.
f
(x) Hema Kaoaee Y. Ajoodhlla, 24 Suth., ,174. So the Cillef Court 0 Mysore
held that where the estate of the defendant was enlarged by the death of
his broth~r, the husband of the plaintiff, she wus entitled to maintenmlCe.
Sidda;nna Y. MooJ/eappah, 5 Mysore, 219.
9

(y) Lalti Kua'!'

Y.

Ganga, 7 N.-IV. P., 261.
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wllich this rule is laid c1own. The principle that
. at
'd
wof
a
son
has
no
legal
claim
for
maintenance
agallls
WI 0
. 1
the separate or self-acquired property of her fat~ler-lll- aw
was affirmed by a Fun Bench of the Allahabad HIgh Court.
They held, however, that the father~in-Iaw was u~der a
moral obligation to provide for the WIdow out of thIS property, and that when, upon his death, the propert!
devolved upon his other sons they came under a legal obhgation to carry out this moral obligation, and could be
compelled to do so (z).
s. 452. The Bengal decision was given on appeal from !"ot entitled to
. . CH'. llldependent
a ')Ijudgment of a Full Bench under the f ~II OWlllg
allowance,
cum stances (a) : The plaintiff was the WIdow of the
defendant's son. There was no joint family property, and
the son left no property of his own. The only property
possessed by the father-in-law. was a monthly. pe~sion.
After her husband's death, the WIdow went to reSIde III her
own fatller's house. The suit was brought by her to have
a fixed money payment made to her. It was admItted that
the defendant was willing to support her in his own house,
and that she had not been driven from his house by any
ill-treatment. It was held by eleven out of thirteen Judges
claim could not be where no
(d·iss • Lock and I(e1nL1) , JJ.), that.her
•
•
property.
supported. For the pUl'pose of thIS rullllg, however, It was
not necessary to c1ecide whether the father-in-law was
under an obligation to give his daughter-in-law l.adging,
food and raiment. It was only necessary to deCIde that
where she practically refused to accept these, she was not
entitled to a fixed monthly allowance. It was admitted
by all the Judges that where a person took property, either
by inheritance or survivorship, he would be legally bound
to maintain those whose maintenance was a charge upon Whether ma:intenance OhVldow
h
tllere was depends
it in the hands of the last holder. But were
on possession
(z) Janki Y. Nan!Z Ram, 11 All., ~9~. This c"se was ~pproved and followe,: of property.
hy the Hirrh Court of Bengal, Ka7lwnt DaBsee v. Oh(md?(~ Pode, 17 CaL, 373,

ill

Devi PM'~ad Y. Gun'WanU K081', 22 CaL, 4lO; Ba.ngammal Y. Echmmnal,
22 ]\fad., 303.
0 S I
(a) Klwt?'a1l!ani Y. Kashillath,2 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 15; S. C., 1
ut 1.
(F. B.), S9; Bmncoo1l!ar v. Ichamoyi, 6 CaL, 36.
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no such property, Peacock, O. J., lYIacphe/'son, Bayley,
a,lover, JJ., were of opinion that there was no legal obEga-

Bombay.

tlOn whatever to maintain the daug'hter at law, and that
the precepts which seemed to enjoin upon relations the
duty of mahltaining the widows of deceased members
were of merely moral obligation. On the other hand,
several of the other Judges stated that they offered no
ophlion as to the right of a dependent widow to receive
necessary subsistence in the house of the head of the
family. If he allowed her to continue in his house as a
member of the family, and if she were an infant, or otherwise unable to maintain herself, it was intimated by
N07'1nan, J., that such a state of things would carry with
it a legal obligation on the part of the father-in-law, who
had taken upon himself the care of her person, and the
charge of entertaining her as a member of his family, and
on whose protection she was dependent, to provide her
with food and the actual necessaries of life. But the
Oivil OOl11'ts would have no jurisdiction to interfere with
his discretion in determining the manner in which this
obligation should be discharged (b).
§ 453. In Bombay, it was formerly laid down that where
a widow of one of the neal' members of the family, such as
a father, son, or brother, is actually destitute, she has 11
legal right to be maintained by the other members, even
though they were separated from her late husband, and
possess no assets upon which he or she ever had a claim (c).
These cases were, however, examined and over-ruled in a
later decision, in which a widow, who was living apart from
her husband's family, sued his paternal uncle, the nearest
surviving male relation of her husband, for a money allowance as maintenance. The Oourt, after an exhaustive
review of the whole law upon the subject, held that the suit
must fail for two reasons, either of which would be fatal to
(bl 2 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), p. 48; S. C., 10 Suth. (F. B.), p. 95.
(0) Baeev. Lukmeedass, 1 Bam. H. C., 13; Ohand1'abhagabai v. Kashinath
2 Bam. H. C., 341; Timmapp(~ v. Pa1'll1esi!1'ia1l1111a, 5 Bam: H. C. (A. C. J.), 130;
Uda>'am v. Sonka.boi, 10 Bam. H. C., 483; W. & B., 245-252.
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her claim; first, that the defendant was separated in estate
from the plaintiff's husband at the time of his death; and,
secondly, that at the institution of the suit there was
not in the possession, or sub.iect to the disposition, of the
defendant, any ancestral estate, or estate of t1:te plaintiff's
husband, 01' of his father (cZ) , ~vVhere, however, the
father-in-law is in possession of self-acquired property,
although the widow of a pre-deceased son had no legal
right to maintenance out of such property against him,
as soon as it descended from him either to his son or to
his widow, her moral became a legal right on the principle
stated at the end of ~ 451 (e). If the self-acquired estate'
passed by c1evise instead of by inheritance, the Bombay
High Oourt considers that the . liability to the widow's
maintenance would not attach; the Madras High OOl11't
seems to be of an opposite opinion U).
~ 454. The obligation to maintain a son appears to be Rights of son.
limited to the case of his being an infant (g), in which case
the law of every nation imposes an obligation upon the
parent to maintain him, 01' of his being a co-sharer in the
property of which his father is the manager. The mere
relationship of father and son imposes no such obligation,
where the son has reached an age at which he can sL1pport
himself. "Whether the case might be different if a pel'l11anent incapacity to support himself were made out is not
clear. A temporary incapacity would certainly entail no
such duty (hJ. 'vVhere, however, the whole of the family
property is impartible, and subject to the law of primogeniture, an adult son is entitled to maintenance, since this is
the only mode in which he can obtain any benefit fro111 the
(d) SavitJ'ibai Y. Lllximibai, 2 Bom., 678 ; Ap'~ii v. Ganga/mi, lb., 632; Kaln
v. Kashibai, 7 Bom., 127; Bai Kaulw v. Ba·i J«(.(/av, 8 Bom., 15.
Ie) Adibai v. OU1'Sondas, 11 130m., 19H; Yamllnabai v. M(wnbai, 23 Bam.,
608; "pp1'oveo1 per Pl'insep, J., 29 Cu1., 570.
lb., lib. "lOp. Bai Pcw'vati v. '['a1'lvad-i, 25 Bam., 263; Ra'l1gmnm(~l v.
Ecltammal, 22 ilIud., 305.
(g) Ante ~ 451. Amma Kannn v. Appu, llllf"d., 91.
(h) Premcltal1d v. Hlllasiwhanrl, 4 B. L. R. App., 23; S. C., 12 Suth., 494.
So uS to gmno1son, Man Mohinee v. Ballick, 8 B. L. R., 22; S. C., 15 Suth.,
498; or adult illegitimute son, Nilmoney v. Bmlesil'lw, 4 Cu1., 91. See Cr. I' . C.,
1898, s. 488.
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ancestral estate (i), A father is under no legal, religious
or moral obligation to procure the marriage of his son.
Even in the case of a Brahman, marriag'e is not one of the
ceremonies, failure to perform which entails forfeiture of
caste or status (k).
Wife to be
maintained by
husband,

Bound to reside
with him,

Wife leaving
her home,

§ 455, The maintenance of a wife by her husband is, of
course, a matter of personal obligation, arising from the
very existence of the relation, and independent of the
possession of any property (l), And this obligation attaches
from the moment of marriage. Where the wife is immature it is the ~ust~11l that she should reside with her parents,
an~ they mamtam her as a matter of affection, but not of
oblIgation. If from inability, unwillingness, 01' any other
cause, they choose to demand her maintenance from her
husband, he is bound to pay for it (m). And, conversely
her husband is alone liable, No other member of th~
family, whether joint or separate, can properly be made a
party to the suit, unless, perhaps, in cases where he has
abandoned her, and his property is in the possession of
some other relation (n),

§ 456, As soon as the wife is mature, her home is necessarily in her husband's house (0), He is bound to maintain her in it while she is willing to reside with him and
to perform her duties, If she quits him of her own ac~ord
either ,:it~lout cause, or o~ account of such ordinary quarrel~
as are,IllCldental to mal'l?edlife in general, she can set up
no c~alln to~ separate mamtenance (p), Nothing will justify
her III leavll1g her home except such violence as renders it
(i) himmat v, Ganpat, 12 Bam, H, C" 94; Ramclia1ld'l'a v Sakha'/'all~,
2 Bam" 346; post § 4G8,
'
,
(k) Govindarazulu v, Deva?'obliotla, 27 lIiad" 206,
(l) Ante §,451.
(m) Ram.en v, GandO,?nll1al, Mad, Dec, of 1858, 154,
(n) Iyagane v, Sasiw,mma, lIIac1, Dec, of 1856 22' Rangaiyan ' K l',
Mac1, De?, of 1,860, 86; Glldimella v, Venka?m;w, 'Mad,' Dec, o~' 18g/Yf~~!
Ramabm v. Tnmbak, 9 Bam, H, C,' 283,
'
,
. ~o), See the who!e subject disc~lssec1 in DadaJi v, Ru.kmabai, 9 Bam" 529,
le, elsed 10 BOIll" 301, where a Wife of mature ~'ears, whose marriage hac1l1ever
been consum~nate~, refusec1.to take up her resic1ence with her husbanc1 anc1 it
Was held tha~ a SUIt would he to compel her to 010 so,
'
(p) 2 W, MucN" 109; Klt,l~!lane881wee y, DWa?'kanath 6 Suth 116' S C 2
WYIll" 123; SidUngapa v, Sidava, 2 Bam" 634,
'
"""
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~ lllsafe for her to continue the~e, or such continued iIl-u8age
,:s would be termed cruelty in an English matrimonial
:Oourt (q), For instance, where a H~ndu husband ~{ept a
lVIahomedan woman, the Oourt conSidered that, tIllS ,:as
'such conduct as re11(lere<1 it impossible for the Wife to IlYe
with him any longer, consistently with her self-respect and
religious feelings (r), But I dOL1~t whether the ,same r~11e
would be applied to the mere keepIllg oE ~ concubllle',wlllch
is a matter of familiar usage among Hmdus, espeCIally of
the higher ranks (s), This seems to be very much ~he
,opinion of the Madras High Oourt ~n ,several cases w~llch
,came before it nnder ~ 488 of the Ornmnal Procec1l1l'e Code
1882, by which the Magistrate can award mainte~ance, to
be paid by a husbJ.nd to his wife who refuses ,to hve With
him on account of his adultery (t), Anc1 the Circumstance
,of a man's taking [.nother wife, even without any of the
reasons which are stated as justifying such a course (n), does
not entitle 8J wife to leave her home, so 10llg as her husban.d
is willing to keep her there (v), For such ~ ste~ on IllS
part is one of the incidents of Hindu marl'led lIfe, Of
.course, a wife who leaves her hmne for purposes of adultery When unchaste.
cannot claim to be maintained out of it, nor to be taken
back (w), ,Vhether an unchaste wife can ~e,turned ont of
doors bv her husbanc1 without any proVlSIOn whatever
seems l~ardly settled, It is stated generally t~at an unchaste woman may be turned out of doors Without any
maintenance (:r). But the passages upon which this clicttt1n
rests refer to the maintenance either of the wives of ,dis-(-) Pwlmanabiah v, MOOllBln1J!ah, ITLtc1, Dec" of 1857, lS8; V~iayah y,
An7al,I/.1JlIIUPll, l\hc1, Dec, of 1853,223; Mntallgll~' y, Jogend?'o. 19 C:,I., 84,
(1') Lalla Gobi'"l v, Dowlnt, 6. B. L, R. App" 80; S, C,' 14 Sllth,\ 401. As to
here c,ither party becomes a convert "n(l is therefore repllc1mtec1 by the
Marriage I?iss.olution), .
(s) 'Yajnp,yalkytL S<Lys (V, MtLy" XX,, ~ 2): "Let the blClc1mg of tl;elr h~lsbands
Even If he be
l 'for'mec1 j)v wives' this is the chief cluty of a womitn,
b
e pe of den.dIy
" sin, yet, let her ",ntlt
"11l1tl
I IIe b e purl'ft e::.1 f 1'01111.
't ..
accused
r
(t) Reg, \' j):[,uw/dha, 17 MICd" 260; Gnntapa,ll, Appalalnlnu " G,
Yellayya" 20 M,tc1" 470; c"se.547 of 1884, 20 M"c1" P 474, note,
(n) See as to these, lVIv,nll, IX",§ 77--82"
,,'
(v) Manu, ix" § 83; VimsvallH v, Appasvam,t, 1 Mac1, H, C,' 375, R/ljah Row
Boachee v, Yellcata Neelall?'!!> 1 M"a, Dec" 366,
r.
(w) 2 W M .. cN, 109' lIata v, Narayanan, 1 :\fad, H. C,' 31\!,
(x) V, MlLY" iv,,'l1, § 12; Smriti Chandriku, v" § 43,

~~~:~, ':ee Act XXI of 1866 (N,Ltil'e Convel'Ls
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qualified heirs, 01' of the widows of deceased coparceners (y).
Vasishtha treats even adultery on the part of a wife as an
expiable offence, and states the particular penances by
which she is rendered pure again. He adds: " But these
four wives must be abandoned, one who yields herself to her
husband's pupil or guru, and especially one who attempts
the life of her lord, 01' who commits adultery with a man
of a degraded caste." In another passage he says: " A wife
though tainted by sin, whether she be quarrelsonie, or have
left the house, 01' have suffered criminal force, 01' have
fallen into the hands of thieves, must not be abandoned ;to forsake her is not prescribed by the sacred law."
" Those versed in the sacred law state that there are three
acts only which make women out castes : the murder of the
husband, sla.ying a learned Brahman, and the destruction
of the fruit of their womb" (z). It appears pretty certain
that no one except her husband, 01' perhaps her son, is
bound to keep an unchaste woman alive. But there are
contradictory opinions as to whether her husband is not
liable to furnish her with a bare subsistence. The obligation, if it exists, is dependent on the woman abandoning
her course of vice (rt). vVhere a decree has been given
awarding a bare maintenance to a widow, it has been held
that she does not forfeit it by subsequent unchastity;
though it might be different if the maintenance awarded
were on the full scale (b). This ruling was dissented
from in a later case where a widow was declared not
entitled even to a starving maintenance on account of
her incontinence. There, however, the property out of
which she claimed to be maintained had been bequeathed
~----------------------~

(y) See N arada, xiii., § 25, 26; JYIitakshara, iL, 1, § 7; Viramit., p. 174; D"y"
Bhltg'a, xL, 1, § 48, and pel' Privy Council, jl:[on';j'mn Y. ](e""I'Y KoUlmlY,
71. A., 151; S. C., b Cal., 776.
(z) Vasisht1H1, xxi., 7--10; xxyiii., 2-7.
("') BllSSllnt v. KWIl'll1ul,7 S. D., 144 (168); 1 Stra. H. L., 172; 2 Stm. H. L.,
B9, 309; Stra. ilian., § 206; MllfhrunJ11al y. ](all1aksluJ Ammal, 2 lVIacl. H. C.,
337. And consider remaks of High Court Lakshman ;" Ra?}!clw.nd1'Cl, 1 Bom.,
560. See texts, 2 Dig., ~22-425; Narafh, xii., § 91; Yajnayallrya, i., § 70;
Viralllit., p. Hi3; pel' cllnam, 17 Cal., p. 679.
(b) BOJ/aJ11?11a y. 'l'imannabhctf, 1 Bom., 509. But see peT clIj'iam, Sintlta.yee
Y. Thanctkaplldayell, 4 Mad. H. C., 185.
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by her father-in-law to her m?ther-in-law, by ,,:,h~ll1 the
· was brouaht to recover It and the Court mtllllated
;act Ion
b
'
that possibly her husband 01' her son woul~ be ??und to
keep her from absolute destitu~io~ (0). ThIS .declsIOl~ was
again followed in a case very sl11111ar to t.hat of HonClJn1nCl
v Till~annClbhClt, the widow having obtallled a decree for
~aintenance before her misconduct. Th~ Court held that
her subsequent unchastity might be used eltheras a defence
to an action by her to enforce the decree, 01' as a ground
for settin a it aside. They relied on the text of Narada
referrec1 t~ in the Daya Bhaga (XI, 1, § 48) :-" ~et them
(the husband's relatiolls) allow a m.aintenance to lllS :~om.e~
for life, provided they keep unsullIed the bed of then lord,
but if they behave otherwise, the brothel' may r~sume th~t
allowance." This text is pointed out by the Pl'lvy .Councll
in lVloni1'a1n v. Kerry Kolitany (d), as clearly show~ng that
the rio'ht was one liable to resumption or forfeIture as
.distin;uished from the case of a widow's estate by S~lC
.cession (e). In Calcutta it has been suggested, that If a
'd w "'ho had been unchaste after her husbanc1's death
WI 0
"
.
t't
had left her immoral life, and had been Ii ving m elms 1 y
.at the time of suit, she might be entitled to receive. a bare
maintenance, or to retain one already granted. T1llS was,
however, a mere obiter cUctll1n, as on the facts t~le Court
:founds that the widow by her continued unchastIty up to
suit forfeited every claim upon the holders of her husband's estate (j).
The obligation to conti.nued ?hastity ?nly ~pplie~ whe:e
the maintenance has been gIVen, 01' IS clallnedm satISfaction ofthe common law right. vVhere the maintenance
rests upon an independent consideration fOl: an ex~r~ss
.agreement it cannot be withheld unless there 1S a provlSIOll
(0) V(~ln v.

Ganga" 7 Bom., 81.

i;~) ~b,~;; f}jh~~;'bl/Og

y. Ma.njam1i1rr.,9 B01l1., 108; followed NagctJnll1a v.
b d'I' (I 17 i\I"d '~92' Kal1(/asami, v. MI~'I'llgctilw1ctl, ]9 MM1., 6; Dattn
",wa.ct ~I'M' I
15" A'11 ' 382'· T· he rule alJplies Ii fortim'; in the caRe 01 a
Kuctn v l' eg ,,~,
.,.
.
'b' 12 B
:2G
concubil~e of a deeeito;:,ed coval'Cp,~1er. Yash;vlLni't'av y j(asht aL,' om., .
(f) lloJl1ctnath Y. RajOlwl1onl. 17 CaL, 074.
TT'
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to that effect in the agreement. As for instance where
lands were assigned to a widow by way of maintenance in
compromise of a suit in which she had claimed the entire.
estate (g).

':Vhe~ a wife leaves her husband's home by his consent"
he ~s, of course, bound to receive her again when she is.
deSIrous to return, and if he refuses to do so, she will be
entitled to maintenance just as if he had turned her out (h) ..
A wife, who is unlawfully excluded from her own home
01' refused propel' maintenance in it, has the same right:
to pledge her. husban~'s credit, as a wife in England.
But the onus hes heavIly on those who deal with her tOI
establish that she is in such a position (-i).
-Widow not
§ 457. The same reasons which require a wife to remain_
bOllllfl to resifle
with husband's
under her ~usband's roof do not apply where she has,
:family.
become a WIdow. No doubt the family house of her husband's relations is a propel', but not necessarily the most,
proper, place for her continued residence (k). vVhere she is,
Widow residing young, and is surrounded by young men, it may even be,\part,
more prudent and decorous for her to return to her father's.
care, and it may, .under many circumstances, be not only
a safer but a happIer home. At all events it is now settled'
by decisions of the highest tirbunal that "all that is
required of her is, that she is not to leave her husband's.
house for improper or unchaste purposes, and she is entitled
t? retain her n~aintenance, unless she is guilty of unchastIty, or other dISreputable practices, after she leaves that.
residence" (l). It does ~ot, however, follow that the right.
to choose a separate reSIdence and a money maintenance.
r~sts absolutely ,:ith the widow, merely for he~' own pleasure ..
'Ihe Bombay HIgh Court, after a review of all the previous.
For a lawful
]?l1I'pose.

26

(q) Bl~.u'P Singh v. Lachman,
All., ~- - (!'-) N,dye y, Sounda,.ee, 9 Suth" 475.
(-I) V"'asva'7l/-/ Y. Appasuami, 1 ;lIad H C OM~
(k) 2 Dig" 450,
. . " '-"u.

i?:thee Siugh y, Rani Rajkooer, 12 B, !-" R.
21,(l)"~lrele
1110st of the preVIOUS cases Hre Clted'

IP. C.),

238; S. C.

Vhml t ] ,.
Skivajira1l1 ,; Bo;" a ;7~"

20

Suth.

. . ,'
Mad. H. C" lIiO; Kast11'l'bai y,
Y]', L'II1,qSCl1I l1, ().
Y
b . DB
,.."
llSSel1 t mg f rOlll
'"
',"'"
1I1111111a nl, ..
om, 44'1Ie"eIl'I'W'IIl 6Mad p 85' G k'b Y. Lakhmulas, 14 Bom., 'lgO; Shldessl:?'!}~' Jan a? dan,' 2!! Cal'.', 5'57.'
a It au
Ballflo TTilw'llakv

l'
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decisions, appears to be of opinion that the Oourts have a
discretion, " which 8hould be exercised so as not to throw
upon the deceased husband's family a needless or oppressive bmden at the caprice of the widow 01' her family."
They cited with approval, as containing the trlle principle
of law, the statement by Colebrooke (2 Str. H. L., 401) :
" She does not lose her right of maintenance by visiting
her own relations; but a widow is not entirely her own mistress, being subject to the control of her husband's family,
who might require her to return to live in her husband's
house" ('In). N 01' can a widow claim a separate maintenance
where the family property is so small as not to admit reasonably of the allotment to her of such a maintenance (n),
If the husband chose by his will to make it a condition
that his widow shoud reside in his family house, such a
direction would be binding, and the cont,inuance of her
maintenance would depend upon her obedience (0). A
wiclow cannot insist on residing in any particular house.
If she elects to live with her husband's family, she must
accept such arrangements for her residence as they make
for her (p). On the other hancl if she insists on a separate
maintenance she cannot also claim a right to live in the
family house (q). In Madras it has been laid down that a
widow who, without any special cause, elects to live away
from her husband's relations, IS not entitled to as liberal
an allowance as she ,vould be if, from any fault of theirs,
she WEtS unable to live with them (r). But I imagine that
her election to live apart from them cannot be visited
with anything in the way of a penalty, or forfeiture of her
propel' rights (s). Under Bengal Law, where a partition
(·m) Ral/go Yi"ayak y, Yan!1lnabai, 3 Bom., 44; Bamchane/r{l Y. Sagnnabu'i, 4 Bam., 201.
(n) GocZava1'iba,i Y. Sagll-llabai, 22 Bom., 52.
(0) Ba,maslilldel'i Y. Parle/omonee, S. D. of 1859,457; Cw\j7wnnee Y. Goopee,
F.l\iltcN" 62; pel' cllriam, P-i"thee 8inghY. Balli Rajkooer, 12 B,L. R., 247;
S. C., 20 Suth., 21; llfl1l;j-i B!iiR7wnker Y. Bai Vjam, 13 Bom., 218; Gi.·ri(/)/1Ia,
Y. Honammn, 15 Bom., 236,
See T·in Cow'ri v. Krishna Bhab·in-i, 20 Cal., 15,
where the widow had been remoy"a from the clwelliug house by force.
(p) Muhnn Geer y, Mt. Tota, 4 N.-V\'. P" 153.
(q) RamicIlI v. Nyanna.mnlllli, 1 JlIysorc, eh. Ct. 5S.
(?) Ana,ntcl1-Y(l· v. 8avitmmll/{/, ~Iad. Dec. of 1861, 59.
(s) See ca8es dted, note (I); Nittokisso?'ee Y. Jogcnd,·o, 51. A., 55.
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takes place between the sons and step-sons of a widowed
mother, her claim for lllaintenauce attaches upon the
share of her own sons, not upon the whole estate. So long
as the estate is undivided the maintenance of all the
mothers is a charge upon the whole estate (t).
All heirs bound.
§ 458. A female heir is under exactly the same obligations to maintain dependent members of the family as a
male heir would have been under by virtue of succeeding
to the same estate (u). The obligation extends even to
the King when he takes the estate by escheat, or by forfeiture (v). And where the claim to maintenance is
ba~ed upon the possession of family property, it equally
eXISts though the property is impartible, as being in the
nature of a Raj, or a Zemindar,Y in Southern India (10),
and is not affected by the fact that a small portion of the
movable property had been awarded to the claimant on a
partition (x). In Bombay it has been held that 'where a
Right of comember of an ordinary undivided Hindu famil" ,is in a
parcener to sue.
J
position to sue for a share of the property, he cannot sue
for maintenance (y). But it is difficult to see why a
coparcener, who is willing to continue as a member of
an undivided family, should be driven out of it by what
must be wrongful conduct on the part of the manager, in
refusing him his proper support out of the family funds.
Such suits are, of course, very rare, as maintenance would
never be refused to a coparcener unless his right as such
was denied, in which case he would naturally test his right
by suing for a partition.
(t) .Hemal/gilli Dasi y, Kedamath, 16 1. A., 115\ S, C" 16 C"l., 75S:
Am'l'ita Lal Y. j11al/ick Lal, 27 Cal., 551.
(n) Unllga v. Jeet'ee, 1 Bor., 384 [42tlJ ; B Dig., 460.
(VI Na1'ttd~, xiii., ~ 5el; Golab ](001ll0ll'l'V. Gollectol' of Benal'es, 1 M. 1. A.,
240; S. C., I Suth. (P. C.), 47.
(10) Ghllot!I"ya Y. Sal/llv Pm'l/lllra7, 7 U. I. A., IS: Na?'ag1/.lIty v. VenkalJ/I1"
9 ill. 1. A., 66; M'1Iitlls(I'IV'II1!J Y. Vellmiaswam, 12M. 1. A., 2rm; S. C., 2 B. L. R.
(P. C.), 15; S. C., 11 Ruth, (1:'. C.), G; ](atclleka7eyal/a Y. Kachivija?la, ib., 495:
S. 0.,2 B. L. R. (P. Co), 72; s. C., 11 ::ll1th. (P. C.), 33: CLllte ~ 454. In the
C"8~ of the Pachet Raj the Court held tllltt there waR no 1,tw, 01' cllstom, which
entitled anyone but a 80n or diLUghter of the deceased Rg,jllh to receive maintellance. Nilmony Singh v. Eil/goo, 5 Cal, 256.
(XI Y".,·lCLgwld'!' j\iCLllikCL1:ju.na Y. Y. DU"ga, 27 I. A., Hi1: S. C., 24 Uucl., 147.
(,1/) H!II,mai Swgh Y. Ga'1lpat Singh, 12 Bam. H. C., 96, note.
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§ 459. In cases where a man forsakes his wife without
any fault on her part, it is saic1 that he is bound to give her
one-third of his property, provided that would be sufficient
for her maintenance (z). In other cases no rule is, or can
be, laid down as to the amount which ought to be awarded. In any p:1l'ticular instance the first question would
be, what would be the fail' wants of a person in the
position and rank of life of the claimant? The wealth of
the family would be a propel' element in determining this
question. A member of a family who had been brought
up in affluence would naturally have more numerous and
more expensive wants than one who had been brought up
in poverty. 'rhe extent of the property would be material
in deciding whether these wants could be provided for,
,consistently with justice to the other members (a). The
extent of the property is not, however, a criterion of the
sufficiency of the maintenance, in the sense that any ratio
11ad existed between one and the other. Otherwise, as
the Judicial Committee remarked (b), " a son not provided
for might compel a frugal father, who had acquired large
means by his own exertions, to allow a larger maintenance
than he himself was satisfied to live upon, and than
children living as part of his family must be content
with." Every case must be determined upon its own
-peculiar facts. ,As regards widows, since they are only
entitled to be maintained by persons who hold assets over
which their deceased husbands had a claim (~ 451-4;:53),
the High Comt of Bombay has ruled that it follows as a
corollary, " that the widow is not, at the utmost, entitled
to a larger portion of the annual produce of the family
property than the annual proceeds of the share to which
her husband would have been entitled on partition were
he now living" (0).
-
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(:") v. ~jay., xx., ~ 1: Hltre" ElteLee Y. Nathoo, 1 Bol'., 63 [69J: RCL11Iabai v
T,.,mbah:, 9 BOll!. H, C., 283.
(a) Balsn; Y. Bu." Singh, 12 All., 558: Devi PB/'s(/(l Y. GllnwCLlzti, 2~ O,d.,
410; MCLhesh Pa,·tab Y. Di'l'gpCLl, 21 AI!., 232.
(b) 'l'agol'e Y. Ta..qo,·e.9 B. L. R., p. 413; S, C., 18 Suth" 359: Blw,gwan Y.
Bind"o, 6 8uth., 2S6: NittokiBsol'ee v. JOq-iIlrl'/'O, 51. A., 65,
(0) Ma,lluwmv v. Gan,gabai, 2B )l11., 639: A(Ubaiy. 01/?'8a.ndas 11 Bom., 1!J9.
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An illegItimate member of a family, who is not an heir,.
is not entitled to maintenance on the same scale 01' on
.the same principles as disqualified ileirs~ .or females who
have entered the family by marriage (el).
In calculating the amount of maintenance to be award.ed to a femalE', her own st1··idhana is not to be taken into
account, if it is of an unproductive character, such as
clothes and jewels. For she has a right to retain these,
and also to be supported, if neceSSH,ry, by her I'msband's.
family. But if h81' property produces an income, this is.
to be taken into consideration. For her right is to be
maintained, and, so far as she is already maintained out
of her. own property, that right is satisfied (e). And
it would seem tbat a member of the family, who has once
received a sufficient allotment for maintenance, and
who has dissipated it, cannot bring a suit either for a
money allowance, or for subsistence out of the family
property (1). On the other hand, an allowance fixed in
reference to a partiCUlar state of the family property may
be diminished b:v order of the Court if the assets are
afterwards reduced (g), provided the reduction has not
arisen from the voluntary act of the person liable for
maintenance (h). And on the same principle, the allowance might be raised, if the property increased, or a·
change of circulllstances justified the demand (i).
vVhere the amount of maintenance has been settled by
the Indian Oourts, the Judicial OOlllmittee will not interfere with that amount on appeal (k).
Arrears of maintenance used to be refused by the
Madras Sudder Oourt. But this view has now been over((I) Gopalasfllmi v. Antl/achela.m, '27 ~liad., il'2.
(e) I Stra. R. L., ]71; 2 Stm. H. L., 307; Shib Dayee Y. Dom'ga Pc·rshad,.
4 N .-IV. P., 63; Chan<b·abhagaba·i v. ](as7tinatil, 2 Bam. H. C., 341; pel' cu·,.ia?n
Savifl'ibai Y. Luximibai, 2 Bam., at p. 584; 1l.Jtt·m·amma. Y. Soob,·oYllppa,5
Mygore, 244. A mere right of action to recover property uuder It will is not It
legitimate ground Jar reduclng nwint8nance. Gokebai v. Lakhmidas, 14
Bom.,490.
(f) Savdl'ib"i v. Luximibll'i, 2 Bam., 573.
(,q) Ru.7cabai v. Gal/daua;, 1 All., 594.
(h) Vijal/o. v. S"ipathi, 8 ilIad., 94; Gopikabai v. Dattat?'aya, 24 Bam., 386.
(i) S"ceral" Bhuttachltl;i ee v. Pudel omodkee, 9 Suth., l1i2; pel' cll'l'ia'1L, 2Bom., p. 630; B/t?'(lf}"u Amm~.l Y. V(jayamachi, 22 Mad., 175.
(k) Xac1l1 Kalyam v. Kach~ Ynvn, 321. A., p. 265; S. C., 28 1\1ad., p. 512.
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ruled, and it is settled that such arrears may be awarded,
at all events from the date of demand (l). Such an
award is, however, at the direction of the Oourt, and
arrears may properly be refused where a widow has
chosen t~ li~e apart from her husband's relations without
any sufficient cause, and has then sued not only for a·
declaration of her right to future maintenance, but for a
lump sum as arrears for the period during wl~ich s.he
resided with her own family (1n). The foundatIOn of a
suit for maintenance is the withholding of it by the person
who was bound to pay it. This withholding need not
be proved by such an express den~and and r~fusal, as
amounts to a denial of the right withm the mean111g of the
Statute of Limitations (Act XV of 1877, Art. 129), but
there must be enouoh
to show that there was something
b
.
.
more than absence of claim on one side result111g 111
absence of payment on the othel'. There must be an
infraction of the claimant's right (n).
§ 460. Another question is, whether the clai.m for Howfal'a
c1utrge upon the·
maintenance is merely a liability which ought, 111 the l'ropel'i·y.
first place, to be satisfied out of the f,"mily property,. or
whether it is an actual charge upon that property, WhICh
binds it in the hands of the holders of the property'?
Howbr a
There are several texts which prohibit the gift of chl,rga
upon tho
property to such an extent as to deprive a man's family of property.
the means of subsistence. V1"ihctspat-i says (0): "A man
Jllay give what remains after the food and clothing of his
(I) VenkOp(ldhralja Y. Kavcol'i, 2 iII"d. H. C., 36; S"kwm·ba·i .Y. BhaMnjee,
1 Bam. H. U., 19~ ; 'Abalady v. Mt. LIIJdl!lllLonee, '2 Wym., 49 ; .Pt1't!l.e~ ~·mqh v.
Ranee Raj ](ooe,', 2 N.-IV. P., 170; a.tfi.l'med, 12 B.L. H. (D. C.), 238, S. 0:,20
Snth., 21; Jallll?11anl Y. IOwyh'a lY/oil(t/I, V. Darp., 384; Na?'badaba~ v.
Mnharlev, 5 Bam .. 99.
7
K
(m) ·Ran,go Vhia!lak Y. Ymnlluabai, 3 Bam., 41; Ba,g wballs
IInwa1' v.
Bha,gwant, III All., 183.
..
D .
(n) Namljam'ao v. Ramabai, 6 I. A., 114, p. 119; MaUlkm:jww :'.
Il?(la
P"asa(l, 17 ·Mad., 36'2; on appeal, 27 I. A., 151; S. C., '24 IlIad., 14,7; /Seslicullma
v SlIbbam·ljlldu 18 ]liad. 408' Moti/al P,·a.nnath Y. Ba/Kl/skl, 17 Bom., 45.
Il~ the last case tile Court ~'efus~a to give l1101'e thtUl tIll'ee years' ttl'1'8H.l'S, .Se~ as
to the eff~ct of limitation upon a decree aWfll'CUng l11aintenal,'ce, Laks7I1mba~~.
Bal}uj-i, 12 BOlU., 65. A 11l81'ely declaratory decree for In~lntenance CtLllllOJ. e
enforced, T'enkwnna Y. Aita1ll?llu, 12 Mad., IR3. Othel'WISe .whel'e th~ ~lecr~~
specifically awards future maintenance. Ashuiosh Bannerjee v. Lllkimnonl
19 Cal., 13\1.
(0) 2 Dig., 131.
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family; the giver of more (who leaves his family naked
and unfed) may taste honey at first, but shall afterwards
find it poison. If what is acquired by marriage, what has·
descended from an ancestor, or what has been gained by
valour, be given with the assent of the wife, or the co-heirs,
or of the King, the gift is valid." ](atyaynna declares
what may and may not be given. "Except his ,yhole
estate and his dwelling-house, what remains after the food
and clothing of his family a man may give a,v~v, whatever it be (whether fixed or movable); oth~rwise it
may not be given" (p). Vyasa. says (q) : " They who are
born and. they who are yet unbegottcn, and they who are
actually 111 the womb, all require the means of support,
and the dissipation of their hereditary maintenance is
censured." So a passage ascribed to J11nn'll (1') declares:
" The support of persons who should be maintained is the
approved means of attaining heaven. But hell is the
man's portion if they suffer. Therefore let a master of a
family carefully maintain them." This J i1n'llta Vahanrt
explains
a
. by saying, "The prohibition is not aO'ainst
b
d onatlOn or other transfer of a small part not incompatible with the support of the family."
Upon these passages, however, it is to be observed: First
that they all refer to cases of gift or dissipation, where no
consideration exists for the transfer. The same prohibition
would not apply to a sale, either for a family necessity, or
for value, where the pUl'chase-money would take the place
of that which was disposed of. Secondly, the penalties
suggested seem to be rather of a religious nature, punishing
the act, than of a civil natUl'e, invalidating it. Thirdly,
the very authors who cite these texts treat them as merely
moral prohibitions, and J agannatha points out, acutely
enough, as to one text, that the gift cannot be invalid, if
the immediate result of it is to taste as hone v in the mouth
of the donor (s).
.
(p) 2 Dig., 18~; ~yig.,.5Sl.
(g) Daya Bhga, i., § 45.
(.1') Dt,y" Blhlga, 11., ~ 23, :H, not to be fonnd in the Institutes.

(8) 2 Dig., 132; D",y", Bhag"', ii., § 28.
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§ Mi1. The question has arisen frequently for decision
within the last few years, though it can hardly be said that
every point that can be suggested has been set at rest.
It seems to be now settled that the claim even of a
widow for maintenance is not such a lien upon the estate
as binds it in the hands of boncl fide pUl'chaser for value Does not bind
without notice of the claim (t). As Phwl', J., said (Zl) : ~~~·~;~ti~~. with" vVhcn the property passes into the hands of a bonc2 fide
pUl'chaser without notice, it cannot be affected by anything
short of an existing proprietary right; it cannot be subject
to that which is not already a specific charge, or which
does not contain all the elements necessary to its ripening
into a specific charge. And, obviously, the consideration
received by the heir for the sale of the deceased's property
will, so far as the widow's right of reCOUl'se to it is
concerned, take the place of the property sold." It was
also pointed out by the Bombay High OOUl't (D) that the
texts which are relied on as making the maintenance a
charge upon the inheritance are exactly similar to those
which charge it with the payment of debts, the expenses
of marriage and funeral ceremonies, and the charges
of initiation of younger members. But these charges
would admittedly not be payable by a purchaser for
value, whether with or without notice of their existence.
They also pointed out that such a doctrine would
equally invalidate a sale made by the husband himself,
as a wife's maintenance is even a stronger obligation
than that of maintaining a widow. In fact the Madras
Sudder OOUl't did carry out the principle to that full extent,
by holding that a sale of property made by a husband
was invalid, where nothing was left for the maintenance of his wife (10).
§ 462. Supposing this to be established, it would follow Where right has
that the purchaser must have notice, not merely of the become fixed.
(t) Bhagabati v. ]{anai/al, 8 B. L. R., 225: S. C., 17 Snth., 433;-note: A,lki?'anee v. Sholla Malee, 1 Ct'!., 365: Lakslllnan v. Snmsvat·iba-i 12 Bom
H. C., 69: Lakshman 1'. Sntyabhnllwba-i, 2 Bam., 494.
'
.
(110) S B. L. n., 229.
(0) 12 Bom. H. C., p. 77
('10) Lachchanna Y. Bal}((namma, ilIad. Dec. of 1860,230.
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existence of a right to maintenance-that is, of the existence of persons who did or might require, to be maintained
-but of the existence of a charge actually created and
binding the estate. Otherwise, it is evident that an estate
never could be purchased as long as there was any person
living whose maintenance was, or might become, a charge
upon the proporty. A decree actually settling the amount
of maintenance, and making it a lien upon the property,
would, of course, be a valid charge; but not, apparently,
~1 merely personal decree against the holder of the property (x). So, if the property was bequeathed by will,
and the widow's maintenance was fixed and charged upon
the estate' by the same will (y) ; 01', if by an agreement
between the widow and the holder of the estate, her
maintenance was settled and made payable out of the
estate (z), 01' if she was in possession of specific property
forthe purpose of her maintenance (a), a purchaser taking
with notice of the charge would be bound to satisfy it.
And the charge, where it exists, is a charge upon every
part of the property, and may be made the ground of a suit
against anyone who holds any part of it (b). In a case
already quoted, Pher(1', J:, seemed to think that notice of a
widow having set up a claim for maintenance against the
heir would be sufflCient (0). But if nothing binds the
estate except a charge, actually created, it is difficult to see
(x) Pe?' TVest, J., Lakshman v. Sa,t!/abhama/Jai, 2 Bam., p, 524; Adhi"anee
Shona Malee, 1 Oal., 365; Samdnatlw v. Ball,qathammal, 12 lV[ud., 285;
Kuloda Y. Ja,qes/"w', 27 C"l., 194. Snch" decree, however, wl"m obtained by
the wic1o\y u,gRinst her father-in-letw would constitute a (lebt binding on his sons

Y.

and grandsons, which wonld entitle the widow to IHwe a chttrge fixed on the
property. Blurgi,j'atki Y. Annutl/(/, OhnJ'ia, 17 ;\lud., 268. Nor would a decree
IIgainst a member of a joint family in her indiyidnal cllpacity bind the joint
flllnily pl'opel't~r as against its l'ep1'8sentrLtive, 01' other lumllbers, not parties to
the snit. Mntt'in y. VimmllZn/, 10 Mad., 283; folld. Minakshi y. Ohinnappa,
24 .Mad., 689.
(y) P"osol/no Y. BmJ'/Josa, 6 Snth., 253.
(z) HeM'a Lall y. 111{t. Kousil/a.h, 2 Agra, 42. See this case explained, 12
Bam. H. C., 75; Abad-i v. Asn, 2 All., 162,
(a) Bachawa, 1'. Shivn!logal'a, 18 Bom" 679.
(b) Bn11ZClin?l(Zm Y. SavitJ'ibni, 4 Bam. H. C. (A. c. J.), 73, See it explained,
NistMini Y. Mak7znnlnl, 9 B. L. R., 27; S. C., 17 Suth., 432; 12 Bam. H. C., 73.
If the holdel' of part of the property pays the whole maintenance, his remedy is
hya suit for contribution, 4 Bom. H. O. (A. C. J.), 73.
(c) 8 B. L. R., p. 229; S. C., 17 Snth.,433, note; We"t, J., says" 'Ve should
ruther substitute 'notice of the existence of a claim likely to be nnjustly
impaired by the proposed transaction'," 2 Bam., p, 517,
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how a pmchasel' could be affected by notice that a widow
had a claim which had not matured into a lien, And
1n a later case OOllOh, C. J., said, "VVhatever may be the
rights of the younger members of a family, where the
estate is inherited by the eldest member, until the mainten~nc~ ha~ become a specific charge upon the property,
whlCh It nught be by a decree of a Court making provision
Tor the payment of the maintenance, and declaring that a
]Jart of the propel'ty should be a security for it, or by a
,contract between the parties charging the property with a
certain sum for maintenance, we do not see how it can be
a charge npon ~he 8s~ate in the hands of a bonr( fide pur,chaser for conSIderatIOn" (d). Even express notice at an
·execution sale under the decree that a 'widow had a claim
for maintenance upon the estate, has been held not to
.affect the rights of the purchaser (e), \Vhere a widow
had sued fOl: maintenance and had named specific pieces
of property m order to show the amount she was entitled
to, but had made no claim for a charge on the property,
but such a charge was in fact created by the decree, the
.charge was ~eld n~t to be ~inding as against a mortgage
made pendmg smt, by VIrtue of the doctrine of lis
penden~ (f). It would have been different if the suit had
been to obtain a charge. In a case in which the Crown Escheat.
hac~ co~fiscat~d property out of which a widow was being
mamtamed, It does not appeal' that any charge in the
,above sense had ever been created. But the decree
.affirming the maintenance against the 01'o"vn was submitted to without opposition (g).
§ 4G3, The whole of this subject was examined by
}Vest, J., in Bombay, in a judgment which collects all the
,authorities bearing upon the matter. He points out that
mere notice of a claim for maintenance, which contains all
(d) Juggemath y. Odhi1'anee, 20 Suth., 126. See GoZucJc y, 07~illa 25 Bnth
100; S71lwn Lnl v. Ban?!n, 4 All., 296,
'
.
(e) Soor}" Koe)' v. Natha BaJcsh 11 Cltl. 102.
(f) ManiJcn Gramwn'i v. Ellapa' Ohetty,'19 Iliad" 271.
I
(g) Golnb Koonwftj' v Oollect01' of Bennres, 4 M. I. A., 246; S. 0., 7 Snth.
rIP' C.), 47. See AtZhi1'anee Y. Shona Malee, 1 Cal., 373.
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the elements necessary for its ripening into a specific
charge, cannot be sufficient to bind a purchaser, because
in the case of a widow under Mitai,shara law her claim
would always contain such elements. Nor could the rights
of the purchaser depend solely upon the question, whether
after tile sale there was enough property left in the hands
of the heir to satisfy her claim? vVhat was honestly purchased was free from her claim for ever, and no new right
could spring up in the widow by virtue of any subsequent
exhaustion of the family funds. His view. apparently, is"
that the question will always be, first, was the vendor
acting in fraud of the widow's claim to maintenance (h);
seconclly, was the purchaser acting with notice, not merely
of her claim, but of the fraud which was being practised
upon her claim? He says" If the heir sought to defraud
her, he could not by any device in the way of parting with
the estate, or cha,nging its form, get rid of the liability
which had come to him along with the advantage derived
from his survivorship; and the purchaser-taking from
him with reason to suppose that the transaction was one
originating not in an honest desire to payoff debts, or
satisfy claims for which the estate 'was justly liable, and
which it could not otherwise well meet, but in a desire to
shuffle off a moral and legal liabiEty,-would, as sharing
in the proposed fraud, be prevented from gaining by it ;
but if, though he knew of the widow's existence and her
claim, he bought upon a rational and honest opinion that
the sale was one that could be effected without any
lurtherance of wrong, he has, as against the plaintiff, acquired a title free from the claim which still subsists in full
lorce as against the recipient of the purchase-money" (i).
This is substantially the effect of the Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), § 39. "vVhere a third person has
(71-) Be71a-ri L(Llji v. Ba'i llajba'i, 23 Bam., 342; Tinlmala v. LCLkshmcw1.11w,
6 Mysol'e, 184,
(ij LCLks!uJ1an v. SatYCLbhama,bai. 2 Bam" 49~, 524; KalpagCLthachi v
Gallapath~, 3Mad., 1<04; Ma7wlakshma-mma v. VellkCLta1'CLiJ1n111'1na, 6Mad., 83;
Ramkumva?·v. Ra?nDCLi, 22All., 1326; Blla-ripl!?, State v. Gopal Dei, 24 All" 160.
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a right to receive maintenance, 01' a provision for advancement or marriage, from the profits of immovable property,
and such property is transferred with the intention of
defeating such right, the right may be enforced against
the transferee, if he has notice of such intention 01' if the
transfer is gratuitous; but not against a transferee for
consideration and without notice of the right, nor against
such property in his hands." Where a transferee is liable,
he ceases to be so when the property passes out of his
hands (k).
Under the lis pendens Section (52) of the same Act it
was held, that where a suit for a partition' had been
instituted by one of several brothers against the others, a
transfer by one of the defendants of his share was
ineffectual against the right of the mother to maintenance
out of that share, though the transfer was made before
service of summons upon the transferor. In that case,
however, the transferor denied the right of the mother
who was 6th defendant and the existence of her right was
one of the questions in issue in the suit. It was also
found as a fact that both transferor and transferee had
notice of the suit before the transfer (l).

§ J64. Debts contracted by a Hindu take precedence Priority of
over maintenance as a charge upon the estate. Therefore, debts.
a purchaser of property sold to discharge debts has a better
title than a widow who seeks to charge the estate with her
maintenance. And this would be especially so where the
property has been acquired in trade, and is held for trading
purposes, and seized for the trading debts (m). It has been
held in Allahabad that a sale to satisfy debts would even
take precedence over a charge for maintenance actually
(k) D7wmln Ohand v. JCLnki, 5 All,. 3S9.
(I) Jogell,z?'a v. Fulku1na?'i, 27 0,,1., 77. It is submitted that this case is no
auth~rity for the, later de?ision. professedly based uP.on it, (4mi?·tCL Lal v.
Ma,nwk L(1.l, 27 Cal., 551) 111 wluch none of the gov<'l'l1lng facts III the previous
case existed.
(m) Natchiam'l1!mal v. Gopalak?'ishna, 2 Mad., 126; Adhi1'1l,nee v, Shona
Malee, 1 Cal., 305; Joh7t?'?'av. S"eegopal, ib., 470; Laks7111wnv. Satyabhmnabai,
2 Bom., 494.
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and bona fide created before sale or seizure (n). Where a
husband under Mitakshara law dies leaving separate
property and also joint property, 'which passes to his
coparceners, the widow's claim to maintenance must be
met first out of the separate estate, and she cannot come
upon the joint property till the separate property is proved
insufficient (0). Where there is family property which
has been partly alienated, it does not appear to be settled
whether the widow is bound to sue those of the family
who are still in possession of the remainder of the property
before she comes upon the purchasers (p).
Widow's claim
§ 465. It has been laid down that there is a distinction
.on family house. between the right of a widow to continue to live in the
ancestral family house, and her right over other parts of
the property. Accordingly, where a man died leaving a
widow and a son, and the son immediately on his coming
of age sold the family house, and the purchaser proceeded
to evict the widow, the High Oourt of Bengal dismissed his
suit. Peacock, O. J., held that the text of J(((,tyayana (q)
was restrictive, and not merely directory, and that the son
could not turn his father's widow ont of the family dwelling house himself, or authorise a purchaser to do so, at all
events until he had provided for her some other suitable
Right of widow residence (1').
And the same has been held in the N orthto family house.
West Provinces, where the son of the survivor of two
brothers sold the dwelling-house, in part of which the
widow of his uncle was living. The Oourt held that she
could not be ousted by the purchaser of her nephew'S
rights (s). Where, however, a Hindu mortgaged his
ancestral dwelling-house, and then died, and his mother
Property liable.

en) 811.""", Lal Y. Ba,nlla, 4 All., 286; GIl1' Dial Y. Kaunsila, 5 All., 367. In
neither of these cases, howeyer, c10es it appear from the renort tlu.t there was
any actu,,1 charge createc1 as distinct from the genprallien. (0) 5Mb Da,yee y. Doo1'ga Pe1'8had, 4 N.-IV. P., 63.
(p) See Goluck Y. Ohilla, 25 Suth., 100; Adhi1'amee Y. Shalla Malee, 1 Cal.,
365; Bam alw1'un Y. l!'ft .. Jasooda, 2 Agra H. C., ]34: c1ol1btec1 pel' c/wiam,
La,kshman Y. Sa1'asvattbat, 12 Bam. H, C., 76.
(q) 2 Dig., 133; ante § 460.
(1') Mangala Y. Dil/anath, 4 B. L. R. to. C. J.). 72; S. C., 12 Suth. (0. c. J.),
35; loUd. Bai Devle01'e Y. Samnuklwa?n, 13 BOJll., 101.
(s) Gau1'i Y. Ghandmmani, 1 All., 262; Talemand Y. Rukmina, 3 All. 353'
Ghicka Byamma Y. Nanjannah, 15 Mysore, 135.
'
,
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and widow were made parties to a suit to enforce the
mortgage, the Oourt held, that the f~ct that they were
dwelling in the house was no objection to a decree for its
'sale. 'l'hey appear to have left it an open question whether
the purchaser at the sale would be entitled to turn them
out of possession (t). In a similar case in Madras and
Bombay the Oourt held that the sale must be made subject
to the widow's right of residence (tt) , unless the sale was
made for a debt binding upon the family, and therefore
upon the widow (v).
§ 466. So far we have been discussing the case of a Agai!,st yolun.
. d
teer 111 possespurchaser for value. Phew', J., III the ]u gment so sian of property .
.often referred to, said, " As against one who has taken the
property as heir, the widow has a right to have a proper
'Sum for her maintenance ascertained and made a charge
upon the property in his hands. She may also doubtless
follow the property for this purpose into the hands of
anyone who takes it as a volunteer, or with notice of
her having set up a claim for maintenance against the
heir" (w). In Madras, where a testator devised all his
property by will, without making any provision for his
widow, the will was held valid, except as to her claim
for maintenance, and a reference was directed to ascertain what amount should be set aside for that purpose (x).
And so in Bengal, Sir F. MacN aghten, while n.dmitting that a husband can, by will, deprive his widow of
her share in the estate, adds, "It cannot b8 doubted
but that her right to maintenance remains in full forceand, if it had been asked for on reasonable grounds, I
take for granted that the Oourt would in this case (as it
had in a similar one) have ordered funds sufficient for
(t) Bh'ikham

Y. Pllm, 2 All., 141.
(Il) Yenkatammal Y. an(Zyappa, 6 Mad., 130; Dalsuklwwn

.

Y.

Lallubal, 7

Bom,,282.
(v) Ramal/aden v. Ral/gammal, 12 J\lIltc1., 260; Ohowcl'i'i Sala'i' Y. Vobam'llla,
17 Mysol'e,177; Manilalv. Baitw'a,17 Bam., 398.
(w) Bhagabati Y. Kanailal, 8 B. L. R., 22B; S. C., 17 Suth., 433, note;
Yellawa Y. Bhi1nunga'vcla, 18 Bam., 452.
em) S. A., 634 of 1871, ~)e1' Morgan, C. J., anc1 Holloway, J., 8 Mar., 1872, !'O.t
reported. Ace. Razabat v. Sadn,8 Bam. (A. O. J.), 98; Becha Y. Mothlnt
23 All., 86.
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the purpose of maintaining her, to be set apart out of
the whole of her husband's estate" (y). This view was
followed by the Supreme Oourt in a later case, where a
Hindu in Bengal left all his property to his three sons,
not mentioning his widow. A decree was made for partition in three equal shares between them. The Oourt
held the decree erroneous, as it ought to have awarded
a share to the mother for her Inaintenance. G1'ant, J.,
said, "Her legal right was not excluded by her husband's
will, since her name was not mentioned in his will, and
rights so much the favoured object of the Hindu law
as that of a widow to maintenance could not be excluded by implication. And so, we are informed by Sir
F. MacNaghten, the Oourt thought, and, if not excluded,
they must have subsisted such as the law declared·
them" (z). And, I imagine, the ruling would be the
same even though the testator expressly, and by name,
declared that his widow 01' daughter should not receive
maintenance. It has, no doubt, been decided that a
father in Bengal may by will deprive his son of any
right to maintenance (a). But that is because an adnlt
son has no right whatever to maintenance (b). His only
right is as an heir expectant, and that right may be
wholly defeated by sale, gift, 01' devise. But the right
of a widow to her maintenance arises by marriage, and
that of a daughter by birth; it exists during the life of
the father, and continues after his death. It is a legal
obligation attaching upon himself personally, and upon
his property. He cannot free himself from it during his
lifetime, and it attaches upon the inheritance immediately
after his death. It seems, therefore, contrary to principle
to hold that, by devising the property to another, he
could authorize that other to hold it free from claims
(y) E'. MacN., 92.
(z) OO1nltl,iwney Y. Rammanath, Fulton, 189; Joyta1'a
63S.
(a) Tago"e Y. Tago1'e, 4 B. L. R. (0. C. J.), 132, 159.
b) See ante § 451-454.

Y.

Ramlzm'i, 100al.,.
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which neither be himself nor his heir could have
resisted (C).
The same principle has been affirmed as against donees.
In a case from Allahabad, a husband, during his life, made
a gift of his entire estate, without reservirrg maintenance
to his widow, and it was held that the donee took subject
to the liability to maintain her (d). The same decision
was given in Bombay, where a husband had, by gift to
his undivided sons by his first and second wives, assigned
the whole of his self-acquired immovable property, without making provision for his third wife who was left
absolutely destitute. It was held that she was entitled to
have her maintenance charged upon this property in the
hands of her step-sons, and that this right was not affected
by any agreement made by her with her husband during
his life (e).
rrhe duration and alienability of grant for maintenance ~aintenauce for
. I hfe.
has alreadv been discussed (ante § 395), an d t h e speCla
considerati~ns which arise where the grant is to a female
in the succeeding paragraphs-(396-397).
0

(c) The High Court of Bengal has held that. llnd~r lieng"llaw a husband
mal' dispose of his property by will so as to depl'lve IllS WlelO;" of her share by
pal:tiLioll; Debenr/"a Y. B"ojendnt Oooma'!', 17 C"I., 886, followl;1g Bh0o/mnmoyee
v. Rwnkissul'e, S. D. of 1860, L, 1" 489. '~here the Court said: "Ill Beng"l a
widow h,," no imle/easible vesteel right 111 the p~oJlerty IP.ft by her hllSb~U1el,
though she 11<" by virtue of her marriage a right, If all the pro~:.rty ~~ Willed
away, to IUfLintel1!111ce." See "Iso SOllotllnB.lIsark y. JlI{lguts,!on,ll ee, S1\1. I: A.,
66. 'The side note there is erroneoUS. 'Vh"t the Widow clalllled fLl:d ~bt"1l1e'l
WiLS her share, find not, ll1erely Inalntenance. See per jl:[ntt'llsam~t Azya'r. 12
Mael., p. 267.
(d) JOll1l1a ". MachuZ, 2 All., 315.
(e) N,t'l'uodobwi Y. lYlaliorieo, 5 B0111., 99.
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own issue, as well as from his collateral relations (§ 276).
And as soon as such property has descended a step, it loses
its character of impartibility, and becomes ancestral and
y
'oint l:l)rOl)erty
in the hands of those who take it. It
retains prop
coparcten\,r
l:
.
er y IS
J
its original character as regards collaterals. For l11stance, divisible.
if A and B are undivided brothers, and A makes a separate
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acquisition, it descenc1s to his two sons exclusively. In
their hands it is ancestral property, anc1 c1ivisible. But it
does not become the property of the coparcenary of which
they are members with E and F. Oonsequently, neither
the two latter, nor their descendants, will ever be entitled
to share in it, so long as the direct heirs of A are in
existence (c). In one case the Bombay High Oourt
decic1ed that even ancestral movable property was so
completely at the disposal of the father, that his own sons
could not claim a partition of 1t. But this decision
appears to have been over-rulec1 .by implication in a later
case (cl). The whole doctrine on which it rests has been
already discussed (§ 335).
0, 468 Other matters were orio'inall v declared to be indi- P.r?perty ind!,
•
b
J
VISIble from Its
visible from their nature, such as apparel, carriages, riding- nature.
horses, ornaments, dressed food, water, pasture ground and
roads, female slaves, houses 01' gardens, utensils, necessary
implements of learning 01' of art, and documents evidencing
a title to property (e). The ground of the exception seems
to have been that they were things which could not be
div1ded in specie, that they were originally of small value,
and specially appropriated to the individual members of the
family; consequently, that if each were left in possession
of his own, the value held by one would be balanced by

§ 467. I HAVE already (§ 242-250) discussed the early

history of the law of partition. The modern law may be
divided into four heads: First, the property to be divided ;.
seconcZly, the persons who are to share (§ 471) ; thiJ'dly, the
mode of division (§488);joltrthly, what constitutes a part,ition (§ 494). A few words will have to be added on the
subject of re-Ull1on. In treating of THE JOINT FAMILY
(Ohapter VIII), I have anticipated much that is usually
placed under the Law of Partition.
Coparcenary
First.-The property to be divided is ex vi termini the
property alone
property which has been previously held as joint property
divisible.
in coparcenary (a). Therefore a man's self-acquisition is
indivisi ble (b), and so is any property which he has inher1 ted
collaterally, or from snch a source that the persons claiming
a share obtained no interest in it on its devolution to him
(§ 275). Property allotted on a previous partition is of
course indivisible as between the separated members 01'
their representatives; but it would be divisible as between
those members and their own descendants, unless at the
time of partition the father had cut himself off from his
(aj As to what is coparcenary property, see ante § 275, et seq. "In order
that persons .m~y. be copllrc~ners, and so hal'e a right to padition, not only
must they be III Jomt possessIOn of the property, but that joint posBession must
be founded Ol~ the samA ti.t~e." A person holding" subordinltte interest in land
can have no rl.;ht of pal·tltlOn against the superiol' holder. Mnkllnda Lal v.
Lehu1'{w[JJ, 20 C,Ll., 379, p. 384 .
.r~). Mi.takshar<;, i., 4; Plty~ Bhaga, vi.,1; V. M»y., iv., 7. In Bengal, where It
dlVls~on lS mftd~ 111 the hfe ot the father, the father has a moiety of the goods
acqu~r~(~ by Ius son at the charge of (,],e estate; the Bon who made the
acql1lS1tlOn has two shares, and the rest take one apiece. But if the f"ther's
estate has not been used; !,e I~as two shares, the acqtlirer as many, and the rest
are excluded from partICIpatIOn. D»ya Bhaga ii § 7' per Peacock C J
Uma Snnda1'i v. Dwarkanath, 2 B. L. R. (A. C.' J.j: 2b7; 's. C., 11 Snth'., 72."
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(c) KatamaN,(Itchia:r v. Rajah 0/ S!t.ivaga"g~, ~ :M; L A," 539.; ~. C., 2 Suth.
(P. C.), 31 ; Per/.asaml, v. Pe1'l((.sam/., D 1. A., 61, S. C., 1 ..fad., ~12.
(el) Ramcha.lldra. Dada Nail.: v. Dada l\'fahadev, 1 Bom. H. C., App. 76 (:?nc1
ed.) conh'a, L<£ksillnan v. Ramchalldra, 1 Rom., Sfil; affd. 7 LA., ]81; S. C.,
5 Bo!11., 48; <£1Ite ~ 335.
T
(e) iliitakshar.l, i., 4, § ]6-27; Day" Rhaga, vi., 2, §23-30; \. :;)1"y., v., 7, ~ 23.
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a corresponding value in the hands of another. But as
property of this sort increased in value, the strict letter of
the texts was explained away, and it was established that,
where things were indivisible by their nature, they must
either be enjoyed by the heirs in turns 01' jointly, as a
well or a bridge; 01' sold, and their value distributed, 01'
retained by one co-sharer exclusively, while the value of
what he retained was a(ljusted by the appropriation of
corresponding values to the others (j). Where part of the
property consists of idols and places of worship, which
are valuable from their endowments, 01' from the respect
attaching to their possessor, the members will be decreed
to hold them by turns, the period of tenure being- in
proportion to their shares in the corpus of the property
(§ 439). In the case of family idols, the Bombay High
Court directed on a partition that the senior member'
should take possession of them and the property appertaining to them, with bberty to the other members to
have access to them for the purpose of worship (g). A
partition of a dwelling-house wIll be decreed if insisted
on (h), but the Court will, if possible, try to effect such an
arrangement as will leave it entire in the hands of one 01'
more of the coparceners (i). In a later case the Court
said: "the principle in these cases of partition is, that
if a property can be partitioned without destroying the
intrinsic value of the whole property, or of the shares,
such partition ought to be made. If, on the contrary, no
partition can be made without destroying the intrinsic
value, then a money compensation should be given instead
of the share which would fall to the plaintiff by partition" (k).
Impadihle
property.

§ 469. Another class of estates which are indivisible,
without being either separate or self-acquired, are those
which by a special law or custom descend to one member
(I) Viramit., p. il: 3 Dig., 376-385.
(g) DamadM'das Y. Utt{(,II1.?'a III , 17 Bam., 271.
(h) Hllllvdhll1' Y. Emnllllllth, Marsh., 35.
(i) Rajcoallw1'ee Y. GopaZ, 3 CaL, 514.
(Ic) Ashinllllah Y. Kali Kinlnw, 10 Cal., 670.
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-of the family (generally the eldest), to the exclusion of
the other members. The most common instance of this
is in the case of ancient Zemindaries, which are in the
nature of a Raj or Sovereignty, or which descend to a
single member by special family custom -(l), or royal
grants of revenue for services, such as J aghirs 01' Saranjams in Bombay (m). But an estate which is not in the
nature of a Raj i.s not impartible, and does not descend
to a single heir, merely because it is a Zemindary, in the
absence of a special and binding family custom (n).
Another case in which property is prim!! facie impartible, is where it is allotted by the State to a person in
consideration of the discharge of particular duties, or as
payment for an office, even though the duties or office may
become hereditary in a particular family. An instance of
the sort is to be found in the case of lands held under
ghatwali tenure in Beerbhoom, which are hereditary but
impartible (0). So in Madras, where the office of cl1l'l1um,
Dr village accountant, has become hereditary, the land
attached to the office is not liable to division (p). In
Bombay, however, there are numerous revenue and village
offices, such as deslwn'ltk, despandya desa·i, and patel, which
are similarly remunerated by lands originally granted by
the State. These lands have, by lapse of time, come to be
considered as purely private property of the family which
holds the office, though they are subject to the obligation
of discharging its duties, and defraying all necessary
expenses. Land of this character is so frequently, though
(I) See a,llte § 54.
(111) Bm1!clwlld·l'llY. Vellkat1'ao, 6Bom., 5G8: Na,1'ayan Jagal111atl1 Y. Vaslidev,
15 Bom., 247. A Saranjam nU1Y h,we been originally partible, or made so by
family usa!'e; Maiihav1'av Y. ]jIanahm' Y. Atlll(l,'l'am, 15 Bom., 519. Lands
lenRetl by Govel'nment to the family are partible. Dattah'aya Y. J1ir.Jlada,ii,
16 Bom., 528.
(n) Vellka.tapetty Y. Ramachend·1'a, 1 Mad. Dec., 495: l1Ioottoovellgaiia v.
Toombnya.sa",y, Mad. Dec. of 184.9, 27: Jagullllarlll({ Y. Kanda. ib., .112;
Mootto{)venca,ta. v. ]jIlln(1.1'Sawmy, Mad. Dec. of 1853, 217; KaM'/la'l'aM' Y.
Dhol'il1ir71I-1i1', S. D. of 185R, 1132. See [1.S to estates confiscated, '111(lre-gl',wted,
lI.nte ~ 54.
(0) HW'lall Y. JOl'awnn, 6 S. D., 169 (204), approved by Privy Council,
Lelanllnd Y. Gave?'nlllent of Benga,l, 6lYI. 1. A., 125; S. C., 1 Suth. (P. C.), 20 j
Nilllloni Y. Ba.kl'allath, 91. A., 104.
(p) Alymalll"'l11l/lIZ Y. Venca.taavien, 2 Mad. Dec., 85: Barla Y. H1l8Sa ElIai,
7 Mail., 236.
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Although a Raj or Zemindary may be itself indivisible,
there is no reason why it should not be taken into a division, as property allotted to a separating member. The
result would be that its descent would bi) governed by the

pARA. 470.J
PROPERTY LIABLE TO DIVISIONS.
rules which relate to separate property (V). Therefore, in
a family governed by the Mita,kshara law, It would pass to
female heirs in preference to male collaterals (10).
§ 470. Having ascertained what property there is to :Mode of
divide, the next step is to ascertain its amount. For this a'"count.
purpose it is necessary first to deduct all claims against
the united family for debts due by it (x), 01' for charges
on account of maintenance, marriages 01' family ceremonies, which it would have had to provide for, if it
remained united (y). When these are set aside, an account
must be taken of the entire family property in the hands of
all the different members. In general this account is simply
an enguiry into the existing assets (z). No member can
have any claim to mesne profits previous to partition,
because it is assumed that all surplus profits have, from
time to time, been applied for the family benefit, 01' added
to the family property. No charge is to be made against
any member of the family, because he has received a
larger share of the family income than another, provided
he has received it for legitimate family purposes. Nor
can the manager be charged with gains which he might
have made, 01' savings which he might have effected, nor
even with extravagance 01' waste which he has committed,
unless it amounts to actual misappropriation. But, of
course, advances made to fmy member for a special private
purpose, for which he would have no right to call upon
the family purse, 01' to discharge his own personal debts,
contracted without the authority of the other members,
or alienations of the family property made by an individual
for his own benefit, would be properly debited against

(q) Steele, 203. 210, 2~9. SMdhqji'J'{/v Y. Naikqjir({v, 10 Dam. H. C., 221:);
Y. GIf"'lfshhZoppa, 7 I. A., 162; ~. C., 4 Bam., 494; Fino/lek
TVa1l1nn Y. Gopal Ha'ri, 301. A., 77; 8. C" 27 Bam., 35il; Ha111'''''o I'. Yeshvani?'(w, 10 Bam., 327; Gopalrav Y. Tj'i'lllbakmv, lb., 598; Gopol Hm'i y.
Ba,'111aA·a.nt. 21 BOIll., 458.
(j) Act XI of 1843, § 13 (Hel'editar)' Officels); Ad')'isl,al'lJa \'. Gll)'I/8hidoppa,
ub Slip.
.
(s) Ra1l1j'ao Y. YeshvnntraIJ, ub
(t) Viswanadha y. Bllnga')'oo, Mafl. Dec. of 1851, 87, 94, 3ii; Booloka Y.
00111m'(lSaW1l1Y, Mad. Dec. of 1858, 74; Bodhj'ao Y. Nll'l'si'l1g Rao, f, 1\1. 1. A.,
426 ; Pnncha.nada.yen y. NUa.kand"YlIlI, 7 Mad., 191. See Indinn Pensions Act,
XXIII of IA71.
(1/) See ({nie § 21:)6 and caSes in last note.

tv) An instance of the sort occlIrred in the casa of Bllngfl'1la.yakam1l1({,Y. BnUi
Bml!ayn, P C., 5th July, 1879 (not reported). 'Where the e~tate IS e,c1uded
from SllCIo Jl",rtition the fltmil}' re1111lil1s undivided in regal'd to It. Ya.rZaglldda
Mallikm:jllna. v. Y. DI/?·ga. PmsafZ. 27 1. A., 1.')1: S. C., 24 ~Iltd., 147.
_
(w) Pe,. curiam, Kainl/la Natchia,.y. RlIjah of Shivaglluga, 9 iii. 1. A., 089;
S. C., 2 Suth. IP. C.), 31; Tekact \'. 'I'ekaetnee. 20 Suth., 154.
(x) Under this head come all the comlilicated questions discussed, ",lte §
309, 335, el. seq as to whether transactions entered into by one llwmber of
the family bind the whole.
(.'I) Ante ~ 326; Yaj,,,,mlkya, ii., ~ 124: Mitakshara, i., 7, § 3 ···5; Daya
Bhaga, i" ~ 47, iii., 2, ~ 38-42; V. JIL,y., il'., 4, § 4, iv., 6, ~ 1, 2, Y., 4. § 14; 3
Dig., 73,96, 389; W. &;B., 786 .... 7\)2. See as to the eight ceremonies, 3 Dig., 104.
(z) Jugmohlllldas Y. MangaZdas, 10 Bom., 529.

not invariably, partible that it has been decided that in a
suit for partition of such property, its nature raises no
presumption that it is indivisible. Oonsequently, the
holder of the office and of the land attached to it must
rebut the claim for partition by evidence of a local or
family usage that the land should be held exclusively by
the holder of the office (q). On pal'tition a pOl'tion of the
property will be set aside sufficient to provide for the
discharge of the duties, and the rest will become private
property free from all obligations to the State (/'). The
discontinuance of services attached to an impartible estate
does not alter the nature of the estate, and render it
partible (s). So, an estate which has been allotted by
Government to a man of rank for the maintenance of his
rank is indivisible, as otherwise the purpose of the grant
would be frustrated. But where it is allotted for the
maintenance of the family, then it is divisible among the
direct descendants of the family, as the special object is to
benefit all equally, not to maintain a special degree of
state for one (t). And where an estate is impartible, its
income is impartible, and the savings of such income, and
the purchases made out of snch savings are equally impartible, so long as they remain in the hands of the person
out of whose income they proceeded. But as soon as they
pa,ss from him to a successor, they become divisible and
ancestral property (1£).
Raj taken in
partition.

Arl'J'lshoj'I)({'
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him in estimating his share (a). And, conversely, money
laid out by one member of the family upon the improvement or repair of the property, or £01' any other object
of common benefit, in general constitutes no debt to
him from the rest of the family. The money which he
expends is probably in itself part of the joint property, so
that he is merely returning to the family its own. But
,this presumption might be rebutted. If the funds which
he had expended were advanceil out of his' own se1£acquired property, or out of the income of property which
by mutual agreement had been set aside for his exclusive
enjoyment, an arrangement with his coparceners by which
he was to layout money from his separate funds, and
they were to reimburse his outlay, would be valid (b).
Mesne profits.

lVIesne profits may be allowed on partition, where one
member of the family has been entirely excluded from
the enjoyment of the property, or where it has been held
by a member of the family who claimed a right to treat
it as impartible, and therefore exclusively his own (0).
Such a claim, however reasonable and bond fiele, negatives
the ordinary presumption that the annually accruing
profits have been applied for the benefit of the family, and
that the savings have been carried into the family
treasury.
The same rule applies, where, by family
al'l'angement, the property is held in specific and definite
shares, the enjoyment of which has been disturbed (el).

o()oparcenel·S.

§ 471. SEOONDLY, AS TO THE PERSONS WHO SHARE.-Any
coparcener may sue £01' a partition, and every copar(a) Ante § 293: Lale8)wwIl v. Ramchan,z1'o, 1 Bam., 561 ; Kone1Tov Y. GII?Ta'V,
5 Bom., 589: p81' elwia.lIl, 11 Mad., p. 248: Damo(Ze1'das v. Utt01n1'Oln,
17 Bam., 271.
(IJ) Mnttllsvamy Y. SlIbbil'all!oni!Ja, I l'Iltd. H. C., 309. .\ diff"rRllo mo-le of
taldng account.s is adopted, \yhel'e, Q.,ftet' tl" partition, the lnenlbel's ngree to leave
their shltres in the 1",n(1s of one of their numher "8 it orusoee for ,,11: Sat'l'llcherla
Ramab71arl'l'O Y. S. Vi1'abndha, 26 1. A., 167: S. C., 2:2 MaiL. 470.
(e) Pel' cll1'ia/~., Konn81'av v. Gllnav, 5 Bam., p 595: Venleatn v. NO!l'oY!Ja.
7 I. A., 38, 51: K. 0., 2 Mad., 128: Venkatav. Rojag0l'nla, 9 1. A., 125: S. C.,
5 ilIad., 236: K'/'ishnn v. Sllbbanna, 7 lVIad., 564: Bhiv1'av v. Sital'mn,
19 Bo",., 532.
(d) Shankat· Ba/,sh v. Hn1'deo Balesh, 161. A., 71: S. 0., 16 Cal., 397.
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cener is entitled to a share upon partition (e). But some
persons are entitled to a share upon a partition who cannot sue for it themselves. Upon these points there are
many distinctions between the early and the existing law,
and also between the law of Bengal and of the other provinces.
In Bengal the son has no right to demand a partition Son during life
of property held by his father during the life of the latter of father.
(§ 248). The lVIitakshara, on the other hand, expressly
asserts the right (§ 246). Yet it is remarkable how slowly
the right came to be recognized in practice. Sir Thomas
Strange discusses the subject with an evident leaning
against the right (j). 1VIr. Strange, in his lVIanual, treats
the right as existing, but as one which, until very recent
times, was opposed to public opinion, unless under exceptional circumstances (g). Several of the ftttwahs quoted
by West and Biihler affirm that the right only arises
where the father is old, diseased 01' wasteful (h). The
High Court of Bombay, ill a case already cited, held that
as regards movable property at all events the son could
not enforce a partition against his father's consent; and
in the argument it was stated that no bill for such a
purpose had ever been filed in the Supreme Court (i).
Until 1893 the Pondichel'l'Y Courts had consistently decided that a son could not obtain a partition of any
ancestral property during his father's life, unless he consented 01' was attacked by an incurable malady (k). The Gl·andson.
right both of a son and a grandson under 1VIitakshara law
to a partition of movable and immovable property in the
possession of a father, against his consent, has now, however, been settled by express decisions in lVIadras, Bengal,
the North-West Provinces, and Bombay (1). In the
Privy Council the right of the son to compel his father to
(e) As to the persons who are coparceners, see ante § 292.
(f) 1 Stra. H. L., 179.
.
(g) Preface, viii.
(h) W. & B., 364,402 (2nd ed.).
(i) Romchandm v. Maluulev, ] Bam. H. C., App. 76 (2nd eit.).
(le) SOl·g. H. L., 1S6.

(l) N,~galinga. v. Sllbbiramoniyo, IMad. H. C., 77; Nagalin.qov. Vellllsomy,
1 Mad., 76; Subbo Aiyo1' v. Ganesa, 18 Mad., 179; Laljeet v. RajcOO1ll01',
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make a partition of ancestral immovable property has also
been recognised as the settled law of the Presidencies (1n).
'Great.grandson. The right of the great-grandsOl; to a division is not
expressly stated in any of the early Hindu law books, but
It rests on the same grounds as that of the son, viz., equality
of right by birth (n).
After·born sons.
§ 472. The rights even of unborn sons were originally'
so much respected that, when a son was born after a
partition had taken place between a father and his sons,
the partition was opened up again, in order to give him
the share which he would have had if he had then been
alive (0). And Ji?n'lltct Vahctnct was of opinion that the
rule was still applicable where the propedy to be distributed was inherited from the grandfather, because distribution of such property was illegal so long as the mother
was capable of bearing children. Oonsequently, the rights
of an after-born child could not be prejudiced by the illegal
act (p). Other writers, however, stated that a son born
after a partition could only take his father's share, representing him to the exclusion of the previously divided
brethren (q). The Mitakshara reconciles the conflict by
saying that the latter texts lay down the general rule,
while the former are limited to the case of a son who was
in his mother's womb at the time of partition. J-imntct
Vahctnct takes the same view in cases where the partition
is made by the father of his self-acquired property.
12 B. L. R., 373; S. C., 20 Suth., 336; KaUpa1'Shad v. Ramchamn, 1 All., 159'
JO(ful KisllOre v. Shib Sahwi, 5 All., 430. See futwahs, Bam. Sel.:Rep., 41, .12;
370, 373 (2n(1 ed.); per C/".imll, Mora Visvallafh v. Ganesh,
10 Bom. H. C., «63; Jll(flllohn1!(las v. Mangaldas, 10 Bom., 529, 578. This rule
has heen extended to Khoja I\luhltlnmedans, as being governed by Hindu Law;
GasswlllbllOY v. Ahllledbhoy, 12 Bam., 280, 294.
(m) Sm'ai Bunsi v. Shea Pel'shad, 61. A., p. 100.
(n) ,V. & B., 672; Daya Bhuga, xi., 1, § 31-43; Raghunundana, ii. 24' Smriti
Chandrika, viii., § n.; ':ivl1da Chiutl1lnani, 2.39; Manu, ix., § 137'; Viramit.,
p. 90, ~ 23a; Samsvah Vllasa, ~ 221; Sal'vucUukari, 561; Jolly, Lect. 170.
(0) Vishnu, xvii., ~ 3; Yajnavalkya, ii., 122; pe?' clwialn, 11 1. A. 1'.179'
S. C., 6 All., p. 574 .. See the subject discussed, K1'ishna v. Saini, 9 Mad., 64;
p. 70,77; ,wd Nm'asnnha v. Verabhad1'a, 171VIad., 287; wher~ the difference on
this point between obstructed and unobstructed property is pointed out.
(p) Du.ya Bhaga, i., § 45, vii., § 10; Raghunandana, ii., 30,31,36. 'l'bis restric·
tion, however, is no longer in force, ante ~ 249.
(q) Manu, ix., § 216; Gautama, xxviii.; § 26; Narada, xiii., § 44; Vrihaspati
3 Dig., '19, 435 ; Nawal v. Bha.qwan, 4 All., 427.

,V. & B., 365,
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'Therefore, in all cases where the birth of a son would add
to the number of sharers, if the pregnancy is knovvn at the
time, the distribution should be deferred till its result is
ascertained. If it is not known, and a son is afterwards
born, a redistribution must take place of the 'estate as it
then stands (1'). If the father had divided the whole property among his sons, retaining no share for himself, it is
said that the sons, with whom partition has been made,
must allot from their shares a portion equal to their own to
an after-born son (8). Where the father had three sons
of whom two were minors, and he made a partition of th~
property into three shares, of which one was handed over
to the eldest son, and the father retained in his own hands
the other shares on behalf of the minors, and subsequently
he had another son who sued for one-fourth share of the
whole property; it was held that the suit failed against
the eldest son, but was maintainable against the father
and the two younger sons, who were living jointly with
him and with each other (t). In this case there had in
fact been no partition, except between the eldest son and
the rest of the family who remained joint.
§ 473. Under Mitakshara law, the right to a share Right oirepre·
passes by survivorship among the remaining coparceners, "entation.
subject to the rule that where any deceased coparcener leaves male issue they represent the rights of their
ancestor to a partition (It). POl' instance, suppose A dies,
leaving a son B, two grandsons E and P, three greatgrandsons H, I, J, alld one great-great-grandson Z. The
last named will take nothing, being beyond the fourth
degree of descent (s 271). The share of his ancestor W
will pass by survivorship to the other brothers, B, 0, D,
and their descendants, and enlarge their interests
accordingly. Hence B, C and D will each be entitled

*

('r) Mitakshara, i., 6, 1-12; D"yaBhuga, vii., § 4; V. May., iv.,4, ~ B5-37;
Vil'ttmit., p. 92, ~ ~4; Yel,ey,!mian v. AgnisUJa1'ian, 4 Mad. H. C.,' 307; pel'
Peacook, C. J., K"Zulas v. Knshan, 2 B. L. R. (F. B.), PI" 118-121.
(s) 1 W. MacN., 47; Ghengama v. Mltnisalni, 20 lVlad., 75.
(t) Ga1/Jpat Venkatesh v. Gopalrao, 23 B0111., 636.
(It) It must always be remembered that what passes is not a share as in
Bengal, but the right to have a share on partition, ante § 270.
'
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to one-third, E and F will take the third belonging to O.
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and H, I, J, will take D's third. Each class will take
per stirpes as regards every other class, but the members.
of the class take per capita as regards each other. This
rule applies equally whether the sons are all by the same
wife, or by different wives (v). But if W had effected a
partition with A, then, on his death, his fourth would
have passed at once to Z, supposing X and Y to have
predeceased. The right of any descendant, or set of descendants, to a partition assumes, however, that the
ancestors above him or them are dead. 0 can compel a
partition with A, but E and F cannot compel a partition
during the life of O. Their right arises for the first time,
when, by the death of 0, his interest in the estates descends upon them. It is evident that they cannot have
their own share apportioned without a previous apportionment of the share of O. But the sons or grandsons of 0
cannot compel him to proceed to a partition unless he
wishes it ('10).
§ 474. These principles require some modification where
the case arises in Bengal. A son can never demand a parti(v) MitakshaJ'a, i., 5, § 1 ; V. May., iv., 4, ~ 20-·22; Smriti Chandr!!:a, viii.,
~ 1-16; Katy"yltna, 3 Dig., 7; Devala, ill., 9, 10,446,448; Narnda, Xlll., § 25;
~Dig., 572, 575, 076; 1 Stra. H. L., 205; 2 Stra. H. L., 351-357; Moottoovengacla

v. Toombayasamy, Mad. Dec. of 1849, '},7; Poovathay v. Pa'l'oomal, Mad. Dec.
of 1856, 5; Manjanatha v. Na.1·ayana, 5 Mad., 362. In some families, however,
cnstom c"lIed Patni·bhaga prevails of c1ividing "ecording to mothers; so that
if A had two sons by his wife B, and three sons by C, the propprty wonld be
divided into moieties, one gain!! to t,l]e sons by B, and the other to the sons
by C. SW/WIl" v. Khecl!.n, 2 S. D., 116 (147). This pmctice prevails locally in
Ouc1h, as evidenced by numerous TVajib-ul-a1'z which I ha\'e seen in cuses under
"ppcal to the Pri,y Council.-J. D. M.
(w) Mitakshal'a, i., 5, § 3; W. & B., 658; 1 W. MacN., 50; 2 W. MacN., 11i0; 3
Dig., 9, 38, 3b8; ante § 272; DayaBhaga, iii., 1, § 19, xi., 6, § 29, Ra~hunandlma,
It
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tion of property held by his father, but as soon as A, in
the above diagram, died, his property would descend to his
sons and their descendants, and would be divisible among
them in the same manner as above stated. If any coparcener dies without male issue, but leaving a. widow, a
daughter, or daughter's sons, his share will descend to
them, and will not lapse into the shares of the other
members as it would do under the Mitakshara law (x).
The principles of this line of succession will be discussed
hereafter. It is sufficient here to say that representation
does not extend beyond daughters. Daughters of the
same class inherit to their father, pe'!' stirpes. But
daughters' sons do not take as heirs to their mother,
but as heirs to their grandfather. Consequently no
daughter's son takes at all, until all the eligible daughters
are dead; and such sons, where they do inherit~ take per
wpita and not per sti1'pes. That is to say, if a man
has two daughters, A and B, of whom A has one son,
and B has five, on the death of the last daughter the six
sons will take equally (y).
§ 475. Illegitimate sons of the three higher classes are Illegitimate
entitled to nothing but maintenance (z). As regards the sons.
illegitimate son of a 8uc1ra there is greater difficulty. It is
said that if a partition is made by the father, he may be
allotted a share at the father's choice, and that if the partition is made after the father's death, the brethren should
make him a partaker of the moiety of a share. The Bengal
writers say that where the partition is made by the father
ii., 23, 24; per cllj'in11!, 11 1. A., p. 179; s. C .• 6 All., p. 574; Apaji Nnj'hav v.
Bamchancll'a, lfi' Bam. (F. B.), 29. Tlw Viramitrodaya appellrs to be of a
contrary opinion. Vimmit., p. 90, § 23a. The High Court of Allalutbad has
held that the grnudson, e\'en dlll'illg the life of his f"ther Itnd grandfather, has
It vested interest in the ancestrllll'ropert,y which can be rp,,!ised by a pal't.ition,
and is saleable under a decree. Jognl Kis/lOj'e Y. Shib ,)a/wi., F. B., 5 All., 430.
cOl]sidered and disagreed with by the majority of the Bomuay Full Bench, 16
Bam., 29.
(x) Dllya Bhaga, xi., 1, § 15,47,59,65; 1 W.NacN., 19, 22; post § 479.
(y) See pust § 563, 564.
(z) Mit"ksham, i., 12, ~ 3; DaYl1 Bhaga, ix., ~ 28; V. iliay., iv., ~ 29-31;
Viramit., p. 121, § 17; Ohuot'Uj'ya v. Sahub PU1'hala(l, 7 M. I. A., 18; S. C., 4
Suth. (P. C.). 132; Gajapathy v. Gajapathy, 2 Nad. H. C., 369, reversed on a
difi'erentpoint, 13N I. A., 497; S. C., fiB. L. R.,202; S. C., 14Suth. (P. C.),33;
Boshal! v. Hnlwant Singh, 271. A., 51 ; s. U., 22 All., 191, ante § 150. The same
rule prevails among the Punjab tribes. Punjab Customary IJaw, II, 161.
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himself, or after his death in pmsuance of his directions,
the sha~·e. of such an illegitimate son may be equal to that
o~ 8J ~egltllnate son.
This would be 'natural enough, consldel'lng the power which a father in Bengal h[ts in the
disposition of his property. Vijnanesv(w(l lays down no
rule upon the point, but speaks vaguely of "a share."
VVhere there are no legitimate sons, but there are
dau?·hter~ or daughters' sons, the Mitakshara says that
he IS entitled to half a share only; the Daya Bhaga and
Daya-krahma-sangraha say that he shares equally with
the daughter's son (a) : while the author of the Datta
Chandrika considers that where there is no legitimate
m.ale issue, the illegitimate son of a Sudra shares equally
With the whole series of heirs down to the daughter's
son (b). In a Bombay case, where however the point did
not arise, it seems to have been the opinion of Nanabhai
Hal'iclas, J., that an illegitimate son could enforce a
partition as against his brothers, but not as against his
father, "seeing that his right to take a share during his
father's lifetime is exprei:lsly made to depend on thefather's
choice" (c). 1n Madras it is held that the illegitimate
son of a Sudra may enforce a partition against his
legitimate brothers, but not against his father, or his
father's coparceners, as for instance, his father's brothers,
or their sons (el). In Khandesh a legitimate daughter
and an illeg'itimate son divide the property (e).
~ 476. The legality of a partition during the minority
of some of the coparceners is recognized by Bt:ltldhayana,
who says that "the shares of sons who are minors,
together with the interest, should be placed under good
protection until the majority of the owners" (j). One
text of J(cdyay(tna appears to prohibit partition while
there is a minor entitled to share (g). But it is evident
(a) Yajnn,valkyn" ii., § li:l3, 134; iVIitaksham, i., 12, ~ 1,2; Daya Bhugn, ix.
§ 29, 30; D. K. S., vi., § 32-34; 3 Dig., 143; V. iVI~v., iv., 4, § 32; Rdghu:
un,ndana, ii., 39, 40. As to the meaning of the llal£-shn,l:e, see post § 550. As to
the persons entitled nnder these texts, post § 548, 549.
(b) Dn,tta Chandriku, v., § 30, 31. See post § 550.
. (0) Sadll v. Baiza, 4 Bam., pp. 44, 45; aoo. pe1' clwimn, 11 CaL, 714.
(cZ) Thangam Pillai y. Suppa Pillai, 12 Mad., 401.
(e) Steele,180.
(I) Baudhayana, ii., § 2.
(g) 3 Dig., 544.
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that if such a rule existed, a partition could hardly ever
take place. It is now quite settled that a partition made
dming the minority of one of the members will be valid, Minority.
and if just and legal will bind him. Of course, his
interests ought to be represented by his guardian, or some
one acting on his behalf, though I imagine that the fact
of his not being so represented would be no ground for
opening up the partition, if a proper one in other
respects (h). When he al'l'ives at full age he may apply to
have the division set aside as regards himself, if it can b~
shown to have been illegal or fraudulent or grossly
negligent and prejudicial to his interests (i), or even if it
was made in such an informal manner that there are no
means of testing its validity (k). Where a partition has
been made in which the rights of a person entitled as
co-sharer, whether a minor 01' any other person, have been
totally ignored, the partition will be wholly invalid as
against the person passed over. In such a case the
Bombay High Comt treated the whole partition as a
nullity. In a similar case before the Judicial Committee
it was treated only as invalid against the excluded
party, and a declaration was made of the share to which
he was entitled, and the case was remanded to have the
right so declared enforced against the other dividing
members (l). But a suit cannot be brought by, or on
behalf of, a minor to enforce partition, unless on the
ground of malversation, or some other circumstances ,
which make it for his interest that his share should be
set aside and secmed for him (1n). Otherwise he might

(19 ?

Str" .. R. h, 362; 2 W . lIIacN., 14; Deowanti Y. Dw(w'kamath, 8 B. L.
R., 3~3, note, S. C., Sub-nom'me, Deo Bansee Y. Dwa1'kanath, 10 Suth. 273'
Bal.kl.shen v. Ram Namtn, 801. A., 139; S. C., 30 C,,1., 738.
"
(,) Nalla.bpa Y. Ba.lammal, 2 :\lad. H. C., UJ2; pe1' cU'l'iam, Lak8hmibai Y.
Ganpat, 4 Bellu. H. C. (0. C J.), 159; Deowanti Y. DW(l')'kunath, 8 B. L. R.
363, note; Damode'l'das Y. Tlttmm'azn, 17 Bam., 271.
'
(k) Ka.lee Sunkll1' Y. DenencZ1'o, 23 Suth., 68; Ohanvh'apa Y. Danava, 19
BOIU., 593. A~ to the.effect upon such suits of the SLotute of Limitations Lal
Baha<lm' Y. S2sl'al Smgh, 14 All., 498; K1'ishnabai v Khangowda 18 Bam.
197; cont·)'(/., 19 Bam., 593.
'
,
(l) K?·ishnaba.i v. Khangowda, 18 Bam., 197; Ohowdlwy Ganesh Y. Mt .
Jewach, 31 1. A., 10; S. C., 31 CaL, 262.
(!n) 1 Strn,. H. L., 206; Svami,yct?· v. Ghokkalingmn, 1 Mad. H. C., 105;
A~nnela?lmtal Y. A?'unachellmn, 3 Mad. H. C., 69; Kamakshi Y. Ghidambara,
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be thrust out of the family, at the very time when he was
least able to protect himself.
An absent coparcener stands on the same footing as a
minor. The mere fact of his absence does not prevent
partition. But it throws upon those who effect it the
obligation to show that it was fail', and legally conducted,
and the duty of keeping the share until the return of the
absent member (n). The right to receive a. share of
property divided in a man's absence is laid down as
extending to his descendants to the seventh degree. But,
of course, it would now be regulated by the law of limitation (0).
§ 477. A wife can never demand a partition during the
life of her husband, since, from the time of marriage,
she and he are united in religious ceremonies (p). But in
former times, where a partition took place at the will of
others, the intel'ests of the women of the family, whether
wives, widows, mothers, 01' daughters, were much better
provided for than they are at present. Where the partition
was made in the father's lifetime, the furniture in the
house and the wife's ornaments were set aside for the wife,
and where the allotments of the males were equal, and the
wives had no separate property, shares equal to those of
the sons were set apart for the wives for their lives (q).
According to Bal'inathrt, however, this right to a share
did not arise where the husband reserved two 01' more
shares to himself, as he was entitled to do, as the extra
shares were a sufficient provision for his wives (1'). And
so, where the partition took place after the father's death,
'ib., 94; DamlOOdlt1' v. 8enabatty, 8 Cal., 537; '['lIangam PiIln'iv. S/l1'}Jn PiUxi,
12 Mad., 401; Mnhadev Bnivant Y. Lnkshman, 19 Bam., 99.
(/1) 1 Stra. H. L., ,"06 ; 2 ~tru. H. L., 341 ; 3 Dig., 54'!.
(0) D"ya Bhaglt, viii.; D. K. S., ix. See Act XV of 1877, Sched. ii., ~ 123,
127, 144.
(1') Apastamba, xiv., § 16; Pnnna Bihee v. Radhakissen, 31 Cltl., 476.
('1) Y"jnavalkya, ii., § 115; ThIitaksharu, i., 2, § 8-10; Daylt Bhltga, iii., 2,
§ 31; D. K. S., vi., § 22-31; Raghunandana, ii., 13, 14,18; V. May., iv.,6, § 15;
Viramit., p. 57, § 10. According to Visval'upa, § 2, "If equal shares are
allotted by the father, the widows of his sons and grandsons and his own wives
to whom no stridhana had been given by their husband, or father-in-law, or
himself, should be made partakers of their husband's shares.
(r) 1 W. MacN., 47. See, too, D. K. S., vi., § 27.
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the mother and the grandmother were each entitled to a
share equal to that of the sons, and the unmarried mother, and
daughter.
daughters each to the fourth of a share (S). If the sons
chose to remain undivided they had a right to do so. The
women of the family could never compel a division, and
were entitled to no more than a maintenance. This is
still the law universally where the father leaves male
issue (t). But where he leaves no male issue there is, as
already observed, a difference between the law of the
Mitakshara and that of the Daya Bhaga. Under the
former system females never succeed to the share of an
undivided member so long as there are male coparceners
in existence; under the latter system they do. But
according to the doctrines of J imtttc( Vahana, the shares
even of an undivided member are held in a sort of quasiseveralty (§ 373), so that the right of the female heirs to
obtain possession of this share is rather a branch of the
law of inheritance than of the law of partition (u).
§ 478. In Southern India the practice of allotting a Obsolete in
share upon partition to wives, widows, or mothers has Southern India.
long since become obsolete. The Smriti Chandrika, which
admits the right of an aged father, when making a partition
with his sons, to reserve a double share for himself, says
that if he does not avail himself of this right, he ought to Rights?f
.
.
I
wOlllell III
take, on account of each of hIS WIves, a share equa to Southern India.
that taken by himself (v). But the right of a father to
reserve an extra share for himself in regard to ancestral
property is now obsolete (§ Lj:88), and the cOl'l'esponding
-,---'-,----",------------------

(s) Vyaslt, Yrilmsputi, 3 Dig., 12; Vishnu, 3 Dig., 15; Manu, ix., § 118;
MitakshHl'it, i., 7; Dnya Bhagtl, iiL, 2, § 29, 34; V. l\il1Y., iy., 4, § 18,39, 40;
Yir"mit., p. 79, § 19.
(t) 2 W. i\lacN., 65, 1I.; F. MncN., 45, 57.
(n) See the renutrks of JuganlHltha, 3Dig., 9. "The right of partition consists
in the l'eh,tiol1 of son to the original possessor and the like. Even the son of
the dauffhtpr of a 111;111 who leaves no llHtle issue, and the Ron of H, lllother's
sister, aTe not intended by the ternl 'undivided,' since they belong to other
families." A lhughter's sol1 in Bengal wonld certainly be entitled to lJave his
grallllhther's share ascertained and delivered to him (§ 474). Bnt his suit would
be more in the nature of an ejectment than of a partition, which implies
pl'eViOlB Inembel'ship in a joint fmnily.
(v) Smriti I :handrilcl1, iv., §,26-39. This appears Itlso to be the opinion of
the "uthor of the Sarasyati Yilasa, who CitbS Apararka in support of it, §§ 77,
111-117.
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practice of reserving a share for wives has also disappeared.
The pundits of the Madras Sudder Court, in a case where
a man had made a deed of division allotting a share to his
son, and another to his wife and daughter, declared that
such a division was illegal by Hindu law, "inasmuch as a
wife and daughter, who have no right to property while a
son is alive, are not capable of participating in the pro-,
perty while he is alive" (w). The practice in Madras, as far
as my experience goes, is that in making a division during
a father's life, no notice is taken of his wjfe or wives, their
rights being included in his, and provided for out of his
share, As regards the mother, where partition is made
after the death of her husband, the Smriti Chandrika,
after discussing the texts already cited, points out that a
widowed mother with male issue cannot be entitled to a
partition of the heritage, as she is not an heir, but only to
a portion sufficient for her maintenance and her religious
duties. Consequently, that where she is stated to be
entitled to a share equal to that of a son, this must mean
such a portion as is necessary for her wants, and which
can never exceed a son's share, but which is subject to be
diminished, if the property is so large that the share of a
son would be greater than she needs, or where she is
already in possession of separate property (x). This is in
accordance with existing practice. The plaint in a suit
for partition in Madras always sets out the names of such
widows as are chargeable upon the property, and asks
that the amount necessary for their maintenance may be
ascertained and set aside for them. This amount, though
of course in some degree estimated with reference to the
magnitude of the property (§ 459), is never considered to
be equal to, 1'0 to bear any definite proportion to, the share
of sons. Mr. W. MacNaghten states that this exclusion
of mothers from a distinct share on partition is peculiar to
the Smriti Chandrika, and that according tothe Mitakshara
(w) Meenatchee y. Ohetumb1'a, Mad, Dec. of 11l53, 61.
(00) Smriti Ohandrika, iy., ~ 4-17; 2 Stra, H. L" 309; Venkata1nmal Y.
An(lyappa, 6 Mud" 130; per cmia.1n 8 Marl., at P, 123.
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and other works current in Benares and the Southern Benares law.
Provinces, not only mothers, but also childless wives are
entitled to shares, the term mr1tr1. being interpreted to
signify both mother and stepmother (y). The Viramitrodaya admits sonless wives to a share 'when partition is
'made by the father, but excludes them from a partition
made after his death. The ground of the distinction is,
that in the fOl'l11er case they take as 'wives, while in the
latter case they can only take as mothers. He seems however to admit that the Mitakshara and the lVIadanaratna
recognise the right of stepmothers to a pa,rtition with their
sons (z). I have"been informed on high authority that the
usage as regards allotting maintenance instead of shares
to mothers, when a partition takes place in Bombay, is Bombay.
the same as that which prevails in Madras. But the
futwahs of the pundits lay it down that she is entitled to a
share equal to that of a son, and the same view is stated
by Mr. Justice }Vest in a well considered Judgment, and
was affirmed and acted on by the same Court in a recent
case (a). The High Court of Bengal has on several
occasions decided that, under Mitakshara law, a mother is
entitled when a partition takes place to have a share
equal to that of a son set apart for her, either by way of
maintenance or as a portion Ot the inheritance, even
though the partition takes place in the lifetime of the
father (b). The same view is taken by the High Court of
the North-West Provinces which holds that a Hindu
widow, entitled by the Mitakshara to a proportionate share
with her sons upon partition, can claim such share, not
(!I) I 'v, lIIacN., 50. Vyaslt m:pres"ly lays dmvll that" the wives of the fat,her
who h,Lve 110 tions Rre entit.led to equoJ shares :wit.h tbe sons of other wives) .
ane: so ,we all t!le,wiYes of t,hepltternltl gra1Jdfather," 8 Dig" 12; V.lII"y" iY,;
4, ~ 19, Sttys tIllS mclndee s,ep'gl'tlllc1111others ltlso, So also the lIIithila school,
D. Ie, S" v.ii" § 7. S,ee 3 Dig., 13; Da1noodlll' Y. 8ellablittiJ, 8 Cal., 53?,
(z) Vlranllt., p. 79, § 19,
(a) Mae17lOw"l'ao y. Yuswllda" 2 Bol'" 454 r468J ; W. & B" 2nel eel., 91,92,97,
100,306,890; Lakshman y, 8atyablwlIlabai, 2 Born., 494,504; Damoden/as y,
Utfa-mj·wl/., 17 Bom" 271; p 286,
(b) Judoollath Y, B-ishol1ath, 9 Suth., 61; MahabeM'Y. Ra1l1iJad, 12 B, L, R.,
90; ~, C., 20 Suth., 192; LaUeet y. Rajcomna'l', ib" 373; S. 0., 20 Suth" 336;
Pll~'8!d : . BOl1o~1J1an, 5 Onl., ~45; 81/.1II1'1I-1/. Y. Oll/l/ula?' j\1"1I, 8 C,d" 17;
Knshon y, MOil'! Mohun, 12 Ca\., 165; Oh01Vllh1<iJ Gallesh y, Mt, Jewach,
31 1. A" 10; S, C,' 31 CaL, 262.
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only quo~d the sons, but as against an auction purchaser
at a sale III execution of the right title and interest of one
of the sons before partition (0).
Rights of
women in
Bengal.

Right of widow
in Bengal.

Where no issue.

§ 479. Under the law of Bengal the rights of females
stand much higher than they do in the other provinces.
Partition during the life of a father is so uncommon in
Bengal, that I can find no authority as to setting aside
shares for the wives. The Daya-krama-sangraha seems to
limit the right of wives to have such shares to cases where
the father makes a partition of his self-acquired property.
In such a case, if peculiar property has been already given
to one wife, the other wives, whether childless 01' otherwise, are entitled to have their shares made up to an equal
amount. If they have had no peculiar property, then they
are to have shares equal to those of sons (d). After the
death of the father, the right of the widow depends upon
whether the father has left male issue or not, and whether
she is a mother or a childless wife. That is to say, she
may either be a coparcener before partition, or only
entitled to a share in the event of a partition, or entitled
in no case to more than maintenance.

1. If the father dies leaving no male issue, his widow
becomes his heir, whether he is divided 01' not. She is in
the strictest sense a coparcener. She became a member
of the same got'ra with her husband on her marriage, and
is the surviving half of his body, as well as his heir (e).
She can herself sue for a partition, and need not wait for
her share until a partition is brought about by the act of
others (j). The Calcutta High Court, however, has laid
(0) Bilaso v. Dina Nath. 3 All., 88.
(d) D. Ie. ::;., vi., ~ 22-26.
, (e) W. & B., 129; \Tdh,"pati,:3 Dig. 158' Day" BhaO'tt xi
46,54;D.IC.S.,ii.,2,~41.

1"

01'l

1 § 14 110te 43
1,

,

"

(f) F. illacN .. 39,59; 1 W. MncN.,49; Dhll1'm Dasv. MI. Shama Soo1/(l'I'i
3l1I. 1. A., 22~, 241; ~. C., 6 Snth. (P. C.), 43; Shib Pel'Bhad v. Gn'l1ga Monee,
Suth., 29~ ; Soud.allm1ey v. J,oll'"h, 2 Cal., 262. Even before p>1l'tition the widow
has an.a11enab1e lllte!'est wInch lllay be enforced by p,1,l'tition by her assignee;
!anohNathv. ];fotilum Nath, 9 0,,1., 5HO. As to the rights of several widows
wte1: ~e, post ~ 554. As ,to the right of widows alllong the Jains to demand a
partitIOn of tl,m!' husband s share, see Shea Sillgh v. Mt. Dnkho, 6 N.-vV. P.,
406, aiId. 5 1. A, 87; S. C., 1 All., 688.
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it down that owing to the special nature of a woman's
estate, it would be the duty of a Court, before decreeing
partition in favour of a widow, to see that the interests of
the presumptive heir be not affected by the decree. The
Court ought to be satisfied that it is a bMui fide claim.
arising from such necessities as render partition desirable
between two joint owners, and that she would properly
represent the interest of the estate, including that of the
person who would come after her (g).
2. If the father dies leaving issue, and a widow who is Step.mother.
not the mother of such issue, she is never entitled to more
than maintenance. The writers of the Bengal school
differ in this respect from those of the other provinces,
since they exclude a step-mother fl'Om the operation of the
texts which speak of the share of a mother. And this
exclusion equally applies, whether the widow was originally childless, or was the mother of daughters only, or
was the mother of sons whose line has become extinct
before partition (h).
3. If the father dies leaving male issue, and also a widow Mothel'.
who is the mother of such issue, she is only entitled to
maintenance until partition, and she can never herself
require a partition. But if a partition takes place by the
act of others, not being strangers (i), she will be entitled
to receive a share, if the effect of that partition is to break
up or diminish the estate out of which she would otherwise
be maintained (k). Hence her claim to a share is limited
to the two following cases: (i'l'st, when the partition Right of mother
•
in Bengal.
takes place between her own descendants, upon whose
property her maintenance is a charge. Secondly, when it
takes place in respect of property in which her husband
had an interest.
(g) Mo/wdeny Y. Hn/'llk Nm'nin, 9 Cal., 244,250.
(h) F. l\IllcN., 41, 57; 1 W. jl'!.1cN., 50; 3 Dig., 13; D. K. S., vii., ~ 3,6,6;
DttYtl, BhagitJ iii., 2, § 30; Hu,ghnnandu, ii., ]7 j ante § 478.
(i) Bnmhi Delli v. Debknmi"i, 20 CtC!., 682.
(k) 2 W. l\IacN., 1i5, n.; F. ]loI.tcN., 45, 57, 59; Bilaso v. Dillnnath, 3 All., 88.
Hence until partition she l1[ts no alienable interest. See Jlltloo1!nthv. BiB/lOnath,
9 Suth., 61.
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480. F'irst. If a widowed mother has only one son,
she can never claim a share from him, and if he comes to
a partition with his brothers by a,nother mother, her claim
for maintenance is a charge upon his share and not upon
the whole estate (l). But if he dies, and his sons come
to a division, then she wonld be entitled to share with
them a~ gTandmother. Similarly, if a man dies leaving
three WIdows, each of whom bas one son, and these three
sons come to a division, none of the mothers woulcl have a
right to a share; because each of them retains her claim
intact upon her own son. But if the sons of one son
Gmndmothel',
divic1e among themselves, their grandmother will be
entitled to a share. If the grandsons of all three widows
divide, all the grandmothers will be entitled (m). In each
case the share of the 'widow will be equal to the share of
the persons who effect the partition. If it takes place
between her sons. she will take the share of a son: if
between her grandsons. she will take the share of a
grandson (n). If a mother has three sons one of whom
dies leaving grandsons, and a partition takes'place between
the two surviving sons and the grandsons, the mother will
be entitled to the same share as if the division had been
:::;a~~other in e~ected ~e~wee~ three sons; that is to say, the property
WIll be dlvIdedmto foul' shares, of which the mother will
take one, each surviving son will take another, and the
grandsons will take the fourth (0). Where the partition
takes the place between grandsons by different fathers, the
matter becomes more complicated. For instance, suppose
A

~----------~6-------------JD
I

2 grandsons

I

3 grandsons

I

4 grandsons

(l) Hem~~ngini pasi v. Keda?'nath, 16 LA" 115; S. 0.,16 Cnl., 758.
(m) F. MacN" ~~,,41, 54; HtbbosoondM'Y v. Bllssollwtty 70".1. 191' PU"I/a
Ghandl'a v. 8aro,7un, 31 0,,1., 1065,
'
,
,
(n). D. K. S .• vii" § 2, 4; Raghunandana, ii., 19. If she ha" alrendv been
proVldeil for, t~ ,the extent to which sile would be entitl6cl on pHl'titi~n, she

takes no lllore, 1£ to a less,extent, she takes as 111110h 11101'e HS wi1l1nake up her
share. Jodoo~wth v. Bl'oJonath, 12 B. L. R., 3b5,
(0) P,'aWl/k,SSen v. Muttoosoonde1'Y Fulton 389' GOQ1'oopel'salld v. 8eebchunde?', F, NaeN., 29. 52,
'
,',
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A to have died leaving a widow and three sons, and these
sons to die, leaving res]1ectively two, three, an~, f.our
grandsons, and that these grandsons come to a (11VIs1On.
If their o'randmother was dead, the property would be
divided i~to three portions, pel' stil'pes, which would ag~in
be divided into two, three, and foul' parts, pel' wpdCl
(t\ 473). But if the gral1dmothcr is alive, she will be
e:'ltitled to the same share as Cl grandson. Bnt it is evident
that the grandsons by B take a larger share than those
by C. and these again a larger 8.hare than those by D.
The mode of division, therefore, IS stated to be, t~at the
whole property is divided into ten shares, of whl.ch the
grandmother will take one, the two sons of B WIll take
three, the three S011S of C will take three, and the four
sons of D will take three. If the widows of B, C and D
were also living, they would be entitled to shares als?
Each widow would take the same as her son. But ll1
order to arrive at this shar8, a fresh division would have
to be made. The three-tenths taken by ~he s~ns?f B
would be divided into three parts, of WhICh hIS WIdow
would take one. Similarly, the three-tenths taken by the
sons of C would be divided into four parts, and the threetenths taken by the son of D would be divided into five
parts, of which one would go to the .r~s~ective widows ~~
C and D, the remainder being dIVISIble among then
sons (p). The same widow may take in different capacities, as heir of one branch of the family, and as mot~er 01'
grandmother in another branch. !'-- very complIcated
instance of this sort is recorded by S11' F. MacN aghten as
having been decided in the Supreme Court at Calcutta (q).
In one case in Bengal, where a partition was made after
the death of all the sons by their widows, it was held that
the grandmother had no right to a share. No counsel
appeared for the grandmother, and, as might be expected,
(P) F, MacN., 52-54,
M N 64' Gallychll1'n y Jon ava,
(q) 8"M Motee Jeemoney v. Atf.a'I'(tIn, j<. I' ue ., 3'C 1 149' Torit v. 'Tara·
JUl'. N, S., 2b4; Jugomol1an;,. 8arodmnoyee,
a "1 39
proso
, 4 OaL, 756; I(1'isto B7",btney y, As7wtosh, 13 Ca., .
nno
-0

1 Ind.
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no precedents were cited The decision
looked upon as of much ~ei "
can hardly be
th . t
ght, m the face of the direct
au on y on the other side (1').

W~81:e a ~artition takes place among great-gTandsons
only, It IS saId that the great-grandmother h
"
a share (s)
B t 'f
b
as no nght to
.
u 1 a son e one of tl
t't"
with l'
0' ,
Ie par 1 101llng parties
, g leat-oIandsons by another son, she would take a
Son s s lare. And if a ' . d
I' 'd
gran son and great-grandson
'f I
C IVI e, she would take a grandson's share (t)
W 1 e on y shares
S 481 S
.
in husband's
~
. econdly." Partition to entitl
th
property.
shar
t b
, e a mo er to the
~,mus e made of ancestral property, 01' of Jro Jert
acqUIred by ancestral wealth Tl ' f ' 'f
I I
Y
1 db'
.
lele Ole, 1 the property
lad Oeen acqUIre~ by A, the father of Band 0 a~d B
an
come toa d "
f .
,
.IvIslOn 0 It, their mother (the widow of
I
A) shall, but theIr grandmother shall n t t k
it. And'f th
t o , a e as lare of
1
e e~ ate shall have been acquired by B
d
o the~selves, neIther their mother nor grandmotller ;~1l
be entItled to a share upon partition" (tt).
Rigllts Of
§ 482 Where apart' t'
t k
,daughter.
tl f th . ,
1 Ion a es place during the life of
?e a etl, tshhe daugh~er has no right to any special alJIJort lOnInen
, e con tIn'
1
.
.
' "
ues Une er Ins protection till 1 '
malT~age ; he ]S bound to maintain her and to Ja' ~:~
marnage expenses, and the expenditure he is to ~ J .r
wholly t h' l'
.
mcur IS
a IS C lScretlOD (v.) But where the division t k
place after the death of the father tl
a, es
d'
t
' Ie same texts wInch
11'ec that. the mother should receive a share equal to that
TIaughter.
~! a. so(n,) chrect. tha~ the daughter should receive a fourth
ale 10. It IS eVIdent, however that th .
less need to
t,
'
ere was much
se apart a permanent provision for a
(./,) B"yee v. Pud(l."", 12 Snth <109--;--~-----'-~----
SiiJbosool/{le'ry v. BlIss()~mlltty i'('al ' 'l9~'~n1~onr~\'iew, J3 Suth" 66; cOlltm
649; S. C., J 1 C, L, Ro, 186. Jee VY,;~a '" '1 r';~d?'! Bop. v, Bhollwat, 8 Cal.;
rIght of the gmndmother to It share 'i" , '~( 11ha8patI, 0 DIg" 12, where the
says, D~g., 27.
s express Y asserted; Rucl I:iO J agtLl1llatha.
IS) 0 DIg" 27; F, ilIaci\" .. 2t! 51 I Lt
'
(t) 1<' MacN .. 52' PUI'ln;,
ou ~d hJ:,D,r, WIlson, WOI'ks, v, 25,
(Il) F. M,wN" 51' 54' ISI'ee
v. S(/1'(,r~"', 31 (~nl., 1065,
'
(v) Mit.akshara, i:, 7,'~ 14.
,·"el v, Nastb Kooe,., 10 0,,1., 1017,
(10) YaJnal'alkya, ii., § 124' see alit §
~he fourth, see llIitakshum, i.,'7, ~ 5-1~'
As to t.he ll1o~,e 01 calculating
§ 34; WIlson, Works, v., 42,
'g" 93, 94, Snu'hl Chundl'iIm, iv.,

i

y

01; 'z.:
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daughter than for a widow. The expenses of her marriage,
and her maintenance for the very few years that she could
remain in her father's family, constituted the only charge
that had to be met in respect of her. Hence it was very
early considered that the mention of a definite 'fourth only
meant that a sufficient amount must be allotted to each
daughter to defray her nuptials. This view is combated
by Vijnctnesvctm, who maintains that the letter of the law
must be respected. The Smriti Ohandrika, however,
evidently inclined to the modern doctrine, as it states that
the full fourth is only to be given where the estate is
inconsiderable. And it is expressly asserted by the
Madhaviya and the Bengal writers l and those of the
Mithila school (x). The practice at present is in conformity
with this opinion (y).
Where daughters take as joint-heirs, the effect of partition between them comes under the law of succession, and
will be discussed hereafter (~ 559).
§ 483. A stranger cannot compel a partition, in the Strangers.
sense of compelling any 01' all of the members of a family
to assume the stcd'nsof divided members, with the legal consequences following upon that stat·us. But he may acquire
such rights over the property of any coparcener as to
compel him to separate the whole or part of his interest
in the joint property, and so sever the coparcenary in
respect of it. This may be effected either by actual
assignment, 01' by operation of law, as by insolvency,
or upon a sale in execution of a decree (.0'). How far a
member of an undivided family under Mitakshara law can,
(x) Mitakshara, i., 7, ~ 11; Sml'iti ChanrlriIm, iv., ~ IS, 19; Madhaviya, § 25,
where he misrepresents the opinion of Vijnanesvu,!'lt; Daya Bhaga, iii., 2, § 39 ;
D. K. S., vii., ~ U, 10; Rllghuuandalla, iii., 19, 20; 3 Dig., 90-94. The Vimmitrodaya nrgues 1m the view ado[,ted by the Mitakshara , but sets out the conflicting opinions, Viramit.; p. 81, § 21. The Sarasvati ViI,lsa sets out hoth views,
but stl1tes t.he modern doctrine, IV hi(,h is that of A parark", last, thongh without
offering any opinion of his own, § 119-133.
. .
(y) F. MacN., 55, 98; 1 'V. MacN., 50. Daughters have nO rIght to clanll a
share of their mother's property during her life, in cases in which tohey would
be her heirs; j\f"thIi1'a v. ES1L, 4 Bom., 545,
(z) Per cll1'imn, Soo1:feemoney Dossee v. Denobllndoo, 6 M. I. A., 539; S. C.,
4 Suth. (P. C.), 114; Deenelyal v. Jugdeep, 41. A., 247; S. C., 3 Cal., 198.
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by his own voluntary act, transfer his rights in the joint
property to a stranger, is a matter upon which there is
much difference of opinion, and which has already been
examined (a). But so far as the right of transfer is recognized it will be enforced, either by putting the purchaser in
possession of an undivided interest, or by compelling the
owner of the undivided interest to proceed to, or permit a
partition, by means of which the hostile right can be
sa tisfied (b).
§ 484. Persons who labour under any defect which
disqualifies them from inheriting, arA equally disentitled
to a share on partition (e). But except in the case of
degradation, which has now been practically abolished by
Act XXI of 1850, (Freedom of religion) such incapacity is
purely personal, and does not attach to their legitimate
issue (d). Its effect is to let in the next heir, precisely as if
the incapacitated person were then dead. But that heir
must claim upon his own merits, and does nOG step into his
father's place. For instance, suppose the dividing parties
were C and F, and that E were incapacitated but alive,
A

r-----------__~I-------------_,
B dead

D dead

6

k
1I
G

his son F would be entitled to claim half of the property.
But if F was the incapacitated person, and D and E were
(a) Ante ~ 353, et seq.
(bj Ana)~il. v. ,Pmnkisto, B B. L. R (0. C. J .j, 14; Rnghoollath v. Lnckhu'1l,
18 Suth., 23, Mucldun Gopal v. Mt. GO'lV}'buth; 21 Sut!l 190' Lall J! a .
Shaikh Jllma, 22 Suth., 116; Jhubboo v. Kho~b Lallib ., 294" Ala
,.
Rnngasami, 7 Mad., 588; Jm!Okinath v Mothm·anatll g' Col '580' ."';; I~ v:
K ~n'tl" •' .R·
l\T tl
10 C 1 24"
. .
.
"
w .,
, .HaJam
alii ~ya I,
a., 't; Bep,n Behan v. Lctl Mol/ltn,]2 Cal., '209'
A''i/ya'f!an Venka~al'a1ila1fya v. R;t'lnayya, 25 Mad., 690. See as to the proces~
by wlll~h. the partltlOn may be carned.o?t. Partition Act IV of1893, s. 4. As to
the pOSltlOll of the stranger ~fter part-Ihon; GIt1'ulingapa v. Nanilapct, 21 Bom.,
297. As to the persons III whose favour the section applies' V
V1shnu v. Vasuilev, 23 Bam., 73.
'
aman
(e) Mitaks~Htra, ii., 10; V. ]\'[ay., iv., 11; Daya Bhaga, v.; D. Ie. S., iii. See
post, ch~p. XIX.; R.a:msahy~ v. Lalla Laljee, 8 Cal., 149.
(e/) M:ttaksba~a, II., 10, ~ 9-11; Daya Bhaga, v., § 17-19. As to ado t 1
sons, see ante § no.
, p ec
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.dea,d, G would have no claim, being beyond the limits of
the coparcenary (e). On the other hand, such disqualification only operates if it arose before the division of the
property. One already separated from his co-heirs is not Result of its
deprived of his allotment (j). And if the' defect be rellloval.
removed at a period subsequent to partition, the right to
share arises in the same man ncr as, or upon the analogy Romoval of
of, a son born after partition (g). How this analogy is to disabili~y.
be worked out is not so clear. If the removal of the
defect is to be treated as a new birth at the time of such
removal, then the principles previously liLid down would
apply (h). If the partition took place during the life of
the father, and one of the sons were then incapable, he
would take no share. But if his defect were afterwards
removed, he would inherit his father's share. If, however,
the partition took place after the father's death, and one
of the brothers was excluded as being incapable, and was.
afterwards cured, his cure could only be treated as a new
birth, so as to give him any practical rights, by the further
fiction that he was in his mother's womb at the time of
the partition. If this analogy could be applied, he would
be entitled to have the division opened up again, and a
new distribution made for his benefit. But that would
be rather a violent fiction to introduce, in a case where
the incapacity was removed, possibly many years after
new rights had been created by the division, and acted
upon. Suppose, however, that the incapble. heir. :-vas
never cured, but had a son who was capable of mhentmg.
If the son was actually born, 01' was in the womb, at the
time of the partition, he would be entitled to a share, if
sufficiently neal' of kin. But if he was neither born nor
conceived' at that time, he could not claim to have the
partition re-opened. ,He could only claim to succeed as
(e) 2 W MacN 42' Boe/hnam';n v. Om'rao, Ifl M. 1. A., 519; s. C., 6 B. L. R,
509; pel' Peaeoci/, C: J., lealie/as v. J(?'ishan,2 B. L. R (F. B.), 115; ante

§ (;~. MitakBhara, ii., 10, § 6; Sevaehetwnba?'a v. Pal'as1lOty, Mad. Dec. of
18r.JJ'

~~~~kshara,

ii., 10, § 7; V. May., iv.,

n,

§ 2.

(h) Ante § 472,
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heir to the share taken by his grandfather ; and if the
partition took place between the brothers, he could claim
nothing more than maintenance (i).
§ 485. It has been suggested that a coparcener, otherwise entitled, may lose his right to a share if he has been
guilty of defrauding his co-heirs. This view rests upon a
text of Manu (k). "Any eldest brother who from avarice
shall-defraud his younger brothel', shall forfeit his primogeniture, be deprived of his share, and pay a fine to the king."
This text is explained by I(alluka Bhatta and Jagannatha
as meaning, that the eldest brothel' by such fraudulent conduct forfeits his right to the special share to which in early
times he was entitled by seniority (l). Yctjnavallcya and
J(cttyayana, merely say, that property wrongly kept back
by one of the co-sharers shall be divided equally among all
the sharers when it is discovered (m). This excludes the idea
that the fraudulent person is to forfeit his whole share, or
even his share in the property so secreted, The Mitakshara
discusses the act with reference only to the question of
criminality. The author decides that the act is criminal,
but does not assert that it is to be followed by forfeiture,
and seems to assume that the only result will be that the
partition will be opened up, and a fresh distribution made
of the property wrongly withheld ('11). The other commentators of the Benares school either follow the Mitakshara,
or pass the point over without special notice (0). On the
other ):land, the Bengal writers are of opinion, that the act
of one coparcener, in withholding part of the property which
is common to all, is not technically theft, and is not to
be punished by any forfeiture (p). The Madras Sudder
(i) See this subject discussed by Peacoek, C. J., Kalidas v. [{1'ishan, 2
B. L. R. (F. B.), llil-l21, and in K1'ishna Y. Saini, 9 Mad., 64. Of course all
difficulty would be removed if the earlier doct,'ine were sust,tineel which appears
to allow a partition to be opened up at any distance of time in f"your of an
after-born Bon,
(k) ix.,§213,
(l) 2Dig., 564.
(m) YajnaYalkya,ii.,p26; 3 Dig., 398.
(n) iliitakshara, i., 9, This chapter seems to have been differently understood
by Sir Thomas and Mr. Strange, 1 Stre.. H. L., 232; Stra. Man'., ~ 273. MBssrs.
West and BUhler take the viA\v stuted in the text, W. & B., 679.
.(0) ~mriti Chandriku, xiv., § 4-6; Marlhaviyu,§54; V. May., iv., 6, § 3;
Vn'amltrodaya, p. 245, § 1, 2.
(PJ Daya Bhaga, xiii., § 2, 8-15; D. K. S., viii.; 3 Dig., 397, 400.
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Oourt in one case followed the literal meaning of the text
of Manu, and held that it was a complete answer to a suit
for partition by a brothel', that he had committed a theft
of part of the paternal property. In this decision they
set aside the opinion of their senior pundit,-who was of
opinion that thE embezzler o~ c~mmon ~roperty incl1l'red
no forfeiture thereby. The JUlllor pundlt had first stated
generally, that the person who had embezzled part of the
common property forfeited all claim to share in the estate.
On giving in his written opinion, he modified this view by
limiting the forfeiture to a prohibition of sharing in the
portion actually embezzled. This opinion also the Oourt
set aside, preferring that first given (q). The Oourt of the
North-vVest Provinces has arrived at an exactly opposite
conclusion, and has laid down that the wrongful appropriation by one brothel' of part of the join.t estate, which
the others might have recovered by an actlOn at law, was
no bar to a suit by him for partition (r). This certainly
appears to me to be the sounder view.
~ 486. Any direction in a will prohibiting a partition, Part!ti.on
,
. '.
.,
l'd
.t proh,bltecl.
01' postponing the penod for partltlOn, IS l11va 1 , as 1
forbids the exercise of a right which is essential to the
full enjoyment of family property by Hindn law (8). On
the other hand, an agreement between the members of a
Hindu family not to corne to a partition might be binding
upon themselves. But unless the agreement also contained a condition against alienation, it would not prevent
any of the parties to it from selling his share, an~ .would
be no bar to a suit by the vendee to compel apartltlOll (t).
Nor could snch an agreement ever bind the descendants of
the parties to it (on). In Bombay it has been held that it
('1) OaWWlllnma y. Nal'a.simmah, illttd. Dec. of Hi5S, 118.
Cr) Kalka. y. Bu(l-reB, 3 N.-W. P., 267. Jolly, Led. 142.
(8) Nnbkissen y. HWI'I'is Olwnclel', F. iI~!1cN., 828; j\1'okoonclo v. Gonesil, 1
Cal., 104; Jeebun v. Ramwnath, 28 Suth., 297; Act IV of 1881), § 10, n.
(Transfer of Property.)
.
(t) Rhamdhone v. Anltnd, 2 Hyde. 97; Anand Y. P.ranklsto, 3 B. L. R.
(0. C. J.), 14; Anath v. Mackintosh, S B. L. R., 60; RaJen(Zm' Y. Shun Oh1'11(l,
6 Cal., lO7.
_,
(n) See Fel1katl'amanna v. B1'amanna, 4 Mad. H. C., 3,,5.
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would not even bind the parties themselves (v). The
Calcutta Court seems in a recent case to have doubted the
validity of an agreement to remain m;divided in perpet uity,
but to have thought that an agreement not to divide for a
term of years would be binding if made for a sufficient
considera tion ('IV).
Lapse of time.

Speoial shares
§ 488. THIRD, THE MODE OF DIVISION.-The principle
formerly allow·
ed.
of Hindu law is equality of division, but this was formerly
subject to many exceptions, which have almost, if not
altogether, disappeared. One of these exceptions was in
favour of the eldest son, who was originally entitled to a
special share Oll partition, either a tenth or EL twentieth in
excess of the others, or some special chattel, or an extra
Spenial shares portion of the flocks (y). Sir H. S. Maine suggests that
this extra share was given as the reward, or the security,
for impartial distribution; and refers to the fact that such
extra privileges were sometimes awarded to •vounO'er
b
sons (z), or to the father, as a proof that the right was
unconnected with the rule of primogeniture (a). It
seems to me probable that the double share which the
father was allowed to retain for himself (b), was the
inducement given to him to consent to a partition, at the
time when his consent was indispensable (§ 244), and
(v) B(unZinga

Y.

Yi'l'upakshi, 7

Bam., 538.

12; .vasls~,tha'Tx:-!l., ~ 2~; ~[n'l1n, .IX., ~ 1~2, 114, 156: Namda, xiii., ~ 13; Devala,
~Plg ..' 503; .' nhaspatl, tb., 556; Earlta, "b., 558; YajIltwalkya, ii., ~ 114;
'Ii·anut., p. 53, ~ 9.
(z) Gautama, xxviii., § 6, 7; Vasishtha, xI-ii., § 23; i\iIanu ix. § 112
(n) Early Institutions, 197.
' "
.
(b) \arada, xiii., § 12: Vrihaspati, 3 Dig., 44' KatYityltl1fL ib. 53' Sancho, &J-!ichita, 2 Dig., 555.

'

.

'"
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perhaps also was intended to enable him to support the
female members of the family, who would naturally remain
under his care. Among the Hill tribes of Southern India,
when a division takes place, the family house sometimes
passes to the youngest, sometimes to the eldest, son; but
invariably the son who takes the house takes with it the
burthen of supporting the females of the family (0). The
practice of aJlotting a larger share to the father would
naturally survive, though to a lesser degree, in favour of
the eldest son as head of the family. Under the law of
the Mitakshara the practice of giving an extra share to the
father is now said either to be a relic of a former age, 01'
only to apply to a partition by the father of his own se1£acquired property (cZ). As between brothers or other
relations absolute equality is 1l0W the invariable rule in all now obsolete.
the provinces (e), unless, perhaps, where some special
family custom to the contrary is made out U) ; and this
rule equally applies whether the partition is made by the
father, or after his death (g).
Other grounds of preference arose in regard to sons of
different rank; that is to say, sons by mothers of different
caste, 01' sons of the ten supplementary species. These
shared in different proportions, 01' some absolutely to the
exclusion of others (h). But these different sorts of sons
are long' since obsolete (§ 78, 89). The right of a person
who has made acquisitions, in which he has been slightly
(c) Brecks, Primitive Tribes, 9, 89, 42, 68.
(d) ~Iitllbh,mc, i., 6, § 7; :llaclhaviytt, § 16; V. Jlhy., iv., 6, § 12, 13; ViralllH.,
p. 65, ~ 18. In the time or ViSl'arnp" the extra shure wus only grantecl hy
nmtnal (LSsent, ~ 4. See Smriti Chawlrilm, ii., 1, ~ 28-32,41, where it is said to 1,0

§ 487. As Hindu law contemplates union and not partition as the normal state of the family, it follows that lapse
of time is never in itself a bar to a partition. But the
Statute of Limitations will operate from the time that a
plaintiff is excluded from his share, and that such exclusion
becomes known to him (x).

(10) Snmohnn Y. 111ncGl'egOl', 28 Cal., 7(5f), p. 786.
(w) Tlwlnl?' DWI'I'iao v. Thnkll')' Dn-vi,'1 1. A., 1; ICali v. Dh,lJ1WljOIj a e,c!
22R; Act XV of 1877, Sched. ii., !i 1'27.
. .,
.,
(!!) Al?".stamba,.:dii~., ~ 13: Baudlltwnna, ii., 2, ~ 2·-5; GautanuL, xxyiii., § 11,
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n.llow'-lJJle on u. p<l.l'tition nHtde by a.n aged parent.
(e) Mita.1n,hal'H, i., 2, ~ 6; i., OJ § 1--7; Suuiti Chauclrika, ii., 2, § 2; iL, 3,
~ 16-24; ilfac1hayiya, S f); v. ,lilly .. iv., 6, ~ 8-11, 14, 17; Day", Bhaga, iii., 2,
§ 27; D. K. S., vii., ~ 12, 13; Viramit., p. 60, ~ 11, p. 70, § 14. The case of an
u,cloptec1 8011, where IHt,Llu',tl-hol'l1 SOIlS nHel'\V3l'C1s COnle into existence, has been
discussed, nute § 168.
(f) 8heo Bnksh Y. Flltteh, 2 S. D., 265 (340); 2 W. illacN., 16. As to agreements to ,liyide in particultl.r sh,tres, see Bam Ni1'U1(ju'Il Y. P·I'(cya.g, 5 Cal., 138.
(g) Bh!J)'ochlln(Z v. Russol1wnee, 1 S. D., 28 (36); Neelkmmt v. M1(}lee, ib.,

58 (77); Taliwwl'Y. Puhlwanil, 38. D.. a01 (402); Lnksh'lllan y. Bwmchamilrn, 1
Bom.,561. Under the Partition Act IV of 1893 it is open to the Court to direot a
sale of the whole or '" portion of the family property, instead of allotting it in
sharps.
(h) J\1it,,]rsham, i., 8,11: Daya Bhaga, ix., § 12: D. Ie. S., vii., § 19: V. May.,
iv., 4, ~ 27.
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assisted by the joint property, to reserve to himself a,
double share, has already been fully considered (§ 288).
Where propm·ty
§ 489. Hitherto we have been considering the case of
is self-acquired. . .
"
.
.
]omt property, as to whICh partltlOn was a matter of l'lght
and not of favour. There is greater uncertainty where
the partition was of property which was divisible as a
matter offavour and not of right. Under Mitakshara law
this case could only arise where the father chose to divide
his self-acquired property among his sons. It is quite clear
that the father might give away this property to anyone
he chose (§ 375), and it would seem to follow that he
might distribute it among his family at his own pleasnre.
Vish11!1l says, "If a father make a partition with his sons,
he does so in regard to his own self-acquired property by
. his own pleasnre" (i). This, of course, may refer to his
right of withholding sl1ch property absolutely from distribution. Other texts which seem to leave the father a
discretion as to allowing larger or smaller shares to his
sons, may refer to the pracbce of giving extra shares to an
elder son, an acquirel' or the like (k). The interpretation
put upon these texts by the Hindu commentators was,
that even in regal'd to self-acquired pl'opel'ty, the right of
the fathel' to make an unequal distribution could only
exist where there was either a legal reason, as in case of
an elder son's shal'e, Ol' a moral reason, such as the
necessitous state of one of the sons, and that it could never
exist where the act emanated from mere pal'tiality or
vicious preference (l). The author of the Smriti Ohandrika
sums up his argument upon the point by saying, "It is
hence settled that unequal distribution made by the
father, even of his own self-acquired property, according
to his whims, without regard to the restrictions contained
in the Sh(lstras, is not maintainable, where sons are
dissatisfied with such distribution" (1n). In a Madras
(i) xvii., § 1.
..
".
(k) Yuj?utYltlkya, ~1..' ~. ~14, 116.: ~"rada, Xll~., § 15, 16.

il) 3 D'g:,.540, 54l! jU,.~aksll!,ra, I., 2, 9 6, 13, 14:
.'
.
(11') Smrltl OhandrJlra, 11.,1, § 17-24; VaradamJah, p. 8, 1 StIa. E, L., 191,
2 'Y. MucN., 147, note.
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case where a man had made a division of his self-acquired
son, and the rest
pundits said that
such a disposition would be valid as regards the personalty,
but not as regards the realty (n). In the Punjab it is
held that a man may distribute his self-acquisitions at
his own pleasure (0). If the rule is anything I~o:e t~lan
a moral precept, it must depend upon the. ~lstmct1?n,
which I will notice presently, between a partItlOn, whlCh
may be effected by mere agreement, and a gift, which
requil'es delivery of possession.
§ 490. In Bengal the peculiar doctrines ~f the Daya Bengallaw.
Bhaga leave a father practically at liberty to d1spo~e of all
his property, no matter of what sort, or how acquued, at
his own free pleasure, in favour of anyone upon whom he
chooses to bestow it. One would expect, therefore, to find
that when he chose to distribute it among his sons, he
would be at liberty to do so to whatever extent, and in
whatever proportions he liked. This, however, is by no
means so. J'i'ln'llta Vahcma draws the distinction between
self-acquil'ed and ancestral propel'ty, saying that in the
former case the father may give his sons gl'eater or lessel'
allotments at his pleasure, hut in the latter case his discretion is limited. He cannot reserve more for himself
than his double share (p). ,¥ith regard to his sons, he is
also under restrictions. If the partition is made at the
refluest of his sons, he is bound to give each an eq:1a1
share, the legal deduction in favour of the eldest ~e~ng
alone allowed (q). If, however, he makes the partItlOn
of his own accord, he may make a partial 01' a total
division. The former seems not to come under the rules
which govern a legal division. The father appears still to By father in
remain the head of the family, and to retain a certain Bengal.
control over the whole property, but allots small portions

pro~erty giving ahout a tenth to his
to his ~ife and daughter, the Sudder

-W",l1eellatcizee Y. Gizetumb1'a, Mad. Dec. of 1853, 61.
(oj Pllnjll,b Oust., 35.
..
RId
(p) D"y~t Bhag,", ii., ~ 15-20,35,47,56,73; D. K. S., VI., § 16 j ag lllnan """a,
ii., 2-(;, 26-2\).
(q) Day'" Blu'ga, ii., § 86.
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of it t? his sons, retaining the l'ight to take these portions
,If he, becomes indigent (,/,), , vVhere, however, the
partItIOn 1~ a, total one, the same distinction exists
between hIS l'lght over the ancestral and self-acquired
property, As regards the former, the distribution must be
~qnal 01' ,nnifon~l, il~ the sense of not being arbitrary; that
~s, any, mequahty m the shares of the sons must be an
m~~uahty prescribed, ?r at least permitted, by the law, as.
arlsmg from the superIOr age 01' merit of the son whom he
prefers (8), B,ut ~s r~gards the self-acquired property, he
may make a dlStnbutIOn according to his own free will
tho~gh even in, this case the preference must arise fron~
motl,v~s recog,l1lzed by the law, on account of the good
quaht~es 01' pIety of the one who is prefel'l'ed, 01' his incapacIty, numerous family, 01' the like (t), Whether such
reasons are sufficient to authorize an unequal distribution
of an?estral property also does not seem clear, In C0111mentmg
on the text of N a:racZa (xiii, " 4) the f a tlleI,'
"b "
, emg ~dv~n?ed m years, may himself separate his sons,
eIther dISll1l~SI~g t,he eldest with the best share, or in any
manner as hIS mclmationmay prompt," J'i1Juuta Vahana
says that t~is, last clause means something different
from the gwmg of an extra share to the first-born
but that the discretion so allowed is again restrained
by ~he subsequent text (xiii" 16), which forbids a clistributIO~ m~de under improper influences, 01' contrary to
the dIrectIOns of law (u), If these passages apply also
to ancestral property, the result would be that th
power of distribution, both of ancestral and
pr?perty: -:V0uld, stand on the same footing, The father
:l1lg~t ,dIvIde eIthe~ sort unequally, if he could find any
]ustIfy~~g pretext m the superior qualities, 01' greater
neceSSItIeS, of the son whom he prefel'l'ed, The Dayakrahma-sangr~ha" ho:wever, limits the right of making'
an unequal dlstnbutlOn among sons, in consequence of
bacl~,

self-acquire~

(1') Day" Bhaga,
(S\Dll" BI,aga
t)' D ',a BI
,
a) a
lag",
(
u Daya Bhag'"
()

ii., § 57; 2 W. nlaeN, 148' D K S " '8
.. "50 6r,
'"
.,.,11.,\1.
'.''-, N ,7, 19. See as to extra shares, ib:, § 37, 42, 74.
n., § 74, 76, 82; Raghunanclana ii 4
ii., 81-85,
' ., .

*
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their superior qualifications 01' greater necessities, to
the case of self-acquired property, 01' ancestral movable
property, such as gems, pearls, corals, gold, and other
effects (v), As regards ancestral landed property, the
only inequality it appears to sanction is' the special
share for the elder son ('IV), In the case of a man's own
self -acquired property, he may allot it as he chooses,
subject as before to the necessity of showmg some
propel' ground of preference, and an absence of improper
motIVe (x).
~ 491. It is, of comse, obvious that where a father is
allowed to prefer one son to another on the ground of
superior piety 01' moral qualiflCations, and is himself
constituted as the sole judge of such qualifications, it is
merely another way of saying that he may distribute the
property as he chooses, A little hypocrisy is all that is
needed in order to convert illegality into legality (y),
But even as regards ancestral immovable property, the
Bengal pundits appeal' in two cases to have taken the view
which is snggested by J'i1n'llt(~ Vahcma, rather than that
w hichis expressed by the Daya-kraluna-sangraha, and to lay
it down that grounds of personal preference, actually existing, will justify a father in preferring one son over
another (z), The only question that arises is, whether the
pundits in the two last cases were not speaking of a gift,
and not of a partition, I think they were, I have already
quoted the series of decisions in Bengal which practlCally
affirm the right of a father to do what he wishes with his
property, They seem in complete conflict with the
opinions of the pundits in the case of Bho'IVanny Oh-urn v,
tv) D. K. 8., vi., ~ 13, l8-20; <lce. Jaga1l111ttha, 3 Dig., 39, 42, "n<1 punelits in
Blww(II!IIY Ohll'l'Il ,;. Ramka./lJlt, 2 8. D., 202 (259); 2 W. NacN., 2, Hi.
(10) D. K. S., vi., ~ 21.
(m) [) K. S., vi., § 8-35. See F. ilIacN., 242-268. In t:,e Punj'lb '" father
ap~eal's to have the right to di\'ic1e the f'1Inily property a.111ong his sons in Rny
prol'ortions which ,eem fit to him, lJUt if the clil'ision io thoroughly unequal, a
fresh ttpporti0111l1ent will he )11[\,(1e after his death. PUlljn,b CnSL0111ttl'Y' Law,
n, 168,171,160,222,263.
(y) See the opinions of pun<1it, quote<1, F. :i\faeN., 260; 3 Dig., l.
(z) F. niaeN., 260, 265.
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Now it will be observed that throuahout
b
the Opll1l0nS of the pundits in the latter case, they directed
their attention exclusively to the law of partition, and
only cited texts bearing upon that law. In the opinions
cited in the other cases, and referred to in the remarks on
Bhowanny Olt'lt1'n's case, they directed their attention as
exclusively to the law of gifts, and only cited texts showing
the power of an owner of property to dispose of it during'
his lifetime. The fact is, the two sets of texts are quite
irreconcilable. They mark different periods of law. The
former are a survival from the time when the power of a
father over property was as restricted in Bengal as it is
now in the provinces governed by the Mitakshara. These
texts probably remained unexplained away, because unequal distributions of a man's whole property continued
to be unusual. The texts .which forbid alienations of particular portions of it were explained away, because such
alienations became commou. J agannatha tries to reconcile
the two principles which allow a gift to one in preference
to another, but forbid a distribution which gives more to
one than another (b). His reasoning, so far as I am abl6
to follow it, appears to be that, where a father proceeds
to a partition with his sons, he divests himself of his
property, with a view to its vesting again in those who are
entitled to share it by virtue of their affinity to him. That
being so, it can only vest in such persons, and in such
proportions, as the law of partition directs. But when he
divests himself of his property in order to make a gift, he
immediately vests it again in the person, be it a stranger
01' otherwise, to whom he delivers the possession. The
transaction is valid if it conforms to the law of gifts.
Now this is really all that was decided by the case of
Bhowanny Oh1t1'n v. Rmnkawnt. The pundits were unanimous that as a partition the transaction was bad. In this
Ra1nka'ltnt
(a.).
, ,

BhowamlY
Churn's case.

(al 2 S. D., 202 (2ii9); ante; 372. See thi" c,!,se discussed by Sir F. ilLtcN
p, 283; per cl(?'ialll, Laks71111Y v. Narasilllha, 3 ilIad, H. C., 42, 48; Wilson;~
,Yorks, v., 76, 88.
(b) 3 Dig., 5,47.
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they were apparently right. They differed as to whether
it ~ould have been invalid for want of possession, if, as a
partition, it had been legal. As to this it may now be
taken that their doubts were unfounded, and that actual
possession is not necessary in order to make a partition
final and binding (§ 495). The Judges of the Sudder
Court accepted their finding that the distribution was
illegal. If so, it could only take effect as a series of gifts.
But viewed in this light it was inoperative, because there
had been no delivery of posse3sion (§ 378). The result l\8suHof c[tses.
would be, that a father under Mitakshara law, in deating
with his self-acquired property, or any other property in
which his sons take no interest by birth, and a father
under Bengal law in dealing with any property, may
distribute it as he likes. If he conforms to the rules
of partition, the transaction will be valid by mutual
agreement, without actual apportionment followed by
possession: but if he does not conform to those rules,
then he must deliver the share to each of the sharers,
so as to make a valid gift to each.
~ 492. A l)3Jrtition mav be l)artial either as regards the Where .00~ly
.)
.J
80111e dlYIde.
persons making it, or the property divided. Anyone coparcener may separate from the others, but no coparcener,
except perhaps the father, can compel the others to become
separate among themselves. A father may separate from
all 01' from some of his sons, remaining joint with the other
sons, or leaving thelll to continue a joint family with each
other (oj. It was stated in two Bengal cases, that where
one brothel' separates from the others, and these continue
to live as a joint family, it must be presumed that there
has been a complete separation of all the brothers, but
that those who continue joint have re-united (el). But
that seems to be merely a question of fact. If nothing
appeared but that one brothel' had taken his share, and
(e) lIIit,l1rshlll'iL. i., 2,

~

«Z) Jllrlllb Chlil/dm'

I'.

2; 'Y. &; B" 665.
.
Bell()dbelim'l'.1I,l Hj:de, 21~; Peta1l1bw' '" Huns7:
Chu.nrlel', 15 Snth" 200; Kesab"am Y. Nanel K/shol'e, 3 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 7,
S, C., 11 i:lnth., 308.
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left the family, while the other brothers continuec1 exactly
as before, it has been helc1 that the proper presumption
would be, that there never hac1 been any severance in
their interests (e). The.T udicial Committee, however,
helc1 in a later case (1900) that the mel'e fact of the
express separation of one coparcener from the family was
followec1 by no presumption as to the conc1ition of the
other members. "An agreement among' the remaining
members of a joint family to remain unitec1 or to re-unite
must be proved like any other fact." The subs8(IUent
conduct of the remaining members in regarc1 to each other
woulc1 of course be important evic1ence as bearing on such
an agreement (j'). It has been suggestec1 by Messrs.
West and Biihler that one Bombay c1ecision (of "\vhich
they c1isapprove) lays down that a grandfather can, by
his will, enforce a state of division among his grandsons.
The ca,se referred to appears to me only to decide, that
property may be devised in such a way that the persons
to whom it is bequeathed, if they take it under the will,
will take it in severalty and not as joint tenants (g).
Such a state of things would be quite consistent with their
remaining undivided in other respects. Whether a grandfather could so bequeath property wonld depend upon the
nature of his interest in it. If it was his O\yn exclusive
property, of course, he could devise it on any terms he
liked. But if it was ancestral property, which would by
law descend to his grandsons as coparceners, I donbt
whether he could by his will compel them to accept it with
the incidents of separate property. The death which
severed his interest, would also, as I imagine, terminate his
power over the property (§ 417). A different case recently
occurred in Madras. A father with three sons by one wife,
and two sons by another, executed a document in his last
illness, directing the property to be divic1edinto three-fifths,
(,l Upelld'ra Nal')'a;", v. Gopeellath, \) ClL!., 817; lJm'13hashymn AY!I({IIIJa1', J.
Sllda'1'8ana.m v. Narasimhllln, 25 il'Ltd., p. 156.
(n 13ala.baJJ v. Rukh11lltoal" 301. A., l~O, p. 136; S. C., ~O Cttl., 725, p. 73(;.
(il) "\'1'. &; n., 195, 666; Laksiwn'iblti v. Gltllpat Mo')'oba., 4 Hom. H. C. (0. C.
J.), lIiO; S. C., on appeal, 5 Bam. H. C. (A. c. J.), 128.
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and two-fifths shares, WIth a small reservation for himself.
The Court founc1 that the document was intenc1ec1 to
operate from its c1ate as an actual severance, /iJ:st, of the
interest of his sons by one wife from that of hIS sons by
another; secondly, of the interest of all his son8 from his
own c1uring his life. N either his eldest son, who was of
age, nor the guarc1ian of his infant sons, were parties. to
the suit. It was helc1 by the Court that the transactlOn
was a partition which altered the status of the sons
though without their consent, by virtue of the special
authority of the father. Jjf'llt7z:nsct'lmny AiyCl)" J., upon a
review of the native authorities, said, "Accorc1ing to the
Hinc1u law it is competent to a father to make a partition
c1uriilg his life, and the partition so made by him binds
his sons, not because the sons are consenting parties to
the arrangement, but because it is the result of a power
conferred on him, though subject to certain restrictions
imposed in the interest of the family. In cases like this
the question is not whether such partition is a contract,
like a partition made among brothers after their father's
c1ecease, but whether it is a legal transaction, concluc1ed in
conformity to the Hindu law" (h).
Even where the c1ivision is, only between certain All must be
pttl'ties to suit.
members of the family, it is necessary, unless in such a
case as that just cited, that all the members shonld be
parties to it, as the interests of all are necessarily affectec1
by the separation of any. Anc1 if the partition is effectec1
by decree of COllrt, all the members must be brought
before the Oourt either as plaintiffs or c1efenc1ants (I).
Where portions of the property are in the hanc1s of
strangers, such as purchasers or mortgagees, whose claims
are c1isputec1 or rec1eemable, they also are propel' and
necessary parties to the suit (k).
§ 4\)3. Every suit for a partition shoulc1 embrace all
(h) KnlllZasa.mi v. DOI'a-isa",i, 2 i\Ittd., 317, Sill.

(i) Na-rasimha. v, Ramchenrlra, 1 Mad. Dec., 5il; Pa/windh v. 11ft. LlichmUllbutt'!!, 12 Sllth" 256.
(k) 8ncZu Y. Ea."" 16 Bom., 608,
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the joint family property (l), unless different portions of
it lie in different jurisdictions, in which case suits may be
brought in the different Courts to which the property is
subject (m); 01' unless some portion of it is at the time
incapable of partition as for instance from being in the
possession of a mortgagee (n); 01' is from its nature
impartible, as a Zemindary governed by the law of
primogeniture (0), 01' is held jointly with strangers to the
family, who have no interest in the family partition and
therefore cannot be made parties to the general suit for
partition (p). And if a member sues for partition of
property in the hands of the defendant, he must bring
into hotchpot any undivided property held by himself,
even though it is out of the jurisdiction of the Oourt, and
thus make a complete and final partition (q). 'Where,
hov,rever, part of the property is out of India it has been
laid down that the Oourt need not require it to be brought
into account (1'). If it were land, it is obvious, that it
would have to be dealt with under a system of law which
would be more properly administered by the Oourts within
whose jurisdiction it is situated. Hence, where there has
been a partition at all, the presumption is that it was a
complete one, and that it embraced the whole of the
family property. Therefore, if property is afterwards
found in the exclusive possession of one member of the
(II ilIann, ix., § 47; D({{(jeeY. TYiltal, Bom ,Sel. Rep., J51; DoslI1·iy.DoSlll'i,
Mud. Dec. of 1061. 86; Rllttllll ilIvllee Y. Emjo ilIoh1l II , 22 Suth., H~0; Nallabliai
v. "llathauhni, 7130111. J-I. C. (A. C. J .). 46; II(!!' ('JlJ'icUIl, "]}hIfO!/(l'Jl Y. ~T(lJ/a.
Mallolia?·,'ib., l78, allil'll1ing 2 W. &- B., Int1'Od., 17, '2nded.; 1"l'imbak,'. Narailan,
11 BOlll. H. 0., 71 ; ShivlI1l1 ria PlJa Y. Virappa, 24 BOI11., 1'28. See pel' Plim,', J.,
Padmall1a'l1i Y. Jagar/am/,a, 6 D. L. R., 140, sed 'I'll. ? Hari<ias Y. PI'Q?! Nath, 12
Cal., 566; JogeJUZ-ro Nnth Y. JllgolJlllldll1l, 14 C"I., 122.
(III) Lntcll1l1ona How Y. Te1·il/luZ Bow, 4 1[,,,1 .. Jur., 241; SlIbba lIall Y. Balila
Ball, ~ Mllcl. H. C" 376; .Jairnlll ,'. AtnU/l'Qlll, 4 Botn., 4::;2; PIIIIClia1l11n
Mnllil'it Y. Sib Gli " 111Iel', ;4 Cal., Sil,,; BnZal'alJl Y. RalJlchalldl'a, 22 Bom., 922;
Abdlll Knl'im Y. Barlnuleell, 28 Mael., '21G.
(II) Paital'avil Y. Au1lillll/la,.'5 ~lu<1. H. C., 4H); Na}'((yal1 Y. PW1[ZUrallg, 12
Bom. H. C., US; KI'istoll{ja \'. Narasill/lian, 23]11u<1" (iOb.
(01 Pa'l'vati Ti'I'III11(//ai, 10 ,lac., 834; Mallikm:illlw Y. Durgn P"asad, 1
Mad., 362; 271. A., 151; S. C., 241\facl., 147.
(p) PWI'I/sliottaln Y. Atma.'l'Oln, 23 Bom" 597.
(IJ) Ram Lochll" Y. RUgllOobul', 15 Snth., 111; Lalljeet Y. Ra,icoomlll', 25
Snth., 353; Hm-; lIm'aYIIII v. Gal1lJatlnl', 7 Bom., 272; pe,' cl/l'iam, '22 Bam.,
p.9:28.
C") Bamachal'ya v. Annntachm'l/n 18 Botu., 3R9.

family, and it is alleged that such property is still. undivided and divisible, the proof of such an allegatlOn rests
upon the party making it (8). But there may be a partial may be partial,
division, of such a nature that the coparcenary ceases as
to some of the property, and continues as to the rest (t).
'Where such a state of things exists, the rights of inheritance, alienation, etc., differ, according as the property
in question belongs to the members in their divided, 01' in
their undivided, capacity ('ll); 01', there may be such a
partition 8$ amounts to an absolute severance of the 01' imperfect,
coparcenary between the members: although the whole 01'
part of the property is for c~n~e~11ence; or other reasons,
left still unapportioned, and m ]omt enjoyment. In that
case, the interest of each member is divided, though tl~e
property is undivided. That interest, therefore, WIll
descend and mav be dealt with, as separate property (v).
Or, lastly, there ~~ay be a partition and c1istribu.tio~ which
is intended to be final, but some part of the famIly property m~y have been overlooked, or fraudulently. ke.pt 01' mistaken.
out of sight. In such a case, when th~ p~ope:ty IS ~1Scovered it will be the subject of a fresh d1stnbutlOn, bemg
divided' amono'b the persons who were parties to
the ori.
gina1 partition, 01' their representatives; that IS, among
the persons to whom each portion would h.ave. des.cend~d
as separate property (10). But the former chstnbutlOl1 Wlll
not be opened up again (x). Oonversely, where through
a mistake as to, 01' ignorance of the title, property has been
(s) Na1'aynl! v. Nan({ Manohar, 7 B0111. H. C. (A. c .. J.), 153.
(t) Ace. Ka,1111118a,lII;' Y. Doraisuw;', :1 Ma,d., 324; p~1' Cl~l'~a.'n, 4 1\1; 1. A.! ~6~.
H' 'h Court of Bengal seems to think tHat a partIal cl,YISlOl1l1la, 1,e effect A
b ":l'l',~~,gelllent but 110t by snit. Hcullia Ghll'l'/1 Y. ](1';pn, 5 Cal., 474; Muthn,
8~""iY. Nallakll1anthu, ~8 ilIltrl., 418; Gavl'~ SI/[I',"kn,·Y. Atllla'I'am; 18,Bo~n., ~1l.
(Il) Patn; Mal Y. Ray M[wohm', 5 S. D., 349 (,,10); Ma~C1l-11(~(/S [. Gunpa~1 no,
Perry's O. C., 143; W. &; B., 344, 345, 702; F. 1\IaeN., 46; 2 Stm. H. L., 387

TI

1 W: 1\iacN., 53.

i

A 75 S C S S tl (P C) 1 •
Iv) Appovie>·Y. Balna Subbai'lInll, 111\1. 1. .,
; . . , • U 1.(p·C '3"!
B~wlln PeJ'8(l[l v. Radh(( Beeby, 41\i. 1. A., 137, 168; S. C,! 7 Sut J1. D' ':.0'
Na,m,yan Y. LakshmiAml11nl, 3 Mad. H. C., 289; Devam.!a Un Y.
evmaJa,
7 1\iysol'e, 23.
. 9 §
3 D
Bl
.'jj ~ 1 3' V
(IV) Manu, ix., § 21B; 1\Iitalrsham, 1., , 1 - ; aya lag"'! Xl."
-,
•
]\1 ' 'Y 6 ~ 3' Lachman Y. Sa'll1Oal, 1 AJI., 543; a.nte ~ 444 .. See as to
en~~,;.g~n;~nt' sJ;a~e, w~lere a c?pareener dies after deeree anel pendmg appeal.
Snkha1'n1n y, Hnl't Knshna, 6 B,?lll., 113.
(x) Daya Bhaga, xiii., § 6; 3 DIg., 400.
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handed over to one member for his sha1'e,which afterwards turns out to belong to a stranger, 01' to be char fred
for his benefit, the person who h~s received such prope:'ty
will be entitled to compensation out of the shares of the
others (y), vVhere, however, the whole scheme of distribution is fraudulent, and especially where it is in fraud of
~ ~ninor, it will be absolutely set aside, unless the person
ll1.Jured has acquiesced in it, after full knowledge that it .
was made in violation of his rights (z),

§ 49'1. vVhere a stranger to the family acquires a title to
a portion of the family property, by purchase 01' under an
e~ecution, he is entitled to be placed in possession jointly
WIth tl~e other members. If he is not satisfied with joint
possessIOn, and desires the exclusive possession of a partic~llar portion of the property, his remedy is by suit to compel
Ius vendor to come to a partition. and so give him an
absolute title. But he cannot demand a partition mel'ely
as to the pOl'tion over which he has a claim. The vendor
must bave a complete and final partition, so that all the
family accounts may be taken against hi111, and all the
othel' membel's of the family must be made parties to the
suit (§ 355). 'Where the land to be partitioned is in
possession of a tenant the shares may be allotted subject
to the tenancy undel' Oiv. P.O., s. 264 (a). 'Whel'e the
suit fol' partition is brought by other members of the
family, in ordel' to get rid of the joint possession of the
stranger, it has been held by the Madras High Oourt that
the suit may be limited to their share in the particular
parcel offamily property which had been sold (b). On the
other hand the Oalcutta High Oourt has l'uled that in this
~ase, as~n all others, the suit must be one for a complete
(y) 111al'l/ti ". Rama, 21 Bom., 333~ Laksh;'an ,:~Gc);;,z23 B~n-3sr,-
(z)" Vl'lhaspati, 3 Dig., 399; Jlfanu, ix., ~ 47; Daya BIlHga, ~iii., § 5; 'Mac1': Dec
of 1~.)9, 84; Jio7'O Vwhvanath y. Ganesh, 10 Bom. H. C., 444.
.
(a, Up/JaJa l!aghavq v. U. Ramanuja, 26 Mad., 78.
y
19(bll O{''''2''g7,sal ln a" y. S,"1'ya, 5 lYlad., 196; Subj'((.mcwya v. Plldmanabha,
. r at.,
. In a.n e?,rher Case the same Court ha(l held that the 1'0 Jer

lemedy WilS for the obJectlllg members to SUe f01' ejectment joining '1S defm;dai,ts
any othernwmbers
y Laks7.
lIiad., 98.unrler whom the stranger claiined title'·' ]7en~·a""·ya
'01
.
/.

'l)wYlJa., 16
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partition, and that this is not a more technical objection,
becanse on partition of the whole of the joint family pl'Operty, the whole land so alienated by. a single member
might fall entirely to the share of the ailenor (c). vVhere
the dispute is wholly between strangers to the family, each
of whom claims against the othel' an intel'est in the family
pl'operty, they can sue to obtain possession of their own
interests without claiming a general partition (el). 'IV-here
the suit is by one member of the family to assert his right
to joint possession against the wrongful acts of other
members, no suit for a partition is necessary. Ho has a
right to remain, and to enjoy the l'ights appropl'iate to, a
copal'cener (e).
~ 495. FOURTH.-As to what constitutes a partition, it How effeoted.
is ~mdisputed that it may be effected without any instrument in writing' (f). Numerous cil'cumstances are set out
by the native writel's as being mOl'e or less conclusive of a
partition having takon place, such as separate food, dwelling, or worship ; separate enjoyment of the property;
separate income and expenditure; business transactions
with each other, and the like (g). But all these circumstances are merely evidence, and not conclusive evidence,
of the fact of partition. Partition is a new StcdllS, which
can only arise whel'e pel'sons, who have hitherto lived in Intent!on
.
:] tlmt th'
:] 't'IOn as coparcenel's essentlal.
copal'cenal'Y, Intencl
ell' conw
shall cease. It is not sufficient that they should alter the
mode of holding theil' pl'operty. They must alter, and
intend to alter, theil' title to it. They must cease to
become Joint ownel'S, and become separate owners (Jz).
(e) Koe/' Jja.S/IUlt v. 81/1/.(lel' Das, U Cttl., 396.
(tl) SlIbba'/'azn Y. Yellkcda'l'(iillam, 15 iliad., 234.
(_) Ba./J/CliaI1l71'(/'. Klish; ',0. Da.lllodl/(/'I', 20 Bom., 467.
(f) Pe'l' CI/'I'ialll, Rewan Pdl'scul. \'. Bwlha Beeby,". M. I: A., 168; S. C., 7
Snth. (P. C.), iJ5. See as to Ulll'eglstcl'ed deeds of pUl·tltlOlllll iliad1'as, Act II

of 1884.
.
(q) Nt1md,t, xiii., § 36-43; i\litlt\rsilam, ii., J2; D"ya Blwga, xiv.; 3 Dlg.,
407-429; 2'V. MacN., 170, '1. See .HIl'l'ish Chw"lel' Y. 111akllOda, 17 Snth., 564;
jjfnl'a'l'i Vit7l/~ji Y. 1111lknllll Shivajz, 15 Bom., 201; BCLIn Lally. Devi. Dat, 10
All.,490.
. "
..
As to the offect of sep"mte performance of l'ehglOus rItes, see Goldstucke1',
Administration of Hin(lu bw, 53.
(h) lITe1'e petitions 01' declarations of intention &re not sufficient. MaoMa
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And as, on the one hand, the mel'e cessel' of commonsality
and joint WOl'shi p, the existence of separa te transac ti ons (i),
the division of income (k), 01' 'the holding of land in
separate portions (l), do not establish pal'tition, unless sl1ch
a condition was adopted with a view to pal'tition ('In); so,
on the other hand, if the membel's of the family have once
agre.ed to become separate in title, it is not necessal'Y that
Apportionment they should pl'oceed to a physical separation of the'
unnecessal'Y'
pal'ticulal' pieces of their pl'operty. "If thel'ebe a convel'sion of the joint tenancy of an undivided family into a
tenancy in common of the membel's of that undivided
family, the undivided family becomes [} divided family
with l'eference to the propel'ty that is the subject of
that agl'eement, and that isa separation in interest
and in right, although not immediately followed by
a de/acto actual division of the subject-mattel'. This
may, at any time, be claimed by yirtue of the sepal'ate
l'ight " (n). And in provinces governed by the Mitakshara,
if a bl'othel' so divided should die befol'e actual separation
of the pl'opel'ty, his vvidow would succeed to his share (0),
On the same principle a decl'ee fol' a partition dissolves the
joint tenure from its date; and it does so equally, although
the suit was not in tel'ms a suit fol' pal'tition, pl'ovided the
relief given is inconsistent with the continuance of the
Keslzee v. OOll1aulltfi/, 14 Suth., 31; S. 0.,8 B. L. R., ilD~, note. Some overt
act is necessary, pel' Bha.,hya.ln AY!lan,ga1', 25 Mad.~ p. 156.
(i) Bewul1 Pel'sall Y. Ra(lcla Beevy, 'l:ilL 1. A., 16b; S. C., 7 Sath. IP. C.), 35;
Neelkisto Deb Y. Bee'I'Chunde1', 12 ill. I. A., 540; S. C., 3 D. To. ll. (1'. C.), 13;
S. C. 12·Suth. (P.O.), 21; AlIllndee Y. Khedoo, 14 M. 1. A., 412; S. 0., 18
Suth:, 69; Ohowdh!/ Ganesh Y. Mt. Jew(wh, 811. A., 10; 8. 0 .. 31 C,,1., 262;
Ohhabila v. Jadavbai, 3 Bam. H. O. (0. C. J.), 87; Na1·)·a.ina v. Veem·mghava.,
Mad. Dec. of 1855, 230; Ga1'ika.pati Y. Sildam, Mad. Dec. of 1861, 101;
K1'istnappa Y. Ball1asawl11Y, 8 ilIad. H. C., 25.
(k) SOl1atlln Bysaek Y. Jllgguisooncl'l'ee, 8 ilL I. A., 66.
.
(l) Rllnjeet Y. Koo01', 1 I. A., 9; Ambika Y. Sllkhll1am., 1 All., 437; V/1'(iVC;:'J'(l
Tlzod1'(i'1n1I1al v. V. T. S/t1'!la. Na1·(iya.na., 24 I. A., 1Hl; S. 0., 20 ilIad., 206;
Gajenda1' Y. Sm'd(w Singh, Ib All., 176.
(m) Bmn Kissen Y. Sheonllndun (P.O.), 23 Bath., 412.
(n) Appoviel' Y. Ba.ma. Subbaiycin, 11 1I. 1. A .. 75 ; S. C., 8 Suth. (P. C.), J ;
SII1'alle>!'i Y. Su.m.1Ieni, 13 'Ii. r. A., 113; S. 0., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 40; D001·ga.
Pe"sha(Z Y. :Mt. K7I1I(7.lIn, 1 1. A., 55; S. 0., J3 B. L. R., 235; S. 0.,21 Sath.,
214: Ba.lkishen Y. Bam Na.1'a.in, 301. A., 139; S. C., 30 Cal., 738; Babaji Y.
](asli-iba:i, 4 BOln., 1m; Asha.bai v. Haji Tyeb, 9 Bom., Ill; T~I Pro tal' Y.
Ohampakalle, 12 Cal., 96: AdiDeo Y. Dllk}/(i1'a.n, 5 All., 532; Anant Ba.Za.cha.rya
Y. Damodha.,· Makll1/(7., 13 Bam., 25.
(0) Gaja.pathi Y. Ga.)a.pa.thi, 13 M. T. A., 497; S. C., 6 B. IJ. R., 202; 14 Suth.
(P.0.),33.
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joint intel'est (p). An award, which is equivalent to a
final judgment, has the same effect (q). And anyarrangement by which one membel' of the family abandons his
rights to a shal'e amounts to a partition in respect to the
property so abandoned, even though he takes no specific
portion in its place (1').

§ 496. REUNION among copal'ceners, though pl'ovided Rari~y of
. 0 f very l'are occurrence. S'
F . reumon.
for by t 1Ie tex t -b 001rs, IS
I 1l'
MacN aghten states that the Pundits of the Supreme
Court of Bengal told him that no instance of the sort had
ever fallen within theil' knowledge, nor had he himself
ever met with a case (s). It is obvious that the same
reasons which make partitions more fl'equent will tend to
remove all motives fOl' reunion.
The leading text on this subject is that of Vrihaspati. Who may
"He who being once separated dwells again thl'ough reunite.
affection with his fa.thel', brothel', or paternal uncle, is
termed reunited." This text is interpreted litel'ally by
the JYiitakshara, and the authol'ities of Southel'll India
and Bengal, as excluding reunion with other relations,
such as a. nephew, cousin, Ol' the like (t). The writel's of
the Mithila school, take these words, not as imp0l'ting a
limitation, but as offel'ing an example. Vachespati says,
"The fil'st principle of reunion is the common consent
of both the parties; and it may either be with the coheirs
or with a strangel' after the pal'tition of wealth" ('It). The
(1') Joy Na.min Y. Grish Oh'U"del',.5 I, A., 228; S. C' 1 4 Oal., 434; l1£llclit
Na.1'CiYW/V. Bnn,gla.l, 29 Cal., 797; OhuZmnbcI1'Cl1nY. GOlt!'t, 61. A., 177; S. <?,2
Mad., 83; Lakslmwn v. Nm'ayan, 24 Bam., 152; Ba1nPe1'8ha.cl Y. La.khpa.h, 30
T. A., 1; S. 0.,30 Oal., 23] ; S/ibba.1'(lya v. :Ma.nika., 19l\lad., 345. The Bombay

Hio<h Oourt holds that a decree for partition does not operate as a severance so
long as it remains undor appeal. Sakha.ram v. Bari K1·islma., 6 Bam., 113.
As to when", decree becomes complete, see Jotin(Zra. Y. Bejoy, 3!! Oal., 483.
(q) K1'ishna Pa.ncZa. Y. Balm'mn, 19 Mad., 290; Sllbbc('l'aya Y. Sa.dasiva., 20
Mad., 490.
(1') Ba.lk1'ishna. Y. Sa.Vit1·iba.i, 3 130m., 54; Pm·ia.smni Y. Peria.sa.mi, 51. A.,
61' S. C. 1 Mad., 312; but see Appa. P.illa.y Y. B'inga. Pilla.y, 6 Maa., 71, where
a r~nunci~tion by one member of all his interests in the f"")lily property was
heldnat to be a partition, anel to be invalid as a canlract.
(s) F. MacN., lq?
..
...
..
(t) MitakBI1[lra, lI., 9, § 3; Sml',t, ChandrIlra, Xll., ~ 1; Daya Bhaga, Xll" § 3,
4; D. IC S., Y., § 4. See 30 1. A., p. 150; S. 0., 30 Cal., p, 753.
('6) Viyar1a Ohintamani, 301 ; D. K. S., v., § 5.
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Mayukha agrees ~.vith him so far as to hold that other
persons besides those named by Vrihaspcdi may reunite;
for instance, " a wife, a paternal g'l'andfather, a brother's
grandson, a paternal uncle's son, and the rest also." But
it re3tricts the reunion to the persons who made the first
partition (v). This view is followed in Bombay, where it
has been held" that the meaning of the passage of Vrihaspa# which is the foundation of the law, is, that the
reunion must be made by the parties, 01' some· of them,
who made the separation. If any of their descendants
think fit to unite, they may do so; but such a union is not
a reunion in the sense of the Hindu law, a'nd does not
affect the inheritance" (w). No such limitation is to be
found. in any of the other early writers, who only mention reunion with reference to the law of inheritance.
Dr. Mayr looks upon it as an innovation which grew out
of a feeling that it was unjust that a man, by reunion with
distant relations, should disappoint the claims of those
who would otherwise have succeeded to him in the event
of his dying without issue (x).
Evidence.

§ 497. As the presumption is in favour of union until a
partition is made out, so after a partition the presumption
would be against a reunion. To establish it, it is necessary
to show, not only that the parties alreltdy divided lived or
traded together, but that they did so with the intention of
thereby altering their stcdtts, and of forming a joint estate
will all its usual incidents (y). The circumstance that one
of the dividing parties, being a minor, continued to live on
in apparent union with his father, would not be conclusive,
or I should imagine, even p1'i1n{~ facie evidence of a
reunion (z). Where after a partition between four brothers,
(v) V. May., iv., 9, § 1.
(to) Vishv!Ulath v. K1'ishnaji, 3 Born. H. C., (A. C. J.), 69; Lakshmibai v.
Ganpat Mm'oba, 4 Bom, H. C. (0. C. J.), 166.
(x) Mayr, 130.
(y) 3 Dig., 512; Smriti Chandrika, xii., § 2; P·l'ankisheJn'. Mothoom?nohu1I,
10 M. 1. A., 403; S. C., 4 Suth. (P. C.), 11; GopaZ v. Kellam",. 7 Suth., 35;
Ram HU1'ee v. T1'ihee Ram. 7 B. L. R:, 336; s. C., 15 Suth., 442.
(z) Kltta Bully v. Knta Ohudappa, 2 Mad. H. C., 235.
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ihree ltgreed that their shares should be kept joint, ltnd
that the eldest shouldlllltnage the estate, but with incidents
unsuited to an ordinary coparcenltry, it was held that no
reunion was effected and that the senior managei as a
trustee, and not as the managing member of a joint
family (Ct).
The effect of a reunion is simply to replace the re-uniting Its effect.
.coparceners in the same position as they would have been in
if no partition had taken place. But with regard to rights
.of inheritance, there seems to be some distinction between
coparceners in a state of original union, and of reunion.
'These will be discussed hereafter (§ 586).
(a) Satl'lwlie?'l,t Ramabhadl'a v. 8. Virabadh"a, 26 1. A., 167; S. C., 22l1-Iad.,
470.
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P1"incipZes Of Success'ian in Case of MaZes.
Inheritttnce
assnmeaseparate
property.

§ 498. VVE have now reached that point in the c1eve1opmen t 0 f H'meI u 1aw m
. w 1llC
. 11 I n h entance,
.
proper1y so
called, becomes possible. So long as the joint family
continued in its original purity, its property passed into
.the hands of successive owners, but no recipient was in
any sense the heir of the previous possessor (~270). The
Bengal law made considerable inroads upon this system
by allowing the share of each member to pass to his own
direct heirs or assignees, and in this manner even to pass
out of the family (a). But the rule of survivorship still
governed the devolution of the share where a coparcener
left no neal' heirs, and determined its amount. vVhen,
however, property came to belong exclusively to its possessor, either as being his own self-acquisition, or in consequence of his having separated himself from all his
coparceners, or havmg become the last of the coparcenary,
then it passed to his heir properly so-called. It must
always be remembered, that the law of Inheritance applies
exclusively to property which was held in absolute
severaJty by its last male owner. His heir is the person
who is entitled to the property, whether he takes it at
once, or after the interposition of another estate. If the
next heir to the property of a male is himself a male, then
he becomes the head of the family, and holds the property
either in severalty 01' in coparcenary (§ 268) as the case
may be. At his death the devolution of the property is
traced from him. But if the property of a male descends
to a. female, she does not, except in Bombay, become a
(a) Ante § 474, 479.
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fresh stock of descent. At her death it passes not to her
heirs, but to the heirs of the last male holder. And if
that heir is also a female, at her death, it reverts again to
the heir of the Same male, until it ultimately. falls upon a
male who can himself become the starting point for a
fresh line of inheritance (b).
§ 499. The right of succession under Hindu law is a ~ucc8ssion never
right which vests immediately on the death of the owner III ttbeyance.
·of the property (c). It cannot under any circulllstances
remain in abeyance in expectation of the birth of a
preferable heir, not conceived at the time of the owner's
,death. A child who is in the mother's womb at the time
,of the death is, in contemplation of law, actually existing,
,and will, on his birth, devest the estate of any person
with a title inferior' to his own, who has taken in the
meantime (el). So, under certain circumstances, will a
;8on who is adopted after the death (e). But in no other
case will an estate be devested by the subsequent birth of
,[1 person who would have been a preferable heir if he had
been alive at the time of the death (j). And the
rightful heir is the person who is himself the next-ofkin at that time. Noone can claim through or under
any other person ,yho has not himself taken. Nor is
he disentitled because his ancestor could not have
,claimed. For instance, under certain circumstances a
daughter's son would be heir, and would transmit the
whole estate to his issue. But if he died before his grandfather, his son would never take. So, again, a sister's son
(b) See this subj."ct discussed, post § 609, et seq.
(e) Retirement into a religions life, when absolute, !lmounts to civil deltth;
1 Stra.. H. L., 185; 2 Dig., 525; V. DtHp., 10. As to the ])l'esumption that death
h"s toJren place, see Act I of 1872, ~ 107, lOS [Evidence]e
(d.) Pel' ewri.a>n, 'I'agore v. Tag01'e, 9 B. L. R., 397: S. C., 18 Suth., 359;
Lnkhi v. Bhnil'ab, 5 S. D., 315 (369); Bm'ogah v. Nubokissel1, Sev., 238.
(e) Ante ~ 184--191.
(f) Au/im. v. B~iai, 6 S. D., 224 (278); Kesnb v. Bishnope)'sall/Z, S. D. of
1860, ii., 340; Bamasoondll?'!/ v. Annl1/l, 1 Suth., 353; Kalidas v. K"is7/an, 2
B. L. R. (F. B.). 103; Gordandas v. Bai Rameoover, 26 Bom., p. 467. These
'cases must he t!lken, as overruling others which will be found at 2 W. -MacN.,
S'!, 98; Mt. Solnkhna y. Ramdolnl, 1 S. D., 324 (434); Pran N/dh v. Ra,jah
.{}OVilUl, 5 S. D., 46 (50); SnmboehwuZe?' v. Gnn,ga, 6 S. D., 234 (291), and note.
See, however, K1'ishna v. Sami, 9 j)I.\d., 64, post § 599.
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will inherit in certain events, though his mother would
not inherit. And the son of a leper 01' a lunatic, 01' of a
son who has been disinherited for some lawful cause, will
inherit, though his father could not (g).
§ 500. The principle upon which one person succeeds to
another is generally stated to depend on his capacity for
benefiting that person by the offering of funeral oblations.
As the Judicial Committee remarked in one case; "There
is in the Hindu law so close a connection between their
religion and their succession to property that the preferable
right to periorm the slwadh is commonly viewed as governing also the preferable right to succession of property;
and, as .a general rule, they would be expected to be found
in union" (h). I have already (§ 9) suggested that this
principle, while universally true in Bengal, is by no means
such an infallible guide elsewhere. The question is not
only most interesting as a matter of history, but most
important as determining practical rights. I shall, therefore, proceed to examine the principles which determine the
order of succession both under the Daya Bhaga and the
Mitakshara. In this enquiry I shall reverse the usual
order, and examine first the modern, 01' Bengal, system (i).
When we have seen what is the logical result of the
doctrine of religious effICacy, it will be easier to ascertain
how far that doctrine can be applicable under a system
where no such results are admitted.
§ 501. A Hindu lbay present three distinct sorts of
---_.-

-_._-----------

Cq) See pc)' Hollowa,!!, J., Olwlika,ni Y. SIl1'a,neni, 6 iliac1. H. C., 287 288'
BalMishna, v. Sa,vit1'ibai, 3 Bam., 54, anc1 post ~ 533, 564, 575, 599.
'
,
(h) Soo)'eJ1(11'011ath Y. Mt. Hcera-manee, 12 ili. I. A., 96; S. 0., 1 B. L. R.
(P. C.), 26; S. C., 10 Suth. (P. C.),35; seetoope1'Cll1';mi1, Ka,tamaNatchim·y.
Baja,h of Sh'ivagllll.q(l, 9lVI. 1. A., 610; S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), 81; Ncclkisto Deb
v. BC81'chunde?', 12 ili. I. A., 541; S. C., 3 B. L. R. (P. C.), 13; S. C., 12 Suth.
(P. C.), 21; Tngon Y. Tagon, 9 B. L. R., 39£; S. C., IS Buth. 359.
U) ~'h e whole doctrine of religious efficacy has been most elabo;'ately discussec1,
especlally by the late ilir. Justice DWa.?·kana,l1th Mitt81', in some c1ecisions
01 the Bengttl High Court, to which I shall frequently refer. A'lJwita, Y.
La,khina1'ayan, 2 B. L. R. (F. B.), 2S; S. C., Sub 1101l1'inc, OI1l1·it v. Lllckhee
Namin, 10 Buth. (F. B.), 76; GU1'1' v. AnwuZ, 5 B. L. R., 15; S. C., 13 Suth.
(F.B.),49; Gobin'Z v. Mahesh, 15 B.L.R, 35; S. C., 23 Suth., Jl7: see also
V. N. lliancllik, Introc1uction, xxxyi., Hnc1 p, 345. A very full [tccount of hhe
whole system of Shradhs will be found in lVIr. Rltjln11nar Sarvac1hilmri's Lectures,
pp.73-128.
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offering to his deceased ancestors; either the entire funeral
cake, which is called an undivided oblation, 01' the fragments of that cake which remain on his hands, and are
wiped off it, which is called a divided oblation,. or a mere
libation of water. The entire cake is offered to the three
immediate paternal ancestors, i.e., father, grandfather,
and great-grandfather. The wipings, 01' lepa, are offered
to the three paternal ancestors next above those who
receive the cake, 'i.e., the persons who stand to him in the
fourth, fifth, and sixth degree of remoteness. The
libations of water are offered to paternal ancestors ranging
seven degrees beyond those who receive the lepa, 01'
fourteen degrees in all from the offerer; some say as far as
the family name can be traced. The generic name of
sap'inda i; sometimes applied to the offerer and his six Sttpindo"
.
im111echate
ancestors, as h e ane1 a 11 0 f these are connec t e d Sakulyo"
Samanoc1o,lro,.
by tl~e same cake, 01' pinclct. But it is more usual to limit
the term sapincla to the offeror and the three who
received the entire cake (k). He is called the s([knlya of
thoseto whom he offers the fragments, and the sa1nanodaka
of those to whom he presents mere libations of water (l).
Now, upon first reading this statement, one would suppose
the theory of descent to be this: that a deceased owner was
relatec1 in a primary and special degree to persons in the
three grades of descent next below himself; in a secondary,
anc1less special degree to persons in the three grarles below
the former three; and in a still more remote manner to a
third class of persons extending to the fourteenth degree~
(k) This na,Tower signification seems to be unknown to the iliitaksh~ra, see
post § 510, note. This distinction is expressly stuted by Bamlhayantt (1., 5,11,
§ 9, 10) ltS follows :-" The grcat-grltndfa~her,. the ~mndfather, the fttther, oneself the uterme hl'others the son hy a WIfe of e'luttl rank, the granc1son anc1 the
gre~t-granc1s()n-these th~y c[tll Saplndas, but no~ the gr~at-granc1son's 80n-tt11(1
u,lllongst these a son and a son's son together WIth then' father are shil,Tel'S of
an undivic1ec1 oblation. The sharers of dividec1 oblations they call Sttlmlyas."
Rl1ghunandana, after explaining this passage, sttys thttt " this relationship of
Sapinc1a \extenc1ing no furtheT th"n the fourth c1egree) as well as tlu,:t of S",ku~yas,
is propounded relatively to inheritullce. But relatively to.ll10l11'ulng, nut}:rluge,
"nc1 the like, those too that partake of the remnants of oblatlOns ttre c1enon11nat8(1
Sapin2u.s, " xi.! 8.
.
(l) lVlanu, iii., § 122-125, 215, 216; Y., § 60; ix., § 186, 187; Bauc1hayana, 1., 5,
§ 1 ; Daytt Bhttga, xi., 1, ~ 37-42; Vil'ltl11 it. , .P' 154, ~ 11; Colebrooke, Essttys
(eel. 1858),90,101-117; Bni Devkon Y. Amnt1'am, 10 Bom., 372.
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descent. But the actual theory is much more complicated.
In the first place, sapindaship is mutual. He who receives
offerings is the sapinda of those who present them to him,
and he who presents offerings is the sapinda of the person
who receives them. Therefore, every man stands as the
centre of seven persons, six of whom are his sapindas,
though not all the sapindas of each other. He is equally
the sapinda of the three above, and of the three below
him. Further, a deceased Hindu does not merelv benefit
by oblations which are offered to himself. He al~o shares
in the benefit of oblations which are not offered to him at
all, provided they are presented to persons to whom he
was hi111se1£ bound to offer them while he was alive. As
Mr. Justice JJiitteJ' said: "If two Hindus are bound dmino"
b
the respective terms of their natura,l life to offer funeral
oblations to a common ancestor, 01' ancestors, either of
them would be entitled aHer his death to participate in
the oblations offered by the survivor to that ancestor 01'
ancestors; and hence it is that the person who offers those
oblations, the person to vvhom they are offered, and the
person who participates in them, are recognized as sapindas
of each other "(m).
§ 502. The sapindas just described are all agnldes. that
is, persons connected with each other by an unbroken line
of male descent. But there are other sapindas who are
cognates, 01' connected by the female line. The only
definition of the cognate, 01' bancZhll (if it may be called
one), in the Mitakshara, is contained in ii., 5, § 3, last
clause: "For bkinna-gotJ'c(' sapincZas are indicated by the
term bancZhu," 01', as Nfl'. Colebrooke translates it, "For
kinsmen sprung from a different family, but connected by
funeral oblations (n), are indicated by the term cognate."

(?l/) GI!1'1(, v. Anand, 5 B. L. R, 39; S. C., 13 Suth. (If. B.) 49 citing Day,\
Bhaga, Xl., 1, ~ ~Ol. See too the Nil'llaya Sindhu, citec1 A1n1·ita,:. L;lkhilla1'a;yan,
2 B. L. H. (~. B.l, 34; S.
10 Sutl!. (F. B.), 76, and 1)81' j\fitter, J., in S. C.,
2 B. L. R (F. B.), 32; 3 DIg., 453.
. (n). It will be "een he~eltfte~' that it is 1110re tlmn cloubtfnl whether Vi.inanesyal'Et
111 us~ng the term sa1nl/cia mtended to refer to funel'lLI oblations "t all.
See
post § 510-518.
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'The definition given by Jimuta Vahana is fuller: " Therefore a kinsman, whether sprung from the family of the
deceased, though of different male descent, as his own
,daughter's son, 01' his father's daughter's son, 01' sprung
from a different family, as his maternal uncle or the like,
being allied by a' common funeral cake, on account of
-their presenting offerings to three ancestors in the
paternal and the maternal family of the deceased owner,
is a sapinda" (0). Now, the mode in which cognates
,come to be connected with the agnates by funeral oblations
is by means of that ceremony which is called the Pa,J"vanc(, P:ll'van[L
· ·IS one 0 f tl1e pl'lnClpa
. . l 0 f tl1e senes
. 0 f Shmdh.
Sh1'({cZh, an d vI' 1Hch
offerings to the dead. " This ceremony consists in the
presentation of a certain number of oblations, namely,
.one to each of the first three ancestors in the paternal line
.and maternal lines respectively; 01', in other words, to the
father, the grandfather, and the great-grandfather in the
one line, and the maternal grandfather, the mat3rnal
great-grandfather and the maternal great-great-grandfather in the other" (p). This would give one explanation
of the texts which state that sapindaship does not extend
·on the side of the father beyond the seventh degree, and
on the mother's side beyon'd the fifth (q). The sapinda
who offers a cake as bancZh'li is the fifth in descent from
the most distant maternal ancestor to whom he offers it.
Now, on the principle of participation already stated, any
bancllm who offers a cake to his maternal ancestors will be
the sapinda, not only of those ancestors, but of all other
persons whose duty it was to offer cakes to the same
ancestors. But the maternal ancestors of A may be the
::paternal or maternal ancesters of B, and in this manner
I

tIi
II
:1

(0) D. Bh., xi., 6, § 19; tmnsl"t"d by 1\[1'. Justice j]Iitte'l', 6 C"l., 263.
(1') Pe?' 1\11'. Justice MUte/" G,lI·l. v. Anancl, 5 B. 1J. R, 10; S. C., 13 Suth.
(F. B.), 19; D""" Bhag", xi., 6, § 13, 19; lYLenu, ix., ~ 132; B Dig., 165, no.te by
ColeLl'ooke. It will Le observed that the patel'n,,1 ancestors are counteclll1clu,siYe of the f •• tiler; the maternal "xelusiye of the lllother. See to Dattak"
Mimams", iv., ~ 72, note by Sutherland.
(q) Vrihat l\iann, citecl D ••ttalm lVIimams[1" yi., § 9; Gant[1,llla, lb., § 11;
Y"jnavalkya, i., § 53. It is more pl'ob"hle, however, that the ol'iginal texts
simply statlld an arbitrary rule as to the degree of affinity which excluded
intel'mal'l'iag·e. See post § 510.
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A will be the bandlltl, or ~hinna-got},(t sctpinclct of B, both
being under an obligation to offer to the same persons (r).
Relationship to
females.

Females.

§ 503. Lastly.-Although here I am anticipating the
next chapter, a man is the sapinda of his mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother for a double reason; first,.
because they become part of the body of their respective
husbands, and next, because the cakes which are offered to.
a man's male ancestors are also shared in by their respective wives (s). And so the wife is the sapinda of her
husband; both as being the surviving half of his body, and
because, in the absence of male issue, she performs the
funeral obsequies (t).
~'"~

Tables of
descent.

Rence thf3 table of descents "vill stand as follows:,

Saklllyas

.

Males
(nglllttes)
Gotraja
sapi1ldas.

+"

""

Dhinlla-gotl'<L

I

Females

\ @
M

Bltndhus
(cognates)

great-great-grtLndfather

'-----------,

great-gl;andfather

granilf,tther
,_ -

_-----.1_ _ _ - ,

father

,-_----'._--,

uncle

greltt-great-uncle
-,
great-uncle
'------,

L _ _ _ _ -,

brothel'

OWNEIt

~-----,
"------,
son
daughter
nephmv
1

grandson
1

1

son

great-grandson
1
great-great-grH ndson

son

son

I

grandson

'--------,

I

~

~
~
>Q

§ 504. This will all be made clearer by reference to the
accompanying diagrams. The OWNER, who is called in the _
Daya Bhaga the middlemost of seven, is the sapindct of his

r-

8-

(.:§-§

(of different ("mily)

-,

e

>Q

Samhllnclnkas

_ _ _ _~I_ _ _ _ _~,

,

~

------'-'1------'

8apitldilB

Gotl.'ajn
(of the same family)

r:'

grandson

grandnephew
1

great grandnephew

own son, grandson, and great-grandson, because they offer
(1') For instance the daughter's son of A's grandson is u bhi1l1w-.qo!1·". sapinda
of the greut-grellt-gmndson of the same A. llfanik C7/nnrl v. Jagat Sattam\
17 Cal., 518.
(s) Manu, ix., § 45; Dnya Bhoga, xi .. 6, ~ 3; 3 Dig., 519, 598, 625; Colebrooke,
Essays, 116; Lallubhai v. llfa.nkuva.·}'bai, 2 Bam., 420, 440, 445.
(t) Mitalrshara, ii., 1, § 5, 6; Vivuch, Chintamani, 290.
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ancestors of the owner. For instance, the sister's son, in
ac1dition to the oblations which he presents to his own
father, etc., presents oblations to the three ancestors of
his own mother , who are also the three ancestors of the ilalldhus
ex ,
pm·te paterna.
owner. The aunt's son presents them to two, and the
grandaunt's son to one of his three ancestors. These
persons, therefore, all come within the definition of
banclhus, as being persons of a differentfamily, connected
by funeral oblations, though wlth different degrees of
religious merit. But the great-grandaunt's son is not a
banclh'll, because the ancestors to whom he presents cakes
are the sakillyas only of the owner. Following out the
same principle, it will be seen that the grandsons by the
female line of the uncle and the granduncle, of the brother
anc1 the nephew, are all banclh'lls. But the son of the
grandnephew's daughter is not a bandh'll. Similarly, in
the descending line, the sons of the owner's daughter,
grandc1aughter, and great-granddaughter are bancZlws, as
they all present cakes to himself. But the offerings made
by the son of his great-great-granddaughter donot reach as
f~r as the owner, and therefore he is not a banclhll. It will
be observed that the above pedigree always stops with the
son of the female relation. The reason of this will be seen
on referring to the smaller pedigree in the same sheet.
The grandson of the owner's daughter will present cakes to
his own paternal ancestors, that is, to the owner's grandson,
and to X and Y, and also to his own maternal ancestors,
that is, to B, 0, and D. But none of these are persons
t~ whom the owner is bounc1 to make oblations, and five
of them are complete strangers to him. And so, of course,
it is in every other similar case.
§ 506. The banclh'lls em pw·te mccternC6 will be found in Balldhus ex
.
'ff f
h
. td
'b d pa.rte matlYJ'lUt
the next pedIgree. They dl er rom t ose JUs escn e
in being connected with the owner through his maternal
ancestol'S instead of his paternal ancestors. Those on the
left side of the pedigree are the agnates of these maternal
ancestors, while those on the right side are cognates, and are,
therefore, removed from the owner by a double descent in
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the cake to him, n,nd they are his sapinclas, as 118 receives
it from them. But his gren,t-great grandson is only his
sakillya. So also he is the sapinda of his own father,
grandfather, and great-grandfather, because he offers the
cake to them, and they are his sapinclas, because they
receive it from him. But he and Ius great-great-grandfather are only sCLkulyas to each other. Next as regards
collaterals. The owner receives no cake from his own
brothel', but he participates in the benefit of the cakes
which the brothel' offers to his own three c1irect ancestors,
who are also the three ancestors to whom the owner is
bound to make offerings. So the nephew offers cake to
his own three ancestors, two of whom are the father andgrandfather of the owner; and the grandnephevv to -his
three ancestors, one of whom is the father of the owner.
All of these, therefore, are the sapinclcLs of the owner, though
they vary in religious efficacy in the ratio of three, two,
and one. But the highest ancestor to whom the greatgrandnephew offers cakes is the brothel' of the owner. He
is therefore not a sapincla; but he is a sakulya, because
he presents divided offerings to the o,Ynel"s three immediate ancestors. Similarly the owner's uncle and greatuncle present cakes to two and one respectively of the
ancestors to whom the owner is bound to present them.
They are therefore his srwindas. But the great-greatuncle lS not a sapinda, since he is himself the son of a
saknlya, and presents cakes to persons all of whom stand
in the relation or sak'lllya to the owner.
§ 505. 'vVe now come to the banclh1tS, whose relationship
is more complicated. There are two classes of bandhus
referred to by the Bengal writers, and who alone can be
brought within the doctrine of religious efficacy (d);
those e:r pr(.)'te paterna, and ex parte ?natemd. The first
class will be found in the accompanying pec1igree. .Theil'
sapindaship arises from the fact that they offer cakes to
their maternal ancestors, who are also the paternal
((l) D"y,t Bhaga, xi., 6, § 8-2U; D. K. S., i., 10,
see post § filS.

~
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As to other bandhus,
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the female line. 'rhe explanations already given will
render it unnec\Ossary to go through the table in detail.
'The owner is bound to offer cakes to his own maternal
grandfather, great-grandfather, and great-great-grandfather, and therefore the other persons who 111ake similar
.offerings to them, or to any of them, are his bancZhus.
All the males in the table except the great-grandsons on
the left are such bancZhus.
§ 507. The letters D. B., D. K. and lVr., attached to the Enumeration
. tea
h b ove peel'19rees, pOln
. tou
tl
h f th e persons uot exhaustive.
'stepsln
w'
llC 0
there described are specifically enumerated by the Daya
Bhaga, Daya-krahma-sangraha and Mitakshara. It wIll
be observed that very few are set out by V£jnanesva1'a;
that many unnoticed by him are named by the Daya
Bhaga, and still more which are omitted by the Daya
Bhaga are \ supplied by the Daya-krahma-sangraha; but
that in Table No. I many are wholly passed over who yet
.come within the definition of lJanclh'll, and are even more
nearly related than those who are expressly mentioned.
'The daughter's son is really only a bandh'll, though he is
.always placed in a distinct category on grounds which
will be stated hereafter (§ 562). But the sons of the
granddaughter and great-granddaughter offer oblations
direct to the owner himself, which no other bcmclll1l does
.except the daughter's son. Obviously, therefore, they
.should rank before ba,ndh1ls who only offer to the owner's
ancestors. So the son of the grandniece is omitted, though
he stands in exactly the same relation to the son of the
niece, who is included, as the grandnephew does to the
nephew (l). At one time it was supposed that no bancllm
could be recognized who was not expressly named in the
authorities which governed each province. On this ground
the sister's son (m), and the granduncle's daughter's son
were rejected in Madras (n); and the sons of the grand(l) His title hiLS beeu expressly aflirmed, Kashee Mohun v. Raj G@b'ind, 24
'Suth., 229.
(m) See post, § 575.
(n) Kissen Y. Javallah, 3 Mud. H. C., £46.
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daughter and great-granddaughter (0), and the son of the
uncle's daughter in Bengal (p). But it is now settled,.
after an unusually full discussIOn of the whole subj'ect,
that the examples given in the different commentaries are
illustrative and not exhaustive (q), and that if anyone:
comes within the definition of a bandh'll, he is entitled
to succeed as such, although he is nowhere specifically
named (,1').
§ 50S. I have now pointed out the manner in which
the principle of religious efficacy applies to the different·
male heirs who are recognized by Bengal law. As to the
grounds upon which one heir is preferred to another, the
following rules may be laid down.
Jl>rinciples of
jlll·.,ooaeace.

1. Each class of heirs takes before, and excludes the
whole of, the succeeding class. "Thesc6pindas are allowed
to come in before the sakulyas, because undivided oblations
are considered to be of higher spiritual value than divided
ones; and the sakillyas, are in their turn preferred to the
s(lmanocZakas, because divided oblations are considered to
be more valuable than libations of water" (s).
2. The offering of a cake to any individual constitutes a
superior claim to the acceptance of a cake from him, or
the participatlOn in cakes offered by him. On this ground
the male issue, widow, and daughter's son rank above the
ascendants, or the brothers who offer exactly the same
number of cakes as the deceased (t).
3. Those who offer oblations to both paternal and
maternal ancestors are superior to those who offer only
(0) 2 W. NacN., 81; contm, S Dig., 530.
.
(p) Gobi.J1(Zo Y. TVoomesh, Suth. Sp No. 176, Overruled by G/Wlt Y. Annnd,
5 B L R 15; S. 0.,13 Suth. (F. B.), 49.
(i) Aptt~.'arka says that ~al1(lh1l8 ltre .th~ son~ of the f"ther's ~iste:" I~,other's
sister ttnclnu\tel'llul uncle 8 SOl1, and 8111111u1' 10n8111811. SUl'v[tcllulrarl,428.
(1') 'G1'ic171(w'i v. Bengnl Govemment, 12 M. I. A., 448; S. 0., 1 B. L. ~:. (P. C.).,
44; S. C., 10 Suth. (P. C.), 32; A'II11'ita v. Laklzinamya.n, 2 B. L.~. (F. B.),
28; S. 0.,10 Suth. (F. B.), 76; Gum v. Anand, 5 B. L. R., 15; S. C., 13 Suth.
(F. B.) 49' Ratna. Subbu v. Ponnappa, 5 Mad., 69.
(s) Pel' MUte)', J. GU1'llv.Anaurl, 5 B. L. R., 38; S. C., 13 Suth. (F. B.), 49;
approved, Gobind v. ]~olzesh, 15 B. L. R., 47; S. C.,23 Suth., 117; Degnmbm'
v. Moti Lal, g Col., 563.
.
(t) 3 Dig., 499, 503; Dttya Bhaga, xL,1, § 32-40, 43 xi" 2, § 1, 2; xL, 5, § 3.
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to the paternal. Hence the preference of the whole to the
half -blood (ll).
4. "Those who are competent to offer funeral cakes to
the paternal ancestors of the deceased proprietor, are
invariably preferred to those who are competent to offer
such cakes to his maternal ancestors only; and the reason
assigned for the distinction is, that the first kind of cakes
are of superior religious efficacy in comparison to the
second. '.' And this rule extends so far as to give a preference to one who offers a smaller number of the superior
oblations over one who offers a larger number of the
inferior sort (v).
5. "Similarly, those who offer larger numbers of cakes
of a particular description are invariably preferred to those
who offer a less number of cakes of the same description;
and where the number of such cakes is equal, those that
are offered to nearer ancestors are always preferred to
those offered to more distant ones."
" The same remarks are equally applicable to the Srlk1tlYCtS and samanocZakas" (w).
The result of these rules in Bengal is, that not only do Cogntttes not
.
7
l
postponed to
all the banclh'lts come 111 before any of the swcu yas or agnates.
samanoclakc(;s, but that the bancZhus themselves are sifted in
and out among the agnates, heirs in the female line frequentlytaking before very nearsapindas in the direct male
line, on the principle of superior religious efficacy (x). In
fact, if the test of religious efficacy is once admitted, no
other arrangement would be logically possible.
§ 509. vVhen we go a stage back to the Mitakshara . and R~lig!ous
,
.'
1
prlllClple not
still more to the actual usage of those dIStrICts w 1ere the rule of the
(11) 3 Dig., 41)0, 519; Daya Bhag," xL, 5, ~ 12.
,.
,
(v) Per MUter, J., 5 B. hR., 39; Sllpj·a,. note (s); (TobuuZ. v. ~f~he8h, 15
B. L. R., 35; S. C., 23 Suth., 117. See tillS case, post, 581, B,aJn Lal y.
Jiba.n Krishna, 26 Ottl., 285.
)
(w) Pet· MUtej', ;r., 5 B. L. R., 39; ttpproved, 15 B. L. R., 47 i a.nte note (s ;
KheUm' v. POOl'no, 15 Suth., 482. A person who offers one oblatIOn t? the father
of the deceased owner is pl'eferl'ed to another who offers two obltthons to the
grandfttther ttnd great. grandfather. Hence the grandnephew ranl;s before tl~e
]Jaternal uncle, and the nephew's daughter's son before tho uncle s daughter 8
SOll.
Day" Bhaga, xi., 6, ~ 5, 6; P1'nnl1nth v. Sun'ut, 8 CaL, 460.
(x). Daya Bhagtt, xi., 6; D. K. S., i., 10; 3 Dig., 528, 529. See post § 580.
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Meaning of
• sapindas. '

Sapinda denotes
affinity.
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Brahmanical influence was less felt, the whole doctrine of
religious efficacy seems to disappear. In the chapters
which treat of succession, the Daya Bhaga and the Dayakrahma-sangraha appeal to that doctrine at every step,
testing the claims of rival heirs by the numbers and nature
of their respective offerings. The Mitakshara never once
alludes to such a test. No doubt it refers to the distinction
between s((pind((s and smnanocZakas, and states that the
former succeed before the latter, and that the former offer
the funeral cake, while the latter offer libations of water
only. But this distinction is stated, not as evidencing
different degrees of religious merit, but as marking
different degrees of propinquity. The claims of rival heirs
are determined by the latter test, not by the former.
Persons who confer high religious benefits are postponed
to persons who confer hardly any. Persons who confer
none whatever are admitted as heirs, for no other reason
than that of affinity.
§ 510. Throughout the Mitakshara, Mr. Colebrooke invariably translates the word sapincZa by the phrase" connected by funeral oblations," and this gives the appearance
of a continued reference by the author to religious rites.
But there is every reason to suppose that, in using the
word sapinaa, Vijnanesva1'a was thinking of propinquity,
and not of religious offerings. In another part of his work,
which has not been translated by Mr. Colebrooke (y),
where he is commenting on the text of Yajncwalkya (i.,
§ 5) which forbids a man to marry his sapincZa, he defines
sapindaship solely as a matter of affinity, without any
reference to the capacity to offer religious oblations, and
so as to include cases where no such capacity exists. He
.
b
le
says : ' " s((p~n d a re1at'IOns h'Ip arISes
e ween t
two peop
through their being connected by particles of the one
body." Hence he states that a man is the sapinda of
his paternal and maternal ancestors, and his paternal and
(iJ) It will be found in W. &, Bo, 120, and in Ba}. Sal'vadhika?'i, 601. It is also
referred to by Mr. Justice Mittm', A?Il1'ita v. Lakhina?'aiJan, 2 B. L. R. (F. B.),
33; S. C., 10 Suth. (F. B.), 76; apd by Mr. Justice West, V~iia1'anga?n v.
Lakshwllan, 8 Bam. H. C. (0. C. J.), 262, and by West?·opp, C. J., in Lall'ltbhai
v. Mankuva?'bai, 2 Bam., 423.
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maternal uncles and aunts. "SO also the wife and the
husband, because they together beget one body. In like
manner brothers' wives are sapindarelations to each other,
because they produce one body (the son) with those who
have sprung from one body." He then observes that
this principle, if carried to its extreme limits, would make
the whole worlc1 akin, and proceeds to comment on the
text of Yajnav((lkya (z) as follow's : " On the mother's side, in the mother's line, after the
fifth, on the father's side, in the father's line, after the
seventh (ancestor) (c() , the s((pinda relationship ceases, and
therefore the wordsapincZa, which on account of its etymological import (connected by having in common particles
of one body) (b), would apply to all men, is restricted in
its signification; and thus the six ascendants, beginning
with the father, and the six descendants, beginning with
the son, and one's-self (counted) as the seventh (in each
case), are sapincZa relations. In case of a division of the
line also, one ought to count up to the seventh (ancestor),
including him with whom the division begins (e.g., two
collaterals, A and B, are sapindas, if the common ancestor
is not further removed from either of them than six degrees),
and thus must the counting of the sapinda relationship be
made in every case" (c).
§ 511. It will be remarked that in this passage the Incluiles
author does not notice the distinction between those who sakulyas.
offer undivided oblations,and those who offered divided
oblations. Nor does he in the corresponding part of his
(z) YajllaYalkya, i., § 52, 53, "A man should marry a wife who is not his
sapinda, and who is further removed from him than fiye degrees on the side of

the mother, ,md seyen degrees on the side of the father."
(a) The narrow signification of sal'flula as limited to those who are connected
by offerings of the entire cake. and therefore extending ?nly to three degrees on
either side of the owner, seems to be unknown to the Mltakshara.
(b) Sapindct is compounded from sa for samana, like, equal or the same, and
l'inda, ban or lump. As applied to fuueral rites. the l'illda is the ~an or lUlllp
into which the funerDl cake WIiS made up. I am l11formed by very Illgb Sallskrlt
authorities that the application of the wordsctpindn in the text is peculiar to

V4jnamesva?·a.

(0) It is no doubt in reference to this passage that the Samslmra Mayukha,
in a passage cited in Lallitb/wi v. Mankuva?'bai, 2 Bam:, 425, says "He~ce
Vijnanesvct?'a and others abandoned the theory of conneXlOn through the r1 ce
ball offering, and accepted the theory of transmission of constituent atoms."
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treatise on Inheritance (d), where he divides the Gotrctja,
or Gentiles, into two classes only-those connected by
.
funeral oblatIOns of food, extending to seven degrees, and
.
t h ose connecte db y l'b
1 atIOns
of water, extending to the
fourteenth degree, or even further.
From this passage Messrs. vVest and Bi'thler draw the
conclusions that "1, Vijnanesvant supposes the saJYincla
relationship to be based, not on the presentation of
funeral oblations, but on descent from a common ancestor;
and, in the case of females, also on marriage with descendants from a common ancestor; 2, that all bloodrelations within six degrees, together with the wives of
the males amongst them, are sapincla relations to each
other (e)." And with reference to his definition of bandhzt
(Mitakshara, ii., 5, § 3), they say: "It would seem that
Vijnctnesvct'}'(t interpreted YajnClvaZkya's term bctndhll as
meaning relations, within the sixth degree who belong to
a different family;" or at least that all such persons who
come under the term sapincla, according to the definition
given in the Achci'!'akanda, are included in the term
bandhll (f).
Agnates excluc1e
§ 512. This preference of consanguinity, or family relacognates.
tionship, to efftcacy of religious offerings, is further shown
by the rule laid down in the Mitakshara, and the words
which follow its authority, according to which the bancZh'lls,
or relations through a female, never take until the direct
male line, down to and including the last samanodaka, has
been exhausted (g). A stronger instance than this could
Theory of relationship accorc1ing to the Mitakshara.

(l) Mitakshara, ii., 5.
(e) ,\V. &; B., 122. See, too, Dattalm Uimamsa, vi., § 10,32, where the relation
of sapil1da is saiel to rest on two grounds, consanguinity and the offering of
funeral oblations.
(,f) W. &; B., 136,489.
\g) Namda, xiii., § 5l ; Mitakshara, ii., 5 and6; Vivac1a Ohintamani, 297-299;
V. 1I1ay., iv., 8, ~ 22; Rutcheputty v. Raju'IIdc)', 211L 1. A., 132; Sj'imutiDibeah
v. Rany Koond, 4M. 1. A.,292; S. 0.,7 Suth. (P.O.), 44; Bhyah Ramv. Bhyah
Ugl0', 13 M. 1. A., 373; S. 0.,14 Suth. (P. C.), 1; Thakoo)' Jeebnath v. 00111't of
Wm·ds. 2 I. A., 163; S. 0., 23 ~nth., 409; Namini Kuaj' v. Ohandi Din, 9 All.,
467; a.tfeZ. in Privy Oouncil, l4AIl., 366. See also cases in theN.-'\V. P., cited in
the last case, in the Oourt below, 5B. L. R., 449; S. C.,14 Suth., Il7. Mr. Rajkumar Sarvac1hilmri (1'. 865) explains the preference given by the lIIitaksharlt to
agnates over cognates, as arising from the principle of religions efficacy, the
oblations given by agnl1te kinsmen being of superior efficacy to those offered by
cognate kinsmen. This of course is 80, when the offerings of neal' agnates are
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not be imagined, since, as has been already shown, many
of the banclh'lls are not only sapincla s , but very close
sapincla.s, while the fourteenth from a cOl~mon ancestor
is scarcely a relation at all, and c8rtamly possesses
religious efficacy of the most attenua~8d character. And
so, whether the Mitakshara agrees WIth the Daya Bhaga,
or disagrees ~with it, the reasons offered always show tl:at
tl o'overnin o' idea in the author's mind was that proplll- Propinql~ity,
1e b
b
f h' h'
F
not of/erlllgs,
quity, not religious merit, was the test 0 ell'S Ip.
or tl,,; tes.t of
instance, J i'lnzda Vahana, prefers the father to the mother, he1rslup.
because he presents two oblations in which the deceased
son participates, while the mother presents none (h).
VijnctILesv[[r(l takes exactly ~he ?pp~site view, .o~ the
ground thttt "since her proplllqult): IS greatest: It IS fit
that she should take the estate m the first lllstance,
conformably with the text' to the nearest sapinda the
inheritance' next belongs'." And he goes on to say: "Nor
is the claim in virtue of propinquity restricted to sctpincZas,
but, on the contrary, it appears from this very text t.hat
the rule of propinquity is effectual, without any excep~IOn,
in the case of sCi'lnrtnoclakas, as well as other relatIVes,
when they appear to have a claim to the succession" (i).
So he ao'rees with J'i1n'llta Vahana in preferring the whole
blood, bamong brothers, to the half. But he rest~ his
preference on the same text "to the nearest sc(pwclct,
etc.," saying, very truly, that" those of the half-blood are
remote through the difference of mothers;" while the
Daya Bhaga grounds it on the religious principle, that.the
brother of the whole-blood offers twice as many oblatIOns
in which the deceased participates, as the brothel' of t~e
half-blood (k). 80 the right of a dallghter to succeed IS
rested by Ji1n'llta Vahanc( upon the funeral oblations :vhich
may be hoped for from her son, and the excluslOn of
pARA.

contrtlst;;a with those of neur cognates. It cert"inly is not bO where the offerings
at nen,r cognates fire contl't1stec1 vdth ~!hose of ch~tallt ag~atesJ unless :01118
doctrine of religious effiClleY is ussumeel completely elIf'fel'cnt from that elaborated
b ,the Bengallawyors. N or is this the principle which i!?termines the preference
o~ llO'lHttes to cognates i11 the Punjllb, or (Hnong the Jams, where the theory of
reli.;'ious efficacy is unknown (§ 516).
(.) M' I 1
"3 § 3 4
(7~) DttYH, Bhagu~ xi., 3, § 3.
.
'l l' ltn, (S 1a1'[1, n., ,.
, '
(It) Mitaksha,." ii., 4, § 5; Dllya Bhuga, x .. , 5, § 12.
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widowed, or barren, or sonless daughters, is the natural
result (l). The lVIitakshara follows V1'ihaspati in basing
her claim upon simple consanguinity. As a son, so does
the daughter, of a man proceed from his several limbs.
How then should any other person take her father's
wealth '?" And he excludes neither the widowed nor the
barren daughter, but prefers one to another, according as
she is unmarried or married, poor or rich, that is, according as she has the best natural claim to be provided
for (m).
Baudhus.

§ 513. vVhen we come to the enumeration of bandlms,
in lVIitakshara, ii., 6, it appears pretty clear that they do
not depend upon any such principle of community in
religious offerings, as is supposed to be laid down in the
Bandld'us do ~~t definition at lVIitakshara , ii ., 5'0(; 3 \1')
It l'S sal'd
d epen on rehglous merit.
" Cognates are of three kinds; related to the person himself,
to his father, or to his mother, as is declared by the
following text :-' The sons of his own father's sister,
the sons of his own mother's sister, and the sons
of his maternal uncle, must be considered as his own
cognate kindred. The sons of his father's paternal aunt,
the sons of his father's maternal aunt, and the sons of his
father's maternal uncle, must be deemed his father's
cognate kindred. The sons of his mother's paternal aunt,
the sons of his mother's maternal aunt, and the sons of
his mother's maternal uncles, muts be reckoned his
mother's cognate kindred (0). Here, by reason of near
affinity, the cognate kindred of the deceased himself are his
successors in the first instance; on failure of them, his
father's cognate kindred, 01', if there be none, his mother's
cognate kindred. This must be understood to be the order
of succession here intended'." Now, if we look back to the
0

•

(/) Daya Bhaga, xi., 2, ~ 1-3, 17.
(11/.) Mitakshara, ii., 2, § 2-4; Vi'·amit., p. 176, ~ l.
(n) See anie § 502. .
(0) TJ:is is the correct translation of the text as given in tI,e original (1810)
translatIOn by Mr. Colr·brooke. By somp, misprint it is incorrectly given in
Stok~s, H. L. B.! p. 448. See 2 W. MacN., 96; Smriti Chandrilra, xi., 5, § 14;
Amnia v. Lakhtl1amyan, 2:g. L. R. (F. B.), 37; S. C., 10 Suth. (F. B.), 76.
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pedigrees already given (§ 505, 506), we shall find that the
sons of the father's sister, and the sons of the father's
paternal aunt, come in alllong the b(~ndhtls ex parte
paterncI of the Bengal scheme, and are indicated by the
letter lVI. So, the sons of his mother's sister, and of his
maternal uncle, and of his mother's paternal aunt, come
in among the banclhus ex pCl'l'te m({.te'l'1La and are similarly
indicated. The others named by the Mitakshara do not
occur in those lists, and are nowhere referred to by any
Bengal authority. The accompanying diagrams will show
that they could not possibly be bronght within any systel'n
A

,-----------~:-------------,
paternal
fUJthel"R
father's 111n.te1'1Htl
X

I

mother

gra,l1fl!nothel'

I

father

]111:1 tel'llnl aunt

I
son (1\1.)

uncle

I

SOll

(J\f.)

I

OWNER

which depends on religious merit (p). Here it will be
seen that the sons of the father's maternal aunt, and of
the father's maternal uncle, that is, the father's cognate
kindred on his mother's side, are only connected with the
owner through his paternal grandmother. Now, neither
of these persons presents offerings to anyone to whom
the owner presents them. 'rheir offerings are presented to
A and his ancestors. Those of the owner are presented
to his father's line, and to his mother's line, that is, the line
of X (q). Consequently, their offerings are neither shared
(1') ;\fr. Rajkumar S,n'vadhikal'i says, in refcrence to this passage (p. 870):
" We at once "dmit that the father's and the mother's balldll11s could not
possibly be brought within any system which depends upon religious merits
accruing from parv"'1a rites alone. But' they eould surely be brought within
a system which lays down tlmt any benefit wluttsoever is a sufficient title to
inherit." He then points to tttbles (p. 860) which show that these persons are
competcnt to perform t,he ekotUshta or individual rites of the deceased. But so
arB stmngers, such as a pupil. a, friend or the king, that is to say: anyone who
takes the inheritance is bound, and, therefore, entitled to perform the personal
rites c0l1n8ctecl with tho fune1'l\1 ceremonies of the deceased, and extending to
those held Oll the anniversary of his death (Raj. Sarvaahilml'l, p. 84). The
ba;nclhus in question take the inherilance because they are near relutions, and,
httving taken it, they perform these special rites. But when we come to the
Bengal system of succession, which is really founded Oll the theory of religious
benefits, these b,1ndhlls are ex.cluded. So in Madras the gmndson of a paternal
great-aunt of the deceased iul"erits to llim as a bantllw.; Sethu1'ama v.
Ponnammal, 12 Mad., 155, t.hough he would be excluded in Bengal, ante § 505.
(q) 'rhis is not only clear on principle (§ 502), but I have ascertained by
inquiry from very learned natives both in Bengal ana Madras, that a man is

Cognates
through father's
mother.
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in by the owner, nor do they operate in discharge of any
duty which he is bound to perform. Similarly, the sons
of the mother's maternal uncle and aunt, that is the
Cognates
through
mother's
mother.

X=lllatel'nal

.

I

Y=lllothel'

I

I

lllothel'\; llUl..tel'lw.1

uncle

I
Ron (M.)

11lotlu->1"S llHttel'llal
Hunt

I

SOil

(1\£.)

OWXER

mother's cognate kindl'ed, on he1' mother's side are onhr
connected with the owner through his maternal granclmother. The same observation as before applies to them.
Theil' offerings are presented to A and his line. Those
of the owner are presented to the lines of Y and X, that
is, to his own male ancestors, and those of his mother.
Here again there is no conceivable community of religious
benefit. On the other hand, when we apply" the reason
of neal' affinity, " on which Vijnanesva'l'ahimself bases
the heirship, the whole thing is as simple as possible.
The first of the three classes contains the owner's first
cousins; the second contains his father's first cousins,
and the third contains his mother's first cousins. All of
these are postponed to the smnanocZakas, because they
are connected through a female, and are therefore
members of a different family from that of the owner.
But when they are admitted, they are brought in upon
natural principles (1'). No other explanation can be
required, except by those who persist in distorting the
plain meaning of the Mitakshara, in order to find in it
something which never was there. The Bombay authorities even go farther than the letter of the Mitakshara, as
they include under the term banclklt females such as the
daughters of a brothel' 01' of a sister, who can make no
offerings at all (s).
under no obligation to pi'esent >tny offerings to his grandmother's >tllC8stors.
See too JagHnnlttha, 3 Dig., 602.
(1') '1'h8 Viramitrodaya (1'. 200, § 5) distinctly stutes that tho cognates COllle in
the above order" by reason of greater propinquity. II
(s) W. & B., 125, 137. See post ~ BilB. I h,we ret>tined from the first edition
(1~78) the whole of the reasoning in the preceding pflrngruphs, which were
written at u tune when I Was not UWH1'C that the cloetlille 1Ihioh the udyoeiLte
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~ 514 Let us now g'o a sta!.te further back, and try to Early prh~ciples
'ii
.
of succeSSlQn.
fi nc1 O ut what was the original law as to relIgIOUS
. oblI-f
gations, and how far it was connected with the ng.ht 0
snccession. I have already suggested that the practlCe of
offerinO's to the dead was connected with that Ancestor
worshi;, which was common to all the lea~1ing Aryan
races (~ CiS). Those offerings would necessar~l'y be made
by the direct male descendants of the deceased.mthe order
of their nearness. The character of those offerll1gs, and the
strictness of the obligation to make them, woulc1naturally
vary according to the remoteness of the offel'er from tl:e
ancestor. The rule, as we have seen (~ 501), was m
accordance with what might have been expec~ed. The
devolution of the property would naturally be I~ e~actly
the same line, partly because the whole orgalllzatIOn of
the family would be broken up if its property were all~wed
to pass through females to persons of a different fannly or
tribe (t) ; and partly because the direct males had a double
claim, as being not only the descendants, ~ut the worshippers of the deceased. Oollateral relatI~ns th~ough
females who belonO'ed to a different famIly, WIth a
different line of ance:tors, would be under no obligation to
make offerings, and would have no right to in~lerit. Now
this seems to be exactly what is laid down m the e~rly
treatises. The obligation to offer cakes, divided oblatIOns
and h bations of water, is set out, and it is also said that the
inheritance goes in order to the sapincZ~ls, saknlyas, and
s(un((noclakas. Immediately after these, It passes to strangers, such as the spiritual preceptor, the pupil, learned
u

A
,

grandmo(,]lel'

514 .]

•

•

•
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Brahmans, or the king (11). The only person of a different
family who is ever stated to be under an obligation to
perform funeral rites, or to have a right to inherit, is the
daughter's son (v). But he is always treated as being in
an exceptional position, the reasons for which will be
discussed hereafter (§ 562). He does not take as a banclhu,
which in strictness he is, but very high up in the line of
agnates. It would appeal' then that a man did not inherit
because he performed funeral rites, or made religious
offerings. He inherited because he was the nearest of kin
to the deceased, and he made religious offerings for exactly
the same reason. In the majority of cases the heir to the
estate would also be a person who was bound to offer the
funeral cake. But the mere fact of succession to the estate
would carry with it the obligation to perform all rites
which were needed for the repose of the deceased, just as
it entailed the duty of c1ischarging his debts ('10). Accordingly, when a pupil is heir, he performs the funeral rites,
and it is stated generally, "He who takes the estate shall
perform the obsequies" (x). Accordingly, Mr. Oolebrooke
says: "It is not a maxim of the law that he who
performs the obsequies is heir, but that he who succeeds
to the property must perform them" (y). And in a
remark appended by him to the case of Duttnaraen v.
AJeet (z), he says, in reference to the texts just quoted:
" These passages do not imply that the mere act of
celebrating the funeral rites gives a title to the succession,
but that the successor is bound to the due performance of
the last rites for the person whose wealth has devolved

*

(11) Manu, ix., § 185-189; ApastamLa, ii., 14,
2-5; Baudhayana, i., 5, §
1-3; GUlltanHt, xxviii., § 18; Vasi~htha, xvij" § 29 -31; ViRhnu, xvii., ~ 4-16 j
Narada, xiii., ~ 51. The word bandhavas in tlte last two anthorities is
tmnslatet1 L,' Mr. Colebl'oo)ee "1 emoter kinAmen," and appeR),S to l'efer to persons
of the same family.
(v) ;lIann, ix., ~ 1127-133,139,140.
(w) The dne performance 01 sacrifices was one of the three debts. lIiunn, Y.,
§ 35, 36 j Raj. Slll'vadhilral'i, &71.
(x) Vl'ihRspati S1l1l'iti, 3 Dig .. 545 j \7ishnu, ib., 546 j Satataplt, ib., 625; GoldstUcker, 13; pel' c1I1'ia1l1, Bhyah Ram Y. Bhallah Ugn1', J3l\L 1. A., 390; S. C.,
14 Snth. (P. C.), 1 j Smriti Chandrika, xi., 5, ~ 10, note (i2J j but see pe1' J,filte1',
J., G1I1·1t v. Anand" 5 B. L. R., 38 j S. C., 13 Suth. (F. B.), 49.
(y) Stra. H. L., 242.
(z) ] S. D., 120 (26).
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on him." This is also the view taken by Dr. Mayr (a).
He says: " The descent of the inheritance was not regulated
by the offerings to the dead, as Gans supposes. . Those
offerings, and the whole system of ancestor-,:~rslllp, date
from a period at which the idea of a partltlO.n. had not
arisen. In later times, however, when partItlOll was
resorted to, it became necessary to define who should offer
the funeral cake, and to whom it should be offered.
Naturallv this duty fell upon those who took the inheritance (b)'. In earlier times it would have been impossible
to mark out any particular individual, because each succeeding generation stood in the relat~on of descendant t.o
the whole generation which preceded It, and not any partIcular person to any other particular person. But when we
find in a text of Manu that the great-grandson must offer
the cake, we may 111fer that this duty resulted from the
fact that he inherited."
stopped the
Great-Gl'~ndBOllJ
§ 515 . The fact that the line of direct descent
.
last dlrect
short at the great-grandson, anc1 then ascen~ec1, IS genera.Hy heir.
looked upon as a crucial proof that the Hll:-C~U law. of 111heritance was founded on the principle of rehglOus efficacy.
The reason offered for this by the Bengal lawyers is, that
those who are more remote in descent present offerings of
less religlOus efficacy. But it seems to me that the matter
is capable of a very different explanatio:1. ~hen property
no longer passed exclusively by survIvorshIp, the rule of
inheritance would naturally be framed upon the analogy
of the original system. The right of succession wou~d be
limited to the same persons who formerly took by surVIvorship, but they would take by distinct steps, instead of
simultaneously as one body. Now, the persons upon
whom the property fell by survivorship were the persons
who lived together in the same house, or, at all events,
who were so closely connected as to be under the control of
one head. It wa~ almost impossible that a single family

PARA.

(a) Ind. Erbrecht, 85.
.
l '
(b) See Goldstiickel', 36, et seq., where he pomt s out tl~at al c.el'~mol1les
involving expense must be pel'formea by the head of the famlly, who IS III possession of Lhe pi·operty.
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could ever contain more than foUl' generations in direct
descent .. If such were in existence, they would probably
have rrmtted the family house. In any case the more
rem~te would be looked upon us less nearly akin to the
patnarch than his own brothers, nephews, or grand~ephews.'
These last would be more closely united to him
III affectIOn, and more likely to interest themselves in the
perf~rmance of his obsequies, where such performance was
conSIdered a matter of moment. It .vas natural therefore
that .the in~leritance should be kept within the f~l1lily, firs~
~asslllg to Its lower extremity, and then rising again'. This
IS re~lly all that JJlanu says, " For three is the funeral cake
ordamed. The fourth is the giver. But the fifth has no
:once.rn. To the nearest after him in the third degree the
mhentance belongs" (c). In the Punjab, where, as I have
often remarked, the doctrine of religious efficacy is unknown, the line of direct descent stops short in the same
way, and those beyond the third generation from the
common ancestor are considered to have no interest in the
~rope~ty which entitles. them to object to its alienation (cl).
:rh~t IS, they are practlCally considered to be outside the
fa,l?ll1y . Mr. ~!(cLennan ~as drawn attention to the early
Insh l~w: wInch appears 111 a somewhat similar manner to
have lUlllted the right of participation in the ancestral
property to the fourth generation (e).
§ 516. I have no information which would enable me to
state whether the p.ractice of making offerings to maternal
anc.est~rs always eXIsted, or whether it was an innovation
s~rlllg111g frOl~ the Brahmanical desire to multiply reli~
gIOus cerem0111es, and from the principle that ., wealth was
producedfort~e sake of solemn sacrifices" (j). If it existed
as a cerem~111al usage, the absence of all reference to it in
the law wnters shows that it had no legal significance.
t

(.c~ Mann, !x., § 187. 1\11' •. RujkunULr S,lryudhikuri (Pl'.

2104 286) 1 oi t t

ti~

b~:e~~:~,a~'~l:~:'~2 s~~::~~~l~~l~~':i~;~~~ ~f sl:ccession, propin~uit). ~1l(~' ;'~li~i~~::

quity. Those who of/erea the funeral 1 ~~~::IC,~. tl~ a~? 3nnClple but, Pl'Opill'
deceased .. See l'e?' cJl')'iam, 24 All., p. 135.
e e Ie lree nearest to the
(d) Punjab Cust., 32.
(e) MeLennan, 471, 496.
(f) J\fit"kshara, ii., 1, § 14. See aute § 243.
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One thing is quite clear, that it carried with it no right to
inheritance, since the persons who present.ed such offerings
could never inherit under the old system of law, until the
extinction of the last male in the direct line of descent
(§ 512). The Bengal notion of weighing the l~erits of an Origin of
' t an 0ff'
o'ff'
enng mac1e b y a cognat
e agallls
enng ma d e by theory.
an agnate, and giving the inheritance accordingly, is an
absolute innovation. The theory arose from treating the
offering of oblations, and the succession to the estate as
cause and effect, instead of antecedent and consequent.
The offering of sacrifices to the deceased was really a duty.
It grew to be considered the evidence of a right. When
this idea became fixed, it was readily applied to all persons
who presented such offerings, whatever might be the
reason for their presentation. Those principles, which
were applied in testing the title of persons who really were
heirs, were applied to create a title in persons who were
out of the line of heirs. An agnate who presented three
cakes to the owner was necessarily nearer than an agnate
who only presented one, and was therefore a preferable
heir. It came to be assumed that this principle was not
limited to agnates, but afforded a means of comparison
between agnates and cognates. The application of this
principle is the simple clistinction between the Mitakshara
and the Daya Bhaga. The Mitakshara recognized the
difference between the offerings which A and B were
bound to make to X, but it used the difference in
order to ascertain which of the two was nearer to X in
a direct line. The Daya Bhaga considered the directness of
the line as immaterial, if the difference between the offerings was established.
In the Punjab, and among the Sikhs and J ains, the
rules of descent appeal' to be in the main those of the
Mitakshara, but the doctrine of religious efficacy is wholly
unknown (g).
(g) Punjah Cust., 11 i ante § 46 i

142,175.

Punjab Customary Ll1w, II, 100, 137,
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CHAPTER XVII.
INHERITANCE.
Principles oj Sttccession in Case oj Females.
Early position
\women,

of

§ 517. THE right of women to possess and inherit the
family property would necessarily depend upon the organization of the family to which they belonged. Among
polyandrous tnbes of the promiscuous 01' Nail' type, the
head and visible centre of the family was not the father,
who was unknown, nor the wife, who had not begun to
exist, but the mother 0 232). The home was the home
-of the woman and the children. There she was visited by
the man who might 01' might not be the father of her
children. His home was in the circle to which his mother
belonged. He inherited in one family and his children in
.another. In Canara, where this system is maintained
in its most archaic form, the actual management of the
property formerly was, and even now generally is, vested
in females. In Malabar the manager is always the eldest
male of the family, though succession is tr~ced through
females (a). Exactly the reverse would take place in the
ordinary undivided family of the Aryan type. The whole
property would vest in the males, and be managed by the
bead of the family for the time being. The women would
,be mere dependents upon their husbands and fathers. So
long as there were any males in the family, no woman
could possibly set up a claim to inherit. It is to this
period that the texts must be referred which represent
women as absolutely without independent rights. "Three
persons, a wife, a son, and a slave, are declared by law
!a) Stm. ~fan., § 40~-404; MU1!cZa Ghetty v. Tbmmajll, 1 Mad. H. C., 380;
T~"'ma;ppa v. MahalH!ga, 4 Mad. H. 0., 28; Devn v. Daji, 8 Mad., 358;

Mahalmga v. j\1a1'l.amJIIlah, 12 Mad., 462. See Teulon 25 where he gives an
.exactly similv,r description of the ancient Carians.
"
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to have no wealth exclusi~ely their own; the wealth which
they may earn is regularly acquired for the man to whom Women. origi. 1lerright
nally •.WIthout
they belong" (b). "The father protects a woman 111
childhood, the husband during her youth, the son in old
.age; a woman has no right to independence" (c).
BaltcZhctyana and Vasishthct mention no females in their
list of heirs, and the fonner expressly states, on the
autho rity of a text of the Vedas, that women have no
right to' inherit (cl). The text on which BmtclhayalL(t
relies may, it would appear, be so interpreted as to give
no support to his assertion (e) ; but, of course, this does
not detract from the weight to be given to his statement
as evidence of the then prevailing usage. His authority
is still so far respected, that the schools of Bengal and
Benares consider that women can only inherit under
some express text (j). In this respect, as it will be seen
hereafter, the westel'l1lawyers differ (§ 529,532). It is a
curious fact that in the beginning of the 18th century,
among the Tamil popUlation of Southern India, a similar
usage to that of the early Sanskrit writers prevailed .
vVhere a man died without male issue, his father
was his next heir, and nothing could deprive him of
his rights (g).
~ 518. The same causes, which led to the break up of C:-rDwth of their
•
rIght to prothe family union, would introduce women to the posses- perty.
sion of the family property. vVhen partition took place,
the fund out of which the women had been maintained
would be split into fragments. fJ.'he natural course would
be, either to give an extra share to any member of the
(b) ;\Ianu, viii., § 416.
_...
.
(e) Baudhayan!t, ii., 2,. § 27 j Ml<llu, ix., § 3. . ::lee Sancha &; LlClnta, 3 DIg., 484;
ana text quoted l\1adlutvIya, § 44; V,[meltt, p. 39.
T
•
"
(d) Bltuahayana, i., 5, 11, § 1--14; ii., 2, 3, § 44-46; "\ aSIshtha, XVll.
(e) W. &; B., 126; llfadhaviya, § 4~.
. .
.'
.
(f) IV. &; B., 126; Dilya Bhaga, Xl., 6, § 11 ; Smritl ChandrIlm, Xl., 5, § 2, 3, 6,
Vi~amitrodaya, pp. 174-197; pel' Mitte?', J., GIWlI, v. Ana?uZ, 5 B. h R., 37;. S.
0.,13 Suth. (F. B.), 49; 2Je1' West·l'OpP, O. J., La71nb?za'~ Y. Ma'11?'llvm·bn·t, 2
Bom., 418,420,438; S. C., on appeal, Llllloobhoy y. Gasslba~; pel' .<'llnam, 71. A.,
231; S. C., 5 Bom., 110; Gall,·i Y. Rllkko, 3 All., 45 j Jagat Nm'a'!1! v. SheocZas, {j
All., 311 j pel' clwiam, 9 Ca!., 322; V. N. ;\landlik, 3~7, 364. Th~ M~dras Cou:L
appears in recent decisions rather to doubt the ul11versal apphcatlOn of tIllS
rule i-See 5 l\'ft.d., p. 249; 8 Mad., pp. 117, 127, 129.
(,q) Pere BOllchet cited Man. Adm. Mai., I, 107, 1! .
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family who would make himself responsible for their
support, ?r t? allot to them shares out of which they
could mamtam themselves. This appears to have been
W~lat act~1ally took place (h). Similarly, upon the death
wIthout Issue of a male owner W):l0 was the last survivor
of the coparcenary, 01' who had been separated from
the other members, 01' whose property had been selfacquired, it would be more natural that his. property
should remain in the possession of the women of his
family for their support, than that they should be handed
over w~th the property to distant members of the family,
who I~llght be utter strangers. In this way their right
as hen·s,. properly so called, and not merely as sharers,
would anse. But that right would not extend beyond' the'
reason for it, viz., their claim to a personal maintenance.
The old preference for the male line over the female
(H 512, 514) would limit the l'lght, so as to prevent the
property passing absolutely out of the family into the
hands of male strangers. The woman would not be
allowed to become a new stock of descent, so as to
transmit the inheritance to her heirs. This is no doubt
the foundation of that rule which is assumed in all the
works on inheritance, that where a woman inherits to a
male, his heirs and not hers take at he1' death (~ 609).
~ 519. The women who were the actual members of a
man's family, and as such entitled to support, would
always stand to him in the position of daughter, mother,
wife, 01' sister, taking in under these terms more distant
relations of the same class, such as grandmother and the
like. The daughter anc1 the mother appeal' to have been
the first to obtain a recognizec1right to inherit.
lJianu allows a daughter to inherit after her father. But
it seems very doubtful whether he did not limit this right
to the case of the daughter, specially appointed to raise up
a son for him. I have already suggested that a c1aughter
so appointedremainec1 in her father's family, so that her
(71) See ante § 477, 488.
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son was his SOI1, a,nc1 not the son of his actual father (i).
Natmally such a c1aughter woulc1 be specially favourec1, as
the descent of property to her woulc1 not take it out of the
family. N ow, the text of JYictnll which states her right of Appointed
inheritance follows after. three texts which relate to the daughter.
appointed daughter solely. It then proceeds, " The son
of a man is even as himself, and as the son such is the
daughter (thus appointed). How then (if he have no son)
can any inherit his property but a c1aughter who is closely
united with his own soul,?" (k). The worc1s in brackets
are the gloss of Kctllnka Bhatta, who evidently unc1erstood
th8 text as I do. The same view was taken of it by
DctJ'ctisw((J'Cl, Davctswwny, and Dcwarcdct, as stated by the
Smriti Ohandrika (l), and by Visvarupa, § 24, who expressly
says, "the text of Manu intends the appointed daughter
alone." It is remarkable that in the texts where Manu
states the orc1er of succession to a man who has left no
issue, he makes no reference to a daughter as an heir (m).
The texts would harmonize, if we suppose that in the
fonner passage he was speaking only of a daughter who,
by virtue of her special appointment, became his son, as
she is stated to be by Vasishtha (n). This also accords
with the position given to her by Nrtraclct .• who places her
after the son, upon the ground that" she continues the
lineage. A son and a daughter equally continue the race
of theirfather ,. (0). This could be strictly true only of an
appointed daughter; for the son of any other daughter
would be of a different family and a different name, like
any other brtndhn. But when the practice of making an
appointed daughter became obsolete (§ 78), the daughter
not appointed would natmally fall into. the same position,
01' rather would retain the position which usage had made
familial'. Her right would then rest on the simple ground
of consanguinity. This is the ground on which it is based
(i) See ante § 76; post ~ 56:2.
(k) Mann, ix., § 127-130.
(l) Smriti Chandl'ika, xi., 2, § 16.

45

(m) Mann, ix., § ]85,217.
(n) Ante ~ 76.
(0) Nal'ada, xiii., ~ 50.
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by Vl'ihaspati and the Mitakshara : " As a son; so does the
daughter of a man proceed from his several limbs. How
then should any other person take her father's wealth '? "(p).
§ 520. No distinction is to be found in the earlier
sages as to the capacity of olle daughter to inherit in preference to another on any religious principle. Deva,Zc{ says,
" To unmarried daughters a nuptial portion must be given
out of the estate of the faM18r; and his own daughter, .
lawfully begotten, shall take, like a son, the estate of him
who leaves no male issue" (q). 'rhis suggests the idea
that the daughter's right of inheritance arose from the
obligation to endow her. Hence ](cdywywzct says, "Let the
widow succeed to her husband's wealth, and in default of
her the daughter inherits, if unmarried or unprovided" ('1').
Pamsara enlarges the rule as follows (s). "The unmal'ried daughter shall take the inheritance of the
deceased, who left no male issue, and on failure of her the
mal'l'ied daughter." So far, at all events, there is no idea
of religious merit. The object of the dowry is to facilitate
marriage, and to benefit the daughter (t). Naturally, the
daughter who is already set up in the world has a claim
inferior to that of one who has her fortune to seek. And
similal'ly, in a competition between married daughters,
the preference was given to the poor daughter over the
rich one (n). N one of the writers of the Benares school,
except the Smriti Ohandrika, absolutely exclude any
daughter, or suggest any reason for her inheriting except
the simple one of consanguinity ('V). The Bengal wl'itel's
for the first time introduce the idea of religious efficacy.
(1') iHitBJ{Hlmra, ii., 2, § 2. .

(q) 3 Dig.) 49~ .. See too.YttJn.n.Yalk~r<l",

.....
'"
~ 135; l\ilt.:l:l.(sh!tl'~l, 11., 1, ~ 2.

11.,

(1') Cited SnmtI CIUllld"Ilm, Xl., 2, S 20; ~llt'll,"ham, n., 2, ~ 2.
(s) 3 Dig., 400.
.
(t) See Vasishtll"" cited Dayn, Bhaga, xi., 2, 6. AIR? Teu!on, 12, note 2, where
he points ont that u.'3 the (legl'adation of 'VOllHtll consIsted III her bemg a l11e1'e
object of purchase, so the first. step towlLrds her elevation was taken, when the
r1o'wrv made it no longer llCCeSSftl'l' tlmt she should be sold.
(1I.j' ;\fitlLkshara, ii., 2, § 4; Sniriti Chandl'i1m, xi., 2, § 21; V. lI'Iay., iy., 8,
§ 11, 12.; Vil'umi~., p. 181:
.
(v) V,yada Cluntam!Llll, 291, 292; V. May., IY., 8, ~ 10; liflLdhuviya, § 36,
Vumdl'ajah, 34; Viramit., Pl" 176-182.

*
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A daughter of course could offer no religious oblations herself, but her right was put upon the ground
that she produced sons who could present oblations (w).
A reference to Manu will show, as might. have been
expected, that the daughtel"s son, whose power of
offering funeral cakes was considered to be equal to
that of a son's son, was the son of the appointed
daughter (x). Joi'Jnuta Vahana, however, laid down that
no daughter could inherit unless she had, 01' was capable
of having, l11ale issue, and the natural result was the
exclusion of daughters who were widows, orbal'l'en, or
who appeared to have an lllcapacity for bringing any
but daughters into the world (y). This principle is also
adopted by the author of tile Sl11l'iti Ohandrika, who
necessarily excludes barren daughters (z). It will be seen
that his a~lthority in this respect has not been accepted in
Southel'l1 India (§ 558). The mode in which these various
principles operate will be examined in the next chapter,
upon THE ORDER OF SUCCESSION (§ 558).
§ 521. The mother is of course not mentioned as an Right of
•
mother'
heir by Ba'/lcZhayanct, who excludes all women (a), nor by
,
Apastwnba, Ganta'lna, 01' Vasishtha; Nal'ada states her
right to a share on partition by the sons after the death of
their father, but does not refer to her as an heir (b). Her
claim, however, and that of the grandmother, are expressly
stated by Mann (0),' "Of a son dying childless (and
leaving no widow) the (father and) mother shall take the
estate: and the mother also being dead, the patel'l1al
(grandfather and) granchllother shall take the heritage (on
failure of brothers and nephews)." The gloss of Kalluka,
as contained in parentheses, marks the changes in the la.w
since the tillle of Mann. Vishn·/t also inserts the mother
(w) See PC'I' Mittel', J., Glln.'la. \'. Shwnbhool1llth, 22 Snoll., 393; 1'CI'
Ja.gwI-1Iat7/(/, 3 Dig., 194.
(x) Mmlll, ix., § lin~140. See post § 562.

(y) Dayn, Bhuga, xi., 2, § 1~3; D. K. S., i., 3, § 5.
(z) Sml'iti Clmlldrilm, xi., 2, § 10, 21. See post § 514.
...
(Il) A.llte ~ 517.
(b) Nl1,rada, xu!., ~ 12.
(0) Manu, ix., § 217; cf. § IS5, where Malln makes the father lLnd then the
brothers take.
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in the list of heil's next aftel' the fathel' (el), and YajnavctlkYCi places both pal'ents aftel' the daughtel's (e). Hel'
claim is also mentioned by Vl'ihaspati and Kcdyaya:nrl, of
w hom the fonnel' places hel' aftel' wife and male issue,
while the lattel' brings hel' in aftel' male issue, father
Ol' bl'othel' (f).
As to the gl'ound of her claim, the mother as well as
the grandmothel' and great-gl'andmothel', al'e .certainly
sapindas as shal'ing with their husbands the cakes which
al'e offel'ed to them by the male issue (g). But hel' claim,
and indeed that of the fathel' too, is always placed on the
ground of consanguinity, and of the mel'it she possesses in
l'efel'ence to her son, fl'om having conceived and nUl'tured
him in her womb. And by'many commentatol's she is
pl'efel'l'ed to the father, upon considerations del'wed fl'om
a compal'ison of the l'espective clegl'ees in which mother
and father shal'e in the composition of the son (h), while
the JYIitakshara pl'efers hel' on the gl'ound of gl'eatel'
pl'opinquity (i). vVhen vye come to n1nllta Vahrtna,
howevel', we find the l'eligious doctl'ine intl'oduced fol' the
fil'st time. He pl'efel's the fathel' to the mothel', because
the fathel' offel's oblations in which the son pal'ticipates;
and he prefers the mother, who offel's none, to the brothel's,
who offel' thl'ee, " because she confers benefits on him by
the bil'th of other sons who may offel' funeral oblations in
which he will pal'ticipate" (k). An argument which
obviously would never apply as l'egards the mother of an
only son, 01' of a son whose bl'others had clied befol'e him
without leaving issue.
§ 522. The growth of a widow's l'ight of succession is
much mOl'e complicated than that of mothel' Ol' daughter.
(d.) Vishnu, xvii., § 7.
(e) YajnavalkYfi, ii., ~ 136.
(f) 3 Dig., 502, 506.
(g) Ante § 512. Subodhini extends the right of female ascenclllllt·s to the
mother and gmndmother of the patel'l1al great-gmndfltther, and says thl1t the
same analogy holds good among the Samanoclakas. MitakshiLl'It, ii., 5, § 5,
Oolebrooke's note; Lallubl/(/,i v. Mankuva1'bai, 2 Bom., 433.
(h) 3 Dig., 504; Mitakshal'lt, ii., 3; Smriti Ohandrika, xi., 3, § 3; Daya Bhaga,
xi., 4, ~ 2; Vivada Chintamani, 293.
(i) Mital<shal'lt, ii., 3, § 3; ante § 512.
(k) Dttya Bhaga, xi., 4, § 2; D, K. S., i., 6, § 2.
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Originally of comse she shared in the genel'al incapa~ity
for inheritance which affected all women. But her l'lght
was l'ecognized later than that of othel' females who
noW take after hel'. N eithel' lIianti, Apastci1nba! Vasishtha
nor NCiraela. l'ecognize hel' right as heir; though they do
acknowledge that of the daughtel' and mother (l). Vishnli,
howevel', assigns to hel' a place after male issue (1I~).
Vl"ieldhci lIianti, Vl'ihaspati, Samcha and Lichita ancl
Deva,la. all make hel' heil' (n). So, of course, does Yajna. valkyc( (0), who is followed by his commentator VijnanesV(1.')'(l.
But the earlier commentatol', Visvarupa, § 24,
limits the word wife, as used by Yajnavalkya, to one who
is pregnant.
The following account of the manner in which the
rights of a widow arose, is taken almost exclusively from
Dr. JVIayr's dissertation upon the subject (p).
§ 523. }1'rom the very earliest times the widow was its origin and
.
'
TXTl
entitled to be nlaintamed
by her hus b ancl' s lleu·s.
vy len gJ'owth.
a brothel' died without issue, 01' entered a religious order,
the other brothers vvere to divide his wealth, except the
wife's separate property, and to allow a maintenance to his
women for life. But even this maintenance depended upon
their living a life of chastity. If they behaved otherwise,
it might be resumed (q). So N a 1'(1. cZ Ci says (1'), "when Origin and
. deceased, hIS
. k'In are t 1le guar d'lan8 0 fl'
of
the husband IS
lIS growth
widow's rights.
childless widow; in disposing of her, ancl in the care of
her, as well as in her maintenance, they have full powel'."
Even as against the king, when he took by escheat, the
widow diel not inherit, but he was bound to give a main(I) See ilIl1llU, i:c, § lS~, 212, 217, whol'e. Kallnln: !nsel'ts a glnss in. fav~ur of
the wi,low, whose l'lghts "Te not reeoglllzedm the orlgmltl. See the expla ... "tlOn
d l\IitttkshClm, xi., 1, § 35.
('Ill) Vishnu, xvii., § 4.
. "
(nl 3 Dig., 458, 473, 474, 478; Kat>'ayalUL, l\fltaksham, 11., 1, § 6.
(0) YajlHIYltlkya, ii., 135.
, , '
(p) MtLyr, 179, et seq. See too pel' cW'imn, Ellal/ Na.-Ila.Jb V. S,l-1ldj·(tbal, 11
BOlll. H. C., 273.
.
l'
t
(q) Namda, xiii., ~ 25, 26. Vijn~nesval'a e~pla1l1~ these text.s as a!)p Yl1~~ 0
the case of u reunited pl'tl'cenel', Mltc.dtshal'iL! 11., 1, ~ 20 j but, ilS Mayr obsen es,
11is e,tse had heen provided for by the preeedll1g text, § '24.
(j') NtLl'ltcLL, xiii., § 28. See too S,\llCha, 3 Dig., 482.
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tenance to the women of such persons (s). 'l'hese passages
of Nm'acZa are of special importance, because, as his work
was professedly based upon JJian'lt, they show that nothing
in JJianu was then 1,1llderstood as countenancing the right
of a widow to inherit.
§ 524. The next step would naturally be that the amount
necessary for maintenance should be set apart for it,
and left at her own disposal (t). In the case of an escheat
the text of J{atyayrtna cited above seems to indicate that
this was done. And the same course was adopted in case
of a partition (u), Where the property was very small in
amount, the whole would often be handed over to the
widow. And so Sl'ikm'a and others were of opinion that
a widow's right of succession was limited to the case of a
small property (v). No such explanation can be given to
the texts of Yajncwalkya and others, which expressly
state a woman's right of succession, since they all put her
succession on exactly the same footing as that of sons (10).
But the view of Srika'l'Cl and those who thought with him,
is valuable, from a historical point of' view, as showing
what the usage was, before the widow's right was firmly
established. When it had once become customary to
hand over the whole of a small property to a widow, the
decision whether a property was sufficiently small would
become difficult and invidious. The more wealthy the
husband had been, the larger would be the scale of maintenance suitable to his widow, especially when it came
to be expected that she should perform her husband's
Shmclhs and discharge the charities to which he had been
accustomed (:c). VVhere the relations were themselves,
(8) Ni'Ll'iul,t, xiii., § 52; ILttyayn,lhl" cited }Iitnlrsh.l.l'il., ii., 1, ~ 27 j VijnaneSYHl'lt.
l'mnal'ks Ui)on these pl:tssages thn,t the wOl'dlj usetlJol' W01nen, I' stri" and 'I yoshit "
l1pp1y to coneubiups, which, as Mel),!' l'enuU'ln:; (184), is opposed to illnu~l1enl,ble
pass-ages:.
(t) Snch " pl'l1ct:ce still exists in tIle Central Provinces; eYen in " case where
the deceased hU8b,111(1 was a memher 01 all UlH1iYic1ed family, Rewn Prasad y,

Dea Dntt, '271, A" 39; S. C" '27 CaL, 515,
(u) Ante § 477.
(v) ~fitakBharn, ii" 1, § 31, So among the Sutlej chi8f8, PUlIjlLh Customs '25.
('w) Mitaksl,urn, ii" 1, § 36; Daya Bhagn, xi" 1, § 6,
'
(x) Vrihaspati, d Dig" 158.
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adequately provided for,' there would often be a strong
feeling in favour of leaving the whole property to the
widow for her life, and this feeling would naturally exist
among all relations of the husband other than. the next in
succession. They might benefit by the property in the
hands of a widow, while they would not do so to the same
extent if it fell into the hands of the next male heir;
~ 525. The practice of the niyogct would also help in the II~fluence of
.
.
myoga.
same direction. A passage of Gmlltwna (y) IS by some
translated so as to indicate that a widow was only entitled
to succeed if she raised up issue for her husband, in which
case her right would be not personal but as guardian for
her son. The author of the lYlitakshlll'a explains the
passage, not as making the raising up of issue a condition
precedent to inheritance, but as offering her an alternative.
In either view it is clear that she had the altel'l1ative.
The male relations would have a strong interest in
inducing the wido"v to refrain from exercising her right,
and she would have a specially strong interest in availing
herself of it, if she at once became the manager of the
property. An obvious compromise would be to allow her
to succeed at once to a life estate in the property, provided
she waived the privilege of producing a new and absolute
owner. Hence the condition of chastity which the
Brahman lawyers engrafted upon her right of succession,
a condition which is wholly unsupported by the early texts
of the Vedas (z).
~ 526. It is impossible now to ascertain when the Widow only
.
.
takes separate
widow's rIght
of .
mhentance
was first establ'1she d . estate.
Yajnavalkya and others already referred to, lay It down
absolutely.: but the author of the Mitakshara (a) still
thought it necessary to enter into an elaborate discussion
of the whole subject, as if it were even in his time an open
question. The conclusion he arrives at is, that the widow Widow is heir,
is entitled to inherit to her husband, if he died separated ~~!e~ot
, copar.
(yi GiLutam", xxviii" § 18, 19.
(z) llIayJ', 181; ante § 93,

See i\iH"kshal'll,

jj"

1, ~ tL
(n) Mitakshl1m, ii., 1,
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and not reunited, and leaving no male issue. And this
rule is now adopted universally, except where the authority
of J'imuta Vahana prevails (b). The rule seems necessarily
to follow from the view taken bv the Mitakshara of the
rights of undivided members. \Vhile the husband lived,
his wife had only a right to be maintained bv him in a
suitable manner; after his death, his rights ~ll lapse to
his surdving coparceners, and she can have no higher
right against them than she had against her husband.
The question of heirship for the first time arises in case of
a divided member, as it is only in regard to divided
property that there can be an heir, properly so called.
In other words, the widow can take by succession as heir,
but sanllot take by survivorship as coparcener (e).
except in Bengal
§ 527. Of course the very foundation of this reasoning
fails as regards Ji?nuta Vahana, for he denies the premise,
viz., that all the undivided members of the family hold
each an unascertained interest in every part of the whole,
and that at the death of each that interest passes to the
survivors. On the contrary he considers that each has a
separate right to an unascertained portion of the aggregate,
that is, tbat each holds as a tenant in common, and not
as a joint tenant. That being so, of course, there is no
reason to restrain the express words of texts which state
the right of a widow to succeed to her husband, by
(b) .~'1it~kshara, ~i.,~, ~ 19,3·0; ii., 9, ~ 4; 81lll'iti Chandrjka,xi.~ 1, ~:J4,25, 53,
diyisio.il;
Vlrmmt., p. 131, eh. 1lI.; Kalama hatr-Inaj' Y. Ra.jah of Sivagunga, 9 ill. 1. A.,
539; S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), Bl._ As t,o Benares: 2 W. 3IacN., 21; RiTanail!. v.
Ba?oo Ram NaTayan, 9 B. L. R., 274; S. C., 17 Suth., 316; Ghowdlw'y
Gh~nt!1;})wn \'. M!. Nowlukho, 2TI. A., 263; S. C".24 Suth., 255; RUlJ Singh Y.
Batsm, 11 1. A., .L49; ~htillb, '\ Ivada Chll1tamam, 290; Pudmavati Y. Baboo
Doolar, 41\1. 1. A., 259, 264; S. C., 7 Suth. (D. C.), 41; Anllnrlee Y. Khedoo, 14
M. I. A.,~lH; r,S.,~., 18 Suth., 6~. Bombay: Y. 1\Iay:. iy., 8, § 6; GooZab v. Phool,
1 Bar., 104 Ll13J , Gov"ulda8 Y. MuhaZgkshumee, ,b., 241 [2671 . Mankoonwu1'
v. Bhn.goo, 2 Bar., 139 [157j; GunJosheev. Sugoona, 2 Bor.-, 401 [440J ; W. & B.,
68. In some eases In the PunJab a11d a1110ng tbe J ains a ,\vido"\y a'ppears to
succ8:d to her husband's estate, 8Yen thol'.gh undivided. But the general
practIce seems to follow the lIfitakshara; Punjab Customs 56' Sheo Singh v.
Mt. Dakho, 6 ".-W. P., 406. So by local custom the ;via;w is sometimes
excluded ;'rom succes~ion by the brothei,s eYen where the pronerty is self-acquired,
Rm'wham Y. Pe1'ach" 15 :\orad .. 28l.
(c) This exclusion of the widow does not take place where the property is
~ha~ of an ordll1ary 11l81'ca.ntile partnership, a,nd not th,.!t of an undivided Hindu
hmllly; Rampe1'shad Y. Sheochu1'n, 10 ]\1. I. A., 4~0.
5~; Xl:" S 9; Yaradr~~.a: 34; })ladha~lya, ~ 34,35, says nothing as

to
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limiting them to the case of a divided member. It is
therefore equally settled in Bengal, that a widow succeeds
to her husband's share when he is undivided, just as she
would to the entire property of one who held as
separated (d). But this does not apply in case of the
widow of -a son who dies before his father, undivided, and
leaving no separate property (e); because in Bengal the
son is not a co-sharer with his father, and therefore has no
interest which can pass to his widow.
"~28 Even under the Mitakshara if a man dies undi- She ~akes sel£~;)'.
.
. ' . . . . ReqUIred provided, but leavmg property, part of whlCh IS hIS se1£- perty.
acC[uisition, his widow will succeed to that pad, though
the rest o£ his property passes by survivorship to his
coparceners. This had been already laid down by the
pundits in Bombay, and in a case under the Mithila law,
and was finally settled by the Judicial COll1mittee in the
ShivaO'unga case (j). And so where the status of division Partition not
"',
,
1 completed.
has been establIshed by agreement, but no actua
apportionment has taken place, or where part has been
apportioned, and not the remainder, in either case the
widow inherits as the heir of a divided member, instead
of being only entitled to maintenance (g).
:s,) 529. When the rio'ht
of a widow was once established, R?asons
for
b
WIdow's succesthe Hindu lawyers were at no loss for reasons to show SiOll.
that it had always existed. According to Manu, upon
conception by a wife the husband himself was born again
in her, and became one person with her (h). And so
Vl'1:1wspati says, "Of him whose wife~~ot decea~'3ed, half
-(eli Daya Bl;agi1, xi~, I, ~ 25, 26, 27; D. K. S., ii., 2, § 41; F. :lIacX., 5. Se?
cased:lI. Dig., :116; ii Dig., 476, 485; peT TVe8i, J., Lak8hman ... Satyabhamaba",
2 Bam., 508; DUTga Nath Y. Ghintamoni, 31 Cal., 214.
(e) F. ]l1acN., 1.
~.
.
(f) W. & B., 2nd ed., 81, 127; 2 W. ~![RcN., 92; Kata.ina ]\atchzG.1' Y. BaJah of
8hivagllnga, 9 )1. 1. A., 539: S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), ill ; Penaqamy Y. Pe~'Za8a1l1Y,
5 1. --\. .. 61; S. C" 1 ~lad., 312; followed Teka>t v, Tekaztm,,51. A., 100; S. C.,
4 C"I.,'190.
(g) Slimneni v. Suraneni, 13 M. LA., 113; S, C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 40;
Gajapathi v Gajal'athi, ib., 497; S. C:, 6.3. L. R., 2,02; S. C" 14 Suth. (P. C.),
33; ante § 495; Nal,(Lyan v. Lakslum, 3 Mad. H .•C., 289; Patm Mal, v. Ray
Manolim', 5 S, D., 349 (410); Rewnn Pe1'Sad v. M, .. Radha Beeby, 4 M. I. A.,
137,148,152; S. C., 7 Suth. (P. C.), 3'5; Timmi Reddy v. Achamma, 2 1\Iad.
H. C., 325.
(h) Manu, ix" § 8, 45.
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the. body survives. How should another take the property
whIle half the body of the owner lives '(" (i). It is
obvious that this metaphor has the fault of many other
metaphors. It proves too much. If the husband still
survives, the sons cannot take. If the widow is looked
upon as the continuation of her husband's existence, she
ought to take even before male issue (k). But the widow
had also another ground of merit, as offering funeral
oblations to her husband. In respect of these Jimuta
Vahana points out that she was inferior to her sons, as she
only performed acts spiritually beneficial to him from the
date of her widowhood, while they did so from the date
of their birth (l). In any point of view it will be seen
Onlytakeshns- that the merits of the widow were purel" personal as
band's prope1'ts.
J
,
between herself and her husband. As a mother she has
claims on her descendants; but as a widow her claim for
anything beyond maintenance is only against her husband.
Therefore if her marriage with him has been legally dissolved, or if in consequence of his having become an
outcaste,
she has exercised the right of abandonin 0o him
.
recogmzed by Hindu law, her claim to inherit from him is
lost (17~). 80 also, she can only succeed to his propertv or
rights, that is, to the property which was actuallv \-e~ted
in him, either in title or in possession, at the til~e of his
Widow is only death (n).
She must take at once at his death or not at
heir to husband, I N '
.
al. .L 0 fresh rIght
can accrue to her as widow' in consequence of the subsequent death of some one to whom he
would have been heir if he had lived (0). Hence, no
claim as heir can be set up on behalf of the widow of a
. ._ - - _ . - - - - -

;-1 Dig., 458. See SlTIl'iti Chandrikl1)
1, ~ 6; ]{ataJ)lfl
v RetiGh
raliG
.
9 :'II. I. A., 010; 8. C., 2
(Jc'. C.), 3: ;
v. Vtra
1 )Iad., 206S.
~k) See
~
,:'he1'e it is 8uggestl~d that aJ one tjme the nlOthel"" life
estate may ha~'e been Interposed before full enjOY1l1 P l1 t, bv the sons
(1) 3 Dig.,
458; D"y" Bhaga, xi., 1, ~ 43.
~
"
'
..
('in).
.
Y. Adminis,rat01'-General, S ;lIad., 169.
'n) VrCa1111t., p. lG4, § 13, p. 197, ~ 2. If his title waR vested thal'O'h his
en i oyn18,r::t po~tpo~le:1, ,she \'vil1,eq~al1y Lake .. ~
Pe1'snd v. R~ldha
~ M. I.
116, S. C., 7 Sut,}. dc'. C.), 3D;
-v. Rajf8811},fe,

Beeuy:

'\'2l.3"

(0)

v. Pnllayya, 18 llIad., 168.
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son (p), or of a grandson (q), or of a daughter's son (F),
or of a father (8), or of a brother (t), or of an uncle (u), or
of a cousin (v). In all of the above cases the contest
was between the widow and some other heir, who was
held to have a preferential title. Iu some of the recent
cases, however, the widow was excluded under Benares
law on the general principle that she did not come
within the line of heirs at all (10), In the latest case
it was held that the Crown would take by escheat in
preference to her (..0). This is undoubtedly the law of
Bengal, Benares, Madras and Mysore (y). It is now,
however , settled tha,t the law in Bombay
in
.
' _ is .. different. except
Bombay.
The subject is discussed by Messrs. \Vest and Buhler, and
their views have been fully adopted by the High Court
of Bombay in the case of LallL{bhaii v. Mankuvarbai (z).
The process of reasoning of the vVestern la '''''yers seems Western India ..
to be as follows. They accept the general principle
that succession goes in the order of sapindaship, taking
the text of M([nu (ix., § 187) with the gloss of I1.ull1[ka
(p) 2 W. Jl1ac)[., 4:3, 75, 104; 2 Str,t. H. L., 233,234; Ayabnttee v. Rajki,sen,
3 S. D., 2S (38); Roi Sham Bull.nblz v. Prallk,shtm, ,b., 33 (44) 3 HZJnllU,:,v. Mt.
pur/a Monee, 4 S. D., J9 (25); ]Y[onee Mohnn v. Dhnn }fonee, s.. D. of I~D3, 910;
R{ei Kishore v HIiTrosoondery, S. D. of 1858,825; Ananda B,bee v. 11 OWI/d, 9
Cai., 815; Ba.i Ann'it v. Bai Mo.nik, 12 Bam. H. _c., 79; Pun)"b Snstoms, 64.
The clahn of a daughter-ill-law If' supported ~Y ~ <.tDdct ?anchta ann by BuJa.nlbhatta, but by no other ,cnthorities. Jolly, Lect. J99: Thaya 1llm a/' v .. Anna19 111<1(1" 85. According to Visnn-npa, § 2, where an equal partitIOn was
made
a fatl{er, r,he wido'ws of sons and grandRons \vere ~lltitled to a. share
equt1l to that which their husbands would have taken.
l'li Ambawow.". Rutton, Bom. Sei. Rep., 132.
(?) 2 W. lVlac:N .. 47.
/, "1"
(8) Vent.ata v Venkll1mnd, 1 iliad. ~ec., 210; Vad·rev,:v. ~';I·?PU m:,,]1 aQ.
Dec of Ifl61, 125; Ram KOGnwa)'\,. [Jlmnu.}', 1 Bar., <110 [408J, Bliy?obee \.
Nubkissen, 6 S. D., 53 (6i
(t) 2 W. MacN., 7ti; 2
H. L., 231; Yetimj v. Taya",,,,al, Mad. Dec. of
11054, J84; PeIZr/wn1!ttu v. Al'pu Rail, 2 :\fad. H. C., 117; Jymwwe". Ra1l1Joy,
3 S. D., 289 (385).
1,7
(u) Upend"a v. Tha.nda, 3 B. TJ • R.
C. ~.) 349; S. C -' 8ub nmlL'ne. ,opend?'o v. Thanda, 12 Snth., ~63;
Y. RUicko- 3 All., Abc
' '
R
Ivi 8oo?'end7'ol1a.th v. 11ft. Heeramonee, 12 ill. 1. A., 01; S. C., 1 B. L.
.
b.), 26; 8. C" JO Suth. (P. C.), 35.
_ . , 'C
(~v) Gam'i Y. Rukko, 3 All., 45; Ananda Btbee v. J'.iowmt, 9 Cal., 3,,).
(x) Jo.qdamba Koe?' v. Seenta?'y of State, 16 Cal., 367; folld. 111 lVlysore,
Chicka Byamnwh v. Naja""ah, 15 1\lo:sa1'e, 135..
,"
.
(y) Per cW'iam. Luiloob/lOY v. Casszbo..t, 71. A., 230; S. C., 0 Bo~'\.110 '_
Vithaldas Y. Jes/ntbal, 4 Bom., 2:Zl; peT Wost, J., 11 Bom., p. ~9~, pe.?
Jl{nth,,,sa..mi LyeT, J., 8 Jl:i<ld., pp. 119, 129,
.
110' f 11 (z) W. & B., 129; 2 Bam., 8S8; afId., 7 1. A., 212; ~. C., 5 Bam;,. .' 0 o,,~
ing and affirming Lah8hJniba~ v. JaiP·a.m, 6 Bam. H. C. (A. C. J.), 02, Vd!wlda".
v. Jeshnbai, 4 Bam., 219.

(p:
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so that it runs :-" To the nearest sCLpinda, male or female
after him in the third degree, the inheritance next
belongs . " Then th~y interpret sapindaship as meaning
co~ne~tl~n by b,lo~d, m the manner expl~ined by VijnanesVa? a (~ bl0), ~ hlCh makes even the wIves of brothers be
sapinda to each other, because they produce one body with
those who have sprung from one body. On the same
principle they make the daughter-in-l~w a sapinda (a).
Hence "They prefer the sister-in-law to the sister's son
and, to a male cousin, and more distant male sagotra~
sapmdas, the paternal uncle's widow to the sister, the
maternal uncle, and the paternal grandfather's brother,
and. the! all~w a daughter-in-law, and a distant gotrajasapmda s wIdow to inherit" (b). The learned editors
remarl~, ." It is ~owever sometimes impossible to bring the
authontIes whIch they quote into harmony with their
answ.ers" (el' It may be added, that it is equally difficult
to bnng theIr answers into harmony with each other. I
have given up in despair the attempt to reconcile the
f'utwahs and rulings from Bombav, already cited in this
paragraph, with those which win be fOU~ld below (d).
The result of this doctrine is, that" the members of the
compact series of heirs specifically enumerated take in the
order in which they are enumerated (V. M., iv., 8, § 18)
preferably to those lower in the list and to the widows of
any relatives, whether near or remote, though where the
group .of sp.ecified heirs has been exhausted, the right of
the WI~~W IS .recognized to take her husband's place in
.co~petltlOn wIth the representative of a remoter line" (e).
ThIS rule of succession is stated by the Bombay Hiah
•

(a) ''.'. & B., 481--486.
B 0111.,
610.

As to the p"tel11al aunt. see Ganes" y
"

b

TVaahn .)_{
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Court to be deduced, or rather to be deducible, from
the Mitakshara, though they admit that the foundation
afforded for it by that work is slender, inasmuch as " no
widow of a collateral is expressly provided for; the only
wife of an ascendant expressly admitted, is one for whorl'l
there is an express text." Under the Mayukha, according
to Mr. Justice West, such a right" may be called almost
shadowy" (j). Yet, curiously enough, in Southern India
such a rule admittedly does not exist except in Pondicherry,
while in Western India its acceptation in practice is beyond
doubt. More recently the Bombay Court in reference
to the above considerations said" It seems to be the fairer
interpretation of the law to hold that a female gotTajasapindc& in anyone line cannot exclude any male properly
belonging to that line" (g). It certainly seems to me
that this is one of those cases in which usages, which
sprung up without any reference to the Sanskrit law
books, are now supported by torturing those books so as
to draw from them conclusions of which their authors
had no idea (h). In the Punjab, on the other hand, Punjab.
special family customs exist under which widows are not
allowed even to succeed to their husbands' estate or only
to a small portion of it (i). Local customs to the same
effect are found in Madras (k).
§ 530. The recent works of M. Leon Sorg have brought Pondicherry,
to light a series of decisions of the Pondicherry Civil Court,
which bear a curious resemblance to those in Bombay.
They lay down, that where the last member of a joint family
dies, leaving no direct heirs in his own line, his property
will pass to the female relatives of his own pre-deceased
coparceners, in preference to his divided male collaterals.

..::.J

(,lJ) The rule, ho\~-e~'er., i~.1inlited to \YOll1ell ':ho, b~' Ina.rriage into a pitrhcular
f/Olt? (~'.' becolll,8 gotl Ll.Jf!'-sapzndas. Hence the \Yldow of leI, dt1,ughtel'js ROd ·would Hot
ln leut the estate of the maternal grandfather.
Val/ubrla" y "J k 'b .
25 Bom., 28], p. 285.
,.
. , a e] az,
(e) W. & K., 2nd ed., lEil, 195-199.
(ii) M ll halnkmee Y. Kripashoaknl, 2 Bor., 510 [557J ; Jetllee Y. Mt Sit-a ib
58b [640J; B0e& Umrnt Y. Baee Koosul, Morris. 5.
.
v, .,
7
(e) Nahalehand Y. _Hemchand, 9 Bam., 31, at 34; Lallubhai Y. 1>lankllva,'_
<)a1,2 BCln., at p. 440.

p.
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(f) Lallubhai v. Mankuz'a1'bai, 2 Bam., "t p. 447.
.
(g) Rachaya v. 1i.alingapa, 16 Bom., 716, p. 720. See however peT euna""
18 Mad., p. 198.
...
.
'b .
(h) The Privy Council in affirmmg the decIsIOn In Lul!oobhoy v. Cass]. "'z,
expressly rest the right of the widow" on the ground of posItive acceptance and
usage," 7 I. A., p. 237; S. C., 5 Bom., no.
.
(i) Punjab Customs, 25, 48; Punjab Customary Law, II, "42,237.
(k) Rariehan v. Feraehi, 15 Mad., 281.
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The order of succession is stated to be (1) the widow of a
pre-deceased brothel', (2) his daughter, (3) the sister of the
last male owner, (4) the daughters of his grandfather, that
is paternal aunts, (.5) the daughter of his paternal uncle (ll.
I presume the list is not intended to be exhaustive. The
rule is stated to be founded on the text of Manu, IX, ~ 187,
which confers the inheritance as the nea,rest relation
(male or female) of the deceased.
Another custom, similarly affirmed in the Pondicherry
Courts as existing among the Tamil population, is that
on default of male issue the wife and mother share the
Succession (m).
:;Sister.

e xt relating to

ster.

. ~ 531. The relations whom we have been considering
have all had express texts asserting their title as heirs.
The widow ang. mother are also gotrajn-sapindas, both
in the meaning of the Mitakshara, as being connected
with the deceased owner by affinity, and in the meaning of
the Daya Bhaga, as being connected with him bv funeral
oblations \~ 503). The daughter is even after ~llarriage
a sapinda, according to the view of Vijnanesvara, though
not a gotraja-srlpincla, and although she neither presents
nor participates in oblations, she is fitted into the scheme
·of Ji1n'Uta Vahana by her capacity for producing a
presenter of offerings. The sister stands in a different
position from all these. She has no religious efficacy
Whatever, as she is in no way connected with the funeral
offerings to her brother. She is a sapinda, as regards
affinity, but she is not a gotraja-spinda, according to the
Benares writers, as she passes into a strange gotra
immediately upon her marriage. As regards the authority
of texts, the matter stands in this way. The sister is
stated to take a share, either upon an original partition,
or after a reunion (n), but this is a different thing from
taking as heiress. A passage from Sancha and Lichita (0),
---~---

-

--.~---------

-

--

(Z) Borg H. L., 320, 00. Con., 275, 279, 286, 291.
Borg Int., 13 H. L., 303, 318.
(n) lIhnu, ix., ~ 118, 212; Vrihaspati, 3 Dig., 476; ante § 477; post § 586.
(0) 3 Dlg., 187.
(In)
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"The daughter shall take the female pro~erty, and
she alone is heir to the wealth of her mother s son, .who
leaves no male issue," would certainly seem to be a mrect
a fti· rma t'Ion 0 f the right of a sister to succeed. to her
brother. J agannatha explains the latter part of t~e te~t
as referring to an appointed daughter. The text ltself is
not cited in any commentary that I am a,vare of aS,an
authority for her right as an heir, even .by the Mayukna,
· 11 a d't
riiYht
PosslblvJ It may refer to
w1lIC
1111 s that
"
l:J'
stridhrJ..)W1n which had passed from .the mot~er to the son,
v",1'
llC h ,a,s wiiI be seen. hereafter, IS sometImes .the case
t
(~670).
Nanda Pandda, a~d Balwnbhatta.' m~~rpre.
the text of the Mitakshara whICh glVes the mherltance
to brethren, as including sisters, so that the .brothers
take first, and then the sisters (p). But. t~1.1S order
ot succession is opposed to the whole spmt of the
Benares law. It is not accepted even by the Mayukha,
in after .
the grandmother,
1 · h m. ak· es the sister come.
WllC
b
under a different text (q), and the interpretatIOn has een
re.iected by the Judicial Committee (1'). It maybe take~,
therefore, and it appears always to be assumed, tl~at the:e
is no text which in express terms asserts the ~lght of a
. t er t 0 suc ceed to her brother . In Bombay,. i1.owever,
SIS
her riiYht is now beyond dispute. In Bengal and Benares
it se61~s clear that she has no right at all. In Madra~ ~1.er
" ght has been for the first time' affirmed, by a deCIsIOll
is certainly opposed to the entire
of authority in Southern India. This will render It necessary to
ex~mine the law upon the subject at greater len.gth than
the importance of the point would seem to r~qUl~e.

~hich
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cu~rent

.

§ 582. The mode in which the sister's ti.tle IS ma~e ~a~~~t~~~\ll
t
· \7(7
to be as follows.
She IS Bomba}.
au In
iVes t' er'n India 'aI)})ears
.
'.
considered a sapincla, as already stated, by vutue of her
.
.. 4 "1 note. This illterprek,tioll is "ccepted by the
(p) ~11ta,?:~haTa., :;': _, ,~ '. 'ound for adrnittlng a sister t~ .suc?eed 1 tl~ough
BOlnbay HIgh COU~ clb' t o~e .~r 1 c@l1clusiOll Cl.S fixing her pOSItIOn In the lIne of

they
not follow v.It, TT
toalab
1 ,s oglCBa,
heirs.do Kesserbcl'z
I 4
o:n.". 188 ' 204", Rud"a:pci v. 11'ava, 23 Bom., ::i2.

(q) V. :liay., iv., 8, ~}97; P018tl~rf' A 386 402' S. C., 7 Buth. (P. C.), 25;
(1') Thakoo?'am Y. JVLO mn,
-."
., .1.' •
'
Ghinnam.mal v. Yenkata.chella, 10 iliad., p .• 22.
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afIinity to her brother (§ 529). She is also considered a
gotraja-sapincla, on the ground that this term is satisfied by
her having been born in her brother's family, and that sh~
~oes not lose her position as a gotraja by being born again
m her husband's gotra, upon her marriage. That being so,
her place among the gotrajas is determined by nearness of
kin, and is settled to be between the grandmother and the
grandfather (s), before the half-brother, and after the full
brother's son (t). It is probable that the whole of this
reasoning is a mere contrivance to bring a succession,
which was established by immemorial usage, into apparent
conformity with SanskrIt law. The Bombay High Oourt
has refused to extend the reasoning to a son's dauahter
'" ,
whom it ranks not as a gotraja-sapincla of his father,
but apparently only as a banclhu (u). The usage itself is
established beyond doubt, and has received the sanction of
the Privy Oouncil. And half-sisters succeed as well as
sisters of the whole blood, though they come in after whole
sisters (v). Sisters take equally inter se without any such
preference for the unendowed over the endowed, as exists
in the case of daughters (w).
"
I
.
~ .533. n Bengal It is equally clear, both on principle
and authority, that the sister is not an heir. She possesses no spiritual emcacy, and comes under the general
text of Bauclhayana which excludes all females, without
being rescued from it by any special text in her favour (x).
J agannath'1 says of her, " It is nowhere seen that sisters
inherit the property of their brothers" (y). And her
(8) V. 1Iay., iv., 8. § LS~20; W. & B., 131, 46B, 467. See D7'armasindhu
and N·irnayasindh1l. Sa,·vadhika.,.i, pp. 106, 123; per West, J., Lallnb71ai v.
J1iankuva?'biLi, 2 BOlll., p. 445; WestTOpp, C. J., prefers restina her riO'ht upon
her affinity as sapinda eve') though not. a gob'oja, and u;on thee expl'ess
authorIty of Vr)h.l,~patl aud N~akan.tha, ,b., 421. See as to her position in
Shola1'n1', Lakshmt v. Dada l'ianaJ" 4 Bom., 210; Bin, v. Khandu, 4 Born.,
214; in Dharwar, Rudrapa, v. I1"aVa, 28 Bonl., 82.
(t) Sakl~ara1n v. Sitabai, 3 Bam., 3'3; Mu"ji v. OU1'Sandas, 24 Bom 563.
(u) Venila.l v. Pa'jaram, 20 Bam., 173.
(v) W. &. B., 469~470; Finayel, v. Lnxwneebaee, 1 Bam. H. C., 118; affirmed
9 ]\1. I. A., 5J6; S. C., 3 Suth. (P. C.), 4J ; Sakhara", v. Sitabai. 3 Bam. 353'
Dhondu v. Gangabai, ib., 369; Kesse1'bai v. Valab, 4 Bom. 188' 198 ib: 210'

214.

'

,

,

,

,

(w) Bhagirthibai v: Baya, 5 Bam., 264; Sag Una v. Sadarshiv, 26 Bam., 710.
(x) Daya Bhaga, Xl., 6, § 11.
(y) 3 Dig., 517.
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exclusion is treated as quite undisputed by both the
MacN aghtens and Sir Thomas Strange (z). There is also a
uniform current of decisions to the same effect, extending
from 1816 to 1870 (r(.), In one case a futwah was given by
the pundits declaring that a sister, though not herself an
heir, was entitled to enter upon and hold the estate in trust
for a son whom she might afterwards produce, where sucha
son would be the next heir (b). But this decision has been
expressly declared not to be law, on the well-established
principle that a Hindu estate can never be in abeyance,
but must alway vest at once in the person who is, at the
time of descent cast, the next heir (c).
§ 534. As regards the provinces which follow the Mitak- Nor under
. . 1e an d all th't
sham, b ot h prmclp
on y seem a Iso to exclude Benares law,
the sister. She is not named in the line of heirs bv the Sister not
· 1 h ara or t h e V'lraml't·1'0 daya \'cl) ,nor b y t 11e S'11lntI
.. recognized
by
M Ita.;:s
Benares authoOhandrika, the Madhaviya, the Vamdrajah or the Sarasvati rities.
Vilasa, none of which even refers to her, except as being
entitled to a share upon partition or after reunion. She
cannot come in as a gotraja-sapinclri within the meaning
of Vijnanesvarcl, because the Hindu law never contemplates a female as remaining unmarried after the period
of puberty, and, as soon as she does marry, she passes into
a different gotra (e). Nor is there any text in her favour,
which is as much required by the Benares school as by
that of Bengal (§ 517). I have already noticed the construction of the text of the Mitakshara, which would
bring in the sister as included in the term brethren. This
has not been approved of by the writers of any school
(§ 53~2:__ Nancla Panclita also proposes to bri~iLi~_~~
,V. "hoN., 35, note: 1 Stl',1. H. L., 146.
(a) 2 \V. MacN., 6S, 80, 81, 85, 97, 98; ]iOOllWf2Tee v. DamoodhU1', 7 S. D.,
192 (226); Ba?iwsoond"ee v. Bajkrishto, SeT., 742; Kalee Pt?'Sizad v. BhoiTa.bee,
2 Suth.,l80; Anund Oh"nrle?'v. Tedo"am, 5 Suth., 215; Bnkkini v. Kada"nath,
5 B. L. R., Apr. 87.
(b) Ka1'WW v. Jai Oha,ndm, 5 S. D., 46 (50).
(e) Kes'1b Ohnnder Y. Bishnope1'8aud, S. D. of 1860, ii., 340; ante § 499.
Cd) j\1ib,kshara, ii., 5, § 5, note.
lei D"ya Bhaga, xi., 2, § 6; W. & B., 129. See, too, Daya Bhaga, xi., 6, § 10
where Jimuta Va},ana says that Yajnavalky<, uses the term Got"aja to exclude
females related as wpindiLs, and Smriti Cha,ndrika, xi., Lallubhai v. Mal1k1.lvar.
biLi, 2 Bom., 438.
(z) F. l\1ae:'-J., 4, 7; 1

46
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sister on another principle as being the daughter of the
father (j). The reasoning would be, a man's own
daughter succeeds, as bringing forth the daughter's son.
lt is now settled that the sister's son-that is, the son of
the father's daughter-also succeeds (s 575). Therefore
the father's daughter herself should succeed as bringing
him forth. The answer would be, that a man's own
daughter succeeds, both because she is his own offspring,
and because she produces a son who is of such importance
to him, that he is the next male who takes after his own
issue. Neither ground would apply to a sister. Not the
first of course; nor the second, because, although the
sister's son is an heir, he only comes in under the
Mitakshara as a bandhu after the last of the sa1nanoda,kas.
Further, the fact that the sister's son is an h81r does not
involve any assumption that his mother must have been
an heir also. He takes by his own independent merit,
not through her (g). Accordingly we find that the son of
an uncle's daughter is an heir to the nephew, though the
uncle's daughter is not an heir (h) ; the son of a brother's
daughter is, but the brother's daughter is not, an heir (i) ;
the son of a nephew's daughter is, but the nephew's
daughter is not, an heir (k).
§ 535. The weight of authority seems also to be against
the sister's claim. The opinions of both the MacN aghtens,
of Mr. Colebrooke, Mr. Sutherland, and Sir Thomas
Strange, were opposed to her claim; and a futwah by a
Madras pundit to the same effect is cited by the latter
author (l). In 1858, a case came before the Madras Sudder
Court, in which a sister claimed as heir to her brother ,
(f) J\![itakshara, ii., 5, § G, llote.
(g) See pe1' Holloway, J., Chelikani y. SUTaneni, 6 Ylad. H. C., 2SS' peT
15 .Mad' p. 422.
'
(h) Gun, v. Anand, ,,) B. L. R., 15; s. C., 16 Suth. (F. B.), 49; Gosaen v.
Mt. K1shemnunnee, 6 S. D., 77 (90).
(i) Gobincl v. Mohesh, 15 B. L. R., B5; S. C. 23 Suth., 117; JOg1nU1'Ut v
Seetull'eTsal.d, Sev., 433.
.
(k) Kasl;ee Mohun v. Rajgobind, 24 Suth., 229; Radha Peal'ee Y. DOO>'ga
Monee, 5 Suth., 131.
y) 1 S~ra. H. L., 146; 2 Stra. H ..L., 243-246; F. IIfacN., 4, 7; 1 W. MacN.,
31), n. See peT Holloway, J., Chehkani v. SU1'aneni, 6 Mad. H. C., 288.
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relymg on the texts of Manu and the authority of Nanda
Pandita and Bala'lnbhatta. The Court 8aid : "The Judges
of the Sudder U dalut, while admitting that the arguments
of the special appellant have much force, and that the
texts relative to division after reunion show that under
such circumstances a sister has a right of inheritance,
from which a presumption might perhaps be drawn that
the spirit of the law may possibly not have originally
contemplated the exclusion which now prevails, are
of opinion that the law is not only too ill-defined to
admit of such construction, in opposition to existing
usage, but must even, if speaking more clearly, be
regarded as obsolete and virtually changed, and modified by practice prevailing beyond memory, and acquiesced
in by all parties concerned" (m). The same claim was set
up, with the same arguments and the same result, before
the High Court of Bengal in 1863, in a case governed by
'lYlitakshara, law. The Court, after referring to Manu,
IX, ~ 187,217, Mitakshara II, 4 and 5,1 Stra. H. L.,
146; 1 \V. MacN., 35, and a Bengal case, proceed to
say: "On the whole, then, we are clearly of opinion that
the Vayavastha of the pundit cannot be set up successfully against the text of the Mitakshara, or the general
principles of Hindu law, which excludes sisters, or against
the marked omission from our precedents of any decision
in favour of such a claim, for more than sixty years" (n).
This opinion was reiterated by the Bengal High Court
after a fresh discussion of the authorities in 1882 (0). The
same decision was given in 1880 by the Allahabad High
Court, also in a case under Mitakshara law, the Court
referring to a previous ruling which laid down that, according to Mitakshara law, none but females expressly named
can inherit (P).
In the Punjab, among the Sikh J ats, the sister is also Sister's right
(m) Chinnasamien v. Koottoo)', l\fad. Dec. of 1858,175.
(n) GumLan v. Srikant, Sev., 460.
(0) JullessuT v. Uggu1' Roy, 9 Ca1., 725.
(p) Jagat Narain v. Sheodas, 5 All., 311.
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excluded by long-established and recorded usage, which
was affirmed by express decision in 1870 (q).
The title of a sister was raised for the first time on
appeal to the Privy Council in a case from the NorthWest Provinces in 1871, but the Judicial Committee
refused to enter upon the question (1') ; it was also referred
to, but without any expression of opinion, by the Committee in 1876 (s).
§ 536. On the other hand, a sister was for the first
time decided to be an heir to her brother in a case in
the Madras High Court (t). Property had devolved on a
son, upon whose death it was taken by his mother. She
alienated portions of it to strangers, and then died. The
plaintiff, who was one of three sisters, sued to set aside
the alienations. These were admittedly invalid beyond
the life of the mother. The only question, therefore,
was, whether the sister had any title which would support
her suit. The Court held that she had. They first
declared that she was not a sapinda, setting aside the
construction put upon the word" brethren" by Bala1nbhatta. They then proceeded to say: "Whether the
sister is entitled to succeed as a relative of deceased more
remote than a sCLJl1:nda is another question. Since the
decision of the Judicial Committee in Gridhari v. The
Government of Bengal (n), the High Court of Madras,
following that decision, and the decision of the High Court
of Bengal in Amrita v. Lakhinarayan (v), of which the
Judicial Committee approved, have held (w) that a sister's
son is entitled to succeed as a br;mdhn, and that the text
and Commentary in Chap. II, sect. 6, of the Mitakshara
do not restrict the limit of bandhus to the cognate
kindred there mentioned, but are to be read as merely
offering illustrations of the degree of bandhusin their order
(q) Punjab Customs, l7.

(T) Kooe,' Goolab v. Rao KUTun, 14 ill. 1. A., 176; H. C., lO B. L. R., 19.
(8) VeZlanki v. Venkata Rama, 41. A., 1. 8; S. C., 1 Mad., 174; S. C., 26

Suth.,2l.
(t) Kntti Ammal v. Radakristna, 8 Mad. H. C., 88.
(u) 12:1f. 1. A .. 448; S. C" I B. L. R. (P. C.), 44; 8. C., 10 Suth. (P. C.), g2.
(v) 2 B. L. R. (F. B.l, 28; S. C., 10 Suth. (F. B.l, 76.
(w) Ohelikani v. Sm'a1wni, 6 Mail. H. C., 278.
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of succession. In sect. 3 of Chap. II of the Mitakshara,
sect. 4, it is said: 'Nor is the claim in virtue of
propinquity restricted to kinsmen allied by funeral oblations, but, on the contrary, it appears from thls very
text (x) that the rule of propinquity is effectual without
any exception in the case of (samanodakas) kindred
co~nected by oblations of water, as well as other relations,
where they' appear to have a claim on the succession.'
And it is afterwards said in sect. 7:' If there be no
relatives of the deceased, the preceptor, etc., according to
the text of ApastaJnba, "If there be no male issue, the
nearest kinsman inherits, or in default of kindred, the
preceptor.'"
It follows from the above, not onl! that, in
regard to cognates, is there no intention expressed m the law
or to be inferred from it, of limiting the right of inheritance
to certain specified relationships of that nature, but that,
in regard to other relationships also, there is free admission
in the order of succession, prescribed by law for the
several classes; and that all relatives, however remote,
must be exhausted, before the estate can fall to persons
who have no connection with the family. In this view,
plaintiff must be regarded as a relative entitled to succeed
on an equal footing with her sisters, who are relatives of
the same degree."
~ 1-'3"'/ TIll'S decision will of course settle the law in Madras decision
s·)
.
"
dIscussed
Madras unless reversed. But as it will not be a binding
authority upon Mitakshara la,v in other parts of India, it
may be as well to examine its reasoning more closely.
The three cases quoted have, of course, no application.
They merely decide that male relations, who come within
the definition of a bandhu in the Mitakshara (y) are not
excluded from the mere fact that they are not specifically
enumerated in "he next section. But if that definition
means, as those cases held that it did mean, a person
connected by funeral oblations with the deceased, then a
(x) ilhnu. ix., § 187.
(y) iliitakshara, ii., 5, ~ 3.
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sister does not come within the definition, not being
"connected by funeral oblations" (z). It is also to be
remarked that the enumeration in Mitakshara II 6
though not exhaustive as to the individuals, includes n'on~
but males, and is, therefore, strong evidence that none but
males were supposed capable of satisfying the definition.
And the cases cited show that none but males could
satisfy the definition, as there understood. The judgment,
however, goes on to cite two texts as showing (apparently)
that other .mlatives who are neither gentiles nor bandhus
may inherit by virtue of mere propinquity. In the first
passage (a), Vijnanesvarci is weighing the comparative
merits of the father and the mother, both of whom are
gotraja-sapindas. He decides in favour of the latter on
the ground of propinquity, and proceeds, in the text cited
by the High Court, to remark that this principle of
propinquity applies not only to sa,z)indas, but to sa1nanodakas, "as well as other relatives, when they appear to
have a cli1im to the succession." That is to sav, given a
rivalry between two persons, both entitled to inherit, the
one who is nearest in blood shall take. The text does not
attempt to lay down who have a claim to succession.
On the contrary, it seems to assume that there may be
relatives who would not" appear to have a claim t~ the
succession." It does not define the class of heirs-that
as will be shown immediately, had been done alreadv~

t.o

.. (z) Accordin!,
the Dhamna Sindhu Sa"a of Kasinatha, '" work of the
hlghesb authol'l~Y Ul the, Benares School, among the persons 'who are competent
to pedOl'm the funeral ntes to '" deceased kinsman it is statcd t,hat, "on failure
of the daughter, .and the. nephew, the ~ather. the mother, the daughter-in-law
and tl~e SIster elaIl11 the right 111 succeSSJon. In case there are bot,h utf'l'ine and
st~p.slsters; the 8&111,8 rules a,pply to them as to uterille u1)d Rtep·brothe'"s,
On
h"lnreof s)sters t~le)r sons are entitled to this right." Raj. Sanadhilmri, 11l.
ThIS rIght to pertol'~ cer~nl0nles cBrtmnly does not, ca,rry "'with it any right
un~el' Denares law to mhent. See as to a daughter-ill-law. ante ~ 529 alid as to
a. SIster, ~.nte § 535. Mr. ~ajknl1lar S~rvadhikari, after pointing out that the
VIews of haLnnbhatta and Nanda Pand)ta 111 favour of a slster have met with no
acceptance, sa}:s (p. 665): "According to the doctrines of the Denaros School
~h<-;n, th: ~arned and unln~rrIed a~ughter8 of gotTaja-sapindas are not entitled
to lllhent.
The ~uneral rItes, whIch these fem;t1es are competent to perform
are only :he ek?dd2shta or fUlleral ceremonies of the individueJ, ending with th~
fl.rst year. s anmversary rlt,;,s. They are not competent to perform the paTvana
rItes, :vlllch are the most Important of aU, and npoll the punctual obs8nallce
of whlch the peace of the disembodied spirit depends (Raj. San-aclhikari,
860. 84, 74).
(a) :liitakshar", ii., 3, § 3, 4.
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but lays down a rule by which one member of the class is
to be preferred to another. The word which IS translated
by Mr. Colebrooke " as well as other relatives" is simply
adi appended to sa1nanodakas, and means the like, or et
cetera (b). It would be contrary to the ordinary principles
of construction to interpret such a word as introducing a
completely different genus. The next text proves exactly
the opposite of what it is cited for by the High Court.
To understand it we must go back a little. The first
seven sections of the Mitakshara, Chap. II, are merely a
commentary on the text of Yajnavalkya (cl. "The wife,
and the daughters also, both parents, brothers likewise
and their sons, gentiles, cognates (d), a pupil and a fellow lIIadras decision
student; on failure of the first among these, the next in discussed.
order is indeed heir to the estate of one who departed
for heaven, leaving no male issue. This rule extends to
all (persons and) classes." This text recognizes no
relatives coming after nephews who are not either gentiles
(gotraja) or bandhus. Sections 1-4 treat of relations
up to and including nephews. Section 5, ~ 1 defines
gotraja, and § 3 defines bandhlls. The remainder of
section 5 illustrates the succession of gentiles or gotrajas.
Section 6 illustrates the succession of bancZhus. It is now
settled that these illustrations are not exhaustive, but that
anyone who comes within the definition may inherit
(~512). Then comes § 7, which treats of the succession
of those who are not relatives at all. It commences: " If
there be no relations of the deceased, the preceptor, or on
failure of him the pupil, inherits, by the text of Apasta1nba :
, If there be no male issue, the nearest kinsman inherits,
or in default of kindred, the preceptor, or, failing him, the
disciple.' " The Court infers from this" that in regard to
other relationships also" (meaning, apparently, relationships which do not come under the head of cognates)
" there is free admittance to the inheritance in the order
(b) See as to the use of this a.cli, Burnell's Preface to Vn,r"drctja.
(c) Yiljn&valkya, ii., § 135; cited ;'Iiitakshara, ii., 1, § 2.
\(l) B3.ndhu, see Goldstlicker, 26.
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of succession prescribed by law for the several classes, and
that all relatives, however remote, must be exhausted
before the estate can ~all to persons who have no connection with the family." That is to say, the Oourt
seems to think that the words, "1£ there be no relations
of the deceased, " let in a new class of relations who are
neither gentiles nor cognates, but who are conne~ted with
the deceased by propinquity. It would be rather remarkable if a section, 'which is devoted to strangers, should
have this effect, and should, by a side wind as it were,
bring in an entirely -new set of heirs, who are not defined,
and of whose very existence there is no previous hint.
But the fact is that the word which Mr. Oolebrooke has
translated" relations" is bandhu (e). This makes everything consistent. Section 5 treats of gotrajas. Section 6
treats of bandhus. Section 7 of those who come in when
there is no bandhu. There is no third class of persons
who, being neither gotraja nor bandhu, are still relations.
In the passage of ApastrJ1nba, the word translated kinsman
and kindred is sap£nda (f). Apastamba does not appear
to recognize bandhus at all.
Heirship of.
sister considered.

§ 538. It certainly
seems to me.. with the b"reatest
•
possible respect for the learned Judges of the Madras
High Oourt, that their decision cannot be supported upon
the grounds upon which they have put it. "\iVhenever the
question arises again, it will probably be found that the
claim of the sister can only be made out, either upon the
principle on which she is let in by Nilakantha and his
followers, that is, as a sapinda, or by excluding from the
definition of bandhu all reference to funeral oblations, a,nd
taking it simply as denoting persons connected by affinity
(§ 512). The former position has been denied to her by
the Judicial Oommittee, and by the Madras High Oourt (g).
Whatever may have been the original meaning of the text
(e) Goldstiicker, 26; PCT curiam, 16 CaL, p. 379.
(t) Apasta?n ba, ii., 14, ~ 2.
(g) Thakoomin v. M:ohUll, 11 ilf. 1. .8., 402; S. C., 7 Sath. (P. C.), 25
Kutt,ammal v. Rada7cristna, 8 IlIad. H. C, 92.
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Manu (IX, § 187). "To the nearest sapinda the 1nheritan~e belongs, " the text must now be read with that
of Yajnnvalkya, and the commentary of the Mitakshara,
which show that sapinda, as opposed to bandhu, means
one of the same family, and not a person removed from it
by marriage ( § 510). On the other hand, if the idea of
funeral offerings is excluded from the definition of a
bandhu, a sister would certainly come within it. But
then we should have to consider the whole framework of
the Mitakshara, as understood and acted upon in Southern
India (h) which recogni.zes no females who are not
denoted by special texts. To admit a sister as an heir at
this time of day appears to be the very course to which
their Lordships of the Judicial Oommittee say they have
" an insuperable objection, " viz., " by a decision founded
on a new construction of the words of the Mitakshara, to
run counter to that which appears to them to be the
current of modern authority" (i).
§ 539. The case of Kutti Al1wnal v. RadakTishna, as Lat.e~ Madras
.
. .
f 11 deCISIOn.
well as the above observatIOns upon It, were very u y
considered by the Madras High Oourt in a later case (k),
where a conflict arose between a sister and a sister's
son, each claiming as heir to the deceased. It was not
necessary to decide whether a sister could be heir to her
brother, since, assuming that she could be, the Oourt was
of opinion that the male claimant was a preferential heir.
Had it been necessary to decide the point, the Oourt
intimated that the criticism in the previous sections would
have induced them to remit the point for decision to a
Full Bench. They, however, suggested that the decision
was right, on the ground that the term bhinnagotl'Ci

.of

(h) These qualifying w~rds are "dded with referencD to the view. taken of tIl(;
litemllanguage on the Jllltakshara by the High Court of Bombay III LaZlubha~
v. !J'InnklJ,vaTbai, 2 Bom., SSS: ante § 529. The Judges seom to admit that
thejr interpretation of the }iitak~·,ha]·a is eithAl' not accepted in l\Iadl'u,s, or is
over-ruled by the counten-ailing authority of the S111riti Chandrika; sUjJ1'a,
2 Bom., at pi). 318, 338: 21. A, 230.
(i) SupTa, 11 Thl. :L. A., 408; Kooer Goolab Y. Bao KU1"ll1l, 14 III. 1. ;;,., 196;
S. C., 10 B. L. R., J ; Chotay Y. Chu"no, 6 LA., 32; S. C., 4 CaL, 74~.
(k) Lakshmanammal v. TiTllVengada Mudali, 5 Mad., 241.
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sapindci, as used by Vijnanesvara, meant no more than a
person connected by consanguinity, but belonging to a
different family, either by birth or by marriage. They
seemed disposed to doubt whether the Mitakshara had
accepted the doctrine that females could only inherit,
under an express text, and they appeared to aC0ept the
authority of Sancha and Lichita as supplying such a text if
one were necessary. Such a view is of course thoroughly
intelligible and arguable, and is probably the line that
would be followed with most chance of success if the case
came before the final Court of Appeal. The principle so
laid down has been followed by the Madras Court in later
cases, where they have held that a father's sister, and a
son's daughter, a daughter's daughter, a sister's daughter,
and a brother's daughter, were within the line of possible
heirs under the Mitakshara, although they would be postponed to male heirs more remotely connected with the
deceased owner (l). It would be urged in reply with much
force t.hat every other Court which professes to administer
the Mitakshara law has come to a different conclusion,
that the Madras decisions are opposed to usage' and
authority in that Presidency, and that in Bombay, where
a sister's right is undoubted, it is rested, not upon any
conclusions derivable from the Mitakshara, but upon long
custom and the express authority of the Mayukha.
Even in Madras a step-sister is not an heir (m).
(I) Na.Tasim171a v, J11anga1l1171a7, 13 ilIad" ]0; Na.llanna v, Pouna}, 14 nIad"
1~9; C7mlJ~Clmma.l v. Venka,tachella, 15 1Iad., 4m; Ramap]JCl v. A·ru1nugath,
1 ( l\Iad" 182; Sllnd1'{UnnIO( v. ]-tangas((}}n, 18 ~Lld,. p. IHB; VenkafosubTa111lUlirl.ln y, Thayo1'anu]lal, 21 ::.\-lad., ':26B.
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CHAPTER XVIII,
INHERITANCE.

Order of Succession.
~ 540. \:VE now proceed to examine the order of
succession under Hindu law, always remembering that it
only applies to estates held in severalty, unless in cases
governed by BengaJ law, where quasi-severalty is the
normal condition of each sharer (§ 498). Each of the
successive classes takes in default of the preceding. If the
estate has once vested in any male he becomes a fresh
stock, and on his death the descent is governed by the law
of survivorship or of inheritance, according as he has left
undivided coparceners or not. Where the estate has
vested in a female, or in any number of females in
succession to each other, on the death of the last descent
is again traced from the last male holder, unless in certain
cases under Bombay law, hereafter discussed (§ (09).
ISSUE.-If a man has become divided from his sons, Issue'
and subsequently has one or more sons born, he or they
take his property exclusively (~472). If he is undivided
from then1, his property passes to the whole of his male
issue, which term includes his legitimate sons, grandsons,
and great-grandsons (a). All of these take at once as a
single heir, either directly or by way of representation.
Suppose, for instance, a man has had three sons, and dies
leaving his eldest son A, and B the son of A; two grandsons, C1 and C2, by his second son, and three great-grandsons, D\ D2, and DB, by his third son; A takes for himself
and B, C1, and C2 take for themselves, and D\ D2, and DB take simuL.
taneously.

(a) Bc,udhayana, i., 5, 11, ~ 9; :\fa.nu, ix., § J3718.'5; l\Iitakshara, i., 1, § 3; ii.,
8, § J ; Apamrka cited Sarvadhikari, 64~, 9 Cal., 320; D,'ya Bhl1ga, iii., 1, § 18;
xi., 1, § 3J-34; V. May., iv., 4, § 20-22; Virwlit" p, 154, § 11; Vivada
Chintamani, 295; peT curiam, Rlitcheputty v. RajundeT, 2 ~L 1. A., 156; Bhyah
Ram v. Bhyan UgUl', 13 I\L 1. A., 378; S. C., 14 Suth. (P, C.), J.
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take for themselves, and these thrpe lines all take at once
and not in succession to each other. The mode in whicl~
they take inter se, and the nature of the interests which
they take, have been discussed already (b). This seems
to be an exception to the general rule, that among heirs
of different degrees, the nearer always excludes the more
ren:iote (c). It really is no exception. It is merely an
illustration of the rule that property, which is held as
separate in one generation, always becomes joint in the
next generation (§ 268). If it is held by a father who is
himself the head of a coparcenary, it passes at his death
to the whole coparcenary, and not to any single member
of it, all of them having under the Mitakshara equal rights
by birth. This rule was illustrated lately in the following
case. A grandson sued his grandfather and uncles for a
partition. He obtained a decree as to all the joint property, but failed as to part which was held to be the
separate property of the gmndfather. On the death of
the grandfather he brought 8, fresh suit for a share of this
contending that by descent it had become joint property:
This was perfectly true, but the answer to the plaintiff
was that he was no longer a member of the coparcenary.
On the grandfather's death, his mterest in the joint
property passed to the remaining coparceners by survivorship. His own separate property passed to his united
sons as heirs, and in their hands became an addition to the
joint property, in which the divided grandson had no
interest (d). The Daya Bhaga puts forward the same
view from its religious aspect. According to it, the son,
grandson, and great-grandson, all present religious offerings to the deceased, and all with egual efficacy. There
is, therefore, no reason why one should be preferred to
the other. But as the grandson presents no offerings
while his own father is alive, B does not take directly, but
o and D do (e).
•
(b) See ~nte § 271. - - ---------(c) Khettu---;:-;;: Poorno) 15 Sl~t,h .. 4-82~
(d) Fak1mppa Y. Yellappa, 22 Bom .. 101.
'

----~-.---

(e) Daya Bhaga, iii, 1, ~ 18, 19.
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~ 541. I'roperty which is in its nature impartible, as a Primogeniture.
Raj or ancient Zemindary, can, o.f course, ~nly descend to
one of the issue; which that one IS to be WIll depend upon
the custom of the family (§ 54). In general, such estates
descend by the law of primogeniture (j). In that case
' h Idest son is the son who was born first, not the. firstt e e
born son of a senior, or even of the first married, WIfe (g),
unless in families where by custom the sons take rank
according to the seniority of their m.others (h). T.he
opinion that in all cases the son born of the first marned
wife, or lJuttabi stri, takes precedence ov~r an.elder so~ by
a junior wife, is certainly very prevalent III Hmdu socIe.ty.
It has been discussed in three cases before the Pnvy
Council. In neither of the first two cases was it necessar,Y
to decide it, and in the later of the two cases then
Lordships seemed to throw much disc~edit upon the
existence of such a rule as a matter of Hmdu law, apart
from special custom (i). Finally in 1901, a~d after an
examination of all the authorities, it was deClded by the
Committee that the fact that an after-born son was the
offspring of the lJuttabi stri was no~ a:1 exce~tion to the
general rule that sons take by pnont! of bIrth (k). . A
further question, which was left undeCIded by the ~r:vy
'1 related to the IJrecedence between sons anslng Son~ by mother
.
of d,fferent
C.ouncl ,
from the fact that their mothers were of a dIfferent class class.
or caste. The latter ground of precedence can, apparently, never arise, as marriages between persons of
different caste are long since obsolete (§ 89) and a son

1V

lOW ng mt
(f) This presun~ption of course 111ay be displaceCl by evidence si
other rule prev'l..iled, such as selectio'il. of ~he successor. Is l!·~. Z,1lYA~ v.
d S·. It 1) 1. A .. 135; Achal Rwn v Udat PM·tab, 11 1. A., ol, Mol,esh
B al l e~ ", g ' t' I " 29 I A 62' S C 99 CaL 343; Sa"da" }.1uhalnmad
LUn«(e1' v. S a rng za1,'
. - 0'
, . .,....,
,
C
Y Nawab Ghulam; 301. A., 190; S. C., 30 CaL, S43.
n
().
. ( ) ]if
ix 0; 125 126' Ruqi10nath v. HU1'"ehu1', 7 ti. D" 126 146 ,
g ,anu,
.. ,
,
'B'
H C (A C J) 161' Ramalaksll1n1 Y
n
\ Hi L' R.' 396'
Bhujangmv v.Maloji1·~~,.5
Suth., 553; Pe(ld~
Swanantha, 1-1 r.1. 1. ~A., ~ IIG, S. l:'"S C· Z
il. '286. 'See as to the old Jaw,
Ra'1nappa v. Banga1z, 8 . A" , ..~
-a ,

801118

8

J\i

S.'c. 17

ani,~) ~l~;nasami
I

Kmnayya v. Sunda.o·alingasami, 17 J\1ad., 422; aild. 26
A 55' S C .. 22 1\1Rd., 515.
,
.
16" 14 M I A
. (i)'Pe; c~"i".;n, 17 1\1ad .. p. 43B; 5 Born. (A. U. J .J, p. I);
. . .. ,

p. 593; 81. A.,p. 7,
A 100 S C 23 All 369
(k) Jagdish Bahadu1' v. Shea Pe 1·tab, 28 I .•. ,
;..,
',.
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.born of such a marriage would be illegitimate. There
Jl1ay, however, be lawful marriages between persons of
different classes within the same caste, and many of such
classes are distinctly inferior to others. In Madras a
,contest arose between the sons of two mothers, neither of
whom was the first married wife of the Zemindar. The
'younger of the two sons was born from a wife who was
senior in date of marriage to the mother of the elder son.
The High Court decided in favour of the younger son on
the ground that his mother was of a superior class to the
,other wife. The former was the daughter of a Zemindar,
while the latter was the daughter of a ryot. In addition
to this social difference, the mother of the elder son, by
reason of a strain of ill*:,gitimacy in her parents, was
considered to belong to the Parivara class of Sudras.
while the mother of the younger son was of the Kambl~
Tottiyar class, which is superior to the Parivara. There
was a further ground of preference which was in itself
.conclusive, viz., that both Courts found that there was a
binding custom among Zemindars of the class in question,
that sons took precedence according to the date of their
respective mother's marriages. On appeal to the Privy
Council the decree of the High Court was confirmed,
solely on the latter ground, no argument being allowed
on the former (l). The judgment of the Madras High
Court was founded upon the translation by Sir W. Jones
of Manu, ix., §§ 122-12;5. The first of ·these slokas is
translated "A younger son being born of a first married
wife after an elder had been born of a wife last married
but of a lower class, it may be a doubt in that case how
the division shall be made." Here the words in italics
are admittedly a gloss ascribed by Sir W. Jones to
Culluca Bhatta, and of the verse so translated the High
Court says correctly that it raises a doubt which Manu
does not decide. According to. Dr. Bahler's version the
verse runs as follows :-" If there be a doubt how the
(I) S,.nr a1'alingasa.mi v. Ramasami Kamayya
"6 I . A ., 55'l S· • C " 22 .ilL
"ad.,
.515.
.
,""
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division shall be made, in case the younger son is born of
the elder, the elder son of the younger wife," then, etc.,
that is, he proposes a problem in § 122 which he solves
as follows in § § 123-12;5 : (1) If the younger son is born of the first wife, he
receives one most excellent bull, the next best falling to
.the sons of junior wives.
(2) If the son of the eldest wife is himself also the
·eldest, then he receives an extra allowance of fifteen cows
and a bull.
(3) "Between sons born of wives equal (in caste)
(literally' like wives') (and) without (any other) distinction, no seniority in right of the mothers exists: seniority
is declared to be according to birth."
Even on this view it would be necessary to give some
meaning to the words" without distinction." They may
refer to a wife who had been appointed to bear issue to
her father (§ 76), or to some of those moral distinctions of
which the sages are so fond. It is more probable that
they refer to some distinction such as the author of the
gloss on ~ 122 had in view (m). The question would then
arise, what does that gloss mean? Does it mean a difference of caste, or a difference of classes within a caste '?
Apparently similar words are used in 0 148, where the
following slokas 149-156 clearly show that the word
indicates the four great castes, not minor sub-divisions.
Where the contest is between an adopted son and a Adopte(1 and
.
.
l1atural·born
natural-born son, theIr
nghts
on par t"ItlOn h ave b een son.
already discussed (§ 168). Where the property is impartible, it has been stated by the High Court of Madras that
the after-born would be preferred to the adopted son (n).
I know of no case in which the point has required
decision, but it seems to follow as a necessary inference
(111) T1,is bloss was treltted as authoritative by the Judicial Committee in
A., p. 5. In 28 I. A., F. 108, itwas admitted that Sir William Jones was wrong
in attributing to Culluca Bhatta the words interpolated in the text of Manu. It
was however considered that the gloss in question h9,d from long acceptance
acquired an independent authority which could not now be denied .
(n) 17 iliad., p. 434.
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from the fact that on a partition the natural son is so
largely preferred.
~ 542. When the single heir who is entitled to succeed
to 'impartible property has been ascertained, the next
question is as to the line of devolution in succeeding
generations.
So long as the line of the eldest son continued in possession, the estate would pass in that line (0). That is to
say, on the death of an eldest son, leaving sons, it would
p~ss to his eldest son and not his brother. But there is a
want of authority as to the rule to be adopted
sino'ular
b
where an eldest son, who has never taken the estate, has
died, leaving younger brothers, and also sons. rrhe point
has been twice argued before the Privy Council, but in
neither case was it necessary to decide the question. The
only cases that I am aware of in which the point was
act~1ally decided, were in Madras. The earlier cases arose
in the same family, as will appear from the following
pedigree. It only shows so much of the relationship as
will render the litigation intelligible.
0

I

Istilul'ar Zemindal'
ilies in 1S09
X

A

dies in lEOS

!

B

I

C
leay€s <1,
widow defendant

,----------------Y dead

I . 'ff
plamiJ

Z

alive

Here it will be seen that at the death of the Zel1lindar
he left a grandson, B, by an elder son, and a younger son
X. The latter got possession of the Zemindary, but B
brought a suit against him, and ultimately recovered
possession. There were circumstances in the case which
might have justified the decree on other grounds,
but on the whole it must be taken that the Provincial
Court, which tried the case, went on the broad principle
(0) See pedigree in Yenumula v. Ramandora, 6 .Mad. H. C., 93; Naraganti
v. Venkatachelapati, 4 .Mad., 250.
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that the son of a predeceased elder son was entitled
to the Zemindary in preference to a surviving younger son.
No appeal was preferred against the decree. The estate
then passed to C, at whose death it was claimed by the
plaintiff, as son of Y, the deceased elder brother of Z.
The original Court held, amongst other grounds for dis- Primogeniture.
missing the claim, that Z was a nearer heir than the
plaintiff. This decision was reversed by the Madras High
Court, which held that by the ordinary law of primogeniture, applicable to impartible estates, the plaintiff represented the eldest line. It will be seen that there was an important distinction between the two disputed successions.
In the first case B was the grandson of the last male holder,
and, therefore, in an ordinary case of succession, would have
as good a claim as his uncle X ; a son and a grandson being
considered equally near, and equally efficacious (§ 540).
But in the second case the plaintiff was the nephew of Z,
and in an ordinary case of collateral succession the nearer
takes before the more remote, as for instance, a brother
before anephew (~~ 569, 570). This was the view submitted
to the Judicial Commit.tee. On the other hand it was
argued that the property, though impartible, was still joint
family property, and therefore passed by survivorship, in
which case Y was the heir expectant during his life,
and at his death his rights passed on to the plaintiff
who represented him. The Judicial Committee, however,
found that there had been a partition ofthe whole property
during the life of B, under which he took the Zemindary
as separate estate. Consequently, the widow of C was the
heir, and it was unnecessary to decide between the claims
of the plaintiff and Z (p). Upon principle, it would seem
that, at the death of each holder, the estate would go to
(p) Runganayakallwna v. Ramay:l., P. C., 5th July, 1679, unreported. I was
Connsel in the case, and the facts are tuken from the record which was before the
Privy Conncil.-J. D. lVl. In the caRe of Periasami v. Periasami, 5 1. A., 61;
S. (:., 1 ThLLd., 312, the same point was argned but. not decided. There the
converse qnestion arose. The Zemindary had been awarded to a person standing
in the same position as ?;, and the widow, who was defendant, nrged that the real
heir was a per,;on who stood in the Sdme position as tlw. plaintiff, and whose
rights had not been noticed by the High Conrt.
47
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the eldest member of the class of persons who, at that time,
were his nearest heirs. If so, Z was certainly nearer to
Tipperah case.
C than the plaintiff. This seems to have been the ground
of the decision of the .Judicial Committee, in a case
relating to the Tipperah Raj, where the question was,
Whole and half- whether an elder brother by the half blood, or a younger
blood.
brother by the full blood, would be the next heir to a Raj.
They wel:e pressed with the argllment that on the death
of the previous holder, who was the father both of the
deceased Rajah and of' the claimants, the Raj had vested
in all the brothers jointly, though of course it could only
be held bv one. If so, of course, all the brothers were
equally ne~r to the father, and on the death. of one it
would survive to the eldest. But the CommIttee held
that in the case of an impartible estate survivorship cannot
exist, as being an incident of joint ownership, which is
inconsistent with the separate ownership of the Rajah (q).
Therefore, title by survivorship, where it varies from the
ordinary rule of heirship, CEmnot, in the absence of cust~m,
furnish the rule to ascertain the heir to a property w hlCh
is solely owned and enjoyed, and which passes by inheritance t~ a single heir. Then, upon the double ground of
nearness of kin and religious efficacy, the whole blood
was entitled in preference to the half blood (r) ; that is to
say, they held that nothing vested in any member of tl~e
family until the death of the last holder, and that at IllS
death the heir was the person who was nearest to him.
Madrasdecisiol1S
§ 543. In a later case, where the succession to on~ of
cc:nfiict with
the Chittur Polliems was .disputed,
the Madras High
Tlpperah case.
.
.
Court followed its own deClslOn m Runganayakamma v.
Ramaya, and refused to be bound by the principl~ lai~
(q) Thi;;-Ts'inconsistent with what was bid down by the Committee in .the
Shivagunga case, 9 M. LA., 539; S. C., 2 W. R. (P. C.), ~1; Sa,·tl1;J K~wn v.
Deoraj, 15 LA., 51; S. C., 10 AlL, 272; Jogend·ro v. lhtyanund, 11 LA.,
:28; S. C., 18 C<1L, 151. But all these cases were governed bY,Mltakshara law.
(r) Neelkisto Deb v. Bee1'Chunde,', 12 M. LA., 523,640; i:l. C.,' 3 B .. L. R.
(P. C.), 13; S. C., 12 8uth. (P. C.), 21. The whole clallU bJ: surV1:'orshl p was,
independently of custom on which th~ case was r,eally deCided, !"apphca~le.
The Tipperah Raj was governed. by the Daya Bl:aga law, whiCh does no~
recognise survivorship as determllll11g the devolutlOn of property. See pe,
curiam, 17 l\'l:ad., p. 330.
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down in the Tipperah case. The state of the family is
shown by the diagram. On the death of a distant
4th Pal~iyagar

i

A
I

B
I

Venkatachcdapati,
11th Palaiyagal',
defendant

Kuppi,
9th Palaiytlbar

i .

10th Palalyttgal'
1e,-tYes wido\v
Achaml'na,
plttintifi

I

Gopal,
plaintiff

collateral relation, Kuppi succeeded as 9th Palaiyagar by
an arrangement with his elder brother A. The High
Court found that the effect of this arrangement was, that
the elder consented to resign his immediate right of
succession and that of his descendants in favour of Kuppi
and his descendants, but that any rights which A and
his line might have on failure of Kuppi and his line were
preserved intact. Kuppi was succeeded by his son, who
died leaving no issue, a widow Achamma, his uncle Gopal,
and his cousin Venkatachalapati. The Government gave
the Polliem to the last named person, and he was sued by
both the widow and Gopal. The claim of the widow was
dismissed on the ground that the family was undivided,
and that of Gopal on the ground that the defendant was
the nearest. heir. The Court held that the ruling in the
Tipperah case that co-ownership, and therefore survivorship, did not exist in impartible property, was opposed to
the doctrine of the Shivagunga case, and to the ordinary
la w of Southern India and Benares, respecting the impartible property of a joint family. They laid down the canon
that "when impartible property passes by survivorship
from one line to another, it devolves not necessarily on
the coparcener nearest in blood, but on the nearest
coparcener of the senior line " (s).
§ 544. A somewhat different statement of the rule was Recent ol'lUula
(t). There of succession.

~ven ~ in ~later case before the same Court

{s) Nam g anti--;.Venkatachalapati,4Mad., 250, 265; folld. by Muttusa1ni
A,¥a1', J., III Muttuuadaganadhav. Pe1'iasami, 16 Mad., 11, p. 16; afJd.,23 1. A.,
28, S. C., 19 l\iad., 451; Kacln KaZ.yana v. Kachi Yuva, 321. A.,261.
(tl. SU?"amanya Pandya v. Siva. Sub1'amaiya, 17 l\i(ad., 316, pp. 325-327'
Kah Knshna v, Raghunath Deb, 31 Cal., 224.
'
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the Zemindar, who had himself succeeded as being the
eldest son by a junior wife. died leaving a uterine brother
and two half-brothers, one of whom was the eldest of the
three. The rival claimants were the uterine brother who
asserted a superior title by nearness of blood, and the halfbrother who relied on seniority. It was admitted that the
Zemindari was an impartible estate belonging to a joint
Hindu family constituted by its male coparceners. The
original Court found in favour of the uterine brother.
This decision was reversed by the High Court. They
laid down as governing the case certain general principles. "The first of them is that a rule of decision in
regard to succession to impartible property is to be found
in the Mitakshara law applicable to partible property,
subject to such modifications as naturally flow from the
character of the property as an impartible estate. The
second principle is that the only modification which impartibility suggests in regard to the right of succession, is
the existence of a special rule for the selection of a single
heir when there are several heirs of the same class, who
would be entitled to succeed to the property if it were
partible under the general Hindu law. The third principle
is that, in the absence of a special custom, the rule of
primogeniture furmshes a ground of preference. In determining who the single heir is according to these principles
we have first to ascertain the class of heirs who would be
entitled to succeed to the property if it were partible, regard
being had to its nature as coparcenary or separate property,
and we have next to select heir by applying the special rule
indicated above." The Court proceeded to state that if
the property in question had been separate property the
uterine would undoubtedly have excluded the half-brother.
But then came in the principle that, according to "the
Mitakshara law of succession as applied to partible
coparcenary property, the right of survivorship is mentioned as a dominant right which controls the rule of
succession applied to separate property." "It follows
that in case of coparcenary property, the doctrine of
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survivorship furnishes an additional rule whereby the class
of heirs has to be found." "When therefore partible
property belongs to a coparcenary family, and when a
coparcener dies without male issue, leaving an uterine
brother and one half-brother surviving him, the halfbrother is entitled to share the property equally with the
uterine brother at the time of partition, the deceased
. brother being considered as if he had never been born, and
the property being treated as always vested in the family
as a unit, and as never absolutely vested in anyone
coparcener m preference to· another, how much soever the
family may change as to the number of coparceners
during coparcenary. To say therefore that nearness of
blood is a ground of preference in such cases would be
tantamount to ignoring the pre-existing coparcenary
interest of half-brothers. Nearness of blood being thus
no ground of preference, under the Mitakshara law in case
of disputed succession to coparcenary property when it is
partible, it is likewise no ground of prefere:p.ce when such
property is impartible. It is conceded that the Zemindari
belongs to the coparcenary family consisting of all the
brothers of the propositus, and the nearest class of kindred
in which the single heir ought to be found is that of
brothers, whether of the whole or half-blood; and applying the rule of primogeniture as a subsidiary rule of
selection. Since there is no specific custom, the brother
that is entitled to the Zemindari is the eldest in years,
viz., the plaintiff or appellant."

. § 545. In a decision later than that relating to the Lineal ~nd ord!Tlpperah Raj the Judicial Committee drew a distinction ~::l. prlillogembetween lineal and ordinary primogeniture, which may
perhaps reconcile the apparent conflict of cases (u). The
estate was one of the Oudh taluqs. Under Act I of 1869
which governs such estates it is provided that each taluq
is to be entered in one or other of certain lists, which
regulate its mode of devolution. The estate in question
(u) Achal Ram

Y.

Udai PeTtab, 11 1. A., Gl.
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was entered in the second list, which is a list of the
taluqdars whose estates, according to the custom of the
familv before 1856, ordinarily devolved upon a single heir.
It w~s not entered in the third list, which included estates
regulated by the rule of primogeniture. The plaintiff
was the eldest surviving male of the eldest branch of the
family of Pirthi Pal from whom descent was to be traced,
but tl~ere were in existence other males of junior branches
of the same family who were nearer of kin to Pirthi Pal
than he was. The defendant admittedly had no title.
Both Courts found that the estate went by the rule of
primogeniture; by which apparently they only meant,
that, as between several persons of the same class, the
eldest would be entitled to succeed. Both Courts found
in favour of the plaintiff, but the Judicial Commissioner
seems to have thought that his decision only went in favour
of the family as against the defendant, and that the rights
of the respective members of the family, inter se, would
be still open to discussion. The Privy Council reversed
the decree of the lower Courts. They pointed out that
the plaintiff in ejectment must make out an absolute title
in himself. It was necessary therefore for the plaintiff
to make out that the estate descended according to the
rules of lineal primogeniture as distinguished from descent
to a single heir amongst several in eqnal degree (v). That
when a taluqdar's name was entered in the second list
and not in the third, the estate although it is to descend
to a single heir, is not to be considered as an estate
passing according to the rules of lineal primogeniture.
Consequently that the plaintiff had not established a title
which would enable him to evict a defendant in actual
possession. Where there are two persons equally near in
different lines, the senior line will prevail (w).
§ 546. Possibly the following rules may be found to
reconcile all the cases:
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Mahesh Y. 8at'fu,q7lan, 29

I. A., 62; S. C., 29 CaL, 343.
(w) Narindar v. Achal Ram, 20 1. A., 77; S. C., 20 Cal., 649.
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1. When an estate descends to a single heir, in a
coparcenary under Mitakshara law, the presumption is that
it will be held by the eldest member of the class of
persons, who would hold it jointly if the estate were
partible.
2. In cases not governed by the Mitakshara law of
survivorship, the heir will be the eldest member of those
persons who are nearer of kin to the last owner than any
other class, and who are equally near to him as between
themselves.
3. Special evidence will be required to establish a
descent by lineal primogeniture, that is by con tin ual
descent to the eldest member of the eldest branch, in
exclusion of nearer Inembers of younger branches.
4. The presumption as to primogeniture of either sort
may be rebutted by showing a usage that the heir should
be chosen on some other ground of preference.
~ 547. Il1egitirnate sons in the three higher classes never Illegitimate
take as heirs, but are only entitled to maintenance from sons.
the estate of the father. The right is a personal right and
not heritable (x). It is said that by a special usage they
may inherit, but in the only cases in which such a special
usage was set up it was negatived (y). The illegitimate
son of a Sudra may, however, under certain circumstances,
inherit either jointly or solely. His rights have already
been referred to under the head of Partition (§ 475), but
it will be necessary to go a little more fully into them
here. His position rests upon two texts. Manu says (z), "A
son begotten by a man of the servile class on his female
slave, or on the female slave of his male slave, may take
a share of the heritage, if permitted (by the other sons)."
(x) Roshan v. Bulwant Singh, 27 LA., 5]; S. C., 22 All., 191.
(y) JIolllm Y. Chll1l1lw. 1 S. D., 28 (37); Persharl Y. J1uhesree, 3 S. D., 182
(1761; Bhaoni v. Maizaraj, 8 AlL. 738.
{z) iX' § 179. The v-lords 'by tbe other S011S' in Sir "VV. Jones' translation arp
bken !rom the gloss of Kullukt Bhatt". Dr. Biihler tmnslates the same text,
"if permitted (by his f,tthcr)."
This agrees with the rule laid down by
Yajnavalkya.
l

(v) See a case where such
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Yajnavalkya enlarges the rule as follows: "Even a son
begotten by a Sudra on a female slave may take a share
by the father's choice. But, if the father be dead, the
brethren should make him partaker of the moiety of a
share; and one who has no brothers may inherit the
whole property in default of daughters' sons" (a). The
first question that arises upon these texts is as to the
nature of the connection out of which the illegitimate son
contemplated by them must issue. Are the texts to be
taken literally, as denoting that the mother must be the
'Slave of the father, or do they denote a son born from a
concubine, of the offspring of a merely temporary intercourse? On this point there is a direct conflict of authority.
§ 548. Jimuta Vahana, as translated by Mr. Colebrooke
takes the less strict view. He says in reference to Manu,
" The son of a Sudra by a female slave, 01' other unJnc£1'J'ied
woman, may share, etc.;" and he paraphrases the text of
Yajnavalkya by the words "begotten on an un1naJ'l'ied
woman, and having no brother, etc." (b). In a case which
arose in Calcutta, Mr. Justice M. itte1' stated that the above
passages of the Daya Bhaga were incorrectly translated,
and that the first passage should run, " The sun of a Sudra
by an unmarried female slave, etc. ;" and that the second
passage should begin, " Having no other brother begotten
on a married woman, he may take the whole property."
The Court, therefore, held that the words" son of a female
slave" must be l1terally interpreted, so far as the districts
governed by Bengal law were concerned, and that an
illegitimate son whose mother was not a slave could not
inherit (c). Now, there seems to be no ground for supposing that there is any difference in this point between the
law of Bengal and the other provinces, as all the authorities rely upon the same texts. As slavery was abolished
----.~~-

..

---~~-.

-

.._

..

-~---"--~-

(al Yajnavalkya, ii., § 133, 134; Mit.akshara, i., lQ, § 1.
(b) Day" Bhaga, ix., ~ 29, 31 ; 3 Dig., 143.
(e) Na1'ain v. Rakhal, I Cal., 1; :--. C., 23 Suth., 334, citing 1 W. MaeN., 18;
2 \'Y. j\'[acN., 15, n.; D:1ttaka Chandrika, v., § 30, followed, after all examination
of the l\Iadras twd Bombay c"ses, in K1'il'nl Na1'ain v. S1Ik1l1'l1lOni, 19 CaL, 91,
and Ram Saran v. Tek Oh.and, 2f< C,d., 194.
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by Act V of 1843, it fGllows, if the above construction is
sound, that the inheritance of the illegitimate son of a
S udra, born after that date, has now become impossible.
On the other hand, the Bombay High Court in an equally
recent case, give a literal translation of the text of Jimuta
Vahana, which exactly corresponds withMr. Colebrooke's
translation (d). So, Mahesvara renders the same text:
"' He being born of an unmarried woman, and having no
brother born of a wedded wife," etc . (e) . Prosonno
Coo mar Tagore renders the corresponding passage by
Vachespati iliisra: "A son of a Sudra by an unmarried
woman" (/), and the same rendering is given by
Mr. Borradaile of the passage in the Mayukha (g). If
however, the proper translation of the passage in the
Daya Bhaga be that which is given by Ml'. Justice JJiitter,
then the question would be narrowed to this: What is IIfeaning of
meant by the term Dasi, or female slave? The Dattaka slave.
Mimamsa, in describing the slave's son (Dasi putra) , says,
" A female purchased by price, who is enjoyed, is a slave.
'The son who is born on her is considered a slave son" (h).
'The point is discussed by the Bombay High Court, apparently without any knowledge of the Calcutta case, and
they arrive at the conclusion that the word does not
necessarily mean anything more than an unmarried Sudra
woman kept as a concubine (i). In Madras it has
frequently been held that the illegitimate son of a Sudra
will inherit, and, although it has not been necessary to
decide the point, it has been stated, or assumed, that the
mother need not be a slave in the strict sense of that
term. In Southern India, at all events, the word Dasi is
invariably applied to a dancing girl in a pagoda (k).
({l) Rahi v. Govind, 1 Bom., 110.
(el D",ya Bhag'L, ix., § 31, note.
~f) Viv~tda Chintalll<:Llli, 274.
(g) V. ;VLLY., iy., -1, ~ 3:.'. The ~litakshal'a, i., 12, § 2, and the Dattak8.
Chandl'ik,l,.., v., § 30, only use the ternl "felllale slave,})
(hi Dattctk,c Mim,uns>1, iv., § 75, 76.
(il Rahi y. Govind, 1 Bom., 97, followed Sadn v. Baiza, 4 Bom., 37,44.
(kl OhendTab7zan '-. Ohingoormn, Mad. Dec. of 1849,50; Pandaiya.v. Pu.?i,
1 I1hd. H. C., 478, affirmed; Sub 11.0111111e, Inderun y. Ramasawmy, 13 iYI. I. A.,
141; S. C., 3 B. L. R. (P.O.), 1; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 41; S. C., 4 lIfad. Jur.,
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Finally upon a review of all the authorities, the Madras
High Oourt has ruled that" although the primary meaning
of the word Dasi was a slave, it included also a concubine,
or a wmnan of the servile class in a secondary sense, and
there is reason to hold upon the texts that an umnarried
Sudm woman kept as a continuous concubine came within
its scope" (l). And the Judicial Committee has also
stated, though without reference to this point, that" they
are satisfied that in the Sudm caste illegitimate children
may inherit" (1n). Throughout the ftdwahs recorded by
Messrs. West and Biihler, the term slave girl, or Dasi,.
and concubine, appear to be treated as convertible
terms (n). The Allahabad High Oourt follows the Madras
and Bombay ruling in preference to that of the Oalcutta
Judges (0).
~ 549. Probably in fonner times the permanent concubine was ahvays a slave, that is a person purclnsed, or
born in the house, and incapable of leaving it at her own
free will. But the principle of the rule seems to have been,.
that as the marriage tie was less strict among Sudms·
than among the higher classes, so the issue of \vomen
who were permanently kept by Sudms, though not
actuallv married to them, was regarded as something between; legitimate son and the mere bastard offspring of a
promiscuous, or illegal, intercourse. Accordingly, it has,
been held that the son born of an absolutely prohibiteQ
union, such as an incestuous, or adulterous, connection"
could not inherit, even to a Sudm ; and it is now decided,
that " the intercourse between the parents must have
been a continuous one; there must have been an estab32'3: il1llitllSW711j v, Venkatawbha, :2 "hil H. C., 293; S. C., 011 appeal. 12,
TI1.1. A" 203: s'. C" :2 D, L, R. (P. C,), 15; S, C"l1 Snth, IP, C,), 6; Dattv
Pm';s; v. Da'tti Ballga1'u, 4 Mad. H. C" 204; S. C" 4 :\f"d, Jur., 136;
KTish11amma y, Papa, ib" 234; S, C" 4 :VIacl, Jur" 130. See too pe,. J\lr.
Colebrooke, 2 Stra. H. L" 6i:i,
(1) KriBhnayan v. Muttusami, 7 ~lail" 407, p, 412; BTindavana. v.
Rad7wmani, 12 :\Iacl., p. 86.
_
(m) PeT G~tfaTrl. L J., Indenln v. Ramasaw",y, 13 JlI, 1. A., 1,,9; sup,.a,
note (kl.
(n)·W. & B., 375-%5,
.
_..
(0) SaTasllti v, ~Mal1nu, 2 All., 134; HG1'gob""d y, Dna?'a,,, Smgh, 6 All" 329.
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lished concubinage, or, in other words, the woman must
have been one exclusively kept by the man" (p). In
Bombay it is said by the High Oourt, that the condition
that the Sudra woml1n should never have been married,
has in practice been disregarded. But the cases referred to
by the Court are all cases in which the subsequent connection with the previously married woman was not an
adulterous one, but was sanctioned by usage having the
force of law (q).
§ 550. Supposing an illegitimate Sudm to be entitled, ~har: of iJlegithe next question would be as to his rights. Upon this the tIm ate son.
Mitaksham says in explanation of the texts of Manu and
Yajnavalkyci (§ 547), "The son begotten by a Sudm on a
female slave, obtains a share by the father's choice, or at
his pleasure. But after the demise of the father, if there
be sons of a wedded wife, let these brothers allow the son
of the female slave to participate for half a share, that is,
let them give him lialf as much as the amount of one
brother's allotment; however, should there be no sons of
a wedded wife, the son of the female slave takes the whole
estate, provided there be no daughters of a wife, nor sons
of daughters. But if there be such, the son of the female
slave participates for half a share only" (1'). The Bengal
authorities are to the same effect, but say nothing of his
right to share with the daughters (s). The only writer
who refers to his right where there is a widow, is the
author of the Dattaka Chandrika. He says, " If any, even
in the series of heirs down to the daughter's son, exist, the
son by a female slave does not take the whole estate, but
on the contrary shares equally with such heir" (t). This His share
is also the opinion of a pundit whose futwah is given in
West and Bilhler, 383. On the other hand, the editors, in
-

-

(p) Datti Parisi y. Datti BangaTu, 4 }[ad. H, C" 204, 215; S. C., 4 :\{,\(l. .Tur"
136; Vel1catw}wila v, P(/T7)atha.m, 8 ~Ie"d. H, C., 134; Ea.hi y, G07);n(l, 1 Bom.,
97; Kllpl'a y, SinqaTavelu., 8 JIad., 325; DaZip v. Ganpat, SAIL. 3S7;
Ka"lI]Jpa,nnan y, Bu.lokam, 28 Mad., 16, See ante § 75.
(q) Rahi v. Govind, 1 Bom" U3,
(r) ~litakshRra, i., 12, § 2.
(8) Daya Bhaga, ix., § 29-31; D. I{, S., vi" § 32-35 ; 3 Di~", 143; Viramit.,
p, 130, § 22.
(t) Dattake. Cilanilrika, v" § 30, 31.
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a remark appended to that futwah, say, " The illegitimate
son would inherit the whole estate of his father, even
though a widow of the latter might be living." This
remark is adopted by the High Oourt of Bombay, and
they state that the illegitimate son will also share the
property with the daughter and the daughter's son, while
there is a widow in existence, subject, of course, to the
charge of maintaining the widow (~[). The rule was
affirmed in a later case also in Bombay (v). There lJianaji,
a Sudm, died leaving a legitimate son M,ahadev, an illegitimate son Sadu, two widows Bcdza and Savitri, and a
legitimate daughter Daryabai. JJlahadev and Sadu entered
into joint possession of the estate, and then Mahadev died
without issue. It was held that if JJlahadev had died
before his father, Sadu would have been entitled to only
half a share, i.e., one-third of the property, and the
remaining two-thirds would have vested in Darya as the
legitimate daughter of lJianaji, and Baiza and Savitri
would have been entitled to maintenance. But that under
the actual facts of the case JJlahacZev and Sadu took the
whole, subject to the maintenance and marriage expenses
of the widows and daughter, and that, on the death of
Mahadev, SacZu took the whole by survivorship. The
result would be, that wherever there was an illegitimate
son, the widow would be entitled to no more than maintenance. Also, that a daughter and a daughter's son
would, in such a case, inherit to the exclusion of the
widow, and maintain her, though it is a first principle
that neither can ever take, except in default of her.
§ 551. It certainly would require very strong authority
to establish such an abnormal state of things. Yet there
is absolutely no original authority for it, except the remark
of Messrs. West and Buhler, which itself rests upon
nothing (w). The chapters ofthe Hindu law-books, which
(u) R"hi ". Gavin-d, 1 Bom" 97, lOci.
(v) ;S"du v. B"iz", 4 Bmu., 37,52.
(w) There is a futwah quoted at IV. & B., 380, in which illegitimate SOllS are
made to exclude a widow, But the widow in question was one who had been
married twice. Such a widow appettrs uot to be entitled to the full rights of a
widow married as a drgin. See W. & B" 386.
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treat of a widow's estate, nowhere suggest such a limitation of her rights. No text writer, no decision, alludes
to such a possibility. The passages which discuss the
position of an illegitimate son do not even mention the
widow, and seem to me not to ~nvolve the doctrine of the
Bombay High Oourt, by necessary, or even by probable,
implication. Suppose we try a perfectly literal interpretation of the texts upon the subject. YajnavaZkya
says that an illegitimate son without brothers may inherit
the whole estate in default of daughters' sons. The
obvious meaning is that until the line, which terminates
'with a daughter's son, is exhausted, he cannot take the
whole estate, but is only entitled to a part of it. Vijnanesvara makes this even clearer , by savina
that a dauaht'er
...
/::)
t:l
also excludes him from the whole estate, leaving him still
entitled to part. He does not think it necessary to say SIlare 0 f'11
1 egl't'1the same as to the widow, who ranks before the daughter. mate Suilra.
Then, as to the intermediate period, he is to have a share
which is to be half the share for a son. The literai
meani~g of this is, that in each given instance you are to
ascertalll ~hat ~hare he would take if he were legitimate,
and then gIve hUll half of it. Suppose there is a legitimate
son, then, if he also were legitimate, the estate would be
divided into moieties, of which each would take one.
Beir:-g illegitimat.e,. he only takes half of the moiety,
leavlllg the remallllllg three-'parters to his brother (x).
Suppose there is no legitimate son, but a widow, daughter,
or daughter's son; now, if he were legitimate, he would
ta~e the whol~. Being ille~itimate, he takes only half, the
otner half ~Olng to the WIdow, daughter. or daughter's
son: re~pectlvely. If there are none of these, or upon the
extmctlOn of all, he takes the whole. Now this is exactly
L

----,--.~.--

'''13

j'

-a--t

(x) This is the view taken by one Shastry W & B 3S2
tothers the meaning is that the division
0
. is'.to' be I~ade, ;~
, ""h'l't
" tllpuJe2~ct?r
, gi 111la'tng'
e son
h
II
h
h
d
hI
s ~ . ave ou e t e sha!e of the illegItImate, th:<t is, in the case put, the
fOll:,el woulil have two-thuds and the latt~r one-tlm'd; W, & B., 3S1, 384' M'
?nn",?" Sadu v. B",za, 4 Bom" 52 . .A similar difference exists as to the ;"~de
III WhICh the fourth share to be recf'lved by.a daughter on partition was to be
c,dc"late~, ante § 482, or hy an adopted son 111 the case of the subseque t b' th
a legitImate son; ante ~ 168.
n lr
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what Devanda Bhatta says in the passage above referred
to (y). And the same is substantially the view taken bv
the Bombay Shastries quoted in West and Biihler, though
they differ as to the exact proportions taken, and by
Mr. W. MacNaghten and Jagannatha (z). In the first
Bombay case the whole discussion was obiter dictum, as
the Court decided that the claimant did not come within
the terms of the texts at all. In the second case the
illegitimate had actually taken along with the legitimate
son, so as to let in the principle of survivorship (a). The
Madras High Court appears to take the view of the
widow's right which has been suggested above in cases
where the property is partible (b), and gives the widow
the preference over the illegitimate son, where the property is impartible (c). In a recent case in Bombay,
Sargent, C. J., seems to have adopted the view of the
above texts which is stated in this paragraph (d).
.~ 55'2. Illegitimate sons can only take to their father's
Bastards inherit
to each other.
estate. They have no cl:1im to inherit to collaterals (e).
It has also been held by the Madras High Court that
they have no claim by survivorship against the undivided
coparceners of the father, and therefore cannot sue his
brothers and their sons for a partition after his death (1).
The principle is, that as against the father the illegitimate
son can only take by his choice, and therefore is not a joint
heir with him, until he has actually been made such by
some paternal act (g). In the absence of such an act he
can only take as heir, and survivorship will intercept his
(y) D,cttaka Channrika, Y., § 30, 31.
(z) W. & B., 3&1-386; acc. 1 IV. J\IacN., 18; 3 Dig., 143.
(a) JogendTa Bhupah v. N7.tyanand, 17 1. A., 128; S. C., IS Cal., 15l.
(/)) 8 Mad., 56] ; 25 Mad., p. 522.
(r) PaTva!i v. ThiTumalai, 10 Mad., 334; Chinna7Jl1l101 v. V01'odaTa;]uiu,
]5 Mad., 30'1.
(d) Shesgi·,.i v. Gi?'ewa, 14 Bom., 282; Ambabai v. Gavind, 23 Bom., p. 265.
In Khandeish a legitimate danghter and an illegitimate son share together.
Steele, 180.
(el 2 W. MacN., 15, 11.; Nissa,. v. Kowa?', Marsh, 609; Shame Shanka,. v.
BqiendTa Swami,
All., 99.
(.f) K1'ishnayan Y. Mu;tusa1ni, 7Mad., 407; Banoji v. Kandoji, 8 Mad., 557;
approved 12 Mad., p. 403; affd. KanLppa v. Kuma?'asami, 25 :.vIad., 429.
(g) Sadu v. Ba2za, 4 Bom., 37; peT cU1"iam, 11 Cal., 714.
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claim in that capacity, just as it does that of the widow,
daughter, or daughter's son, with whom he would share (h).
If, however, the father leaves legitimate and illegitimate
sons, then the legitimate takes in preference to all other
heirs and the illegitimate share with him. When they
have once taken jointly, on the death of the legitimate
son WIthout issue, the illegitimate takes the whole by
survivorship, and in this '\vay supersedes the right of the
widow (i). It has lately been held in Madras~ that the
legitimate issue of an illegitimate son represents the rights
of t.h.e latter, such as they are. Therefore if A dies leaving
legltlmate sons, and the legitimate issue of an illegitimate
son, the latter will share with the former; and if A dies
leaving no legitimate issue, the legitimate issue of the
illegitimate son will take in preference to a divided brother
?f A.What rights, if any, are possessed by the illegitimate
Issue of an illegItimate son was left undecided (k). It is
also to be remembered that, as the English rule which
prevents bastards tracing to their father has no existence
in Hindu law, so the fact of illegitimacy does not prevent
bastard brother~ .claiming to each other. Accordingly,
~'here two. take ]omtly, the estate passes by survivorship
III the ordmary way.
Still less is there any absence of
heritable blood as between bastards and their mother (l).
§ 553. WIDow.-In default of male issue , J'oint' "'I'th
YV, 01' S·
6lO'el'a1 WI'u OWS.
separate from, their father, the next heir is the widow (m).
(h) II the l~ther disposes of his own interest, nothing will remain on which tIle
clanll ~l"S lllegltllnate son can operate as against the leaitim.ate sons Rant S .
v. Tek Chand, 28 Cal., IV4.
b '
. awn
(iJ 8Mlu Y. Baiza, "b. snp.; Jogend1'() v. Nittyamlnil 11 Cal. 702 ild 17
~. A., 128; S ..C., 18 Cal., 15], where it was held that the ~ame rul~ aI)p'li~d t'
Impartible Raj.
0 an
(Ie) Ralllalin,qa v. Pavadai, 25 J\bd., 519.
(l) Venkatara~n Y. Venka,ia Lutchmee, 2 N. C., 304; Pandai7ja v. Puli 1
Mad.<oH. C". 478; Mayna E!.a1 v. Utta7'am, 2 }1ad. H. C., 197; Myna BOlf ee' v.
OotrL1am,S M. 1. A., 40.0; ''\ C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), 4; W. & B., 4515, 11 iliad
p. 397; .~~v~8angu v. M1nal, ~2l\fad., 277; Namsannav. Gangu, 13 l>Iad., ISS';
ATunag1H '. Ranganayak1, 21 Mad., 40; per C1I1'1a1l1, 11 Cal.
714' T .
Munnee .v. Motee B,!neanee, 7 S. 11., 273 (325).
' p.
, a1a
.(111) I\i(ltakshara, Il:.,. 1; Daya Bhaga, xi., 1, ~ 43; V. May., iv., 8, § 1.-7
Vlralmt., p. 131, eh. Ill., RamaP'Pa v. 8itha1nmal 2 jJlad ]S", B lk . 7
'
Sa VLn
't 'b . 3 B
5.4See
' ante § u22,
. , ", ans ma v.
at,
om.,
et seq. ,
The same rnle prevails amon
the TIl allS of the l\falab'1r coast who follow the Malrkatareln l I b ' 7~
K d
,I P
,~ d
.
. .i
aw, on '" 1t
an an" . ennu~ 19 1¥L8, ., L So the WIdow succeeds at once 011 renunciation
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,Vhere there are several widows, all inherit jointly, accordino' to a text of t:1.e Mitakshara, which should come in at
th~ end of ii., 1, ~ 5, but which has been omitted in Mr.
Colebrooke's translation: " The singular number, 'wife,'
in the text of Yajnavcdkya, signifies the kind. H~nce, if
there are several wives belonging to the same, or dIfferent
classes, they divide, and take it" (n). All the wives take
together as a single heir with survivorship, ~ncl no part. of
Several widows. the husband's property passes to any more dIstant r.elatlon
till all are dead (0). Where the property is impartIble, as
beina a Raj or ancient Zemindary, of course it can only
be h:ld by one, and then the senior widow is entitled. to
hold it, subject to the right of the others to mall1tenance (p). In other cases the senior widow would, as
in the case of an ordinary coparcenership, have a preferable right to the care and mall::Lgement of the joint pro~erty.
But she would hold it as manager for all, wIth equalIty of
rights, not merely on her own account, with an obligation
to maintain the others (q).
§ 554. 'Where several widows hold an estate jointl~, or
where one holds as manager for the others, each has a nght
to her proportionate share of the produce of the property,
and of the benefits derivable from its enjoyment. And the
widows may be placed in possession of separate portions of
the prOI)erty , either bv
among themselves, or by
,; aOTeement
b
decree of Court. where from the nature of the property, or
from the conduct of the co-widows, such a separate posses~

of his rights by the prior heir. Ruvee v. Roopsiwnke1', 2 Bor., 656, 666 [713J ;
Ram Kannye v. Jyleerno"y.oyee, 2 Su~h., 40. •
..,
.'
.
. r,
(n) Ree as to the OlllISSlOn Goldstncker, 10; Smnb Chandllka, Xl., 1, § 41,
note 2 ~ Ta1'a Ohand v. Reeb Ra."" 3 J\1ad. H. C., 51; Viramit., p. 153.
(0) 1 '\V. ilL1O::\., 20; 2 \\. MacN., 37; F. l\1acN., 6; BeTjeSs01'y v. RamC0l11l7{.
2 M. Die-., 80; Rumeav. Bhagee, 1 Bom. H. C., 66; hjoY1a.mba v. K,amaksin,
3 Macl. H. C., 424; Bhugwandeen v. Myna Baee, 11 M. 1. A., 487; S. C., 9 Suth.
(P. C.), 23; Nilamwni v. Hadhamani, 41. A., 212; S. C., 1 iliacl., .290; 29 1. A.,
p. 165; Bulakidas v. Kesha.vlal, 6 BOlll., 85. ,:rher, contrary opmlOll of JImuta
Vahana is not now law; Daya Bhaga, Xl., 1, § ""J, 4{.
ip) Vutsavoy v. Vuts.avoy, 1 Mad. Dec., 4.53; Seenevullala v. T1mgama,
2 Ma.d. Dec,\ 40 There IS no InconsIstency betweell a CUStOll1 of ?-.escent b J blleal
primogeniture and the light of females to inherit. A rule eX?lllclll1g females m,';'s~
be proved by those who allege It. Rmll Nundun v. Jankt K081', 29 I. A., i8,
S. C., 29 Cal., 828.
.
(q) Jijoyiamba

y.

Kamaksht, ub sup.
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sion appears to be the only effectual mode of securing to
each the full enjoyment of her rights. But no partition can
be effected between them, whether by consent or by adverse
decree, which would convert the joint estate into an estate
in severalty, and put an end to the right of survivorship (r).
In the case of Rinda1nl1~a v. Venkatarmnappa cited above,
it was suggested that the widows might possibly enter into
such an agreement as would bind each to an absolute
surrender of all interest in the share of the other, so as to
let in the next heirs of the husband after the death of that
other. Very recently, in a case where two vvidows had
entered into a formal partition deed. which granted to
each full powers of alienation, and one of the widows had
aliened to a stranger and then died; it was held that the
surviving widow could not recover the property so aliened
as survivor. She had full power to alien the whole or any
part of her interest in the estate for her life and had in
fact done so (3). On the principle of joint tenancy with
survivorship, no alienation by one widow even though she
is the manager at the time, can have any validity against
the rights of the others without their consent, or an
established necessity arising under circumstances which
rendered it impossible to seek for consent (t). It has,
however, been held that a widow can alienate her life
interest as against her co-widows, just as she can against
the reversioners, and that such alienation can be enforced
by partition against them, without prejudice to their rights
of survivorship (1£).
§ 555. Whatever may have been the ancient law on the Effect o~ want
" IS qmte
. cI ear now th a t c h as t't
.
of chastIty.
subject (§. 93), It
1 y IS a
condition precedent to the taking by the wido~~~~~r
(,.) Jzjoyiamba v. Kalllakshi, NiZa.maniv. Radhamani,

a,~.te

note (0).
12 All., 51;

See however .lIt. Sundar v. Mt. Parbat?, 16 1. A., 186; 8. C.,
Rindamma v. VenkataTmnappa, 3 iliad. H. C., 268; A"iyaput>'i
11 Macl., 354; Hellam v. Ohinnamlllal, 24 nltto1., 441.
(s) Ramakkal Y. Ramasami, 22 1Iiad., 522.
..

Y.

AlameZu,

(t) Bhugwandeen v. My,~a Baee, ub ~up.; Ram P?ya,.', v. Mulchand, 7,AII.,
114; Gajapati Radhamam v. Pusapah Alaka1'~Jeswan, 19 1. A., 184; S. C.,
16 Mad., 1. See post Chap. XX.
(u) Janokinath v. Moth~mnath, (F. B.), 9. Cal., 5.80, ?isagrpeing. with
Kathape"ll1naZ v. Venkabat, 2 ]liad., 174; Vadalt v. Kol'paZZt, 26 Mad., 334.
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husband's estate (v). But a question upon which there
has been much conflict of authority arises, whether the
incontinence of a widow is like any other around of
disability, which only prevents the inherit:nce from
vesting, or whether it will devest her estate when she has
once become entitled to it in possession. The weight of
authority in earlier times seems certainly to have been in
favour of the latter view, upon the principle, no doubt,
that the widow only received her husband's estate for the
purpose of providing for his spiritual necessities, and that
she would be unable to do so if she were living in a state
of guilt. In later times, however, the more secular view
prevailed, that a widow's estate was in this respect not
different from that of any other limited owner, and could
not b: defeated by any ground of incapacity intervening
after It had once vested in possession. The whole law upon
the subject was elaborately discussed and examined in a
case before the Bengal High Court, in which the latter
doctrine was maintained, and this decision was affirmed bv
th.e Privy Council. The same ruling had previously bee~1
laId down by the Courts of Bombay, the North-"'West
Provinces and the Punjab, and it may be assumed, therefore, to be the general law of India (w).
~ 556. The second marriage of a widow was formerly
unlawful, except where it was sanctioned by local custOl~l
(~ 94), consequently it entailed the forfeiture of a widow's
estate, either as being a signal instance of incontinence
or as necessarily involving degradation from caste (x):
-------~---.--

.1. v)~Iitakshara,

. - - - - -....

ii . , 1,J37-39; SmritiCll<mddku. xi., I.,;:' 1221; Yinlda
CluIllialuanl, 289--91; \1. l\Itty.< IY., t), ~ :2;, 6, H) 9; D"LYtt Bhaga" xi., 1) ~ 47. 4B
56. ,Se~ ,Ill t~le '"~'SeS discussed, KCT!! Kolitany Y. Jji()1IeeT({}~', 13 B . L'. R', 1 ;
S. C., 1,9 Such., 367.. The m8re, fact, th<lt tho wife lhld been cast, off
her
~1nsb~1:(1, wh(::,r~ no ,,,aut of chastIty 'iyas proyed, dll8S HOt, disqu(t1if~- her
Inhenttng a,t Ill:" death. Shanlanna, y. Appa,7n1na, 6 2}.1ysore, 118.
(w) Ke1'Y Koldany y, MoneeTam, 13 B L. R. 1; S . · C" 19 Suth .. 367'
71. A" 115; ;'3, C., 5 Cn!., 776; PaTvafi y, B7til~ll, '1 Bom. K C, (A', c, ;/,),
Ne!wlo y, K1shen, 2 All., 150..; Bhawani Y. Ma71tab, ib" 171; Sellam Y.
Ch1n~w . m;:nal, 24 Mad., 441; Punjab Customs, 61.
See as to the effect of Act XXI
of HiDO (l< reedom of Re~lglOn) upon the unehastity of a widow. RaikoonwaJ'ee
Y. Golabee, S. D . of 1808, 1891.
'
(x)" 1 S,tl'a. H . L:, 242; W. & B" 110; Ke1'y Koliiany Y. MooHeei'mn, 13 n. L.
R, 7D; 8, C., 19 Sath., 367.
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Even where second marriages were allowed in Bombay,
the wife was compelled to give up the property she had
inherited from her first husband (y). This seems also to
have been the custom among the Tamil tribes, upon the Act
authoris,ing
wldow marrIage.
evidence of the Thesa waleme (z), and among the Coorgs (a),
and the same principle has been recently applied by the
High Court of Madras in the case of a second marriage of
a Maraver woman, and of a" Lingait Gounden in the
Wynaad (b). In the case of the Maravel' woman they
proceeded upon the ground that the Maravers were
governed by the general body of Hindu la,w, except in so
far as it could be shown that exceptional usages prevailed.
Therefore, that the special usage which allowed a 1\1araver
widow to re-marry, did not prevail over the general principle that a widow could only retain the property of her
husband so long as she continued to be the surviving portion of the deceased. In the case of the Linga,it Gounden
they found a special usage that the widow on her re. ma~riaO"e
ceased to inherit her husband's estate. In an
b
Allahabad case a widow of the Sweeper caste had remarried, and it was found as a fact" that she did what
in her caste never had been and was not prohibited by
the law to which she was subject, and her marriage was a
good and valid marriage." The Court held that she did
not forfeit her interest in her husband's property, since
the Act of 1856 was passed for the purpose of enabling
persons to marry who could not re-marry before t~le Act
and ~ :2 only applies to such persons (e l . In thlS case
no special usage entailing forfeiture was suggested, and
no very strong presumption could arise as to the rigorous
application of Hindu law to such outcastes as swe:pers.
The decision was lately followed by the same Court m the
case of a widow of the Kurmi class, where such re(yi H,"'koonwn)' y, _Rutt''"'' Baee, ~ Bor., 431 [475J; 'l'neknnzjee v. Mi.
LaToo, 2 Bar . , 361 [39"IJ ; Steele, 26, 109, 16S.
(z) Tlresawaleme, i., ~ 10.
.
(a) Soobappa Y. Venkamma, 3 Mysore, 239"
,',
(b) MU1'uga1ji y, Viyama,kali, Illbd . , 226; Kadnth.? y. Ma,du, 7 lhad., 321.
{c) HaT ,<ja1:an Das v. Nanili, 11 AIL, 330.
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marriages are permitted. The Oourt stated that besides
the Sweeper case there had been others decided in the
same way, forming a consistent PU?'SUS curice, of whose
soundness they were satisfied (d). The marriage of
widows is now legalised in all cases. But the Act which
permits it provides that "All rights and interests which
any T,vidow may have in her deceased husband's property, by way of maintenance, or by inheritance to
her husband or to his lineal successors, or by virtue of
any will or testamentary provision conferring upon her,
without express permission to re-marry, only a limited
interest in such property, with no power of alienating the
same, shall, upon her re-marriage, cease and determine as
if she had then died; and the next heirs of her deceased
husband, or other persons entitled to the property on her
death, shall thereupon succeed to the same" (e), It has
been held that this section only operates as a forfeiture of
existing rights, and creates no disability to take future interests in the family of the widow's late husband. Therefore, that she may succeed as heir to the estate of her son
by a first marriage, who had died after her second marriage (j). There has been a conflict of decisions in Oalcutta,
as to whether the disabling section applies to a Hindu
widow, who had ceased to be a Hindu at the time of her
second marriage. It has been decided by a Full Bench
that it does (g). There a Hindu widow, who had inherited
the estate of her deceased husband, married a second husband who was not a Hindu, in the form provided by Act
III of 1872, having previously made a declaration under
§ 10 of that Act that she was not a Hindu. The Ohief
Justice stated the opinion of the Full Bench as follows
(d) Ra1~iit v. Radha Rani, 20 All., 476.
(e) Act XV of 1850, § 2 (Hindu Willow Marriage). This Act does not render
illegal proceedings of a caste nature, such as exclusion from" temple, feunded
upon the Adofre.marriage. Vellkatachalapativ. Subbarayadu, 13l\fad., 293.
(fl Akom v. BOTeani, 2 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 199.: s. C., 11 Suth., 82; Rupan
v. Hubni, Punjab Customs, 99; Chama1' v. Kasl", 26 Born., 388; Basappa v.
Rayava, 29 Bom., 91; Lakshma11a v. Siva, 28l\1ad., 42·5.
(g) Matangiroi Gupta v. Ram Ru.tton Roy, 19 Cal., 289, over· ruling Gopal
Singh v. Dhungasee, 3 Suth., 206.
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(p. 299),-" Section 1 no doubt relates to marnages
between Hindus, but § 2 includes all widows who are
within the scope of the Act, that is to say, all persons
who beinO' Hindus become widows, and it must follow
from this,b that if any such widow marries, she is deprived
by the section of the estate which she inherited from her
deceased husband."
This decision leaves untouched the questions decided by Rights of widows
.
d b th who are not
the Madras Oourt in the Lingmt Gounden case, an y e within the scope
Allahabad Oourt in the Sweeper case. TVilson, J., who was of the Act.
one of the referring Judges in the Oalcutta case, pointed
out that the Act of 1856, as explained by its prealllble,
applied" to all Hindu widows other than those referred to
under the words 'with certain exceptions' who could
without the aid of the Act marry according to the custom
of their caste. He would, therefore, have agreed with the
Allahabad Oourt that neither the enabling nor the disabling clauses (§ § 1 and 2) of that Act applied to such
exceptional persons. Prinsep, J. (p. 300), was apparently
of the same opll1ion. On the other hand, both he. and
Banerji, J., agreed that it was of the ~ssence ~f a Hll1du
widow's estate that it should only contll1ue whIle held by
her as a widow, and that no act of hers could enlarge this
estate (h). In the case, therefore, of a widow who co~ld
re-marry without the assistance of the Act, the questlOn
would ~till remain, was her estate restricted, either by
general law or local usage to the period of her widowhood.
If it was, the legality of her second marriage would not
prevent the determination of her estate. This was the
view taken by the Bengal High Oourt in the latest case
on this question. There the '\vidow who re-married was
of a cast~ which permitted fe-marriage, but the Oourt held
that re-marriage necessarily put an end to her estate as a
Hindu widow, and declined to follow the Allahabad
ruling (i). This decision was followed by the High Oourt
(h) 19 Cal., pp. 292, 293, 295.
(i) Rasul Jehan v. Ram S"rul1, 22 Cal., 589.
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of Bombav where they applied it to the case of a widow in
a caste wl;~re re-marriage was permitted, who inherited to
her son, and then re-married. The decision went .upon
the special terms of the Act and not upon any consIderations as to the nature of a Hindu widow's estate (k).
It has been laid down in the North-West Provil1?es
that a widow having minor children, who has re-marrIed
is not their m'other within the meaning of Act XV of 1856,
~ 3, so as to entitle her to be made guardian by ','irtue of
her relationship, in the absence of an express appomtment
by the late husband (l).
~ 557. THE DAUGHTER comes next to the widow,
tal~ing after her or in default of her (m), e.xcept where by
some special local or family custom she IS excluded (n).
Among the Kurumbas, a shepherd caste ?f North Arcot,
when her title arises she shares equally wIth the agnates.
It is not stated by the author who mentions the cust~m,
whether she takes half, and the iLgnates the other half, as
pel' stirpes, or whether all share rateably, as per capita. (0).
It has been held in Bengal upon the Bengal authontJes
that she is under the same obligation to chastity as a
widow; therefore, as the law is now settled, incontine~ce
will prevent her taking the estate, but will not depnve
her of it if she has once taken it (p). In Bombay, however,
it has been held after a full examination of all the authorities bearing on the point, that, under the law pre~ailing
in Western India, a widow is the only female hell' who
is excluded from inheritance by incontinence, and the
opinion of the Allahabad High Court seems to be in the
---------------

~(k-:-Vith" y . Govinda, 22 Bon\; (F. B.), 32l.

(1) XhnshaZ. v. Ram, 4 All.. gu.
.
.
"
" Q. I"~ ,. d.
(m) nIitakshal'ct, ii., 2; Snuiti C~H1na~1~a, Xl., 2.; \",L\ItLy.,lV"1":'8,:-: 1 ) l\Ll a.
Chintamani,292; Day" Bhaga, Xl., 2. ~ 1. 30; Vmllmt., Pi" 131, 14
d' b i
(n) See as to such customs, Perry, O.~\C., 117; B~a:u,1\~,na.J.~.v. ;~n.1~a,
nBom H C 249' Russicv.PU1·ush, ".D. of 1841, 205, Bpana 1>. ,a?n
274; S. C., 17 Suth., 316; O!,.owd7l1'y Ohmiamnll \'. Mt.
Na,-aya'", B': L.
Now1ukho, 2 1. A., :263; S. C., 24 Suth., 255; p,.as,~Jwan v. Ba, Reva, 5 Bam.,
482; Pnnje.b Customs, 16, 25, 37, 47; 301. A., p. 236.
(0) N. Arcot ;\'Ian .• 1. 225.
13 B L R
( ) 2 W.lVhcN., 132; pel' Mitte,., J., Xe1'y I<..oZitany v. JJionee1'a1n,
. ' .... :
46;P S. C.]9 Suih .• 367. ante ~ 555; Ramnath v. Dllrga, 4 Cal., 550, Rama.
nunda v. Raikishori, 22 Cal., 347.
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same direction, though the point has not required an express
decision (q). It will be observed that the Daya Bhaga
and the Daya Krama Sangraha, which are the leading
Bengal authorities, both quote in support of the daughter's
right of succession a text ascribed to Vrihaspati VI' hich
states that she must be virtuous (r). The same text is
also relied on in the passages in the Viramitrodaya and the
Smriti Chandrika which refer to a daughter's right, while
no mention of the qualification is contained in the correspondmg passages of the Mitakshara, and Mayukha (8).
This is the more remarkable in the case of the Mitakshara,
since the author borrows part of the text of Vrihaspati,
omitting the clause which requires virtue in t,he daughter.
It may, therefore, well be that in the Bengal school
chastity may be essential to a daughter's right to inherit,
while it may be unnecessary in Western India. Further,
in Bengal there is the authority of Rughunandana that the
word, ' wife, ' in passages relating to the rules of succession,
is only illustrative, and applies to females generally.
This he expressly states to be the case as to the obligation
to chastity (t). In considering the question in the
Northern parts of India which are governed by the
Mitakshara, it 'will be important to ascertain what weight
is to be given to the opinion of the Viramitrodaya, while
in Southern India similar reference will have to be
made to the Sml'iti Chandrika. It will be seen in the next
paragraph that the Smriti Chandrika appears to base its
views as to the rights of daughters upon religious principles, which have failed to secure acceptance in Madras.
There seems to be no doubt that a daughter will be
excluded by incurable blindness or any other ground of
disability, such as would disqualify a male (u). It must
(q) Advyapa v. Rudrava, 4 B0111., 104; Deokee Y. Sookhdeo, 2 N.-IV. P.,
p. 363; Gangn v. Ghasita.. 1 _-I.ll., 45; follow~d ,l;; reg"rds a mother in I<..(!izyadu
v. Laksmi, 5 Ylad .. 149.
(r) B Dig. 186; D,\)'a Ell"ga, xi., 2, § 8: DaTa Kmma Sm1graha, i., 3, § 4.
(81 Viran1it .. p. 179, ::: 3; Sml'iti Chandrikfl, xi .. 2, ~ 26; l\:1itaksha,l'a, ii., I,
~

2; V. :Vlay .• iv., ti, ~ 10-·12. See per WestTopP, C. J., 4 Bam., p. 110, supra.
(t) See Ramnath v. Durga, 4 Cal., p. 554.
\Ii) Bakubai v. Mamchhabai, 2 Bom. H. C., 5.
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be remembered that a daughter can only inherit to her
own father. The daughter of the brother, the uncle, or
the nephew is not an heir (§ 533). If a son dies before
his father, leaving a daughter, and then the father dIes,
also leaving a daughter, the inheritance will pass to the
dauahter
of the father (v). And so, if one of two. unb
divided brothers under Mitakshara law dies first, leavmg a
daughter, and afterwards the surviving brother dies
childless, the estate will pass to his collateral relations,
not to the daughter of the first brother (w). Of course,
in Bengal the daughter would at once have taken the share
of her deceased father. The case of the father's daughter,
claiming as sister, has already been discussed (~ 531).
In Bombay, a granddaughter, a brother's daughter, and a
sister's daughter are held capable of inheriting, on the
principle which prevails in Western India, that females
born in the family are gotraja sapindas (;c). They come
in, however, not as daughters but as distant kindred.
§ 558. The mode in which daughters inherit inter se
depends upon the school of law which governs the case.
The different principles which prevail upon this point in
Bengal and the other provinces have been stated already
(§ 520). Mr. W.MacNaghtenstatestheorderofprecedence
in the different provinces as follows (y). "According to the
doctrine of the Bengal school the unmarried daughter is
first entitled to the succession; if there be no maiden
daughter, then the daughter who has, and the daughter who
is likely to have male issue are together entitled to the
succession, and on failure of either of them, the other takes
the heritage. Under no circumstances can the daughters
who are either barren, or widows destitute of male issue, or
the mothers of daughters only, inherit the property (z). But
--r;;;8001'anamy L Venkataruyan, iliad. Dec. of 18&5, 157; 2 'V. J\IacN., 1'76.
(w) Soobba Moodelly Y. Avehalay, ~Iad. Dec. of 1854, 153.
(x) W. &: B., 495-498. /:iee ante ~ 029.
(11) 1 W. :\IacN., 22.
.
(z) See also 2 W. l\bcN., 39, 4J, 46, 49,58; V. Dnrp., 166,.172, Anon, 2 l\L
Dig., 17; RajchundeT v. Mt Dlw.nmunee, 3 S. D., 362 (482;; B,node v. P';"dhan,
2 Snth., 176. But since a ,vido",\" 111ftY now re-marry (~55G) and hnve 111ale Issue,
it hn.s been held that even in Benga.l lvidovl'llood is not. per se an il bsolute ground
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there is a difference in the law as it obtains in Benares on Benal'es.
this point; that school 'holding that a maiden is in the first
instance entitled to the property; failing her, that the
succession devolves on the married daughters who are
indigent, to the exclusion of the wealthy daughters; that in
default of indigent daughters, the wealthy daughters are
,competent to inherit; but no preference is. given to a
daughter who has, or is likely to have male Issue, over a
,dauahter
who is barren or a childless widow .
(a)_ Accordb
.
ing to the la v\~ of Mithila, an unmarried daughter. IS lIfithila.
llreierred to one who is married; failing her, ma~l'led
daughters are entitled t,o the inheritance. But there IS no
distinction made among the married daughters; and one
who is married, and has, or is likely to have male issue, is
not preferred to one who is widowed or barren. Nor is
there anv distinction made between indigence and wealth. "
'The law" of the Mitakshara has been also stated in accordance with this view by Mr. Oolebrooke and the High
Courts of Bengal, Bombay and the North-'Vest Provinces,
and by the Privy Gouncil (b). I have already observed
( ~ :)20) that the SlIul'iti Chandrika follows the doctrine of SIl,'riti Chan.
,
dnka.
relio'ious
efficacy so far as to exclude barren daughters,
b
and Madras pu~dit8 have stated u). accordance with it, that
a daughter with male issue excludes a sonless daughter (c).
The High Oourt of Madras, however, upon a full examination of all the authorities, has declined to follow the Smriti
Chandrika upon this point in preference to the Mitaksham (d).
.PARA.

1

of exclnsio~. Bin/olcL Y. Dan!loo, 19 Suth':; 189. A widowed daughter whe, at
the biule the snccessioll opens, h(l~s a son w-ho is dUl:nb, but not shown to be
incurctbly so, Illay inherit. It ,va.s not deci~ea. '\vhetller sh~ ,voula. ~lft\~e been
-excluded, if it conId be shm:nl that the defect wab congelutal and Illcurable.
OhaTa Ohl1nde1" v. Nobo SnndaTi, 18 Cal., 327.
(a) I~ldigence is an abso~ute tern1, an~ ~s not lilnited to cas~~ where a ~augh~er,
-othenvis8 "\yell off, has recerved no pro,\rBlon Iron1 her father '. Danna \'. Da? bo ,
4 All., 243. As to Bomj'ay law, ace. Bakl1bai v. Manchha~a" 2 ~on~. R. C., 5;
Poli '-. Namtum. 6 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 183; Jamnal,m v. Khwl)t, 14 Bam.,
>

p. 12.
I
I .
(b) ~ Stra. H. L., 2±2; Z Suth .. 176, SllpTa; Unw D
ey'' v. G'
OICOO annno., 0
1. A., 46: 8. C., 3 Ctt!', i;S7: Awlh KWl1arl Y. Ohandra, 2 All., 561; Jamnabal
v. Khinzji, 14 ;'om., 1(. 4; Tatawa ,~. Basa.wa, 23 Bmu., 22~..
.,
"
(co) Smriti Chn,ndl'1kn, XI, 2, ~ 21; Scra. W[ttl1., ~ 32'3, Dom a8amb ';
Ra1nama.'ltl, Mad. Dec., of ]852, 177. S,ei!l~., Goko0.za}~umil Y. Woom~,.paeeJ 1i)
B. L. R, 40,,; S. C .. 23 Suth., 340; aild. 0.1. A., 46; S. C., 3 C,tl.. flSI.
(d) Simmani v. kflittammai, 3 Mad., 260.
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~ 559. Where daughters of the same class e;x.ist, they all,
except in Bombay, take jointly in the same manner as
widows (§ 553) with survivorship (e). If they choose to
divide the property for the greater convenience of enjoyment they can do so, but they cannot thereby create estates
of severalty, which would be alienable or descendible in
any different manner (j). One daughter can, however,
alienate her own life interest, and effect can be given to
such alienation by a partition (g). If at the death of the
last survivor another class of daughters exist, who have
been previously excluded, they will come in as next heirs,
if admissible (h). And although according to Bengal law
a childless or barren widow cannot inhent originally, still
if she has already taken as one of a class of sisters, that
which would have been an original disqualification will
not prevent her taking the whole by survivorship on the
death of her coheiresses (i). Where property is impartible, the eldest daughter of all the sisters, or of the class
which takes precedence, IS the heir (k).
In Bombay the text of the Mayukha (iv., 8, § 10) " if
there be more daughters than one they are to divide
(the estate) and take (each a share) " has been held to
support the view that daughters take not only absolute
but several estates, which, in the absence of issue, they
may dispose of during their lives or by will. Of course
where this doctrine prevails there can be neither a joint
holding nor survivorship (l).
§ 560. It was at one time supposed that an exception
to the right of any daughter (otherwise admissible)
to succeed before a daughter's son, existed in Bengal.
(e) D,t,ya, Bhaga, xi., 2, § 15,30; V. }lay., iv., 8, ~ 10 ; ]inttallla ~Tachiar v.
Dorasinga Tevar,6 ilIad. H. C., 310; 21. A .. 113, p. 126; 29 LA., p. 16.5.
(f) B'. ':'boX., 55; 7,er curiam, Sellgamalathamlllal. \'. VaiaYllda, 3 Mad.
H. C., 3] 7; Kailash Chand.Fa y. Kashi ChandTa, 24 Cal., 3a!!; Gobind [{,·islma.
v. AbdliZ Qayyam, 2.5 AlL, 546.
(g) Kallni Y. Ammakannu, 23 ilhd., 504.
(h) Dowlut Kaoer Y. Burma. Deo, 14 B. L. R., 246 (note); ,.;. C., 22 Su(h., 55.
Ii) Allmirtolall v. Ra.lo11ee Kant, 2 I. A., ]]3; s. C., 15 B. L. n., 10; 8. C.,

23

Suth., 214.

(k) Kattama Nachiar v. Dorasinga. TevaJ', 6 31P.d. H. C, 810.
(I) Bulakhidas v. Ke,havlal, 6 Bom., Sf). See post § 615.
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Mr. MacNaghten says: "If one of several daughters
who had, as maidens, succeeded to their father's proPertv, , ' die leavin 0u sons, and sisters, or sister's sons,
u to the la,v of Ben£al, the sons alone take
then '
accordin
b
the share to which their mother was entitled, to the
exclusion of the sisters, or sisters' sons" (m). This
exception rests on the authority of Srikrishna TaTkalankara alone. In the corresponding passage of the Daya
Bhaga, the case of the maiden daughter is made no exception
to the general rule, that on the death of any daughter the
estate which was hers becomes the property of those
persons, a married daughter or others, who would regularly
succeed if she had never eXIsted (n). There seems to be
no reason for the alleged rule, and the High Court of
Bengal has finally decided that the alleged exception does
not exist (0).
§ 561. In Northern India the principle of agnation pre- Exclusion of
.
f
d dauo:hters and
vails in its strictest form. Not only are agnates pre ene the;): issue in
. many tn'b es 0 f 't h e,P un]a
. b cogna t es Punjab .
to cognates, but m
are absolutely excluded from succession, so that the landed
property of the family may not pass out of the gotra.
Even such near relations as daughters and their sons are
debarred from inheritance (p). In numerous cases from
Olldh which have come under my notice in appeal to the
Privy Council, the village wajib- 1.11-nrz states that whether
the property be ancestral or self-acquired, daughters and
daughter's children have no right of inheritance. A
circular of the Chief Commissioner of Oudh, 42 of 1864,
lays down the same rule as regards the great Chattri
families of that province.
(\, 56:2. THE DAUGHTER'S SON, though a sapindcl, is not dang
Positjiotn
~f
1 er s son.
a gotra,in sapindn. He is nearer in degree, but exactly
similar in class, to a sister's son or an aunt's son, who
~

(m) 1 W. 'lIac:'-i., 24; D. K. S., i., 3, ~ 8; Bijia Debia v. Mt. UnnapooTna, 3
S. D., 26 (85); pa cnriwn, Dowlnt Kooerv. Bn, ~na. Deo, 14 B. L. R., 246 (n~te);
S. C., 22 Suth., 55; Katia.ma Nar;hta,' v. DorasP'Ya Tevar, 6 Mad. H. C., 332.
(n) Daya Bhaga, xi., 2, § 30.
(0) Tin1,1noni Y. Nl.,{)orun, 9 C~L, ] 54.
"
(p) Punjab Customs, 72; Punjab Customary Law, II, 00; III,48.
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only come in as bandkus (q). Yet, according to all systems,
even those which prefer the gotray'a sapinda as far as the
seventh degree. and the Samanodakas as far as the fourteenth degree, to the banclhus, he comes in before brothers
and other more remote sapindas. The cause ofthis peculiar
favour is to be found in the old practice of appointing a
daughter to raise up issue for a man who had none. The
daughter so appointed was herself considered as equal to a
son. Naturally her son was equivalent to a grandson,
and, as the merits of son and grandson are equal, he
ranked as a son (1'). Consequently, we find him enumerated among the subsidiary sons, and taking a very high
rank among them, generally second or third (s). Subsequently the appointment of a daughter to raise up issue
for her father became obsolete (t). But the fact of the
nearness of daughter and daughter's son remained, and
their natural claim to succession on the ground of mere
consanguinity recommended itself for general acceptance.
The daughter's son ceased to rank as son, but he retained
his place next in succession to the daughter, or where
there was no daughter (u). In some parts of Northern
India he is excluded by special custom (v).
The daughter's son is not enumerated in the list of heirs
by YajnavaZkya (w), and from this It was at one time
suggested by some commentators that his right did not
accrue till all those who were enumerated had been
exhausted (x). Mr. W. MacN aghten also states that he is
not recognized as an heir by the Mithila school (y). But
this ~ seems to be incorrect, even as regards the Vivada
(q) Ante § 506. Apararka tr8ats the daughter's son >IS a mere bandhu. and as
sneh postpones him to the gotraj" sapilldas. Sanadhikari,79l.
(r) Manu, ix., ~ 127--136; Vasishtha, xvii., ~ 12 ante § 519.
(s) See table, ante ~ 67.
c"
(t) Smriti Chandrika, x .. Ii 5, 6. See qnestion whether this is so raised hut
not deCIded. Thakoor Joobnath Y. 00urt of TVa"ds, '2 1. A., 163; S. C., 15
B. L. R., 19); S. C., 23 Snth., 409.
(If) Mitaksh"m, ii.! 2, § 6: Smriti Chandrika, xi., '2, § 28: V. "I',~- iy .. 8,
§ 13; Day.a BlMga, XL, 2, § 17~29; D. K. S., i., 4; Vimda Chintam>111i, 294.
(v) PUlIJ"b Cnsioms, 16, 37, ante S 1;61.
(w) Y",jnavalkra, ii., § 135, J36.
(,,,) Daya Bhaga, xi., 2. ~ 27; D. K. S., i., 4, § 3.
(y) 1 \'1. i1facN., 23; and so the puudits, Fokll11ami" v. Mt. 8e687)I1001
\3 S. D., 1!4 (152).
,

..
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Chintamani, which appears to admit him after both
parents (z), It is now settled, however, after an elaborate
examination of all the Mithila authorities, that the
daughter's son is admitted by them after the daughter
just as elsewhere (a.).
§ 563. A daughter's son can never succeed to the estate He succeeds
of his grandfather so long as there i.s in existence any'd"fterhatll
aug ers.
daughter who is enti.tled to take, either as heir or by survivorship to her other sisters (b). The reason is that he
not as heir to any daughter who may have died, but as
heir to his own grandfather, and, of course, cannot take
at all so long as there is a nearer heir in existence. For
the same reason, sons by different daughters all take
per capita not per stirpes; that is to say, if there are two Tak!ls per
daughters, one of whom has three sons, and the other has eaptta,
i
four sons, on the death of the first daughter, the whole
property passes to the second, and on her death, it passes
to the seven sons in equal shares (c). And on the same
principle, where the estate is impartible, it passes at the
death of the last daughter to the eldest of all the grandsons
then living, and not to the eldest son of the last daughter
who held the estate (d). It was laid down by the Bengal
pundits in one case, that if property passes to daughter's
sons, any such sons born afterwards will also take shares
in reduction of the shares already taken (e). But thi~
(z) Vivada Chintamam, 294.
(a.) S7J1:ia, Knmari v. Gandhrap, 6 S. D" 140 (168).
(bl Aun<t1·tolall Y. Rajoneekant, :2 1. A., 113; S. C., 15 B. L. R., 10; S. C.,
23 Snth.,214: Sast,.iv. Ven.qu Ammal, !liRd. Dec. of 1861. 137; 1 W. MacN .. 21;
2W. iYIacN .• 44,57; Ramdan v. Beharee, 1 N.·'V. P., 200; Baiinath v. ]}Iahabi1',
1 ..... n., 60S; Jami!la,tram v. Bai Jam.na., '2 Bom. H. C., 10, contra, is now oyerruled. See Lakshmebai v. Ganpat Moroba, 5 "Rom. H. C. (0. C. J.), 139; Sibchunder;< v. S1'ee11lutty TTeepoo1'ah, Fulton, 98; Sa71t K1.lJna1· v. Dea SaTan,
8 All, 365.
(e) 1 W. MacN.,24; 1 Stra. H, L_, 139; 3Dig., 501; Ramdlwnv. Kishenkanth
3 S. D., 100 (183). Succession per sti7'pes is laid down in the case of a partitio~
a-mo:'g a man's male descendants, a.nd in ,:egard to the distribution of St>'idhan by
Sl?ecutl texts. The remoter gotraJa sapmdas succeed 111 their own right and
dIrectly to the PTCEpos,tus, ,lnd take pe7' capita; per Tela.ng, J., Nagesh v,
GUI'U7·a.o, 17 Rom., 303, p. 305.
(d) Kattama l!achia7' Y. D07'asinga Tevar, 6 lila:). H. C., 310; MuttuVadu.qanadha v; Dorasz.nga TAva", 8 1. A., 99; S, C., R Mad., 290. The doctrine stated
III the SarasvatJ Vlla.sa (~ 632, 655) that property as SOOl1 as it passes to a
dac:ght:er vests at. once in that daughter's son and in his son, cp,nnot be now
maIntaIned.
(e) 21£t. Salukna v. Ramdolal, 1 S. D., 324 (434).
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:assumes that a daughter capable of producing sons is still
alive. If so, the grandsons could not take at all.
§ 563A. The nature of the estate which is taken by
daughter's sons under Mitakshara law, where several have
inherited together, is a question which has received a
good deal of discussion. It was held by the Calcutta
noud in the case of J asoda Roer 1). Sheopershad (f) that
they would take as tenants in common without survivorship. This ruling was followed by the Madras High Court
in 1895 and 1897 (g). The later case came on appeal before
the Privy Oouncil where it was reversed. The state of the
familv i~ that case appears from the following pedigree:
•

Venkata Rau d. 126B
= "'idow d. 1874

!

daugh tel' d. 1884

I
Niladri d. If:92
= plaintiff in
O. S. 8 of 18G3

Appa R au,
oefmulant.

The suit, so far as the present question is concerned, was
brought by the widow of Niladri to establish that he and
his brother had taken moieties of the estate of the
maternal grandfather as tenants in common, and therefore that the share of Niladri dpscended to his widow.
The defendant alleged that he and his brother took as
joint tenants with survivorship. The High Court decided
in favour of the widow. Its judgment, following that
of the Calcutta High Court. and that of the Madras Court
in 1895, "proceeded on the principle that although
persons who succeed to joint family property take jointly
if their inheritance is unobstructed, yet that in cases of
Dbstructed inheritance those who succeed take as tenants
in common and not as joint tenants." On appeal to the
Privy CouncilJ!"), the.~()mmittee aft~~_l'e~erril1~o_~e
(fl 17 Oal., 33.
.
.
(g) Saminarlha Y. l'hanga.tlza!wi, 1Ul\Iad., 70, and C11I,hkctm Venkctta1·ama·
nayallmw Y. AiJJla Ran, 20 Jlla(t., 20,7_".
(h) Chelikall7 Venkayamma. v. C,,:, Ve;nka.ta1·amanayamma., 29 1.. A .. ,10",
S. C., 25 '.\1ad., 678. See also cases CIted III arguill";llt 29 1. A., fl. 160, S. C., 25
l\Iad., p. 682, where sejf·acquisitiollS of the f"ther whlCh descended upon h,s sons,
and land conveyed by a stranger to brothers, were ,lecrded to be held by them as
joint tenant8 and not as tenants in common.

PARA.
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previous decisions upon which the one under appeal
rested, said "the Calcutta decision appe~rs to their
Lordships to have been based upon a view of Mitakshara
law which hrther investigation shows to be erroneous;
namely, upon the view that according to the Mitakshara
law, the doctrine of survivorship is limited to unobstructed successions and to the succession to the joint
property of re-united coparceners. No authority for such
a limitation can be found anterior to the Oalcutta case."
It will be observed that in this case the property
descended to a single daughter, who was the mother of
both sons, and that these sons were members of an
undivided family, who took the whole property at the
same time by the same title. Prima facie there was no
reason why they should hold it in any manner different
from that of their other family property, to which it
would naturally form an accretion. The decision would
not necessarily govern a case where the sons were by
different daughters, and therefore of different families (i).
This judgment was discussed and distinguished by a Full
Bench of the Madras High Court in a decision (k) where
they held that it dId not apply to the descent of Stridhanam
from a mother to her sons, 01' to the descent of the property
of a maternal uncle to the sons of his sister, and that in
each instance the sons took as tenants in common without
survivorship, though they were at the time living as
members of a joint family. In a later case the same
Court held that the Privy Council ruling did apply where
the property of the maternal grandfather descended to his
daughter'S son, who was at the time the father of several
sons, and that father and sons took simultaneously as
joint tenants, so as to entitle the sons to Slle the father for
a partition of the property which had so descended to
him (l).
(i) See pe?' Gunam, 27 ~Ltd., p. 885.
(k) Km'uJlpai Nal'hia1' Y. Sanka.1·a Narayanan, 27 lYL,d., 300.
(I) Vyrlinatha Y. Yeggia, '27 llhd., H82.
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How far the former decision is reconcilable with that
in the Privy Council, and how far the later decision is
justified by it, al e questions which may hereafter admit
of considerable discussion.
Where property which is at the absolute disposal of a
father is given or devised by him to his undivided sons, it
will depend upon the terms of the document whether they
take as joint tenants or as tenants in common (1n).
§ 564. A daughter's son, on whom the inheritance has
once actually fallen, takes it as full owner, and thereupon
he becomes a new stock of descent, and on hIS death the
succession passes to his heir, and not back again to the
heir of his grandfather (n). But until the death of the
last daughter capable of being an heiress, he takes no
interest whatever, and therefore can transmit none.
Therefore, if he shoud die before the last of such daughters
leaving a son, that son would not succeed, because he
belongs to a completely different family, and he would
offer no oblation to the maternal grandfather of his own
father (0). Nor can the daughter's daughter ever succeed,
except in Bombay, and by recent decisions in Madras,
whether her mother has taken or not, because she confers
no benefits on her maternal grandfather, and is estranged
from his lineage (p).
§ 565. PARENTs.-The line of descent from the owner
being now exhausted, the next to inherit are his parents.
And here, for the first time, there is a variance between
the different schools of law as to the order in which they
(m) Yethi"ajuhL v. Mnkuntu, 210 l\Iad., 363.
.'
.
.
(nl 3 Dig., 494, 502; Ral1Z)oy v. Ta''J'ac!tund, 2 l\I. DIg., 79; S,bta v. Badn,
3 All., 134; Muttnvadnganatiza v. Pe,.,aslwn, 16 l\Iad., II ; aifd. 23 I. A., 128;
8. C., 19 1\1ad., 451. .
.
.
.
~.
(0) Daya Bhaga, XL, 2, § 2; IV., 3, § 3~; Ihasv. Agundf'lol,3S. D; of31 (50),
Senkul v. AU1'tLianal1da, Mad. Dec. of li:l62, '2.7; DhaTap]\ath v. Goblnd Saran,
8 All. 614; Shinavasa v. Dandayudapani, 121\iD.d., 411. See to the contrary,
but I 'think erroneously, 87'eo Sehai v. Omed, 6 S. D., 301.(378); Doe v. Ganpat,
Perry, O. C., 133. The son of a daughter's son mHO' take IJ1 th~~~bseJ1ce of.other
heirs as a bandhu. Knshnnya v. Plciza111111a, 11 l\fad .. 2tll, SheobaJat .v.
Bhogawati, 17 All., 523;. a m81'e s1!es 8uccessio,!is does not yest 111 the OfficI~1
Assignee, 21 Born., 319; 18 not aSSIgnable Transrer of Property Act IV of 1882,
8. 6 (a); and cannot be taken in Rttachm~nt, C;y. P. C. of 1882, s. 266 (k) ;

17 I. A., 201.
§539
(p) Daya Bhaga, xi., 2, § 2; F. l\facN., 6; W. & B., 477, 496, ante
•
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take. The right of the mother as an heir was very early
recognized (§ 521), but her precedence as regards the
father, who was also stated to be an heir, was left uncertain. The Mitakshara gives the preference to the mother
on the ground of propinquity, and is followed in Mithila
by the Vivada Chintamani; and this is stated by Mr.
W. MacNaghten to be the law of Benares and Mithila (q).
The Smriti Chandrika prefers the father, upon the authority
of a text of Bhrat Vishnu, and this view is adopted in
Pondicherry in regard to all direct ascendants (1'). The
M:adhaviya leaves the point undecided, and VaTadrajah,
apparently following S}'ikrishna, seems to make both inherit together (s). Sambhu says that the point is immaterial, as whichever of the two takes will take for the
benefit of the other (t). The Viramitrodaya, while giving
a general preference to the doctrine of the Mitakshara,
reconciles it with the conflicting text of Bhrat Vishnu
by making the precedence of father or mother depend on
personal merit, which again he appears to test by pecuniary
rather than by moral considerations (u). In Bengal it is
quite settled that the father takes before the mother, both
on the express authority of Vishnu, and upon principles of
religious efficacy (v). The Mayukha takes the same view,
and a futwah to the same effect is recorded from Poonah.
But Messrs. West and Buhler adopt the opposite order on
the authority of the Mitakshara and their opinion has been
recently confirmed by the High Court (w). In Guzerat
the father is preferred to the mother on the authority of
the Mayukha (x).
--(q) "lifakshara, ii., 3. See notes-by Colebrooke. Vivada l:hintam,mi 29:J
294; 2 W. ll'IacN., 55, n., ante § 512.' The Sarasvati Vilasa also follo,;s th~
rule of the 1\1itakshal'" in preference t,o tl,,<t of the Sml'ibi Chandrika § 5G6-572.
(r) Snl~iti Chandrikl1, xi.~ 3, § 9. So also Apal'i1l'ka, Sarvadhikari,"'427; Sorg
H. L., 310, 317; Co. Con., 387.
(s) J\lad~laviya, § 38; V~radra.j3.h, 36. See 3 Dig., 480.
(t; Sml'ltl Chandnka, Xl., 3, § 8.
(u) Viramit., pp. 185-191.
(v) Vishnu, xvii., § 6,7; Daya Bhaga, xi., 3; D. K. S., i., 5; 3 Dig., 502-505;
2 W. :\'lacN., 54; Hemluta v. Goluck Ghnnde,., 7 S. D., lOS (127\.
(w) V.1\by., iv., 8,;i 14; W. &~., 1l0,.44b; V. N.l\faudlik, 360,378; Balkl'Mhl1a v. Lakshman, 14 Bam., 60.). Th,s preference does not extend beyond
the parents themselves, " As between the deceased's own bandhus those connected through the father are to be preferred to those connected throngh the
mother." Sagnna v. Sadashiv, 26 Bam., p. 715.
(xl Khodabai v. Bahda.r, 6 Bom., 54l.
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§ 556. According to Bengal law a step-mother does not
succeed to her step-son. This would necessarily be so upon
the principles of Ji?nuta Vahana, '1S she does not participate
in the oblations offered by such step-son (y). The Mitakshara does not notice the point, but the reasons given by
Vijnanesvara for allowing the mother to inherit, viz., her
close relationship to her son, seem to show that he could
only have had the natural mother in view (z). The Bengal
pundits have, on several occasions, asserted that the word
lnata in the Mitakshara includes a step-mother, and, in
accordance with that view, it was decided that a woman in
Orissa would mherit to her step-son (a). These opinions,
however, were reviewed by the Full Bench of the Bengal
High Oourt in a case from Mithila, and it was decided
that a step-mother was equally excluded by the ~fitakshara
and the Daya Bhaga. The same rule applies c~ fortioTi to
higher ascendants, such as a grandmother (b). In Bombay
it has been decided that a step-mother cannot be introduced
as an heir under the word" mother, " but that she is a
more distant heir as the wife of a gotraja sapinda, and,
therefore, herself a gotraja sapinda, according to the
doctrines of that Presidency (c). "She ought to be placed,
on account of her near relationship to the deceased,
immediately after the paternal grandmother, up to whom
only the succession is settled by special text." Hence
she takes before the paternal uncle's son who represents
a remoter line of succession (d). In Madras also it
has been decided that a step-mother cannot succeed
in competition with a sapinda of the deceased (e). The
(y) pay" Hhaga., iii., 2,.~ 80; xi., 6, ~ 8; D. K. S., vi., § 23; vii., ~ 3; 2 W.
Mac"., 62: Lakin v. Bha.,.ab,5 S.D., 3)5 (369); BhY"obee v.Nubkissen, 6 S. D.,
53 (61); Alhadmom v. Gokulmom, S. D. of 1852,563.
(z) lIiitakshara, ii., 3; ace. 1 Stm. H. L., 144; Kesserbaiv. Valao 4 Bam. 208
(0.).2 W. ~IacN., 63; Bishenpiria v. Soogw1da, 1 S. D., 37 (49)/ Nami,;ee v:
H"'k,shor, ,b., 39 (52).
(b) Lala Jotiv. Mt DU"ani, B. L. R., Sup. Vol., 67; S. C., Snth., Sp., No.l73;
Rama Nand v. Su'·giani. 16 All., 221.
(e) Kesserbai v. Valab, 4 Bom., 188.
(dJ Russoobai v. Znlekabai., 19 Bam., 707.
(e) Kwnaravelu v. Virana, 5 ::IIad., 29; 1\![nitammal v. Vengalakshmi ib.
32; Ma"i v. Chinnammal, 8l\Iad., 107.
. , ,
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Pondicherry Oourts admit the step-mother, relying upon
usage and upon the text of Manu, which declares that
where a man has several wives, they are all considered the
mothers of a son bom to anyone (f). vVhere a husband
having several wives expressly adopts a son in conjunction
with one of them, she is considered to be his mother the
others being only his step-mothers. 'Oonsequently if he
dies without nearer heirs, that wife succeeds to him in
preference to the others, though herself junior as wife (g).
In Bengal it has been held that the rule, which incapa- DisahilitJ
g ~roll1
citates an unchaste
wife from sue cession ' applies also to a arishin
. .
nne ashuy.
mother. ThIS IS based not upon any express text relating
to mothers, but upon the authority of Raghunandan, who
lays it down that the passages in the Daya Bhaga which
refer to a wife has a general application to all fenmle
heirs. He expressly asserts that in the text of Katyayanc~,
" the wife who is chaste takes the wealth of her husband "
the word' wife' is illustrative (h). On the other hand, 'in
Bombay and Madras, it nas been decided that the condition as to chastity only applies to a widow, and the
inclmation of the Oourt of the Nodh- West Provinces
seems to be in the same direction (i). It is admitted that
an estate, once taken by a mother, will not be divested
on the ground of unchastity (k). Since Act XV of 1856
(Hindu Widow Marriage) a mother will not lose her
righ~s as heir~ss to her son, by reason of a second marriage
prevIOUS to hIS death (l).
§ 567. BROTHERS.-N ext to parents come brothers. Brothers.
There are texts which show that at one time their position
in the line of heirs was unsettled, the brother being by
(f) Sorg H. L., il15; Co. Oon , 273, 395' :lfan. ix. ~ 183
(g) Annapllrni Nachiw' v. Forbe", HI :II ad.', 277; aid. 26 r. A. 246'
S. C., 23 Mad .. 1, ante ~ 167.
'
,
ih) Ramnath v. Dv.rga, 4 Cal., 550.
(,) Advya.pa v; R1Id"a'vD;, 4 Bam., ]Q.1; Kojiya,zu v. Lakshmi, 5 Mad., 149;
Deokee
v. Sool;/~deo, 2 ~.-W. P., p. 363; Gangav.
Ghasifa I "'1146
t
~557
.
'1
,ane
-'I

C

(k)' See

j-"'-

cases in two preceding notes.

(l) AkoTa v. Boreani, 2B. L. R. (A. C ..T.),199; S. C., 11 Suth.,82,al1te§556.
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some preferred to the parents, while, accOl;ding to others,
even the grandmother was preferred (1n1. From a religious point of view, the claim of the brother would
seem to preponderate over that of the father, as he offers
exactly the same three oblations as were incumbent on
the deceased, while the father receives one and offers two,
viz., to his own father and grandfather. But the principle
of propinquity in this, as in other cases, turned the
scale (n).
Among brothers, those of the whole blood succeed
before those of the half-blood. The Mitakshara prefers
them on the natural ground of closer relationship, and the
Bengal authorities on the ground that the former offer
oblations to the ancestors of the deceased both on the
male and female side, whIle the latter offer oblations in
the male line only. If there are no brothers of the whole
blood, then those of the half-blood are entitled, according
to the law of Benares and Bengal and the Punjab, and
that which prevails in those parts of the Bombay Presidency which follow the Mitakshara. The Mayukha,
however, prefers nephews of the whole to brothers of the
half-blood, and its authority is paramount in Guzerat, and
the island of Bombay (0). The same rule is followed in
Pondicherry, and, in an opinion of the Oonsultative
Oommittee delivered in 1893, the half-brother was declared
to rank not only after the nephews, but after the grandparents. This view does not appear to be approved by
M. Sorg (p).
§ 568. Until very lately it was supposed that the
preference of the whole to the half-blood in succession
between brothers w.as subject to an exception in Bengal
\m) Smriti Chandrika, xi., 6, § 4-16, 24.
(n) j\![itak~hara, ii., 4; Vivada Chintamani, 295; V. May., iv., 8, § 16; Daya

Bhaga, Xl., D; D. K. S., 1.,7.
(0) jlEtakshal'a, i!., 4, § 5, 6; Vivad~ Chintamani, 296; Daya Bhaga, xi., 4,
§ 9-12; D. K. S., 1., 7, § :-3; Vlramlt., p. 193, § 2; 3 Dig., 509,5210; Neelkisto
Deb v. BeeTChund6,., 12 M. 1. A., 523; S. C .. 3 B. L. R. (P. C.), 13; S. C., 12
Suth. (P. C.), 21; K"ishnaji v. Pandvh'ang, 12 Bom. H. C., 65; V. May., iv.,8,
16; W. & B., 455, 458; Punjab Customs, 26-28.
(p) Sorg H. L., 316; Co. Can., 387.
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where the property was undivided. The point could never
arise out of Bengal, for under Mitakshara law, where the
property is undivided, it passes by survivorship, and not
by inheritance (ante § 544). But in Bengal the share of
an undivided coparcener does not lapse into the entire
property, but passes to his own heirs, of whom, in the
absence of nearer relations, his brother is one (§ 270).
Jagannatha quotes a text of Yama :-" Immovable undivided property shall be the heritage of all the brothers where brothers
(be their mothers the same or different), but immov- undivided,
able property, when divided, shall on no account be
inherited by the sons of the same father only." This
he explains by saying, "If any immovable property of
divided heirs, common to brothers by different mothers,
have remained undivided, being held in coparcenary, the
half-brothers shall have equal shares with the rest. But
the uterine brother has the sole right to dIvided property
movable or immovable" (q). And in various cases it was
decided that where the brothers were undivided, those of
the half-blood were entitled to come in as heirs equally
with those of the whole blood (r). If this distinction
really existed, it would merely show that the Bengal
lawyers did not push the doctrine, that undivided brothers
hold their shares in quasi-severalty, to its logical consequences. If brothers of the whole and half-blood are to
succeed equally in a system which is govel'l1ed by the
principle of religious efficacy, it can only be by treating
the property of the deceased as undivided family property,
which is to be dealt with according to the rules of partition,
and not as several property, to be dealt with according
to the rules of inheritance. Of course, on the former
principle the brothers would all share equally, as being
equally related to their common father (§ 473). The he~d not to
whole law on the point was, however, subsequently eXISt.
examined by a Full Bench of the High Oourt of Bengal,
(q) 3 Dig., 5]7, 518.
("J 2 W. ~IacN., 66; Tilock v. Ram Luckhee, 2 Suth., 41; Kylashv. Gom'on,
3 Suth., 43; Shibna"ain v. Ram Nidhee, 9 Suth., 87.
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and it was decided that no such distinction existed, and
that brothers of the half could never take along with
brothers of the whole blood, unless the former were
undivided, and the latter divided (s).
Undivided
before divided.

\Vhere no preference exists on the ground of blood an
undivided brother always takes to the exclusion of a
divided brother, whether the former has re-united with the
deceased, or has never severed his union (t).
Illegitimate brothers may succeed to each other (§ 552).

Nephews.

~ 569. NEPHEws.-In default of all brothers of the
whole or half-blood, the sons of brothers, or nephews,
succeed. To this, as I have already observed, the Mayukha
appears to make an exception. It allows the sons of a
brother of the full blood to succeed before a half-brother,
and it appears also to allow the sons of a brother who is
dead to share along with surviving brothers (u). But, according to the Benares ana. Bengal schools, no nephew can
succeed as long as there 1s any brother capable of taking,
the rule being universal that, except in the case of a man's
own male issue, the nearer sapinda always excludes the
more remote (v). If, however, a brother has once inherited
to his brother, and then dies leaving sons, they will take
along with the other brothers. Because an interest in the
estate had actually vested in their own father, and that
interest passes on to them as his heirs. But it must be
remembered that the brother must live until the estate
has actually vested in him. That is, he must not only
survive his own brother, but survive any other persons,
such as the widow, daughter, mother, etc., who would
take before him (w).
(si Ra)kisli01'e v. Gobil1d Chunde?', 1 Cal., 27; S. C., 24 Suth., 234; affirmed
Sheo 800m/a?'!! 1'. Pirthee, ·11. .'1..,147.
.
(tl Jadubchunder '-. Benodbenhr",,'Y, 1 Hyde, 214; KeJa~!'am v. N~ndki~li01"
3 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 7; S: C., 11 Sulh., ClOS.
(111 V. ;"ay., IV., 0, § 10,.17.
(v) Mann, ix., ~ 187;. .o~ltaksh"ra, n., 4, § 7, 8; S,IDntl Cl~an~n;~, Xl., 4, .~ 22,
23; Daya Bhaga, Xl., 0, § 2, 3; XL, 6, § 1; D. K. b., 1., 8, S 1, \ nada Chmt",
mani, 295; 3 Dig., 518; 1 W. MacN .. 26; Rnoder v. 8umboo, 3 S. D., 106 (142);
.Jymuneev. Ran'ijoy, 3 S. D., 289 (3S5); Prithee 1'. Com·t of Wa1'ds, 23 Suth., 272.
(w) Mit"'k-hara, ii., 4, f 9; BII1'h",,, 1'. Pnnchoo, 2 Sute., 123; Chandnka.
Baksh Y. Muna Kunr, 29 1. A., 70; S. C., 24 All., 27B.
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There is the same order of precedence between sons of Precedence.
brothers of whole and of half-blood, and between divided
and re-united nephews, as prevails between brothers (x).
~ 570. \V'here nephews succeed as the issue of a brother The,Y take per
;;
f
taptia..
on whom the property has actually devolved, they, 0 course,
take his share, that is, they take per stirpes wi th their uncles
if anv. For instance, suppose at a man's death he leaves
two brothers, A and B, of whom A has two sons, and
immediately afterwards A dies; then, as the estate had
already vested in A, his sons take half, and B takes the
other half: but if he left at his death two nephews by a
deceased brother A, and three nephews by another
deceased brother B, the five would take in equal shares, or
per capita, because they take directly to the deceased, just
as daughter's sons do, and not through their fathers (y).
On the same l)rincil)le, viz., that nephews take no Nephew has
J:
t
.
.
.
not a vested
interest by birth, but merely from the fact of theIr bemg iuterest.
the nearest heirs at the time the inheritance falls in, it
follows that a nephew can only take, if he is alive when
the succession opens. A nephew subsequently born will
neither take a share with nephews who have already
succeeded. nor will the inheritance taken by others, to
whom he would have been preferred if then alive, be taken
from them for his benefit. But if on any subsequent
descent he shond happen to be the nearest heir, it will be
no impediment to his succession that he was born after
the death of the uncle to whose property he lays claim (z).
Of course, t.he adopted son of a brother succeeds exactly
as he would have done if he had been the natural-born
son of that brother (a).
~ 571. 'rhe brother's grandson, or grandnephew, is not Grandnephew.
m~ntioned by the Mitakshara, unless he may be included
-Ix) D","" Bhaga, xi., 6, § 2: D. Ie. S.. j., 8; Smriti Challdrik~, xi., 4~~ 26;
J\Iitaksha~'a, ii., '1, ~ 7, note; Viramit.,p.l~5, §2; 3 DIG'., 524; 2 W . .oIacN., 72;
Klflash v Gool'00,3 Snth., 43;. affirmed (j Su.th., 93. . . ,
.
'(y) 1 IV. ~1acN., 27; 1 Sbra.H. L., \45; !\1Jt"ksIMra,1l.,4, § 7, note; B?·o]ov.
GOlwee. 15 Suth., 70; GOO1'OO v. Kylash, 6 Suth., 93; Bro,]o v. 8tTeenalh Bose,
9 Suth.; 463.
b
(z) Bidhoo?nookhi v. Echamoee, Sev., 182; Banymadhob v. Juggodum a,
Sev.,248.
(a) 2 W. 1\1ac:-<"., 74.
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in the term brother's sons. He is, however, expressly
mentioned by the Bengal text books as coming next to
the nephew, and is evidently entitled as a sapinda, since
he offers an oblation to the father of the deceased owner (b),
On the same principle the brother's great-grandson is
excluded as a sapinda, though he comes in later as a
sakulya. The same distinction as to whole and half-blood
prevails as in the case of brothers (el. Of course, he
cannot succeed so long as any nephew is alive, except by
special custom (d).
Said to be
excluded by
Bena,res la,w.

Mr. W. MacN aghten states that the brother's grandson
is excluded by the authorities of the Benares and Mithila
school (e). But he is included by Varadrajxh, and perhaps by the Madhaviya, and it has been decided by the
Bengal High Court that under the Mitakshara system he
is an heir, though it was not decided, and was not necesGrandnephew. sary to decide, whether he came in next after nephews (f).
If he succeeds as one of the brother's sons, in the wide
meaning usually given to that term, his place would be
next after the nephew. That this is his place has been
held to be the law in a case from Mithila (g). And in
Western India the grandnephew has been decided to be
an heir, though his position is not exactly defined (h),
In Madras it has been held upon a very full discussion of
the authorities, that the word' sons' in Mitakshara, ii., 4,
~ 7 and ii., 5, 1, does not include grandsons, and that the
son of the paternal uncle succeeds before a brother's
grandson (i). Exactly the opposite conclusion has been
arrived at by the Allahabad Court (k).
----

..- - -

.----

(b) See Pa?·asa.,-a v. Ra11gaTaja, 2 Mail., 202.
(r) D.a),a BhaQ'a, xi., 6, ~ 6, 7; D. K. S., i., 9; 3 Dig., 525: Degumbe1' Roy
v. Man LaZ, 9 C"I., 563.
(d) 2 ,V. "beN., 67. In the Punjab, nephews and grandnephews succeed
together. Punj,"b Customs, 12.
'
(ell 'iV, ~facN., 28; acc" Smriti Chandrika, xi., 5.
(f) Vamdrajah, 36: Madhaviya, ~ 40; Ku-reem v. Oodung, 6 Suth" 158;
OOThyo, Kooe,. v. RaJoo Nye. 14 Suth., 208,
\1/1 8nmbhoodutt v. Jhotee, S, D. of 1855,382, and so Varadmjah, 36.
(It) W, 8! B .. 480.
(i) 8n1'aya Bhnkta, v, Laks71'1nina,]'(fsam111a, 5 JI'fad" 291.
(k) Kalian Bai v. Ramclwnde,-, 24 All., 128,
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~ 572. On referring to the tables given at § 504 and Father's line,
50!) it will be seen that, in the first place, the descendants of the owner himself, down to and including
his great-grandson and his daughter's son, have been
exhausted. The line then ascended a step higher, viz"
to his parents, and then descended, exhausting all the male Bhinna-gotra
descendants of the father who are also sapindas of the sapindas,
owner. Now, the sister and sister's son of the owner, are
merely the daughter and daughter's son of the owner's
father. Similarly, his niece and his son are the daughter
and daughter's son of his bl'Other, His female first cousin
and her son are the daughter and daughter's son of his
uncle. His aunt and her son are the dauahter
and
b
daughter's son of his grandfather. All these sons, as will
be seen, are the s(!pinda,s of the owner; but they are not
gotraja, sapindas. Therefore, upon the principles of all the
schools which are not based upon the Daya Bhaga, none of
them can succeed until all the sapinda, sakulyciS, and samanodakas in an unbroken male line have been exhausted.
We shall, therefore, first examine the order of descent as
laid down by the Benares and Mithila schools, which in
this, as in most other respects, are identical, and point
out the different order of devolution adopted in Bengal
and Western India.
§ 573. GRANDFATHERS' AND GREAT-GRANDFATHERS' Precedence.
LINE.-On the exhaustion of the male descendants in the
line of the owner's father, a similar course is adopted with
regard to the line of his grandfather and great-grandfather.
In each case, according to the Mitakshara, the grandmother and great-grandmother take before the grandfather
and great-grandfather. Then come their issue to the
third degree inclusive. That is to say, so far as the issue
of each ancestor are his sapindas, they are also the
sapindas of the owner, with whom they are connected
~hrough that ancestor (l).
In these more distant relation-

~

, (1) Th~itaksh:tra, ii , ..'), § 1-6; ;\:Tadha,vj~Ytt, ~ 41, only includes·- sons anrl grandsons, but there Cttn be no rea.son for ex-cluchng the great-grandson. Hjs title
was affirmeA, Gobind v. JIohesh, 15 B. L. R, 3.j: S, C,' 2R Suth 117; W, & B,
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ships the High Court of Bombay holds that there is no
preference of whole blood over half-blood, in cases governed by the Mitakshara and Mayukha. Priority on this
ground is limited to the cases of brothers and their
issue (m). It would probably be different in Bengal. A
Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court has arrived at an
opposite conclusion (n). The author of the Smriti
Chandrika gives a completely different line of descent.
He makes each line of descent end with the grandson;
he makes the son and grandson in each line take before
the father, and then brings in the father of one series as
the son in the next ascending series (0). This arrangement, however, seems not to have been followed by any
other author.
~ 574. SAKULYAS AND SAMANODAKAs.-The above order,
as will be seen, exhausts all the gotraja sapindas of the
nearest class. '1'hen follow the sakulyas, or persons
connected by divided oblations, and the sa17~anodakas, or
kindred connected by libations of water. The former
extend to three degrees, both in ascent and descent, beyond
the sapindas, and the latter to seven degrees beyond the
sakulyas or even further, so long as the pedigree can be
traced (p). Little is to be found as to the order m which
they succeed. The Bengal writers make those in the
descending line take first, and then those in the successive
ascending lines with their descendants (q). This arrangement follows the analogy of succession among sapinda,s,
where those who offer oblations take first, and then those
who participate in them (r). In the table of succession
4Si; 1.1ailoria Y. KuZeolli, 1 S. D., 67 (82); Y. D,,,·p., 2ii± and se(~ Iin/clie]llltty
Y. Bad",ule'!', 2 jyI. 1. A., 157; \\. &' B., 116; V. K. nIandiik, 361, 376.
(m) Samed Y . •-i1m'a, 6 P, m., 394: folld. Vi/hal Bau \', Bam Ball, 24 BOll1.,
317; Sagl1lla v. Sadnshiv\ 2G B01ll., 715
(11) Sliva Singh Y. Fiaraj}'((z KlIllWa1', 19 All., 215.
(0) Smrih Ch,mdrika, }Oi., 5, § S~-12.
(p) nlitakshara, ii.: 5, § 6; V. l\iay., iv., t3; Bai. DevkoTe Ambitrruli. ] 0 B0lu.,
~~

.

(q) 1 W. MacN., 30; Daya Ehaga ,xi., fl, § 22, note; Recapitulation, at ~ 36,
note; V. Darp., 30,5; Sarvadhikari, 826.
.
("J This is also the order of succession in the list of hei!'s compiled by Rama
Rao, WhICh wlll be found ~n Cunnillghanl's Digest.
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given by Prosonno Coomar Tagore in his translation of the
Vivada Chmtamani, no mentIOn is made of any descendants beyond the three generations below the owner. He
makes the sakulya ascendants follow in regular order
after the last of the collateral sapindas, and after them the
samanodaka ascendants. Clearly, however, the sakulyas
and samanodakas in the descending line are entitled
equally with the ascendants, if not in priority to them.
'The Mitakshara gives no instances of succession for either
sakulyas or sCl17~anodakas. After it has exhausted the
near sapindas it merely says, "In this manner must be
understood the succession of kindred belonging to the
same general family and connected by funeral oblations,"
(sctmanagotra sapinda) i.e., sakulyas. "If there be none
such, the succession devolves on kindred connected by libatIOns of water," i.e., samanoda,kas (s). But 8ubodhini in
his coml11.entary carries on the enumeration two steps
further, on the same principle as Prosollno Coomar Tagore,
making the sakulyas in the ascending line and their issue
follow next after the collateral sapindas. Messrs. West
and Biihler suggest two arrangements: either that the
fourth, fifth and sixth, in the owner's own line, should
take first; next the remoter descendants in the lines of the
father, grandfather, etc., successively, and so on: or
that those in the different lines should take jointly in the
order of nearness, instead of one line excluding the
other (t). I am not aware of any case in which a conflict
between heirs in the ascending and descending lines has
arisen. It is obvious that a case could very seldom arise
in which remote relations in the ascending and in the
descending Jines would be simultaneously in existence.
The question of priority is therefore practically unimportant.
§ 575. BANDHUs.-After all the samanodakas are ex- Who are entitlhausted, the bandhus succeed according to Benares and ei! as bandhus.
(s) }litakshara, ii., 0, ~ ii, 6, note.
(t) W. & B., 114, 12-1. See futwah, UmTuot v. Kulya.nda.8, 1 Bol'., 292 [322J.
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Mithila law (§ 512). I have already discussed the meaning
of this term, and pointed out that none of the enumerations
of bandhus in the law-books are to be considered exhaustive (~l). In the tables annexed to § 505, 50G will be found
references to the decisions which have affirmed the right
as bandhus of the various persons there named.
Sister's son.

Right of sister's
son under
Mitakshara,

denied by
Judicial Committee.

Among those banclhus who are omitted bv the Mitakshara, the sister's son has had the severest" struggle for
existence, having even run the gauntlet of an adverse
decision of the Privy Council. His right has always been
recognized under Bengal law, as he is expressly named
by the Daya Bhaga (v). But in the provinces governed
by the Mitakshara (not including ,,¥estern India) it was
supposed that he had no claim, and this view was put
forward almost unanimously by text writers, pundits, and
Judges (w). The case came on for the decision of the
Privy Councilin an appeal from the N orth-"Vest Provinces,
which are governed by the Benares law. There, a sister's
son sued to set aside an adoption made by the widow of
his deceased uncle. The objection was taken that he was
not in the line of heirs at all, and, as such, had no
interest, vested or contingent, which would entitle him to
maintain the suit. Of course, this was the strongest
possible form in which the question of his right could
arise. It was not a question of precedence, but of absolute
exclusion. It went the full length of saying that, if there
were no other heir in existence, the estate would escheat
rather than pass to him. Yet the doctrine of the inability
of the sister's son to inherit was accepted by the Judicial
Committee to this full extent, and the suit was dismissed
on the preliminary objection that he had no interest
(u) See n"le

~

502-507.

~ 8.
He has ",lso beer, recn~nized as '1l1 heir in Lnl1')re.
Punjab Customs, 22.
Ju') 1 S.tra. H. L.,.147; Stra. Man., § 341; 2, W. 3I.tcN., 85, 87. 88; cont1'a, 2
W ..)[acN., 81; Ra.1chul1de,· v. GoclIlchul1d, l S. D .. 45 (56): Jowahi1' y. lvIi.
~nLla880o. 1 Suth., 74; Gamal1 v. 81'ikant Neogi, Sev., 460; NCIgalil1ga v. Faidilm.qo, :lfad. Dec. of 1860, 246. where the pundits (liffered from the Judges:
Ku17am1J1nl v.Kuppu, ll\iad. H. C .. 85; It[oonen v. Dhu)'mu, N.-\V. P., 1866,
cited T7wkoo"nin v. Mohun, 11 M. 1. A., 393.

(v) Daya Bhaga, xi., 6.
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whatever in the subject-matter (x). In ordinary cases,
silch a decision would have set the matter at rest for
ever. But the case itself was rather an extraordinary
one. The plaintiff's counsel chose to make an express
-admlssion that his client could not inherit as a banclhu
not being mentioned as such in the Mitakshara. H~
asserted that he was really a gotraja sapinda. This claim
he rested, partly on the authority of the' Mayukha,
and partly on the views of Balambhcdta and Nanda
Pandita, who consider that where the word 'brothers'
occurs in the Mitakshara it should he interpreted as
including sisters (y). Consequently, sisters' sons would
inherit along with, or immediately after, brothers' sons.
The Judicial Committee had no difficulty in setting aside
the whole of this argument, and as the place which he
really occupied as a banclhu had been disclaimed for him
by his counsel, it followed that no locus standi was left to
him at all.
This decision was pronounced in 1867, and in 1868 Sister's SOn
another case arose under Mitakshara law, in which also a ~~~~~gnizea a
llerson not specifically named claimed as a bandhu. The
relation here was a maternal uncle. The High Cour.t of
Bengal held that the Crown would take bv escheat in
llreference to him. The Judicial Committee held that
the enumeration of cognates in the Mitak8hara was not
exhaustive, and admitted his claim (z). In this case it
will be observed, the uncle took as heir to his sister's s~n
which is exactly the converse of the former case, wher~
the sister's son claimed as heir to his maternal uncle. But
if the uncle is the bandhu of his sister's son, this makes i~
at least probable that the sister's 80n is the bandhu of
his uncle. The decision in Thakoorain v. Mohun was appar~ntly not referred to by the Judicial Committee, and they
cl~ed with a~prob~tion a later decision of the Bengal
HIgh Court, m WhICh the same view had been taken as
(x) T!,nkooTain Yo i';[ohun, 11 !If. 1. A., 380. - - - - - (y) Ml~aksh.~ra, ii., 4, § 1, note, nnte ) 531.
(z) Gndhm" v. Government oj Bengal, 12 M. 1. A. 448' S C 'B I R
(P.C.),44; S,C.,lOSuth.(P.C.),32.
"
. . , L • J••
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that enunciated by themselves, and the right of a sister's
son had been admitted in consequence (a), as showing
that the point W<1S still open in India.
§ 576. In this state of the authorities, the case of a
by Full Bench
of Bengal,
sister's son came before the :B'ull Bench of the High Court
of Bengal, upon a reference to them made in regard to
the case quoted by the Judicial Committee. His right
was affirmed in a most elaborate judgment delivered by
:!'Ifr. Justice ]}litter. and assented to by the other Judges.
The judgment was written before the decision of the Privy
Council in Gn:dhari v. Government of Bengal had reached
India, but proceeded on exactly the same grounds. He
showed that the specific enumeration of banclhus in the
Mitakshara was not exhaustive, but illustrative only, and
that the sister's son not only came within the definition
of a banclhu as laid down by VijnCinesvaTCi, but was actually
nearer than any of those who were expressly named.
The adverse decision of the Privy Council on the appeal
from the North -West Provinces was disposed of by the
remark that it had really proceeded upon a mere admission of counsel which could not be binding in any other
case (b). This decision was again followed by the High
and in Madras. Court of Madras as settling the law in that Presidency (c),
and more recently by the High Court of the North -West
Provinces (dl. A step-sister's son is also entitled to
inherit in Madras (e).
Treated as still
§ 577. It is a very remarkable thing that in 1871 the
open by Judicial
.
t th e rIg
. ht () f a sls~r~~n,
.t '
Committee.
very
same ques t'lOn,a~_o
was
(0) A -;;~;'ita Y. Lakhina1"a.IJaIL.
This is the ~ase next cited, ,vhere the decision
to which ti1e Judicial C0111111ittee htld referred, \VctS eonfirn18d 011 tt reference
made to the Full Bell eh.
(b) AmTiia. v. Lakhinamyan. 2R L. R (F. B.), 2S; S. Coo 10 Suth. (F. R), 76.
(e) Ghelikani v. bUTal1el1i, 6 ~L\d. H. C, 2'1R; ,c"'inwasa v. Ren.qas{/11ii. 2
Mad. 304. His right has alw<,ys been recognized in 'Western India, "'IV. Ii: B.,
493, but the Eon of the st.ep-sister is said not to take where there is a son of a
full SIster, ~b., 495. This would llat.urally be so on principles of consanguinity.
In Bengal. ,,,here religious efficacy is considered: son~ of sisters of whole and
h ..lf-blood take together, each being of equal merit. 2 IV. J\Iac~., 86; D. K. S.,
i., 10, ~ 1; Bholanath v. Rakhal Dass, 11 CiLl., 69. The lIladra7 High Court
places the sister's son b'3fore the sister. Laksh1nana1f(111al v. T~1·uV81l.qada. 5
Mad.,24l.
(d) Raghunath v. Munnan Mi.,,', 20 Ali., 19l.
(e) Subba1'Qya v. Kylasa, 15 lIlad., 300.
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again raised before the Judicial Committee in an appeal
from the N orth- \Vest Provinces, and the very same argument was addressed to them on his behalf as that which
they had already set aside in 1867. It was not necessary
to decide the point, as it had not been taken in the
Indian Courts, and the facts as to the relationship were
not admitted. But their Lordships treated the claim as
wholly an open question, though they seem to think that
the balance of authority was against its validity (f). No
reference was made to their own decisions in 1867 and
1868, nor does their attention appear to have been called
to the Full Bench ruling on the point in Bengal.
On the whole, however, it may be considered that the
rights of the sister's son, and of all others similarly
situated, are now settled beyond dispute.
§ 578. The right of the granduncle's daughter's son has Granduncle's
also been discussed in Madras, and decided against (g). llaughter's son.
But this decision rested upon the supposition that, as
he was not named by the Mitakshara, he was excluded.
The Oourt admitted that on general principles he would
inherit, but pointed out that he stood on exactly the same
footing as the sister's son who, at the date of the decision,
was supposed not to be in the line of heirs. As the right
of the latter is now established, the reasoning put
forward by the Judges for shutting out the son of the
granduncle's daughter would apply directly in favour of
letting him in.
§ 579. The order of succession among bCindhus under Precedence rests
Mitakshara law is very obscure. Nothing is to be found on
~ffi~ity under
the Mltakshara ..
upon the subject either among text-writers or in precedents, and the principle upon which any case is to be
decided is far from clear (h). If the text of the Mitakshara, in which the bCindhus are enumerated., is to be
taken as indicating the order of succession, it will be seen
(f) Kooel' Goolab v. llao Km'un, 14 M. I. A., 176, 195; S. C., 10 B. L. R(P. C.), l.
(gl Kissen v. Javalla, 3 Mad. H. C., 346.
(h) A very elaborate and ingenious discussion on the subject will be found in
Mr. Rajkumar Sarvadhikari's Lectures, l'p. 687-735.
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that proximity, and not religious efficacy, is the ground of
preference; the first of the three classes contains the
man's own first cousins, the second contains his father's
iirst cousins, and the third contains his mother's first
cousins (§ 513). This is corroborated by the next verse (1:),
where the author says: "By reason of near affinity,
the cognate kindred of the deceased (at1na bandhus)
.are his successors in the first instance; on failure of them,
the father's cognate kindred (pitru bandhus), or, if there
be none, the mother's cognate kindred (mab'u bandhus).
This lliUst be understood to be the order of succession here
mtended." This is the view taken by the author of the
Viramitrodaya. It has also been adopted by the Courts
of Bengal and Bombay as the principle upon which they
have preferred the sister's son to the aunt's son, and the
maternal uncle to the son of the maternal aunt (k).
In the accompanying table the letter M affixed to any
relation shows that he is expressly named in the lVIitakshara as a bandhu, and the Roman numeral following
shows the order in which he is named. From this it will
be seen that the order followed is strictly that of propinquity, but that as regards two sets of persons, equally
near, those on the father's side always take precedence of
those on the mother's side, and those on the paternal
grandfather's side precede those on the paternal grandmother's side. This preference of the father's kindred
to that of the mother is in accordance with the general
preference of the male line to the female (§ 512). It
has already been stated that the enumeration of bandhus
in the Mitakshara is illustrative, not exhaustive (§ 507).
In fact, the object of the author seems to have been to
name only the most unlikely heirs. For instance, he does
not mention any in the descending line, nor the sister's
son, who are nearer than any of the enumerated relations.
He mentions the uncle's son, but not the uncle who is
~

(il Mitakshara, ii., 6, § 2.
(k) Vira'.nit., p. 200, § 5; Gun8sh v. Nilkomul, 22 Suth., 264; Mohandas v.
K"ishnabai, 5 Bam., 597.
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nearer than him. He mentlOns two in the mother's
~uaternal line (viii. wd ix.), and only three (ii., iii., vii.)
m t~e more numerous body of the mother's paternal line.
It wIll be observed that, in each case, where an aunt's
and an uncle's son stand on the same line, the aunt's
son is llame~ first. This seems to violate the ordinary
rule by whlCh male descent ranks before female.
Probably, the order of enumeration is not intended to
?onvey any right of precedence. The Madras High Oourt,
In a very learned iudgment by MnttusaJni Aiyar, J., stated
the following conclusions: " (1) that those who are bhinna
gotra sapindas, or related through females born or belonglllg to the. family of the pT(]3positu3 are bandhus; ('3) that,
as stated m the text of Vridha Satatapa or Baudhayana,
they are of three classes, 1)iz., a,tma bandhus pitru bandhns,
and mafirn bandhus, and succeed in the order in which
they are namoo; (3) that the examples given therein are
~ntended to show the mode in which neaTness of affinity
IS to be ascertmned; and (4) that, as between barndhus of
the same class, the spiritual benefit tlaey confer on the PT(]3positns is, as stated in Viramitl'odaya, a ground of preference" (l). The annexed table contains in one vi v all
the bandhus ex parte prdeTJul and materncZ already reined
to. Those under the lines A and B contained in a circle
are named in the Mitakshara but cannot be brought into
the Bengal system (§ 513). The Arabic numerals attached
to each relation mark the order in which I suggest they
should rank inteT se, on the analogy of those expressly
named. All of the persons so marked come within Vijnanesvara's definition as being persons who being of a different family, are still sapindas; the relationship of sapindas
(I) ];initllsami

v. Muttnkumza1'asami, 16 I\bd., 23, p. 30,

See as to pri-

Ol'lt18S bet\veen Inaternal grandfather and paterna1 Hunt aT ll1atel'nal uncle

Chinnant1na,l v. TTenkatachella: 151\:1:,100.,421; between sister~s son and nlother'~
sister's SOll, Guncsh v. lliCk01nal, 22 Suth., 264 ; between son of sistel~'S son and
son of paternal uncle, BaZusami Pa"dithaT v. Na1'ayana Rau, 20 Mad., 342;
between maternal uncle of half· blood and "on offath"r's p"ternal aunt, MlIttuiami
v. Muttukmna1'asami; between father's half-sister ttnd mother's brother
Saguna v. Sadashiv, 26 Bam" 710; between me·ther's sister's son and paternai
grandfather's sister's grandson, Ohanw,nial v. Doshi Ganesh, 26 Bam., 453.
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among cognates only extending to the fifth in descent from
the common ancestor, both inclusive (1n).
§ 580. BENGAL LAw.-The radical difference between the Arrangement
. that under
Bengal
sys t em 0 f t'h e D aya Bhaga an d 0 f the M'Itakshara IS,
law.
the former allows the bandhus, that is the Bhinna-gotTo Order of precesCipindas, to comein along with, instead ofafter, the gotrafa dence in Bengal.
sapindas (§ 508), the principle of religious efficacy being
the sole test applied in deciding between rival claimants.
Upon examining the application of this principle, it will be
seen in the first place, that all the bandhns ex lJ({rte paterna
come in before any of those ex parte materna. The reason
is that the former present oblations to paternal ancestors,
which are of higher efficacy than those presented by the
latter to lliaternal ancestors (n). As regards the position
inter se of the b.'Lndhus ex parte paterna, it will be seen by
a reference to the table (§ 505), that every one of them is a
daughter's son in the branch wherehe oc;urs. Only three
of these are mentioned III the DayaBhaga-riz., the ·sons of
the daughters of the father, the grandfather, and the greatgrandfather, respectively; and these are ranked immediately
after the male issue of those ancestors, that is, they come
in before the males of the branch next above them. Just
as the daughter's son of the owner comes in before his
father, brothers. nephews, and grandnephews (0). The
Daya-krama-sangraha introduces a new series of bandhus,
viz., those who occupy the position of sons of the nieces
of the father, grandfather, and great-grandfather. It
follows the Daya Bhaga in making the daughter's son
------------------,----

(m) Yetin., i., 53.

---

(I")' Daya Bhaga, xi., 6, § 12,20; D. K. s., i., 10, ~ 14; 3 Dig., 529, ante ~ 608,
ru e-:t .
. (0) DaT" Bhaga, xi .. 6, ~ 8--12; 3 Dig., 528; V. Darp" 224. Accordingly the
slster'e son has been held to t>1ke bdore paternal uncles (2 YV. lIfacN., ti4);
Sa1nboc7wnde?' v. Gnnga, 6 S. D" 234 (291), and their issue (I W. i\JacN., 28);
Ba;}chnnde?·v. GocuZchund, 1 S, D., 43 (56); 2 W. l\bcN., 85, 87; Karunav. Jai
9handTa,5 S. D., 46 (50); Kishen v. Ta1'ini, ib.,55 (66); Lahhi v. BhaiTab
~b., 315 (369); W. & B., 474; DlIneshwa1' v, DeoshunkeT, Morris, Pt, II, 63;
Bl'OJO .v. S"eenath Bose, 9 Sl'th., 462.
A !',,·ti01·i before the issue of the great·
grandfather (2 W. 1IfaeN., 89, 90), But he takes after the son of a half· brother
(2 W. "i[ac~., 68, 82); andhe will take equal1y whether he is alive at the death
of (,he last male holder, or of any female who takes by inheritance from such
male (Seeta Ram v. Fllkee?". 12 Suth., 433).
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s~cce:d the. male :ssue of each branch, and places the
lllece s sons Im~edlately after the daughter's son (p). It
does not mentlOn the Sons of the grandniece in each
branch, but their title is exactly of a similar nature, and
has been affirmed to exist (q). Now, this order of SUccesSlOn would be the natural one if proximity alone was
regarded, the agnates in each branch being 'preferred to
the cognates, but the cognates in each branch being
preferred to the agnates in the more dista?1t branch. It
would also be the proper course if the mere number of
oblations were regarded. The daughter's son in each line
presents exactly the same number of oblations as the son
in the same line, and presents them to the same persons.
So, the sons of the niece and of the grandniece present
the same number of oblations, and to the same persons,
as the nephew and grandnephew. Each of these presents
a greater number of oblations than the son in the line
above him. But then comes in the principle that
oblations presented to paternal ancestors are more efficaCiOUS than those presented to maternal ancestors (r). If
this principle goes to the extent that a man, who presents
a greater number of oblations to persons who are his
maternal ancestors, is inferior to one who presents a lesser
number to persons who are his paternal ancestors, then
the principle is undoubtedly disregarded, both by the
Daya Bhaga and the Daya-krama-sangraha. If, however,
it only goes to this extent that, where the number IS
equal, those who present offerings to paternal ancestors
are preferred to those who present them to maternal
ancestors, then the whole course of descent .is logical and
consistent.
§ 581. This question arose in Bengal under the following circumstances :-In 1864, the High Court had held
that the son of a brother's daughter was not an heir at all,
K. s., i., 10, § 1, 2, fl, 9,12, 13.
(q) Kashee Mohunv. Ro} Gobind, 24 Suth., 229.
.
(rl 3 Dig., 530; peT Mittel', J., GUTU v. A.nand Lal 5 B: L. R at p. 39' S C.
13 Suth. (F B.),4!l.
"
, • ,
(p) D.
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and that the passage in the Daya-krama-sangraha which
stated that he was an heir was an interpolation (s). In
1870, this decision was reversed by the Full Bench, in an
elaborate judgment by Mr. Justice Mittel'. His judgment
was based entirely upon general considerations as to the
nature of the relationship of bandlvus, and the grounds
upon which they were entitled. The decision did not
refer to, still less affirm the genuineness of the dis(t). No question p.ostponed to
P uted text of the Dava-krama-sangraha
"
. .
dIstant agnate.
was then raised as to the pOSItIOn whICh such a
bandhu would take in the line of heirs. Finally, this
last question arose in 1874. The relationship of the
conflicting parties is shown in the annexed pedigree.
Grandfather
--._-,

I

O'ralldfather's son

~

I

,- ____,___ J
I
bl'other

I

!

gr<1ndfather's grandson

I

OW"ER

O"ntndhtther's great-gra,nason,
e

defenil,mt

brother's daughter
:Jtother's daughter's son,

phlintiff

The plaintiff was son of the owner's niece. The defendant
was, what we should call first cousin once removed in the
male line. Both the Lower Courts decided in favour of
the plaintiff. It is evident that he offered oblations to
the owner's father and grandfather, while the defendant
only offered to the grandfather. On appeal, however, this
decision was reversed. The Court admitted the plaintiff's
right as a bandhu, but held that he must come in after the
defendant on the ground that they who offer to maternal
ancestors are inferior in religious efficacy to those who
(s) Gobindo v. Woomesh, Suth., Sp., 176, referring to D. K S., i., 10, § 2.
(t) Gnru v. A.nand, 5 B. L. R, 15; S. C., IB Suth. (F. B.), 49; folld. in BT(1ja
Lal Sen v. Jiban Krishna·, 26 Cal., 285, where the father's brother's daughter's
son was admitted to be 3·n heir and preferred to the mother's brother's son. As
to his position with regard to agnates Sapindas of great'grandfather, see Huri
Das Bnndopadhya. v. Bama Ohm'n, 15 Cal., 780. It may be observed that the
decision in the over,ruled case hall been obtained by the argument of 1\'[1'. Justice
Mitter himself when at the bar. This may account for the fact that no notice
was taken of the D. K. S. iu the over-ruling judgment.
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offer a lesser number of cakes to paternal ancestors. The'
text of the Daya-krama-sangraha, which makes him succeed after the son of the father's daughter, and before the
grandfather, was treated, on the authority of the case in
1864, as bemg of too doubtful authenticity to weigh against
the infringement of first principles which it was supposed
to contain (1.£).
Decision discussed,

Sakulya prefer.
redtoabandhu.

§ 582. It may be remarked upon this decision that, if
§ 2 of the Daya-krama-sangraha, ch. I, 10, is to be
rejected as spurious, § 9 and 13 must go with it, for all
three lay down exactly the same rule, and rest upon the
same principle. If this principle is erroneous, it is difficult
to see how the Daya Bhaga (XI, 6, § 8-12) can be maintained, for it ;places the daughter's son of the branches
above the owner, before the males of the next higher
branch. The Court deals with this by saying that the
special reason given by J imuta Vahana for that arrangement does not apply to the others. The special reason is
that" his father's or grandfather's daughter's son, like his
own daughter's son, transports his m,anes over the abyss
by offering oblations of which he may partake." But the
brother's daughter's son offers oblations of exactly the
same character. The only remaining supposition is that
the daughter's sons of the direct lineal ancestors have an
efficacy of a different character from that possessed by
the daughter's sons of the collateral branches. If so, the
Daya-krama-sangraha would be wrong, the Daya Bh80ga
and the High Court of Bengal right. The arrangement
would then be that the daughter's sons of collaterals
should come in one after the other at the end of the nearer
sapindas, and before the sakulyas.
§ 583. The principle of the above decision was carried
'
out'm a 1a t er case, t 0 t h e extent 0 f pref
errlllg
a rna Ie who
was not a sapindaat all, to an undoubted bandhu (v). The
(u) Gobind v. Mahesh, 15 B. L. R, tl-5; S. C., 23 Suth., 117; followed
in Oodo!/churn's case, 4 Cal., 411.
(v) Kashee Mohun v. Raj Gobind, 24 Suth., 229.
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last male holder of the property in dispute, named Bharut,
was the third son of the common ancestor. He ~as succeeded by his daughter, on whose deat~ the co~fhct arose
between plaintiff and defenda~t. T~elr relatlOnshlp ~o
him appears in the accompanylllg pedIgree. It was admItted that defendant was only a sakulya. On the other hand,
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Ancestor

I
f
SOIl

son 1

I

gmndsO l l

I

,

<.fl'e,tt-gral1ason,
~Kashee Nath

grea t.grea t-gr<1nds, on,
cfenrlant

a

2

I

grandson

I
great. granddaughter ,
Joy Doorga

OWlmR, Bharut 3

I

gr,mddaughter
(hst holder),
Bejoye Dibia

great.gr1e;1 t.gtJ"dson,
p~a1lltl

the plaintiff offered cakes to his three maternal ancestors,
one of whom was the common ancestor. Of c?urse, the
question would have been ex~ctly. the same I~ the last
holder had been the ancestor hnnself. It certalllly does
seem anomalous that, where two claimants are equ~lly
· t t a case can arise in which the one who claIms
d ~~,
l'
through a female is actually preferred to one wl~o c anns
through an unbroken line of males. Under Mltakshara
law, of course, no such preference could ev~r be asserted.
Yet, upon the ground of religious. ef~cacy, It seems .cl~a~
that on Bengal principles the plamtlff ~ad a supenont}
over the defendant, unless it can be laJd down that a
d blation offered to "the father of the deceased
· 'de
d lVl
o . 'd d
owner by A must be more meritorious than an undI:'I e
oblation offered to him by B, wherever such father IS the
paternal ancestor of A and. only the maternal ancestor of
B." The ground upon whICh the .Court proceeded as as
follows: "Itis quite clear that gomg back a gener~tlOn to
the time when KasheeNath representedonegenera~lOna~d
Joy Doorga the other, Kashee Nath was the preferentIal
He alone could have performed the pm-bana shmdh,
·
h ~.
ht
and not Joy Doorga. Consequently, it se~ms to us t .a
the son of Kashee N ath would have a necessarIlyprefere~~Ial
right over, and would exclude the son of Joy Doorga.

v:
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d .t .
..
. ormer e 1 IOns the soundne'ss of' th'IS d eCIslOn
was
questlOned. ~t has now been expressly over-ruled by a
Full Bench of the Bengal High Court (w). In the later
case, the contest was between the brother's daughter's son
Httmbnllubh

Contrary rule
now laid down.
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of the deceased, and the great-great-grandson of the
own61:'s great-grandfather. The exact form of the pedigre~ IS not .given, but. the preceding diagram appears
to ~ep.r:sent It. The HIgh Court decided in favour of the
plamtIff
upon the broad prInciple that. he was a sapm
. da
f
o the deceased, as he offered undivided oblations to his
own three maternal ancestors, two of whom were the
paternal an~estors of the OWNER, in which, therefore, the
latter partICr[~ated. On the other hand, the defendant
offered only dlVidedoblations to Bissessur and Rambullubh
wh? .were also the ancestors of the OWNER. The com~
petJ~lOn, therefore, was between a cognate who was a
sapl.nda, and an agnate who was a sakulya. According
to the Daya Rhaga (XV, 6, ~ 20, 21) it did not admit of
any doubt t~at a sap~:nda, though a cognate, was a
preferable hell' to a sakuly,,- agnate.
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assuming that the term bandhu, as used by the latter, only
referred to those on the mother's side (x). S1'ikris hna,
however, sets out their order very fully, adopting the
same principle as he had done in regard to the other
sapindas. He gives the property first to the mother's
father, and his issue, that is, the maternal uncle, his son,
and grandson, then to the daughter's son of the mother's
father, then to the line of the mother's grandfather, and
great-grandfather, in similar manner, and, on failure of all
these, to the sakulyas and sanl/moda kas (y). These, as
already stated, take first in the descending line, and then
in the ascending (z).
§ 585. BOYIBAY LAw.-The distinctive feature of the Admission of
. h prevaJ'1'
Id
. th
'
. h females.
Iaw W1llC
S m W
estern
n 'Ia IS
e I
aXIty
WIt
which It admits females to the succession. The doctrine
of Baudhayana, which asserts the general incapacity of
women for i~lheritance, and its corollary, that women can
only inherit under a special text, appears never to have
been accepted by the Western lawyers. They take the
word sapinda, in the widest sense, as importing mere
affinity, and without the limitation of the Mitakshara,
that female sapindas can only inherit when they are
also gotrajas, that IS, persons who continue in the family to
w hieh they claim as heirs (a). The most prominent instance
of this doctrine is the introduction of the sister into the Sister.
line of succession. She is brought in by the Mayukha after
the paternal grandmother, and before the paternal grandfather, under that serviceable text of ]}1fJnu, "To the
nearest sapinda (male or female) after him in the third
degree the inheritance next belongs" (b). Nilakantha
applies this text by saying: " In case of the non-existence
of that (the paternal grandmoLher) the sister (takes)
according to the dictum of ]}1an·u, 'that whoever is the
nearest sapinda his should be the property'; and according
(xJ DayaBhaga, xi., 6, § 12-14.
(y) D, K. s., i,. 10, § 14-21.
(z) Daya Bh"ga, xi., 6, § 22; D. K. 8., i., 10, 22-25.
(a) W. "" B., 125-132.
(b) 1fu,nu, ix., § 187.
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to the text of V1'ihaspati, that where there are many jnati,
sakulyas, and bandhavas, among them whoever is the
nearest, he should take the property of the childless; she
the sister also being born in the brother's gotTa, and so
there being no difference of gotrajatva (the state of being
born in the gotra). But (says an objector) there is no
sagotTata (state of being in the same gotTa). True,
but neither is that stated here as a reason for taking
property" (c). And not only full sisters, but step-sisters
inherit (d). Another instance is the rule which allows
widows of persons who would have been heirs to inherit
after their husbands. The other schools of law never
allow a widow, as such, to inherit to anyone but her own
husband. In Bombay the widows of gotTaja sapindas
stand in the same place as their husbands, if living, would
respectively have occupied, subject to the right of any
person whose place is specially fixed as a sister, mother
or the like (e). The step-mother heads the list of nonspecified female heirs, and takes place after the paternal
grandmother, and before the widow of the half-brother (j).
So, daughters of descendants and collaterals within six
degrees inherit; for instance, both a brother's daughter,
and a sister's daughter (g). Also" descendants of a person's
own daughters, and of those persons expressly mentioned
within foUl' degrees of such persons respectively, e.g., a
granddaughter's grandson, but not the great-grandson,
since sapinda relationship through females is restricted to
foUl' degrees" (h). On the other hand, the daughter of the
predeceased son of the owner was held not to be a got'raja
sapinda, and therefore not entitled to inherit in preference
to the great-grandson in the male line of a separated
------------------._--------

(e) V. May., iy., 8, § 19; translated in Lallubhai Y. Mankllva1'bai, 2 Bom.,
421, ante § 532.
(d) W. & B., 469; Kes8abai y. Valab, 4 Bom., 188.
(e) W. & B., 131,481; Lakshmioai y. JayTa1n, 6 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 152;
Lallubhai Y. 11£ankuva?'bai, 2 BOlh., 3elS; af/:l.. Lulloobhoy Y. Cassibai, 7 1. A.,
212; S. C.,5 Bom., 110; 8<"e pm' c'l1'iam, 4Bom., p. 209; V,thaldasv.Je8ubhai,
4 Born., 219; Nahalchand Y. Hpmrhand, 9 Bom., 31 ; Sitaram Y. Chi11 ta 711 a 11,
24 All., 472: Cllamanla! v. Doshi Ganesh, 21-> Bam., 453.
(f) Rukhmobai v. Tukha?'alll, 11 Born., 47.
(g) W. & B., ]37, 496-491;.
Iii) W. & B., 137.
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brother (i). I can offer no opinion whatever as to the Theil' precs. whICh
.
Drder m
suc h persons tak e. M essrs. \Vest and dence.
Buhler suggest that they would come in after the nine
bn.ndhus who are expressly named in the Mitakshara,on the
principle stated by the Mayukha, that incidental persons
are placed last, and that, as between each other, nearness
of kin to the deceased is the only guide (k).
Tables of descent, professing to give all possible heirs Tables of
. t h e order o·f succeSSIOn,
.
f' or th e d'ff
.
In
I erent prOVInces,
WI'11 descent .
be found in the works referred to below (l). I have not
attempted to compile any such list. I doubt the possibility
of preparing one that should be at once exhaustive and
accurate. It would certainly be beyond my powers.
Wherever a conflict arises between any two specific claimants, I believe that the principles already stated, will, in
general, be sufficient to decide their priority.
§ 586. Before passing from this part of the subject, it Succes.sion after
'
may b e we 11 to re f·er to t 11e rare case 0f
succeSSIOn
aft er a it reumou.
reunion (§ 496). 1~lanu, after speaking of a second partition
after a reunion, says: " Should the eldest or youngest of
several brothers be deprived of his share (by a civil death
Dn his entrance into the fourth order), or should anyone
Df them die, his (vested mterest in a) share shall not
wholly be lost. But (if he leave neither son, nor wife,
nor daughter, nor fa,ther, nor mother), his uterIne brothers
and sisters, and such brothers as were reunited after a
separation, shall assemble, and divide his share equally" ('in).
Now it will be remembered that Manu requires a share to
be given to a sister on a partition (§ 477), but nowhere
refers to her as an heir. It is probable, therefore, that
this text refers to a case where a partition had already
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commenced, but had not been concluded, and merely directs
that in such a case his share shall not pass by inheritance,
but shall be thrown into the property, and divided again.
The sisters would then be entitled to their shares (n).
This seems the more probable, as no allusion IS made to
the sister in the passage of Yajnavalkya, which treats of
the descent of the share of a reunited coparcener. That
passage, as translated by Mr. Colebrooke (0), is as
follows :-" A reunited (brother) shall keep the share of
his reunited (co-heir) who is deceased, or shall deliver it
to (a son subsequently) born. But an uterine (or whole)
brother shall thus retain or deliver the allotment of his
uterine relation. A half-brother, being again associated,
may take the succession; not a half-brother, though not
reu~ited; but one united (by blood, though not by
coparcenary) may obtain the property, and not (exclusivel~)
the son of a different mother." The meamng of th1s
unusually obscure passage is that, if a reunited coparcener
dies, leaving issue actually born, or then in the womb,
such issue takes his share. If, however, he only leaves
brothers, there may have been a reunion of all the.
brothers, or only of the uterine brothers, or only of the:
half-brothers. In such events the rule already stated
Whole and half· (§ 567), that the whole is preferred to the half-blood,.
blood.
remains in force. But reunion gives the reunited brother
a claim which is not possessed by the divided brother.
Therefore, where two brothers are in the same position as
to whole or half-blood, the reunited brother has a preference over the divided brother. But where they are in
a different position, the one who is inferior in blood, if
reunited, is raised to a level with the one who is superior
in blood, but divided. The result, therefore, is, if all the
surviving brothers are divided, or if all are reunited, those
of the whole blood take before the half-blood. If some are
divided, and some are reunited, the reunited brothers take
(n) Raghunandana says th~t the rig:ht of the sister extends Olllyt~ so"much
as is required for her marnage, XL, 4~.
..
(0) Yajnavalkya, ii, § 138, 139; 1I1,takshara, 11.,9.
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to the exclusion of the divided brothers, provided they are
both of equal merits as to blood. Where the reunited
brothers are of the half-blood, and the divided brothers
are of the whole blood, both take equally. Of course, if
the cases were reversed, the reunited brothers of the
whole blood would take before divided brothers of the
half-blood (p).
It is held in Bengal that, where a reunion takes place After reunion
.
.
under Bena res
between persons who are entItled to reumte, the rule of liLw.
inheritance lard down for such persons forms a sort of
family law, which binds their descendants as well as
themselves (q).
§ 587. The above rule of succession is per£ectlyclear
and logical on the principles of the Bengal school. But on
the principles of the Benares school, one would suppose
that the property of reunited members stood on exactly
the same footing as that of members who had always been
undivided. In that case, upon the death of anyone
member of the undivided family, his share would pass by
survivorship to the remaining members, and could by no
possibility get into the hands of any divided member, so
long as there were undivided members in existence (r),
The difficulty was seen by the author of the Smriti
Chandrika. His explanation IS, in substance, that there
is a difference between the interest in property held by an
originally undivided member, and by one who has reunited
after partition. In the former case, there has been no
ascertainment of his share. In the latter case, his share
has been ascertained, and continues so ascertained after
reunion. The reunion only destroys the exclusive right
which he acquired by partItion in the property which had
1,1') v. }Iay., il'.. 9, ~ ; j - •. 3; Viv,cda Chintama,,;, 30b: Y. D:1rp., 204; Ijitak·

shar,{, ii., 9, S 4-13; Daya Bhaga, xi., 5, ~ 13~ 39; D. K. 8., i., 7, ~ 8-6, Y., ~ ~j
9; Viranlit., p.200, § 4-h; 3 Dig., 607-,517: ,")54; Rajkish01'e y. Gobind,
1 Cal., '27; F. MoeN .• no; Ta,·aclwn v. Plldum, 5 Suth., '249; GopaZ v. Kello,·
,'am, 7 Suth., 35; Sham Norain v. COlfTt oj Wards, '20 Suth., 197.
(q) Abhai Churn v. 'Ylangal Jo,na, ]9 C,d., 634.
(,.) It W,tS so held i" }lysore. '1.'\\"0 brothers had reunited. On the death of one
of thenl without male issne, jt ,vas ruled that his eSl,ate passed by snr\"i\'orship
to his reunited brother, instead of devolving upon his widow or d1\ughter. Venkato,ramanap1'o, v. J~lunisami, 1 Jlfysore Ch. Ct., 82.
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fallen to his share (s). That is, as I understand him,
that he was a joint tenant before partition, a sole tenant
after partition, a tenant in comnwn after reunion. After
reunion, his share is held in quasi-severalty, and at his
death passes by descent, and not by survivorship, in
the same manner as that of an undivided brother in
Bengal. The rule was accordingly applied in Madras in a
case where three brothers by one wIfe and three brothers
by another wife effected a partition. The third son of
each wife reunited, and then both died, leaving a son
by one. The son of the deceased was of course entitled
to his father's share, and he sued to recover the shares
of his reunited uncle which, in the case of an ordinary
union, would have passed to him by survivorship. That
uncle, however, had left two separated full brothers,
and one separated half-brother. The last n3"med had no
-claim, but it was held that the two separated full brothers
of the deceased were entitled to share equally with the
reunited brother's son, who accordingly took only onethird of h18 property. '1'he High Court said: "The
reason IS explained in the Sarasvati Vilasa CB'oulkes'
editIOn, p. 148), sloka 769. The rule is founded on a
mixed conception, the primary idea is that reunion is a
ground of preference. It furnished the rule of decision
when the surviving brothers are either of the whole or of
the half-blood. When there is a competition between
uterine and non-uterine brothers, another idea influences
the decision, viz., the superior efficacy of the funeral
oblations offered by the uterine brother. That furnishes
a ground of preference in his favour. If the reunited
brother is a brother of the whole blood, both cases (causes
of succession occur. They conflict when there is a
.competition between a reunited bWGher of the half-blood

n

(s) Smriti ('handrika, xii., ~ 9. The Saras"'t!i Vilasa (~769) gives the follm~
ing rather mysterious explana,tion :-'" His Ineaning is this. In the case of the
non-uterine reunited brothers, the efficient cause in the tG king of t.I1P share is
their capacity to bear the burthen of the loss. But in the case of the uterine,
the efficient cause in the taking of the 81,are is the interior rule attnched to their
.authority to present the funeral ball 'When there is no reunited brother, both
efficient causes are to be understood."

and a separated brother of the whole blood; the rule of
equal division is the outcome of the desire to give effect to
both principles" (t).
In default of reunited brothers of the half-blood, or of
any brothers of the whole blood, the succession passes in
order to the father, or paternal uncle, if reunited; to the
half-brother not reunited, to the father not reunited; in
default of any of them, then successively to the mother,
the widow and the sister. If none of these exist then to
the nearest sapindas or samanodakas as in the case of
ordinary property (u). Of this line of succession, the
author of the Viramitrodaya says very truly: " In this
order there is no principle: hence this order rests entirely
upon the authority of the texts of law."
§ 588. STRA:~WERS.- Where there are no relations of Ulterior heirs.
the deceased (v), the preceptor, or, on failure of him, the
pupil, the fellow-student, or a learned and venerable priest.
should take the property of a Brahman, or, in default of
such an one, any Brahman (w). The Daya Bhaga interposes persons bearing the same family name between the Strangers.
fellow-student and the priest (x). In case of traders who
die in a foreign country, leaving no heirs of their own
family, the fellow-trader is authorised to take (y). Finally,
in default of all these, the king takes by escheat, except King.
the property of a Brahman, which it is said can never fall
to the Crown (z).
§ 589. I know of no instance in which a claim has ever Escheat.
been set up by a preceptor, or pupil, to the property of a
person dying without heirs, and it is clear that the claims
of all the other possible successors above named are too
indefinite to be maintained. The direction that the king
(tj Rmnasam; v. Venkatesam, 16 iliad., 440 .
(Ii) Smriti Chandrika, xii., ~ 23-39; VirHmit., p. :<14, § 9-11.
(v) The word here translated relations is bandhlls, Goldstiicker, 26.
(w) Mitakshara, ii., 7, ~ ]-4. See 'V. Darp , 307.
(x) Daya BInga, xi., 6, § 26.
(y) See a passage in the ilfitaksllara, not translated by :Mr. Colebl'Ooke, cited
in G'ridhaTi v. Bengal GoveTnment, 12 1I'L 1. A., 457, 465; S. C., 1 B. L. R.
(P. C.), 44; S C., 10 Snth (P. C.), 32.
(z) Day", Bbaga, xi., 6, § 27; Mitakshara, ii., 7, § 5, 6 .
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can never take the estate of a Brahman has also been
overthrown in the only case in which the exemption was
set up (a). There the Orown claimed by escheat as against
the alienee of a Brahman widow, whose husband had left
no heirs. It was held that the claim must prevail, notwithstanding the rule relied on ; either on the ground, that
the rule itself assumed that the king must take the estate
for a time, in order to pass it on to a Brahman; or on the
ground, that where the last owner died without heirs, there
ceased to be any personal law governing the case of
Brahmans, which could settle the further devolution of the
property. In the former case, the title of the Orown to hold
was complete, subject only to the question whether the
Orown held absolutely, or in trust. In the latter case, in
the absence of any personal law, the general prerogative of
the Orown as to heirless property must prevail.
Its effecL

Escheat is only
to Crown.

Property of
ascetic.

"\Vhere the Orown claims by escheat, it must make out
affirmatively that there are no heirs (b). When it has
taken, its title prevails against all unauthorised alienations
bv the last owner, as for instance by a widow, but is
subject to any trust or charge properly created (c).
The principle of escheat does not apply in favour
of Zemindars who have carved out a subordinate, but
absolute and alienable interest, from their own estate.
On failure of heirs of the subordinate holder, the
estate will pass to the Orown, and will not revert to the
Zemindar (d).
§ 590. Special rules are also propounded for succession
to the property of a hermit, an ascetic, or a professed
student (e). Practically, however, such a case seldom
(a) Colleeto?' of Masulipata,n, v. Cava,ly Vel1cata, 8 lIL I. A., 500; S. C.,
2 Suth. (P. C.), 59.
t b) G,.idha,.i v. GOV81'mnent of Bengal, 12 lIf, I. A., 448; S. C., 1 B. L. R.
(P. C.), 44; S. C., 10 Sut.h. (P. C.), 32.
(e) Co/.leet01· of Masulipatam v. Cavaly vencata, S;)01. 1. A., 500, 529; S. C.,
2 Suth. (P. C.), 59; Cavalif Vencata v. Colleeto1' of Masulipatam, 11l11. I. A.,
619; S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), 61.
(d) Sonet v. Mi1,za, 3 I. A., 92; S. C., 25 Suth., 239.
(e) Yajnavalkya, ii., 137; Mitakshara, ii.,. b; Daya Bh.a~a, xi., 6, § 35, 36;
2 Stra. H. L., 24S; w. & B., 499,1555; 3 Dig., 546; Smnt! Chandnka, XL, 7;
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arises. When a hermit has any property, which is not of
secular origin, he generally holds it as the head of some
Mutt or religious endowment, and succession to such
property is regulated by the special custom of the foundation (§ 439). No one can come under the above heads,
for the purpose of introducing a new rule of inheritance,
unless he has absolutely retired from all earthly interests,
and, in fact, become dead to the world. In such a case all
property then vested in him passes to his legal heirs, who
succeed to it at once. If his retirement is of a less complete
character, the mere fact that he has assumed a religious
title, and has even entered into a monastery, will not
devest him of his property, or prevent his secular heirs
from succeeding to any secular property which may have
remained in his possession (j). Further, in the case of
Sudras, who cannot enter the order of Yathi or Sannyasi,
the devolution of property is always governed by the
ordinary laws of inheritance, in the absence of proof of
any general or special usage to the contrary (g).
Viramit, p. 202; V. Do,rp, 312.; sep KhuggencZeT v. ShnTlIp.qi1", 4 CaL, 543;
O".irl17a Sambandha \" Ka.ncZnsami, 10 i\!ad., p. 384; Col/eeio?' of Dacca \'.
Jaq(lt Chunde1', 28 Cal., 60S.
(f) 2 W. iWacK .. 101; Mzu7oobun\". HUTi, S. D. 01 1852, 1089; Ampe1w \'.
Rndha.binode, 8. D. of 1056, 596; Khoodee1'alJZ Y. Rookhinre, 15 Suth., 197;
Jagau11atlz Y. Biclyanand, 1 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), ]]4; S. C., 10 Suth., 172;
Du.kharmn Y. Luchnwn, 40 e,,1., 954.
('!J) Dha?"),wlJ71 1"a1JZ Panda1"a Smmadi \'. V;mpa.Ju/iya.m, 22 ]\fad .• 302.
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§ 591. THE Brahmanical theory of wealth is that it is
conferred for the sake of defraying the expense of sacrifices (a). rrhe theory of inheritance is that it descends
upon the heir to enable him to rescue the deceased from
eternal misery. Oonsequently, one who is unable or unwilling to perform the necessary sacrifices is incapable
of inheriting (b). The son who neglects the duty of
redeeming his father is compared by Vrihaspati to a cow
which neither affords milk nor becomes pregnant. He
has no claim to the paternal estate. It must devolve on
those learned priests who offer the funeral cake to the
deceased (c). Such a theory was likely to meet with
a good deal of extension from the priestly lawyers.
Accordingly, we find that not only congenital defects,
such as impotence, idiocy, being born blind, deaf or dumb,
without a limb or a sense, were grounds of exclusion, but
the same penalty befell those who were afflicted with
madness, or an obstinate or agonising disease (d), or who
were addicted to vice (e), or who were hypocrites or
impostors (j), or even persons who might be held not to
possess sacred knowledge, or courage, or industry, or
devotion, or liberality, or who failed to observe immemorial good customs (g). Naturally, degradation from caste,
the highest penalty for sin, was itself accompanied with
forfeiture of inheritance (h).
(a) 3Dig., 317.
(b) 3 Dig., 29tl; Vivad," Chilltamani, 243; Ind. Wi~d., 159, 275. 281. These
principles of the Hindu l"w do not apply to the Alya Santana law. Ohandu v.
S7lbba, 13 I\lad., 209.
(e) 3 Dig., 301.
(d) 3 Dig., 303, 309.
(e) 3 Dig., 299.
(/) 3 Dig., 304. The S[<llle phrase, however, is elsewhere transhted as having
assumed the garb or profession of e, beggar or ascetice.
(g) 3 Dig., 301.
(h) 3 Dig., 300. See generally. Mitaksham, ii., 10; V. l\iay., iv., 11; Daya
Bhaga, v. ; D. K. S., iii. ; V. Darp., 995. There is nothing in these rules to
prevent a person who is disqualified as an heir from taking by gift. Ganga v.
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§ 592. Of course, such a system could never have been
pr~ctically enforced, even if the Brahmans had possessed
all the power which they claImed. 'rhe substantial part
of it probably consisted in the parallel theory of expiation,
which at once rendered it profitable to the priestly class,
and endurable by the rest of the community. .Tust as the
Romish Ohurch created an elaborate system of restraints
on marriage, and then proceeded straightway to dispense
with them for a consideration. Various maladies were
noted as the specific penalties of sins committed in the
present or in former states of existence, and thus brought
within the sphere of religious discipline (i). Minute
classitications of crime and disease were framed, and
the penalties accruing in respect of some of these were
expiable, wholly or in part, whereas, in respect of others,
the sin could be removed, but not the forfeiture of right
resulting from it (k). I imagine that secular Oourts
could only take notice of the last-named grounds of
disability. If it appeared that a particular sort of disability
was iu fact removeable by penance, a Judge could
hardly be called on to decide whether the penance had
been properly performed, and, if not, why not (l). The
result seems to be that the causes entailing civil disability
are reduced to those originally stated by Manu with the
addition of lunacy and idiocy (m). " Eunuchs and outcastes, persons born blind or deaf, the dumb, and such as
HiJ'a., 2 All., 809; Lala. Mn,ldnn Gopalv. leFt. Khikhinda, 181. A., 9; S. C.,
18 Cal., 341.
(i) 3 Dig. 314; Manu, xi., § 48-5-3.
(k) V. Darp., 9~19, et seq, 1005; 1 Stea H. L., 15,,; Sheo Nath v. Mt.
Dayamyee, 2 S. D , 106 (137) ; lVlanu, xi .. § 47, .54,183 -188,240,248, etc., from
which it itppe,tl's that ev.ql',Y sin, however great, ,Vits expiable. The notion that a
person who h"d been tmnsported ovel' se,1, 01' sent to jail, thereby .I.ost his caste,
though he COJld recover it by expiatory cer81llonies perfOl'nled by his Guru, was
·examined and rejected by the Chief Conrt of i.\lysol'e. It appears that the
supposed loss of caste was due, not to the crimo which brought on the pendlty,
bllt to the bref.ch of caste rules which it was ltssumed must t"ke place while the
p.mishment was being endured. HonJliait v. Blla.cla Setty, 4 i\IY301'e, 183.
Il) Ace. V. Darp., 1007, where it is said that, in cases where the disability is
l'emoveable by penance, persons are f;een to take the inheritance even without
pec'forming the penance. 1 Stra. H. L., 159. But see Bhola Na.th v. Mt.
8abitra 6 S. D., 62 (71); Bhoobuness1l?'ee v. Gouree ])08S, 11 Suth., 535, where
a claim to inheritance was dismissed on the ground of disabilities which appear
to have been expiable, but were not in f,wt expiated.
(m) l\![,1llU, ix., § 201.
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have lost the use of a limb, are excluded from heritage."
To this enumeration Yajnavalkya adds, "And a person
afflicted wlth an incurable disease" (n), which again seems
now to be limited to the worst form of leprosy.
Loss of caste
now relieved.

§ 593. Out castes are now relieved by Act XXI of 1850
(Freedom of Religion). "So much of any law or usage
now in force within the territories subject to the government of the E. I. 00. as inflicts on any person forfeiture
of rights or property, or may be held in any way to impair
or affect any right of inheritance, by reason of his or
her renouncing, or having been excluded from the communion of any religion, or being deprived of caste, shall
cease to be enforced as law." The effect of this section
is that degradation or exclusion of caste, from whatever
cause it may arise, is absolutely immaterial in all cases
where, except for the Act, it would have debarred a person
from enforcing or exercising a right (0). But where there
are circumstances which, independent of all considerations of caste, create a disability under Hindu law, the fact
that degradation from caste follows upon the disability,
leaves it just where it was before. The disability is
not removed, because the degradation is inoperative.
For instance, the incontinence of a Hindu widow is a
bar to her claiming the estate of her h us band (p). If
her incontinence is of a very aggravated character-as,.
for instance, the union of a .Brahm~ni with a Sudra man,
it would involve loss of caste. But that circumstance
would not be an element in deciding whether her rights
of inheritance were lost. It would not enhance the effect
of her unchastity. Nor would the fact that the loss of
caste was cured by Act XXI of 1850 remove the effect of;
the antecedent ll1continence (q).
(n) lIfitakshara, ii., 10, § 1.
(.a) Bhlljjun v. Gya, 2 N.-'V. P., 446; Hona>111na v. Timmannabhat,
1 Bam., 559.
(p) Ante § 555.
(q) ]fatangini v. Jaykali, 5 B. L. R., 466; Kay Kolitany v. Nioneemm, 13
B. L. R., 1, 25, 75; S. C., 19 Suth., 367; affd. on appeal, 71. A., pp. 115, 156;

S. C., 5 Cal., 776; Bundaj'; v. PitambaTi, 32 CaL, 671.
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This was the principle of decislOn in the following
case (1'). Ratan Singh and his son Daulat Singh were
living together as members of a joint family till 184;) when
Ratan Singh became a Muhammedan. The possession
and management of the estates continued as before till
the death of Laulat in 1851, ,vhich was followed some
months, later by the death of his father. Daulat left
a vvido,v and daughters. Ratan left a widow, and a
daughter's son Khairati. After the death of both widows
disputes arose between Khairati and the daughters of
Daulat, each claiming the whole estate. This was compromised by an agreement under WhICh the daughters
received rather more than one moiety of the whole estate.
One of the two alienated her share, and this led to a suit
to decide whethm she had an absolute or a limited estate.
As the title started from the compromise it was unnecessary to decide whether the change of religion in 18,15
caused such a civil death as at once vested the estate ill
Daulat, though the Court ,vas evidently of opinion that
it did. But they held that even after the Act of 1850 the
conversion of Ratan necessarily put an end to the Joint
tenancy under Hindu Law, and operated as a severance
by operation of law, which vested half the estate in Daulat
as his separate estate. The compromise recognised his
daughter's claim as daughters, and therefore for a limited
estate.
I am only aware of two other cases in which a claim to
an inheritance has been set up under this Act, after a change
of religion. In one a Hindu who had become a Muhammedan in 1839 sued for his inheritance after 1850. The
Madras Sudder Oourt rejected his claim, holding that Act
XXI of 1850 was not retrospective (8). In Allahabad the
son of a Hindu who had turned Muhammedan, and who
was himself a Muhammedan was held entitled to succeed
as heir to his Hindu uncle, after the death of that uncle's
(rl Gobind Krishnav.-Abdul Q~?!YU1n, 25 AlL,546~~ 573,folknvi;,g Abmham
v. Abmham, 9 lIL I. A., 199, ante § 59.
(8) Naugammah v. KaTebbasappah, mad. Dec. of 1858, 250.
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widow (t). Even with the aid of the Statute it seems
difficult to see how a, purely personal law, such as the
Hindu or Muhammedan law, can be applied in favour of
a person who has renounced it.
What defects.
§ 594. Where it is sought to exclude an heir on the
must 1e eongelll..
f
b . .
t
tal.
ground that he IS blmd, dea or dum , It IS necessary 0
show that these defects are incurable and congenital ('11;).
Mental infirmity As to mental infirmity, it has been held, that the degree
of incapacity which amounts to idiocy is not utter mental
darkness. It is sufficient if the pel"son is, and has been
from his birth, of such an unsound and imbecile mind as
to be incapable of instruction or of discriminating between
right and wrong. He must in short be one whom it
would be impossible to describe as a reasoning being.
Mere want of sound, or even ordinary, intelligence is not
suffic18n t (v).
Whe,her it must There is a difference of opimon as to whether insanity
be congenital. also need be congenital. '1'he texts and cases are all collected and discussed in a judgment of the High Court of
Bombay. The question for decision was only as to
blindness, but the Court expressed a strong opinion that
madness, as well as blindness, must be shown to have
existed from birth (w). It may, however, be doubted
whether the texts which go to this extent do not refer
to the case of idiocy, which is always congenital, while
madness, as distinguished from idiocy, is rather a disease
than an incapacity of the mind (x). Cases of disability
(t) Bhagwant Singh v. Kalin, 11 All., 100.
(n) N[ohesh Chunde1' v. Chundm' Mnhul1. 14 B. L. R., 273; S. C., 23. Suth, 78;
j\{nra":ji v. Pa1'vatibai, 1 Bom., 177 (blindness); Paroshmani v. D,nanath, I
B.L. R. (A. C. J.), 117; Balgovind v. Pe,·taiJ, S. D. o!1860, i., 661; Hi",! Sin.qh
v. Ganga Sahai, 6 All., 322 (deaf and dumb); Vallabm'am v. Bm Hanganga,
4 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J.), 135 (dumb); Umabai v. Bhavu,1 Bom., .557; Cha,."
Chundm' v. Nobo Sunde)'i, 18 Cal., 327; Ram Bijai v. Ja.qatpal S"'.qh, 18 Cal.
(P. C.), 111. In the last case an alleged insanity, founded chiefly on incapacity
for speech dne to paralysis, was helel by the Pri vy Couneilllot to he [\ gronnd for
exclusion.

(v) Ti)'nmamagaZ v. Ramasvami, Illbd. H. C., 214; Sl.Lrti v. Narain Das,
12 All., 530.
.
(1V) Mu,'a1;ji v. Parvatibai, I Born., 177,182. See, too, Ana.nta v. Ramaba2,
1 Bom., 554.
(x) See Narada, 3 Dig., 303. Other translations of the same text omit any
reference to bii"th. IV. &; B., 576 ; liIadhaviya, § 49. Sir Thos. St·range (1 Stra.
H. L., 153) says th,d all the disabilities must be coeval with birth,~though

from lunacy have come at least twice before the ,Privy
Council. In one (y), it was admitted that the lunacy ,:as
not congenital, and it was assumed that the only questiOn
was whether the insanity had existed at the time the
succession opened. In the second (z), no question was
raised as to the date of the lunacy. From the fact that
the lunatic was a married man and a father, it is most
probable that he had not been b~rn so. On the other
hand, in Bengal and Allahabad, It has been expr~ssl'y
held that insanity at the time the inheritance falls III IS
sufficient to exclude; and, in the 8econd of the cases
cited below it was further held that the insanity itself
need not be incurable. If it was sufficient to prevent the
clannant from offering the proper funeral oblati~ns , he
was an unfit person to succeed (a). The 8al~e prm~lple
was applied where a person, who had becon~e I!lSane ~Illce
hi8 birth, brought a suit which assumed a nght to claIm a
partition, It was held that his insanity w?uld have be~n
a bar to a claim as heir, and therefore would equally pleclude a 8uit as coparcener for a share (li).
§ 595. Leprosy, of course, need not. be congenit.al. Leprosy.
Its occurrence is looked upon as the pumshment of sm,
either in a present or a past existence (c), and prod~ces
an incapacity for inheritance from t~e. moment It IS
'bited until it is removed by eXpIatIOn (d)' Some
ex 111
h'l
cases of leprosy are of a mild and curable fo~m, w 1 e
others are of a virulent and aggravated type, and.mcurable.
It is only the latter form of the malady WhICh cause~
~'-'l~~h~een~~' to make the case of the madm1tn an exception.

The

latte~

"~ta~ 1 . " so in one I)assa"e (3 Dig. 314), though he mterprets the texts 0
eer
am y saJ s
b.' 1
304) '. See " too fntwah ,
NaradaandDevalaasliluitedtoc0l1!;!8111ta
Ina dness ('b
1.,.,
§ 148. Conh'a Smriti Chandrlka, v., ~ 9.
W . &; J''.,<579', Sarasvati Vilasal'oMIA
519 SC fiBLR 509
(lj) Bodhnamin v. Ommo, 0l . . .,
E' L R (P (;) 1
<

;

•

:',

;

•

(,) Kooer Goolab v. Rao Kunin, 14l11. 1. A., 176. f,L C., 1,0 l' '29'. D' -"k :
wa1 a
(a ) B7'a'a.Bhukanv.Bichan,9B.L.R.,204,n.;S.C.,14:-;utl.,3.,
,~,wn d')ana t7,., 9 B L . .R" 198' S. C ..' .
sub "'OIntne, DWaJ·kanath
nath v. "YLa
10 C 1 63' D v.
Denobnndoo, 18 Suth., 305; TVoma Pershad v. Gnsh Chunde1',
a.,
, eo
Kishenv. BuithP,·aka.sh, 5 All. (F. B.), 50.9.
(b) Ram Sahye v. Lalla La7/jee, 8 CaL, 149.
(e) 3 Dig .. 313,314.
0 L kl' ,Bl ., b
{di Sevaehetumbara y. Parasllcti, Mad. ~ee. of 1857,"21,; a· ~t' '. \atra ,
5 S. D., 315 (369). See futwah in Lakslwm v. Tulst, 0 S. D., 285 (334 ..
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inability to inherit (e). Other agonizing and incurable
diseases are also spoken of as causing the same effect, as
an example of which atrophy is given (f). It is probable,
however, that the Courts would be slow to disinherit a
man, merely because he was suffering from cancer or
consumption, and in any case the strictest proof would be
required that the disease was in fact incurable (g).
§ 596. Lameness is specifically alleged by YainaralkyC{
as a ground of disability, and the word is e="plained
by the Mitakshara as meaning "-deprived of the use of
his feet" (lL).

Loss of a limb.

The corresponding word in Manu, nirindn:ya (i), is
translated by Sir \V". Jones and by Prosunno ComaI'
Tagore, " such as have lost the use of a limb." And the
commentary of V'lchespati lJiisra upon the text is, " Those
who have lost the use of a limb signifies those who have
been deprived of a hand, a leg, or any other member of
the body. Such persons are not competent to perform
ceremonies relating to the Vedas and Smriti. They are
consequently not entitled to inherit paternal property" (k).
Colebrooke translates the same word when cited in the
Mitakshara. "those who have lost a sense (01' a limb), "
and the explanation of V1jnanesvaTa is, " any person who
is deprived of an organ by disease, or any other cause, is
~t:li:b~orloss said to have lost that sense or 11mb" (l). It would appear
from this that lameness arising from illness or accident
would operate as a bar to inberitance. I know of no
instance in which any such objection has succeeded. In a
~as~ reported by ~~s~a~c1 ~~hlerthe. ~isquali~~~ pe!-'son
(ei 3 Dig., ~09, 31 J ; 1 Str",. H. L., 156; Muttwvelaywlu Pillay v. Pamsakti,
;\fad; De~. of IS60, 239; followed Jananlhan v. Gopal Pandu1'ang. 5 Bom.
A. C., 140; A'1[{nta v. Ramaba" 1 Bom., 554; Rangayya v. Thanikaclw.lla,
19 J\1aiL, 74; Mohunt Bha'laOan v. Rughll'llu11dun 22 I A 94' S C 22
CeJ.\ 84 {.
.
,
.."."
(f) 3 Dig., 303, 313.
(g) See IssZ;" Chunder v. Ranee Dossee, 2Suth., 125. The D. K. S. explains
the text of ::'iarada, wlnch refers to a long and paillful disease. as me'lning a
disease from the ppriod of birth. D. K. 5. iii. ~ 1J.
.
<
(~) j\Iitakslli\,rrl, ii., 10, § 1, 2.
"
.
(t) IX., 201.

(k) Vivida Chintamani, 242, 243.
(l) l\fitakshal'a, ii" 10, ~ 3, 4; see per curia1J~) 11:fural:/" v. P"rcatibai,
1 omB., 185.
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is said to have been born lame, and J agannatha seems to
think that lameness arising subsequently would be no
disability (m). In Madras the Court refused to admit
lameness as a bar where it was admittedly not congenital,
and suggested that as no case could be found in which such
a ground of exclusion was made out the rule itself might
be obsolete (n). In an early case in Bombay a person was
asserted to be disqualified as a Pungoo or helpless cripple.
It appeared that he could walk a little, and was a married
man and a father. The Shastri to whom the point was
referred said, "that according to the Shasters a Pungoo
or helpless cripple was excluded from inheritance; that
the term Pungoo was not very clearly defined, but in his
opinion a person deprived of the use of his hands or feet
was a Pungoo; and that 'Nirindriya,' or such as were
deprived of a sense, were excluded from inheritance.
That persons only deformed in a hand did not come under
the term 'Nirindriya,' though persons afflicted with an
obstinate or incurable disease did." He was of opinion
that the claimant was not disqualified from inheritance.
Upon this futwah the Appellate Court decided in favour
of the claimant. The Sudder Court reversed the decision,
but not upon a point affecting the question now in discussion (0). It would seem, therefore, that the loss of a sense
or organ must be not only congenital, but absolute or
complete. Not, perhaps, necessarily the absolute want of
the limb, but, at all events, a complete incapacity to
make any use of it.
§ 597. As to vice, several futwahs from Bombay are Vice.
to be found, which would practically place the son at the
mercy of his father, if he chose to disinherit him for
vicio~s habits, hostility or disobedience (p). In a Surat
case, a will by which a father disinherited his son for
vicious and dissolute habits was affirmed (q). But it
(m)W. LV; B., 578; 3 Dig .• 304.
..
(n) Venkat Subba Raa v. PnTushottam., 26 iVIad., 133.
(0) Dadjee v. Witt"l, Bom. SeL Rep., 151.
(pi W. &; B., 583-587.
(q) J£ihirwanjee v. Poonjea, 1 Bor., 14i [159J. This W<1.S a case between
Parsis. See peT "U1'iam, Advyapa Y. RucZ1'ava, 4 Bam., 117.
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would rather seem as if the testator's property had been
self-acquired. Further, the son had executed an agreement, acknowledging that his debts had been paid off,
and admitting his father's right to disinherit him, in case
of renewed misconduct. In a case from the N orth-West
Provinces the Court refused to act upon the texts which
debarred a son from his share on account of his being
addicted to vice, and a professed enemy of his father.
They said that "the evidence given of the plaintiff's
gambling and licentious propensities v>'as of a vague and
general character, and not such as would allow them to
conclude that he had disqualified himself by addiction to
vice for the performance of obsequies and such like acts
of religion." Also, that although the evidence showed
that he had quarrelled with and even struck his father, it
did not disclose anything like habitual maltreatment, or
active and malignant hostility which would authorise
them to pronounce him a professed enemy of his father.
They further observed that the texts in question were not
only inapplicable to the facts, but are understood to have
become obsolete in practice (1'). In the same case they
refused to act upon the supposed rule which disqualifies a
coparcener from obtaining his own share, where he has
attempted to defraud his coparceners of any portion of
their rights. In a similar (though certainly a stronger)
case the rule had been strictly applied by the Sudder
Court of Madras (s). I imagine that all such disabilities as the above would come under the head of
minor grounds of forfeiture, remove able by penance (t).
In one Bengal case an adopted son, who sued for his
inheritance, was met by a plea that he had publicly and
falsely accused his adoptive mother of profligacy. The
pundit, when consulted, replied that such an offence could
only be expiated by a process of atonement, which would
last twelve years, or in lieu thereof, by the gift of 180
~Kal.ka~v.jjud)·e-e--:S-N.-\v. P., 267.

see.JiieKoonwu,·v. BzIIXa,~, S:-D~

of 1848, 320, where, being a profesbed enemy to a fatlu,]', was treated (unde,'
lIfithila law) as a possible ground of exclusion, but not made out in fact.
(s) Choondoor v. Namsimmah, Mad. Dec. of 1858, 118, ante ~ 485.
(t) See 1I'I:&nu, xi., § le3-IS7.
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milch cows and their calves, or their value, not to the
calumniated parent, but to the Brahmans. The Court
accordingly dismissed the suit, holding that the claimant
could not inherit until he had performed the prescribed
penance (u). I greatly doubt, however, whether this
precedent would be followed in the present day.
In Madras a case occurred in which the plaintiff
claimed to be entitled to an estate as next reversioner on
the ground that the woman who would be entitled to the
intermediate estate had been a party to the murder of the
deceased owner. She and her paramour had been tried
for the murder, and she had been acquitted, but the man
had been convicted. '1'he Judge held that the plea was
irrelevant. The High Court held that the case put forward
would be sufficient, if made out. Not upon any ground
of Hindu law that crime was a degradation, but upon
the general principle that no one can benefit by a death
which he has intentionally brought about (v).
All grounds of disqualification which would exclude Disabilities
. t f ema 1e h ell'S
.)
exclude females.
ma 1es app Iy equa11y as agams
(w .
§ 598. Except in the case of degradation, the disability Disability only
.
I
I
d d oes not extend to the legltllnate
. .
personal
IS pure y persona, an
issue of the disqualified person (x). But their adopted sons
will be in no better position as regards ancestral property
than themselves, and only entitled to maintenance out of
it (y). There seems, however, to be no reason why the
adopted son of a disqualified person should not succeed to
all property which had already vested in his father, or
which was acquired by him (z). Similarly, the widow of
a disqualified heir cannot claim, as widow, to succeed to any
property which her husband could not have mhel'ited (a).
But she would be his heir. And if his son suceeded and
then died, she would inherit as mother to such son (b).
(u) BhoZa Nath v. NIt. Sabilrf/, 6 S. D., 62 (71).
(v) VecZanayaga v. VedamwwJ, 27 }lhd., 591.
(Wi Mit"kshara, ii., 10, ~ 8.
(x) Mihkshara, ii., 10, ~ 9, 10; Day" Bhaga, v., ~ 17 -19.
(iJ) "''l:it"kshua, ii., 10, § 11; Dattttka Chandl'ika, vi.; § 1, ante ~ 118.
(z) Suth. Syn., 671.
(a) D. K. S., iii., § 17.
(b) 2 W. MltcN., 130.
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Lets in next
heir.

After-born son.

Removal of
disability.
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Property which has once vested m a person, either by
inheritance or partition, is not devested by a subsequently
arising disabIlity (c).
§ 599. The effect of a disability on the part of a person
wh'o would otherwise have been hell', is at once to let in
the next heir. For instance, if a man left an insane son
and a daughter, the latter would take at once (d). So if
he left an insane daughter, and sons by her, the latter
would take at once (e), that is to say, the effect of the
lunacy is, for purposes of succession, exactly the same as
if the lunatic was then dead. If the incapacitated person
has issue then living, or m ventre sa 1nere, who would, if
the father were actuallv dead, be the next heir, such issue
will be entitled to succ~ed. But he must succeed by his
own n~,erits. He will not be allowed to step into his
father's place. For instance, if a man dies, leavmg a
brother, and an insane brother and his son, the brother
wIll take the whole estate; because the nephew cannot
inherit while a brother is in existence. So if a man dies
leaving a sister's son, who is insane, and the sister's son
himself has a son, the latter cannot inherit, because the
sister's grandson is not an heir (f). And if the estate has
in consequence of the incapacity vested in a male, the
latter becomes full and absolute owner. If the incapacitated heir has a son, subsequently conceived, that son will
not inherit, even though he would have been next heir or
a sharer if born, or conceived, when the succession
fell in (~ 600).
~ 600. 'Where the defect whlCh produces exch::sion!s
subsequently removed, the right to inheritance reVIves, m
the same manner as, or upon the analogy of a son born after
(0) lIIita.kshara, ii .. 10, f 6; Ba/got-ind v. Lal Bah-a.dom·, S. D. of 1854, 244;
Deo Kishenv. Bw!hP1'akash, 5 ,\11.,509; Kel'!J Koldiwy v. Moonp-e1'mn} I.A.,
11i,; 5 (.,,1.,776, 1'e,. euri",,,, 14 }Ltd., p. 294; Ab,lakh Bhagat v. Bhed" , 22
C,,1., b64.
(d) 2 W. j\iac~., 4:2.

,

(e) Bodh"orain v. 0"'1'00, 13 il1. 1. ~"'.' 1)]0; S. C., 6 B. L. R., 009.,
(f) PeT Peacock, C. J., Kaltdos v. Iursha" .. 2 B. L. B; ..(F., B.),
See too
Dwarka.I1(1th v. ]j.fa ltMlrZTo.n nth, 9 B. L. R., J98, 203, S. C., s .iD lIomine,
D'Wa-rkanoth v. Denobundoo, IS Snth., 301l.
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partition (g). The effect of this rule in cases of partition
has been already discussed (§ 484). But the revival of
this right will not necessarily place the previously disqualified heir in the same position as if the incapacity
had never existed. The Hindu law never allows the
inheritance to be in abeyance, and if the claimant is not
capable of succeeding at the time the descent takes place,
the subsequent removal of his incapacity will not enable
11im to dispossess a person whose title was better than his
while the defect existed, though inferior to his own after
the defect was removed. For instance, suppose a man
has a son who is born blind. If we can imagine the blindness removed before his father's death, he would of course
inherit. If it was not removed, and his father died
leaving a widow, she would inherit. If the blindness was
cured during her life, she would continue to hold the property, but, at her death, the son would like-wise inherit,
because he would be the nearest to her deceased husband.
But if, on the father's death, his brother had inherited,
and during his life the blind son was cured, and then the
brother died leaving a widow, she would inherit, and not
the formerly blind son. Because succession would be
traced to the last full owner, who was the brother, and
his heir would be the widow, and not a person who stood
to him only in the relation of nephew (h). If, however, Removal
· d , 1eaYIng
.
. tllan a nep Ilew, ability.
the b rot h er d 18
no nearer 1leU'
then the person who was previously incapacitated as son
would now succeed as nephew. These principles were
laid down by a Full Bench of the High Court of Bengal
under the following circumstances :-At the death of
A, his son, being blind, was incapable of succeeding,
,--.'---

widows=A dies 1832
died IS49
I
blind son

I

----,
B

!

C

.

son born I85i:i

and the estate passed to the widows of A, of whom the
s 7 ;- v: iVitty., iv., n, ~ 2 ....
(h) Bhoobmn MO?Jee v. Ramkishol'e, 10 iVl. 1. A., 279; S. C., 3 Suth. (P. C.),
15, ante § 185.
(g)J\1itaksil~-:;:a;-ii.,lO,

of dis-
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last died in 1849. At her death the estate passed to C,
the nephew of A. In 1858 a son was born to the blind.
man, and he claimed the estate from C. If he ,had been
alive either at the death of A, or of the last widow, he
would have been the heir, but it was held that once the
estate reached C, he took it with all the rights of a full
owner, and could not be deprived of it by any subsequent
birth (i). It \vas not necessary to decide what would
have been the result if the blind man himself had recovered his sight after the property had vested in C. It might
be suggested. that he would have devested the estate of
the nephew, on the analogy of a son born or adopted after
the death of the last owner (k). But it is difficult to see
why these analogies should be applied in his favour, and
not" in favour of his own son, who was born without any
imperfection. The former case is really not analogous
at all, as the unbol'n infant is, in contemplation of law,
actually existent from conception, and is only incapable of
taking· at once, because it may die before leaving the
womb. As to the adopted son, it seems almost sufficient
to say that there can be no reason for applying analogies,
drawn from the case of a very highly-favoured heir, to a
disqualified heir, who is let in afterwards by special
indulgence.
Conflict of deci- § 601. The same point arose in Bombay and in Madras,
sions.
when different decisions were arrived at. In Bombay (l),
Bombay.
the position of the family was as follows : A

,-

B

Bapuji

I

I

La.k~hmal1)

Palldurttng,

def(·ndalJt

deaf and dumb
I

I

Ramchand.

Rtpuji,

defendant'
plaintiff
Bapuji, the plaintiff's grandfather, died leaving the
-_._--

-

._--

(i) I{alidas v. I{,-ishan, 2 Po. L. R. (F. B.), 103; Pareshmani v. Dinanath,
1 B. L. R. (A. C. J.), 117; Deo I{ishenv. Mudh Prakash, 5 All., 509.
(k) See per Willes, J., in Ta,g01'e case, 9 B. L. R., 397; S. 0.,18 Suth., 359;
S. 0.,1. A., Sup. Vol., 47.
(n Bapllji v. Pand""ang, 6 Bom., 616.
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defendants, his undivided nephew and. grandnephew, and
a deaf and dumb son. After his death, the son married,
and the plaintiff was born. The latter sued to recover
his share of the family property. The Bombay High
Court held that the rule laid down in Bengal applied
equally in Bombay, and that, as the whole property had
vested in Pandurang at thp. death of Bapuji, it could not
be devested by the subsequent birth of the plaintiff. Inl\fadras decision
the case from Madras (17t) , the facts were exactly similar.
A
r--

"_____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

__

~

_ _ ._ _ _ _ __,

Sanli

VenkatasiUni

I
I

Krishna.

deaf and dumb son

I

1st defen1.a.J{t
Sanlj,
----------..,
plaintiff
2nd defendant
31'd defendiLl1t
The plaintiff was born after the death of his grandfather,
and it was contended that the whole property vested in
the undivided line of Venkatasami. The Madras High
Court held that the Bengal decision went on the peculiar
doctrines of the Daya Bhaga, whereby the separate
interest of A passed to his widow, and then to his nephew
C, who held it as separate property. Under Mitakshara
law, the lines of Bami and Venkatasami were an undivided coparcenary, liable to be enlarged or diminished by
births or deaths. The share of Sami passed to his nephews
by survivorship, but subject to the possibility that their
interest in it might be curtailed by the subsequent birth
of a coparcener 111 Sami's line. Undoubtedly, if the
plaintiff had been born in his grandfather's life, he would
have been at once by birth a joint owner in the family
property. 'rhe Court considered that it made no difference that he was not born till afterwards. They likened
it to the case of a brother who takes an impartible estate
by survivorship, but whose estate is devested by a subsequent adoption made by the widow of the deceased (n).
§ 602. It is obvious that, although the Bengal and Discussion of
. d'm the way suggeste d these cases.
Madras cases may be reconcIle
I{rishna v. Sa.mi, 9 Mad., 64-.--~------~~.
(n) Raghunada v. Broso Kishore, 31. A., 154; S. C., 1 ilIad., 69.

-~'~(1IL)
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above, there is no way of reconciling the Bombay and
Madras cases. Both were governed by Mitakshara law.
The analogy derived from the rights of an adopted son
seems also imperfect. His case has always been treated
as an anomalous one, and as subject under certain
circumstances to the same rules which preserve the rights
of an infant in its mother's womb (0). Further, this
indulgence is only shown to an adopted son when the
adoption is made to the last male holder of the estate
(§ 187-191). Again, the plaintiff in the Madras case
could only become a coparcener by virtue of the rule
that a son or a grandson takes by birth an interest in the
estate of his father or grandfather. But that estate had
passed away to the defendants before his birth, as much
as if it had been sold to them. It is difficult to see how
he could by his birth enter into a coparcenary which had
ceased to exist. On the death of the grandfather, the
whole estate vested absolutely in the nephew, subject
only to the rights of hIS son. The plaintiff by his birth
took no interest whatever in the property of his cousins.
Therefore, it would appear, with the greatest respect to
the learned ,Judges, as if his birth could have no effect in
devesting or diminishing their interests.

§ 603. One who has entered into an order of devotion
is also excluded from inheritance, since he has of hIS own
accord abandoned all earthly int.erests (p). The persons
who are excluded on this ground come under three heads,
viz., the Vanapl'as f ,tha, or hermit; the Sanyas?; or Yati,
or ascetic; and the Brah1nachari, or perpetual religious
student. In order to bring a person under these heads, it
lIfust be abso· is necessary to show an absolute abandonment by them of
lute and final.
.
all secular property, and a complete and final WIthdrawal
from earthly affairs. The mere fact that a person calls
himself a Byragi, or religious mendicant, or indeed that
Entmnce into
religious order.

(0) Ta.gore v. Tago1'e, 9 B. L. R. (P. C.), 377, 397,400,404.
(1') Yajnavalkya, ii., § 137; VasisMha, xvii., § 27; lIfitakshara, ii., 10, § 3;
Daya Bhaga, Y., § 11; V. llhy., iv., 11, § 5.
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he is such, does not of itself disentitle him to succeed to
property (q). Kor does any Sudra come under this disqualification, unless by usage (r).
I have not been able to find any evidence of the grounds
which are held to exclude from inheritance by usage in
the Punjab, or among the non-Aryan races of India. It
will be seen that the Madras Sudder ,Court has in several
cases applied the Sanskrit rules to Tamil litigants. I
should imagine that rules founded so completely upon
Brahmanical principles would require to be applied with
great caution to tribes who had not thoroughly accepted
those principles. The more so, as those principles have
no foundatIOn in natural equity or justice.
----

(q) See ante § 590; Tee/Lick Chul1deT v. Slwma Chu7-n. 1 O3uth .. 20n.
(T) Dha'rmapuTam Pa,,,dara Scw'ladi Y. Yim/Ja7ldiym;" 22 }lad., 002.

Non.Aryan
races.
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It would be just as untrue to speak of the esta,te of a

CHAPTER XX.
WOMAN'S ES'rATE.

In Property inherited from lVlales.
:Meaning of
Stridhannm.

Lin1itiltions on
in herited property.

Not" life est"te.

§ 604. THE term Stridhanmn (literally woman's estate)
is used in two different acceptations by Hindu lawyers.
In one sense it denotes that specIal sort of woman's estate
over which she has absolute control, even during the life
of her husband (a). In another sense It includes all sorts
of property of which a woman has become the owner,
whatever may be the extent of her rights over it (b).
Now, it will be found that property held by a woman is
at once divlsible into two classes, which have completely
different incidents, viz., property which has devolved upon
her bv inheritance from a male owner, and property
which'she has obtained in any other way. In speaking of
stridhanwn hereafter I shall wholly exclude from it the·
former class of property. It is evident that it would only
create confusion to apply the same word to estates which
are obtained in different ways, and which are held by
different tenure.
~ 605. The typical form of estate inherited by a woman
from a male is the widow's estate. But it may now be
considered that the same limitations apply to all estates
derived by a female by descent from a male, in whatever
capacity she may have inherited them. The only exception is as to the estate of a sister, and possibly of a
daughter, in Bombay. The rule upon this point is still
open to discussion.
It was at one time common to speak of a widow's
estate as being one for life. But this is wholly incorrect.
(a.) Daya hBaga, iv., 1,

§ 18,

(b) j\litakshara, ii., 11, § 3.

father under the Mitakshara law a8 being one for life.
Hindu law knows nothing of estates for life, or In tail, or
in fee. It measures estates not by duration but by use.
The restrictions upon the use of an estate inherited by a
woman are similar in kind to those which limit the
powers of a male holder, but different in degree. The
distinctive feature of the estate is that, at her death, it
reverts to the heirs of the last male owner. She never Reverts to heir:
of last male
becomes a fresh stock of descent (c).
holder.
§ 606. It is evident that these two qualities of her
estate are connected together. It would be of little use
to mark out a line of descent which should keep the
estate in the family from which it came, unless the
woman was restrained from absolutely disposing of it.
On the other hand, the line of descent which is marked
out shows that the estate was given to the woman for a
special purpose, which would be satisfied without giving
any interest in it to her own immediate heirs. But it is
by no means clear whether the estate reverted to the
man's heirs because the woman was only allowed a
special use of it, or whether she was only allowed the
special use in order to preserve it for those heirs; or
whether both incidents arose from the purpose for which
such estates were originally allowed to exist.
It is singular how little is to be found on the subject in ~caJlty autho.
flty.
the Hindu writings. We are told III very early texts that
a widow is restrained in dealing with the estate she may
inherit from her husband, but we are nowhere told that
the same restrictions apply to other female heirs. Again,
the course of inheritance laid down in the earlier texts
seems to assume that the estate reverts after a widow
or a daughter to the heirs of the last male; but until we
come to Jirnuta Vahana we are nowhere told that it is
(c) Gollector of Ma8ulipata1n v. Gavaly Vencata,8 M. 1. A., 529, 550; 8. C.,
2 Suth. (P. C.), 59; Kery Kolitany v. Monee1'a1n, 13 B. L. R., 5,53, 76; S. C.,
19 Suth, 367.
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the rule (d). The literal wording of the Mitakshara seems
to state that it is not the rule (e).
§ 607. As regards the first point, viz., the limited
powers of disposal possessed by a female, we must recollect
that, according to Hindu law, restriction was the rule ,
absolute power the exception. Even the; male head of a
family was hemmed in by limitations. These were
gradually reduced in their application, when separate and
self-acquired property was introduced, and at last disappeared entirely in the Bengal system. It would have
seemed absurd to a Hindu lawyer that anyone should
imagine that a female, herself a most subordinate
member of the family, could possess higher rights over
its property than its head. The earlier writers contented
themselves with general statements that a woman was
never fit for independence, but must, at every stage of
her life, be under the tutelage of some male protector,
the widow being under the control of her husband's
family (f). As regards the widow, too, the state of
asceticism in which she was expected to live was of itself
a restriction upon her right to spend the property (g).
Most of the texts which definitely speak of the restrictions upon a woman's power of dealing with property
relate to a widow. Katyayana says' "Let the childless
widow, preserving unsullied the bed of her lord, and abiding with her venerable protector, enjoy with moderation
the property until her death. After her, let the heirs take
it. But she has not property therein to the extent of
gift, mortgage, or sale" (lL). The Mahabharata says:
" For women the heritage of theIr husbands is pronounced
applicable to use. Let not women on any account make
waste of their husband's wealth" (i). Narada, however,
-~~-~---

(d) Day" Bhaga, xi., 1, ~ 57-5\.1; xi., 2, § 30, 31; Viramit~.-140.----- -(e) See post § 610.
. (f) Manu, viii., § 416; ix., ~ 2, 3, 104; Bandhayana. ii. 2 § 27' Namd" xii
§ 28-30; 8mriti Ghalldrilra, ;i:i., 1, § 35-39.
., 'c'
.,.,
(g) Daya Bhaga, xi., 1, § 61; 2 Dig., 458 ; pm' cU1'iam, OollectoT of 1'v[asuli·
patam Y. Oavaly Vencata, 8 ilL I. A., 551; S. C., 2 Suth. (P. C.), 59:
(h) Day.a I?haga, xi:_,1, ~ 56; V. ilhy., iv., 8, § 4; Vivada Chintamani, 292;
Vl'lbaspatl, CIted Smr,t, Chandnlra, Xl., 1, § 28; Viramit., p. 136, § 3.
(t) Dt1ya Bhaga, XL, 1, § 60.
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lays down the same proposition with greater generality:
" Women's business transactions are null and void, except
in case of distress, especially the gift, pawning, or sale of
a house or field. \l{ omen are not entitled to make a gift
or sale; a woman can only take a life-interest whilst she
is, living together with the rest of the family. Such
transactions of women are valid where the husband has
given his consent, or, in default of the husband the son
or, in default of husband and son, the king" (k). If, a~ Cause of the
I have already suggested (l), the widow's inheritance restriction.
originally commenced as a compendious mode of enabling
her to maintain herself, it would naturally follow, both
that her right of using the property would be limited, and
that after her death, it would revert to the heirs of her
husband's family. Probably the same origin may be
ascribed to the limitations on the estate of a mother and
other female ancestor.
§ G08. The same reasoning, however, would not apply Daughter's
to the case of a daughter. She takes the inheritance not estate.
be way of maintenance-the obligation to maintain her
ending at marriage-but as beneficial owner. In her case,
possibly, the limitatio:l arose originally from the natural
dislike to any succession which would carry the property
of the family permanently into a different line (m). This
principle would be strengthened when inheritance came
to be looked on as a reward for religious benefits. Under
that system, each heir takes the estate prima facie as a
means of performing the religious obsequies of the last
male. When the heir is himself a male, his own obsequies
require to be attended to, therefore at his death the
property passes to those who are bound to make offerings
to him, that is, to his own heirs. But where the property
is taken by a female, her obsequies are provided for quite
independenly, viz., in her husband's family, if she is
(k) Narad"" iii., ~ 27-30.
(I) Ante § 524.
The rnle is thoroughly established by uSl"ge in the Punjab as regards
both widows, daughters, and mothers. Pnnjab Customs, 16, 45, 52, 54, 58.
(In)
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married. The duty which has to be performed to the
deceased male still remains, and it can only be discharged
by returning the estate to a member of his family, who,
as being his heir, is bound to discharge his funeral rites.
N ow if the female holder is bound to return the property
into his family, an obligation would naturally arise to
return it intact. She would be considered as holding the
property for a special purpose, and bound to pass it on to
the next heir, with its capacity for performing that
purpose undiminished.
§ 609. Whatever may be the origin of the rule, there
can be no doubt now that the rule exists universally
(except in Bombay) that where any female takes as heir
to a male, she takes a restricted estate, and on her death
the property passes not to her heirs, but to the person
who would be the next heir of the last full owner. In
Bengal the point was always beyond dispute, as it was
expressly so laid down by Jimuta Vahana (n). It was
at one time supposed that a different rule prevailed in
Southern India (0). This idea was based on a text of the
Mitakshara which appears to class such property as sb·idhct%u1n, which passes to the heirs of the woman. In
Madras it will be seen that no weight is any longer attributed to that text. But as it appears to be at the root
of a conflicting series of decisions in Bombay, and as the
matter is also one of much historical interest, it will be
necessary to examine the passage somewhat minutely.

Supposed exception under
},iitakshara.
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§ 610. The whole discussion turn upons two questIOns;
first, whether the devolution of a woman's property, stated
by the Mitakshara at ii., 11, § 8,9, applies to all the sorts of
property which he had already described at § 2, 3, of the
(n) Daya Bhaga, xi., 1, § 57-59; xi., 2, § 30, 31; 3 Dig., 4g4, 497; H''''''ydoS8
v. Pungunmoney, Sev., 6 5 7 . .
.
(0) r'Stra. H. L., Ifl9, 248; Stra. 1,Ian" ~ 354; G(lpaula v. Na7'ra,na, 1\iad.
Dec. of 1850, p. 76; Iyavoo v. Sengen, ,b., 1856, p. 47; .Jagadun,da. Y. Canw.chea,nma, ib., 1858, p. 244. A female heir ~eriv?s no stronger title ~rom .the
fact that the Inam Commissioner has enfranchlsed m her name property mhel'lted
from a male, and has given a new title deed in her name. Vangala v. Vangala,
28 l\iad., 13.

same section, or only to some of those sorts of property,
secondly, what weight is to be given to its authority,
If It was meant to have the widest application. Section 11
is a commentary on the three texts of Yajnavalkya (II,
§ 143-145) which relate to stridhanu1n, illustrated in the
author's u8ual manner by citations from other writers.
He commences (s 1) by quoting the first of the three texts
in a manner which is translated by Mr. Colebrooke as
follows :-" ,Vhat was given to a woman by the father,
the mother, the husband or a brother, or received by her
at the nuptial fire, or presented to her on her husband's
marriage to another wife, as also any other (separate
acquisition), is denominated woman's property." Now
the word in the original text, which is here rendered any
other, is adi annexed to the preceding term, which really
means" and the like," and is so translated elsewhere (P). Stridhanum
Prima facie, therefore, they only refer to property of the ~ft~k~h~Ja,
same nature as the foregoing, that is, to special gifts made
to a woman by her own family, and to particular gifts
made to her as a bride, or a superseded wife. In the next
section Viinanesvara repeats and expands this text, adding,
"and also property which she may have acquired by
inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or finding, are
denominated by Manu and the rest 'woman's property."
Now Man~l certainly says nothing of the sort. His
enumeration (IX, § 194) is contained in the fourth clause
of the same section of the Mitakshara. It is so strictly
lImited to personal gifts, that Vijnanesvara and othe;s
think it necessary to add, that the six classes of gifts there
stated are not exclusive of any other sorts of property.
But the general statement which closes § 2 will be found
in GautamCl, cited in the Mitakshara, I, 1, § 8. "An
owner is by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or
finding" (q). But this is a definition of ownership in
~n.d

(p) See tunslation of the text, ii., 143, by il-Iontriou and Roer, andStenzler ;
also by Dr. Burnell, Varadrajah, p. 45. See ";50 his remarks, Introd., p. 13;
Ma.yr., 171.
(q) And see Manu, x., ~ 115, where he points out seven virtuons modes of
acquiring property, thA last three of which at all events are peculiar to men.
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general, not of woman's property, specially so called.
The passage of the Mitakshara, therefore, merely comes
to this, that a woman may acquire property, not only by
the special modes, which gave it peculiar incidents of
alIenability and successsion, as stridhlnwn, strictly so
called, but by any other mode by which a male can
acquire it. Then at § 3 he makes this quite clear by
saying, "The term woman's property conforms in its
has no tecl111icaI import with its etymology, and is not technical, for, if
meaning.
the literal sense be admissible, a technical acceptation is
improper." That is to say, he gives the reader express
notice that, when he uses the word stridhanul1t, he means,
not "woman's property" specially and technically so
called, but the property of a woman, vested in her by
any legal means (r). Then at § 8 he says, "A woman's
property has been thus described. The author (that is,
Yajnavalakya) next propounds the distribution of it. 'Her
kinsmen take it, if she die without issue.''' The question
Text of the
JllIitakshara
is, to what sort of property does this rule apply? Does
discussed.
it apply to stridhanum in its technical, or in its general,
meaning? In other words, does it apply to it as defined
by Yajnavalkya, or as defined by Vijnanesvara? In the
first and subsequent editions of this work I suggested that
the rule of succession laid down in the Mitakshara for
woman's property, as defined by the author, was not
intended to apply to property inherited by her from males.
This suggestion, however, met with no acceptance in
India. Thosewho agreed and those who disagreed with
the rule had no doubt that Viinanesvara meant exactly
what he said, and that he intended his rule to apply
(,.) This is directly opposed to the useo! the word by Jimuta Vah,ma, "That,
alone is her peculiar property \,rhich she has power to give, se11, or use, independently of her husband's contTOl." Daya Bhllga, iv., 1, § 18. So Kataycc'Ja
excludes from the term Stridhanum the eal'nings of a woman or wh,ll. she has
received from an)' bnt the kindred of her husband or parents, 3 Dig., 557.
Prope.rty inherited by a woman is not included in the definition of Stridhannm
by the Smriti Chandrika, ix., 1; the Mayul:ha, iv., 10; the Vivada Chintamani,
256; the Madhaviya, § 50 or Varadrajah, ~5. On the other hand it is included
by the Viramitrodaya, 221, ~ 2 ltnd Lhe Sarltsvati Vilasa, § 264, both of which
follow the definition given in the Mit"kshara. Also by Apararl'", Kamalakara.
in the 'Vivadakmdava, Nanc1apandita in t.he Vaijayanti, and Vi~ve~ara in the
Madavapal·ijota. See Dr. Jolly, Lectures, pp. 248-25l.
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equally to all property inherited by a woman, whether
from a male or a female (s). This view has been followed
by the Judicial Committee in two cases from Allahabad (t).
'rhat being so, the merely personal allthority of Vijnanesvara must stand on exactly the same level as to
all female heirs. Now this text of the Mitakshara has
been, on two occasions at least, pressed upon the Judicial
Committee as an argument for holding that a widow
has greater power over property inherited from her
husband in provinces governed by that law, than elsewhere. But the argument has always failed. and it is
thoroughly settled that a widow takes only a restricted
estate, and that at her death it passes to her husband's
heirs (u). And this is admitted in its fullest sense by the
Hight Court of Bombay as regards landed property (v).
It is also admitted by the Courts of all the Presidencies, H eId lllapp
.
l'lea·
except perhaps in Bombay, that the mother and grand- hIe to mother.
mother, when inheriting from a son or grandson, take an
estate similar in all respects to that of a widow (w). In
all these cases the female had inherited to a male. The
case of a female inheriting the stridhan of another female
(8) Banerjee, L"w of ;Ylarriage and Stridhanum, Pl'. SOl, 304; Vi'. & B., 146,
323; Dr. Jolly, Lectures, 246; 8 Bom. H. C. (0. C. J.), p. 272; 17 Bom., 761;
24 Born., p. 217; 19 Mad., p. llS.
(t) Sheo Shanka.1' Lal v. Debi Sahai, SO 1. .\.,202; S. C., 25 All., 468; Shea
Pertab v. Allahabad Bank, 30 1. A., 209, S. C., 25 All., 476.
(u) Thakoor v. Eai Baluk Ram, lllVI. 1. A., 139,173; S. C., 10 Sut.h. (P. C.),
3; Bhugwandeen v. JJ£yl1a Baee, ib., 487, 509; S. C., 9 Suth. (P. e.. , 23;
Oolledor of MasuZipatam v. Oava.Zy Vencata, 8 lIL I. A., 529; S. C., 2 Suth.
(P. C.), 59. Vi\'ada Chintamani, 261; Keel'ut v. lioolahu1, 2 M. 1. A., S31;
S. C., 5 Suth. (P. C.), 131.
(v) Pe,. cn?'iam, Pranjpevandas v. Dewcooverbaee, 1 Bom. H. C., 130;
Jamiyafj'am Y. Bai Jamna, 2 100m. H. C., 10; Lakshmibai v. Ganpat Moroba,
4Bom. (0. C. J.), 163; Bha.<karv.Mahadev, 6 Bom. H. C. (0. C. J.), 1. The
Same rule has been held to apply to movable. property nndisposed of at the death
of the widow. Ha·rilal Hm:jiv(Lndas v. Pranvalabdas, 16 Born., 229. As to her
power of disposition, see post § 645.
(w) 1 W. MacN., 25; 2 W. :I'laeN., 125, 209; 3 Dig., 505. See as to Bengal,
Bijya. v. UllpOO1'l,a, 1 S.D., 162 (2)5); Nuf"''' '-. Ram. Koo1na1', 4 S. D., 310(39B);
Bhyrobee \-. Nubkissen, 6 S. D., 53 (61); Hemlntta v. Goluckchu.nde1·, 7 S.
D., 108 (127); Raghobel' v. Mt. Tulashee, S. D. of 1M7, 87. As to ]Withila,
Vivada Chintamani, 263; Panchannnilv. LaZshan, 3 Snth., 140. As to Madras,
Baehi-raju. v. Venkatappadu, 2 iYhd. H. C., 402; K"tti v Eadhak?'istna, S Mad.
H. C., 80S; VoZZankiv. Venkata., 4I. A., J, 8; S C., 1 Mad., 174; S. C., 26 Suth., 21.
As to Bombay, Vinl1!Jek v. Luxumeebaee, 1 Bom. H. C., 117, p. 122. As to the
N.·IV. P., Plmkar v. Eanjit, 1 All., 661. In JllIysore, Naranappa v. Lnk8hnti,
15 Mysore, 71.
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took absolutely. Her estate therefore came within the
definition of the Mitakshara as Stridhanu1n, improperly so
called, and on her death passed to her grandmother, who
similarly, and under the same authority took it as her
StridhctnU1n. The latter position has now been finally
over-ruled by the Privy Council in the two cases cited in
the previous section. The remarks of Mr. Justice Candy,
which themselves were founded upon the assumption that
the Mitakshara was an infallible guide upon the question
in dispute, will probably not prevail against the opinion
so long held, and so often expressed by the High Court of
Bombay.

came very recently \1903) before the Judicial Committee
in two cases, in which it was contended on the authority
of the same text of the Mitakshara that the heiress took
the estate or her stridhan, with absolute powers of disposition, and succession to her own heirs. The Committee,
however, refused to accept the authority of the Mitakshara
as binding in the case of inheritance from females any more
than where the succession was to a male, and ruled t.hat in
the cases before them the property was not the stridhan
of the last taken, and that she held it in the same manner
as a widow's estate, and that on her death it reverted to
the heirs of the person who held it as stridhan (x).
§ 611. In Bombay the High Court has always favoured
a literal acceptance of the text of the Mitakshara under
discussion. It has, however, in a series of cases held that
a woman taking as heir to her son or grandson possessed'
no more than what is known as a widow's estate, which
reverted to the heirs of the last male holder (y). In a
later case, however, than those cited below (z), Gandy, J.,
in two elaborate jUdgments expressed his disapproval of
these rulings, some of which he correctly stated were
only obiter dicta, on the ground that neither a mother nor
a grandmother takes as widow. His remarks on this
question were themselves only obiter dicta. The question
referred to the Full Bench was, whether on the death of
an infant daughter, who had succeeded for a few days
to the estate of its father, and had been succeeded in the
inheritance by its paternal grandmother, the latter took
an absolute estate with power of unrestricted alienation.
The High Court decided that she did. It was held that in
accordance with the settled law of Bombay the daughter
(x) 8heo Shankar Lal v. Debi Sahai, 301. A., 202; S. C., 25 All., 468; Sheo
Pertab v. Allahabad Bank, 301. A., 209, S. C., 2& All., 476.
.
(y) Vinayek v. Luxwneebaee, 1 Born. H. C., 117, p. 122; Narsappa v.
Sakhararn, 6 Born. H. C. (A. C. J.), 215; Sakhram Y. Sitabai,3 Born .. 353;
Dhondu v. Gangabai, ibid., 369; Bharmangavda v. Rudrapgavda, 4 Born.,
p. 187; TulJaram v. Mathuradas, 5 Born., p. 670; Madhavram v. Dave
Trambaklal, 21 Bom., p. 744.
(z) Gandi Maganlal v. Bai ,la.dub, F. B., 24 Bom., 192.
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§ 612. The Court of Pondicherry appears to have POlldicherry.
wavered in a remarkable manner in its views upon this
question. In 1766 and again in 1769 they decided, in
conformity with an opinion of the Vellala caste, that no
woman could dispose of any immovable property, or of
any property which she had inherited. This opinion
was founded on what was called the law of the Malabar
people, which no doubt meant the local usage. In 1851
the Court, following the views which then prevailed in
the Madras Courts, held that property which descended
to a widow was her Stridhanum, and was absolutely at
her disposal. In 1869 they accepted the doctrine fh;ally
established in Madras that such property was held on the
tenure which is generally known as' a widow's estate.'
In 1870 they reverted to their opinion of 1851, and in 1893
the Consultative Committee reported upon a reference to it
that the local usage was as follows :-" The property which
a woman inherits from her husband, as well as that which
has been given to her by her parents and near relations,
constitutes her stridhan. She can dispose of it freely
(1) if she has no daughters; (2) even if she has daughters,
if she has received express authority to alien, either from
her husband in respect to the property inherited from
him, or from her parents or relations in respect of property
bestowed on her by them. (3) In the absence of such
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autho~'ity, if she has daughters she can only dispose of

one-eIghth of her stridhan. (4) The existence of other
h~irs than daughters is no restriction to her powers of

dIsposition" (a).
§ 613. The only other female who can inherit to a male
except in Bombay, is a daughter. That property which
she takes as daughter does not pass from her as stridhanu1n
is evident from the circumstance that where there are
several daughters, each of whom has sons, no son takes
till all the daughters are dead, and then all take per capita
(§ 563), that is, they take as direct heirs to the male
ancestor, and not as representing their mothers. It has
Bengal.
been repeatedly decided by the Bengal Oourts, not only in
cases under the Daya Bhaga, but also under Mithila and
Mitakshara law, that the estate of a daughter exactly
corresponds to that of a widow, both in respect to the
restricted power of alienation, and to its succession after
her death to her father's heirs, and not her own (b). The
same point has been decided in a similar manner by
Madras.
the High Oourt of Madras, after a full examination of the
passage in the Mitakshara, and of the Bombay authorities
which have taken a different VIew (c). The rulings of
these Oourts have been affirmed by the Privy Oouncil.
The law as to daughters may therefore be taken to be the
same as that which governs widows and mothers in every
part of India except in Bombay.
Rule in Bombay
§ 614. In Bombay the Oourts divide female heirs into
as to nature of
estate taken by two classes.
Those who by marriage have entered into

Case of
daughter.

a female heir.

(al Borg H. L., 247, 256; Co. Con., 3~4, 394.

(b) Day" Bhag,,: xi., 2, ~ 30; 1 W. iVloeN., 21; 2 W. MaeN., 224; F. M"cN., 7;
Ganga il;iylt v. KnhenKnho1'e, 3 S.D., 1281170)' Gow.ien v. JJJt. Kislien 6
B. D., 77 (90L fl'om Bengal, Gyan v. Dook71111'1;, 4 S. D., 330 (420);
Penha,z v. L1,}OO1'a., 20 S1:th., 102; S. C., 14 B. L. R, 245 (note). from llIithila,
Ohota!! v. Ohun1~oo, 14 B. L. R., 235; S. C., 22 Suth., 496, Bene.res law; where
the Bombay deCISIOns were considered and disapproved. Affirmed in P. C"
6 1. A., 15; S. C., 4 Cal.. 744.
.
(e) s,engamalathaml1ial v. valayuda, 3 !\fad. H. C., 312; KattamaNachim' v.
DOTa~111ga Teva,', 6 ;,Ia,d. H. C.,31O; Mutt" Va,du,qa,}1adhav. D01'asin,qa Teva,',
290,S I. A., 99; S: C., 3 Mad., 290; V'.Ta Sa11gappa v. Rudmppa, ]9 ilhd., l!O;
Ohel1kam v. Ohel1kani, 29 1. A., 156; S. C., 25 ~lad., 678. The Court seems,
however, to hold that property inheriteil by a maiden a"ughter is h~r absolute
estate, and pa,sses to her own heirs. Venkatarama, v. BhujangaRau, 19 Mad ..
p 109; explaining N([Tasayya v. Venkayya, 2 Mad. L. J., J49·.
.
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the gotra of the male whom they succeed, take an estate
similar to that of a widow. Those who are of a different
gotra, or who upon their marriage will become of a
different gotra from the last male owner, take absolutely.
Under the former head fall a widow, mother, grandmother, etc., and the widow of a sapinda succeeding under
circumstances simIlar to those under which Mankuyarbai
succeeded in the case of Lallubhai v. Mankuval'bai (d) ..
Under the latter head are ranked a daughter, sister, niece"
grandniece, and the like (e). In examining the cases in
which this rule has been applied, one is struck by the
uniformity of the decisions in themselves, as cont~asted
with the weakness of the reasoning on which they rest.
The absolute right of the daughter, sister, etc., is rested
upon texts of the Mayukha, which seem unable to support
the conclusion which is drawn from them, and upon a
continued reference to the definition of the word stridhanU1n in the .:\1:itakshara, from which, since the recent
decisions of the Privy Oouncil (j), no inference can be
drawn. It is probable, however, that in this case, as in
that of the female sapinda discussed in § 529, the pundits
and judges, in their zeal for written authority, have striven
to maintain by express t6xts a practice whi'ch could have
been sufficiently supported by long established and
inveterate usage. In the judgment in which the above
rule was laid down, Westropp, O. J., expressly relies upon
a long course of practice, followed by the High Oourt in
numerous unreported cases, and by the legal profession
in advising upon titles, any departure from which would
cause much confusion and injustice throughout the
Presidency (g).
§ 615. The leading case as to the rights of daughters, Dewcoover·
is one known as Dewcooverbaee's case (h), decided on the baee's case

c.,

(el) 2 Bam., 388; a/fd., snb 1lOmme, Lallubhoy v. Cassibai, 71. A., 212';' S.
5 Bam., 110; }d'ldhaVTam v. Dave Tramlmklal, 21 BOl11 .. 739.
(e) T"Uara11l v l'dat7wradas, i; Bam., 66:!, G70.
'
Ante § 6J G, 613.
(g) 5 Bam., p. 672. See also 11 Bam., p. 312,
(h) 1 Bam. H. C., 130; Vinayek Y. Luxumeebaee, 9 llL I. A., 523. note; S. C.,
3 Suth. (P. C.), 41.
'
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Equity side of the Supreme Court in 1859. There an
estate passed first to the widows, and then to the daughters. Sausse, C. J., said as to the latter: "What then is
the nature of the estate they take? Here again, there are
differences of opinion, but, dealing with the question
according to the three works I have mentioned (Manu,
Mitakshara, Mayukha), we find quoted in the Mayukha
(IV, 8, § 10) a passage from Manu: 'The son of a man
is even as himself, and the daughter is equal to a son; how
then can any other inherit his property, but a daughter
who is as it were himself' (i). With reference to this
point also I consulted the Shastries, both here and at
Poona, and enquired whether daughters could alienate any,
and what portion, of the property inherited from a father
who died separate? The answer was, that daughters so
obtaining property could alienate it at their will and
pleasure; and in this the Shastries of both places agreed,
both also referring to the above text in the Mayukha as
the authority for that position. On reviewing all accessible authorities, I have come to the conclusion that
daughters take the immovable property absolutely from
their father after their mother's death."
This ruling as to a daughter's estate has been followed
in other cases in the Bombay Courts which are cited
below (k), and, as will be seen hereafter (§ 617), has
received the Implied assent of the Judicial Committee.
On the other hand, there are early cases, founded upon the
opinions of the Surat Shastries, in which it has been held
that a daughter, inheriting from her father, could not
alienate the property without the consent of her son (l).
In the 3rd edition of West and Buhler's Digest (p.432),
the learned editors, after referring to the above decisions
say: " But in Muttuvaduganadha v. Dorasinga Tevar (m).
ii) Manu, ix., § 130. See this text discusEed, ante § 519.
(k) Naval·ram v. Nan dkish m', 1 Bom. H C., 209; V~jza1'angarn v. Laksh1l1nan,
8 B,:nn. H. C. (0. C. J.), 244; Ha1'ibhat v. Damadm'bhat, 3 Bam., 171; per
curtam, Bharmangavda v. Rudrapgavda, 4Bom., 187; Tu.ljaramv. Matlmradas, 5 Bam., 670; Bulakhidas v. Keshavl'.ll. 6 Born., 85.
(l) Poonjea v. Prankoonwar, 1 Bor., 173 [194 J ; Krishnaram v. Mt. Bheekee,
2 Bar., 329 [362J.
(m) 8 I. A., 99, 109.
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the Judicial Committee say definitively that the Mitakshara is not to be construed as conferrmg on any' woman
taking by inheritance from' a male a stridhana estate
transmissible to her own heirs.' It would seem, therefore,
that the heritage taken by daughters must in future be
regarded as but a life-interest, whether wit~ or without
the extensions recognised in the case of a WIdow, except
in cases governed by the Vyavahara Mayukha, IV, 10,
§ 25, 2G. See '2 W. MacN., 57." The Bombay High Court
in one case signified its approval of this view (n); but,
on a later and fuller examination of the subject, it reverted
to its former conclusion that in the Bombay Presidency,
whether under the Mitakshara or Mayukha, a daughter
inheriting from her father takes an absolute and not a life
estate (0).
§ 616. As regards the right of sisters, the only decisio~s Right of sisters.
available are from Bombay, since, till very lately m
Madras, their claim is not recognized in other parts of
India. The rulings of the Bombay High Court are to the
effect that they take an absolute interest.
In the first case (p), Bhugwantrao died leaving a will by r~':%:"~;iaee.
which he bequeathed all his property to his wife LuxumeeVenkol",
_ _ _ 1_ _ _ ,

r

Bhugwantrao
:::=I...IUXUllleebaee, nefenoant

I

r------'---j
I
i

Guj~nul1

'I
Anundrao

I

Vinevel< Anundrao <Lud others,
.
plaintiffs

3 da.nghters, defendants

baee and his infant son Gujanun, and made his wife sole
executrix. Gujanun survived him, and then died an infant.
The plaintiffs, nephews of Bhugwantrao, filed their bill
against the widow and daughters. Tkey prayed for a
in) Dalpat Na1'otant v. Bhagvan Khushnl, 9 Born., 301, 303.. .
(0) Bhaghh·tibai v. Kahnujirav, 11 Borr,. (F. B.), 285; Janhbaz v. Sund1'a,

14 Bam .. 612.
I A 516
(p) Vinayek v. Luxumeebaee, 1 Bam. H. C., 117; affd., 9 M. . . ,
;
s.' C., 3 Ruth. (P. C.), 41; followed Bhaskar Trzmba.k v. Mahadev, 6 Born.
H. C. (0. C. J.), 1.
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declaration that the widow was only entitled for life, and
that they were entitled as next heirs in remainder. It is
stateCi that the bill set out various acts and omissions
amounting to waste and charged Luxumeebaee with
attem pting to adopt. It prayed that she should be
restrained from selling or disposing of any part of the
estate, from committing waste, and from adopting. The
bill was demurred to, so that all the allegations contained
in it were taken as true.
Sisters said to
'rhe whole argument turned upon the asserted right of
take absolutely.
the plaintiffs as next heirs after the widow. The Court
held that the persons to succeed after Luxumeebaee were
the heirs of Gujanun, and that according to the Mayukha
those heirs were his sisters, the defendants, and not his
·cousins, the plaintiffs. But at the end of their judgment (q), the Supreme Court said that, as to the mode in
which sisters take, it would appear by analogy that they
take as daughters. As it had been decided by Dewcooverbaee's case that the daughters of a man take a,bsolutely, so
therefore do the sisters. In confirming this decision, the
Judicial Committee said (7"): "They consider that in
Bombay at least the sisters in such a case as this are the
heirs of the brother. The consequence is that, in whatever
possible manner the will of the testator is read, the entire
interest in the property must, we think, be viewed as
vested in the widow and her daughters, or some or one
of them, and that, therefore, the appellants here, the sons
of the brother of the testator, are suing in a matter in
which the v have not shown the slightest interest, nor
with which they have any concern. The result is that, in
their Lordships' opinion, the demurrer was rightly allowed,
and that the appeal should be dismissed with costs."
§ 617. The force of these decisions consists in the fact
that they were given upon demurrer. If, therefore,. the
bill alleged acts of waste which would have entItled
(q) 1 Bom. H. C., 124.
(1') 9 m. 1. A., 53S.
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reversioners coming in after the sisters to an injunction,
then, inasmuch as the demurrer admitted the allegations
in the bill, the decision is conclusive that the estate was
vested absolutely in the daughters, after the widow's
life estate. In consequence of a suggestion which was
made in previous editions of this work that the general
allegation of waste might not have been put in any form
which would have supported a decree, Westropp, C. J., in
a judgment already referred to (s), stated that he had sent
for the original record of the suit. It appeared from it
that, amongst other specific charges of waste committed
by Luxu1neebaee, paragraph 13 of the bill contained the
following statement :-" The defendant Lu.cUJneebaee has
sold the said piece of land situate at ,Varli, forming part
of the immovable estate of her deceased husband, and is
still attempting to sell part of the immovable property of
her said husband, with a view of appropriating the money
to her own use, although she did not and does not pretend
that there was or there is any n'2cessity for the said sale,
and several brokers have, during the last year and a half,
at her request, gone into the bazaar at Bombay, and on
several occasions offered the said last mentioned property
for sale. " Upon this, the learned Chief Justice correctly
remarks: "This paragraph (the truth of which for the
purpose of the demurrer was admitted) was alone quite
sufficient to support a decree and injunction, if the plaintiffs had any interest in the property, the subject of the
suit. The Supreme Court and Privy Council, however,
held that the plaintiffs had not any interest, reversionary
or otherwise, in the property." It will be observed that
the plaintiffs rested their whole case on the assertion that
they were next in succession to the widow, and that the
sisters were not heirs at all. The question of heirship
appears to have been the only one argued, and no point
seems to have been made, that the sisters, even if they
were heirs, only took a limited estate. The Supreme
Court, however, decided that the quality of a sister's
~----'----"-~-TuZ7a1'a')n

v.

Maihu1'a(ia-;,-5BGln-:-,-p.671. ----.--.--
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estate must be taken to be the same as that of a daughter's
estate. They assumed that Dewcooverbaee's case had
settled that this latter estate was an absolute one. Sir
Michael Westropp says (t), " the appellants in Vinayek v.
Lu.r;wneeIJaee resorted to Her Majesty's Privy Council
against the advice given to them by counsel." As he
states that the decisions in that case and in Dewcooverbaee's
case" were in accordance with the pre-existing traditions
in that Court and in the legal profession in Bombay,"
it is probable that counsel in England were instructed
that the question of heirship was the only point open to
argument. The result is, that there is a tacit recognition
by the Privy Council that both daughters and sisters
take an absolute estate in property which they inherit from
father or brother. vVhere there are several daughters or
sisters they take in severalty and not as joint tenants (u).
§ 618. A much more difficult question is as to the line
of descent appropriate to property which has been taken
as her absolute estate by a female inheriting to a male.
In some of the earlier Bombay decisions this question
was answered summarily by saying that, as she took the
property as her stridha,nwn, it must necessarily pass from
her to those persons who, under the texts of the Mitakshara, II, 11, § 8, 9, are the heirs to such property (v).
A different decision was given by Mr. Justice West in the
case of Vijiarangam v. Lakshuman (w).
There certain property descended from Vithoba to

,

,-~----,

Lakshuman

Bha.girthi
died 1S40

Vithob",

-----,

B,'pu
died 1343
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Tham"bai

j

Yesubai died 1869

Bapu, and from him to his daughter Yesubai. At her
death Lakshuman, her mother's brother, and Thamabai,
(t) 5 Born., 672.
(u) Rindabai v. Ana.chal·ya, 15 Bom., 206.

(v) NO·'Jalraln v. Nandkishor, 1 Bom. H. C., 209; Bhaskar Trimbak v.
Mahadev Ramji, 6 Born. H. C. (0. C. J.), l.
(w) 8 Born. H. C. (0. C. J.), 244.

her father's sister, each claimed to carryon a suit in
which she was engaged in reference to the property. It
was decided that Thamabai was entitled. A most elaborate
judgment was pronounced by Mr. Justice JVest, in which
he naturally took the same view upon the subject of
stridhanwn that had been propounded by the learned
editors of West and Btlhler's Digest (x). He held that
the property which had descended to Yesubai from
her father was her stridhanwn. But according to the
Mayukha (IV, 10, § 26), inherited property, though it is
stridhanu1n, not being one of those kinds of stridhanu111;
for which express texts prescribed exceptional modes of
descent, goes on the woman's death to her sons and the
rest, as if she were a male, and this notwithstanding her
having daughters. This being so, the property inherited
by Yesubai would, in the absence of descendants, go to
h<er parents, just as if she had been their only son, and
failing them to the paternal grandmother and the sa,pindas
of the father, the gotraias taking precedence over the
bhinna-gotras. But according to the doctrine of Western
India, a female who is born in the family is a gotraJa
sapinda. Therefore Thamabai (though ~l1arried) was the
next heir.
§ 619 This view practically gets rid of the idea that Descent a.ccord.
.
.
.
jug to Mayukha.
property, inherIted by a daughter, would pass to her heIrs
in the line of descent of stridhanwn properly so-cf111ed.
It would make it go in a new line of descent, as if she
were a male. The same view o~ the meaning of the
Mayukha was adopted in a later case, where a married
woman had received a house from a stranger to the family,
and had also saved money from her own earnings. It
was held that the succession to her must be treated as if
she was a male, and therefore that her daughter-in-law
would inherit in preference to the daughter of a deceased
daughter (y).
(x) W. & B., 2nd ed., 481 ; 3rd ed.! 146, 323.
_
(y) Bai Nannada v. Bhagwant7"a", 12 Bom., 50b.
Bhugvan Kushal, 9 Born., 301.

53
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§ 620. A similar question to that which gave rise ~O
Mr. Justice West's judgment arose more recently m
Bombay (z). There a wife obtained a decree against ~er
husband for arrears of maintenance and for future mamtenance. She died pending appeal by her husband. He
applied to have the daughters substituted as her heirs to
the maintenance in arrears. The Original Court refused
the application, holding, on the authority of the case j~st
discussed. that the arrears were stridhan1m~ of the kmd
which w~uld go not to her daughters but to her husband.
On appeal the High Court reversed the decision and
declared the daughters entitled as her heirs. In the
judgment which was that of Telang, J., he ex~min~d the
theories put forward by lVest, J., and by myself m a form~r
edition of this work, and rejected both. The words " as If
she were a male" interpolated into V. May., IV, 10, § 26,
were not the words of N ilakantha. The difference between
the Mayukha and the Daya Bhaga was, that the fonner
(IV, 10, ~ 28) recognised the female owner as a fresh
stock of descent from whom property passed to her own
heirs, while the latter, except as to special forms of
stridhanu1n, traced heirship to her husband. He considered that the words 'sons and the rest' in ~ 26 and
other plr{cita meant merely 'sons, grandsons, and greatgrandsons,' while the similar phrase 'daughters and the
rest' meant daughters and their issue. In chap. IV, 1~,
the succession to different sorts of woman's property IS
discussed from § 13 onward, and rules for the devolution
of particular species of stridhanu1n are stated up to ~. 25
inclusive. In § 26 woman's property not of the techmcal
class is dealt with. "It would thus appear that in the
passage under consideration, what Nila~antha intends to
lay down is, that as regards property WhICh does not class
as woman's property in the technical sense, 'the sons and
the rest' take precedence over 'the daughters and the
rest.' The question, however, remains as to who are the
(z) Manilal Rewadat v. Bai Rewa, 17 Bam., 758.
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other heirs to such property failing both sons and daughters. On Mr. Justice West's construction, no doubt, as
well as on Mr. Mayne's, no such question would arise, as
the whole of the series of heirs defined elsewhere are
thereby held to be the series of heirs to a deceased woman.
But on the construction now put forward it seems to us
the answer to the question above formulated must be, that
the heirs to stridhan proper and stridhan improper are
identical, save that as between male and female offspring
the latter have a preferential right as regards stridhan
proper, while the former have a similar right as to stridhfLn
improper."

§ 621. Partitiou is another mode by which the property Pro~erty
.
obtamed on
of a. male may come mto
the hands 0 f a f ema1e. Tl'
lIS, partition.
however, can hardly ever take place except in Bengal. In
Southern India women never appear to take upon partition anvthing more than a life provision for maintenance.
And th~ugh the contrary rule is asserted as to the other
provinces governed by Mitakshara law, the cases seem
very rare (al. In GWO early cases, which came before the
Supreme Court of Calcutta, where a share was decreed to
a widow on partition, the Court seems at first to have
treated her share as governed by the laws which regulate
the right of a woman over property given to her by her
husband and not bv those which relate to property inherited from him (b"). Consequently, in each case their
first decree was that she should take the movable property
absolutely, and the immovable only for life. But in each
case they reviewed their decree, and ordered that she
should take the whole to be enjoyed in the manner prescribed by Hindu law; that is, for a widow's estate. The
Court pundits "expressly declared that the mother who
took upon partition, and the widow who succeeded to her
husband's property, stood upon the same footing with
(a) Ante § 478-482 ; (jIooroobuksh v. I:utchmana, Mad. Dec. of 1850, 61.
(b) See as to the distmction, pm' CU1'~am, Bhugwandeen v. Myna Baee, 11
M. I. A., 510; S. C., 9 Suth. (P. C.), 23.
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regard to their interests in the estates" (c). The Judicial
Committee treat it as an open question under Benares law,
whether a widow taking a share on partition does not take
an absolute interest in that share, though they observe
that in a case coming from Lower Bengal, the contrary
had been decided by themselves (d). Of course it would
be different if, by the terms of the partition, the widow or
mother took an absolute estate (e). J agannatha seems to
be of the contrary opinion, so far as it is possible to make
out what his opinion is (j'). But upon analogy there can
be no reason why a woman who takes part of a property
on partition betv;een her sons, should have a larger interest than if she had taken the whole in the absence of
sons. Apararka includes the share received bv a wife or
mother on partition under the head of stridhanuJn (g).
The Allahabad High Court has also held that the share
received by a mother on partition is her stridhantw)U
which descends to her own heirs and is alienable at her
pleasure (h). These decisions were given after. a very
thorough examination of all the authorities, but ultImately
rested ~pon the text of the Mitakshara which ~as been s.o
much discussed. Since the decisions of the PrIvy CounCIl
in 1903 (§ 616) it is difficult to ascribe any weight to this
commentary by Vijnanesvam, so far as it goes beyond the
text of Yajnavalkya which it professes to explain. It is
probable that these particular rulings of the Allahaba.d:will not stand the test of an appeal to the J udlClal
Committee.
§ 622. The whole of this question was very elabo.rately
discussed in a later case under Bengal law, where It was
M~Cossina1~t-v. Hur"osoondI'Y, affirmed on appe"l to Privy Council, 2 lVI.
Dig .. 198; F. :lhcN., 79,85,88; \T. Dal'p., 97; Goo,·oope1"shadv. Seebchunder,
F. iViac~., 69. 73; Kamikhap"asad v. Jagocla.mba, 5 R L. R., 508.
.
(d) Per cu,;ia.m, 11 ]II. 1. A., 514, supra, l'eferrmg apparently to Oossznautv.
HU1'1'OSoonde1'Y, sup,.a, note (c).
• .
(e) Bolye Ohund v. Khette"paul, 11 B L. R., 459; Eampershadv. Onmne1'a>n,
1 N.-W. P., 10.
(I) 3 Dlg.~ 2;.
(g) Jolly, Lect., 250. See the subject discussed by West, J., 11 Born., p. 00_;
W.(h)
& R,
780. v. Naubat, 24 AlL,
. 67 (1891); SnPal
" ' b l' (le91) 24
Ohhiddu
Ea. v. Sm'aJ ~. 0
,
All., 82; the question was referred to but not deCided by the Bengal Court (1904),
in Dulab v. Dwarkanath, 32 Cal., p. 242.
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necessary to decide how property should devolve which
had been allotted to a mother on partition with her sons (i).
The Court pointed out that" the wife's interest in her husband's estate resolved itself into a right to maintenance,
except in the absence of lineal male heirs, in which case
she takes the inheritance, and in two cases-one occurring
in her husband's lifetime, the other after his death-in
which she takes a share." 'While her husband lives, he is
absolute owner of the estate, and her claim is merely to
maintenance. But if he chooses to come to a partition with
his sons, and the wife is without male issue, she is allowed
a share equal to a son's. So after the husband's death,
the whole inheritance vests absolutely in his male issue,
and the widow is only entitled to maintenance. But if she
has sons, and her sons or grandsons partition among themselves, she is entitled to a share out of the property which
comes to them, but not out of that which falls to her stepsons (k). In either case the share allotted to her goes
back on her death to her husband's family, while during
her life her power of alienating is certainly not greater,
and apparently not less than that which she possesses over
property inherited from her husband. As to the case under
discu8sion, viz., that of a partition after her husband's
death, the Court said: " The conclusion which I draw
from the Bengal authorities is that a wife's interest in her
husband's estate given to her by marriage ceases upon the
death of her husband leaving lineal heirs in the male line;
that such heirs take the whole estate; and that the share
which a mother takes on a partition among her sons she
does not take from her hushand, either by inheritance, or
by way of survivorship in continuation of any pre-existing
interest, but that she takes it from her sons in lieu of, or
by way of provision for, that maintenance for which they
and their estates are already bound. I think it follows as
a necessary inference that, on her death, that share does
not descend as if she had inherited it from her husband,
(i) Sorolah Dossee v. Bhoobun Mohan Neoghy, 15 Cal., 29:2, pp. 306:. 314.

(k) Strimati Hemangini v. Kedu1' Nath, 161. A., 115; S. C., 16 Cal., 708.
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but goes back to her sons from whom she had received it."
In many cases these sons would be the same persons who
would take if the share went back to the heirs of the late
husband. But it would not be so if there were sons by
different mothers. In such a case, " the rule contended
for by the appellant would, on the death of either mother,
who had obtained a share on partition among her sons,.
take her portion, which had been carved out of her own
sons' share alone, and divide it rateably among sons and
step-sons."
§ 623. Upon these principles it would seem to follow
Estate of wife
on partition by that, where the father made a partition with his sons
husband.
during his life, the share allotted to the sonless wife would,
on her death, revert to the heirs of the husband. The
portion is taken out of the estate of the husband in which
the sons, under Bengal law, have no interest until his
death, unless by partition. The share allotted to her is in
lieu of the maintenance which is, during. the husband's
life, charged upon the entire share. It intercepts from the
whole body of the heirs a certain portion of the estate
which would otherwise have devolved upon them, and to
a corresponding extent relieves them of the obligation to
maintain her. On her death, therefore, her share would
devolve, as an undistributed portion of the husband's estate,
upon his heirs. This would necessarily be the case
where, by an arrangement between members of an undivided family, part of the ancestral property was assigned
to a widow for her maintenance (l).
Her power of
§ 624. EXTENT OF A \iVOMAN'S ESTATE.-The nature
disposal
of a woman's estate must, as already stated, be described
by the restrictions which are placed upon it, and not by
terms of duration. It is not a life estate, because under
certain circumstances she can give an absolute and complete title. N or is it in any sense an estate held in trust
for reversioners. Within the limits imposed upon her, the
female holder has the most absolute power of enjoyment.
(l) Bagade K"ishniah v. Ohowdia, 4

]liysore, 28.
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She is accountable to no one, and fully represents the
estate, and, so long as she is alive, no one has any vested
interest in the succession. On the other hand, the limitations upon her estate are the very substance of its nature,
and not merely imposed upon her for the benefit of
reversioners. They exist as fully if there are absolutely
no heirs to take after her, as if there were. Acts which
would be unlawful as against heirs expectant are equally
invalid as against the Sovereign claiming by escheat (17~).
The principles which restrict a widow were laid down defi:>e.d by
· . I 0
..
.
b
JudICial Comb y th e J u dlCla
ommlttee m the case cIted a ove, as mittee.
follows: "It is admitted, on all hands, that, if there
be collateral heirs of the husband, the widow cannot
of her own will alien the property except for special
purposes. For religious or charitable purposes, or those
which are supposed to conduce to the spiritual welfare
of her husband, she has a larger power of disposition
than that which she possesses for purely worldly purposes. To support an alienation for the last, she must
sf}ow necessity. On the other hand, it may be taken as
established that an alienation by her, which would not
otherwise be legitimate, may become so if made with the
consent of her husband's kindred. But it surely is not the
necessary or logical consequence of this latter proposition,
that, in the absence of collateral heirs to the husband, or
on their failure, the fetter on the widow's power of alienation altogether drops. The exception in favour of alienation
with consent may be due to a presumption of law that,
where that consent is given, the purpose for which the
alienation is made must be proper" (n).
(nt) Oollectm' of MaSll-Zipata7n v. Oavaly Venkaia, 8 1\1. 1. A., 529, 550; S. C.,

ciuth. (P. C.), ;;9; H"r,.y,zoss v. Ru,ngu,nmoney, Bev., 657, where the nature of
the estltte is very fully described by Peel, C. J .. Gm'u,nath v. K"iskl1a,ji, 4 Born.,
462; Karuppa Tevan v. Alagll., 4 Mad., 152; Moha deay Kooe1' v. Hm'uk Naraill,
9 CaL, 244; Dhondo v. Bnlk"ishna, 8 BOln., 190; Anandabai v. Ra,jm'a1n,22
BOIn.,9R4. See as to th8 position of a 'ivido\v in possession, where <t preferable
title has been created by adop:ion or wilJ, }vIt Sundar v. Parbati. Hi 1. A., 186;
S C., 12 _-\11., 51. The widow of a Namhudri Brahman is governed by the same
rules, 11 Mad., pp. 157, 165. As to the effect of the acts of a Hindu widow as
administratrix of an estate under § 90 of the Probate and Administration Act V
oflS81, see Kamakhya v. Ha·"i Ohurn. 26 CaL, 607.
(n) The position of a widow in the Punjab appears to be exactly the same,
2
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§ 6'25. It is probable that, in early times, a widow was
morally, if not legally, bound to restrain her personal
expenditure within the modest limits which were considered suitable to her bereaved condition(o). But whatever
may in former times have been the force of the injunctions
contained in such passages of the Hindu Shastras, or
whatever may now be their effect as religious or moral
precepts, they cannot be regarded at the present day as of
any legal force, in restricting a widow in the use and
enjoyment of her husband's property while she lives. Her
absolute right to the fullest benefit of her life-interest
appears long to have been recognized (p). And, of course,
there could be still less reason for imposing any such
restrictions upon other female heirs. A woman is in no
sense a trustee for those who may come after her. She is
not bound to save the income. She is not bound to invest
the principal. If she chooses to invest it, she is not bound
to prefer one form of investment to another form, as being
more likely to protect the interests of the reversioners.
She is forbidden to commit waste, or to endanger the
property in her possession, but, short of that, she may
spend the income and manage the principal as she thinks
proper (q). If she makes savings, she can give them away
as she likes during her life. She is not bound to leave
anything behind her beyond that which she received.

S 626. The law as to the right of a woman to accumulations from the estate of the last male holder is rather
complicated, and appears to be, in some respects, unsettled.
These accumulations may be: 1st. Accumulations made
except that her powers of disp0t-;ition are ollIy to be exercised for seculcu objects,
Punjttb (Justo/nary LRW 1 11, 177, 179, 203,209.
(0) It seems to haye been the opiniou of 1'>:[itteT, J., that she was still subject
to such a restmint, See his remarks, Km'y Kolita"y y, Monee1'am, 13 B, 1.. R.,
5; S, C" 19 Suth., 367; but see contTa, peT Glove,' and Kemp, JJ., ib" 53, 76.
(1') Pm' cUJ'iam, Khamavadhani v, Joysa, 3 lVIad H, C., 116; Cussinaut
Bysack v, HUT,'osund,'y, 2 lVI, Dig" 198, 214, affirmed in Privy Council,
lXIorton, 85; V, Darp" 97; Goo'roobuksh v, Lutchmana, lXfad, Dec, of IS50, 6l.
(q) HUTTydo88 v. UppooTnah,6 ill. 1. A" 433; Biswanath v. Khantomani,
6 B. L. R., 747; HU'Tyd08S v. Rungunmoney, Sev" 657. As to the rIght of a
widow to work or to lease quarries, and to apply the procefds as her own income.
See Snbba Reddi v, Ohengalamma, 22 ::Vlad., 126,
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by her husband, or other male to whom she succeeds. 2nd.
Accumulations made after his death, and before the estate
was handed over to her. 3rd. Accumulations made by
herself personally, and either invested, or converted into
some different form, or else remaining uninvested in her
possesslOn.
the last male holder would made by last
(1) Accumulations made by
•
.
holder
in general be accretions to his estate, and follow It. In
such a case, of course, no question could arise. The female
would take the whole as an entire estate, subject to the
usual restrictions. There might, however, be a special
settlement which would cause the corpus of the last male
holder's estate to pass to a male, and the accumulations to
go by heirship to a female. In such a case she would
hold these accumulations as a new estate, subject to the
restrictions which apply to the property inherited by a
female (s).
('2) The same principle is said to apply to accumulations betwee>: death
.
f'
and dehvery:
which have been made from the mcome of the estate a tel'
the death, but before it reached the hands of the widow.
Thev are treated as accretions to the body of the fund, and
can 'only be dealt with in the same manner as the bulk of
the property (t). Perhaps, however, the application of
this rule would depend upon the amount of such savings,
and the form they had assumed. If a widow was kept
out of her estate for some time, and then received it with
the ordinary cash balance, and current rents or interest
which had accrued since the death, still uninvested, it
would be difficult to say that she might not deal with
these exactly as she would have been entitled to do if she
had been let into possession at once (u). In any case
(r) Ohnnd"abulee v. Brody, 9 Suth" 564; S, C" Ii ,Vym" 3B5; Harel1dranaTayan's goods, 4 B, L. R. (0, c, J.), 41.
, ' ,
(s) Sool:ieemoney v, Del1obunllo, 6 ;\1. 1. A" 526; S, C,' 4 Suth, (P, C,), Il4;
9 ill. 1. A" 1:28.
It) PeT Macpherson, J., GrOBe v, A.mi?'fa~nayi, 4 B, L, R. (0, C. J.), a~p, 41;.
S. C" 12 Suth, (A, O. J.). 13; Rabldty v. S2bchunder, 6 ill. 1. A" at p. 2D; Isn
Dut v. Hunsbu,tti, 10 1. A" at p, 159; S. C" 10 Cal., p, 335.
(u) Sowdaminee Dossec ,', AdministratoT·GeneTal of Bengal, 20 1. A., 12;
S. C., 20 Cal., 433,
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debts or expenses, properly incurred by her while she was
kept out of her income, would be a good charge upon such
accumulations, just as they would have been upon the
corpus (v).
Her right ~n
S 627. ..The third case is the one which has caused the
accumulatIOns
made by herself. greatest dIfficulty.
It is admitted that a female heir need
not make any savings at all. She may spend her whole
income every year, either upon herself, or by giving it
away at her pleasure (w). But suppose she does not
choose to spend her whole income, but accumulates the
savings, may she dispose of these at her pleasure? If she
has invested them, or purchased property with them, does
it still remain at her disposal during her life? If she has
not disposed of it, does it pass at her death with the rest
of the prop~rty, or does it pass as her separate property to
her own hell's?
There is one case in the :Privy Council where it would
seem to have been distinctly laid down, that all the
accumulations of a fund which had descended to a widow
from the time the estate vested in her were absolutel;
her own, in her own right, as distinct fro'm the fund itself,
which she was only entitled to hold and enjoy as a
widow (x), But in that case no question arose between
the heirs .of the widow and the reversioner. The point
was not dIscussed, and the Judicial Committee has since
refused to consider the ruling "as a conclusive or even a
direct authority upon the question" (y). On the other
hand, it has been decided by the High Court of Bengal, that
any property which a Hindu widow has purchased out of
the income of her husband's estate would be an increment
to that estate, would be inalienable by her during life, and
would descend at her death to her husband's heirs. To
that extent the judgment was affirmed by the Privy
(v) See cas"s in last note, &nd pe?' Jackson, J., Puddo M~onee v. DWM'kanath
25 Suth., &t p. 041.
. ,
(w) Ante ~ 625.
(x) Soorjeemoney Dossee v. Denobundo, 9 1\1. 1. A., 123.
(y) Gonda Kooer v. Kooer Oodey, 14 B. L. R., at p. 165.
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Council to be good law (z). It has, however, been Acc'7 mul&tions
. 1 Commlttee,
.
suggesue d by t h e J u d'lCla
that perhaps pur- specl&llyreserved for her
chases made by a widow from the income of her husband's own use.
estate are not necessarily accretions to it, unless she
intended them to be such; and that such intention will be
presumed in the absence of proof to the contrary, but
might possibly be rebutted by evidence of a direct intention on her part to appropriate to herself, and to sever
from the bulk of the estate, such purchases as she had
made, It was not necessary, however, to decide the
point (a). In a later case, upon a review of all the previous authorities, the High Court of Bengal held that, if a
widow purchased property out of the current savings, that
is out of the year's income, this would not be an irrevocable addition to the corpus of the estate, but might be disposed of by her at her pleasure, or sold again, and the
proceeds spent as she chose. That the same rule would
apply if the widow, "having no present occasion for
spending monies, but foreseeing one after the lapse of a
year or two, had thought it advisable to invest the money
temporarily in land." They offered no opinion as to what
might be her power over accumulations properly so called,
or over property purchased with such accumulations.
But they said, " What are accumulations in the view of Cash balances,.
these cases? Not, surely, the accidental balances of one
or two years of the widow's income, but a fund distinct
and tangible, There is nothing whatever in this case to
indicate that any such fund ever had been formed or had
L

(z) Chowd7ny Bholanatll v. Mt. Rha.gabaiti, 7 B. L. R., 93, reversed on
another point: Bhagbutti v. Chowd7w'y Bholanath, 21. A., 2~6; S. C., 2-1 Suth.,
16S; ac,·., as to the ile"C€lltoi such property; Chundm.bulee v. B1"ody, 9 Suth., 1)84;
8. C., 5 \Vym, , 335; H1.r,rrydo88 v. Run,qvn.mol1ey, 8ev., 607; Annnri OI,uniJro \',
Ni/moni, 9 Cal., 758; Is,,; DII.t \'. Hnnsbntti. 10 LA., J.50, p. J.'ii-i; S. C., lO C",1.
324, p. 334; ace, as to the first point; Kuoe?' Oodey v. Phoolchu.nd. 5 N.,"V. P.:
197,201. See. too, Bi8sessu,- v. Ram Joy, 2 Su:h., 327; Gobind Y. D"lmeer
23 Suth., 12i), in which it was assumed that propert.y purchRsed by a Hin(h~
WIdow out of the proceeds of her husband's e,tate, 01' from a tund obtai neil by
speculating with such proceeds, ,vould p~ss to his heir~. Of course purchases
made by her out of her own sepilmte property are her own. But the On1l.8 of
proving they are so rests on those who &ssert it. Lamb v. Mt. Govindmoney,
S. D. of 1852, 12ii; 23 Suth., 125, ub sup.
(a) Gonda KOOB1' v. Kooer Oodey, 14 B. L. R., 159. See Sowdaminee Dos·see
v. Administrat07'·Gene>·al of Bengal, 20 1. A., 12; S. C., ~O C&l., 4.33.
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existed: and we have no reason to suppose that accumulations had ever arisen, except that the widow may have
spent in some years more, in others less, and in that sense
the savings of the less costly year might be an accumulation to meet the charges of the next" (b).
§ 628. The whole law upon this subject was again
examined by the Bengal High Oourt and in the Privy
Oouncil under the following circumstances (c). A husband left two widows, and a daughter by one of them,
named Dyji. The widows inherited landed property from
their husband, and purchased further property out of the
income of what they had inherited. The husband died in
1857, the new property was purchased shortly after, and
in 1873 the widoviTS made an absolute gift to the daughter
of lands consisting partly of what they had inherited and
partly of what they had purchased. The collateral males,
who were heirs presumptive after the death of the daughter,
sued for a declaration that this gift would not affect their
reversionary interest. The Bengal High Oourt examined
the law very fully, but did not decide whether the gift by
the widows of the after-acquired property would be
effectual beyond their lives, considering that the case. was
one in which it was premature to make any declaration of
right. The Judicial Oommittee thought that the heirs
were entitled to have a declaration as to the effect of the
gift, and decided that the widows had no greater power
over the purchased property than over what had been
inherited. They treated it as settled that" a widow's
savings from her husband's estate are not her stridhan. If
she has made no attempt to dispose of them in her lifetime,
(b)Plldd~]Jlullee v. Dw~'-:I~~!1ath, 25 Suth.,S·S5.

.-'cs to purchtlses made bY,a

widow w-ith money b01TO'ived 011 her 0\.\'11 crecht, or 011 the credIt 01 11el..' hu,.;h1:t;nd s
estil.,te , see ](ooer··Oodey Yo Phoolrhund, 5 N
P., 97
.
(e) HU!1sbutti v. IS1'i Dut, 5 C,d .. 512: hI'! Dut ,'. HUl1SbuttL, 10 I. A., 150;

+7V,

S. ·C., 10 C"l.,324; Sheo Lochun Singh \' Babu Saheb Singh, 14 1. A., 63;
S. C., 14 Cal., 387; G"ish Chll.nde?· v. B1'01'ghton, 14 Cal., 861, "ffd., 8ub 110711211e,
Soudamini Dassee v. Broughton, 16 C"l., 574; on appeal. 20 1. A., 12; S. C,! 20
Cal., 453. Where the accumulation has been kept sep"rate from the ungrnal
estate by the widow, there is 110 presulnption, in the absence o~ eVl~~nce to
the contmry, that she has int,ended to pa.rt with her power of d:SPOSltlOll fo~
the benefit of the reVerSlOnitry heIrs. Akkanlla Y. Venkayya, 2~ Mad., 351 ,
Su.b,'amaniam v. A"unachalam, 28 lYIad., 1.
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intention to accumulate; whilst on the contrary the
existence of debts rebuts any such intention, and points to
the conclusion that the balance was held in suspense by
the widow at the time of her death, to use the language of
the Privy Council in ISl'i Dut v. Hunsbutti."
§ 630. None of these restrictions apply to property
Express power
,of disposal.
which has passed to a female, not as heir, but by deed or
other arrangement which gives her express power to
appropriate the profits. The savings of such property,
and everything which is purchased out of such savings,
belong absolutely to herself. They may be disposed of by
herself at her pleasure, and, at her death, they pass to her
representatives, and not to the heirs of the last male (e),
Devise or grant. But the mere fact that a Hindu female takes under a will
or a deed of gift or arrangement, that to which she is
really entitled as heiress, does not necessarily enlarge her
powers. The question will still be, what estate did she
take? not how did she take it U). An estate given to a
widow of an undivided family by way of maintenance
lapses into the family property at her death (g).
Case of manager
§ 631. It will be observed that the right of a Hindu
differs.
f'ema1e to acqUlre
. a separate estate for herself out of the
savings of her limited estate stands on a completely
different footing from that of a Hindu father under the
Mitakshara law, or the managing member of a i~i~t Hindu
family. It has been decided in such a case that all purchases made from the profits of the estate form part of it,
and follow its character (h). But then the entire annual
(el Bha.~b1/.ttiY. Glwwdlw'Y Bholanath, 21. A., 256: S. C., 24 Suth., 168; G",·1/..
Nala,., 3 B L. R (A. C. J.), 121; S. C., 11 Suth., 497; Nellaikwnanl Y
MaTakathamllwl, 1 S[aii , 166.
.
Mou.lvie Mahomed v.8hewuk1·am, 21. A., 7; S. C., 14 B. L. R., 226; S. C.,
22 l-iuth., 409;. see pe1' cunam, 2 I. A., 261, expbining decision in Rabu.tty v.
S,bchunde1', 6 lVL 1. A., 1; Lakshmibai v. Hi1'abai, 11 Bam., 69, affd., p. 573 ;
Ganpat Roo v. Rallwhandel', 11 All, 296; Nunnu Meah Y. KTishnasami 14
l\hd., 274: Klmhacha v. Kutti Mam,mi, 16 iliad., 201. There is no rul~ of
Hmdulaw that a· g.'ft to. it female should only carry with it the limited nature of
a femalA estate by mherltance. Kollal1Y v. Lutchmee, 24 Suth., 395' Pubih'a
v. Damoodu.1', ,b.,. 397.. See the discussion on this subject., ante § 896,' et seq.
(g) Ba.gade KT,shmah v. Ghowdia, 4 1lIysore, 28.
(h) Shudanllnd :. BonomaZee, 6 Suth., 256; S. C., on review, sub nomine,
Suilanund v. SoorJo Monee, S Suth., 455: S. C., 11 Suth., 436.
v
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profits of the estate are not the property of the father or
manager. The sons, in the first instance, and the other
members of the family, in the second instance, are jointly
interested in the income as well as in the principal.
But in the case of the female heir the whole annual
proEts are hers, and until her death no vested interest
comes into existence.
§ 632. The purposes which authorize a Hindu widow Religious
to mortgage or sell her property are summed up by poses.
the Judicial Committee in the words already quoted
(§ 624 [n] ) (i). The same rules apply to any otherfemale,
-except perhaps in Bombay. But of course it is only when
the property comes to her from her husband that religious
benefit to him constitutes a reason for alienation.
The primary religious purpose which a widow is bound
to carry out at any expense to the estate is the performance of the funeral obsequies of her husband, and of
all ceremonies incidenta,l to those obsequies. These are
absolute necessities. There are other religious benefits
procurable for him, which are more of the nature of
spiritual luxuries. Pilgrimages by the widow to holy
places come under this head. For these it would appear
that she may dispose of a part of the estate, but that the
expense which is allowable must be limited by a due
regard to the entire bulk of the property) and may even
be totally inadmissible, where it is not warranted by the
circumstances of the family (k). She may also alienate the
property in order to defray the expenses of ceremonies
for other members of the family, such as her husband's
mother, provided they were ceremonies which he was
bound to perform in his lifetime, and in the benefits of
which he would participate. And it makes no difference
(i) See, too, Lukhee v. Gokool, 13 M. 1. A., 209; S. C., 3 B. L. R. (P. C.L 57:
S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 47. See 5 Wilson, 16.
(k) H,,,romohun v. Auluckm.onee,1 Suth., 252: UShTUf v. B"o,jessune, 11
B. L. R., ll8: S. C., 19 8uth., 426; Mutteeram v. GopauZ .11 B. L. R., 416:
S. C., 20 Suth., 187; LukmeeTam v. Khooshalee, 1 Bar., 412 [455J ; Ra?na v.
Runga, 8 Mad., 552; Lakshminarayana v. Dasu, 11 Mad., 288; Tarini Prasad
v. Bholanath, 21 CaL, 19J, note; Punjab Customs, 60.
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that the ceremonies for which the outlay was incurred
would be actually performed by some other member of
the family (l). Bat a daughter is not authorized to charge
the family property in order to defray the expense of her
mother's Slzradh (11~). Nor is a widow authorized to sell
her husband's property for pious and religious purposes,
intended to secure her own spiritual welfare (n).
Religious purposes are said to include a portion to a
daughter, building temples for religious worship, digging
tanks and the like (0). It has, however, been held that
the digging of a tank would not justify a Hindu widow in
alienating a portion of the property (p). So various cases
are found in which gifts to Brahmans or to idols have been
supported against reversioners (q). But such alienations
must be to a small extent, and would hardly be supported
if they trenched materially on the property (r).
§ 633. The obligation of a widow taking her husband's
property to pay his debts comes under the head of religious
benefit, unless they are contracted for immoral purposes.
She is under the same obligation to discharge them as a
son would be. Whether they were or were not contracted
for the benefit of the estate is immaterial (s). It has,
however, been held that where debts are already barred by
lapse of time, she cannot burthen or dispose of the estat~
for their discharge (t), and this appears to be certainly the
law as regards an ordinary manager of the family pro(l) Oholcdry v. Rus80moyee, 11 B. L R., 418; S. C., 10 Suth., 309; R(Jl1WOOmal' v. Ichcunoyi, R Cal., 30.
(m) Raj Ohu1lder Y. Shees71Ou, 7 Duth., 146.
(n) !"rnn Dni v. Jai Narain, 4 All., 482; Ram KawaZ v. Ram KishoTe, 22
Cal.. QC6.
(0) Fut"ah in Oossinaut v. HU1'TOSund'l'Y, in the Privy Council, cited V.
Darp., 101; 2 ill. D-lg., 119.
(p) Runjeet v. Mahomed lYa"is, 21 Suth., 49.
Ig) Jugjeevun v. Deoshunkn·r, 1 Bar., 394 [436J; KupoQ?' v. Sevukram, ib.,
405 [448] ; Ram Kawai v. liam KishoTe, ub 8llp.
(Tl GopauZa v. NaTTaina, Mad. Dec. of 1850, p. 74; Ohoonee Lall v. JUS800
1 Bar., 55 [60J.
'
(a) Ohetty Oolumv. Rungasawmy, 8:\1. 1. A., 319; S. G., 4 Suth. (P. G.),71;
Goluck v. l1faltomed Eolmn, g Suth., 316; Cussznaut v. HU""osoondry, 2 M.
Dlg., at p. 204; Snbba~yan v. Akh.landammal, Mad. Dec. 01 1860, p. 15' per
cUTiam, Lakall1nan v. Sa,tyabhamabai, 2 Bam., 499.
'
(t) ]YIelgimppa, v. Shivappa., 6 Born. H. C. (A. C. J.), 720. See Ramchm'n v.
Nunhoo, 14 Suth., 147.
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perty (u). This seems sensible enough as a matter of
mundane equity, though it may be doubted whether a
plea of the statute would be accepted in the Court of the
Hindu Rhadamanthus. In more recent cases it has been
repeatedly held that a widow's obligation to pay her
husband's debts, and her right to alienate property descended from him for that purpose, is not affected by the statute
of limitations, or any similar contrivance for getting rid of
his obligations (v).
Such a payment, however, must be made bond fide in Payment must
be bona fide.
discharge of the duty of the widow to pay all her husband's
debts equally as far as she can. She ought not to prefer
one valid claim to another; still less ought she to alienate
the estate for the express purpose of giving creditors whose
debts were barred by time a preference over those whose
debts were valid and subsisting. Such a preference,
exercised in the case of an insolvent estate, would be
fraudulent and void jf the act were that of the insolvent
himself, and would be equally invalid both in equity and
und6r the Transfer of Property Act where it is the act of
the widow. If she was led to make this preference in
ignorance of the fact that the debts were barred, those
who profited by an ignorance which, in dealing with an
inexperienced woman, they were bound to remove, would
be unable to profit by their own fraud (w).
As a female heir is bound to maintain, and perform the Main te nance.
marriages and other ceremonies of those who are a burthen
on the estate, so she may mortgage or sell the property to
procure the necessary funds (x). A fortiori, of course,
may she do so to procure maintenance for herself, or to
d~fray ~he expense of her own religious ceremonies (y),
(u) Ohinna.ya v. Gn,'una.than (P. B.), 5 Mad., 169.
(v) Ohinnaji v. J?inka,', 11 Bam., 320 ;Bhan Babadiv. Gopala,11 Bam., 325,
where the same prll1Clple was a!Jphed to a wldowed daughter-in.law in possession
of the esta,t·e of her father.in-Iaw; Kondappa v. Subba, 13 Mad., 1R9; Udai
Ghnnder v. Aslmtosh, 21 Cal., 190.
(w) Rangilbai v. Vinayak, 11 Bom., 666. Citing Act IV of 1882, § 53, which
was extended to Bombay, Jan. 1693, 112 Bom., llI.
(x) Debi Dayal v. Bhan Pm·tab, 31 Cal., 433.
(y) R",jchunder v. Bldloram, Fulton, 133; Lala Gnnp"t v. Mt. Too?'"n, 16
Suth., 52; Sada.shiv v. Dhakubai, 5 Born., 450.
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but she must wait till the necessity occurs. She must
not anticipate her wants by raising money, or contracting
for the discharge of such liabilities before they arise (z).
Necessity.

Acts good for
her own life.

§ 634. These are some of the cases specially pointed
out as authorising a woman to dispose of her inheritance.
Others come under the general head of necessity. It is,
of course, impossible to define what is necessity. Every
case must be judged upon its own facts (a). A Hindu
female certainly cannot have less power than the manager of a family property, and does not in this respect
appear to have more. The principles laid down by the
Privy Oouncil in the well-known case of Hunoomanpersaud
v. ]jf.t. Babooee will equally apply to her acts, and to the
obligation of those who deal with her to enquire into the
circumstances which justify her dealings (b). But it must
be remembered, that in regard to her alienations it is not
a question of absolute but of relative invalidity. She
cannot, in the absence of legal necessity, bind th~ inheritance for her own persol1ftl debts or private purposes as
against reversioners (c), but she can do so for her own
life (d). Any alienations in excess of her powers are not
void, but voidable, and will be made good against the
reversioner on his attaining possession, either by express
(z) Mullakkal v. Mada Chetty, 6 J\fail. Jur., 261.
(a) Bustam Singh v'. Moti Singh, 18 All., 474; Rmhasl11ni v. Vengid'llsami.,
22 Jlfad., 1J3.
(b) Hllnoomanpenalld v. Mt. Baboaee, 6 i'lI. 1. A., 393; S. C., 18 Suth., 81
(note), ante § 346; Kameswa?' v. Run Bahad1tr, 8 1. A., 8; S. C., 6 CaL, 843;
La.la Amarnaih v. Aehan Klla?', 19 1. A., 196; S. C., 14 Ail., 420, post § 641.
(e) Mllteeoallah v. Radhabmollee, S. D. of 1856, p. 596; Lalla Byjnath v
Bissen, 19 Suth., 80.
.
.
(Il) This was formerly doubted, on the ground that she h"d only a right of
enJoyment, and th~t a sale :vlllch purported to be absolute, was actually void,
as bemg sale of tha, whIch sile neve)' posseEsed. 1 Vi. J\1acN., 19; 3 Dig., 465:
Ramanund;:. Ram Klssen, 2 i'lI. Dig., 115, ll8; Gungana"ain v. Bll.I,·a11l, 2]\(
D'g., 152, 15". }3ut the reyerse IS nDW ',!uite settled, on the ground that the
woman IS absolu,e ow;ner, though wlth lImIted powers. Her acts are therefore
vahd to the extent of 1)er powers, though they may be exercised in excess of
those P5lwers .. Gobindmani v Shamlal, B. L. R., Sup. Vol., 48; S. C., Suth.
Sp., 16b; PeT2JJa Gaw,dan v. Tz,'umaZa, 1 Mad. H. C., 206; Bhagavata1mna v.
Paml!anna, 2 ~f":d. H. C:, 393; Kamavadhani v. Joysa, 3 :l'iIad. H. C., 116 ;
Melg"'appa v. Shzvappa, 6 Bam. H. C. (A. C. J.), 270; Bamchand"a v. Bhi?n"av
1 Bam., 577 ; Prag Das v. Ha"i Kishn, 1 All., 503. And the same rule has beel~
applied, even where the widow held under a condition against alienation. Bibi
Sahodra v. Ba? Jung, 8 Cal., 224; S. C., 81. A., 210.
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ratification, or by acts done by him which treat them as
valid and binding (e).
§ 635. One vel' v common case of necessity is that of a Government
"
1 f
'f h
revenue.
loan of money, or a mortgage or sa e 0 part 0 t e property, to payoff arrears of Government revenue. In such
a case it has been several times held by the Bengal Sudder
Court, that it is not sufficient to show that the money was
borrowed, or even required for such a purpose, without
going on to show that the necessity for it arose from
circumstances beyond the widow's control (j). The result
would be, th&t where the estate fell into arrears through
the extravagance or mismanagement of the widow, no one
would venture to lend money to pay the Government
claim, and the estate would be brought to the hammer.
As a sale for Government arrears gives a completeiy new
title, the result would be that not only the widow's estate,
but that of the reversioners, would be forfeited (g). But
the decision in Huno01nanpersaud's case shows, that if
there is an actually existing necessity for an advance of
money, the circumstance that this necessity is brought
about by previous mismanagement does not vitiate the
loan, unless the lender has himself been a party to the
misconduct which has produced the danger (h). And this
rule has been followed in more recent decisions. Of course
it will be necessary to show that there was an actual
pressure, such as an outstanding decree or impending sale,
and one 'which the heiress had no funds capable of
meeting (i). A widow is ] ustified in charging or alienating
(e) ]I[od7w Suclhan v. Rooke, 241. A., 164; S. C., 25 Ca1., 1; Da/taji v.
Kalba.,21 Bam., 749 ; Bijo!! Gopa.l y. Nilratan, 30 Ca1., 990; HaJjes v. Ha?"endra
N a.rain, 31 C"l., 698.
(f) }jI[uteeooliah Y. BadhaJlinodi, S. D. of 1856, p. 596; Raclhamolwn v.
GirclhareelaZ, S. D. of 18;;7,460.
(g) Ramchandra Y. Bhimrcw, 1 Bam., 577 ; Douglas v. CoZleetD?' oJ Benares,
5 J\L 1. A., 271;
Y. Kaminee, 11 M. 1. A., 241; S. C.,8 Suth. (P. C.),
17. See too sales
under-tennres unoer Act X of 1859; Teluck v. Muddun,
12 Sut~"., 504; S. C., 15 B. L. R , 143 (note); Anund Mnyee v. ljlfohendro, 15
Suth., 264, approved ; Ba.~jun v. B1'~j Bhookun, 2 1. A., 281 ; S. C., 1 Cal., 133,
oj' under Beagal Act VIII of 1869; Mohima Y. Ram Kisizore, 15 B. L. R., 142;
S. C., 23 Sutli.., 174.
(h) 6 J\L I. A.,p. 423; S. C., ]8 Suth., 81 (note).
(i) Sreenath BOJJ v. Rut{unmalla, S. D. of 18W, 421; Lalla Byjnath Y.
Bissen, 19 Suth., 80; Mata v. Bha,qhee?'uthee, 2 N.-W. P., 78; Lalla. Amarnath
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her husband's property in order to pay the costs properly
incurred in defending it, or her own interest in it against
attack; but not in a merely speculative suit brought to
recover property, not belonging to his estate, but to which
she alleged a title (k). So a debt incurred for the necessary repairs of the property will be a charge upon it in the
hands of the reversioners (l).
She may sell.

Husband's estate not bound
by personal
obligation of
widow.

Where a case of necessity exists, the heiress is not
bound to borrow money, with the hope of paying it off
before her death. Nor is she bound to mortgage the
estate, and thereby reduce her income for life. She is at
liberty, if she thinks fit, absolutely to sell off a part of the
estate. And even if a mortgage would have been more
beneficial, still if the heiress and the purchaser are both
acting honestly, the transaction cannot be set aside at the
instance of the next heir (m). So where the income of
property which has been mortgaged is not suHicient to pay
the interest on the debt, the widow is justified in selling
it before the debt is due, jf in the circumstances this
is a proper, though not a necessary course to take. " A
widow, like a manager of a family, must be allowed a
reasonable latitude in the exercise of her powers, provided
she acts fairly to her expectant heirs" (n).
§ 636. Where a person dealing with a widow wishes to
bind the husband's estate in the hands of reversioners , it
is necessary to show, not only that the dealing was one in
respect of which the widow was authorised to bind the
estate, but that she intended to do so, and was supposed
to do so. A mortgage by a widow for proper and necessary
purpose will bind the estate, though she contracted, not
as widovv_~~ he~own right,_~_~as guardian for a supposed
v.AchanKuaJ·, 191. A., 196; S. C., 14All., 420; Laks7~;;:;;'n Bliau ,-.Radhabai
I! Born., 609 ; Dha"am Chand v. Bhawani Mis1'ain, 24 1. A., 183; S. C., 25
Cal., 189;. Ghansham v. Badiya Lal, 24 All., 547.
(k) A1~'Jad Ali v. 1ffonira111, 12 Cal., 52;DebiDayalv.BhanPedab, 31 Cal.
433; lnaar Kua'r v. Lalta. P"asad, 4 All., 532
'
(l) Hu,'''y Mohun v. Gonesh Chunde?', 10 Cal., 823.
(m) Phoolehund v. Ruqhoobuns, 9 Suth., 108; Nabaku111aJ·Y. Bhabasundari
.3 B. L. R. (A. c. J.), 375.
'
(n) Venkaji v. Vish",", 18 Bom., 534.
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adopted son, whose adoption turned out to be invalid (0).
On the other hand the Courts of Bombay, Madras and
Allahabad have refused to hold reversioners liable to
satisfy bonds executed by a widow as security for loans
contracted by her, which neither specifically pledged the
estate, nor purported to be executed by her as representing
the estate, though in each case the object of the loan was
one for which the widow might legitimately have bound
her successors (p). A contrary decision appears to have
been arrived at in Calcutta. There a widow had borrowed
money for the marriage expenses of a granddaughter. A
suit was brought after her death to recover the money
from her husband's heirs. The Court held that there was
nothing in the circumstances which constituted the debt a
charge upon the estate, but that the estate was, and therefore that the heirs in possession of the estate were, liable
to satisfy the debt as being incurred by the deceased
Hindu's widow for a proper purpose (q). Either of the two
views put forward by the Calcutta High Court is intelligible, but it is difficult to see how both can be reconciled.
§ 687. In cases which would not otherwise justify a sale Consent of heirs.
by a female, the transaction will be rendered valid by the
consent of the heirs. Either on the ground suggested by
the Judicial Committee, that such a consent is itself an
evidence of the propriety ofthe transaction (1'), or because
this consent operates as a release of the claims of those
who might otherwise dispute the transaction. But it
seems to be by no means clear who are the parties whose
consent is required. The pundits in an early Supreme
Court case in Bengal (s) stated, that a gift or a sale of the
(0) Lala Parolw Lal \". Mylne, 14 Cal., 401.
.
(p) GacZgeppa v. Appaji, 3 Bom., 237; Ra.masamt v. SeUattr:mmal, 4 J\fad.,
375; DhiTaj Singh v . .Manga Ra.m, 19 All., 300, where the Court refused to
follow the Calcutt", deCiSIon next CIted.
(q) Rameoomar v. Ichamoyi Dasi, 6 Cal., 36.
"
(1') Ante § 624. See Madh"b v. Gobtnd, 9 Suth., 3,"0, where Ma1'kb1/, J.,
appeltred to think that. the sign",tlll'e of the next hell' WOB only matenal ~s
evidence of the necessIty £01' the transactIOn; ace., Ro,J BuUubh v. Oomes",
5 Cal., 49.
(s) Rama.nund v. Ra,m Kissen, 2 M. Dig., 115,119.
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whole estate by the widow would be valid, if made" with
the consent of those who are legally entitled to succeed to
the estate after her death." In a later case, the Supreme
Court held, that where the immediate reversioners abandoned their rights, those who claimed through them were
equally bound (t). And in a case before the Sudder Court
in 1849 the Judges seem to have been of opinion, that
where the next heir, a daughter's son, consentec1 to an
alienation by a widmv, this would bar the right of a more
remote heir, such as an uncle's son, not claiming through
him (u). And so it was ruled by the High Court of
Bengal in later cases, in one of which Markby, J., said" To
hold otherwise would only necessitate the adding of two or
three words to the conveyance, because the widow may at
any time surrender the property to the apparent next
taker, who will then become absolute owner (v). The
contrary decision, however, was arrived at in 1812. There
the husband left a widow and two sets of heirs; the sons
of his maternal uncle, who were the next in succession,
and paternal kindred in a more distant degree. It was
held, on the opinion of the pundits, that not only was the
consent of all the maternal uncle's sons necessary, but
that even if this consent had been given, it would have
been further necessary to procure the consent of the
paternal kindred. Not as heirs in reversion, but as being
the legal guardians and advisers of the widow. Those,
however, who did consent would be unable to claim in
(tl Kaleechund v. Moore, cited Muteeoollah v. Radhabinode_ S. D. of 1856,
604; 8. C., sub nomi;ze, Collychllnd v. Moore, Fulton, 7:0.
.
(n) Deep Chund v. Huraeal, S. D. of 1849,204. A reversioner cannot delegate
to hIS executor the power to consent to an alien>l.tion by a ,v:dow. Hayes v.
HaTend"a Naraill, 81 Cal., 698.
(v) Mohunt Ris"en v. Busgcet, 14 Suth., 379; Raj Bliliubh v. 00"'88h, 5
~al., 44. But qucf31:e \~hetller such a conveyancing contrivance ,"\ ould be Hllo,ved,
If the gener.al prll1Clple as to consent would be defe"ted bv it. To make a
surrender effectual, all interest in and possession of the life estn.tc mnst be
abandoned by the widow. Beha'J'i Lal v. Madho Lal, 19 1. A., 30; S. C., 19
Cal.,2B6 .. A transaction by which the widow sUl'l'enders her life-interest to the
pre.sump.tl',~e re-ve~'sioner, and he re-conveys to l1er an absolute interest in it
mOIety, IS ll1effectlve as regards tb,t moiety. Bemcilllnde?' v. Sa?-lwmo1ji 22
Cal., 354. Q"'Ere ought not the .whole transactlOll to be treated as void, b~ing
merely a colourable mode of dedmg with her estate in a way not contempla,ted
by the law. SI"on Lan v. AmaTendTo, 23 Cal., 460.
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opposition to the deed (w). This ruling was followed by
the Bengal Sudder-Court in 1856, when they said, "We
are of opinion from the authorities cited in the margin (x),
that in order to render a sale by a Hindu widow valid it
must be signed or attested by all the heirs of her husband
then living; the execution or attestation by the nearest
heirs alone is insufficient" (y). To the same effect is the
language of the High Court of Bombay, in a case where
a widow and daughter (the latter of whom in Bombay
would take an absolute estate) conveyed to the defendant.
It was held that the grant was invalid as against the
plaintiff who, on the death of the daughter before her
mother, became next heir. The Court said (z) : " It may
be taken as well established that the consent of heirs ",-ill
render valid an alienation by a widow under circumstances
which would not otherwise justify it. But the question,
who are the heirs whose consent will thus render the
alienation indefeasible, has led to much conflict of decision.
The principle, however, upon which that question is to be
answered has, we apprehend, been laid down by the Privy
Council in the case of Raj Lukhee Dabea v. Gokool
Chunder ChowdhTY (a). Theil' Lordships say: " They do
not mean to impugn the authorities, etc., which lay down
that a transaction of this kind may become valid by the
consent of the husband's kindred, but the kindred in such
(w) Mol""n v. Si?'oollumnee, 2 s. D., 32 (401. See Namd", cited Daya Bhaga,
xi., 1, § 64; Sid Dasi v. Gu,,' Sahai, 3 All., 362; Ramadhin y. NIathll?'C" Singh,
10 All., 407.
(x) Na,ndk01lULT v. Rughoonundlln, 1 S. D., 261 (34(» ; Bhuwani v. Solukhna,
ib., 3:2:2(431); Hemchnndv. Ta·ramunnee, ib., 359 (481); Mohu11 v. Siromnunnee,
2 S. D., 32 (40). Only the last touched the point.
(y) NIutecooliah v. Radhabinode, S. D. of 1856, 596.
(Z) Varjivan v. Ghelji, 5 Bom., 563, p. 571; folld. Vinayek v. Govind, 25
Bom., 129, p. 134.
(a) 13 jiLl. A.,p 220;S.C., 3B.L. R. (P. C.\57; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.),47.
In an e<1tlier case before the Privy Council w here the validity of a gift by a widow
was disputed, it was established tlut the estat,e was goyerned by D"ya Bhaga
law, "nd that the gift was assented to by all the heirs under that law, the
clainunts who disputed the gift setting rep a reversionary title under Mitakshara
law which was held not to apply. S,.i1nati Debia v. Rani Koana, 4 NL 1. A.,
292. In a bter case the Judicial Committee appeared to draw a distinction
between an absolute consent by all the reversioners, binding themselyes personally,
and snch a consent by some as would raise a presumption that the transaction
wasa fair one, or one justified byHindu law. Sham Sunde,. v. Achan Kunwar,
251. A., p. 189 ; S. C., 21 All., p. 80.
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cases must generally be understood to be all those who are
likely to be interested in disputing the transaction. At all
events, there should be such a concurrence of the members
of the family as suffices to raise a presumption that the
transaction was a fair one, and one justified by Hindu
law." In the present case, the plaintiffs, although distant
heirs, were the heirs presumptive of the deceased husband
at the time of the sale, entitled to succeed in the event of
Vakhat dying before her mother without issue, and, as
such, clearly interested in disputing the sale. Nor can
the mere concurrence of Bai Vakhat, albeit the nearest in
succession (having regard to the state of dependence in
which all women are supposed by Hindu law to have their
being), be regarded as affording the slightest presumption
that the alienation was a justifiable one." Where, however,
a sufficient consent has been given, the transaction cannot
be questioned by one who subsequently comes into existence either by birth or adoption (b).
§ 638. It must be remembered that where an estate is
held by a female, no one has a vested interest in the succession. Of several persons then living, one may be the
next heir in the sense that, if he lives, he will take at her
death in preference to anyone else then in existence. But
his claim may pass away by his own death, or be defeated
by the birth or adoption of one who would be nearer than
himself. It certainly does seem to be common sense that
the person who turns out to be the actual reversioner
should not find his rights signed away by the consent of
one who, when he consented, had a preferable title in
expectation, but who, in the actual event, proved to have
no title at all (c). Till recently the decisions ofthe High
Court of Bengal were in favour of this view (d). The
Allahabad High Court went even further. It not only
held that the consent of the heir presumptive to an

alienation by a widow was not sufficient to defeat the
rights of a more remote reversioner, but that even an
assignment by the widow to the heir presumptive ha.d no
greater effect in his favour than it would have had If he
had been a stranger. That is to say, that it did not
accelerate his reversionary interest, so as to vest the whole
estate absolutely in him at once, but only conferred upon
him the widow's life-interest, leaving the contingency still
open that he might not be the next heir at her death (e).
For instance, if the widow assigned or surrendered to the
daughter's son, he would upon this view be entitled for
her life , and if he survived her would become absolute
owner. If, however, he died before her, leaving a son, that
son would hold for her life, but not longer, because at her
death he would not be the heir of the wldow's husband.
A contrary conclusion, however, was arrived at by the
High Court of Bengal upon a reference to the Full Bench,
in which the question referred was, " whether, according
to the law current in Bengal, a transfer or conveyance by
a widow upon the ostensible ground of legal necessity,
such transfer being assented to by the person who at the
time is the next reversioner, will conclude another person,
not a party thereto, who is the actual reversioner upon
the death of the widow, from asserting his title to the
property. " This question the Court answered in the
affirmative (f). They considered it as settled beyond all
question by a long current of decisions that a widow
might surrender her estate to the next reversioner, so as to
bring his estate at once into possession, and thereby defeat
all subsequent interests. They considered that it followed
as a logical consequence. that the widow and the next
reversioner might by then' joint act convey an indefeasible
estate to a stranger, of their own mere will and without
any necessity. Garth, C J., yielded to this conclusion

(b) RaJk"isto v. KishO>'ee,3 Suth., 14; Vinayek v. Govind,25 Bom., 129. Asto
what is sufficient evidence of consent, see Bhimappa Y. Basawa, 29 Bom., 400.
(e) This view is supported by the Janguage of Lord Davey inBahadu?·v. Molla?',
291. A., p. 8; S. C., 24 All., p. 107.
(d) Ramchunder v. Haridas, 9 C",1., 463; Gopeenath v.Kallydoss, 100":1.,225.

(e) RamphiLl Rai v .. Tda Kna"i, 6 Ali.
B.), 116; ~c:.danMoha,n v. PU1'an
Mull, ibid., 288; D"l. Smgh v. Simria1' Sbngh, 14 All.. 3/7.
(f) Nobokishore v. H.annath, 10 Cal., 1102.
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with reluctance, but considered that the Oourt was bound
by a series of authorities, on the faith of which many
thousands of estates had been bought and sold in Bengal
during the last twenty years. If no similar current of
authorities exists in the other Presidencies this decision
would, of course, have little weight with them (g). \Vhere
the next reversioner is herself a female, who only takes a
life estate, her consent will not bind the next reversioner
who takes an absolute estate (h). The High Oourt of
Bengal has also held, that the Full Bench decision above
cited only applies where the whole body of persons
constituting the next reversion assent to the alienation.
For instance, suppose there are four persons equal in
degree who would all take simultaneously on the death of
the widow. If she alienated to the four, their estate
would at once come into possession and her's would cease.
But if she alienated to two only, one half of her estate
would remain, which the Oourt held could not be done,
except of course for her own life. And the consent of two
to an alienation to a stranger would, apparently, be
equally ineffectual (i). In Madras the High Oourt considers that it is settled by the decision in BehaJ'i Lal v.
Madho Lal (k) that a widow may effect a valid and complete surrender of her entire estate to the then presumptive
reversioner, but they do not admit that a consent by such
will give validity to a transfer of part of the estate to a
third person, or against those who are the actual reversioners at the death of the widow (l). In a very recent
case (1904) the same Oourt has held that as reversioners
claiming after a life estate held by a female heir make title
direct to the last full owner and not through each other,
no such reversioner can be barred by the act or omission
(g) See per Jenkins, C. J., 25 Bam., p. 133.
(h) Kooe?' Goolab Singh Y. Roo Ku?'un Singh, 14 111. I. .".,176; S. C., 10
B. L. R., 1; Bhu.pal Ram v. Lachma Kuar, II All., 253; Va~jvvon v. Ghelgi,
5 Rom., 563; Vinayek v. Govind, 25 Bom., p. 135; Akkine,·i ,. ]}Iallaplldi, 25
MaJ., 731.
(i) Radha Shuan v. J0y Ram, 17 ClL!., 896.
lk) 191. A., 30; S. C., 19 CaL, 236.
(I) Ma"udamuthu v. S,·iniva.sa, 21 J\fad., 128.
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of any previous reversioner unless he is the heir of such

reversioner in whom the estate has vested (m).
~ 639. Oonsent by signature or attestation is spoken of. Evidel<ce of
..
. h consent.
But, of course, this is only one of many modes by whlC
it is evidenced. Presence at, or knowledge of, the transaction, followed by acquiescence, express or implied, would
be just as effective, though less easily proved than consent
given in writing (n). The consent must. also be, and have
been obtamed bona fide, that is to say, It must be a con'Sent to an actual transfer, and not to a colour able one
made for the purpose of defeating the rights of some o.ther
than the consenting party (0). It must be gIVen WIth a
full knowledge by the consenting parti~s of ~he eff~ct of
what they are doing, and an intelhgent mtentlOn to
consent t~ such an effect. They must know that they are
not merely witnessing a transfer by the widow of her own
life estate but that they are giving validity to the destruction c;f their own future expectations, and this must
1e made out all the more clearly where a pardanashin
female is a party to the transaction (p), In Malabar i~
has been laid down that consent of all the members of
the tarwad is necessary to a sale, but no written consent
is required. The signature of the chief anandraven, or
member of the family who is next in seniority to the
karnaven or manager, is not necessary, but if given it is
prirna facie evidence of the assent of all who are interested
in the property. If they did not in fact consent they are
bound to prove their dissent (q). More recently, however, it has been decided that there is no invariable rule
requiring the consent of all the junior mel~bers, and
"that a factious or capricious dissent of a smgle anan~l~;:J Ga;inda':;. Thayamn~a!', 28 Jl!L,d., 57;Tolld.~ -Abil1;'-sh Y. irm'inatl~,32
C(~i 6fd;Lteeaallah v. Radhabinade, S. D. of 1856, 596; Mahesh ". Ugra, 21
Snth .. 127.
I
9 111 d 337
(0' Kalandaya Shalagan v. Vedamut Ln, 1 'a., . .
(p) Jiwan Singh v. Mis1'i Lal, 23 I. A., 1; S. C., 18 All., 146; Sha1~t Sundarv.
Achan Knnwar' g5 1. A., 183, p. 189 ; S. C., 21 All., 71, p. 80; T,ka Ram v.
Deputy OOlnmi;siane1' of Bm'a-Banki, 261. A., 97; S. C., 26 CaL; 707:
_
(q) Kondi Menon v. Sran,qinnagatta, 1 ll'i:H,d. H. C., 248; Ka1p"eta ,.
Makkaiyil, ib., 359; Kayilath v. Puthenpu1'OY'Z, 3 Mad. H. C., 294.
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draven ought not to be allowed to invalidate a sale made
in pursuance of the decil5ion of a family conclave, and
which was either absolutely necessary, or t,he most
reasonable and prudent arrangement for the protection of
the other family property" (r).
Onus of proof.
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§ . 640. In this, as in all other cases, when a person deals
with a qualified owner, he must prove the facts, either
of 'p~rpose or consent, upon which he relies as giving
valIdlty to .the transaction. But the amount of proof may
vary conslderably, according as he is the immediate
party to the transaction, or only the representative of
such party, and according to the lapse of time that has
taken place, and other similar circumstances. And if he
once proves the existence of a debt, which would justify
the transaction, its continuance w·iIl be assumed, unless
the person who contests the transaction shows sufficient
cause for assuming that it was satisfied (8). Nor is he
bound to prove that the facts were actually as they were
represented to him, provided he made bond fide and
proper enquiry, and such facts were represented to him as
would, if true, have justified the transaction (t). N or is
he in any case bound to see to the application of the
money (u). But the mere statement in a document that
it was executed for a particular purpose is not sufficient
evidence either of the existence of the purpose or of the
adequacy of the enquiry (v). It is hardly necessary to add
that, as between the widow herself and the person dealing
with her, the transaction must be absolutely free from
fraud, and must be shown to have been entered into
(T) Kalliyani Y. NaTf1yana, 9 l\bd., 266.
(s) Bu.noonzanpe?·sad's case, 6]\f. 1. A., 333; Cavaly Vencata ,'. Collecto?' of
J£a.suhpatam, 111\1. 1. A., 619; S. C., 2 Suth. (P.C.),6I ; LukheeY. Gokool, 13
1\1. 1. A., 2~9; S. C., 3 B. L. R. (P. C.), 57; S. C., 12 Suth. (P. C.), 47; Raa
Km·u.n Y.1Yawab Mahomed, 14l\L 1. A., 187; S. C., 10 B. L. R. iP. C.), 1;
Lala AmaTnath Y. Achan Kunwa1', 19 I. A., 196; S. C., 14 All .. 420; Sham
Sunda?' v. A.chan I{unwa1', 25 1. A., 183 ; S. C., 21 All., 71.
.
(t) BunoG'!nanpe1'8ad'8 case, ub sup.; Kameswa?' v. Run Bahadoor, 8 1. A.,
8; ti. C., 6 Cal., 843; Act IV of 1882, § 38 (Transfer of Property).
(u) Bunoomanpe1'8ad's case, ub sup.; Ram Pe1'8had v. Mt. Nagbungshee,
9 Suth., 501.
.
(t') Sunke>' Lall v. Jurldoobuns, 9 Suth., 285. See ante § 34 9, et seq.

with the fullest knowledge by her of its nature and
consequences (w).
§ 641. A sale in execution of a decree against a female ~ffect of execu·
.
.
..
.
tIOn for debt of
heir is merely an lllvoluntary alIenatlOn, and wlll be female.
judged of by the previous principles. Where the suit is
founded upon a purely personal debt or contract of her
own, the decree can only be against her own person and
property, and a sale in execution will only convey her own
interest in the property (x). But even though the foundation of the decree be a liability which might bind the
reversioners, that alone is not sufficient. The suit must
be so framed as to show that it is not merely a personal
demand upon the female in possession, but that it is
intended to bind the entire estate, and the interests of all
those who come after her. The reason of this is that,
although in a suit brought to recover, or charge an estate
of which a Hindu female is the proprietress, she will, as
defendant, represent and protect the estate, as well in
respect of her own as of the reversionary interest; still,
and on this very account, the plaintiff is bound to give
notice that he is seeking so large a remedy, in order to put
those who may be ultimately affected upon their guard,
and to enable them to protect themselves (y). If, therefore, the suit is framed so as only to claim a personal
decree against the heiress, the plaintiff will be relieved
from the necessity of proving anything beyond her
personal liability. But then the decree can only be
executed against the female holder personally, and against
her lImited interest in the land (z).
- - -

--.-----_._._-

(w) Kameswm' v. Run BahadooT, 81. A., 8 ; S. C., 6 Cal., 843; Sudisht v.
Mt. Slzeoua?'at, S 1. A., 39; Saelashiv v. Dhakubai, 5 Bam., 450.
(x) Jugal KishoTe v. Jotendro Mohan, 11 1. A., 66; S. C., 10 Cal., 985;
NaTana lJfaiya v. Vasteva, 17 J\lad., 208; B?'aja Lal v. Jiban Krishna, 26
Cal., 285.
(y) See Nag~ndeT v. Kaminee,11 M. 1. A., 267; S. C., 8 Suth. (P. C.), 17;
post § 653. The language of the Court here, and in Mohima v. R:;{,11~ Kishore,
15 B. L. R., 160; S. C., 23 Suth., 174, wouldsnggest that the reversioners must
he parties to a suit hamed for this purpose, seel qiuETe. They would certainly
be entitled to come in and a.sk to be made parties, and, of course, it would be
safer to include them from the first, if ascertainable.
(e) Nugender v. Kaminee, 11 M. 1. A., 241; R. C., 8 ~uth. (P. C.), 1~; Baijun
v. BTiJ Bhookun, 2 I. A., 275; S. C., 1 Cal., 133; Molmna v. Ram K~shO?'e, 15
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§ 642. A different case is where the proceeding is nominally against the heiress, but is really against her merely
EdXbetcutfilolltfor 1 as representing the estate, that is where the debt on
e 0 as· rna e
holder.
which the decree is founded was not her own at all, but
was the debt of the last male holder. Here, again, there
is a distinction, according as the decree was passed in the
life of the male holder, and against him, or not. In the
former case, if execution has not been taken out during
his life it may be taken out after his death against any
property which he may have left behind. No matter into
whose hands such property has passed (a), the property
seized and sold will be described as the property of the
deceased, and the entire interest in it will pass by the sale.
But if no decree has been passed against him before his
death, it is necessary to bring or revive the suit against
his representative, whether male or female. "In such
cases the representative, and not the deceased, is the
defendant; and in the notification of sale, and in the certificate of sale, it ought to be set forth that what is sold is
the right title and interest of the representative on the
record, and not that of the deceased person. As the whole
estate of the deceased vests in his legal representative, the
purchaser would be safe if the representative on the record
were really the legal representative. But on this point he
would be bound to satisfy himself, and must take the
consequences if it turned out to be otherwise" (b).
Therefore, where the deceased was divided, and therefore
represented by his widow, but the suit was brought against
his divided brother; and, conversely, where the deceased
was undivided, and the suit was brought against his
widow, and not against his brothers, in each case it was
held that nothing passed to the purchaser at an auction-sale
under the decree (e). So where the deceased left a widow
B. L. R., 142; S. C., 23 Suth., 174; Kisto Moyce v. P"osunno, 6 Suth., 304. See
Venka~a"al1~ayy:xn v. Venkatasubmmama, 1 Mad., 358; Siva Bhagiam v.
Palam Padzaciit, 4 Mad., 401; K"1Slo Gobind v. Bem Ghlcnde,', 16 Cal., 511.
(al See ante § 329, as to the effect of a gift or devise upon the right of a
cred,tor.
(b) Pe>' cUj'iam, Natha v. Jamni, 8 Bam. H. C. (A. C. J.), 11.
(e) Natha v. Jammi, 8 Bam. H. C. (A. C. J.), 37; SadabaTt P"asad v. Fool-
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and a minor son, and the suit was brought against the
widow, decree obtained and execution taken out against
her, as representing the estate, the existence of the minor
being ignored throughout, it was held that his mterests
were not affected (d). But where the estate is actually
represented by a female, and the suit is properly brought
against her upon a debt of the last male holder, no liability
can possibly attach upon her personally (e). The basis of
the suit against her is, that the estate which she holds is
bound, and that she is compellable to pay not out of her Binds estate of
.
C
1
deceased,
assets, b ut out 0 f t 71e assets.
'onsequent}', any decree
against her, and all proceedings in execution of it, will be
interpreted so as to give proper effect to the transaction.
For instance, a man had given a bond, and died leaving an
infant son, and a widow who was guardian of the son.
She was sued on the bond, judgment was given against
her, and execution was issued. The advertisen:ent stated
that the property was hers, and that the rights and interest
of the debtor were to be sold. It was held that the estate
of the deceased was what was sold, and that the purchaser
had a good title against the son (j). This decision was
approved and followed by the Privy Council, in a case
where a widow was sued for arrears of rent, which accrued
due in the time of the husband. The plaintiff had, according to the practice which then existed, obtained a decree
in the Civil Court against the husband for the arrears. He
then proceeded against the widow in the Collector's Court
to enforce payment from the estate. The decree was given
against the widow as sole heiress and representative. It
bash KOe?', 3 B. L. R. (F. B.), 3; ; S. C., 12 Sutll. (F. B.), 1; Phoolbash Koonwa?' 1'. Lalla Jogeshl/?', :.; 1. A., 7; S. C., 1 Cal., 226; S. C., 25 Suth., 285; see
Hendj'y v. jl,llltty Lall, 2 Cal., 395.
(el) Jatha Failev. Venktapa, 5 Bam., 14; Alroba Dade, v, Sa7cha1'am, 9 Bom.,
429; Subbanna v. Ven7cala Knshnan, lll\hd., 408.
(e) Personal liability can only attach to a marrieJ woman in respect of her
si?'ielhamun, even though the decree is general in its form; in j'e Radhi, 12
Bam., 228.
(f) Ishanv.Bn7cshAli, l\Iarsh, 614; S. C., Snth. (F. B.), 119. See Alulemonee
v. Banee Madlwb, 4 Cal., 677; Achut Bamchandra v. Mal,junath, 21 Bom., 539.
So a decree against a widow binds her subsequently aJopted son, and the result
of an appeal brought by her, after the adoption, equally binds him, though he is
not made a party to it. Ha?'i SaTan llifoit?'a v. Bhu.baneswa.ri, 151. A., ]U5;
S. C., 16 Cal., 40.
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was held that the execution of this decree bound all the
in~erests in the property, and not merely that of the
wIdow (g). And where the advertisement of sale points
to a decr~e ~g.ainst the husband as that which is being
enforced, It IS Immaterial that it states that what is bein"
sold is the right title and interest of the widow (h).
"
. § 643. Before passing away from the subject of alienatIon by a female heir, it is advisable to consider the effect
UPo? the reversioner, first of hostile jUdgments obtained
agalllst her, and secondly of dispossession of her estate as
raising the bar of the Statute of Limitation. The leadin"
case u~on the fir~t point is the ruling in the Shivagang:
case (~) where III reference to the contention that the
appellant was concluded by a decree passed in 1847 against
her mother Angamootoo her predecessor in title wh~ had
he~dyle estate as widow. 'rheir Lordships stated their
opIlllOn " that unless it could be shown that there had not
been a fair trial of the right in that suit, or in nther words,
unless that decree could have been successfully impeached
on some special ground, it would have been an effectual
bar to any new suit by any person claiming in succession
to A~gamootoo. For assuming her to be entitled to the
Zemmdary at all, the whole estate would for the time be
vested in her, absolutely for some purposes, though in
~ome respects for a qualified interest; and until her death
It could not be ascertained who would be entitled to
succeed. The same principle which has prevailed in the
Cou~ts of. this country as to tenan~s in tail representing
the mhentance would seem to apply to a Hindu widow;
.-----~-

--------

~------

. (g) D'!:rbhungfi< v. Ooo~nar, 14 M. 1. A., 605; S. C., lO·E. L. R., 294; S. C., 17
Sllth., 409. ~he e~ect of tIllS and tho preceding decisions has been stated b
the J ufhclU] Committee to be "that in execution pl'oceedillgs, the Court
look at the: substance of the transaction, and wi1l not be disposed to set aside
t~le exe.cntlO,l; up~n 11101'e tec:hnlCal grounds 'when they find tha.t it is substantIally r!ght.
BISse88U?' v. Luchmessllr 61. A. 233 23S' s C "C L R '4 n 7'
Ra1nhsho1"e v. KaJly Kanio, 6 CaL, 479; Jote;,d1·o'V ..J;gu·l 7'
357:' "~d'
uZ
JU.fJ ' K,sho.re
v. JotendTO.
11 I • A " "6'
S C 10 C a"
I ·gO"'.
H'
'.' V y d'··
.
t7
~
Zl-f'
.
.
U '. ~..,
OU,
a1'~
~anaw,y,Yan,. ~ tna~sl", 5 i\fad., 15; Ba1·oda.. Kanta v. Jatindra, 22 Cal., 974.
(hi "ft. Nuzee'lZun v. MOllZ"ze A1neeroo<ideen, 24 Suth., 3.
~at~1na Nach'.~1· ':' Shwagan.qa Rajah, 9 l\i. 1. A., p. 604; folld. Partab
Na1G.tn S.ngh v. TrLiokma,th, 11 1. A., 197; S. C., 11 Gal., 186.
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and it is obvious that there would be the greatest possible
inconvenience in holding that the succeeding heirs were
not bound by a decree fairly and properly obtained against
the widow." In the latest case to which this ruling was
applied the reversioner sued for possession of the estate .
The defendant pleaded that the daughter of the last male
holder had sued him ineffectually on the same title. The
plaintiff alleged that under the Limitation Law (Act of
1871, Art. 142, Act of 1877, Art. 141) his right to sue
accrued on the death of the female heir. Their Lordships
set aside this contention. "The words 'entitled to the
possession of immovable property' refer to the then
existing law. Under that law the plaintiff beiDg bound
by the decree against Sampuma would not be entitled to
bring a suit for possession. The intention of the Law of
Limitation is, not to give a right where there is not one,
but to interpose a bar after a certain period to a suit to
enforce an existing right" (k).
Where the widow, or other holder of a widow's estate, Limit.1tion.
is dispossessed by virtue of any alienation or other act of
ownership of her own, her act being effectual for her own
life is not adverse to the reversioner till her death, and
does not call upon him to bring any suit till then (l).
Where she is dispossessed, or prevented from taking
possession, by the hostile act of a third party, it was held
under the Act XIV of 1859 that if her suit was barred by
time that of the reversioner, would also be barred (m).
When, however, the Acts of 1871 and 1877 came into force,
the Indian Courts held that the law had been changed,
and that the statute in every case began to run against
the reversioner from the death of the last female heir.
The point at last came for decision before the Privv
Council, and the Indian decisions were affirmed (n).

it

(k) Harinath v. l'>£ohunt Mothoor Mohun, 20 1. A., 183; S. C., 21 Cal., 8.
As to decrees in declaratory suits, see post § 6.';0.
(l) PU"SI!t Kaer v. Pasut Roy, 8 Cal., 442.
(m) Nob.nchunder v. Guru Persad,9 Suth. (F. B.l, 505; S. C., B. L. R.,
Sup. Vol., 100S.
(n) flurwhordas.v. Parvatibai,26 I. A., 71; S. C., 23.Bom., 725; Jha1nmanv.
T.loh, 25 All., 43". In a recent case (1903) where a WIdow had granted a lease
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would appear then that the statute can never begin to run
against a reversioner in consequence of any possession or
dispossession of a female, so long as she holds as heir of the
last male. If she holds under some claim of title indepe~dent of h~m, her possession is hostile to the rightful
hell' or reverSIOner from the time it begins (0).
X. 644 Th
. d property of a man will descend
~
..
e se If-acqmre
to his widow where his joint or ancestral property would
not do so. But she has no other or greater power over
the one than over the other (p). A different rule prevails
among the J ains. A widow among them is said to have
an absolute interest over her husband's self-acquired property. It has been suggested in some early cases, but
does not appear to be established, that she has some
larger interest over his ancestral property than an ordinary
widow possesses (q).

§ (j4~. Another point on which there appears to be
much dIfference of opinion, is whether a widow or other
female heir has any larger power of disposition over
movable property than over immovable property. It is
now finally settled, as regards cases governed bv the law
of Bengal and Benares, that there is no differ~nce, and
that the same restrictions apply in each case (r). But in
for 60 years, alld the rever,sionel' upon her death sued the lessee for recovery ~f
the ?l'operty by cancellatIOn of th~ lease, it was held by the Calcutt" High
C~nrt that as, the le~se was not vOId bl~t, only voidable, it wa,s necessary to set
""sIde the leabe 111 order to clear hIS title, and therefore that the limitation
afphcable ';"s Art. 91 and not Art. 141 of Act Xv of 1877. Bi.ioy Gopal v.
li,l Rata", 3~ Cal, 990. The cabe of RU11chordas v Pa1'vati was not cited. It
may ~e su.bnlItted that ':'S agam~t the reversioner all alienations by the widow
p1"'"wlac~e ter,n"nate wIth her hfe. It is for the defendant to sho;" that their
~p~rat.lOl1 ~ontlnue~, wlnch he inay, show in various way 8., one being that the
Ie,erSlOl1eI has ratIfied the transactIon. The bar of limitation cannot de end
upon the plea set up by the defence.
p
(0) M;t. Lachan K1Lnw.a1· v; Anant Si11,gh, 221. A., 25; S, C., 22 Cal. 445'
Mahab,,' Pm'shad v. Adh-:kam KoeT, 23 Cal. (P. C.), 942.
'
,
(p) Mt. Tlu;tko01' y. RM Bal1Lk Ram, llli'L 1. A., 139; S.C., 10 Suth. (P. C.), 3.
(1) Sheo Sm,gh v. Mt., Dakho, 6 N.,W. P;, 382; S. C., ajJd. on appeal, 51. A.,
87, S. C., 1 All., 688; Shtmbhu, Nat!L v. Gavan Chand 16!1.11 379'
Harnobh v: Mandil, 27 Cal., 379.
u , ".,
,
(1') D. Bha~a, xi., 1, § .56,60,63,64; D. K. Sangraha, i., 2· Cossinaui Bysack
v. HU1.,.OS01W1·y, 2 ]If. DIg., 19S; affirmed in P. C. Clarke. R~les 91 . V Darp
97 ~ Bhu,gu;andeen v. Myna Baee, 11 M.1. A., 487; S. C., 9 Suth. (P. C.),
ThIS posItIOn wa~ doubted as regards Bengal, 7 Born., 163, but has been (1903)
affirmed by the Hlgh Court of Calcutta. Durga Nath v Chiniamoni 31 Cal
c

23:

214,

.

,
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both these decisions, and in that cited above, Mt. Thakoor Power of heiress
l k R
'
by the J udlClaL
. . lover movables.
v. R a/~. B au,
am, 'It was a d
m1tted
Committee that there might be a difference in this respect
between the law of those provinces, and that administered
in the Mithila and in Western and Southern India. Certainly as r8gards these latter districts there is a strong
current of authority the other way (8). It is difficult
to ascertain upon what ground these decisions rested.
Most of them were given in accordance with futwahs
which set out no reasons or authority. Many of those in
Bombay appear to relate to cases where the widow had
received the property by gift or devise and not as heir.
The Madras High Court has lately decided, though
apparently without noticing the decisions of the Sudder
Court to the contrary, that the restrictions upon a widow's
estate apply to movabl~ as well as to immovablepropedy(t).
The question was lately referred to a Full Bench in
Bombay, in a case where the will of a widow had been
held invalid as regards the immovable property of her
husband but valid as to the movable. In the referring
order, Ja.rdine, J., reviewed all the cases upon the subject
in an elaborate opinion in which, while apparently yielding
to the decisions arising from Bombay and those districts
where the Mayukha is supreme, he declined to follow
those rulings as regards districts where the Mitakshara is
the primary authority. The judgment of the Full Bench
delivered by Sargent, C. J., pronounced the will invalid as
to the movables, He summed up the discussion as
follows :-" In this state of the authorities, we think that
(s) See as to the Mit.hiLL, Vivac1a Chintamani, 261 -268; Sreena1'ain Y.
BhyoJ, Jha, " S. D., 23 (S9, 36); DOO1',ga v. Poorun, 5 Suth., 141; Bi?'ajun Room'
Y. Luc!Llm Narain, 10 C,"l., 392.
:lhc1ras: Madh,wiy"" § 44; Ramasashien y.
Akylandmnmal, Mad. Dec. of 1849, ll6 ; Goo?'oobuksh v. Laichmana, ib .. lS50,
61; Gopaula v. Narraina Pldte}', ib., 74; Cooppa v. SasiJappien, ib., 18.58, 220.
Bombay: V. May., iv., 8, ~ 3; Bechm' v. Baee Lukmee, 1 Bom. H. C., 56;
PTm,jeevandas v. De'Wcoovwrbaee, 1 Bam. H. C., 130; Ja.miyatl'am v,BaiJa,mna,
2 Bam. H. C., 10; Lakshmibai v. Ganpat MOToba, 4 Bom. H. C. (0. C . .T .),150,
162; Bhaskar TTimbak v. Mahadev Ran,ji, 6 Bam. H. C. (0. C. J .. ), 1, 13; pm'
clI1'iam, Tul;jal'xm v. Mathu1'adas, 5 Bam., 670; Dml10dur v. PUTmanandas,
7 Bam., p. 163; Ha1'ilal v. Pranvaladas, 16 Bam., 229; Bai Jamna v. Bai
Shanke1', ibid" 233.
(t) Narasi?1"na v. Venlcatadri, S li~ad., 290; Buchi Ra,nayya v. Ja,gapathi,
ib.,305.
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the rul~ng of the Privy Council that the property inherited
by a wIdow from her husband devolves on his heirs at her
death, m?st have effect given to it throughout the Pl'esi~enc~ wIth regard to the devolution of the movables so
mhented, and to that extent, if the dec1Sion in D rl11wda1"
v: I!ur1nandas (7 Born., 155) is to be regarded as necessarily
glVmg the movables that remain to the widow's heirs, it
must be
Assuming then , as
. treated as of no authority.
.
w,e thmk ~e must, that the movables existing at the time
of the wldow's death devolve, by inheritance on her
husband's heirs, we think the widow's power of ~lienation
over the n:o-:ables cannot be regarded as including the
powe: of wIl.lmg them away at her death so as to displace
the rIght of mheritance by her husband's heirs" (u).
. This. ruling. leaves u.ntouched the widow's power of
ahen[1tIOn. durmg her hfe, as to which Jardine, J., said
~p- 703) wIth reference to a suggestion of mine (ante § 253),
We shoul~ prefer to say that the nature of movable
prope~ty b(:mg such that in many cases conversion is
essentIa.l to :ts enjoyment, the widow is not precluded from
convert.mg It ~u~ must preserve the capital, unless the
expendIture of It IS necessitated by the insufficiency of th
t
.
e
mcome 0 provIde for her maintenance, subject nevertheless, to a ~ower to dispose of a moderate portion for
wo~k.s of ~lety." Whenever the question arises for final
decIsIOn, It :v~ll be well to bear in mind the observations
of the JudICIal Committee in Bhugwandeen v. Myn(('
Baee (v). ~hese show that the texts which authorize a
woman to dIspose absolutely of movable property given to
her b~ her.~usband, are different from those which control
her dISposItIOn of property inherited, and that she may
probably have larger powers over the former than over
the latter. Also, that reliance can no longer be placed
upon the I??ch canvassed text of the Mitakshara (II, 11,
§ 2), as raIsmg any analogy between property inherited by
(u) GadadharBhatv ChandmBha b . 17B
~~--lal v. Doshi Ganesh,28
'Bo. , '4-3
ga at,
om., 690; folld. Sha Cham anm
D •
(v ) 11 M. 1. A., 510-514; S. C., 9 Suth. (P. C.), 23.
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a woman and her stridhanu1n, as regards the right to
dispose of it.
§ 646. REMEDIES AGAINST THE ACTS OF A FEMALE HEIR. Remedies.
-This part of the subject divides itself into three
branches-Who may sue; for what they may sue, and
the equities that arise in giving relief.
WHO MAY SUE.-No one can sue in respect of the acts of Persons
. t
t interested.
. t or, excep t th ose w h 0 h ave an meres
the f ema1e proprIe
in the succession, and who would be injured by the acts
complained of. It is quite clear that a mere stranger
cannot sue. And he is not put into a better position by
joining the reversionary heirs as defendants, or even by
obtaining their consent (w). But the further question Suit by reverarises, who is a mere stranger:? The next reversioner, that SlOners .
is the presumptive heir in succession, has only a contingent estate. But it is settled that this estate gives him
such an interest as will justify a suit, where that interest
is in danger (x). On the other hand, it seems equally
settled that only the immediate reversioners can bring
such a suit (y), unless the reversioners are themselves
fraudulently colluding with the female heir, so that their
protection of the estate is in fact withdrawn (z), or unless
the immediate reversioner is herself only the holder of a
life estate (a).
(wj7JrO,lokisho1'ee v. SreenathBose, 9 buth., 463. Nor C2,11 the aBsignee of a
reversioner's right sue, even though he would be the next reversioner after the
assignor; Rnichamll L Pyari Mani, 3 B. L. R (0. C. J.), 7·0. Sed qy. as to
last posi tiOil? If the assig111nent was valid he beca,me next reversioner. See
Ammur v. A£anllln, 2 N.-W. P .. 31.
(x) Lnkhee v. Gokool, 13 1\1. 1. A., 209,224; S. C., 3 B. L. R (P. C,), 57;
,So C., 1O.l Suth. (P. C.), 47; Kooer Goolnb v.Rao KW'"n, 14 ill. LA., 176; S. C.,
10 B, L. R., 1 ; Jumoona v.Ba11lasoonde1'ai, 31. A., 72; S. C" 1 Cal., 289; Adi
Dco v. Dukha,l'am, 5 All., 532; Hemchn"de'i" V. Sf/1 namoyi, 22 Ual., 354;
Rojomoyte v. T1'oylllkho, 29 Ca1., 269. See ~ 649.
(y) Gogunchull(ie1' v. Joy D""ga, S. D. of 1859,620; Brojohshol'ee v. STeena,th Bose, 9 Suth., 463; BamasoonduTee V. BamasoondnTee, 10 Suth., 301;
(but see Oojnlllwney v. SagoT/noney, Tayl. &; B.,370) ; Ragh"na,th v. 'Ihakllr~,
4 All., 16; Madcc1'i v. Malki, 6 All., 428.
(z) Naikram v. SOO1'ujbuns, S. D. 011859, 891; Shnma Soonduree v.JU1noona,
24 Suth., 86; Retoov. Lnlljee,ib., 399; Kooer Goolabv. RaoKu?'"n, 1411. LA.,
o

176; S. C., 10 B. L. R, 1, 193; Anandv. Court of Wa1'ds,8 1. A., 14; Balgobind v. RnmkumnT, 6 All., 431; Gauri v. GUTSahaJi, 2 All.,41 ; Jhlda v. Kantn
P"ase,d, 9 AJ:., 441 ; Mahomed V. KTishnan, 11 Mad., 106; Mamnatha v. Rohilli,
27 AlL, 406. See as to misjoinder of cauSes of action by plaintiff seeking a
declaration that alienations t<) sever"l persons were invalid; Kachur v, Ra,thoTe,
7 Born., 289.
(a) Kanilasnmi v. Akkmnmal, 13 IY;:ad., 195; Raghupati v. Tirumalui, 15
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§ 647. FOR WHAT THEY MAY sUK-An action against the
heir in possession is only maintainable in respect of some
act of hers which is injurious to the reversioner. Such
acts are of two classes: FiTSt, those which diminish the
value of the estate; second, those which endanger the tiLe
of those next in succession.
To restrain
First.-Under this head come all acts which answer to
waste.
the description of waste, that is, an improper destruction
or deterioration of the substance of the property. The
!Vnste by !,eiress right of those next in reversion to bring a suit to restrain
III posseSSIOn.
such was t e, was establ'Ished, apparently for the first time,
by an elaborate judgment of Sir Lawrence Peel, C. J., in
1851 (b). What will amount to waste has never been discussed. Probably no assistance upon this point could be
obtained from an examination of the English cases in
regard to tenants for life. The female heir is, for all purposes of beneficial enjoyment, full and complete owner.
She would, as I conceive, have a full right to cut timber,
open mines and the like, provided she did so for the
purpose of enjoying the esta,te, and not of injuring the
reversion. As Sir Lawrence Peel said (c) : "The Hindu
female is rather in the possession of an heir taklllg by
descent until a contingency happens, than an heir or
devisee upon a trust by implication. Therefore, a bill filed
by the presumptive heir in succession against the immediate heir who has succeeded by inheritance, must show a
case approaching to spoliation." She must appear not
merely to be using, but to be abusing, her estate. Therefore, specific acts of waste, or of mismanagement, or other
misconduct, must be alleged and proved. Unless this is
done, the female heir can neither be" prevented from
getting the property into her possession, nor from retaining it in her hands, nor compelled to give security for it,
nor can any orders be given her by anticipation as to the
~hd., 422; BaZgobind v. Ramknma,r, 6AII., 431; Abinash v. Harinath, 32 Cal,
62; cont1'a Madan v. Malh,6 All., 428; folld. Ishwar Narain v. Janki, 15
All., 132.
(b) Hurrydos< v. Rangunmoney, Sev" 657.
(c) Hl~rrydoss v. Ranganmoney, Sev., 661.
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mode in which she is to use or invest It (d). But where
such a case is made out, the heiress will be restrained
from the act complained of. In a very gross case, she
may even be deprived of the management of the estate,
and a receiver appointed. Not upon the ground that her
act operates as a complete forfeiture, which lets in the
next estate, and entitles the reversioner to sue for
immediate possession, as if she were actually dead (e),
but upon the ground that she cannot be trusted t? ~eal
with the estate in a manner consistent with her lllUlted
rights in it (j). In such a case the next heirs may be,
but need not necessarily be, appointed the receivers, unless
they appear to be the fittest persons to manal?e for the
benefit of the estate (g); and the Court WIll, unless
perhaps in a case where the female has been g~ilty of
criminal fraud, direct the whole proceeds to be paId over
to her, and not merely an allowance for her maintenance (h). In one case the widow had given up the
estate to a third partv, , under threat of . legal proceedings, of
Aba.ndonment
rIght.
and refused to have anything to do WIth the assets. It
was held that the reversioners might sue the widow and
the third party to have the possession restored t~ the
proper custody, and that a manager should be appomted
to collect, account for, and pay into Court, the assets, to
be held for the ultimate benefit of the heirs who should be
entitled to succeed at the death of the widow (i).
Of course the reversioners will be equally
entitled to Atcts
of
.
s rangers.
restrain the unlawful acts of persons holdmg under the
(d) HU1'1'!ld,oss v. Uppnornah, 6 ill. 1. A., 433 ;,. Bi"doo ~v. Bolie, ] Suth., 125;
Grose v. imidamay'. 4 B. '[•. R. (0 C. J.), 1; S. C,' 12 ,",uth (A. o. J.), ]3. As
to mining, see Subba Reddi v. Ohen,qa/,amma, 22 ilIad., 1 2 6 . ,
1
(e) Pe>' c>I'l'iam Rao Kunm v. Nawab Mahomed, 14]\1. 1. A., "98; S. C., ,0
B :s rr l' Kis'hnee v. Khealee, 2 ':'<.,W. P., 424.
Yl~~,diaJ, v. Bolakee, S. D. of 1S54, 351; Gouree Kanth v. Bhugobutt!l,
S. b of 1858, 1103.
"
(q) GnZ1Lkmonee v. Kishenpm'sad, S. D. of 18,,9, 210.
"
(h) NundZal v. Bolakee. i". D. of 1854, p. 351; S. D. of 1809, 210, supra;
Lodhoomona v. G1Mmesch,mder, S. D. of 1859, 436; Koroonmnoyee v. GObMtdnath, S. D. of 1859,944; J1:[ahara,ni v. Nllnda Lal, 1 H. L. R. (A. C. J.), 27;
S C 10 Suth, 73' Shama Soondu1'ee v. JUlnoona, 24 SuM,., 86.
'(i)'Radha J1:[~hU1~V. Ram Das, 3 B.L. B.(A.C. J.), 362; S. C., 24 Suth., 86,
note. See Joymoo1'1rth v. Buldeo, 21 Suth., 444.
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female heiress (k). But the mere fact that strangers are
affecting to deal with the property as their own, without
actual dispossession of the intermediate estate, or waste,
or injury to it, gives no right of action against them to
the reversioner, either for a declaration of title, or
otherwise (l).
Declaratory
suits.

§ 648. Second.-During the lifetime of the heiress no
one can bring a suit to have it declared that he will be the
next heir at her death. Because, as his title must depend
upon the state of things existing at her death, a suit before
that time would be (l;n unnecessary and useless litigation of
a question which may never arise, or may only arise in a
different form (m). But he may sue to remove that which
would be a bar to his title when it vested in possession.

There are two classes of transactions which would have
this effect: first, adoptions; second, alienations.
Specific Relief
Act.

§ 649. The Specific Relief Act (I of 1877), § 42 provides
that "any person entitled to any legal character, or to
any right as to any property, may institute a suit against
any person denying, or interested to deny, his title to such
character or right, and the Court may in its discretion
make therein a declaration that he is so entitled, and the
plaintiff need not in such suit ask for any further relief.
Provided that no Court shall make any such declaration
where the plaintiff, being able to seek further relief than
a mere declaration of title, omits to do so (n). The
illustrations to this section, amongst which (i, k) are
expressly mentioned suits for a declaration that alienations
by a widow are void beyond her life, and that her adoption
- - - - - ..

~---

..~---------.----

(k) Gobindmani Y. Shamlal, :3. L. R, Sup. VoL, 1&; S. C., Suth. Sp., 165;
pe?' curiam, KamCLvadhani ,'. Joysa, 3 ilfad. H. C., 119.
(I) Snmj BCLnsi Kllnwar v. Mahipat, 7 B. L. R, 669; S. C., 16 Suth., 18.
(m) -,!mnputty v. LallCLh Futteh, 2 Ha,', 608; S, C., Se\'., 638; Kathama
Natchwr v. Dora.sMga. Tever, 2 1. d., ]69; 8. C.,15 B. L. R, S3; S. C., 23
Suth" 314; Greeman v. Wallari, (; Cal., 12.
(n) Bholai v. Kali, 8 All., 70; Abhoy Chll?'n v. Kally PmBad, 5 Cal., 949.
The Calcutta Court has held th".t a reYersioner has not such an e.-ta te 2S would
entitle him to SUG nnder thi, Act. G1'eeman Sin,qh v. TVahari Lall, 8 Cal., 12.
The Madras Court takAS an opposite view. Gungal'ya v. Mahalakshmi, 10
Mad., 90.
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of a son is invalid, seem to show that the Act is intended
to reproduce the previous law, as embodied in the following
decisions.
~ 650, It was ruled under the Limitation Act XIV of Suit t? set aside
.
"dOptlOllS.
1859, that the mere fact of an adoption was no necessary
injury to a reversioner, until his right to possession arises,
and that the Statute of Limitations ran from the latter
date, and not from the date of the adoption. A contrary
rule was laid down by the Privy Council as regards the
Limitation Act of 187l. It is yet undecided which rule
will apply as regards the later Limitation Act XV of 1877,
Sched. ii, ~. 118, 140, 141 (0). In any case it was settled
that the next reversioner might bring a suit for a de clara- Declaratory
tion that the adoption was invalid, on the ground that he SUlts
might otherwise lose the evidence which would establish
its invalidity, when the occasion arose (p). But the granting of merely declaratory decrees is discretionary (q), and
in one case where the elTidence was unsatisfactory, the
Court refused to make any declaration (r). And no declaration will be made as to merely collateral matters, such as
the existence of agreements to give or receive in adoption,
where the declaration, when made, would not affect the
validity of the adoption (s).
o 651. It was at one time thought that alienatIOns
by a to set asi(le
. "'
.
.,
alienations.
WIdow beyond her powers were absolutely VOId, and even
(0) See ante § l62.
_ . .
.
(1') Ohll."de,' v. Dwa)'kanath, S. D. of 1859, 628; lYob",hBizo?'y v. Gobmd,
Bev .. 626, llote; pe,' cur';am, Gango1'adhya v. Mahe,chand1'a, 4 B. L. R. (F. B.),
'9; S. C., 12 Suth. (F. B.), 14; Br(do Y. Snenath Bhose, 9 Suth., 4.63;
Mr,mlloyee v. Bhoobnnmoyee, ]5 B. L. R, 1; S. C., 23 Suth., 42; SiddheS8111·v.
Sham C)"",d, 15 B. L. R., 9, note; S. C., 23 Suth., 2S5. (Spe as t~ Statute of
Limit,ctions in these two last cases.) Kotomm'ti v. Va,'dhanamma, 7 :lIad.
H. C., 351; Ka10va v. Padapa, 1 Bon1., 248; Junwona Y. Bamasoonderai, 3
I. A., 72; S. C., 1 Cal.,289; Anundv. Conl'tojWCL1'ds, 8LA., 14; S. C.,6Cal.,
764; Thaya?nmaZ v. Venkatm'n'ma,7 Mad., 401; AnyCLba Y. Daji, 20 Born.,
202; under special circumstfl,nces even a Inore relnote reversioner Inay sue.
Rama.bai v. Rangra.v, 19 Bom., 614, ante ~ 646.
(q) Sreena1'ain v. Sreemutty, 11 B. L. R., 171, laO; S. C., 19 Suth., 133; S. C.,
I. A., Sup. Vol., 149; Motee Lal v. Bhoop Singh, 5 Snth., 64; Brojo v. Sreenath
Bhose,9 Suth., 463. The Privy Council is reluctant to over-rule the discretion
exercised in this matter bv the Indian Court. 31 I. A., 67; S. C., 28 All., 238.
(1') B"ohmo Moyee v. A111l>1d La./l, 19 Snth., 419. See 118 to cases where it
was held that, the Court had wrong-Iy refused to make a, declaration. Upendra v.
Gopeenath.9 CaL, 817 ; IS"iDlItv. Hlfnsbutti, WI. A., 150; S C., lOCal., 324.
(s) I'h'eenarain v. Sreemutty, 11 B. L. R., 171, supra.
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operated as a forfeiture of her estate. Oonsequently, that
the reversioners might sue to have the estate restored to the
widow, or even placed at once in their own possession. It
is now, however, settled that this is not the case. Such an
alienation will be valid during the widow's lifetime. If not
made for a lawful purpose, such as will bind the heirs, it
has no effect against them till their title accrues; they may
then sue for possession, and the Statute will run from that
maintain- date (t). But here, as in the case of adoptions, the validity
of the transaction may depend upon facts the evidence of
which would be lost by delay. Therefore, a suit will lie
by the reversioner at once, not to set aside the transaction
absolutely, but to set aside so much of it as would operate
against himself (u). But a suit ofthis character must be
founded on specific instances of alienation extending
beyond the restricted powers of the heiress. A suit to
restrain all alienations would not be maintainable, because
the validity of each alienation would depend upon the
circumstances under which it was made, and could not be
decided upon beforehand (v). Such declarations will not
be granted, unless the act complained of is one which, if
allowed to stand unchallenged, would be an injury to the
estate of the next heir (w). And they may be refused, at
the discretion of the Court, if it appears that the lapse of
-~--~--.

(t) Where the suit is during the life of ", widow to declare her "lienllhol1 void
beyond her life, the st,et-ute runs from the alienation. If ,\iter her death for
possession, the statute runs f1'o111 the death. In each case the period is twelve
years. Act XV of 1877, Sched. ii., § 125, 141; P",."ut Koe,. v. Palnt Roy,
B Cal., 4.42; S,.inath v. p,.osonno, 9 C"l., 934; R'[11choTClas v. Pa1"va.tibai,26
I. A., 71; S. C., 23 Bam., 725. Cf. Blfoy GopaZ Yo Nil Ratan, SO Cal., 990,
ante ~ 643.
(u)' Gobi11!bnani v. Shamlal, B. L. R., Sup. Vol., 40; S C., Suth. Sp., 165;
Oodoy v. DhltnmOllee. 3 Suth., 183; G,.ose v. Amil·tamayi, 4 B. I,. R. (0. C. J.),
1; S. C., 12 Suth. (A. O. J.), 13; Shewak v. Syad Mo;,ammed, 3 B. L. R.
(A. C. J.), 196; S. C., 12 Suth , 26; Lalla Ohutim' v. JIt. Wooma, 8 811th., 27R;
BykLmtv. GTishOhunde,., 15 Suth., 96; Bistobeha,.iv. Lala, BiaJnath, 7 B. L. R.,
213; S. C., 16 Suth., 49; DamooclnT v. Mohee Kant, 2-1 Suth., 54. See pe,.
Ma cphenon, J., p,.oson no v. TTipoora, 24 Su th., SR; explaining Brinda y. P"aTee,
9 Suth., 460; Shumsoolv. Shewuk1"aln,2I. A., 7; S. C., 14 B. L. R., 226; S. C.,
22 Suth., 409; Kalian Singh v. Sanwal Singh, 7 All., 163; Sa.nt Kuma,. v.
Sukh Nidhan, 8 All., 365; Gopichand v. SujankL,al', 8 All., 646.
(v) Pral1pnttee v. Mt. Pom'n, S. D. of 1856, 494; S. C. on review, Lalla
Futteh v. Mt. P"anputtee, S. D. 011857, 381.
(w) S1'8ena.l·ainv. Sreemu+ty, 11 B L. R., 171; S. C., 19 Suth., 133; S. C.,
1. A., Sup. Vol., 149; Behm'Y v. Madho, 13 B. L. R., 2~2; S. C., 21 Snt-h., 430;
Nilmony v. Kal/.y 071.1/.1'11, 2 I. A., 83; S. C., 14 B. L. R., 382; S. C., 23 ;';uth.,
150; Rampershad v. Jokhoo Roy, 10 Cal., .003.
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time will not render it more difficult for the next heir to
establish hi8 right when the succession falls in, for, if this
be so, the litigation is premature and unnecessary (x).
§ 652. It was formerly unsettled how far a decree in a Effect of decla. wou ld b'mu:J any b ut t 11e partIes
. to It.
'. ratory decree.
d ec Iaratory smt
Where a suit is brought by or against a female heiress in
possession, in respect of any matter which strikes at the
root of her title to the property, it is held that a decree,
fairly and properly obtained against her, binds all the
reversioners, because she completely represents the
estate (y). But it is by no means clear that the sameresult would follow in a suit where she was not defending
her own title at all. In one case of an application to set
aside an adoption, the Judicial Committee said that they
would give no opinion what the effect of a decree in such
a suit might be; whether one in favour of the adoption
would bind any reversioner except the plaintiff, or whether
one adverse to the adoption would bind the adopted son,
as between himself and anybody except the plaintiff (z).
In a later case they refused to give any declaration as to
the effect of a will upon the rights, if any, of an unborn
son, on the ground that no judgment which they could
give would affect his rights (a). Now, by Act I of 1877,
§ 48 (Specific Relief), it is provided that a declaration
made under Chap. VI is binding only upon the parties to
the suit, persons claiming under them respectively, and,
where any of the parties are trustees, on the persons for
whom, if in existence at the date of the declaration, such
persons would be trustees (b).
(x) Behal·.'! v. Madho, up sup.
(y) Katama Natchia,. v. Rajah of Shivagnnga., 9 Jlf. 1. A., 539, 604; S. C.,
2 Suth. IP. C.), 31; Nobinchunder v. GU1'U Pel'aad, B. L. R., Sup. Vol., 100S ;
S. C., 9 SuLh., 505; a'l.'provec1. AumiTtolali v. Rajoneekant, 2 I. A., 121; S. C.,
15 B. L. R., 10; S. C., 23 Suth., 214 ; Pertab Narain v. Tl'ilokinath, Ill. A.,
197 ; S. C., 11 C>1I., 186. A mortg,'gor, after he has part,~d with a portion of his
interest in the esta,te, no longer represents it so a,s to make judgments ttgainst
him bind mortg<1gees who are not parties to the proceeding. Soshi Busan v.
Gogan Ohunder, 22 Cal., 364.
(e) Ju.",oona v. Banw800ndel'ai, 3 I. A., 72,84: S. C , 1 Cal., 289. See per
Peacock, C. J., Brcjo v. Sreennth Bose, 9 Suth., 465: pel' J1arkby, J., B,.ohmo
v. An1l.nri, 13 B. L. R, 2:25 (note) ; S. C., 19 Suth., 420.
(a) Ram Lolltiookerjee v. Sec!!. of State, 8I. A .. 46; S. C., 7 Cal., 304.
(b) JaipnZ Kunwa,' v. BhaiyaIndar, 31 I. A., 67; S. C.,26All., 238. Such a
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§ 653. EQUITIEs.-In general, where a conflict arises
between the reversioner and the alienee of the heiress, the
question is simply whether her alienation was for a lawful
and necessary purpose, or not. If it was, it binds him' if
it was ?"ot, it does not bind him. In either view no eq~ity
can anse between them. And when the sale is valid, the
reversione~ is r:ot at liberty to treat it as a mere mortgage,
and to set It aSIde on payment of the amount which it was
proved that the female in possession had been under a
necessity to raise (c). In some cases the reversioner is at
liberty to set aside the transaction, but only on special
terms. For instance, if the heiress sold a larger portion
of the estate than was necessary to raise the amount
which the law authorized her to raise, the sale would not
be absolutely void as against the reversioners, but they
could only set it aside (if at all) upon paying the amount
which the widow was authorized to raise, with interest
from her death, the defendant accounting for rents and
profits from the same penod (d). And it is probable that
even this amount of relief would not be granted, unlesE
the circumstances were such as to affect the purchaser
with notice that the sale was in excess of the legal requirements of the case (e); or unless it was shown that he had
faIled to make propel' enquiries upon the point (j).
,Vhere the sale by the widow is justified as to part of the
consideration, and not justified as to another part, the
reversioner may obtain a decree that he is entitled after
the death of the widow to recover the whole property sold
on payment of such portion of the consideration as
represents the money borrowed for a legal necessity (g).
§ 654. On the other hand, where the female heiress has
sold property in order to payoff a mortgage on the estate,
de~ree .i,~ ~10t Tes ju~l.ic(i,ta :,~,l,illS.t o.t,l~~l' l'eVer8~oners: and the right of appeai does
Chuhlu L DU1-ga Singh, 22 All .. H82'
.
,
(e) SngeM'am \'. Jv.ddoobuns, 9 Suth., 284-.
(d) Phool Chunc/ v. Raghoobuns, 9 Suth., LO;;; Muttee?'am v. Gopaul, 11
B. h R, 4]6; S. 0.,20 Suth., 187.
(el Kamikhaprasad v. Jagadamba, 5 B. L. R., 508.
(f) Lulleet v. S"eedhu1', 13 Suth., 457.
(g) Gobind v. Baldeo Singh, 25 All., 330.

not sun 1\ e all the (.eath of ehe pi alll .. dr.
Sakyahan. v. Bhavam, 27 Mad., 588.
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if it appears that her funds were sufficient to have enabled
her to satisfy it without alienating the Eroperty, the sale
will be set aside at the suit of the reversioners. But only
on the terms of treating the mortgage as a subsisting debt,
and giving the purchaser credit for the amount, which
otherwise the heir would have had to meet (h). Here, it
will be observed, the heiress might, without any breach of
duty, have allowed the mortgage to continue, leaving the
reversioner to pay it off or not, as he thought best. But
I do not imagine the same rule would be applied, if the
widow sold the estate, without any necessity, to payoff
claims which she herself was bound to meet, such as her
husband's debts, or the maintenance or marriages of
dependent members of the family; for the result of such
a course would be, to shift the burthen of these claims off
her own shoulders upon those of the reversioner.
(h) ShUinsoolv. Shewuki'wn, 2 1. A., 7; 8. C., 14 B. L. R., 226; 8. C., 22
Suth., 409; Sadashw Y. Dhaknbat, 5 Bom., 450.
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In P1'operty not inherited fT01n Males.
Woman's

peculium.

Its origin and
growth.

§ 655. THIS Chapter will be devoted to a discussion of
that which is generally spoken of as stridhanu1n, or
woman's peculium, or property specially so called. But I
have preferred the more general heading, so as to avoid
disputes as to whether any particular species of property
comes within the definitions of stridhanu1n or not. Such
an enquiry is frequently no more than a dispute about
words (a). To the historical or practical lawyer the only
question of interest is, what are the incidents of anv sort
of property. Its name is a matter of indifference, unless
so far as that na,me guides us in ascertaining the incidents.
If the name itself has been applied to different things
at different times, it is more likely to mislead than to
guide (b).
§ 656. It is evident that the recognition of any right
of property in women must have been of gradual growth.
In every race there has been a time when woman
herself is no more than a chattel, and incapable of any
property except what her owner allows her to possess, and
so long as he allows it. Indications of such a state
of society have already been pointed out in the Sanskrit
texts (§ 73). Dr. Mayr adduces passages from the
Veda to show that in early times married women pursued
independent occupations, and acquired gain by them (c),
but both l.lanu and Katyayana assert that their earnings
(a) See pe?' Hollou'ay, J., Kattama Nachia?' v. D01'asinga Teva1', 6 Mad.
H. C., 340.
(b) The whole subject of Sh'idhanum ie very elaborately diecusseil by Dr.
Mayr (pp. 164--179). I have borrowed much from him throughout this chapter,

and not merely in passages where there is a special reference to his work.
(e) Mayr, 162.
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were absolutely at the disposal of the man to whom they Her parapher.. '
naha.
belonged (d). The simphClty of a Hmdu household would
limit a woman's possessions to her own clothes and
ornaments, and perhaps some domestic utensils. Her
busband, i{he chose, might recogni;;;;e her right to these,
but it would seem that in early times this right ended
with his life. That is to say, as soon as he died, the
dominion over her passed to others, and with it the power
of appropriating her property. Vishnu says: "Those
ornaments which the wives usually wear should not be
divided by the heirs, whilst the husbands of such wives
are alive." Messrs. West and Buhler add in a note:
"' But the ornaments of widows may be divided. The latter
point is especially mentioned by Nandfl Pandita" (e). The
same text apparently is found in JJ1 anu, where it is slightly
altered, so as to prohibit the husband's heirs from taking
the property of a woman even after the husband's death.
This is the meaning put upon it in the Mitakshara, and
no doubt was a later phase of law (f). In accordance
with it is the remark of Apastamba : " According to
the share of the wife consistB of her ornaments, and the
wealth which she may have received from her relations" (g). That i8 to say, an after usage sprang up
recogni;;;;ing the right of the woman, by formally allotting
her special property to her upon a family division. It
would be a still further advance to separate her property
completely from that of her husband, by making it pass
after her death in a different line of descent.
§ 657. Infant marriage is so universal in India that a The bride-price.
girl, even ilf a wealthy family, would seldom possess ornaments of any value before betrothal. For her, property
would commence at her bridal, in the shape of gifts from
(el) :lIanu, viii., ~ 416; Day« Bhaga, iv., 1, *19. In the Punjab villages it is
said that such >1 thing as woman's separate property seldom exists. Punjab
customs, 115; Puujab Customa~y law, II, 80; III, 101,1159.
(e) Vishnu, xvii., § 22, as explained by his commentator lVaijayan ti.
(f) Manu, ix., ,2(\0; Mit·akshara, ii., 11, § 33; 1I1ayr, 164.
(g) Apastamba, ii., 14, § 9.
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her bridegroom and her own family. Gifts of the former
kind were probably the earlier in point of time. The
bride-price in all its varied forms, as a bribe before
marriage, or a reward immediately after it ; as a payment
Gifts to wife.
to the parents, or a dowry for the wife, is one of the
earliest elements in every marriage which has passed
beyond the stage of pure capture (It). Gifts by the girl's
own family pre-suppose that consent, which was only
asked for when the parental dominion was recognized
(§ 80). But they do not necessarily involve the idea that
her right to separate property had yet arisen. Dr. Mayr
suggests that, when the husband's relations began to make
gifts to her, such a separate capacity for property must
have been recognized, and therefore that gifts of this
class are later in point of origin than the others (i).
For obvious reasons gifts from strangers, or persons
beyond the limit of very close relationship, would not be '
encouraged, and, if permitted, would pass to the husband.
Similarly, any earnings made by the wife could only be
made by the permission of the husband, and as a reward
for services which she could otherwise be rendering in
his family. 'l'hey also would be his, not hers.
Ktd) texts asto
§ 658. The texts in regard to stridhanum accord
stridhanu1n.
with the above views. '1'he principal definition is that
, contained in JYlanu: "What was given before the
I nuptial fire (adhy-agni) , what was given on the bridal
\ procession, what was given in token of love (dattaln
lpriti-harmani) , and what was received from a brother,
\a mother, or a father, are considered as the six-fold
; (separate) property of a (married) woman" (k). The
words "a brother, a mother, or a father" appear to be
(h) lliainp, Early Instit., 824; l\layr, 168, ante ~ 81.
(iJM~--,
, .....
,
"
(kJ Manu, ix., § 194. Narada gIves the same definHlOn \XlIl., ~ 8), sub,tItutmg
fo~.: aa token of love," "her husband'sdonatioll."
The Daya Bhaga, (iv., 1, ~ 7),
observes that tbis does not include the heritage of her husband. See "8 to
stridhanu-m generally Mitakshara, ii., 11; V. M ..y., iv., 10; Smrili Chandrika, ix.;
Daya Bhaga, iv., 1; D. K. S., ii., 2; Viramitrodaya, p. 220, § 1 ; Madhaviya, § 50;
Varaamjah, 45; Vivada Chintamani, 256. The term" given before the nuptial
fire," includes all gifts during the continuance of the marriage ceremonies.
Bistao v. Eadha Baander, 16 Suth., ll5.
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given only by way of illustration, for he says in the next
verse: "What she received after marriage (anvadheyam)
from the family of her husband, and 'what her affectionate lord lllay have given her, shall be inherited, even if
she die in his life-time, by his children" (l). Vishnu
and Yrljnavalkya giv:e a similar enumeration, but both
add, that which a woman receives when her husband
takes another wife. Vishnu substitutes the term sulka or
fee for the "gift in token 0'1 love"; and Yajnavalkya
terminates his list with the mysterious adyam, or 'etc.,
which VijnanesvclN£ expands into, "And also property
which she may have acquired by inheritance, purchase,
partition, seizure, and finding" (m).
~ 659 It will be observed that these various classes of ES~~'1fials of
S
.
"trufam.,n.
property have all these qualities in common, that they
belong to a married woman, that they are given to her in
her capacity of bride or wife, and that, except perhaps in
the case of purely bridal gifts, they are given by her husband or bv her relations, or bv his relations. Ji1n~da.
Vah~na e;pressly limits gifts 'presented in the bridal
procession, to such as are received from the family of
either her father or mother. In this Jagannatha differs
from him, being of opinion that gifts received from
anyone would come within the definition, and a futwah
to the same effect is recorded by Mr. W. MacNaghten (n).
It is probable that in early times strangers to the family
did not take part in family ceremonies. The sulka or fee Bulka.
is variously described, as being a special present to the
bride to induce her to go cheerfully to the mansion of her
lord (0), or as the gratuity for the receipt of which a girl
is given in marriage (p). Varadrajah puts the latter view
even more coarsely, when he describes it as, "what is
(I) JYbnu, ix., § 195.
.
.. . . ,
.
."
",
(m) Vishnu, xvii., § 1~; Ya]Jlavalkya, n., § 143, A4; Mltakshara, .";' n, ~~.
See also Katyayana, ilhtakshara, ll., 11, § 5; Devala, Daya Bhaga, n., 1, § ID.
See ante § 610.
(n) Daya Bhaga, iv., 1, § 6; 3 Dig., 5~9;
MacN., 122.
(0) Vyasa, 3 Dig., 570; Daya Bhaga, IV., 3, ~ 21.
(p) il1itakshara, ii., 11, § 6.

? "'1.
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given to the possessors of a maiden by way of price of the
sale of a maiden" (q). In the Viramitrodaya it is stated
to be, "the value of household utensils and the like
which is taken (by the parents) from the bridegroom, and
the rest, in the shape of ornaments for the girl" (1').
These various meanings probably mark the different steps
by which that which was originally received by the
parents for the sale of their daughter was converted into
a dowry for herself (s). A still later signification was
given to the word, when it was taken to denote special
presents given by the husband to the wife for the discharge of extra household duties (t), or even presents
given to her by strangers for the exercise of her influence
with her husband or her family (u).
Of course an unmarried woman might have property
either in the shape of ornaments or other presents given
to her by her affianced bridegroom, or by her own family,
or property which she had inherited from others than
males. The former class of property is expressly recognized as stridhanum, and goes in a peculiar course of \
descent (v). And in Bengal property devised by a father
to his daughter before her marriage has been held to be
her stridhanu1n, and descendible as such (w). Her property inherited will be treated of hereafter (§ 675).
§ 660. Before quitting this branch of the subject, it is
necessary to explain two terms which are frequently used
in regard to stridhanU1n; that is, Saudayika and Yautaka,
with its negative Ayautaka. Yautaka refers exclusively
to gifts received at the time of the marriage (x). Ayautaka
of course is that which does not come within the term

yautaka. Scwdayika is translated as "the gift of affec- Sau(layika.
tionate kindred." The author of the Smriti Chandrika
limits it to wealth "received by a woman from her own
parents or persons connected with them in the house of
either her father or her husband, from the time of her
betrothment to the completion of the ceremony to be
performed on the occasion of her entering her lord's
house " (y). But the same texts of Kat yay ana and
Vyasa, upon which he places this interpretation, are
explained by others as including gifts received by her from
her husband, and from others after her marriage (z).
The modern jutwahs and deCIsions take the same view.
Provided the gift is made by the husband, or by a relation
either of the woman or of her husband, it seems to
be immaterial whether it is made before marriage, at
marriage, or after marnage; it is equally her saudayika (al.
All savings made by a ,yoman from her stridhanu1n, and
all purchases made with it, of course, follow the character
of the fund from which they proceeded (b). And her
arrears of maintenance have also been held to be her
stricZhanu1n, under a text of Devala which speaks of her
subsistence, i.e., what remains of that which is given for
her food and raiment-as being her separate property (c).
Whether such arrears are also saudayika is a different
question. The importance of the distinction arises when
her power of disposition over any particular property, and
her independence vf marital control, come under consideration.
§ 661. The Mitakshara, in treating of woman's property, Her power of
expressly includes under that term all property lawfully disposition.

(q) Ya,'adrajah, 48,
(T) W, & B" 2nd ed., 500; Viramit., p, 223.
(s) llIayr, 170, ante § 81.
(t) Katyayana, 3 Dig" 563.
(11.) Daya Bhaga, iv., 3, § 20.
(v) Mitakshara, ii" 11, § 30; V. l\Iay., iv" 10, § 33,
(w) Judoonath v. Bussunt Oooma1', 11 B. L. R., 286; S. C., 19 Suth" 264.
(x) Daya Bhaga, iY., 2, § 13-15; Smriti Challdrika, ix., 3, ~ 13, It is derived
from the word' yu ' signifying to unite, in reference to the union by marriage.
Raghunandan'1, x., 14; Viramit., p. 230, ~ 2.

(y) Smriti Chandrika, ix., 2, ~ 7.
(z) Viramitroclaya, p. 222, § 3; J\Iaclhaviya, § 50, p. 42; Varadrajah, 50; Daya
Bhaga, iv., I, § 2l.
(a) Gosaien ,~. ],ft, Kishemnnnnee, 6 S. D., 77 (90); DooTga y, Mt. Tejoo, 5
Suth., Mis" 53; Gangadaraiya v. PaTameSWa1'a1n1na, 5 Mad. H. C., Ill;
Jeewun v. Mi. Sona, 1 N.~W. P., 66; Kashee v. GOU1' Kish01'e, 10 Suth., 139;
Radha y. BiseshuT, 6 N.~Vv. P., 279; HU1"1'Y1nohun v. Shonatun, 1 Cal., 275;
Ra1nasa1ni v, Virasam.i, 3 ]\fad. H. C., 272.
(b) Luch1nun v, Kalli OhU1"11 , 19 Suth., 292 (P. C.); Venkata v, SU1'iya, 1
Mad.,281. See H"Tst v. MUssooTie Bank, 1 All., 762,
(e) Daya Bhaga, iv., 1, § 15; OOU1't Of Wa1'ds v. MohessuT, 16 Suth., 76.
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obtained by a woman, in its most general sense, and lays
down no rules whatever as to her power of disposal of
it (d). No inference of course can be drawn that she has
the same power over all the species there enumerated.
This is a point which Vijn((,nesvara has nowhere discussed.
The question is minutely examined in the Smriti Chandrika, and in the Viramitrodaya, where distinctions are
drawn as to a woman's power of alienating different sorts
of property. Jimuta Vahana, however, follows Katy'tyana
in limiting the term stridhanU1n, as used by him, to that
property "which she has power to give, sell, or use
independently of her husband's control" (e). But it is
evident that a woman may have absolute power over her
property, as regards all other persons but her husband,
and yet be fettered in her disposal of it by him. Her
property, therefore (taking it in its widest sense), falls
under three heads: 1st, Property over which she has
absolute control; 2nd, Property as to which her control is I
limited by her husband, but by him only; 3rd, Property
which she can only deal wi'ch at all for limited purposes.
§ 662. FIRST.~~.(J, of all sorts, whether movable
or immovable, which has been given by relations other than
the woman's own husband, and saudayika of a movable
character which has been given by him, are absolutely at
a woman's own disposal. She may spend, sell, devise, or
give it away at her own pleasure (j). The same rule
applies to land which a woman has purchased by means of
such saudayika ,as was~.~solutely at her own~i~posal (g).
(d) l\fitskshara, ii., II, § 2, 3.
(e) Daya Bhaga, iv., 1, ~ 18, 19; D. K. S., ii., 2, § 24; Raghunandana, ix., 1.
(f) Daya Bhaga, iv., 1, 21--23; D. K. S., ii., 2, § 26, 31, 32; Raghunandana
ix., 3-5; V. l\fay.,iv., 10, §8, 9; SmritiChandrika,ix.,2, § 1-:-12; Lu.ch111,unv:
Kalli Chum, 19 Sl'th., 292; Kullammal v. Kuppu., 1 :lIa:l. H. C., 85' 2
W. ilIacN., 21£5 ; WulubMam v. Bijlee, 2 Bor., 440 [481J ; Da1JlOaa1' v. Parr/tanandas,7 Born., 155; lJluniav. Pm'an, 5 AlL, 310; Venkata v. Swriya, 2l\fad.,
333 (P. C.).
(g) Venkata v, hUl'iya, 2 ',I'lad., 333. Where a married woman \\'ith s/7'idhanum
contracts, she will be assumed to have intended to satisfy her liability out of her
separate property. Govind:ii v. Lakmidas, 4 Bom., 318; NaTota1n v. Nanka
6 ,Bom., 473, and it makes no differenee that her husband has contracted jointl~
WIth her; NanJoondappah v. Jobba.,yn" 9 Mysor9, 352. If she is nnmarried at
the time of her contract, she will be liable personally, and not merely to the
extent of her st1·idhanu.m, for payment of her debt, evm, t.hou,"h she marries
hefore it is enforced. Nahalchand v. Bai Shiv a, 6 Born., 470. "

.(Her husband can neither control her in her dealings with
it, nor use it himself.~ But he may take it in case of
extreme distress, as ina famine, or f~r some indispensable
duty, or during illness, or while a creditor keeps him in
prison. Even then he would appear to be under at least
a moral obligation to restore the value of the property
when able to do so. '\Vhat he has taken without necessity
he is bound to repay with interest (h). This right to take
the wife's property is purely a personal one in the husband.
If he does not choose to avail himself of it, his creditors
cannot (i).
J aganncdha states that property which a woman has P"opertyinherit. h . d f '
e(l fro!ll a
In ente
rom a ,yoman IS also absolutelv at her woman.
disposal (k). It is clear that where property gi;en by any
person to a woman would be her stridhanuJn, it will
equally be such if devised (l). It has, however, been
decided in Bengal that a woman who inherits from a
woman only takes a qualified estate, which descends on
the death of the taker to the heirs of the woman from
whom she took, not to her ,own heirs. Also that, under
the law of the Daya Bhaga, property so inherited is subject to the same restrictions as to power of alienation as
would apply to it if it had descended from a male (m).
These decisions were followed on both points by the
High Court of Madras (n) and were finally reviewed and
confirmed by two decisions of the Privy Council in 1903 (0).
As might have been expected the Bombay High Court
. (h) l\'[itakshar?"ii., II, ~31, 32; Smriti Chandrika,ix.,2,§13-22; l\Iadhaviya,
§ 51; V. jiLl)'., IV., 10, ,10; Daya Bhag'<, i;'., 1, § 24; D. K. 8., ii., 2, § ;J3.
(,) Vlramltl'Odaya, p. 225, § 6; 1 Stra. H. L., 27; '2 Stra. H. L .. 23' TukaTmn
Y. Gunaji, 8 Bom. H. C. (A. C. J .), 129; Ba,dha v. Biseshu1', 6 N.,W. P, 279.
(k) 3 Dig., 629.
(I) BamdolCLl v. Joymoney, 21'1. Dig., 65; per cW'iam, Ju,daonath v. Bussunt
Coanw,'i',l1 B. L. R., 295; S. C., 19 Snth., 264.
(-m) D. K. S., ii., 3, § 6; :2 W. ilLwN., 38; Pmnkissen v. MI. Bhugwafee,
1, S. D., 3 (4); GangopadayCL Y. Sarbamangala" '2 B. L. R. (A. C ..J .J, 144:
Chatay Lall- y, O7"'11noo Lall, 14 B. L. R., p. 237; P1'nnkissen v. Noyanmoney'
5 Cd., 222; Huri Doyal Singh v. Grishc)wnd81', 17 CaL, 911.
.
. ,
(n) Sengamalathanunal v. Velayuda, 3 Mad. H. 0., p. 314; Vellkata:'ama
K,.',shna v, B;,,~{anga Bau, 19 ilIad., 107, p. 109; Vi'rasangappa v. Budrappn,
,b.d., no, p. ,18,
'
(0) Shea Shankar Y. Debi Sahai, 301. A., 202; S. C., 25 All., 468; 871eo Pertab
v. Allahabad Bank, 30 I. A., 209; S. C., 25 All., 468.
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takes a different view. In a Full Bench decision in
1899 (p), the facts were as follows: The landed property
of a divided brother, whose mother Amarat was stilllivinO"
""
descended at his death to his widow who died in childbirth, leaving an infant daughter who died three days
after, and who is referred to throughout the case as
the nameless baby. On her death, leaving none of the
relations who are named as the heirs of a maide n, the
property passed to her own grandmother Amarat. The
question was, whether Amarat took an absolute estate
with powers of disposition. It was admitted that under
the law of Bombay the baby had taken such an estate.
The original Court decided that Amarat took only a
widow's estate. On appeal to the High Court Candy, J.,
in referring the case to a Full Bench delivered a judgment
which has already been discussed. (Ante § GIl.) Jenkins,
C. J., in delivering the judgment of all the judges except
Candy, J., pointed out that it was now settled law in
\Vestern India that daughters, sisters and nieces took an
absolute estate when inheriting from a male. "These
analogies must regulate the general rule when it has to be
applied to a female succeeding as heir to another female.
The analogies of dependent widows, mothers, collateral
sapindas, and daughters-in-law inheriting from male heirs
should, in our opinion, be regarded in this Presidency
as exceptions to the general rule of female inheritance.
The principle of dependence, which perhaps governs the
extent of power, may regulate the exception where
widowed females inherit to males, but in all other cases
the rule of absolute dominion must be allowed to prevail. "
-!"rotpterjty ~ub.]
~ G63. SECONDLY. Devala mentions a woman's baains
Jec 0 lusoanc·s
controL
as part of the separate property, over which she has exclusive control, and which her husband cannot use except
in time of distress. But it is probable that he employs
thewordi~_tl:le sense o~_gifts (q). Katyayana lays down
(1') Gandi Maganlal v, Eai JaduiJ, 24 Born" 192, pp. 20(), 213.
!q) Days. Bhaga, iv., 1, § 15. See a different rendering of the ""ne text "t 3
Dig.! 577, where the word "gains" is translated" '\vealth recei red by a
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that" the wealth which is earned by mechanical arts, or
which is received through affection from any other (but
the kindred), is always subject to the husband's control."
And Ji1nuta Vahana adds that he has a right to take it,
even though no distress exist (r). So, the Smriti Chandrika states that "women possess independent power
only over saudayika, and their husband's donation, except
immovables, and that their power is not independent over
other sorts of property, although they may be stridhanuJn" (8). But her authority over such property is In other respects
. '
. .
~.
absolutely hers.
only subject to her husband's control. He may ~ake It,
but nobody else can, and apparently he can only take it
by virtue of his marital authority. If he dies before her,
she becomes unrestrained owner of the property, and at
her death it passes to her heirs, not to those of her
husband (t). And of course the rule would be the same,
if the acquisitions were made by a widow (u). It has
been suggested by the Madras High Oourt, upon the
authority of a remark by Mr. Colebrooke, that even as
regards landed property not derived from her husband, a
married woman would be incapable of making an aliena~
tion without her husband's consent (v). There is also
a text of Katyayana, which implies that the husband has
a control over his own donations which are not of an
immovable character, and that the woman for the first
time acquires complete power of disposal after his
death (w). There can be no doubt that a husband would
always be able to exercise a very strong pressure upon his
wife, so as to restrain her from giving away her own
(£1'0111 a kinslnan)." The ViTi1lnitrodilya (p. 226, § 7), explains gains as ",,,hat
is receiycd tron1 any person v'lho ll1akes the present for the purpose of p1easing
a goddess."
(,.) n"ya Bh,].ga, iv, 1, § 19, 20; D. K. S., ii., 2, § 25, 28.29; R"glmnandana,
ix., 1; V. ;\Lty., iv., 10, § 7; Bamdolal v. J0!f7J1ol1ey, 2 M. Dig., 65.
(8) Smriti Chal1drika, ix., 2, § 12.
(t) Pel' J"gannatha, 3 Dig., 628; N[adcwaTa,yya v. Ti,.tha, Sami, 1 ni",a., 307;
Salemma v. Lntchmana Ueddi, 21 iliad., 100.
(IL) 2 'IV ..\lac"'., 239. See C;tse of "grant made by Government io a widow,
Brzj Inda1' v Janh, 51. A., 1 ; S. C., 1 C. L. R., 318.
(v) Dantull",i v. 1I1allapudi, 2 Metd. H. C., 360.
(w) D"y" Bhaga, iv., 1, § fl, <); Smriti Cllandrik", ix., 1, § 14, 15; ix., 2, § 3,4.
See too ~amda, cited Daya Bhaga, iv., 1, § 23; Viramitrodaya, p. 224, § 5.
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private property, just as an English husband woule do, if
his wife proposed to sell her diamonds. But the texts
referred to seem not to convey any more than a moral
precept, while those already cited, which assert her
absolute power, are express and unqualified.
§. 664. THIRDLY. Immovable property, when given or
devIsed by a husband to his wife, is never at her disposal,
even after his death. It is her stridhanu1n so far that it
passes to her heirs, not to his heirs. But as regards her
power of alienation, she appears to be under the same
restrictions as those which apply to property which she
has inherited from a male even though the gift is made in
terms which create a heritable estate (x). It is different
if the gift or devise is coupled with an express power of
alienation (y).
§ 6G5. The succession to woman's property is a matter
of much intricacy, as the lines of succession vary, according
as the woman was married or unmarried, according as her
marriage was in an approved or an unapproved form, and
according to the mode in which the property was obtained.
There are also differences between the doctrines of the
Benares and the Bengal lawyers on this head. Little is
to be found in the Hindu writers in regard to the property
of a maiden. So long as she remained in her father's house,
the only property she would be likely to possess would be
her clothes and her ornaments. If already betrothed,
she might also have received gifts in contemplation of
marriage from her own family, or from the bridegroom.
In some rare cases she might also have inherited property
from a female relation. The only text upon the subject is

/x)

Se~ a~thorities Cited,. ante § 662, note (Iz); Vinmitrodaya, p. 224, § 5; 2
'\ . MacN., 35; Gangada?'cczycc v. Pa.Ta.meswa.?·CC1n111il, G Mad. B. C., 111 ; Kotm'bccsa.pcc v. Oha.lIve,·ovcc, 10 Bom. H. C., 408; Rud,. v. Rup Kua1', 1 All., 734;
SU1'I1;F:1(C~n v. Rccb. Nccth, 25 All., 351 ; Bhujanga. Rcca. Y. Rama.ycc?nmil, 7
Mad.,3bl,
(if) Jee"W'~n v. Mt. Soncc, I N.-W. P., 66; Koonjbe1!.a.,·i \". Premcha.l1d, 5 Cal.,
684; ~. C., DC. L. R., 684; P,-080nno Gooma.?· v. Ta.'Tuckl1a.th, 10 B. L. R., 267;
Janh v. Bhctz1'Ol1, 19 All., 133 ; Ka.nhzccv. McchinlccZ, 10 All., 495. See ante ~ 63l.
The caSe of Seth MuZehccncl v. BcczManeha, 7 DOlll., 491, so far as it goes beyond
~1~~8~~tement III the text has been doubted by the Madras High Court, 7 llfad.,
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one which is variously ascribed to Baudhayana and to
N arada, but which cannot be found in the existing
works of either writer. "Of an unmarried woman deceased
the brothers of the whole blood shall take the inheritance;
on failure of them it shall go to the mother, or if she be
not living, to the father" (z). The Mitakshara explains
this by saying, "The uterine brothers shall have the
ornaments for the head and other gifts which may have
been presented to the maiden by her maternal grandfather,
or other relations, a8 well as the property which may
have been regularly inherited by her" (0). The latter
remark dearly applies to property not inherited from a
male, as her father is spoken of as still alive. The
result, of course, is that her property is kept in her owD.
family. In default of parents the property goes to their
nearest relations (b). All presents which may have been
received from the bridegroom are to be returned to him,
after deducting the expenses already incurred on both
sides (c).
~ 666. Property l)ossessed by a married woman would Prop~rty of,,- .
,)
. t . .
lllarrled WOlnau ..
go in different lines of succession according to its nature
and origin. Her bridal gifts, being artides of specially
feminine ornament or use, would naturally pass to her
own daughters. And as any of her daughters who had
married would probably have received a suitable provision
when they left their father's home, where there were
dauahters
both married and unmarried, the latter would
b
be the preferable heirs. So among the married, those
who were most in need would have the preference (d).
Her dowry (Sulka) had in early times belonged to her
parents, and not to herself. It would return to her
father's family, instead of passing into the family of
(z) Daya Bhe"ga, iv., 3, § 7; D. II:. S., ii., 1,.§ 1. .
.
.
(cc) jliikLkslmra, ii., 11, ~ 30; Smritl Chandnka, IX., 3, § 35; Madhanya, § 50;
V. May., iy., 10, § 34.
.
(b) Vi1'i1l1litrodaya, p. 241 ; Nccnji v. KccZiani, 12 il1ysore, 64; Gandht Ma.ga.nlaZ
v. Bai Jccdub, 24 Bom., 192, ante § 662.
(e) YajnaYd.lkya, ii., § J4!l: Mitakshara, i!., 11, § 29, 30; Smriti Chandrika, ix,
3, ~ 34; V. May., IY., 10, Ii 33; D. II:. S .. 11,1, § 2; .Mayr, 170.
(d) jlbyr,1.73.
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her husband (§ 81). vVhen that separation of interest
between herself and her husband arose, which admitted
of her acquiring independent property after her marriage,
the property so acquired might be of a more general and
important character than that obtained at her bridal. No
reason would exist for making it pass exclusively to
daughters, and sons would be allowed to share as well as
daughters (e). Hence a separate line of succession would
arise for what are called "gifts subseCJuent," and the
husband's donation.
§ 667. FIRST. rfhe earliest rule as to the devolution of
suZka is to be found in a text of GautaJna, which has
been variously translated. Dr. Buhler renders it: "The
sister's fee belongs to her uterine brothers, if her mother
be dead. Some say (that it belongs to them even) whilst
the mother lives" (f). This text in the Daya Bhaga is
translated: "The sister's fee belongs to the uterine
brothers; after them it goes to the mother and next to
the father. Some say before her." This ,Jill~~da Vahana
explains by saying that according to some the father takes
before the mother, and both after the uterine brothers (g).
The explanation of Balambhatta, which Dr. Mayr prefers,
is that the word mother in this verse refers to the same
person who is spoken of in the preceding verse of
Gautama, where her other property is said to go to her
daughters; that is to say, that it refers to the woman who
has received the sullw, not to the mother of that woman.
Accordingly Dr. Mayr translates it: " After the death of
the mother, her fee passes to her uterine brothers; some
think that the sister's fee belongs to them even during her
life." If this translation is correct, it would mark two
stages of law in regard to the suZka. First when it was
considered to be the property of the bride's father, as the
price paid to him for her, and accordingly passed to his
sons, even during her life. Secondly, when it became the
(e)

(g)

l\layr, 174.
Daya Bhaga, iv.,

(f)
3, § 27, 28.

Gautama, xxviii., § 25,26.
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property of the girl at once, as her dowry, but on her
death passed in the same manner as it had formerly done
to her father's heirs (h). However this may have been in
early times, it is quite clear that the writers of the Benares Ben(1res.
school treat the sttlka as an exception to the rule that a
woman's property goes to her daughters. and make it pass
at once to the brothers, and in default of them to the
mother (il. Yajnavalkya, however, classes the sulka with
gifts from her kindred, and gifts subsequent, ,vhich only
go to the brothers if the sister has died without issue.
Accordingly the Bengal authorities treat the text of Bengal.
Gaut,una, not as an exception to the general rule, but only
as explaining how this species of property devolves in the
absence of nearer heirs (k). Its succession, as understood
by them, will be treated under the third head (§ 672).
§ 668. SECO~DLY. Yautaka, or property given at the ~;~~!k~~nof
nuptials, always passes first to the woman's daughters or
other issue, if she has any. Little is to be found on the
subject in the early writers. Bnudhaycuw. says: "The
daughters shall inherit (of) the mother's ornaments as
many as (are worn) according to the custom of the
caste" (l). Vasishtha says: "Let the daughters share the
nuptial gifts of their mother" (1n). The word here used
for nuptial gifts, 'parinayya1n,' is the same which is used
bv Mann (IX, ~ 11), where he says that a wife should be
e~gaged in the superintendence of household utensils (n).
It apparently refers to articles of domestic nse given to a
girl on her marriage, like the clocks, teapots, and table ornaments which an English bride receives to adorn her new
home. So, among the Kandhs, the personal ornaments
and household furniture go to the daughters and not to th~
(h) ;lI"yr, 170.
. .
."
(i) lI1itakshara, ii., 11, § 14; Smrltl Chandnka, IX., 3, § 33; Y l1'am~trod~ya,
p. 242, § 12; Vi vitda Chint,amttni, 270; V. Th'[ay., IV., 10, § 32; ilhdhaVlya, § 50,
p. 45; Varadmjah, 48.
.
..
(k) Yajn,walkya, ii., § 145; Daya Bhaga, 1\T., 3, § 10~30: D. K. S., 11.,3,
§ 15-18; Jur/oonath v. Bll8sllnt CoomaT, 11 B. L. R-, 286, 297; S. C.,
19 Suth., 264.
(I) Baudhayana, ii., 2, § 27.
(m) Vasishtha, xvii., § 24.
(n) IIlayr, 166; Viva,h Chintalmmi, 268.
T"
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sons (0). Gautama, adds a further distinction: "A woman's
Yautaka.
separate property (stridhanum) belongs (in the first instance) to her unmarried daughters (and on failure of them)
to those daughters who are poor" (p). None of these
authors suggest different lines of descent for the property
referred to. This, for the first time, appears in Manu. He
says, "Property given to the mother on her marriage
(yautaka) is inherited by her (unmarried) daughter" (q).
In a later passage he says generally, " On the death of the
mother let all the uterine brothers and the uterine sisters
(if unmarried) equally divide the maternal estate." This
necessarily refers to property different from the yautaka
which had been stated to g'o exclusively to the daughters.
Then, after describing the six-fold property of a woman
(§ (58), he goes on, "What she received after marriage
(anvadeya) from the family of her husband, and what her
affectionate lord may have given her, shall be inherited,
even if she die in his lifetime, by her children" (r). This
seems to be the origin of the different lines of succession,
which are here treated of under the second and third heads.
Rule of descent.
§ 569. The authors of the Smriti Chandrika and the
Viramitrodaya appear to take the first text of Manu
literally, as allowing none of a woman's issue except her
unmarried daughters to take her yautaka. In default of
such daughters, they make it pass at once to the husband,
or to the parents, according as the marriage was of an
approved or an unapproved form (s). But this narrow
interpretation is not followed by either the Benares or the
Bengal school. The rule of descent laid down by Yajnavalkya is as follows: ., The stridhanuJn of a wife dying
without issue, who has been married in one of the four
-----(0) 2 Hunte"'s Oriss", 79.
(p) G"utam", xxviii., ~ 2l.
(q) Manu, ix., ~ 131; D"y" Bh"g", iv., 2, ~ 13.
(1') lIbnu, ix., § 192, 195; Mayr, 174; Aslzabai v. Baji Tyeb, '1 Bom., 115.
A,ddltlCOl1S Inade subse~uent to h61· Inal"f!age to Ofl1am.ents given by a fi.tther to
h,s daughter "t the tllne of her m(l,~n"ge must be treated for the purpose
of
succeSSIon as gIfts snbsequent ,,"d not "s nupti"l gifts. Gopal Chandra v.
Ba1n Chand1'a, 28 C".I., 31l.
-~---

(8) §8mriti
Chandrika, ix.,
236,
7.

3,

~ 12,

15;

Vimlnitrod"ya, p.

----

230, §

2; 235,

§ 6;

eg9J
•
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forms of marriage designated Brahma, etc., (§ 79): belongs
to the husband; if sbe have issue, then the stndh~nn:n
goes t 0 her daughters .: should she have been marned
" m
)
another form, then her stridhanU1n goes to her pa~'ents (t. ~:~~~k~ C;;y
This rather vague rule is expanded by the Mnakshara. Benares law
"Hence if the mother be dead, daughters take her property i1~ the first instance; and h~re, in the case of
competition between married and malden ~aught~rs, the
unmarried take the succession; but on faIlure of them,
the married daughters; and here again, in the case of
competition between such as are provided and t~ose who
are unendowed the unendowed take the succeSSIOn first;
but, on failur~ of them, those who are endowed" (u).
N ext to daughters come granddaughters, and then sons
Df daughters, sons, and grandsons, those in the s~cond
generation always taking per stirpes (v). S~8p-chl1dren
are not recognized by the Mitakshara as el1tlt~ed, ex~ept
in the single case, which has now become llnpos~lble,
where the woman who has left the property was a WIfe of
an inferior class, while the children who claim it. are by a
wife of a higher class (w). The Smriti. C~andnka, however, allows the step-children to come m If t~ere are no
other heirs, such as progeny, husband or the lIke (x). In
default of all these, if the marriage was in an appro:,ed
form, the property passes to the ~usband, and a.fter hIm,
according to Vijnanesvw'a, to hIS nearest. sapmdas (y).
According to the Mayukha, to those relatIOr:s who are
nearest to him through her in ~is own £a1mly._If the

-(t) Yajnavalkya, ii., § 145.
..
J ' t7 P' . d V
(IL) lIiitaksh"ra, ii., 1'1, § 18; V.lI'hy., IV., iO, § 17,18; aganna L?asa
.
Bunji~ Singh, ~5 C!aLil'';'g 12 15-19 24; V. May., iv., 10, § 20-23. Sons
(v) ilirtaksh>1m, 11., '~"
.' d 'd B. 7zunandana v. Gopeenath,
who1I1r~ude1~fan~s~n§ ~;4.se ~~l;~~~ '~hee~t':idha~~m or ~he mother devolves
~p';;~ .l1:"c;o;;s
wl~!with'thei~
father from a,,; undiv.ided fadmll y' at h:r. d~":h{ th: y
t
~ t'
mon without survrvol'slup, un 110 t as JOIn 81 an 5.
t·ake It "8 enan s 111 corr:
27 Mad
300 distingnishinO' Venkayamma v.
Karuppatv. Sa.nka1'a1wlayanan,
'
.: C '2- 1\1 d 678 e
Venkata..rantanaYY."':1m1na,§2~l: ~.,~~6; ~~ '10 b §1~.·' Th~ text of l\iann, on
(w) lIirtakshHrot, 11., 1"
, . £ ay., 1., "
1 P t § 673
which this :rule is based, is explained differen tly 111 Beng" . 08 , M d' 348
.
.
Cl
d'k
.
3 R 38 Bra7111tappa v. Papanna, 13 a.,
.
(x) Smrltl
Ian rl 'a, IX., ,~ ' . '1 1
I
B 1 ha Jha v JU(J'lnon
(y ) This has been held to be the Mlthl a "w "so.
ac ~
f'th' h'b d
Jha 12 Cal., 348. See as to the persons ~vho ranI, as t~~ s!1pmdas 0
e us an
und~r Mitakshara law. Gojabai v. Shnmant ShahaJ,rao, 17 Bom., 114.
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marrIage was in an unapproved form it passes to her
parents, the mothe~ taking before the father (z). Vijnanes:vara traces the hne of descent no further. But other
WrIters of the. same. school cite a text of Vrihaspati, in
accordance wIth whIch "On failure of the husband of a
deceased 'woman, if married according to the Brahma or
other (four) forms; or of her parents, if married according
to the Asura or other two forms, the heirs to a woman's
property are" the mother's sister, the maternal uncle's
wife; the paternal uncle's wife, the father's sister; the
mother-in-law, and the wife of an elder brother are
~ronounced similar to mothers. If they have no son born
III la~ful wedlock, nor daughter's son, nor his son, then
the SIster's son and the rest shall take their property."
He,re must, be understood' on failure both of the daughter
and also of her daughter,' because only on failure of them
does the right of inheritance pertain to the son born in
wedlock, 01' to the daughter's son" (a).
Preci.sely the above order is laid down by the Smriti
Chandnka and the Viramitrodaya in respect of all the
mother's property, which is not yautaka, or received after
marriage or from the husband; that is, which does not
come under the two texts of JJianu already cited (ll).
~t\ 6>"'0
i . Tl1e order of succession to YrlUtaka, according
to the Bengal authorities is similar, but not exactly the
same. "It goes first to the unaffianced daughters; if
there be none such, It devolves on those who are betrothed.
In their default it passes to the married daughters" (c).
(z) ~fitaksllara, ii., 11, § Jl; "\'. lIby., iv., § 28. According to the Smri'i
Challc1l'lkl:;J, pl'operty gIven to a WOilla,n at the tiU18 of a disit ' T d ,~ _ " lJ
re\'erts to the donors' i" 3 § 31 39
pplO' e "l"anlage
(a) V. May., iv"
Sm;iti-Chandrika ix 3 § 36 37' V',
't, a .
p. :243. See ~s to the nieal~ing ~~ t~1is text, Ve?~kat'a S'Zlb1'~?na;zia~~~a~~~1 f~z,a~Y;:
Amma.l, 21 lIIad., P: 267; m jl,htlula, but not elsewhere. the son of a womkn's
half,sls",;,r IS her hell'. S1'eel1aTain v. Bliya Jah, 2 S.' D., 23 (29, 35). The
hnsbmld." kmsmen ~,8.ke before the father's kinsmen, e.g., the husband's brother's
~?n ~:fole the slste~ s son, Bac!,ha Jha. v. J'ugmon, 12 Cal., 348. The husband's
clster S sons are prererentral herrs to the husband's paternal great.grandfather's
grea.t'franasons. Mohun Pm'shad y. KisheJ.' Kish01'e, 21 Cal., 344.
'
(b) M[tl1u, IX., § 131, 195; Smntl Chandnl,a. ix. 3' § 16-30 36-41' Vira
ffiltrodaya, p. 231, et seq. .
'
, "
,
,
(e) Daya Bhaga, iv., 2, § 13,22,23,26; Haghunaud[ll1a, x., 12-15,17-20.
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Jimuta Vahanci does not notice barren.or widowed daughters, but the Daya-krahma-sangraha states that they
succeed in default of married daughters who have, or who
are likely to have, male issue. Srikrishna also says that
these d~nghters take one after the other, as distinct
classes
and not merely in default of each other. For 1j(futa1ca.
Bengall •. w as to
.
, "
instance, that on the death of a daughter who had taken'
as affianced or married, but who has died without a son,
the estate will pass to the next daughter who is capable
of taking, and not to the husband of the one who had
already succeeded. "For the right of the husband is
relative to the' woman's separate property,' and wealth
which has in this way passed from one to another can
no lono'er be considered as the 'woman's separate
b
property' " (d). The Bengal writers also differ from
those of the Benares school in excluding granddaughters
altogether, and bringing in the son before the daughter's
son,
andb
the O'randson and great-O'brandson
in the male line
'
next after the daughter's son (e). They also differ in
introducing step-sons, as far as the great-grandchildren,
next after the great-grandsons of the woman herself.
This appears to be upon the authority of a text of Manu,
which declares that if one of several wives of a man brings
forth a male child, they are all by means of that son
mothers of male issue (f). In default of all these the
husband or the parents succeed, according to the form of
marriage. But the husband's sapindas do not appear to
take as in the Mitakshara. In default of him, the succession passes at once to the brother, mother, or father of the
deceased woman (g). On the other hand, where the
marriage is of a disapproved form, the inheritance passes
to the mother, father, and brother, each in default of the
other, and if none of them exist, then to the husband (h).
(dJ D. K. S., ii., 3, ~ 5, 6. See post § 675.
..
(e) Daya Bhaga, iv., 2, § 17-21; D. K. S., n., 3, § 8-10. The ~.on of the
daughter's son never succeeds. Daya Bhaga, iv., 3, § 34; D. K. S., n., 6, § 2.
(t) DayaBhaga,iv., 3, § 32; D. K. S., ii., 3, § 11-13.
(g) D. K. S., ii., 3, § 14-17; Bistoo v. Radha SoondT, 16 Suth., 115,
Ch) D. K. S., ii.,3, § 19-21.
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Last of all come in the ulterior heirs under the text of
Vrihaspati. But they do not take in the order there
sta.te.d. They are arranged upon the Bengal principle of
relIgIOus benefits, as follows: husband's younO'er brothel'
husband's brother's son, sister's son (i), son
husband'~
sister, brother's son, daughter's husband, father-in-law
and h.usband's .elder brothel', and the other sapindas,
accordmg to thmr nearness of kin. In default of all these,
sakulyas, learned Brahmans, and the King (k).
~ .671. THIRDL~. The succession to that property belongmg to a marned woman which is neither her sulka
nor heE yautaka is a matter upon which there is much
variance. The texts of JJlanu, which state that her property shall be shared equally by her sons and dauO'hters,
and that gifts received by her after marriage fr~m her
husband and his family shall go to her children generallv
have be~n .already cited (§ 6(8). Other writers say with
equal dlstmctness, that her property shall be shared
equally by sons and unmarried daughters (l). Vijnanesva'/'a only recognizes one line of descent for the whole of
a married woman's property, except her sulka, viz., that
already given for her yautaka (§ (69). He explains the
text of lvlanu, not as meaning that brothers and sisters
take together, but that the sisters take first and the
brothers afterwards, each class sharing equally 'inter se ;
that is, he brings it in as an illustration of the rule
previously stated as to the succession of daughters before
sons, and not as an exception to it. And the same view is
apparently taken by the Madhaviva (m). But the Smriti
Chandrika, Viramitrodaya, Vivad~ Chintamani, Mayukha,
and VaradraJ'(£h all take these texts literally, as prescribing

;i
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a different course of descent for the two sorts of stridhanu1n
there specified, viz., gifts subsequent to marriage, received
either from the woman's own family or the family of her
husband, and gifts received from her husband. These are
shared simultaneously and equally by the woman's sons
and daughters being unmarried. Those who are married,
and granddaughters, only receive a trifle as a mark of
respect, and widows are wholly excluded. But if there
are no unmarried daughters, married daughters, whose
husbands are living, are also allowed by Katyayana to share
with their own brothers (n). According to the Mayukha lVIayukha.
it has been held that property received by a married
wornan from a stranger and her own earnings pass to the
person who would be her heir if she were a male (0). This
decision however has been controverted in an elaborate
judgment by Telang, J., cited in a previous chapter (p).
The writers of the Benares school do not trace the line
of descent any further, nor suggest how the property is to
go in default of the heirs above named.
!

§ 672. The Bengal writers also interpret the above texts Beng"llaw.
literally, and take them as applying to all property except
the yautaka, and that given by the father of the woman (q).
The order of succession as laid down by them is as follows:
first, son and maiden daughter take together (r), and in
default of either the other takes the whole; on failure of
both, the estate passes to the married daughter who has,
or who may have male issue, then to the son's son, the
daughter's son, and the son's grandson successively; and in
default of all these, to the male issue of the rival wife, and
lastly to barren and widowed daughters (s). The further

'~---"----~---

(il T!]~se words are
Bella,." 32 (; a1., 261.

held to include a step-sister's son. Dasha"athi v. Bepin
(k) Daya, Bh.age., iv ..' 3, ~ 31,35-·37; D. K. S., ii" 6; Raghunlmdana, x., 23-26,
30-39. It IS Impo~slble to see npon what principle the husband's bther and
elder brother COme III last of those speci&lly named,
(.l) Dev~la! D>1ya Bhaga, iv., 2, § 6; 'Saneha and Lichitll, 3 Di '. 5S8'
VrIhaspatl,
tb.
b ,
,
(110) Mitakshara., ii., 11, ~ 19-21. See Viramitrodf1ya, p. 232, § 5: jyIadhaviva,

~

50, p. 43.

'

•

(n) Smriti Chandrika, ix., 3, § 1--11; Vimmitrodaya, p. 228, § 1; V. May., iv.,
10, § 15,16; Vamdrajah, 47; Vivada Chintamani, 266; i1shabai v. Haji Tyeb,
9 Born., 115.
(0) Bai Na,.mada v. Bhagu·ant,.ai, 12 B0111., 505.
(p) Manilal Rewadut v. Ba i Rewa, l7 Bom., 758, ante ~ 62l.
(q) Daya Bhaga, iv., 2, § 1-9; h"ghUlmnda.na, x., 1-10.
(,.) The word maiden mean" un betrothed ; Gangol'adhya v. SUTbama".qala,
2 B. L. R. (A. C. J,), 14.4; S. C., 10 Suth., 48S.
(8) Daya Bhaga, iv., 2, S 9-12; D. K. S., ii., 4, ~ 1-10.
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descen t depends on the source from which the property was
derived. If it comes within the text of Yajnavalkya-" that
which has been given to her by her kindred, as well as
her fee or gratuity, and anything bestowed after marriage,
her kinsmen take if she die without issue, "-then the order
of succession is first to the whole brothers; if there be
none, to the mother; if she be dead, to the father; and,
on failure of all these, to the husband, and the ulterior
heirs as already described (t). But in this text the words,
"given to her by her kindred," signify that which was
given to her by her parents in her maiden state, and the
,yord "fee," does not include" a gratuity presented to
damsels at marriages, called asura, and the rest" (u). If,
on the other hand, the property being ayautakr:( does not
come within the terms of the above text, then it devolves
in exactly the same manner as the yautaka of a married
woman who has left no issue (v).
§ 673. The text of Manu (IX, § 198), " The wealth of a
woman, which has been in any manner given to her by
her father, let the Brahmani damsel take; or let it belong
to her offspnng," is explained by the Mitakshara as
authorising step-children of a wife of superior class to
inherit (w). The Bengal writers treat the word Brahmani
as merely illustrative, and explain the texts as establishing
an exception to the rule laid down in the last paragraph.
According to them, property given by a father to his
daughter at any time is never shared by her sons, but goes
to her daughters exclusively; the maiden taking first,
then the married daughter who has, or is likely to have
male issue, and lastly the barren or widowed daughters.
After all these come their sons (x). The succession then
proceeds, as in the case of yautalca, down to the greatgrandson of the co-wife, after which it goes to the brother,
(/) Day" Bhaga, ii., 3, § 10, 29-31, ante § 670; Ju(Zoonath v. Busslint Goo11 B. L. R., 286: S. C., 19 Suth., 264: HUTTymohun v. Shonatun, 1 CaL,

171G1',

275.

§ 15, 23.
(v) D. K S., ii., 4, § 11, ante § 670.
(w) Mitaksham, ii., 11, § 22.
(x) Daya Bhaga, iv., 2, § 16; D. K. S., ii., 5; Raglnmandana, x., 11, Hi.

(u) D"ya Bhaga, iv., 3,
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mother, fathel', and husband, under the text of Yajnavalkya
already cited (y). Daughters are not bound to pay t~e
debts of their mother if she leaves no property (z). Thelr
obligation to pay her debts if she died possessed of property
would apparently turn on the question whether she had an
absolute or only a life interest. See § 634.

§ 674. Until very lately the line of descent fr.om a ~~~~i:Xth.~',~~ a
woman who has inherited the stridhanum of another female.
woman has been a matter of argument. It has now,
however, (1903) been settled by the decision o~ the ~rivy
Council in the case of Bheoshankar Lal v. Debt Bahm (a).
The mode in which the case arose will be made clearer by
the annexed pedigree.
Dhawani dies 1851
M. Dilt. dies 18%

Jadon1ath dies 1879
I donee
J l1 rrel'llath dies 1896

;' I

..,

, - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

Two sons,
the phein tiffs

Two daughters

In 1866 certain property was assigned by way of gift to
Bhawani's daughter Jadonath. By family arrangement
eleven villages, parts of those assigned, were left in possession of Dilla as maintenance for her life. Admittedly
all the rights of J adonath passed at her death to her
daughter J agernath. On the death of Di.lla, her brother
Debi Sahai took possession of the eleven vlllages. On the
death of J agernath her sons sued Debi Sahai to recover
the villages. Numerous defences, which were all found
in favour of the plaintiffs, were set up, but the case
ultimately turned upon the plea that the plaintiffs had
no riaht to sue as the estate of J agernath would pass to
her d~ughters and not to her sons. This again turned
(y) Judoonathv. BnS81mt Ooomar, 11 B. L. R., 236,300; S. C., 19 Suth.,264:
fo11d. G01Ja-l Gha-nel"a v. Rmn Ohand,.a, 23 0,,1., 311.
(z) Visvarupl1, § 4.
..
.
S7
k
(al 301. A., 202; S. 0.,25 All., 468, reversmg D3b~ SaJ,a~ v. Sheo Ian 'aT,
22 All., 353.
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upon the question, whether J agernath held the estate of
her mother as her own stridhanum. The Original Oourt
found that it was not her stridhanu?n and therefore that
it devolved upon her sons. The High Oourt of Allahabad
found that it was her stridhanu1n and therefore it devolved
upon her daughters. This decision was reversed on
appeal to the Privy Oouncil. Theil' Lordships, after an
exhaustive examination of all the authorities, held that
it was the settled law of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras,
that what a woman has inherited from a woman is not
st1-idhan for the purposes of inheritance. They considered that the same rule must be applied in districts
governed, as Allahabad is, by Benares law. "Their
Lordships are therefore unable to agree with the High
Oourt in thinking that the property now in question was
the stridhan of J agernath devolving as such upon the
plaintiffs' married sister in preference to them. And this
is sufficient to dispose of the present case." In the case
of Sheo Pertab v. The Allahabad Bank (b) decided on the
same day, their Lordships affirmed the further doctrine,
that stridhan which descended to a woman was held by
her for a limited estate only, and on her death reverted to
the heirs of the woman who had held it as stridhan (c).
§ 675. It will be observed that it was assumed by
both the Indian Oourts in Sheo Shankar's case, that
if Jagernath held the estate as her stridhrw it would
descend in the female line, and the Judicial Oommittee
considered that their finding that she did not hold it as
stTidhan was sufficient to dispose of the case. But the very
cases which established that she did not hold as stridhan
also established to the s:1tisfaction of the Oommittee
that the estate reverted to the heirs of J adonath. Now
although in Jadonath's hands the estate was not stridhan
of the special kind described by the earliest writers, it
was certainly stridhan of the secondary kind, in the
sense that it was absolutely at her disposal, and that it
(b) 30 I. A., 209 ; S. C., 2, All., 476.
(0) See as to all the earlier authorities upon these points, ante § 662.
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passed to her heirs. Now if those heirs were those who
would take the technical sort of stridhan, it would pass
to Jagernath, and, in default of her, to the. daughters of
J aeTernath in preference to her sons. ,ThlS was eq~ally
fat~l to the :1ppellant's case. The difficulty was .pomted
out by the Oounsel who argued the appeal, wh:ch was
heard ex parte. It was met by him bya contentIOn that
the line of female descent stated in the early books only
applied to the special sort of stridhan described by them.
That with the exception of the Mitakshara and the commentaries which avowedly followed it, the writers who
gave only the special female line of desce~t mentioned
no other sort of stridhan except the earlIest sort (d).
That, the works, such as the Daya Bhaga, the Daya-kramasangraha, the Smriti Ohandrika, and the Mayukha, '~Jhich
enumerated various sorts of woman's property, assIgned
the special line to the special spec.ies, and gave d~fferent
lines to the other sorts (e\. AdmIttedly no defimte rule
could be derived from these works, but they showed a
general tendency in such cases to admit male heirs, either
aloneT with, or in preference to, females. The only cases
whicoh had been decided upon this subject came from
Bombay, and in these West, J., and Telang, J., whil.e differing upon the rule to be laid down, had agreed III each
laying down a rule which preferred males to females (f).
It may be presumed that this argument was acc~pted
by their Lordships, but it is to be regretted that neIther
the difficulty nor its solution was noticed in the judgment (g).
In Madras an exception is made in regard to property
inherited by a maiden. She is held to take an absolute
(d) Vivad. Chint., 256-269; Vllrad.,.43; Madhav., 40..
.
(6) U. Eh., ch. iv., sect. 2; D. K. S., n., 3, 4; Sm. Ch," IX., 3 ; ~. lIf,ay ., IV., 10.
(f) V~jiaranqam ,'. Lal~sli:!6man, 8 Bom. H. C. (~. C .•
244,E:.:,Narmafa
v. Ehagwa.nt1·a.~. 12 Born., bO.); 1tfam/aT Rewailat \: Em Rewa., 1 ~ Bom., 7Q8,
",II of which were cited in the judgment of the Pnvy Councd With app,erent

!.I,

approv'll.
.
(g) III thel'ecent Msa of ,"J,liJl'a,wtn",,!n v. AnuLach9lam. 2S i\f I.d., 1, p. 9, the
Couet did not ul1derskwd the Ilile whICh Ina b93D taken 111. the :<rgument
before the Privy Council, l1'}r' indee1 cOLlld thpy have Ilndersbood It" as I t WitS not
noticed in the j'udgmel1t, .end could not he discovered from the report.
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estate, which passes at her death to her own heirs in the
manner laid down in Mit., II, 11, § 30 (h).
of
chastity.

~Wallt

~ 676. Chastity has been held not to be an essential,
whereafemale claims as heir to the property of a woman(i).
I know of no native authority on the point. On the
other hand want of chastity, causing a woman to become
degraded and outcaste, has been held to sever the tie of,
kindred between herself and her own natural family, and
d fortiori between herself and her husband's family, so
that jf she dies leaving property acquired by her while
degraded and outcaste, none but those who had fallen into
a similar position could claim to be her heirs (lc). If this
principle is sound, the converse of the proposition ought
equally to apply, if a degraded female was claiming as
heir to one who was undegraded.
(h) Venkata1'anw Krishna Rau v. Bhl(janpa, 19 nfac1., 107; exrhining
Nm'asayya. v, venkayya,2 Jlfad. L. J., 149; Ganili Maganlal v. Bai .Tadub,
24 Bom., 192.
(il Gangav. Ghasita., 1 All., 46; Naqe,,!!,'a v. Benoy, 30 Cltl., 521; A11ga11L?na.l
v. Venleata RecZil!/, 26 nIarl., 509 ; AdY"l'a v. BwZ1'(I.Va, 4 Bom .. 104, p, 122.
(le) Goods of Kaminey Monel! Bewah, 21 0>11., 697.
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The sections of the Acts nfeJ'Ted to aTe p1'inted in italic jignres,
the pages in Toman jig1"Tes.
ABEYANOE,
succession nevor remains in, 496, u71, 677, 721, 813.
ABSOLUTE ESTA'fE,
what words cr,'at.e an, 521
ill 108"os, 523
wills 574
grants for ma.intolllHlce, 524
to fomalos, 522, 525
for religious purposes, 529, 582, 585
servicos, 529
AOOOUNT,
rirrht of member of joint family to demand, 8e9, 373-379
m~de of taking on p'l,rtition, 685
AOCUMULATION,
trusts for, wben unlawful, 568
See SAVINGS; \VOJYIAN'S ESTATE,

5

ACQUIESCENCE,
lllerely pl1ssive docs not bar rightF, 207
when it operates as an estoppel, 208
AC'l'S
V of 1843,
XI of 1843,
I of 1845,
XXI of 1850,
XXVI of 18M,
XXI of 1855,
XV of 1856,
XXV of 1857,
XIV of 1858,
XXXV of 1858,
XL of 1858,
VIII of 1859,

(Abolition of Slavery), 745
(Hereditary Officers), 634 note
(Bongal Revenue Sale), 21; 592
(Freedom of Religion), 137, 56:2,603,654,804
(Bengal-Court of Wards-Education), 274
(l\1adras-Minors), 274
(Hindu Widow Marriage), 11 2, ';55-758, 771
(Na.tive Army forfeiture for lVIutiny), 443
(llIadras-Millors), 274
(Lunacy), 74; 14.0,285
(Bengal-Minors), 7,12; 272, 291; 18; 456
(Old Oivil Procedure), 26U; 592
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ACTS-continlwd.
X of 1859,
XI of 1859,
XIV of 1859,
XLV of 1860,
II of 1863,
XX of 1863,
Xl of 1864,
XVI of 1864,
XX of 1'364,
X of 1865,

(BengRl-Rcnt Law), 853
(Bengal-Zemindary Revenue Sale), 36; 592
(Old Limitation), 210, 875
(Penal Code), 361, 363; 277; 372,373; 6:3
(Bombay Enamlands), 6; 140
(Native Religious Endowment), 14; 584
(Hindu and lIahomedan Law Ofikers), 41
(Re§.istration), 518
(Bombay-l\1inors),274
(Succession), 576; 46; 542; 99; /)77 ; 1(2; [(3, W4
506; 111; 559,560; 179,187; 578
VII of 1866, (Bombay-Hindu's lJability for ancestor's debt~),
391
XX of 1866, (Registration), 515, 518
XXI of 1866, (Native Converts l\1ani9ge Dis"ol1,licn), 27, 28;
281
I of 1869, (Oudh Estates), 358, 526, 577
VIII of 1869, (Bellgal Landlord and Tenant), 858
IV of 1870, (Bengal Act, Conrt of Wards), 74; 140, ~CG
XXI of 1870, (Hindu Wills), 2; [;42, 554, 67G; 3; fC', 542, 577
VIII of 1871, (Registrati(w), 515, 1j18
IX of 1871, (Limitation), Sched. II, ATt. 129; 210
XXIII of 1871, (PensioIls), 634 note
XXXIII of 1871, (Punjab Land Revenue), 49
I of 1872, (Evidence), 101, 104; 239; 1.L5; iC8, 21"9
IX of 1872, (Contract), 2, 10, 11; 283; 25; 434
III of 1873, (lVIadras Civil CourtS), 48
XIII of 1872, (European British I\linors), 274
IX of 1875, (Majority), 111,272,277
XVII of 1875, (Burma Courts), 48
XX of 1875, (Central Provillces Laws), 48
XVII of 1876, (Oudh Land Revenue), 49
XVIII of 1876, (Oudh Laws), 48
I of 1877, ISpecific Relief), 27; 518; 42; 874
III of 1877, (Registraticn Act now in lorce), 48; 521; 49;
518; 50; 518,520
X of 1877, (Old Civil Procedure), 317; 592; 539; 587
XV of 1877, (Limitation), 19; 285; Sched. Jl, Alt. 12; 291;
118, 211, 212; 126, 484; 140, 141, 2]"
XII of 1878, (Further Amendment rf Punjab Laws Act., 1672),
1; 48; 2; 307
IX of 1879, (B.C.
), 61; 138
V of 1881, (Probate and Administration), 4; 142; 90; 456, 841;
149; 542, 578 ; 154; 576
II of 1882, (Trusts), 81, 82; 589
IV of 1882, (Transfer of Property), 2; 5: 3 ; 3; 519; 8; 522; 9;
521; 10,12; 49G ; 15; 503 ; 18, 25, 27; 4,,6 ; 39 ;
624 ,44; 475 ; 45; 348; 48; 511 ; 54; 534 ; 59 ;
535 . 107 . 535 . 122 . 5CO 536 . 1 9 3 . 535' 198 .
426 ; 129 ; '500, 536
'
,
,~"
,~,
XIV of 1882, (New Civil Procedu,'c Code), 278, 283; 422; 317;
592 ; 462 ; 289 ; 539 ; 584, 587
Vln of 1890, (Guardian), 7,8; 273 ; 29 ; 284
IV of 1896, (Madras, Malabar Marriages), 127
V of 1898, (Criminal Procedure), 488; 603
11 of 1902, 11 of J903, II of 1804, (J\ladras ImpartiUe ZllnilJdaries), 435
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ADOPTION,
1. not of exclusively Aryan or Brahmanical origin, 8, 132
secular and religious motives di,tinct, ib.
of females, 132, 134
different sorts of adopted sons, 81
cause of their diminution, 131
early texts, 135
. . . .
" the reflection of son" : Its meanmg and ongm, 131

2. who may adopt; only one who has no issue, 136
concurrent or successive adoptions, ib., 137
simultaneous adoptions, ib.
widower or bachelor, ib.
disqualified heir, 138
widow under pollution, 139
convert from Hinduism, 140
minor, Court of Wards Acts, ib.
assent of wife unnecessary, 142
wife requires assellt of husband, ib.
can only adopt to him, ib.
3. bv widow after death of husband, not allowed in Mithila, 142
~ssent of husband required in Bengal and Benares, 143
may be supplied by assent of sapinda in Southern India, ib.
larger power of widow in \Vestern India, ib.
form of authority, 144
must be strictly pursued, ib.
when incapable of execution, 146-150
ineffectual till acted u POll, J 53
when a minor, or unchaste, 150, 151
ease of several widows, 151, 247
no other relation can adopt to deceased, 152
her discretion absolute, ib.
may be exercised at any time, 154
whet,ber she can bind herself not to adopt, 153
4. want of anthority supplied in Southern India
by assent of sapindas, 154
similar rule in Punjab, 157, 168
whose consent necessary and sufficient, 155 -161
must be an exercise of discretion, 151
must not be corruptly given, 163, 165
may authorize, where son has died, 163
whether any religious motive in widow or sapindas
is required? 162-165
widow's power in Westem India, J66, 247, 251, 253
among Jains, 143, 168
5. who may give in adoption; only parents, 169, 170
authority ~annot be delegated, 170
necessity for assent of wife, 169
orphan cannot be adopted, 171
condition precedent to adoption, ib.
consent of Court of 'Nards or Government, ib.
G. who may be taken; no restriction as to relationship, 172
must be a person whose mother might have been married by
adopter, ib,
sister's or daughter's son excluded, 173
rule does not apply to Sudras, or in Punjab, Western
India, or among Jains, or in Pondicberry, 175, 176
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ADOPTION-continued.
supposed extension of rule to adoptioll by a widow, 176
must be of same caste, 177
7. not a disqualified person, 178
limitation from age and pTevious performance of ceremonies,
17£1-183
rule does no~ apply in Punjab, Western India, or
among Jains, 18.3 .
conflict as to admissibility of onl~' son, 184-193
may be taken as d1cya11l1lshyayana, 185
eldest, or one of two admissible, ib.
decision of Judicial Committee, 188
8. two persons cannot adopt same boy, 193
9. necessa1'y ceremonies; notice immateri,,], 193, 194
giving and receiving essential, 194
no religious ceremony necessary for Sudras, 195
none required in Punjab or among J ains, 200
confiictas to necessity for datta h011lm1L among higher
classes, 194-199
intentional omission of ceremonies, 199
will or exchange of deeds insufficient, 200
application of doctrine faet1lm valet, 200-203
10. C1.'idence of adoption; writing not required, 203
pI'8sumptioY,. for or against, ib.
effect of res f1~dic(da, 204
.
lapse of time, 206
acquiescence, 207
estoppel, ib.
effect of express assent amounting tc authority, 2G1 - 256
statute of limitations, 209- 214
11. results, change of family, 214
succession lineallv. ib.
collaterally,2i5
ex parte 1nCdCT1Ui, 217
to st1'idhan1tln of adoptive mother, 218
succession of wives of adopter to adopted, 219
between natural mother and a c/u;yanLUshyaycma, 221
12. where legitimate son born afterwarr;s, 222
in competition with collaterals, 2:<4-228
difference as to shares of adopted son in Bengal, Benares,
Western and Southern India. and among Slldras, 223
survivorship between them, 228
where adopted is son of two fat,hers, 229
1.3. adopted has neither rights 1101' duties in natum! family, 228
cannot marry int0 or adopt out of it, 229
dWYCl1nushyayana may inherit in both ramilies, ib.
his share with afterborn son. 230
rule not ohserved in Punjab or Pondicherry, or among
Gya",als, 228
H. effect of invalid adoption, 231-235
his rights to maintenance, 603
cases in which boy cannot return into original family, 233
when he may take as persona designata, 235-239
declaratory suit to set aside, 211-213, 874
foster child has no rights, 236
effect of assent by parties interested, 251

ADOPTION-contimted.
15. devests estatc of adopting widow, not being her stridhan, 240
or of "dopting mother, 149, 243
of person who has taken estate of one to whom adoption is
made, 241
llnless his own title preferable, 242
survivorship may be defeated by act of widow, 241
not in Bombay, 251, 253
not of person who has taken estate of one to whom adoption
was not made, 245-249
result of decisions, 250
16. estate of adopted postponed by direction of adopter in Bengal,
256
not under JlIitakshara, ib.
unless as to impartible estate, ib.
by express agreement, 256-258
effect of his renunciation, 259
17. son's rights date from adoption, 259
how far bound by previous acts of widow, 260-262
or of full male holder, 262
or of father after authority given, 450
or by agreement previous to adoption, 256
18. adoption by woman to herself ineffectual, 263
unless under Kritrima form, ib.
by dancing girls, ib.
SeeILLATOThf, 268; KRITRIMA, 263-268; MALABARADOPTIONS, 269 --271
AFFINI'r'Y,
is the basis of the Mitakshara law of succession, 689-696
and of the earlier law, 697-701
so in Punja.b and among Sikhs and Jains, .701
AGE.

See ADOPTION, 7; MINOR, 1

AGNATES.

See SUCCESSION, 3-5

AGNATION,
is ruling principle of ]\![itakshara law, 692
strictest form of, prevails in Northern India, 763
AGREEJlIENr,
cannot create binding custom, 59
to marry, does not inva.lidate marriage of another, 118
in derogation of rights of adopted son, 256
against pa.rtit,ion, its effect, 657
alienation, 494
ALIENATION,
1. originally limited by communal rights, 306
variance between texts arisinb from stage of family history
to which they relate, 318, 319
power of father as head of pa.triarchal and of joint family
different, 300, 301
2. lYlitakshnrct Law, rights of father limited by those of sons,
319, 435
sons take no interest by birth in property inherited by fa.ther
from others than near ancestors, 344, 453
or in property disposed of before their birth, 449
or in divided or self-acquired property, 451, 452
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ALIENATION-contim&ed.
3. right of father to dispose of ancestral movables, 320
conflict of opinioni;', 435-439
to dispose of self-acquired immovables, 322
modern decisions, 451
to sell properiy to discharge his own debts, 3\16-400
in other respects merely a manager of coparcenary, 439
4. powers of owner of impartible property, 441-445
decisions of the Judicial Committee, 415-448
annulled in Madras by legislation, 448 note.
absolute right over income and savings, 359
lands held on service tenure, not liable to, 440
5. power of manager of joint family, 4S0, ,,67
by consent of coparceners, 453
what amounts to consent, ib.
in cases of necessity, 454
what consitutes a case of necessity, 455
power to sell, 457
burthen and proof of necessity, 460
where decrees have been rassed, 462
extravagance or mismanagement, 455, 466
power of manager of religi0ns endowment, 584
6. purchaser not bonnd by debts, 426
need not see to application of pnrchase money, 456
what enqniries he must make, 456, 460-467
7. right of coparcener to sell his shal'e, 330, 467
conflicting opinions, 469
Madras Court recognizes the right, 474
not to assign specific portion, 476
nor to give or devise, 476, 477
Bombay Conrt allows transfer for value, 477
not gift or devise, 479
from what date interest of coparcener is to be calculated, 470
alienation for valne may be enforced after death of coparcener, 480
Bengal Court denies the right, 480
will enforce special equity, 482
210t after death of alienor, 483
8. remedies against improper alienation, 483
sale rescinded ill case of fraud, 484
cannot be enforced by member of family who could not sne
for partition, 482 note
right is personal and does uot survive, ib.
eqnities ou setting aside, 482, 485
where alienation is by father, 487
when equities do not apply, ib.
claim for improvements, 488
where sale partially justifiable, ib.
laches or acquiescence, 489
necessity for offer to rufund, ib.
where snit is by alienee to enforce his claim, 486
in case of estate taken by escheat, 800
9. by coparcener enforced by partition, 472, 13,53, 670
mode of carrying out partition, ib.
10. by execution under decree, 470
how enforced against joint-owner, 471
must be before death of debtor when joint property is seized,
427-131
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11. Bengal Law, absolute power of father, 324, 490
except in distribution of ancestral property among sons,
329, 491
nature of coparcener's interest in their property, 493
power of dealing with share, 494
12. whether delivery of poss\lssion is essential where transfer is
for value, 509
cases of sale, 511--516
mortgage, 516
oral declarations not followed by possession, 521
13. writing not necessary, 1101' technical words, 1)21
unless in cases nnder Transfer of Property Ad, 534-536
estate of inheritance, how conveyed, 521
permanence of leases, 523
See GIFT; ,VmIAN's ESTATE.
effect of agreement against alienation, 494
14. grants for maintenance when resumable, 524
lasting till extinction of line of grantee, ib.
absolute and a~.ienable, ib.
by way of part.ition, 525
15. grants to females, not necessarily for life, 525
onus of proof, ib.
rnle for construing, 525-527
in lieu of maintenance held to be for life, 526
words held to create absolute in terest, 527, 528
16. beneficial tenures
for religions or charitable purposes, pTil1Ui facie absol ute, 529
jaghires or sarangams, generally for life, ib.
unless express words, ib
Enams pTi17Ui facie absolute, ib.
Service tennres, right to resume, 530
effect of discontinuance of services, 531
where office is hereditary, 532
religious or charitable offices inalienable, ib.
hereditary civil offices when alienable, 533
when emolnments of either class are alienable, ib.

ALTUMGHA AND AMARAJ\I ENAMS,
meaning of, 529, 530
ALYA SANTANA,
law of, its mythical origin, 121
by whom followed, ib.
female descent, 120
marriage relations, 126
ANCESTOR WORSHIP,
prevalent among Aryan Hindus, 77
its influence on law of succession, 697
ANCESTRAL PROPERTY,
meaning of term, 343
property inhArited from collateral or female is not, 344
sr;,vings of or purchases made from, 345
unless property is impartible, 359
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ANOESTRAL PROPERTY-contim"ed.
effect upon it of partition, 346
property given or devised by ancestor, 346-348
origin of property is immateria.l after one descent, 345
ANITYA,
form of adoption, 229
ANVADHEYA,
or gift subsequent, what it is, 883
its line of devolution, 894, 899
See \VO~IAK'S ESTATE, 13,15
APARARKA,
his age and authority, 28
APASTAMBA,
relative age of. 16
does not recogni~e subsidiary sons, 82
opposed to adoptIOn, 130
APAVIDDHA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81
now obsolete, 92
APPOINTED DAUGHTER,
remained under dominion of father. 90
her rights of succession, 704
.
became obsolete, 93
position of her sou, 90
still exists among Nambudris, 91, 93
obsolete elsewhere, 93
ARSHA
form of marriage, 94, 96
ARYANS.

Sae ADOPTION, 1; POLYANDRY.

ASOETIC.

See HERl1IT.

ASSAM,
supposed to be governed by Bengal law, 10
ASSETS.

See DEBTS, 1, 2; MAINTENANOE, 1

BAOHELOR.

See ADOPTION, 2

BANDHUS,
ennmeration of, in law books not exhaustive, 687, 781, 784
females admitted as in We8,tern India, 696, 795
See SUOOESSIOX, 2-5, 22
BAUDHAYANA,
relative age of, 16, 21
excludes women from inheritance, 703
BEN AMI TRANSAOTIONS:
1. origin of practice, 588
principle on which they depend, 589
no presumption against in case of child, ib.
or of female, 590
must be strictly made out, ib.
2. effect given to real title, 591
unless contrary to statute, ib.
or in fraud of innocent persons, 592
effect of notice, ib.
when intention to defraud creditors, 593
conflict of decisions as to suit by real owner against
benamidar, 594
fraud must have been effectEd, 595
and be pleaded, 596
C3 se of benami purchase to mask title, 507
where transaction intended to operate, 598
3. decrees conclusive between parties, ib.
not as against third persons, ib.
benamidar should be a party, ib.
4. Oonflict of decisions as to right of benamidar to sue upon
his title, 599
BENEFICIAL TENURES.

See ALIENATION, 16

BENGAL LAW,
its distinctive principles, 40
their origin and development, 326
influence of Jimuta Vahana, 328
its effect upon father's right of alienation, 324,490
son's right of partition, 317, 324
estate of joint members, 330, 335, 493
rights of women, 331,648
rules of inheritance, 678-689, 787

ASURA
form of marriage, 94, 96, 99

BETROTHAL.

AURASA
or legitimate

BOMBAY,
lHayukha paramount in island of, 29
See WESTERN INDIA.

AUTHORIJ1Y.
.-\. YAUTAKA.

SOll,

81

See ADOPTION, 3,4
See W01IAN'S ESTATE, 13, 15

BLIND.

See MARRIAGE, 6

See EXCLUSION, 2

BRAHMA
form of ucarriage, 94, 98, 99
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BRAHMANISM,
importance of distinguishing whether it is an essential part of
any given law, 4
of later origin than the bod!' of Hindu law, 4
its influence in modifying the law, 4, 326-328
retarding its development., 829
no part of the early communal system, 6
or of the original law of inheritance, 7, 690-696
or of adoption, 8, 132, 175, 183, 190, 268
probable influenee of, in regard to second marriages, 113
partition, 312
wills, 538
BROTHERS,
sncceed to the property of a maiden, 891
the sulk a of their sister, 892
ure heirs to the Ymttaka of a married woman, 897
See ALIE£fATION; PARTITION; SUCCESSION, 18
OANARA,
Alya Santana law of, still administered, 3
females manage the property in, 702
See MALABAR MARRIAGES, 2

9ANK HA
of the Sutm age, 17
OAPTURE,
marriage by, 95

OOGNATES,
absolute exclusion of, in Northern India, 763
See SUCCESSION, 2--5
OOMMENTATORS,
authority of those which are Smritis, 26
Benares school-the lilitakshara, 27
Southern India, 28
'Western India, 29
Mithila, ib.
Bengal school-Daya Bhaga, 32
treatises 011 adoption, 30
. Halhed's Oode-Jagannatha's Digest, 33
OONOUBINES,
their claim to maintenance, 603
OONDITION,
precedent to adoption, 171
gift may be made subject to, 495
.
.
invalid when creating estate unknown to Hmdu law, 1b.
or repugnant to nature of estate, ib.
or illegal, 496
when ineffectual or destructive of estate, 496
fixinO' termination of estate, 556-560
agai;st alienation or partition, 494, 657
in will enforcing partition, 666
in adoption deed, limiting rights of adopted son, 256

00 ~FISOATION,
its effect on rights of succession, 358, 443

OASTE,
marriage between persons of different, formerly allowed, 106
now obsolete, 107
similar change in law of adoption, 178

CONSENT,
of coparceners to sale by manager, 453
anandravens in liialabar, 861
reversioners to dealings of female beir, 855-861

OEREMONIES,
eight fur a male, proper periods for, 179 note
marriage the only one for Sudras, ib.
See ADOPTION, 7, 9 ; KRITRIMA; MARRIAGE, 6

OONTRAOT.

OHARITY.

See RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENT; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 6

OHASTITY,
necessary, where a woman claims maintenance, 602, 611
or succession to a male, as a widow, 753
sa,me rule as to succession of daughter or mother in
Bengal, 758, 771
but not under lYIitakshaJ'a law, ib.
subsequent want of, does not devest her estate, 754, 777
not essential where female claims as heir to a female, 904
unless it produces degradation,ib.
CHRISTIANITY.

See OONVERT.

OLASS,
gift or devise to, where some only can take, 502-509
meaning of term, 503
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See AGREEMENT; liIARRIAGE, G; MINOR.

CONVERT,
to Ohristianity, Jaw binding upon, 69
.,
•
l\Tnhammedanism, how far he may ret am Hmdu Jaw, 60-69
right of female on re-marriage, 756
remains in custody of guardian, 276
may lose right of guardianship, 275, 279-283
COPAROENERS. See ALIENATION; DRBTS; JOINT FAMILY; PARTITION;
SURVIVORSHIP.
OOURT OF WARDS,
adoption by landholder under, 140, 171
period of minority under, 272
OBEDITOR.
gift valid against, 426, 509
.
has no lien on property before se~zure, 4:J6, 430
r,
his claim inferior to that of survJVlllg coparcener, 42(-431
benami transaction to defraud, 591, 593
cannot seize wife's property for husband's debt, 887
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CROWN.
CUSTODY.

See ESCHEAT.
See JlfARRIAGE, 6; JlImoR, 1

CUSTOMARY LAW,
antecedent to Brahmanism, 2, 4
resembles that described by the Sanskrit writers, 2
not founded on Sanskrit writings, 5
validity of, recognized by eady writers. 5, 47
by decisions and legislation, 48
records of, in Deccan, Punjab, Oudh, Southern India, 48-51
governs Sikhs, Jats, Jains, Dravidian tribes, 52-55
each province go':erned by its own system, 55
this is a personal law, which follows the family, ib.
may be abandoned, 56
not affected by transfer of district, 56
essentials and evidence of valid custom, 56
cannot be created by agreement, 59, 71
or by course ?f errone011S decisions, varying in their grounds, 448
does not run With land, 59
family usage valid though different from t.hat of district, 60
onus of proof, 58
cases of primogeniture, 61
exclusion of daughters, 758, 763
or daughter's sons, 763
invalid when immoral or opposed to public pCllicy, 62-65
change of family usage, 65
conversion to Muhammedanism, 65-69
conversion to Christianity, 70
illegitimate offspring of European, 71
OUTCHI T.,IEJlWNS
are governed by Hindu law of inheritance, 68
CUTTOOGOOTAKA,
meaning of, 530 note
DAIVA
form of marriage, 94-98
DANCING GIRLS,
recognised hy Hindu law, 62
procuring minors to be, is illegal, 63
contracts by, 62
custom of adoption and succession among, 63
spoken of as Dasis, or slaves, 745
DATTA HOJl.1AM.
DATTAKA.

INDEX.

INDEX.

See ADOP'l'ION, 9

See ADOPTION.

DATTAKA CEIANDRIKA,
its age, autborship and authority, 30-32
DATTAKA CIROMANI, 32
DATTAKA MIMAMSA,
by Nanda Pandita, 32
its age and authority, 30-32
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DAUGHTER,
excluded by local custom, 758, 763
succeeds in undivided family in Bengal, 336, 758
See PAR~'ITION, 7 ; SC;CCESSION, 8, 15 ; \V01IAN'S ESTATE, 3, 15
DAUGHTER'S SON,
excluded by local custom, 763
succeeds in undivided family in Bengal, 336
to woman's )Jroperty, 895, 897, 899
See ADOPTION, 6 ; KRITRBIA ; SUCCESSION, 2, 16
DAYA BHAGA,
its age and authorship, 32
DAYA KRAHMi\. SANGRAHA,
its age and authorship. 33
DAYA TATWA
hy Raghul1anda, 33
DAYA VIBHAGA,
its authority in Southern India, 28
age and authorship, ib.
DEAF.

See EXCLUSION, 2

DEATH,
what amounts to civil, 677 note, 801, 812, 816
lets in next heir at once, ib.
DEBTS,
three grounds of liability, 387
1. non-payment of, is a sin, ib.
duty of son and grandson to pay those of ancestor, 388
even independently of assets, ib.
obligation now limited to assets, 390
evidence of assets, 391
not liable for immoral dobts, 389
or ready money payments, ib.
is liable for debts of father as surety, ib.
011US as to proof of immorality, ib., note.
the whole joint property and not merely father's share is assets.
392, 395
only arises after father's death, 893
this rule now immaterial, 395
father may sell property to discha,rgo, 396-400,458
ill Bengal adults not directly bound by dealings not consented
to, 400
indirectly bound through liablity to pay deht, ib.
proper mode of suing adult, ib.
minors are directly bound by sale, ib.
debt to be discharged must be an antecedent debt, ib.
where none such, consideration for sale or mortgage binds
son as debt, ib.
son need not be a party to suit to enforce sale or mortgage, 401
but rights not inconsistent with validity of transaction not
affected by decree, ib.
where suit after partition, 402
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DEBTS-continued.

2,

3.

4.
5.

effect of mere money debt on son's interest, 404
decree on such debt may bind son though not a party, 403
apparent conflict of decisions on this point in Privy
Council, 405-407
cases reconciled, 408
purchaser must have intended to take, and b81ieve
he is taking entire interest in estate, 40\:-414
liberal construction of proceedings in execution, 415
rules suggested, ib.
whether sons can set up immorality of debt against purchaser
under decree to which they were not parties? 417-419, 462
purchaser bound by notice of immorality, 419
execution creditor who purchases has implied notice, 421
statements in plaint are notice, 422
how sons are protected against decree, ib.
conflict between this principle and that lof son's right to
restrain alienations by father, 458
mod" in which paymel}t is adjusted between sons, 422
son born after partition, ib.
duty of heir to pay debts of his predecessor, 423
widow to pay debts of husband, 6(15
extent to which assets may be followed, 424
rights of purchaser, devisee or donee, 426
debts are not a charge before execution, ib.
do not bind share of deceased coparcener, 427-431
unless there has been a decree followed by attachmer,t before
death, 429, 431
take precedence of general claim for maintenance, 625
liability arising from agency, 431
no obligation from mere relationship, ib.
what constitutes agenoy, 432
no liability, for debts of diviiled member, ib.
or for separate debts of undivided member, 434
when their existel1ce justifies sale of family property, 455-457
See ALIENATION, 5, 6
what transactions between members of joi llt family may give
rise to, 372, 635

DEOLARATION OF TITLE,
suit for by contingent reversioner, 874
how barred by time, 875, 876
See VVOllIAN'S ESTATE, 11
DEOREE,
of Indian Oourts not a judgment in rem, 204
how far it binds minor, 289
justifies sale of family property, 462
when conclusive against alleged benami, 598
its effect in cases of adoption, 201
as a declaration of right, 877
for maintenance, when it binds estate, 622
its operation as against estate held by a female, 863-866
or order does not require registration, 520
DEGRADATION;
from caste, formerly a bar to succession, 802
now relieved by statute, 804

DELIVERY.

See ALIENATION, 12; WILLS, 11

DEVANDA BHATTA,
author of Smriti Ohandrika, 28
Dattaka Chandrika attributed to him, 31

DEVESTING OF ESTATE,
when it takes place by adoption, 146, 149, 240-250
by subsequent birth, 677
not by incol1tinence, 754, 771
or subsequ8nt. disability, 812
or removal of disability, 813
DEVISE
by father to son or to widow and son of ancestral or
self-acquired property, its effect, 343, 346-348
See '/VILLS.

DISEASE.

See EXCLUSION, 2

DISQUALIFIED HEIR,
may take nnder win, 576
See ADOPTION, 2; EXCLUSION; PARTITION, 11

DIVISION.

See PARTITION.

DIVORCE,
permitted in early law, 112
still recognized by local usage, 114
DOMICIL,
personal law does not necessarily follow law of, 55, 56
DOWRY,
origin of, in marriage by purchase, 97
See \VOj\IAN'S ESTATE, 13, 15
DRAUPADI,
legend of, 78
DRAVIlJIAN RACES,
many not even Hindus by religion, 2
not necessarily governed by Sanskrit law, 10, 53-55
evidence of their customs in Thesawaleme, 49
Pondichcrry decisions, 50
See SOUTHERN INDIA.
DUl.IB.

See EXCLUSION, 2

DWYAlIIUSHYAYANA,
meanings of the term, 229
See ADOPTION, 7, 12, 13
EAST INDIANS,
law by which they are governed, 69
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ELDEST SON,
ranks by actnal seniority, not that of mothef, 733
nnless mother is of inferior class, ib.
or by special custom, 734
claim to H, special share on partition, 658
See ADOPTIO::<r, 7
ENDOGAMY,
evidence of, in Southern India, 105
EQUITIES,
on setting aside transactions by a male, 482-489
by a female heir, 878
by 8, minor, 288
ESOHEAT,
m"inLenance a charge upon estate taken by, 616, 710
right of, even to estate of Brahman.' 800
crown must establish absence of heIrs, tb.
mav set aside alienations, ib.
tak"es, subject to proper charges, ib.
.
no right of betweeo grantor and grantee of estate, tb.
ESTOPPEL,
when acquiescence amounts to, 207
law of in India, 208
EUNUOH,
marriage of, improper but v[hlid, 108
wife formerly allowed to abandon, 113
See EXECUTION, 2
EUROPEAN,
illegitimate ofispdng of, by what law bound, 71
EVIDENOE. See ADOPTION, 10; ALIENA~'ION, 5,6; PARTITIO::<r, 17; PRE.
SUMPTIO::<r, SELF-ACQUISITIO::<r, 4 ; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 6-8
EXOLUSIO:2i FRO~I INHERITANOE,
1. principle on which it is founded, 802
whether applicable to non-Aryan races, 817
mitio-ated by expiation, 803
applies equally to female heirs, 811
does not apply to other modes of obtaining property, 802 note
2. who aro excluded, 808
statutory relief of outcasts, 804
defects of the blind, deaf, and dumb must be congenital, 806
whether same rule in case of insanity, ib.
or lanleness, 808
not in case of leprosy, 807
what species of, is a bar, ib.
deprivation of a li:ub or a sense, ~Og
fraud, vice, hoStlhty to parent,~b.
entrance into religious order, 816
complicity in death is a bar to benefits resulting, 811
3. disability does not exclude heir of disqualified person, 811
eX'3 e pt where heir is an adopted son, '!b.
or a widow, ib.
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EXCLUSION FROM INHERITA:KOE-continued.
such heir may succeed to disqualified person, ib.
lets in nex.t heir at once, 812
4. is removed by removal of disability, ib.
inheritan,:e already vested not opened up 813-816
heir may succeed on next descent if nearest, 813
EXEOUTION,
proceedings in, liberally construed, 415
against representative of jvint family enforced against its
property, 463-465
against member in his individual capacity only enforced against
his own interest, 464
of decree against father may be enforced against entire family
property in hands of fons or grandsons, 403-416
how far proceedings in, can be disputed by family, 417-422,462
effect of attachment during debtor's life in barring survivor·
ship, 427-431
its effect in case of widow or female heir, 863-866
See ALIENATIO::<r, 10; DEBTS, 1; VV01IA::<r'S ESTATE, 9
EXEOUTOR,
of Hindu will, powers of, formerly and now, 578
de son tort, 579
EXOGAMY,
foundation of Sanskrit law of marriage, 103
practised by nOll-Aryan races, 105
EXPIATION,
its effect in removing disabilities to succession, 803
FAOTu~r

VALET,
doctrine of limited even in Bengal, 41
only applied to breach of moral obligation, 200

FAMILY.

See JOINT ];"AMILY; PATRIARCHAL FAMILY.

FA::IIILY USAGE.
FATHER.

See OUSTOMAHY LA,Yo

See ADOPTION; ALIENATION, 1-4,11; DEBTS, 1; PARTITION,
2,4,7,14; PATHIARCHAL :FAMILY ; SCCCESSION, 1"/'

FEMAJ~ES,

system of kinship through, 120, 302
higher position under polyandrous system, 703
dependeot condition in patriarchal family, ib.
favoured by Bengal school, 331, 648
and in vVestern India, as to succession, 715, 793
nature of estate, 826, 829, 831
pass on marriage into husband's family, 721
their incapacity to inherit unless named by express texts, 703
capacity to perform sradhs, 726 note
effect of gift or devise to, as regaNs extent of estate conveyed,
525-528
all grounds of disability for heirship apply to. 811
See STRIDHANGM; WO~IA::<r's FSTATE.
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OHILD,
has no legal rights as ~uch, 236
gift to valid, though donor mistaken as to his capacity to
perform obsequies, 237,

FRAUD,
of coparcener, how it affects his right to share, 656, 810
result of, upon partition, 656, 669
See BENA1YII, 2
GANDHARVA,
form of marriage, 95, 99, 100

GIFT,
1. valid against donor when complete, 499
of separate or self-acquired property, 495
by coparcener of his own share, invalid in Bombay, and
l\ladra,s, 476, 479
and under Benares law, 4'30
valid by Bengal law, 493
good against creditors, if bona :fide, 509
not valid against claim for maintenance, 437,619,625
2. may be conditional unless provillions repugnant or illegal, 495
effect of such conditions upon gift, 496

5.

6.
7.

clona6io mortis causa, 495
must not create invalid estate, 495
subsequent estate accelerated by invalidity of previous gift, 496
native authorities as to necessity for possession, 497
voluntary promise cannot be enforced, 499
irrevocable if completed, 499, 509
effect of declaration of trust, 500
want of possession can only be set up by donor, ib,
wha t possession sufficient, ib.
provisions of Transfer of Property Act, 535
don'ee must be in existencE', unless in wo)nb, or person to be
adopted under an authorit3', 501
to it class, of whom some cannot take, 502-509
to a person wrongly supposed to be adopted, or to bear
particular character, 235-239
to a persona designata, 236
estate created by gift to a female, 525-528
by father to son, of ancestral property, 346
of self-acquired property, 347, 348
of a man's whole propert;y, when forbidden, 619
See RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENT; WOMAN'S ESTATE.

GOTHAJA SAPINDAS,
who are, 679, 68'2,718
females after m,arriage continue to be in
720, 794
sons' daughters are not, 720, 794

171

GRANDFATHER AND GREAT-GRANDFATHER
may be sued for partition, under Mitaksha~a law, 637, 638
not under Bengal law, 640
See SUCCESSION, 1, 20
i

GRANDNEPHEW.

GHATWALI TENURE,
right to resume, 531
inalienability of, 533

4.

GOVERNMENT,
consent of, or notice to, not necessary in case of adop'tion
TIl,W4
'
unless landholder is, under Oourt of Wards, 140,
See ESCHEAT.

GRANDMOTHER AND GREA'l'-GRANDMOTHER. See PARTiTION, 9.
SUCCESSION, 9, 20; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 3

GAUTAl\IA,
relative age of, 16

:3.
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See SUCCESSION, 1, 19

GRANDSONS AND GREAT-GRANDSONS,
included under term" issue, " 731
their right to a partition, 637, 638,640
position as sapindas, 681
anterior to religious principle, 699
See SUCCESSION, 12, 20
GUARDIAN,
sovereign is, as pal"enS patTiaJ, 273
order of relations entitled to be, ib.
appointment of by will, ib. note
statutes regulating subject, 272, 274 note
power of Oourt to appoint or removeib.
principles on which it acts 275 '
father loses his right over son given in adoption 274 290
mo~her is of illegitimate child, 283
"
entItled to custody of minor, 273 note
unless she has married again, 758
result of change of religion 275-283
when his.acts bind his ward,' 284
'
power to revive or pay time-barred debts 285
extent of his own liability, 292
'
See MINOR.
GUDHAJ.<\,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 89
HALF-BLOOD,
males of, postpon~d to those of whole blood, 772, 774
In case of succeSSIOn after re-uniou, 796
to woman's estate, 895, 897
where sisters succeed to brothers 720
in succession to impartible estat~, 738-741
HALHED'S
Gentoo Oode, 33
HARITA,

his age and characteristics, 17

West.ern India,
HEIR.

See DEBTS; INHERITANCE; MAINTJ;JNANCE; SUCCESSION.
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HERMIT,
fact of becoming, amounts to civil death, 6771wte, 801, 816
his secular property vests at once in his heirs, SOl
special rules of succession to, 800
his religious property passes by custom, 585
HINDU LAW,
its nature and origin, 1-12
Sanskrit writings not of universal authority, 2, 10
agrees substantially with actual usage, 2
founded on customs earlier thau Brahmanism, 4
later religious development, 11
Brahmanism not. the basis of communal system, 6
or law of inheritance, 7
or practice of adoption, 8
hag modified early usages, 11
should be cautiously applied to non-Brahmanical
10,12

tribes,

See SOURCES OF HINDU LAW; OUSTOM.
HIRANY AKE SIN ,
of the Sutra period, 17
HUSBAND. See ADOPTION, 2, 3; MAINTENANCfll, 4, 7; WOMAN'S ESTATE,
5,14
IDIOT,
marriage of. improper but valid, 108
See EXCLUSION, 2
ILLATOM,
affiliatiou by, in Madras and Pondicherry, 268, 269
rights created by it, 228 note, 268
ILLEGITIMATE,
offspring of European, by what law bou'ld, 71
mother is guardian of, 283
entitled to maintenance, 603, 641
sons only not daughters entitled, ib.
right does not descend, ib.
statutory right, 603 note
rights of, on partition, 641
See SUCCESSION, 13, 18
IMMORALITY. See CHASTITY; CUSTOMARY LAW.
IMM:OVABLE PROPERTY. See AT.TE"'ATIO:s', 3; WO,IAN'S ESTA'rE, 14
IMPARTIBLE PROPER'fY,
what property is recognized as such, 61, 630-634
may be joint in other respects, 350
liable for maintenance of other members, 616
how dealt with on partition, 634
mode of descent, 736-7'13
taken by senior widow or daughter, 752, 762
eldest living daughter's son, 765
See ALIENATION, 4
INCONTINENCE. See CHASTITY.

INFANT,
in womb, may be the object of a gift, 501
his right after a partition, 638
will devest estate of inferior heir, 677
See MINOR.
INHERITANOE. See SUCCESSION.
estate of by what terms conferred, 521
only applies to property held in sever~lty, 676
each male heir becomes head of new soock, tb.
descent always traced back to last male holder, ib.
See WOMAN'S ESTATE.
never in abeyance, 496, 571, 677, ,721, 813
.
taken by person who is next-of-kIll at death, tb. .
on his own merits, and not through another, tb.
neyer deyested by after-born heir, 677,813
unless conceived before or adopted after death, 677
arises on ciyil death, 677 note, SOl, 812, 816
INSANE. See EXCLUSION, 2
INTERPRETATION,
rules of, 35-38
ISSUE,
sense in which it is used in this work, 136
includes great-grandsons, 136, 731
.
See ALIENATION; JOINT FANILY; SUCCESbION, 12,20
JACTITATION
of marriage suit for lies in Civil Court, 119
JAGANNATHA'S DIGEST,
confiicting opinions on, 34
represents Bengal opinion, 35
JAGHIRE
is presumed to be an estate for life, 529
JAIMINI,
author of the Purva-Mimamsa, 35
his rule of interpretation, 36
JAINS,
generally adhere to Hindu Jaw, 5'2,577 note
do not respect Vedas, or perform shmdhs, 62,193
secular character of adoption among, 134
See ADOPTION, 4, 6, 7
l .. w of inheritance not founded on religious offerings, 701
See SUCCESSICN, 10; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 6
JAT5,52
JIMUTA VAHANA.

See DAYA BHAGA.
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JOINT FAMILY:
1. not limited to Aryan races, 6

evolved from patriarchal family, 300
or from polyandrous group, 303
position of father as head of, differs from that of patriarch, 301
2. presumption in favour of union, 332,363
passes by survivorship, not succession, 333, 343
effect of representation, 334
difference under Bengal system, 336 note
3. coparcenary a less extensive body than members of, 336
how constituted and limited, ib.
distance from common ancestor not the test, 337, 340
obstructed and unobstructed property, 341
4. their property, 343-351
See PROPERTY. 3 ; SELF-AOQUISITION.
presumption that property is joint, 363-369
5. mode of enjoyment-Malabar, Benares, Bengal, 369-371
powers of manager, 285, 371
right of ordinary member, 372
to require account, 373-379
to claim a share of income, 377,382
special arrangement for share a,nd account, 378
6. all members must be parties to transaction affecting, 379
suits by one co-sharer against the others, ib.
one may sue for special injury to himself, 381
.
cannot alter property without consent of others, 383
may be a tenant of joint property, ib.
rent only payable by express agreement, 383
See PARTITION; RE-UNION.
7. rights of members in hereditary tradir.g partnerclhip, 383
JOINT PROPERTY. See PROPERTY.
JUDICIAL DECISIONS,
at first followed the pundits, 44
subsequent influence of the English Judges, ib.
result of enquiring into actual usage, 45
See DEOREES.
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KHOJAHS,
customs of, 67
KING. See ESOHEAT; GOVERNMENT; GUARDIAN.
KRITA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 92
now obsolete, 92, 131 note
KRITRIMA,
form of adoption, prevails in Mithila, and among Nambudri
Brahmans, 263
obsolete elsewhere, ib.
resembles system in Jaffna, 268
alleged reason for its continuance, 2@4
description of, 264
no fiction of new birth, 265
adopted son must consent in life of adopter, 264
be an adult, ib.
no restrictions as to choice except caste, 265
sister's or daughter's son may be taken, ib.
his rights of inberitance, 266
woman may adopt to herself, 266
not to her deceased husband, 142, 266
husband and wife may adopt jointly or separately, ib.
no ceremonies essential, 267
daughters may be adopted in Burma, ib.
LAME. See EXCLUSION, 2
LEASES,
when treated as heritable, 523
statutory provisions as to making, 535
LEPA,
or divided offering, 679
LEPER,
his capacity to adopt, 138
See EXCLUSION, 2
LEVIRATE. See POLYANDRY.

KA9YAPA,
of the Sutra period, 17

LIFE ESTATE,
when property is held for, 441, 523-529

KANINA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 89

LIMITATION,
statute of, in case of adoption, 209
parti tion, 658
alienations by trustees of religious endowment, 585 note
alienation by widow, 867
widow may sell estate to pay debts barred by, 850
power of manager as to such deHs, 285, 456 note

KARNAVEN,
in Malabar, his powers, 313
KATTUBADI ENAMS,
meaning of, 530 note
KATYAYANA,
his age, 25
KHETRAJA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 84
now obsolete, 92

LUNATIC,
marriage of,impl'Oper but valid, 108
See EXCLUSION, 2
MADHAVA,
author of Daya Vibhaga, 28
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MAIDEN,
her property, 881, 883
its devolution, 828 note, 890
IIIAINTENANCE,
persons who are entitled to, 602
1. whether liability is independent of assets, 605
chastity required in case of widow, 604, 612
extent of widow's right, 605-609
to alimony out of family house, 614
to residence in family house, 626
not bound to reside with husband's family, 613
right of widows other than those of last male holder, 605-609
2. infant son entitled to, 605
case of adult, who is unable to support himself, 609
3. aged parents entitled to, 605
4. wife can only claim from husband, 604, 610
bound to reside with him, 610
unless for justifying cause, ib.
her right to pledge his credit, 614
result of her unchastity, 611
5. mode of estimating amount, 617
when stridhanum deducted, 618
arrears awarded from demand, ib.
whether coparcener can sue for, 616
duration and alienability of grants for, 524
right to resume, ib., 529
6. is a charge on heir in possession, 616
where property is impartible, ib.
king or rajah liable for, ib.
how far a charge on property, 619
does not bind purchaser, 621
unless notice of lien created, ib.
what amounts to lien, 622-624
under Transfer Act, 624
debts take precedence of, 625
7. husband cannot deprive wife or widow of, in favour of volunteers, 627
otherwise as to her share on partition, 629 note
liability of donee or devisee for, 627, 629
MAKKATHAYAM LAW
by whom followed, 122
MALABAR ADOPTIONS
among Nayars, 269
among followers of Marumakkathayam, ib.
Makkathayam, 270
Nambudris,271
l'IiALABAR MARRIAGES,
1. among Nayars polyandry is dying out, 122, 125
marriage is not indispensable, 123
Talikettu kalyana1n is required for girls, ib.
its nature and object, ib.
Sambhanda1n followed by cohabitation, 124
who can contract, and ceremonies, ib.
not a binding marriage, 125

MALAEAR MARRIAGES-continued.
2. Alya Santana law less lax in theory, 126
fictitious marriage unknown, ib.
facilities for severing actual marriage, ib.
held not to be a marriage in law, 127
who may contract it, ib.
extent of widow marriage, ib.
3. among Nambudris eldest son only marries, 127
ceremonies those of Hindu law, 128
widow marriage and divorce forbidden, ib.
juniors form relations with Nayar women, 127
women do not marry as infants, 128
post mortem marriages, ib.
MALABAR TARWAD,
polyandrous character· of, 120, 302
rule as to self-acquisitions, 311
no right to a partition, 312
members have no right to an account, 313, 369
only entitled to maintenance, ib.
their consent necessary to a sale, 861
Succession through females, 120
management in eldest male, 702
his powers, 313
in Canara management vested in females, 702
MANAGER.

See ALIENATION; JOINT FAMILY.

MANU,
authority and authorship, 19
supposed age, 20
present version not the original, ib.
inconsistencies and contradictions, 21, 107, 111, 112
MARAVERSo

See SOUTHERN INDIA.

MARUMAKKATHAYAM LAW,
mythical origin of, 120
by whom followed, 121
descent through females, 120
See MALABAR MARRIAGES.
MARRIAGE,
1. usages set aside as immoral, 64
anomalous state of early law, 73, 80
See POLYANDRY; NIYOGA.
early looseness of tie, 79
2. eight forms, 94
antiquity of disapproved forms, 95
Rakshasa, Pisacha, Gandharva, ib,
Asura and Arsha, forms of purchase, 96
dowry originates in Sulka, 97
origin of approved forms, 98
all but Brahma and ARura obsolete, 99
whether Gandharva survives? 100
presumption as to form, 99
3. who may dispose of bride, 101
how far marriage is affected by improper disp osal, 102
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MA RRIAG E-continued.
4. who may intermarry; forbidden affinities, 103, 691 note (z)
exogamy and endogamy, 103-106
persons of different castes might marry fo;'merly, 106
now forbidden, 107
capacity for marriage; eunnchs, idiots, 108
infant marriage, 109
5. change of law as to polygamy, 110
second marriages and divorce of women, 112, 764
early Sanskrit law, ib.
non-Aryan usage, 113-116
recent legislation, 755-758
6. distinct from betrothal, .116
betrothal not final; remedy for breach, 117
ceremonies which constitute a final, ib.
is binding though irregular, 118
how enforced; custody of wife, 119
7. in general a bar to adoption, 180, 181
not in Western India, 183
8. its form determines devolution of a woman's property, 894,
895, 896, 897
MAYUKHA,
its age and authorship, 29
paramount in Guzerat and Island of Bombay, ib.
MENON CUTCHEES,
customs of, 68
MENDICANT, religious.

MINOR-continued.
cousent decrees, 289
obtained by misconduct of guardian, 290
how set aside, ib. note
within what period, 291
See GUARDIAN; COURT OF WARDS.
1. unable to make a will, 641
may take under will, 576
bound by partition if fairly made, 642
when he may cl!;im a partition, 643
entitled to maintenance, 605, 609
IvIIRASIDARS,
represent Village Community in Madras, 296
their privileges, ib.
MITAKSHARA,
its age and authorship, 27
extent of its authority, 27, 29
principles of law of succedsion under, 690
its doctrine as to stridhanum examined, 822-828
MIT HILA ,
extent of district; authorIties which govern it, 29
MITRA MISRA,
author of Viramitrodaya, 211
Mor~ESALLUR

See HERMIT.

MESNE PROFITS,
when allOWed on partition, 636
MINOR,
1. different periods of minority, 141, 272

now fixed by statute, 272
capacity of, 1'0 adopt, 141, 150
custody of, vests in guardian, 273
priority of right to be guardian, ib.
power of appointment or removal, 274
guardianship of illegitimate children, 283
adopted son, 290
effect of change of religion of guardian, 275, 279
minor, 276
parental rights of custody and education, 275
principles on which Courts deal with them, 277
2. his own contracts are absolutely void, 283
when they bind those who deal with him, 287
equities on setting aside, ib.
none where act being his own is void, ib.
cannot appoint agent, 283
power of guardian to bind him, 284-287
not bound by acts of adverse holder, 287
his repudiation or ratification of contracts, 284 note
fraudulent statements by minor as to age, 288
3. decrees against. when bindiug, 289
must be properly represented, ib.
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GIRASIAS,
their customs, 68

MOB.TGAGE,
necessity for possession, 516
pri0rity between registered and unregistered, 518
notice of unregistered, 519
registration or possession is notice, 515, 517, 519
how effected, 535
See ALIENATION; W OliAN'S ESTATE, 3, 4, 6
MOTHER,
her rights as guardian of legitimate child, 273
lost by second marriage, 274
or by conversion, 275
as gnardian of illegitimate child, 283
adopted son succeeds to her property, 217
inherits to her family, ib.
right of wife of adopter as heir to adopted son, 218
case of plurality of wives, 219
See PARTITION, 2, 9; SUCCESSION, 9, 17; WmiAN'S ESTATE, 2, 3
MOVABLFl PB.OPERTY.
MUHAMMEDANISM.

See ALIENATION, 3; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 6, 1

See CONVERT.

NAIRS,
polyandry among, 120, 302
village communities unknown among, 298
their system exclndes patriarchal family, 302
See MALABAR.
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NAllfBUDRI BRAHMANS,
their origin and sacred book, 91, 120
follow l\Iakkathayam system, 122-127
some few the Marumakkathayam, 121
and follow Hindu marriage laws, 128
only eldest son marries, 127
other sons cohabit with Nair women, 120, 127
,,":omen marry at any age, 128
dIvorce and second marriage forbidden, ib.
allow adoption by widows without consent of husband 143
dWyaJn1t8hyayana adoption usual, 230
'
practise kritrima adoption, 264
saTvasvahdanmn marriage of daughters, 91
not hound by obligation to pay fathet"s debts, 388 note
NANDA PANDlTA,
author of Dattaka l\'[imamsa, 32
NARADA,
his supposed age, and modern tone, 23, 24
work founded on early edition of Manu, ib.
NATRA,
or second marriage of widows, 114
NEOESSITY. See ALIENATION, 5; WOMAN'S Ee'rATE, 6
NEPHEWS.

See SUCCESSION, 1, 19

NILAKANTHA.,
author of Mayukha, 29
NISHADA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 94
NIYOGA,
nature and origin of, 84
the levi1'ate only a single instance, 85
rules and restrictions, ib.
n?t a survival of polyandry, 86
dIffers from marriage with brother's widow 87
ana.logy betw:en, and adoption, 155, 160 '
,ts lllfiuenc8 III forwarding widow's succession, 711
NOTICE,
registration held to be, 515, 517, 519
possession under mortgage is, ib.
of valid unregistered document gives it effect ao"ainst later
registered document, 519
"
effect of in dealing with a benamidar, 592
OBSTRUOTED PROPEH'.!'Y,
meaning of the term, 342
heir to, has only a contingent interest, ib.
ONLY SON. See ADOPTION, 7
ORISSA,
stated to be governed by Bengal law • 11

INDEX.
OUDH,
effect of State confiscation in, 358 note
will of taluqdar in, 577
OUTOAST,
right to maintenance, 603
See EXCLUSTON, 2
PANDAVA PRINOES,
legend of the, 78
PANDITS,
their infiuEnce in adding to customary rules, 11
responsible for the early decisions on law, 44
helped to develop the writttlllaw, ib.
PARASARA,
one of the later Smritis, 26
PARASAVA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 90
PARENTS,
entitled to be maintained whell aged, 605
See SUC0ESSION, 17, 20
PARTITION, !
1. unY:"~wn in Malabar and Oanara, 312
ori~inates from self-acguitiition, ib.
fostered by Brahmans, ib.
gradual progress of right, 313
2. originally none during life of father, 31D
or mother, 315
finally allowed by Benares law, 316, 637
not in Bengal during father's life, 317, 637
allowed during life of mother, 318
3. all coparcenary property is subject to, 630
ancestral movable property liable, 631
things in their nature indivisible, ib.
mode of dealing with them, 632
impartible estates, ib.
its income and savings when partible, 634
may be taken into a partition, ib.
service tenures, 633
mode of calculating amount of property, 635
mesne profits, when allowed, 636
4. all coparceners may sue for, ib.
male issue under Mitakshara, 637
unless immediate ancestor still alive, 640
not in Bengal, 637
right of sons born after partition, 638
passes by representation, 639
difference of Bengal law, 640
illegitimate sons of higher classes not entitled, 641
otherwise among Sudras, ib.
5. minority or absence not a bar, 642, 644
may be opened up if unfair, 643
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PARTITION-contimwd.
17. circumstances which evidence a, 671
writing unnecessary, ib.
intention essential, ib.
partial severance of coparcenary interest, 669
.
complete severance .)f inter.est, but not 0.£ property, 2b.
changes joint t,enancy mto tenan~y ~n common, 672
.
18. property taken by a woman under, IS !lable to usual restnction on woman's estate, 837-840
unless special provision to contrary, ib.
See REUNION, 1

P ARTITION- continued.
is wholly invalid as against a coparcener who has been passed
over; 643
minor can only sue for, on special grounds, ib.
6. rights of women to, under early law, 644
obsolete in Southern India, 645
recognised by BeJlares law, 647
stand higher in Bengal, 645, 648
7. wife cannot demand from husband, 646
her share on partition by him, 644, 648
not rf'ccgnised in Madras, 646
unmarried daughter's share, 645
now reduced to marriage and maintenance, 652
daughters cannot claim partition of mother's property, 653

PARVANA SRADDHA,
what it is. 681
is the link between agnates and cognates in Bengal, ib.

note.
effect of, between several daughters, coheiresses, 762
8. widow not entitled to sb1re in Southern India, 645
even without sons entitled in Benares, 647
in Bengal only entitled as heir of husband, 648
effect of, between several widows, coheiresses, 752
9. mother not entitled to share in Southern India, 646
her rights in Benares and Bombay, 647
stepmother only excluded in Bengal, 649
in Bengal cannot enforce partition, ib.
when entiUed on partition, by others, 650
what amount of share, ib.
only out of husband's property, 652
rights of grandmother, 650
great-grandmother, 652
10. strangers cailllot sue for, 653
may compel their transferor to divide. ib., 670
11. disqualified heirs not entitled to share, 654
their issue may sue, ib.
effect of removal of disability, 655
12. result of fraud in barring right, 656
13. direction forbidding or postponing, invalid, 657
compelling, how far legal, 666
agreement against, how far effectual, 657
lapse of time when a bar, 658
14. shares must be equal, 658
principle of representation, 639
special grounds of preference obsolete, 658, 659
unequal distribution of self-acquired property, 660
by father in Bengal, 661-665
15. may be by some members only, 665
no presumption as to st~tus of non-dividing members, 666
all should be made partles, 667
16. shOUld embrace all the property, 667
unless indivisible or out of jurisdiction, 668
where stranger is in joint possession, ib.
presumed to be complete, ib.
portions left undivided or overlooked, 669
when distribution will be opened up, ib.
or absolutely set aside, 670
mode of partition where stranger has acquired an interest, 670
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PAT,
or second marriage of widows, 112-116
PATNIdhaga, 640 note.
PATRIAECHAL FAMILY,
its origin and. definition, 299
one of the earliest forms, ib.
excluded by Nair system, 301l
may be evolved from polyandrous Family, ib.
authority of father in, 301
transition from, to Joint Family, 301
cases in which it is checked, 299
PAUNARBHAVA,
on8 of the subsidiary sons, 81, 89
PA.YMENT
of debt must be proved, 466, 862
PERPETUITIES,
English law of, not applicable to India, 564
ereating estate unknown to Hindu law, void, ib.
for religious purposes lawful, 582
PERSONA DESIGNATA,
when gift to, is valid, 235-239

1

PINDA,
or funeral cake, G79
PISACHA,
a form of marriage, 94, 95, 99
POLYANDRY,
definition of, 73 nate
supposed to account for facts in marriage law, 73
its existence among non-Aryan races, 74
doubts as to its prevalence among Aryans, 7G
evidence of it among early writers, 78
not to be confounded with sexual license, 79
the leviTate not due to survival of, 81, 86
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POLYANDRY-continued.
not the reason for marriage with brother's widow 87
~ts .connection with ~rigin of property, 303
'
~ts lllfluel~ce on posItIOn of women in family, 703
IS now dYlllg out among Nail'S, 122, 126
POLYGAlIIY,
nob the universal or original law, 110
now absolutely at discretion of husband, 111, 611
PONDIOHERRY,
information as to native nsage derivable fro111 its Oourts, 50
POSSESSION.

See ALIENATION, 12 ; GIFT; REGISTRATION.

POSTHUMOUS SON,
boy adopted after death, is not, 259
See INFANT.
POWER OF APPOINTlIIENT
by will, 571

I

t
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PROPERTY-continued.
the Patriarchal Family, 299
origin of Joint Family, 300
Mr. McLennan's view of its history, 302
transition from communal to individnal property, 303-306
Sanskrit writers take it up as held by family, 306
2. different theories as to ownership by birth; Benares law, 313, 319
Bengal law, 317, 324
obstructed and unobstructed property, 341
3. joint property is of three kinds, 343
a,ncestral property, what is, ib.
00tained by partition, gift or devise, 346-348
formerly lost and recovered, 360
jointly acqnired, 348
thrown into common stock, 349
impartible f)states, 350
hereditary trading partnersh ips, 388
See ALnmATION; JOINT FAlYIILY; PARTITION;
SELFACQUISITION.

PRAJAPATI,
a form of marriage, 94, 98

PROSTITUTION,
how far recognized, 62-64

PREOEPTOR,
his right of succession. 799

PUBLIC POLICY.

PRE-EMPTION,
right of, 307
PRESUMPTIO;:q-,
in favour of adoption, 203
family union, 332
joint property, 363-369
against reunion, 674
payment of a debt, 466, 862
PRIMOGENITURE,
depends on UF8{,e or nature of estate, 61
line of descent by, 733
genera.!ly arises feam actual seniority, ib.
distinction betw.een lineal and ordinary, 741
suggested rules ll1 case of, 743
PRIORITY
as between sales with and without possession, 514
as between mortgages wil;h or without possession, 517
arising from non-registration of previous document, fi18
exception as to decree or order, 520
against oral declarations or agreements, 521
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Se OUSTOlYIARY LAW.

PUNJAB,
failure of Brahmanism in, 6, 49 note
secnlar character of adoption, 8, 132
law of succession, 7, 690
Village Oommunities in ; their three forms, 294
right of pre-emption among, villagers, 307
to forhid alienations, ib.
infant marriage little known, 109
second marriage of women allowed, 114
restricted rights of female heirs, 763
See ADOPTION, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13; SUCCESSION, 6, 10, 11
PUPIL,
his right of succession, 799
PUROHASER.

See ALIENATION; MAINTENANCE, 6 ; PARTITION, 10

PUTRIKA PUTRA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 90, 764
RAG HUNANDANA,
his age, 32

PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION Act, 456, 542, 576, 578, 841
PROPERTY,
1. early law of, 293--331
corporate character of, 293
three forms which it assumes, ib.
the village system in th" Punjab, 294
its destruction in Bengai, Oentral and Western India 296
lIfirasidars of l\1adras, ib.
'
suppose,d common descent, 287

RAKSHASA,
a form of marriage, 94, 95, 99
REGISTRATION,
competition between registered and unregistered documents 518
conflict of decisions as to effect of notice, 517, 519
'
possession equivalent to notice, 517
regisbered documents and oral declarabions, 521
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REGULATION
X of 1793,
LII of 1793,
V of 1804,
IV of 1827,
V of 1829,

INDEX.

(Ben'Sal), 32; 292 ; 33; 140
(Bengal), 37; 140
(Madras), 25; 140
(Bombay), 26; 48
(Madras), 54!

RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENT,
1. favoured by Hindu law, 580
instances of, in wills, 581
made by holders of a woman's estate, 850
7"
not forbidden by law against superstitious uses or perpetuities,
582
provisions for carrying out trust must not violate Hindu
law, ib.
2. property of, must be vested in trustee, 582
trust irrevocable if perfectly created, 583, 587
not where donor retains control over funi!, 583
may be a b"neficial ownership subjeet to trust, ·ib.
or absolute transfer of entire interest, 584
3. devolution of trust governed by terms of grant or usage, 585
donee or heirs may be trustee, ib.
female may be, 585 note
management by tnrns, ib.
where failure of succession, 587
trustee, powers of, 584
cannot sell his office, 586
4. trust void, where only colourable, 583
supervision of founder, 587
enforced bv suit, ib.
failure of its objects, ib.
RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLE,
not the original basis of Hindu law, 4
mode in which it grew up, ib.
not the basis of the law of adoption, 8, 132
whether required as a motive for adoption, 156, 157, 162-166
regulates Bengal law of succession, 678, 693
not the law of the Mitakshara, 690
nor the early law, 697
nor that of the Punjab, or Jains, 701
its effect in restdcting inherited estate of female, 820
REPRESENTATION,
how far it extends, 336, 639
RESTITUTION
of conjugal rights, 119
RETNAKARA,
its authority in Mithila, 30
REUNION,
1. who may re-nnite, 673
what amonnts to, 674
its effect, ib.
presumption is against, ib.
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REUNION -continued.
2. succession after a, 795
right of son or brothers, 796
sister, 718, 795
how reconciled with Benares law, 797
REVERSIONER,
after woman's estate has only a contingent interest, 768, 842, 858
effect of his consent to her acts, 855
his remedies against her acts, 871
declaratory suits by, 874
only persons interested in succession can sne, 871
mlty sue, thongh not next in succession, ib.
let in by surrender of previons estate, 859
RIW AZI-I-AM,
its value as a record of usage, 48 note
SAHODHA,
one of the subsidiary sons, 81, 89
SAKUT...YA,679.

See SUCCESSION, 1,4,21,22

SALE,
necessity for possession, 509
how effected, 534
See ALIENATION; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 3, 4, 6
SAMANODAKA, 679.

See SUCCESSION, 1, 4,21

SAPINDA,
derivation of word, 691 note
See SUCCESSION, 1, 4, 22
SARASVATI VU... ASA,
its authority in Southern India, 28
age and authorship, ib.
SARVASVADAN AM,
son-in-law among the Nambudris, 91, 93
SAUDAYIKA.

See WOMAN'S ESTATE, 13, 14

SAVINGS,
right of holder of impartible property to, 358
their descent, ib.
are not partible during his life, 634
made by holder of a woman's estate, 844-848
follow the nature of the estate, whether ancestral, 345
or stridhanam, 885
SOHOOLS OF LAW,
only two rea1!y exist, 38
causes of difference in law, 40
minor sub-divisions, 39
See DAYA BHAGA; lIiALABl.R; lIfrTAKSHARA;
PUNJAB; WF,STERN INDIA; SOUTHERN" INDIA.
SEOOND MARRIAGES.

59A

lIIITHILA;

See MARRIAGE, 5; MALABAR MARRIAGE, 2,3
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SELF-AOQUISITION,
1. unknown to patriarchal family, 800, 808
its origin and growth, 809
originally not favoured, ib.
only conferred right to dOll ble share. ib.
not nnlimited power of alienation, 310
See ALIEOfATIOOf, 2, 3; PARTITIOOf, 14
2. must be without detriment to family property, 310, 352
gift or devise by father to son, 346-348
gains of science, 809, 353, 361
effect of education or maintenance from joint fuuds, 353-357
estates conferred by government, 358
savings from impartible estate, 3[,9
recovery of ancestral property, 360
its result to recoverer, ib.
3. acquisitions partly aided by joint funds, 361
double share in Bengal, 362
4. onus of proof, where property is claimed as, 363
conflicting decisions, 365
how reconcilable, 367
5. passes to widow of nndivided member under 1IIitalrshara, 713
6. female taking by inheritance from male is restricted in her
powers over, 868
except among Jaios, ib.

SONS,
anomalous state of eady family law, 73
principle of paternity, 81, 83
various sorts of sons; table of their order, 81, 82
necessity for a 50n, 81
the kshetraja or son begotten on the wife, 84
or on widow, 85
causes of its discontinuance, 87
the gttdhaja, kanina, sahodha and pawtw'bhava, 89
the ,,"n of a concubine, 90, 743
the bOll of an appointed daughter, 90, 764
all but legitimate and adopted now obsolete, 82
See ADOP'l'ION; ALIENAC!:lON, 2; DEBTS, 1 ; PAHTITION, 2, 4, 14;
POLYANDRY; SUCCESSION, 1, 12

SIKHS
are governed by Hindn law, 52, 577 note
practise adoption, 8
doctrine of religions efficacy nnkn own, 701
rules of descent similar to Mitakshara, ib.
SIS'I'.ER.

See REUNION, 2 ; SUCCESSION, 1J, 'B; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 3

SISTER'S SON,
his rights as a banilhu, 780
position as an heir in Bengal, 787 note
See ADOPTION, 6 ; KRITRIMA.
SLAVE,
special rights of father over son by a, 90
mE'aning of, in reference to illegitimate son of a Sudra, 744
now abolished by Act Vof 1843, 715
SMRTTIS,
date unascertainable, 13
distinction between Sl'uti and S1n1'iti, 14
include prose and verse wOl'ks; former generally earlier, 15
nature and origin of Sutras: their period, 15
relative a,ntiquity, 16
works included in Dharma-Sutras, 16. 17
the metrical Dharma, Sastras, 18-24
secondary reductions of verRe tl'eatises, 25
all assumed to be of equal authority, 23
not neoessarily applicable to all Hindus, 10
Sll1:RITI OHANDRIKA,
its age, anthorship. and authority, 28

SOUROES OF HINDU LAW,
authorities referred to, 13
See S1fRITIS, 13-25; COMMENTATORS, :;5-37; JUDICIAL
DECISlO:>S, 42-45; SCHOOLS OF LAW, 38--42; OUSTOM,
46-70
SOUTHERN INDIA,
law of Smritis not binding on all tribes, 2, 10, 53
Aryans and Brahmans of secondary infiuimce, 5
village communities in, 6, 296
governed by Mitakshara, 27.
other authorities of ]oc3,1 origin, 28
evidences of polyandry, 74
sale of wives and daughters, 80
Asura mar,iage still prevails, 99
exogamy and endogamy exist, 105
infant marriage. 109
second marriage and divorce, 114
secnlar character of adoption, 134
See ADOPTION, 3, 4
SOVEREIGN.

See ESCHEAT; GUARDIAK.

SPES SUOCESSIONIS, 768 note (0)
SRI KlUSHNA TERKALANKARA,
author of Daya-krahma-sangraha, 33
SRUTI AND SlI1RITI,
distin>Jtion between, 14
s'rEP-OHILDREN.

See HALF-BLOOD.

STEP-MOTHER,
her right to be a guardialJ, 273 note (h)
does not succeed to step-son, 769
when she succeeds to adopted Bon, 219
her rights all a partition, 647, 649
STRANGER,
hiB right to compel a partitioll, 653
of succession, 799
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STRIDHANUM,
adopted son &ucceedsto, of adoptive mother, 218
when deducted from maintenance, 618
devise of, by married woman, 541
See ·WOMAN'S Es~rATE.
STUDENT, religious,
succession to property of professed, 790
when excluded from inheritance, 816
SUCCESSION,
Principles of in case of Males, 676
See INHERITANCE.
1. Bengal Law, foundeil on religious offerings, 678
three sorts of offerings, ib.
sapindas, sakulya8, samanodakas, 679
theory of relationship by offerings, 680
how applied to females, 681
dial'ram explaining system, 682
2. application of system to bandhus or cognates, 684
definition of term, ib.
bandhus ex parte paiema, 683, 68<1
maierna, 685,686
enumeration not exhaustive, 687
3. rules for precedence of heirs, 688
cognates and agnates mixed together, 689
4. Mitaksham ignores religious principle, 690
" sapinda " denotes affinity, ib.
includes sakulyas, 691
tests heirship by nearness in male line, 692
cognates come in after agnates. ib.
bandhus have no relation to offerings, 694
three sorts rank by affinity, ib.
females included in Bombay, 696
5. Early Law. Inheritance and duty of making offerings
weut by affinity, 697
followed analogy of coparcenership, 699
why direct line ceased wit,h great-grandson, ib.
cognates originally not heirs, 697, 700
.
their offerings carried no right of heirship, 701
how their claim arose, ib.
6. Punjab, Sikhs, and Jains cOliform to Mitakshara, 701
religious principle unknown, ib.
Principles of in case of Females, 702
7. rights of womcn in polyandrous families, 702
in early joint family, ib.
originally not heirs, 703
only under speeial text, ib.
except in Western India, 715, 719
their right as heirs arose from claim to maintenance, 703
in Western India do not lose their rights by marriage, 720
special rights of women in Pondicherry, 717
8. daughter at first inherited as appointed, 704
afterwards on principle of consanguinity, 705
religious grounds sub~equent, 706
different principles of precedence, ib.
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9. mother and grandmother, 707
different grounds of claim, 708
priorit,y as reg8xds father, ib.
10. widow recognized more recently as heir, 709
at first only entitled to maintenance, ib.
property set aside for this, 710
influence of the niyoga, 711
ollly inherits to separate estate, 711
or to sole owner, 713
except iu Bengal, 71:l
and sometimes in Punjab and among Jains, ib. note
local usages absolutely exduding widows, 712 note, 7J 7
takes separate estate even in undivided family, 713
reasons subsequently given for hel: succe,sion, ib.
only inherits to property left by her husband, 714
except in Western India, 715
order of succession, 716
not in place of a disqualified husband, 811
11. sister has no religious efficacy, 718
not an heir by express texts, ib.
admitted as such in Bombay, 719, 793
also half-sister, 720, 794
not in Madras. 730
take equally inter se, 720
excluded in Bengal, 720
and by Benares authorities, 7:J1
and in Punjab, 723
originally excluded in Jlfadras, 722
recently admitted, 724
discussion of the decisions, 725-730
her rights after are-union, 795
Onler of, geneml p7'inciples, 731
12. issue includes grandsons and great-grandsons, ib.
all take at once, and why, ib.
their rights, where property is impartible, ~B3
priority between sons by different mothers, ib.
when of different class, 734
between natural and adopted son, 735
mode of devolution, 736-743
13. illegitimate sons of higher classes are not heirs, 743
may inherit when Sudras, ib.
whether mother must be a slave, 744
connection musL be lawful, 746
probably continuous, ib.
extent of his rights where other heirs, 747
whether he excluaes widow, 748-750
do not inherit to collaterals, 750
mfLy to mother, or each other, 751
C>1nnot claim by survivorship against collaterals, 750
unless he has tr,ken jointly with legitimate son, 51
14. widow; where several all take jointly, 752
senior tfLkes impartible property, ib.
manages the whole. ib.
they cannot d8mand partition, 753
effect of mutual arrangement for, ib.
power to alien her interest, ib.
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15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

INDEX.

INDEx.

chastity essential to vesting of estate, 753, 804
want of, does not devest it, 754
second marriage now lawful, ib.
what rights forfeited by it, 755
under Act XV of 1856, 756
to what cases Act XV of 1856 applies, 756--758
daughter sometimes excluded hy custom, 758, 763
by incontinence in Bellgal, 758
otherwise iu Western India, ib.
unsettled in Northern and Soutbern India, 759
by physical defect, 759
only inherits to her own father, 760
except in Western India, ib.
order of precedence where several, ib.
take jointly, except in Bombay, 762
no right to partition, ib.
eldest takes impartible property, ib.
daughter's son, reason for his position as heir, 763
excluded by speciai custom in Northern India, 763,764
ne,er ttl,keg WI after all admissible danghters, 765
supposed ~xception in Bengal, 762
several take per capita, 765
when as coparceners with survivorship, ib., 766
eldest of all takes impartible property, 765
has no vested interest before death, 768
is a new stock of descent, ib.
daughter's grandson, or daughter's daughter not an heir, ib.
parents difference as to their priority, 768
mother not excluded by incontinence, 771
except ill Bengal, ib.
Hot by second marriage, ib.
step-mother nut entitled, 769
w hen heir to adopted son, 2 L9
brothers, whole before half-blood, 772, 773
undivided before divided, 774
illegitimate succeed to each other, ib.
nephews never take where there are brothers, 774
e:wept under Ma,yukha, where those of the whole take
before brothers of half-blood, ib.
sons of brother who has taken, represent him, ib.
and take peT stiTpes, 775
take on their own aceount per capita, ib.
have no vested interest, ib.
after-born will not devest estate, ib.
same rules of precedence as brothers, ib.
grandnephews succeed in default of nephews, ib.
their place in order of succession, 776
great-grandnephews are only sakulyas, ib.
descendants through femalcs in father's line, 777
grandfather's and great-grandfather's line, ib.
l'recedence as between parents, ib.
followed by their issue, ib.
preference of whole over half-blood, 778
sakulyas and samanodakaR, 778
priori"y between ascendants and descendants, ib.
bandhus under l\1itaksh"ra follow all the above, 779
otherwise under Bengal law, 787
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24.

25.

26.
27.

right of sister's son as such, 780--783
grandnncle's daughter'S son, 783
precedence of, under Mitakshara, ib.
Daya Bhaga, '787
their priority in Bengal as regards sapindas, 787
sakulyas, 790
sons of nieces in each lille. 787
ex parte materna: their position in Bengal, 792
Bombay law peculiar ill admitting female heirs, 793
case of sister and step-sister, 793, 794
widow of male who has not taken, 794
d:tughter and niece, ib.
succession after reunion, 795
Yajnavalkya's rule, 796
Bengal, 797
Southern India, ib.
of pupil or preceptor, 799
fellow-trader or king, ib.
succession to hermit or ascetic. 800
See ESCHEAT; FXCLUSION·; \VOMAN'S ESTATE,

SUDRAS,
supposed to be the aborigines, 106 note
marriages of, with higher castes, ib.
Asura marriage practised by, 99
See ADOPTION, G, 9, 12; P ARTITlON, 4; 8UCCESSI0N, 13
SUJ~KA.

See MARRIAGE, 2; WOMAN'S ESTATE, 13, 15

SUNI BORAHS,
their customs, 68
SUPERSTITIOUS USES,
trusts for lawful, 581
See RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENT.
SURETY,
son's liability for debts of father as, 389
SURRENDER,
by fEndu widow to,next heir, 859
SURVIVORSHIP,
not succession, prevails in joint family, 333, 639
otherwise in Bengal, 370, 640
to what species of property it applies, 343
when impartible property rasses by, 350, 555
between adopted and after-born son, 228
widows take hy inte7' se, 752
daughters, 762
except in Bombay, ib.
daughter's sons by same mother, 766
other cases of descent ex pm-te matenui, 767
devise by father to undivided sons, 768
to widow's Gon, 343
takes precedence over claims of creditor, 427
of donee or devisee, 476, 479
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SUTRAS,
their nature and origin; probable period, 15
in general earlier than works in verse ib
their relative antiquity, 16
' .
SWAYAMDATTA,
one of the subsidiary adopted sons, 81, 92, 131 note
now obsolete, 92
TENANCY IN COllIMON,
members of undi,vided family in Bengal hold by, 370
created by partItlOn before distribution, 672
gift to widow and son, 528
descent ex parte materna, 767
TESTAMENTARY POWER.

See WILLS.

VIJNANl<JSWARA,27
VILLAGE CO~nIUNITIES,
not limited to Aryan races, 6
three forms of, in the Punjab, 294
still traceable in Southern India, 296
fiction of common descent, 297
extinct in Bengal, Western and Central India, 296
never existed among Nail'S or Kandhs, 298
their origin attribnted to polyandry, 303
their rise and dissolution, 308
right of members to forbid alienation, 306
enforce pre .. emption, 307
VIRAl\HTRODAYA,
age, authorship, and f1uthorij;y, 29

THESA WALE ME,
its vn,lue as evidence of Tamil usage, 49

VIVADA BHANGARVANA.

TIRHUT.

VIV ADA OHANDRA,
its authority in l\'[ithila, 30

See MITHILA.

TODAS,
polyandry among, 75, 302
TRADER,
his right as heir to fellow-trader, 799
TRADING PARTNERSHIPS,
beneficial interest of memb3rs of joint family in, 383
their right to he actual partners in, 384
TRUST,
woman's estate is not- held as a, 840, 842
See BE"A1I11 ; RIDLIGIOU8 E!'fDOWMIDNT; WILLS, 6, 7
UQANAS
of the Sutra period, 17
UNDIVID1~D

FA\HLY.

SJ3 JOr-H FAM[f,y; PURIAROHAL FAMILY.

UNOBSTRUOTED PROPERTY.
explanation of term, 342
heir to, has a vested interest, ib.
UPANAYANA,
what it is, and time for performing, 179 note
a bar to adoption, 180-183
unless (perhaps) in case of relations, 182
and in Western India, 183
not in Kritrima form, 265
VACHESPA'l'I MISRA,
author of Vivad" p,nd Vyavahar» Chintamani, 30
VARADRAJA,
author of Vyavahara Nirnaya, 29
VASISHTHA,
relative age of, 17, 18, 20
VIOE.

See EXOLUSTON, 2

See JAGANNATHA.

VIVADA OHINTAMANI,
age, authorship, and authority, ib.
VIVADARNAVA SETU,
Halhed's Gentoo Code, 33
VRIHASPATI,
his age, 24
VYAVAHARA CHINTAMANI,
age and authorship, 30
VYAVAHARA NIRNAYA,
its authority in Southern India, 29
WAJIB- UL-ARZ,
its na tnre and effect, 48 note.
WARD.

See COURT OF WARDS; GUARDIAN; MINOR.

WASTE,
by heiress in possession, what amounts to, 872
may be restrained at suit of reversioner, ib.
not a forfeiture of her estate, 873
may result in her dispossession, ib.
WESTERN INDIA,
evidence of customary law, 3,45
works of authority, 29
distinctiv,: doctrin~s; rights of females, 715, 793, 826, 829, 831
adoptIOn by wIdows, 42, 116
Asura marriages recognised, 100
Divorce and widow marriage allowed, 114
secular character of adoption, 134
See ADOPTION, 6, 7, 12; SUOOESSION, 7, 10, 11, 19
WHOLE BLOOD.

60

See HALF-Br;oOD,
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WIDOW,
formerly allowed to remarry, 112
also by local usag e, 113
now by statute, 755--757
See ADOPTION, 3, 4.,6, 15; MAINTENANCI<l, 1, 7; PARTITION 8'
SUCcEssIm., 10, 13, 14; WOMAN'S ESTATE.
'
,
WIDOWER. Seo ADOPTION, 2
WIFE.

INDEX.

INDEX.

See ADOPTION, 2,5 ;KRITRIMA; MAINTENANCE, 4, 7; MARRIAGE;
PARTITION, 7; WILL, 3 ; W01fAN'S ESTATE.

WILLS,
1. originally unknown, 537
n~t specially favoured by English Judges, ib.
ongmated from Brahmanical influence, 327, 536, 581
2. their progress in Bengal, 540
Southern India, 542-547
finally established by Privy Council, 548
effect of their decision, 550
disregarded by Sudder Court, ib.
followed by High Court, 551
Bombay, 552
3. testamentary power of minor or married woman, 541
onus to establish capacity and intention of testator tests on
party propounding will, 542
4. whether power of devise the same as that of gift, 553
does not prevfti.l agftinst survivorship, 554
absolute as regards impartible estates 555
and in Bengal, 491, 563
'
except as to rights of maintenance, 627
5. devise with gift over, on fftilure of male issue, 53€i
when subsequent event must happen, 559
donee must be in existence at death, 559
modification introduced by Hindu Wills Act, ib.
6. provisions of Ta.gore case, 561
trust for snccessive persons valid 563
provided purposes are legal and donees capable of taking, 564,
566, 567, 575
7. estate unknown to Hindu law invalid 556 564 567
estate tail illegal, 565
",
restraints On alienation, 567
trust for accumulation, 568
unlawful conditions of tenure, 564, 657
postponement of estate, 568
estate left in abeyance, 571
power of appointment in will valid, 571
8. heir tak~s. wha~ is not validly devised, 575
how dlsmhented, ib.
9. will may be oral, 573
no special form necessary, ib.
how revoked, 573
operation of Hindu Wills Act, 576
Probate and Administration Act 577
'
wills of Oudh Talukdars, ib.
10. construction according to intention, 573
what creates estate of inheritance, ib.
when vague or illegal disposition, 574, 575
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devise to son, its effect, 347 348
Or widow, 347, 526, 848
11. pO>lsession not necessary, 576
idiot, infant, or disqualified heir may take, ib.
estate and capacity of executors, 578
of what documents probate can be granted, 579 note
probate of wills made out of India, ib.
granted by Native Court, ib.
WOMAN'S ESTATE,

in property inhe1'ited iTom Males.
1. different meaniugs of stridhanum in 1\1il·akshara and Daya
Bhaga, 818, 82B,903
2. two qualities of estate inherited from a male, 819
scanty authority in early writers, ib.
origin of restrictions on alienation, 820, 821
dependent condition of women, ib.
influence of religious principle, ib.
3. restrictions apply to all female heirs, 822
except in Bombay, 826
text of Mitakshara examined. 822
held not to apply to estate of widow, 825
except in Pondicherry, 827
or of mother or grandmother, 825, 829
or of daughters, 828
except in Bombay, 829
sisters take absolutely in Bombay, 831
share on p<Htition subject to same limitations, 837
under Bengal law, 839
where express powers of alienation are given, 838, 848
4. nature of woman's estl\te ; she is not a trustee, 840
her general powers, 841
acts in excess invalid. ib.
bind her own life estate, 852
has full power of enjoyment, 842
may not waSGe or endanger estate, 842
represents estate, 852 note, 866
reversioners bound by decree which binds her interest,
866
unless decree fraudulent, ib.
effect of statute of limitations on their claims. 867
effect of declaratory decree against, 877
.
5. accumulations made by husband f0110w his estate, 843
after his death before delivery to her, ib.
by widow ber5elf are accretions to estate, 847
unless kept apa.rt by her, 845, 846 note
or mere cash balances, 847
,
purchases by widow out of her sftvings. 845
where she has received power to appropriate profits, 848
their descent to heir of husband or of herself, 845 note, 848
6. her power of disposition, 841
for religious or charitable purposes, 849
family ceremonies, ib., 851
husband's debts; maintenance, 850
payment of debts barred by time, ib.
necessary purposes, 852
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WOMAN'S ESTATE-continued.
arrears of government revenue, 853
effect of her extravagance or mismanagement, ib.
may sell part of estate, though possible to borrow, 854
must wait for necessity or pressure, 853
must profess to bind estate and not merely herself, 854
no larger power of over self-acquisitions inherited, 868
except among J ains, ib.
nor over moveable property, 868
unless perhaps in Western and Southern India, and in
1\1i thila, 869
7. consent of rever"ioners renders transaction valid, 855
whose consent necessary and sufficient, 855-861
her power to surrender her estate, 859
in Malabar, 861
how evidenced, ib.
8. onus of proof where her acts are disputed, 862
evidence to establish their validity, ib.
9. effect of execution for personal debt of heiress, 863
for debt binding estate, ib.
suit must be framed with that view, ib.
for debt of Jast male holder, 864
where decree obtained against him, ib.
heiress sued as represen ting him, ib.
effect of suing person who is not legal representative, ib.
10. remedies against wrongful acts, 871
only reversioners can sue, ib.
to restrain waste, 872
what amounts to waste, ib.
result of suit, 873
when for acts of stranger, 874
11. declaratory suits to ascertain title to succeed not allowed, 874
to set aside adoption, ib.
or alienation, ib.
are at discretion of Court, 875
not allowed unless refusal wonld injure plaintiff, ib.
nor for collateral purposes, ib.
their effect in binding third parties, 877
statute of limitation in case of, 875, 876
12. equities on setting aside acts of heiress, 878
none where her act wholly invalid, ib.
where sale in excess of necessity, ib.
made unnecessarily to payoff mortgage, ib.
13. principles of descent of property illherited by a woman, where
she takes limited interest, 819, 825-829
dispute fonnded on text of lI1itakshara. 822
where she takes absolute interest, 834-837
in pToperty not inherited jTom males.
14. origin and growth of her peculiar property, 880
early texts defining it, 882, 886
origin and meanings of sulka, 97, 883
property inherited or devised, 88G
does not involve idea of being at her exclusive disposal, 886
meanings of Yantaka, Ayautaka, and Saudayika, 884
purchases with, and savings of, follow character of fund, 885
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WOMAN'S ESTATE-continued.
15. power of disposition nver it, 886-890
iu case of property of a maiden, 903
absolute over saudayika, 886, 889
except land given by husband, ib., 890
or stTidhantl1n inherited from a female, 887, 902
except in Bombay, 888
and over property acqnired by her as widow, 889
subject to husband's control in other cases, ib.
but not that of any ot.her person, ib.
lapses to him by h<;~ death, ib.
restricted in case of lano,'Siven by husband, 890
unless express powers of alienation, ib.
poweJ: of husband to appropriate, 888, 889
his creditors cannot seize it, 889
extent of woman's liability for her debts, 886 note
16. principles upon which it passes, 890-904
case of a maiden's property, 890, 903
property of a married woman, 891
descent of Sulka by Benar8S law, 97, 892
different rule in Bengal, 893, 899
of Yautaka by Benares law, 893
in Bengal, 896
of gift subsequent and the husband's gifts, 898
according to the l\litakshara, ib.
the other Beaares writers, ib.
the Bengal writers, 899
of property received from a father, 900
, according to the. Mitakshara, 898
of property inherited from a female, 901
only makes one descent as stridhanum, 90~
re.verts to he.irs of woman from whom it was inherited, ib.
preference given to male heirs where stridhan of secon dary
species, 903
chastity how far essential, 904
WRITING,
not necessary in case of adoption, 203
alienation, 521
wills, 573
unless in cases under Hindu Wills Act, 576
ben ami transactions, 589
partition, 671
YAJNAVALKYA,
age and authorship, 22
YAMA
of the Sutra period, 17
YAUTAKA.

Bee WOMAN'S ESTATE, 13, 15

ZElVlINDARY.
TURE.

Sea ALIENATION, 4; hIPARTIBLE PROPERTY; PRIMOGENI-

THE END.

IXDIAN LAW PUBLICAHONS.
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Cash Fric>'s

}tS. A.

Cash Pd,ces

Hindu Law Books. The Vyayahal'a Mayukah, translated byBOl'l'adaile ttnd t\VO OeigilHd 111'e~1tises Oll the Hindn
transla.j-,ed by J. C, C. Sutherland.

luL\\'

'9

o

the I1 JdianJudge,2ndeditiol1, H:l70, byJ. 'Y.HancHey, Bar.-at-LiI,w.

Hindu Law Books. Three Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inherit-

I

[tnee! Daya-Bhaga t111d )Iitaksh,'LI'a: trallslctted by H. 1 Uolebl'ooke
and the Daya-kram,l-Stwgmha, translated by P. NI. Wynch, :-ltd
edjt,io~l, -.;vith Index~ unifonn 'with the above, Brd edition, 1'e1) , 1895
1,.

I,

9

o

3

o

2

0

Holloway's System of the Modern Roman Law. translated from
the Gernlttl1 of Friedrich C,:trl yon 8a,\Tigny

,

6

one, 4t 1 edition, 1894: wit,h ThI81l1oir and copious Indexes

0

9

0

I

Macnaghtell'S Principles and Precedents of Mahomedan Law,
new editi all, 8th reprint, with Digest of C[tses up to 1893
.. 10 0
Madras HIgh Court RepOl'ts-Dig'est of Cases decided in the High
Court of 1\iaJms, Vols. I t.o VIII, by H. IVigmm, c.s., 3rd edition ..
I

o

I

..

..

"

..

1909 1S 0
1904 18 12
1907 15

J909 10
1908 5
1908 J.
1909 12

I

.

3 0

J\~ew E,Ziiion, JJ1a1'ch

alOd fnll Index.
I

1910..

ref0rence to the ln1Ys in force in British IndiR , 2nd edition, improved

Appeals from Iudia, 3 I'ols.

1906

B.A.

Y oI. II, from 1871'to 1899

8 0
4

Tarrant's Digest of the Decisions of the Privy Council to be

0

0

0

8 0
3 0

found in .i'.Ioore's Indian AppcltJ Cases, Vols. I-XIV,3rd edition

5

0

1908, witi] llot,es ftnd
larged

with u:~e:::~: t:~it

by F

0

~

~

Second editjol1~

o

~

:

",'..

..

UK PrF MU Brno

Wigram

6 0

5

appendices,

Viswanl'l tha Sastri's Ciyil Procedure Code
o
- - - - lVladras Lands Estates Act
3 0
ada Chintamani, a succinct Commentary on the Hindu Law
Viy prevalent in NIithila, from the original Sanskrit of Vachaspati IlIisra.

14 0

Vols. 1-12; N.-W. Provinces, Yols. 1-7; up to 1875. re-arrang:ct

o

Vencataramana Aiyar's Code of Civil Procedure,

1905 5 0
1910 10 0.
1909 3 8

••

who have not had previous dealings
value or part value of goods with O1'der.

6

ably impl'oyed, with an Index

Nelson's (J. H.) View of Hindu Law, with Index "
Normandy's Digest of the Cases reported in the following
L[tw Reports; Bengal, Vols. 1-15; Madras, Vols. 1-8; Bombay

l':::t::::s

8

Thomson's Manual of Hindu Law, 3rd ed., revised

Mool'e's Malabar Law and Custom, 3rd edition
1905
Morison's Adyocacy and Examination of Witness, 2nd edition,

by P. K. Kambyar,

3

Statutes Relating tc India, A Coliection of, in Two Volumes ..

'The two taken togetheT, Rs. 10-8.

M~l1a's CiYil Procedure Code
..
"
II Mahomedan Law
"
II Nair's CiyiI Procedul'e Code, see undm' Krishnan.
Nambyar's Index of Cases judiCially noticed (1809-1908)

0

25

VoI. I, np to t.he end of 1870

do.

16

Streencvaea Row's (P.) I.egaI Maxims, illustrated with special

Starling's The I lldian Cl'iminal Law
1905 16 0
Statutes Relating to India, A Collection of, in Two Volumes.

II
--Supplement to

0

0

Sun toke's Cl'iminal Procedure Code
1909 4 8
Sutherland's Hindu Law of Adoption
1 0
Suthel'land's (D.) Digest of the JUdgments of the Privy Council, on

..

Michell's Law: of Easements, llatul'alrights arising from Situat.lon and LICense in India "
..
..

0
0 '
0

Smruti Challdrika or the Hindu Law of Inheritance. translated
by T. I{l'isi.l1asavlllly lyer, 2nd edition

Mayne's Crimina! Law of India, 3rd edition
1905 21 0
Mayne's Hindu Law and Usage, 7th edition
1906 20 0
Mayne's Hints on Confessions and Appl'OYers for the use of the
Police

0

3 0

SOhOlli's Code of Criminal Procedure, edited with copiolls Notes

8 \

robate and AdmillistJ'ation Act, with elaborate notes and commentaries, with supplement
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